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N^tmLoew Agenda: Introducing OOURIVIETS THIN N.Y. Film Distribs Say ‘Unchecked’ 
Boss Joe Vogel to Press & Public MU n jUIFlK Theatres Stole $100-Mil in 2d Years 

£oew*s $nef prexy Joseph R. V<b< 
get is being given the buildup 
^eatiuentr Efforts are afoot, as a 
pute relations gesture, to make. 
it&gel kfitfjyn to the press as well 

r to the business and financial 
oorniiiuiiffer 

Vogel’s predecessors, both Ar¬ 
thur M+ Loew and Nicholas M; 
Schemefcr seldom ventured outside 
the confines of the motion picture 

although pow- 
circles^ was hardly 

nimlBmBmovm outside the btisi- 
ness. Tit rarely appeared at pub- 

\ lie gatherings and was never known 
to meet the, press* As a matter of 

‘ fact, Schenefc usually timed his 
* annual Florida* vacation to coin* 
ride with the company’s yearly 
stpcldiolders- meeting. He finally 
attended one stockholder Session 
after the investors had complained 
for many years about his abseficE. 
Iroew presided at one stockholder 

'''meeting before he edited the posi- 
, < tion of proxy abd deoaifa^iiMh^lield 

a press conference to :a^|ppaee a 
. particular project ^ i „ 

; • , VogeLs “getting Around" is 
’ aimed at increasing the prestige of 
the company. In addition, the film 
company igpper la acting as official 

- embassador in the telling of the 
^ company’s story, especially since 
Leew’* was faced by a proxy fight 

i recently*: ^ * 
, Vogel appeased before the N. Y. 

Security Analysts ^feCently. In 
~ addition to giving Wail Streefets 
|nup-to-date report; on the com* 

/pany!f activities he answered all 
eLuestkms relating tolLoew’s plans: 
Jlhd financial structure^ Tomorrow 
fihurs;> Yogen* hfi^ing a .iaficte 

;-.;eon at the Fiaza-^peJ, 
Ur^trade paper editojS! *tb make .am 

nouncement Which sltoMld be m in- 
Mere# to your jeadw." In addi¬ 
tion; vogel expressed Ida gratitude 
•-^dryourJie&nta^^m^he news 
concerning pur; comipamr and my 
recent activities as 

DREYFUS CASE STILL 

- PaHS, dune 4* 
' She French, usually, tolerant on 

film-subject matter, won’t accept 
Pi* touching on the Dreyfus Case. 
This case is taboo here, dose 
Ferrer found that out when he 
tried to get permission to shoot 
exteriors here on his “I Accuse" 
(M-G), based on the Dreyfus af¬ 
fair. He was categorically turned 
down, and Metro decided to avoid 
trouble and shoot the needed ex- - 
teriors in nearby Brussels* 

Another • pic treating this - case 
about the Jewish officer unjustly 
accused of espionage, “The life of 
Emile Zola^JWB), has never been 
allowed to play here though It can 
be seen at the French, Film; 
Musegm.' - * i 

. Twentieth-Fox is .facing an al¬ 
most total Southern boycott on 
its* Darryl F; Zanuck production, 
“Island In the Sun.0 The South, 
according to available estimates, 
represents about 20% of’ the en¬ 
tire domestic market, i\ 

Company, is concerned also 
about the socalled “fringe^ areas, 
iu$i ax Louisville And even 
®ringfieid, HI., where agitation 
about racial romance in the film 

(Continued on page fid) *" 

JSy GEORGE ROSEN 

There’S considerable unrest, not 
to mention anxiety, in the televi¬ 
sion-industry oyer what to all out¬ 
ward appearances would # seem to 
be A' concerted and deliberate at¬ 
tempt to downgrade the medium. 
The potshots and the barbs are de¬ 
signed to spread the gospel that: 

(1) Television programming is 
at its lowest ebb in mediocrity. 

(2) Television perpetuates and 
breeds vulgarity. 

iZY‘Television as an advertising 
medium is disillusioning ntore and 
more sponsors. 

Hot only the television networks 
but the producer and synidcators 
of telefilms are apprehensive’over 
the mounting and what they call 
unjustified “alarms” being spread 
coast-to-coast, notably by other 
media, all intended to convey the 
impression that from both an en¬ 
tertainment and sales standpoint 
tv isn’t everything it’s cracked up 
to be and that the advertiser and 
the Viewer are left holding the bag. 

Concern of the ihdttsiryV facto¬ 
tums doesn’t necessarily stem from 
criticisms of the duly, accredited, 
tv reviewers and columnists, since 
obviously it’s-their function to help: 
“police" the medium in the interest 
of their viewers. But when, for ex¬ 
ample,* a New York World-Tele-, 
gram burst forth last week with the; 
kind of Page 1 headline usually re¬ 
served for international or domes¬ 
tic crises that found tv scripter 
Goodman Ace decrying the medioc¬ 
rity Of television programs in genr 
Oral, such spotlighting of a down- 
beat tv story was regarded as any¬ 
thing but accidental. 

Particularly in View of the fact 
that only a couple of weeks previ¬ 
ous, the daily’s tv-ra;d& critic,: 
Harriet Van Home, did ^fulsome 
treatment touching on the same 

^Continued on page 41) 

CAREER DIPLOMAT 
AS ZANUGK’S THEME 

Hollywood, dyne 4, 
.Darryl.Zanuck is undertaking a 

film dealing with the career dip¬ 
lomat, reportedly with bles§ing 
of high Washington personages. 
Government sources recently sug¬ 
gested such a picture to Zanuck, 
who relayed idea to 20th-Fox for 
expression of Company’s enthu¬ 
siasm for project* 

Decision has been made to pro¬ 
ceed with venture with Richard 
Murphy, now on lot as producer- 
director-writer developing a treat¬ 
ment for Zanuck’s indie company 
releasing through .20th. Murphy 
recently returned from Washing¬ 
ton confabs with government of¬ 
ficials on project 

Communist Party boss Nikita 
Khrushchev’s • precedents! tele¬ 
vision interview on CBS-TWs 
“Face the Nation” get wide ex¬ 
posure beginning this week. The 
interview, which was on film, his 
already been sold to telceasters in 
England, Australia, Sweden, Japan, 
Canada, Cuba and Mexico and will 
also be syndicated. Ideally in the 
£L S. for repeatir. 

The interview, first Of Its kind 
(Continued on page 40) 

► In a period of 20 years distribu¬ 
tors and their producer partners 
were cheated out of $100,000,000 in. 
film rentals by exhibitors who sm> 
reptitioiisly pocketed more than 
their agreed share of boxoffiee 
money. This staggering (and pre¬ 
viously undisclosed) chisel was 
claimed by distrib sources this 
week by way of emphasizing lire 
threat of still further losses likely 
to be sustained by new state bills 
designed to eliminate ‘‘blind 
checking” of theatres playing pic¬ 
tures op percentage. 

The ^100,000,000 loss Was at the 
rate of $5-mil per year for each of 
the 20 years prior to 1952, accord¬ 
ing. to film company informants* 
Theatremen helped themselves to 
the hefty- amounts of larcenous 
coin because the distribs had left 
themselves wide open to such a 
grab, it’s said. It was over this 
period that open checks were con¬ 
ducted; the exhib knew exactly 
when his house was being counted 
and could adjust his percentage re¬ 
ports to conform with the com¬ 
pany’s check. No Such conformity 
was needed during periods when 
there was no check. However, col¬ 
lusion ibetween the exhibitor and 
the individual checker occurred in 
some cases, according to some dis¬ 
tribs* 

Blind checking was introduced 
to discourage these exhibs .with the 
taking ways. That it cut down on 
the losses considerably became m 
certainty, for the exhib was made 
unaware of the identity of the 
checker and when the latter was 
in the house* .felso, the checker’s 
reports could be used as evidence 
in fraud suits against the chiseling 
exhibs* 

Now, though, the Texas Legisla¬ 
ture hast outlawed such blind check¬ 
ing, as have the law-makers in Ar* 

(Continued on page 22) 
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Church Singers: ‘Low Fees Not Sacred’ 
n>f.AmfKf robert x dandry 

’ * W$khfpitoii, Ji|ife 4. Least protected and Mast id or- 
#fcr da Ameneans trsvel «£ 

JurtVt " ent or Greater New York ate the 
^ ' ILS.^eiuuc^UFeau. in cne siD^r^ area’s 1,700 Frotes- 

pop^tion Mailt, 430 Catholic and 700 JewWi 
mber oL houses of worship. Thou^i iasiny 

j j.s foloists* have* operatic 'and cotfoert 
ivel firedit*>very -few get over |25J j>er 
— ‘ %d>bath For. two perfornianeesiand 

plenty^ of rehearjangw r ' , 
FasMonable churcbea .of Rfth* 

Iflfodiron* and Park Avenues 6|ieer 

iEfr° 
a year is. about 

m why Ifer WAgea 
t nt$, ttraed” baa open ed oi- 

in Hall, j tTr' i 
e^demfeafect ruined the mir- 

t# for ehiuxh j^aygm. RediA^d 

budget Were then turned over to 
the organists Who began using un¬ 
paid volunteer choirs and soloists. 

Present grievances are not lim¬ 
ited to fees,’however* Midseason 
eanc^lations wtiho^t notice or-sev¬ 
erance, caprkions changes, of poli¬ 
cy by ifeurch music committees are 
inentioiied. One’swank Madison 
Ave. cbnrch disinksed three pro- 
fe^iionals With * 15; 13 and 20 
yemr* iemwe * respectively without 
waritiD|^ .*XjBP2&tion or j|pn a 
•netd ti Action came 
when iPMI* obi dgraister' accepted a 
«4l AP imq^r ;cii^ ■ > / 

|a presid^it- 
nj^tof new giii^Fa7 asspeia- 

tioii* - pl^ip$r *T& tiie commit- 
tees ai executiyes, w$e> run the 
business afiairs of our. Manhattan 
churchea ran their own ^fiees on 
the same basis, the morale of their 
staffs in* the present labor market 

would produce a dangerously high 
turnover." . . .. ^ „s 
, There are several Agencies spe¬ 
cializing in placing church singers, 
among* them 'Stdel^amishii, inga- 
Wank, Barman A Hail, Mrs. Bliss, 
Worthington considers them a 
necessary , convenience* And >says< 
church singers have no objection 
to paying commi^Ions on their 
small*stipends*' Agettts'cannot pro¬ 
tect singers against music commit¬ 
tees, however. Th# Angers them¬ 
selves must band iogp$bef to com¬ 
pel a node of ethics* Seldom is 
there anytij^h£ M ^But 
aurely a chmfth’t verbid contract 
Aught to be tiMwfrglisr* A number 
of recent incident* suggest other¬ 
wise.” 

Another complaint ft. fall-' 
ure in some church beaiBfis to give 
soloists, “btifing^ Jewkh temples 

(Oopttoued on page fg) 

HEMWmNUNM 
Reginald Allen, who has been 

senior asst, general manager 
among the four at the Metropolitan 
Opera House, N. Y„ is exiting there 
to become executive director of the 
Lincoln Square Performing Arts 
Centre. „ His. opera, - symphony or¬ 
chestra, Universal and J. Arthur 
Rank film background (he’s also a * 
jGilbert & Sullivan collector via the 
“Morgan “Library) mesh with the 
prospective scope of the big west 
side development to be.. 

Allen will office at the Met into 
the fall and possibly rotate be¬ 
tween there and the Centre’s pro 
tem HQ in the Coliseum for some¬ 
time. 

Rudolf Bing, off to Europe today 
i (Wed*) for the summer, is shuf¬ 
fling duties of his exec echelon, 
Robert Herman (son of the base¬ 
ball great) becomes acting business 
administrator With Henry Wrong 
as aide. Paul Jaretzki takes* over 
from Herman as assistaM the 
Metis artistic director Max Rudolf* 
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ares’ Dlemma: 'Adult’ Themes 

Appealing to the 15-24 Age Group 
Veteran producer ■' Lawrence 

'Weingurten maintains that no pic¬ 
ture can be a hit in today’s market 
unless it appeals to tlge J.5 to 24 
ace croup. “We’ve arrived at this 
conclusion,” he said in New York, 
la-t \.eek, ‘ by a careful analysis 
cf ike preview cards.” Asked if 
that meant that Hollywood was 
abam'osi'n.R adult audiences, Wcih- 
ga*-i<*:i termed the query as the 
r,etc:-'; -I question.” He Insisted, 
l:Ov.e\e*. that pictures in order to 
he -cv.-lot have to he escapist 
in *:• tu 1 r ul have to draw the 
youm er Ri neralion. 

We':- ; i ten, a film producer for 
some yearv. recently joined with 
Ramiro S. Be. mcn, another veteran 
film ;tvto organize Avon Pro¬ 
ductions, an indie firm which will 
be financed by Metro, with which 
both principals have had a long 
association. Under terms of the 
deal. Avon will make 12 pictures 
for M-G release over a three-year 
period. Company, which has ac¬ 
cess to Metro's library of proper¬ 
ties*, has geared its program to, de¬ 
liver the* first six pictures within 
18 months. First fflm under the 
new arrangement, “Don’t Go Near 
the Water,” has been completed 
and will be released shortly. 

According to Vcingarten, both 
Berman and himself will work 
jointly* on each picture on. their 
program although only one of them 
will take producer credit on desig¬ 
nated films. While Vv'eingarten will, 
he listed as producer of “Don’t Go 
Near the Water.” Berman will have 
the main credit on “Jailhouse 
Rock.” the Elvis Presley starrer 
currently being filmed on the Metro 
lot. 

Pair have a diversified list of 
film scheduled, ranging from the 
Presley entry to “The Brothers 
Karamozov.” Also on tlielr ini¬ 
tial slate is “Cat On a Hot Tin 
Roof.” “The Reluctant Debutante,” 

t ? Continued on page 22)' 

ANOTHER SZELL-MGR. 
QUARREL DETONATES 

Fang claw and meow stuff in 
symphony orchestras as detailed in 
Variety during 1956, was again 
ventilated'over the weekend with 
the resignation of George H. L. 
Smith, manager of the Cleveland 
Orchestra. He quit in Europe and 
blamed “intolerable treatment” by 
conductor George Szell during the 
current overseas tour for the U. S. 
State Dept. An official said Smith 
was “fired.” 

Smith, is toppled after a brief 
tenure, having succeeded William' 
McKclvy Martin as orchestra mgr. 
only April 1. The backstage feuding 
in Cleveland, an open secret never 
published in the local press until 
first published in this trade organ 
last falL Szell has thrown his 
weight in administrative matters 
for years. He’ is now in Europe 
with only wealthy lawyer Efank E. 
Taplin on the business side. Taplin 
jg due to join Princeton U. soon. 

CLAUDE RINYON'S STAGE PLAY 

Visits N. Y. With7 His Mysterioso 
M. D. Collaborator 

Scripter Ciaudej Binyon and his 
anonymous collaborator, Dr. “Max 
Edwards,” a Los Angeles medico 
who really wants. to disguise' his : 
true identity, were in and out of. 
New York within;. 48 hours to hud¬ 
dle v. iih George Abbott and experi¬ 
ence a professional reading of their 
play, "A Soft Touch.” It’s an Octo¬ 
ber entry via Abbott, who will stage 

, and co-produce with Harold Prince 
and Robert E. Griffith. Frederick 

i Brisson, usually associated with the 
three, is not in on the “Touch” pro¬ 
duction. 

Binyon had to be excused for his 
N. Y. quickie from a 20th-Fox writ¬ 
ing chore for Henry Ephron, who 
is producing the filmed version of 
Paul Monash's video play, "The 
Singing Idol.” 

Incidentally, this is. Binyon’s first . 
New York visit since 1945 and also 
his first play. Reason for the L. A. 
medico’s insistence on anonymity 
is because the play treats with hos¬ 
pital staff behavorism and is said to 
be too clinically authentic to some 
incidents. 

Adenoidal Songs 

Fade; Hawaiian 

Musk Revival? 
Boston, June 4. • 

Calypso Is^ on the wane and 
Hawaiian music will make the com¬ 
plete circle and cojne to the fore¬ 
front in a resurgence bigger than- 
the late 20’s within a. year, because 
America's musical ear has been 
too long tortured by non-melodic 
forms, rock, r & b and calypso, too; 

So predicts Dolphe Martin, the 
Harvard medico grad who gave up 
a physician’s career for music, did 
the score for “Roll, Sweet Chariot” 
on Broadway, two musical films 
in Europe, created and produced 
“Youth On Parade” in 1941 on 
CBS radio, and is now back in the 
Hub reactivating the latter locally 
on WBMS. 

Says Mariln: “We’ve gone 
through the rock, most radio sta¬ 
tions have thrown it out, and we’re 
9Qrc of the way through calypso. 
Calypso is giving way now to Ha¬ 
waiian music;” 

The only ihing new in rock 
melodically is the musical interval 
of a fourth, a new sound used to a 
“fare thee well, sometimes six or 
eight different times. with no 
chromatic intervals,” he contended. 
“Anyone with a good set of ade- 

< Continued on page 63) 
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Brunet's Carioca Honor 
The Officier Cruzeiro do Sul (the : 

Southern Cross) Brazil’s highest 
civilian honor, was awarded A^eade 
Brunet, veep and managing direc¬ 
tor of RCA’s International Division. 
Given to the American exec in Bra¬ 
zil, the award was for his “import¬ 
ant contribution to the mutual un¬ 
derstanding of, our two countries.” ■ 

Brunet, 35 years with RCA, is 
currently o.o.ling the company’s < 
Brazilian setup, RCA Victor Radio, ’ 
S. A. 

Big Earners Of 

Show Biz Unions 
Washington, June 4. 

Several leaders of show biz trade 
unions are among the big earners 
within the American labor move¬ 
ment, according to figures released 
by Senator Styles Bridges, chair¬ 
man of the Senate Republican Pol¬ 
icy Committee. He said the infor¬ 
mation was obtained from figures 
furnished to the U. S. Labor De¬ 
partment by the unions. 

Among those the Senator identi¬ 
fied were: 

John L. Dales, executive secre¬ 
tary of Screen Actors Guild, $25,- 
475.64, tplus $1,373, (No explana¬ 
tion is given for the “plus” sums.) 

Walter Pidgeon, SAG prexyv , 
none. 

Richard F. Walsh, president of ( 
International Alliance of Theatrical ; 
Stage Employees, $26,450, plus 
$2,516:70. 

James C.'Petrillo, president of 
American Federation of Musicians, 
$23,000. (Dept, of Labor states that 
Petrillo’s total salary is $40,000, 
half paid by his local union in Chi¬ 
cago.) 

Lawrence M. Raftery, president 
of Painters, Decorators and Paper- 
hangers, which controls many of 

(Continued on page 22) 

Emily Kimbrough Party 
Cruise of British Casals 

With a New Book in Mind 
Emily Kimbrough who, when she 

did a Continental jaunt with Cor-, 
nelia Otis Skinner, came up with 
a bestseller, “Our Hearts Were 
Young and Gay,” which was fol¬ 
lowed by a sequel, plans to get a 
hook out of motor launch cruising 
holiday through the waterways of 
Britain. She is accompanied by 
her traveling companion, Sophie 
Yarn ell* Jacobs (who is president 
of the Urban League, N. Y.), play¬ 
wright Arthur Kober, and ditto 
(an4T also actor) Howard Lindsay 
and the latter’s wife, actress Doro- : 
thy Stickney. 

The motorboating through Brit¬ 
ain takes off in Stone, some three, 
hours outside of London, and will1 
traverse the canals, rivers, estu¬ 
aries, etc;, mooring each night and 
residing in some English roadside 
(or more strictly river-side) inn. 

All sailed on the Queen Eliza¬ 
beth last week on which still an¬ 
other playwright, Noel Coward, was 
aboard. Unique about Coward’s 
crossing this time is that it spelled 
a repatriation to his homeland after 
having declared himself an exp.a- 

• iriate (U. S. and British West In¬ 
dies) for tax reasons. 

NEW NAME FOR BINGO 
IS‘LITTLE MONSTER’ 

Ottawa, June 4. 
“Little Monster Night Bingo” at 

the Startop. Drive-In here (May 
30 and every Thursday all sum- 
mem is the latest wrinkle to keep 
the ozoner filled. 

Theatres aren’t allowed bingo, 
and usually consider It stiff com¬ 
petition. . (This city is one of the 
few that permit bingo at all, and 
only for recognized charities.) So 
Startop donates the premises to 
South Ottawa Lions Club, which 
tees the bingo at 7:30 p.m. at 50c. 
After 12 games it’s around nine 
o’clock and dark, and the gamblers 
may either go home with their 
gains or their grief or stay for the- 
double feature, paying 65c. admis¬ 
sion. Most stayed at the opener 
“Untamcid” and “Demetrius and 
the Gladiators.” 

Word “bingo” Is rarely used In 
advertising such affairs, euphemism 
“Monster Night” being generally 
preferred. 

BATTLESHIPS $ ELEPHANTS 

Hillbillies, Jpse .Greco, Circus All 
Part of Giant Naval Review 

Norfolk, Va\, June 4. 
Show biz—from ice to ele¬ 

phants, with plenty of hillbilly and 
fandango—plays a leading role in 
the celebration of" International 
.Naval Review which opens Satur¬ 
day (8) and runs nine days'In this 
City and nearby Portsmouth. 

• The festival, bringing ships of war 
from all over the globe, ties'into 
the 350th anniversary of .the first' 
permanent British settlement in 
the\ western world—at Jamestown, 
Va.,\ about 35 miles up the James 
River from here. 

. Entertainment lineup includes 
the following: 

Ice Capades of 1957, the new 
show, opens at Foreman Feld, an 
athletic stadium, on Saturday eve¬ 
ning and runs the full nine eve¬ 
nings. Same day a trade show will 

(Continued on page 61) 

Get Federal Arts 

No-Subsidy Plan 

RoBing-VIP-s 
No “subsidy” of the arts is asked 

or provided in pending legislation 
to set up a Federal Advisory Coun¬ 
cil under the Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare. Moreover 
the hill has support from both 
parties. Hence every effort should 
be mustered to get the measure 
enacted and an arts-recognizing 
body established in Washington. 

Such was the message. of last 
week’s rally at the Whitney Mu¬ 
seum in N. Y. of The National 
Council on the Arts & Govern¬ 
ment, of which Clarenee Derwent 
and Harold Weston are the sparks. 
Signatures of *400 V.I.P.’s in and 
out of the performing and fine arts 
were secured for petition to Con¬ 
gress. 

Former Senator Herbert Leh¬ 
man of N. Y. actively supported a 
Federal arts project last year and 
his successor Senator Jacob Javits 
has been quick to keep the saddle 
warm. 

Greek Director Resists 
U.S. Boxoffice Names In 
. U.A. Deal on Euripides 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ 
Paris, June 4. 

United Artists is talking a deal 
to back a Greek film Version of the 
Euripides tragedy “Ipbighenia” by 
Michael Cacoyannis, the young" di¬ 
rector who attracted film 'festival 
notice via his three features, 
“Windfall in Athens,” “Stella” and 
“The Girl In Black.” (‘’Windfall” 
played the U.S. lingo circuits, 
“Stella” just opened at the World 
in N.Y., and “Girl” hits the Paris 
Theatre in N,Y. next October). 

Arnold Picker, UA foreign dis- 
trtb head, opened, the way for in- 

(Coniinued on page 63) 
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Japs 7 Out ofl6 

Awards at Asia’s 

Owa Film Fest 
By DAVID M. JAMPEL 

Tokyo, June 4. 

It was not top surprising that 
Japan monopolized the prize win¬ 
ning at the Fourth Film Festival in 
Asia (May .20-24), garnering seven 
of the sixteen awards, so. perhaps 
the keynote of the event that 
brought an estimated 400 Asian 
industry, leaders and stars to Tokyo 
can be identified with a remark 
made by Shiro Kido in his wel¬ 
coming address. 

Kido, prez of the Shpchiku Mo¬ 
tion Picture Co. and chairman of' 
the fest’s executive committee, de¬ 
clared on the meet’s opening night, 
that the event will be “carefully 
noted by the American and Euro¬ 
pean film industries who cannot 
ignore this new development.” 

The “new development” refers 
to the expansion in scope of the 
Asian organization, now operating 
under the new title of the Federa¬ 
tion of Motion Pictures of Asia. In 
addition to Japan, the Philippines, 
Malaya-Singapore, Indonesia, Re¬ 
public of China and Thailand, this 
year’s festival had a new member 
-—Republic of Korea—and reps of 
India and South Vietnam, present 
as observers. 

Japan won top honors in both 
the dramatic feature and documen- 

(Continued on page 63) 

STOCKHOLM FESTIVAL 
POOL’S STATE ARTS 

" ■ .. Stockholm, June 4. 
Annual Stockholm Festival, now 

in its fifth season, got underway 
Sunday (2) at The Court Theatre 
adjacent- to the Royal Swedish 
Summer Palace at Drottningholm 
outside Stockholm. For the first 
time the resources of the Royal 
Swedish Opera Ballet, the orches¬ 
tra and music section of the Swed¬ 
ish State Broadcasting Service, and 
the Royal Dramatic Theatre have 
been pooled for the occasion. 

At Drpttningholm, the focal point 
’of the 12-day fest, audiences saw 
the preem of “Cupid Out of His 
Humor,” a 17th century ballet to 
music by Henry Purcell, and “Mas- . 
ter Peter’s Puppet Show,”- a one- 
act opera by Manuel da Falla. 
French conductor Albert' Wolff ba- 
tonned the Swedish Broadcasting 
Service orch. 

Number of noted Swedish opera 
stars have been rounded up to par¬ 
ticipate in the fest program at the 
Stockholm Royal Opera House. 
Tenor Jussi Bjorling, who sang at 
New York’s Metropolitan Opera 
last winter, will appear In “Aida” 
and "II Trovatore.” Others sched¬ 
uled include Set Svanholm, Birgit 
Nilsson, Sigurd Bjorling, Kerstin 
Meyer and Elisabeth Soderstrom. 
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Universal, Aloof to Foreign Producing, 
Sets Deals in Italy and Germany 

Berlin, Jun§ 4. - 

There are indications that Uni¬ 
versal, departing from an old poli¬ 
cy, may be 'going in for European 
production. 

Company some years back did 
•'Captain Ligrftfoot” on location in 
Ireland. More recently it shot 
“Interlude” with June Allyson and 
Bossano Brazzi in Munich. ’ But, 
with the exception of these iso¬ 
lated instances. Universal stood 
aloof from European production. 

Now, the company has made two 
deals. In Italy, William Alland 
will produce “The Islander” for 
U, with Richard Wilson scripting 
and directing. Esther Williams 
and Jeff Chandler will be starred, 
with native eamerman and crew to 
be used. Wilson says the picture 
will.be done in an almost neo- 
realist style, a departure for Uni¬ 
versal. ' 

Here, in Berlin, U has made a 
deal to Shoot its “A Time to Live, 
a Time to Die” at the Arthur 
Brauner-CCC studios. Picture will 
roll in August. 

While Universal in the past has 
sent location crews abroad, It 
hasn't done studio work locally. 

Yank Squawk Ends 
Austria’s New Tax 

Vienna, June 4. 
Another Austrian attempt to tax 

Imports has fizzled, but not until 
the Americans—aided by the Brit¬ 
ish-brought pressure to bear on 
the Austrian government. 

Measure to raise the tax on 
dubbed films by around 12 times; 
was quietly introduced and seemed 
to have a good chance of being 
adopted, when the Motion Picture 
Export Assn, and the British Film 
Producers Assn, woke up to the 
threat and went into action. i 

The one country that would not 
have been affected was Germany, 
whose films' naturally circulate in 
Austria in the original language 
.versions. There is an impression 
around that the Germans, for pure-- 
ly .selfish reasons, weren’t exactly 
unsympathetic to the Austrian tax 
aim. 
‘ When the facts become known, 
MPEA rep Fred Gronich went into 
action and succeeded in having the 
measure* withdrawn. BFPA’s Sir 
Henry French supported the Amer¬ 
ican moves. 

United Artists’ First 
Stockholders Meeting 

Since 1919 Founding 
United Artists broke in a New 

Act yesterday (Tues.)—the com¬ 
pany’s first' meeting of stockhoteh 
ers in 38 years (founded 1919)—* 
and all ingredients made for a 
cheerful earful for the public 
owners. 

Board chairman Robert S. Ben- 
jamin and president Arthur .B. 
Krim sketched past, present and 
hoped-for future affairs of the 
financing-distributing film com¬ 
pany, all in favorable pastel 
shades. The climb has been con- 

• slstent since they and their part¬ 
ners took over in 1951. The net 

. earnings for the first quarter of 
1957 showed a 19.2% jump over 
the corresponding period of.1956, 
going to 57c per share on the ap¬ 
proximately 1,000,009 shares out¬ 
standing in the new frame after 
48c a year ago. 

Further, last year’s gross of 
$64,771,784 and net of $3,106,000- 
will both be exceeded in 1957, the 
investors Were told. And 1958; 
will be even greater, Krim an-j 
nounced. ‘ t 

Meeting took place at New- 
York’s Rivoli Theatre and was at-' 
tended by the press along Witte 
over 100 stockholders, industry ob-; 
servers and spies from Wall Street* 

(Continued on pag6 22) 

Upped Admission Scale , 
For Tride and Passion’ 

Advanced 'admission prices down 
the line of exhibition are indicated 
as the policy for Stanley Kramer’s 
production of “Pride and the Pas¬ 
sion,” United Artists release. Film, 
which stars Cary Grant, Frank 
Sinatra and Sophia Loren, is to 
open at the Capitol Theatre, New 
York, among other spots late this 
month, at upped scales and a re¬ 
ported jPO-10 - distributor-exhibitor 
split after houSe expense. 

Cap’s range will be $1.20 to $2.50, 
with the latter, to obtain with the 
entirp house at certain times over 
weekends and holidays," not Being- 
limited to the select divan seats. 

Helprin-Crown To 
Produce Features 
For United Artists 
Morris Helprin, who for years 

was the late Sir Alexander Korda’s 
exec officer ii> New York, and Al¬ 
fred W. Crown have fornied a new 
company, Barbizon Protractions, to 
engage in theatrical and television 
film production. Crown has re¬ 
signed as vice-president of Allied 
Artists to join Helprin in the op¬ 
eration, Helprin being the presi¬ 
dent -and Crown the exec v.p. 

Already set are tieups with Unit¬ 
ed Artists, which will finance and 
distribute the company’s initial two 
productions, and with both CBS 
and NBC, which will finance the 
making in London of pilots of two 
half-hour tv series. 

Barbizon will maintain offices in 
N, Y. and London with Helprin and 
Crown Inking turns at shuttling 

(hack and forth. The two execs 
said in Gotham the past week 
they’ve done some longrange blue¬ 
printing that envisions important- 

(Continued on page 61) 

Man-and-Wife Producers 
Scorn Studios; Currently 

Seek Manhattan Roofs 
Residents of Fifth Avenue in 

New York, particularly penthouse 
dwellers, are being somewhat 
startled by calls and even knocks 

( on the'door from a persistent lady 
who wants to know if they’ll make 
their apartment available for the 
filming of a sequence for a motion 
picture. 

The 4 distaff location seeker is 
Virginia Stone, one half of a 
unique man-and-wife production 
team. Mrs. Stone, whose husband 
is producer-director-writer Andrew 
Stone, serves as associate producer, 
cutter and editor. Except for the 
thesping and camera work, the 
Stones perform almost every cre¬ 
ative. function on nacTj of their 
films.. 
. The search for a Fifth Ave. pent- 
louse. Is in line with the Stones’ 
current assignment—the produc¬ 
tion of the first of three films under 
their new independent contract 
with Metro which, calls for them, 
to deliver their quota over an 18- 
month period. It is also part of a 
policy and filming technique they 
have decided upon to film eyery 
production on location without 
once stepping into a studio. 

“We haven’t shot a picture on a 
lot in the last four years,” Stone 
said in N.Y. this week. "We feel 
that the actual location—whether 

(Continued on page 18) 

Wilder on Tat Bird’ 
Hollywood, June 4. 

Billy Wilder is joining forces 
with Hecht-Hill-Lancaster to direct 
'“The Cat Bird Seat” based on 
James Thurber’s short story, 

- George Axelrod is busy on 
screenplay. 

’ PAY FOR ITSELF’ 
HEED DOME-TOLL Showmen Hold Back the Brawn 
VALUEHMI And So-So Releases Show in Tally; 

‘Funny Face No. 3 in Dull May The economics of television has 
reached the point that if’ confirms 
the view that home-toll is “inevita¬ 
ble” Barney Balaban, president of 
Paramount, told stockholders at 
the company’s annual meeting yes¬ 
terday (Tues.). And Paramount, he 
added, is prepared to play a signifi¬ 
cant and active role in pay-see via 
the International Telemeter Corp., 
in which It holds a 90% interest. 

This position Is the strongest yet 
taken by'Paramount relating to the 
subject of home-toll. While he de¬ 
voted a considerable portion of his 
report to the company’s proposed 
activities in this area, Balaban cau¬ 
tioned the stockholders not to sell 
the theatrical market “short.” He 
stressed that making pictures for 
theatres will continue a; the com¬ 
pany’s prime source of income. At 
the same time, he said “poten¬ 
tials of television beckon more in¬ 
vitingly than ever” and the com¬ 
pany now “can begin to see the 
evolution from complete reliance 
on. theatre outlets for our product 
to a broader, diversified market en¬ 
compassing both theatres and tele- 
vision.’’^ r. 

Three-Path Future 
Par’s future business, Balaban 

stressed, will consist of servicing 
three types of customers—(1) thea¬ 
tres, (2) sponsored television, and 
(3) toll tv. He reported that Par 
was near making a deal for its pre- 

(Contimied on page 10) 

Dore Schary May 
Go United* Artists 

Dore Schary, former production 
chief at Metro, may be headed for 
an association with United Artists. 
Preliminary talks have taken 
place looking to ,his taking over 
production of “Queen of Sheba,” 
withUA to-finance and distribute. 

Curious angle is that Edward 
Small is owner of the property and 
not long ago announced it would 
be made by his partner, Arthur 
Hornblow Jr. Latter said he in¬ 
tended to film “Sheba” in the 
Todd-AO process, and also aligned 
with UA. ; 

Schary has expressed a desire to 
produce a picture in Israel vand 
chances are it could be “Sheba.” 

May’s Best 10 
1. ^Around World” (UA). 
2. “Commandments” (Par), 
3r “Funny Face-” (Par). 
4. “7 Wonders” (Cinerama). 
5. “Boy On Dolphin” (20th). 
6. “Spirit St. Louis” (WB), 
7. “Bachelor Party” (UA). 
8. “Designing Woman” (M-G). 
9. “Desk Set” (20th). 

10. “Could Be Night” (M-G). 

Pile on The Love, 
Reek With Chic: 
So Advises Wald 

What the screen needs most to¬ 
day are good love stories with 
woman appeal, an# actors with 
charm to appear in them. ° 

That’s the'“message” which pro¬ 
ducer Jerry Wald brought to New; 
York-Monday (3), when he told the 
press that “pictures have .strayed 
from the charm and elegance that 
once made them attractive to 
women and created matinee ap¬ 
peal.” 

“The hand that rocks the cradle 
also racks the boxoffice,”. opined 
Wald with the air of the man who 
has made an important discovery. 
“I made my mistake with ‘The 
Harder They Fall.’ It taught me 
that the girl who takes her boy to 
the theatres doesn’t want violence. 
She wants emotion. And from 
now on, that’s what I’m going to 
push for.” . * 

Wald and director Leo McCarey 
were in Gothfem to plug their lat¬ 
est, “An Affair to Remember,” 
with Cary Grant and Deborah 
Kerr, which 20th-Fox is financing5 
and releasing. Wald is making “as 
many as I can” for 20th. 

The former Columbia produc¬ 
tion topper deplored Hollywood’s 
tendency to copycat and create 
cycles; “There are just too many 
hitchhikers in Hollywood,” he 

(Continued bn page 20) 

K (Variety's survey of how 
principal product fared at the 
boxoffice the previous month 
is not fully national bust based 
on reports of correpondents 
in 24 representative key cities 
over the U. S. and Canada. As 
such, it usually reflects the 
strength boxofficewise of kiy 
product but does not pretend 
either to be an index of total 
gross or total earnings of any 
current picture.) 

As so often is the case in May, 
the first batch of warm weekends 
took a toll "at the boxoffice last 
month. Add this to vast plethora 
of unusually routine product out 
in release, and this did not help 
this annual headache—the arrival 
of warm weather. Distribs and 
houses waited until Memorial Day 
to bring in the limited number of 
really big pictures. * 

This resulted in a fewer-than- 
usual number of *5ix getting into 
really hlgh-bracket coin last month, ° 
Though a 31-day month, only four 
films topped the $730,000 mark in 
grosses. After constantly adding 
to its number of playdates and in¬ 
creasing the quantity of sock en¬ 
gagements over the last 45 days/ 
“Around the World In 80 Days” 
(UA) became boxoffice champ,in 
May. The Mike Todd epic grossed 
$1,290,000 in the key cities cov: 
ered by Variety and ’was shoved 
out of No. 1 spot only one week 
when “Funny Face” (Par) took 
over. “80 Days” was third in April. 

“10 Commandments” (Par) was 
-(Continued on page 61) 

Taken-From-Iife 
Kick on at U 

National Boxoffice Survev 
Holiday Ups Trade; ‘Corral’ New Champ, *80 Days’ 

2d, ‘Face’;3d, ‘Hut’ 4th, ‘IO C’s,’ ‘Wonders’ Next 
Memorial Day wdfek gave biz a six key cities currently. “Bache- 

healthy jab in the* aim. for the lor Party” (UA), which has corn- 
current .session, but total take in pleted many of its bigger first-run 
most cities covered by Variety was dates, is taking ninth position 
not as large as anticipated. This “Monkey on My e Back” (UA) 
largely is because it was no four- rounds^ out the Big 10 list. j 
day weekend holiday for .many Most of new entries had enough 
workers, Friday being a regular engagements to make the listings 
working day for many. Long line this stanza. One other, “The D.l.” 
of new pix for the most pirt* lived (WB), is, rated fairish in Chi. 
-up to expectations, or, as in some “Funny Face” (par), now mainly 
few cases, better than hoped for. - on secondary engagements, or first- 

. New champion, is “Gunfight at runs in smaller cities, showed up 
O. K. Corral” (Par), with better Sood hi Detroit and also.L. A. . 
than $420,000 grossed in some 13 “Shoot-Out at ^Medicine Bend” 
keys. Pic was uniformly big to (WB) looms trim in Chi. 12 Angry 
smash, only in Portland, Ore., be- Men” (UA) is rated nice in Balto. 
ing 'disappointing. But so were “Hellcats of Navy” (Col) is mild 
most films in that city this week, hi same city. 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA), “Designing Woman” (M-G) 
in first place for weeks, is winding shapes big in both N. Y., where in 
up second. third session at the N. Y. Music 

“Face in Crowd” (WB) is taking Hall, and Philly. “Could Be Night,” 
third money although nbt smash in same company, is rated mild 
all engagements. “Little Hut” to thin in Chi, L. A. and Philly 
(M-G) shapes in much the same cuJ*ently. . 
category, hut is a close fourth-place Strange One (Col) shapes 
winner. “10 Commandments” (Par) in Denver. Same applies to 
ig finishing fifth, Tiny fretog in irmly Tattered Dress (U) m Toronto. 
13 key cities. “Deadly Mantis” (U)» though 

“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin- “hid & Providence, looks good in 
erama) is capturing sixth position Detroit. “Kronos” (20th) also is 
despite the fact it appears In only m „ ___ 
10 spots. “Wayward Bus” (20th), For Whom Bell Tolls (Par) 
a newcomer, is winding up seventh, (reissue), still good m N. Y., looms 
being hampered somewhat by big in Toronto. “Oklahoma” (Mag- 
some moderate playdates. na), also in Toronto, is rated nice. 

“Desk Set,” -from 20th-Fox also, (Complete Boxoffice Report* on 
is finishing jigth, though in only]Papes 8 and 9J 

Hollywood, June 4. 
, With the grosses of “The Glenn 

Miller . Story” and “The. Benny 
Goodman Story” as guideposts, 
Universal Is embarking on further 
biographies.’ Studio ^urrehtly is 
editing three films based on real’ 
characters ■ and is propping seven - 
others with indications that still 
more may be put in work before 
the end Of the yean 

Completed biographicals are 
“Man With a Thousand Faces,” the 
Lon Chaney story; “Slaughter on 
10th Avenue,” based on the career . 
of former N. Y. Assistant District 
Attorney William Keating who, 
launched a socalled crackdown on 
waterfront rackets, and “Damn 

(Continued on page 61) 

Par Masters All Hands 
To Peddle DeMille Pic 

In Foreign Markets 
In a switch from normal, opera¬ 

tions, Paramount is removing for¬ 
eign department execs from their 
usual assignments and putting 
*them to work fulltime on the sell¬ 
ing of a single picture. This is ‘The 
Ten Commandments.” 

Given the job of head of foreign 
sales, under worldwide chief 
Charles Boasberg, is Clay Hake, 
who takes leave as Australia-New 
Zealand managing director! 

„ Detached from all other com¬ 
pany duties to serve as global divi¬ 
sional managers on the “Command¬ 
ments” campaign are Russell W.. 
Hadley Jr., assistant managing di-. 
rector in Great Britain; Henri 
Michaud, assistant managing di¬ 
rector on the Continent, and A. 
Stephen Clug, general manager in 
India. All throe, and other divi¬ 
sional managers yet to be named, 
will report to Hake who, in turn, 
is to report to Boasberg. 

Thus, in a sense. Par is setting 
up a separate prganization within 
Its regular sales organization to 
concentrate on the Cecil B. De- • 
Mille production. 
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pGommon Mart-Banana Peel for Uncle Sam j 
I COMING STRUGGLE FOR EUROPEAN SCREENS NEEDS LONGRANGE U.S. STRATEGY f 
■ BUT NEW YORK‘ EXECS NOT LISTENING ' ■ 

The American film Industry, already plenty troubled 
In its home market, is facing a bitter struggle for sur¬ 
vival In Europe over the next few years. 

It Is a battle which will be fought on all levels, from 
the polite conference tables of government down to 
the rough-and-tumble relations in the distributor-exhibi¬ 
tor precincts. 

The final outcome of this power match, with its eco¬ 
nomic, political and social overtones, could well spell out 
the “To Be Or Not To Be" of the American film busi¬ 
ness as it stands today. 

The U. S. film executives abroad, and particularly the 
sharp-eared representatives of the Motion Picture Export 
Assn., have caught the sounds of danger. Many are 
anxiously aware: V 

(1) that the threat is real and 

(2) that the American industry is failing to meet it 
properly. * . g 

Film policy Is dictated by New York, often in delib¬ 
erate disregard of local conditions, against the advice of 
local representatives, and motivated by a “get-the-dol- 

v lar1' immediacy .which, while possibly born of current 
economic necessity, ‘nevertheless tends to work against 
the longrange interests of the Americans. 

) Intrigue Everywhere 1 

Europe today is seething with film intrigue. All over 
thet Continent, some of the best minds are at work on 
grandiose schemes with the “Help Yourself” label all 
over them. There is, perhaps for the first tim£ a sharp 
awareness of the potentials of European unification on 
the trading level. „ 

The “European Common Market" has caught the imag¬ 
ination, if not of the broad masses, then at. least of the 
planners, the men who ultimately make decisions, par¬ 
ticularly in the realm of the screen. They see She Com¬ 
mon Market as uniquely applicable to film and as a salva¬ 
tion to the ailing local industries, dependent on gov¬ 
ernment handouts and suffering from the lack of export 
markets. They are working ceaselessly towards this new 
goal of the common interest. 

The aim is to create a Europe in which the Europeans 

Europe Likes ‘Escape/ Too 
Berlin, June 4. 

One of the evident advantages the American films 
have over their local competition in Europe is Holly¬ 
wood!? willingness to shoot for laughter and escapism 
rather than concentrate so heavily on t drama. 

Europeans, .like Americans, go to a film theatre to 
he entertained and to forget about the cares of the 
day. Since the war' and to an extraordinary extent 
in the past year or two, production on the Continent 
has veered in the direction of the stark drama, mirror¬ 
ing trying living conditions. ‘ 

Almost all of the European film shown at Cannes 
had this somber streak In commpn, and some of the 
more alert local showmen are sharply aware of it. 
That, incidentally, is one of the explanations of why 
the comparatively lighthearted “Friendly Persuasion” 
with iis direct and upbeat approach, got the Golden 
Palm at the Cannes fest. 

The top European entries at Cannes—“Celui Qul 
Doit Mourir,” “The Seventh Mark,” “Kanal,” “A 
Condemned Man Escapes,” “Rose Berndt,” ‘The Great 
Betrayal,” and to a lesser extent the Italian “Nights 
of Carbiria,”—had the same depressing, desperately 
searching quality in common. It held true, too, for 
Japan’s “Kome.” 

A European close to the film scene observed here 
that one of tl>e reasons for this persistently down¬ 
beat approach was the European critics, who take a 
very highbrow intellectual view re pix and help force 
producers into a certain rut. However, there appears 
to be no question that the onetime success of the 
Italian neo-realist films still has its influence on film- 
makex-s. 

There are those who believe that many among the 
European audiences are thoroughly fed up with see¬ 
ing their own problems mirrored and dramatized' on 
the screen. . 

mm ■ mmmm By FRED HIFT ■■■■■■ ■ mmi 

own product flows freely between countries, unimpeded 
by duties and taxes and quotas, but aided by a common 
European screen quota. Tho aim is, too* to stimulate 
coproduction for this huge new “common” market. 

Implied In all this is the realization that in unity there 
is strength. And the result, if not necessarily the frank¬ 
ly stated goal of all these plans, is accumulated pres¬ 
sure to cut down America's share of the vital Euro¬ 
pean market. Jacques Flaud, head of France’s Centre 
National du CInematografie, and one of Europe’s leading 
film advocates for a Common Market, but it very suc¬ 
cinctly: 

“Our Qjans are by no me&ns aimed at the Ameri¬ 
cans. But there is no question that, if we are sue- . 
cessful, the Hollywood interests will he hurt.” 
Flaud, and other leading film politicians on the Con¬ 

tinent, including the Rank Organization’s John Davis, 
are well aware that, today, some 50% of the American 
industry’s total foreign revenue derives from abroad, and 
that Hollywood has by now geared itself to such., an ex¬ 
tent to this ratio that a sizeable drop in these earnings 
would have severe repercussions at the production leveL 
The total (potential) American remittance in 1956 ran 
to $217,000,000, according to MPEA prexy Eric Johnston, 
W'hich is a record take. Some $185,000,000 of that total 
were actually remitted in dollars. 

A tour of Europe brings the impression that never 
before have so many worked so hard and diligently to 
bring about common European film action. In France, 
in Italy, in Germany and in Britain, the talk is of uni¬ 
fication at the top, of economic solidarity. Underlying 
this are two important factors: The concern over the 
future of local production, which in Italy for instance has 
hit a low-point, and yearning to break the dominating 
position gainedrby Hollywood. 

|_ Exhibs Favor Yanks _ 

The Americans have their greatest ally in the Euro¬ 
pean exhibitors. Sympathetic as some of them may be 
vis-a-Vis, Common Market plans, the theatres still need 
product, and product that draws the public. This be¬ 
comes the more true since television is gradually b$* 
coming a factor in Europe. 

Apart from this, European audiences enjoy the Ameri¬ 
can films and demand them. Some Americans in Baris 
and Rome argue that, if the supply of U. S. pictures were 
to be cut down, people would still go to see them, and 
that the French, Italians and Germans would have lit¬ 
tle to gain by having their attractions play to empty 
houses. # 

To this line of thinking, Flaud has a noteworthy reply: 
“People go to see American films very often because 
they are so frequently and conveniently available,” he 
argued. “The American industry is economically superior 
at the distribution leveL If more of * balance were) to 
be established, we would do hotter.” ! 

It must be realized that, in several countries, the local 
product over the past few years has made definite prog¬ 
ress, at the expense of the American pictures. In Ger- 

• many, the local films- get some 60% of the German 
screentime right now, though the percentage is less in 
the bigger cities and in given houses. 

} Not All Sanguine | 

Also, the enthusiasm for the Common Market is by 
no means uniform. In Rome, for instance, Eitel Monaco, 
head of ANICA, the Italian producer-distributor organiza¬ 
tion, told me: "I see the Common Market as aiding par¬ 
ticularly to get more European coproduction going. But 
even if that happens, I believe we would not have to cut 
down on the number of American pictures In our thea¬ 
tres.” In Germany, a Walter Koppel is lukewarm in 
his comments on the CM,* yet Wolf Schwarz is fire-and- 
flame for it. 

What many Americans in Europe fear most is that* 
European film leaders will, eventually, distort the basic 
meaning of 'the Common Market and will bend it to 
their own restrictive purposes. There is’no question 
that the establishment bf a common European screen 
quota would be hurtful for the American interests. Be¬ 
yond that, however, it is not inconceivable that Europe 
may at one point elect to deal as a bloc with the -States, 
giving it a bargaining power that would be difficult to 
beat. 

“If they ever get around to adopting a common Import 

policy, we’d be in a nice spot,” admitted one of'the 
* Continental managers in Paris. 

There is a good deal of complaint in Europe about the 
rigid policies of the American film companies. It is 
entirely possible for the local U. S. managers in one city 
to reach a certain conclusion, and to communicate it to 
their counterparts in the respective industry, only to have 
to make a complete turnabout the next day, on orders 
•from New York. 

American film policy abroad is -dictated by global ne¬ 
cessities. For instance, the companies may consider it 
okay to make a deal in one spot, hut will refuse to do 
so on the theory that a concession here may set a prece¬ 
dent for a country a couple of thousand miles away. The 
authority -of the local managers has been cut to a mini¬ 
mum, and even the Continental managers do not carry as 
much weight as their closeness to a situation Would 
prescribe. 

j _N>Y. Seen Short-Sighted_[ 

The rules are laid down in New York, and New York 
gets its facts second-hand and gauges situations not in 
human but in strictly commercial terms. If the industry 
abroad ever knew the value of give-and-take, its current 
stringent needs have obscured that knowledge. Holly-* 
wood today operates on the theory that a penny given is 
a penny lost. It is an attitude that is as short-sighted as 
it is harmful in terms of goodwill, a commodity that 
Americans in Europe today miss sorely. 

This is not to say that the Europeans do not practice 
their own economic squeeze policies. They have beaten 
their heads against the Hollywood colossus for decades. 
And, today, the pronounced antagonism against the 
Americans in many of the European countries is a plus 
factor for those who seek to dethrone Hollywood. It is, 
unfortunately, not a simple case '‘of Communist hate, 

'though the Communists contribute, their share to the 
hate campaign. 

A tour of Europe brings the impression that the U. S. 
is extremely unpopular. Some Europeans say this dates 
back to Suez, though it seems that Suez merely served 
In expose slumbering resentments. Many in Britain are 
disgusted with our “variable” policies, and the feeling 
doesn’t lack expression. We are openly disliked, even 
hated, by many French, who make no hones about this 
in their conversations and attitudes. The Americans are 
the subject of much resentment in bustling West Ger¬ 
many, and they are the subject of considerable criticism 
in Italy. 

It is the combination of these attitudes that must, 
sooner or later, translate itself into official policies as 
they affect the American film business. 

French Economic Distress 
Rome, June 4. 

Possibility that current internal French economic dif¬ 
ficulties may upset the European Film Union time¬ 
table has been voiced with alarm in Italian film eir- 

* cles following reports from France that the French 
government is considering immediate stoppage of all 
plans for freer economic exchange within the frame¬ 
work of the European Economic Union (OECE). 
. According to reports, Rene Pleven, charged by 
French president Coty with finding a solution to 
present financial-economic crises in chat country, has • 
proposed an immediate suspension on the part of' 
France of all moves towards liberalization of ex¬ 
change between OECE countries, at least until the 
present situation resumes its balance. 

Italo pic circles imply this means a block will be 
placed on current moves to free pic. exchange be¬ 
tween France and Italy. A team of top Italo officials 
is currently in Paris meeting with French counter¬ 
parts In an attempt to reach just such an easing of 
filmic interchange. 

Furthermore, it’s pointed out here, the French 
move—if carried out as voiced—would also seriously 
delay the founding of the European Film Union, to 
which the liberalization of pie exchange was an im¬ 
portant premise. Without French support, the Ital¬ 
ians say, the groundwork for such a >ic industry tie- 
up on the continent is unthinkable. 

‘1957 Will Be Tough Year’: Johnston 
In Annual Report He Ch&rts Host of Obstacles 

For U. S. Pix Abroad 

With many of the foreign mar¬ 
kets faced with developments of: 
serious import, “the coming year j 
Will be an especially critical one I 
In foreign territories,” Eric A. j 

Johnston, Motion Picture Export 
Assn, prexy, stated in the Associa- 
tion’s annual report. 

“A basic force, at work in world 
markets today is growing national¬ 
ism, fostered, by world events and 
expressing itself in barriers against 
world trade,” he wrote. “Our in¬ 
dustry is affected by the desire of 
many nations to protect and ex¬ 
pand their own motion picture pro¬ 
ducing industry. Currency depres¬ 
sion is a second basic element of 
concern. Another new force, that 
of rapidly growing television com¬ 

petition, has struck heavily in ,a 
few foreign markets. 

“Finally, the economic strin¬ 
gency created by the Suez crisis in 
a number of European and Asiatic 
countries is another factor which 
may adversely affect motion pic¬ 
ture earnings in those countries,” 
the report held. 

Johnston noted that “Other prob^ 
lems stem from the spread of bi¬ 
lateral agreements which are dis¬ 
criminatory in their effect on 
American films. Such agreements, 
containing distribution guarantees, 
coproduction, provisions, import 
quotas and release tax exemptions, 
illustrate the growth of new trade 
practices overseas which are di- 

(Continued on page 61) 

N. Y. to Europe N. Y. to L. A. 
Lucine Amara Cyd Charisse 
Mrs. Hans Bartseh John Ford 
Beverley Sisters Gordon Lyons 
Rudolf Bing Gene Martel- / 
William Boyd , Les Peterson 
Virginia Burkhardt Juie Styne 
Sir Lewis Casson Lawrence Weingarten 
Wolfe Cohen 
Rosalind Elias 
Mary "Ellis 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Robert Flemyng Robert Aldrich 
Herb Golden Gracie Allen 
George London George Burns 
Herbert Machiz Frances Dee 
Harold Myer Andy Devine 
Richard W. Myers Harry Jackson' 

- Dennis O'Keefe Deborah Kerr 
Victor Sam rock Stanley Kramer 
Victor Saviile Frank Melford 
William L. Stein Leo McCarey 
Dame Sybil Thorndike Joel McCrea 
Esther Williams Gordon Molson 

■*■ •Lloyd Nolan 

Wilbur T.. Bhnne, producer of Dennis O’Keefe 

the 1956 Oscar-winning film, “The Maria Palmer 

Face of Lincoln,” resigned from Edward Small 
the U. of Southern California fac¬ Lana Turner 
ulty to join the Princeton Film Jerry Wald 
Center as Coast v.p. Sam Weston 

WB Adding Footage 
To ’Janes Bean Story’ 

Warner Bros, has acquired dis¬ 

tribution rights to the George W, 
George-Roberl Altman production 
of “The James Dean Story.” Stu¬ 
dio will supplement the picture 
with neW footage of Dean, acreen- 
tests. 

WB released several of the Dean 
pix. 

E&fopeto N. 
Nate J. Bhnnberg 
William Dozier 
Jean Goldwunn 
Ben JHecht 
Edward L. Kingsley 
Robert Lewis 
Joe Moskowitz 
Mannie Reiner 
Earn Rosen 
Ann Rutherford 
Robert Trout 
Robert Weede Jr. 
Jane Wyman 

Y. 
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Spain-Fnuice Adjust Differences’ 
And That Speeds ’Common Market’ 

Madrid, June 4. +• 
Spain took another step along 

the path to eventual participation 
in the European Film Pool by 
ironing, out coproduction differ¬ 
ences with France in talks held 
during the Cannes Festival. 

The six-month delay in reaching 
agreement with its northern neigh¬ 
bor was the reason offered here 
for Spain’s absence at two initial 
common film market parleys held 
earlier this year, although two of¬ 
ficial Spanish observers were pres¬ 
ent at the most recent meeting 
near Milan to note progress being 
made by France, Germany and 
Italy. 

As explained by Jose Goyanes, 
Madrid producer delegated by Uni- 
espana to sit in with Spanish Gov¬ 
ernment officials at the Cannes 
talks, - the Hispano-French copro¬ 
duction accord was the link needed 
to unite alt four Pool nations in 
a common production entente. 

The differences between France. 
‘ and Spain were minor, limited 

essentially to the formalities in¬ 
volved in the official exchange of 
pesetas to francs. Currency prob¬ 
lem was not urgent as coproduc¬ 
tions between the two countries 
are few and far between. The 
solution was found at Cannes and, 
when the four Pool countries meet 
In Berlin at Festival time, each 
of the four will have bi-lateral co¬ 
production pacts with the other 
three. 

Goyanes sees “the film Pool as 
a step-by-step development with 

(Continued on page 20) 

‘Gideon’s Pay’ for €ol 
John Ford’s Next Feature 
John Ford next will direct 

“Gideon’s Day” for Columbia in 
London, he revealed m N.Y. Mon¬ 
day (3) on his return from Ireland 
where he attended the opening of 
his latest, “The Bising of the 
Moon," at the Dublin International 
Film Festival. “Moon" is financed 
and released by Warner Bros. 

Ford directed and Elliot Nugent 
scripted from three Irish short 
stox'ies. 

“Moon" has an all-Irish cast, 
with most of the players comini 
from Dublin’s Abbey Theatre. Fon 
said he considered the film “the 
best I’ve ever done.” The director, 
who Coasted the same day, was 
introed to the 'Press by Robert 
Taplir.ger, the Warner Bros. p.r. 
veep. 

MPEA Trying. Direct 
Confabs With Spain’s 

film Biz on Distrib 
By HANK WERBA 

Madrid, Jurie 4. 
Motion Picture Export Assn., at: 

the request of the Spanish govern¬ 
ment, took off its diplomatic cuff 
links to negotiate directly with a 
local film industry rep lor the 
first time in many years. After a 
cycle of talks between MPEA 
Mediterranean rep Charles Bald¬ 
win, seconded by Continental top¬ 
pers David Lewis (Metro) and John 
Spires (UI) on one side of the table 
and Spanish distrib chief Joaquin 
Agusti on the other, negotiating 
switch did not produce looked-for 
results. 

Meeting of local distribs narrow^ 
ly voted down a tentative Indus- 
try-to-Industiy plan for settling the 
20-month distribution impasse be¬ 
tween Spain and the MPEA. The 
distrib vote yesterday was five to 

(Continued on page 22) 

Polish Actress Sounds 
Off After Cannes Fest 

Paris, June 4. 
Russo and satellite reps at the 

recent Cannes Film Festival were 
friendly and cooperative and fest 
authorities bent over backwards to 
avoid any incidents. Czeeho- 
slavakia- cheerfully yanked “The 
Good Soldier Schwelk" so as not 
to offend any Catholic tastes, 
. But an explosion took place here 

this week when a press cocktail 
.was thrown for the visiting Polish 
delegation. Actress Teresa Izew- 
ska, who had been most appealing 
and discreet at Cannes, suddenly 
blurted out to the assembled press 
that: the government had to -buy 
her a dress "and shoes to attend 
the festival. 

She admitted, she was bitter and 
wanted everybody to know why 
Miss Izewska maintained she lived 
on $12 a month in Poland and had 
to borrow money to get to the 
airport in order to get hack to 
Warsaw. She declared they could 
not do anything to her on her re¬ 
turn for they were proud of her 
work in the pritewinhing Polish 
pic, “Kauai" (They Loved Life). 
She said she were the same dress 
all through Cannes and at other 
functions around France and in 
Paris. 

Exhibs See Toll 
As Temptress Of 
Ficble-Praducers 

Indications are that the question 

of home-toll television will widen 

the schism between exhibition and 

distribution. So far the major 

film companies, many of which fa¬ 

vor the adoption of a pay-as-you- 
see television system, have re¬ 
frained from making their views 
known publicly. Even Paramount 
with its interest In the Internation¬ 
al Telemeter Co. has managed -to 
soft-pedal its "activities in the toll 
tv field. 

It’s- no secret that the major 
film companies have eyed with 
envy the potential of exhibiting 
both new and old films via’ pay 
television. However, until the Gov¬ 
ernment approves toll tv and until 
the system is established on a 
broad basis, the film companies, of 
necessity, must assume a cautious 
attitude. Under present circum¬ 
stances, theatres continue to be 
the prime customers of the film 
companies and, at the moment, 
they cannot afford^a; antagonize 
this market any^more than Is 
necessary. s' 

Any "hint Jbt pro -foil tv senti¬ 
ment by the film companies is im¬ 
mediately jumped upon by exhibi¬ 
tors. Eric Johnston, president of 
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬ 
ica, emerged as a target of The¬ 
atre Owners of America last week 
when it rapped a decent Johnston 
statement that “subscription tv 
could prove helpful to everybody." 

In a statement addressed to 
Johnston, TOA said: “The lifelong 
customers of Ihb companies that 
you represent have for years stren¬ 
uously oposed any form of toll tv 
within the jurisdiction of the FCC. 
To our knowledge, no one has ad¬ 
vised us as to how pAy tv “could 
prove helpful" to the thfeatreown- 
ers of America." 

READY 'QUIET AMERICAN' 

Probably Will Premiere As A 
Charity. Gala Event 

Although the picture hasn’t been 
completed as yet, a charity pre¬ 
miere has already been set fot the 
opening of the Joseph Mankiewicz- 
FigarO production of the “The Quiet 
American.” The premiere coin 
Will be earmarked for the Inter¬ 
national Rescue Committee, headed 
by Gen. William Donovan, Leo 
Cheme and Angler Biddle Duke, 

The fihn winds up today (Wed.) 
in Rome after several months of 
shooting in Saigon and other lo¬ 
cales in Vietnam. It scheduled for 
release this fall. 

Mrs. Ronald Tree and Mrs, Rob- j 
distribution rep of several indies, 
mittee. - ] 

. Last week’s discovery by the 
daily press of the nation that the 
prospective transfer of the Brook¬ 
lyn Dodgers to Los Angeles has 
cable television angles of impor¬ 
tance (a story published in Variety 

on April 17) now brings into the 
open the predicament in the camp 
of “home toll” proponents as be¬ 
tween the two possible systems— 
one, over-the-air; two, over elec¬ 
tric lines. 

The dilemma centres on the Fed¬ 
eral Communications Commission 
in Washington. Before that body 
proponents have argued that over- 
the-air is the only- economically 

Walter Koppel Now Sees Scant 
to 

In ’European Common Market’ 

Regardless of whether the 
Brooklyn Dodgers move their 
base to the Coast or not, the 
toll-tv rights to their games 
still are tied up by Matty Fox’s 
Skiatron-TV, it’s learned. 

Fox has a signed contract 
with the Dodgers and also with 
the Giants, which gives him 
the exclusive pay-as-you-see 
rights to their games if and 
when the clubs • - make their 
move away from New York. 

If the Dodgers stay.- in 
Gotham, and the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission final¬ 
ly authorizes an experimental 
over-the-air test of toll-video, 
Skiatron’s Subscriber - Vision 
will carry the games. : 

feasible method for pay-see, But 
a! least two of the companies party 
to “over-the-air are also actively 
pushing closed - circuit video— 
namely Skiatron and Telemeter. 

. This is true particularly of Ski- 
atron, whose Matty Fox made the 
deal with the Brooklyn Dodgers 
under which the club’s games 
would be slot-televised if and when 
it moves to Los Angeles. ’ This 
angle involves $2,000,000 a y;ar 
for the Dodgers. 

Ever since the Variety story 
was published. Fox has kept him¬ 
self unavailable for comment* and 
for a reason. He and His associates 
feel that, if too much stress is laid 
on the cable operation, the FCC 
may well decide that there is no 

(Continued on page 20) 

Sam Eckman. Jr. Joins 
Hamburg, June 4. 

J The advantages of the “Euro-. 
i pean Common Market” idea are 

OpOrffP Schaefer Outfit not as Clearcut for Germany as ixeurge ocnaeier uuuii ,they may be for Fpance and Italy. 
Sam Eckman Jr., longtime headj Walter Koppel head Germany’s 

of Metro’s operations in the Bii[ish:Re,, Fjlm studi0 •#plnw| here. 
Isles, from which post he resigned < 
a short" time ago, has entered the \ Koppel, who has been m the 
business end of independent pro- j forefront of those in Europe who , 

, duction. The association is directly m *He Past nave called for closer 
Lwith George J. Schaefer, overall cooperation between various film-’ 
Kert Kintner head the benefit com- Producing nations, felt that, in the, 

Eckman has become sales super-j long run, institution of a common 
visor in the United Kingdom and j mart wouldn’t substantially change 
Ireland of films produced by j conditions as they affect the Ger- 
Stanley Kramer, Otto Preminger,J man producers. “We are pretty 

- j'much free to coproduce and to sell 
anywhere we want, ahd if-.we have 

j good pictures, we are successful,”-. 
• he declared. 
; “When you look at the whole 
i plan realistically, it only becomes 
I a- question of ‘Macht PoUtilc* 
! i power politics» again." 
; Where > Koppel, partner with 
} Gyula Trebitsch in the Real Film 
' outfit, has apparently changed in 
his view is that, today, he is willing 
to defend a reasonably free mar¬ 
ket in return for American sup¬ 
port for a new “Groschen Plan,” 

Stanley Warner, via financier which he has discussed with the 
David Baird, is s§en figuring prom- j German Government. The plan, 
inently in Matty Fox’s dealings j involving five phennige being 

.,u J added to admisli tickets, would 
with the Dodgers and tI]e ^iantsj serve to help subsidize German’ 
whom he has guaranteed $2,000.- \ production. 
000 a year for the toll-tv rights to j “Actually," held Koppel, “the 
the games, should the clubs move ; fund would do no more than bai- 

to the West Coast. ! ?”ce °“l *he Ei'ua‘‘<?n created by 
, , . . . ... the very heavy taxation of our m- 

Baird- is closely associated with : COl * 
_ , ^ . - . . » i (Continued on page 62j 
Fox.in a number of ventures. He si _:_ 
also a key figure in the S-W setun. t 
Ifs suggested that_ all, or at least j ^ 

Henry Fonda and others.1 

Is There a S-W In 
Matty Fox’s Toll- 

FAUGHT CHIDES WOMEN 
FOR RAP AT HOME-TOLL 
“The competition of the market 

place, especially where it can be 
protected from exploitation by gov¬ 
ernment regulation, is a far better 
protector of the public interest 
than proscriptive laws which for¬ 
bid enterprisers from offering new 
services to the public." 

Thus, last week, argued Millard 
C. (Tex) Faught, p.r. counsellor 
for the Zenith Corp., in a letter to 
Mrs. Samuel J. McCartney, chair¬ 
man of the communications depart¬ 
ment of the General Federation of 
Women's Clubs. - 

His letter had reference to 
resolution offered this week at the 
Federation’s annual meeting, at 
Asheville, N. C.“, in which the Fed¬ 
eration was asked to take a strong 
stand against home-toll tv. The 
resolution urges “enactment of leg¬ 
islation by the Congress which wilt 
declare unlawful the transmission 
of tv programs in any manner 
which prevents home reception free 
of charge.” 

Argued Faught: “How would the 
Federation members feel today if, 
20 years ago, they had approved a 
resolution opposing all experimen- 

(ttontinued on page 22) 

Mendelssohn Biopic 
Hollywood, June 4. 

Orion Pictures, British: pic firm 
headed by Jim Berger and David 
Henley, is seeking American leads 
for “Beyond Desire," biopic of 
Felix Mendelssohn, toi be lensed in 
England and Germany in late 1957, 
Film is based on novel by Pierre 
LaMure, who penned “Moulin 
Rouge." 

Henri R, Heller, London agent, 
is here on a easting trip for pic. 

some of the coin, which Fox has 
ready put up as a guarantee to the 
ball clubs wfas provided by the bi; 
circuit, which has gone strong for 
diversification. 

Fok: is tied directly to S-W via 
his deal with the Latex Corp., a 
S-W subsid, on tv spots. 

S-W has been reported negotia- 
Ing with Technicolor for, the pos¬ 
sible purchase of Cinerama by the 
color lab, in a diversification move 
on its* own. It’s'not inconceivable 
that S-W in turn may grab a stake 
in toll-tv via Fox’s Skiatron-tv. 

S-W prexy S. H. Fabian has long 
been interested in pay-as-you-see, 
and at one time considered invest¬ 
ing in Skiatron. 

The S-W association with Fox 
and Skiatron wouldn’t necessarily 
be ended even if the ball clubs de¬ 
cided to stay in Gotham. In that 
case, the next move would be Fed¬ 
eral Communications Commission 
authorization of experimental over- 
the-air tests of Skiatron’s Subscrib¬ 
er-Vision and other systems in! 
New York, Chicago and the Coast. 

SPRUCE UP FLAGSHIP 

Par, N. Y. To Close Briefly For 
Overhaul. 

Paramount . T h e a t re. Times 
Square first-run, is to undergo a 
refurbishing job next month.. 
House has booked “Band of An¬ 
gels," Warner entry starring Clark 
Gable and Yvonne De Carlo, for 
July 17 and will bg closed a few 
days prior to this for modernizing. 

Elaborate premiere of “Angels" 
is planned. 

So Talent Shuns Than, 
Says Charley. Enf eld 

Foreign film festivals have them¬ 
selves to blame if American stars 
refuse to attend, Charles Einfeld, 
20th-Fox ad-pub v.p., said In N. Y. 
this week. 

He added that-the festivals re¬ 
fused to cater to the personal 
needs of the stars when they do 
agree to come, and that they gen¬ 
erally lacked the proper organiza-' 
tion to make the most of the per¬ 
sonalities. 

Einfeld’s remarks came in the 
wake of the Cannes fest, which ' 
was notable via the absence of 
American names, with the excep¬ 
tion of Henry Fonda and Don 
Murray, both of whom put ixy brief 
appearances. Fonda left in a huff. 

Fully agreeing with Einfeld’s 
contention, other ad-pub execs 
opined that the fault was partly 
with the American companies. “It 
w-e send over stars to festivals, w*e 
should send along men who know 
how to handle them properly," 
said one. “The way it w-orks out 
now, a star goes to one of those 
festivals and then is pretty much 
on his own. No one goes out of 
their way to make the visit a 
pleasant one, or to see to it that it - 
doesn’t just become a rat race. 
Personally, I don’t blame stars for 
being hesitant to go to those 
affairs." 

■Hollywood, June 4. 

New Board of Governors of the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences reelected George Sea¬ 
ton prexy of the Academy at the 
first meeting this week. Only new 
officer selected is Valentine Davies, 
assistant secretary. 

Returned to their posts w'ere vee- 
pees Samuel G. Engel and Fred L. 
MI trier; Hal Ellas, secretary; John 
O. Aalberg, treasurer, and Jacob 
H, Karp* assistant treasurer. 

Rank Trying Openings 
Away From Manhattan 

Rank Film Distributors’ “A 
Town Called Alice" will have its 
U. S. preem in Los Angeles, accord¬ 
ing to Kenneth Hargreaves, prez of 
the Rank distribution outfit. 

Hargreaves said that his com¬ 
pany would experiment with out-of¬ 
town openings cn a number of tha 
Rank films. 

First Bank release, “Reach for 
the Sky,” opened at the Sutton 
Theatre, N. Y., at the beginning of 
May. Picture had a disappointing 
run. While it’s argued that good 
New York reviews on a picture art 
invaluable in'selling that film out- 
of-town, some also hold that it’s at ' 
times wiser not to take a risk with 
the Manhattan critics. 
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£«tc In the Alternom 

Promising Payoff likely for 
Cooper—Heplmra—Chevalier 
frolic. 

Allied Artluts rtltiM «i Billy Wilder 
production. Stars Audrey Hepburn, 
Gary Cooper, Maurice CberaUer; features 
John McGiver. Van Doude, Use Bourdin, 
Olfa Valery ft the Gypsies. Directed by 
wader. Screenplay. Wilder and L A. L. 
Diamond, from the Claude Anet not el: 
Camera, William Mellor; editor. Leonid 
AW; musical adaptation. Franz Waxm^n: 
•ones, “Fascination." F. D. Marchetti ft 
Maurice de Feraudy; “C'est Si Bon," 
Hem! Betti ft Andre Hornezr "L'Ame ties 
Foetes." Charles Trenet; "Love In the 
Afternoon," "Ariane'* and “Hot Paprika," 
Matty Malneck. Previewed In N. k. .'Guy 
*?, '37. Banning time. 128 MINS. 
frank Flannagan .Gary Cooper 
Arldne Chavasse .Audrey Hepburn 
Clatfde Chavasse .Ihgturice Chevalier 
Mr.sX .John McGiver 
Micicl ....Van Doude 
Madame X .Lise Bomdm 
Olga Valery Gipsies .Themse.ves 

Manhattan B.O. Tax 
Washington, June'4*-, 

Upper Manhattan Intemat 
Revenue District, which takes 
in the show biz district and 
the offices of nationwide theat¬ 
rical enterprises, paid Uncle 
Saba $5,275,794 in admissions 
taxes during the first Quarter 
of 1957. 

Internal Revenue Service 
discloses that this included 
$4,110,695 from the general 
admissions bite4—the 10% on 
all tickets costing more than 
90 cents. Another $1,081,290 
came from the 20% nick on 
cabaret checks. The remaining 
$83,809 was derived from 
taxes on ticket brokers’ sales 
in excess of face value of the 
ducats, etc. 

Man on Fire 

Ring. Crosby straight dramatic 
film about divorce and custody 
of a child. Good b.o. potential. 

Title-wise, “Love in the After¬ 
noon’ is fitting, being far more 
communicative of the film's con¬ 
tent, and obviously more provoca¬ 
tive. than the original, “Ariane.” 
It is all about romance before 
nightfall, in Paris, with Audrey 
Hepburn and Gary Cooper as tlic 
participants. Under Billy Wilder's Jilternately sensitive, mirthful and 
oving-care direction, and with 

Maurice Chevalier turning in a 
captivating performance as a pri¬ 
vate detective specializing in cases,. _ _ 
„f amour the production holds en-1 muho .ocr. ay D..« 
chantment and delight in substan- ; ,5 mins. 

Earl Carleton .... Bing Crosby 
.\ina Wylie ... Inger/Stevens 
Gwen Seward ............. Mary Fickett 
Sam Dunstock . E. G. Marshall 
Ted Carleton.Malcolm Brodrick 
Bryan Seward...Richard Eastham 
Judge Randolph, . Anne Seymour 
Mack ...* Dan Riss 

Stars Bing Crosby. Features Inger Stev¬ 
ens, Mary Fickett, E. G. Marshall, Mal¬ 
colm Brodrick, Richard Eastham, Anne 
S<\\ incur and Dan Riss. Directed by Ran¬ 
ald MacDougall. Screenplay. MacDougall 
li-om a stoty by Malvin Wald and Jack. 
Jacobr; camera, Joseph Ruttenberg; edi¬ 
tor, Ralph E. Winters; song; “Man On 
Vire” by Sammy Fain and Paul Francis 
Webster, sung 'by the Ames Brothers; 
music score by David Raskin. Previewed 

tial quantity. 
These elements speak for them¬ 

selves in conversation about the 
commerce. The boxoffice has got 
to be strong, particularly in the 
key runs. 

“Love in the Afternoon” though | . . , *— - 
is long and the casting of Cooper) Bing Crosby, who made an lm- 
as tiie eager beaver Romeo is curi- i pact as the alcoholic actor in “The 
ous. Running time, no matter how ! Country Girl,” again demonstrates 
much of it there is, is never ex-!his ability as a straight dramatic 
cessive where the material plays; performer. As a doting father em- 
OUt with sustained freshness. There broiled in a harsh custody battle 
are instances where “Afternoon”'. with his ex-wife, he gives an ap- 
xepeats itself; I pealing and sensitive performance. 

Consider this wealthy American = Character of Earl Carleton a suc- 
businessman. Cooper, constantly as I cessful business man embittered 
the woo merchant In his lavish 
Parlsien hotel suite, first with 
Madame X and then Ariane (Miss 
Hepburn). Several scenes spill out 
before Cooper comes on camera, 
and then on it’s love in ^he after¬ 
noon. For leavening there are the 
appearances of a gypsy .string quar¬ 
tet <very funny) kept in Cooper’s 
hire for the purpose of creating 
■“mood,? plus other episodes of 
humorous satire, deftly staged. 

Low-key lighting and deliberate 
side-glance camera angles make 
Cooper almost ah obscure figure on 
the screen. Perhaps, this is in 
deference to the fact that this vet¬ 
eran actor, when in full and candid 
view, frankly has a much longer 
count on the calendar than Ariane. 
Or, maybe this is Wilder simply 
trying to set forth the clinches with 
a finesse designed to hoodwink the 
onlooker into thinking things real¬ 
ly might happen this way. 

While these criticisms are to be 
noted, the demerits are outweighed, 
by the overall charm of “After-' 
noon.” Aud much charm is ex¬ 
uded by Chevalier. His is a win¬ 
ning performance, from the open¬ 
ing as he introduces his audience to 
Paris and then to his own role as 

by a broken marriage is under¬ 
standable and sympathetic. 

Producer Sol Siegel appears to 
have come up with a film that has 
good, If not socko, boxoffice poten¬ 
tial. The Ranald MacDougall 
screenplay, based- on a story by 
Malvin Wald and ‘lack Jacobs, re¬ 
sembles the fiction1 that is popular 
in the better women's magazines. 
Since tills type of fiction has a 
ready-made distaff audience, indi¬ 
cations are that "Man on Fire” 
should be particularly appealing to 
women. More discerning critics 
may point up its slickness and the 
formula solution to the problem 
involved. 

The story tackles the question of 
divorce and its effect on children. 
Crosby is stubbornly determined 
to maintain the custody of his 
young son at any cost. Not only is 
he motivated by a sincere love for 
liis child, but his actions, including 
an effort to “kidnap” his son in the 
face of a court order, are based on 
liis own hurt feelings and bitter¬ 
ness over the fact that his wife 
left him to marry another man. 
Complicating the situation is the 
son’s resentment of his mother and 
her new husband. Eventually both 

... . ^ __ e . (Crosby and his son both "grow up1 
auditor and record-keeper of af-; an(i a satisfactory solution to the 
fairs of indiscretion in the city of • custody tlff ^ evolved. 
bght. . j Except for Crosby, the picture 

It’s in his files that his daughter, |]s dominated by new faces. Siegel 
the lovely, wistful MissyHepburn, 
as a ’cello student, copies upon 
knowledge of Cooper’s interna¬ 
tional conquests, runs to him with 
the warning that his current pas¬ 
sion fMadame X) has a husband 
(Mr. X) bent on murder, and finds 
herself soon to become a candidate 
for one of her own father’s file 
cards. Several songs are heard, 
notablv land again an appropriate 
title) “Fascination.” 

Madame X is Lise Bourdin. who 
is merely a veiled figure (again 
that camera shvness about coming 

. face to face with people), and Mr. 
X is John McGiver, Suitably fren¬ 
zied as the husband suspecting his 
mate has taken to play with an¬ 
other. Van Doude is a handsome 
and likeable young man whose yen 
for Miss Hepburn Is thwarted by 
her attachment to Cooper. 

Screenplay is by Wilder and I. 
A.. L. Diamond, from the novel by 
Claude Anet. It’s a floating-in-air 
kind of story. And being innocent 
of earthiness—that is, lacking la¬ 
bored suggestiveness and not to be 
taken for real—there is no offen- 
flveness in the content although, 
of course, the theme is not a suit¬ 
able one for moppets. 

Music, as adapted by Franz Wax- 
man, goes splendidly hand in hand 
with the nature of toe screen ma¬ 
terial; the continuity is smooth but 
more decisive cutting might have 

has selected a pair of professional 
actresses to surround Crosby rather 
than relying on the typical in¬ 
genues that are commonly put 
forth as new faces. Mary Fickett, 
from the Broadway stage, seems a 
real find. As Crosby's ex-wife. 
Miss Fickett' is excellent. She at¬ 
tempts to w^ri hack he£ son’s love 
and bring' about .# satisfactory 
understanding'; with her fit-hus¬ 
band. ‘ ‘ • 

Inger Stevens, as a femme law¬ 
yer, is another bewComer who 
shojild be heard from to the fu¬ 
ture. She Is particularly appealing 
as* she nurses Crosby through his 
vicious and embittered moods. 
Fine performances are also given 
by Anne Seymour, as a femme 
judge, E. G. Marshall, as Crosby’s 
lawyer, find Malcolm Brodrick, as 
Crosby's young, son. Richard East¬ 
ham, either through the direction 
or writing, emerges just a little 
too stuffy as Miss Fickett’s new 
husband. 

Despite the dramatic impact of 
the picture, it is not all sombre. 
MacDougall, who directed as well 
as wrote the film, has provided 
some light dialog that fits Crosby’s 
familiar style. The tension is re¬ 
lieved on a number of occasions by 
scenes designed to provide a 
chuckle or a laugh. 

The picture is a well-made one 
technically, with the production Erovided more pace; William Mel- values as dick as toe story Itself. 

jr’s camera work is sometimes An over the title song, “Man on 
puzzling but for the most part fine, {Fire,” by Sammy Fain and Paul 
and other credits fully professional. Francis Webster, is sung by the 

Gene. .1 Ames Brothers. HoU. 

CalyBM Heat Wave 
(SONGS) 

Neat programmer stacked with 
appeal fer the teenager. 

Hollywood, May 31. 
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro¬ 

duction, Stars Johnny Desmond, Merry 
Anders, Me* Myles; features Paul Lane- 
ton. Joel Grey, Michael Granger, George 
E. Stone. The Trenlers, The Tarrier*. The. 
Hl-Lo’s, Maya Angelou.. Directed by Fred 
F. Sears. Screenplay, David Chandler; 
story, Orville H. Hampton; camera, Benja¬ 
min. H. Kline; editors, Edwin Bryant, 
Tony DIMarco; music,..Paul Mertz, Ross. 
D1 Maggio; choreography. Josephine EarL 
Previewed May 23, '57. Running time, 
U MINS. 
Johnny Conroy.. Johnny Desmond 
Marty Collins .........-Merry Anders 
Mona De Luce .Meg Myles 
Mack Adams .. Paul Langton 
Alex Nash ....Joel Grey 
Barney Pearl ..Michael Granger 
Books ... George E. Stone 
The Tarriers ..  Themselves 
The Hi-Lo's ..  Themselves 
Maya Angelou  . Herself 
Dick Whittinghm  .Himself 
Girl ... Darla Hood 
Hi Fi £romljey  .Pierce Lyden 
George . Gil Perkins 
Andrew --........ William Challee 
Mac Niles and the Calypsonians 

Themselves 

Combined artistry of the musical 
talent lined bp for “Calypso Heat 
Wave” rates this Sam Katzman 
(Clover) production a neat entry 
for the supporting market. It’s 
none-too-subtly aimed at the teen- 
age market, and there will have to 
find its greatest appeal. Against it 
Is the fact that the calypso song 
craze is on the wane and some say 
already dead. 

David Chandler screenplay, from 
a story by Orville H. Hampton, is 
merely toe springboard for the 
musical break-ins. Nonetheless, it’s 
well spotted with humor and thor¬ 
oughly effective as directed by 
Fred F. Sears. 

Tale centers around Disco Rec¬ 
ords, company headed by ex-musi¬ 
cian Paul Langton, who has as his 
partners secretary Merry Anders 
and singer Johnny Desmond. Lat¬ 
ter, it seems, has become the calyp¬ 
so idol of the teenagers, and this 
leads Michael Granger, chiseling 
jukebox czar, to buy his way into 
the firm so as to get on the gravy 
train. His unethical manipulations, 
however,; cause Desmond to take 
off for parts unknown and Disco’s 
biz makes a rapid decline. It all 
winds with Granger out of the com¬ 
pany, Desmond returning to make 
more disclicks and Langton and 
Miss Anders about to wed. Plus, of 
course, the musical sign-off via a 
calypso carnival. 

Desmond makes a personable 
lead and effectively puts over some 
half-dozen song numbers, while 
Miss Anders, Langton and Granger 
are all adequate to the demands of 
the script. Meg Myles is good as 
Granger’s g.f;. as is Joel Grey as 
Disco's errand boy and jack-of-all- 
trades. Grey, incidentally, is also 
In with a neat dance solo. 

Best of the vocal interludes are 
the Hi-Lo’s rendition of “Swing 
Low Sweet Chariot” and "My 
Sugar Is So Refined,” both from 
their current pop Columbia Rec- 

i ords album; The Tarriers1 “Banana 
Boat Song”; "Day Old -Bread and 
Canned Beans” and "Rock Joe,” 
both done by The Treniers; and 
Maya Angelou’s "Run Joe.” 

Technical contributions are okay. 
’Neal. , 

Joe Dakota 

Slow-moving western. No shots 
fifed, no boxoffice* hit. 

“Hollywood, May 31. 
■Universal release of a Howard Christie 

production. Stars Jock Mahoney, Luana 
Patten; cottars Charles McGraw, Barbara 
Lawrence; features Claude Akins. Lee 
Van .Cleef, Anthony Caruso. Paul. Birch, 
George Dunn. Directed by'Richard Bart¬ 
lett. Screenplay. William Talman, Norman 
Jolley; camera (Eartman color), George 
Robinson; edttof/'Pred MacDoweU: music, 
Joseph: Gershennom art directors, Alex¬ 
ander GClliieh/Rill Newberry. .Previewed 
May '57. Running time. 77 MINS. 
Th¥ Stranger ........JOck Mahoney 
Jody Weaver ... Luang Patten 
Cal Moore Charles McGraw 
Myrria.Weaver Barbara Lawrence 
Aaiton-. Qriht ..... Claude Akins 
Adam Grant  .. Lee Yen Clgef 
Marcus Vlzzini ..Anthony Caruso 
Frank Weaver ... Paul Birch 
Jim Baldwin .............. George Dunn 
Sam. Cook Steve Darrell 
Rosa Viziinl . Rita.JLynn 
Tam Jensen ..  Gregg Barton 
Claude Henderson.Anthony Jochim. 
Bertha Jensen ... Jeane Wood 
Ethel Cook .. Janey Ellis 

An offheat story and meandering 
treatment militates against "Joe 
Dakota”, being more thaib a -fair 
entry for the program trade. Name 
of Jock Mahoney may give film a 
boost, and film has benefit of. good 
supporting performances generally. 

The Howard Christie production 
is a western without a single shot 
fired, Jocaling in a tiny early Cali¬ 
fornia‘community where the whole 
populace is 'engaged in an oil-drill¬ 
ing enterprise. Script by William 
Talman and Norman Jolley is over- 
leisurely to building up Mahoney's 
role of a stranger who arrives with 
questions which seemingly cannot 
be answered, and because of the 
slow pace and patent intent to 

Greco Shuns 4-a-Day 
Radio City Music Hall reps 

suggested booking the Jose 
Greco troupe. 

But the flamenco artist, 
-hearing this, said he just 
couldn’t stand the idea of play- 
tog four a day. 

keep him mysterious the interest 
seldom speeds up beyond a walk. 

Mahoney finds himself unwel¬ 
come when he rides into town, ask¬ 
ing whereabouts of the old Indian 
who once owned the, property on 
which drilling is going on. He’s 
told toe Indian has gone . away, 
after selling property to Charles 
McGraw, a wildcatter who is head¬ 
ing operations. Later, it develops 
that Indian was hanged by towns¬ 
people for assertedly having at¬ 
tacked young daughter of the 
storekeeper, but Mahoney, retired 
cavalry captain for whom Indian 
was once a scout, is able.-to prove 
that McGraw framed the whole 
thing to get the land. 

Under Richard Bartlett’s direc¬ 
tion, Mahoney delivers well, albeit 
his true identity is too long to re- 
vealment, necessarily allowing ac¬ 
tion still further. Luana Patten, the 
storekeeper’s daughter, appealingly 
portrays her rold, her former 
friendship with the old Indian 
helping Mahoney clear up the case 
as he falls in love with her. Mc¬ 
Graw suitably delineates the heavy, 
Barbara Lawrence provides distaff 
(interest as Luana’s elder sister-and 
okay support is offered by Paul 
Birch, Claude Akins, Lee - Van 
Cleef, Anthony Caruso and George 
Dunn. 

George Robinson’s Eastman- 
color lensing is interesting, Fred 
MaeDowell’s editing is. as tight as 
script will allow and art direction 
is in capable hands of Alexander 
Golitzen and Bill Newberry. 

Whit. 

That Woman Opposite 
(BRITISH) 

An involved whodunit adapted 
from a novel starring Wilfrid „ 
Hyde White and Phyllis Kirk. 

London, )May 28, 
Monarch release (in association with 

British Lion) of Monarch (William GeU) 
Production. Stars PhyUis Kirk, Dan 
O'Herllhy. Wilfrid Hyde White. Petula 
dark. Directed by Compton Bennett. 
Icreenplay. Compton Bennett; from the 
novel “The Emperor's Snuff Box" by 
John Dickson Carr; camera,. Lionel Banes; 
editor. Bill Lewthwaite; music, Stanley 
Black. At Hammer Theatre, London,.Run- 
ning time, 70 MINS. , 
Eva ....Phyllis .Kirk 
Kinross .    Dah^ O'Herlihy 
Sir Maurice .Wilfrid Hytte^White 
Janie*  .Petula Clark 
Toby .Jack WatUng 
Ned  .William Franklyn 
Lady Lawes .Margaret Withers 
Gofon ....Guido Lorraine 
Busaon ...Jacques Cey 
G«ton ..  Andre Charisse 
BiU Morris .Robert Raikes 
M*rie  .Tit« Dane 
£rue ..Baltina 
£Ian* . ..Irene Moore 

.Concepta Fepnell 
Gendarme .....CampbeU Gray 

...;..John Serett Doctor . 

Story is a bit complex, and diffi¬ 
cult to transfer. jo the screen in 
simple terms.. It is set in a French 
coastal resort, being mainly con¬ 
cerned^ with a series of robberies. 
Wilfrid Hyde White plays ar baronet 
and noted art collector, who is 
,rebuked by his insurance-assessor 
for insufficient protection on his 
treasures. From his window* he 
recognizes the thief being tackled 
by a gendarme, who subsequently 
dies, he in turn gets murdered 
when one of his historical jewels 
is stolen. Both his son and the 
boy's, future bride are suspected, 
the son, because he had systemati¬ 
cally robbed his father to pay off 
a blackmailing mistress; and the 
fiancee becaus’e*she is tangled 'up 
to circumstantial ' evidence engi¬ 
neered by-her maid. "°- 

With the aid of toe investigating 
insurance sleuth and the local 
police, it is repealed toe fiancee’s 
ex-husband is both thief and .mur¬ 
derer. She had kept quiet over his 
presence in her bedroom *at night 
because of the compromising im¬ 
plications, and her statement of 
what she had witnessed through 
the* window sounded phoney. She 
and the insurance agent get togeth¬ 
er ^and switch the- romantic angle 
to “a happy finale when all the 
creases are straightened out. 

White’s dry whimsicality hits the 
right note as the baronet, contrast¬ 
ing with -the feeble characteriza¬ 
tion of the son by Jack Watting. 
Phyllis Kirk sustains the strong 
emotional role as the chief suspect 
while William Franklyn registers 
convincingly as the crook. Dan 
O’Herlihy balances evenly as toe 
insurance broker turned Romeo. 
Guido Lorraine brings aiMattractive 
Gallic flavor to toe role of the local 
police inspector. Petula Clark is. 
poorly served in the colprlesS part 
of the baronet’s daughter. Two ex¬ 
cellent performances ace given by 
Tita Dane and Balbina as the 
scheming French sisters, Clem. 

Mmjmm 

Initial nWnrti— effort ef 
Souther* exfcIMten fa strictly 
amateur nick! In Dixie. - 

United Artists relcs** tliiitl Rises 
production.-Stars Peter Graves and Lita. 
Milan. Features .Douglas Fowley and Tim 
Carey. Directed By Harold Daniels, 
Screenplay and story, Edward I. Fesstaf, 
Camera. Ted and Vincent Saizis; editor, 
Maury Wright; music. Fessler. Previewed, 
May 28, '57. Running time, 83 MINS. 

Martin*,............. APeter Graves 
Marie  .... Lita Milan 
Herbert .. Douglas Fowley 
Ulysses.Tim Carey 
Bo*.... Jonathan Hare 
Etienne ................. L Edwin Nelson 
Jean TItho.Eugene- Sondfield 
Doucette .. Evelyn Hendrickson 
Consine . Milton Schneider 
Fell clan.. MlcbaqlJR. Romano 

Importation of troupe of pros 
from Hollywood, including thespa 
Peter Graves, Lita Milan and 
Douglas Fowley, plus director Har¬ 
old Daniels, canrt save this from 
being more than amateur night in 
Dixie. Initial effort of Southern 
exhibitors, M. it Riggs and Ed¬ 
ward I. Fessler (who produced and 
scripted; respectively), this obvi¬ 
ously low-budget item* is at best 
adequate for modest or specialized 
situations, with toe off-beat back¬ 
ground a possible exploitation peg. 

There’s a germ of a good idea in 
Fessleris screenplay, but inept han¬ 
dling largely sterilizes it. Mainly, 
script shows a tendency toward 
flowery dialog which serves to fur¬ 
ther slow an already leisurely pace. 

In story. Graves, a self-effacing 
and insecure architect from the 
North, comes to the bayou country 
to plug his plans for a New Orleans 
municipal building with a vacation¬ 
ing politico. He falls in love with 
Miss Milan, attractive daughter of 
shiftless fisherman Douglas Fow¬ 
ley, and becomes embroiled in the 
violent affairs of the local Cajun 
French colony. The simple life and 
Miss Milan’s love regenerates 
Graves’ faith iirhimself, and when 
she’s threatened by the lustful de¬ 
signs-of the local bully, Tim Carey, 
Graves finds the courage to fight 
and beat him. “ . 

Most vivid portrayal is that of 
Miss Milan, who make the most of 
the fiery and attractive Cajun miss. 
Graves is competent in the rather 
pallid role of the architect. Fow¬ 
ley again demonstrates his talents 
*as a fine character actor, and not 
only makes a very convincing 
Cajun>but doubles in an uncred¬ 
ited role of a contractor friend of 
Graves; Tim Carey’s broad style of 
villaincy is suited to his role, Jona¬ 
than Haze’s* contribution is con¬ 
fined to a speechless hit, and local 
talent fills other parts with medi¬ 
ocre results. 

Director Daniels manages sev¬ 
eral strong vignettes, notably a 
genial shivaree and the fight scene 
between Uraves and Carey, but 
otherwise he’s unable to rise above 
the weak script. 

Black-and-white lensing quality 
by Ted and Vincent Saizis is good, 
but with attractive bayou. locale, 
colorfilming would have been more 
appropriate. Music~ background, 
also by Fessler fin'd sung in local 
metier by an unidentified group, is 
stuck in here and there without 
much application to the plot. 

Kove. 

Briefs From lots 

Hollywood, June. 4. 
Jean Simmons with Gregory 

Peck in "The Big Country” which 
Peck and William Wyler will pro¬ 
duce for United Artists release ... 
James Clark set by producer Plato 
Skouras to direct “Dark ..Valor” 
which rolls June 17 under the 
Regal banner for 2QthTelei5e . . . 
Jackie Loughery has femmje .lead 
opposite'John Barrymore Jr., to 
AB-PT’s "Young Mother” . . , 
Georgfe "Eoghorn”. Winslow, under 
multiple, picture’ contract'* to the 
studio, w«3 assigned to a. role to 
"Summer Love’? at Universal „ . , 
Lance Fuller will star in "Jet 
Sqqad” for producer Alex Gordon. 
. Rex Evans set for a role" in 
"Merry Andrew,” the Danny Kaye 
starrer which Sol. C. Siegel; will 
produce > a£. Metro with Michael 
Kidd directing , . . Edward Binns 
will' star in "Portland Expose,” 
Lindsley Parsons production based 
on headline events ih' the Oregon 
city. Allied Artists w&l release. 

Susan Hayward has femme lead 
in Associated Artists' "Between 
the Thunder and the Sun” . . . 
Charles Sehneer bought screen 
rights to ’!Flsg Over Tarawa,” au¬ 
thored by Rickard Alan Simmons 
, . . Dee jay Howard Miller will 
play himself in ITs “The BI| 
Beat” . . Clarence Greene amt 
Russell ROnae, producer-director 
team, sighed a multiple picture 
deal with Associated Artists . ... 
Robert L. Beniltk boright screen 
rights-to “Black Majesty,” bv John 
Vandercook, for indie production 

* a 
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New fork Sound Truck : SELZNICK HITS More People With More Money; 
Alice and Frank Scully are “pouring’* for their Gotham' friends 

June 14 before they take off June 16 to Oslo to be 'with Mrs. Scully’s 
Norwegian folks, then Ireland, London, Paris, the Riviera and Rome 
for three months before returning to their Palm Springs retreat. 

Robert TapUnger, Warner Bros. p.r.. v.p., his brother. Sylvan, and 
two sisters were the hosts Sunday (2) at a dinner dance at the Roof 
Garden of the St Moritz, N.Y., to celebrate the 50th' wedding anni 
versary of thein. parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Taplinger. The Tap> 
lingers have six grandchildren „ . , Seymour Krawitc of the Bill Doll 
Office off for Caracas, Venezuela, to supervise the’first Latin American 
-opening of “Around the World in 80 Days” there at the Boyaca Thea 
tre, Jime 26, 

Elia Kaun, producer of “A Face In .the Crowd,” agreed with author 
Budd Schulberg, via interviews which Earl Wilson conducted on “To¬ 
night” over NBC-TV (last week) Tuesday. (28),. following the film’s 
New York premiere, that the motion picture audience is “smarter” 
than is generally believed. Kazan crisply declared, “People are a 
darn-sight smarter than they are credited.” "When Wilson inquired, 
“You don’t believe in stars?” and added, “You think the story is 
more important,” Kazan replied, “I, want good actors. If. the star is 
a good actor, it helps at the boxoffice, sometimes—not too often now.” 

Jim Sirhkons exiting Warner .Bros, faomeoffice publicity department 
to join CBS-TV . . . Esther Williams pff for Italy today (Wed.) for 
mid-June filming of the “The Islander” for Universal . . . Albert 
Zugsmith, formerly with Universal, has closed .a deal for his indie 
firm to produce a number of pictures for Metro .. . M-G’i eastern tal¬ 
ent scout A1 Altman attended the. Magicians Convention in Hartford 
, . . Cyd Chtrisee hack to the Coast after a series of personal appear¬ 
ances for “Silk Stockings” ... Universal’*, eastern pub-ad chief Charles 
Simondle and ad topper Jeb Livingston, off to Chicago to confer with 
the company’s mid-west representatives on promotion plans for films 
set to open in the Chi territory. Simonelli then heads to New Orleans 
for the June 6 premiere of “Tammy and the Bachelor. 

Mom Sc Lewis Inc. has ibeen formed as a consolidation with Moss 
,4c Lewis of Nevada Inc., to conduct a motion picture, theatrical and 
television productions ..business in New York. Capital stock Is 200 
shares of preferred, at $100 par value, and 200 shares of common, 
at no par value. Marks Sc Marks, of Manhattan filing attorneys at 

’Dick PKts, now In pj. with the Carolina Motor Club, Charlotte, 
N. C., Is ex-COMPO and writes nostalgically about his show biz daysr 
His two kids J<now have the darndest southern accents but admit they 
were ‘bawn in Noo Yawf.” 

Life Mag for June IQ carirles an extended report by Eric Hodges 
titled, “Amid Ruins of an Empire, A New Hollywood Arises” Deals 
with the decline of studio czars, the present tyranny of top stars (50% 
of profits or 10% of gross) and the shrewd-eyed, hard-faced gentry 
who negotiate their deals. Hodgins obviously did plenty of digging, 
and a good deal of it, .one would suspect, right here. Speaking of the 
years since V-J Day, he writes: . 

“It was the unparalleled last 10 years that did the Empire in. In 
one fell decade Hollywood was knocked down by TV, kicked in the 
jaw by a -court order that broke up the profitable, monopolistic alli¬ 
ance between the theatre chains and the studios, and at last all hut 
destroyed by an upheaval in America’s recreational habits. Movies 
had once been the entertainment resource for the entire country, but 
after the war skis, skin-diving equipment, hi-fi sets, bowling balls, 
fishing tackle, golf clubs, do-it-yourself kits and 10,000 other consumer 
items flooded the U.S. As postwar automobiles, beds piling with chro¬ 
mium, re-emerged, from. Detroit,’ movie theatres, suddenly discovered 
to be shabby end obsolete, began to close their doors.” 

David Piel Lae., N.Y. film producers, tapped as audiovisual con¬ 
sultants for Die Ladies Home Journal. Now in production'is a film, 
“Report to Nargus” (latter stands for National Assn, of Retail Grocers 
of the U.S.). Piel’s footage, based on the LHJ’s ad campaign, “A 
Grocer’s Guide to Women,” stresses the need for a change ip approach 
In retail grocery advertising. 

On the basis of initial dates “Gunfight at O. K. Corrall” looks like 
a $4,000,000 domestic grosser to Paramount execs. As for the critical 
appraisals, .which Gotham morning daily do you read? Consider 
these: “It is an almost flawless film, a peer of the famous High Noon/ 
and the best picture of the year so far.”—William K. Zinsser, Her- 
Trib; ‘Gunfight at the O. K. Corrall’ is not High Noon/”—Besley 
Crewther, Times, 

Jules Levey,, who’s hsd ideas about producing James Certain’* “The 
Tontine” for some time, off to London today (Wed.) on so-called “vari¬ 
ous business matters” . , . Mutual Radio’s new format—strictly, 
straight news and music—m£ant the end of Martin Starr’s “Here’s 
Hollywood” newscasts. And along with, it some succinct cracks'from 
the Commentator on the feet that newspapers still hire 500 cor¬ 
respondents to Cover the film colony while the audio medium is 
giylnf it the. brush . . . It’s costing Paramount nearly $1,500 for each 
print of ‘Ten’ Commandments.” ., 

Trueman: T, Bambuech, Indiana theatreowner and an official of 
Allied States Assn., has received s patent for a revolving judges’ 
stand so that track officials can. watch a horse race without craning 
their necks .* * Wall StrCefer Charles Allen, reported active In acquir¬ 
ing Loew’s Inc. shares,' still owns 55,000 shares of Warper Bros, stock. 
He only sold a portion of his original holdings back to WB topper 
Jash L. Warner ... Robert E. Lewis, former office manager sn^ film 
booker In Republic’s Chicago exchange, has joined the-'buying and 
booking staff of Allied Theatres of Illinois . • . Columbia will film a 
Short of the entire floor show of the Hawsilan-Room of the Lexington 
Hotel, N.Y. . . * Universal’* ‘‘Tammy and. the Bachelor” premiere* in 
j^ew Orleans tomorrow (Thurs.), launching a series of pre-release 
dates in the territory. 

Some fascinating cinematic tidbits have been gathered together in 1 
HOW'Volume of slightly highbrow writing by Pietro Bianchi, one of 
Italy’s critics, and titled “L’Gcchio del Cinema” (The Eye- of the 
Cinema).' Tome embraces about ten years of Bianchi’s~ essays. With 
brief but crystal-dear chapter^ dedicated to analyses of stars of past 
and\ present, directors, and their films. * 

Rome, June 4. 
Lack of exhibitor and distributor 

Ingenuity in exploiting the great 
“old” pictures in the studio vaults 
was scored here last week by Da¬ 
vid O. Selzniek, currently filming 
“A Farewell to Arms” for 20th- 
Fox release. 

“There’s all this hue and cry 
about a product shortage," Selz- 
nick said. “Why don’t they do 
something about reissues. There’s 
an entirely new audience for these 
pictures, but of course they have 
to be presented right. I'm willing 
to bet that, right now, there are 
•some 50 or more pictures in the 
vaults that could, more than recoup 
new negative costs through re¬ 
issue. 

“The only trouble is, the com¬ 
panies refuse to. exploit reissues, 
and the 'exhibitors show great re¬ 
luctance to book them.- I spent 
$25,000 to reedit ‘Tom Sawyer.* We 
tested the new version, and it got 
a very enthusiastic reception. But 
to really do a job with it, I’-d have 
to knock myself out trying to sell 
it, and I just haven’t got the time 
for that.” 

When it was pointed but that 
“Rebecca,” on reissue by 20th, 

(Continued on page 22) 

Sir Mex Kordas 

Showmen Oughta Rejoice-Jofmston 
—-— ---— -—f With the population of the U. S; 
’my y. y . ..... due to rise at an enormous pace, 
No Delinquency Liability I the potential market forvfilms in 

Huston Sees Wayne As 
Needed Star for His 
Harris/ Jap Locationer 

Co. Iiqui 
London Film Productions, 

headed by the late Sir Alexander 
Korda, has gone out of business. 

; Korda estate has told all remain¬ 
ing properties to commercial tele- 

i vision ' interests in England (the 
films were liquidated on; United 
States tv some time ago) and Mor¬ 
ris Helprin, longtime officer in 
New York, has severed connec¬ 
tions with the company. 

When Korda died Helprin agreed 
to keep the Gotham office running 
for one year. The year has now 
passed and Helprin has formed an 
independent company in associa¬ 
tion with Alfred W. Crown (sepa¬ 
rate story). 

While the N. Y. office has beeen 
officially closed to business, a sec¬ 
retary is staying on to handle wind¬ 
up correspondence. 

Montpelier, Vt., June 4. the States is constantly growing. 
Although approved, by the Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion 

Senate, a bill to make parents Picture Assn, of America, said in 
responsible for damages re- the annual report. “This comblna- 
sulting from “malicious mis- _ tion of growing population and 
chief” by their children has growing income presents a real 
been killed in the House of challenge to our industry to turn 
Representatives of the Ver- the potentials into actual boxoffice 
input Legislature. admissions,” he held. 

, Opponents of the measure The report devoted two full 
argued that the proposed legis- pages to the battle against censor- 
lation would not have solved ship, noting that “Recent develop-, 
the state’s juvenile delin- ments have laid open to light the 
quency problem and that it cancerous tenacity of motion pic- 
would have created more in- ture censorship by prior* restraint, 
justices than It corrected. Despite the remedial surgery per- 

-.— - ■ ■■ formed by the highest court of the 
. -* ■ . land in five major operations since 
Hue fan Verne Warn Ac 1952, there is today impressive 
I1I1MUI1 DCtb TiffjllC nh evidencp that the motion picture 

MaajIajI Qfor fnr Hie industry faces a threat of further 
iiCCuCu ulfll I ul 1115 encroachments on free speech by 

m • > i t .• the advocates of censorship. 
Hams, Jap Locaboncr Never-Say-Die Censors . 

Tokyo^ May 28. “It is clear to all that serious 
After a stay in Japan research- constitutional doubts have been 

. „ „ . , . ti«« raised concerning the methods still 
ing the projected Townsend Har- belng employed today in the states 
ris Story” for 20th-Fox, director- of New York, Virginia, Maryland 
writer John Huston had some un- and Kansas as well as in several 
certainties regarding the produc- numicipalities. A growing number 
f. TV w « of legal commentators maintains 
wni J that the ultimate result of the Su- 

nn/’nrSnt Preme Court decisions must neces- 
%£££? 11 willy be the striking down of een- 

fnr SorshiP as a statutory system. 
“Viewing the crumbling of their 

hes the ancient edifices in the background, 
biggest guy of them all. the never-s&y-die censors are ex- 

In -research on the story of erting devious efforts to circum- 
Ameriea’s first consul in Japan vent the constitutional barrier, and 
with ; writer Charles Grayson, end results could be a baffling 
Huston learned^ that the stoiy had (Continued on page 181 
long been a vehicle for anti-Amer- _ 
lean propaganda. About this, he 
said. “We’ll just turn it inside out. IIFI | • TT D I 

propaganda just ffll3CKHl§ UP 1*1111(1 
There was also the problem of _ ^ ‘ _ 

how to treat Okichi, the geisha U f* 
with whom arris aUegedly had j[J|| JJ-ij YW77WX 
more than a business association. * 
On this, Huston said he had dis- _ # . 
covered that the treatment of their Loew’s Inc. board of directors 

nusion learnetr iaai xne story naa (Continued on page 18) 
long been a vehicle for anti-Amer- _ 
lean propaganda. About this, he 
said. “We’ll just turn it inside out. 11/1 I • YT P I 

ProPaganda-just fflUlCKlilij UprlUHl 

There was also the problem of _ ^ ‘ _ 
how to treat Okichi, the geisha U f* 
with whom arris aUegedly had j[J|| JJ-ij YW77WX 
more than -a business association. * 
On this, Huston said he had dis- , * . 
covered that the treatment of their Loew’s Inc. board of directors 
relationship was “pretty much up egsin tackle the question of 
to the authors.” the division of the funded debt 

Regarding a. working script, he wIien 14 “f®1* AWedJ- 
^ald* “We’ll co back with the few Pany officials and attorneys have 

Vbfcri&eTThb ta^^C”wpS«nholdtag tte 
project was accepted on w short f«tis’ 

(Coptinued on-page 82) factory solution. 

Bill Rodgers-TmghBut Just-Dies 
Former Metro Sales Chief Enjbyed Remarkable 

Goodwill (Fo^ a Distributor)' Amonf Exbibs 

and present, directors, and their fi] 

Frisco'# EF Rey Yegged. j 
San Francisco, June 4. : 

Three stickup- men got weekend 
receipts of $3,600 from the 1,500-] 
seat El.Rey Theatre, a neighbor-j 
hood house, owned by the Golden i 
State chjrin. 4 ] 

Muggs entered through an open 
door, boifnd a janitor and a. carpet- 
layer and then waited two hour* 
for manager Carl Bayes to appear. 
They forced Bayes, at gunpoint, to 
open the safe, tied him up and es¬ 
caped. 

flow Burlington Drivo-In 
Burlington, Vt.,- June 4. 

Burlington Drive-In theatre, a 
new ozoner with the largest out¬ 
door $e£een In this area,, has beea 
opened on Shelburne road by Mp. 
and Mrs. Ulderic Barrett, former 
proprietors of the Milton Drived, 

. The establishment has a capacity 
fpr more than 560 cars and there 
is a modem refreshment' building. 
There is also a bottle - warming 
service for babies and an up-to- 
date playground girin. be installed 
in the near futitte. • 

William F. Rodgers, who died in 
Hollywood (Florida’s) Sunday (2) 
at the age of 68H left friends within 
the ranks of “ttie enemy”. Rodgers 
was a distributor >as head of sales 
lot Metro. But: perch and this 
power of bfflc^i never caused him 
to lose standing. Exhibitors spoke 
well of him. 

Yet, Rodgers could hardly he 
accused of “underselling” the 
product of which he- was proud. 
But in the pursuit of the job he 
did so well he also recognized that 
certain exhibitor simply weren’t 
ijx a position to pay as much as 
others; Charge him with having 
soaked the rich'; but keep in mind 
he went easy oft the poor, 

r. A reporter of tender professional 
years was provided with an eye- 

I opener when intending his first 
tneatremen’s convention 16 years 

[ago. For there he saw obscure ex¬ 
hibitors elbowing themselves to 

[the side of Bill-Rodgers to say 
thanks for the reasonableness of 

‘the M-G sales organization. This ; 
was in the time of a good economy 
hut Rodgers still was cognizant of; 
the fact that it wasn’t good for 
everybody. So those who didn’t 
have it so good got a break. Metro 
was given hilling as “The Friendly 
Company” and largely because of 
this executive it was more than a' 
slogan, • j 

There’s more to he noted than] 
Rodgers as the “nice guy.” Hei 

worked earnestly for the good of 
the industry, and not alone M-G. 
He was instrumental in introducing 
the, “sliding scale” that was to be 
adopted by. the entire business and' 
still temains in effect. Theatremerr 
tftroiugh the yeah have had quar- 
|fel* With the workings of the for- 
i njult. .But .It is-difficult to argue 
against the.* principle of exhibitor 
and distributor sharing in picture 

f income in such a manner that the 
distributor . would collect more 
money for better pictures and less 
for the poorer ones. 

Disheartening to Rodgers and a 
disgrace to the picture, trade was 
the United Motion Picture Indus¬ 
try. He gave freely of his time 
and energy to set° up this Intend¬ 
ed Town Hall, where intra-trade 
grievances could be aired and 
measures taken to settle them. 
There was nothing personal to be 
gained for . Rodgersj he was even 
dlsdajnful of -. authorship. UMPI 
was allowed to die—this was a gen¬ 
eration ago1—elements of the film 
Industry to this- day are still try¬ 
ing to come up'with a facsimile 
of it. It’s now simply called, vague¬ 
ly, an arbitration system. 

Rodgers died in his sleep, after 
a year and ,a half of retirement. 
Survivors Include the widow* Edna; 
two sons, Thomas, Trans-Lux The¬ 
atres v.p., and William Jr., asso¬ 
ciated with R. H. Macy & Co.; and 
a daughter. Myrtle Anne Rodgers/ 
NBC executive. 

The debt, amounting to some 
$30,006,000, must be split between 
the distribution-production com¬ 
pany and the new theatre company 
in order to bring about a final sep¬ 
aration of the two firms as ordered 
by the Government’s consent de¬ 
cree. Division of the stock, with 
stockholders getting a half of share 
of stock In two companies for each 
share of Loew’s Inc. now held, has 
beep delayed pending solution of 
the debt problem. 

Mibs Set Up Awards 
To Georgia Journalists; 

Winner Sees Hollywood 
The Motion Picture- Theatre 

Owners and Operators of Georgia, 
a Theatre Owners of America af¬ 
filiate, will award prizes to Georgia 
newspaperamen for the most “con¬ 
structive stories and articles writ¬ 
ten about motion pictures and the 
motion picture theatres.” Awards, 
to be made at the unit’s annual 
convenion on June 23 in Atlanta, 
stem from a contest that ran from 
Jan. 1 to May 1. 
-Arrangements were made with 

the* cooperation of the Georgia 
Press Assn. Aim of the contest, 
was to stimulate coverage of mo-' 
tion picture news in Georgia news¬ 
papers. 

Contest will be judged in two 
categories: (1) Daily newspapers 
(including Sunday edition) pub¬ 
lished in Georgia, and (2) all other 
newspapers published in the state. 
First prize in each category will ba 
an all-expense one-week, trip to 
Hollywood for two persons. Second 
prize in each category will be a 
$250 savings bond. 
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Hub Better; "Corral’ Lively $26,000, 
"Face Smooth 16G, "Hut’ Fair 20G, 

‘80 Days’ Fast 28G, Desk’ 10G, 2d 
Boston. June 4. 

Boxoffice slump in recent weeks 
is being shaken off a bit in current j 
session. “Face In Crowd” shapes 
nice at the Paramount and Fen¬ 
way. “Reach For Sky” is hotsy at 
the Beacon. “Little Hut” was fair¬ 
ish at State and Orpheum last 
round. Standout is “Gunfight At 
O.K. Corral,” big at Metropolitan. 

“Desk Set” is holding hotsy in 
second time around at the Memo¬ 
rial. “Around World in 80 Days” 
leads holdovers in seventh frame 
with a great take at Saxon. “Sev¬ 
en Wonders” is stout in 41st week 
at the Boston. “10 Command¬ 
ments” still is strong in 29th round 
at Astor. "Bachelor Party” sails 
along slick at the Kenmore in sev¬ 
enth week.* 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor <B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75) 

—“10 Commandments” <Par) (29th 
wk). Neat $15,500. Last week, 
$15,000. • 

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678; 
90-$ 1.251—“Reach For Sky” (Rank). 
Hotsv $14,000. Last week, “Snow 
Was Black” (Conti (4th wk), $4,500. 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65> — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (41st. wk). Great $16,- 
000. Last week, $15,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— 
“Gold Of Naples” (DCA) (5th wk). 
Fourth week was good $7,000, 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-$l,10) 
—“Face In Crowd” (WB) and “Lifet 
Of Badmen” <AA). Nice $5,000. 
Last week. “Quiet Man” (reissue) 

(Continued on page 18) 

‘80 Days’ Lofty $15,000, 
K.C.; ‘Corral' Sockeroo 

llG,‘10C’s’8G,16tb 
Kansas City, June 4. 

Biz perked with the holiday 
weekend and a vastly improved 
lineup of a pix. Way out in front is 
“Around World in 80 Days” at the 
Tower and looks for a handsome 
run, with a big opening round. 
Benefit for DeMolay preem on 
Wednesday night found Harry S. 
Truman among the celebs. Other 
ace newcomer is “Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral” at Paramount with a smash 
initial session. “Little Hut” at Mid¬ 
land looms good. “Wayside Bus” 
in four Fox Midwest houses also is 
good, if not sock. “10 Command¬ 
ments” in 16th week at the Roxy 
came up strong after lagging for a 
while, and will gain more playing 
time. Drive-ins also are picking up. 

Estimates for This Week 
Dickinson, Glen, Shawnee Drive- 

in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) 
(750; 700; 1.10Q car^- 900 cars; 75c 
person^—“Dragoon Wells Massa¬ 
cre” (AA) and “Chain of Evidence” 
(AA!. Moderate $8,500. Last week, 
“Hot Rod Rumble” (AA) and 
“Calypso Joe” .AA>, $9,500. 

Kiiqo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— 
“Invitation to Dance” (M-G) (2d 
wki. Loud $1,800; holds. Last week, 
$2,500. 

Midland <Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— 
“Little Hut” (M-G) and “Vintage” 
(M-Gt. Good $9,000, may hold. Last 
week. “Monkey on Back” <UA) and 
“Iron Sheriff” <UA\ $4,000. 

Missouri (SW-Ciners.na) (1,194; 
$1.20 $2! — “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (13th wk). Rose to fast 
$10,000. Last week, $9,500/ 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par). 
Smash Sll.P"'; stays on. Last week, 
“Untamed Ic». Ah” «WB! and “Coun¬ 
terfeit Plan” (WB), $4,000. 

Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2>- 
“10 Commandments” (Par) (16th 
Wk*. Surged ahead to handsome 
$8,000. with Decoration Day and 
end of school. Holds on. Last week, 
$6,000. 

Uptown, Esquire, Fairway, Gra¬ 
nada <Fox Midwest ( (2,100: 820; 
700; 1,217: 75-90!—'“Wayward Bus” 
<29th! with “Break in Circle” (20th) 
added at Esquire and Granada. 
Good $15,000. Last week. “Deadly 
Mantis” *'U> and “Girl in Kremlin” 
(U), $9,000. 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90'—“We Are All Mur¬ 
derers” > Indie). Mild $1,400. Last 
week. “Sorceress” (Indie) (2d wk', 
$1,000. 
. Tower (Fox Midwest) . 1,145; 
$1.25-$2'—“Around World” (UA). 
Opened regular run Thursday after 
midwest preem Wednesday night 
In benefit for DeMolay. Playing 
without benefit of a review by the 
K.C. Star, which otherwise gave 
opening good coverage. Looks for 
big $15,000, and holding, natch! * 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week  ..$583,400 
(Based on 25 theatres) 

Last Year .$499,000 
(Based on 21 theatres) 

‘Corral’ Big 18G, 
St. L; ‘Hut’ 12G 

St. Louis, June 4. 
As if pix here did not . have 

enough outdoor competition, they 
will be confronted with the Muni¬ 
cipal Opera Assn, in its 39th sea¬ 
son at -the Playhouse of Forest 
Park starting June 6. Current ses¬ 
sion sees some new product giving 
the whole list a better look. Topper 
is "Gunfight at O.K. Corral” at the 
Fox where it hit a big total open¬ 
ing round, and is now in its second 
week. Also fine is “Little Hut” at 
Loew’s. “Wayward Bus” too shapes 
sharp at the St. Louis. “Seven 
Wonders of World” firmed up as it 
neared end of its run in 60th week 
at Ambassador. “10 Command¬ 
ments” also looks neat in third 
week at the Pageant. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (SW-Cinerama) (1,- 

400; $1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Won¬ 
ders” (Cinerama) (60th wk). Good 
$7,000 after $7,500 last week. 

Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 75-90)— 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral" (Par) 
and “Women at Pitcairn Island” 
(20th) (2d wk). Last week ended 
Monday (3) was big $18,000. . 

Loewis (Loew) (3,221; 50-65)— 
“Little Hut” (M-G) and “Shadow 
On Window” (Col). Fine $12,000. 
Last week, “Monkey On Back” 
(UA) and “Hit And Run” (UA), 
$8,006. 

Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 75-90) 
—"Kronos” (20th) and “The She 
Devil” (20th). Opened today 
(Tues.V. Last week, “Untamed 
Youth” (WB) and “Counterfeit 
Plan” (WB), slow $4,500: 

Orpheum (Loew) (1,913; 50-85) 
—“Monkey On Back” (UA) and 
“Hit And Run” (UA) fm.o.). ‘Mild 
$3,000. Last week, “Voodoo Is¬ 
land” (UA) and “Pharoah’s Island” 
(UA), $4,000. 

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 
90-$1.50) — “10 Commandments” 
(Par) (3d wk). Nice $6,000. Last 
week, $6,500. 

Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; 
75-90)—“Gold Of Naples” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Good $1,500 after $2,000 
initial stanza. 

St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; 75-90) 
—“Wayward Bus” (20th). Fancy 
$9,000. Last week, “Desk Set” 
(20th) (2d wk). $7,500. 

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; 
75-90)—“Gold Of Naples” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Oke $1,500 after $2,000 
opener. 

‘Corral’ Buffalo Ace, 
Wow 120,000; ‘Face’ 8G 

Buffalo. June 4. 
Biz Is surprisingly quiet in cur¬ 

rent week but “GUnfigtft at O.K. 
Corral” looks great at Paramount. 
“Face In Crowd” shapes fair at 
Center hut “Little Hut” is only 
mild at the Buffalo. “Garment 
Jungle” looms dull at Lafayette. 
Both “Around World in 80 Days” 
and “Seven Wonders of World” 
continue stoutly. 

Estimates far This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)— 

“Little Hut” (M-G) and “Slander” 
(Indie). Moderate $10,000. Last 
week, “Monkey On Back” (UA) 
and “War Drums” (Indie), $13,200. 

Paramount (AB-PT) <3,000; CO- 
85)—“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” 
(Par) and “Affair in Reno” (Indie). 
Great $20,000 or near. Last week. 
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) and 
“The Young Stranger” (RKO), 
$9,500. 

Center /AB-PT) (2,000;. 60-85)— 
“Face in Crowd” (WB) and “Deep 
Adventure” (WB). Fair $8,000. 
Last week, “Flying Leathernecks” 
(RKO) and “Sea Devils” (RKO) 
(reissues) (4 days), $7,000. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-85)— 
“Garment Jungle” (Col) and “Hell-, 
cats of Navy” . (Col). Dull $7,000. 
Last week, “Calypso Joe” (AA) and 
“Hot Rod Rumble” (AA), $6,000. 

Century (Buhawk). (1,400; $1.50- 
$3)—“Around World” *(UA) (9th 
wk). Fine $12,000. Last week, 
ditto. 

Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200; 
$1.2Q-$2L40) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (40th wk). Okay $8,000. 
Last week, ditto. 

‘Corral’ Huge 28G, 
PhilIy;‘Desk’14G 

Philadelphia, June 4. 
Terrific array of new blue-chip 

pix boosted biz here but it was far 
from a bonanza holiday. Near¬ 
perfect weather led to a healthy 
exodus for four days away from 
the city. “Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
looms standout with a mighty take 
at the 1,000-seat Viking. “Monkey 
on My Back” also is big at Stanton 
while “Desk Set” looks good at the 
Fox. “Bachelor Party” is lively at 
Goldman. Second week of “Design¬ 
ing Woman” shapes fancy at 
Arcadia. “Face In Crowd” is rated 
highly disappointing despite rave 
notices. 

Estimates for This Wfeek 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80) — 

“Designing Woman” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Fancy $13,000. Last week, $15,000. 

Boyd (SW-Cinerama) (1,430; 
$1.25-$2.60) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (58th wk). So-so 
$8,000. Last week, $6,500. 

Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$I.80) — 
“Desk Set” (20th). Good $14,000. 
Last week; “Boy on Dolphin” (20th) 
(3d wk), $8,000 in 5 days. 

Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25) — “Bachelor Party” (UA). 
Lively $18,000. Last week, “Buster 
Keaton Story” (Par),' $6,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays) — “Green 
Man” (DCA). Oke $3,200. Last 
week, “John and Julie” (DCA) (2d 
wk), $3,000. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49) 
— “Face in Crowd” (WB). Dim 
$13,000. Last week, “China Gate” 
(20th), $8,000. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 
$2,75)—“Around World” (UA) (23d 

(Continued on page 18) 

Del dnhs; ‘Corral’ Terrif£fi,W®, 
‘Face* 17G, "80 Days Boff 21G, 2d 

Mpls. Still Spotty; ‘Corral’ Socko 
$9,500, ‘Face’ Lean 6G, W Slow 8G 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Grost 
This Week ....... $2,729,506 

(Based on 23 cities and 251 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in- 

- eluding* N+ Y.) 

Total Gross Same Week •' ~ • 
Last Year ..$2,311,460 

(Based on 21 cities and- 211 
theatres.) 

‘Face’ Bri 

Minneapolis, June 4. 
Warm weather and sunshine 

weren’t conducive to holiday week¬ 
end cinema attendance but an al¬ 
most complete assortment of new 
meritorious offerings put some life 
into trade nevertheless. Heading 
the array • and showing robust 
strength is “Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral” at State. “The Waywafd 
Bus,” is slow/ “Face in Crowd” is 
rated mild at Orpheum. “Monkey 
ori My Back,” also new, looms good 
at Lyric. It is the 43d week for 
“Seven Wonders of World” at Cen¬ 
tury. ' . 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (SW-Cinerama! <1.150; 

$1.75-$2.65) — -'‘Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (43dv wk). Going along 
at a healthy clip with $12,500. Last 
.week, $13,000. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
“Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). Off 
to light $3,500 this session. Last 
week, $6,500. 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90) — 
“Monkey on My Back” (UA). House 

reopened after re-seating. Good 
$5,000. 

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— 
“Wayward Bus” (20th). Slow 
$8,000. ■ Last week, “This Could 
Be' Night” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,000 
in 6 days. *“ 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 
75-90)—“Face - in Crowd” (WB). 
Highly praised, but. lack of cast 
names' probably drags. Mild $6,000. 
Last week, “Public Pigeon No. 1” 
(U), $5,500. 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)— 
“Zombies of Mora Tau” (Col) and 
"Man Who Turned to Stone” (Col). 
Light $3,500. Last week, “Spirit 
St. Louis” (WB) (5th wk), $4,500. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Gun¬ 
fight at O.K. Corral” (Par). Lead¬ 
ing the procession easily. Cast 
presence of Burt Lancaster and 
Kirk Douglas means boxoffice 
shekels. Lusty $9,50p.- Last week, 
“Buster Keaton “ Story” (Par), 
$4,000: 

World (Mann? (400; 85-$1.25)— 
“Bachelor Party” (UA) (2d wk). 
Much praise, for this one. Okay 
$3,000* Last week, $4,500. 

Prov.; ‘Hut’ 11G 
Providence, June 4. 

. Biggest coin total is going to 
Loew’s with “The Little Hut,” 
which is okay. Otherwise biz is 
spotty this week. “Face In Crowd” 
is rated nice at Majestic. Strand’s 
“10 Commandments” looms oke in 
seventh round. * • 

Estimates far -This Week 
Albee (RKO) <2,200; 65-80) — 

“Deadly Mantis” (U) and “Girl In 
Kremlin” (U). 'Mild $6,000. Last 
week, “Quiet Man” (Rep) (reissue) 
and “Lawless Eighties” (Rep), 
same. 

Majestic (SbJV) (2,000; 65-80) — 
“Face In Crowd” (WB) and “Bad¬ 
lands of Montana” (WB). Nice 
$8,000. Last week, “Desk Set”. 
(20th) and “Break In The Circle” 
(20th), $9,000. 
„ State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) — 
“Little Hut” (M-G) and y “Fort 
Laramie” (M-G). Oke $11,000. Last 
week, “Monkey On Back” (UA) and 
“War Drums” (UA), $8,000. 

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; $1.50- 
$2) — “10 Commandments” (Par) 
(7th wk>. Slowing down to okay 
$8,000. Last week, $8,200. 

‘Corral’ Mighty $28,000, 
Frisco; ‘Face’ Hot 11G, 

‘Monkey’ 9G, ‘Hut’ 12G 
San Francisco, June 4. 

First-run trade is perking i;p 
currently, with new product giving 
several spots mighty boosts. “Gun¬ 
fight, at O.K. Corral” looms terrific 
at Paramount, jto top city and give 
this house one of the best weeks in 
months. “Face in Crowd” also Is 
rated solid at St. Francis but “Mon¬ 
key on My Back” is just okay at 
United Artists, ‘.‘Wayward Bos” is 
very disappointing at the Fox. 

“Little Hut” looks lively in sec¬ 
ond round at Warfield. “Around 
World in 80 Days” is rated huge 
at Coronet in 23d stanza, “Seven 
Wonders of World" also soared, 
being great in 28th session at 
Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80-$l) 

—“The Oklahoman” (20th) and 
“Last of Badmen (20th). Dull 
$8,000. Last week, “Battle Heir1 
(DCA) and “Bermuda Affair” 
(DCA), $12,000. 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.30)— 
“Wayward Bus” (20th). Mild $11,- 
000. Last week, “Desk Set” (20th) 
and “Oasis” <20th) (2d wk), $7,500 
in 5 days. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— 
“Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). Fine 
$12,000. Last week, $16,000. 

Paramount (Par) <2,646; $1.25)— 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par). 
Smash $28,000 or near. Last week, 
“Weapon” (Rep) and “Hidden Gun” 
(Rep), $9,500 for 6 days. 

St. Francis (Par) Tl,400; $1-$1.25) 
“Face In Crowd” (WB). Solid $11,- 
000 or near. Last week, “Abandon 
Ship” (Col) and “Utah Blaine” 
(Col), $9,000 in 6 days. 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (28th wk). Big $20,000 
or near. Last week, $16,600. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
70-$l)—“Monkey On Back” (UA) 
and “Gun Duel in Durango” (UA), 
Just okay $9,000. Last week, 
‘‘River’s Edge” (20th) and “Two 
Grooms for Bride” (20th), $6,000. 
. Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1.25- 

$2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(2d wk). Good $9,500, Last week, 
$10,000. 
* Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)— 
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie) 
(4th wk). Good $3,600. Last week, 
$4,200. 

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Oedi¬ 
pus Rex” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay 
$2,300. Last week, $3,800. 

Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.25)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA). 

(Continued on page T8J 

Detroit, June A, 
Biz- is on the upbeat this week, 

with strong newcomers aiding solid 
long-termers. “Gunfight -at O. K. 
Corral” is standout with a terrific 
total at the Palms. “Face in Crowd” 
looks good at the Michigan.’ “Kro¬ 
nos" shapes okay at the huge Fox. 

“Deadly Mantis” at the. Broad- 
way-Capitol and “Little Hut” at 
the Adams, are both doing fine. 
Longrun “10 Commandments”, at 
Madison is swell In 25th round. 
“Around World 80 Days” at United 
Artists is climbing to a much big¬ 
ger figure in :23d week. “Seven 
Wonders of World” at Music Hall* 
continues great in 51st stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- 

$1.25)—“Kronos" (20th) and “She- 
devil” (20th). Oke $17,000. Last 
week, “Desk Set” 29th) and “Spoil¬ 
ers of Forest” (Rep), $11,000. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 
90-$1.25)—“Face in Crowd” (WB) 
and “Young Stranger” (U). Good 
$17,000. Last week, “Abandon 
Ship” (Col) and “Hellcats of Navy” 
(Col), $16,000- 

Palma (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25>. — 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
and “Crime of Passion” (Indie). 
Terrific $35,000. Last week, “Mon¬ 
key on My Back” (UA) and “Gun 
Duel in Durango” (UA) (2d wk), 
$13,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25- 
$2.75)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
<28thAvk). Swell $18,000. Last week; 
same. 

Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500; 
9G-$1.25)—“Deadly Mantis” (U) 
and “Girl in Kremlin" (U). Good 
$13,000. Last week, “Hot Rod Rum¬ 
ble” (AA) and “Calypso Joe” (AA)# 
$9 000 

United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25- 
$3.) — “Around World” (UA) (23d 
wk). Big $21,000. Last week, $16,- 
800. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25) 
—“Little Hut” (M-G). Lusty $13,- 
000. Last week, “This Could Be 
Night”. (M-G) -(2d wk),,$7,000. 

Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; 
$1.50-$2.65) — “Seven/* Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (51st wk), Nice $18,000. 
Last week, $18,400. < ■ . 

Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.50) •— 
“Funny Face” (Par) (5th wk). Up 
to oke $8,500. Last week, $7,000. 

‘Corral’ Leading Mo’s 
Upbeat, Bangnp 513,000; 

Ifesk’ Sturdy^ at 10G 
Baltimore, June 4. 

With; a crop of new entries 
brightening the downtown scene, 
film biz was a little better in spots 
this week, but the overall picture 
was not as big as hoped for. “Gun¬ 
fight at O.K. Corral” is living the. 
Stanley the best biz it has bad in 
months. “Wayward Bus,” at Cen¬ 
tury and “Desk Set" at New are 
rated nice, latter, being especially 
strong. "Aroiind World in 80 Days” 
continues to hold solidly at the 
Film Centre in 24th week. “Young 
Stranger” is *still fine at the Five 
West. “Little Hut” continues big 
in second Town session. 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 

$1.25)—“Wayward Bus” (20th), 
Nice $8,000. Last week, “True 
Story Jesse James” (20th), $3,500. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Magnificent Seven” (Col). 
Good $3,000. Last week, “Moulin 
Rouge” (UA) (2d wk), $2,200. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
$L50-$2/J0)—“Around World” (UA) 
(24th wk). Holding fine at $10,000 
after same last week. „ 

Fire West (Schwaber) (560; 50- 
$1.25)—“Young'Stranger" (U) (2d 
wk). SoUd $2,500 after $4,000 last 
session. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$L25)—“Hellcats of Navy" (Col). 
Mild $6,000. Last week, “Half 
Human” (DCA) and “Monster from 
Green Hell” (DCA), 17,000. 

Mayfair (Hicks) (930; 50-$1.25)— 
“Girl in Kremlin” (U) and “Kettles 
on MacDonald’s Farm” (U). Thin 
$2,500 in 4 days. Last week, “Pub-, 
lie Pigeon No. 1” (U). $3,300 in 7 
days. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)=—“Desk Set” (20th). Neat 
$10,000. Last week, “Oklahoma” 
(20th), $4,Q00. 

‘Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50* 
$1.25)—“12 Angry Men” (UA) (7th 
wk). Nice $3,500 after same last 
'stanza. 

Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— 
“Gunfight at 0:K. Corral”. (Par). 
Solid $13,000. Last week, “Un¬ 
tamed Youth” (WB), $4,000. 

Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- 
$1.25)—“little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Happy $7,500 after $12,000 in 
first. 
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Biz * ^ghtly on the upgrade at return to their work on Friday tSS M g^erfal.ly good returns by other 
a wow downtown first-runs this week al- (31). Some had a chance of tak- ^**1™?' • Corral looks to 

SfRSknU «ndr^SwVe Chi- though far from outstanding. The ing Off last Friday or the Friday ™ not holding^ back ^Gunfight at land $27,000 or dose in this show- 
$36,000. D. X is fair at the uni rfiai hrieht soot is “Gunfight at following next July 4—and many. Corral, .hangup at Para- case house. ‘ Face in Crowd ' 
cago with $21,000. Face in q jg. rjorrnii»> -which is lusty at of : course, picked Independence mount- “Little Hut” looms nice at looms fairly good $24,000 in four 
Crowd” at State-Lake looms only -Se1Qrohe-. Hay Sr a fourSiay weekend. nCC Liberty while “80 Days _ Around theatres. 
so-so $15,000. The Squires John ^ «pace crowd" is likewise Outstanding newcomer is “Gun- World” still is solid-in seventh “Funny Face” in regular run in 

+5EL^n°annfhpr an hep at the Brandeis. “Untamed fight at O. K. Corral” with a wow Broadway round. Face In Crowd*■ two houses Is fast $13,500. “Waj»- 
finnhNn?r»7^na^hiriff’'aand “Ride Youth” looks slow at the Omaha. $60,000 opening week at the Capi- k surprisingly dull at Orpheum. ward Bus” shapes fairish $25,000, 

^tl?vX9000 World •'Little Hut” is okay in second tol. This is the biggest at the Cap Sudden terrific heat and competi- also in four houses. “Little Hut” 

£"%SSgt^&2L*srJLwt* £ i^i^^<s^hows cut «u°°4~ -—* 

Rn^evdt “Monkev on I^Back” k*? t^ek’ to GolfF .T(2j>.th.) around a mild $11,000 opening $12,100. Last week, $14,100, day” is landing a wow $44,900 in 
with “5^et thiS SSti SUP**"* Devotion (Indie), week at_the Mayfair. __ 4_ _ fini eight dafs^of 8Lst wcrf? it winds up with a quiet third frame 

at the Woods. -“This Could Be 
$2,500. Biggest coingetter still is “De-—“Wayward Bus” (20th) and “Bad-1 the Warner Hollywood. 

fgtimff Woman” with sf-J»ff<»Khnw landa r>f Mnnfana” fOnthV Clntir I _ . Sntrh?” sh’anef soft second set at Omaha {Tristates) 2,066; 75-90) signing Woman” with stageshow lands of Montana” (20th), Slow Estimates for This Week 
425? ShaPCS *°ft SeC°nd S6t St -“Unt&med Youth” (WB) and which is headed for a Wg $13W0 $8,000 or less. Last week,* “Desk H 

^Around World in 80 Days” “Counterfeit Plan” (WB). Drab $3,- m third stanza at the Music HalL Set” (20th) and “Storm Rider” XK^SgS 

ks «« SL <2.1,80,75. fHHd *,up;; 
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Wpnders!' is doing potent business how (Col), $3 
at Palace for its 24th frame. Me- Orpheum (7 
Vickers' looks- - sturdy with “10 90)—“Gunfigh( 
Commandments,” .marking its 28th (Par). Hefty $ 
canto. Week-, “Abandi 

Estimates for This Week ' “Phantom Sta* 

Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (480; 500 ^ 6 days- 
95)—“Albert. Schweitzer” (Indie) State (Gold! 95)—“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90) ->- holiday, shapes solid $19,000 at the 
(5th wkU - Durable $2,500. Last “Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). Okay Astor. Ace arty pic, in point of 
wreek. $3,600. $4,500. Last week, $5,500. actual money, looks tj be “Green 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$l.50) —:---— -- Man,” with around $18,000 in sec- 

13, 000. Wiitem (ABPT-UATC-SW) (3,300; 
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 1*503; 2,344; 80-$1.80)—“Face in 

1.25)—“Face In Crowd” (WB) and Crowd” (WB) and "Shoot-Out 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$l.50) 
—“DJ.” (WB). Fair $21,000. Last 
week, “China Gate” (CdlJ (2d wk), f 
$8.1)00* 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; ! 
$1.25)—“John and Julie” (DCA). 
Warm $7,000. Last week, subse¬ 
quent run, 

Garrick (B&K1 (850; 90-S1.25)— 
“Bachelor Party” (UA) (4th wk). 
Perky $10,000. List week. $11,800. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
“Iron Sheriff” (20th) and “Ride 

Medicine Bend” 

Corral* Collosal 
$S,00frPacesD.C. 

actual money, looks “Green At MeScine Bend” Medicine 'Bend” (WB). Fair® 

^dn,we^k atr°the (fifid “Chma Sad $3^00. Last w&. •?£- food $24,000. Last week. Down- 
Gate'Ms dolim tt slow <616 000^? tamed Youth” (WB) and “Counter- ^wn Paramount and Egyptian cate is flown to slow $16J)00 or ... M „ WB) S3 8q0 “Untamed Youth” (WB) and 

“The D L”0opemaat^h^Par^ag- (Port-Bar) (3,400) 90- “Hell's Crossroads” (Rep) (2d wk), 
sWfo6today (Wed ). * * $1.25)-“Gunfight At O.K/Corral” 57;300’ ^ 

“Wayward Bus” nreems todav (Per) and “Hour of Decision ’ (In- Angeles, HoJywood, Fox 
(Wed.) at the Victoria, where die). Lean $8,900 Last week90 srS) S; 
“Bachelor Party” wound its eighth key On My Back” (UA> and “Hit 756, 2.296,(1,248. 90-$1.50)— Way- 

week with a fidr $12,500 or cfose. and Hun” (DA), $4,690. ^S.®nraiuM0th>i,Sd«»«mn S 

(WB). Sad $3,000. Last week, “Un- 8°°d $24,000. Last week. Down- 
tamed Youth” (WB) and “Counter- paramount and Egyptian 
feit Man” (WB) S3 800 Untamed Youth (WB) and 
f Paramount (Port-Bar) (3,400) 90- ^s ^sroads” (Rep) (2d wk), 
$1.25)—“Gunfight At O.K. Corral” ^7’300’ Wdtern in other unit. 
(Par) and “Hour of Decision” (In- Los Angeles, Hollywood, Fox 
die). Lean $8,000. Last week, “Mon- WUshire, Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 

Washington, June 4. 
“French. They Are a Funny Race” 

■sjtfll was smash in "second week 
A wave of solid newcomers is with $10,000 at the Baronet, 

Back” (20th). Fine $9,000. Last breathing life Into -maihsterh b.o. “Around World in 80 Days” 
week, “Kronos” (20th) and “She- after .several ;Slow stanzas.- Though pushed to .$48,300, cecity for 14 
Devil” (20th) (2d.wk), $4,600. opt* booming, biz is*' generally, shows, in 33d.session at the Rivoli. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)— lively,' with several unusually Three added shows spelled the 
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) (2d bright spots. VGunfight at OJL added coin.* “Seven wonders of 
wk). Wobbly $5,000, Last week, Cojxal’Ms smash in 2 spots. “Desk World” was great $41,000 in 60th 
$8,000. v ’ Set” at Capitol shapes as a winner, stanza, at the Warner. “10 Com- 
* McVicker* (JLScS) (1,580; $1.25- too. “Little Hut” at RKO Keith’s uiandments” looks smash $42,000 
$3.30)—"16 Commandfcents” (Par) i00ks lofty despite unanimous nan- at the‘ Criterion in current (30th) 
(28th wk). Sock $21,000.. Last ning by drama desks* “Wayward WeeI^. « , - ^ 
week, $20,000. ' Bus” another on which the crix . Estimates for This.Week 

‘Corral’Tops New 
Toronto Pix, 15G 

Toronto, June 4. 

ward Bus” (20th) and “Break in 
Circle” (20th). Fair $25,000 or 
thereabouts. Last week, without 
Fox Wilshire but Ritz added, “Boy 
on Dolphin” (20th) (2d wk) (5 
days). $14,900. 

State, New Fox, Ritz OJATC- 
FWC) (2,404; 965: 1,330; 90-$1.50) 
—“Little Hut” (MrG). Good $22.- 
000 or a bit over. Last week. 
State, l6New Fox “Designing 
Woman’* (M-G) and “Vintage” 
(M-G) (2d wk),* $9,200. Ritz' in 

Routine product is being blamed other unit, 
for one ofthe worst weeks here in Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- 

" rMSTSSb e) (1.900; 6T-«T)- SatoSSb, Wisw,d™ amSHSa3bTS*»- TT’ aU °ltbe /pi0,6' 
“Half Human” (DCA) and '“Mon- palace* “Monkey on My I&ck” is "Something of Value” (M-G) (4th clty 5 ^“st-runs suffering. How- FRCptril/a^ai!,1iWl 
ster From Green HeU” (DCA). above averaged? CokrmbS to wk)- week winding tomorrow ever/ ^Yangtze Incident’ is doing run pix. Regular run after diow7 

(Continuedonjage 18) , s)} (8th ^^^a^^ay Tog Sld^d —-—- 

in ' p ttti * | a/1 Estimate for This Week , wk). Seventh Week ended May 30 7own on Trial aare very disap- Nn«|f Kifmc R/vtcf f IflPV* Corrar Wb0DDllirl9G. Ambassador (SW) <1,490; 85- was ^ay S6,900 after $7500 to Pointing. “Tattered Dress” shapes TlimS DOOSt bmCy; 
- $1.25)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” sixth. . * ' fairish. my r AAA 
f layfl4 >j»rs 0|ro '1 / «?Tar?* Great $12,000. Last week. Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- [ Estimates for This Week • LOIiai 10171(1 ^lD,vUur - 

- (WB), $3,000. / $1.80)-—“French, They Are Funny | Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank) ffl ) n* lan rtj .? inn 
Hitt SI 4 (MM) ‘StlT fid Capitol (Loew) (3,434; ”85-$1.25) Race” (Cont) (3d wk). Second (2,518; 859; 1,165; 60-$D—“Way To DUS Dig llKl,* HUt lZu 
flUl fl%yWf OUI UU — Desk'Set (20th). Bousing $22,- frame Monday (3) held with great Gold” (20th). Lean $7,000. Last ' 7,. . 7*# _ . 

* Cleveland June 4 ' 000; stays. Last week, “China Gate” $10,000. Fust was $11,400. week ‘Til Met by Moonlieht” mu , Cincinnati, June 4. 
Hipp is slwottSg for highest (20th), $6,000 at regular scale, and Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50> (Ra4) $12000, ' ow&it Three hefty newcomers art 

mark heJ’e currently with “Gun- yanked after 6 day! —“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) (877- Sm51118 9^ ^eeVa downtown box- 

p 4O* raS-Vto fflt CjIumbU(Lo,w) (1174; 8541.25, gdt ?t3 “artter 
Ing-a handsome figure, and bolds. —“Monkey On Back’.' (UA>. Oke S,UefSafi )t4,000^ L|wtrweefc- “Spanish at O. K Corral ” “Little Hut” 
“Little Hut” at State also is okay $9,000 but not up to hopes. Last Gfcdmer” (Rafik) (2d wk), $5,000. shapes solid at the Palace Keith's 
as ir“Face in Crowd” at the AUen. week, “Way to Gold” 120th), $5,500. (*th is^clVver with ‘Wawkrd bS” 
“10 CpmnMindments” is surging to Keith's (RKQ) <1,859; 85-$1^5)— *3 30) ^*10 Commandmdits^ lpar) State (Taylor) (L054; 995; 694; 698; after several mild rounds. “Spring 

thlohio “SeveSsix’’6?; Hut” (M-G). Lofty JlS.OOO, fsoth^k) Wdia ^Wg to- 50-75)—“Zombies ^oif Mora Tau" Reunion” at the Grandis in unsea- 
wf desPlte nnx pans. Stays. Last week, morrow (Thurs ) is heading* for (Col) and “Man Turned to Stone” sonable stride. First birthday 

‘Conal’ Torrid $15,000, 
/Bns’^10G,«W126 

Cincinnati, June 4. 
Three hefty newcomers art 

bulging this week's downtown box- 

. Metropolitan • (SW)- (1.100; «- SSk’SiSSSr'^. *™- ^4*^MteiSr«rSS^ (UaV, ^Wh***® ^^^7 
000 or neS. List.weA “DnliUned »^5^“(Iunfight «t O.K. CotaT. Fine Trts (Davis) (468; S0-$1.80) 811,000. • 
Youth” (WB) and “Shoot-Out at (par). Wham $17,000. Last weel^, —“Torero” (Col) (3d. wk). Second Eglinton, Towne, Westwood (FR- Gunfight at O. K Corral ^ (Par). 
Medicine Bend” (WB). $9,200. “Untamed Youth” (W3), $6,000. , frame' finished Monday (3) was Taylor) (1,080; 693; 994; $1>— week^'D^k^ Set” *(2^1* 

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,7d0; 70-$l) — Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1^5)— smash $14,200. First was $16,400. Yangtze Incident (IFD). Turn- $^0500 *’ ° k (20th>* 
“Gunfight at O. K, Corral” (Par). “Wayward Bus” (2Qth), Good $16,- 55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300; away weekmid biz .at three houses ^ n*r*iol (SW - Cinerama) 
vrinu tionno. u^7^<, t __Z nnn* T.«f '*«muL x»„ ■ XI 25-Si so)—“3 In Red” (Ja- to smash $15,000. Last week (Town Cinerama) (1,375, 

> Metropolitan • (SW)- (1,100; 85-j ancesi. Continues 

“Girl Kremlin” (U) and “Deadly Night” (M-G) (2.d wk), $8,Q00. nus) (3d wk). This session ending only) G^d of Naples (IFD) (2d World.» (cinerama) (52d wk). 

“BSf (T?.) (290: .90-81.25.)- (Contmued on p,4e 18) S-S2?SLfi«?« 
(Loewl (1.2W; oaPti "Young and Passionate” (Indie). 

— 10 Commandments” (Par) (29th Big $5,000. Stays. Last week, “Bed 
wk). Booming $17,00GL in final of Grass” (Indie) (5th wk), $2,000. 

Wepeal,«as sw- Cta«i^) (1485- Tnuu-Lox CT-L) (600; 8041.25)— 
$125-52 40) —‘‘TS^Cineiima” “Abandon Ship” (Col) (4th wk). 
feintrra ®’ (29t™ k) lS?lyll7,-, SU«ht l2'500' L»t »*.«>0- ' 
500. Last week, $17,000. Uptown (SW) (1,100; $L25-$3)— 

State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— “Around World.”. (UA> (9th wk).: 
“Litile Hut” (M-G). Okay $14,000. Smash $20,000. Last week, $22,500, 
Last week. “Monkey on My Back” Hided by extra holiday show.. • 
(UA). $9,000. - Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 

StUtman (Loew) <1,700; 70-90)— $1.20-$2:40> —» “Seven Wonders” 
“Seventh Sin.” (M-G). Passable (Cineratna) (23d wk). Still going 
$6,000. Last week; “Vintage” strong at $16,000 after $18,000 last 
<M-G>, $4,000. week, vtfiicb included holiday. 

Estimatet Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; L*., 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in- 
flame* 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include the U. S. amusement 
tax. 

wtv *4^r P ^ World” (Cinerama) (52d wk). 

Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede sam^S^in*^ 
1 (FP) (1,709; 1,486; 1,385; 60-75)— vwsapr figure here, same as In 51st 

4«5<r; Grand (RKO) (1,400: 75-$1.10)— 
N 1 “sPring Reunion” (UA) and “Re« 

(RHO) (2d wk), $10 5M. volt at Laramie” (UA). Slow $4,500. 

.fFPA^'3rn^»°T’-1}p2^‘ Last week- “Bi« Boodle” (UA) and Gimfight at O.K. Corral (Par). ,4wfld Partv" (UA) «lx daw. 
Fine $15,000. Last week. “Gar- ^ 
ment Jungle” (Col) $12,500. _ . Keith’s (Shor> (1,500; 75-$1^5>— 
^toteniationj1 (Tagor) (557; $1>—, “Wayward Bus” (20th). SweU 
‘ Gobi of Naples’’ (IFD). Okay $3,- $10,000. Holds over. Last week, 
000. Last week. “Green Man” “China Gate” (20th). $5,000. 
(IFD) (10th wk), same^ Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75*$1.10V-» 

Loew’s (Loew) (2096; 60-$l)— “Little Hut” (M-G). Solid $12,000 
’Monkey on My Back” (UA). Sad or over. Last week, ’Monkey on 

(Continued on page 18) iMy Back:’ (UA), $7,000. 
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U.S. EXECSREFUTETOO MANY5 THESIS 
Berlin, June 4. 

Only about three percent of the 
American films released in West 
Germany fail to recoup their costs, 
according to-the managers of the 
U.S. companies headquartering at 
Berlin. 

Disclosure punctures the peren¬ 
nial German argument that too' 
many American films are being 
brought into the country, and that 
a cutdown would actually serve the 
Hollywood interests since so many 
releases don't even recoup dubbing 
costs. 

Though Berlin has only 260 film 
theatres against 5,100 in the rest 
of West Germany, the city accounts 
for fully eight percent of the 
American in dusty's total Income. 
Part of the reason is that the U.S. 
pix make their impact primarily 
in the big German cities. 

The Germans overall get approx¬ 
imately 60^ of the screentime in 
Germany for their own films. Rest 
goes to the U.S. and other coun¬ 
tries. In Berlin, the Germans cap- 
tue about 50Cc to 55% of the( total 
sereentime in the 260 theatres. Be¬ 
tween 20% and 35?c goes to the 
Americans. 

It's noted that the American, 
companies operating in Germany 
today don't release a single Ger¬ 
man film through their own chan¬ 
nels. 

The American managers say that 
the 3% that show a loss in Ger¬ 
many are on the whole the bigger 
pictures. “We don’t have much 
trouble with the smaller films, 
since they cost a lot less to prepare 
for this market.” All U.S. releases 
here are dubbed into German. Mu¬ 
sicals, and to a lesser degree com¬ 
edies, are b.o. poison in West Ger¬ 
many.. Occasionally, dramas also 
will disappoint. “Baby Doll,” for 
instance, isn’t showing much life 
in Germany. 

Television the Menace; 
Regina Theatres Ask 

Relief From Taxation 
Regina, Sask., June 4. 

' A committee of the city council 
Js considering a request by Regina 
theatremen that the amusement tax 
be dropped completely or substan¬ 
tially cut. A submission to council 
contended the city^p tax was dis¬ 
criminatory and' held that televi¬ 
sion was providing unfair compe¬ 
tition. 

Last year, Regina’^ seven thea¬ 
tres contributed $115,637 to city 
coffers and an additional $281,485 
to city business, the theatremen 
said jn their brief. With one ex¬ 
ception they operated at losses run¬ 
ning as high at $2,000 a month. 
Early this year, one house was 
forced to close after 40 years’ op- 
ei*ation% 

Television was blamed fer attend¬ 
ance decreases totalling 951,306 
from 1954 to 1956. “Yet television 
viewers are not taxed by the city 
for viewing exactly the same me¬ 
dium of entertainment they see at 
the theatre,” the,brief said. 

Charging the tax is “discrimina¬ 
tory,” the brief said the average 
business tax paid by 1,912 other 
local businesses in 1955 amounted 
to $385, compared with $9,484 paid 
by seven theatres on the average 
seat and amusement tax basis. 

In 1954, the theatres with a total 
attendance of 2,366,039 paid $83,- 
134 In amusement, tax, while two'; 
years later, with attendance at 
1,404,733, they paid $56,778. 

Ia 1956, the seat tax at 75 cents 
a seat amounted to $3,050; real es¬ 
tate taxes to $34,826 and amuse¬ 
ment taxes to $56,778, for a total 
of $94,654. 

LUANA PATTEN VS. UNIVERSAL 
Los Angeles, May 28. 

An amended complaint is due 
wljjftln the next two weeks in Luana 
Pipien’s declaratory relief suit 
agamst Universal Pictures challeng¬ 
ing the legality and validity of her 
seven year option contract. Studio 
had filed a demurrer and a motion 
to strike certain portions of the 
complaint. 

Before the scheduled arguments 
were held. Miss Patten’s attorney, 
Herbert Pearlson, reached an 
agreement with studio counsel Jo¬ 
seph Dubln Snd Charles Druten on 
the demurrer and said he would 
file an amended complaint. 

New Curl?: ‘Too Morbid* 
Regina, Sasic., June 4. 

An appeal board'sitting in 
i Regina -has upheld a decision 
i of the Saskatchewan motion 

picture censor who rejected 
the United Artists film,.“The 
Delinquents,” on the ground 

.that it is “too morbid.”. 
The film, also rejected in the 

province of Alberta because of - 
“immorality, -violence, drink¬ 
ing and brutality,” was passed 
by the Manitoba censor with a 
few cuts. 

One member of the appeal 
board in Regina termed the 
film “morbid” and said it 
“mixed fact with extreme hor¬ 
ror fantasy.” Another rejected 
it because “the purpose of art 
of any kind is that it lead an 
observer to good- (sic) and I 
feel that no good could be done 
by this picture.” 

Federal Aid, As Is, 
Has No Reality, 
Say Theatre Men 

Washington, June 4. 

An appeal to tiie U. S. Senate for 

easier credit terms for theatres, 
particularly for mortgages, was 

made yesterday (Mon.) by Theatre 

Owners of America. The appeal, 

in the form of a memorandum, was 

submitted to the Subcommittee 

on Small Business of the Commit¬ 

tee on Banking and Currency by 

Philip F. Harling who will appear 

before the committee on behalf 
of TOA. 

The memorandum points out that 
although the Small Business Ad¬ 
ministration has made theatres eli¬ 
gible for loans, the conditions -are 
so restrictive that "onl^ two small 
theatre applications have been ap¬ 
proved to date.” 

Particularly onerous to theatre- 
men is the stipulation, that a the¬ 
atre in order to qualify for a Gov¬ 
ernment loan must submit evidence 
that he has been turned down by a 
recognized private lending institu- 

[ tion. “This requirement,” sayS the 
I TOA memorandum, “raises a nega¬ 
tive presumption that the prOspec- 

i tive borrower is Insolvent; that his 
credit is not sound; that he can¬ 
not efficiently run his business and 
perhaps his character and reputa¬ 
tion are subject to question. No 
American businessman wants to be 
placed in such a compromising 
position.” 

In addition, TOA notes, that the 
“onerous collateral requirements” 
and the voluminous data that must 
be submitted before the applica¬ 
tion can be - considered has led 
many theatremen to abandon any 
attempt to put an application 
through the SBA. , - 

Cathodic Critic's Own Data 
On Legion: In Six Years, 

0f2353utl2Got/C' 
That the Hollywood film Indus? 

-try is: “above" 'board” on grbupds 
of morality Is stated by this week's 
full-page ad taken "in Editor A 
Publisher by the Council of. Mo¬ 
tion Picture Organizations. COMBO 
quotes from a piece in Our Sunday 
Visitor, Catholic weekly, by-John" 
E. Fitzgerald, Article analyzes a 
span of six years and notes that in 
that period .2,295 domestic (United 
States) films were reviewed by the 
National Legion of Decency and of 
these only 12, mostly made by in¬ 
die producers, wore “condemned,”; 

Productions given “B” ratings 
amounted to 2l% of the'total. It 
is further noted by Fitzgerald that 
the New York Film Critics in the 
past 22 years have not selected as 
the year's. best any “C” .pictures 
and in. only six cases have given 
the palm to a “B” feature* 

“Nine of the 1956 top 10 choices 
of both the New York Times and 
Daily News were Legion-rated as 
morally objectionable,” comments 
Fitzgerald. 

While these statistics are not 
being questioned, it's still a fact 
that many releases of the past sev¬ 
eral months have not been- inno¬ 
cent of some element of sexy by¬ 
play, brutality (sadism, depending 
on the degree) and “offbeat” rang¬ 
ing from "suggestions of hemoero- 
ticism to narcotics addiction. 

Show Biz Unions Join . 
In Picket of L A. House 

Los Angeles, June 4. 

Frank Fouce’s Million Dollar 

Theatre, which has long special¬ 

ized in south-of-the-border attrac¬ 

tions, both live and on film, is the 

target of the first cooperative or¬ 

ganizational effort by show biz 

unions in recent history. Building 

Service Employees Union also is 

joining in the drive. 

American Federation of Must 
dans, American Guild ‘of Variety 
Artists, IATSE stagehands and 
IATSE projectionists have joined^ 
in the all-out drive to. organize the’ 
house which has long been non¬ 
union. Campaign was mapped after 
lengthy negotiations with , Fouce 
proved fruitless. AFM has already, 
arranged to halt the importation of 
Mexican bands and AGVA is work¬ 
ing on similar plans to halt Mexi¬ 
can acts. 

U’s 25c Dividend 

Board'of -directors of Universal 
declared a 25c. dividend yesterday; 
(Tues.) on the. company’s common 
stock. 

Melon is payable June 28 to 
stockholders of record June 14." 

Skouras Practices What He Preaches 
[SHOWMANSHIP AT STOCKHOLDER MEET] 

By HY HOLLINGER 

The conducting of an annual stockholders’ meeting is an art 
and Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th-Fox, apparently has 
mastered it. 

In language that Skouras himself terms as neither Greek nor 
English, he conducts a meeting- with showmanship and, at the 
same time, there is a manner about him that exudes confidence in 
his guidance of the company. 

Skouras is a performer. He requests the first name of each 
stockholder posing a question and addresses each one by his given 
name. When st ,-aking of deceased executives, he adopts a ;rev- 
erant and sepulchral tone. He ‘ provides a homey touch to the 
meeting with his comraderie manner of introducing each company 
executive. . * 

He makes a big hit with the femme stockholder contingent by 
injecting his family into the proceedings. “I hope1 you will for¬ 
give me,” he says, “if I introduce my wife and family.” He then 
proceeds to ask Mrs. Skouras, his daughter-in-law, his son, and 
his brother to stand up so they can be seen by the stockholders. 

Skouras good-naturedly anticipates the questions of Lewis Gil-, 
bert, the ubiquitous, hot-tempered “crusader” for “owners’ rights,” 
and banters with him in a friendly manner. • 

As a result of his contribution to management-stockholder rela¬ 
tions, Skouras received an award from the United Shareholders of 
America at 20th’s annual meeting recently. 

*‘Wben our heroes appeared jiatless, you hat-sellers descended on 
Hollywood; when our heroes appeared tie-less, you vendors of cravats 
’Were ’six'feet deep at Stmfeet ‘arid Vine* And today, when Ve show'the: 
joys , of the,French. Riviera beaches, we get portfolioed amhassadoriu 
from both the California and Florida beachheads. 
i'“And do you remember ‘It Happened One Night?’ The executives . 

of America's bus lines were'delighted—the bus depots were swamped 
with customers who’d se£i romance 'on the moviels bus and wanted 
some of the same for themselves. 
‘/“But the undershirt makers were' not pleased in the Ifeast. Clark 

Qable was-.Something of' a red-blooded pioneer in that film. ' He didn’t 
wear an undershirt. - Now this was- just fine with Claudette Colbert, 
but it wasn't- just fine with B.V.D.—and possibly with BBD&O. Even 
tffday I would Hate to confess that I haven’t word ah undershirt’ since. 
There might be ah undershirt man in the house”—Eric Johnson 
"in an Address before the New York Sales Executives Club, New. Yorkt 
May 28, 1957. • 

20th execs Robert Goldstein and Joseph 'Moskowitz, ostensibly in _ 
Rome orf company production business as well’ as pic casting chores 
for 20th, are said also'to be checking into their company’s invested - 
interests in David O. Selznick’s “A Farewell to Arms,” currently shoot- * 
ing in Cinecitta Studios. .Pic, which gets a 20thurelease,' is said to have 
run" into budget trouble recently, following Charles Vidor's directorial - 
take-over from John Huston, and is known to be running slightly be- , 
hind allotted schedule. 

Goldstein and-Moskowitz will probably be-shown a considerable , 
portion of the pic’s footage already in the can while in Rome. Pic 
stars Jennifer Jones, Rock Hudson, while featuring a large, supporting • 
cast. 

Part of the film Industry’s institutional campaign -which is now' 
projected includes measures to be taken looking for modification of 
advertising billing, requirements. That the billing demands of star# 
is a major prOblemUs for sure. _ - ,* . 

Not.too long ago, for example, William Wyler and Paramount 
wanted- to cast the late Humphrey Bogart and Spencer Tracy in “Des¬ 
perate. Hours.” They liked the idea fine but dach insisted on top 
billing. Not equal billing, but top billing. There was no way of doing 
this to the satisfaction of the performers, sp Wyler subscribed Fredriq 
March for Tracy.* 

Screen Actors Guild members have, been a$ked. to. cooperate with . 
AFL unions' picketing some of the top hotels in Palm Springs in an 
effort to organize the resort ;>ciiy. SAG, in. a memo- to Its members, 
said it was joining with the Hollywood’AFL-Film Council, California 
State Theatrical Federation, AFTRA and other labor groups in back- . 
ing the campaign and urged members not to- patronize the' non-union - 
establishments "being picketed. Included* in the list were such top . 
spots as Desert Inn, El Mirador,- Saddle & Sirloin, Racquet Club, , 
Biltmore and Howard Manor. •; - • - • 

‘Video .Can’t Pay For Itself’ 
Continued from page. X —.1. . 

1948 library to tv and indicated 
that a Sale or a-method of release 
will be determined by the end of 
this year, * He estimated the cotn- 
pany’s pre-1948 hiventofy amount¬ 
ed to some 700 pictures as .com-: 
pared with about 300 for the pe¬ 
riod after 1948.' He* declined to 
estimate the value of . the library; 
but. indicated that “it-is worth 
more today , than it would have 
been if we had disposed of it 
eirUer.” •. \ - '. • ■ . * 

Elaborating un the: quesuop. of 
tv economics, Balaban pointed out 
that production ccists had gone up 
astronomically, that tv set satura¬ 
tion is being .approached,' and that 
the problem or reconciling tv rat- 
ingi with higher costs to the spon¬ 
sor is becoming more discouraging 
to advertisers. “This'is evidenced 
'by the number .of cancellations *of 
programs, switching from* tY to 
other forms of advertising, and the 
high mortality rate of tv personal¬ 
ities,” he -said;'He maintained, that,; 
as a result, a new source of tv pro¬ 
gramming “seems inevitable.” 

. Paramount, he said, is more con¬ 
vinced thad ever that a “cash sys¬ 
tem” is the best method of collec¬ 
tion for pay-see and' that is why 
par - has selected- the Telemeter 
system. “People like to buy their 
entertainment as their whim* 
strikes them” he-said, “and want 
to do, it quickly and conveniently.” 
. Balaban said the incentive ‘ for 
good programming would disap¬ 
pear if pictures were sold jia toll 
tv at a flat monthly' fee. The box- 
office rewards, he stressed must go 
to those, who deliver the best ,en- 
tertalnment. “The public must be 
free to picked pay in a competi¬ 
tive market,” he .declared. This 
was an obvious refutation of the 
flat fee system * being tested in 
Bartlesville, Okla. 

Although Par is encouraged by 
steps taken^lby the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission toward 
consideration of air broadcast pay 
tv, International Telemeter, Bala¬ 
ban stated, is prepared to proceed 
with a closed-circuit system. “This 
is now technically ready and has 
been submitted to leading manu¬ 
facturers for bids,” he said. Bala¬ 
ban added that the cable approach 
will he the most effective' method 
for getting toll tv “off the ground” 
quickly. 

Discussing the theatrical market, 
Balaban said that traditional thea¬ 
tre outlets “have demonstrated 
their ability to continue as our 
basic source of revenue, although 

at reduced levels.” He noted that 
feature indtiOn pictures would' con¬ 
tinue as a “potent and profitable 
factor” in the entertainment ‘busi¬ 
ness—whether, they .are shown in. : 
theatres or on television, , ■ 

Balaban also gave-an encourage - 
ing report of Paramount's diverse 
fication -in other fields,-particularly ♦ 
ih ^electronics. Telemeter Mag-* 
netics Inc., a subsidiary of Inter-* 
national' Telemeter, he noted; is 
gaining recognition. :io,_the elec- 5 
trorile cofiiputor and. data-process- 
ing fields. He told of development* ! 
in’ other .Paramount- subsidiaries* i 
including. Chgpmatjc Television . 
Laboratories, Dot Records, and 
Autornfetric Corp. 

The Par president predicted that 
earnings for the second; quarter ’ 
will be ahead of the same quarter ’ 
a year ago. He noted also that the 
company “may well Kaye” one' of 
the largest inventories, of com¬ 
pleted pictures 4n the industry; He 
reported,-too, that the company-is 
planning a . number of productions . , 
abroad, • 

In contrast to the uncertain con¬ 
ditions prevailing in the domestic 
market, Balaban reported that the 
company's foreign Operations “con* 
tinue to hold at a satisfactory 
level”-and that the company had * 
some $6,000,000 in blocked funds " 
abroad. • 

In the formal proceedings of the 
meeting, the stockholders reelect¬ 
ed, thejenf ire slate, of: board of di¬ 
rectors and approved a resolution 
to eliminate ISO^OOO shares from 
the authorized capital stock of the 
company. Balaban disclosed that 
at the end of 1956 the company" 
had retired a sufficient number of- 
Shares to reduce the capitaT struck 
ture to slightly below 2,000,000 
shares as compared with 3,300,000 
shares outstanding In 1950. By 
shrinking the capitalization, Bala¬ 
ban pointed out, the company has- 
been able to continue its $2 divi* 
dend rate “during good times and 
bad.” 

Total of 1,478,451 shares, or 73% 
of the outsanding stock, was pres¬ 
ent in'person or by proxy at the- 
harmonious meeting. 

Houston Yqriety Has Now HQ 
Houston, June 4. 

Variety Club of Houston is in 
new quarters. Will celebrate new 
location June 6. It's a former nite 
club near the Shamrock Hotel.- 
- Houston Endowment recently 
gave the Variety Club $90,000 to^. 
pay off the mortgage. 
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a motion picture destined 

for a permanent place among 
the memorable and lasting achievements 

of the screen... 
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the producer 

DARRYL FZANUCK 
the only three-time winner of both the Academy 
Award and the Thalberg Memorial Award! 

the director 

the man who made “Alexander the Great” and 
Academy Award winner "All the King's Men"! 

\ 

the screenplay by 

ALFRED HAYES 
from the great best-seller by Alec Waugh 

the place is 

THE WEST INDIES 
where the sun hides many things 

the stars 

<James Uoao 
MASON • FONTA/NL 



Vednet&fj Jnn© 5»19S7, 
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20th delivers 

Dorothy Joan Michael 
DRNDR/DGE • COLL/NS ■ RENNIE 
-ith DIANA WYNYARD • JOHN WILLIAMS • STEPHEN BOYD • BASIL SYDNEY • PATRICIA OWEN 

and co-starring Harry BELRFONTE 
os BCt/EUR. 

RELEASED BY 20th CENTURY-FOX 
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Ernst Wolff Again Gets Grace, 
Period To Salvage Mosaik Lab 

4------ Berlin, June 4. 
Last week was to have been “B’ 

(for bankruptcy) week for the 
Mosaik dubbing and printinf 
studios here, but owner Emsl 
Wolff has managed to gain another 
month’s period of grace during 
which time he’ll try to negotiate a 
settlement with his creditors. 

As matters originally stood, 
•Wolff had until May 28 to get him¬ 
self a partner in the business and 
negotiate a settlement, or else 
bankruptcy proceedings would he 
started. 

He now has negotiated a deal 
with Regina Films of Paris under 
which Mosaik and'Regina cancel 
mutual debts and Regina with¬ 
draws bankruptcy proceedings 
against Mosaik.’ Though Mosaik 
needs around 3,500,000 DM to set- j 
tie with its creditors, none except 
Regina so far have gone to the 
courts to ask for bankruptcy pro¬ 
ceedings. Among those to: whom 
Mosaik is heavily indebted'are the 
rawstock suppliers. 

With the Regina quest thus-set- 
led, Wolff has now been able to go 
before the judge' and ask for the 
withdrawal of the bankruptcy pro¬ 
ceedings. This gives ’him 30 days 
to reach a settlement with the 
creditors out-of-court, or €0 days 
if a settlement is finally reached 
via the judge. 

Wolff plans another early meet¬ 
ing with his creditors, seeking a 
voluntary settlement of outstand¬ 
ing claims. 

Mosaik, Germany’s biggest dub-j 
bing and printing lab, is a going 
concern which has the business of 
most of the American companies. 
It got into trouble via the fold of 
the Allianz distribution outfit, in 
which Wolff was heavily involved 
and some of whose debts he per¬ 
sonally underwrote. 

The Berlin Senate has promised 
"Wolff to guarantee a 2,000,000 DM 
credit, provided he gets himself a 
partner. He has been negotiating 
with several prospective outfits, 
including UFA, which continues in 
the nicture. It’s questionable that, 
if UFA should in the long run take 
over, the U. S. outfits would con¬ 
tinue to do business with Mosaik. 

A deal for UFA to take over 
jointly with the big Geyer Labora¬ 
tories has fallen through. 

Wolff said here last week that 
he was in contact with a private 
hank which might provide the 
needed additional financing. How¬ 
ever, such optimistic statements 
have been made before. 

There are reports that several 
of. the American firms are consid¬ 
ering taking their dubbing work 
elsewhere, but they are discount¬ 
ed by Wolff. “This- is still the 
best dubbing laboratory in West 
Germany, and I still have a good 
name, which is worth something,” 
Wolff said. Mosaik is showing a 
500.000 DM net annually. 

The American companies in the 
past have been anxious to help 
Wolff and Mosaik. However, some 
of the U. S. execs feel very strong- 
Iv that a settlement has been 
stalled for too long, with various 
parties being played off one 
against the other. 

The Regina claim against Mosaik 
is a comparatively small one—for 
only 50,000 DM. It’s being dropped 
in exchange for 150,000 DM. owed 
Wolff by Regina due to a lawsuit 
now being appealed in the French 
courts, but won in he first instance 
by Wolff. Latter in addition to 
owning Mosaik, also owns several 
Berlin theatres and realestate. 

He also owns the property on 
which the Mosaik studios are lo¬ 
cated. - 

Richard Brandt’s New Post 
Richard^ P. Brandt has been 

elected president of Trans-Lux 
Theatres and Pictures corpora¬ 
tions, according to PeTcival E. Fur- 
ber, president and board chairman 
of Trans-Lux Corporation. 

Brandt, son of circuit operator 
Harry Brandt, is in charge of 
Trans-Lux’s tv and motion picture 
activities: ■•‘Company distributes 
foreign films and has the Ency¬ 
clopedia Britannica library for tv. 

Furber also made known the ap¬ 
pointment of George Roth as T-L 
Pictures Corp. v.p. and his elec¬ 
tion to the board of T-L Pictures 
and T-L Distributing Coro. Roth 
has been a T-L Distributing Co. 
veep since 1955. 

Cleve. 20th-Fox Manager 
Retiring After 52 Yrs. 

Cleveland, June 4. 

I. J. (“Izzy to You”) Schmertz, 
branch manager of 20th-Fox Pic¬ 
tures here, is retiring Aug. 1 from 
vthe company he has served 52 

. years. 
One of the most popular veter¬ 

ans on Cleveland's Film row, 
“Schmertz entered film biz at 13 as 
William Fox’ office boy. He be¬ 

came Fox office manager, helped 
! him open General :Film Co. 
branches around, country and su¬ 
pervised the New York headquar¬ 
ters of the magnate’s first film pro¬ 
duction company. 

That was Fox's Boxpffice Attrac¬ 
tions, which the late producer dis¬ 
solved to form-the Fox Film Co. 
After operating its Albany branch 
several years, Schmertz was ap¬ 
pointed Cleveland manager- iii 1926 
and held this post without inter- 
motion for 31 years. 

Two years ago local exhibitors 
and a number of film exchange ex¬ 
ecutives staged a chromium-plated 
testimonial party for “Izzy” to qele-' 
brate his 50th anniversary with 
20th-Fox and presented him with a 
new Cadillac. Schmertz said he 
plans to retire to his home in 
Miami Beach, Fla. 

9 Towns Back To 

Minot, N. D., June 4. 

Ther? were exhibitor cheers 
when the number of North Dakota 
communities on daylight saving 
time took a heavy cut when nine 
towns in the state’s east central 
portion went back to standard 
time. 

The action was taken in a group 
by Mayville, Cooperstown, Finley, 
Hatton, Northwood, Galesburg, 
Clifford and Portland and also by 
Langdon after farmers’ request for 
the change. 

Here the city council this week 
also will consider rescinding DST. 
The local outdoor theatre and its 
manager, Earl Beck, have a suit 
pending in district court to try to 
knock, it out. 

Truman at ‘8(1 Days’ Preem 
Kansas City, June 4. 

Dignitaries were plentiful in the 
ceremonies which opened the show¬ 
ing of “Around the World, in 80 
Days” at the Tower Theatre last 

i Wednesday (29). The premier was 
i held as a benefit for the Order of 
DeMolay, members of the order 
and their friends at Ararat Shrine 
and other Masonic groups made It a 
near capacity house in the 1,140- 
seat Tower. 

Present was Harry S. Truman 
Who said he had been attending 
premieres for 40 ^ears and always 

! enjoyed them. 

Herbi Goldstein of Troy, brother 
of Howard Goldstein, salesman for 

120th Century-Fox in Albany has 
| purchased Ft. Warren Drive-In 
.from F. Chase Hathaway at Caslle- 
ton, serviced by Albany ex¬ 
changes. 

Plot to Overthrew DST 
With the support of exhibi¬ 

tors, a hill has been quietly in¬ 
troduced in Congress to make 
standard time nationwide and 
to eliminate daylight saving 
time. 

• At present, the designation 
of daylight saving time is in 
the hands of local legislatures, 
both state and municipal. Be¬ 
cause of the increased inter¬ 
est in drivecjns among theatre , 
operators, daylight time has 
been opposed by exhibitors. In 
s6me communities, in associa¬ 
tion .with other businesses, 
theatres have been successful 
in beating down attempts to 
pass' legislation calling for the 
adoption of daylight time. 

It has been estimated that 
daylight saving time has hurt 
drive-in business by as much 
as 25%. As a result, exhibi¬ 
tors are attempting to elimi¬ 
nate the threat in local com¬ 
munities by having daylight 
time outlawed on a national 
level. 

Legion Ys Buzz 
Round Divorce 

The Catholic National Legion of 
Decency during the 'past three 
weeks has been on . a “B” spree, 
tagging close to a third of all the 
pictures it reviewed as “Morally 
Objectionable In Part for/All.” 

Recurring theme in Legion ob¬ 
jections these days is its conten- 
tention that films reflect- the ac¬ 
ceptability of divorce. Yet, ap¬ 
parently there can be exceptions. 
Reviewing Metro's “Seventh Sin,” 
and classifying it as A-II (Morally 
Unobjectionable for. Adults), the 
Legion noted: 

- “The principle of divorce as 
employed in this film is to be 
consorted in terms of dramatic 
conflict” 
Handing a “B” to “Man on Fire,” 

the'Legion noted: “Although this 
picture presents some strong in- 

. dictment against divorce, neverthe¬ 
less, the solution of the plot tends 
to negate a positive thesis by rea¬ 
son of a sympathetic treatment and 
justification of remarriage.” 

The Legion—in theory—reviews 
films for Catholics. However, its 
ratings do influence some non- 
Catholics and, in some areas, have^ 
meaning to the theatreowners. Di¬ 
vorce is, of course, legal In all 
states and, while possibly regret¬ 
ted, is not considered morally rep¬ 
rehensible by a great many non- 
Catholics. Nor, with the exception 
of Roman Catholics, do most 
people consider remarriage a 
morally objectionable act. 

In classifying Elia Kazan’s “Face 
in the Crowd” as “B,” the Legion, 
noted that it “reflects the accepta¬ 
bility of divorce and tends to pre¬ 
sent the Sacrament of Matrimony 
as an unqualifiedly carnal relation¬ 
ship.” 

The latest Legion ratings show 
six “B’s” and one condemned film 
out of a total of 14 reviewed. Dur¬ 
ing the prior two weeks, 29 pictures 
were, reviewed of which seven were 
“B” and one was condemned. Last 
week, out of the 14 films rated by 
,the Legion, only a single one rated 
a “pure” A-I. 

It’s noted that United Artists* 
“Saint Joan,” screen version of the 
G. B. Shaw play, has been rated 
A-II (Morally Unobjectionable for 
Adults) by the Legion. Joan is a 
Catholic Saint, hut the Shaw play 
apparently has certain njorally ob¬ 
jectionable aspects for juveniles. 

Don’t Make a Move—Without CPA 
[BOOK ON ‘LOOK, MA, I’M A CORPORATION’] 

An erudite work titled’ “The Joint Ventures and Tax Classi- 
cation)) (Federal Legal Publications; $15;, authored by attorney . 
Joseph Taubman (of the New York bar) is not-as remote from 
show biz interest as it might indicate. Two chapters alone, one of 
“Motion Picture Co-Production Deals” and the other on “The¬ 
atrical Business Organization”, key the special law in both these 
broad segments. 

The first of the special amusement industry chapters kicks off 
with the Variety streamer from Maith 16,1955 titled “Look Ma, 
I’m A Corporation”, and both segments are loaded with Variety 

quotes and news reports having to do with joint ventures in pix, 
legit and allied fields. 

In this day and age when everything must be drawn up by & 
lawyer or a tax expert there’s plenty of show biz interest in this 
work. In fact, with diversification such a popular manifestation 
within the industry there arc other legal values in this hook 
(realty, spinoffs, tax exemptions etc.) that will certainly make this 
a reference work for amusement industry barristers and tax 
experts. Abel. 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
for Week Ending Tuesday: (4)- 

JV. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 Net 

High Low Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly Tues. Change 
in-lOOs High Low ' Close for wk. 

1434 11% ABC Vending 28 14% 13% 14% + % 
24% 20% Am Br-Par Hi 54 23% 23% 23% — % 
36% 29% CBS “A” ... 62 35% 34% 35% +-% 
35% 29% CBS “B” ... 16- 34% 34% 34% — % 
18% 17 Col Pix. 33 18% 17% 18% * +1% 
17% 13% Decca . 55 17 16 17 

102% 81% Eastman Kdk. 85 10234 99% 101% +1% 
4% 3% EMI. 47 4 3% 3% 
9 7% List Ind. .... 56 8% 8% 8% + % 

22 18% Loew’s ..... 145 19% 19% 19% — % 
: 9% 7% Nat. Thea. .. -83 8 7% 7% — % 
; sm 28% Paramount .. 46 34 33 34 + % 

lff% 14% Philco 106 16% 15% 16 + % 
40 31% RCA .. 199 38% 37% 37%. — 

8%* 5% Republic ... 94 7% 6% 6% — % 
13% 11% Rep., pfd. 1 12 12 12 — % 
18% 14% Stanley War. 79 18% 1734 17% — % 
29% 25% Storer ...... 17 27% 26% 26% — % 
29% 22% 20th-Fox .^. 190 2934 26%'. 29% 
28% 22 Univ. Pix ... 7° 28% 27 28% +1% 
71% 69 Univ., pfd. .. *60 69% 69% 69% •— . 
28% 22% Warner Bros. . 28 25% 24% 25% + % 

121% 91% Zenith.. 23 117% 112% 113% —3 

American Stock Exchange % 
4% 3% Allied Artists 56 334 3% *3% ■— 

11% 93,4 Asso. Artists i 105 11% 11% 11% % 
1% % C Sc e Super. 119 15/16 %, % — 
6% 4% DuMont Lab. 68 5% 5% 5% . + % 
4% 2% Guild Films . 98 334 3% 3% —.% 
9% -7% Nat’l Telefilm 68 8 7% 7% — % 
7% 3% Skiatron .... 806 7% 6% 6% + % 

. 8% 6% Technicolor . 77 6% 6% 6% 
5% 3% Trans-Lux .. 12 5% 5 5 — % 

Over-theAJounler Securities 
— Bid ^ Ask 

Ampex .... . 4434 49% — 
Chesapeake Industries ......... , 2% 2% —. 
Cinerama Inc. ... . 1% 1% + % 
Cinerama Prod. .... . 2% 2% 
DuMont Broadcasting .......... . 7% 7% + % 
Magna Theatre# ... . 2% 3% * 
Official Films.. . 1% 1% -_ 
Polaroid ... .170 176% 
United Artists Corp.. * 20% 21 
U. A. Theatres.. . 5% 6% 
Walt Disney .. . 23% 25 — % 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

Can Radio Reminders Get ’fin In? 
Denver and Rochester 

Generalized ‘Go to 
-■ ■ ■ ---- ■ H 

PAUL REVERE RIDES ANEW 

Disney Unveils ‘Tremain’ In Revo¬ 
lution’s Home Town 

Boston, June 4. 
Walt Disney Productions‘hosted 

Huh film critics at luncheon in 
Hotel Statler for Esther Forbes of 
nearby Worcester, whose historical 
novel, “Johnny Tremainserved 
as basis for the Disney film of the 
same title.1 

Bob Dorfman, In from New York 
Disney office, set June 26 for the 
film’s New England kickoff at the 
Mayflower, Boston, plus 17 other 
houses in surrounding area. “Tre¬ 
main” includes scenes of Boston 
tea party, Paul Revere’s ride,, and 
Lexington and Concord battles. 

Censorship Stays 
Dead in Oliio 

State of Ohio is now “safe” ter¬ 
ritory for the picture business‘for 
at least another two years. State 
legislature adjourned last week 
without any adverse law-making. 

Manning (Tim) Claffett, state 
legislative rep for the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Assn, of America, noted the 
adjournment means censorship is 
dead in the state—rdead until a 
possible revival, at the next session 
ofjthe Ohio solons beginning in 
..January, 1959. 

While censorship was killed at a 
previous session, there had been a 
definite threat of its reinstatement 
under the influence’ of pro-blue 
penciling forces. 

HANK FRIESEN'S^NEW DUTIES 
Regina, Sask., June 4. 

Hank Friesen, former theatre 
manager at Virden, Manitoba, has 
taken over managership of the Soo, 
Hi-Art and Two-Lite theatres at 
Weybura, Saskatchewan, all op¬ 
erated by Rothstein Enterprises. 
1 He succeeds Maynard Gray. 

Tests Late This Month 
Movies’ Campaigns * 

Attempt to raise attendance via 
a radio campaign will be launched 
in both Denver and Rochester in, 
late June. Plan is part of the fflm 
industry’s business building cam¬ 
paign under which $5,0Qp has been 
allocated for the Denver test al6ne. 

Project was expanded to Roches¬ 
ter to get a better idea of how po¬ 
tent radio can be in “selling” the 
public on the filmgoing habit. 

If the Denver and Rochester 
tests prove successful, tie radio 
campaign will be extended to the 
entire country for an expenditure 
that could well hit around $500,000. 

Campaign on the Denver and 
Rochester stations will be geared 
to the “soft sell,’” i.e. there’ll be 
no attempt to sell individual pic¬ 
tures as such. Instead, the air spots 
—to be delivered via the dee jays 
and other' gabbers—will concen¬ 
trate on getting the listener out of 
the house and hack into the “movie 
habit” which the industry feels has 
been lost. 

The Denver and Rochester re¬ 
sults will he measured against the 
b.o. level in comparable towns dur¬ 
ing the campaign to establish 
whether and to what extent the air 
drive has been successful. Local 
managers also will be asked to of¬ 
fer their opinions re the effective¬ 
ness of the airspots. * 

Industryites concerned with the 
radio “Operation Moviegoing” are 
frank in admitting that they expect 
“bonuses” from the cooperating 
stations. “Why not?” asked one. 
“If this thing goes over, a lot may 
be involved for the radio industry.” 

New Kansas Lady Censor 
Kansas City, June 4. 

New member of the Kansas 
Board of Review, the state censor 
body, is Mrs. Margaret Gebhart of 
Banner Springs. Her term runs to 
March 1, 1960. 

She replaces Mrs. Frances Ly- 
saught, who resigned. 

Cecil B. DeMille gets honorary 
Doctor of Laws degree at Baylor 
University, Waco, Texas, on Get* 
11. 
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New UFA Starts Out Slowly With 
Distrib Pr(^ram Set Before Prod. 

Berlin, May 28. 

"Moderately, modestly and re¬ 
servedly, that's how the new UFA 
will operate." That was the way 
Amo Hauke, chairman of the di¬ 
rectorate of Universum Film-AG 
(Berlin) and-^UFA Theatre AG 
(Duesseldorf), had to say here at 
a press confab. Hauke pointed 
out that the seven months of the 
past year (the new UFA is operat¬ 
ing since June 1 last year) had 
been used to take care of all 
branches and to newly formed 
branches of the old concern. 

Hauke said the "unpopular de¬ 
cision" was made to wait with the; 
production of its own feature films 

Ifalo Catholic Action 
Rejects 39 of 506 Pix 

Rome, May 28. 
The Italian Catholic Action’s 

CCC (Catholic Film Centre) film 
reviewing group last year classi¬ 
fied 506 feature productions into 
its various audience groups. Only 
39 of this total were tabbed as 
"excluded” for all audiences, while 
168 were okayed “with reserva¬ 
tions." 

With regard to Italian produc¬ 
tions, only nine of the year’s re- 

...... . , . , , .. , viewed total of 96 pix were^placed 
UntllT™eA'^h0lenStr«CtUJe °Af iheiin “excluded for all” classifi- new UFA is really fixed. And 
frictionless cooperation between 
all the functions of the UFA con¬ 
cern is secured in order to cut 
down the risks of its own film pro¬ 
duction to a minimum. During the 
1957-58 season, the UFA-owned 
distributing company, Herzog- 
Filmverleih (Munich), will bring 
out a number of pix on the do¬ 
mestic market. Thtf first UFA- 
made pix are to be available for 
the market during the 1958-59 sea¬ 
son. UFA at that time will also 

London, June 4. 
David Kingsley, managing direc¬ 

tor of the National Film Finance 
release German and Austrian pix Corp., reported that it had been 
ordered by UFA. 

As part of the preparations for 
future feature film production, 
UFA already has set' up a New 
Talent Studio which will give 
young actors as well as scriptors, 
directors and cameramen an ar¬ 
tistic and technical training. The 
UFA - Handelsgesellschaft (trade 
company), a 100% fcubsid of Uni¬ 
versum Film AG, Berlin, is already 
successfully keeping itself busy 
Tvlth manufacturing and develop¬ 
ing cinematographic equipment. 

• As previously reported, UFA soon 
will start producing vidpfac just as 
soon as good cooperation between 
the film industry and television is 
established. Also it was pointed 
out was the fact that UFA’S stu-1 
dios and printing plants currently 
are working at-50-60% of capacity 
which spells -profit. 

\j the best year for the NFFC since it 

Dearth of Top Comics 
Blamed for Slow Biz 

For Glasgow Vandery 
Glasgow, May 28. 

Shortage of good comedians with 
boxoffice draw is given as one rea¬ 
son for near-shuttering of the Em¬ 
press vaudery here during the sum¬ 
mer season. Theatre will open for 
twice-nightly shows on Fridays and 
Saturdays only. According to the 
management, there is a great short¬ 
age of Scot comics good enough to 
bring in large audiences every 
night. ' 

“Audiences* will will get good 
variety over weekends,” Fred 
Luker, house manager, said. “As 
soon .as the summer is over, we 
will revert to week-night opera¬ 
tion. If anything worthwhile comes 
along in the meantime. It will be 
put on as a weekly attraction.” 

Paisley Theatre, another vaudery 
which has. been on a weekends-Only 
basis, is reyerting to full weeks’ 
vaude shows In the fall. 

ACTT Would Bar AD 
foreign Fix Technicians 

London, June 4. 
A tnove to preclude employment 

of all foreign technicians in this 
country has been made by the 
Assn, of Cinematograph, Television 
and Allied Technicians, which in¬ 
structed its members not to work 
on quota pictures for American 
companies after Aug. 1, unless all 
technicians are British and mein- 
lxft of the. ACTT, or that the pro¬ 
duction has been okayed by them. 

The general council of the asso¬ 
ciation has decided to advise the 

. Ministry of Labor and the major: 
Tank companies of this decision. 
Action is being taken to enforce 
the ACTT’j policy that both the 
producer and director shall be 
British on all quota pix made by 
companies not covered by the 
British Film Producers Assn, quota 
cf*fore£gn tecnirians,~ The action 
is likely to continue until the com¬ 
panies concerned agree jointly to 
meet the ACTT to negotiate some 
form of quota agreement i 

cation. 

NFFC Has Best 
Year in History 

juyas formed eight years ago, with 
a profit of $237,236 as compared 
with a profit of $221,670 for the 
previous year. Kingsley said it 
was not the NFFC’s aim to make 
profits but to try to do its job with¬ 
out losing taxpayers’ money. 

. He revealed that NFFC would 
like to see British Lion returned 
to private interests, providing an 
attractive, enough offer was made, 
but stressed that-any inquiry from 
a non-British source would not be 
seriously considered. T^e corpora¬ 
tion topper said that when the 
corporation was formed it ‘was 
never foreseen that it would have 
a direct interest in the distribution 
of pictures. Taking over of British 
Lion had not been a planned move 
by the. ^government; but merely a 
fortuitous one. 

Although the- accounts for Brit¬ 
ish Lion have not yet been pub¬ 
lished, it seems certain that itiwill 
show a profit for the year up to 
March 31, after showing a net 
profit of $174,398 for the previous 
14 months. 

Kingsley said the NFFC was 
concerned with supporting world 
distribution of British pictures, 
and would go out of its way to 
help pictures with an international 
potential! 

The volume-of production helped 
by the NFFC had exceeded any 
year since 1952-53, “possibly," 
Kingsley explained, "because we 
did in the end participate in pic¬ 
tures which British producers 
made for. U. S. distributors. I 
think it is a good thing to. increase 
the total volume of picture making 
in this country, provided It does 
not have a disruptive effect and 
provided that they are genuine 
British pictures, not just American 
ones made on location." 

Ex-Rep Aussie Topper 
May Rejoin 20th-Fox 

Sydney, May 28. 
Following the shutdown of Re¬ 

public’s British distribution setup, 
Vic Green, who left here a couple 
of years ago to take over the top 
British post, planed back to his 
home base and will probably re¬ 
join 20th-Fox, who previously 
handled Republic distribution here. 

For a long time few Republic 
pix hit the key cinemas here and 
it’s known that the Rep. toppers 
were concerned about the low in¬ 
take secured with the product 
Down Under. 

CEA Votes For 

Some French Fihnites Squawk Over 
Pre-Prod. Tampering by D. S. Majors 

Gleneagles, Scotland, May 28. 
A plrfn for an additional penny 

on all seat prices, to be payable 
as statutory levy on all such seats, 
was accepted by general council 
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors 
Assn, here. 

It would be known as "the levy 
penny.” Plan is that it would be 
made on the basis of no additional 
tax liability attaching to it. Plan 
is likely to be put to the Board of 
Trade and the British Treasury. 

Estimate is that such an addi¬ 
tional penny, at current rates of 
admission to taxable seats, would 
yield approximately $12,000,000. 
Exhibs also proposed some form 
of exemption limit for cinemas 
with small net takings. 

1ST GERMAN PIC SET 
FOR ISRAEL EXPORT 

Frankfurt, May 28. 

"Rose Bernd,” ‘ the Bavaria- 
Schorcflt film Starring Maria Schell, 
is slated to be the first German 
film exported to Israel. * Film will 
be shown there this falL 

The pic, based on a play- by the 
German playwright Gerhart Haupt¬ 
mann, is a sentimental story of the 
seduction of an. innocent young 
girl. 

Pic has been sold in France,-Fin¬ 
land and South America. Star 
Maria Schell flies to Hollywood to 
work- on "Brothers Karamazov” 
for Metro, Then she goes to Ifokyo 
for the Japanese* opening of 
‘Bernd" German film ixMustry is 

anxiously awaiting the reception of 
"Bernd” in Israel, as it may open 
the way for a new outlet for Ger¬ 
man-language films. 

CEA Meets in So. England 
London, May 28. 

Next year’s summerJ convention 
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors 
Assn, will be held at Bournemouth,: 
a south coast resort, June 16-19. 

This will be the first CEA con¬ 
clave to be held in the south since 
1953. 

Universal to Release 
first German Pic In 

U. S4 2 Stars Signed 
Frankfurt, May 28. 

Universal will release the first 
German picture to land on its post¬ 
war U. S. schedule, Alfred Daff, 
company executive revealed here 
this week. „ Daff said the film, 
"Portait of an Unknown Woman,” 
will be released in about three 
months in America. Pic Stars Ruth 
Leuwerik and O. W. Fischer, the 
German star whose contract with 
U-I recently was broken after dis¬ 
agreement over his filming in "My 
Man Godfrey.” 

Daff said that release of-"Por¬ 
trait” in the-U. S. is an experiment 
with' German films. If it is suc¬ 
cessful, other outstanding German! 
pix will be considered for U. S. 
release. He pointed out, however, 
that with fewer and fewer first- 
generation Germans throughout 
the U.S., he feels that arty houses 
showing German-language films 
have a constantly decreasing audi¬ 
ence since the second-generation 
foreigners prefer American films. 
Hence, German films have to have 
international appeal so that they 
are worth dubbing. 

Daff is also interested in sign¬ 
ing other German film personali¬ 
ties, having contracted Cornell 
Borehers, "the only German star 
outside of Marlene Dietrich who 
has made three films in America 
in two years,” and Marianne Koch. 

Queried about the O. W. Fischer 
incident, he added, “Our interest 
in German personalities isn’t les-J 
sened to any degree because of any 
unfortunate experience., “There’s 
not the slightest antipathy to Ger-; 
man stars. “Americans don’t care 
where a star comes from so long 
as he or she is good.” And he 
•stressed that the Universal policy 
of hiring German stars . “is. a big 
help to the German Industry in 
getting a world market.” 

BKS Fellowship Award 
To Rank’s John Davis 

London, May 28. 
The Honorary Fellowship of the 

British Kineinatograph Society 
was conferred on John Davis, man¬ 
aging director of the Rank Organ¬ 
ization at the Society’s recent con¬ 
vention here. The award was.made 
for his “inspired leadership in the 

Paris, May 28. 
Various producers here are be¬ 

ginning to squawk against the pre- 
production inroads being made into 
French films by U. S. majors and 
indies as well as U. S. foreign film 
distribs. (Yank majors naturally 
want pre-production say-so because 
of PCA and censor aspects in the 
U. S. market) 

Although most French prQducc-rs 
are for this, in hopes of denting the 
general U, S. film marts, the dis- 

^ senters feel this may finally water 
fields of production and exhibi-! down Gallic pix and eventually de- 
tion whereby, through the effec- stroy the so-called unique Gallic 
tive promotion, encouragement and) qualities. Columbia was one of the 
realization of technical develop- ■ first to begin to back Gallic pix pri- 
ment has in great measure served * marily for European distrib. Then, 
to raise the cinematograph indus- ’ Columbia set up a special depart- 
try to its present high level." j ment to have first call for U. S. 

Speaking after the award hasj distrib on these pix if they had (he 
been conferred, JDavis said it had j right quality. Col now is going in 

for coproduction deals entailing 
practically full backing and making 
tnese pix in two versions, as is the 
case with the three pic deal with 
Raoul Levy, or completely in Eng¬ 
lish as the recently completed “Bit¬ 
ter Victory,” produced J>y Paul 
Graetz. 

Certain Gallic film people feel 
this leads to scripts being changed 
to the American style, with endings 
and characterizations that, in many 
cases, may destroy the so-called ar¬ 
tistic impact of the pic. They still 
feel that the arty house film is the 
main Gallic wedge onto U. S.' 
screens, and if they click there, it is 
an easier step to general distribu¬ 
tion. 

Claim TntT Film Grosses Lead 
They fall back on the fact that 

the national films still make the 
most internationally. They, point 
out that recent Gallic hits in the' 
U. S., such as “Diabolique," "Rififi,” 
"Silent World,” “Proud and the 
Beautiful” all started from arty 
theatre sources. Most of coin came 
from these smaller houses. They 
feel that the French should keep 
up U. S. distrifc in this manner. 

They maintain there are still 
enough sex and exploitation pix for 
general chances. They are for in¬ 
creased U. S. production in France 
which utilizes Gallic stars to help 
introduce them to American audi¬ 
ences which would pay off later in 
these stars’ Gallic pix. 

Eady Fund Increases 
1128,800 Over 1956 

London, June 4. 
At the end of the third quarter 

of the current Eady Levy year, the 
British Film Production Fund 
showed an Increase of * around 
$128,800 above the figures for the 
same period last year or $5,602,431. 

Takings for British pictures, 
lyvhlch up to the end of March had 
+ been on the upgrade, showed a 

drop of more than $520,000 for the 
same period a year ago. The BFPF 
announced that the ninth interim 
allocation to producers-distributors 
for the-seventh year in respect to 
the four weeks up to last April 27 
would be 30%. of cumulative 
rentals. For the 39 weeks these 
totalled $16,171,030 compared with 
$14,864,600 a year earlier. Levy 
collections for this period amount¬ 
ed to $5,602,430. i 

come as a complete surprise. 

Mex Indies Plan 
To Battle Chain 

Mexico City, May 28. 

Indie exhibitors throughout Mex¬ 
ico are being mustered by 21 of* 
them here who call themselves 
“The Group of independent Pro¬ 
ducers and Exhibitors of Mexican 
Motion Pictures,” via paid ads, to 
form a front and Interview Presi¬ 
dent Adolfo Ruiz Cortines. These 
exhibs plan to protest against what 
they brand the trust formed by 
the recent organization of two big¬ 
ger chains—the Cadena de Oro 
(Golden Chain) and the Operadora 
dc Teatros, with the buying out of 
circuits aiid distribution firms 
which Sen. Abelardo L, Rodriguez, 
ex-President of Mexico, and Theo¬ 
dore Gildred, American filmite, 
controlled. 

These indies charge that enlarge¬ 
ment of the two circuits constitutes 

- unconstitutional monopolv 
which is fast forcing them into 
bankruptcy. They claim it drains 
off cinema biz and blocks exhibi¬ 
tion of their pix.: 

The group expresses hope that 
the government will help them on 
the theory that the administration 
doesn’t want to loose the $8,000,000 
which it provided as a hypo to the 
Mexican film trade. The indies call 
expansion of Cadena and Opera¬ 
dora the greatest recent threat to, 
the general well being of their i 
trade since, they aver, it may mean i 
practically a closed corporation. 1 

MPEA EXEC HOPEFUL 

Japs Shot 514 Features 
In 56, With 32 Tinters; 

Seeking World Markets 
Washington, June 4. 

Japan may have become the 
world’s No. 1 producer of film in 
volume of output. 

During 1956, reports the U. S. 
Dept, of Commerce, a total of 514 

HU DUTITDDIUC DC A PV' feature-length films were turned 
Ur I niLirrUICi fLAUijout there. Of these. 32 were in 

The production total marks Tokyo, May 28. 
Before returning to Manila, Leo 

Hochstetter, Far East manager for 
the MPEA, voiced hopes that he 
will be able to patch up difficulties 
with the authorities there and not 
have to suspend shipments of U.S. 
films to the Philippines as threat¬ 
ened. „ He intends to see the 
Secretary of Finance and the Col¬ 
lector of Internal Revenue to try 
and solve the tax problem. 

Hochstetter. declared the tax 
authorities introduced ndw rules 
in mid-March. These are retroac¬ 
tive to 1951. And on top of this, 
a 50% penalty was charged for 
willful fraud starting back In *51. 

. On the tariff that threatened a 
duty of $15 (30 pesos) per meter 
of imported first prints, Hochstet¬ 
ter said the figure has been reduced 
tD one peso, "If we get a reasonable 
tariff, cancellation of the tax order 
and a liveable remittance level,” 
he said, "the withdrawal order will 
be revoked.” 

M. Lion to Produce 
Yank ‘Secret Thing’ 

London, May 28. 
Tony Britton is to staY in Brit¬ 

ish Lion’s "Every Secret Thing,” 
adapted from the best-selling Amer¬ 
ican novel. Shooting of the pic will 
start at Shepperton in August un¬ 
der the direction of Brian Desmond 
Hurst 

Sergi Nolbandov and Josef Somlo 
will produce the picture, which will 
be released in the UK by British , 
Lion, and overseas through Lion 
International Films. I 

color.__ 
a sharp increase over 1955 .when 
the Nips produced 423 features, in¬ 
cluding 11 in color. 

In recent years, India has been 
the principal volume producer of 
films, making them inexpensively 
on an assembly line basis and hit¬ 
ting in the vicinity of 500 annually. 

With their production pace, the 
Japanese are now pushing hard at 
the world markets, throwing over¬ 
seas just about everything they’ve 
made In the past few years. . For 
instance, no fewgr than 1,158 Ja¬ 
panese features were exported last 
year, a 17% jump over the previous 
years’s 987. 

The Japs, however, aren’t earning 
much in the foreign markets. Their 
1956 take from exports is estimated 
at about $2,000,000, only 1% of the 
$200,000,000 and more which the 
Hollywood companies annually 
earn overseas. 

During 1956, says Commerce 
Dept., a total of 199 foreign fea¬ 
tures were released in Japan. Of 
these 124 were American/ 27 were 
French, 22 British, and 2 Soviet. 

Theatre admissions were up 
sharply in 1956 in Japan. A total 
of 994,000,000 were reported, con¬ 
trasted with 885,000,000 in 1955. 

Opera Star Into Taxi ftlz 
Vienna, May 28. 

Met-Vienna State Opera star 
Ljuba Welitsch has taken out a 
license to run a taxi company in 
the Austrian capital. 

That she thought of everything 
is proved by the fact that the 
headquarters of the taxicab en¬ 
terprise will be exactly In front of 
her apartment. 
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From Maine to California, top theatres 

are playing to clamoring crowds 

and record-wrecking grosses 

that are running ahead of many of 

Paramount’s biggest pictures 

of recent years (“White 

Christmas’’for instance),. 

These terrific boxoffiCe results 

have exhibitors everywhere agreeing 

'with the New York Herald Tribune 

-that this is “THE BEST 

^ PICTURE OF THE YEAR SO FAR!’’ 

HELP OVER IN S3 OF 55 BRANCH 

AND KEY-CITY OPENINGS! 
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500-Mile Race Fails 
To Up Indpls.; ‘Corral’ 

Hefty $16,030, ‘Bus’ 8G 
Indianapolis, June 4; 

Holiday, dominated by 500-mile 
race draw here, brought only mod¬ 
erate r.’Osjptrlty to most first-run 
situations this stanza, with "G«m- 
fighf, a: O.K. Corral” the big ex- 
cept:on. It's going great a? Indi¬ 
ana to pace city by a wide margin, 
and probably will hold, '“tattle 
Hut” il Loew’s looks mild but 
“Waywu.d Bus” at Circle, is oke. 
”10 Commandments” at Lyric 
slipped a little in 19th week but 
probably will stay through June. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle * Cockrill-Dolle) 12,800; 60- 

90.1—“Wayward Bps” (20th) and 
“Break, in Circle” (20th). Okay 
$8,000.* 'Last week, “Shoot-Out at 
Medicine Bend” (WB) and “Spoil¬ 
ers of Forest” (Rep), $5,000. 

Indiana <C-D) (3,200; 60-90>— 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” tpar) 
and ‘Samoa” (Indie). Hefty $16,- 
000 or near. Last week, “Deadly 
Mantis” <U> and “Girl in Kremlin" 
ILM, $5,000 in 5 days. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)— 
“Little Hut” <M-G) and “Vintage” 
(M-G). Mild $7,500. Last week, 
“Monkey on Back” (UA) and “Re¬ 
volt of Fort Laramie” (UA), $5,000. 

Lyric iC-D) <900; $1.25-$2.20)— 
“10 Commandments” (Par) (19th 

-Wk). Good $9,000. Last week, 
$10,000. 

‘CORRAL’ RUGGED 15G, 
DENVER; ‘BUS’ $14,000 

Denver, June 4. 
“Gunfight at O. K.. Corral" at 

Denham is best bet here this round 
with a great take. It stays on. 
“Around World in 80 Days” still 
is fancy in third week at Tabor, 
and continues. “Wayward Bus” 
looms good at the Denver while 
“Face in Crowd” is rated fine at 
Paramount. “Little Hut” is a bit 
disappointing at Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin 'Fox> (1,400; 70-90' — 

“Strange One” (Col). Okay $3,500. 
Last week, ‘Tarzan and Lost Sa¬ 
fa *i <M-G> (2d wk), $2,500. 

Centre (Fox' <1,247; 70-$1.25)— 
“Le.sk Set” !20th) (3d wkh Down 
to $6,000. Last week, $8,000. 

Denham :Cockrill) 11,428; 70-90) 
—"Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par). 
Mighty $15,000. Holding. Last 
week,, on reissues. 

Denver »Fox) (2,525; 70-90> — 
“Wayward Bus” (20th) and “Bad¬ 
lands of Montana” (20th). Good 
$11,000 or near/ Last week 
“Kronee” ‘20th) and “She-Devil” 
120th), $8,000. 

Lakeshore Drive-In (1.000 cars; 
75) — “Dragoon Wells Massacre” 
iAA> and “Hold That Hypnotist” 
subsequents. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90'— 
“Little Hut” (M-G) and “Ride the 
High Iron” (Col). Modest $9,000. 
Last week. “Public Pigeon No. 1” 
«U> and “Young Stranger” <U>, 
$6,000. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70- 
90—“Face in Crowd” (WB) and 
“Big Caper” (UA). Fine $11,000. 
Last week, “Untamed Youth” (WB) 
and “Iron Sheriff” (UA), $10,500. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50>— 
"Around World in 80 Days” (UA). 
«3d wk). Fancy $12,500 same as 
last week. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 8) 

wk). Holiday hypoed biz to great 
$17,000. Last week. $14,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2.250; 
$1.40-$2.75) — “10 Commandments” 
cPar' (28th wk). Okay $9,500. Last 
week, $10,000. 

Stanley (SW) <2,900; 99-$1.49) — 
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) <2d 
wk'. Drab $8,000. Last week, 
$9,000. 

Stanton <SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49) — 
“Monkey on Back” (UA). Fine $12.- 
000 but more was expected- Last 
week, “Dragoon Wells Massacre” 
(AA» and “Wetbacks” (Bidie», 
$3,000. I 

Studio (Goldberg) <400; 9^1.49) 
—“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (3d wk'. 
Puny $2,300. Last week, $3,500. 

Trans-Lux <T-L) (500; 99-$1.80>— 
“Little Hut” (M-G). Okay $8,000 
or near. Last week, "Anastasia” 
(20th' <23d wk), $3,900. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40) — 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par). 
Mighty $28,000. Last week, 
4 Funny Face” (Par) (7th wk. 
$6,000. 

World 'Pathe' (499; 99-$1.49' — 
“La Sorciere” (Indie) (2d wk», drab 
$2,500. Last week, $3,200. 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit $$,- 
400. Second Was $3,800. Stays on. 

Globe (Brandt) 1,500; 70-SI.50) 
j—“Face in Crowd" (WB) (2d wk). 
.First round completed last night 

• 'Tues.) was wow $35,000 or near 
'after benefit preem on Tuesday 
‘ <28». Looks in for run. 
; Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— 
’ “Green Man” (DCA) i3d wk). Ini¬ 
tial holdover week ended yester¬ 
day iTues.) was smash $18,000 

; same as first stanza. 
Mayfair iBrandt) <1,736; 79-31.80) 

— “Joe Butterfly" (U) (2d wk). 
First stanza finished last night 
• Tues.) was mild $11,000. In ahead. 

• “Girl in Kremlin” (U), $9,000 in 
eight days. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
; $1.80) — “For Whom Bell Tolls” 
. ipar) (reissue) (5th wk). The fourth 
• round ended last night (Tues.) hit 
; okay $4,800 after $6,000 in third. 
; “Miller’s Beautiful Daughter” 
1 (DCA) opens June 11. 
1. Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60'— 
i “Beyond Mombasa” (Col) with vau- 
j deville. Looks hep $18,000 in eight 
days ending tomorrow (Thurs.). 

; Last week, “Let’s Be Happy” (AA) 
! and vaude, $13,000 in six days. 
■ Paramount. (AB-PT) (3,665; Sl- 
: $2)—“The D. I.” (WB). Opens to- 
} day (Wed.). In ahead, . "China 
; Gate” (20th) (2d, wk). slow $16,000 
; or close after $20,000 in first. 
i Paris <Pathe Cinema) (568: 90- 
;$1.80)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA) 
i 117th wk). The 16th round finished 
; Sunday \2) was fine $6,500. The 
• 15th week was $6,090. “Julietta” 
I (Kings) is due shortly. 
! Radio City Music-Hall (Rocke- 
• fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—‘Design- 
| ing Woman” (M-G) and stageshow 
I (3d wk). This session winding to- 
s day (Wed.) is pushing to big $130,- 
i 000, being helped by out-of-town- 
; ers in for holiday week. Second 
I was $120,000. “Prince and Show- 
; girl” (WB) due in on June 13. 
! Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) 
: - ^“Around World” (UA) (34th wk). 
The 33d round completed last 
night (Tues.) was capacity $48,300 

■for 14 shows. The 32d week was 
$37,100 tin 11 performances. 

Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.5Q-$2)— 
“Lust For Life” (M-G) (38th wk). 
The 37th round ended Monday (3) 

; was nice $7,100 after $6,800 in 36th 
; week. House is planning to change 
: soon, but date is not set so far. 

Roxy (Nat’l. The.) (5.717; $1.25- 
$250)—"Desk Set” (20th) - with 
stageshow topped by Tommv Sands 
<’3d wk). Current stanza finishing 

' today (Wed.) is heading for mild 
r $50,000. Second was $54,000. Stays 
a fourth, with “Island in Sun” 

. 120th) due to preem the night of 
June 12, and regular run starting 

i June 13. 
i State (Loew) (3.450; 78-S1.75)— 
! “Monkey On Back”.<UA) (2d wk). 
: First stanza finished last night 
‘Tues.) was fair $15,000 or close. 

‘In ahead. “Could Be Night” (M-G) 
; 12d wk), $11,000. 
i Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)— 
"Third Key” (Indie). Opened Sun- 
. day (2). In aheadr “Reach For 
; Sky” (Rank) (5th wk-5 days', was 
; light $2,500 after $4,400 in fourth 
: full week. 
; Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
; $1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (47th 
. wk). The 46tb round completed 
j Sunday (2) was fine $5,300. The 
|.45th week was $5,000. New pic 
; not set to open as yet. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) 
—“Wayward Bus” (20th). Opens 
today (Wed.). Last week, “Bache¬ 
lor Party” (UA) (8th wk-8 days), 

i hit fair $12,500 or near. Seventh 
' was $11,500, but nice extended- 
run. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.600: 
S1.20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders” 

; (Cinerama) (61st wk). The 60th 
I stanza finished Saturday (1) was 
• great $41,000 for 18 shows. The 
‘ 59th week, $43,800. 

World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50> — 
■ “Devil’s General” (Indie) (8th wk). 
Seventh round ended Sunday (2) 

r was fair $3,400. The sixth was 
S3.500. “Stella’1 (Burstyn) comes 
in June 10. 

‘CORRAL* SOCK $8,000, 
LYME;‘BUS’OK 9G 

Louisville, June 4. 
Cool temperature and a strong 

lineup of films will spell better 
than average biz for most down¬ 
town houses currently. “Around 
World in 80 Days” looms great? at 
the Brown for opening round. 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” shapes 

| seek at the Kentucky at m.ueh 
; lower scale than “80 Days.” “Lit- 
itle Hut” is'fairly good at Loew’s 
j as is “Wayward Bus” at Rialto. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brown (Fourth Ave.-UA) (900; 

’ $1.25-$2.40) — “Around World” 
(UA). Opened Tuesday (28) with 

j b'g fanfare, and biz is likewise. Ex- 
r peeled great- $16,000 in initial 
' stanza. La -t week. “10 Command- 
! menfs” (Par) (13th wk-5 days), 
■ $7:000, solid for windiip of run. 

Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50- 
85) —“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Van. Sock $8,000 or near. Last 
week, “Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re¬ 
issue), $7,000. 

Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000; 
50-85)—"Litle Hut” < M-G) and 
“The Vintage” (M-G>. Good $9,500 
or dose. Last week, “Garment 
Jungle” (Col) and “The Burglar” 
(Coll, $8.50p. 

Mary Antferson (People’s) (1,000; 
50-85)—"Face in Crowd” (WB). 
Not being helped by lack of mar¬ 
quee names, with okay $5,500 
likely. Last week, “Beyond Mom¬ 
basa” (Col) and “Shadow on Win¬ 
dow” (Col), $6,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000;- 
50-85)—“Wayward Bus” (20th). 
Good $9,000. Last week, “Wav of 
Gold” (20th) and "Black Whip” 
(20th>, $9,500. 

i SAN FRANCISCO 
I (Continued from page 8) 
i Great $3,600. Last week, “Silent 
; World” (Col) (7th wk), $2,500. 
| Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) 
f—“Nana” (Times). Excellent $4,000. 
: Last week, “Simon and Laura” (U) 
(4th wk), $1,200. 

; Coronet1 (United California) 
U1.25Q; $1.5Q-$3.75) — “Around 
; World” (UA) (23d wk). Huge $26,- 
1000. Last week, $21,000. 
i. Hie (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Pri- 
• vate’s Progress” (Indie) and “I Am 
; Camera” (Indie) (reissues). Fair 
$1,200. Last week, “Wee Geordie” 
(Indie) (2d wk) and “Day to Re- 

i member” (Indie), $1,500. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

and "Spoilers of Forest” (Indie), 
$3,500. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (7th wk). 
Stout. $9,500. Last week, $11,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)— 
"Desk Set” (20th) and “Love Lot¬ 
tery” (Cent) (2d wk). Fancy $10,- 
000. Last week, $15,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
$1.25)—“Gunfight At O.K. Corral” 
(Par). Loud $26,000 or near. Last 
week, “China Gate” (20th) and “2 
Grooms For Bride” (20th), $6,500. 

‘ Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60- 
$1.1Q)—“Face in Crowd” (WB) and 
“Last of Badmen” (AA). Good 
$11,000. Last week, "Quiet Man” 
(reissue) and "Spoilers of Forest” 
iIndie>, $7,500. 

Pilgrim (ATC). (1.000; 65-95)— 
"Beyond Mombasa” (Col) and 
"Checkpoint” (Indie). Okay $6,- 
500. Last week, "Garment Jungle” 
(Col) and "Air Strike” (2d wk), 
$3,500. 

Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50r 
$3.30)—“Around World” (UA) (7th 
wk). Sixth week ended Friday (31)' 
was over $28,000 with extra holi¬ 
day show. Last week, $28,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 90- 
$1.25)—“Monkey On Back” (UA) 
and “War Drums” (UA). Opened 
Saturday (1). Last week, "Little 
Hut” (M-G) and “Vintage” (M-G), 
okay $12,000. 

State (Loew) <3,600; 90-$1.25>— 
“Monkey On Back” (UA) and "War 
Drums” (UA). Opened Saturday 
d). Last week, "Little Hut” (M-G) 
and "Vintage” (M-G), fair $8^)00. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

—“Wayward Bus” (20th). Fast at 
$25,000. Last week, “Desk Set” 
(20th) (2d wk). $22,500. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; 
$1.25-$3.40) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (24th wk). Mighty 
$34,000. Last week, same/ 

Roosevelt <B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— 
“Shoot-Out at' Medicine Bend” 
(WB) and “Tarzan Lost Safari” 
(M-G) (2d wk). Fine .$13,000. Last 
week* $20,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.50)—“Face in Crowd” (WB). 
Moderate - $15,000. Last -week, 
“Abandon Ship” (Col) (3d wk), 
$8,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (3d wk). 
Nice $3,300. Last week, $6,000. 

Todd's Ginestage (Todd) (1,036; 
S1.75-$3.50>-“Around World” 
(UA) (9th wk). Flying high at 
$29*000 with extra shows for Me¬ 
morial Day weekend. Last week, 
$24,800. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.50)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par). Mighty $36,000. Last week, 
“Funny'Face” (Par) (7th wk-4 
days), $3,500. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50)—"Monkey on Back” (UA) 
(3d wk). Slippery $11,000. Last 
week, $13,000. 

Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25- 
$1.50) ~ “Marcelino” (Indie) (15th 
wk). Solid at $4,800. Last week, 
$4,500. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 9) 

and “Cruel Tower” (UA)' (2d wk), 
$7,600. Hawaii in other unit. 

Hillstreet, Vogue, Uptown (RKO- 
FWC) (2,752; 885; 1,715; 80-$1.80> 
— “Streets Laredo” (Par) and 
“Whispering Smith”. (Par) ^reis¬ 
sues). Dour $10,000. Last week, 
Hillstreet, Uptown and Hawaii 
“Ride Back” (UA) and “Big Caper” 
(UA) (1st wk), $12,800; Vogue in 
other unit. 

El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.25)— 
‘‘Albert- Schweitzer” (Indie) (2d 
wk) Good $4,200. Last week, $4,500. 

Downtown, Iris (SW-FWC) (1,- 
757; 756; 80-$1.30)—“Garment Jun¬ 
gle” (Col) and “Burglar” (Col) (2d 
wk). Slow $7,300. Last week, with 
Wiltern, $18,000. 

Chinese' (FWC) <1,908; $1.25-$2) 
—“Desk Set” (20th) (3d wk). Oke 
$7,800. Last week, $11,100, 

| Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10- 
[$1.75) — “This Could Be Night” 
kM-G) (3d wk). Thin $5,600. Last 
week, $5,400. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- 
! $1.75)—"Bachelor Party” (UA) (8th 
.wk). Okay $3,000. Last week, $3,- 
800. 

Carthay (FWC) 1,138; $1.75- 
: $3.50) — “Around World” (UA) 
(24th wk). Sock $26,000. Last week, 
$29,000. 

Warned Beverly (SW) (1,612; 
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (29th wk)* Up to great $17»- 
700. Last week, $16,000. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cinera¬ 
ma) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cine 
Holiday” (Cinerama), ‘finished 81- 
week run Saturday (1) with wow 
$44,900 in 8 days for final session. 
New Cinerama entry “Seven Won¬ 
ders” debuts tomorrow (Wed.). 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) — 
“Gold of Naples” (Indie) (6th wk). 
Big $3,200. Last week, $3,500. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
—"Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (In¬ 
die) (6th Wk). Good 2,200. Last 
week, $2,600. 

TORONTO 
(Continued from page 9) 

$9,000. Last week, “Bachelor Par¬ 
ty” (UA) (3d wk), $9,500. 

Tivoli (FP) (995; $l,50-$2)—“Ok¬ 
lahoma” (Magna) (58th wk). Nice 
$7,000, Last week, ditto. 

University (FP) . (1,536; 60-$l)— 
“For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re¬ 
issue) (2d wk). Big $10,000 to turn- 
away weekend biz. Last week, 
$12,000. 

Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)— 
"Tattered Dress” (U). Fair $10,- 
000. Last week, “Designing Wom¬ 
an” (M-G) (4th wk), at 75c-$lJ25), 
$8,500. 

York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2)—“10 
Commandments” (Par) (2d wk). 
Oke $4,500 on second-run after 26 
weeks at the University. Last week, 
$5,000. 

Man-and-Wife 
— Continued from uage 3 

it’s a house, an apartment, a bank 
or railroad station—lends an au¬ 
thenticity to the story that you 
can’t achieve in a studio,” Stone 
also stressed that he never employs 
process shots and that he films all 
his action scenes in moving vehi¬ 
cles when necessary. Stone has 
entrusted the task of finding the 
locations that a man would never 
be able to get.” 

Stone, w'ho once made musicals 
and comedies, is currently special¬ 
izing in suspense films. He does 
not feel that television has Inher¬ 
ited this market. And, he adds, 
there is a basic difference between 
the so-called suspense stories on tv 
and those he writes for films. 

[“Almost all'the television stories” 
he says, “are not suspense films. 
They start with a crime being 
committed and deal with the solu¬ 
tion. I like to do films that I call 
Jeopardy stories. I place the 
characters in jepardy in the first 
reel vand never let them out until 
the end.” He points out, too, that 
in the most extensive crime li¬ 
braries there are hundreds of good 
cops-and-robbers plots, but only a 
handful that would make good 
jeopardy stories. 

First film under the Stones* 
three-picture deal with Metro Is 
tentatively titled “The Third Bail” 

^ and will be filmed on location in 
N.Y. and Lbs Angeles. They follow 
with another suspense entry, *‘Sea 

iof Infamy.” Both are originals by 
Stone. In a departure from their 
formula, the Stones will also make 
"The Guided Missle Story,” a 
property from Metro’s library. In 
addition to their theatrical work 
for M-G, the husband-and-wife 
team is also negotiating with the 
film company to perform their all- 
encompassing duties bn a Metro tv 

! series. i 

‘Corral’ &eat $14,000, 
Seattle;‘80 Days’ 12G 

Seattle, June 4. 
Brightest newcomer by far this 

session is “Gunfight at O.K. Cor¬ 
ral,” wham at Coliseum. “Wayward 
Bus” and “Little Hut” both are 
okay but not too exciting. “Around 
World in 80 Days” still is swell in 
seventh round. “Face in Crowd” 
is rated slow at Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) ($00; 

$1.50-$2.50> — “80 Days Around 
World” (UA). (7th wk). Swell 
$12,000. Last week, $11,600. 

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- 
$1.25)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) and “Fear Strikes Out” (Par). 
Wow $14,000. Last week, “Public 
Pigeon No. 1“ (U) and “Young 
Stranger.” (U), $7,6Q0. 

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.500; 
$1-$1.25) — “Wayward Bus” (20th) 
and “Badlands of Montana” (20th). 
Oke $8,000 in 8 days. Last week, 
"Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk), $4,400 
in 5 days. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25) —"Battle Hell” (Indie) and 
“Bermuda Affair” (Indie). Oke 
$3,500. Last week, “La Strada” 
(T-L), $2,800. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- 
$1.25) — "Little Hut” (M-G) and 
“Lizzie” (M-G). Okay $7,000. Last 
week, "Monkey on Back” (UA) and 
“Hit and Run” (UA), $5,200. 

Orphean* (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- 
$1.25)—“Face in Crowd” (WB) and 
/‘Shoot-Oiit at Medicine Bend” 
(WB). Slow $3,500. Last week, 
"Calypso Joe” (AA), and “Hot Rod 
Rumble” (AA), $4,100. - 

Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,282; 
; $1.20-$2.45) — “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Good $8,500. 
Last week, $9,400. 

New Guinea Natives Due 
To Help ‘Hell’ Ballyhoo 

Boston, May 28. 
Joe Levine, prexy Embassy Pic¬ 

tures Corp., is readying a circus 
type exploitation campaign for his 
new acquisition, “Walk Into Hpll,” 
which day and dates July 31 in 
Hub, with 100 theatres the follow¬ 
ing day and 200 more nabe houses 
and ozoners the next week. 

Terry Turner is set t& handle the 
campaign. Billboards and 24 sheets 
will be used on highways. Yankee 
net will carry radio and' tv satura¬ 
tion programs. 

Natives of the Madang tribe of 
New Guinea, who play in the film, 
will be flown in for bally. Films 
hits cross country in a wave of 
playdates with varied policies. In 
some areas, bookings in first runs 
will be bypassed in favor of sat¬ 
uration showings in nabe houses. 

George Kraska of Embassy is 
handling New England exploita¬ 
tion. 

Exhibs’ Tornado Benefit 
Kansas City, June 4. 

Motion picture theatres of the 
metropolitan area have banded to¬ 
gether to stage a benefit tonight 
(4) for relief of tornado victims 
here. Proceeds from a total of 
over 40 theatres go to Red Cross 
relief fund? 

Details were worked out 
through the Motion Picture Assn., 
of Greater Kansas City. Drive- 
ins, first runs and subsequents are 
all in the picture, according to 
Ed Hartman, president. 

Tornado struck . the Ruskin 
Heights area- on the- southern 
edge of the city May 20, levelling 
a large swath. Only theatre con¬ 
ceded was the Crest, a drive-in 
which was closed for several days 
because of' martial law in the 
area. On reopening the Crest 
held Its own, tornado benefit, but 
will go again in the round-up 
tonight. 

M«r« People t 
Continue* inm par* Psasa 

(tangle of restriction* as difficult to 
attack as the hydra-headed mon¬ 
ster. Strike off one serpentine 
head, and two ngore appear.” 

The report summarized figures 
that have appeared in Vjjuety in 
recent months, covering totals for 
1956. The Production Code issued 
seals to 33? features and 259 
shorts in *56. Of the features, 255 
were domestic and 82 foreign* The 
Title Registration Bureau pro¬ 
cessed a record number of 4,826 
new titles and -registered them. A 
total of 17 titles .were found .un- , 
suitable on moral grounds and 
there were 27 title arbitrations* 
The Advertising Code Administra¬ 
tion under Gordon White processed 
172^786 pieces and rejected or re¬ 
vised 2,802. 
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ARE YOU READY FOR THEM?' 
Millions wilt be seeking entertainment outside 
the home. Here are some of M:G-M’s BIG 
shows for summer audiences! 

° r"- s - 

J i ' ^ ' 

THE LITTLE HUT” SPICY! JOYFUL! 
M-G-M Presents 

AVA GARDNER STEWART GRANGER DAVID NIVEN 

"THE LITTLE HUT” 
****** WALTER CHIARI 

Screen Play by F. HUGH HERBERT * ifce Play by ANDKl ROUSSH • EngErfi Stag* Adaptation by HANCY M1TFORO 

Photographed In EASTMAN COLOR • A. HERBSON S. A. PRODUCTION 

Directed by MARK ROBSON • Produced by F. HUGH HERBERT and MARK ROBSON An M-G-M Meat# 

SOMETHING OF VALUE” BIG! BOLD! A HIT! 
(Biggest business in a year and a half, Astor, N. Y.) 

M-G-M Presents 

"SOMETHING OF VALUE” 

-ROCK HUDSON 
DANA WYNTER -Sidney poitier 

vri* WENDY HILLER * JUANO HERNANDEZ • WILLIAM MARSHALL 
t*~.rhrbr RICHARD BROOKS * Bated on s^e Boob "SOMETHING OF VALUE” by ROBERT C RUARK 

' Directed by RICHARD BROOKS • Produced by ‘ ANDRO S. BERMAN 

SILK STOCKINGS” TERRIFIC MUSICAL! 
M-G-M AN ARTHUR FREED PRODUCTION s..™, 

FRED ASTAIRE CYD CHARISSE 

-''SILK STOCKINGS” 
JANIS PAIGE-PETER LORRE 
w» JULES MUNSHIN - GEORGE TOBIAS • JOSEPH BULOFF 
Screen Play by. LEONAftDGERSffE and LEONARD SflGELGASS 
Sageested by "NNOTOWCA" by MELCHIOR LENGTH. • MuiTc end Lyrics by COLE PORTER 

tbok of Orioinat MustcaT ptdy by GEORGE S.‘ KAUFMAN; LEUEEN McGRATH and ABE BURROWS 
Produced on the Stage by CYPEUQt and BtNEST H. MARTIN • hCfncmaScop* And METROCOLOR * Dkededty ROUBEN MAMOULIAN 
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This Book Gives You 

ALL THE ANSWERS 
Covering 

The Motion Picture Industry 

Motion Pleturo Industry Statistics. 

Alphabetical title list of over 25,M« feature pic¬ 
tures distributed In the U. S. since 1913, with 
THE FILM DAILY review and release dates. 

THE 1957 

FILM YEAR BOOK 
39th Edition 
NOW IN DISTRIBUTION 

A 

Complete Television Section—Including stations, 
personnel, feleplx producing and distributing com¬ 
panies. 

Serial? released state 1920. 

Laboratories, Exchanges, Film Carriers. 

Non-Theatrlcal Producers 

Independent Distributors 

OVER 1,200 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND 

Foreign Film Section 

★ k k k k 

This Is Only a Pcit of What Is Covered 

In This 

OUTSTANDING BOOK OF REFERENCE 

Film Dally Year Books are gfvea pa extra cost to aU 
paid subscribers to THE FILM, DAILY, Ike IndastryY 
eldest and most widely reasf dally NEWS japer. 

Sian and Matt NOW 

The If37 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES, new being distributed te all paid 

subscribers te THE FILM DAILY at ne extra vest, wiH net ehly answer your every 

gbestien en metien pictures, bet'wiH be found Invehiable every day sf the 

year to EXHIBITORS, ADVERTISING AGENCIES, TELEVISION STATIONS, EQUIP¬ 

MENT AND CONCESSIONS DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS, EXPORTERS, IMPORTERS, 

THEATRICAL EXECUTIVES, PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS,, WRITERS, etc., etc. 
• 

This important volumo of avor 1200 pages, covering the industry In Its entirety, 

has been published annually for tho past 3P yoars and Is the recognized 

standard reference book of tho Motion Picture Industry and Related Fields 

throughout the World. The 39th Edition k NOW off the press. Fin In the 

coupon below and rocelvo your copy of tho book NOW, along with THE FILM 

DAILY—five day? each week-cmd all special editions. OVERNIGHT SERVICE 

TO CALIFORNIA. ■ 

A WEALTH OF INFORMATION 

Is yours when you become « subscriber la THE FILM DAILY. The 1957 (39th) 

Edition of THE YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES surpasses all others. GET 1TI 

Keep it for handy reference! It's worth Its wsight In gold. 

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW ! 

THE FILM DAILY 

1501 Broadway 

New Yorir36, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY, and tend me my copy of THE 

Ti issuers; 
Hollywood Office 

M25 Hollywood Blvd. 

Hollywood 28, Calif. 

\ 1957 FILM DAILY Year Book. I enclose $15.00 (Foreign $20.00). 

Ctyi..... State)., 



Wednesday, Jam* S, 1D57 PQfenStt, 

CAPITOL 
the nation's leading producer 

of hit soundtrack albums 
introduces the music from a great new motion picture 

OTTO PREMINGER f 

PRESENTS i 
BERNARD SHAW’S 

SCORE BY MISCHA SPOLIANSKY 

\ 

...launched with the same large-scale promotion 
that has effectively backed all of Capitol's soundtrack hits. 

A FACE IN THE CROWD - THE KING AND I • GIANT - OKLAHOMA! • HIGH SOCIETY • CAROUSEL 

-as# 

m m u 

Capit&i 
R E £ e B G 
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MPEA Trying Spanish Confabs 
Continued from put I j 

four against with two abstentions 
to defeat a compromise pact for- 
mula that had been okayed by 
MPEA toppers in N. Y, 

One novel proposal within the 
formula was an MPEA concession 
granting Spain distribs a percent¬ 
age release arrangement of U. *S. 
product under the local indie al¬ 
lotment, Another was Joint pro¬ 
posal to the government here ask¬ 
ing for a special quota under which 
Yank coproductions would be im¬ 
ported to supplement local indie 
allotment. While local distribs like 
both proposals, the coproduction 
import idea is still nebulous since 
the MPEA cannot guarantee there 
will be sufficient U. S. coproduc¬ 
tions ivith_other countries each 
year to augment local distrib quo¬ 
ta. Nor will there be Sufficient 
films to go around for all local 
distribs, even on an attractive per- 

of 100-60-40 wa* nothing to write 
home about when viewed in terms 
of MPEA pact* in most countries 
of the world. The number of film 
import* annually allotted the Eric 
Johnston, organisation usually 
starts at 100 and goes much higher 
in many chuntrles. 

MPEA was willing to go along 
with its 60 pix in Spain for its 
seven main member agencies be¬ 
cause more favorable treatment in 
other lands created, an overall 
healthy0 balance. But if a 25% 
cut in MPEA revenue were to be 
inflicted at this time, it would be 
practically impossible for MPEA 
to conduct even marginal opera¬ 
tions in Spain. 

There is no optimism on the sur¬ 
face as MPEA and Spain come to 
grips .again to solve the 20-month 
distribution deadlock. Neverthe¬ 
less, there are faint, unconfirmed 

centage release basis, unless the | hvish-hiash feelers going out from 
government. increases the annual ‘ ^ner sanctums that could disperse 
quota from the proposed 80 U. S.;*he flo°m dust m spectacu ar fash- 
film imuorts ■10n to Provlde one and all with a 
mm mipons Hollywood happy ending. 

The 4-1 distribution decree, re-, J J *- 
quiring MPEA affiliates in Spain ’ ■■■'■. .. ■ ■ ■■■■.- 
to distribute one local film for j _ «■■■■■ ■ 
every four imported, is no longer * SflV MlllfOIIS SlOlfill 
the main stumbling block to a new |_ J- 
agreement. even though this decree 1 ■ ■ Continued lrom page 1 = 
touched off the 20-month old) touenea on me /y-monm om;kansas A bill is pending in South 
MPEA_emhargo of the local mar- j Carolina and m attempt also has 

i been made in Florida to wipe out ket. The 4-1 decree, it is now 
thought here, will not be annulled 
but neither will it be applied in 
the letter of the law. MPEA will 
pay token respect to the decree and 
Spain will accept the token as evi¬ 
dence of good faith. 

blind checking as an industry prac¬ 
tice. 

In all cases this kind of legisla- 
tive movement has been quiet and 

jtheatremen In the states involved 
claim they’ve had not part in It. 

The center of gravity has shifted) Yet irs a matter of law in two 
from the previous sphere of legal states already, 
and moral 4-1 disagreement, with j meaning of such legislation 
Spam and MPEA standing finn on j further rammed across with an 
principals to a $$$ bookkeeping i account of What recently took place 
skirmish limited to who gets howjin T€xas. A group of Lone Star 
man> L.S. films under the annual exhibs were charged by the dis- 
import quota j tribs of stealing $1,000,000 in ren- 
1(VA\Trlpoi;t-°d by Va,?ie,ty <APrU I tal money over a two-year period. 
10, Maj 1.)'. a preliminary ex-j The distribs had blind-checks re- 
change of views last month found; ports to back them up. The exhibs 
Spain offci ing a reduced annual j settled out of court, paying out 
import quota from 100 U.S. films $600,000 to the companies. Dis- 
(in 1Q54) to 80, with MPEA getting 
55 instead of its former 60, and 
local distribs axed from 40 to 25. 
These are the figures that consti¬ 
tute the crux of the conflict at 
the present time. 

Member companies Of MPEA 
take a very dim view of this break- 

tribs say they couldn’t have col¬ 
lected on any legal basis if the 
blind checking were inadmissable 
as evidence at the time. 

Distribs now have their attor¬ 
neys giving the overall matter close 
scrutiny with the hope of obtaining 
a court ruling that the anti-blind 

*One of You Steal*?' 
Femma stockholder of ap¬ 

parent French origin arose at 
. the United Artists meeting 
yesterday to complain that an 
auditor was “taking money 
from the cashbox/’ -She was 
invited to private" discussion 
with UA management. 

Following this an industry 
exec cracked, “"What's this 
woman trying to do—change 
our way of doing business?’’ 

Off on the sidelines the in¬ 
vestor was asked why. she had 
purchased UA stock If she 
knew that someone was pock¬ 
eting corporate funds. It didn’t 
matter too much, she said, 
“because I have a charge ac¬ 
count with my broker.’’ 

down, claiming it is another in-: cheeking legislation is un-Consti- 
stance of the consistent and un- tutional. 
justified clobbering MPEA has re-‘ 
ceived at the hands of Spanish 
negotiators during; the past two 
years, when MPEA was devoted to 

Neighborly Trials 

Austin, Tex., June 4. 
Representative Obie Jones’ 

of°"riff*arenewa!!:n^M BSTp-Sdih. mS 

*ta‘E0!boi7h"dno0wek«0s to- Gov: 

MPEA went to only seven :MPEA j all con 

Teshhx Spairrn^(Metro""Par m !^act* relatk/to distribution and 
Fox Warners Col Ul’ and RKO? licensing of motion Pictures to be 

shown in theatres in Texas shall 
Ren md A ^ ^Piv^d thS I he construed in accordance with 

from the 40 pix reserved?™- StJan 'State laws an<l provides that venue 
ish independent distribs sincePthe of suits arising out of 511011 license 
SeeroS2SLdl8SSj ! asreemeate^sluai be .in the county companies 
Iberian outlets. 

Breaking down the 55 now of- 

tnrougn ^ %viiere the film was licensed to be 
i shown or in the county where the 

fered MPEA the main' m-nnn ] princfPal office of the exhibitor 

seven would’haJe to shar? 43 SUCh license agreement is 
while the remaining three would i - 
have to get along on 12. In other 
words, Spain placed the three 
MPEA independents under the 
overall j early MPEA allotment of 
55. 

This breakdown within a break¬ 
down represents a serious commer¬ 
cial setback for all MPEA group of 
established distrib agencies from 
60 to 43, Spain is asking MPEA to 
take a more than 25% cut in annual 
potential revenue. 

In reducing the number of U.S. 
films allotted to Spanish distribs, 
from 40 to 25, Spain Is likewise re¬ 
ducing the number of possible out¬ 
right purchase deals the local dis-. 
tribs are free to make with MPEA j 

mo™ber5\ j own personal, accounts. 
It is pointed out in MPEA circles f Film company sources have em- 

here that even the 1954 agreement j phasized that the gyp artists in 
. t exhibition are a minority—-respon¬ 
sible business men couldn’t take 

; the chance of. being caught in a 
J swindle. 
j It’s in this sense' that many of 
; exhibition are in partnership with 
; distributors, having allied them¬ 
selves against crooked local man- 
; agers. 
I In the same Vein, it’s established 
! that numerous circuits conduct 
I their own checks and the distribs 
[refrain from spying because the 
f honesty of these circuit operations 

UA Sockholders 
-. Continued from na«e 3 

brokerages. The tone was a friend¬ 
ly one and the board nominees, all 
incumbents, were elected without 
a single dissenting vote. 

Significantly, it wras flatly de¬ 
clared that the management-own¬ 
ers, who own 65% of the outstand¬ 
ing stock, intend to declare no 
dividends for themselves in the 
foreseeable future. The plan is 
to cut only the outside public in 
on the profits and pour the rest 
back into production. 

Benjamin, presiding, said it’s no 
accident that UA has been con¬ 
tinually on the upgrade. The 
achievements all have been accord¬ 
ing to the. original blueprint and 
this, right from the start, was in 
defiance of certain press and fipan- 
clai-area announcements about the 
“moribund” state of the industry. 
The finest talent—stars, producers, 
etc.—has heen attracted to UA 
because they are given autonomy 
in their operations once the eco¬ 
nomic ingredients of each property] 
are agreed upon,> said Benjamin. 

Krimyoutlined prospects for the 
future, noting there’s to .be 
greater proportion of"blockbuster” 
productions within the continuing 
schedule of four releases a month. 

Seymour Peyser, general coun¬ 
sel, in answer to a stockholder in¬ 
quiry, said the company feels 
there’s no validity in* the Barney 
Ross suit against UA on grounds 
of wrongfully depicting him in 
“Monkey on My Back.” He added 
there’s little concern also about 
the Government’s case which com¬ 
plains of blockhooking in the tele¬ 
vision field oh the part of UA and 
others. 

Krim repotted the company has 
had 250 features available for 
licensing to tv interests, 39 of 
these were peddled last year and 
52 are ready to go now. 

Gotta Ml 

SHOW 20TH/BIG SHOW’ 
IN LONDON & PARIS 

“The Big Show,” 20th-Fox 

C’Scope ‘feature’ about films, will 

make its European bow St the Carl¬ 

ton Theatre, London, June 28 and 
thereafter will be shown in all ma¬ 

jor cities abroad. 

Murray Silverstone, 20th Inter¬ 
national prexy, leaves for London 
and Paris June 19 to make the nec¬ 
essary arrangements. Sh 

3B^^ Continued front pa** 7 

didn’t draw the audience, Selznick 
said the trouble was that the- pic¬ 
ture hasn’t given a proper cam¬ 
paign. (20th execs In N. Y. dis¬ 
agree on that point). 

Apart from the reissue question, 
Selznick extolled 20th prexy 
Spyros P. Skouras as ar showman of 
great vision and courage who had 
saved the industry via his willing¬ 
ness to take a risk. “Farewell to 
Arms,” being brought in on a 
budget of $3,500,000, is 80% fi¬ 
nanced by 20th. 

Selznick, who’s currently nego¬ 
tiating another big tv deal for sev¬ 
eral of his pictures,(said 16 of hi* 
films had grossed ;$15,000,000 in 
reissue, mostly via his own com¬ 
pany. That's not including “Gone 
With the Wind,” of course, in which 
he no longer has a direct interest 
He said “GWTW" had now reached 
the $50,000,000 global gross mark. 
There are countries, such as Den¬ 
mark, where it still has not been 
seen. 

Noting recent developments in 
the film business, from which he 
had been absent for several years, 
Selznick commented: “It’s no long¬ 
er really an industry, not the way 
it used toribe. And I’m not sure 
this disintegration wouldn’t hav.e 
happened even without television.” 
It’s only the big showmanship pic¬ 
tures that today have a chanee at 
the big money, he held, adding 
that “they can see the platitudes on 
tv.” Selznick said, that, if Holly¬ 
wood would only take the trouble 
to look and understand, it would 
comprehend properly how the 
business has changed. 

He said he personally was still 
hoping that subscription-tv would 
arrive in one form or another, hut, 
he opined, “I think they’ve missed 
the boat They were out of luck 
the minute the companies sold 
their libraries to tv.” 

As for the problems in the do¬ 
mestic market, Selznick said: “The 
exhibitors have to /blame them¬ 
selves. They’ve always had it too 
easy. And they never gave the pro¬ 
ducer his just due. The way I fig¬ 
ure it, he gets only between 8c and 
10c out of the dollar. That’s hardly 
a just or fair division.” 

Regarding the problems of local 
European producers, Selznick said 
the root of their difficulties lay in 
the fact that “they make their pic¬ 
tures for rebates rather than en¬ 
tertainment.” 

Video to Oldies 
Minneapolis, June 4-. 

The numerous reissue* being 

booked by exhibitors here makes if 

look as if the theatre .boys are try¬ 

ing to steal a march on television. 

They, apparently want tp play the 

best of the “vaulties,”* in which 

there still may be boxoffice life, 

before such pictures eventually he- 

eome available for video. 

Of course, the product situation 
also accounts for what amounts to 
unprecedented recourse to the old¬ 
ies, especially in the,neighborhood 
situations. Where two or more 
changes a week are the policy, 
there has been a shortage of satis¬ 
factory new releases. 

Also, more not-so-old picture* 
are getting re-runs. In some in¬ 
stances, the latter even are being 
brought back into loop first-run 
houses aftdr having made the 
neighborhood rounds at lower ad¬ 
missions. 

Reissues and re-runs getting a 
goodly play include “Moulin 
Rouge,” “For Whom the Bell 
Tolls” (booked into the downtown 
State), “Cinderella” (did well at 
the loop RKO Orpheum), “The 
Killers," “Unconquered,” “Rififi” 
and “Diabolique” (the two latter at 
the downtown Gopher). 

Whaf, & Who’s, ‘Adult’ 

and 

; Continued from pagt 2 — 

“No Blade of Grass.” Accord- 

Circuits Favor'Checking' 
[OF fHEIR EMPLOYES J' 

Distribution executives 'are not 
unaware of instances Adhere ex¬ 
hibitors want to have their houses 
checked so far as a count on audi¬ 
ences Is concerned. Circuit opera¬ 
tors in many cases have asked that 
the film companies investigate box- 
office receipts in their theatres as 
a safeguard against local managers 
who might have ideas about slot¬ 
ting par of the income for their 

I— RADIO CITT MUSIC HALL—, 
Rockefeller Cemer 

GREGORY PECK - LAUREN BACALL 

"DESIGNING WOMAN" 
In ClnemaScope and METROCOtOR 

An M-G-M Picture 
vnd srEcueKu sutt rtfsaunw 

is beyond doubt and the expense 
that would be involved in any kind 
of double check-up would be un¬ 
warranted. 

Union Leaders 
Continued from page 2 

the Hollywood back lot workers, 
$17,600, plus $4,000 expenses, plus 
$9,326.88 in “allowances.” 

Frank Nelson, president Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Television & Ra¬ 
dio Artists, none. 

Donald Conway, executive secre¬ 
tary of AFTRA, $25,000. 

Jackie Bright, former president 
and now administrative secretary 
of American Guild of Variety 
Artists, no information "given. 

Arthur Hjorth, secretary-treas¬ 
urer of National Association of» 
Broadcast Engineers and Techni¬ 
cians, $10,395. 

George W, Smith, president of 
NABET, no information. i 

Kansas City Campaign 

Kansas City, June 4. 

Fifth season of “summer vaca¬ 
tion movies” gets under way June 
12 in Fox Midwest houses in the 
metropolitan, area. Eight situa¬ 
tions are taking part id the promo¬ 
tion which runs for 12 weeks, with 
a reissue showing each Wednesday 
at 10 a.m. 

Kids are offered a season ticket 
admitting to all 12 weeks for $1, 
with a single admission at 25c. As 
in the past season prospects are for 
heavy patronage, judging from ad¬ 
vance season ticket sale, according 
to Leon Robertson, city manager. 

Downtown first runs are out of 
the picture. Theatres in the setup 
are Apollo, Brookszde, Plaza, Fair¬ 
way, Uptown, Granada, Vista and 
Lincoln-Carver. Films on the 
schedule include “Rio Grande,” 
“Destination Moon,” “Robinson 
Crusoe,” “Prince Valiant,” “The 
Command,” “Crimson P i r a t e,” 
“Major Benson,” “Yankee Buc¬ 
caneer,” “Racing Blood,” “Black 
Knight,” “Rocket Man,” and “Toy 
Tiger.” 

Agent Murray Rosen Due 
For Sentencing June 27 

Los Angeles, June 4. 
Superior Judge Louis H. Burke 

has set June 27 for sentencing of*j 
agent Murray Rosen, who pleaded 
guilty to selljing-li total of 333% of 
Frederic* Wakeman’s novel, “The 
Wastrel,” which he did not own in 
the first place. Rosen was charged 
with selling one-third'' interest to 
a total of 10 persons and pleaded 
guilty-to one count of violating the 
corporation code and one count f>f 
grand theft. 

Meanwhile, a civil action seek¬ 
ing return of $5,000 was filed by 
Robert Bloom against Rosen. 
Bloom charged fraud, contending 
Rosen had represented that he had 
a chance to acquire an'option on 
the property for,$15,000 and need¬ 
ed $5,000 to close the deal and 
that Bill Hawks was interested in 
the property either for Metro or 
for himself. I 

ing to Weingarten, Avon is permit¬ 
ted to make telepix or produce a 
Broadway play as long as it deliv¬ 
ers its pictures to Metro on time. 

Weingarten declined to reveal 
the terms^ of Avon’s deal with 
Metro, merely stating that the cona- 
pany participates in the profits on 

graduated scale. He said that 
the company has complete auton¬ 
omy in the selection of its story 
material and in the execution of 
the production. 

Weingarten disputes the general 
opinion that the Hollywood studios 
are depleting their contract lists 
for economy reasons, “I am sure 
there Isn’t'a studio in town that 
wouldn’t sign to a contract a pro¬ 
ducer, writer or director with a 
proven record.” He asserted that 
he was certain that Berman and 
himself could have remained at 
Metro under a contract status if 
tb-y wanted; to. “After all these 
years,” he said, “we felt that it 
was time that we shared in the 
profits of the pictures we made.” 

Weingarten, who will produce 
“Cat On a Hot Tin Roof,” ‘ ha* 
started preliminary work on the 
film and has assigned James Poe 
to write the screenplay. “Our big¬ 
gest problem,” he said, “is finding 
a substitute for-the homosexual 
angle, but I’m sure we’ll be able 
to lick it.” He revealed that Eliza¬ 
beth Taylor had expressed interest 
in playing the feminine lead. 

Faugh! Chides 
Continued from pace & 

tatioii with our present wonder 
drugs because such experimenta¬ 
tion would have jeopardized the 
sale of aspirim tablets?” 

Faught held tha£ all the t<ril pro¬ 
ponents wanted was a chance • to 
“offer for sale to: the public new 
kinds and types of tv programs to 
compete with those now sponsored 
by advertiser*. If the public doesn’t 
want what is -offered, then subscrip¬ 
tion tv will go the way of over 
1,500 different kinds of autos that 
have been offered in the market 
place.” 

The convention witnessed a “free 
vs fee TV” debate yesterday 
CTues.) .: In hi* letter, Faught held 
that' the; Federation was “being pat¬ 
ently maneuvered as an innoyent 
and well meaning eatspaw . . . to 
oppose a new approach to televi¬ 
sion usage which has a promising 
potenliaL” 

MOTION PICTURE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Extensive kiwwMfS end experience 
In film production, distribution, pro¬ 
motion. Matter Film Editor (tlx yeeri 
exp.). Wharten School Grad. Script 
writing. Creative. SEEKING RESPON¬ 
SIBLE ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION. 

Write Bex V-4M, VARIETY, 
154 West 44th Stv New York 34 
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THANK YOU 
To all the entertainers, the directors, the cameramen and backstage crew and all the others 

who worked with me on our recent Telethon which raised $804,000 for Leukemia research 

at the City of Hope — a new record for Telethons — my sincere thanks for a job well done 

.. ♦ and an extra big Thank You to BARRY GRAY; and also to Murray Kaufman. 

Joey Adams 

Steve Allen ' 

Vivienne Allen and Bert Sheldon 

Douglas Anderson 

Don Anthony 

Johnny Antonellf 

Charlie Applewhite 

The Aristocrats 

Jack Barry 

Sandy Becker 

Ed Begley 

Constance Bennett 

Polly Bergen 

Milton Berle 

The Beverly Sisters 

Ed Binneweg 

Joey Bishop 

Janet Blair 

The Bleier Quartet and Mombo 
Aces 

Bill Bloome 

Carl Braun 

Lillian Briggs 

Bill Britten 

Barbara Britton 

>1 Buck 

The Cadillacs 

Joanne Campo 

Jimmy Cannon 

Canton Brothers 

Eddie Cantor 

Art Carney 

Diahann Carroll 

WhitOy Carson 

Ray Chdrfes Singers 

The Charmtnairs 

Audrey Christie 

The Clovers 
Eddie Cochex 

Leonard Cohen 

Dorothy Collins 

Perry Como 

The Continentals 

Bob Cooke 

The Cookies 

Arlene Dahl 

Alan Dale 

Day Brothers 

Johnny Desmond 

The Dew Drops 

Bo Diddley 

Durell Sisters 

Mike Durso and "Orchestra 
Lou Effrat 

John Emery 

Scotty Engel 

Cal Flynn * 

AI Flosso 
Art Ford 

Whitey Ford 

Chef Forte 

Phil Foster * 

Gabrielis 

Wes Gaffer 

Hy Gardner 

Eddie Garson 
Joe Gelardl 

' Ike tfellfs 
Bobby Gibson 
Charlie Gracie 
Merv Griffin 
Milton. Gross 
Sidney Gross 

Betty Ann Grove 
Bill Hayes 

Lillian Hayes 

AI Hodge 
GlpHodge*. 

Frances Harwich 
King Houdinl 

Carol Hughes 
lets Hunt 
The Jive Bombers 
Buddy Johnson and Orchestra 

Ella Johnson 

Jane Kean 

AI Kelly 

Emmett Kelly 

Nick Kenny 

Lenny Kent 

The Kentons 

Alan King 

Lord Kitchner 

Eartha Kitt 

Jimmy Komack 

Julius La Rosa 

Ted igrwrence 

Jack Lazaar 

Mike Lee 

Jack E. Leonard 

Bill Libby 

Lenny Lightstone 

Long John 

Gene London 

Elaine Malbin 

Micki Mario 

Jean Martin 

Tony Martin 

Jerry Marshall 

The Fabulous McCleverfeys 
Gil McDougald . 

Darren McGavIn 

Maggi McNeills 

Jackie Miles 

Lou Miller 

Paul Muni 

Jimmy Nelson 

Lou O'Niell 

Patti Page 

Frank Parker 

Floyd Patterson 
Lou Payne Quintet 

Charlotte Rae 

John Raitt 

Pee Wee Reese 

Floyd Reiloff 

Dick Richards 

Victor Riesel 

Isabel Robbins 

Mrs. Bill Robinson and Rose 
Morgan 

Sugar Ray Robinson 

Eileen Rogers 

Bobby Rollins 

Rosalind Russell 

Tommy Sands 

Fred Sayles 
AI Schacht 

Red Schoendienst 

School Boys 

Dorothy Shay 

Bobby Shields 

Susan Silo 

Phil Silvers 

Smith and Dale 

Jo Stafford - 

Arnold Stang 

Ed Stokes 

Harvey Stone 

Michael Strauss 
Ed Sullivan 

The Texans 

~ Peter Tripp 

Sophie Tucker 

Bobby Van 

The Versatones 

Miss Vicky / 

Mike Wallace 

Fran Warren 

Ethel Waters 

Alec Webster 

Harold Weissman 

Roger Williams 

Earl Wilson 
Julie Wilson 

Gretchen Wyler 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Martin Tananbaum and 

Georg* Jessel 

COORDINATOR: Arthur Konvitz 

ASSOC, PRODUCERS: Dick Rubin and Harr/ Mayer 

ASS'Tt PRODUCERS: Norma Karol, Sybil Caret, Lenny 

Levin 

DIRECTOR: Arnie Nocks 

ASSOC, DIRECTOR: Stan Epstein 

ASSt» DIRECTOR: A! Kassel 

SPORTS DIRECTOR: Marty Glickman 

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: Mel Salzman 

And my thanks also to all the officials Tit Dumont Broadcasting Corporation, whose public-spirited cooperation made the 

Telethon possible, To Theatre Authority, for Its whole-hearted assistance, to Candy Jones and the Conover Girls — and to 

anybody whose name I have Inadvertently^omitted from the above list. 

DEAN MARTIN 
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WGN-TV Hopeful That Weaver Tie 
Will Put Chi Back on TV Map; 

Webs Rapped (or Bypassing Loop 

'Wednesday, June 5, 1957 

Hie Weekend Trendex 
Billy Graham more than trebled ABC-TV’s Trendex score for 

the Saturday at 8 period in the first of four telecasts of his “Cru¬ 
sade” from Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y., over the previous week’s 
rating for the time period, but was unable to lick his CBS and NBC 
competition. Perry Como scored a 20.0, Jackie Gleason hit a 12.5 and 
Graham im 8.1 (compared with “Famous Film Festival’s” 2.6 the 
week before). 

On Sunday (2), Steve Allen topped Ed Sullivan by a 21.6 to 
18.3 (ABC’s “Hollywood Film Theatre” had a 6.3), while the Pat 
Boone-Shirley MacLaine-Gisele MacKenzie-George Gobel “Chevy 
Show” topped its opposition at 9. “Chevy.” scored a 27.3 on its hour, 
vs. 14.8 for "GE Theatre” and 16.0 for “Alfred Hitchcock Presents” 
on CBS-T.V and 6.5 for “Amateur Hour” on ABC. 

On Saturday; following the Graham stanza, NBC’s “Five Stars 
for Springtime” 9 to 10 one-shot (Patti Page, Nat King Cole, etc.) 

• fell just short of ABC’s Lawrepce Welk, who topped it by a 17.5 
to 16.6 score for the hour. CBS’ Gale Storm had an 11.3 at 9 and 
“SRO Playhouse” a 9.8 at 9 :30. 

TolI-TV, Indie Stations Have Major 
Stake in N.Y. Baseball Hassle 

--+ 

Chicago, June 4* 
A new note of hope for Chicago 

talent was rung last week by the 
signing of WGN-TV as the first af¬ 
filiate of Pat Weaver’s new Pro¬ 
gram Service network. A few days 
before Weaver’s arrival in town, 
the local performing gentry met 
with reps of ad agencies, networks, 
talent bureaus, and tv film compa¬ 
nies at a Chicago Unlimited-spon- 
sored discussion and there be¬ 
wailed the webs’ repeated bypass¬ 
ing of the country’s second largest 
city as an origination centre. 

That session found the usual 
lift-up-their-hearts speeches inter¬ 
mixed with the sober, discouraging 
word, and it ended with the ad 
shops carrying much of the onus 
for reasons that most of their cli¬ 
ents desired East or West Coast 
originations. The last word was an 
ardently received proposal to up¬ 
grade and promote the “Made in 
Chicago” label. At the powwow, 
a much bandied-about phrase was, 
“to put Chicago back on the show 
business map.” 

WGN-TV veep Ward L. Quaal, 
who didn’t attend the CU confab, 
used almost the exact expression 
in introducing Weaver when the 
formal announcement of their af¬ 
filiation was made: “Pat Weaver 
will put Chicago back ou the tele¬ 
vision map, where it deserves to 
be.” 

Weaver indicated that WON-TV 
would originate a number of shows 
for Program Service, and during 
his visit here, lie surveyed a num¬ 
ber of possibilities, among them a 
90-minute Saturday night pickup 
from the Aragon Ballroom with a 
flooi’show format. He also men¬ 
tioned the station’s “Lunchtime 
Little Theatre” as another possi¬ 
bility. These, he said, were pro- 

iCominued on page 40) 

Gomalco’sCBS- 
Deal on Idly’ 

Gomalco Productions, the George 
Gobel-David P. O’Malley partner¬ 
ship, has sold its first newr package, 
with CBS-TV signing the new 
“Wally and the Beaver” telefilm 
show for its Friday night 7:30 to 8 
period starting Oct. 4. Deal runs 
three years and a total of $4,000,000 
is involved. CBS is now hunting 
for sponsor prospects on the kidpix 
chow. 

The Gobel-O’Malley firm pro¬ 
duces the comic’s NBC show and 
has other enterprises, but this is 
its first television1 cleal other than 
the Gobel show itself. 

SKF BUYS BRACE OF 
MEDICINE SPECIALS 

NBC-TV this week sold two pub¬ 
lic affairs specials on medicine to 
Smith, Kline & French Labora¬ 
tories for airing in January and 
April. One is “Doctor B.,” the hour- 
long film on the general practi¬ 
tioner produced by Ben Park; the 
other is “Around the World in 
Medicine,” which SK&F itself is 
producing with David Lowe, on 
leave from NBC, currently touring 
a film crew around the world. 

"Doctor B.” has already been 
completed—it’s the story of the 
general practitioner, his problems, 
etc., as filmed through the experi¬ 
ences of Dr. A. John Bambara of 
Flemington. N.J. “Around the 
World,” still in production, is of 
■undetermined length. It will be in 
color, unlike the Park project. 
SK&F deal was f set via the Dore- 
mus-Eshleman agency of Philadel¬ 
phia. 

Jack Grogan to WABD 
John M. -’Jack) Grogan won't 

be continuing as program boss of 
WNEW. DuMont's newly acquired 
New York radio indie, after all. 
He’ll devote all his time to man¬ 
aging the program operation of 
DuMont's tv’er in New York, 
WABD. 

His WNEW dut;es are being as¬ 
sumed by Hal Moore, a gabber for 
the past 28 years. 

4----- 
Herb Baker as Writer, 

Director for Fisher 
Hollywood, June 4. 

Comedy writer Herb Baker has 
been inked as writer-director of 
Eddie Fisher’s new NBC-TV show, 
which bows Sept. 24 in alternate 
spot with George Gobel. Fisher 
also inked Buddy Bregman. to su¬ 
pervise all musical portions of his 
program. 

Abrahams Back 
At MCA on‘Crisis’ 
Mort Abrahams, for the past cou¬ 

ple of seasons exec prodeer of “Pro¬ 

ducers’ Showcase,” is returning to 

MCA to become producer of the 22 

live shows slated for the NBC-TV 

“Crisis” series next fall. Abra¬ 

hams had been with MCA prior to 

his Showcase Productions stint as 

exec producer on “General Electric 

Theatre” and other live MCA en¬ 

tries in the east. 
Abrahams’ new deal, which puts 

him in charge of a little over half 
of the “Crisis” shows (Alfred 
Hitchcock will film 10 and Revue 
Productions will do 10 others), re¬ 
unites him with his old “GE The¬ 
atre” director, Don Medford, who; 
has been named senior director on 
the live “Crisis” entries. Med¬ 
ford, since his “GE Theatre” stints, 
has been directing on film for Re¬ 
vue and Hitchcock. 

MCA and Abrahams are already 
working on properties for the 

! show, and already set is a Reginald 
Lawrence adaptation of John Stein¬ 
beck’^ short story, “The Ears of 
Johnny Bear.” Under negotiation 
are Emlyn Williams’ “Someone 
Waiting,” Patrick Hamilton’s “The 
Man Upstairs” and a drama pro¬ 
duced on the BBC titled “The ’Wit¬ 
ness.” 

ALL-STATE INSURANCE 
SRO’S TLAYHOUSE’ 

CBS-TV this week posted the 

SRO shingle on its “Playhouse 90” 

for the fall by signing. All-State 

Insurance, the Sears Roebuck sub- 

sid, for the .final alternate-week 

half-hour availability on the series. 

It’s All-State’s first television ven¬ 

ture, though the insurance outfit 

has been in network radio via spon¬ 
sorship of the Bill Stern sports 
show on ABC a couple of years 
back. 

Lineup on “Playhouse 9Q” for the 
fall has Bristol-Myers taking a full 
hour 6ri alternate weeks, with 
American Gas Assn., Marlboro, 
Kimberly-Clark (Kleenex) and all- 
State filling out the roster. Latter 
two are new, while the others hold 
over from the current season. All- 
State deal was set via the Leo 
Burnett agency of Chicago, 

P^RiEfr 

Swing and Sway with 

SAMMY KAYE 
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt Grill, 

New York. (Seventh week.) 
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC. 
Columbia Records Exclusively. 

. Just released: CHARM BRACE¬ 
LET. b/w PAST MY PRIME. 

Albums: SUNDAY SERENADE 
OP POETRY—MY FAIR LADY- 
BELLS ARE RINGING—WHAT 
MAKES SAMMY SWING._ 

22% Increase In 
Daytime Viewing 
Since April of ’56 
Stepped-up competition in day¬ 

time programming has paid off for 
all the networks and the independ¬ 
ents in the form Of a 22% increase 
in daytime viewing over the past 
year. That’s the word from Niel¬ 
sen, which indicates that as of 
April, the number of television 
homes ha$ increased by 8% while 
daytime sets-in-use are up 14%, 
with the result that the two trends 
combined have tilted daytime view¬ 
ing overall upwards hy some 22%^ 

In terms of actual viewers, the 
average-minute audience has risen 
by as much as 2,258,000 homes in a 
one-hour daytime period. That’s 
the weekday 4 to 5 p.m. slot, where 
the average-minute audience was 
11,201,000 homes during this past 
April, compared with 8,943,000 in 
April, 1956. Second largest gain is 
registered in the 1 to 2 p.m. period, 
where an increase of 2,031,000 
homes tilted the April, ’57 level to 
8,017,000. Other areas with gains 
of 1,000,000-plus homes are 11 to 
noon, noon to 1 p.m. and 2 to 3 
p.m., the latter the strongest with 
an increase of 1,992,000 homes. 

Totals show an increase in aver¬ 
age-minute home hours of viewing 
of 10,326,000 over a year ago, with 
the current level now at 56,829,000 
as compared with 46,503,000 in 
1956. That the competitive race 
between NBC $nd CBS is largely 
responsible for the increase in re¬ 
flected in the fact that NBC re-; 
shuffled its programming in virtu¬ 
ally all reas but the 10 to 11 pe¬ 
riod, where the gain was lowest, 
only 147,000 homes. I 

JOLUFFEE'S SLOT 
Hollywood, June 4. 

New post of sales service man¬ 
ager at KTLA has been filled by 
Dick Jolliffee, named last week by 
assistant general manager Henry 
R. Flynn. 

Jolliffee was formerly admin¬ 
istrative manager of CBS Radio 
sales service Staff in N. Y. 

Standard Brands, Nestle 
Daytime Coin for CBS-TV 

CBS-TV, which last week roped 
in some $6,000,000 in new day¬ 
time hillings, is continuing its 
spurt, having signed two new day¬ 
time bankrollersthis frame. Stand¬ 
ard Brands has purchased a quar¬ 
ter-hour weekly of “Edge of Night” 
while Nestle Co. has bought a quar¬ 
ter-hour of the Garry Moore show. 

Standard Brands deal represents 
a shift from NBC, where the food 
outfit sponsored Tennessee Ernie 
Ford hut is dropping out now that 
Ford is being replaced by “Bride & 
Groom.” 

Ralston-Purina 
Prefers ‘Arrow’ 

Ralston-Purina has pulled out of 

NBC-TV’s upcoming “Manhunt” 

and instead has purchased half of 

ABC-TV’s “Broken Arrow” for the 

fall. Meanwhile, Socony-Mobil Oil 

is poised Jo move In as alternate 

sponsor with American Toljafcco -on 
“Manhunt,” an MCA-Revue Produc¬ 
tions package starring Lee Marvin, 
which is scheduled to preem in the - 
NBC Friday at 9 slot come the fall. 

„■ Ralston had shared “Big Story” 
with American Tobacco for most 
of the current season, and when the 
latter decided to drop “Story” in 
favor of “Manhunt,” Ralston wasn't 
sure it wanted any part of the new 

[Show. Cereal outfit made its final 
decision over the weekend, drop¬ 
ping Its NBC slot and wrapping up 
the ABC-TV deal, where it will 
share “ArfmW’ with Miles Labora- 
tories. 7 \ 
' Socony, which has been sponsor¬ 
ing vidpix on a national spot basis 
in-the past, took an option on the 
Ralston spot when it learned the 
latter might drop out, and will 
probably finalize its alternate spon¬ 
sorship later this week. Agency, is 
Corhpton. 

Tinker’s’ Hefty Tally 
Cues Buildup To 90 Min. 

“Tinker’s Workshop,” which for 

the first time enjoys a rating edge 

over CBS-TV’s “Captain - Kanga¬ 

roo” in the New York ayem. Is 
being lengthened from 60 to 90 
minutes Monday (10). Now at 8 to 
9; and mostly Rjj^-with Gene Lon¬ 
don frontingrfor the • moppets, it 
will be extended to 9:30, with the 
last hour becoming solid cartoons 
under a “Tinker Tunes” title. 

In the May ARB report, “Tinker” 
pulled 4.8. to “Kangaroo’s” 3.2, 
while NBC-TV’s “Today” got' 3.3 
in New York. Bob Keeshan, who 
now performs as “Kangaroo” on 
the network showcasing, was local 
WABC-TV’s first “Tinker” a year 
and a half ago. - 

* --:-- 
Jim Coy To WOR 

Deejay Jim Coy, recently free¬ 
lancing and formerly with NBC 
and WNEW, has been hired >by 
WOR, N. Y., emceeing its new “Ra¬ 
dio New York” show, two hours of 
chatter, service and disk spinning 
from 4 to 6 p,m. 

The heavy stakes some indie tv 
stations have in sporting events— 
and the volcanic potentialities of 
toll tv to the present telecasting 
structure—-is underlined by the 
current New York baseball hassle, 
with, the Brooklyn Dodgers and the 
New York Giants eyeing greener 
fields in California, encouraged by 
Matty Fox’s Skiatron Corp. (See 
separate story ,ort Fox in film sec¬ 
tion). 

WPIX, the New York Daily News 
station, probably the most heavily 
scheduled baseball station in the 
country, carrying the Giants and- 
Yankees games, has a multi-million 
dollar stake in the unrest. And so 
has WOR-TV, the RKO Teleradio 
New York flagship, which telecasts 
the Dodgers games. 

Reportedly, Skiatron has pro¬ 
posed that if the Dodgers move to 
Los Angeles and the Giants to San 
Francisco, as suggested by soma 
quarters, a toll tv system would be 
Installed in the respective cities, 
with tv rights sold to other section 
of the country. Skiatron, under 

.deal, would guarantee the ball 
clubs more dough—and perhaps 
better attendance—than they are 
now getting from the tv stations. 
Deal is said to guarantee Dodgers 
$2,000,000 annually, for example. 
WPIX is understood, to pay the 
Yanks $750,000 and tne Giants, one 
of the teams in question, $600,000 
for telecasting the games^ Another 
$750,000 goes to the ’Dodgers 
for WOR-TV’s telecasting of the 
Dodgers schedule. 

The popular baseball telecasts 
not only mean tall revenues for the 
two indie stations—all the games 
are fully sponsored, as well as pre 
and post-game shows—but they are 
one of the potent “live” program¬ 
ming vehicles for the indies in 

(Continued on page 40) 

G-T Sells Trice^ 
As Night TV Entry. 

; Goodson - Todman Productions 
has finally found a nighttime spot 

‘ on NBC-TV for their current day- 
timer, “The Price Is Right.” Net- 

| work has accepted an order Tor the 
.Monday 7:30 period fop the give¬ 
away stanza, with Spiedel stepping 

■■ in for alternate-week sponsorship. 
Other week Is still open. 

Spiedel and G-T had been angl¬ 
ing for the Saturday at 10 period 
bridged hy Gisele MacKenzie and 
“Your Hit Parade,” but the netn. 
work nixed that spot On the ground 
that “Price” .didn’t fit the Satur¬ 
day night framework. That Sat¬ 
urday spot, is still open, Incident¬ 
ally, with the network not yet hav¬ 
ing made, up its mind whether to 
accept a Quaker Oats order for 
half of “Jane Wyman Theatre” or 
to hold out for a sale on “Hi-Lo,” 
its new Barry & Enright compan¬ 
ion-piece to “Twenty-One.” 

Deal for Monday night firms up 
the schedule, if not the complete 
sponsorship picture, for Mondays. 
Schedule kicks off with “Price” at 
7:30, “Restless Gun” at 8, “Wells 
Fargo’5 at 8:30, “Twenty-One” at 9, 
“Action” (For Alcoa and Good¬ 
year) at 9:30 and “Crisis” at 10 to 
11. Deal also leaves only one day 
in NBC’s new 7:30-8 strip open, 
Tuesdays. Besides “Price,” there’s 
“Wagon Train” on Wednesdays, 
“Tic Tac Dough” Thursdays and 
Sterling Drug’s “Inspector Mark 

| Saber” Fridays. 

Plight of the Legit Actor in TV 
Decline of the live 60-minute dramatic* showcase ton television 

(Alcoa-Goody ear, Kaiser Aluminum-Arm strong Cork, Robert Mont¬ 
gomery Presents, etc.) comes as a major blow to legit talent in 
New York. Within the span of the past decade, legit performers 
have come to rely more and more on tv assignments in carrying 
them through the slack periods on Broadway, and in many cases 
major ranking featured performers have, doubled and sometimes 
trebled their incomes by doubling into video dramatics. 

However, with more and more of the network slots being con¬ 
verted into-celluloid attractions next season, it’s the Coast actor 
who stands to benefit from the transition. 

Similarly; the plight of the producer and director In the hour 
drama sweepstakes is becoming more and more acute. The free¬ 
lancer, regardless of his stature, has run into the vacuum, with as¬ 
signments few and far between. Even, those who. have been staff 
employed as part of hour packages are finding it rough going, 
scanning the legit and film horizons for possible assignments. 

Symptomatic of what’s been happening was the instance couple 
weeks hack o: a topflight producer-director with a flock of awards 
to his credit for standout hour dramas whose contract was bought 
up by a network. The guy, in effect, was told to “get lost” because 
there was no work in sight. 
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DEMOCRACY AT WORE 
There can be no question but that CBS-TV’s hour exclusive 

interview with Soviet Chief Nikita Khrushchev on “Face The 
Nation” Sunday (2) was electronics Journalism at its enter¬ 
prising best; public affairs programming of the highest level. 
It was, too, the fulfillment of the realization of tv's tremendous 
impact as one of the truly great instruments toward bringing 
the peoples of the world together and helping them to under¬ 
stand pne another. “Face The Nation” was, in brief, democracy 
at work. 

Yet there were rumblings out of Washington yesterday CTues.) 
that some of our older—and younger—statesmen within the 
Congressional precincts don’t see eye to eye on CBS’ commend¬ 
able enterprise, and it could well be that before many more 
hours elapse that a fullscale gangup emanating from highTD. G, 
places will be directed against the network for inspiring the 
Kremlin telecast that permitted the nation’s viewers to see and 
hear Khrushchev at intimate range. 

Any such attempt to bottle up tv at Its democratic best would 
be most unfortunate. 

Lee De Forest at 83 Still Tinkers; 
Sez He Was Disk Jock 50 Yrs. Ago 

San Francisco, June A. 
Lee De Forest, in Frisco last 

week to receive his fifth honorary 
doctorate of science, reported his 
latest invention is a revolutionary 
flat-tube tv set. 

The 83-year-old ■'‘father of radio" 
said of his new set: 

“It would be only four inches 
thick and could hang on the wall 
like a picture. I think it will be 
marketable in five years and will 
cost less than $500.” 

Thus quickly disposing of his 
latest gadget, now being perfected 
at his Hollywood laboratories, he 
reported he had a couple of other 
projects in the works. One, he 
said, is a “light amplifier” for tv 
pictures, another is a new color tv 
process and a third is a magnetic 
tape-recording system for tv pic¬ 
tures. 

•Then he recalled that he was the 
first disk jockey—ever. 

“It was just 50 years ago I 
played a record over the air for 
the first time. Tn 1907 I had a 
little laboratory on the top floor 
of the Parker Building at 19th 
Street and Fourth Avenue in New 
York. The next year the building 
burned down and if I hadn’t been 
in Chicago at the time I would’ve 
burned with it.” 

He continued: . 
“I played the Wilfiam Tell 

Overture—a lot finer piece of mu¬ 
sic than the present-day bop bop 

(Continued on page 40) 

Max Factor Coin 
To ‘Whiting Gris 
Max Factor is moving into CBS- 

TV for a summer ride, with the 
cosmetic outfit due to pick up half 
the tab on “Those Whiting Girls” 
during the hot days. “Whiting 
Girls” is serving as the Monday 
night summer replacement fop “I 
Love Lucy,” and as the transition 
show between “LUcy” and the 
Danny Thomas stanza when that 
tikes over the “Lucy” slot in the' 
fan. 

General Foods, which will pick 
up the full tab on the Thomas 
show come fall, will yield alternate 
weeks, to the cosmetic outfit for 
the summer only. Factor was 
repped by the Anderson, McCon¬ 
nell agency and starts on July 10. 

Margaret O’Brien Series 
To Get ABC-TV Slotting 

Bollywood, June 4. 
ABC-TV has purchased “Mag¬ 

gie,” Margaret - O’Brien-^tarring 
comedy telepix series produced hy 
McCadden, in a deal set here by 
net’s tv Veepee, Oliver Treyz, and 
McCadden prexy George Bums. 
Famous Artists agency sat in on 
negotiations. 

Remington-Rand is reported in¬ 
terested for Sunday at 9. N 

.‘If* All Right, Ma’ . 
. 4 Shortly after CBS radio’s 
“Ma Perkins” had Expressed 
concern about the unexplained 
absence of a local doctor in 
the fictional drama, the spon¬ 
sor of the long-running^Berial 
received the following letter: 

“Please tell Ma Perkins not 
to worry about the disappear¬ 
ance of Doc Henderson. I 
heard him doing commercials 
on the Noodle Soup Hour, so 
he's all right.” 

NBC Axes Ionite 
(Title & All), Subs 
New Paar Layout 

NBC-TV will drop “Tonight” in 
mid-July and substitute in its place 
a still untitled variety show star¬ 
ring Jack Paar. The new Paar 
starrer will originate in the Hud¬ 
son Theatre, site of the old Steve 
Allen ‘Tonight” segment, and. will 
feature a 12-piece orch, three guest 
stars nightly, an additional record¬ 
ing star and a comedy panel. It 
will occupy the 11:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
period, same as the old “Tonight” 
format. 

In dispensing, with the current 
“Tonight” format as well as the 

■ title, NBC will terminate its con- 
racts with columnists By Gardner, 
Irv Kupcinet, Vernon Scott and 
Paul Coates, since remotes will he 
eliminated entirely. Bob Considine 
may stay on to .handle news seg- 

(Continued on page 34) 

$2,225,000 To CBS Radio 
On New Biz, Renewals; 

NBC's $500,000 Orders 
CBS4 Radio pulled in another 

$2,225,000 gross in new business 
and renewals this week via a pair 
of 52-week .deals, some shortterm 
saturation business and a pair of 
renewals. The annual contracts 
consisted of a Sleep-Eze purchase 
of a seven-and-a-half-minute seg¬ 
ment of “House Party” starting 
July 30, while Kitchens of Sara 
Lee Inc. bought a quarter-hour 
segment of Arthur Godfrey per 
week plus an extra segment every 
fourth week. Sara Lee is new to 
network radio. 

In the shortterm category, Toni 
bought 20 seven-and-a-half-minute 
daytime segments over a four-week 
span starting July 12, while Dodge 
purchased a 10-week campaign of 
five “Impact Plan” segments a 
week starting June 15. R. J. 
Reynolds renewed three five-min¬ 
ute segments per week of “Sports 
Time” for 25 weeks, while Chevro- 

(Continued on page 38) 

. It’s now Jaffe, Katz, Moselle 3c 
Schier, with Henry Jaffe:;gettLng 
top billing in an amalgamation of 
his roster of legal clients with that 
of JAck Katz, the Gen. Artists 
Corp. counsel and boasting one of 
the most enviable singer client 
lists extant, ranging from Perry 
Como, Patti Page, Guy Mitchell, 
Pat Boone to Jaye P. Morgan. It’s 
probably one of the biggest legal 
Show biz raushroomings in many 
years, parlaying the Jaffe-Dinah 
Shore allegiance, not to mention 
Leland Hayward, Lindsay & 
Crouse, Grace Kelly, etc. with the 
ex-Katz, Moselle Sc Schier clientele 
of singetfs together with Cunning¬ 
ham Sc Walsh, Official Films, Mar¬ 
tin Block; Frank Cooper, Cadence 
Records, Filmways, Dancer, Fitz¬ 
gerald & Sample, et al. 

Other partners are Lee Moselle, 
formerly of the Howard Reinheim- 
er law office, and Walter Schier, 
ex-CBS, both of. whom joined Katz 
about two and a half years ago. 
. Thus Henry Jaffe, already in¬ 
volved in multiple production deals 
(both live ant'. film) via his Henry 
Jaffe Associates, spans even wider 
theatrical, horizons since the Jaffe 
Sc Jaffe divorcement and break¬ 
away from brother Saul. In his 
two-way legal-inipresarlo status all 
rolled up into a self-made spectac¬ 
ular, the production unit wrill be 
represented*on the various fronts 
by the new law firm, with Jaffe 
virtually yverseeing a “show biz 
empire” in talent-production. 

Almost immediately after the 
J & J splitup, Henry Jaffe wrapped 
up the biggest single sponsor deal 
in network <annals, with Chevrolet 
committing itself to $12,000,000 
time-and-program outlay for Sun¬ 
day night 9 to 10 on NBC-TV 50 
weeks of the year. Dinah Shore 
will do from 20 to 24 of the hour 
shows. This remains his primary 
concern. Jaffe hasn’t yet decided 
on the other segments; plans off¬ 
beat ventures on some of them. 

Then came his deal for a half- 
hour series to be helmed by Shirley 
Temple, and last week Jaffe con¬ 
summated a multi-million dollar 
deal with. Screen Gems whereby 
the latter will'film four 39-week 
series (mostly in the half-hour area 
but including an hour “Ten Com¬ 
mandments” series). These won’t 
start rolling until the fall of ’58, 
giving Jaffe time meanwhile to 
crystallize the various series. All 
the films will bear the Henry Jaffe 
production imprint. * 

Lindsay Sc Crouse are currently 
blueprinting a series for Jaffe, and 
the latter is also at work on a pro¬ 
jected American Theatre. Wing 
“Command Performance” series. 
(See separate story.) Larry White, 
Bill Phillipson and James Sauter 
are three key aides in implement- 

1 ing the Jaffe productions schedule. 
Jaffe takes about 30 clients over 

to the newly-amalgamated law 
firm, with a flock of other being 
turned over to Mort Becker and 
Jack London, eot-Jaffe' aides who 
have formed their own law setup 
with Becker taking over from Jaffe; 
the counsel role for the American 
Federation of Radio - Television 
Artists—with the blessings of 
everyone involved. 

MIKE BURKE TO LONDON 
TO HEAD CBS OFFICE 

CBS-TV has formalized its plan 
for a London programming office 
with the appointment of Michael 
Burke as director of network pro¬ 
grams, England. Burke left for 
England over the weekend with 
CBS-TV exec v.p. Hubbell Robin¬ 
son Jr. to set up aftLondon office. 

Burke, formerly >with Warner 
Bros, and ex-executive director of 
Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bai¬ 
ley Circus, will cover the entire 
programming field in England. He 
will scout and set up arrangements 
for coproduction deals there, as 

[well as clearing and purchasing 
! scripts and* properties and signing 
creative, production and perform¬ 
ing talent from England and the 

| Continent. 

Ho w CBS Radio Fares on Clearing 
Decks for Ford Deal May Hold 

Answer to Networks' Dilemma 
‘Caesar Greatest’: Allen 

Chicago, June 4. 
Tribute was paid to Sid 

Caesar here last week by fel-~ 
low funnyman Steve Allen, 
who called the unemployed 
multiple - award - winner “the 
greatest comic of our -day.” 

“Many of the older comedi¬ 
ans established . their great¬ 
ness in a handful of movies,” 
Allen said, “but Caesar * has 
been burning up material on 
tv every week for eight years 
—and only gets better.” 

If Caesar’s popularity is not 
as great as that of some lesser 
video talents, Allen said, “it 
may be because Sid never 
transmits his own personality 
on tv but submerges it for 
whatever satirical role he 
might be assuming. 

lux Video’Throws 
In Min. Sponge, 
Back to Half-Hr. 

“Lux Video Theatre,” It’s report¬ 
ed, has decided to throw in the 
sponge as an hour entry and is 
relinquishing half of its Thursday 
night 10 to 11 time on NBC-TV, re¬ 
taining the first half-hopr in revert¬ 
ing back to a 30-minute stanza. 

Move, it’s known, had been un¬ 
der consideration for some weeks, 
an expediency stemming largely 
fromu downgraded ratings. It’s a 
signal victory for CBS-TV and its 
“Playhouse 90” dramatics, which, 
In the competing Thursday seg¬ 
ment, has been causing all the Lux 
trouble—and audience defection. 
Prior to CBS innovating Its “Play¬ 
house 90” series, the big play had 
been going’ to NBC and the Lux 
brand of drama. 

Apart from the full hour, pro¬ 
gram casualty, the Lux decision to 
cut back to a half-hour is a major 
blow to the network insofar as be¬ 
ing compelled to relinquish the 
i0:30 to 11 period to the stations. 
There’s about a cool $1,000,000 net¬ 
work loss involved in the stations 
recapturing the time (but on the 
other hand, NBC is grabblin' off the 
the Monday night 10:30 ra^ll sta¬ 
tion time period for its upcoming 
“Crisis^ series, which balances the 
score). 

Agency on the Lux account 
(Lever Bros.) is J. Walter Thomp¬ 
son. 

NBC Radio, Too, Nixes 
Dominican Republicjiid 

For Galindez Rebuttal 
NBC Radio, this week turned 

down a request from the Domini¬ 
can Republic for the purchase of 
time with which to “rebut” com-| 
petitor CBS Radio’s hourlong doc-: 
umentary on the Galindez-Murphy 
case. Earlier last week, CBS -it¬ 
self had refused both a request for 
free time to answer its docu¬ 
mentary and had indicated it would 
not sell time to the Trujillo re-, 
gime for a rebuttal. 

After CBS nixed both free and 
paid time, the Dominican Republic 
Information Center applied to NBC 
with a request for paid time In 
which it could state its case. NBC 
;efused on the basis that the Galin¬ 
dez-Murphy controversy Is a news 
story which' the network itself has 
covered-from time to time, and be¬ 
cause it would not broadcast any¬ 
thing of a news nature the con¬ 
tents of which it cannot control. 

CBS’, documentary, narrated by 

Network radio Is facing its sever¬ 
est television-radio crisis this sum¬ 
mer. At stake is the very future 
of networking, for whereas in the 
past the webs’ key problem has 
been one of declining revenues, the 
impending crisis strikes at the 
structural heart of the network 
concept itself. 

Decisions made this summer will 
in fact determine whether radio 
can expand and resume some meas¬ 
ure of its onetime greatness or 
whether it must continue in Its 
present skeleton form and even¬ 
tually wither on the vine. 

Key to the situation is the $5,- 
500,000 CBS deal with Ford, for it 
pinpoints the entire problem. Much 
of the Ford business is In station 
option time, and the future of net¬ 
working will ride or fall on the de¬ 
gree to which CBS’ affiliates clear 
for this time. 

There’s little doubt that clearing 
for early morning and late after¬ 
noon periods will mean substantial 
losses in revenues for the sta¬ 
tions, since these car-radio hours 
are among local AM’s highest- 
priced and highest-rated periods. 
But if CBS fails to clear the decks 
for the Ford deal, there’s great ap¬ 
prehension that other blue-chip ad¬ 
vertisers will he discouraged from 
moving back into the medium. 

The issue actually boils down to 
a station-level evaluation of “are 
networks necessary?" Local radio 
has done a powerful job over the 
past two or three years in making 
itself a highly profitable business, 
without help from the networks. 
In fact, some key Mutual affiliates 
at the NARTB in Chicago ex¬ 
pressed a remarkably candid lack 
of concern over whether MBS sur¬ 
vives or'folds on the basis of its 
limited service plan now in effect 
One such affiliate stated that a 
network affiliation other than CBS’ 
is “worthless.”' 

But now CBS itself faces tlia 
same problem. In their decisions 
on the Ford clearance, the CBS af- 

(Continued on page 34) 

Buick’sSGFor 
Title Bout on TV 

Buick Division of General Mo¬ 
tors is picking up a $250,000 tab 
to telecast the heavyweight cham¬ 
pionship bout between Floyd Pat¬ 
terson and Tommy (Hurricane) 
Jackson at the Polo Grounds July 
29 via NBC-TV. Bout is being in¬ 
dependently promoted by Emil 
Lence (who used to promote the 
DuMont fights from Eastern Park¬ 
way Arena, Brooklyn), with Lence 
due to get $175,000 for the rights 
from Buick. 

Consultant to Lence in the deal 
was Les Arries, former sports di¬ 
rector of DuMont and ABC and 
now freelancing. Deal calls for a 
blackout Within a 75-mile radius 
of New York, but a 200-station 
lineup throughout the rest of the 
country. This is the first inde¬ 
pendently promoted bout to be 
telecast on NBC for years, since 
the International Boxing Club has 
had an exclusive pact with the web 
for its Gillette-sponsored Friday 
night fight?. The Patterson-Jackson 
go will be on a Monday night. 

Porteous to Chi CBS 
Roy Porteous, former head of 

NBC-TV’s “Today’V‘Home”-“To- 
nlght” sales unit, has joined CBS- 
TV’s network sales department in 
Chicago as an account exec. 

Porteous, who had headed up the 
“T-H-T” unit for several years, 
bowed out of NBC a couple of 
months ago when the sales unit was 
absorbed into the web’s regular 
sales department. Since that time, 
web has decided to drop “Home,” 
putting the final stamp on the 
breakup of the operation. 
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Com’l TV Films Now Valuable 

Dollar Earner for Britain: Fraser 
Glasgow, June 4. 4* 

Indie tv in Britain is helping 
the nation as a valuable dollar 
earner, according to Sir Robert 
Fraser, Director-General of the In¬ 
dependent Television Authority. 

He said here that American films 
do not account for more than 
about 14'.£ of the total running, 
time of their programs. “We are, 
in our second year, earning from 
the sales of British films to. Amer¬ 
ican television quite enough to 
pay for all our American imports. 

"We are a dollar-earner, not a 
dollar-spender, in our second year." 

They had a most wonderful op¬ 
portunity, he said, of establishing 
themselves as a British source of 
tv material for the whole world. 

Independent Television had made 
a very remarkable flying Btart in 
capturing that opportunity, and the 
foundation of that success must be 
a two-way transatlantic exchange. 

Sir Robert said Independent Tel¬ 
evision was a challenge because it 
had before it all the time the chal¬ 
lenge that it must be wanted by the 
viewers or else collapse. 

Fund for Republic 
Newsfilmery Axed 

Hollywood, June 4. 
Fund for the Republic’s news- 

film operation, headed by George 
Martin Jr.t will wind at end of 
this month, following showing of 
special documentary, "Segregation 
in the South," on ABC-TV on June 
16. Chop-off was result of empha¬ 
sis change by Fund, which is sup¬ 
ported by Ford Foundation coin, 
from direct info operation toward 
research-study projects. Decision 
was made in mid-May by Fund’s 
board of directors, meeting in N. Y. 

Newsfilm operation Ifks been 
working under a $200,000 grant 
since September, 1955, employing 
Martin, Herbert Bernard and Mrs. 
Ruth Marcinak as fulltime person¬ 
nel, and approximately five occa¬ 
sional freelancers. During 22 
months of operation, unit has sup¬ 
plied 115 newsclips to all major 
net news programs and newsreel 
services, as well as "Segregation" 
documentary. Fund’s newsreel unit 
covered stories with civil liberties 
angles for nets and services, sup¬ 
plying them with film clips. How¬ 
ever, Fund didn’t take sides, but 
merely covered in straight news 
fashion, Martin emphasizes. 

Future plans of Fund personnel 
aren’t set yet, according to Mar¬ 
tin. 

Pete McGovern To NTA 
Fete McGovern has. joined the 

NTA Film Network as director of 
network promotion, while Harry 
Pertka has joined the web’s sales 
arm. McGovern, who reports to 
National Telefilm Associates pro¬ 
motion chief Marty Roberts, was 
last with Ed Byron’s indie pack¬ 
aging firm and previously with 
Young & Rubicam. 

Fremantle Tops 
Cross 

O’Seas in Year 
Fremantle Overseas Radio lc 

Television grossed over $1,000,000 
in sales miring the past 12 months, 
beginning the 10th year of the 
company’s operations. Its presi¬ 
dent Paul Talbot said that "diversi¬ 
fication" was the best way a tele¬ 
film distrib could made a decent 
buck in the overseas market today. 

Talbot said that about $600,000 
of the sum made was via various 
foreign telepix contracts, while the 
better part of the remaining $400,- 
000 and some odd came from the 
sale of Olympic film rights in the-, 
atrical form. A "negligible” part 
of the whole came from radio prop¬ 
erties, the field in which FORTV 
hegan. 

Talbot, who had called his for¬ 
eign branch managers together in 
New York Monday (3) for a sales 
powwow, said while $600,000 isn’t 
a devastating sum, it is excellent for 
the foreign video market, and it is 
easier to sell FORTV’s kind of cel- 
luloidal potpourri (features, cul¬ 
ture stuff, Encyclopaedia Britan- 
nica films and Sterling Television’s 
"Movie Museum," etc.) because 
single pieces of product could be 
sold as Opposed to regular telefilm 
skeins. Value of such dfeals is that 
single-show formats tend to elimi¬ 
nate opposition to obvious oversup¬ 
plies of U. S. exports and also at¬ 
tune to the local tastes. 

In New York for the weeklong 
sales session were Lane Blackwell, 
manager of the British and Con¬ 
tinental division of FORTV; Ralph 
Ellis, general manager of Fre¬ 
mantle of Canada, and Rene An- 
selmo, head of Fremantle y TV, 
S. A., in Mexico. Latter two offices 
are separate companies. 

JIMMY DANNY 

NELSON ^ O’DAY 
Jackie Gleason Show, June 8th - 

Currently TV spokesman 
for the Nestle Co. 

Management—Mercury Artists Corp. 
730 Fifth Ave., New York, JU 6—6500 

Brit. Film Finance 
Corp. Makes Loans 
For Telefilm Prod. 

London, June 4, 
The National Film Finance Corp., 

whose function is to support the 
British motion picture industry, is 
now prepared to make loans for the 
production of telefilms. David 
Kingslej', managing director of the 
NFFC, told a press confab that al¬ 
ready one such loan *had been 
made, but refused to reveal the 
name of the company concerned. 

He denied that the corporation 
had deviated from its original pur¬ 
pose in making the loan, and added 
that the production of British tele¬ 
films was in the national interest. 
A suggestion that the NFFC was 
acting beyond their powers by mak¬ 
ing these loans, because it was their 
sole purpose to support the produc¬ 
tion _of cinematograph pictures, 
was refuted by Kingsley who said 
the words "cinematograph films” 
had never been interpreted to 
mean pictures showing in theatres 
only. They had the backing of the 
Board of Trade on this matter, he 
said. 

Wm. Morris, Greenthal 
Awards Ys. Matty Fox 

In $127,227 Court Rap 
Two judgments against Matty 

Fox and his Motion Pictures for 
Television, totaling $127,227, were 
entered in N. Y. Supreme Court 
last week. One, in favor of the 
William Morris agency, v’as for 
$100,341, while the other, for Mon¬ 
roe Greenthal ad agency, was for 
$26,886. 

The William Morris complaint 
charged that Fox, on behalf of 
MPTV and his Reynard Interna¬ 
tional Corp., had signed a promis¬ 
sory note in February of 1956 for 
$244,000 with Morris as trustee. 
Payment was to have been made 
by March of 1956, but at that 
point a balance of $239,000 re¬ 
mained, which Morris sued to re¬ 
cover. The Morris agency was 
acting as trusiee for the Berliner 
Comertzbank, A.G., which had ad¬ 
vanced the money in connection 
with 26 "Flash Gordon” telefilms 
produced for MPTV in Berlin by 
Inter-Continental Television Film 
Corp. 

Judgment for Greenthal agency 
stemmed from a complaint that 
MPTV had piled up bills amount¬ 
ing to $58,531 between September 

- of 1953 and September of 1956 in 
connection with advertising serv¬ 
ices rendered. Fox had paid only 
$31,645, the Greenthal agency 
claimed, and the judgment was for 
the balance. 

M&A’s Post ’51 Pix 
M & A Alexander has acquired 

distribution rights to three post- 
’51 features "This Is My Love,” 
“Wicked City,” and "Saint’s Girl 
Friday," all . indie productions. 
Earlier, outfit in a deal with Uni¬ 
versal acquired tv distribution 
rights to “Saxon Charmer” and 
“Red Canyon.” 

In the rerun field, M & A Alex¬ 
ander has taken over distribution 
of a group of 24 features from 
Standard Television. Group in¬ 
cludes “Lady In the Iron Mask,” 
“Moon and Sixpence” and “Copa- 
cabana.” 

Moxey’s London-to-N.Y. 
On Tugboat Annie’ Pix 

London, June 4. 
John Moxey, drama department 

chief for Associated-Rediffusion, 
the ^London weekday commercial 
tv programmers, will be flying to 
New York within the next couple 
of weeks for confabs on the pro¬ 
duction of 39 half-hour programs 
titled “The Adventures of Tugboat 
Annie.” 

The series is to be produced 
jointly by A-R and Television Pro¬ 
grams of America. The deal was 
set up recently between John 
McMillan, A-R’s controller of pro¬ 
grams knd Milton A. Gordon, TPA 
prexy. The telepix will be lensed 
in Canadian studios in association 
with Lever Bros, of Canada. The 
series will be aired simultaneously 
in Britain, Canada and the U.S. in 
October. 

Telepix Followup Comment 
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Whirlybirds 
For the best results, “Whiriy-- 

birds” should be shown while the 
towheads are still- awake.- It’s- a 
kind of “Lone Ranger” and Tonto 
formula with a pinwheel beanie. 

Having all the characteristics of 
the old cliffhangers, except the 
cliffside endings, this series still 
depends for its appeal on the heli¬ 
copter itself, a vehicle of the fu¬ 
ture that’s already in use. Its epi¬ 
sodes illustrate’ the number of uses 
a whirlybird can be put to. and in 
the chapter caught for followup 
comment the 'copter was used in 
the old cops-and-robbers game. 

It’s a script that keeps the stunt¬ 
men working. Co-heroes Chuck 
Martin and P. T. (Craig Hill and 
Ken Tobey) involve themselves in 
a three-way chase through a for¬ 
est, getting the bad guys and res¬ 
cuing the good guys before the po¬ 
lice arrive. The Whirlybird ge.ts 
into the actual fight too, knocking 
one of the villains off a precipice. 
As with the story, the dialog has 
been heard before. Facing the 
gravest danger, Chuck’s line is: 
“It can’t be as bad as Korea.” And 
when the heroes are roundly 
thanked at the flnish: "It’s all in a 
day’s work.” Naturally, it ends 
with the Whirly flying off into the 
sunset. 

"Whirlybirds” sticks °to the old 
oater recipe without shame, and 
the story spools itself out smooth¬ 
ly. Photographically, it’s pretty 
bland except for some excellent 
shots of the helicopter. Les. 

Silent Service 
A semi-documentary style makes 

credible a script that packs as 
much action into a half-hour as 

normally occurs in a full-length - 
adventure film. In the segment 
caught for followup, the subma¬ 
rine Tigrone rescues the crews of 
four bombers, eludes an enemy 
ship, weathers a precipitation of. 
depth charges, sweats'out damage 
by an explosion, survives it all, 
and limps gloriously home with a 
record for World War II sub¬ 
marine lifeguard operations. In 
between, a couple of planes crash 
land in the water, a man dives 
overboard to save another, an Air 
Corps major goes nearly berserk 
in the sub’s greatest crisis, and 
Schlitz gives out with a couple of 
beer commercials. 

So much activity and excitement 
compensates for a virtually sus- 
penseless- story-line, and it’s great¬ 
ly to the directorial credit of Jean 
Yarbrough that the script is kept 
evenly paced and absorbing. It 
called for some pretty tricky writ¬ 
ing, too, to pare down each hap¬ 
penstance to a bare moment and 
to work in the human interest and 
education angles. 

In the principal parts, the acting - 
was generally all right; in bit 
roles,-notably *the sub’s crew, some 
of-the comedy touches were muffed 
by an inferior delivery of lines. - 
Brief interview at the show’s close 
with the Tigerone’s actual skipper 
In the war, Rear Admiral Hiram 
Cassidy, retired, establishes the 
veracity of the script but is disillu¬ 
sioning. The real Cassidy, oldish 
and bald, is nothing like the dash¬ 
ing Jack Kelly who played the 
role. _ 

Despite the title. "Silent Serv¬ 
ice” is not the kind of telefilm 
conductive to dozing. Bat an eye 

.. and you miss two depth charges 
-4and a plane crash. Les. 

Strip-Sister 0 
Hollywood, June 4. 

June Havoc, who is, of 
course,, sister of Gypsy Rose 
Lee, last week starred in a 
"Panic’’ telefilm in the role of 
a "refined stripper.” 

Miss Havoc, who left over 
weekend for Gotham to star 
in CBS-TV “Studio One” 
drama, is reported confabbing 
with Swift & Co. execs anent 
sponsorship of a weekly half- 
hour live color show, in mu¬ 
sical vein. Swift sponsored re¬ 
cent NBC-TV ' spec, "Mr. 
Broadway,” in which Miss Ha¬ 
voc co-starred. 

Gotta Plan Way Ahead 
Indicative of the earlier *n* earlier "next season” planning in¬ 

volved in telepix production, along with the multiple problems In¬ 
volved in selling shows on a network basis. Screen Gems has 
scheduled a week-to-10 days of 1958 program planning, meetings 
for New York starting June 17. Irving Briskin, Screen Gems pro¬ 
duction veep, will plane in for huddles with v.p.-general manager 
Ralph Cohn and sales veep John H, Mitchell to go over new prop¬ 
erties and treatments for the *58 semester. 

One key discussion will surround the matter of pilot films— 
whether or not it makes sense to use pilots as the basis of a sales 
pitch. 

Liquidating the pilots Screen Gems now has on hand is. no 
problem, an exec points out, although It’s the company’s intention 
to shelve most of its pilots for another try in January and March. 
Cost of those pilots SG wishes to "dump” can be recouped via use 
of the films in summer replacement anthologies Screen Gems has 
sold over two seasons plus subsequent syndication, or in some 
requests from other -producers for "emergency” shows. Even if 
the. company take a loss on its pilots, it can amortize that loss over i] 
four years so that the total effect is negligible in light of the cam- -1 
pany’s overall income. However, it’s not SG’s concern with the 
cost of pilots that’s as pressing as its fears that pilots just,may not 
pay off. 

Irv Brecher Steps Down 
In Norden Exec Revamp; 

To Prep New Projects 
Hollywood, June 4. 

Irving Brecher, producer of Nor¬ 
den (Norfolk-McCadden) "People’s 
Choice” telepix series, voluntarily 
stepped down In an exec realign¬ 
ment last week, to work on other 
telepic-feature film projects. As¬ 
sociate producer E. J. Rosenberg 
moves into the Brecher spot, and 
Frank Gill and G. Carleton Brown, 
series scripters, take on additional 
duties as associate producers. Star 
Jackie Cooper, who’s been dou¬ 
bling as director, continues in both 
capacities. 

"Choice” was recently renewed 
by Rorden and American Home 
Foods, for third- year on NBC-TV. 
Brecher has been producer since 
start. A partner in Norfolk .with 
Cooper and Rosenberg, he’ll con¬ 
tinue to oversee scripting, with 
Alan Lipscott and Bob Fisher re¬ 
turning to writing fold With Gill 
and Brown. \ 

Among new Norfolk projects is 
"The Big Time,” action-adventure 
telepix series, with target date for 
1958-59 season. 

Brecher also has purchased 
“Doubles in Death,” suspense novel 
by William Grew, as a possible solo 
feature-film venture. He’s mulling 
lensing “Doubles” in Great Britain. 

Ray Flin to Kenya As 
G-K Production Manager 

Hollywood, June 4. 
Gross-Krasne Inc. has set Ray 

Flin to be production manager 
with Kenya Productions Ltd., Afri¬ 
can firm lensing two teleseries for 
G-K distrib in Africa. Flin took off 
yesterday (Mon.) for Kenya to as¬ 
sume duties. 

He’ll join Hal Klein, recently 
named production coordinator be¬ 
tween G-K and Kenya Productions, 
in London, where Klein Is also cm 
route to African shooting. 

AGGIE 
(Cut Glass) 
With Joan Shawlee, Christopher ^ 

Lee, Ehnst Ulman, Pejter Bull, 
John Miller, others 

Producer: Michael Sadlier 
Director: John GuiUermin 
Writer: Martin Stern 
30 Mins. (Syndication) 

RKO Television, which inked a 
deal for U.S. and Canadian dis¬ 
tribution rights to “Aggie,” along, 
with another British-produced im¬ 
port “Sailor of Fortune,” recently 
put “Aggie” into syndication, sell¬ 
ing it to KTTV, Los Angeles, and 
a few other markets. 

Brash, comely Joan Shawlee, an 
American girl who has been 
around in show biz, stars in the 
series, made up of 26 episodes. 
Judging from “Cut Glass,”.one.of 
the initial segments, it shapes up' 
as a serviceable show, fairly enter* 
taining, despite some .weaknesses. 
One plus factor is that in the cur¬ 
rent first-run field, there is hardly 
oqe of its type around, the “Aggie” 
series dealing - with an American 
femme buyer abroad who gets en-. 
tangled*in many misadventures, all 
the situations treated in a light, 
•breezy vein. Show, when aired in 
Britain, did quite well on ATV, 
placing fourth last April among the 
Top 10 Nielsen rated programs on 
ATV*s London and Birmingham 
stations. 

Whether the Aggie character will 
be as popular with American audi¬ 
ences remains to be seen. In seg-. 
ment seen, she outsmarts most 
everyone, including a Scotland 
Yard beau, and takes her romance 
lightly. Femme has a lot of bounce 
and vitality,’ but tends to over-dom- 
inate proceedings end has a faul$ 
of mugging occasionally. 

Scripter Martin Stern and direc¬ 
tor John Guillerman keeps things 
at a lively pace. Supporting cast is 
competent. Most of action seen in 
“Cut Glass” takes place in in- 
teroirs, with the locale being in 
London. Other episodes take Aggie 
to many other world capitals. “Cut 
Glass” concerns gem smugglers 
and their capture, with Aggie 
threatened with torture by a den¬ 
tist’s drill before she’s rescued, 
yup. In the nick of time. 'Boro. 

Wm. Spier to Roll With 
Agatha Christie Series 

Hollywood, June 4. 
Femme - slanted suspense - mys¬ 

tery telepix series, entitled “Worn-, 
en in the Case”' is being prepped 
by producer-writer William Spier, 
with rights to Agatha Christie 
mystery tales already, tied up for 
project 
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PILOTS’ ARE NOT THE ANSWER 
REACTIONS OF $60-70,000,000 Domestic Gross PRESENT SYSTEM 

AGENCT, CLIENT On Syndicated Pix Seen For ’57 ECONOMIC HASTE 
Agencies and clients, while rec- ( By MURRAY HOROWITZ idicated hcjnses, Columbia subsid ('Syndicated film, and the fear, now With over 100 pilots going bcg- 

ognizing the problem of 'unsold jn the year when the bulk of Screen Gems and Official Films virtually dissipated, that features gjug for want .a network berth 

pilots, feel with the exception of the major backlogs began unreel- have elected to return to the would crowd out syndicated films, FLiSfentfne an invpitnSnf-oT^nnfp 
“idea” shows that when it comes tog to tv stations throughout the first-rim syndicated fold. Official what has happened in most situa- $5,000 000 there’s a good deal of 
to buying a telefilm series, the JiTliVe'thev'n^IS h“ off its return with "Vag- Uons is that stations have found ,oul searching on whit some film 
sample, “the ole devil” pilot, must Ifrt^tnlthesvnmJteH films abon,d' an adventure-vacat.on-docu- room for both. For one thing, producers call the "economic waste” 
be made and judged. - ■{“ S mentary' wMe Sfeea Goms,- 15 f5atlons ,ln ‘he “ai« ara sUyin? °n inherent in the present system of 

ExDresstoe the agencies’ point of the half-hours ihaL !y,4P‘ PrePPin« one or two properties, the air longer. In many markets, f buving shows. 
ihlrlnt Peared dwarfed by theatrical “Wg- with “Ivanhoe,” now sold in Eng- the “live” shows . have been. __ . _ 

Expressing the agencies’ point of tne XVU^‘11U“IS3 Popping one or wo properties, tne air longer. In many markets, f buving shows. ' 
viPwPnnd rMsons thereof are Peared dwarfed by theatrical big- with “Ivanhoe,” now sold in Eng- the “live” shows have been . IT , . ,.... 
Philhi TT Cohen vn in charge of S*65’” appear to be heading for a land,’ with a Canadian deal pend- dropped, especially in the c after- i D?F .vflS co?]e up U1.tb an 
JSK and John redord in 1957’ tog, also a possibility. noons, giving way to film, either i problem; toK m 
TToipl^d tlar^iSec Sn Gen An estimated domestic gross of ziv, TP A, CBS Film Sales, and features or half-hours. To a large j f.waIf a"a!y!ist most a,^}cf and 
fr^Min’^ and TSver BrosGfor from $60,000,000 to $70,000,000 for NBC Television Films, to name a degree, with the exception of im t IfwnV p,lot be-°r<v 

aU syndicated films sold in the few of the companies, have all dies, stations are programming i ibange ?'eqmred 
B The Contention of indie-nroducer U’S' for 1957 is seen by Michael done well with the first-runs they their cinematics in. the off-hours,1filmed s,1(n'r a?d 
Ben Fox anS otheK that the em^ M. Sillerman, exec v.p. of Televi- kicked off this season, Ziv with on the whole retaining their syn. i slotH on one of tbe 
Sfnf lin JpfwTanPPi sion Programs of America. This “Dr. Christian” and “Men of An- dicated slots, notably the periods ‘1111 ee'vebs' I 

thri«inS« compares with an estimated do- napolis ” TP A, “Hawkeye and the devoted to first-runs. And there are! But many producers, especially 
Winnr. of \5intQ mesUc gross for the syndication Last of the Mohicans,” CBS with instances when indie stations have; the Young Turks who are seeking 

was Sswered bv Cohen He main field in tbe Previous year of $50,- “Whirlybirds” and NBC with “Si- found themselves over.pr-ogrammed j to enter the national field, have 

vipw and thp rpacnrvi thereof are Peared dwarfed by theatrical big- with “Ivanhoe,” now sold in Eng- the “live” shows have been. IT . _ . ..... 
Phifiri TT Cnhen vd in charge of S*65’” appear to be heading for a land,' with a Canadian deal pend- dropped, especially to the cafter-• D°® bas °°™e up "ith an 

5?fl?d and John redord in 1957' tog, also a possibility. noons, giving way to film, either i ^ problem; tor. m 
Knipl^d tv arcmmt^xec on Gen An estimated domestic gross of ziv, TP A, CBS Film Sales, and features or half-hours. To a large j f.waIf a"a!y!ist most a«<:nf.ies ar*d 
fra^Min’^ and TSvcr BrosGfor from $60,000,000 to $70,000,000 for NBC Television Films, to name a degree, with the exception of im t wn J* p,lot be-°r^ 

IbD&O* and i*-JS * **«“»“!* have afl dies, stations are 

was answered by Cohen. He main¬ 
tained that the cancellation rate 

00,000. lent Service.” Gross-Krasne, pro- with features and have gone back *'ome ideas on how to mitigate 
With no central syndicators trade ducers of the “O. Henry” series, to syndicated films in order toJ against the ri*ks. These include: V.OVTO (loan mtioTa hicrhoi* if mm uu wuuoi ajruuauwia uauc liUvci5 Ot me W. nemy series, lO SyUUlCavea IUH1S JH OlUCl iu|uuu*..o, me ii'ie, inc.-.v uitjuuc. 

assn* organized, giving out total formed a syndication outfit to ped- gain additional flexibility. An ex- j Charles fBud) Barrv*. v.p. in 
chn^ ^mWht nn thp Sross fibres, and. with all syndi- die the property and also racked ample of the latter group is WOR-! charge of tv for Loew’s. Robert 

1nf w!5;n??tinn cators playing their cards close t0 UP a good multiplicity of markets, TV, N. Y. : Manby, who tops the RKO televi- 
S the chest in a competitive field, another indication of the sound Other developments which have > ion setup, and indie producer Ben 

Jr!* thete are no definitive figures either market prevailing. True, in{Septem- buoyed the syndication market is’^ox. who made his mark in syndi- 
KUggesuons xnat aaverusers ana for last year or the current one. her and the beginning of the year, the growth of national spot biz, the ! cMion with “Waterfront” mid 

tn But tbatthere is a good measure the situation was helped by the popularity’ of stripping, the in-! “Code 3.” 
of accuracy to seasoned ^Herman’s relative scarcity of first-run prod- crease in ths ratio of direct sales! to essence the variety of ideas 

iffQSJJr.nl forecast, on the basis of biz al- uct, a scarcity^, probably nurtured to advertisers, both regional and. run along these lines: 
w'ant ;o get mio tne xeiemm pre^ ready racked up to the field as by the feature fear for one thing, local, or first-run properties. All in; Barry': Taking his cue from 
grammmg neianor aomey auvise June enterSj is underscored by a and some bad knocks in previous all, at midpoint in the year, it; Joseph Vogel, Loew’s topper, the 
their client to do so* With an in- variety of developments. seasons. '' looks like ‘the big $60,000,000 to ! Metro TV head feels that for his 
terest m a pilot or a contempiaxea Two knowledgeable, veteran syn- Now as to the features, vis a vis. $70,000,000.1 : studio.; once it establishes a tv 
series, Hoagland feefe that an ----—:-:-—--4--.-; record for national shows, let’s sav 
agency or client might lose the erfj-. _ , ,n t\fo or three vear« Afefrn tv 
jective criteria needed fw selection «n* fW. n I ‘Aggie’*’ Selluloid »f Cnfiannl can -tomtunte what' it calls a gAi&.^ WiS Big 50 rackage Best u 5atpost 
KfSS OfNTAfeatures, Rollins in Color: 
R J. Reynoids as aiternate sponsor. Ss „ _ « ^ ’-kern, now upcoming, or another 

major ad Agencies, that with pro? RgfUHS FifStrUIlS ^madteto^e SSd ’wa^pro? AS EfldCFS PTC 16Ct a simfiar vein should and 
grammmg’ costs continuing to go «Vi UIIO, 1 II 011 UllO ^ jay Bonafield writ- ™ L“1UUI 0 1 ’ 1, VJCW could be sold on the basis of a pres- 

National Telefilm Associates is «® J, Peter^anphlrid di- _ Honpwood. June 4. 

act, but to this date, nothing has beginning to reap the benefits of 

co?ia 9f i,t) _ . ... . havtog a dual network-syndication 

pletely close the door on the possi- tbls ,week pa£*: 
Eility of selling a series without a «**“* SSL rhe™t°svi°nff 

the6 an- » network reZ featuLs ^d 
thology vein, with a producer who combmg t^m wUh ll fimtrunSout 

already has established a track rec- l™ltL^8 . Blg 
ord in that category, but. by and ™ spa?Jage whlch 15 being shown 

(Continued on page 39) To * off NTA haR. .. 

Gross-Krasne Set 
Up Inti Division 

‘AggieV Selluloid 
RHO Television, in an at¬ 

tempt to overcome a pilot go¬ 
ing out “cold” to a would-be 
sponsor, agency, or station, has 
attached an eight-minute pres¬ 
entation film to its “Aggie” 
prints. 

The presentation, one of the 
few made in the field, was pro¬ 
duced by Jay Bonafield, writ¬ 
ten by Peter Zanphir and di¬ 
rected by Roy Lockwood at 
RKO Pathe Studio in New 
York. It does a selling job, 
with an actor handling the 
pitch, piqueing interest in 
what is upcoming, via what is 
said, appearance of featured 
star Joan Shawlee and clips of 
episodes. Should come in 
especially handy when a sales¬ 
man Isn’t around at the screen¬ 
ing. 

Kaiser Aluminum 
For ABC Sun. Pix 

Best of Satpost ! 
Rolling in Color 
As Enders Project 

Two knowledgeable, veteran syn- j Now as to the features, vis a vis. * $70,000,000.! ■ studio.; once it establishes a tv 
—-——---—----j—.---; record for national shows, let’s say 

n , x i . i M 4* ! to two or three years, Metro TV 
\lltt X%|| ' Aggie S Selluloid iV.l CAIn* AI can inaugurate what it calls a 
515 DU raCKage RKO Television, in an at- DCSt Ol 5310081 jpoMey of .“selective pilots ‘ That 

u tempt to overcome a- pilot go- • * 11R: PJtots will be made for differ- 
r\ r imi a n tog out “cold” to a would-be # a m series, projects which hava not 

Df NTA Features, Rollup m Color» 

Reruns, Firstruns As Enders Projeet-ITn'4^%f?-5!rd^ > * duced by Jay Bonafield, writ- “UUVIU * I VJt/Vl ; could be sold on the basis of a pres- 

National Talefilm Aasociatoa la ^ ^ .«• 

jgmning to reap the benefits of rkO Pathe Studio in New Robert J, Enders Productions, l edges it will take time to break 
ivtog a dual network-syndication York. It does a selling job, New .York-Wasliington industrial; clown client, agency residence, but 
>eration. NTA this week pack- with an actor handling the firm, has grabbed off a deal to fn attempt will be made. With a 
led its first group of reruns off pitch, piqueing interest in telefilm a scries based on Satcve- 
j NTA Film Network by taking what is upcoming, via what is -t varn_ hjt_ nnifplv , . tin 5??™ to av?ld ^ much as possible 

> network rerun features and said, appearance of featured headquarters at Metro to ^ens the 
imbtog them with 11 iirstruns out star Joan Shawlee and clips of ■ eIJ SfiW at ♦ 1 1 m gly; 11 « S 

of the 20th-Fox vault-? in a “Bier Anionrlpc Bhuni/i rnme in majority of segments ill Culver stage Metro could not sell the 
50” package which i^being shown eFnSiauV ha^dv^vhen a sale^ City* Metro is rentinS space to the “Thin Man”: skein without a pilot, 
to stations manTsS aroSnd at the screen!- indie’ tbe first such lease deal with though agency, advertter inter! . . . man Isn t around at the screen- an outside telefilmery. but has no est was high, with Colgate at one 

To top it off, NTA has already g' _ _ other interest in the tinted series point near a deal). 
to'WGBS-TV m ■ ” " ' 1 to be tagged “Best From the Post.” RKO’s Manby, who has inked 

Kaiser A rnninum 

For ARf^im Piv das10. ,! h«, . Four WB Tmters CBS-TV flagship has the full Metro 1 Ul ADI; JUII. I IX . Segments will be Aimed ; » «“» " ** * UM.VI O 
library, 156 Warner pix, 104 Co- m Gotham and European locales.; _ n II m 1 1 

50 2“ h fa!- “r is)stm(.with; iSesn/omi viniShc^iFor BeB TeleulHme 
■•Bto 50-Iihrarvin.I„d« th.no holdmS an officml proclimiation of tis Publishing Co, but sponsorship 1 U1 UCU 1 CICplIUHC 
ifh |:.atiir« 3,i.h I hd0,Lthh.39 its Sunday ni«ht ABC-TV buy, un- not yet set, although talks are due ; ,. , , 
ownf6atfVhfniSS: iSS « » has a full complement of fea- in N. Y. this weekend. 

Four WB Tmters 
Hollywood, June 4. JumDla turns and now 50 zOth-Fox Kaiser Aluminum is still with- ■q~:v, V“ .7., "V 7 I Ifnv Knll I AlAVtnAVtA 

New international distrib arm, toatores. holding an official proclamation of tis Publishing^o^bursponsorshin J ^ U* Uvli 16160110110 
Gross-Krasne Ltd., has been “Big 50” library includes the 39 its Sundav night ABC-TV buy uh- not vet S alS F 
formed by . Jack Gross and Phil 20th features which have been In if h„ l S111ItnlPmLf nffra fn N Y tois ^ ^ ‘ Warner Bros, wfil produce four 
Krasne, who head local telepixing shown and will be shown since ifc has a full complement of fea- ‘ a . . , one hour color tv science specs for 
operation. Guy V. Thayer Jr., exec April 1 of this year. That’s the *ure films to shout about. How- Firm is also readying a second lhe Bell Telephone System. Lifie 
v.p. of Gross-Krasne Inc., will head time the network went commercial ever, buying of pix has already „not connected with the the tv filmed productions of Frank 
the new operation, with London (with Old Gold, Warner-Lambert, been accomplished in some cases, 77st fnde.rs outfit was active m Capra, the Warner series of four 
headquarters. Hazel Bishop and Sunbeam as the -Nr„f<nr.„i rr-min.fiim Accnr>;a4oc the early days of video as a stager will be circulated in schools fol- 

In disclosing G-K Ltd., Krasne sponsors for the one-a-week fea- National Telefilm Associates,! of live-shows m N. Y., but m recent lowing their telecast, 
pointed to sale of G-K Inc.’s “O ture showings). NTA network acting for Hollywbod' • producer years has leaned more to industrial jack L. Warner, prez of film 
Henry Playhouse” series to BBC- had actually been operating prior Stanley Kramer, selling.- ‘'Cyrano- series -with entertainment flavor, company, personally will supervise 
TV, and German and Australian to that, since last October, but with de Bergerac,” “The Men” and It recently completed a series of * the productions. Under previous 
tv. He .opined “A proper sale in “B7 product from 20th and with- +BE*1 Noon ’ to the sponsor for 13'dramatic documentaries for the ; deal with Capra, the latter pro- 
England alone can possibly bring out national sponsorship. use on the air next falb. - government nm civil defense star- ' duced four filmed science specs, 
in an additional $250,000 on each It’s the “A” pictures, such as Another deal,, only reportedly rmg Herbert Marshall. j two of^ which “Our Mr.'Sun.” and 

‘Soldier of Fortune’ 

————-—- i “Heino, the Magnificent” already 
I .j ,, o • n tp j have been telecast, with the other 

Nesbitt Senes toes lo !two sIated ^ ^tos duri«s the 1 nvouiti u^iivo UUOO 1U ’57-’58 season. WB programs, like 

Sfi fnr fandfla Marlrpf ItIlQSe made by Capra, win be pro- 
uU. 1UI Ulllaua lildl Bel duc(?d under general supervision 

Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd., the] of a scientific advisory board, com- 

series, over aijd above what we get “Suez,” “Gentleman’s Agreement ” consummated, was wi th United- - .■ 1 --- i “Heino, the Magnificent” already 
from U.- S. sales.” Series is also “Leave Her to Heaven/’ etc. that Art^ts for “African Queen” and »* L, - , n m ( have been telecast, with the other 
being peddled to Holland, Canada aro included among the reruns. “Moulin Rouge.” Meantime, Kai- NfjCmff NgrjgS t06S 10 • too slated for airing during the 
and Latin American markets. There’s one condition to the deai ser’s .agency. Young & Rubicam, is : ’57-’58 season. WB programs, like 

---— with WCBS-TV and any other negotiating with Screen Gems', the CT fnr fonjilljj Marlrpf itIlQSe made by CaPia, will be pro- 
m ii* e n » stations that buy the package Columbia Pictures tv subsid, for iaj. tui wuaua luainci. duced under general 'supervision 
Soldier m Fortune however.' That’s a six-month between six and 20 features. Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd., the j of a scientific advisory board, com- 

f n ■ « ». • "clearance” proviso which prevents ABC reported a fortnight, back Columbia Pictures subsid’s Cana:} P°se(l °F tQp American scientists. 

Into General Syndication ?£y pU^,has?r fro“L sbowing a that an ' unnamed sponsor had dian arm has taken over north-of- 
uiuv u^u^icu ujjhuvciuvu film until six months after It’s bought the network every Sunday v. . tv 1. rr n 

Fifty-two episodes of .MCA TV’s played on the web. That means between 7:30 and 9:30. Kaiser was toe-border rights to TelephoneManripp TaVlOf to U S 
“Soldier of Fbrtune,” which since that the first playdate on the 39 pegged -as that sponsor, since=the Time, the Hal Roach Ji\ entry; J * 
1955 has been gold national spot reruns will be the first week in network would neither confirm nor subtitled “Stories of John Nesbitt”; nn ViinflirA 
exclusively to Seven Up, have been October, six months after “Suez” deny1 the sponsor named. It has to’ith the latter title to be used in ■ l/U 1 ClClillll vclIluIC 
put into general syndication for kicked off the network for NTA. since developed that the network Canada). London. June 4. 
a fall start The John Russell- --*- and Y&R had a “handshake” The Canadian distrib will han-! Maurice Taylor, professional 
Chick Chandler adventure series, t agreement for the two hours. How- die the series, which currently is j manager of the Boosey & Hawkes- 
in the meantime, has been renewed Quinn Martin to Cal Nat ever, siiice then, Y&R decided that on ABC-TV after a. season and a controlled Lafleur and Cavendish 
for the summer months by the Hollywood, June 4. 7:30 to 9 would be enough time for half on CBS, on an independent music companies, has resigned 

i Maurice Taylor .to D.S. 

put into general syndication for kicked off the network for NTA. 
a fall start The John Russell- --*-:- 
Chick Chandler adventure series, . ■ 
in the meantime, has been renewed Quinn Martin to Cal Nat 
for the summer months by the Hollywood, June 4. 
soft- chink outfit to upward of ' Quinn Martin has been named a j feature film exposure, since it was basis, since there’s no American J from his post after four y 
100 markets. production exec at California Na-: easier to edit than to stretch pix. 

Series has pulled its rating tional Productions, NBC-TV film- ' _ 
weight since aired, plating among ing arm. . 
the top ARB ten in past months First assignment will be to serlpv Other TV-Fitm News 
in such cities as Baltimore, Cleve- segments for upcoming.“Boots and _ oa 
land, Columbus, Philadelphia and Saddles” and “Union Pacific” “age 3r 
Washington. ' . series. ___■ 

distributor for the network series. ] become an inde picture producer. 
Deal was set between SG (Canada* Taylor will concentrate mainly 
v.p.-general manager Lloyd Burns ‘ on telefilms, mostly in color. He 
and Roach's Gotham veep. Herb i left London for the U.S. on Sun- 
Gelbspan. Burns will probably try I day (2), where he hopes to com- 
for a CBC-TV deal, with market-! plete arrangements for a series of 
by-market sale as an alternative. I shows to be lensed to Britain. 
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%/fRJETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 
. ' * - - . ' . ■ ^ 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of rily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬ 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities tcill be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports* 

time factors, since sels-in-use and audience composition vary according to 
time slot, he,, a Saturday, afternoon childrens show, with q low rating, ntay. 
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬ 
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's, market. Abbre¬ 
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv)’, adventure; (Ch), children’s; 
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and. 

(Myst), mystery; (Q,), quiz; (Sp),-* sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

icomen’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the tla- 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film' is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS . DAY AND „ APRIL SHARE SETS IN I TOP COMPETING PROGRAM 
AND TYPE STATION DISTRIB. TIME RATING *(%) USE 1 PROGRAM > STA. RATING 

PHILADELPHIA Approx, Set Count— -2,000,000 Stations—WRCV (3), WFIL (6),WCAU (10) , WPFH (12) 

WCAU . Sat. 7:00-7:30 _ _.27.1. . .69.5. .. 39.0 WFIL .. .8.2 

2. Waterfront (Adv). WCAU.. 'MCA.. Sun.6:30-7:00 ..... .....22.2... .. 33.5 Roy Rogers. WRCV .. .5.4 

S. Annie Oakley (W). WCAU.. Sat. 5:30-6:00 ..... .21.5... .. 22.5 TV Education Series....... WRCV .. 
, Deadline, April 15.. WFIL .. .0.5 

3- Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) WCAU.. Sat.6:00-6:30 ..... .....21.5 . .86.0. .. 25.0 News; Weather. WFIL .. .2.8 

Color Recital.. WRCV .. 

WCAU.. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... .21 .'4 .. .52.1__ .. 41.1 WRCV .. .12.3 

5. Man Called X (Myst) .. WCAU.. .Ziv. Thurs. 7:00-7:30. ... .19.1.. ...... 51.7...... ... 37.0 Newsreel . WFIL .. .8.8 
News—John Daly. WFIL .10.8 

6. Byline (Adv) . .WCAU.. . Sat. 6:30-7:00 . i6.s. _ 71.4...... ... 23.5 Secret File U.S.A.......... WFIL J ..... 3:9 

6* Dr Christian (Dr) . WRCV.. .Ziv... . Fri. 7:00-7:30 . ^... .16.8 .. .42.8. ... 39.3 Wild Bill Hickok.. WCAU.! .14.9 
WCAU . .CBS . _ Wed. 7:00-7:30 _ .... .16.5.. .44.9. . . 37.3 WRCV .. .11.4 

$ \V«Id Fill Hirlrnlr fW) WCAU . . Fri. 7:00-7:30 __ . ... .14.9. . ..37.9_ ... 39.3 WRCV .. .16,8 
WCAU . .. . CBS . .... Tues. 7:00-7:30 .... 1.. .14:6.. .39.1. ... 37.3 WRCV . . .14.3 

10. Celetyrity Playhouse (Dr) .. . WRCV . Tues. 7:00-7:30 .... .14.3.. ~..38.3.. ... 37.3 WCAU .. .14.6 

DETROIT Approx, Set Count— -1,610,000 - Stations—WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9) 

] Sheriff of Cnehice (VV) WWJ .. .NT A.. . Sat. 7400-7:30 _ .22.2 .60.4. . . 36.8 •WJBK .. . 9.4 

2. Frontier Doctor (W). ........ WXYZ.. .H-TV .... . Sun. 6:00-6:30 .... .... 21.5.. .53.4. . 7 40.2 (My Friend Flicka. WJBK .. .11.0 

2. Highway Patrol (Adv). WJBK.. Ziv . . Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .....21.5.. .62.1. ... 34.6 Federal Men..... WWJ ... .6.3 

3. Amos 'n’ Andy (Co).. .WWJ .. .CBS ... . Wed. 7:00-7:30 ... ,...20.9.. ... 404 Captain -David Grief....... WJBK .. .11.1 

3. Popeye the Sailor (Ch). CKLW... .......'AAP ... Sun. 5:30-6:0Q_- .20.9 . . .57.8...... ... 36.2 6 O’clock News & 

M-F 6:00-6:30 Sports <M) ... WWJ ... .7.3 

Sat. 5:00-5:30 ’ .s 

4 Rarlg-p 7T4 (Mysll . WJBK. . .NBC__ Sun. 7;00-7:30 19.6 . .40.3. .. 48.7 WXYZ .. ..... 18.6 

5. Brave Eagle (W'). . WXYZ . .CBS . . Mon. 6:30-7:00 .... .19.0 . .. 32.3 Hold That Note. WWJ ... 

B. Secret Journal (Dr) . . . WXYZ.. . Mon. 10:30-11:00 . .....17.4 . .47.1...... .. 37.0 Studio One . WJBK .. .13.3 
’ 7 Ahhntf Sr Pnct^lln (C«) CKLW .MCA . ..,. ..Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... .16.0 . ..... 39.5. .. 40.5 Man Called X. .WJBK .. .14.9 

S Called X (Myst) WJBK.. .Ziv .. . Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... .... .14.9. . .36.8. .. 40.5 CKLW . .... 16.0 

9. Death Valley Days (W). -WWJ .. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... .14.1.. .38.2. ... ■ 36.9 | City Detective. CKLW . .11.0 

9. Dr. Christian (Dr). WJBK.. .. Ziv . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . ...,.14.1.. .32.2. ... 43.8 Michigan Outdoors........ WWJ ... .16.8 

SAN FRANCISCO Approx, Set Count— -1,550,000 . Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7) 

1. Search for Adventure (Adv) KPIX .. . Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .. ..... 29.5.. .56.2. ... 52.5 KGO . ... 13 3 
9 Pntrnl tArtirl KRONT . _... Ziv . . Tues. 6:30-7:00 ... .27.0.. .64.7. ... 41.8 KPIX .. ... 95 

._ Ziv ...‘. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 ; ... . 24.8. . .69.1___ ... 35.9 KPIX .. . 02 

3 Sheriff of Cochise (W) kron: . .. NT A. . Sat. 6:30-7:00 ;.., __ 24.8 .. .76.6. . *. 32.4 .KPIX .. .48 

4 nr Christian (Dr) KGO . . .Ziv.. , Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... .20.5 . . ... 52.1 KPIX .. ..... .19.2 

5 Life of Riley (Cn) KRON.. .NBC . .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. _ 18.3.. ...... 42.1.. .. 43.5 KPIX .. .... 16 4 

6. Whirlyblrds (Adv) ... .KRON.. ....... CBS .; . Fri. 6:30-7:00 .... .17.7:. .53.6.. ... 33.0 Star Playhouse. KGO .. . 7.2 

7. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KRON.. .Ziv .:_ . Mon. 6:30-7:00 ... .i?:o.. ...... 45.2. ... 37.7 1 Robin Hood. KPIX .. .....14.9 

8. Badge 714 <Myst). KPIX. /. .. Wed. 9:00-9:30 ... .. .,.16.8. . ..-29.1. ... 57.8 i Navy Log.... KGO .. .26.9 
KPIX . Sat. 10:30-11:00 . .. . .. .15.9. . :.41.8. ... 38.1 KRON . .... 20 2 

10. Wild Bill Hickok (W> KGO Screen Gems Tues. 6:00-6:30. . . .....14.2 . .41.9. .. 53.9 Shell Newscast . KPIX .. .12.1 

CBS News—D. Edwards. KPIX .. .10.5 

BALTIMORE Approx-Set Count—-664,500 Stations—WMAR (2)* WBAL (11) WAAM (13) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv) WMAR ... .... Ziv . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .25.1 . . 57.9 ... .... 43.4 I Led 3 Lives. WBAL .... .. 14.7 

2. Death Valley Days (W) WBAL. Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... .23.9 .. . 58.2 ... .... 41.1 7 O’Clock Final; Weather.. WMAR ... ..12.6 
CBS News—D. Edwards . .WMAR ... ..14.7 

3. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) WBAL. .MCA . . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . . 22.8 . . 60.9_ _37.4 7’OClock Final. WMAR 12 1 
CBS News—D. Edwards. .WMAR ... ..11.3 

WBAL. .Wed, 7:00-7:30 21.3.. .. 56.6_ -_37.6 WMAR ... 11 8 
V CBS News—D. Edwards. .WMAR ... ..11.3 

5. Public Defender (Dr) . WMAR . Tues. & Thurs. 6:30-7:00 20.7.. .. 76.6 ... .... 28.0 Count of Monte Cristo. .WBAL_ .. 4.7 
Dateline; Weather; Sports .WBAL .... .. 5.1 

6. Waterfront (Adv) .. WMAR . MCA .. . Mon. 6:30-7:00 . 20.1.. . . 66.7.... .... 30:1 Count of Monte Cristo. WBAL .... ,. 6.4 
Dateline; Weather; Sports. WBAL . ... . . t.2 

7. Men of Annap&is (Adv) ..,. WMAR. .. Ziv ........... . Sat. 10:30-11:00 . 20.0 .. .. 38.7.... .... 51.6 Your Hit Parade. .WAAM ... , .16.0 
8. Wild Bill Hickok (W) - WBAL.. . Fri; 7:00-7:30 ..., 19.8.. ,.'62.1..., .... 31,9 7 O’clock Final; Weather.. .WMAR ... .. 7.5 

Mayor D’A^|andn>-:. .WMAR .. 7.2 
9. Cisco Kid (W) WBAL .. Ziv .,. . Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...._ . 19.5.. . 55.1.... .... 35.4 WMAR 

CBS News—D. Edwards. WMAR'..: ..13.1 
Id. City Detective (Myst) WMAR .MCA . . Wed.”6:30-7:00 19:4. . .. 68.4.... .... 27.4 Couht of Monte* Cristo .WBAL .... .. 5.1 

Dateline; Weather; Sports.WBAL .7. .. 4.8 

CINCINNATI Approx, Set Count—662,000 Stations— -WLW-T (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12) 

1. Wild Bill Hickok (\V) .. WLW-T Wed. 6:00-6:30 . .20.5.. . 64.4.... .... 31.9 Headline News; Weather.’.. WKRC . . ., 6.3 
2. Superman (Adv) ... WLW-T Mon. 6:00-6:30 ., .18.9: . . 59.8_ _31.6 WCPO 9 4 
3. Frontier Doctor (W) . WCPO . .H-TV ... . Fri. 9:30-10:00 . .18.5.. . 31.9_ .... 57.9 WKRC 19 7 
4. Sfrrpt Journal (Dr) . WKRC.; .. . MCA . Tues. 10:30-11:00 . . 185.. . 41.6_ _44.0 WT-W-T 16 6 
5. Frontier (TV) WKRC .NBC. Wed. 7:00-7:30 . .16.8.. . 37.7_ .... 45.8 WCPO 15 3 
S. Annie Oakley (W) . . WLW-T .CBS ... . Tues. 6:00-6:30 . 16.6 . . 52.6_ .... 31,6 WCPO 94 

6. Highway Patrol (Adv) . WCPO . .Ziv .. Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .16.6 - . 27.9 ... .... 59.6 Playhouse 90 . WKRC_ ..25.7 
6. Science Flclion Theatre (Adv) WLW-T __Ziv... Tues. 10:30-11:00 16.6 .; . 37.7_ ... *744.0 WKRC 18.3 

7. Great Gildersleeve (Co) WKRC ... NBC . Tues. 7:00-7:30 16.5 . . 38.6_ _42.7 WCPO . . 11 9 

8. Cisco Kid (W). WCPO ....... Ziv.. Sun. 6j00-6:30 . .15.4 - . 42.2 ... .... 36.5 My- FYiend Flicka. WKRC .... ..11.4 
9. Sheriff of Cochise (W) WLW-T. .NTA .,.. Mon. 10:30-11:00 . .14.3 . . 32.9 ... .... 44.9 Studio One ._ WKRC. ..17.7 

TO. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) WLW-T. .MCA. .. Wed. 6:30-7:00 .. .14.5.. . 39.2.... .... 37.0 Pantomime Hit Parade. WCPO ..11.9 
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Pack sPeak Performance 
Last week’s award of the Order of Merit and “silver W” to 

Dick Pack, the programming veepee for the Westinghouse Broad¬ 
casting Co. (with Westinghouse Electric's highest citation also 
going to engineering v.p. Ralph Harmon) illustrates, if nothing 
else, the importance attached by the parent company to its broad¬ 
casting arm. With its present complement of five VHF stations 
in attaining maximum ownership in the tv sweepstakes, it's a 
far cry from the days when WBC was relegated more or less to a 
stepsister status in the overall Westinghouse .scheme, 

Specifically, Pack’s award stemmed from his stewardship of 
WBC’s first annual Public Service Conference, held In Boston 
several months ago. Coming soon after the settlement of the 
parent Westinghouse company’s protracted strike and the need to 
cement public relations, the Hub conference had a telling impact 
on the radio-tv industry in general, and when, at the NARTB 
convention, FCC chairman George C. McConnaughey singled out 
the WBC conference as a major innovation and accomplishment 
in broadcasting, it was reward in kind, emanating as it did from 
the most important precinct Of all—Washington. 

Just a Two-Timing Deal 
Brace Of Sponsors After Jane Wyman For Different 

Formats, Different Slots 
-;-■ 4------:- 

In this most peculiar of all sell¬ 
ing seasons,. NBC-TV now finds it¬ 
self in the unprecedented position 
of having two different sponsors af- 

*ter the same personality for two 
different formats in two different 
time slots. 

The sponsors are Singer Sewing 
Machine and Quaker Oats; the per¬ 
sonality is Jane Wyman; the.for¬ 
mats are her present dramatic an¬ 
thology series plus a somewhat dif-* 
ferent twist which Singer is mull¬ 
ing; and the two time slots are 
Saturday at 10 and Tuesday at 10. 

Chronology. of the situation is 
this: Procter & Gamble cancelled 
the “Jane Wyman Theatre” in its 
NBC Tuesday at 9 spot, leaving the 
show free for other deals. Quaker 
Oats then ordered alternate weeks 
on the present format for the Sat¬ 
urday 10 o’clock time Slot. NBC 
thus far has refused to accept the 
order, feeling the show isn’t right 
for the Saturday schedule. It 
hasn’t turned it down yet either, 
however, and expects to reach a 
decision soon. 

Meanwhile, however, Singer, 
Which has been looking for time 
on NBC, decided that Miss Wy¬ 
man would have hefty femme ap¬ 
peal in a fresh format and has been 
talking,to NBC about using her 
Tuesdays at 10. There’s no chance 
that Singer would shift to Satur¬ 
day, since it wants early-week ex¬ 
posure because its pitch is pri¬ 
marily retail in nature, to get the 
housefraus into its sewing centres 
on shopping days. Quaker, on the 
other hand,- wants Saturday 
nights. 

NBC, between double-takes, is 
trying to reach a decision. 

St. Loo’s KWK 
Scrams Mutual 

St. Louis, June 3. 
Radio station KWK has termi¬ 

nated its 20-year affiliation with 
the Mutual Broadcasting .System, 
effective Sunday (2), and accord¬ 
ing to Ray. Dady, v.p. and station 
director the station will present 
only local programs. The deci¬ 
sion to terminate the connection, 
Dady said, was due to the dissatis¬ 
faction- with the proposed change 
in Mutual in its programming and 
in order devote more time to “per¬ 
sonality” shows. 

The decision to break with Mu¬ 
tual was first announced by KWK 
last August and was to have be¬ 
come effective last December; 
However, Dady stated, the affilia¬ 
tion was continued past the dead¬ 
line on a temporary basis while 
huddles were in progress. - 

WTAW'on Block 
College Station, Tex., June 4. 

WTAW, “The Voice of The Texas 
Aggies” has been offered for sale 
by the A Sc M College of Texas 
to the highest bidder." W. C. Free¬ 
man, comptroller, said the college 

. h*s advertised for bids on June 20. 

BBC’s New Chairman 
London, June 4. 

Sir Arthur Fforde will succeed 
Sir Alexander Cadogan as chairman 
of the British Broadcasting Corp. 
from Dec. 1. His appointment will 
be for a five-year period. Fforde 
is at present headmaster of Rugby 
School. 

Cadogan has been reappointed as 
BBC chairman for the five months 
until he is replaced.- 

Mutuals Contract 
With Affils Tops 
350-Station Mark 

More than 350 stations have 
inked the new Mutual contract, 
which went into effect Sunday (2), 
marking. net’s new programming 
formula accenting music and news. 
MBS prez Jack Poor says he’s sure 
that another 60 to 75 stations are 
taking the net's new programming, 
but as yet haven't returned signed 
contracts, 

In terms of number of stations, 
Poor says Mutual remains the net 
with the greatest number of affili¬ 
ates. As to representation in ma¬ 
jor markets, net maintains it has 
about 70% of the top 100 markets 
in the U. S, Poor acknowledges 
there are some major markets In 
which net hasn’t come to terms as 
yet, but adds “we are not definite¬ 
ly out of many major market.” 
Mutual’s topper declined to detail 
the major markets still being nego¬ 
tiated for in apparent ffcar of up¬ 
setting any applecarts. He ex¬ 
pressed satisfaction with the num¬ 
ber of affiliates which already have 
lined up under the new contract, 
which features the net supplying 
five-minute wrapups on the hour 
and half-hour, with the net taking 
the half-hour news segment for na- 

(Continued on page 40) 

Derr Back to CBS For 
Godfrey Pubrelations 

John Derr, former sports Mirec- 
ter of CBS, is returning to the web 
in the new post of special assist¬ 
ant to Arthur Godfrey, with the 
stress on public relations and pub¬ 
licity'. Derr, who ankled the web 
little over a year ago to do free¬ 
lance announcing and public re¬ 
lations (licensed beverages indus¬ 
tries). will continue to freelance 
in sport* while bolding down the 
Godfrey slot. He did last week’s 
Palm Beach Golf Tourney, inci¬ 
dentally, 

Derr’s deal marks a return to 
the use by CBS of a full-time God¬ 
frey p.a., a post that’s been in 
limbo for some months. Originally, 
it was handled by the late Mike 
Boscia; more recently, Mel Spiegel, 
Ray Hughes and Walter Murphy 
have had the job. 

T Fearing Talent PaucityrSteve Allen 
Booking Guests 6 Months Ahead 

As an addenda to the revela¬ 
tion, as pinpointed in last week’s 
Variety breakdown, of the un¬ 
precedented number of song 
shows on the ’57-’58 tv horizon, 
producers are already in a frenzy 
in their anticipation of a serious 
bottleneck on lining up guest art¬ 
ists of stature. Some shows, long 
before budgets have even been 
finalized, are booking guestars 
into next November, sq apprehen¬ 
sive are they of conflicts in book¬ 
ings and a drastic upgrading of 
fees. It's figured if they can com¬ 
mit them to paper now they’ll be 
getting them at rock bottom 
prices. 

All told there will be upwards 
of 20 such tune shows when the 
curtain goes up on the new fall 
season, ranging from the Ed Sul¬ 
livan and Steve Allen stanzas, to 
the new “Big Record" CBS hour 
show; such ABC-TV entries as 
Frank Sinatra, Pat Boone, Guy 
Mitchell, Patrice Munsell and 
Julius LaRosa (around ABC 
they’re now calling their prexy 
Leonard Goldensong). Then 
there’s Eddie Fisher, and Gisele 
Mackenzie on NBC-TV, to recap¬ 
itulate but a few. All will be in 
there pitching for the cream of 
the guest singing talent. 

Until now it’s been the practice 
of producers in lining up guests 
to commit them to agreements 
whereby they would not appear on 
rival shows for a period of weeks 
either before or after their guest 
stint. This, of course, is expected 
to go out the window as the jock¬ 
eying for names becomes intensi¬ 
fied. 

But what worries the producers 
most is whether they can hold the 
prevailing rates. (Some overtures 
have already been made toward a 
collective insistence that a price 
celling be maintained, but it’s con¬ 
sidered extremely doubtful that 
the agents of the singers will fall 
in line since it’s the agent who's 
now in the driver's seat and can 
call the turn on coin.) 

Perry Como’s ceiling of $7,500 
for a top vocalist appears to be 
tho going rate today. Except for 
purely personal reasons linked to. 
reciprocal favors where some stars 
will make appearances for a nom¬ 
inal fee or even cuffo a guest shot, 
the $7,500 is not considered out 
of. line. But, it’s argued, what 
happens if, for example, an Ed 
Sullivan, who has no fixed ceiling 
and is facing his most competitive 
semester in '57-’58, agrees to up 
the ante to $10,000? Once the 
agent crashes the 10G barrier, he's 
going to play along with that fig¬ 
ure on all shows—take it or leave 
it. And with only so many guest 
singers available, it’s a cinch that 
the others will have to go for the. 
upped fee. 

FRIML MULLS MUSICAL 
FOR U.S. STEEL HOUR 

Hollywood, June 4. 
.» Tunesmith Rudolf Friml has 

planed to Gotham for confabs with 
Theatre Guild producer Marshall 
Jamison and William Herman, 
anent a proposed*musical for next 
season’s “U S. Steel Hour” pro¬ 
gram. 

He then board? liner S.S. .New 
Amsterdam for Europe, where he’ll 
cut two LP albums in Vienna for 
Westminster label. He’ll play 
piano and conduct orch in his own 
music for the disks. 

‘Masquerade Party's’ 
Panel Off to Britain 

“Masquerade Party” has been 
set for British television, with pro¬ 
ducer Herb Wolf off to London for 
the show’s start this Friday (7). 
England is the fourth country 
Carrying the Ed Wolf package, 
others being the U. S., Australia 
and France. 

Jack Hylton is packaging the 
show In England, having purchased 
rights from Wolf after a tryout 
last year on BBC-TV. British 
panel will include Mary Pickford j 
and Ben Lyon. i 

ARB’s Top 25 
Perry Como took first place 

in the May Top 25 of the 

’American Research Bureau, 

topping second-place “I Love 

Lucy” by nearly three points. 

“Playhouse 90” made its high¬ 
est showing to date, landing 

in fifth place with a 33.4. while 

NBC’s “Mr. Broadway” George 

M. Cohan biospec wound up 

in 10th spot. Ed Sullivan was 
down to 14th, Steve Allen to 
18th; “$64,000 Question” was 
fourth but sister show “Chal¬ 
lenge” was way down in 24th 
place. Ratings cover the week 
of May 6 to 12. 

Perry Como. NBC 43.3 
I Love Lucy.. CBS 40.7 
This Is Your Life.. NEC 34.4 
$64,000 Question .. CBS 34.0 
Playhouse. 90 ..... CBS 33.4 
You Bet Your Life. NBC 32.8 
Red Skelton ...... CBS 32.1 
December Bride__ CBS 31.6 

■I’ve Got a Secret . CBS 31.5 
Mr. Broadway .... NBC 31.4 
What's My Line. ... CBS 31.1 
Alfred Hitchcock... CBS 30.3 
Gunsmoke ...._ CBS 30.3 
Ed Sullivan ...... CBS 29.8 
G. E. Theatre. CBS 29.2 
Loretta Young. .. NBC 29.2 
Wyatt Earp ....... ABC 28.8 
Steve Allen ...:.. NBC 28.6 
Cheyenne . ABC 28.2 
Lawrence Welk ... ABC 28.0 
Your Hit Parade.. NBC 28.0 
Dragnet . NBC 27.4 
Father Knows Best NBC 27.4 
$64,000. Challenge.. CBS 27.0 
Shower of Stars... CBS 26.9 

Jaffe’s Full-Hour 
‘Command’ Series 
For Theatre Wing 
A full-hour alternate-week “Com¬ 

mand Performance” series, to be 

done on a live basis, utilizing stars 

of stage, film and tv and celebs in 

general, is in the preparation stage 

by Henry Jaffe Associates, with 

one sponsor already reported inter¬ 

ested in the venture. It’s to be 

done in conjunction with the Amer¬ 
ican Theatre Wing, with the Wing’s 
Training program for aspiring ac¬ 
tors participating in the revenues. 
Ezra Stone will direct the series. 
Budget will be flexible, depending 
on the calibre of talent, ranging 
from $60,000 per program to as 
high as $125,000 if necessary. 

There will be a permanent set 
foi^ the show, with a theatre box 
as the focal point. On each pro¬ 
gram a different outstanding per¬ 
sonality will occupy the box, with 
that particular edition of “Com- j 
mand Performance,” with its musi¬ 
cal-variety format, based on niate-i 
rial and personalities relevant to 
the boxholder's career. 

* Jaffe and the Wing execs have 
concluded negotiations preliminary 
to incepting the series. Network 
slotting hinges on an if-and-when 
sponsorship commitment. 

Some , time back Theatre Wing 
was also involved in a network 
radio series, which was produced 
by the5 American Federation of 
Radio-TV Artists, with the Wing 
sharing in the 'weekly sponsor coin. 

Spina’s Hub Slot 
Boston, June 4. 

Gerald A. Spinn, formerly of 
WQAM, Miami, as program direc¬ 
tor, was named WBZ-WBZA pro¬ 
gram manager effective yesterday, 
Monday (3). by Paul E. Mills, gen. 
mgr. for Westinghouse in Boston 
and Springfield. 

Spinn replaces Grady Edney, re-: 
signed. 1 

Chicago, June 4. 

It’s foreseen that the tug-of-war 
between Steve Allen and Ed Sulli¬ 
van for prime guesting talent will 
be fiercer than ever next fall, main¬ 
ly because there’ll be more than 
the normal drainoff of names by 
at least seven new weeknight vari¬ 
ety shows. It’s considered, too, In 
the Sullivan and Allen camps, that 
the new entries will not only be 
dipping into the singular talent 
pool but. given ground, conceiva¬ 
bly could even outstrip their suc¬ 
cessful Sunday evening formulas; 
Which makes the quest for top- 
drawer talent even more urgent; 

Allen, in Chi last week as guest 
speaker for the National Booksell¬ 
ers convention, told Variety his. 
show was now being booked six 
months in advance In anticipation 
of a fall talent paucity. In fact, he 
said, the eagerness to book ahead 
presents the danger of overloading 
the shows long before they reach 
the conception stage. NBC-TV pro¬ 
gram supervisor, Alan Courtney, 
who accompanied Allen to the 
Windy City, revealed that Sammy 
Davis Jr., Peter Lawford. Ann 
Sothern and Joan Crawford have 
already been signed for guest 
shots on the show next term, and 
in re the latter said, “We’re already 
working on a script for Joan that’s 
going to be her best television, 
showcasing yet.” 

It’s highly probable that the 
prime talent will make the rounds 

(Continued on page 40) 

Lever & Shulton 
Fancy Eve Arden 

Lever Bros, and Shulton appear 
to have resolved their Tuesday 
Right CBS-TV program choice 
with “It Gives Me Great Pleas¬ 
ure.” the web’s new Eve Arden 
comedy series based on the Emily 
Kimbrough book. Lever and 
Shulton have indicated the new 
film stanza is their choice for the 
8:30 spot in the fall, and are due 
to sign contracts on the show 
later this week. 

The Lever-Shulton problem has 
been a particularly irksome one 
for CBS-TV, since the web had alt 
but closed a deal for “Slezak & 
Sons” several weeks back when 
Lever decided it wanted out on 
the Slezak show, even though 
Shulton favored it. Result was 
that the Slezak pilot, though 
financed by CBS, reverted to 
Slezak and is now being peddled 
at the other networks. There 
wasn’t anything CBS could do 
about the situation either, since 
Lever had a firm toehold on the 
time through next January. 

"Pleasure” is autobiographical 
in content, describing the adven¬ 
tures of a widowed femme novel¬ 
ist on the .lecture trail. Televi¬ 
sion version will have Allyn Jos- 
lyn as a romantic male lead, play¬ 
ing the head of Miss Arden’s lec¬ 
ture bureau. Pilot was produced 
by JuLan Claman and directed by 
Sheldon Leonard. 

Peggy Lee Series Eyed 
As NBC-TV Entry, But 

Vegas Background Nixed 
Hollywood, June 4. 

NBC-TV is considering the idea 
of a musical, weekly half-hour 
teleseries for Peggy Lee, after nix¬ 
ing a series in which she would 
have played the part of a torches 
in a Vegas nitery. 

Web felt churchgoers would ob¬ 
ject to that Vegas background, says 
Miss Lee. Incidentally, a Jack 
Chertok-produced pilot, “Publicity 
Girl,” starring Ann Sfieridan as a 
Vegas Hack, was also nixed because 
of that background. Now Chertok’s 
going to reshoot it, and since Miss 
Sheridan objects to a change in lo¬ 
cale, he has Jan Sterling as the 
femme flack. 
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pmEri, ABB FEATOHE FILM CHAHT 
Vahiett’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu- Jeature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

reau’sjatest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
week, me 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi- 
determiniiig the effectiveness of'a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the^duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
distributor, included wherever possible along toith the title. Attention should be -paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer- 
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured tained fron\ a multiplicity of station and other data. 

SOUTH BEND-ELKHART 
> 

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT 
ARB 

RATING 

1. COMMAND DECISION— 
Clark Gable, Van Johnson; 1948; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

Best of MGM 
Sun. April 21 

9:30-11:30 p.m. 
WNDU 

23.4 

2. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO— 
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson, Robert 
Walker; 1944; MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Lamplight Thea. 
Sat. April 27 

10:45-1:15 a.m. 
WNDU 

20.3 

8. TEST PILOT— 
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Spencer 
Tracy; 1937; MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Lamplight Thea. 
Fri. April 26 

10:15-12:30 a.m. 
WNDU 

17.8 

4. HOMECOMING— 
Lana Turner, Clark Gable, Anne 
Baxter; 1948; MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Lamplight Thea. 
Wed. April 24 

10:15-12:30 a.m. 
WNDU 

17.3 

5. JOHNNY EAGERr- 
Robert Taylor, Lana Turner, Van 
Heflin; 1941; MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Lamplight Thea. 
Tues. April 23 

10:15-12:15 a.m. 
WNDU 

14.3 

6. THE SEARCH— 
Montgomery Clift, Wendell Corey; 
1948; MGM; MGM-TV 

• 

MGM -Twilight Thea. 
Fri. April 26 
4:00-5:45 p.m. 

WNDU 

14.0 

7. MRS. MINIVER— 
Greer Gar.son, Walter Pidgeon; 1942; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Lamplight Thea. 
Thurs. April 25 
10:15-12:45 a.m. 

WNDU 

13.8 

8. ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE— 
Van Johnson, Janet Leigh; 1946; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Lamplight Thea. 
Mon. April 22 
10:15-12:15 a.m. 

WNDU 

11.9 

9, SARATOGA— 
Clark Gable, Jean Harlow; 1937; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Twilight Thea. 
Thurs. April 25 
4:00-5:45 p.m. 

WNDU 

10.1 

10. VIVA VILLA— 
Wallace Berry, Leo CarrillO; 1933; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Twilight Thea. 
Wed. April 24 
4:00-5:45 p.m. 
' WNDU 

8.2 

SACRAMENTO 
1. LAURA— 

Gene Tierney. Dana Andrews, Clifton 
Webb; 1944;. 20th Century Fox; NTA 

Three. Star Theatre 
Sat. April 13 

11:00-12:40 a.m. 
KCRA 

15.8 

2. JOHNNY HOLIDAY— 
William Bendix, Hoagy Carmichael; 
1949; United Artists; Atlantic Television 

Valley Playhouse 
Wed. April 10 
2:00-3:45 p.m. 

KCRA 

1.4.7 

3. INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY— 
John Payne, Ann Sheridan, Pat O’Brien; 
1939; Warner Brothers; Associated 
Artists Productions 

Capitol Theatre 
Sat. April 13 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 

KCRA 

14.2 

4. ANGEL AND THE B ADM AN— 
John Wayne, Gail Russell; 1947; 
Republic; Hollywood Television Service 

Valley Playhouse 
Tues. April 9 f 
3:45-5:30 p.m. 

KCRA 

13.3 

5. HARD TO GET— 
Dick Powell. Olivia De Haviiland; 
1938; Warner Brothers; Associated 
Artists Productions «. 

Valley Playhouse 
Mon. April 8 
2:00-3:45 p.m. 

KCRA 

13.2 • 

6. THE YOUNGER BROTHERS— 
Wayne Morris, Janis Paige; 1949; 
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists 
Productions 

Valley Playhouse 
Thurs. April 11 

2:00-3:30 p.m. 
KCRA 

12.8 

7. THIRTY-NINE STEPS— 
Madeleine Carrol, Robert Donat; 1938; 
Gaumont-British; Atlantic Television 

Valley Playhouse 
Tues. April 9 
2:00-3:45 p.m. 

KCRA 

12.5 

8. CHAMPION— 
~ Kirk Douglas. Marilyn Maxwell; 1949; 

United Artists; Atlantic Television 

Three Star Thea. No. 1 
Fri. April 12 

10:00-12:00 a.m. 
KCRA 

12.2 

9. MARGIN FOR ERROR— 
Milton Berle, Joan Bennett; 1943; 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

Valley Playhouse 
Mon. April 8 
3:45-5:00 p.m. 

KCRA 

11.5 

10. JOHN LOVES MARY— 
Ronald Reagon, Patricia Neal, Jack 
Carson; 1949; Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions 

Valley Playhouse 
Thurs. April 11 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 

KCRA- 

11.0 

SHARE OF APRIL, 1957 ARB 
HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

25.2 19.9 57.5 What’s My Line. .WSBT . .28.5 
Badge 714 ..... .WSBT . 
News . .WSBT . 
The Black Swan, Late Movie. .WSBT . >.4.2 

22.4 16.7 72.3 Casanova Brown, Night Owl 
* Theatre . .WSJV . .5.0 

The Story of Alexander 
Graham Bell, Late Movie.. .WSBT . 

21.1 N 11.8 - 58.4 Giant Step . .WSBT . ...10.6 
Weather; News . .WSBT . 
News; Sports . .WSBT . 
Laura, First Run Showcast... 

r*—• 
.WSBT . 

19.9 13.8 77.2 Federal Men. .WSBT . .9.3 
Weather; News . .WSBT . .5.3 

16.3 8.5 66.0* Press Conference ..... .WSBT ... .6.9 
Weather; News ....... .WSBT .... _ 5.3 

15.4 11.4 48.4 Western Playhouse . .WSBT ... . 6 A 
Popeye Theatre . .WSBT ... .11.5 

17.5 6.5 69.6 Oh Susanna . ....WSBT ... .15.4 
Weather; News . ,.. .WSBT ... .9.S 
News; Sports . ....WSBT ... 
Return of the Vampire, 

Mystery Theatre .. ,.. .WSBT ... .3.1 

13.8 6.9 57.3 ^ Mr. District Attorney __ ,.. .WSBT ... .15.9 
Weather; News . ...WSBT .... 
Cariboo Trail, Night Owl 

Theatre .. ,...WSJV ... ..... 3.9 

11.4 5.7 53.1 - Mickey Mouse Club . ...WSJV ... .3.7 
Popeye Theatre . ...WSBT ... . 7.7 

9.3 6.1 42.3 Mickey Mouse Club .... ..... .WSJV .... .... 7.6 
Popeye Theatre ... .WSBT .... .... 8.-4 

19.0 114 85.9 Great Movie ........ .... KBET ... 

15.2 14.1 89.1 Our Miss Brooks ... ... .KBET ... .1.0* 
Garry Moore . ....KBET ... 
Arthur Godfrey ,.... ....KBET ... 

15.2 13,1 49.1 Western Theatre .... ,.. .KBET ... 
Buccaneers .-.... ... .KBET ... .10.9 

15.9 9.7 60.4 Arthur Godfrey. ,., .KBET ... .3.9 
Topneytown .. \ ,.. .KOVR ... 

- 
Mickey Mouse Club . ,.. .KCCC ... r* v *14-3 

14.1 12.1 79.4 Our Miss Brooks ... ,.. .KBET .... 
AH Star Theatre .... ... KBET .... 
Garry Moore .. ,.. .KBET. .... 3.1 
Arthur Godfrey .... ...KBET .... 

13.4 12.4 85.9 Our Miss Brooks ... .. .KBET .., 

j, Qarry Moore . .. .KBET ..., ..... 2.6 

i 
14.5 10.3 80.6 Our MiSs Brooks 

All Star Theatre .... 
Garry Moore ........ 
Arthur Godfrey .. 

,. .KBET ... 
.KBET ... 

...KBET ... 
..KBET ... 

.2.4 

12.8 11.0 44.2 Line-Up .. 
City Detective .. 
Great Movie.. 

— ". ..KBET ... 
..KBET ... 
. .KBET ... 

.....15.5 

12.1 11.0 59.9 Arthur Godfrey. . .KBET .,. .5.1 

13.4 4.5 55.4 Arthur Godfrey. 
Bonanza Bill _____ 
Mickey Mouse Club .. 

. 
. .KBET .., 
..KCCC ... 
..KCCC 

*.... JZ:4 
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BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE - HELEN O’CONNELL SHOW 
With members of evangelistic Producer-Director: Greff Harrison 

team; Cliff Barrows, music di- Writers: Earl Hamner, Robert Ce 

Jf orSt- Ge^« Be?- SlStert Director: Morion Evans 
Xlhe,;vS; B«sed chou. *<*•*-. 

PSrie^ty TEI.EVISIOA' REVIEWS 

of 1,500 voices. 
60 Mins.: Sat. (1) 8 pjn. 

MOREY AMSTERDAM SHOW’ 
With Morey Amsterdam, Tony 

Romano Qrch, Corky Hale, ffuests. 
Producer: Amsterdam 
Director: Robin Clark 
60 mins., Mon.-throuffh-Fri., 11 and 

11:30 p.m. 

BILLY GRAHAM N.Y. CRUSADE, j jy£ay 28 kickoff stanza, it's 

If this summer series can main- PARTICIPATING 
tain the breezy originality of the KTLA, Hollywood 

A Coup fTV Racked Up by CBS as It 
Catches Khrushchev at the Kremlin 

INC. _ _ __ 
ABC-TV, from New York standout performer and personality with n.s.g. results. Difference here, inw Andrews Ed & on Sunday (2) with’its "Face the 

(Walter F. Bennett) in Helen O’Connell to handle the and an important one is that this Pereen Fitzgerald, Lee Hall,: Nation” afternoon panel show, 
Billy Graham, whos been pack- vocals and on the preem, showed is a strictly pro outing. Morey euests ; scoring the major'news coup of 

ing them in nightly at Madison enough imagination to make the Amsterdam 1st a glib, showwise per- _(^,ii/i4w p the year with -a. full hour interview 
Square Garden, N. Y., gave coast- viewing as easy as the listening former, with a genuine talent for Patrlcia Parrar* Roone of Communkt pSrtv ^iS Nikita 
to-coast viewers a sampling of Opener used a denuded tele- off-thecuff foolery. Result is a Arledge . KhruXTwv fthe Kre« 
his personal magnetism Saturday vision studio, with all the wires, pleasing melange of music and gab, Director: Marshall Stone h,? TtYi-Te ofYnYT 
night (1) in the first U. S. telecast booms, moving cameras, etc., visi- which should gather a strong fol- 120 Mins.; Sun., 8-9, 10:30- i? .J 
of a Billy Graham crusade. As a ble to the home viewer. Setting lowing against opposition old pix n.-snsm ominous, it not an electronics ex- 
one-man evangelism show on ABC- off this background were some at this hour. WRCA-TV New York erc=se in futility, which only time 
mxr o Mica x v, new xuriv can tell. Having established 

The informal live night show bit 1 
A musical session, show has a has been tried on KTLA before, | SUNDAY’S SCHEDULE 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

CBS-TV made Page 1 headlines 

of a Billy Graham crusade. As a ble to the home viewer. Setting lowing against opposition old pix 11.a m | ominous, it not an electronics ex- 
one-man evangelism show on ABC- off this background were some at this hour. WRCA-TV New York j erc=se in futility, which only time 
TV (picked up direct from a jam- simple props keyed to each of Miss Amsterdam, who doubles as pro- . e ' Haying established 
packed Garden), it was a revela- O’Connell’s selections. Tops was ducer, has mounted a flexible " reasonably good service laea CBS resourcefulness in moving its 
tion and a closeup insight into why the latin "Hotta Chocolatta” num- format, including guest star inter- which could be done in 15 minutes cameras and crack newsmen into 
audiences respond to this religioso her in which the technicians came views, songs, dances, musical num- is stretched to two hours in “Sun-, a heretofore unattainable area, the 
phenomenon. into view draped in Mexican bers and patter. Another skedded day’s Schedule” a two-hour filler!program was momentous in bring- 

night had all the click elements1 neat bit-followed the “You Make ing night ran 10, minutes over with 8 to 9 a.m. ana at iunju to u:du,j cinj showed him to be an as- 
that, translated, say, into the pop Me Feel So Young” song when still no tiibe for that. sandwiching the 90-minute NBC, tule politician capable of utilizing 
music area, make a Lawrence Welk Miss O’Connell switched off the On& reason show ran over was educational project kinescopes. | au tbe tricks’ in controlling and 
tick. And as surefire as the tech- “enthusiastic” canned applause guest stints of'derry Lewis, Rose The interesting element is a Sun_! capturin" his audience 
niques used by Ralph Edwards in coming from a sound effects ma- Marie and Ray Malone. Lewis day morning preview of events and} l, _ J* '* 
going after the “heart,” so is the chine. Other songs niftily sold trouped gallantly and generously, where-to-go, wbat-to-do on a Sun-!. Ubs Analrs major scoop 
Billy Graham pitch for the “soul.” were “Love Letters In The Sand”"* although it was obvious that he day afternoon. The rest is pap. jin penetrating the Kremlin for a 
As the “great common denom- and the theme, “All of Me.” wras dead tired after a long day, jf “Sunday’s Schedule” defies t go-round with the most powerful 
inator,” be it religion or any of the It was a very fast 15 minutes. at that late hour. However, he classification, it’s because the sta-i Ji8ure in the Soviet Union (a feat 
facets of show biz, he demonstrate Herm. mugged, exchanged repartee with tjon bas thrown everything it canievcn l*1® Russians themselves 
ed beyond any doubt why he’s tre*- - Amsterdam and closed with a dev into it, cartoons, Teligious sermons, I haven’t been able to maneuver) 
mendous boxoffice. SPORTS FOCUS liberately off-key lampoon of his news, weather, interviews, discus-? had more than its quota of historic 

Few performers, whether on tv. ^ith Howard Cosell singing style. But with Lewis so sion, travel films, etc. This isn’t-overtones. As Daniel Schorr, CBS 
stage or film, have the dynamic Director: Mickey Trenner obviously beat, this bit went on too programming, it’s an abdication of 5 correspondent in Moscow; Stuart 
qualities of a Graham-, or are as 15 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 7 p.m. long, since the strain began to programming responsibility, or atjNovins. the regular moderator of 
sure of themselves, or can treat AB(>Xyf from New York show. ^ „ least programming effort in short ] the series, and B. J. Cutler, Mos- 
a script with such positive ag- Howard Cosell has a little of Rose Mane was considerably an easy way out of - filling two j cmv correspondent for the N Y - 
gressiveness. There s no unctuous Wallace in him It’s his *T’oc,1Ar 071,1 van throimh » rnunlp v>n„r^ nt tim» tt™* nn« nf tv»A f«-n .. .. — ~ . — - “. gressiveness. There’s no unctuous Mike Wallace in him. It’s his fresher and ran through a couple hours of time. For one of the two. lIerld Xribun„ rifled v * 
quality- no sanctimonious P«- awaieness of Wallace preemi- of her nitery routines and clowned top stations in the nation’s biggest 
suasion. The voice is strong, con- nence as an interviewer that seems uP_a torch version of “My Blue tv market, it shows a curious, lack 5 *Iie 
trolled, never borders on hysteria. f0enbcee Sh£d^^new ed/e on ^ Helven” to good effect. Malone, a of intiative and imagination. j idlWl{* a simultaneous 

eesturlnff^nev^ac’ already considerable talent as a pleasing terper, dragged in his b^- Johnny Andrews handles his: s°cr it was°the revealing camera 
the constant gesturing is never ac- ^ CoselL who worked b°P puppet creation, but picked hosting jobs pleasantly and easily,1,rs> u.wast ine revealing camera 
cidental, for the vast sweep of both strictly for tbe jjadio net- UP considerably in a later chal- which^makes the pill a little easier: ^loscuP treatment, much more so 
brands and arms propels and work,got a des^ved crack at lenge-dance with Amsterdam. to’ swallow. Butyls interview ef-jthrn the Red chief s repetitous 
holds the visual attention. This, in ’ 1Producer Amsterdam has sur- fnrf with sonewriter (“New Girl and unabashed rpologia for the 
addition to the voice that never (3)°heC<Wan a^ummertoie^week- rounded himself with a good stet hTTown”) Bob°MerrUl,'was^"a mu-{Soviet way of l-:e and thinking, 
falters, never gropes for a word or he^began^ s^mermne week musical crew Tony Romano’s vo- Sal- admiration - society attempt.1 no matter what the area of discus- 
a nhrase and is as assured as his ^ w lt good ^at calizing is as smooth as ever, and The news was read off a clipboard sion, that sparked the drama in 

nSJS-6 ce th ^ a lean day' for sports news,because his orch, including Murray by Lee Hall, the weather was in- this unprecedented hour-long in- 
All ^hi? the PABC&TV cameras Cosell’s talents as a newscaster are McEaehern, one of the better complete (a report without a fore- terview. 
All tms tne ABo-iV cameras exceotional From a brief trombonists around, is a solid in- cast) and Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald, -Vat+i'v -.iMt-aH in a 

caught most effectively, focusing £$n g arS the new? scene he strumental aggregation. Corky Hale who are supposed to handlea seg^ at“re“,4nf a 
for the most part on Graham*him- swing arouna ine news scene, ne tJr._Hvplv .bied •>„ fpmme vo- mpnt puIIpH “Mndppn T.ivincr ” rnn- slut and ivory shirt (he refused to 
self, yet panning intermittently “ heaw^ht champ who calist and pianist, accompanying tributed an interesting but totally ^ear makeup or use earphones on. 
over the vast expanse of the Gar- Ratte^n hea^eight.champ who bQth Rose Marie and Malone on irreleVant discussion of “The Rise the assumption that it would be 
den to capture the reactions of g^bortly to deftnd ^ title versus tfae 88 Koue. of the House of Duveen.” Chan: undignified for his first U. S. tv ap- 
a rapt, tense audience. 4 And HmriMnc Jack^. Pattcajon was # . pearance), Khrushchev was the per- 

m.p ...’I calin^and0 apparently"^pen ^and 

S &gec?S-,&ugEhviroS. *cJ£S i: TpIp FftHnwJ In 
anxieties’ the hating lying, cheat- *SQ,t through to him with some ■ J. dC 1 Olli/W U IJ fjUlniliUlll tra>ing a sense of humor. Hisire- 
ing and killings whether in New soUd questions. He began really ......f .... . . . , T ;s-?,on^e.s, w^re ^“s^ate^and^ full. 
York or Uruguay; the moral im- to put the heat on Cus D’Amato, ♦♦♦**♦*♦« When the questions posed had him 

perfections of a people creating a Pattersons contooversial manager, Mike Wallace gave his valedic- aminee, or both, would blow up. occasions^hetfell back°uDmi^his 
chasm between man and God, the and if there were more time, it , „ _* /011 Wac Waiiapp “cpncafinnai^1' run occasions, ne ieu Dack upon nis 
e5 from reSity. and the in- might have resembled any Sun- tory performance Friday (31) on Was WaHace sensational. Did well_ver5ed ideology, yanking put 

evitable return to the thematic day at 10 on the same network. Af- WABD, the DuMont station m New pyrotechnics’ Was he as ^hSex-^the standard and oft-heard Soviet 
u— soul is restless until it has ter those two, there wasn’t much York. In one season, the man on aminer, always the ’ intellectual [ Pr°paganda line, 
found its rest in God/’ And the time for Emil Lence, promoter of tbe 11 o’clock “Night Beat" who peer of the examinee? (who in his-1 If therfr was nothing particular- 
program faded off as the hundreds upcoming championship bout, bad become the most-talked-about tory bas been?). Was he always !ly new revealed in the interview 

^Tk^C°VLfe wfth Were^Dromisi H Questions asked b s t was properly prepared, that is, did he; except for clear affirmation on the 
^I°ns. !?? ^15 Uere promising. Art. nQw Washe/UD *» “bone up” well via the findings of j part of Khrushchev that there can 

< irrvr err,** CPnTvn In a ’ biuin«& notable for its bis legmen and researchers? Did be peaceful co-existence between a 

Producer Amsterdam has sur- J fortt with‘songwriter (“New Girl 

falters, never gropes 

Tele Foliow-Up Comment 

foTW^and Jth were DromistaH quesUons]®fa video personality in town, was properly prepared, that is, did lie; except for clear affirmation on the 
225,“ IS? Uere promismg‘ Art' now “all washed up.” bone up” well via the findings of part of Khrushchev that there can 

audiences, too embrace Christ. 4 FIVE STARS FOR SPRING In a business notable for its |j|f 11®tg?oo Sny^f^his Objects Communist 
Saturday’s telecast of the Gar- With Nat Cole, Gordon MacRae, dealing m death and destruction too nany or nis subjects Communist and a capitahst state 

den pickup, -with the full visual Patti Page, Andy Williams, June to talent, there was one important fprung the trap’ “ bad und that they were ready to take 
••production” of the 1,500-voiced Valli, Ricky Nelson, .Lou .Wills Jr 
massed choir, was the first of four Bud Collyer, emcee 
being sponsored by the Billy Producer-Director: Joe Cate» 
Graham Evangelistic Assn. Writer: Carroll Carroll 
Graham would not be Averse to a Musical Director: Paul Weston 
continuing 26-week cycle under- 60 Mins.; Sat. (1), 9 p.m. 
written by an institutional-minded bULOVA 
bankrolled - Rose. NBC, from Hollywood 

____— (McCann-Erickson) 
IT’S A HIT “Five Stars For Spring,” a one 
With Happy Felton, others shot show filling the slot vacatec 
Producer: Gene Schiess by Sid Caesar, shaped up as 1 
30 Mins.; Sat., 11:39 a.m. pleasing musical session. With j 
CBS-TV, from N.Y, minimum of production gimmicks 

Patti Page, Andy Williams, June w taient. mere was one important “ n2 th trao’ « «.i- , ■ ti * ^ 
Valli, Ricky Nelson, Lou-Wills Jr.; difference. Wallace was played out Thele and other Questions mere- the first, smaU ,fte,p t(»ward dls“ 
Bud Collyer, emcee locally, but, a month before in a j connoted that something new armament* nonetheless “Face the 
Producer-Director; Joe Cate» dual chore, had been launched as had been addtd totefevMon *atlon” served to bring to the 
Writer: Carroll CarroU a network inquisitor. He had After half a dozen of mostlv DO- American public not the fabled 
Musical Director: Paul Weston mbved lock, stock and stiletto to j,, d gfpicfiy veneer teleshows Ki’emlin monster but a positive 
60 Mins.; Sit. <1>, S p.m. ABC-TV-there to nde it out more smCe about l951. o“ cBS and its Personalitj-, amiable in demeanor. 
BULOVA or less placidly for a few Sunday N y ^CBS-TV fiagshia, some intelligent and self-assured. Cer- 
NBC, from Hollywood stanzas until ex-gangster Mickey witb ex-wife Buff Cobb. Wallace tainly his willingness to appear on 

(McCann-Erickson) had emerged as one of the me- U: S. tv in the first place must be 
“Five Stars For Spring,” a one- s °fccbestiation No\v Wallace dium.s great innovators. He had construed to all intents as evi- 

shot show filling the slot vacated bad a sensation going for him; entered ^ smaU dream circle of dence of good faith. shot show filling the slot vacated * entered the small dream circle of dence of good faith. 
by Sid Caesar, shaped up as a be had^gotten.a lot,0^^mileage out *w. television, pathfinders—as Particularlv oertinent tn thi* tp 
pleasing musical session. With a of his fourth guest star who had contradistinguished from pioneers I v 
minimum of production gimmicks, £?me before the cameras to vent —such as Sid Caesar, Pat Weaver. jVie" 'vas Khrusnchevs sounding 

“It’s a Hit” appears likely to live it presented a group of top Pop .fPmen on“j- Max Liebman, Robert Saudek “ th« “W?14a°A of 
Up to its title. The show, a quizzer vocalists doing their stuff. stabularj, specifically Los Angeles (“Omnibus”), Lou Cowan (“864.- America broadcast, jamming ^ and 

^with a baseball gimmick, is geared The most offbeat angle on the R°lice Chief Parker. 000 Question”), Lawrence Spivak establishing of better cultural 
for juves and judging hy the re- session was the remote pickup His first three guests hardly and Martha Rountree (“Meet the relations between Russia and the 
action of the tv participants on the from the Chicago nitery, the Chez measured up to the Wallace ap- Press”), Ed Murrow & Fred-} y- .s-> tiemg in the latter with his 
initialer last Saturday (1) it has a Paree, where Nat (King) Cole was proach. Gloria Swansbn was not Friendly (“See It Now”), Ed Mur- insistence that, whatever the dif- 
home-run potential. . performing. It was not, however, “controversial” or -in the .news; row. John Aardn A Jesse Zousmer ferences in ideologies, there is no 

Youngsters oq opposing teams the best type of video showcase Eldon Edwards, the Imperial WLz- (“Person to Person”). Bishop reason why there can’t be peaceful 
get up at bat, swing at a baseball for Cole. He did a group of four ard of the Ku Klux Klan, said Sheen, and perhaps no more than co-existence. 
attached to 'a special shaft and numbers, including a rock ’n’ roll nothing—he was merely shown up two or three others whose names a wrv sense of humor earn** tn 
then answer questions to get on ditty, “Send For Me,” which was by the accurate cameras for the do not readily spring to mind. fore when in resnnndim? tnthp 
base. Each time the ball Is' hit a far inferior to his type of material, bigoted stooge he is. Author Philip The medium had great entertain- voice-iammin’p miprvlhp d^nrihpd 
scoreboard reflects whether it’s a The other singers were present- Wylie was crusty and cynical, too ers and great entertainments, yes. bic , 
single, double, triple, home run, ed against simple stage backdrops, much of an egghead . for tele- but the innovators were few, thei . ® if6«C,fi 
walk, foul, etc. Once the effect of Being June 1, the sbo^ opened viewers. imitators many. This is how an 7°?”^;*• “ ll-? a .§a?d 
the swat is determined, the batter brightly with the whole company Whereas Wallace, on his local obit might be written on the 10- 've ft?*}, 3a.m 11 *' * But -s 
is then asked a question according doing “June Is Bustin' Out All WABD show, had the benefit of year life of tv. . a voice uhiclT cute on the ear, then 
to the value of the hit The ques- Over.” Patti Page registered neat- four-a-week and an hour a night What makes Wallace tick? Is he “le people switch off their radio 
tion has to be answered correctly ly on “I’m Sitting on Top of the with two interviewees* to make a crackerjack interviewer-on-tv or jam it because the voice gets on 
for the hit to be counted. World” and “Old Cape Cod,” while hay, his coast to -coaster must because he needles, wheedles, their nerves. Again, in retorting 

The questions, submitted by edu- Gordon MacRae belted across' a make it within half that time, prods and hammers; because he is to the suggestion that the Party 
cators, are geared to the knowledge medley of romantic ballads for top once .a week, with one subject, tough an<T cocky; because he Is a rulers make all the decisions in 
•level of the average youngster in results. Lou Wills Jr. turned In And at-10 o’clock chain time in- bringer-outer and bring-abouter? the “competition of ideas” within 
the competing age group. The kids a neat hoofing stint to “Perdido” stead of 11 o’clock local time, the Most will answer in the affirma- the Soviet Union, Khrushchev 
involved in the opeqer, appeared* with the Honeydreamers vocaliz- competitive forces "Jure something tive. What was sam about him by tossed that one off with the as- 
to be a little nervous, but seemed ing. else again. Variety in the beginnings of his sertion: “That’s an old tune, an old 
to enjoy the game. Happy Felton, Andy Williams scored on “I Get Above and beyond these con- JJ^ight Beat * still goes: Mike record, and no one listens to that 
who has his own ••Knothole Gang” A Kick Out of You” and June siderations one fact stood out. ^Yallace, who s done nearly every- record any more.” 
baseball-^bow for-juves on WOR- Valli rocked with “You Make Me Wallace had barely started on SSngx.in Ja£i0 an„d The failure to cement better 
TV, is the program’s question-ask- Feel So Young.” Ricky Nelson, son WABD when the news got around £de “owdah on a pachyderm, is cu]fura, reTafj0ns he blamed en- 
ing umpire. He does a satisfactory of Ozzie and Harriet Nelson who that there wi a “crazP guy^ on threatening to become as hot an- tirety on the ™ted State? aco^ 
job. Howeyef, he could give the also has a.hit disk riding with “I’m ty. A favorite question ewh mon- interviewer for the homescreens brely on the united States accus- 
kids the correct answers fo ques- Walking,” is a handsome lad with ning in office? store, factor^ salon « Boswell was between covers vis- ^8 the U S. of domg all the dis- 
tions missed. This was only done a set of pipes that can pass as and subway was, “Did you see n-vis old Doc Johnson. His Nigbt |,g’ , m,f „,_c 
occasiomdly on the getaway stanza, acceptable in the current state of Mike Wallace last night?” Big and- Beat, ^ baffo on. at. Ieast, J'v.° re^Srin?^ avowal th? 4nvfpf 

The show Isn’t sponsored, but the the market Nelson, however, was little controversies raged on counts, each, probably related. ■**w5pJ?a*L*5.® 5?*?^ 
Sheaffer pen and pencil-company weighed down by an obvious run- whether such and so “gave it” to Since (1) Wallace pulls no punches ^ver im^ises ideas on its people 
got a healthy commercial via a ning gag routine with emcee Bud Wallace or whether Wallace “gave and is strictly a spray hitter, it as lie made himself out quite the 
giveaway of Its product to each of Collyer which only emphasized the it” to him or her. The man in the seems inevitable that those sitting hero and the savior of the um- 
the participants on the program. lad’s professional callowness. street was making book on wheth- f°r their portraits will (2) get the verse as the chief opponent of en- 

Jess. , Hertn. er either the examiner or the ex- (Continued on page 38) mity. Quite a performance. 
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AROUND THE WORLD 
IN 52 
ADVENTURE- 

HALF HOURS 
ON FILM... 
WITH MCA’S “TOP TEN 
ADVENTURE HIT... 
JUST MADE AVAILABLE 
TO LOCAL ADVERTISERS! 

YOU KNOW IT IS “TOP 10” IN 49 MARKETS! (latest available ARB ratings as of May, 1957)... with a 

world-beating average of 26.9! You know you are going on the air with a huge and happy audience! 

YOU KNOW WHY IT ALWAYS RATES HIGH!... because the REVUE PRODUCTIONS seal spells television’s 

finest film programs. Made on seven seas and five continents, soldiers op fortune takes viewers 

adventuring in the mountain fastnesses of Tibet, the jungles of the Amazon, the menacing waters off 

Hong Kong! Everyone claims to spend a fortune on production — Revue really does. 

YOU KNOW ITS TERRIFIC SALES RECORD! Seven-Up, exclusive national sponsor, ran 26 of these programs, 

took a look at the results, asked Revue to produce 26 more! Consistently high ratings are matched by 

ideal audience composition - 50% adults, 50% kids. 

Call your MCA TV Film Syndication representative for details on TVys most successful adventure hit. 

starring JOHN RUSSELL and CHICK CHANDLER 

SOLDERS OF 
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Schine-Owned WPTR Packs ’Em 
In for Tower of Talent’ Hoopla 

P'ShiETy 

Closed-Circuit Closeup 

By JAMES L. CONNERS 

Albany, June 4. 

“Tower of Talent," staged by 

WPTR at Hawkins Stadium in 

Menands last week <May 29) 

reached a new level for recent 

area radio-station special promo¬ 

tions, in attendance, record "name", 

artists appearing,, scope of pub¬ 

licity and outlay of money. 
An estimated 4200, many of 

whom were tennagers, attended, 

from the surrounding territory. 

Prizes totaling SI.000 in value were 

awarded. 

Presented as evidence of the 
Sehine management's "faith in 
radio as a mass medium of enter¬ 
tainment, and as an effective ve¬ 
hicle for advertising,” the live show 
was also offered to hypo interest, 
in the 50,000-watter’s new 24-hour 
operating policy and its about-to- 
break “Radio Central” news cov¬ 
erage. This makes use of four two- 
way-equipped cars, cruising in Al- 
bany-Schenectady-Troy sector, and 
calls for special national-interna¬ 
tional spot reporting. The cars were 
driven around the baseball field 
for "Tower of Talent” bringing 
some of the performers to. a can¬ 
opied stage, erected on the pitch¬ 
ing mound. 

Headlining tne two-hour show 
were. Charlie Gracie, Mickey & 
Sylvia and Lillian Briggs, of platter 
fame. They appeared twice, the 
singing, trombone-playing Miss 
Briggs opening both halfs and 
Mickey & Sylvia closing each seg¬ 
ment. All drew enthusiastic re¬ 
ceptions, the “joint” rocking 'n' 
rolling with them, at times. 

The second-time-around arrange¬ 
ment seemed to take a little edge 
off the entertainment impact. Bet¬ 
ter spotting of Miss Briggs, a solid 
performer for this type of show, 
would have been desirable. 

Gracie, a favorite with the young¬ 
sters, and Mickey & Sylvia, also 
well liked tthe handsome, dark 
gal’s undulations while singing 
seemed a bit out of place, in view 
of the audiences age) are roch’n’ 
roll stars. 

Francis Murphy’s 12-piece local 
orchestra backed up the show nice¬ 
ly. The Hanncford duo, former 
circus topliners and now perform- 

[ing out of Lake George, were 
(among the outdoor acts working 
(in front of the grandstand. The 
[96-piece Colonie Central School 
■Band and the 90-piece Troy High 
[ School Band also entertained. 
| Paul Flanagan, who recently 
[joined WPTR as its top spinner, 
i after 12 years with WTRY in Troy, 
| Served as chief emcee. Others were 
[Joel Spivak, Gene O’Haire (who 
! doubled on drums, in one number),. 
| Dick Karnow and Dave Sennett. 

The show' was heavily advertised 
via window and pole cards, as well 
as in newspapers. Guiding force of 
the promo was Duncan Mounsey, 
vi president and genexal manager 
of WPTR. Its cost was- not re-i 
vealed, hut talk: around the ball { 
park suggested the tab might have ] 
been $5,OCO or more. Bob Snyder [ 
assisted on arrangements. 

Slenderella Boss 
Covets AM Station 

Philadelphia, June 4, 
Larry L. Mack, founder and 

president of Slenderella, is plan¬ 

ning to branch out into show busi¬ 

ness. The slimming tycoon who 

now has 86 salons throughout the 

world and is adding them at the 
rate of 75 a year, intends to diver-, 
sify his interests. 

Here to look over a forthcom¬ 
ing midtown spot, Mack revealed 
he Is dickering for a radio station 
with Miami, New Orleans, and 
Houston as possible locations. 
Skedded to start is a new Slen¬ 
derella late-evening interview' 
session from the Fairmoimt Hotel, 
San Francisco, over KSFO. Paul 
Spiegel, SF News columnist, has 
been parted to conduct this 
broadcast. 

Also in immediate prospect is a 
recording of Slenderella radio 
music “Theme for a Summer 
Love.” Mack hopes to get Mon- 
tavani to dp the straight orches¬ 
tral waxing, with lyrics to be 
added on later disks. Theme has 
good advance buildup, he de¬ 
clared. Slenderella spent* $2,000,- 
000 on radio last year. 

! In order to convert closed-cir¬ 
cuit television . users to color, 
Closedcircuit Telecasting System, 
a company devoted to the intro¬ 
duction of tint in large-screen tele¬ 
casts, is offering color on an intro¬ 
ductory basis at a premium of 15% 
over black and'white. 

According to Fanshawe Linds¬ 
ley,' president of CTS, the plus that 
color offers far outweighs .the 
slight increase in cost. “You can¬ 
not.” said Lindsley, “present food, 
appliances, cars, packaged goods, 
fashion or even today’s bathroom 
fixtures effectively in black and 
white. Nor is there any point in 
a company presenting its four- 
color advertising campaign in 
black and white.” 

Lindsley contends that because 
of the absence of color up to now, 
“closed-circuit has been used spar¬ 
ingly.” As the result of the de¬ 
velopment of large-screen color 
units (RCA equipment which show 
6x8 foot pictures), Lindsley antici¬ 
pates a “long-anticipated break¬ 
through” in the use' of closed-cir¬ 
cuit tv by business. 

The CTS prexy cites a survey by 
the American Telephone & Tele¬ 
graph Co. which indicates that 
85% of the users of b&w closed-tv' 
would have employed color had it 
been available. A plug for color 
was also obtained by CTS in a 
questionnaire filled out by repre¬ 
sentatives of top industrial firms 
who have witnessed demonstra¬ 
tions of CTS’s color equipment 

Citing statements from pharma¬ 
ceutical firms which have used 
color equipment for medical tele¬ 
casts, Lindsley noted that “excel¬ 
lent picture quality” had been ob¬ 
tained with projections on the 6x8 
foot screen and. that it had been 
satisfactory for audiences as large 
as 600. 

Lindsley argues that picture 
size alone is not the answer to ef¬ 
fective and successful presenta¬ 
tions. “Far more important,” he 
maintains, “is the element of good 
visibility for the entire audience 
and inasmuch as hotel ballrooms 
have flat floors, any hotel audience 
of over 500 can enjoy far better 
visibility through the use of two 
6x8 screens positioned at either 
end of the ropm than from a single 
9x12 or 12x16 screen.” 

Lindsley’s view' son closed-cir¬ 
cuit color are disputed by two rival 
firms—TelePrompTer Cdrp. and 
TjNT-Tele-Sessions Inc. 
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
NBC-TV granted Bud Yorkin a release from his. exclusive producer- 

director contract with the web at his request this week, and Yorkin 
promptly signed a no-exclusive deal with Betford Corp. under which 
he’ll produce and direct the Tennessee Ernie Ford show for a second 
season w’hile doing motion picture work besides. 

Yorkin, who had been under contract to NBC but had been doing 
the Ford show this season, objected to the fact that he couldn’t partici¬ 
pate in several picture .projects under the NBC pact. He’s working on 
production of his own screenplay, “The Vicious Circle.” which his 
Nik-Roy Productions will do later this year, and another screenplay 
which he’ll also produce under his own banner, 

San Francisco-Oakland Television Inc., the outfit which looks to be 
the wunner in the race for Channel 2 in Oakland, is in no way owned 
or controlled by General Tire & Rubber, as erratumed in' last week’s 

I issue. Company is 100% owned by William D. Pabst, Ward D. Ingrim. 
and Harry R. Lupke, and the only connection between them and Gen¬ 
eral Tire is that Pabst arid Ingrim are currently employed by the 
Don Lee Netw'ork, which is owned by the tire company. Pabst and 
Ingrim, moveover, stated this week that they will terminate their em¬ 
ployment with Don Lee once the Channel 2 grant becomes final. 
Pabst is currently general manager of the Don Lee-Mutual KFRC in 
San Francisco, while Ingrim is a Don Lee exec in Hollywood. Lup'r.e 
is an engineer. 

There’s an interesting sidelight to the establishment last week by 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. of an export branch to sell kinescopes 
of some of its dramatic shows overseas, particularly in England. Most 
of the credit for the overseas interest is given to Canadian scripter 
Arthur Hailey, whose plays have been done three ways—in Canada, 
Britain and the U.S.—but Hailey’s British deals have never been made 
via kinnie. Instead, they’ve been negotiated only on the basis of the 
script itself, since Maeve Southgate, Hailey’s agent, has sent the scripts 
directly to BBC-TV and negotiated price, even before the CBC-TV 
kinnies arrived in London. * 

KNXT, Hollywood, which won 1956 Alfred I. DuPont award last 
March, is dividing $1,000 prize money between UCLA and USC, to be 
used to train students In telecommunications, according to station 
manager Clark George. 

Both universities will get $500 each, with UCLA fund earmarked 
into a “KNXT Tv Recording Fund,” by the Theatre Arts Department. “ 
Rudy Bretz of Department will administer fund. USC grant will be 
used for scholarships on graduate level in Telecommunications de¬ 
partment. 

CBS Foundation, which in the past couple of months has stepped up 
its educational activities with the establishment of its news & public 
affairs fellowships and the new Paul Keston memorial scholarship at 
the Harvard School of Business Administration, last week resumed 
still another educational project. Foundation will endow 12 private 
colleges and universities in the U.S. in the names of 19 CBS execs 
who are alumni, the- grants amounting to $2,000 for each exec or 
$38,000 in alL This is the fourth year of the plan, with a total of 35 
schools now receiving the grants. 

Television, schools and clubs are in line for a one-reel color film 
titled “Tools of the Dance,” to he produced by David Piel Inc. of New 
York In behalf of Capezio, the ballet shoe manufacturer. Part of the 
shoemaker’s 70th anniversary campaign,, the pic illustrates and ex¬ 
plains the fitting of “soft” and box-toe shoes and gives,* basie intro¬ 
duction to “the background and language of the dance.” David Piel, 
the director, has won two awards at the Venice Film Festival. 

I CBS Radio 
Continued from pa ft .25 

filiates will actually be deciding 
whether an expanded network serv¬ 

ice is In order at a time when local 

stations have overcome their prob¬ 
lems and have made a going busi¬ 

ness of doing without networks. 

The Station Representative Assn., 
the persistent foe of the networks, 
finds itself In somewhat of an 
anachronous position, since its at¬ 
tacks in the past have been on the 
network tendency to sell participa¬ 
tions, a function which SRA claims 
belongs to stations. Now, with 
Ford buying iii the traditional pat¬ 
tern of half-hours, SRA attacks on 
a different front, the issue of reve¬ 
nue losses to be sustained by CBS 
outlets in dropping their oWn shows 
in favor of the CBS feeds. 

But the SRA stand, as expressed 
by managing director Lawrence 
Webb last week, is symptomatic of 
the perplexities facing both the 
stations and networks today. On 
the station decisions will ride the 
entire future of the network con¬ 
cept in radio. 

Axe ‘Tonight’ 
sssss Continued from pare 25 

ments within the new show. Gard¬ 
ner, of course, continues under 
cbntract to WRCA-TV, the NBC 
flagship , station in New York, 
where hi does local interview seg¬ 
ments. Jack Lescoulie, “Tonight’s” 
anchor man. Is already due to re¬ 
turn to 'Today,” while columnist 
Earl Wilson had already submitted 
his resignation. 

For Past, the new deal gives him, 
what will amount to around-the- 
clock exposure oyer the past three 
years, since he did the CBS-TV 
“Morning Show” three years ago, 
had a CBS-TV daytime in mid¬ 
afternoon and now goes into a late- 
night spot His NBC-TV deal does 
not require him to drop his current 
pact • with ABC Radio, where he 
does a daytime strip. As to “To¬ 
night,” the current format will 
have lasted less than six months, 
Sinn* it stavtAii .Tarr 3Q of thig 

year. Steve Allen was the original 
inceptor of the “Tonight” stanza; 
he was followed briefly by Ernie 
Kovacs and the current format fol¬ 
lowed that. 

Interested in 

T. V* t 

best deal on a new 

| THUNDERBSRD 
I cr 

I FORD 
Call or write SAM ANGER - 

(brother of Horry Anc r & ^ C ) 

LYnbroolt 9-0600 

TBD ROWLAND Inc 

Lynbrook, Long Island N Y 

Delivery Anywhere in the U S. 

NEED 
SUMMER HOME 

NOW 
Busy television oxocutlvo's family 
noeds .a 4-bodroom July-Soptom- 
ber vacation.homo within 75 mllos 
of NYC. Must bo within "stono's 
throw" of boach, swimming pool 
or lako, and with tonnfs courts 
closo by. Wrlto MMS, Sulto 2300/ 



at the Chicago Federated Advertising Club Awards Banquet... 
were WMAQ and WNBQ, the NBC stations that were honored with 
more awards than any other broadcasting operation in Chicago! 

Possibly the most cherished award of all was the one to WMAQ and 
its news staff. It is well-earned recognition for WMAQ’s superior 
efforts in bringing to Chicago timely and informed reports, right 
around the clock. 

The CFAC awards, four each to WMAQ and WNBQ, are significant 
because they come from advertising professionals, representatives of 
the Midwest’s leading advertisers and agencies. Their selection of 
WMAQ and WNBQ implies a sound endorsement of the stations’ pro¬ 
gramming ... and the commercial impact of that programming. 

These awards offer further proof of WMAQ and WNBQ’s broad¬ 
casting leadership—the kind of leadership that means greater rewards 
for both audiences and advertisers in Chicago. 

WMAQ-WNBQ, Chicago SOLD BY SPOT SALES 

WMAQ Awards: WMAQ News Department—Best General News Coverage by any 
station; “Wed Howard” — Best Disc Jockey (Tie); “Virginia Marmaduke” — Best 
Women’s Show; “Promenade Concert”—Best Local Music Show. 

WNBQ Awards: “Clint Youle”—Best Weather Program; “City Desk”—Best Com- 
mentary Program; “Club 60”—Top network musical and yariety program in Chicago; 
Station WNBQ—Special award for contribution to the welfare of the community in 
the religious field. 
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EV NEW YORK CITY . . . 
CBSoaper casting in radio: Mary Alice Wunderle into “Right to 

Happiness,” Earl George set for “Read o’f Life,” Abby Lewis, Martin 
' Blaine and Helen Claire into “Baclcs'age Wife” Pat Holsey to “Helen 

Trent” and Andrey Egan and Jane Meredith into “Our Gal Sunday” 
• . . Doris Van Treek, teenage video thesp, appointed a delegate to the 
Citizenship Institute at Douglass College in New Brunswick June 
17*21, sponsored by the N. J. Federation of Women’s Clubs’. . « Liam 
Dunn of CBS-TV casting back from vacation . . . Eddie Bracken and 
Shlrl Conway among those guesting at today’s (Wer») commencement 
luncheon of the Professional Children’s School at the Mayfair House 
♦ . . Barbara McNair, vocalist on CBS’ Galen Drake show, signed to 
gplay opposite Nat King Cole in the filmbiog of W. C. Handy . . . Ber¬ 
nice J. Kerman, who rrripted the majority of “Great Jewish Stories” 
on WATV, winds up the current season with "The Story of Ruth and 
Naomi” today <WedJ , . . “Person to Person” director Charles N. Hill 

. signed a new three-year contract with CBS-TV and the show . . . Max 
Liebman back from his extended tour of the Far East . . . Paul 
McGrath stars in “FBI in Peace & War” Sunday (9> on CBS Radio . . . 
‘‘Person to Person’s” John Horn and Charles N. HHI to Coast-for Fred 
Astaire remote Friday (7) . . . Ludwig W. Sjmmel upped from co-op 
program sales manager to manager of sales service and traffic, and 
William G. Thompson upped from promotion supervisor in the co-op 
sales department to supervisor of co-op sales, both at NBC Radio . 
Ned Cramer, WCBS-TV director, to the Coast with his wife for a four- 
week vacation, o . , 

Steve Yate’s, son of the late Charlie Yates, joining Frank Cooper 
Associates June 10; he’s currently booking Bob Hope’s personal ap¬ 
pearance dates . . „ Mike Woloson, formerly morning deejay at WNOR, 
Norfolk, has joined the staff of WNEW here . . .Don Trevor, formerly 
Avith DuMont and latterly. exec producer and director at ATV Film 
Productions, joined the radio-tv department of Doyle Dane Bernbach 
agency as television producer . . . Allen Swift, who emcees WPIX’s 
"Popeve” cartoons, does a personal appearance at Macy’s Saturday 
(8) to push the new “Popeye” album . . . Jan Miner stars on “Robert 
Montgomery Presents” June 17 . . . George De Witt, emcee of “Name 
That Tune.” and Joe Lombardo, a contestant on the show, received an 
audience with the Pope last week during a trip to Italy given to Lom- 
bai'do as a prize; De Witt and the contestant both were back in the 
U.S. in time for last night’s (Tues.) show . . . Barbara Joyce completed 
a five-week run on “Frontiers of Faith” and moved into the cast of 
“Modern Romances” this week opposite Edward Andrews . . . WCBS’ 
Jack Sterling, Jim Lowe, Martba Wright, Galen Drake, Lanny Ross, 
Jim McKay, Dave Dugan and John Henry Fanlk conducted a 108-hour 
safety campaign on the air during the holiday weekend . . . Galen. 
Drake just completed a series of special broadcasts for Armed Forces 
Radio : . . Coast literary agent Gordon Molson in towh for a week’s 
business . . . Hal Hastings back at WCBS as Martha Wright’s pianist, 
having wound up his leave of absence to handle conducting chores for 
“New Girl in Town” . . . Bill Rodgers did 20 more Pepsi-Cola radio 
commercials for Kenyon & Eckhardt and also a new Ford tv blurb ! . . 
Mutual has set the 11-game Saturday schedule for its pickup of the 
Notre Dame games, sponsored by Pontiac. Opening game will be Sept. 
28. with the Iris&- slated against Purdue, to be played at Purdue’s 
Lafayette. Ind., home grid ... WOR Radio merchandising director 
Herb Salzman lias left for Europe for three weeks , . . “United Nations 
Review.” telecast Sunday (2) on WPIX, featured UN Secretary General 
Dag Jlaninier.sk j old discussing current problems of world organiza¬ 
tion. 

Mike Foster, ABC veep In Charge of advertising and press informar 
tlon, scheduled to arrive in Hollywood last night (Tues.) for his first 
look-see at ABC’s Coast tv and radio operations since he joined ABC 
in his present post a year ago. Making the trip with Foster was 
John Eckstein, ABC’s advertising-promotion director . .William 
Seaman, ABC-TV’s program service manager for past year, becomes 
the network’s program production manager this week. He’ll be in 
direct charge of network associate directors and program assistants 
and closed-circuit work. Under Seaman’s continuing boss, J. English 
Smith, another promotion was made. Thomas DeVito, with ABC since 
1951, takes over Seaman’s recent job. 

Bary Shear, ex-Ernie Kovacs. director, to produce-direct the sum¬ 
mertime Andy Williams-June Valli showcase on NBC-TV, 7:30-45 Tues¬ 
days and Thursdays; quarter-hour begins July 2,--ends Sept. 5 . . . 
Along with Ernest Lee Jahncke’s appointment at Petry & Co., Martin 
L. Nierman, longtimer at the rep house, becomes veep and national 
sales chief . . . James O’Grady, assistant sales manager of Young TV, 
switches to the Chi office as midwest sales manager this month . . . 
Former deputy police commissioner William Rowe does a Friday night 
“Inside Harlem” radiocast for WOV , , . Richard G. Cruise to Radio 
Ad Bureau’s national sales staff, 

Z.Y HOLLYWOOD ... 
Cecil Underwood, veteran agency exec before joining Hal Roach 

_ as managing director of the tv commercial division, pijlled. stakes to 
° open his own shop as consultant and Coast Tep for eastern agencies . . . 
Joe Santley on the mend from a heart attack and after a short rest 
heads east to prep the Pat Boone series on ABC-TV, which he will 
stage ... NBC has a firm order from Oldsmobile for next year’s 
Academy awards but can’t move until the film Industry acts on 
Its first refusal. . „ Harry Ackerman has been identified with, so many 

tv projects that the trade is wondering what he’ll do in his spare 
time if they all reach fruition ,.. Sam Hearn, who bobu up occasionally 
on the Jack Benny show (Schlepperman, et al) was named prexy of 
the Hollywood Comedy Club . . . There are so many vehicles parked 
at ABC’s Television Center that the wags are calling It “Trailer City.” 
Lack of space forced the use of these prams for office, dressing room 
and other utilitarian tasks . . . James Melick moved up as director of 
finances at CBS: Television City, .. Interviewed in N.Y. by Barry Gray 
on his recent sabbatical, Parke Levy, creator and producer of “De¬ 
cember Bride,” was asked the diff ’ between AM and FM. Quick-like 
he replied, X4AM is morning and FM is afternoon.” , . . Contracts are 
expected to he signed this week for Warners video arm to produce the 
science series far AT&T... Phil Cohan N.Y.-bound to prep the Guy 
Mitchell series, Which he produces this fall on ABC-TV . . . Because 
of one auto dealer’s shady deals, highly publicized in the dailies, sev¬ 
eral others have been forced to shut down and radio and tv are 
keenly feeling the loss of business . . . Jerry Lewis and Frank Sinatra 
are feuding because Frankie called off a guesting with the comic* 

IN CHICAGO 
New prexy of Illinois News Broadcasters Assn, is Ralph Smith of 

WIRL,! Peoria. WLS. Harold Salim an is v.p.; Al Rowe of WSOY, 
Decatur, secretary-treasurer; and WNBQ’s William Ray was elected to 
the executive board . . . Mary Hartline and Win Stracke each pegged 
for a new moppet show on WBKR this summer . . . Studs Terkel, 
who has just completed a children’s book on jazz, is mulling writing 
offers for radio and tv and may give up the personality end . . . Kirk 
Logie, network programs supervisor for Chi NBC, elected to Radio 
Pioneers Club. At 37, he’s one of the youngest members, having 
started as an announcer in New Zealand at 17 . . . Francois Pope’s 
“Creative Cookery” celebrating its seventh anni on WBKB . . . WBBM’s 
News and Special Events staff copped five Associated Press first-place 
awards out of six possible categories in the Illinois AP newswriting 
competition . , . Jack Eigen makes tv return June 11 with weekly half- 
hour show on WNBQ , . . West Coast chirper Jeril Deane, guesting on 
“Don McNeill's Breakfast Club” this week, is 12th girl singer to be so 
“auditioned” on the show for a permanent berth . . . George Menard, 
WBBM-TV’s farm director, judging the Milk Day parade June 8 in 
Harvard, Ill. . . . Mrs. Ruth Harshaw and her WMAQ show, “Carnival 
of Books,” given World Understanding Award by Chi Council on 
Foreign-Relations . . . Independence Hall Assn., headed by Sidney L. 
DeLoye, is new operator of FM station, WSEL . . . WNBQ staging 
$40,000 fisherman’s contest, using tagged fish, in ballyhoo for “Chinch 
and Des” . . . jack Harris joined continuity staff of WTMJ and WTMJ- 

! TV in Milwaukee. 

IN BOSTON ... 
WNAC-TV’s Ruth Sylvano hosted press party for Columbia Records 

singer Johnny Mathis in “Studio One” Wednesday (28) preceded by 
interview with WNAC-TV personality Louise Morgan, George Clarke, 
nightlife columnist Boston Daily Record and Mathis ... Norman Knight, 
WNAC-TV gen. mgr., to be principal speaker June 12 at the anni 
get-together Jewish Big Brother Assn, at Hampton Court Hotel . . . 
Bob Gilman, WNAC-TV sales dept, off to Cape Cod on two week 
vacash .. . H. Jeff Forbes, WNAC-TV director film production, screened 
“World Sorrow,” WNAC-TV documentary filmed in Austria and Hun¬ 
gary, for several hundred at Needham Country Club, and spoke on 
life in “Iron Curtain” countries . . . Cedric Foster* WNAC-Yankee- 
Mutual commentator, in Washington, covering national scene . . . 
WHDH presented taped documentary, “Broken Link,” on blocking of 
Suez Canal last night, Monday (3), made by UN . . . WBZ-TV produced 
a film on urban renewal which took 3,600 man hours; 4,500 miles of 
travel; and 10,000 feet of film. The film, “City In A Shadow,” was 
preemed for Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce and oh the sta¬ 
tion Wednesday (5) . 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
Red Buttons here .(15 to spark hoopla for the West Phila. Federal 

Savings Loan Assn. . . . John Raleigh, WRCV news commentator, 
moderates new series “The Doctor Speaks,” presented In cooperation 
with the Phila. County’ Medical Assn. . . . WCAU-TV preemed an 
hour-long weekly cartoon session (1) following WFIL-TV debut of 
top-rated 90 min. “Cartoon Carnival” several weeks ago . , . WRCV, 
WRCV-TV kicked off this month’s “Impact Public Service” with spe¬ 
cial telecast inaugurating drive to raise $250,000 to “Saye the Olym¬ 
pia” and restore the Admiral Dewey War Cruiser as a shrine (1) . . . 
WFIL-TV axed its feature film to carry Billy Graham’s “New York 
Crusade,” from Madison Square Garden, live rather than on delayed 
kine . . . Georgie Woods, WDAS deejay emcees the rock ’n’ roll show 
at the Uptown Theatre this week , . . WIP's “Kitchen Kapers” orig¬ 
inates from Willow Grovo Park during July and August, with Joe 
McCauley and Johnny Wilcox as the emcees . . . Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC 
veepee and general manager of the WRCV stations, was awarded 
plaque by the Walnut St. Business Men’s Association for first simul¬ 
cast of Easter Parade. Also cited were Edward R. Wallace, and George 
Cyr, program manager. 

IN CLEVELAND ... 
Bill Schwarx, exited KYW production to become WCCO program 

manager. Lawson Deming named executive producer for KYW... . . 
WDOK adds “Music Unlimited” from FM to AM from 11.15 p.m. to 
1 a.m. replacing Bud Wendell who joins KYW . - * Jacob E. Hines, 
ex-WHK WTAM, named district manager for S.S. Aquarftma . * . 
WERE’* Tommy Edwards, emcees Farm Bureau Jamboree . Tuesdays 
10 pan.'on WEWS . . . WJW account executive Will Dougherty named 

(Continued on page. 38) __- 

Bristol, Zlv, Y&R 
Pot Heads Together • 

For ABC-TV Wed. Entry 
Bristol-Myers has bought a Ziv 

“adult western’’ to occupy Wednes¬ 

days at 8:30 over ABC-TV next 

fall, but It definitely won’t be “Gun¬ 

fire Pass," which the network re* 

jected in pilot form some days ago. 

Instead, since Young Sc Rubt- 

i cam, B-M agency, is still Interested 

! In working with Ziv, an agreement 

jhas fcaen reached by principals 

I ABC and Y&R to mutually take 

part in production of another cow- 

1 poke skein with Ziv.» .It takes the 

shape of a three-way production 

deal, with everybody in on the 

planning and Ziv doing the tech¬ 

nical work. 

“Pass" was called “too limited 
in scope” for a mass nighttime 
audience by ABC, 

Ziv shows dom¬ 
inate the syndi¬ 
cated scene in 

. Pulse Feb. f57 
survey of Augusta, 
Ga., audiences. 

Time after time ... in 

ZIV TELEVISION. INC. 

#1 MEN OF ANNAPOLIS.38.5 

#2 HIGHWAY PATROL .34.3 

#5 MAN CALLED X..27.8 

#6 CISCO KID .......26.8 

#8 DR. CHRISTIAN .25.3 

#9 BOSTON BUCKIE .......23.3 
#12 MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY 21.8 

#15 I LED 3 LIVES.18.5 

Some Stations Griping 
Oyer Forfeiting Time 

For NBC-TY’s ‘Crisis’ 
NBC-TV Is running into some 

roadblocks in the form of station 
resistance to clearing the Monday 
10:30 to 11 second-half period of 
the new “Crisis” segment. The 
roadblocks are minor ones, with 
which the web doesn’t anticipate 
any serious problems, but the situ¬ 
ation is somewhat reminiscent of 
the time NBC launched the Thurs¬ 
day night “Lux Video Theatre” in 
10 to 11 time and Lever Bros, had 
to spot-buy the second half in 
some markets. 

Actually, the “Crisis” problem 
isn’t that severe, With the chief 
complication coming in the form of 
an active campaign by ABC-TV to 
wrest the second half-hour away 
from NBC in one- and two-station 
markets. * It’s known, for example, 
that ABC-TV veep Ollie Treyz has 
been throwing Frank Sinatra at 
station operators in those markets 
as an inducement, offering them 
the Sinatra show if they’ll use it 
on Mondays at 10:30. So far, no 
takers, as far as can be determined. 

NBC and its key affiliates have 
already “had it out” on the “Cri¬ 
sis-” situation, the discussion hav¬ 
ing taken place a couple of months 
back at the affiliates’ exec commit¬ 
tee meeting with the web. There 
was some grumbling about the 
net’s move into local time, but the 
breach was virtually healed be¬ 
fore the affiliates left town. 

GEN. FOODS GIVES UP 
FRI. AT 8 ON CBS-TV 

CBS-TV has .suffered another 
sponsor casualty in the person of 
General Foods, which now plans-ia-, 
drop out of its Friday at 8 period 
on the network completely come 
the end of summer. General Foods - 
had full sponsorship of the time 
slot this season, and only three 
weeks ago notified CBS it would 
cut back to alternate weeks. How¬ 
ever, it has . now notified the Web 
it will drop the time completely 
when “West Point” reruns end at 
summer’s close. 

This leaves CBS with an hour 
i and a quarter per week of General 
Foods business, since it has half 
of, “Zane Grey Theatre” at 8:30 on 
Fridays and all of Danny Thomas 
and “December Bride” on Mon¬ 
days. It also leaves a full hour of 
sponsorship to fill Friday nights 
from 7:30 to 8:30, since Hazel 
Bishop is dropping “Beat the 
Clock” in the 7:30 segment. 

Ottawa — Jean-Marie Beaudet, 
former executive in several ca¬ 
pacities for the Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Corp., later freelance con¬ 
cert pianist, accompanist, teacher, 
conductor and arranger, named 
CBC representative in Paris. 
Beaudet assumes his new France 
job in early June. 

Genevi&ve 

"Generlore la troa bon, troa talented, 
tre* reraatile and wildly uninhibited. 
For lota of fun open the French win¬ 
dow* and lot in the "Pixie From 
“ rl* » RRTIR LIND HAYRS 

BARRON ROLAN BCD. RL W7U 
Ml last 49th *t„ Now York 17* N. Y. 

Mfta William Mortis Aponcy 



GROSS-KRASNE, INC. PRESENTS 2 NEW HALF-HOUR SERIES FOR TV 

1 ~ 7 ''V'v 

>$. ■ • . ' dHfrj4-',f&/* 

GROSS-KMSNf, INC. 

- ■****■“■' ‘'•gjy.>v;s&. 

360 No. Michigan Avt. 41 East 42nd Street 
Chicago — RAndofph 6-5583 Now York — MUrrayhlJI 2-7216 
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Philadelphia, June 4. 
A "town meeting of the air on satellites” was recommended as 

a substitute for the morning tv doldrums, by Dr. I. M. Levitt, 
director of the* Fels Planetarium. Dr. Levity told the weekly : 
meeting of the Rotary Club he believed he had a -‘cure” for 
television’s “early morning emphasis on stupid movies.” 
. Declaring the programs “reflect the low esteem, in which the 
networks hold this time period,” the scientist offered as a substi¬ 
tute his “satellite town meeting of the air.” A dedicated satellite 
enthusiast. Dr. Levitt urged that all network tv facilities be used ' 
in the early morning for one hour to the benefit of education, 
science and presumably the hausfrau. 

“The mechanics are. simple,” he said. “In' every town where 
there is a tv station, the scientists could meet A moderator 
would control the master switch and swing from city to.city to 
give the scientists a chance to state their views and use visual 
aids and blackboards for the chalk talks. The program cotfld be 
applied to the satellite problem immediately.” 

Dr. Levitt’s remarks were prompted by the setback of the time 
for Project Vanguard Satellite. Originally skedded to be launched 
in September, the .globe-circling satellite's kickoff has now been 
postponed Until Auril 1958. 

Cooper Ankles WJAR-TV 
For Film Berth at WPIX 
William JLewis Cooper Jr., for 

seven years head of film for WJAR- 
TV, Providence, R.I., has been 
named him manager of WPIX, N.Y. 
Cooper will assume his new duties 
Monday (10). 

WPIX, how offering about 45 half- 
hour syndicated shows nightly, in 
addition to some feature telecasts, 
also has given full departmental 
status to its film organization. Pro¬ 
gram procurement, though, will re¬ 
main with‘Fred M. Thrower, v.p. 
and general manager. 

Pilots: Distribs 
CiSSS Continued from pace 27 

deals with indies for more than 10 

projects slated for national sale, 

has adopted a policy of full-scale 

research and development, confabs 

with advertisers and agencies, all 

in an attempt to avoid pilot mak¬ 
ing on a scatter-shot basis. Aim 
is to tailor-make show for specific 
needs of advertisers, with plunge 
into pilot making as the final step, 
when sponsor interest is high. 

Indie producer Fox is exploring 
the possibility of making an eight- 
to-10-minute presentation film in 
lieu of a pilot. He argues that such 
a film would cost about $10,000, 
as compared to the near $50,000 
needed before getting through 
with pilot production.- The pres¬ 
entation film would -Intro story 

. line, stars, etc. and would be 
coupled with .use of other media, 
prints, portfolios, etc., to give the 
buyer a solid Idea of the show. 
He contends1 the other $40,000 
could be better spent on propping 
better scripts for the projected 
series. 

Also decrying the present pilot 
system is. vet producer Don Sharpe, 
as well as others.. 

Many of the established telefilm- 
eries, while acknowledging the 
problem, feel there’s little that can 
be done about it and it’s a matter 
of living with a system, pointing 
out there’s the syndication field 
and anthologies which can be util¬ 
ized to ease the loss. Some also 
view the pilot as necessary to take 
out possible bugs In the show. 

Pilots: Agencies 
ESa Continued from pace 27 

large, he added, most of our cli¬ 

ents want to see a pilot in virtu¬ 

ally every category of filmed shows. 

While acknowledging the risks, he 

also pointed to the high stakes ac¬ 

cruing to the successful telefilm 
producers finding a national berth 
and sponsor. He likened the tele- 

*film producer to an author of a 
book, both of whom seel? an out¬ 
let, one In tv and the other via a 
publishing house, both of whom 
must supply samples of their work 
before being underwritten and 
cashing in. 

' BBD&O’s Hoagland welcomed 
such moves as Fox’s and RKO 
Television’s Robert Manby in seek¬ 
ing to tailor-make a series fob spe¬ 
cific clients. He saw this as one 
means of cutting down the risks. 

As to buying a projected series*] 
without a pilot, relying on the track 
record and the prestige label of 
the particular producer, the agency 
execs were skeptical, pointing out 
that a hit one season doesn’t mean 
a success with another show for the 
producer the next season, .showbiz 
being that unpredictable. I 

Five Star Folds 
Hollywood,-June 4. 

Pioneer teleblurb outfit. Five 

Star Productions, is shuttering op¬ 

eration in mid-June, with' the cor¬ 

poration to be dissolved and all 

assets sold. Prexy Chet Glassley 
plans to reenter production, while- 
owner Judy McMahan is leaving 
firm because of family illness; 
Glassley emphasized that dissolu¬ 
tion is voluntary, and that firm 
is not bankrupt. 

‘Cisco Kids’s’ Renaldo 
Hits the Yidpix Trail 

Duncan Renaldo, star of “Cisco 
Kid,” is bitting the p.a. trail again, 

with tie-ins ranging from appear¬ 

ances at a ro^eo, local horse-show 
tq food sponsor stores. 

He, along with his horse “Di¬ 
ablo,” kicked off tour Friday (31) 
for the Leatherwood Dairies, Blue- 
field, W. Va. moving south, Ren¬ 
aldo will appear-June 19 through 
June 22, at the Greater Atlanta 
Horse Show, where he. will per¬ 
form as a western guest star, and 
make appearances in connection 
with the local sponsor riding the 
Ziv show, now rerun in many mar¬ 
kets. A jump westward will place 
Renaldo in Lincoln, I1L, for the 
rodeo there on. Aug. 4. .The fol¬ 
lowing "day, he'll appear in Great 
Falls, Mont., in a tie-up with Bea¬ 
trice Foods. 

Other personal appearances later 
In th% month call for Renaldo to 
play Canfield, O., on Aug. 30 with 
the rodeo and on Aug. 31 in Lin¬ 
coln. Neb. at Nebraska State Fair. 
On Sept. 12 and 14, Renaldo will 
appear in Carthage, O,, and Jack- 
son, Tenm^and Macon, Ga. on 
Oct.pXT 

/ -:---:-- 

Dallas—Dale Drake has been 
named general manager of KLIF 
here, succeeding William S. Mor¬ 
gan, who is new veepee in charge 
of programming for ABC radio. 

John Manson, Screen Gems 

South American sales chief, re¬ 

cuperating from an illness in Chi¬ 

cago . . , Same company’s Danny 

Goodman visiting Caracas on his 
first Latin .sales tour ... Beverly 
Lunsford, moppet thesp> doing an 
educational film this week for the 
American Heart Assn, at Caravel 
Films via agent Lucile Phillips . . . 
Abby Lewis completed a speech 
training film for hostesses of 
American Airlines under super¬ 
vision of Ernie Hartman of Lennen 
& Newell and the line's Sam Davis 
and Henry O'Neill. 

Harold L. (Hal) Hackett, Official 
Films prez, has returned from Eng¬ 
land . . . “Vagabond, ’ the new Offi¬ 
cial syndication series, has been 
sold to KOMO, Seattle . ; . RKO 
Television, which has been han¬ 
dling the distribution of “Uncom¬ 
mon Valor,” the Marine Corp. doc¬ 
umentary series, for the past year 
and a half, is no longer distribut¬ 
ing the 26 episodes. Executive 
Productions, producers of the se¬ 
ries, now has the skein. 

Edward Small, chairman of the 
board of Television Programs of 
America, in from the Coast .• . 
Richard Carlton, sales v.p. of 
Trans-Lux Corp., which handles 
the Encyclopaedia Brittanica film 

i library, left Sunday (2) for a cross- 
’ country tour, visiting tv markets 
1. . . Myron Mills, v.p. of Screen- 
; craft Pictures, left Monday <3> for 
: a sales trip to upstate New York 

. . . Charles (Bud) Barry* v.p. in 
charge of tv at Loew’s, on the 
Coast . . . Mannie Reiner back 
from European swing for TPA. 

6 More Markets For 
‘Top 10 Dance Party’ 

“Top Ten Dance Party,” syndi¬ 

cated teenage tv series produced 

“live” in various cities around the 

country, has picked up six jnarkcts 
in a selling spree. - 

Stations include WCDA-TV, Al¬ 
bany, N.Y.; KATV, Little Rock, 
Ark.: KOTV, Tulsa, Okla,; WDAM- 
TV, Hattiesburg, Miss.,* and ser¬ 
vicing of two existing teenage 
shows at WCPO, Cincinnati, and 
KPRC-TV, Houston, Tex. Also 
Coca-Cola, currently sponsoring 45 
minutes of the program on WHBQ- 
TV, Memphis, is doubling its par¬ 
ticipation and picking up the tab 
for 90-miniues of “Top Ten.” Se¬ 
ries is a Victor & Richards pack¬ 
age produced and written by Alan 
Sands. 

This one television station 

delivers four standard 

metropolitan area markets plus 

• 917,320 TV sets 

• 1,015,655 families 

• 3Vi million people 

s $3% billion retail sales 

• $6^ billion annual Income 

WGALTV 
LANCASTER, PENNA. 

NBC and CBS ' 
STEINMAN STATION . Clair McCollough, PresV 

JtapraMaMiVar 

The MEEKER Company, Ino. 
N»w York Chicago 

Lot Angatad 

CHANNEL • MULTI-CITY MARKET 

San Francfaeo 
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Russian Interview ‘Historic’ 
; Continued from paft 1; 

I 

with a Soviet leader filmed in the 
Kremlin on an ad lib basis, took 
precedent over all other stories 
throughout the U. S. and Europe, 
Monday (3). Virtually every 
American paper used it as its jLead 
story; most interpreted it in their 
lead editorials. Same held for all 
the London papers and most 
of the European dailies. More¬ 
over, there were sidebar stories 
based on reaction to the in¬ 
terview in Washington and else¬ 
where. 

The frontpage treatment re¬ 
sulted in a flood of requests from 
stations in the-U. S. and'overseas. 
But even before the broadcast it¬ 
self, CBS through its CBS Tele¬ 
vision Film cSales subsidiary, had 
begun shippinjg prints to overseas 
points. Tiie film was sold to the 
commercial ITA in Great Britain 
for full-network telecast tins week; 
it was purchased by the commer¬ 
cial stations in Sydney and Mel¬ 
bourne for Australia; by the private 
JART network in Japan and by 
Sweden’s Government station. Can¬ 
ada will air it on the full CBS-TV 
network; Cuba and Mexican ex¬ 
posure will likewise be country¬ 
wide. In the U. S., repeat telecasts 
are already scheduled for WPIX’, 
N. Y., and WGN-TV, Chicago, both 
indie stations. 

CBS Film Sales v.p. Leslie Har- 

Oldtime Ohio River steamboat 
whistles let passengers know it 
was time to get under way. The 
more forceful the whistle, the 
bigger the boat * , . the more 
passengers it could carry... the 
faster it took them further. 

Similarly, the latest Nielsen 
figures sound a forceful-blast for 
WSAZ-TV in today’s busy Ohio 
River market. With an audience 
of over half a million TV homes 
in 69 countries, WSAZ-TV 
reaches (says Nielsen) 100,580 
more homes on weekday nights 
than the next-best station. And 
it’s the consistent leader around 
the clock! 

This is impressive traveling—and 
to very prosperous ports of call 
where income has never been so 
high. Get aboard this prime 
mover of goods and let WSAZ- 
TV blow your own whistle where 
it will be heard — and heeded 
most. The gangway is down at 
any Katz office. 

HUriTVtGTOri-CHARLBSTOfl W.VA. 

J7.8.0. 2TBTWQ2UK 
Affiliated with Radio Stations 

WSAI. Huntington 4 WKAZ, Chariottoa 
LAWRENCE R ROGERS, PRESIDENT 

Represented by The Katz Agency 

ris even asked the Russian dele¬ 
gation to the United Nations 
whether they wanted to buy the 
program for use inside Russia. The 
inquiry was referred to the Soviet 
Embassy in Washington (which- had 
given CBS the green light on the 
interview in the first place) for 
further consideration. 

Under 10,000,000. Audience 
Netwqrk brass informally esti¬ 

mated the combined radio-tv audi¬ 
ence for the program at 10,000,000, 
but researchers put the probable 
count at 8,000,000 or less. Rating 
information was incomplete due to 
a delay in the overnight Trendex 
report, which won't be in until 
today (Wed.), but a five-city Tren¬ 
dex count resulted in a 5.6 rating. 
However, these were the larger 
cities, and CBS feels the final rat¬ 
ing will be about 4.5, or 6,500,000 
viewers. Probability Is that the 
radio version Sunday night didn’t 
reach much more than 1,000,000 
listeners. . 

Editorial reaction to the inter¬ 
view. above and beyond the news 
values (which were considerable), 
was"that Khrushchev gave out with 
a lot of Soviet propaganda which 
the web took no paias to rebut. 
The network, however, has no 
plans to offer a rebuttal. Same 
reaction was anticipated in ad¬ 
vance and answered by CBS prez 
Frank Stanton in the form of a 
reply to a wire from Catholic 
War Veterans National Com¬ 
mander William J. Gill .protesting 
the telecast. 

Gill had wired Stanton May 23 
urging that CBS ‘cancel its plans 
for the interview on the basis that 
the Communists intend the broad¬ 
cast only as propaganda. Stanton 
replied that he “cannot quarrel 
with this,” but emphasized the net¬ 
work’s duty as a news medium 
“fully justified” scheduling the 
program Stanton first pointed out 
the ad lib nature of the program, 
with the interview “free and un¬ 
rehearsed.” Secondly, he pointed 
to a long list of American news¬ 
paper interviews of top Communist 
leaders “which have fiven rise to 
no serious criticism” but which “in 
a number of these cases, the inter¬ 
views were far more restricted 
than that proposed for 'Face the 
Nation,’ since In those interviews 
the questions have been required to 
be put in writing.” 

Stanton further emphasized that 
“print media such as newspapers 
are of course unable to reproduce 
the full flavor of the interview and 
the character of the interviewee. 
Television, on the other hand, pro¬ 
vides to the American people a 
vivid, direct and accurate firsthand 
impression of the person inter¬ 
viewed. Americans'on next Sun¬ 
day will have an opportunity for 
the first time to see for themselves 
the face and manner of a Russian 
leader as he deal* with the free 
and unrehearsed questions put to 
him by American correspondents 
on behalf of the American public. 

"In such circumstances, I for one 
do not fear the consequences to 
American security or to the minds 
of our American citizens. It is one 
of the glories of our high Ameri¬ 
can standards of civilization that 
with the knowledge which a free 
press gives and with the free in¬ 
terchange of ideas, the American 
people can be depended upon to 
reject propaganda which would de¬ 
stroy the American, system. . . . 

“I have in short, too much faith 
in the strength of our own institu¬ 
tions and the wise discrimination 
of oar own people to bedeve that 
exposing Americans to a firsthand 
view of American correspondents’ 
free questioning of Khrushchev will 
do America damage. The people 
will kuow better than ever what 
Communism is. They will take 
what Khrushchev says for what it 
is worth. And this is the strength 
of a free press of which CBS Radio 
and CBS Television are a part, and 
the strength of the American sys¬ 
tem.” 

contract, with its news and feeding 
of recorded music between news 
periods, is To solve the clearance 
problem. 

Sponsors going along under the 
new setup0 include Miles Labora¬ 
tories, Kraft Foods, American 
Home Products, Carter Products, 
and Quaker State Oil Refining. Of 
tiie 115 five-minute news segments 
available to the net. for national 
sale, 84 have'been accounted for 
by the above list of sponsors who 
shifted their hews schedule to fol¬ 
low the fresh format. Kraft has 
taken 30 news segments, the same 
as it had under the old setup; Miles 
33, four more than previously, but 
it dropped put as partial sponsor, 
of the “Millie Considine Show.” 
Latter show, incidentally Is now 
aired twice weekly in the evening 
by the net on a sustaining basis. 
Before, the show had been stripped 
Monday through Friday during 
early afternoon. 

American Home Products has 
five news segments, Carter, four, 

• and Quaker State has increase its 
. weekend ride* with Frankie Frisch 
■ sports shows to take in the entire 
complement of Mutual affiliates. 
General Rubber and Tire has 
Harry Wismer’s sports show night¬ 
ly at li:30. 

Dropped in new setup is Gaylord 
Hauser and sponsor American Mo¬ 
lasses, previously aired three times 
weekly. Also dropped in new for¬ 
mat is Martin Starr’s Hollywood 
commentaries. Bob & Ray, in their 
5:05 to 5:30 slot, which remains 
under the option time category 

| under the new format, continue on 
i a sustaining basis. Their contract 
I with the net expires in September. 
The morning “Queen For a Day,” 

j continuing, is offered to affiliates 
! for local sale. 

Apparently new setup, which 
; limits national revenue potential 
j and more clearly irons out clear¬ 
ance difficulties, will result in 
some personnel cutbacks. Already 
resigning are Nat-Stone, research 
manager, and .John McTigue, in 
sales presentation department. 

Net's Sunday religioso spon¬ 
sored bloc’ continues, as does Its 
adventure-mystery £loc from 8:05 

j to 8:30 p.m., which is virtually 
r SRO. Net, as prior to the new 
| contract, swaps the 8:05 to 8:30 
! midweek bloc, for another adven- 
i ture-mystery bloc given fo affiliates 
j for local Sale. 

Lee DeForesi 
j—^5 Continued from, page 25 — 

you hear ... of course, there 
weren’t many receivers in those 
days, but I was still the first disk 
jockey.” 

Other De Forest recollections 
| and opinions: 

(1) “Radio has approved (since 
he accused broadcasters of mis¬ 
treating his brainchild). Not be¬ 
cause of my remarks, but because 
many people complained, and also 
they learned, as tiie 'films did, that 
better things make mqre money”; 

■ (2) “Pay-as-you-see tv isn’t feas- 
ib'e commercially”; 

(3) “I broadcast Enrico Caruso 
from the Metropolitan in 1910. He 
didn’t know about it until he read 
the papers the-next day”; 

(4) “I guess I made the worst 
mistake ever made in broadcasting. 
In 1916 I had a telegraph wire 
from a New York paper to my 
place in Highbridge, N. Y., and I 
broadcast the election news as they 
sent it to me. At 10 p.m. I quit 
and said oyer the air, ‘We can all 
go to bed in the knowledge that 
Charles .Evans Hughes will be oiir 
next President.’ During the night 
the votes came in that made Wood- 
row Wilson the winner.” 

Mutual 
i ■ Continue* from. page 2* s—m 

tional sale in a swap- for the other 
on-the-hour news segment. 

Mutual, iirior to the new con* 
tract, claimed ah affiliation of some 
500 stations, many of which though 
in any national sale had all sorts of 
clearance problems. Aim of new 

ToII-TV Ballcasis 
Continued from page 24 

their competition with the network 
stations. Latter o&o’s stay out of 
the field, with the exception of a 
Saturday afternoon game, because 
of the havoc such heavy game 
schedules has on regular program¬ 
ming. 

WPIX topper Fred Thrower and 
WOR topper Gordon Gray de¬ 
clined comment at this fluid time. 
Both , felt though, that if the 
Dodgers and Giants move out* an¬ 
other National League hall'club 
would move in. They a1 so felt that 
it might be at least two years be¬ 
fore a departure if effected." The 
Cincinnati Redlegs are reported in¬ 
terested inr a switch to New York. 
Gray added that other types of 
programming, some In the sporting 

field, could be substituted, although 
he, along with Thrower, would not 
like to see either the Dodgers or 
the Giants vacate the city. . . - 

Dodgers unrest also stems im¬ 
portantly from the need for (a new 
stadium to replace doomed jCbbets 
Field. Mayor Norris =Poulson of 
Los Angeles is holding up a $3,500,- 
000 plum in the form of a new sta¬ 
dium and promotion for the 
Dodgers if the team makes the 
move, and Dodgers prez. Walter F. 
O’Malley, an outspoken friend of 
toll tv, is lending a receptive ear. 

Here’s the current sponsor line¬ 
up on the Dodger and Giant games: 
On WPIX, Ruppert Beer and Pall 
Mall Cigs, ride with the Giants on 
all of the club’s 77 home games 
(none of the away games are tele¬ 
cast by the station under its deal), 
Robert Hall sponsors a 115-minute 
pre-game show and a schedule of 
other advertisers underwrite a 15- 
minute post-game show. 

WOR-TV, which telecasts all 77 
Dodger home games, as well as 25 
out-of-town games, has Schaefer 
Brewing and American Tobacco for 

‘ Lucky Strike riding the games. In 
addition. WOR-TV- has Tidewater 
Oil, Lincoln Saving Bank and 
Venus Pencil sponsoring the 25- 
minute Happy Felton Knothole 
Gang show and Tareyton Cigarets 
on “Talk to the Stars,” 15-minute 
home game show, and Fawcett 
Publications for True on a 15-min¬ 
ute road game show called “Press 
Box.” 

WGN-TV 
- - - - ■ Continued from page 24 

jected for the imminent future, but 
for the beginning of his network he 
would concentrate, on the tried an£ 
tested formulas, like those of Mary 
Margaret McBride and Frances 
Horwich’s “Ding Dong School.” 
One new idea he declined to de¬ 
scribe, except with the teaser 
“there is nothing like it” 

Weqver said he has made verbal 
agreements with stations In New 
York, • Cincinnati* Washington, 
D. C., Philadelphia, Baltimore, 
Cleveland, and St.-Louis and that 
these should reach ink by July. By 
October, he added, the net will in¬ 
clude Hartford, New Haven, Indi¬ 
anapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis 

j and Detroit, at which time he esti¬ 
mated, Program Service would 
reach 18,000,000 television homes, 
or 45% of the country’s total. 

Oh dementing the first link in 
Weaver’s network, Quaal said 
WGN-TV would cooperate “right 
down the line, in any time seg¬ 
ment, whether'sustaining or sold." 
As to network originations, he *,aid, 
“There is nothing in television that 
we cannot do right here in Chicago. 
We are looking forward to the de¬ 
velopment of new talent and new 
programs here for the national 
scene.” 

Meanwhile, the 496 on the 
AFTRA rolls here are watchfully 
waiting. 

Stave Allan 
■ ■ - Continued from, page 29 

of several show's over the season, 
and by spring more than a fe\y 
should eafn the title “Everyone’s' 
Guest.” In view of the competition, 

i lesser-known names aren’t likely 
to gain very much' by the dearth. 
The Sullivan and Allen shows may 

i find themselves relying heavier 
| than before on the rion-show-biz 
personalities who make newspaper 
headlines. 

One interesting thought is that 
many of the tv comics deleted by 
the networks this quarter are 
among the best candidates for 
Everyone’s Guestship. Allen said 
he has already gone through the 
formality of inviting Jackie Glea¬ 
son and Sid Caesar to his stanza 

; but, as he expected, they declined. 
Allen has already booked bis sis¬ 
ter-in-law, Audrey Meadows, late 
of the Gleason show, on a now-and- 

• ag^in basis next term; is talking to 
Carl Reiner (one of the casualties 
of “Caesar’s Hour”) about a similar 
arrangement; and last Sunday (2) 
featured another ex-Caesar side- 
kick, Pat Carroll. “In general,” 
Allen said, “we don’t consider it a 
good idea to salvage the wreckage 
of other shows, except on one 
time basis, when there’s still the 
possibility that the shows will get 
another chance.” 

Schenectady—George F.-Spring, 
a salesman for both WG¥ and 
WRGV-TV since 1952 and onetime 
employe of the Erwin Wasey Agen¬ 
cy in New York, has been appoint¬ 
ed WRGB sales manager. 

Future Status Of 
lukla Dp in Air 

Chicago, June 4. 
Though “Kukla, -Fran and Ollie” 

has a date to return, to its l5-or- 
so-station web July 29, the future 
of the tv greybeard is admitted to 
be cloudy. Eoih the eight-week 
summer hiatus, which the show is 
taking, and KFO’s pre-autumn re¬ 
turn to the airw aves were termed 
“flexible” by the Kuklapolitan’s 
principal, Burr Tillstrom. 

The strip signed off its limited 
ABC-TV hookup last Friday (31) 
in a rather hasty change of plans 

: that originally had it bowing out a 
month later. Tillstrom said the 
hiatus would afford time for the 

j formulation of new plans, for long 
range negotiations, and perhaps for 
some'summer theatre engagements. 

Sterling (Red) Quinlan, v.p. of 
station WBKB here, from which 
K-F-O originates, said renewal de¬ 
cisions wrould have to be made 

t during the month of August, if not 
before. Quinlan said he wants the 
show to remain. 

At a press conference here for 
Sylvester (Pat) Weaver last week, 
the Program Service prez was 
asked: 

“Are you, as rumored, negotiat¬ 
ing ’Kukla, Fran and Ollie?’ ” 

Weaver's reply; “No . . . hut it's 
a good idea.” 

There are alfkinds, but if you’ve won¬ 
dered about advertiser cansistency in 
the helter-skelter Southern California 
market, KTTV has the proof... 

Or Sunday, November 4, 1951, 

Inglewood Part Cemetery spon¬ 

sored its first remote telecast ef 

an entire church service. 

Planned tkei as a brief public 

service series. Brest Cburcbes el 

The fielden West presents its 

300th consecutive telecast this ' 

month. 

That’s consistency... 

Other, more worldly advertisers ^ who 
have been with KTTV continuously for 

more t(pn 5 years: 

BONDS 
BROWN & WILLIAMSON 

HILLS BROS. COFFEE 
NATIONAL BISCUIT 

PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH 
R1CHF1R0 OIL 

SEARS , 

Your Blair man has a stirring sermon 

Los Angelos Times-MGM 
Television r 1 

Rtpretenttd MltMtily *y P LAI*-TV 
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As CBS Goes, So Goes Flagship 
The overall rating supremacy of CBS-TV over NBC-TV during 

the past season, and particularly in the fall, has caught tip oh a 
local level in New York, with WCBS-TV widening its heretofore 
moderate lead over WRCA-TV, the* NBC flagship. New York has 
tjpen predominantly a two-station market in the ratings, -with 
WCBS-TV and WRCA-TV battling- it out over the years, but the 
Neilsen Station Index for April gives WCBS-TV a 52% lead in 
share of audience over WRCA-TV, its. closest competitor. 

The Neilsen Sunday-through-Saturday 6 a.m.-tp-midnight share 
of audience lineup gives WCBS-TV a 37.6% average share, com¬ 
pared with 24.7% for WRCA-TV-and-13.3% for WABC-TV. Lat¬ 
ter, incidentally, used to be on a rating par with the indies in 
Gotham, and its 13.3% demonstrates a significant rise over- the 
past'year. Other stations line up this way: WPIX is fourth with 
a T.8% average-share, with DuMont’s WABD a shade behind with 
7.7%, WOR-TV sixth with 6.5% and WATV in Newark last' with 
2.4%. 

Breakdown shows WCBS-TV leading in every time category, 
with WRCA-TV second in all but one. That’s weekdays, 6 to 9 
a.m., where the locally-programmed WABC-TV comes up second 
with a 31.5% share, not too far behind WCBS-TVs 39.2%. High¬ 
est viewing period for WCBS-TV is weekdays in the noon-to-3 
p.m. slot, where it captures 50.7% of the audience, with WRCA- 
TV’s second-place only 19.8%, Next highest Is Saturday and Sun¬ 
day nights from 9 p.m. to midnight, where WCBS-TV taps a 
41,6% share, compared with second-place WRCA-TV’s 27.9%. 

Mass Media Calls TV A Mess 
Continued from pate X ^iSS 

subject of tv mediocrity. In the 
of Van Home, as with the crit¬ 

ical fraternity around the country 
covering the "tv beat,’' it’s the kind 
of "deploring" that’sjiot only taken 
in,stride but is usually welcomed 
by the networks and the industry 
in general in guiding future pro¬ 
gram blueprints. 

But, the networks contendf the 
dressing up of the "Goody" Ace 
blast at the medium into a major 
Page 1 production (a situation 
hardly alleviated by the fact that 
thek N, Y. Jburnal-American sub¬ 
sequently took up the Page 1 
cudgels with another writer's tv 
condemnation), is considered part 
and parcel of the continuing gang- 
up within newspaperdom to pour 
salt on sensitive tv surfaces where-. 
ever and whenever possible. 

If the industry refuses to re¬ 
gard such negative Page 1 copy! 
as purely coincidental, its tim¬ 
ing with the release of the Elia 
Kazan-Budd Schulberg "A Face In 
the Crowd" film has had the effect j 

of lending plausibility to their ar¬ 
guments and In enhancing their 
jitters. The new Warner Bros, re¬ 
lease indicts television’s practices 
of vulgarity and Madison Ave. 
hucksterism as perhaps no other 
film before it. 

There is, in fact, mounting in¬ 
dignation among television people 
over the Kazan-Schulberg treat¬ 
ment of their saga of the rise & 
fall of the tv "great man," major 
criticism stemming from their feel¬ 
ing that neither has a working 
knowledge of Madison Ave. and 
that their exaggerated, belaboring 
of the story was at the expense and 
ridicule of tv generally. 

Initial apprehensions came a few 
weeks back when the television 
networks were tipped to the fact 
that the Bureau of Advertising of 
the American Newspaper Publish¬ 
ers’ Assn, was readying a cam¬ 
paign, aimed at the enhancement of 
printed advertising values, point¬ 
ing up specifically the sponsor fail¬ 
ures in tv over the past season. 

, However, there have been similar 
campaigns in the past (keyed, for 
example, the Phil Morris’ failure 
to make hay with the No. 1 rated 

| "I Love Lucy” show). On the whole 
television, chiefly through the good 
offices of the networks and the Tel¬ 
evision Bureau of Advertising, have 
been able to take them in their 
stride with effective sliderule re¬ 
taliation. 

But it’s the editorial gangup 
that’s disturbing and creating the 
current unrest. 

NBC-TV‘Price Is Right’ 
, Tops Godfrey Ayemer 

On May Nielsen Chart 
For the first time, an NBC-TV 

morning entry has succeeded in 
topping Arthur Godfrey on the 
Nielsen charts. Advance Nielsens 
for May give "Price Is Right" a. 
5.9 average audience in the 11 to 
11:30 a.m. slot, topping Godfrey’s 
(and Garry Moore on Fridays) 5.1 
rating for the period, I 

Godfrey, on the other hand, is an 
easy victor at 10:30 to 11 over 
NBC’s “Home” show, as is Moore 
at 10 to 10:30, explaining why NBC 
is dropping "Home" come August. 
Exclusive of "Home," the daytime 
Nielsens give NBC and CBS a tie 
for the entire late-morning perioa 
covering 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., with 
each averaging a 6.7 rating. NBC 
however, wins out in three out of 
four half-hour periods, falling sub¬ 
stantially behind however in the 
final 12:30 to 1 siot. 

The NBC 11:30 entry, “Truth or 
Consequences,” tops "Strike It 
Rich" by a 6.3 to 3.6 score, while at 
12 noon, "Tic Tac Dough" tops. 
"Valiant Lady" and "Love of Life” 
by 7.4 to 6.6. At 12:30, however, 
CBS’ "Search for Tomorrow" and 
"Guiding Light" top "It Could Bfr 
Ypu” by 9.4 to 7.0, 

NBC'points out that as of last 
December, prior to the start of 
"Price" and "Truth," it trailed CBS 

! in 11 to 1 ratings by some 47%, 
while a year ago, its' average rat¬ 
ings for the period just half of 
their present average, a 3.2. In 
that yea£ while NBC has doubled 
for the periocL CBS ratings have 

! fallen off 3O20lfropi S.4 to 6.7. 

$4,000,000 WRC Building Wraps Up 
D.C.s All-Station Shift to Outskirts 

Washington, June 4. 
The $4,000,000, ultra modern 

building which will house all radio¬ 
tv operations /or WRC, the NBC 
owned and operated station, as well 
as for the web, is hearing comple¬ 
tion, with Nov. 1 set as target date 
for formal unveiling. Recently ded¬ 
icated by Vice President Nixon at 
a televised cornerstone ceremony, 
plant boasts, being first designed 
from ground up for color tv. It 
will be virtually a technical dupli¬ 
cate of network’s Chicago station, 
' WRC’s location on a seven acre 
tract about four miles from the' 
White House, completes relocation 
of capital’s three radio-tv stations 
away from center city. WTOP-CBS 
and WMAL-ABC are in same gen¬ 
eral northwest area, forming a tri¬ 
angle within a radius of about a 
mile from each other. The WRC 
building, will be completely self- 
contained, except for the radio 
transmitter, which will remain in 
suburban HyattsVille. 

Planned with an eye to future 
expansion, station should be one of 
country’s most handsome. Adjourn¬ 
ing a capital park area, plans call 
for elaborate landscaping which 
combines outdoor "studios” for spe¬ 
cial shows, as Well as rest areas 

[for staffers. Expansion, if neces- 
i sary, can be planned towards rear 
of tract without disturbing archi¬ 
tectural format. 

The contemporary building, ad¬ 
jacent to the Naval Communica¬ 
tions Center, is strictly functional. 
The two large studios, both two 
stories high, are accessible by truck 
or auto, a convenience for han¬ 
dling equipment and for certain 
commercials and displays^ Control 
and viewing rooms,' and service; 
areas for assembling sets are adja¬ 
cent, with paint and carpenter 
shops nearby. A third, and much 
smaller tv studio, will be used for 
commercials. 

Along with the tv studios, first 
floor will house news editors and; 
commentators, producers, directors. 

and traffic and program depart¬ 
ments. In addition, there will be a 
complete kitchen and staff dining 
room. 

Second floor is planned for ex¬ 
ecutive and sales offices, with a 
large corner room earmarked for 
special exhibits and displays. This, 
too, was planned with an eye to 
future expansion. The basement, 
actually ground level, will contain 
three radio studios, rehearsal and 
recording rooms, announcer booths, 
technical areas, and a dressing 
room for talent. 

The latest developments will be 
utilized in acoustics, air condition¬ 
ing, lighting etc. It is estimated 
plant will use electric power suf¬ 
ficient in quantity to supply a com¬ 
munity of 3,500 people. 

New station is largely result of 
years of planning and effort on part 
of station manager and NBC v.p. 
Carleton Smith. WRC has been 
long busting at the seams In its 
present Hotel Sheraton Park h.q. 
Smith envisions new plant as a 
showcase for web In nation’s capi¬ 
tal. It is likely to encourage in¬ 
creased origination of network 
shows, with stepped up use by top 
level government officials. Even 
the President has, on several occa¬ 
sions, left his White House of¬ 
fice to telecast from one of town's 
studios. WRC is designed to make 
such originations not only possible, 
but convenient and attractive. 

Defer “Biog In Sonnd’ 
Chicago, June 4. 

Return to the ajrwaves of NBC’s 
''Biography In Sound," slated for 
this week, has been postponed to 
July 9. Subject will be the late. 
Vice President Alben Barkley, as 
previously announced. 

Probable • reason for the post- 
inement is that news commen- 
tor Morgan Beatty, who will nar¬ 

rate the show, has asked for a 
month’s leave of absence follow¬ 
ing his wife’s death last week. 

/ 

With its initial program in 1947, WWJ-TV established itself as Michigan’s* First 

Television Station. Each year that followed added its own contribution to make that 

description so appropriate in so many different ways. 

The story of WWJ-TV is the story of one “first” after another — of progress and 

achievement made possible in laTge measure by the enthusiastic faith and support, of 

America’s leading advertisers and advertising agencies. 

This week, as we mark ten wonderful, exciting years of commercial programming, 

we want to say—with maximum power—thank you. 

CHANNEL 

DETROIT WWJ-TV Original 

NBC Affiliate 

Owned and operated l>y The Detroit New* 

Rational Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
.By HERM SCHOENFELD. 

Johnnie Ray (Columbia). 
‘STREETS OF MEMORIES" 
(Marks*), a standout ballad with| 
a strong slow beat, should continue 
Johnnie Ray’s recent solid pace on 
wax. “BUILD YOUR LOVE" (Win- 
neton*) is a happy, uptempo num¬ 
ber with equally potent chances. 

Bob Jaxon (RCA Victor). “BEACH 
PARTY" (Feist*), a swinging, teen¬ 
age-slanted item with a good sum-: 
mer peg, gets a strong Presleyized 
workover by this newcomer. /‘I’M 
HANGING AROUND’! (Ross Jung- 
nickel*) is an okay rockabilly blues 
entry. 

Roger Williams (Kapp). "MOON¬ 
LIGHT LOVE" (Elkan-Vogel*), the- 
Debussy theme, gets another excel¬ 
lent chance to hit via this lush 
piano treatment with wordless cho¬ 
ral background. “EVERY LIT¬ 
TLE MOVEMENT” (Witmark*) 
gets bright interpretation by Wil¬ 
liams and the Dave Terry orch. 

Johnny Desmond (Coral). “SHE¬ 
NANDOAH ROSE" (Planetary*), 
a marching ballad* gets a highly 
attractive workover by Desmond 
and the Dick Jacobs orch and 
chorus. "CONSIDERATION” (Des- 
mo*) is a calypso with no special 
chances. 

Eydie Gorme (ABC-Paramount). 

THE LAST TIME" (Peer*) is a 
good rocking ballad. 

Jimmy Rushing (Okeh). "MY 
LAST AFFAIR" (Chappell*), a 
good ballad, gets a blues workout 
by a master in this groove. "BABY, 
DON’T TELL ON ME" (BVC*) 
is a solid blues number. 

Carol Richards (RCA Victor). 
"DADDY" (Republic*) could come 
back via this slick rendition by 
Miss Richards. "COME TO MAMA, 
PAPA DO” (Peert)-is an attractive; 
ballad but weighted down too much 
on this slice by the German lyrics. 

Randy Wright (Skidmore). "FIF¬ 
TY-FIFTY" (Shapiro - Bernstein*) 
is a good idea sold in bouncing 
rockabilly style by Randy Wright 
in this label’s kickoff side. "SIX 
MONTHS LONG" (Shapiro-Bern- 
stein*), the slow-tempoed side, is 
fair. 

Patty Brandon (ABC-Paramount). 
"RAGTIME DAYS" (Debmar*), an 
oldfashioned type of two-beat num¬ 
ber, is brought home with a low- 
down vocal by Patty Brandon and 
the Cooney Trio. "CALYPSO 
PARAKEET" (Debmar*) is a cute 
idea in the Caribe groove. 

Big John Greer (King). "I 
STILL LOVE YOU SO" (Royal*), 
a slow rocking number, is sold with 
an insistent beat by a savvy blues 

Best Bets 
JOHNNIE RAY ,..... STREET OF MEMORIES 

(Columbia) ... .Build Your Love 

BOB JAXON ........BEACH PARTY 
(RCA Victor)  .I’m Hanging Around 

ROGER WILLIAMS ...:..MOONLIGHT LOVE 
<Kapp) ............... Every Little Movement 

Johnny desmond ......shenandoah rose 
(Coral) .....Consideration 

EYDIE GORME ...YOUR KISSES KILL ME 
(ABC-Paramount) .Kiss in Your Eyes - 

LINCOLN CHASE ..JOHNNY KLINGERENGDING 
(Liberty) ....You’re Driving Me Crazy 

CONNIE FRANCIS ....EIGHTEEN 
(MGM) ...Faded Orchid 

"YOUR KISSES KILL ME" (Se¬ 
quence Maxana*), ’an excellent 
swinging ballad, is sold by a savvy 
Vocal. "KISS IN YOUR EYES" 
(Gold*) is another solid ballad with 
good chances. 

Lincoln Chase (Liberty). JOHN¬ 
NY KLINGERINGDING” (Studio*) 
is a cute novelty which could hit 
big via the composer’s tricky vo¬ 
cal. “YOU’RE DRIVING ME 
CRAZY” (BVC*), the oldie, gets 
a catching, offbeat rendition. 

Connie Francis (MGM). "EIGHT¬ 
EEN” (Meridian*) is a fancy, rock 
’n’ roll production with enough 
sock and originality to go all the 
Way In the teenage market. 
"FADED ORCHID” (Roosevelt*) is 
a commercial slow-tempoed ballad 
nicely handled by Miss Francis. 

Hugo & Luigi (Roulette). "SHE¬ 
NANDOAH ROSE” (Planetary*) 
gets another'rousing rendition by 
chorus and orch under Hugo & 
Luigi’s baton. "ROCKABILLY 
PARTY” (Planetary*) is just what 
its title implies, a cute idea with 
a juve peg. 

Eddy Tone (Prevue). "YESTER¬ 
DAY’S LOVE” (Tag*) is an okay 
torch ballad showcasing Eddy 
Tone’s pleasing baritone pipes. 
"COOL RAIN" (Tag*) is another 
good, literate ballad. 

Lorry Raine (Advance). "THE 
FLAME OF LOVE” (Criterion*), 
a good rhythm ballad, is belted 
attractively by Raine. “ALL MY 
LOVE" (Volkwein*) is another 
rocking ballad on which Miss 
Raine displays her versatility in all 
pop idioms. 

Dave Rose Orch (MGM). "ARI- 
ANE" (Commander*) is a pretty 
ballad arranged in glistening style 
by the David Rose orch. “UMA 
CASA PORTUGUESE’ (Ard¬ 
more** is a lush latin-styled side. 

Terry Noland (Brunswick). “10 
LITTLE WOMEN" (Nor-va-jak*) is 
rhythm & blues side with a salty 
lyric that jocks should carefully 
listeij before spinning. “HYPNO- 

„ TIZED” (Nor-va-jak*) is a more 
routine rocking item. 

Kurt Edelhagen Orch (Decca). 
"LOVE THEME FROM ‘LA STRA- 
DA’ ” (Leeds** gets another fine 
rendition by this top German band. 
Could go all the way. “FANFA- 

• REN BLUES" (BlEM* is an Okay 
swing instrumental. 

Mitzi Mason (Vik). "HICKORY j- 
DICKORY DOCK" (Marks*) is an 
attractive rhythm ballad niftily j ^ 
handled by Mitzi Mason. "FOR 

vocalist. “DUCK WALK" (Cardi¬ 
nal** is a typical rock ’n’ roll in¬ 
strumental. 

Johnny Dee (Colonial). "TEEN¬ 
AGE QUEEN" Q3entley*}, another 
teenage-slanted time, is a senti¬ 
mental ballad handled with simple 
effectiveness by Johnny Dee. "IT'S 
GOTTA BB YOU” (Bentley*) is a 
bright rhythm entry with good 
chances. 

Bonnie Guitar (Dot). “IF YOU 
SEE MY LOVE DANCING" (Dan¬ 
delion*) is another tear-jerking 
ballad delivered with Bonnie Gui¬ 
tar's clear, strong pipes. “HALF 
YOUR HEART” (Dandelion*) is a 
conventionally tailored country- 
flavored number. 

Flo Wilson (Mercury). “WHO’S 

LAWRENCE WELK 
and hia CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions 
I02d Consecutive Week 

Dodge Dance Party 
AJ3C-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T. 

Sponsored by Dodge 
Dealers of America 

Top Tunea and Talent 
ABC-TV Mon. 9.-30-10 p.m., E.S.T. 
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth 

Dealers of America 

LAUGHIN’ ” (Annis House*) 
sounds like a takeoff on the cur¬ 
rent flock of melancholy ballads. 
The rendition can also be consid¬ 
ered a takeoff on singing "A 
PINK VELVET ROSE" (Bran- 
dom*) Is a parody on the schmaltz 
ballads. 

John Leslie (Epic). "A PEACH 
WITH A HEART OF STONE" (Ross 
Jungnlckel*), a ballad with a good 
idea, gets an okay rocking vocal 
by John Leslie, showing on Epic. 
"MOUNTAIN OF LOVE” (Joy*) 
is a neat ballad dressed up with a 
rock 'n’ roll beat 

Jeff Holland (Jubilee). "SOLI-. 
TAIRE STREET” (Whale*) is 
classy ballad projected by Jeff 
Holland’s polished crooning pipes. 
"DON'T BE AFRAID” (DeLeon*) 
reverts back to the familiar, cur¬ 
rent beat. 

(*ASCAP, *BMI). 

Coast Arrangers’ Org 
Reelectl^Ul Officers 

Hollywood, June 4. 
Incumbent officers were re¬ 

elected for a second term at the 
regular meeting of the American 
Society of Musical Arrangers here. 
Retaining their positions are. pres¬ 
ident Jack Matthias, veepee Joe 
Mullendore, Secretary Roy Cham¬ 
berlain and treasurer Keith R. 
Williams. 

Jeff Alexander, Warren Barker, 
Gil Gray and A1 Woodbury were 
reelected to the board of directors 
and Benny Carter, Jimmie deMi- 
chele and Ruby Raksin were 
named to their first terms on the 
board with Harry Lewis and Spud 
Murphy as alternated. 

Top 20 Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer 

Whose extensive mail order operation reflects the national Markets 

Label 
RCA. Victor 
Columbia 
Kapp 
Capitol 
CapiitOl 
RCA Victor 
Vanguard 
Verve 
Decca 
Columbia 
Capitol • 
RCA Victor 
Contemporary 
Decca 
Columbia 
Verve 
Columbia 
Decca 
Atlantic 
Columbia 

Artist 
1. Harry Belafonte 
2. My Fair Lady 
3. Roger Williams 
4. Frank Sinatra 
5. Judy Garland 
6. New Girl In Town 
7. The Weavers 
8. Ella Fitzgerald 
9. World in 80 Days 

10. Folly Bergen 
11. Nat King Cole 
12. Harry Belafonte 
13. Shelly Manne 
14. Sammy Davis Jr. 
15. Duke Ellington 
16. Ella Fitzgerald 
17. Most Happy Fella 
18. Louis Armstrong 

* Title 
Calypso 
Original Cast 
The Fabulous Fifties 
A Swingin’ Affair 
Alone 
Original Cast 
At Carnegie Hall 
Sings Rogers Sc Hart 
Sound Track 
Bergen Sings Morgan 
Love Is The Thing 
Evening With Belafonte 
My Fair Lady 
Sammy Davis'Swings 
At Newport 
Sings Cole Porter 
Original Cast 
Lonis And The Angels 

19. Modern Jazz Quartet At Music Inn 
26. Miles Davis- Round About Midnight 

Album Reviews 
Gwen Verdon-Thelnta Ritter; 

"New Girl In Town” (RCA Victor). 
This original cast albumizatkm of 
the Bob Merrill score for the cur¬ 
rent Broadway legiter Is an excel¬ 
lent production. Although there’s 
a considerable loss in the absence 
of Gwen Verdon’s visual image, she 
registers well in'her vocal assign¬ 
ments on the fine ballads, ’"It’s 
Gdod to Be Alive” and “If That 
was Love," in addition to some 
duets with Cameron Prud’homme 
and George Wallace. Wallace has 
the best song spot in the set with 
“Look At ’Er" while Thelma Ritter 
handles some material pieces ef¬ 
fectively. 

Fred Astaire-Cyd Charisse: "Silk 
Stockings” (MGM). This should be 
one of the top soundtrack albums 
of the year. The Cole Porter score 
is wittily sophisticated and melodl- 
cally swinging with a slick per¬ 
formance to match. One of the 
songs added to the legit score, 
"The Ritz Rock ’n’ Roll,” is a clever 
conception deftly handled by Fred 
Astaire, who also scores big on ‘?A11 
of You.” Janis Paige has standout 
sides in "Josephine’ and “Satin and 
Silk” while Cyd Charisse has a 
cute spot in "It’s a Chemical Re¬ 
action,. That’s All.” First-rate sup¬ 
porting cast on this soundtrack set 
includes Peter Lorre, Joseph Bu- 
loff, George Tobias, Jules Muushin 
and Carole Richards with Andre 
Previn conducting the MGM stu¬ 
dio orch in polished style. 

Paul Winchell: "Plnocchlo” 
(Decca). This dramatization of the 
classic juvenile story has.numerous 
clever songs by Milton DeLugg and 
Ira Wallach. It shpuld "have impact 
in the juve market?, although some 
of the hep talk ("you goofed,” etc.), 
in one number may be wide of the 
mark. Paul Winchell does an ex¬ 
cellent job as narrator, with his 

I'AKIEi'Y 
. on 

(Bonnie Guitar ............Dot 
’ l 'Gale Storm .. .Dot ^ 

LITTLE DARLIN' <9)  ...«;... Diamonds ............Mercury 

ALL SHOOK UP (9) ..... Elvis Presley.Victor ^ 

SO RARE .(4) •..Jimmy Dorsey ....... Fraternity 

LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND (2)...... Pat Boone ...Dot 

( Jim Reeves .  Victor 
\ Jim Lowe .*.. Dot 

Chuck Berry .....Chess 

(Ricky Nelson .Verve 
\ Eats Domino ..Imperial 

ROUND AND ROUND (11)  ......... Perry Como .....Victor 

GONE (7) ....■.... rv. Ferlin Huskey ........ .Capitol 

Second Group 
A WHITE SPORT COAT....^. Marty Robbins .Columbia 

.. ..Chic 
Mercury 

Roulette 

1. DARK MOON (6) 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. THE FOUR WALLS (3) 

7. SCHOOL DAY (5) ..... 

8. I’M WALKIN’ (13) .... 

10. 

FREIGHT TP4 tm N $ Nancy Whiskey .. 
*....(Rusty Draper ... 

P4PTV nr>T T S Buddy Knox ..... 
PARTY DOLL ....| steve Lawrence .......... Coral 

I LIKE YOUR KIND OF LOVE ... Andy Williams.Cadence 

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS. Victor Young ..Decca 

COME, GO WITH ME. .... DellVikings  .Dot 

ROCK-A-BILLY ..... Guy Mitchell ......... Columbia 

NINETY-NINE WAYS ..... Tab Hunter .Dot 

xr . ’ . j Andy Williams ..Cadence 
BUTTERFLY ........* \ Charlie Grade ..Cameo 

X I’M SORRY ........... *- Platters ..Mercury £ 

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10] 

ventro character, Jeny Mahoney, 
appropriately handling the title 
role. "Hideaway Heart” is the 
score’s prettiest song, effectively 
projected by Vivian Smolen. Others 
in the cast are Walter Burke, 
Johnny Haymer and DeLugg. 

Meyer Davis Orchestra: "Cor¬ 
dially Invites You to Dance” (ABC- 
Paramount). Meyer Davis, the top 
hotel band maestro who has some 
50 units working under his name, 
has come up with a first-rat^ dance 
collection in this set. The sound of 
the Davis orch Is full and rich and 
swings with a beat that's more dis¬ 
tinctively solid than the run-of-the- 
mine hotel bands.- Like a regular 
hotel band set, Davis has grouped 
most of the numbers into medleys 
and has selections range over all 
the popular tempos from waltzes 
through foxtrots to the rhumba- 
samba idiom. A polished, highly 
listenable package, v 

"Lena. Horne at the Waldorf” 
(RCA Victor). The powerful impact 
of Lena Home during her last ap¬ 
pearance at New York’s Waldorf- 
Astoria has been put into the 
groove in a standard disk package. 
Recorded during an actual per¬ 
formance*. this set has the added 
tension of a "live” performance. 
At the top of her Jorm, Miss Horne 
belts a songalog that includes "It’s 
AH Right With Me,” "From This 
Moment On,” "I’m Beginning to 
See the Light,” “Mood Indigo” and 
other great standards. Leume Hay- 
ton conducts the Waldorf’s' resi¬ 
dent Nat Brandwjhne orch. 

Julie London: "About the Blues’* 
(Liberty). Julie London, a standout 
looker with stylish pipes, is show¬ 
cased in another highly commer¬ 
cial album in this grouping of 
bluesy tunes. Miss London’s vel¬ 
vety vocalistic technique works 
out atmospherically on tunes like 
"I Gotta Right to Sing the Blues,” 
"Blues in the Night,” "Basin Street 
Blues,” amidst other fine stand¬ 
ards and a couple of interesting 
new tunes. Russ Garcia orch backs 
up superbly. 

’ "The Weavers at Carnegie Hall” 
(Vanguard). The Weavers, who 
went into disk .obscurity after hit¬ 
ting big in the pop market several 
years ago, return into the groove 
via this concert package. Once 
again, the Weavers, three men and 
a girl, click with a widely varied 
program of charming folk songs. 

- Hern. 

Angel’s Ballet Kick 
Angel Records, which last week 

acquire the bulk of the Brit¬ 
ish HMV (His Master’s Voice) 
catalog for distribution in the U, S., 
has set an extensive roster of HMV 
ballet disks for release next fait 
TimjftL for the start of the Sadler’s 
Wd&s Ballet in the TJ. S. next fall, 
Angel is releasing the “Royal Bal¬ 
led Silver Jubilee” set marking the 
25th anni of the ballet company. 
Repertory, conducted by Robert 
Irving, presents a cross:sectton of 
the ballet company’s scores from its 
inception in 1931. 

Among other ballet disks will be 
Prokofiev’s "Cinderella,” a “Hom¬ 
age to Pavlowa” package, Samuel 
Barber’s ballet suite, "Souvenirs,” 
and Shostakovich’s “Golden Age” 
suite. 

Guy Lombardo orch plays four 
nights, June 4-8, at John Murray 

. Anderson’s Brant inn in Burling¬ 
ton, Ont. 
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MUSIC: BILLION DOLLAR BABY 
U, S. Disks Sold in '56: $259,000,000 
Reflecting the solid upbeat of the disk biz, the American Federa¬ 

tion of Musicians reports that total retail sales of XL S.-made disks 
last year, reached a new peak of $259,038,991, That la a 30% 
jump over the $197,200,000 gross reported by the AFM for 1955. 
The AFM figures cover only disks made with AFM musicians and 
do not include disks made abroad and sold in the U. S. by all the 
major companies and many Indie labels. Overall industry sales 
during 1956 are now estimated to have topped $300,000,000. 

According to the AFM figures, the 78 rpm speed lait year ac¬ 
counted for a gross of $55,014,000, a decline of $10,600,000 from 
the previous year. The 45 rpm singles accounted for $78,717,000, 
a climb of some $20,060,000 over 1955, while the extended play 
45s were at $17,892,000 last year, a tapering off from the $19>- 
000,000 in 1955 sales. 

The longplay disks showed that most marked increase last year. 
From sales of $52,000,000 in 1955, the LP market boomed to $107,- 
414,124 in 1956, an increase of over 100%. 

Open War With AFM Dead-Lettered. 
As Daniel Returns to Head Local 47 

Hollywood, June 4. 
Policy of seeking to solve differ¬ 

ences With the American Federa¬ 
tion of - Musicians through the 
union’s framework rather than 
through open warfare will continue 
at Local 47 following prexy Eliot 
H. Daniel’s return to his post after 
rescinding his resignation. Tune 

'union leader walked out on a mem¬ 
bership meeting last Monday (27) 
night but the membership voted 
overwhelmingly to reject the resig¬ 
nation. His return was further bol¬ 
stered by hundreds of telegrams and 
telephone calls, including many 
from prexies of other AFM locals., 
around the country, urging him to 
return and continue his efforts to 
negotiate a solution tox the local’s 
problems. 

In a statement marking his re¬ 
turn, Daniel said .he was now con¬ 
vinced that the bulk of the mem¬ 
bership supports his policy rather 
than seeking to “fight for the sake 
of fighting.” Statement underlined 
the rift between Daniel and his 
supporters and some members of 
the original “revolt” whose bitter 
antf-Petrillo statementsJouched off 
the membership furore -which led 
to Daniel’s resignation. , 

Uproar. started over whether the 
membership should “accept” Pe- 
trillo’s unprecedented offer to have 
film studio musicians sit in on and 

. vote upon contract negotiations 
with the major studios. 

Wires of support from other lo¬ 
cals was seen as strengthening 
Local 47’s position at the upcoming, 
AFM convention in .Denver June 
10-14 at which it will present a 
series of resolutions seeking 
changes in existing scales and 
royalty formulas which the Coast 
windjammers feel are inequitable 
and-have cost employment. Similar 
resolutions were .Introduced last 

' (Continued on page 48) 

COAST FILMERY GOES 
JAZZ HOUSE JUNE 14 

Hollywood, June 4. 
Crenshaw Theatre, former nabe 

film house, has been converted 
into the L.‘ A. Jazz Concert Hall 
by Benny Carter and Jack Hemp- 
ton and will' debut June 14 with 
a “Salute to West Coast Jazz,” 
starring Shelly Manne & His Men.. 
Jazz shows will be beamed at the 
teenage crowd and will be . pre-! 
sented on a two - shows - nightly 
basis for.a fortnight each. 

House operates at a flat $1.50 
per seat. Since it will be largely 
a teenage haven, no'alcoholic re¬ 
freshments will be sold and the 
only bar will be a ‘‘record bar” 
where autographed disks will be 
sold. ' 

From Cafe to AA 
San Francisco, June .4. 

For trumpeter Bob Scobey, 
the horn runneth over. 

Storyville, - his dixieland 
night spot which folded last 
winter, has been taken over as 
a meeting place for a group 
from Alcoholics Anonymous. 

Loew’s Jazz in N. V. 
Loew’s Sheridan, Greenwich 

Village (N.Y.) house. Will take a 
stab at jazz with a midnight bash 
slated for June 15. Concert will 
be tagged “Music for Night Peo¬ 
ple” and will be emceed by Jean 
Shepherd. 

Set for. the bill are the Modern! 
Jazz Quartet, the Charlie Mingus 
Quintet,' the Randy Weston Trio j 
and vocalist Barbara Lea. 

Union-N.Y. Symph 
Due For To-Do on 
Longer Span, Coin 
The New York - Philharmonic 

Symphony will face a showdown 
struggle with N. Y: muscians’ Local 
802 next fall when negotiations for 
a new pact are due to reopen. In¬ 
dications are that Local 802 prexy 
A1 Manuti plans to hold out for a 
longer guaranteed season for the 
symph sidemen in addition to de¬ 
manding a wage hike. The union 
demands have thus far been re¬ 
sisted by the N. Y. Philharmonic 
and Local 802 leaders have shown 
no signs of retreating oh their 
proposals.. 

Manuti has pointed out that the 
N. Y, Philharmonic season for 29 
weeks compares to 36 weeks for 
the Philadelphia Orchestra and 48 
weeks for the Boston Symphony. 
Manuti lays responsibility, for the 
short New York season “squarely 
on the management.” Developing a 
longer season, Manuti has told his 
membership, requires “imagina¬ 
tion, initiative and drive—qualities 
for which the orchestra’s manage¬ 
ment has not exactly distinguished 
itself in the past.” Manuti said the 
orchestra should no longer "pay 
the price for managerial apathy.” 

Local 802’s pact with the N. Y. 
Philharmonic ran out last month, 
A few negotiating sessions recently 
have gotten nowhere. Further talks 
have been postponed uhtil the fall. 

Tel-Aviv Jazz Club 
Razzes Rock V Roll 

Tel-Aviv, June 4. 
The Tel-Aviv Jazz Club, meeting 

at the American Zionist House once' 
every week, has decided to ban 
rock ’n’ roll from its sessions. 
Chairman of the club, L. Aharono- 
vich, notified a-complaining mem¬ 
ber of this* week’s meeting that 
rock hi’ roll '-was a fad and had 
nothing to do with true jazz. It 
Wjas therefore outside the scope, of 
a jazz club and would not be tol¬ 
erated at the club. 

Meanwhile a complete rock hi’ 
roll show is touring Israel and 
everywhere draws capacity houses. 
Repertoire of the show is made up 
of Bill Haley-popularized songs and 
some local times, among which is a 
hit by American singer-composer 
‘‘King” Babe Wallace “Folks .Wan¬ 
na Rock/* At a recent program 
Wallace also Introduced a new 
“Tiberias Rock” with Israeli flavor. 

YEARLY GROSSER 
By HERM SCHOENFELD 

The music biz is now a one-bil¬ 
lion dollar annual racker-upper. In 
a dramatic comeback from the dol¬ 
drums of bine and 10 years ago, 
pnusic now represents one of the 
highest grossing segments of show 
biz. 

The billion dollar total repre¬ 
sents only the take on the disk, 
jukebox and publishing fronts. If 
the gross of the music instrument 
manufacturers Were included, it 
would mean the addition of over 
$400,000,000 annually. 

Biggest segment of the total 
music biz gross comes from the 
jukebox field. It’s estimated that 
some 550,000 to. 600,000 jukes 
are now in operation. Although 
statistics are not easy to come by 
in ftiis field, trade experts calculate 
that _on the average each machine 
earns around $20 to $30 a week, 
or about $1,000 to $1,500 annually. 
At conservative estimates .there¬ 
fore, the juke industry is now 
good for well over $600,000,000 an¬ 
nually. 

The disk industry, which feeds 
the jukes with, over $50,000,000 in 
platters annually, now is running 
around $^00,000,000 annually. The 
surge of the disk biz from rock 
bottom 10 years ago, when some 
execs were considering retrechment 
to a $50,000,000-a-year level, has 
been one a striking saga of an in¬ 
dustry “that refused to lie down 
and die,” as one exec put it. Some 
pessimists, at the outbreak of the; 

(Continued on page 48) 

Young, RCA 
Trade Blows 

Barney Young, head of Life Mu¬ 
sic and one of the most litigating 
operators in the music biz, filed 
another suit yesterday (Tues.) in 
N. fY. Federal Court, this time 
against RCA in an effort to recon¬ 
vene the annual stockholder meet¬ 
ing. Young is charging that RCA 
board chairman David Sarnoff ad¬ 
journed last month’s /meeting be¬ 
fore there was time to discuss 
“new business.” 

Under “new business,” Young, 
together' with songwriter Gloria 
Parker who is associated with 
Young’s viewpoint, had planned to 
introduce resolutions against 
RCA’s encouragement of “lock *n* 
roll” via its stock ownership in 
Broadcast Music Inc. Young also 
planned to call for divorcement be¬ 
tween NBC and BMI. 

In a counterblast at Young, RCA 
stated that “The conduct of the 
RCA annual meeting, ineluding the 
motion to adjourn and the actign 
on that motion, complied complete¬ 
ly with all requirements.” 

In connection with the Young 
complaint filed today, RCA said: 
“The following background seems 
pertinent: Mr. Young’s firm. Life 
Music, has litigation pending against 
broadcasters and others, including 
RCA and NBC relating to Life 
Music’s efforts to license its music 
catalog. Miss Parker has a similar 
suit against NBC and others. 

“Both Mr. Young and Miss Par¬ 
ker are asserting personal griev¬ 
ances against NBC because the net¬ 
work did not agree to buy rights 
under the music catalog of Life 
Music offered to it by Mr. Young 
and including various pieces Miss 
Parker had composed. NBC did 
not buy rights under the catalog 
because it thought the price Mr. 
Young was asked was too high. 

“According to RCA’s stockholder 
records. Miss Parker, Mr. Young 
and Mr. Young’s firm, Life Music, 
became the record holders of one 
share each of RCA common stock 
after they commenced their litiga¬ 
tions. Since that time they have; 
sought to use their status as stock- i 

holders in connection with matter; 
relating to their litigations. 

Disk Sales at New Peak This Year, 
Marek Tells Victor Distributors 

R & R Sa-Shay 
Hollywood, June 4. 

Dorothy -Shay will venture 
into the rock *n roll idiom next 
week when she reports for her 
first disking session under a 
new one-year contract with 
Lew Chudd’s Imperial Rec¬ 
ords. 

She’ll do both singles and al¬ 
bums under the pact. 

Decca Expanding * 
On German DGG 
To Cover France 

Decca Records is now broaden^ 
ing its tieup with the Deutsche 
Grammophon Gesellschaft of Ger¬ 
many to cover distribution in 
France as well, Leonard 
Schneider, Decfca exec v.p,, dis¬ 
closed on his return from Europe 
last week. Under the new setup, 
the DGG French subsidiary, Poly- 
dor Records, will take over Dec- 
ca’s line in France where 'for¬ 
merly the Societe de Francaise du 
Son handled the U.S. company. 

Schneider, who was on a three- 
week o.o. of Decca’s affiliates In 

I'Germany, France and England, 
stated . that the European disk 
potential is tremendous. He said 
business has been growing stead- J 
ily and that in all respects, the j 
European disk biz was “only a few j 
years behind America.” 

Schneider pointed out that the • stereophonic tape as well as on 

Disk sales during the first five 
months of this year have been the 
highest in the Industry’s history, 
George R. Marek, RCA Victor v.p. 
and general manager of the disk 
division told the meeting of com¬ 
pany’s distributors in New York 
yesterday <Tues.) at the New 
Yorker Hotel. 

“The record industry, which 
dawdled in the doldrums of eco¬ 
nomic lethargy during part of the 
’30s and ‘40s, has revitalized itself,*’ 
Marek said. “The results speak for 
itself. In 1956, Industry sa!es to¬ 
talled $300.000.000—the greatest in 
history. The first five months of 
1957 top any comparable period 
from a sales standpoint.” 

Marek cited the following factors 
Jas contributing to the growth of 
. the disk industry: 

; <1) The industry’s tailoring 
its product for the teenage 
market, 

f2) The availability of low- 
cost phonograph machines. 

(3) The improvement of 
sound qualities for appeal to 
the new interest in high fi¬ 
delity, 

«4) The spurt in 45 rpm ex- 
gended play sales. 

(5) The industry's seeking of 
new retail outlets to make 
disks available on a mass basis 
in supermarkets, drugstores 
and similar places. 
Marek also noted that there was 

growing interest in stereophonic 
sound during the past 12 months. 
“We are meeting this challenge by 
doubling our production of stereo¬ 
phonic tapes and we believe the 
time is coming soon when virtually 
all good music will be available on 

10-inch LPs, now virtually obsolete 
in the U.S., were highly popular 
in Europe because of the price 
factor. Where a 12-inch LP costs 
around $5.50 in Europe, a 10- 
incher goes for around $3.50. It’s 
expected that the European mar¬ 
ket will eventually follow the U.S. 
pattern in favor of the 12-inchers 
because-the latter are bigger bar¬ 
gains in terms of playing time 
relative to cost. 

The Decca exec, who was ac- 
comped to Europe by sales v.p. 
Syd Goldberg and foreign man¬ 
ager Hugh Stone, stated that the 
78 rmp speed was still very im¬ 
portant in the overseas market, 
particularly in England and Ger¬ 
many. In France, the extended- 
play platters haye taken hold in a 
big way. 

While overseas, Schneider vis¬ 
ited the new exec offices of the 
DGG company in Hamburg. The 
German diskery’s manufacturing 
plant continues at Hanover. 
Schneider also powwowed with 
E. R. CTed). Lew.!?, head of British 
Decca, which handles the Decca 
line in Britain under the Bruns¬ 
wick label. 

Who But Mercury Would 
Thinli of Speed (Way)? 

Chicago, June 4. 
Mercury Records is making an 

ambitious entry into the hi-fi field 
of non-musical sounds. Through the 
recording facilities of Universal 
Recording Co. here, bins oral tapes 
of the Indianapolis Speedway were 
made at the race classic which are 
being edited for release both as 
tape and as a record album. 

Virtually the complete recording 
facilities Of Universal were carted 
to the track in what is claimed to 
be the most extensive outdoor re¬ 
cording project so far undertaken. 
Four crashes were recorded by 
mikes placed at every turn, and 
portable transmitters were set in 
the cars. Disk jockeys Stan- 
Dale and Bill Randle worked with 
the Universal crew under Bill Put¬ 
man, Art Tailmadge, Mercury v.p., 
supervised the operation. 

Mercury will release the results j 
in __the same album with tapes i 
made earlier at the 500-mile raqe j 

in Sebring, Fla. 

records.” Marek said. 
James M. Toney, general man¬ 

ager of the radio-phonograph divi¬ 
sion, introduced the company's new 
line of hi-fi machines, all of which 
are equipped with stereo-jacks for 
the addition of stereophonic sound 
systems at any time. Victor also is 
introducing three new recorder- 
phonograph stereotape players, all 
of which also record and play back 
monaurally. These will be mar¬ 
keted in the late summer. 

SCOPP JN O’SEAS HOP. 
TO 0.0. BIG 3-FD&H TIE 

With the Big Three’s buy-in of a 
partnership interest in the British 
publishing firm, Francis, Day & 
Hunter, wrapped up in all details 
last week. Mickey Scopp, head of 
the Big Three (Robbins, Feist & 
Miller) combine, headed for Lon¬ 
don over the weekend for pow¬ 
wows with Fred Day, FD&H chief, 
on the new setup. While in Eng- 
jahd, Sc'opp yyill also cover policy 
ftiatters involving the Big Three’s 
interest in another major British 
firm, B. FeldmanGo.,. Ltd., and 
its * affiliate, Robbins *Music Ltd. 

The FD&H-Feldman companies 
are planning to organize and 'op- - 
erate an American affiliate to* serv¬ 
ice American publishers requiring 
representation in Britain and on 
the Continent. The new projected 
firm will also service British and 
European publishers needing an 
outlet in the U.S. 

Scopp will also visit Big Three 
affiliates in Cologne, Frankfort, 
Milan and Paris. Paddy Crook- 
shank, the firm’s rep in Europe, is 
accomping Scopp on his Conti¬ 
nental stops. 

Dot Wooing Romeo 
Hollywood, June 4. 

Jazz flutist Bob Romeo is dick¬ 
ering with Randy Wood, Dot Rec¬ 
ords prexy, for release of a new 
LP he cut originally under his 
own Romeo label. Package, tagged 
“The Wild Flute,” features the 
Romeo style on some standards. 

Romeo is currently working Bill 
Murphy’s Holiday House with 
drummer A1 Bello, purveying a 
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British Best Disk Sellers 

London; June 4. 
t.Butterfly ..Williams 

(London) 4 ' 
2. Tonight, Josephine .. - Ray 

(Philips) 
2. Rock-a-Billy .. Mitchell 

(Philips) 
4. When I Fall in Love Cole 

(Capitol) 
5. Ton Home Again Kathleen 

(London) Whitman 
6. Freight Train . . .McDevitt 

(Oriole) 
7. Too Much.Presley 

(HMV) 
8. Baby Baby-^Teenagers 

(Columbia) 
9. Cumberland Gap Donegan 

(Pye-Nixa) 
10. Mr. Wonderful.Lee 

(Brunswick) 
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(Mers Locked In a Stereotype 
Like in U.S., Music Execs in Britain.Worried About! 

Future Standards 

London, June 4. 

Concern over the future of 

popular songwriting is being ex¬ 

pressed in music circles here as in 

the L\ S. Apart from long estab¬ 

lished writers, who are in Lhe 

position to present the goods they 
think suitable to publishers, the 
younger members of the profession 
are being scared off writing any¬ 
thing which deviates from the 
current trend of pops for fea?- oi 
It being rejected. 

Where, publishers are asking, 
are the evergreens of the future? 
Most of the numbers now being 
submitted either just don't make 
the grade, or have a life of only 
a few weeks. Trouble appears to 
be that newcomers to the* tune-- 
smith trade know the stock form¬ 
ula for numbers which are likely 
to be accepted, and churn them 
out one after another. 

Several publishers say that tlic- 
music business has only itself to 
blame for this state of affairs. New 
ideas are sacrificed to the formula 
and unless something is done 
urgently, the future of British 
songwriters and publishing, is. in 
their opinion, a big question mark. 

The formula roughly adheres to 
a pattern of musical gimmicks. If 
a hillbilly type waltz makes the 
hit parade, composers naturally 
manufacture hillbilly numbers. If 
a writer packs as many gimmicks 
as he can into a tune and strings 
them together with a few bridge 
passages, his product is halfway 
to being published. 

However, if publishing houses 
are to make an offensive on the 
public in an effort to swing them 
back to ballads, as they say they 
must if they want to reap any 
profits from sheet music sales, 
there’ll have to be a complete re-; 
vision in the songwriters outlook. 

Cromarty Firth, Scot., June 4. 

The calypso trend has been 

given a Roval boost with the Brit¬ 

ish Home Fleet here. 

Queen Elizabeth and Prince 
Philip put to sea in the carrier Aide 
Royal, and were entertained at a 
ship’s concert by a Fleet calypso 
band. 

One verse went: 

“Prince Charles at cricket is not 
too bacl. 

But not as good at his famous dad. 
Perhaps in nineteen seventy three. 
He’ll be keeping u-icket for the 

Queen’s Navee.” 

Calypso gave much obvious 
amusement to the Royal visitors. 
Balloons were kicked into the 
audience from the stage, and one 
bounced off the Queen’s tiara. 

Afterwards, Queen Elizabeth 
congratulated the producer of the 
show, Graham Britton. 

Chuck Berry Heading 
Show in Schenectady 

Schenectady, June 4. 

Chuck Berry, whose “School 
Day” record for the Chess label is 
a current. bestseller, will headline 
a show in the large new audi¬ 
torium of the CIQ-AFL here Sat¬ 
urday (8). Also appearing will be 
Louis Lyman & Teen Age Chords, 
vocalist Jo Ann Campbell and 
Arnett Cobb’s band. 

Advance tickets are priced at $2, 
door admission at $2.50. 

Brit Monopolies Comm. 
May Probe LP Prices 

London, June 4. 

The British record industry may 
be investigated by the Monopolies 
Commission if public opinion reg¬ 
isters enough complaints about 
disk prices. 

Sir David Eccles, Board of 
Trade prexy, announced this in 
the House of Commons last week, 
when he was told that there was 
growing public concern about the 
cost of LP’s. 

j * —---- 
I Cabot Takes on Topey©’ 
1 Cabot Records, Paul Wexler’s 
! newly formed disk company, has 
•taken over the national distribu- 
j tion of the “Popeye” platter. The 
'disk was produced by Associated 
' Artists Productions in a tiein with 
tlie “Popeye” tv-film series. 

! The disk has been offered as a 
j write-in on the tv show for the 
past couple of weeks. Wexler ex¬ 
pects to have the disks in the 
hands of the retailers around the 
country by the end of this week. 
Film is expected to be shown on 
close to 100 stations within the 
next couple of weeks. j 

Platter features Allen Swift as ! 
“Popeye” and Mae Questel as! 
“Olive Oil.” i 

Boston, Jun* 4. 

Folk songs will be the next big 

music craze, say* George Avakian, 

Columbia Records veep, in for 

press rounds and p.a.’s on Johnny 

Mathis, Columbia’s hot disker, at a 

tv press conclave at WNAC-TV. “It 

will be a revival of traditional folk 

songs, shined up, polished, given 

fine orchestrations and a beat, 

something which could he called 
‘genteel hilltiillyV’ he said. 

“Actually,”, he pointed out, “there 
has always been a demand for such 
music. It has been there for gen¬ 
erations, hundreds of years, per¬ 
haps, and now, it is again coming 
to the fore. Like all such trends, 
it will create its own stars, its own 
instrumentalists, its own audience." 
* Avakian, Mathis and George 
Clarke, Boston Record nitery col¬ 
umnist, "were guests on Louise Mor¬ 
gan’s WNAC-TV show in a music 
discussion. 

Glenn Miller orch, under the di¬ 
rection of Ray McKinley, prepping 
special transcriptions for Air 
Forces Recruiting. 

Victor Starts Operation 
Of Disk Club in Cuba a la 

Yanqui Save-on-Records 
Latin America, which is steadily 

developing as a disk market de¬ 
spite the relative high prices, is 
readily adaptable to U. S. sales 
promotion techniques. RCA’s inter¬ 
national department, for instance, 
has launched a disk club operation 
in Cuba which is patterned closely 
after the RCA Victor. Save-On- 
Records coupon plan in the U. S, 

In the Cuban club operation, eov- 
ering,some 100 dealers, the latter 
supply names of customers who 
sign up for the club to the Victor 
distributor', who turns them over to 
RCA Victor in the U. S. Victor then 
handles all mail from the States, 
including letters in Spanish to the 
club members and the sending of 
the disks direct to the customer. 
LP disks, which ordinarily sell for 
about $5.75 in Cuba, are available 
through the club for $4.99. Club 
selections are slanted for the La- 
tln-American market. Club was 
launched last April and the poten¬ 
tial has not yet been measured. 

Dick Broderick, manager Of rec¬ 
ord marketing for the RCA export 
division, stated that disk advertis¬ 
ing in U. S. media, particularly the 
national magazines, has been spill¬ 
ing over to Latin America. That 
underscores the new policy of 
RCA to keep all its album covers 
uniform in all countries. Victor is 
finding that other countries are 
quickly learning how to get excel¬ 
lent reproductions of album covers 
supplied by the U. S. companies. 

Broderick reported that rock ’n’ 
roll has at last started to take hold 
In Latin America. Increasingly, the 
local orchs are mixing rock ’n’ roll | 
ideas with the cha cha cha and the; 
mambo in order to keep apace with ! 
the growing acceptance of the rock i 
’n’ roll idiom, ] 

Prep’s Mad&ra Sides 
Prep Records, the newly formed 

Capitol subsid, has latched on to 
Johnny Madara’s etching of “Be 
My Girl” and “Love Sick” on the 
Singular label. 

Master was picked up in Phila¬ 
delphia by Manny Kellem, Prep’s 
promotion topper. 

BETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLEBS 
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Survey of retail disk best 
sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
19 cities and showing com 
parative sates rating for this 
and last week: 
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1 5 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
“Love Letters in the Sand”.. 4 1 4 2 1 i 8 5 3 8 7 l 3 4 4 6 130 

2 1 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
“All Shook Up”. 5 4. 5 i 4 7 2 3 2 8 3 4 89 

3 2 
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) 
“So Rare”..‘ 10 3 3 8 3 5 4 1 2 5 1 .. 2 .. 87 

4 3 
DIAMONDS (Mercury) 
“Little Darlin’ . 1 8 10 7 5 3 10 6 1 3 6 2 5 76 

5 12 
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) 
“A White Sport Coat”.. 7 8 7 6 10 9 6 3 1 2 3 59 

6 4 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
“School Day”..;... 2 6 8 10 8 5 4. 4 3 2 56 

7 8 
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) 
“Come, Go With Me”.. 9 10 3 8 2 1 7 8 .. 4 4 49 

8 11 
RICKY NELSON (Verve) 
“I’m Walkin’”...., 2 2 1 .. .. 1 38 

9A 13 
GALE STORM (Dot) 
“Dark Moon”. 6 9 6 4 9 .. 9 6 6 7 37 

9B 7 
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot) 
“Dark Moon”.. J 4 

* 
4 5 

- 
6 6 8 7 37 

11 9 
RICKEY NELSON (Verve) 
“A Teenager’s Romance”.. .. 4 1 6 1 _32 

12 10 
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol) 
“Gone”............ 3 10 .. .. 10 4 .. 10 5 7 _28 

13 6 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
“Round and Round”.... _6_ 9 6 6 8 5 10 _27 

14- 24 
COASTERS (Atco) 
“Young Blood”. 2 3 4 9 . _26 

15 19 
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) 
“Bye, Bye, Love”... .1 9 4 19 

16 A 16 
SAL MINEO (Epic) 
“Start Movin’ ”.. 2 9 8 8 _17- 

16B 19 
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca) 
“Around the World”.... 3 2 _17 

18 14 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
“It’s Not For Me to Say”. 5 1 IS 

19 18 
FATS DOMINO (Imperial) 
“Valley of Tears”... 5 3 7T U 

20 15 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
“Wonderful, Wonderful” ... 7 7 • 7 _12 

21 
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol) 
“Goln’ Steady” ..... i... 9 2 _n 

22A 17 
JIM REEVES (Victor) 
“The Four Walls”. 7 .. 10 .. 10 7 7" 

22B . 
MARVIN RAINWATER (MGM) 
“Gonna Find Me a Bluebird”... 4 8 

22C .. 
DAVE GARDNER (OJ) 
“White Silver Sands”. >. 1 JO 

25 
NANCY WHISKEY (Chic) 
“Freight Train”.. 10 .. 10 4 9 

1 2 3 4 1 nr ' 8 r 7 8 1 9 If 

LOVE IS 

THE THING 

Nat (King) Col* 

Capitol 

W 824 

AROUND THE 

WORLD IN 

BODAYS 

film Soundtrack 

Decca 

DL 9046 

SWINGIN’ 

AFFAIR 

V 
Frank Sinatra 

Capitol 

i W 803 

MY FAIR LADY 

Broadway Cent 

Columbia 

OL 5096 

STEADY DATE 

Tommy Sajid* 

Capitol 

T 848 

CALYPSO 

Harry tot of onto 

Victor 

LPM 1248 

EPA 1248 

HY^NI 

T*nn. Etni* Ford 

Capitol 

T 756 

AN EVENING 

WITH 

BELAFONTE 

Harry Bolafpnto 

Victor 

LPM 1402. 

POLLY BERGEN 

SINGS MORGAN 

Polly Borgon 

Columbia 

CL 994 

KING AND I 

Film Soundtrack 

Capitol 

W 748 

SAP 748 
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Hat OU (Standy) Feeling 
Alter a relatively long blackout on the hit lists, oldies are start¬ 

ing to come back strong. Leading the comeback of the standards 
is: "Love Letters' in the Sand,” which has been booming via the 
Pat Boone slice for Dot Records. Another oldie which has been 
high up for many weeks is “So Rare,’* recorded by, the Jimmy Dor¬ 
sey orch for the Fraternity label. (In the latter case, it’s one -of 
those show biz ironies-that Jimmy Dorsey should turn up with his 
first disk hit in many years at a time when he’s critically ill). 

Other standards which are clicking at a nice pace are “Little 
■White Lies,” cut by Betty Johnson for Bally Records, and such 
numbers as “I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter” 
by Billy Williams on Coral. 

In one recent case, “Blueberry Hill,” the standard was revived 
via a rock *n’ roll Interpretation by Fats Domino on the Imperial 
label. Comeback of the oldies, incidentally, has given the ASCAP 
affiliates more representation-on the top seller lists than they have 
had, vis-a-vis BMI, for a long time. Instead of_ dominating the hit 
lists 100%, BMI now has a seven-to-three. ratio -over ASCAP. 
had, vis-a-vis BMI, for a long time. Instead of_dominating the hit Jones (drums) and Eldridge (trum- 
lists 100%, BMI now has a seven-to-three.ratio -over ASCAP._ pet) joined the trio for a quintet. 

fc——■ ii ■ mm a solo stint by Jones concluded 

tiff • W W 1- the first part* Th? second palrt he- 

Pops On Pop Music Biz Today gg 
- " _ sembled. 

__ ■» t • ii n i r\i Concert drew excellent reviews 
Paul Whiteman Tag* Rock ji Roll, Calypso as Ukay from the critics, with special hon- 

PfitslEfr _,_ 

™j.a **0f. Nantasket Beach 
~ Berlin Jazz Season As 

Crii Nod Granz Group {fj Civic Hoopli 
Berlin, May 28. * 

Biggest Jazz event of the month --:—5->— 
was the appearance of “Jazz at the _ y. » 
Philharmonic” last Tuesday (21) at JSLZZ Sympodllim 
the local Sportpalast. This time, Six new jazz works will high- 
Norman Granz presented Ella Fitz- light the fourth Brandeis U. 
gerald, Roy Eldridge, Oscar Peter- Festival of Creative Arts being 
son, Jo Jones, Herb Ellife, Ray held at Waltham, Mass., June 
Brown and Don Abney. 1-8. All the jazz pieces were 

First part of the show started out commissioned by the univer- 
with Brown (bass), Ellis (quitar) sity for the festival. They’ll be 
and Peterson (piano) bringing pree'med June 6 and the fol- 
more intimate jazz pieces, and then lowing day, the compositions 
Jones (drums) and Eldridge (tram- will be repeated at the sym- 
pet) joined the trio for a quintet. posium with the composers 
A solo stint by Jones concluded who will discuss their works 
the first part. The second part be- and examine the state of 
longed to Ella Fitzgerald, accom- American jazz today, 
panied by Don Abney on the piano. The jazz pieces were WTitten 
Finale saw the whole troupe as- by Jimmy Giuffre, Charlie 
sembled. Alingus, George Russell, Mil- 

Concert drew excellent reviews ton Babbitt, Gunther Schuller 

MUSIC 

Nantasket Beach New Surf Dancery 
In Civic Hoopla (or June 14 Kickof f 

In a ‘Pretty Simple Way’- 

By JIM WALSH 

Roanoke, June 4. 
Paul Whiteman, now currently 

Welk’s Heavy Disk Sked 
Lawrence WdkTere’ott*one^of Ison»E1Us-Brown trio was bringing I .Lawrence weia lees on one oi ,, . + it 

ors going to Peterson, Ellis and - 
Brown. It’s usually quite a risk ,, 
to bring slow jazz numbers in the J 
Sportspalast. This time, however, 
the audience behaved nicely when 
for more than 20 minutes the Peter- 

in his 50th year in the pop music the heftiest recording sprees in 
biz, thinks rock ’n’ roll and calypso disk annals this week, with a total 
could be worse. In fact, Whiteman of 12 sessions set for the next 
says -he enjoys them, “in a pretty three weeks, 
simple way.” . Welk leaves for Europe June 24 

Whiteman, looking much the Mrs. WeUc. Before he de¬ 
same as he'did 30 years ago except 

. all but “noisy” music- But it was 
this week,*WiO» «T total Naples. Miy 28. J over a period of many years. But 

ions set for the next "Malinconico Autunno” (Melan- ■ "if =ls° „£e|' that'l!’ lmP°£*nt this evening. Anyway, no big com- , , Autumn) * cnm» ^ South Shore business. We wel- 
'es for Europe June 24 ;*"* “d feel con“- 
Welk- Before he de- SP*“ Sportpalast still registered at jjKof «ri7A in fhd mrwt onntrnuArcini i ^ent tnat, once -we prove success- 
nd his orch will cut a least saUsfaetoxy Wz. Neapolitan Festival of Song in the 15Juth^Shore 

"ffif mL^wenfr ] ^ ££ -moderate** Vila i. Sill ufeli above Second money went to “Lazza- - iar investments” 

--:—5--—+ Boston, June 4. 

Jazz ‘Symposium* - fnT fi50*0?0 Surf d“cery 
Six new jazz works will high- a * an a e e , seen as jtio- 

light the fourth Brandeis U. ing a *ew era for blg ***** Sn 
Festival of Creative Arts being N E., kicks off June 14 with Guy 
held at Waltham, Mass., June Lombardo. A civic celebration and 
1-8. All the Jazz pieces were circus promotion in which $10,000 . 

^“^4.1^^ * - *" advertising the opening 
pree'med June 6 and the fol- Sets underway at noon with pa- 

| lowing day, the compositions rades* celebs and visit of the gover- 
wlll be repeated at the sym- nor skedded. 
posium with the composers Jack Scott, general manager of 
who will discuss their works the 4,500 capacity ballroom looking 
and examine the state of out over the ocean, said the Surf 
American jazz today. will book the top dance attractions. 

The jazz pieces were written name singers and hot record ar- 
by Jimmy Giuffre, Charlie tists. 
Mingus, George Russell. Alii- "Ambition of the Surf is to set 
ton Babbitt, Gunther Schuller an example for the development 
and Harold Shapero. of the South Shore as the enter- 

-— . . .-Jtainment area of all Greater Bos¬ 
nia I lit , . ton,” Scott said at a committee ses- 

Melancholy Autnmn Cops 
1st in Not So Melancholy |cel“1mporu„t to us.- s^t 
Neapolitan Song FestiraHELSi 

least satisfactory biz. 
M ThTS foW of“i«7id« main- . Ms. Fitzgetald didn^eem to l* ev^ti South Shore entorWnrnent pro- 

for a aecrease m new, saia roex nlanned schedule of 20 al- the best of shape but even a , , ((T moters will see the wisdom of simi- 
ouoT™ of Sfligo uulbo? bH‘StIsSSt Mtata “moderate- E1U is I5ll weil above reS-trSS V p^g a^Md'!tar 

rmu™a£ w*M«gseenTome »«. __ ^StSoS aSd Modigno. while tife th^riJe j erVP0^{infDe°nd ^ ^adverfefng 

agwsssasssuni*. 
y urn- nf , , it Pit B00D6 IS Cream Berlin appearance of “JATP” murate Dispettuse " bv DiCrescen-:subsequent advertising, the greater 
Whffema? continued °“is £ I sid Am C* • F ^ was again handled by Schibme ^Ren^rs^’t^^ 1116 

1 ^ Of NeW Singing Cron agency. Latter has most of the first rir^e j for all merchants located in the 
pretty simple The words are VI INCH Vill^lUg VIU|» ^usicians rnmin„ tn -Rprlin pn2e‘.'area. We hope that within a few 
simpler still, because there are Hollywood, J 
only about two words to a lyric. p t Boone ^ the best of 
To my ears, the rhythm is an ^ ^ ^ 

Pat Boone as Cream 

Hollywood, June 4. 
U.S. musicians coming to Berlin 
oh its roster. Admission ranged 

Pat Boone is the best of the new, from 50c to $2.50. 
exaggerated version of the old young group of singers today. In 
Kansas City two-beat, with some the opinion of Frank Sinatra. ADIffAklAV TA riTDADC I many of the finalists turned out to; residents to head for the South 
added triplets that can drive you, Boone has “better technique, and UlilflAril/I IU LUlvUril be;by the same authors), at times iShore ^en starting out with 

J is the better singer because he can IPITD ni/i n« TniTP' Itheir Emilies for an evening on sin* different khids of songs. He AfitK Bib tl.I>. 1UUK 'the ‘own. This undertaking can be 
camp meeting shout influence. It11 js the best of the new talent,” com- -phnaHoiTiilia Tm,« a song-lovers, was televised over a: ^ pacesetter for a tremendous 
be popular as: long as it’s a nov- menb sjnatra not unmliuiful of , , ^delph a, June 4. wide Eurovision hookup. ! business expansion on the South 
elty* , the splash made'by Elvis Presley. . Philadelphia Orchestra ended its RAI-TV, the Italo telenet and j shore and we confidently believe 

Asked why he thought the big Qf the latter he feels it’s too early Iohgest American tour Sunday (2). one of the sponsors, was accused : that it wall be just that.” 
name bands have taken a nose to judge ag to whether he’s a Thl115 m1e^r!u0f tihe orc,he.stra variously of having fashioned the j Layout o£ the-big 22,000 square 
£»£ -?™ak,” adding, “only time wiH ^ °g*'**£? sfa-weck tour Urt daueery includes a ageeUI tv 

flmt oST for all merchants located in the 
‘ . . . .. . ,. .area. We hope that within a few 

Much-commented festival, which ;year5 other entertainment pro- 
was marked throughout by contro- j moters wm build and advertise as 
versy and critickm (jury was ae- w are doing. Soon, it wUl be- 
cused of being biased because so-come habituai for Greater Boston 
many of the finalist turned out to j residents to head for the South 
be;by the same author) at times iShore ^en starting out with 

camp meeting shout influence. It’ll sing different kinds of songs. He I 
is the best of the new talent,” com- t.- ~;x»- «.». la UIC UC2>L UL U1C BCW ACUC1 tUUl* 

5fJ?pnlar 1 g 1 ments Sinatra, not unmindful of 
* i -u jt u . .. the splash made'by Elvis Presley. 

decade, Whiteman said: “It’s be- te|b They said I was a freak](1|L In New Orleans. i • i. .« «. . ,, i luub uniiLU jr im iuucj a ovcvAai wv 
j ing” the Neapolitan flavor of the jand lounge room Captain’s 

cause they’ve been so busy playing wRgn r ^ Mt but Fm ^ The PhUadelphian? played 38 songs to make them more: palatable j Bridge where stags can lounge and 
for featured singers they have 3^^ .. concerts in 31 American and Ca- to general (and international—be-1 watcb video* another SDeeial room 
forgotten to play dance music. It; _ , .. nadian Cities. The orch’s fifth cause of Eurovision) audiences, and olirf T„„ng’ rpstn>tS *„ p^mrts 
took them eight years of so, with *£*£*£? £ transcontinental tour started April generally “rigged” the whole setup. ?nd thS? SesS^oMo^d^ thJ 
this business of starring the vocal- »e 22 In P°rtland» Me., and carried Even the orchestration ofthe win- j_.jp ^ the Canon’s Bridge* 
1st to educate the American people a. .^d the symphonists to the Coast, ning songs, with violins being in-. mSa£ to «SSl 
out of the habit Of dancing.” w L wbere ^ *PP<*red in Seattle, troed instead of the usual Neapoli- ”££“ wm^ws looldng 

When Pops was asked to Pick Xii *orU™d’ Santa Barbara San tan guitars and mandolins, was out over the ocean* from a second 
out half a dozen alltime great pop T * „ 0 ■ ’ ^ Francisco, Los Angeles and Pasa-, criticized bv connoisseurs, who floor vantage Doint 
thrushes and instrumentalists, he . . , . J dena. pointed out that “gypsy” music was J ' ... - m ... 
took Bing Crosby and Mildred ^a£°r_hal dPe Conductor Eugene Onnandy win taking the place of the true south 

jazz virtuosos. 
Whiteman revealed that he never 

got a cent of royalties from Victor 
on his initial deal with the com¬ 
pany. "They paid me a straight 
$50 a side- and that was all I got. 
After I had been with them six 
years, Columbia offered me $175,- 
0(X) a year to, go exclusive with 
them, and I took it.” 

In the 1930's, however. White- 
man did return for a time to Victor, 
as well as playing for Decca and 
Other companies. 

Commenting on the gold diskv 
awards today he said: “30 years 
ago the average sale of an indi- 

. vidual record was ftiuch greater 
than it is today. If one of my 
records didn’t hit*a million, the 
company took the attitude we must 
have done a bum job. 

“Our record of "Three O'clock 
in the Morning’,” Whiteman con¬ 
tinued, “sold 3,900,000 copies in 
the original edition. That is the 
largest sale ever racked up by aqy 
reeord on first pressing. Of course, 
others; like Crosby’s ‘White Christ¬ 
mas1 and ‘Silent Night,’ reissued 
each year for the Christmas trade, 
have beaten our old total, but they 
didn't rack up as much on the* 
original sale.” 

Decca Pacts Andy Bey . 
Andy Bey, 18-year-old crooner 

from-New Jersey, has been added 
to the Decca roster. He’s -the 
younger brother of the Bey Sis¬ 
ters, a duo who joined Decca a 
few months ago. 

The lad’s first release will be “My 
Personal Possession” and “The 
Meaning of the Bhies.” 

he never did better—he has a great Cologne, Edinburgh, Copenhagen the winning tune was a Hungarian I Penormcrs booketi for the spot- 
voice.” J and Oslo. 1 refugee. i Wlth negotiations underway fo 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEHS 
—;-y&SUETY-- 

Survey of retail sheet music 
best sellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
13 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 
. * ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Ratine 

This Last 
wk. wk. Title and Publisher j Z 

tDark Moon (Dandelion). 
f All Shook Up (Presley-S).., 4 
tRound and Sound (Rush)... 1 

tA White Sport Coat (Acuff-R) 2 
t Little Dariin’ (Excelioric). 3 
♦So Rare (Robbins). 
*j.ove Letters in Sand (Bourne) .. 
tWhy, Baby, Why (Winneton) 5 
tAlmost Paradise (Peer). .. 
fSchooIday (ARC)... 
tThe Four Walls (Sheldon).. 10 
tMaiianne (Montclare)....... 9 
♦Dp I Love You (Williamson) .. 
tAfter School (Republic).... .. 
tAround the World (Voung).. 

i Les Elgart orch, McGuire Sisters, 
T Frankie Laine, Tony Bennett, Pat 
] Boone—will be exposed for bene- 
j fit of the dancery through guest 
f shots on Hub radio stations in a 
1 setup worked out by Scott. 

Lombardo will be in for two 
nights (.14-15). Format will be: 

‘South American dancing on 
j Wednesdays; name bands and name 
pipers Friday nights; and a spe¬ 
cial “Surf Style” dancing party 
Saturday nights. First floor will 
be occupied by Tedeschi Super 
Markets Inc., South Snore food 
chain. Property involved covers 
more than 50,000 square feet. 

Jazz Uoofficially 
At Edinburgh Fete 
Edinburgh, June 4. 

Jazz shows will be featured un- 
•; officially on the Edinburgh Inter- 
| national Festival “fringe” this 
year. For one week jazz bands 
from all parts of Scotland will take 

: part in a jamboree organized by 
»the Glasgow Jazz Club and the 
i Edinburgh-based Condon Jazz 
; Club. 
I Coant Basfe, on his recent trip 
to Scotland, offered to appear at 
the Edinburgh arts junket. His 
unofficial offer brought comment 
from Sir John Banks, Festival top¬ 
per, who said: “I do not think it 
would be at all appropriate for 
the Edinburgh Festival We get 
enough jazz from other sources. 
It is not In keeping with what the 
Festival stands for.” ^ 
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Albums ‘Something Special’ 
Drying Up of Sure-Shot Oldies Puts Set-Makers 

on Prowl for ‘Originals*. 

With the reservoir of surefire 
oldies beginning, to run low due to 
the torrential outpouring of pack¬ 
age goods, the disk-makers' are 
now turning their attention to spe¬ 
cially written material for, the al¬ 
bum market. It's hoped that the 
disk album format can create a 
new form in which cleffers and 
librettists can work in. 

Along this line, MGM Records 
has just released a new work, 
"Frankie and Johnny,” with mu¬ 
sic and book by Robert Cobert and 
lyrics by Dion McGregor. This is 
a completely theatrical conception, 
unique because of the absence of 
narration and using music and dia¬ 
log to delineate action and 
character. 

Perhaps the granddaddy of 
popular works written specially for 
album form was Gordon Jenkins' 
"Manhattan Tower,” originally is¬ 
sued on Decca some 10 years ago 
and. later, on Capitol in an ex¬ 
tended form. Another important 
special work for the album form 
was “archie and. mehitabel,” by 
George Kleinsinger and Joe 
Darion. This was later trans¬ 
formed into the legit musical. 
“Shinbone Alley,” which recently 
folded after a short Broadway run. 
Another special work for albums is 
the new Decca set, “Pinocchio,” 
by Milton DeLugg and Ira Wallach. 

Ccfbert, composer of the 
“Frankie and Johnnie'’ work which 
is loosely based on the traditional 
folk story, now has a longhair pack¬ 
age in the works at MGM. Titled 
“Mediterranean Suite,” the work 
will also be conducted by Cobert. 

Sid Ascher Ad-Pub Mgr. 
Of New National Label 

Sidney Ascher takes over as ad- 

pub manager of Joe Leahy’s newly 

formed National Records. Ascher 
had set up the original ad-pub 
policy for London Records when It 
was founded 10 years ago and is 
now handling publicity on« a free¬ 
lance basis for Blue Chip Music 
and Preferred Music. 

Leahy also added crooner Teddy 
Bart to the artists roster. His first 
release is scheduled for the end of 
June. 

‘Birdland* $4,370, Can. 
Regina, Sask., June 4. 

Two performances. of “Birdland 
Stars of ’57” in Exhibition Audi¬ 
torium here attracted a weak turn¬ 
out of 1,305 for a gross of $4,370. 
Only 430 persons were at the first 
show. 

Unit headed by Count Basie, 
Sarah Vaughan, Billy Eckstine and 
Jeri Southern, was brought to Can¬ 
ada by Zollie Volchok and Jack 
Engerman, of Seattle, and pro¬ 
moted in Regina by D’Arcy Scott, 
Calgary disk jockey. Top was $3.50l 

Dallas Turtle Derby 
Books Lawrence Welk 

Dallas, June 4. 
Lawrence Welk’s orch will play 

for the Variety Club’s 18th annual 
Turtle Derby here. Sept. 6-7f This 
year’s benefit Show will be in the , 
new 10,000-seat Dallas Municipal j 
Auditorium due for completion' 
June 15. 

Welk will air his ABC-TV live 
Dodge-sponsored 60-minute show 
from the auditorium Saturday, 
Sept, 7, before the finals of the 
derby. j 

Annual event is the main fund-! 
raising activity of Variety Club, 1 
Tent No. 17, and entire proceeds ■; 
go to the support of the club's \ 
Boys* Ranch, at nearby Bedford. 

Set.Parnell Orch For ~ j 
Savoy Hotel, London j 

Jack Parnell orch has been] 

tapped as resident band at the 

Savoy Hotel, commencing hext 
September. 

Parnell and his outfit are exten¬ 

sively featured in several Associat¬ 

ed Television programs and are 

set to play throughout the “Sun¬ 

day Night at Blackpool” series, 

which replaces the “Sunday Night 

at the London Palladium” show 

from June 30, and will run 

throughout the summer. It is un¬ 
derstood that Parnell’s Savoy stint 
will not affect his tv commitments, i 

Polly Bergen s Helen Morgan Col Set 
Shaping Bp As First TV Package Click 

Teagarden 6 in Brit Bow 
Sept 28, Then Brubeck 4 

It takes more tb*,n a tv exposure 
to get a disk product off the 
ground. That’s the thinking of 
Columbia Records brass who are 
reporting a 50,000 album Sale on 
their "Bergen Sings Morgan” set 
which was tied in with the “Play¬ 
house 90” (CBS-TV) telehiog of 

London, June 4. 
Jack Teagarden’s All-^tar Sex- - — --- .....-- „ 

tet will make their British bow at | the late Helen Morgan starrin; 
the Royal Festival Hall, London, ] Polly Bergen. 
Sept. 28. Following close on their j According to Stan Kavau, Colum- 
heels will he the Dave Brubeck! bia’s album sales manager, the im 
Quartet. 
later. 

who arrive six weeks poriant factor in- building sales of 
a disk-tv tie-in is the extra promo- 

Both tours have been negotiated tion saturation. In the instance of 

Barcelona Hot Club 
Invades Madrid For 
Jazzweek; U. S: Rented 

Madrid, May 28. 
The Hot Club of Barcelona, a go- 

man outfit with plenty of show biz 
know-how. unleashed its annual 
Jazz Week yesterday (Mon.).. The 
seaport city crewcuts are headed 
by stolid Catalan businessmen Pe¬ 
dro Casadevall and Alfredo Matas, 
who are not only, jazz aficionados 
but jazz philanthropists as well in 
their effort to give the Hot Club. 
public prominence for cats and [ 
squares alike. 

Casadevall owns one of the big¬ 
gest jazz disk collections in Europe 
<15,(100) and Matas, owner of the} 
Windsor Theatre showcase, has j 

booked hot music combos like j 
Lionel Hampton, Louis Armstrong. I 
Dizzy Gillespie, Count Basie and ] 
Bill Coleman, under Hot Club aus- ■ 

' pices. * ; 
■ Jazz week has a tie-in with Re¬ 
vista, leading arts weekly in Barce- j 

Iona, and mag dedicates an entire! 
issue to the subject of syncopa-; 
tion. In addition, the Spanish na- ■ 
tional radio outlet in Barcelona] 
will audio a daily jazz quiz and j 
disk program throughout the j 

rhythm fest. ; 
Cliijiax date is June 6 when the ? 

Norman Granz “Jazz At Th? Phil- i 
harmonic” ensemble plays the j 

Windsor. Ella Fitzgerald, the Oscar j 

Peterson Trio, Roy Eldridge and j 

Joe Jones will pour the calor. Dur- . 
Ing the curtain break, the Hot Club 
will present its annual award for. 
the best disk of ’56. Award, which! 
went to Duke Ellington last year i 
for “Creole Love Call” OtCA), is 
a statuette that sets the Ja2z cats 
back almost $1,000. j 

Dallas Symph to Continue 
Dallas, Jane 4. 

Dallas Symphony Orchestra will 
continue to exist, but considerable 
help is still needed. The decision 
on the orchestra’s future resulted 
from a meeting held Thursday by 
the executive commission. Assur¬ 
ance of support was also given the 
symphony by lqcal civic and busi¬ 
ness leaders. 1 

Contracts havie been signed with 
director Walter, Hendl, guest con¬ 
ductors and artists for the 1957-58 
season but not with orchestra per-, 
sonnel. 

Johnny Duke orch opened at the: 
St. Anthony Hotel, San Antonio,: 
after playing Houston where he- 
opened Glenn McCarthy’s new- 
Cork ClubT J 

P^RIETY Scoreboard 
Of 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 

band agent Harold Davison, ’ the “Bergen Sings Morgan” set, the 
and will be presented by Tie Na- j diskerv, CBS-TV and Music Corp. 
tional Jazz Federation. The Tea-! of America blueprinted promotion 
garden outfit will play 22 concerts ] plans months in front of the sliow. 
in 16 days. . Johnnie Gray and his j In addition to easel figures of 
Band of the Day will be on the j Polly Bergen prepared for in-store 
British end of the Anglo-U: S. band ; display, Columbia produced spe- 
swap. j oial "now in stock” posters, ac- 
. Dates and spats for the Brubeck forded full disk jockey service and 
combo have not yet been fixed, and l *?. * **[ f=how, briefed dealers 
neither has ther British band that i ?!}d tie;a salesman on the availabil- 
will play U. S. dates on the ex-1 „les Promotional tools. Miss 
change. j Bcr#en> too, was used 'to trailerize 

“___I the album via mag and newspaper 
1 interviews. 

Rover Boyg to Vlk I The 50,000 sales mark, racked up 
The Rover Boys have trans- ; after the first week of the telecast, 

ferred their platter base from indicates that "Bergen Sings Mor- 
ABC-Paramount to Vik Records. ; gan” will be the top seller in the ‘ 

First recording date under the.; tv-disk package tieup. Col’s “Cin- 
Vik banner is slated for Friday i7); derella.” despite the Rodgers & 
with Bob Rolontz, label’s pop a&r j “lammerstein creat. on and hefty 
chief, at the helm. } viewing aud, is a disappointing 

■| seller, as is RCA Victor’s -“Mickey 
I Rooney Sings George M. Cohan.” 
: which stemmed from NBC-TV’s 
spec “Mr. Broadway.” 

Such other albums, out Of tv, as 
j “Satin and Spurs” (Canitol), ‘Tom 
j Sawyer” (Decca), "Marco Polo” 
j (Columbia) and "Stingiest Man In 
: Town” (Columbia) . also have 
j flopped on the retail level. 

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Times listed hereunder Is 
arrived at under a statistical system eomirrising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

TALENT 
POSITIONS 
This I^st 
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE 

[Love Letter in The Sand 
1 5 PAT BOONE (Dot) .. .-{Bernardine 

[Why, Baby, Why 

f All Shook Up 
2 l ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .-[Peace In The Valley 

[When Your Heartaches Begin 

3 2 DIAMONDS (Mercury) .... . Little Daflin’ 

4 *3 . JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) ..So Rare 

5 6' KICKY NELSON (Verve) ... .. 
JTeeii-Age Romance 

6“ 4 CHUCK BERRY (Chess) .. School Day 

7 3 BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)..Dark Moon 

8 .. MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)..A White Sport Coat 

9 10 DELL-VIKINGS (Dot). Come, Go With Me 

• 10 9 FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol). Gone 

TUNES 
(*ASCAP. fBMT) 

TUNE PUBLISHER 

1 4 fDARK MOON ..     Dandelion 

2 7 *LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND.  Bourne 

3 1 f ALL SHOOK UP .... Presley-Shalimar 

4 2 fLITTLE DART,IN* ...  ...... ... Excelloric 

5 5 *SO RARE.......... Robbins 

$ .. fA WHITE SPORT COAT ......Acuff-Rose 

7 3 fROUND AND ROUND ..    Rush 

8 6 fSCHOOL DAY.    Arc 

9 10 |PM WALKIN’ _.... ... Reeve 

10 9 THE FOUR WALLS.         Sheldon 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

Gogi Grant’s Right To 
Slice for Other Labels 

Affects Pic Track Deals 
Los Angeles, June 4. 

Los Angeles Superior Judge 
Bayard Rhone has granted a mo- 

: tion for a preliminary injunction 
■ preventing Era Records from inter- 
] fering with Gogi Grant’s right to 
record for other labels. Action was 

] taken in connection with her suit 
j ior termination of her contract and 
’ $150,000 damages on the grounds 
the indie label had violated its 

: fiduciary' obligation to her. 

Basis for the legal action was a 
j longstanding complaint hurled 
j against many small diskeries; in this 
‘ case, the allegation that Era owned 
publishing firms which “secretly” 
made deals for cover disks on Miss 
Grant’s platters to enhance the 
value of the pubberies at her ex¬ 
pense. 

Arguing for the preliminary in¬ 
junction, her attorney Robert G, 
Rifkind cited a little-known sec¬ 
tion of the California Code which 
bars exclusive contracts except in 
cases where the eontractee has 
some special or unique talent and 
is paid more than $6,000 a year. 
Rifkind contended that since Miss 
Grant’s contract was strictly on a 
royalty basis, the code provision 
was not being met. 

Judge Rhone’s decision granting 
. the motion paves the way for an 
{injunction which would it 
f possible for her to record else- 
where without interference with 
the distribution of the disks. In the 
immediate future, it could pave the 
way for a soundtrack album on the 
“Helen Morgan Story” in which 
she dubbed the voice of Ann Blyth. 

Fron ah industry standpoint, the 
judge’s decision and the expected 
injunction will throw many sound¬ 
track recordings up for grabs. In 
the past, studios frequently have 
had difficulty clearing albums 
when members of the film cast 
recorded for different labels. Un¬ 
der this interpretation of the Cali¬ 
fornia Code, no such clearance 
would be necessary except in the 
case of artists who have an annual 
guarantee in excess of $6,000. Since 
there arert’t too many aiskers on 
such contracts, the probable result 
would be the automatic acquisition 
of a soundtrack album by any label 
who had a top film name under 
contract—or, in cases where no 
member of the cast was under a 
large guarantee/contract to a disk- 
ery, a studio d!eal based on the 
best distribution offer. 
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Small Combo Reviews 
BARBARA CARROLL TRIO I 
London House, Chicago ' 

Barbara CarroB was first pacted i 
by the Brothers Marienthal When j 

they initiated the combo policy at 
the London House In September, 
1955. This is the trio’s fourth en- fragement in the spot that has since 
eatured many of the top4 names in 

the field, and the Carroll group’s 
popularity here is still tops. 

Outfit is standout even among 
threesomes of greater name appeal 
because it is more than a starred 
artist with two accompanists. The 
treatment accorded numbers like 
“Two Ladies In De Shade of De 
Banana Tree” is typical; the per¬ 
cussive harmonic rhythms are 
passed deftly from Miss Carroll’s 
keyboard to Phil Faieta’s skins and 
somewhere picked up with new em¬ 
phasis in Joe Shulman’s loud and 
sharply defined bass figures, while 
the piano is shifting into a pic¬ 

torial background for the other in¬ 
struments. This arrangement is not 
new or very original, but.the ex¬ 
ecution of it gets the enthusiasm of 
the performers who infuse vitality 
into the performance of each-num¬ 
ber. * h 

The opening set was a Varied 
assortment of jazz bits, including 
“My Funny Valentine,” “Let’s Call 
the "Whole ,Thing Off” and varia¬ 
tions oh “Happy Birthday” made 
into a real schowpiece. This easy- 
to-Iisten-to group sets a standard 
for just the right format for this 
steakhouse.. Leva. 

PETER APPLEYARD & TRIO 
Stage Door, Toronto 

Billtopper of this group is Peter 
Appleyard, a fine lad on the vibes,' 
drums, 88s and practically anything 
else he turns to musically. Backed 
by bass, drums and piano. Apple- 
yard has been at the Stage Door 

i (one of the bankrollers is Jackie j 
Ray, Canadian television name) 
since January and word of his 
combo’s excellence has spread 
across Canada. His hammer work 
shows signs of Hampton influence 
throughout, but; remains distinc¬ 
tively- Appleyard- jazz with just 
enough of the:commercial touch to. 
satisfy the nqn-jazzisfs who help 
populate the room. 

Tube selection is a factor in the 
popularity: of thjs, socko session,: 
selections ranging through musicals 
("My Fair* Lady”), standards 
(“Sweet Georgia Brown.** “Blue 
Moon”), Ellington, others, with 
fresh arrangements on all. Jack 
Richardson, on bass, gives okay 
backing to the group, as does 88er 
Ronnie Rully. Jimmy Dale’s drum¬ 
ming needs strengthening with' 
more attention to Solid beat and 
less to gingerbread embellish¬ 
ments. It’s a nice combo for small 
rooms and lounges and with added 
producing and showmanship might 
build Appleyard’s versatility and 
work on vibes into a nitery act. 

Gorm. 

Theatre Musicians In 
Britain Get Pay Tilt 

. London, May 28. 

Muslclani working at .many the¬ 

atres outside London* have been 

awarded a $1 a week pay increase. 

Rise ‘ results' from negotiations, 

between the Musicians Union and 

the Independent- Theatres Assn, 

.along with the Scottish Theatrical 
Proprietors and Managers Assn. 

Tophi® ffe 
THE WEEK 

JONI JAMES 

SUMMER 
LOVE 

CONNIE FRANCIS 
THE HIT OF THE MOA 

EIGHTEEN 

I’M SORRY FOR 1 FADED ORCHID 
YOU MY FRIEND B 

12480 — 45 & 78 RPM 

Marvin Rainwater 

GONNA 
FIND ME A 
BLUEBIRD 

DAVID ROSE 

ARIANE 
and 

UNA CASA 
PORTUGUESA 

FOR THE 
LOVE OF MIKE 

and 

WOULDN’T CHA 
LIKE TO KNOW 

MARY LOU 

OPEN YOUR MOUTH 
AND SING 

K 12484 

45 RPM MGM RECORDS 
K 12484 

45 RPM 

Open War 
Continued from page 43 

year but the Local was then in the 

midst of its bitter revolt against 

the Federation and the resolutions 

were unceremoniously dumped. 

Schism between Local 47 ad¬ 

ministration supporters -and fol¬ 

lowers of Cecil F. Read became 

more pronounced with the issu¬ 

ance of a new “newsletter” by- the 

Musicians Defense Fund which' 
. stated flatty that the prosecution 

of current lawsuits against the 
American Federation of Musicians 
will be vigorously maintained. 
Group said it has no intention to 
"sacrifice f any of the principles 
the suit involves.” 

Newsletter, signed by Read, said 
the Petrillo-Daniel talks dp not' 
seem to indicate good faith! com-j 
ing a month, before the conven¬ 
tion and lacking evidence of real 
power of the membership to "rati- j 
fy or reject” contracts. Newslet¬ 
ter said neither Daniel nor any 
one else has any authority to ne¬ 
gotiate settlement of lawsuits 
which are the “very crux” of the 
disagreement with federation. He 
said fourth suit covering tran¬ 
scriptions, jingles and spot an¬ 
nouncements will be -filed shortly. 

Billion Dollars 
; Continued from page 43 —— 

“battle of the speeds” when re¬ 
tailers and distribs were loaded 
with unsaleable-78 rpm merchan¬ 
dise, predicted that the disk biz 
would never be able to recover 
from the blow inflicted by the 
internecine war and from video’s 
competition. 

The publishing end of the music 
biz, while suffering from the fall 
in the sale of pop sheet music, has 
been compensated by the steady 
rise in performance coin. Between 
the American Society of Compos¬ 
ers, Authors. & Publishers and 
Broadcast Musio Inc., some $30,- 
000,000 annually in performance 
royalties ia now distributed to 
writers and publishers. In addi¬ 
tion, around ?5,000,00j) annually is 
received by the publishers and 
writers In royalties from mechani¬ 
cal ’ reproductions such as .disks, 
soundtracks, etc. 

While pop sheet music has 
waned, the educational and stand¬ 
ard fields have grown steadily over 
the years and the sales of folios for 
school bands and choral groups 
have been- bringing, in substantial 
coin. While no industry statistics 
are available On sheet music sales, 
trade execs believe the* total at over 
$50,000,000 annually. 
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R&R or Pop‘Sure 
500,000 Buy By 

14-Yn-0M Girls 
Songsmith Pat Ballard pow¬ 

wowed Tecently with Columbia 

Records a&r topper Mitch Miller 

and was impressed by the latter’s 

findings that the 14-year-old school- . 

girls are responsible for 500,000 of 

the sales of any rock *n* roll or 
pop tune. “If they hear it on some 

midnight disk jpekey show or that 
morning while breakfasting,” ob¬ 
served Miller, “that afternoon 
there will’he that kind of a'cy¬ 
clonic demahd. It’s especially true 
if it’s a rock ’n’ roll number, with 
some kind of - a sentimental lyric, 
because, believe it or not, if it has 
the kind of words that strike a 
chord with the adolescent roman¬ 
tics, such as something about 
•young love,* It’s In.”. 

Ballard mulled this, and also 
found that the boys, on. the con¬ 
trary, listen less to the words, such 
as they are, but are “sent’-* chiefly 
by the' beat. 

The songsmith, who lives in 
Bronxville, N. Y., did some talent- 
Booneing (not .Pat, but Daniel in 
this case) and sought out these 
findings, first hand, in the West¬ 
chester County highschools. This 
was done with an eye, essentially 
te his new segue into the r&b field, 
including his own disk lablls. 

It was while o.o.ing the situa¬ 
tion that he heard about a 17-year- 
old undergraduate at Roosevelt 
Hieh School, Yonkers, who the 
girls said was “the end.” He was 
William (Billy) Kolinsky and at 
the school’s soirees and shindigs 
he seemed to outdraw the pros. 
Result is that William Kolinsky is 

j now Billy Scott and has waxed 
l two Ballard r&b ditties far his 
; (Ballard’s) Rock Records- label. The . 
tunes are titled “Waitin’ ” and 
“Sweet Babv,” under «ne *f Bal¬ 
lard’s nom-de-plumes since he re¬ 
serves his own Francis Drake (Pat) 
Ballard for the more conservative 
items. 

Redlands Fest’s 34th Year 
Los Angeles, June 4.. 

Some 18 events, all free' te the 
public, will bbvpresented at Red¬ 
lands (Cal.) Bowl this summer ac¬ 
cording to founder-president Mrs. 
George Emmett Mulleh. Listed as 
the opening bill is “Midsummer 
Night’s Dream.” It starts July 2 4 
with Albert and Bertha Johnson 
staging, and Edward C. Tritt con¬ 
ducting the Redlands U.-Commu- 
nity Symphony Orch.. Festival now 
in its 34th year. 

Among -those slated include the 
Vine St. Workshop Orchestra, Rob¬ 
ert Armbruster conducting, with 
pianist Adrian Ruiz as soloist; the 
Apple Valley Romanies, John 
Charles Thomas, director Lola 
Montes and Her Spanish ^Dancers; 
Camilla Wicks, violinist; Eva Gus- 
tavson, contralto; Muriel Kerr, pi¬ 
anist, and Tamara Toumanova, 
with Vladimir Oukhtomsky and 
assisting artists. 

THE uStA'iS' NAME : N - \ 1 f ■ ' a*n 
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THE RCA VICTOR ORIGINAL-CAST ALBUM OF 
BROADWAY’S NEWEST MUSICAL SMASH-HIT! 

NEW,GIRL IN TOWN is getting the biggest send- 

off of the sepsdnf Just look: 

• Consumer ads in Esquire, The New Yorker, Satur¬ 

day Review, and the catalogs (Schwann, Long flayer, 

Forty-Fiver; This Month’s Records) plus inclusion in 

“New Sensations In Sound" ad in High Fidelity. 

• Timely ads in 5 editions of Playbill, running for 4 

weeks during the height of the vacation season—when 

thousands of people will'see die show, in New York. 

Plus: • Deejay contest with fabulous prizes • Ad mats 

in 2 sizes'* Shipping to radio stations on Pop Album 

Release Service • Special coverage on new Deejay, 

Album Program • Full-color point-of-sale piece 

• Special cut-out to clip on albums on display or in 

the rack # Mounted album covers to use as displays 

• Feature spot in “Save-On-Records” June Bulletin. 

Now...while everybody’s talking about NEW GIRL 

IN TOWN...its time for you to start talking about her, 

tool Contact your RCA VICTOR Distributor today! 

And don’t forget to order these RCA Victor pop singles 

featuring songs from the show: 

(47/20-6913) EDDIE FISHER: 
Sunshine Giri c/w Did You Close Your Eyes? 

(47/20-6889) HUGO WINTERHALTER: 
Theme From New Girlin Town c/w It’s Good To Be Alive 

(47/20-6888) TONY MARTIN: Look At ’Er 

(ERA-302) ARTHUR FIEDLER: 
* Music From New Girl in Town 
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On The Upbeat 
New York 

Gordon Prince, Detroit promo¬ 
tion man for Coral Records, re¬ 
leased from Receiving Hospital 
after his confinement there because 
of a skull fracture suffered in an 
auto accident . . . Thrush Dorothy 
Shay recorded a 15-minute radio 
program in the “Stars For Federal 
Civil Defense” series. It’ll be dis¬ 
tributed to 3,000 'stations this sum¬ 
mer . . . S. Neil Fujita, director of 
design and packaging for Columbia 
Records, received Gold Medal 
award from the Art Directors Club 
of N.Y. . . . Detroit deejay Ben 
Johnson spinning his WEXL show 
out of the Cliche nitery . . . Lorry 
Raine’s Advance Records etching 
of ’‘Actress of the Year” has been 
turned over to Volkwein Bros., 
AKCAP pubbery. 

Pianist-singer T111I Dieterle ex¬ 
tended ’at New York’s Manger- 
Vanderbilt until June 29 . . . Hi- 
Lo’s begin a two-week engagement 
at New York’s Birdland tomorrow 
(Thurs.) in their first Gotham ap¬ 
pearance. 

London 
Songstress Marion Ryan has 

signed pianist Geoff Sanders to ac¬ 
company her on her vaude tour 
commencing July 1 . . . Art Ellef- 
son, resident tenor saxist with the 
Vic Lewis orch Is playing with 
Freddie Bell Sc The Bellboys dur¬ 
ing their four-week season at the 
Olympia, Paris. He’s replacing” 
Jackie Kane, who’s returning to 

ROBE Nn f/JS-C 
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Fast climbing the charts . . , 

DON’T CRY 
MY LOVE 

A Great Vocal Rendition by 

VERA LYNN 
ort London Records (#1729) 

THE B.F, WOOD MUSIC CO.. INC. 

the States . . . Harry Davison will 
be m.d. for “Kismet” which opens 
at the Princes Theatre, London, 
Friday <7> . . . Trumpeter Roy Fen¬ 
ner has left the Teddy Foster band; 
. . . Jack Heath, general manager 
and director of Good Music, back 
in London after a two-week visit 
to the U.S. . . . Peter Lane has left 
EMI exploitation dept,'after five 
years to take up a similar pbst 
with the Mercury label of the Pye 
organization. 

Hollywood 
Decca signed the Westemaires 

orch and also picked up a vocal 
quintet tagged Five Secrets . . . 
Tony Romano and his wife Barbara 
penned a noveltune, “Goombye 
Goombah”.. . . Earl Bos°tic got a 
personal manager’s licehse from 
AFM . . . Dave Pell Octet readying 
a new c&w jazz album for RCA 
Victor . . . Eddie Fisher will cut 
a couple of sides for Victor in 
London during his British stay... 
Actor Steve Rowland has signed a 
three-year deal with Intro Records 
and he cuts his initial sides June 
15 . , . Decca will release two sepa¬ 
rate albums and one single .disk of 

, the score of the Hecht-Hill-Lan- 
| caster production, “Sweet Smell of 
, Success” . . . Dick Kallman has 
; been signed to clef four tunes for 
' “Mother Was a Stripper,” Regal 
; pic. 

■ Chicago 
; Billy Straghorn Trio into the 

Blue Note July 3-7, followed by 
Duke Ellington, July 10-21, and 
Diny Gillespie, July 24-Aug. 4 . . . 
'Nick Lawrence Quartet into Club 
Normandy, Mishewaka, Ind., Aug. 
19, for two weeks . . . Emperor 
Quartet into Log Cabin, Lake Dela- 
van, Wis., June 18, for two frames 
... Dorothy Donegan pacted for 
London House, Chi., Nov." 27-New 
Year’s Eve . . . Lee Lind opens at 
Modern Jazz Room today (Wed.)... 
Gene Krupa set for Brass Rail, Mil¬ 
waukee, Sept. 6-15, followed by 
Peewee Hunt Sept. 16-22 ,. . Eddy 
Chamble’s band into Roberts Show 
Lounge June 12-30. 

Philadelphia 
, Les Elgart. into Sunnybrook, 

Pottstown, Pa., for one-nighter (8) 
... Billie Holiday and the Paul 

, Qulnichette Quintet slated for the 
Bandstand (10-15) .. . Milt Shapiro 
handling publicity for Lionel 
Hampton in Asbury Park and At¬ 
lantic City, N. J. . . . Charlie Ven¬ 
tura band at the Club Bel-Aire, 
Chester. Pa. . . . Dinah Washing¬ 
ton hooked into Peps (3-8) .. . The 
national convention of the AFM is 
slated to be held here next June 
. . . Lloyd Fatman Smith, former 
Louis Jordan and Count Basie 
sideman. headliner at the Club 
Carnival. 

San Francisco 
Singer Julie Tate replaced Ada 

Moore at the hungry i . . . Jean 
Hoffman, who played the electric 

j piano at the Jazz Workshop, de¬ 
parted for Los Angeles and a pos¬ 
sible recording contract Fran 
O’Neill took over the electric piano 
. .. The Platters play Oakland Au¬ 
ditorium June 10 . . . Boh Scobey 
will play weekends at the Pioneer 
Village, In suburban Lafayette, 
starting June 21 . . , Joe Loco 
signed a longterm pact with the 
Macumba . . . Virgil Gonsalves’ 
sextet went into the Moana Surf 
Club . . . The Gateway Singers 
have cut their second Decca LP, 
with Eddie Duran on guitar . . . 
Fats Domino is set for a series of 
California one-nighters starting 
June 17 at Bakersfield and continu¬ 
ing June 18, Tulare; June 19, Oak¬ 

land; June 20, San Jose; June 21. 
Fresno; June 22, Sacramento; and 
nne 23, New Fillmore Auditorium, 
Frisco . . . Harry Belafonte will 
play seven performances at the 
Frisco Opera-House starting July 
1 . . . White AFM Local 6 and 
Colored AFM Local 699 joined In 
picking up the tab. for Earl (Fatha) 
Hines* free U. of California con¬ 
cert . . . Trumpeter George C. 
Huge, father of KJBS’ George 
Ruge, became a 50-year member 
of Local 6—and doesn’t have to 
pay any more dues. He’s 74. 

Pittsburgh 
Leon Sash foursome comes to 

Midway Lounge June 21 for eight 
days, then to Newport, R. I., for 
annual Jazz Festival, returning to 
local room July 8 for another 
week . . . Ciro Rimac opens limited 
run tomorrow (Thurs.) at Golden 
Nugget in Las Vegas after playing 
holiday dates here . .. Tommy Car- 
lyn, who has played Aragon Ball¬ 
room in Chicago annually since 
1950, will go to the Melody Mill 
there this year. His band opens a 
four-week stand Aug. 7... Frances 
Gill, organist, '-into Jill Kury’s 
Showcase in East Liberty . . . 
Nick Covato giving up music, ex¬ 
cept for spot bookings, to become a 
customer’s man in local' office 
of McLaughlin Cryan brokerage 
house . . . Dan Mastri Sc Deuces 
Wild returned to the Cow Shed in 
Conneaut Lake for the summer. 
Dodo Marmarosa has replaced 
Bobby Negri on the piano with 
Mastri, Negri remaining in Pitts¬ 
burgh to head his own jazz trio. 

N. E. Ballrooms 
Book Top Bands, 

Platter Vocalists 
Boston, June 4. 

Opening of beach ballrooms 
around New England is on with 
format this season back to the big 
bands. Interposed in the danceries 
are name diskers. 

At John Dineen’s Hampton 
Beach Casino, Xavier Cugat and 
Abbe Lane came in on May 25. 
Les Elgart for July 12; Four Lads, 
July 24; and Buddy Morrow, 
Hampton Sisters, and Ralph Ma- 
terie upcoming. Admish is $1.50 
at the beach front spot. 

Totem Pole dancery at Norum- 
bega Park, outside of Huh, is set 
for calypso and big band attrac¬ 
tions this season, operator Doug 
Farrington reports. Farrington 
had Guy Lombardo in for a four- 
nighter Wednesday {29). 

Lombardo opens the new Surf 
$250,000 dancery in Nantasket 
June 14, followed by the Four Lads 
and Ray McKinley. The new ball¬ 
room, now under construction 
readying for June opening, has set 
a big name policy which Is to in¬ 
clude Les Elgart orch, Tony Ben¬ 
nett, McGuire Sisters and other 
top attractions. 

The spot will feature South 
American dancing on Wednesdays; 
nanie bands on Friday nights; and 
special “Surf Style” dance parties 
on Saturday nights. 

Block hooking, which had a run 
In N. E. past two seasons, looks to 
fade this .year with dancery ops 
booking their own mix of calypso, 
rock, diskers, and Latin-American 
performers. 

In Boston, the Bradford ball¬ 
room Will continue through the 
summer with big names. 
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Inside Stuff-Music 
Surprise ending for th*e press at preview of “Love In the Afternoon” 

came not on film but in theatre lobby. Reviewers from dailieswtrades,. 

fanss^nd national publications filed slowly out of packed house' to dis¬ 

cover Matty Malneck and group of musicians repeating score from 

soundtrack. Accustomed as they are to exploitation stunts, the nov¬ 
elty and freshness of this musical reception—originated by Allied 
Artists’ publicity director, John C. Flinn—dreW 'applause from the 
audience, which lingered on for at least ah hour. 

This production, like “Dragnet” and “Third Man," is closely linked 
with the music. An album issued by Verve will plug the pic. Three 
of the times, including "Hot Paprika” and “Love in the Afternoon,” 
were composed by Malneck. Theme song, “Fascination," is an oldie, 
originally published abroad and now in public domain. Paradoxically, 
gypsy musicians in. film provided not only romantic background but 
much of „the comedy. 

In line with its program to promote longhair music, Broadcast Music 
Inc. is joining with the American Symphony Orchestra League in spon¬ 
soring the latter organization’s annual convention and musician’s work¬ 
shop this year at Sioux -City, la., June 13-15. Instructors from the 
leading symphony orchestras will hold sessions at the workshops on 
their particular instruments during the convention. BMI will seek, 
to promote the use of contemporary music by the country’s 1,000 
symphony orchs, many of them comprised of non-professionals. Oliver 
Daniel is director of contemporary music for BMI. 

Starting 13th season at the State Fair Bandshell in Dallas July 16, 
“Starlight Concerts” will have George Kent as soloist and master of 
ceremonies, and Barbara Gilliand Shaw as femme soloist, with Ralph 
Beck serving again as musical director. “Starlight Concerts” are 
presented- free to the public by Local 147, American Federation of 
Musicians, through a grant from the Music Performance Trust Fund 
of the American Phonograph industry, in cooperation with the Park 
Board of the; City of Dallas and the State Fair of Texas. 

Continuing ASCAP’s public relations activity on a broad front, the 
Society’s prexy Paul Cunningham, hoard member Irving Caesar and 
operatic singer Igor Gorin, also an ASCAP member, attended the Gen¬ 
eral Federation of Womens’ Clubs’ convention in Asheville, N. C., yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) and today's Caesar is presenting his new musical set- 

i ting of the “Pledge of Allegiance” which was written at the invitation 
I of Rep. Louis C. Rabaut of Michigan. 

•■■■■■■■ ■ ■ ■ « 
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Berlin Unbends for Stold 

Liberate Music Schools 
Planned; First of 25 

Franchises Set for K.C. 
Kansan'dity, June 4. 

Liberace puts’ his stamp on a 
venture in pianistic pedagogy here. 
A group of local film men are set¬ 
ting up the first of the Liberace 
Music Studios In Kansas City 
June 17. 

Scheduled as the first of 25 stu¬ 
dios being franchised this year by 
Lou Rolontz, executive director of 
enterprise, the studio will offer 
26-week courses to students, mostly 1 

I kids, in half-hour lessons. Fea¬ 
tured in the Liberace schools Is a 
keyboard device with lighting at¬ 
tachments for teaching music 
visually. 

Hal Pruden, music assistant to 
Liberace, will supervise this and 
other studios.for the organization. 

Franchise-holders for the first 
school are Edward Golden, former 
owner of Vogue Theatre here; 
Thomas Thompson, district man¬ 
ager of Buena Vista films, and At* 
bot Sher of Film Service Distribut¬ 
ing Co. here. 

Modernaires to Play 
Eddy’s—At Long Last 

Hollywood, June 4. 

The Modernaires make good" a 
five-year , old commitment June 28 
when they open a two-week stand 
at Eddys’, Kansas City. 

Group was scheduled for a date 
at Eddys* back in 1952 bpt secured 
a release to join the Bob Crosby 
tv show. At the time, George Eddy 
and Modernaires’ manager Tom 
Sheils agreed they would play the 
date at the first available time. 

Upcoming fortnight is the first 
hiatus the group has had since it 
started on the Crosby show. 
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Berlin, June 4. 
Biggest musical event in months 

took place last week when Leopold 
Stokowski conducted two concerts 
of the Berlin Philharmonic at the 
ultra modern Highschool of Music. 
The 75-year-old white-haired mae- 
stroe. Whose last Berlin appearance 
was more than 20 years ago, pre¬ 
sented an all modem program of 
deFalla’s “El Amor Brujo-,” Debus¬ 
sy’s “Afternoon of a Faun” and: 
Stravinsky’s “Firebird” and pe-< 
trouchka” suites. 

Although some critics found the 
program rather one-sided with all 
ballet works, the concerts never¬ 
theless turned out to he a great 
personal triumph for Stokowski. 

I The capacity performances had all 
the flavor of big International art 
events. Members of the audienda 
included local dignitaries, sundry 
show folk and reps of various radio 
stations. 
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NASSAU’S NEW-FOUND BALM 
Wildwood to Set Dizzy Pace With 

Day & Date Names, Other Cafe Pacts 
By CHARLES V, MATHIS 

Wildwood, N. J., June 4. 
A joust for talent in this resort 

will see night club stages present¬ 
ing in competition to each other at 
one and the same time such names 
as Liberace, Nat King Cole- and 

Platter’s Group to Play 
BA at Record 12G Per 

Buenos Aires, June 4, 
Gori Munoz, Argentine set de- 

By JOE COHEN 

Nassau, June 4. 
The era of the common man is 

really here as far as the tourist 
business is concerned. Nassau, 
which once catered to small but 

One-Card Union, Industrials, Fund, 

Control of Mgrs. Feature AGVA Meet 
Miami Beach, June 4. 

n ,i 1 T n, j. The American Guild of Variety 
jCOtlHDa S ACC 1C6 Staamm Artists' convention, which opened 

n 11 rti m , r* yesterday (Mon.) at the Delano 
Sold* Shares Worth /ern HoteI here» is committing the OU1U, OlkU Cb IT U1U1 iiCiu. union t0 new fields plans are a£oot 

Edinburgh, June 4. to take preliminary steps toward 
Teresa Brewer. Liberace and his planed’ out for Las Vegas" extremely select circle, is now con- Over 500 investors in Murray-. a one-card union, 
revue will make their first appear- of exhibitor Clemelte vinced that it would rather have ^ Ice Rrnk, largest blade sta- Opening wedge is to be an agree- 
ance in Wildwood-by-the-Sea at Lococo to make a complete su^ev a steady clientele of the moderate- diuni m Scotland, have been told ment between AGVA and Actors 
Oscar Gartigues’ 1,800-seat Manor Sm needTo make hlre ^ well-heeled citizenry coursing that their shares are worthless. Equity Assn, on the junsdiction of 
Hotel supper club. He opens Au- ofttl SS through the island than see the RinLSn before the war at overlapping fields with especial 
gust 23 and runs until Labor Day. S*Pas !hS^tte OnSa resort P°Pulated by a.handful of over $180,000, has been sold to emphasis on industrial shows, 
__t A...,.* nommv fhc Vegas snow at xne upera ineatre, —— J .three husinessmGn for £1351100- currentlv a horte of contention. 

revue will make their first appear¬ 
ance in Wildwood-by-the-Sea at 

* "jerry Lewis will occupy the Vegas show at the opera "theatre, ' **' ''"I three businessmen for $135,000.1 currently a hone of contention. 
Manor stage for two frames just in ^en°s M*es’ nex* ?ct°be!\ . They reason that the average Their offer for building and con- Both have claimed jurisdiction, 
prior to Liberace. He opens Aug. This show is to include the Plat- vacati0ner who comes in and stays tents was the only one received. although Equity has the bulk of the 
9 with a complete show. The Beach ters, who have signed for eight for a day or two, even up to a Investors who bave lost their j shows because of special books and 
Glub at Diamond Beach Lodge is weeks in B.Aires, at $12,000 a Week, is better for the trade of coin could have sold out at a profit j J>’rics written for these displays, 
also rapidly lining up .stars and week. This works out at 480,000 Nassau than the entire season’s stay in 1951 when the rink was handed ] Convention is to set up its pro- 
Las Vegas-type revues. Frankie pesos a week, a record for. this of the handful of the extremely back by the army authorities. In- ] P°sals which will be considered by 
Laine will play the spot from July country. The Platters have been wealthy that used to come down. creased overheads are blamed for j Equity. ... 
3-13, Cole Aug. 27 until Labor Day until quite recently the biggest The millionaire will make only failure of rink, where ice shows J. Another important step being 
in his first appearance in this' re- disk-sellers here. one trip to the market for sou- and ice circuses were tried out as ; ^en by this convention wm be 
sort. Ray Eberle’s band will be the Claude Luter’s Hpt Jazz from venirs, or will spend only a given well as ice musicals. j the extension of the Welfare Fund 
Beach Club house orch during Paris completed a two-week stand amount for the island’s imports Stockholders will get- no return j °Peratl°ns a hospitalization 
August. at Lococo’s Opera and is now work- from Europe tor himself and from ^e umund-UD l'^vem-old1 Poli,cy f°r ,Perf°™ers. Currently, 

^g at the circuit’s new Pueyrredon friends, and then with.these oblige- company. Creditors may be paid j hcnefitPno1i^ °HmJer rlw'Di™ 

Manor stage for two frames just in Buenos Aires, next October. 

has signed Teresa Brewer for a re- showcase in Flores. 
turn engagement in his big 1,5UU- --- 
seat spot, Aug. 24 until Labor Day. - 
He has also pacted Bill Doggett for II ^ IT ^ 1 
,a frame bowing in Aug. 16. The ff OI70V1O tlVTlAPff 
Manor hotel will feature the Illlf 01141 iljf pUCU 
Michael Ftancis band out of Palum¬ 
bo’s for the season while Club Bole- I) 4V • I 
ro again gives the nod to Philadel- KIT I .QCffiAQ* IfITIQ 
phia Latin Casino maestro Rocky UJ VOdlllUOy WHO 
Valentine. A line is also'augment¬ 
ing the Bolero shows. Comedian • •* IT 
Gary- Morton and Betty Sawyer OF Xlr/ 1,0 IT (vAVAr 
have been added to the Joni James" 04 UV /jn VIOll llw m 
June Showcasing at the Manor. . ' 

Comedy team of Al' Fisher and Ha\ 
Lou Marks will play minimum The addition of 

Comedy team of Al Fisher and Havana, June 4. is the weekly trip of the S.S. Nas- * . ' on issue, r or example, mere 
Lou Marks will play minimum The addition of gambling has sau which brings down an average Washington, June 4. 
three weeks at Bolero, sharing the henefitted Havana to a great ex- of more than 300 tourists. As far as Washington's Feld Bros_best 
stage with Tony Bennett, Eydie , tent, according to Sam Tusker, in the merchants are concerned, this known for their summer operation nr^fif tot,,?/1 
Gorme and the Pour Aces. Usually, 'charge of the Hotel Nacioual ca- is it. The ship allows unusually ™ ?£rter B^on Amnhletheatre 
the Bolero changes comics weekly. sino which Is operated by Wilbur high weight and volume allowances and for national tours of rock V 
Comic Dusty Brooks will appear at Clark of the Desert Inn. Las Vegas, and this batch of tourists con- ?SS muste uuits^-have «1 ‘2!*?IJ 
STvffi1 srars (Continued on page 54) 

operations into a hospitalization 
policy for performers. Currently, 
fund operates only on an accident 
benefit policy. Under new plans. tions over with, their usefulness only 80 cents in three dollar ac- Derynt Poacy- bnaer new plans, 

to the tradesmen, hackies, etc., is counts performers wUl get compensation 
virtually over _ for illnesses incurred. 

On the other hand, the average ' Another factor likely to stir up 
tourist plus his wife coming into I\ /I 9 p 1 I T) considerable excitement in the 
the island for the usual two-day II I > 140 Iff Kl*nC JaF,e^ field wi,n be an attempt to 
stopover, spends a relatively high V* V.M CIU JJI UO« bring Personal managers under 
amount. They load up the island’s C^°h ,The AmerIfan Federation 
few niteries taking in two or three I) I * ¥1* T °f MuaicIanf. cx}™tll c^ols the 
in one evening, and they buy KAA|r|||(jr Kill I ATI managers, limi(ting their commis- 
enormous amounts of goods, much DUUliUlH OIH 1UU sions to 5 ,o. But until now, AGVA 
of which is discarded shortly after ** ^ * bas concentrated its control on 
arrivine b the US t n II I n agencies only. Terrific howls from 

Nassau^' Trade Af 11113 rlfC Ftp a» of the industry, in. 
The greatest boon to the island ill DdUUdlhO, Llli cll,d“« Performers, are expected, 

weekly trip of the S.S. Nas- r . on this Issue For example, there 
lich brings down an average Washington. June 4. a"e 
G than 300 tourists. As far as ^ an equal partnership basis with 

Washington, June 4. 

the spot with the Andrews Sisters, group. Tucker pointed out that be- 
LaVern Baker, Patsy Kline and fore the greenfelts made their ap- 
Chuck Berry will headline starting pearance in the Cuban capital, the 

(Continued on page 54) hotels during the summer were run- 

(Continued On page 54) 

New England Cafes Ride 
lift Varied Policies For 

Duration of Hot Weather 

ning at perhaps 30% capacity. To¬ 
day, the summer average is 80% 
and during the winter season the 
figure hovers around capacity. 

With that much overajge, the ben¬ 
efits have similarly accrued to Inns 
without the gaming wheels and 
niteries that are run without bene¬ 
fit of the greenfelts. 

Uniform Pact Eyed 

By Personal Mgrs. 
Hollywood, June 4. 

, ^ ?'b-toess ofth^w EQentshave been 

promoters of Ringllng Bros. Cir- the union. 
bus. The union will also attempt a 

So far, Irvin and Israel Feld peace with the Rodeo Cowboys 
have signed up the big top for Assn, which Is attempting to get 
five cities and are dickering for jurisdiction of all appearing in 
one-week stands in two others this rodeos. Union put RCA on the 
summer. Talk here is that they unfair list as a result. A meeting 
may book and promote the Ring- will be held late this month to 
ling Bros, show permanently in all set up a reciprocal deal. 
Situations where no prior commit- -— 

Firm bookings made by the Felds HeaVy HometOWll SfreSS 
are: June 10-16 at Portsmouth, Va., * 1# 
stadium, in connection with the In Rn/)Inner Naw IVfIpJUK 
International Naval Review at Nor- 111 ilCW UlfCdilb 
folk; June^24-27 at Memorial Coli- 9nmmnr AHranfinnc 
seum in Winston-Salem. N. C.: DUIIlIIier A11150110US 

New Orleans, June 4. 
Charles Anthony, Metopera ten- 

New England fuSlnot/wbnped "VhV NaflonTcurrently fa into Fto bookingn made by the Frfda HeaVJ HometOWn StTCSS 
L « «S summer policy, which has as tract between managers and per- are: June 10-16 at Portsmouth, Va., J . 

^Vriaie“ayfweek°end, ZI X fXTwithtteTen^ eTt^ata h Boolflllg NeW 0rle3BS 

~ SSS5® Summer Attractions 
l. 

demand; also Latin-American jnrmiv Durante and Rosemarv tortranino^Umo £ • 11-15 at Griffith Stadium, Wash- or and conductor-composer Paul 
rhythm teeters; and a beginning te * ^ zationaTlieSls Tt lf now rSv ington’ July 23-28 Connie Mack w’stoDf head the listPof guests 
of Hawaiian type offering?. -At the Tropicana, operator Mar- t^begln functioning as a full-scale Stadlum’ Philadelphia. signed .for the eight weekly pairs 

Revere Beach, with its half-dozen tin Fox and general manager Oscar SganiStion^withiS^^h^w biz ra£ks T.he Telds are currently nego- of concerts by the Crescent City 
ni®b{ .spots, is setting up vnth Echimendea are concentrating on William Loeb is prexy* Sam Lutz tiating for a July date at the Cm- Concerts Assn., starting July 12. 
clubs dickering for acts in the nabbinlg the bulk of the native and Somas SheUs veepeS' KU cinnati baseball park and for a Six West Coast jazz artists, in- 
above categories; At Salisbury trade.. As a draw they now have Burton^^?cret£y a^d StS ZucSr week at Briggs Stadium, Detroit, m eluding Matty Matlock and former 
Beach, where the drys put across a pedro Vargas, one of the top record ft^°^ecre- y’and btan ZucKe ’ August. All ballpark engagements Orleanian Eddie Miller, will come 
no-liquor edict, Denny Mulcahy singers in South America. This Establishment of* a New York ■«« followed by an open date. Thus here for July 19-20 
plans-to run his 1,200-seat Frolics club is virtually a must.nn the itin- i SLinl Trn.iiod the emeus can get in an added day Jasmine Eagan, Shreveport, so- 
tvith the same big name policy as erary of the tourists, and so it gets q is oeme muuea. if rained out fo: one or more days prano and winner of the assoei- 

11-15 at Griffith Stadium, Wash-1 or, and conductor-composer Paul 
ington; July 23-28, Connie Mack;Westonf head the list of guests 
Stadium, Philadelphia. I signed .for the eight weekly pairs 

id Thomas SheUs veeDees- KU <?innati baseball park and for a Six West Coast jazz artists, in- 
week at Briggs Stadium, Detroit, m eluding Matty Matlock and former 

^n’aT. y’ ’ August. All ballpark engagements Orleanian Eddie Miller, witi come 
rrf- ± ^re followed by an open date. Thus here for July 19-20. 
®^tlla New York the circus can get in an added day Jasmine Eagan, Shreveport, so- 

____ anen is Demg muuea. rained out fP: one or more days prano and winner of the assoei- 

in former years, but is looking’ for the bulk of whatever businesses xr n • mrtr n of the regular engagement. ation’s 1957 audition? for new tal- 
even- bigger names than formerly floating around. KatVlia Kailien S N.I. DOW The Rinelings have booked their 'ent, will be heard July 26-27. The 
to overcome the absence of the The other cafes, including the * m __ _ t A ‘ show into Toronto for the Canadian Crescent City Ballet will take the 
bubbly stuff. • Montmartre and the Sans Souci, Af Playa HnfpT in ftpf National Exhibition and for a week stage Aug. 2#and 3 and Aug. 30 

Muleahy’s theory is that the big which complete the roster of the ‘fW 1 1IUIC1 ,u at Montreal. The Felds did not and 31. Bass-baritone Norman 
»names will draw anyway, despite big four in that town, also get a lot Katyna Ranidri will make her set these dates, Treigle, another Orleanian, will be 
the absence of liquor, and that an 0f outlander trade, with casino New York cafe preem at the Per- Current year looks like the big- soloist Aug. 9 and 10 and will 
admission charge will take up the action heavy in each instance. sian Room of the Plaza Hotel, gesf. jn the history of the Feld serve as emcee of the whole series, 
slack. Alternatives,, if format Presently, with rebel action put- starting Oct 16 for four weeks. Bros Their current summer sea- JLwiU be “Show 
doesn’t work cut, Is to stage muring a damper on much of the na- Italian actress-singer was originally son at carter Barron Amphitheatre Wlt? three attractions: 
sicals in the spot for the straw tive trade, the cruise ships are slated to bow at the Versailles, but in Washington Includes such names C1 trumpeter, Bobby Blanque, 
hat season; or to present giriy providing a steady flow of patron- spot closed before contract could as Bob Hope Jimmy Durante, Dantone, and the Melodettes, vo- 
revues. age to these: cafes. In all these be consummated. Her disks are d?- Harry Belafohte. They’ve just ca! group conginseil of Jeanne 

The Brunswick in Old Orchard spots, with the exception of the tributed in the U.S. through RCA added Ozark Jubilee to the Carter £raft» Althea ^Pi and Marilyn 
fisiapl). Mg., will run attain with Wapmnal .^hnwo ara enilro/l u/lf-h Victor. i Perer. 

iction "heavy1 inVaph hTaVaice^ Sn Bol't STthTwlS « emcee of the whole series. 
Presently, with rebel action put- starting Oct 16 for four weeks. Bros Their current summer sea- J* ».and*l?LwlU ?ae ‘^how 

;ing a damper on much of the na- Italian actress-singer was originally son af carter Barron Amphitheatre v?lt, three attractions: 
ive trade, the cruise ships are slated to bow at the Versailles, but jn Washington Includes such names trumpeter, Bobby Blanque, 
providing a steady flow of patron- spot closed before contract could as Bob Hope. Jimmy Durante, baritone, and the Melodettes, vo- 

Current yearbooks like the big¬ 
gest in the history of .the Feld 

•soloist Aug. 9 and 10 and will 

Beach, Me., will run again with Nacional, -shows are spiked with Victor. 
trios and acts and Sid Sklar, own- Latin acts. U. S. imports predomi- 
er, has inked the Clarence Jackson nate on all bills at the Nacional. 
Trio. The Batchelder Hotel there —-•- 
will present acts in Its cocktail 
lounge. 

Clubs In action at Revere this 
season will include tfie Frolic, 400- 
seater, with additional roof nitery, 

. a 200-seater; Celebrity Room, and 
Murphyrs-By-The-Sea. 

White City Park, Mass., 
Reopens After Blaze 
Worcester, Mass., June 4, 

White City Park, formerly owned 
by George Hamid arid now operated 

m°80Mdfv!’co7s\^ Hotel, Mexico City. She’s being Aug. 23-24. 
theH.S. through Music ^ ...^-^!^..!2_sd,edu,ed ta 

Corp. of America. 

! Barron season. Sylvia Stahlman, soprano of the. 

Chi'Offbeat Room Folds 

troupe headed by Fats Domino, Municipal Auditorium. 
Chuck Berry, Clyde McPhatter, _ 
La Verne Baker. Show went as far , 
west as Vancouver and Edmonton, * J|AUy TrnniPnno 
Canada, and as far south as Texas VKW} IlU^iUUia «JdIC 
and Mobile, Ala. On Sept 6. Feld Havans a 200-seater; Celebrity Room, and White City Park, formerly owned Chicago, June 4. and Mobile, Ala. On Sept 6, Feld Havana, May 28. 

Mufphyrs-By-The-Sea. by George Hamid arid now operated Chicago’s, Offbeat Room closed will take out a fall edition of thej Sale of Tropicana night club has 
Hub will have only one spot go- by Larry Knohl jpf New York, last week with a sign on the door show for another 80 days of one-! been postponed until owner Martin 

Ing for the summer, the Hotel opened its season last weekend announcing remodelling. The club, nighters. Again coast-to-coast, it Fox returns from a medical check- 
Bradford’s new. Carousel Calypso with Muriel White and the Hi- run by Burr McCloskey, will re- ‘will include 14 acts, with the same up in Boston, 
room, aircoriditioned, on the lower Lites on the stage. Other hookings open when. further cash is raised top names. Schedule will be com- Fox had announced thSt the ni- 
leveL The Bradford Roof, 400- include; Steve Lawrence this week, for its continued operation. pleted by the end of this month, tery was up for sale. Employees of 
■eater, which ran all summer in and the Diamonds June 21-23, The combination restaurant. The Felds’ are also booking a the spot met with him, however, 
previous years, shuttered in April. The stage built last year was dancehall, . jazzroom and vaude series'of class 'Indoor 'attractLoris and &bked that he wait at least un- 
Blinstrub’s and Steuben’s will !>•- destroyed fcy fbe" tecentl? "but an lounge has been financially pre- for Constitution Hall, Washington, til he undergoes his checkup. Fox 
closed for the summer. ]improvised:adage Is.serving.. -- carious for some months. in the fall. agreed. 
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Magicos See Best Trick of Alt 
With M and SAM Made Info One 

By BOB ECHELSGN 

Hartford, June 4, 
There is a strong possibility that 

the two leading magico societies 
of the world—the Society of Ameri¬ 
can Magicians and the Internation¬ 
al ^Brotherhood of Magicians—will 
in the foreseeable future merge 
into one dominant group, it has 

0 been learned by Variety. Both 
groups are currently undertaking 
exploratory studies which may re¬ 
sult in an amalgamation of the as¬ 
sociations. 

Meeting here in its 29th annual 
convention, the SAM in a four-4ay 
sesh (May 29-June li held annual 
election of officers, put on several 
shows for members, presented a 
series of lectures, offered a public 
show and held a top level business 
meeting. At the latter, it was 
learned, discussions were held on 
amalgamation with IBM. The as¬ 
sociation also voted to drop its age 
limits to 17 for full membership 
and to 16 for associate member¬ 
ship. The next annual convention 
is slated for Omaha next year. 

Milbourne Christopher was elect¬ 
ed president of SAM, which dates 
back to 1902. Hugh Riley was 
named national v.p. The following 
were named regional vice-presi¬ 
dents: Bassett Mordecai, northeast¬ 
ern states; R. B. Thomas, south¬ 
eastern states, reelected; Dr. Zina 
Bennett, north central states; By¬ 
ron Gregory, south central states; 
Ted Cooke, northwestern states; 
Lloyd E. Jones, southwestern 
states. Reelected were Vynn Boy¬ 
ar as national secretary, and Jean 
Hugard as national treasurer. 
Named editor of the society’s pub- 
ication. MUM, was Sam Aaronson. 
Retagged for the post of national 
chaplain was the Rev. John Kelly. 

At the executive session, it was 
voted to continue a study under¬ 
taken by Richard DuBois On the 
possibility of joining with IBM in 
a common society for magicians. 
Appointed to a committee, with Du¬ 
Bois as chairman, were Leslie 
Guest and Walter Coleman. Pur¬ 
pose of the study is to determine 
the conditions of amalgamation. 

Chances appear excellent for the 
two forces to join in the future, 
after bugs and principles have 
been ironed Out. Several informal 
talks have been held with top level 
IBM officials. 

Favoring an -amalgamation are 

the following factors: There is * 
duplication of membership in both 
organizations. Several toprahking 
members and officers of both 
groups also belong to the opposing 
factor. The idea for amalgamation 
was initiated by IBM. Latter group 
has been studying the matter for 
quite some time. 

The SAM comihittee will prob¬ 
ably make an Initial report to a na¬ 
tional council meeting in New York 
in the fall, on its study and recom¬ 
mendations. 

There are two basic factors that 
could stand in the way of an amal¬ 
gamation. One is the alleged lower 
standards of membership of IBM. 
The other is the alleged lack of 
democratic practices in the elec¬ 
tion of officers of IBM. 

SAM is basically an American or¬ 
ganization with some international 
membership. IBM is worldwide: 
The former has a membership of 
some 2,000, the latter about 5,000. 
Both enroll professional and non 
pro-magicians. 

JUNE TAYLOR TROUPE 
TO SOUTH AMERICA 

June Taylor will take a dancing 
company of 24 on a 12 to 17-week 
tour of South America beginning 
late this month. Miss Taylor winds 
up her chores on Jackie Gleasoii’s 
CBS-TV show June 22 and heads 
for 'Buenos Aires with her troupe 
the next day. 

She was inked to an agency deal 
by Music Corp. of America last 
week. 

Judy Garland 76G 
In Hot Det, Week 

Detroit, June 4. 
Terrific audience response, in¬ 

cluding standing ovations for the 
star, plus rave notices from local 
crix, greeted the Judy Garland 
show at the 2,700-seat Riviera. 
Show opened Memorial Day night 
and when it closes tomorrow 
(Wed.) it will have grossed approx¬ 
imately $76,000. Potential capac¬ 
ity is $80,000, With house scaled at 
$5 top weekday nights, $6 week¬ 
end eves. 

The next attraction at the Riviera 
will be “An Evening with Bela- 
fonte,” opening for one week June 
17. Advance sale is reported very 

| brisk. 
Miss Garland returned to her 

regular routine on last night (Mon.) 
following her ankle injury in the 
dressing room. In Sunday’s per¬ 
formances, singer left out her terp- 
ing numbers and was carried on 
stage in the second half where she 
worked with her feet dangling 
from the edge of the stage, the 
stance generally reserved for her 
“Over the Rainbow” rendition. 

4-Wk. Copa Deal 
Dean Martin will make the Copa- 

cabana his N. Y. Showcase. Deal 
has been set for the singer to go in 
some time in November for a four- 
week stand. Martin’s erstwhile 
partner, Jerry Lewis, has been 
pacted for the Town & Country 
Club, Brooklyn, during the season. 

Originally, Lewis was fo have 
played the Copa as well in the slot 
now to be occupied by Ella Fitz¬ 
gerald. But that deal floundered. 
With the Martin deal, operator 
Jules Podell has now virtually com¬ 
pleted the Copa lineup for the bal¬ 
ance of the year. There are some 
summer spots still to be filled, 
latest hole being plugged by Don 
Cornell who starts Aug. 8. 

Laine Off for My 
After Dates in BriL 

Glasgow, June 4. 
Frankie Laine; after a week of 

one-nighters in the U. K„ was 
skedded to plane out to Milan and' 
Rome for more concerts. He planes 
home June 10 for tv and vaude 
dates, and will also take a long 
vacation. Singer plans to return to 
Paris in October for a waxing ses¬ 
sion and a stint at the Olympia 
Theatre. 

Laine had strong opposition here 
on one-nighter from Freddie Bell & 
Bellboys, and Tommy Steele, Eng¬ 
lish rock ’n’ roll kid, both co-top¬ 
ping at the downtown Empire 
vaudery for a full week, and al¬ 
ready in on a wave of good pub¬ 
licity. Laine also had opposition 
in the Billy Smart-Circus, as well 
as a current heatwave spell and a 
national tv exhibition. He played 
to poor first-house audience, but a 
larger second house. 

RECEIVED A STANDING, CHEERING OVATION!” 
PAUL HERRON, Washington Post 

"A piano wizard, whoit flair for comedy RANKS WITH THE BEST. 

One of the few In the entertainment trade who can make an hour 

pass in what seems like 15 minutes. You'll enjoy every minute." 

HARRY MacARTHUR, Washington Evening Star 

‘’THE BEST SHOW I'YE VIEWED THIS SEASON. Every minute of 

his generour turn Is SHEER ENTERTAINMENT . . . Makes everyone 
chuckle, laugh and holler.” 

DON HEARN, Washington'Daily News 

Thanks— 

TO THE WASHINGTON, D. C., PRESS 

• Currently (RETURN ENGAGEMENT) 

HOTEL STATLER 
Washington, D. C. 

• June 16fht 

WOOLWORTH HOUR, CBS Radio 

Concerts: 

NATIONAL ARTISTS CORE. 

711 fifth Aye., Nfw York It 

lecture and Special Attraction* D/v. 

Plaza P-4000 

Night Club* and TV; 

MERCURY ARTISTS CORP; 

730 ififth Av©., New York IP 

JUdton &500 

Dave Rubinoff, violin virtuoso of radio in the ’30s, has turned to a 
vast personal relations program to boost his night club appearances. ; 
It Is producing unexpected results. Booked for two weeks at Laurel 
HILL Theatre Restaurant, Columbia, S, C., Rubinoff appeared In town' 
a week early. He visited two churches, a dozen schools, the news-1' 
paper offices and state office buildings. He played free for students, 
worshippers and workers . . . and then plugged, his Laurel TTIlj en¬ 
gagement. The place reported good business, but Rubinoff—on the. 
floor—repeatedly .scolded his audience for their "bad manners" in . 
not paying more attention to his playing. 

Comedy writer George Q. Lewis is working on a World’s Fair of 
Humor to make place in April of ne*t year. Outfit is also working 
on a Joe Laurie Jr.. Memorial Sketch. Tournament for next year in. 
tribute to the late humorist, performer, Variety staffer and author. 

The time for Small talk is over, acording to the pair of midgets In 
the act headed for many years by the late Paul Remos. The two lads 
are now employed by Remos' widQW. They have consulted an attor¬ 
ney and are seeking an accounting of alTtheir earnings. The duo had 
been on a salary to Remos for many years and'same arrangement was 
continued by the widow. 

Some Britishers question the wisdom of Frankie Laine in hitting 
out at press scribes, as he has been doing in the U.K. At Manchester, 
Eng., and Glasgow, Scotland, he broke into his act with an aside to 
pianist A1 Lerner, saying: "1 am glad that the public likes me still. 
Thesp are the people you have to worry about (cheers). The critics 
get in free. Perhaps if they had to pay they would like things 
better. 

“A so-called gentleman of the London press said that all my num¬ 
bers end oh a big loud note. So far that so-called gentleman with his 
so-called journalistic words I am going to sing a quiet number (‘With¬ 
out Him’).” 

•Laine has been garnering the wrong Jdnd of publicity as result of 
being quoted on his tour of British one-nighters. At Glasgow, he 
irked certain show scribes by leaving them hanging fire and showing 
reluctance to meet or talk with ’em. Result was sofne bad publicity 
in next day’s dailies. 

New York 
Max Loew’s Casanova is expand¬ 

ing its talent policy from strictly 
instrumental to singers as well. 
Helene Darcel has been added to 
the show . . » Lu Ann Sunnis, with 
a personal management contract 
with Val Irving, has signed with 
General Artists Corp. , , . Don 
Tannen opens at the Balinese 
Room, Galveston, Aug. 1 for two 
weeks . . . Comic Baddy Lester 
planed out to the Coast to do a 
series of tv commercials . . . Rob¬ 
erta Sherwood goes into the Eden 
Roc, Miami Beach, July 4 . . . 
Sophie Tucker has been set for the 
Chez Paree, Chicago, Oct. 24, and 
the Town & Country, Brooklyn, 
with date of latter indefinite . . . 
Milton Berle has added the Chez 
Paree, Chicago, July 1, arid the 
Mapes, Reno, Aug. 8 \ . . Pearl 
Bailey and Condos 8c Bfandow to 
the Cal Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe, 
Aug. 12 . . . Joe E. Lewis set for 
the Roosevelt, New Orleans, Nov. 
28 . . . Ralph Young 8c Sid Gould 
tapped for the Americana, Miami 
Beach, July 3, 

Cotton Club Revue, extended at 
the Royal Nevada, Las Vegas, June 
11, is substituting Rose Hardaway 
for Sallie Blair». Jackie Miles to 
the Americank, Miami * Beach, 
July 31 . . . Terry Haven set for 
Eddys’, Kansas City, June 11 for 
two weeks . . . Julius Monk shut¬ 
tering the Downstairs Room June 
15 after a 400-performance run of 
the current reVue, “Son of Four 
Below.” 

Hollywood 
Chiquita & Johnson are revamp¬ 

ing their aero dance act to include 
interpretive, jazz and pop num¬ 
bers. They are current at the 
Flamingo, Las Vegas . . . Steve 
Peck and Cliff Rue celebrate the 
first anni of their Club Seville 
nitery this week with a new revue, 
“Caribbean Cruise” . . . Comic 
Arthur Walsh'"“holds over for 16 
weeks at the Casbah in Loni 
Beach . . . Jimihy Wakely wil 
headline the annual Meford,-Ore., 
Home Show . . . Penthouse Four 
at Marineland . . . Molly Bee will 
play Ohio State Fair Aug. 23-24, 
then Tennessee Ernie Ford goes In 
for a week. Chirp also plays 
Evansville, Ind., Fair Aug. 10-11. 

Chicago 
Eddie Blue starts 10 weeks at 

Breezy Pt. Lodge, Brainerd, Minn., 
June 29 .. .-Gogi Grant pacted for 
Eddys’, K. C., Oct. 4, for two 
frames, .after which comes Don 
Cornell for a double set, Oct. 18 ... 
John 8c Sandra Steele at the Mont- 
leone. New Orleans, June 25, for- 
two frames and then two weeks at 
the Crescendo, Houston, July 17 
. . . Gene Austin opens at the 
Safari, N. O., Monday (10) for-two 
weeks .. Marty Brill set for Jewel 
Box, Bostonian Hotel, Boston, June 
21, for two frames . . . Lurlean 
Hunter into the Blue Note July 3- 
7 . . . Charlie Jacobson ‘ set for 
Julep Louhge, Louisville, two 
weeks, June 24 . , . Jo Mapeg re- 

f turns to Gate of Horn today (Wed.) 
with Frank Hamilton and Bob Gib¬ 
son also billed . . . Rocky Marciano 
at Italian Festival July30-Aug. 4 
. , . Terry Haven set for Eddys’, 
K.'C, Juna_14, for .twd sets . . , 
Harding & Moss RevUe into Basil’s, 
Kokomo, Ind, for two weeks. Sept. 
19 . . Mickey 8c Sylvia, Herb 
Lance, LaVeme Baker, Annie Lau¬ 
rie .due for the -Rhythm 8c Blues 
show at Ciyjc Opera House here 
June 30, promoted by local dee- 
jays Marty Faye and McKee Fitz- 
hugh. 

Kath. Dunham in Sydney 
After Zero in Zealand 

Sydney, May 28. 
After a zero run around New 

Zealand under the David N. Martin 
management, the Katharine .Dun¬ 
ham dance troupe came into Mar¬ 
tin’s Tivoli here for a short stop¬ 
over to complete its contract Thi* 
marks the troupe’s third term, at 
the Tivoli. 

Bringback was brought about be¬ 
cause New Zealand audiences ’ 
considered the Dunham show 
“lewd,” and the civic fathers in 
certain keys Insisted upon censor¬ 
ing several of the dance routines. 
Miss Dunham, as previously report- ' 
ed, said she would never play New 
Zealand again under any terms. 

Understood Martin dropped a - 
packet with the show’s lukewarm 
reception and zero boxofflee, but 
should pick up any loss on the lo¬ 
cal run. 

“THE COMEDIAN" 
The Only Raal Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL CAG SERVICE 

THE LATEST ! THE OR*AT 1ST l 
THE MOST-UP-T<M>ATi$T ! 

Now In. Its list .Issuo, containing 
stories, ono-IInors, poomottos, son* _ 
titlos, hocklors, audience stuff, mono'-l 
logs, parodies, double' gags, bits. 
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political. Interruption*. 
Thoughts of tho Day, Numerous 
Views of tho N*wi, *tcr Start' with 
curroi\f Issue, »1S yearly — * year* 

BILLY GLASON 
. JO. W. ».». N«v Y.rk 1, 

100 Racetrack Gags $1 
Original Material 

Send cash, check or money order to 

EDDIE GAY, 242 West 72nd 
Now York 23, N. Y. 

1,000,0©* 
For PAT BOONE 

Quality photos In quantity, os few as 
1c each. For publicity purposes con¬ 
sult Moss first. .Since IMS. Serving 
America's 'Stars. 
UAPC PHOTO SERVICE 
■Uod 350 W. 50th St., NY 19 
raVWW PL 7-35JD * 
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“T Y 
■uSMI 

IS BIG BUSINESS” 
• PfiRliTY, May 22, 1957 

Currently Headlining 

ROXY THEATRE, New York 

Capitol. Records 

1st Release 1st Album Latest Release 

'TEENAGE CRUSH" "STEADY DATE" "GOIN' STEADY" 
Well Over a Million l 'Top Ten Best Seller l Breaking Big I 

Television 

★ KRAFT THEATRE 
, January-30 

★ THIS IS YOUR LIFE 
April 10 

★ THE FORD SHOW 
February 21 C, 

★ ACADEMY AWARDS 

* SHQWER-OF STARS ★ KRAFT THEATRE 
April I! May 8 

Publicity: 
MICKEY FREEMAN 

★ STEVE ALLEN SHOW 
April 7 

A ED SULLIVAN SHOW 
May 19 

Personal Management: 
CLIFFIE STONE 
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S. America Booniing forllS. Mers Nassau's New-teuM Balm 
Hitting the P.A. Trait GACs Elkort-£,5“ 

' . Proceeds of the event will be of revenue for the island. Harvey and Bruce Raeburn. Phil 
Records have become the inter-4-= ---:- shared equally between the Rocks’ Nassau’s tourism has grown from Carney is the permanent emcees 

national ambassador of U. S. talent,4 nTnirpm i tj'n rilTIVrC pension fund and the National 32,000 in 1949 to an exepcted 175,- Trip to Nassau carried Bobby Dae 
paving the way for personal appear- J/iJjjyLiLANIJ LiUDEiJ Assn, for Retarded Children. 000 this year. With this kind of &*Babs who stopped over at Nassau 
ances of many of the disk names. TnTAni/mT a t i nuriT —<-—— tourist turnover in an-area that from a week at the Emerald Beach, 
Eddie Elkort of General Artists I INOKM-ilN Al. AlJInf.N normally supports a population of and brought back Harvey who com- 
Corp., who returned last week from uaviuuuinn tw n m 1 80,000, it’s conceded that while its pleted a week’s stay there. 
a tour of Brazil, has found that the Hollywood, June 4. < I A1A7TIC I Q VI PA I exclusivity is a thing of the.past,_. - ' 
diskers have been presold and a More’than 7,000,000 persons have u 1 U n 1IO VsClllvwl the mass trade has given the island ! : : - ■ • • ! 
ready market in South America visited Disneyland since it opened • ' * a “degree of prosperity that it lias WiliumaJi 
awaits those who have made good in July, 1955. public relations di- w ¥\ a fit never had in its history. WWHjHWllUll 
in the waxworks. rector Edwin D. Ettinger told If IlnyiQ I AWAIT • The viewpoint assumed hv the J_ r . '■ ■.. r,_ 

Elkort visited Sao Paulo, Rio de Hollywood Ad Club. Attendance up Jl • UfllW I UUI Cl Nassau merchants is parallelled ,by -- CoatInued trom paRe 51 — 
Janeiro and other cities, and sur- over year’s 3,600,000.persons ‘virtually all of the resorts which July 12. Not to be outdone, Phila- 
veyed the hotel booking* situation. witfl about 4,000,000 expected by Chicago, June 4. used to handle a handful of tycoons, delphia booking agency exec Eddie 

‘Currently. Edith Piaf 'is playing second anniversaiy next month. Chez Paree Showcase, one-night- It's no longer feasible, from an Suez has already opened with 
the Lord Hotel, Sao Paulo, and is Roughly half of patronage is er package headlined by Will Mas- economic viewpoint, to cater to the Jackie Lee at his 1,500-seat Club 
holding over. Her disks have been fr0™ of state with approxi- tin Trio> starring Sammy Davis Jr., few when the masses are so eager Avalon in the Anglesca section, 
big-in that country for a number mutely three adults to every child. js having a bumpy go on its small- to drop their money in a virtually Suez vhas also inked Dick Lee 
of years. Miss Piaf previously Disneyland should count 2,000,UUv town tour ending June 10. The steady stream. along with Charlie Grade and Lou 
worked at the Golden Room of the yj‘sltor^.ln ne?v 13 ^niarket May jg opening at Youngstown, Importance of a visit such as the Monte. Comedian Mickey Shaugh- 
Copacabana. tbrec times the entire population o./in Stahbaugh Auditorium, with S.S. Nassau to any port is seen nessy will sandwich in Wildwood 

In contrast one of the top U S of Orange County wnere. Disney- the same top act that scored heavy by last week’s visit to Havana. With appearances at the Avalon between 
corned? dince team? faded?? make la,£15 lo“ted„ ... ,t. , recently at the Chez Paree in Chi- the local population virtually In pictures. Allis Lesley, the female 

as bxwbp-JA « - ssl isa -ste&ffioas 

PfouEfr. _ 

Rockettes Alumnae Dance[ 

Ve^neaday, June 5, .1957 

Nassau's New-Found Balm 

Records have become the inter-4--—---:- 
national ambassador of U. S. talent,4 lxf nirmrY a ujn 
paving the way for personal appear- LAND LlllD£iiJ 
ances of many of the disk names. .-,._T 
Eddie Elkort of General .Artists IINORiniNAL ADMEN 
Corp., who returned last week from « UmHUUUliiL AUifUril 
a tour of Brazil, has found that the Hollywood, June 4. 
diskers have been presold and a More than 7,000,000 persohs have 
ready market in South America visited Disneyland since it opened 
awaits those who have made good in July, 1955, public relations di¬ 
in the waxworks. rector Edwin D. Ettinger told 

Elkort visited Sao Paulo, Rio de Hollywood Ad Club. Attendance up 

Janeiro and other cities, and sur- °™r il?st *3n^0’000 T 
veyed the hotel booking situation. wltfl about 4,000,000 expected bj 

• ri.._Tv:_'r second anniversary next month. 

3 Towns Cancel 
Jr. Davis Tourer! 

reported, for example, that Harry thought on how to reach it. 
Belafonte is just as big m Brazil _ 
as he is in the U, S., mainly because 
of Ids booniing record sales. Some *y mil f 
of the talent that have had hits in < KnllllT I Of AC 
the U. S. but haven’t registered, t/ 1 11111 j V/QlCu 
lately in that department can still " 
find a profitable market in South r\ £| •' 

“ea.ee am, ntteey si.uaUons bet MSpeUSlODS 
have hardly been tapped in that 
part of the world. . This area was Philadelphia, June 4. 
once an important outlet in the Three Philly night clubs, the Ta- 
days when the casinos composed liiti Bar, Carman notrl and Bar, 
the major part of the entertainment and the Frolics Bar, were ordered 
economy. The mass market fed by to suspend operations by the State 
disk names promises to be even Liquor Control Board, 
more lucrative than the outlawed Judge Joseph Sloane of Com- 

sorea nates including Ft. Wayne, w Returning for their 12th straight 
South Bend and Winnipeg. ^u^g the Tropic^a and the suni]Q[ler season ara the Treniers. 
empty nights were largely filled in Hotel Nacionala Parisian Room H Roesche 0f the Beachcomber 
With hastily arranged second-night were because of the influx has signed the company of 
bookings at the remaining towns, eight headlined by the Trenier 

Despite a KKK type cross-burn- twins,. Cliff and Claude, their 
ing in Columbus, O., that engage- ^ younger brother. Milt, and the 
ment was not the least successful b°a* G«ne Gilbeaux band. They will 
of the tour. Last scheduled show i7°«2 roost at the Beachcomber stage 
iS Ga,,, ImkJIUto.lO. S^ftKmp-ea^ & & ' 

Big S6/600, Mpls. absence of the local trade. ny CavaUa group and is dickering 
Minneapolis, June 4. Calypso Where!Its Made for other units to fill out the con- 

Sammy Davis Jr. show had one The Caribbean islands are still tinuous entertainment bill, 
of its best one-nighters here. In cashing in on the calypso vogue. Thomas Arces’ Lucky Club has 
1,800-seat Lyceum, Sunday (2) While admitting there isn’t enough signed singer Gozy Morley and his 
night, it sold out within 30 seats 8°°“ talent to. sustain this type quartet for the season. - Michael 
and grossed a big $6,600 at $5 top. of music, the tourists in Nassau and Raye and Judy Schae will also sum- niore iucrauve man me ouuawcu auage dosepn Tbioane oi Lom- ~ ---— “ ^ ^ ,, _tr._c * +ha a«ro — -r^r—4 n,T—- 

greenfelt industry since it means mon Pleas Court last week dis- They are trying to find a house °till hittin^ gates because 0f rll/nffnr, 
profitable engagements in theatres, missed appeals by the clubs. Board for quick return engagement. the desire^to view calvnso in its Si?0n -round °ul the 
hotels ami nitertes with rimihUrm nhairman Patrtev v. XAnvin ___ tne aesire to View caiypso m its cafes bill. 

" - native habitat. Nassau’s top prac- phil Bonelli and Eddie Rossi of 
DrrADn 007r titioner, George Symonette, is cur- ^ Hotel Biltmore Surf Club have 

tAlAUJCj KtlUKD jj/ll rently plying his trade in Miami opened for the, season with the 

III niv rAlCT Dm! Bea(?; audver^sed to'* Nit© Caps and Stomp Gordon’s. 
IN Zq-DAY COAST RUN number of hotels where he used ^ band. The Surf will also* feature 

, work, and probably wUl soon, and name singers, including Buddy 
Los Angeles, June 4. the business is SRO. As a result'of Greco, a regular summer visitor to 

“Ice Capades of 1957” racked up the calypso craze, several niteries the spot, 
a gross of $397,000 for a 26-day have reopened. The Junkenoo, Veteran comic Marty Bohn has 
run at the Pan Pacific Auditorium formerly the Spider Web, is doing his Nut Club in full swing for the 
here, setting a record for itself m'speak biz. Cat and the Fiddle is season in the Anglesea section with 
both attendance and actual dollar 3lso bowing next week because of a full floorshow. Harvey Chown is 

AilTL 1 Pi 1 U* Sros$, at the 6,000-seater. 
At Neoraska Jtate fair JohnJI. Harris reported that the 

Omaha June 4. show Played to 3,687 persons more 

Saranac Lake 

the fact that it can maintain a at Pat Kennedy’s Elmer’s cafe, 
high rate of business even on the 'Evelyn Kirk’s combo and Al Mar- 
overflow of other niteries. shall are at- Vallie Lanoce’s Club 

The major hotel entertainment Hof Brati. Tottie Eckert is at the 
is at the Emerald Beach Hotel, Hotel Lincoln cocktail.lounge. The 
booked by Jim Grady out of New Miami Beach Inn has the Four 
York, who also sets the talent for Tune Timers While Marianne Good- 
the S.S. Nassau. Plans at the kin is at the Mocambo. Nan Jones 
British Colonial Hotel, as far as is the opening offering at the 
talent Is concerned, are still up Grennoble hotel, 
in the air. The Hotel Ambassador Harry Levy’s Rainbow Room ha* 

hotels and niteries with doubling Chairman Patrick E. Kerwin de- -----. native habitat Nassau’s toD nrac- bwi ^ 1 

in radio and TAPillK’ RFfORT) %W1C 

LABOR SEC MITCHELL “ -a ^ ST- IN 26-DAY COAST RON SSl c£l ^ WSSS 
ASKS END OF 20% BITE suspendedl:fordSarda>S ^d^he Los Angeles, June 4. the business is SRO. As a reSiltof GrTco, a^fgSar Smmw visR^nto 

l V JfiL 40 } a d “Ice Capades of 1957” racked up the calypso craze, several niteries the spot. 
Washington, June 4. rioucs aays~_ a gross of $397,000 for a 26-day have reopened. The Junkenoo, Veteran comic Marty Bohn has 

The 20f r bite on nightclub chocks run at the Pan Pacific Auditorium^ formerly the Spider Web, is doing his Nut Club in full swing for the 
Is ‘’discriminatory” and should be <|j !• m | ■ f here, setting a record for itself ^n sPeak biz. Cat and the Fiddle is season in the Anglesea section with 
repealed. Secretary of Labor llOllQdy Oil 1C€ ACpccU both attendance and actual dollar ^so bowing next week because of a full floorshow. Harvey Chown is 
James Mitchell declared last week. 1. IT 1 1 o, n • gross, at the 6,000-seater. the fact that it can maintain a at Pat Kennedy’s Elmer’s cafe. 

MitcheH asserted the excise At Nebraska Mate fair John-H. Harris reported that the high rate of .business even on th©"Evelyn Kirk’s combo and Al Mar- 
should be wiped out “because it _ , _ ^ show played to 3 687 nersons more overflow of other niteries. shall are at- Vallie Lanoce’s Club 
is not conducive to employment in Omah^ June 4 than it had ever attrarted in Los The major hotel entertainment Hof BraU. Tottie Eckert is at the 
the music field”. The tax brings in Holiday on Ice \\ill be the ^neeles before is at the Emerald Beach Hotel, Hotel Lincoln cocktail.lounge. The 
about $43,000,000 annually. The featured grandstand show at the Angeies Dfit01e‘_ ’ booked by Jim Grady out of New Miami Beach Inn has the Four 
Treasury' Department oppose? any Nebraska State Fpn\ Aug. 31-bcpt. York, who also sets the talent for Tune Timers While Marianne Good- 
elimination of it. 6, for the third straight year. leer I «!,*■ the> S S* Nassau. Plans at the kin is at the Mocambo. Nan Jones 
__ rlose Sept 5. with an auto OaraiftC Lake British Colonial Hotel, as far as is the opening offering at the 

thrill show and fireworks slated the _ talent is concerned, are still up Grennoble hotel. 
IIV final night . . o ■ in the air. The Hotel Ambassador Harry Levy’s Rainbow Room has 
U.A. dkltners neaded ror Duncan (Cisco Kidl Renaldo will Saranac Lake, June 4. international deal for the takeover opened with Georgle Young & The 
ftp • non /r - jo\ o be the first, afternoon, grandstand ^ One of the biggest events of of that inn hasn't yet been finalized. Rockin’-Bocs, in for the summer 
U.J. IQK&K (freed: ) owap attraction, while the Astec-Mayan the Will Rogers social season was It’s expected that when negotia- along with Tony Stumpo. ‘ Other 

' , ' / . r Indian Spectacular, featunng^ the Arlene Fatta whose father is tions are completed, it will he re- opening features at the Rainbow 
London, June 4. Birdmen of Teotihucan, has been a cameraman lor Fox Movietonews, troactive to May 16. The hotel's are Johnny Mann’s Skyliners with 

The Chas. McDevitt Skiffle booked for Tuesday and Wednes- who received the final report orchestra, comprising British mu- Marie Conti, and the Al Baker 
Group, featuring songstress Nancy day afternoons. beinn^dSchaSed^nHsicians’ has a contract until No- quintet. Johnny Caterings Club 
Whiskey «w.k. for their version of • --- riS in tte SSsfwpll vember‘ Riptide has opened with the Nit 
’ Freight Tram ’ ) will play at Car- completed hews A goTng pa?tv wls Hotel Construction Wits and the Nite Riders with Doc 
negie Hall, N. Y., during their DarvaS-Julia Teaitl tendered to her and ma^vygifte The Hotel dolphin, stiff under Stark. Other groups are stiff to 
tour of America next month m0 tx East Tour were handed to her with enter- construction, is nearing completion, be pacted. The Flamingos have 

The tour will be conducted on u ■LFU r <l* A tainment and a buffet lunch clos- There n0 Plans afoot to extend been added to the show headed by 
the Anglo-L .S. exchange band sys- Sydney, May 28. ing the shindig. . gambling in Nassau. Only one Steve Gibson & The Redcaps with 
tern and a top Yank rock ’n’ roll Dance team of Nicholas Darvas Murray Weiss, board member of casiilo, the Bahamian Club, is run- Damita Jo at Jake Diamond’s Mar- 
group. probably fronted by. Alan and Julia, which played six the .Will Rogers Hospital Fuhd. in ning and that's for members and Unique, 
Freed, will visit Britain in ex- months here for David N. Martin from Boston to make final "arrange- friends only. _____ 
change. Final plans for the Amerl- in “Olympic Follies,”, will do a ments for the coming annual pow- The changeover from class to ij u If" l || r 
can combo’s tour here have not yqt f season: in Hongkong* Manila and wow' and board meeting skedded mass operation i? creating its probr LVWCtl IVIdrSlUUl LnCOf^ 
been cemented. ., other Far Eastern keyers next , for June 21. Mrs. Ruth Norman, lems, of course. New hotels have 
---- ■■■■■.■ month en route, back to the H.S. superintendent of nurses, will be to be buflt and with advent of the . who baritoned 

-1 1 1 Meantime, following the com- in-full charge of the arrangements new hospices there' are new mort- SOmej° *°P ptu*Ic^s more 
PROFESSIONAL pletion. of the revue iutia goes tor the shindig. . B -, J”1^,t"??y a decade age la aiming at a 

COMEDY MATERIAL solo into the ■ jdush Romano's Duito* Tfe Jtototai* Codvoi- 

• for all Tlioatrleab - nightspot here for a limited run ‘^^s5ate.^lacI£’f.ack has to have a year-round operatijn ^M^rshaU abo re-Jme^v^h his 
billy rill] UACTlrD with her song specialty. This is cx-minstreiman fi°m Seffield, « t t alone Thus there’s * "Aarsnau.aiso re-signea with ms 

CLEON'S rwN-m ASTER the first time *6r several vearv Conn., Karl Knapp, Beaver, Pa,, JJ, “* former agent Matty Rosen, who iS 
Tht Original Show'Ba Gag File +hat a top local niehtsDot^ has and Robert Adams, Trofford, Pa., tbe usual summer drop in rates, piloting his theatrical return. 

W* service the surs9 JcJle *f^ pt theatre men, took time out for a Nassau spokesmen are hopeful ■ 
P ldated an overseas star- bedside chat with Happy Benway about the increased expansion of pivRfNMAINF - 

KiT-iTo-i to rehash old times. . . .. island facilities. The island is now 
• 3 BiacL0utBooks,^rBk::: 525 l r>* n ii Hi °ur floriculturist George i^Ele- preparing for jet plane travel and CLAIRE 
• Minstrel Bodaet .... $2S » f JfP KflZCS AlHIIlO. l/6t. phants) Powers has started to work which will make possible a two- 

How. to Master the ceremonies j * . on the lawn of the Will Rogers hour flying time journey from New Delightfully 
• "Tha Comedian" Monthly Service « { . ,. Detroit, June 4. and vows that this season will York. The present airport, Oakes niffmrmnt" 
xu .i51Tp'rLYni»2 ,ssue5L J i The Club Alamo here burned to surpass any floral display ever seen Field, will be abandoned when the *«rr«r«ni - 

the ground last veet here. Mrs. EdithMcCleary wife new field with runways long enough H.w 
- NO c.q.d.'s ! Spot was operated by Max Spie- of our house medico Dr. Homer for jet planes are in operation. 

I I.L L Y 6LASON ;.gleman and was booked by Lenny McCleary, has charge of the front Field is now being built. 
200 w. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19. D.pt. V ? Borovy^ Dolores Leigh and Bar- la'X°„°frihe bospRal- The Nassau is probably the larg- CAR 

cird* 7-1130 bara Cavanaugh were slated to -^ward tlATSE) Matteson in est talent user of any of the cruise 
nlav ,h. vafe this week. ^ Gr?dy aet? Lee or four 

- ■ ■ ■ ■■ . ■ ■ . ■ JosephShambaugh, film salesman * 
—r M Mil myb# - for Republic Pictures, off for a P°sb hotel -vLc „ ’ -Pn v\e Thanks ta h CAB CALLOWAY ssi— «° itt\£er4%it a.*™ 

“COTTON CLUB REVUE” Mm.. Jack Norton,..one of. the lined the .how, with other, on the 

The Chas. McDevitt Skiffle booked for Tuesday and Wedni 
Group, featuring songstress Nancy day afternoons. 
Whiskey i w.k. for their version of -r- 
“Freight Train”) will play at Car- 
negie Hall, N. Y., during tlielr DarvaS-Julia Teaitl 
tour of America next month. mA tx_ ei* frM 

The tour will be conducted on 10 HO *ar U>asi; 101 
the Anglo-U.S. exchange band sys- Sydney, May 28. 

members and tinique. 

PROFESSIONAL I pletion- of the revue, 
COMEDY MATERIAL |soiq into the plusl 
r for all Thaatricals - i nightspot here for a 

BILLY niy uacTCD { with her song special 
s , tlf j the first time TOr si 

Th« Original Show Ba Gag F.U ;that a top local nigh 

as issues $25First i3rfor $7 [dated an overseas star. 
Singly—$1.05 Each In Sequence j —- 

• 3 Parody Books, per Bk .'.. $10 • i 
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk... $25 • i P* r> 11 
• Minstrel Budget .. $25 # ? firA KaZPS AlSl 

How. to Master the Ceremonies 1UC liCU.^0 ril«l 
' S3 per Copy ! Detrn 

• "Thg Comedian" Monthly Service * ’ . . . e-r,° 
515 per Year (12 Issues' .1 The Club Alamo hei 

Wt Also Teach M.C.Mng and Comedy 1 fha Ground last week 
Let a Real Professional Train You , ivS-SSii, 

♦ HO c.q.d.'s ! Spot was operated b 
I I.L L Y G L A S O N {.gleman and was booki 

200 W. 54th St.. N.Y.C. 19. D.pt. V ; Borovy. Dolores Leij 
Circle 7-1130 i bara Cavanaugh wer 

* theatrical return. 

Fire Razes Alamo, Del. 
Detroit, Jtine 4. 

CAB CALLOWAY 
“COTTON CLUB REVUE” 

Seventh Week 
ROYAL NEVADA 

Las Vegas 
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, Tilt Broadway. New York 

RAY R0MAINE 
and CLAIRE 

"Delightfully 
Different'% 

New 
ApfBariey 

GAR 
GAZINOSOU 

Thanks ta 
A TAYEL 

fart. 

spend the summer here vacationing 
to be with her husband who is 
putting on a major battle. 

The Sam Smiths accompanied 
by Mrs. Don Galyon who were here 
for the general checkup, got" a 
100% o.k. and left for Charlotte, 
N.C., where they will resume work. J 

Write to those who are ill.4 

The AoMria* Stars of "WHATS CN TOUR MINT* 

Lucille & Eddie ROBERTS 
Tkra Jaaa 11—ROYAL YORK HOT1L, fwarili 

June 13—PALMIR HOU9I, CWeafe 
M.C.A. 
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New Acts 
MARIE MCDONALD 
Swiss *« 
21 Mins. 
Desert Inn, Las Vegas 

It should come as no surprise 
that the beautiful blonde Marie 
McDonald has a very good singing 
voice and the delivery savvy to go 
with it, since she thrushed for the 
Tommy Dorsey, and Charlie Barnet 
bands before becoming a film 
thesp. She looks- terrific as she 
makes her entrance in an exciting 
black semi-transparent gown which 
reveals shapely gams. Numbers 
include “Married I Can Always 
Get,” a songalog in the appropri¬ 
ate languages Which takes her to 
Japan, Israel, Italy, Paris and New 
York; “It’s All Right With Me,” a 
•new-one Jimmy McHugh wrote for 
her called “I've Found Myself a 
Guy”; a Helen Morgan medley 
chirped from the piano top, and a 
solid bowoff, “Body & Soul,” the 
winking reference to her flicker 
monicker, “The Body.” 

Her act is sans gimmicks—she 
just sings. Wisely,, there’s no 
mention of her recent Page 1 
notoriety. As the act stands, it 
can kick off a fresh career for a 
talented anH decorous performer. 
Conductor - arranger Hal Borne 
helmed stint for Miss McDonald, 
which both present in excellent 
taste and showmanship. Duke. 

KETTY LESTER 
Songs 
15 Mins. 
Village Vanguard, N. Y. 

Ketty Lester is Negro “lass with 
a shapely frame (accentuated by a 
skinvtight gown) and a satisfactory 
voice, but little personal mag¬ 
netism. Eer delivery approaches 
the penetrating level-only once 
during her act. That’s when she 
switches to a subdued style in an> 

• engaging execution of “I Am the 
Girl;'” 

. Other than that, Miss Lester has 
little to offer at present. She fails 
to stir up much excitement, on the 
livelier numbers and the changing 
of her vocal tone is-, occasionally 
irritating. Besides “Girl,” her 
repertoire includes “Let Me Love 
You,” “I‘Love to Love” and “I 
Get a Kick Out of You.” 

Miss Lester, incidentally, is un¬ 
der the personal management of 
Dorothy Shay, who’s currently ap¬ 
pearing at the Persian Room of the 
Hotel Plaza, N. Y. It’s Mias Shay's 
first fling in the management-field. 
She originally saw the 22-year-old 
songstress at the Purple Onion, 
San Francisco bistro, and Is now 
taking hold of the newcomer’s 
business affairs, including disking 
and personal bookings. Jess. 

TRIO RAISNER 
Harmonica 
11 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

A musical threesome with wide¬ 
ly varying heights can cash in on 
this physical dissimilarity with a 
neat comedy line. The Trio Rais- 
ner, expert at the harmonica, do 
this in entertaining act in which 
they reveal solid musicianship. 

One male is small, squat and 
frisky, second is medium-sized 
tall, and third ultra-tall with amus¬ 
ing and typically Gallic face. They 
use various size harmonicas, and 
ring the changes amusingly with 
the different varieties and lengths, 
ranging in tunes from pops to jazz 
and rock 'n' rolL Act's vitality is 
noticeable, and lighting effects are 
aided by luminous shirts. Smal¬ 
lest of trio engages in some danc¬ 
ing by-play to add eccentricity to 
act, garnering yocks. 

Currently on first-ever British 
vaude tour, act rates high for 
vaude, tv and nltery markets in. 
U.S. Members are Albert Raisner, 
Sirio Rossi and Albert Dionnet. 

Gord. 

ANDREW MacPHERSON SING¬ 
ERS (7) 

Songs 
9 Mina. 
Metropole, Glasgow 

New singing group, formed by 
leading linger Andrew MacPher- 
son (who conducts from oreh pit), 
has a freshness and vitality wel¬ 
come in combinations Of this type, 
and puts over lave Scot songs with 
considerable amount of verye. 

Comprising four males and three 
-femmes; group differs-from others 
hereabouts In that all the chirp-, 
ers have personable exteriors, and 
look easy on eye as well as ear. 
Distaffers, f’rinstance, are fairly 
attractive and reflect strong inter¬ 
est and happiness in warbling. 
Group win* strong palming for 
“March -March Marching Through 
the Heather ” and also for a verve- 
filled rendition of. “Oklahoma!” 
Wind with the Scot patriotic song, 
“Scotland the Brave.” Gord. 

JANE MORGAN 
Songs 
30 Mins. 
Royal York Hotel, Toronto 

Jane Morgan, who had to go to 
Paris after her Juilliard training 
to establish a singing reputation 
before being “reimported”, to this 
side of the Atlantic, is breaking in 
a new act here. This includes her 
initial “Round the* World in Eight 
Minutes” medley in which the 
lissome, blonde warbler uses hats 
and shoulder drapes for props and 
works in several tempo changes for 
her dialect songs ranging from 
Scotland to Shanghai, plus vocal 
sidetrips to London, Paris, Rome, 
Barcelona, Istanbul, Honolulu, etc. 

Ladylike Miss Morgan , who 
sports a gorgeous wardrobe and is 
In the class manner, opens with 
tablehopping to “Friendship” and 
then gets into proper stride with 
her imitations of American hit 
parade songs—as sung by Parisian 
nitery stars — for such French- 
language style changes as “No 
Business Like Show Business,” 
“Yellow Rose of Texas," “Sand¬ 
man” and “Davy Crockett.” It’s 
a neat set on novelty delivery, to¬ 
gether. with impressions as to how 
the French artists sang these songs 
during Miss Morgan's stay in Paris, 
complete with volume and shout 
finish, * . ” 

On styling, change, she switches 
to “Two Different Worlds,” with 
slim and shapely singer then into 
her “Fancy Living,” in cotton sun- 
bonnet for her hillbilly song-nar¬ 
rative which, though with somewhat 
risque lyrics, is put across by ex¬ 
pert revival-type timing, general 
gold-digging innocence and refined 
torso-tossing. She finishes with 
nostalgic “Last Goodbye.” 

New act should make Miss Mor¬ 
gan one of the best-dressed women 
in the nitery business; She is also 
an' instant attention-getter. The 
darkened room, lit only by table 
candles, makes her a natural for 
the posh Imperial Room as she 
sings her more romantic numbers 
with only a halo of light on her 
face and shoulders. She is a very 
polished performer, whether in 
lusty or romantic delivery, but still 
retaining that quality of all-Ameri¬ 
can girl. McStay. 

LYS LORING j 
Songs j 
25 Mins. 
Monsignor, N. Y. 

”Lys Loring is an American 
chanteuse of Greek and Continen¬ 
tal background with a decided 
preference for the French touch, 
which she applies somewhat, indis¬ 
criminately but often with charm. 
She possesses and projects a nice 
personality; but needs better edit¬ 
ing of her choice of material. 

At the Monsignor, a swank eat¬ 
ery on the East side, she definitely 
serves up what customers go for, 
and gives strong evidence of a 
comic talent in several of her of¬ 
ferings. It's a flair that warrants 
development, particularly if It can 
be worked in with the more sophis¬ 
ticated French material. 

Singer has a pleasant voice that 
she manipulates to advantage, and 
several of her numbers are put 
across with a nice touch. Sire’s de¬ 
cidedly more at home with the 
novelties and the American entries 
than with the French songs, though 
she manages a-pleasing accent. 

Miss Loring’s sense of humor 
stands her in good stead in a cou¬ 
ple of numbers, particularly when 
she goes table hopping to hand out 
candy from a basket. Her delivery 
has a tendency to be unvaried, con¬ 
sidering the range of material she 
tackles, and she’d be well advised 
to develop alternate approaches. 
Act isn't ready yet for heavier big- 
time, but Miss Loring looks good, 
and time and experience should 
give herjfche necessary stature for 
the bolted Hip. 

TOMMY WONDER, MARGARET 
BANKS, DON DELLAIR 

Dances, Songs : 
15 Mins. 
Blinitrub’S, Boston 1 

Tommy Wonder & Margarej; 
Banks, out for some time, have 
added a'singer and a manikin to 
their nitery' act, breaking in here, 
giving them an entire production. 
Opening with musicomedy terping 
to “Organ Grinder Swing,” red- 
haired looker . 'and her partner 
segue into “St, Louis Blues” terp 
in which lad dons, topper and 
takes cane for fancy breakaway 
steps. Don Dellair comes on with , 
mike to pipe “Dancing in the 
Dark” displaying big voice for 
pleasing effect while femme does 
solo on ballet .kick replete with 
slick spins and twirls. 

Wonder intros manikin, “Suzie,” 

IsRulETr 
nicely costumed 50-pound red- 
haired dummy,, withe whieh -he IT •_ 
traverses the floor in fast spins. I ITIIr 
Overall effect is nice and effort UIUI 
nabs big aud return. Taking the 
manikin for a “Phantom Paradise” 
ballroom comedy routine, Wonder 
muggs .and postures with slick Water 'Follies of 1057 

m“S“S cfmes back fo? dhStter <cmc “»«*» 
bit with mike on mechanical dolls iSfirw* 
replacing “live” ones, and Wonder , MnZ 55In¬ 
cuts in for torrid duo “Jump With 
Sam,” clinching with solo spin. Ranald & Rufty> Chet Clark, Ivan 
Act looks to have nice balance for ^ Lola, Mai Thomas, Marion Mof* 
top spots. Guy. lett> Barbara MeAulay, Roger Na- 

._. dcau, Kevin Newell, Clive Dyson, 
_, . Stanley Mitchell, Charlie Aitken, 
SANDY ANSELMO Aqual-Ballerinas (16), William Ci- 

anci Oreh (12), Buster Keim, chor- 
— eographer; $2 top. 

REVIEWS 

Unit Reviews 

SANDY ANSELMO 
Songs 
25 Mins. 
Jewei Room, Bostonian Hotel, Bos¬ 

ton _ , ■ , Producer Sam Snyder opens the 
Sandy Anselmo, crewcut, white first XJ. S. date of a 25-city tour 

dinner jacketed personable young- with a well rounded vehicle de- 
ster, out for short time -with rousi- signed for both indoor and al fres- 
comedy and tv background inelud- co playing in the 6,500-seat Civic 
uig six weeks on the Gleason show Auditorium, Bangor, Me., for a 
but not .yet documented in Variety, three-day stand,'May 31-June 2. 
displays an okay pop baritone Unit looks ready to compete with 
voice m belting style Iil an ar- any aud or outdoor entertainment 
rangement of showtunes, ballads going and has no trouble reaching 
and calypso set by Kay Holley. He long stretches of a 6,500-seat tiered 

looking am8er anxd basketball hall offering both a 
S lCl movenients V* get- vaude Show and a water carnival 

afI?TS* cPpe«l?g geared to the right tempo for en- 
* fou,!^g £et M? ,he tertainirtg families, 

segues to Pass It On,” and takes ^ . . . ., . 
a spot for “After You’ve Gone.” Snyder has brought m swim top- 
Changing the mood, he dons beret pfrs from Australia, Englaim, Can- 
type hat for boff rendition of ■ ?df» South America and Florida, 
showtune, “Lucky Pierre,” balanced them off with vaude acts, 

,_ii-i -x. model imports and slick produc- 
h.®can switfch tion numbers choreographed by 

Sff “d-«.,a2? B“ster Keim. Two pools are used, 
1 a swimming pool 60x30 alongside 

?ay F r a 35x35 stage, and a diving 
P°°l. 50x30,. with two meter div- lypso kick, he does “There’s An 

Island in the West Indies” roam¬ ing hoards. Special lighting effects, 
W thP flnnr SmT nvEE? * ? S’ strobesfor flash costume ef- 
nlnnp16-Pnr0 fects swim ballet numbers, ere 
bright “Ufe IsQ list A of S5 wlth spDts aimed at the swim 

SdufrelHnTof^lln'I^hrm,^ with running time of two and 
SoreisionS?pg S? one-half hours, the show is divided 
fdded Sul ££ into two parts featuring Eddie 
smart ?nnn‘PrSHnbid Rose, knockout water comic, doing 

■fS a . vaude double with emcee Mai 
iny rilht Slum P Guv Thomas la the ^t half and wind- any sight medium. Guy. ing up with diying board hijinkSf 

- terrif comedy falls and all-around 
DEHL TRIG clowning in the secohd half. Rose 
Dance Adagio also ^oohs out some slick tunes 
6 Mins. on the 88 and plays^nut comedy 
Empire, Glasgow to-Thomas’ straight in the dry part, 

For an offbeat dance novelty this g0V^,fy*er1ion^ Tnhn 
trio merits attention, and Is okay whfoh ifiinnv«?c 
for U.S. vauderies and tv. Three- ^antaY i1? wh C£JL6 look€is parade 
some is composed of two males and 6 ^S^!lfpmtprx:b^nngfl 
a distaffer. The former are garbed 
in black costume, hooded to cover 
heads and eyes, thuf adding right 

lighted number still on the Indian 
kick with clever gimmick routines 

air of mystery. Act opoasto skill- *?.. • returns. Mary Dwight 
full routine on a vast spider’s web cbamP ®nd choreographer of 
riggipg, distaffer heing handled 
and thrown gracefuUy by the male sol° of 
partners. Segue with some fast 
adagio work, exciting on eye as gal , Marion Moffett, nicely costumed, 
is whirled round close to ground. tyR soprano looker, closes the first 

Whole act scores via its simpli- haJf int production number piping 
city and grace, and would have uni- ^p wffPr6 
versal appeal. / Gord. double in .the water -ballet, on the 

. stage. Layout has two onstage pro¬ 
duction numbers and two water 

NEW CHINA-TROUP (7) ballets. Chet Clark, harmonica vir- 
Acrobatic tuoso recruited from the nitery 
15 Mins. stage and now in his second sea- 
L’Olympla, Paris son -with the Water Follies, is a 

Nationally costumed group runs nimble manipulator of the instru- 
smartly through a potpourri of men£ *“d nabs heavy mitting[. Em- 
Chinese acrobatics. Though lack- cee Thomas does a hit bit with the 
Ing the sheen displayed in Europe presenting the evolution of 
by the'recent visit of the Peking bathing suits from 1850' to 1957, 
Musichall, the group is sufficiently wtb the femmes modeling suits 
versatile and colorful to make this ranging .from the oldtime longleg- 
a good entry for U.S. vaude and fed affairs to bikinis, and handles 
video plus any revue-type boites. the intros of the dimng stars and 

After some warmups, there are 
deap, through burning hoops, con- ftom th^ Moh 
tortioning, and then two women, h ; 
suspended by their hair, swinging y rw ipfcnrpitr Braunh stairp Tt material from various countries. leisurely around the stage. It 
ends with a deft free-for-all flip- Kevin Newell, Aussie; Clive Dy- 
cuus wua n -ueiL iree-ior-aii lup- 

flop bit with one of them swirlifi SSlJ?®.rwii-M aiJSS* 
a large flag around the others. It J11®11 Empire; Charhe Aitken, 
Shanes ac’fn evefillfn/ffiipr South American; Roger Nadeau, shapes as an eyefilling filler New Epgland. and stanley mtch. 

._ ° * ell,, acrobatic diver. Enhancing the 
production numbers and water bal- 

THE VOGUES (3) let as exponents of femme pul- 
Songs chritude are Aussie model imports, 
15 Mins. ' Jackie Gatty and Diane Dewar. 
Bar of Music, Los Angeles, Divers are spotted twice, in sin- 

A sprightly new vocal trio, the lI!,®1 
Vogues give promise of developing pldahh^V 
into an effective combo, particular- 

i X H- SK “o«uSfd ?h?po°5 and £82 
flne ladders. Benald & .Body .are spot- 

THE VOGUES (3) 
Songs 
15 filins. 
Bar of Music, Lot Angeles, 

A sprightly new vocal trio, the 

harmony and exuberance. _., . ... .. . . ted in a display of aero balancmg 
Chief difficulty with the act at an(j muscle coordinating. Nadeau 

the moment is a tendency to over- takes the pool over for a solo nov- 
stagrng. Result is a somewhat me- eity water act with_impresh swim- 
chanical approach, particularly on ming styles «nd comic bits of Hol- 
the opening “Tomorrow Moun- ]yW00d personalities; underwater 
tain” They fait their stride about contortions, clinching by winning 
halfway with a good version of a swimming race against Stagey 
Love Me Tender* mid .they have Mitchell in jet propulsion style. 

a fine singing comedy routine in 
a “what will be nostalgic in 1977” 
medley that includes the worst of 
thej current'Hit Parade material. 
More material of this kind would 
give the act an added uniqueness 
that would help. 

(CHAUD1ERE, OTTAWA) 
Ottawa, June 1. 

Using 16 people and allowing no 
Vocally, they get a fine harmonic second to lapse unworked, “Ca- 

blend, although individually the lypso Carnival” is a lavish, race- 
voices are not outstanding. Num- paced 70 minutes of boffo show- 
bers are well arranged and the manship. Thorough training and 
act is young, fresh $nd visually savvy are exhibited throughout, 
appealing. Kap. hill toppers displaying plenty 

ability. Femmes are all stacked 
lookers, particularly the terpers, 
and the producers have made the 
most of calypso’s potential as im¬ 
pact-getter. including not too sub¬ 
tle underlining of sex angles. 
While the calypso atmosphere is 
always there, customers never get 
an overdose since soeko produc¬ 
tion, brilliant costuming and stag¬ 
ing and a balanced routining keep 
the level high and forceful. 

Chant chores go to Anna Eng¬ 
lish whose cllcko pipings come out 
of an anatomy that has the male 
customers bug-eyed; Howard‘Mann 
and Beverly Dee, only white mem¬ 
bers of the group, others in spe¬ 
cialty bits. Marion Barker and Lee 
Lynn single in calypso terps and 
Paul Meeres & La Raine pair in 
socko terps to biggest mittings. 
Sprinkled throughout is colored 
clown, Pom-Pom, who w’orks aero 
and slapstick nicely. Pair of bongo 
drummers are always in back¬ 
ground providing calypso sounds 
to augment the Harry Pozy house 
band’s top-rank showbacking. Line 
of six girls is on 'frequently as 
background for featured items aiid 
three of their own numbers. 

“Calypso Carnival” is a whirl¬ 
wind bit of solid showmanship, big 
for niteries, television, stage work 
and could be used in pictures to 
advantage in the right place. 

Gorm. 

Frankie Laine & Co. 
(St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow). 

, Glasgow, May 30, 
Harold Fielding presentation of * 

Frankie Laine (Al Lerner, musical 
director), Vic Lewis Oreh, Des¬ 
mond ■ Lane, Vic Hammett Oreh, 
Anne Metcalfe, Blue Notes (3). At 
St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow, May 
29, ’57; $1.30 top. 

Frankie Laine, here on one- 
nighter, proves he’s still a great 
singing showman, although not nec¬ 
essarily with same marquee value 
as of yesteryear. He has solid re¬ 
action from loyal fans, these main¬ 
ly in the 20-30 years’ bracket, and 
wins strong mitting for 35-minute 
songalog, with Al Lerner at piano 
and also batoning the Vic Lewis 
oreh for certain tunes. 
iaine scores early with “A Wom¬ 

an in Love” from “Guys and 
Dolls,” and revives oldies asso¬ 
ciated with bis disclicks such as 
“That’s My Desire,” “Jealousy,” 
“Jezebel” and “Sixteen Tons.” 

More good mitting for “Anna- 
belle Lee”, arranged by Lerner. 
and for a new song “Without Him, 
which singer forecasts may be 
another “I Believe.” Also wins top 
reaction with the quieter “Love Is 
A Golden Ring,” but should avoid 
fault of hitting out here at recent 
London critics, as he does by re¬ 
ferring to them as “so-called gen¬ 
tlemen of the press” and obviously- 
ly smarting under their barbs. 
. Vic Lewis oreh accompanies the 
U. S. singer and livens up the 
opening of second segment with 
a comedy slant to . “Love, Love,* 
Love.” Orch’s drummer, Andy 
White, gets a worthwhile solo spot, 

Desmond Lane, playing clarinet 
and penny whistle, closes the first 
half to deafening applause, and has 
the outfronters stamping feet and 
handclapping for his lively rock 
’n’ roll music. Lane, a good bet as 
support act to U. S. name per¬ 
formers, quips back merrily at au¬ 
dience and Is well in tune with 
modern trends. His rendition of 
“Rock Mr. Piper* ” his own number, 
brings solid palming. 

The Blue Notes are three Instru¬ 
mentalists (piano, bass, guifcari who 
give out entertainingly in. “Bring 
a Little Water, Sylvie” and “Birth 
of the Blues.” Anne Metcalfe 
pleases with piano solos, and show 
is teed off with the Vic Hammett 
oreh. Gord. 

Copeland brandies Out 
As Pix, Wax, TV Single 

Hollywood, June 4. 
After eight years as a member 

of the Modernaires, Alan Copeland 
is branching out as a jingle, be¬ 
ginning with a featured appear¬ 
ance in “The Big Beat,” Will Co¬ 
wan’s first feature production at 
Universal-International. Copeland 
will also write the title tune for 
the film. 

Following the film stint, Cope¬ 
land has been set for a date at the 
Mapes in Reno, opening July 11, 
then treks east for an appearance 
on the Ed Sullivan tv show. He’ll 
return to the Coast to cut an al¬ 
bum for Coral before going back to 
New York to start Sept. 7 as a 
regular member of the cast of the 
“Hit Parade” tv show. 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF JUNE 5 

Numtrals in conAtctlon with bill* btiewr Intflctfg opining day of ahow 
whothor full or split woolc 

Lotttr In paronthosos liudcatos circuit: (I) Indtpondanf; (L) Lo«w; (M) Moss; 
(P) Paramount; <R) RKO; <S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; (W) Wamar 

NEW YORK CITY 

Music Hall (R) i 
Jay Marshall 
John Alexander 
Clark Terry 
Anthony Makas 
Rockettes 
Raymond Paige 
Corps de Ballet 

Palace (R) 7 
Jeri Sc Eddie Law¬ 

rence 
Tommy Morgan. 

Morris Sc Barry 
Elisa Jayne 
The Renowns 
Everett Marshall 
Alan Carney 
The Laflottes 

Roxy («) 
Tommy Sands 
Will Jordan 
Tina Robins 
Roxyettes 
Roxy Orch. ^ 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 
Tivoli (T) 10 

Johnny* Lockwood 
Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Les Thaika 
Medlock & Marlowe 
Bailadinls 
Billy Kayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O’Connor 
Edit Juhasr. 
Alwyn Leclde : 
Continentals 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Codso 
Olivia Dale 
2 Dancing Boys 

4 
BRITAIN 

Rudas Dancers (16) 
SYDNEY 

Tivoli CT> JO 
Peter Brough 
Ronald Chesney 
Boys of Mexico 
2 Earls 
Christine Sc Moll 
Lebrac Sc Eemice 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicados 
Williams & Shand . 
Buster Flddess 
Nina Cooks 
Brenda Rowe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

ASTON 
Hippodrome (11 3 

Terry Cantor 
Red Prt=ston 
Toiya Kee 
Lcvacquc & Juanita 
Kenny Cantor 
Dale Warren 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hippodrome (M) 3 

Max Bygrat es 
Joan Regan 
Kaye Sis 
Dru •&. Di Jon 
Rose Sc M ridn 
Francois & Zandra 
Ton'.mv Locky 

BRADFORD 
Alhambra (M) 3 

Gladys Morgan 
Haley Sis 
Desmond Lane 
Ladringlos 
Gaunt . Bros. 
Glen Mason 
Connor Sc Drake 
Daly A- Wayne 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome (M) 3 

Lonnie Unnegan 
De Vere Girts 
Smoothy & Layton 
Miki Sc Gtiff 
Dcs O’Connor 
Curzon 3 
Peter Oulnton 

COVENTRY 
Hippodrome (I) 3 

Teenagers 
Frankie Lymon 
George Martin 
Very Cody 
Pierre Bel 
A Sc B BLack 
Fred Lovelle 
Elites 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire (Ml 3 
Nat Jackley 
George I.ac.v 
Dave O’Gorman 
Ken-Tones 
Les Galantas 
Roy Rivers 
6 Rock *n’ Roll Girls 

GLASGOW 
Empire (M) 3 

Guv Mitchell 
Gilbert Sc Sylvia 
Revel A- P Fields 
Jean Sc Barbour 
3 Brittons 
Tippy Sc Cobina 
Sharpe & Iris 

LIVERPOOL 
. Empire (Ml 3 

Jimmy’ Young 4 
McAndrewjj & Mills 

Wilson. Keppel Sc 
Betty 

Archie Glen 
Joe Lynch 
Joan Rhodes 
Mandos Sis 
Overbury & Suzette 

LONDON 
Hippodrome (Ml 3 

Sham Wallis 
Andrea Dancers 
Jones & Arnold 
Los Gatos 
Jimmy Lee 

Palladium (M> 3 
Howard Keel 
Senor Wences 
Jimmy Wheeler 
Eve Boswell 
Rudy Horn 
Fayne Sc Evans 
Merkys 
George Carden Co. 
Metropolitan (11 3 

Dickie Valentine 
Jimmy Gay 
Jack Beckett 
Les We’dens 
Renee Dymolt 
RaymUIes 
Michael Sc Davis 
Billy Burden 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (Ml 3 

Jimmy Edwards 
6 Glamorettes 
Arthur Worsley 
Mongadors & Ann 
B Sc A Pearson 
Dowie Sc Kane 
Julie Dey 

NORWICH 
Hippodrome (I) 3 

Jimmy French 
Sherry Laine 
Chief Beaver Co. 
Dancing Waters 
Jacksons Young 
Jill Sc Julie 

SHEFFIELD 
Em Dire (M) 3 

Max Wall 
Terry Kennedy Co. 
Anne Hart 
Jumpin' Jax 
5 Speedacs 
6 Teen-Agers 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand (1) 3 

Billie Roche 
Corrle Elliott 
Ellisia Raye 
Mandy Sc Sandy 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire (Ml 3 

Tessie O’Shea 
A Sc L Ward 
Babette Sc Raoul 

Viennese Lantern 
Galena 
Judy Foster 
Ernest Schoen Ore 
Harold Sandler 
Paul Mann 

Village Barn 
Sophie Parker 
Zeb Carver 
Ed Smith 
Ralph Michelle . 

Billy Kelly 
Irving Harris 

Village Vanguard 
Irwin Corly 
Chico Hamilton 
C Williams Trio 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Sarah Vaughan 
Count Basle Ore 
Haitian Dancers 

CHICAGO 
Black Orchid 

Jerry Lester 
Rita Constance 

Blue Angel 
“Calypso Craze" 
Jamaica Slim 
Lady Venita 
Rudolph King 
Lady Janet 
Shovon Trio 
Roger McCall 
Al D’Lacy Ore 

Blue Note 
Stan Kenton Ore 

Chez Parse 
Nat (King) Cole 
Allen Sc De Wood 
Henry Brandon Ore 
Chez Paree- Ad or* 

ables 
Cloister Inn 

Chubby Jackson’s 
Rascals (5) 

Ruth Olay 
Conrad Hilton 

Skating Memories" 
Doyers (2) 
Clifford Guest 
Colstons (2) 

Karen 
Jo Ann McGowan 
BUI Christopher 
Paul Glbben 
Naomi Wold 
"China" Clark 
Ann CucksCy 
Encores (4) 
Frankie Masters Ore 
Boulevardears Sc 

Dons (12) 
Drake Hotel 

Joanne Gilbert 
Gate of Horn 

Bob Gibson 
Jo Mapes 

London House . 
Barbara CarroU (3) 
Eddie Higgins (3) 

Mister Kelly's 
Buddy Greco Trio 
Teddl King 
Harry Slottag (3) 
Marx Sc Frlgo 
Frank D*Rone 

Palmer House 
Crew-Cuts 
Page & Bray 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

LOS ANGELES 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 

Bon Soir 
Jimmy Kofnack 
(’indy Sc Llndy 
Sylvia S.vms 
Three Flames 
Bruce Kirby 

Blue Angel 
Splvy « . 
Dorothy Loudon 
Will Holt 
Chabella 
Jimmy Lyon 3 
Bart Howard 

Casanova 
Helene Darcel 
Jacques Zarow 
Alex Alstone 

Chateau Madrid 
Lana Monies 
Montes De Oca 
Incia Adams 
Ra ph Font Ore 
Camli Cortez 
Ca.aay Ore 

Copa cabana 
Tony Martin 
Bobby Van 
Tom Rockford 
Marilyn Cooper 
Tony Starman 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 
Downstairs Room 

Ceil Cabot 
Jack Fletcher 
June Ericson 
Gerry Matthews 
Julius Monk 
Daphne Heilman 
Stella Brooks 
Blossom Dearie 

No 1 Fifth Aye- 
Joey Carter < 
Rosemary O’Reilly 
Bob Downey > 
Harold Fonvllle ' 
Hotel Ambassador 

Chauncey Gray Ore 
Jani Sarkozi 

Gypsies 
Quintero Rhumbas 

Hotel Pierre 
Celeste Holm 

L Sc E Roberts 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Alan Logan Ore 
Joseph Sudy 

Hptel. Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

Hotel Taff 
Vincpnt Lopez Ore 

4fetetSt.*«9U 
Milt ■ Shaw Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

Hotel Static r 
J. Dorsey Ore. 

Latin Quarter 
George Matson 
Dominique 
Isabel Sc Miguel 
Trio Cottas 
Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowe Ore 

Hotel Plaza 
Dorothy Shay 
led Straeter 
Mark Monte 

New Roumanian 
Lou Menchell 
Alverda 
Oeryl Chandler 
H. Roth Ore 

Old Roumanian 
Jan Bart 
Danny Carroll 
Sadie Banks 
Joe La Porte Qrc 

Park Sheraton 
Jan August t 
Spark Thurman. 

RSVP 
Jo Hurt 
Don Carey 
Don Ev&ns 

Town A Country 
Burnell Dancers 
Ned Harvey Ore 
La Plays 

Two Guitars 
Kostya Poliansky 
Dolores Daupbine 
Leonid Lngovsky 
Eugene & Soma 
Andrei Hamshay 

Bar of Music 
Barry O’Hara 
Vogdes CD ; 

Felix De Cola 
Jerry Linden Ore 

Cocoanut Grove 
A. 31. Alberghetti 
F. Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
June Christy 
Lenny Bruce 
Dave Pell Octet 

Interlude 
Mort Sahl 

Jeri Southern 
Shorty Rogers Ore 

Mocambo 
Connee Boswell 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouge 
Billy Ward & 

Dominoes 
Statler Hotel 

Gogi Grant 
Dick Stabile Ore 

Zardis J inland 
Johnnie ‘Scat’ Davis 
Roy Milton . Ore 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert Inn 

Ted Lewis 
Marie McDonald 
Art Johnson 
Donn Arden Dncrs 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 
‘Havana Jlardi Gras* 
Cesar Romero 
Eve Flores 

.Milo Velarde v 
Tony Sc Francella 

AMarquez Sis 
rGarwood Van Ore 

El Cortez 
“Rhythm on Ice" 
George Arnold 
Jack Hilliard 
Busier Hallett Ore 

Et Rancho Vegas 
Joe E. Lewis 
Lill St. Cyr 
Kay Brown 
Molnar Dancers 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Jan Murray 
Mills Bros. 
Chiquita St Johnson 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Fremont Hotel 
Ish Kabibble Sc 

Shy Guys 
The Make Believes 
Gayle Walton 

Golden Nugget 
Lisa Alonso 
Hank Penny. 
Sue Thompson 
Frankie Ma.vo 
I.ee Maynard 
Faye Ellen 
Dream Ranch 3 

Hacienda 
Kings IV 
Shirley Scott 

Riviera 
“Pajama Game” 
Larry Douelas 
Noveliles 
Alicke.v Katz 
Ray Sinatra Orch 

Royal Nevada 
Cab Calloway 
Cotton Clnb Revue 
Saliie Blair 
Lonpie Sattin 
George Kirby 
Norma Miller Dncrs 

Sahara 
Teresa Brewer' 
Dick Kerr 
B Sc C Robinson 
Sonny King 
The Sabres 
Cee Davidson Ore 
Louis Prima- 

Keely Smith 
Sane* 

Lena Horhe 
Charlivel 3 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morelli Ore 

Showboat. 
Dick • Chase Sc Bud 

Mitchell 
Georgia Holden 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girls 
Mike Werner Orch 

Sliver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Peop-etts 
Candy Barr 
Johnny Maddox 
Pat Yankee 
Bob Darch 
Barbary Coast Bovs 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Slipperettes 
Geo. Redman Orch 

Thunderhlrd 
China Doll Revue 
Thunderbird DwCrs 
Al Jahns Orch 

Troplcana 
Rhonda Fleming 
Elaine Dunn 
Tybee’ Afra 
Ben Pova 
Judy Logan . 
Nat Brandywynne 

MIAM1-MIAM1 BEACH 
Americana 

Jackie Heller 
Jill Corey 
Will Jordan ' 
Lee Martin Ore 

Balmoral 
Charlie Farrell 
•Sonny Kcndis Ore 
Tana Lenn 

Club Calypso 
Tropical Holiday 
Carlos Varella’* 

Cubanaircs 
Di Lfdo 

Mandy Campo Ore 
Freddie Stewart 
Maria Sc Toni 
Caney Ore 

Eden Roe 
Mary Small 
Dave Barry 
Three Galanes 
Kasse Quintet 
Henry Tobias 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Count Bernardino 
Palmettd Boys 

Fontainebleau 
Phil Foster 
Leny Eversong . 
Gina Sc Gerardo 
Murray Schlamme 
Al Navarro Ore 
Sacasas Ore 

London Towne 
Arthur Blake” 
Weela Gallex 
Jean TourigDy 

Malayan 
The Riveros 
Mighty Panther 
Bahama Mama 
Conrad Hodges' 

Calypsonians 

Murray Franklin’s 
Jimmy Ames 
Nat Poolgate 
Dick Haviland 
Murray Franklin 
Billy Mitchell 
Eddia Bernard 

Nautnus 
Charlie Carlisle 
Ruth Raye 
Mario Sc Tonia 
Syd Stanley Ore 

Place PIgalle 
B. S. Pully 
Dixie Evans 
French Follies 

Sevilla 
Mickey Gentile 
Tommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers Ore 
Rey Mambo Ore 

Saxony 
Lamatta Bros. 
Calypsonians 
Cortes Ore 

. Roney Plaza 
Lord Count 
Katy Lee 
Serge Valdez Ore 

S O'clock 
Bubbles Darlene 
Tommy Raft 
Al Golden 
Parisian Rev 

Thunderbird 
The Kentones 
Dick Sterling 
Sip Taylor 
Rey Mambo Ore 

Calypso Revue 
Lord Flea Sc Co. 
Frank Lib ale Ore 

HAYANA 
Tropicana 

Pedro Vargas 
Leonela Gonzalez 
Paulino Alvarez 
S Suarei Orq 
A Romeu Orq 

sans Seucl 

Pete. Hanley 
Lola Dee 
Gloria Sc Rolando 
Victor Alvarez 

Ortega Ore 
Montmartre 

Raquel Bardin 

Fajardo Oro 
C Play* Ore 

Marilyn Davies 
; Ed Darby 
Sherman's Models 
Dancing Waters 

! W. Reyes Ore 

RENO 

Mapet Sky room 
Moore Sc Lessy 
Johnny Bach 
Skylets 
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

New Golden 
Billy Duke Sc Dukes. 
Nite Caps 

Nugget 
Jack Teagarden (3) 
Turk Murphy 

Riverside 
Dennis Day • 
Day-bonairep 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Ore 

LAKE TAHOE 

Harrah's • 
Louis Armstong 
Lenny Gale 
Will Osborne Ore 
. Sfatellne Country 

Club 
Mary Kaye Trio 
Jigg Adams 
Dick Saunders (4) 

Racial Romanes 
—— Continued from nags 1 ^ 

may prevent the picture from 

paying off. 

Sales department at 20th is any-, 

thing but happy With the prospect 

of losing the Southern mart on 

one of its- major attractions* 
There’s been talk of editing the 

film, and some Southern exhibi¬ 

tors have plainly warned 20th 

that, if. they should play the 
Harry Belafonte-Dorothy Dan- 
dridge-James Mason-Joan Fon¬ 
taine starrer, they'd do their own 
cutting of scenes. 

Picture has Miss Dandridge go¬ 
ing off with a white man, and 
Belafonte rejecting Miss Fontaine 
who wants to marry him. Though 
the action is laid in the West 
Indies, and not the U.S., Southern 
groups have been actively agitat¬ 
ing against the film. 

20th at one point considered 
putting out a special “edition” for 
the South, but the idea was ulti¬ 
mately rejected. In the “Island 
in the Sun” aejs, white and col¬ 
ored are Carefully separated. 

Some at 20th fear that the 
Zanuck opus may run into some 
opposition also in the .North, op¬ 
position fanned by exaggerated 
reports from the race-haters in 
the South. Pic was screened for 
the homeoffice staff in Gotham 
Friday. Femme contingent found 
some scenes “rough.” However, 
Zanuck refuses to make cuts, how¬ 
ever small, which some at 20th 
would like to set* made. Company 
is frankly concerned over the 
threat to its investment. 

Situation has some at 20th won¬ 
dering whetherjhe “shock”, value 
of the film -can overcome resist¬ 
ance to the race angle, even 
though they believe that “Island” 
will be hailed as a fine picture by 
the critics. In conjunction with 
this, they're questioning the wis¬ 
dom, in the current precarious 
market, of making “provocative” 
films that, by their very nature, 
alienate a good section- of the 
badly-needed domestic audience. 

Yet, executives in the industry 
for quite a while were squeamish 
about the presentation of the 
Negro on the screen. Bosley 
Crowther, in his “The Lion's 
Share,” tells how L. B. Mayer back 
in 1948 was Unhappy because 
Juano Hernandez in “Intruder in 
the Dust” played his role In a 
manner to show pride and de¬ 
fiance, “Mayer thought he should 
be an Uncle Tom,” reports Crow¬ 
ther. having said earlier that 
Mayer “was always apprehensive 
of. .stories that revealed embar¬ 
rassing conflicts in American 
life.” . 

Church Singers 
——Continued from page l 

are subject to criticism for paying 
their regular singers a nominal 
weekly fee but “plunging” up to 
$150 for a high holiday visiting 
cantor. 

Church singers also complain 
that Protestant funerals are so of¬ 
ten ; held in commercial parlors 
with the latter providing any 
musical talent used at the services 
and the- deceased parishioner’s 
regular church singer overlooked, 
though the pastor is not. Fee for a 
funeral is usually around $15, 
sometimes less* occasionally a little 
less, occasionally a little more. • 

. Marble Collegiate Church/where. 
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale packs 
’em in three times every Sunday 
has recently upped singers' to $60 
for the day, and that makes the 
new “guild” happy. Christian 
Science Churches have the reputa¬ 
tion among the warblers of paying 
the best fees. 

House Reviews 
Palladium, Louden 

London, May 28. 
Howard Keel, Senor Wences, Eve 

Boswell, Jimmy Wheeler, Tony 
Fayne & David Evans, Rudy Horn, 
3 Merkys, Group One (4), George 
Carden Dancers (18), Cyril Oryxt- 
del Orch. 

After a spate of headliners in 
the rock ’n’ roll style, and bills 
levelled at teenagers, Val Parnell’ 
has brought in a hill topper who 
charms the audience with a fine 
voice and no gimmicks. Howard 
Keel, known to Londoners from a 
long line of musical pictures, fhe 
Drury Lane production of “Okla- 
,homa,” and a previous Palladium 
•stint last year, gives a polished 
performance which includes a 
hefty proportion of hit showtunes, 
and insures a boff season for the 
next two weeks. 

He reliesr on his own warm per¬ 
sonality and a healthy pair of tune¬ 
ful pipes to sell his act. On these 
attributes alone, he scores a smash 
success during his 45-minute spot. 
Spontaneous applause greets his 
entry into most of the numbers 
he’s associated with, and begoff 
cheers are a worthy tribute to cap 
his success. Liberal doses of nat¬ 
ural comedy are filtered into the 
routine, and Keel demonstrates his 
versatility in a strawhat softshoe 
dance; a pelvis wriggling version 
of “Singing the Blues”; and a cal- 
lypso, "Kingston Tow**” all aimed 
at demonstrating that straight 
singing still has plenty to offer. 
His songalog is briskly paced and 
consists of a well chosen reper¬ 
toire. Best entries are “Autumn 
Leaves,” “Falling In Love,” “As 
Time Goes By,” and,the act closer 
“September Song.” Group One, a 
close harmony quartet, back up 
nicely on several numbers. 

Senor Wences is a master of the 
arts of ventriloquism, comedy and 
juggling, and is accorded the hefty 
reception he deserves for a smooth, 
out-of-the-rut act. His left hand, 
suitably made up, serves as the 
main dummy of his routine, though 
a chicken and a bearded head in 
a box complete his characters. His 
humor is essentially, sophisticated. 
The climax of his act is a remark¬ 
able four-way crossraHc routine 
while spinning a tray oh^the end 
of a long, thin stick. ' ' „ 

Songstress Eve .Boswell cbmes, 
in for a rousing reception with a 
pleasantly peppy performance. She 
has a good voice and, a matching 
personality and captures the audi-; 
ence after a slow start. Her looks'! 
and dress sense add considerably 
to her appeal. By far her best ren¬ 
dering is a smoochy version of 
“Mr. Wonderful,” though she’s ac¬ 
corded hefty mitts for one of her 
disclicks, “Pickin’ A Chicken.” _ 

Essentially a comedian with ap¬ 
peal to solely British audiences, 
Jimmy Wheeler bulldozes his way 
through a series of gags based on 
current affairs, which register well. 
Tony Fayne Sc David Evans real¬ 
istically impersonate w.k. figures 
of the entertainment world, laced 
with a modicum of humor. A Pal¬ 
ladium favorite, Budy Horn has 
the audience, holding its breath 
while he balances on .a unicycle 
and tosses cups and Saucers up 
onto his head. The Three Merkys 
perform their double-jointed antics 
on parallel 3<bars. Group One rate 
a good response, and render sev¬ 
eral numbers in the modern style. 
The George Carden Dancers main¬ 
tain their high standard of terp- 
ing in two spots, and Cyril Orana- 
del’s resident orch excellently 
showcases the bill. Barij. 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, May 29. 

Harold Fielding presentation 
with Freddie Bell & Bellboys (8), 
Tommy Steele & The Ste'elemen 
(4), Trio ROisner, Paul'& Peta 
Page, Billy Stutt, Dehl Trio, Reg 
Thompson 7 Volants, Bobby Dowds 
Orch; $1.30 top. 

Here’s a honey of a layout for 
the youthful rock 'n’ roll addicts. 
Harold Fielding, London impre-' 
sario, has geared It into noisy 
momentum to intense satisfaction 
here of juve customers, adding b.o. 
appeal of disk atfd tv star Tommy 
Steele, English rock V roller, and 
hep musicianship of Freddie Bell 
& the Bellboys. 

On first appearance here, Bell 
opens to warm ovation, and loses 
no* seconds in fast-paced act, 
marked by slick group work in 
dance movements, an assured com¬ 
edy sense and good showmanship. 
From opener of “Teach You to 
Rock” through to “Giddy Up A 

Ding-Dong,” the U. S. group scores 
solidly, Freddie Bell jumping like 
a jack-in-box to and fro garbed 
smartly in silver lame jacket. Russ 
Conti garners yocks with comedy 
at piano, and Chick Keeney draw*. 
,top mitting for his marathon on 
drums. 

/,Steele, with advantage of bigger 
b.o. name hereabouts, largely hiked 
through recent tv appearances on 
the BBC “Six-Five Special” show, 
enters to squeals and yells’ from 
younger outfronters, and has the 
kids jumping in their seats to cheer * 
him with his group of three, musi¬ 
cians. Loud reaction from the fans 
frequently drowns his songs as he 
strums happily .to his guitar, leap¬ 
ing crackerjack-style across the 
stage, blond hair flapping In con¬ 
trast to white shirt and blue- and- 
silver pants., Kid is a naturally 
happy performer with engaging 
manner, and currently on crest of 
popularity wave. 

He throws himself with unin¬ 
hibited style into “Teenage Party/* - 
“Bingin'* the Blues,” “Rock with 
Caveman,” ‘tRazzle Dazzle" and 
.(to high palm-mete? registration) 
“Hound Dog.” A slower tune, 
“Butterfingers,” draws sighs in 
same manner as Danny Kaye’s 
“Candy Kisses” did at this vauaery 
some years back. 

Support layout is . shrewdly 
aimed at the youngsters, too. The 
Seven Volants, four males 'and 
three femmes, tumble speedily and 
exit in slick tableau-grbuping To 
provide a fast opening act. Reg 
Thompson “links comedy patter 
with harmonica playing. Paul & 
Peta Page make a galaxy of clever 
puppets dance and act to liveliest 
of rock ’n’ roll music, and rate 
among best of British support acts 
in current vaude, well worthy of 
U. S. attention. Billy Stutt holds 
down the difficult pre-Tomnjy 
Steele slotting with breezy Irish 
blarney and song. 

The Dehl Trio, in Spider Fan¬ 
tasy, and- a French act, the Trio 
Rainser, with harmonca comedy, 
both, score strongly, and merit at¬ 
tention in New Acts. Bobby Dowds 
house orch supplies suitable show- 
backing for alt support acts. 

Gord. 

Palace, N. Y. 
McHarris Sc Dolores, Baron 

Buika, Bandy's Greyhounds tc Mon¬ 
keys, Manhattans (3), Chaz Chase, 
Devani Berne (3), Steve Evans, 
Del Rio & Rosita, Myron Roman 
House Orch: “Beyond Mombaso** 
(Col), review in Variety Oct. 1?, 
'56. 

There’s little excitement at the 
Palace this frame. Bill follows * 
routine vaude course traveling at 
a moderate pace from kickoff to 
finale. 

McHarris & Dolores, Negro step¬ 
pers, start the show rolling with 
a fair tap turn. They are at their 
best when they step up the< rhythm 
with some speedy stuff. Baron 
Buika. follows with his fiddle and 
gets an okay response from a 
Gershwin medley played straight 
and some gimmicked routines like 
playing a one-string fiddle or two 
fiddles.simultaneously. * 
•'Baudy’s Greyhounds & Monkey* 

put some life into the trey. The 
canines cavort with enthusiasm 
and the turn draws some yocks 
when the monkeys come on to 
romp with them. In the No. 4 spot 
is a bright vocal trio (two guys and 
a femme) called the Manhattans, 
“Alabamy Bound”!: serves as a brisk 
opener and after a special material 
piece about ‘sopranos* they wrap it 
up neatly-with a slick cornpone 
version of Irving Berlin’s “You’re 
Just In Love.” 

Vet clown Chaz Chase is spotted 
next with a blending of dancing 
and eating that w^rks well with 
the aud. On the menu for Ms 
voracious appetite are such indi¬ 
gestible items as lighted matches, 
cigars, paper, clothing, etc. He 
wolfs it all with gusto and to the 
pewholders* delight? 

Devani Berne, a ballet turn con¬ 
sisting of two men and a femme, 
go to bat in the sixth slotting with 
a choreographed legend of a dame 
in love with her mirror. The boys 
toss and spin her around to good 
effect. 

The next-to-closing is taken over 
by Steve Evans who gets only fair 
returns from Ms patter material 
that includes his drunk routine 
and an impression of laughing 
styles. Del Rio & Rosita, a knife- 
throwing act, close up show with 
some nifty blade-tossing that pulls 
in mitt approval; In the pit, Myron 
Roman gives ’em all a brisk back¬ 
ing. Grot. 
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WaUlarf-Astarli, N. Y. 
Sarah Vaughn, Count Basie Orch 

vnth Joe WiUiams; Haitian Moon 
Dancers, Bela Bahai Orch; $3-$4 

- cover. 

There's a new decor and a new’ 
feeling at the Hotel Waldorf- 
Astoria's Starlight .Roof which 
opened for the season Monday (3). 
In honor .of its -preem show, 
“Calypso Carnival,” hotel veepee 
Claude C. Philippe has installed a 
Caribbean motif with bamboo and 
birdcages giving a tropical air to 
the proceedings. .The entire effect 
is gay and summery. 

Philippe is again departing from 
- the staid Waldorf patterns in seek¬ 

ing new faces and formats. The 
pairing of Count Basie orch and. 
Sarah Vaughan with a; calypso 
group, to provide tropical relief 
from jazz session, works out ex¬ 
cellently. In Basie and Miss 
Vaughan, the Waldorf has two 
frontline names from the jazz fir¬ 
mament who are draws on their 
own and who will undoubtedly 
lure sufficient prom trade to pro¬ 
vide a profitable stay. They’ll also 
bring in many holdovers from the 
1938 era when the Basie brand of 
music meant the greatest rhythm 
section in the business plus high 
and fanciful flights into the world 
of jazz. 

Actually, Basie’s music is in itself 
timeless. It’s fluid enough to retain 
its original jazz and swing charac¬ 
teristics and yet take on modem 
dolors and variations. It’s the 
sturdy brand of music that has 
survived subsequent onslaughts of 
progresslvism, bop, rock ’n* roll, 
and' We’ll no doubt outstay the 
present calypso vogue. 

There’s the sly humor bf the 
Basie kind of pianistics with its 
lowdowii connotations. There’s 
also vigor and high musical move- 

' ment in the brasses and tremen¬ 
dous strength in the rhythm sec¬ 
tion. Basie welds these components 
into a harmonious unit. His vocalist, 
Joe Williams,.has a vigorous style 
that calls for respectful treatment 
of the song, but with enough em¬ 
bellishment to provide added in¬ 
terest. The hand’s efforts are a 

: delight to the jazz connoisseur, 
even if the usual Waldorf patron¬ 
age won’t dig the jive as thorough¬ 
ly as the hepper gentry of the prom 
set. 

Miss Vaughan is a stylist of 
depth and dimension. She follows 
an almost pure musical Kne that 
has a languid content at times and 
yet creates its own excitement. In 
tunes such as “Over the Rainbow,” 
“Tenderly,” “But Not for Me” and 
the other ballads, there’s an ease 
of delivery that permits complete 
relaxation to the customers. She’s 
one of the top singers of this day, 
with ability to tackle any type of 
aong with this highly developed 
voice and a style easily appreciated 
by alL She’s as good for the 
Waldorf as she has been for the 
Birdland, where she’s billed as the 
“Divine Sarah.” When she takes 
on .the rhythmic numbers with the 
easy workover' of “High High the 
Moon” and “Ol* Devil Moon*"-she 
dishes them out with ease and 
originality. 

As an added measure to give 
some verity to the show’s title, 
there are the Haitian Moon Danc¬ 
ers, comprising two lads and four 
ladies, in picturesque costumes and 
choreography (latter by Buddy 
Philips and Syvilla Port) with 
island influences. They went over 
well with the first-nighters. 

The relief music -is now helmed 
by Bela Bahai, moved over from 
the -Chardas in .the Yorkville sector 
and whq has taken over from the 
late Mischa Borr. Jose, 

Chase Oab, St, Mi 
" St. Louis, June 1. 

Paul Gilbert, Jo Ann Miller, Con 
& Mann, George Rank Orch (12); 
$3 minimum. 

The comedy capers of Paul Gil¬ 
bert, the sultry thrushing of Jo 
Ann Miller and the tandem toe 
work of dancers Con & Mann 
make up' the finale show for the 
Chay Club’s current season. The 
Inn goes dark June 9 until Sep¬ 
tember with summer shows set for 
the hotel’s Starlight Roof begin¬ 
ning June 22 with Hildegarde./- 

Gilbert, who has appeared at 
the Chase 'seven times in about as 
many years, scores .easily' with an 
up-to-date routine which satirizes 
everything from -rock ’n’ * roll to 
revival meetings. His closer, 
“Somebody’s Keeping Score," has 
him screaming a silly sermon from 
ringside table tops. It’s an extend¬ 
ed version of his Cavalier record¬ 
ing of the same evangelistic mel¬ 
ody. 

Building * toward his frenzied 
finale, Gilbert spoofs psychoanaly¬ 
sis, air travel and television. The 
youthful comic also gets, in a few 
toots on his trumpet, an instru¬ 
ment he handles well for comedy 
effect He also stretches an im¬ 
pression of a maniac medic for 

lots of laughs with a rubber gloves 
snapping bit. 

Brunet ballad belter Jo Ann 
Miller has Mississippi River clien¬ 
tele begging for more of her bar¬ 
relhouse repertoire after a rousing 
delivery of Bessie Smith’s “Pig’s 
Foot and A Bottle' of Beer.” The 
chanteuse aaves her lowdown tunes 
until last, first showing her ver¬ 
satility in other vocal fields. Her 
offerings include a bongo-backed- 
“Tragedy in Trinidad,” a poignant 
'•When the World Was Young” and 
a sophisticated “My Confession." 
She, too, had the audience clap¬ 
ping hands in revivalistic mood 
with a medley of spirituals segued 
from “Sing You Sinners.” 

Show openers Con & Mann con¬ 
centrate on precision tapping with 
a minimum of patter. The team 
wins ready mitting for duo dances 
and individualistics. Their shoul¬ 
der to shoulder exit is effectively 
lighted as they dance off to a dim-; 
ming spot. Wayn. 

Bimbo’* 3*5 Club, S. F. 
San Francico, June 4. 

King Sisters (4), Bob De Voye 
Trio (3), Jo, Jac & Jone (3), Doro¬ 
thy Dorben Dancers (10), Al Wal¬ 
lace Orch (9) with Allen Cole; $1- 
$1,50 cover. 

Bimbo has put together a slick, 
one-hour show which slipfe only in 
the opening part of the King Sis¬ 
ters’ headline act. Fotnw blonde 
thrushes start very slowly with 
“10Q Years from ’ Today” and “I 
Cried for You,’1 almost as if they're 
afqaid of punching over their live¬ 
ly personalities to the customers. 
But once they get rolling on some 
of their special material, explain 
they really are sisters, do takeoffs 
on some old sister acts, they 
brighten up, become faster and 
much funnier. Naturally enough, 
they plug their current recording 
of “Imagination” later in the act, 
'but m^st of the rest of the time 
they’re Mdding around and audi- 
ene* likes it. 

ijob De Voye Trio is one of the 
fittest dance acts extant, with their 
combination of ballet and ball¬ 
room dancing—and a bit of apache 
—rating tremendous hand from 
customers. 

Jo, Jac it Joni are the English 
musichall version of baggypants 
comics, minus sound. These threb 
mimes zip through a strenuous 
routine loaded with such' props as 
a huge bass fiddle gadgeted with 
every modern convenience, includ¬ 
ing hot-&-cold running water. 
Their humor is pretty elementary 
but successful and they get a good 
.mitt. 

Dorothy Dorben line is smooth, 
Al Wallace orch excellent and Al¬ 
len Cole is a pleasant emcee. Show 
runs through June 12. Stef. 

Hotel Monteleone, N.O. 
New Orleans, June 1. 

Dorothy Lamour with Phil Della 
Penna; Nick Stuart Orch (7); $3 
minimum. 

Frilled in a striking gown of 
beaded lace, Dorothy Lamour dem¬ 
onstrates poise, a persuasive per¬ 
sonality and plenty of show biz 
savvy in her first New Orleans 
nitery engagement before a ca¬ 
pacity crowd. 

In an act that’s neither over¬ 
dressed nor overproduced. Miss 
Lamour presents material written 
especially for her voice and deliv¬ 
ery, some pop oldies and medley 
of tunes associated with pix in 
which she' appeared with Bing 
Crosby and Bob Hope to bring 
back cinema nostalgia. Miss La¬ 
mour, who endows, her songs with 
feeling and expression, opens her 
turn by circulating among table- 
holders to invest the proceedings 
with an intimate air. She intros 
with “Be My Guest,” segues into 
“This Can’t Be Love" and “What 
Is This Thing Called* Love,” then 
follows with a musical bit about 
how she brought “Southern Hos¬ 
pitality to Hollywood.” 

She moves Into "Moonlight and 
Shadows” ’Tangerine,” “An Ap¬ 
ple for Teacher,” “Old Piano. Roll 
Blues” and “Little Grass Shack,” 
with hula movements, to net plenty 
of favorable reaction, 

•Miss Lamour make* an attrac¬ 
tive personality on the cafe floor 
and while there are some weak¬ 
nesses in the voice department, she 
knows Hbw to put a song across 
and to generate plenty of audience 
enthusiasm. . She gets effective 
support • at 88s from Phil Della 
Penna, who is spotlighted in a con¬ 
certo he composed. The 'star 
decked the>piano with candelabra 
for laughs. 

Nick Stuart and his versatile 
crew back singer in nice fashion 
and kept the dance floor crowded 
during the ankle-bending sessions 
with a mixture of latinos, old and 
new pops, and other.rhythmic fare. 
Miss Lamour is in for two weeks, 

^ Liuz. 

Ambassador, X~ A. 
Los Angeles, May 31. 

Anna Maria Alberghetti,. with 
Carla Alberghetti, Jeff Lewis, Peter 
Wood, Conrad Buckner, Freddy 
Martin Orch (19); $2-$2.50 cover, 
$3 minimum. 

Family acts seem to be coming 
back in style, but the one on view 
at the Cocoanut Grove for this 
fortnight won’t stay a family act 
long—no club could afford to pay 
for the combined taints of Anna 
Maria aiid Carla Alberghetti. The 
former already is established and 
the latter, in a comparatively short 
time, will also be a top-priced en¬ 
tertainer. And if the 17-year-old's 
voice develops to the promised po¬ 
tential, she may well eclipse her 
sister. 

At the moment, however, 
they’re working together to give 
the new Grove another topnotch 
show highlighted by a singing act 
literally par excellence. It’s a turn 
that naturally, because of the qual¬ 
ity of the sopranos involved, hews 
more to a longhair idiom than is 
customary on the saloon belt. But 
it has been well conceived and 
staged and the Alberghetti sisters, 
singly or in duet, embrace 10. 
tunes, virtually each of which 
achieves show-6topping propor¬ 
tions. From the current hit parade. 
come such items as “Could Have 
Danced All Night” or “You I Love” 
and the duet on “Mutual Admira¬ 
tion Society” that provides a 
sprightly showcase and change of 
pace; plus a variety of classical 
and semi-classical items such as 
“Sorrento,” “Italian Street Song” 
and “Un Bel Di” which establishes 
Carla as a singer of great promise. 
Anna Maria dominates the layout 
with a . winsome personality and 
one of the best voices currently 
heard in any media and the turn, 
a standout songalog, gets an un¬ 
usual added fillip through Carla’s 
presence. 

Layout gets off the ground 
quickly with Conrad Buckner, a 
talented and energetic young tap 
dancer who has a distinctive style 
and class. He’ll be around for 
quite a while and could develop 
into one of the toppers in his field. 
Comedian Peter Wood takes some 
time to get going, due largely to 
old and faulty material he essays 
in the early stages. But he’s an ex¬ 
cellent dialectician, his timing is 
good and he finally reaches some 
good bellylaughs with an audience¬ 
sing spoof on a German emcee- 
choirmaster. 

Freddy Martin orch continues to 
do its fine job of providing dance 
music and Is ably conducted for an 
impeccable job of showbacking by 
Jeff Lewis. Bill is In for two 
weeks. Kap, 

Village Vanguard, X. Y. 
, Mae Barnes, Luc Poret, Ketty 
Lester, Clarence Williams Trio; 
$3.50 minimum. 

The Village Vanguard, which 
switched to a jazz policy as of last 
night (Tues.) preceded the change 
with an okay show in the club’s 
standard entertainment groove. On 
tap were singers Mae Barnes, Luc 
Poret and Ketty Lester, with the 
Clarence Williams Trio dishing out 
the instrumentalization in usual 
fine form. Miss Lester is reviewed 
under New Acts. 

Miss Barnes continues to parlay 
a rotund figure and breezy deliv¬ 
ery into a sock turn. She’s a nifty 
yock-getter who knows how to use 
her face to. punctuate a lyric for 
humorous eiffect. Poret, a French¬ 
man who accompanies his vocaling 
with guitar-strumming, has a pleas¬ 
ant act. His songalog ranges from 
dramatic to comic and is executed 
With poise and ability. He also pro¬ 
motes a community sing for neat 
results. Jess, 

Desert Inn, Las Vegas 
•Las Vegas, May 29. 

Ted Lewis, .Marie McDonald, 
Cathy Basic, Elroy Peace, -Hobby 
Winters, Paul White, Art Johnson, 
Cleone Duncan, Sol Klein conduct¬ 
ing Ted Lewis Orch (14), Dorm 
Arden Dancers (14); $2 minimum. 

Ted Lewis’ umpteenth reprise 
into the Painted Desert Room was 
warmly received by first-nighters, 
many of whom no doubt dropped 
in with a shaw-me attitude toward 
new bistro act of Marie McDonald, 
who is extra-added on hill (New 
Acts). 

Lewis’ routines are routine, but 
he still packs showmanship into 
his nostalgic efforts. Laughs are 
generous for pantomimist Bobby 
Winters, the comedy juggler, and 
for Paul White, one of the best 
Negro comics in; the biz. White has 
rejoined the Lewis company since 
the package last played here, and 
it’s good to have the rubberfaced 
song & dance 'man back. Elroy 
Peace, Lewis’ “Shadow No. 4,” 
does smooth terping; Cathy Basic, 
his chirper, is a looker who socks 

across each Song; and Sol Klein, 
vet conductor of the Lewis orch 
(14), neatly weaves the notes. 

Two new.Donn Arden produc¬ 
tion numbers fill out the bill, both 
being in the imaginative and ex¬ 
citing tradition that Arden invari¬ 
ably displays. “Sure and It’s a Bit 
of Ireland” Is eurtain-raiser for 
this show which Is set for four 
weeks. Other number is “Calypso 
A La Trinidad,” which is espe¬ 
cially .^notable In that it does not 
contain '’‘The Banana Boat Song.” 

Duke. 

Statler-Hilton, Pallas 
Dallas. May 31. 

Buddy Ebsen, with Gina Genardi 
& Harry Frohman, Bob Cross Orch 
(12); $242.50 cover. 

In an interim nitery date. 
Buddy Ebsen. fails to score. His 
tired jokes didn’t get off to a 
good start at his opening (30) be¬ 
fore a two-thirds capacity in the 
Empire Room, but, relying on his 
forte, his terping perked the 
tempo and he slowly gained‘the 
tablets. 

Smartly, he has insurance—and 
a show-stealer. He brings .on 
vivacious Gina Genardi, 19, a 
Latin looker, 4 feet 11 inches tall, 
who walks off with the perform¬ 
ance easily, In her first nitery date. 
Smartly gowned. Miss Genardi In¬ 
terrupts Ebsen’s dying session for; 
a vocal medley—a jive and jazz; 
jargon bit, “Mr. Wonderful," and 
belts a beautiful “Jezebel” for 
lush palming. From there Eb- 
sen’3 offerings are incidental; he 
does a topical Rossellini gag and 
makes With various terp stylings. 
Again it’s When Gina joins, after 
a costume change, for “Bill Bailey” 
that the pace picks up again. She. 
romps in a vocal-dance version of 
“Cindy,” before Ebsen scores with 
a top rhythmic vocal of “Septem¬ 
ber Song,” for his best bit. 

Miss Genardi, a pupil of vet 
vaude star Aileen Stanley, is triple 
talented—she can sing, dance, dfi 
expert at comedy, and she has the 
added asset of eye appeal. She 
should be a headliner in the near 
future,- 

Pianist Harry Frohman con¬ 
ducts the Bob Cross band for top 
backing, and crew lures the leather 
pushers for hefty terp turns. 
- Act will be followed June 13 
with a double bill, thrush Jo Ann 
Miller and comic Bob McFadden, 
for two frames. Bark. 

Ottawa House, Ottawa 
Ottawa, June 1. 

Lurlean Hunter, Wyatt Reuther 
Trio; no cover or admission. 

Jazz canary Lurlean Hunter is 
back for her second booking in 
the Circus Lounge‘of the Ottawa 
House and manager Henri More- 
ault has made no mistake. Al¬ 
though she’s had only disk and 
once-before appearance as build¬ 
up, she’s gamering good business 
and big reception. Femme exhibits 
top pipe ability, plenty savvy and 
with her fine stacking .and looks, 
her stint, running 30 minutes five 
times a night, is socko. She 
switches mood like a grip switches 
lights and while those chirp moods 
are manufactured, they’re never 
artificial. 

Much of the credit for the socko 
stanza goes to backing by the 
Wyatt Reuther Trio, with Reuther 
on bass, Richard Wynds on 88s and 
Doug Johnston on drums. Miss 
Hunter is here to June 18. 

Gorm. 

Drake Hotel, Oil 
Chicago, May 31. 

Joanne Gilbert, Jimmy Blade 
Orch (6); $1.50-$2 cover. 

Bluebirds, butterflies and bustle- 
bows are the offerings of pixie 
songstress Joanne Gilbert in her 
Chi debut Miss Gilbert’s boyish 
and buoyant figure is well poised: 
and self-contained in- tapered 
slacks, but the extensive yardage 
of sashes and ruffles is oddly in-, 
congruous with the ingenuous ex¬ 
pressions of her face and the spe¬ 
cially arranged songs. 

This thrush has a fine knack for 
dramatic understatements and oc¬ 
casional subtle expressive move¬ 
ments, but she was not helped 
opening night by an exaggerated 
harshness caused by bad lighting 
and makeup. Nevertheless, she 
works up an enthusiastic group of 
listeners, and the act promises to 
shape itself nicely for the plush 
Camellia House room. Missing is 
the highly publicized shedding of 
slacks for tights. A simple and un¬ 
decorated “Sweet Georgia Brown” 
shares top honors in this show 
with her signoff “Bluebird Sohg.” 

Miss Gilbert remains through 
June 29 when Camellia House en¬ 
tertainment is expected to be con¬ 
fined to dance music for the sum¬ 
mer at least. Leva. 

Cafe de Paris, London 
London, May 28. 

Tallulah Bankhead (vnth Ted 
Graham), Arthur Coppersmith and 
Harry Roy Orchs. $8 minimum. 

After three click Las Vegas en¬ 
gagements, Tallulah Bankhead is 
cautiously dipping her big toe into 
the London cabaret pond. At a 
reputed “all-high” fee of over 
$6,000 a week, she glides down the 
Cafe staircase to the melody of 
"These Foolish Things” and then, 
in a flurry of “Dahlings,” “Sweeties'* 
and “Honeys,” launches an amus¬ 
ing, if somewhat ill-balanced, blend 
of monolog and song. 

A packed Cafe audience gave her 
a very good first-night reception, 
which owed a mite to the nostalgic 
loyalty of the many who remem¬ 
bered her electric West End inva¬ 
sion in the ’20s. The younger ele¬ 
ment, to whom Tallu is merely a 
glamorous but enigmatic name, 
may have found her performance 
rather less devastating than her 
fabulous reputation. 

Her 30-minute act begins with 
some cheerful and facetious patter, 
followed by an overlong skit which 
snubs the subway and deals with 
her difficulties In getting to Britain. 

Though she clearly has no inflat¬ 
ed illusions about her singing 
prowess (“Dahlings, the micro¬ 
phone’s flat!” she insists) she 
essays a trio of songs, “I’ll Be 
Seeing You,” “Bye Bye Blackbird” 
and a neat item called “Other 
Voices.” Her throaty, sexy voice 
and vital self-confidence carry her 
through to “The Waltz,” the high- 
spot of the act. It is a Dorothy 
Parker monolog concerning the 
misery of dancing with an eager 
but unskilled partner. This is fine 
comedy, beautifully acted. 

Next follows a neatly-edged 
tribute to Britain and her imme¬ 
diate audience, 'Tve heard about 
you,” which might have been a 
more effective opener. She finishes 
.witiT'a sentimental trifle called 
“May the Good Lord Bless and 
Keep You,” and then disappears 
abrutly, wisely resisting all excuses 
for encores. 

Miss Bankhead’s act Is slickly 
linked with some saucy self-depre¬ 
cation and a few innuendos about 
men, thrown away in a knowing 
manner. She seems to be feeling 
her way regarding her choice of 
material, but her poised and vital 
personality should well attract a 
flow of customers during her six- 
week stint. 

Ted Graham smoothly and unob¬ 
trusively accompanies th&star and 
also controls Arthur Coppersmith’s 
orchestra. This has been augmented 
by four musicians and provides 
solid, understanding support, 
though it is less often employed 
than in most topline floorshow acts. 
As usual. Coppersmith shares the 
dance sessions with Harry Roy’s 
energetic outfit, and the two bands 
provide lively contrast. Rich. 

Eddy»%K.€. 
Kansas City, "May 31. 

Margaret Whiting (with Ralph 
Wolf), Dick Lynn, Tony DiPardo 
Orch (8); $1-$1.50 aover. 

It’s an encore for Margaret Whit¬ 
ing in Eddy Brothers’ pluajb room, 
reprising her date of just about a 
year ago here. She ranks among 
the old pros of the name singers, 
and show mirrors this from start 
to finish. Coupling is with new 
comic Dick Lynn in his first stand 
here, the two turns making a for¬ 
tunate combo for the room. They 
wrap up' 50 minutes in sprightly 
pace, and the Whiting name should 
mean an upping of biz. 

Lynn goes in largely for story¬ 
telling with accent on -dialect and 
facial gymnastics, tossing in a song 
or so along the way to round out 
the proceedings. He shows at his 
best here in Yiddish dialect stories, 
has -other bits with possibilities 
that n^d working on, such as his 
impresh of Captain Bligh. It prom¬ 
ises fathoms of kidding, but lets 
up before the old salt could de¬ 
velop the real flavor of comedy. 
His boyishness adds a certain pep 
to the proceedings, all of which 
deserve working on to cash in on 
the potential. 

Miss Whiting makes her stint 
largely a songfest, strictly informal 
the while she terps a little, gags 
a bit, and warbles a flock of num¬ 
bers. Her clincher is the medley 
of her papp*y (Dick Whiting) 
songs sung midway, with big hands 
for such' as “My Ideal,” “Sleepy 
Time Gal,” “Breezing Along with 
the Breeze” and “Beyond the Blue 
Horizon.” She also tosses in a hit 
parade medley and makes the 
strongpoint her special material 
bit, “End of a Love Affair.”* She 
gives it all the showmanly twist, 
and customers are strong in ap¬ 
proval. 

Next up are Andy Williams §md 
Terry Haven June 14. Quin. 
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“Inherit the Wind," currently in 
its third year at the National The¬ 
atre, N. Y., was inadvertantly 
omitted from the season - end 
tabulation of hits and flops in last 
week’s issue. The Jerome Law- 
rence-Robert-E. Lee drama should 
have been listed as a continuing 
hit from previous seasons. 

Earl'Productions (Marshall Earl, 
in association with Morgan James) 
has optioned “Babylon by Candle¬ 
light,” a comedy by Stuart Bishop, 
for Broadway presentation next 
fall. 

Lucille St. Peter joined “The 
Iceman Cometh” cast at the Circle 
in the Square, N. Y., yesterday 
(Tues.). 

Marilyn Berry, currently appear¬ 
ing in “Simply Heavenly” at the 
85th Street Playhouse, N. Y., has 
received a Whitney Fellowship to 
study theatre with Jean Louis-Bar- 
rault in Paris next fall. . 

Ben Washer is back in New York 
after pressagenting the final weeks 
of the season at the Coconut Grove 
Playhouse, Miami. 

Walter N. Trenerry, a St. Paul, 
Minn., attorney and industrialist, 
has joined Richard Myers and Ju¬ 
lius Fleischmann as a partner in 
their Broadway production activi¬ 
ties. He’ll be represented in New 
York by Phillip J. Smith, a former 
drama instructor at the lof Min¬ 
nesota. 

Ruth Mitchell, currently stage 
manager for “Bells Are Ringing,” 
will be production stage manager 
for the forthcoming Broadway mu¬ 
sical, “Gangway," formerly titled 
“West Side Story.” 

Playwright Lillian Heilman and 
Lester Qsterman, the latter repre¬ 
sented on Broadway as production 
associate on “Mr. Wonderful” and 
“Candide," have formed a legit 
producing corporation similar to 
the Playwrights Co. in that author 
members will share in profits of 
the organization. 

“Fools Are Passing Through," by 
Swiss playwright Friedrich Duer- 
renmat, is scheduled for off-Broad- 
way production next season by 
William Gyimes and Nahum Yab- 
lonowitx. 

A Broadway production of Wil¬ 
liam . Inge’s “The Dark at the 
Top of the Stairs," is scheduled 
for next season by Saint Subber. 

The cast for the N. Y. Summer 
Shakespeare Festival production of 
“Romeo aid Juliet" will include 
Bryarly Lee (Juliet), Stephen Joyce 
(Romeo) and Jack Cannon (Mer- 
cutio). 

The b. o. scale for the Saturday 
matinee of “Hotel Paradiso” has 
been lowered from a $5.75 top to 
$4.60. 

Edward Andrews will succeed 
Eddie Mayehoff in “Visit to a Small 
Planet” when the latter’s contract 
expires June 30. 

Marc Brandel’s “Rain Before 
Seven” Is scheduled for Broadway 
production next season by Jose 
Quintero, Theodore Mann and 
Leigh Connell. 

Leslie Barrett and Humphrey 
Davis has succeeded Sandy Ken¬ 
yon and Harry Bannister, respec¬ 
tively, in “Purple Dust” at the 
Cherry Lane Theatre, N. Y. 

Randolph Hale plans a Coast 
production of “Reluctant Debu¬ 
tante," William Douglas Home’s 
London comedy, to open July 10 at 
his Alcazar Theatre, San Francis¬ 
co. with Reginald Gardiner as 
male lead and Brenda Forbes in a 
principal role. 

Owen Chain, general manager of 
Theatre Trains & Planes, returns 
to New York today (Wed.) after 
quickie hops to Chicago, Cleveland 
and Columbus regarding TT&P’s 
overseas theatre tours. 

“A Soft Touch" is the new titlo 
of the Claude Blnyon-Max Edwards 
comedy, formerly called “Too 
Many Doctors," which is slated for 
Broadway production next fall by 
George Abbott, Robert E. Griffith 
and Harold S. Prince. 

Greer Garson will take over as 
star of “Auntie Maine” next Jan. 
20 when Rosalind Russell with¬ 
draws to play the role in the film 
version of the Patrick Dennis-Je- 
rome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee 
comedy. 

Morris Charlap will compose the 
music and Norman Gimbel provide 
the lyrics for “When in Rome,” 
the musical version of the Charles 
K. Peck Jr. play for which the 
author will adapt the book. Frank 
Productions (Frank Loesser) has 
Scheduled the show for Broadway 
during 1958. 

Virginia Burkhardt, assistant to 
Jack Small in the Shubert theatre 
booking office in New*. York, sailed 
last Saturday (1) for Europe, to be 
gone eight weeks. 

Gertrude Kirschner, secretary- 
assistant to pressagent Arthur 
Cantor, will take her usual sum¬ 
mer off to tour the Continent. 

Phyllis Perlman, co-pressagent 
with Marian Byram for “Happiest 

Millionaire” and “Hotel Paradiso,” 
has returned from a holiday in 
Puerto Rico. 

Players Ini;. will present five 
plays, each running a fortnight, 
during its, fourth season at the 
OIney (Md.) .* Theatre, beginning 
June 25. Production will include 
“Half in Earnest,” a musical ver¬ 
sion of Oscar Wilde’s “Importance 
of Being Earnest,”, with Anna Rus¬ 
sell starring. 

“The Devil’s Disciple” will be 
tills season’s al fresco drama at the 
cuffo cultural Boston (Mass.) Arts 
Festival. The cast will include 
Kevin McCarthy, E. G. Marshall, 
Felicia Monteleagre and Martyn 
Green. The play will be presented 
in the Public Garden June 22 and 
June 24-26. 

Leo Leyden, of Dublin’s Gate 
Theatre, ’will head the resident 
company at L. C. Tobias and James 
E: Hozack’s new Port Carling (Ont.) 
Summer Theatre. The season opens 
July 8, with Bill Davis as stage 
manager and Wil Pegg as designer. 

Happy Hunting 
(MAJESTIC THEATRE, N. Y.) 
Two new songs written by Kay 

Thompson are assets to “Happy 
Hunting.” Both are sung by Ethel 
Merman, and are clearly improve¬ 
ments over the numbers they re¬ 
placed. Both should be even better 
when the star has had a chance to 
develop them against audience re¬ 
sponse. 

The first of the replacement 
tunes is “Just a Moment Ago,” 
which now provides the first-act 
closer instead of “This Is What 
I Call Love.” Although a passable 
ballad, it's no audience-igniter, 
even with Miss Merman's inimita¬ 
ble performance. The second song, 
“I'm Old Enough to Know Better 
and Young Enough to Not Care,” 
is a rhythm number which the star 
belts across in the powerhouse 
manner that’s her special trade¬ 
mark. As a replacement of “The 
Game of Love” it provides a wel¬ 
come pickup for the show. It, in 
particular, will improve with con¬ 
tinued performance. 

Besides supplying the boxoffice 
draw, the star glitter and vocal 
backbone for the show, Miss Mer¬ 
man has sharpened her already-ex- 
pert comedy playing since “Happy 
Hunting” premiere last Dec. 5. 
She also seems more relaxed and 
emphatic than she. did opening 
night, which may indicate that 
even the traditionally imperturb¬ 
able Miss Merman can be subject 
to premiere nerves. 

Not even the new songs or a top- 
form Ethel Merman can hide the 
fact that “Happy Hunting” is un¬ 
inspired musical comedy, however. 
The book, which must have seemed, 
so promising on paper, has become 
even more dated and strained with 
continued playing, and except for 
the immediate-hit “Mutual Ad¬ 
miration Society” number sung by 
the star and soubrette Virginia 
Gibson, the Matt Dubey-Harold 
Karr songs sound no less ordinary 
than before. . 

There's a notable sigh from 
femme spectators when film actor 
Fernando Lamas makes his first 
entrance as featured male lead, 
but six months of playing haye not 
improved his performance and his 
audience impact tends to taper off 
as the evening progresses Mary 
Finney Is still socko as featured 
comedienne, and the performance 
as a whole remains reasonably 
brisk and clean. tiobe. 

EQUITY EXTENDS GAB; 
PREPS STRIKE RALLY 

Actors Equity is stripping the 
decks for a possible strike affect¬ 
ing Broadway and touring shows. 
The union’s council yesterday 
(Tues.) unanimously authorized the 
contract committee negotiating 
with the League of N. Y. Theatres 
to call a special membership meet 
if necessary. Such a move, it’s im¬ 
plied, would be taken for a strike 
vote. 

The council has also extended 
negotiations with the League until 

[ next Tuesday (11). The previous 
| pact between the two organizations 
j was to have terminated last Fri¬ 
day (31> and was originally ex¬ 
tended until last night (Tues.) 
When and if a new agreement is 
reached it will be retroactive to 
June 1. 

The major stumbling block in 
the negotiations is the union’s in¬ 
creased salary demands, particular¬ 
ly in equalizing the rehearsal, and 

} performance minimums. 

Strange Show-Fellow* 
San Francisco, June 4. 

Local wags are suggesting 
that a two-floor theatre build¬ 
ing in downtown .Frisco should 
rave as its theme song the old 
tune, “You Can’t Sing Hymns 
on Sunday Morning, Then Go 
Truckin’ on- Sunday Night.” 

.Upstairs, the 440-seat Stage- 
door Theatre is 'showing • the 
Cecil B. DeMille picture, “The 
Ten Commandments.” 

Downstairs, the 300-seat En¬ 
core Theatre is playing the 
Andre Gide-Ruth and Augus¬ 
tus Goetz drama, “The Im- 
moralist.” 

Simply Heavenly 
SteUa Holt presentation of Joshua Shel¬ 

ley** production of a folk comedy with 
music in two acts, adapted by Langston 
Hughe* from hi* own novel, "Simple 
Take* A Wife." Lyrics, Hughes; music, 
David Martin. Staged by Shelley; set¬ 
tings, Charles Brandon; lighting, Norman 
Blumenfeld; coordinator. Laurence Olvin. 
At 85th Playhouse, N. Y., May 23. '37; 
$3.85 top. 

Cast: Melvin Stewart, Alma Hubbard, 
Stanley Greene, Javotte S. Greene, Mari¬ 
lyn Berry, Lawson Bate*. Willie Pritchett, 
Claudia McNeil, Charles A. McRae, Al¬ 
legro Kane, John Bouie, Ray Thompson, 
Ethel Ayler, Josephine Woods, Charles, 
Harrigan, Pierre Rayon. 

A good-humored play with music 
seems synonymous with spring. 
“Simply Heavenly” is off-Broad- 
way’s salute to the time of year. At 
a new off-Broadway house, the 
auditorium of the United Order of 
True Sisters, at 150 W. 85th St, 
Stella'Holt has produced Joshua 
Shelley’s stage verson of Langston 
Hughes “Simple Takes a Wife,” 
and it’s an evening of vibrancy and 
fun. With any luck, it ought to be 
excellent fqr summer trade. 

It’s Simple’s story all the way, 
Simple feeling discriminated 
against because no flying saucers 
have been seen over Harlem, Sim¬ 
ple hospitalized with, a scraped 
backside achieved while philander¬ 
ing, Simple worrying whether his 
wife’s next husband will keep up 
divorce payments, Simple weakly 
resisting the blandishments of a 
well-stacked hussy. 

Unquestionably the best moment, 
and one of the sharpest sequences 
of the season, is Simple dreaming 
of leading a regiment of white 
Mississipians into battle action, 
“leading” from a remote hillside 
behind the lines. Melvin Stewart 
plays Simple with deprecating 
demeanour that’s constantly risible, 
but his glowing fervor a3 he later 
envisions being the first Negro 
general to decorate white troops 
practically justifies the admission 
tab. 

“Stella Holt Presents the Joshua 
Shelley Production of Langston 
Hughes 'Simply Heavenly’ " is a 
ponderous credit but it has been an 
excellent collaboration. There is 
tart humor, as in the line “Let's 
be Americans for once for fun," 

jihere's pleasant music, as in Ethel 
Ayler’s zingy “Let’s Ball Awhile,’’ 
there’s the impish Irreverence of 
the comment “Jesus knows how 
much I can bear," and there’s the 
workable formula of boy meets- 
loses-gets girL 

Stewart paces the cast, with the 
sumptuous Miss Ayler providing 
the spice. Marilyn Berry is wln- 
somely appealing as the object of 
Simple’s true affection. Claudia 
McNeil handles salty lines with 
precision and gets encored in her 
barroom ballad “I’m a Good Old 
GirL” Stanley Greene, as a writer 
(presumably representing Hughes), 
Charles A. McRae, John Bouie and 
Allegro Kane are particularly help¬ 
ful in a cast that is constantly 
with it 

Shelley’s ^staging has disciplined 
affection and Charles Brandon has 
used an extended apron and the 
auditorium’s full width to accom¬ 
modate the three colorful settings. 
In fact, brightness and dimension 
are characteristics of the whole 
production. Geor. 

Shows Abroad 
Month of Sundays 

London, May 29. 
Michael Codron presentation of three- 

act comedy by Gerald Savory. Stars A. E. 
Matthews. Jane Baxter, lan Hunter. 
Staged by Wallace Douglas. At Cambridge 
Theatre, London, May 28, '57; $2 top: . 
MaJ. Twomely-Bickford....A. E. Matthew* 
Mary Sylvester ........... Jane Baxter 
Oliver Sylvester...Zan Hunter 
Sarah Sylvester ..Rona Anderson. 
Marlon Sylvester ......... Diana Fairfax 
Jenny Sylvester.....Sylvia Bidmead 
Tim Riley .Anthony Oliver 

New Silo, Phoenicia, N. Y. 
A new Equity-bonded bam Is 

scheduled-to operate this summer 
in Phoenicia, N.Y; The spot, to 
be tagged the Phoenicia Play¬ 
house, will present a season of 
nine plays beginning July 2. 
Paul Kielar is producer, while^ 
Adrian Hall will be director, 
Kielar, incidentally, is on leave 
from Jafck Norton Productions, 
which provides entertainment for 
industrial shows and' conventions. 

The opening bill at the Catskill 
resort strawhat will be “The Tea¬ 
house of the August. Moon,” with 
Robert Casper as SakinL He 
understudied Eli Wallach In the 
role oq Broadway. 

Here is a lively domestic comedy 
that gets laughs from the simplest 
situationsrand the deft characteri¬ 
zations of the cast. It is a simple 
country story with down-to-earth 
natural dialog and an appeal for 
typically British family trade. 

The Gerald Savory play involves 
a city dweller who moves his reluc¬ 
tant family to a secludedfarmhehas 
inherited. He plans a six months’ 
experiment of liviqg strictly oh the 
produce of the land. When he dis¬ 
covers that his wife and two of 
their three daughters have been 
supplementing the larder with 
canned goods he blows his top, but 
then relents when old letters tound 
in the house prove that his grand¬ 
father couldn’t make the place self- 
supporting either. 

Humor comes from the combined 
efforts of the family to install 
plumbing, aided by a young hired 
man and-a muddleheaded old wan¬ 
derer. They wait three months for 
piped water to function, and then It 
gets hot in the wrong places. 

The three girls stalk the present¬ 
able male in their individual ways, 
the sexy exmodel, the horse loving 
eldest one and the precocious teea- 
ager. He chooses the farming type 
and the father hands over the place 
to them and goes hack to his city 
job. 

A. E. Matthews at 87 offers in 
this, his 500th stage role, a gem of 
a performance as the lovable old 
scrounger with a wealth of wildly 
improbable reminiscences and a 
twinkle in his eye. His boxoffice 
draw is sure to help the show con¬ 
siderably. 

Jane Baxter and Ian Hunter are 
amiably familiar figures as the 
parents, and Rona Anderson, Diana 
Fairfax and Sylvia Bidmead con¬ 
trast effectively as the sisters. 
Anthony Oliver eludes the preda¬ 
tory femmes with commendable 
tact and courtesy. Play is expertly 
directed by Wallace Douglas. 

Clem. 

Free As Air 
Glasgow, May 30. 

Linnit Me Dunfee Ltd. presentation of 
two-act musical comedy with book by- 
Dorothy Reynolds and Julian Slade; mu¬ 
sic Julian Slade. Stayed by Denis Carey; 
musical numbers directed by Mark 
Stuart; decor, Patrick Robertson; orches¬ 
trations, Peter Knifht; orchestra conduc¬ 
tor, Philip MarteU. At Kins'* Theatre, 
Glasfow, June 27, *57i $1.20 top. 
Molly ..Patricia Bredin 
Mr. Mutch .  Roy Godfrey 
Mr. Potter ...Howard Goorney 
Miss Catamole ..% .Dorothy Reynolds 
Lord Paul Postumou#..Michael Aldridge 
Albert Postumou*.John. Trevor 
Bindweed ...._:.....Vincent Charles 
Gregory .Donald Bradley 
Connie ...Joyce Carpenter 
Mary  .jMery Banning 
Flo ...........Patricia Somerset 
Susie .. Evelyn* Anderson 
Jean .....Jean Marlon Taylor 
Abbie .. Dawn Fryer 
Mark ..Malcolm Farquliar 
John ..Len Roeelter 
Matt ....Raymond Parks 
Tom Ferrier ..Bill Tasker 
Geraldine Melford ...:.Gillian Lewis 
Francois  .Donald Bradley 
Ivy Crush .... Josephine Tewson 
Jack Amersham .Gerald Harper 
Reporter* ..Malcolm Farquhar. 

Len Rosslter. Raymond Parks 

Set on two English Channel is¬ 
lands. this pew musical shapes as 
a cheerful romp, with color, fresh 
faces and bright times. The em¬ 
phasis is on zest and simplicity 
rather than lavishness, and with a 
young and capable- cast the show 
stands a good chance in London’s 
West-End. 

It is written by Dorothy Rey¬ 
nolds and Julian Slade, authors of 
the long-running London revue 
success “Salad Days." The Slade 
music has much merit. And though 
the production. Is not geared on 
the scale of U. S. musicals, it has 
a fresh'English slant and an off¬ 
beat rustic note that should draw 
trade. 

. Patricia Bredin, English actress 
recently a name via tv singing, 
scores with attractive personality 
and fine vocalising in the lead part 
of Molly, simple island girl who 
finds romance when her unsDOiled 
isle of Terhou is ‘'“invaded" hy 
London runaways.* Latter are a 
rich and lovely heiress seeking es¬ 
cape from a motor racing hero and 
a femme reporter. 

Gillian Lewis acts prettily and 
looks stunning as the poised Ger¬ 
aldine, heiress seeking escape and 
finding romance with a young is¬ 
lander. Dorothy Reynolds, co¬ 
author, scores in the comedy role 
of the isle’s spinster. 

Howard Goorney has- a rustic 
simplicity and ingenuousness as 
her admirer. Michael Aldridge 

turns in a capable portrayal of a 
decaying peer. 

Also, -Josephine Tewson im¬ 
presses with zestful playing of a 
femme London scribe and Gerald 
Harper is suitably smug as the 
auto racer. 

Musical score Is fresh, with 
songs as “Let the Grass Grow,” 
“A Man from the Mainland" and 
“I’d Like to be Like You” the most 
striking. The Patrick Robertson 
decor sets the mood with brightly- 
contrasting colorings. Philip Mar- 
tell batons the orch capably. Denis 
Carey’s staging has proper pace 
and zip. Gord. 

TJtree From Romo 
London, May 29. 

Leon Hepner presentation of revue in 
two parts, adapted into EngU«b by Dale 
HcAdoo, with music by Fiorenzo Carpi. 
Features Franca Valeri, Vittorio Caprioll, 
Luciano Salce. At Palace Theatre, Lon¬ 
don, May 27, '37; $2.95 top. 

The booking of an unknown trio 
to follow turnaway-biz engagement 
of Victor Borge’s solo production 
Is a bold experiment. But the new 
offering is pallid entertainment, 
whose charm and much of its merit 
is wasted in the large Palace The¬ 
atre. Set on a smaller stage, the 
intimate type show, .rather naive 
at best, might find a more appre¬ 
ciative, specialized audience. 

The performers comprise two 
men and a girl from Italy and are 
biffed as its "greatest entertain¬ 
ers.” They are also reputed to 
have had considerable success ln‘ 
other continental capitals, but their 
impact here has been negligible. 

Their material has been angli¬ 
cized and the English dialog is 
reasonably clear *hnd pointed. On 
a bare stage, with three large 
screens as the only background, 
snap character studies are mimed, 
cross-talked and jointly presented 
in quick succession. Facial con¬ 
tortion and simply comic"situations, 
arouse most of-the laughs, but the 
elemental simplicity is not for so¬ 
phisticates. Clem. 

The Moon and Sixpence 
London, May 25. 

Sadler's Wei1*. Trust Ltd. presentation 
of three-act opera by Jobnr Gardners 
libretto by Patrick Terry, baaed.on novfl 
by Somerset Maugham. Conductor, Alex¬ 
ander Glbaon; staged by Peter Hall; decor, 
Leslie Murry. At Sadler's Wells Theatre, 
London, May 24, '37; $2.10 top. 
Charles Strickland ......John Hargreaves 
Mrs. Strickland .Anna Poliak 
Dick Stroeve ..Rowland Jones 
Blanch* Stroeve .Elizabeth Fret well 
Dr. Coutras ...Owen Brannlgan 
Tlare Johnson ..............Edith Coates 
At* ....„..-Chln Yu 
American Journalist.Ronald Wilson 
Young Girl  .June Bronhlll 
Guests ....Joan Clarkson. Sheila Hardle. 

John Larsen. John Shielf 
American Sailor......Thomas Ronnd 
Barman..=.......Charles Draper 
Tan* ...Mahdu Dasg 

Although the life 'story of Gau- Sis of necessity a sombre sub- 
t, this adaptation of Somerset 
ugham’s book, on which the 

opera is based, is so bowed down 
with strident and overpowering 
music that the work tends to be 
buried. It has no arias or patches 
of light in its treatment, and its 
discordant notes will satisfy only 
the highbrow public. 

Starting, in unconvincing flash¬ 
back form, showing the widow be¬ 
ing interviewed by a newspaper¬ 
man 10 years -after the! artists 
death, the story switches to Paris 

[where Charles Strickland is shown 
having deserted his wife, home 
and position in his desperate urge 
to becoma a painter. Having mas¬ 
tered his craft, betrayed his friend 
and- gSne to a South Sea island for 
peace, his deterioration la shame¬ 
fully portrayed until he. crawls 
into his hut. a poor leprous out¬ 
cast, to- die alone, 

John Hargreaves makes a ruth¬ 
less, yet pitiable figure of the dedi¬ 
cated genius, aqd Anna Poliak. 
gives full value in her brief open¬ 
ing scene as his wife. Rowland 
Jones has dignity as- the Dutch 
painter whose wife kills herself 
after she has joined Strickland 
and been deserted by him. Edith 
Coates gives a rich rendering, of 
the part of an island saloon keep¬ 
er, and Chin -Yu, in an almost 
mute role, clearly defines the un¬ 
dying devotion of the artist’s na¬ 
tive mistress. 

The singing by the resident Sad¬ 
ler’s Wells company Is of high 
standard, and the orchestra fulfils 
its stupendous task creditably. The 
settings of garretlike austerity and 
mud hut primilfveness match ~ the 
mood of the opera, which Is skil¬ 
fully directed by Peter Hall. 

Clem. 

Herman Bernstein, general man¬ 
ager for "“Happy Hunting," sailed 
last Friday (31) on a Caribbean 
cruise.. 
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GROSS 
‘Baby’ Antfaor Questions Hit’ Rating [$37,154,581) JflK£, Road Had Brutal Season at the B.O.; 
Wonders If Meybe Producer Is Miracle Man— j Iff9 ‘flRflUlf^lllIK^l I $19,826,300 Gross, 111 Show-Weeks 

Very Special Baby,” listed in the 
hit class. , 

I^et me hasten to say that I have 

Waller Options ‘Egg’ 
For London Showing 

Kew York. mil Ai*n > By JESSE GR0SS 
Editor, Variety: . If 31101 UpilvIlS Lgg Business or! Broadway soared to 

Is there a vague possibility that n r* l ai • „ a $37,154,500 total gross for the 
somehow a mistake ™ made in ft>r 14110011 M0W1Dg 1956-57 legit season. That’s a rec- 
last week s VamiOTv In rea g London, June 4. ord for the 10 years that Variety 

leLoSn iywwd pleased Va Uttle Jack Waller-has acquired the has been tabulating its b.o. reports 
to find m!v Dlav “A of “L’Oeuf,” a French and represents an increase of ap- 

S SciJ Babv ” 1Rsted 8in the comedy by Felicien Marceau, cur- PJoximately $1,800,000 over the 
Vi rently a hit in Paris. The play has previous semester’s $35,353,100 

T me hasten to sav that I have beerl translated by Charles Frank, high. It’s believed to be the all- 
nev^ Thoughtofitianyother and is scheduled to open in Lon- time Broadway record, 
way but then I aM an impractical don ln the fall under , the title It’s the fourth consecutive sea- 
SfowKLt his own little ^ 

: 1-t- The r0r'd gross for the 1956-57 
I legit season totaled $19,826,300. Margaret Kutoerioru JThat was one of the worst takes 

r» i\ ii‘ <17 ,j-jn *be nine' J’cars that Variety 
tor Dublin tamest iba* been tabulating its hinterland 

. . t .1 b.o. reports. 

Margaret RutheSfrd wm piay 

portance of Being tool,- at from'C peerfonf'S??, S<W 
the Lyoeura Theatre here i Besides the raonetay slide the 

The comedy staged by Michael number nf nlavincr VTl.i-o ie 
MgPnwnn af-fhp A« Tocbl festival i Pl®‘VlnB "eeks SaDk to 

way, due men a am an napxrauucai ~~ ,, - t--— - tt sthe fourth eonsecutlve sea- in Dublin, has Robert Eddison and j m, , , . . 
fellow who lives in his own little Tb® E«‘ . . «on: that, the gross has climhed Derek. Blomfield in leading parts, {tuSj* f S l5?1?’011 .atcoln’ 
fantasy world where quality and 'Hie producer also plans to pre- apparently due largely to upped with other roles played by Perlita! traZthatgiUn{e/eeIm8 in Jlle 
tu5 Siantitv (five performances) sent another comedy by a new au- b. o. prices.. -That’s somewhat Neilson and Jocelyn James. ! trade that the road, more so than 

rt+li factorj£d thor' Earle Couttee, entitled substantiated by the dispropor- - °. ... ^ Broadway, requires powerhouse 
iinee I havebSra^d aUnoUees ex- “Something About a Sailor,” tionate fluctuation of playing- ~ j productions to drdw patronage, 
cent voiirs and frte out-of-town around the saiue time. weeks. For instance, although the InTrAAfA|* fvAlin £h3ts Particularly evidenced in 
raves y*he duality of the play can (Waller's deal presumably is for ’56-’57 gross was higher than the lllV6S[0r ilfOUD smash-business being done by 

besSbStiated K mo^l the British rights to'‘L’Oeuf," since prior semester, thire were 57 “»WIVI U1UUF the second company of “My Fair 
evidence6 isneed^ I can always Gilbert Miller reportedly tied up fewer playing weeks. - 4 n ^ Lad*r- \ 
quote the N. Y. Post’s Richard tbe S. rights to the comedy (The combined Bradway and I icfc R !PiT5)U1J,?g.- m“sicals Paying the 
Watts Jr. (easily the- most astute sb?\tly a^r lts Pans °Penin9-— road gross for *56-’57 was $56,980,- lilSIS 0 1 9yvDS ™ShL°P^r?i ser~s lile 
and brilliant Broadway critic), EdJ - 800. That represented an approxi- r' ^oaj;t and the Dallas jTex.) State 
who keeps saying-nice things about --:- mate $1,400,000 drop from the pre- Theatrical investment syndicate s° h'?p?ed *he 
mv “Babv.” v At a ■ * vious season s record cumulative headed bv John Gerstad Dennis u\cra“ gross picv. re, but otlier- 

But most of all, my faith—which PlfjrfpAII ^IhrlfllKT - °f °'?frii 200,000. The McDonald and Ted Ritter is cur- bookings^ Some *of Um^nre^ 
I am ashamed to admit had flagged riu2vt)U OUvnlllH road gross tally is detailed else- rently represented in five apparent Rroadwav trvonic hm «!! i preI 
* little-in my friend and pro- where ln this issue.) hits, plus two possible payoffs, and ft ” b o during thelr^ ta.lJ?Sv^ 
ducer, David Susskind, has been a .. • % The ’56-’57 tabulation takes in has had one break-even fnd four hike~' ‘un™ * 
reaffirmed and renewed. I recall a Aa Ml 190 productions, of which 23 were flops in its operations for the 1956- entries also nahh#>d8U snhsS?ai 
night in Boston when, in the con- fib ITlllllUlldirV holdovers from the previous sea- ’57 season. The group has an in- Receipts ^ substantIal 
fines of our suite in the Ritz-Carl- son. The balance included 53 Invested cash . balance of about . no , 
ton, David swore the following Walter Pidgeon has agreed to a regular Broadway entries, eight $40,000-odd. It started with $70,- 1n °i!3 ^ 
oath: “We will make this play a four-week^ delay in the start of his City Center offerings and six 000 capital. tfbulatlonV 
hit if it’s the last thing I ever do.” summer vacation from his starring Phoenix Theatre presentations. The season’s .hit and likely-hit ^°rlid® tryouts, one of which 

I’ve' always known David was a jstint In "The Happiest Milionaire.” ToP coin-getters included “My investments, with the respective Foad,p.ro' 
greot man but untU now b»«’ 4C f}«r .‘.'Happy Hunting,- atakes, include “Auntio Mame,” K- of a^ll 'Sn?™ 
been unaware that he could work 0f£ for eight-weeks following the Auntie Marne,” “Li’l Abner” and 260; “Long Day’s Journey Into erp;0t st?rc °Pera- 
mlracles. Now it is with extra jnnp 29 evening performance, is “Bells Are Ringing.” Night,” $2,400; “Bells Are Ring-1to^aLs v~iih 
strength and courage that I plunge willing to stay on until July 27, The comparative, gross totals, inff,” $7,200; “Happiest Million- paren’the; for the road^S ih 
into our next theatre venture to- proyjded that = business for the with playing weeks in parantliesis, a ire.” $495, and "Hole In the lagt nine ^c.;!.ons ha . been a- 

j trade that the road, more so than 
| Broadway, requires powerhouse 
j productions to drdw patronage. 
That’s particularly evidenced in 
the smash business being done by 
the second company of “Mv Fair 
Lady.” 

Touring, musicals playing the 
Civic Light Opera series on the 
Coast and the Dallas <Tcx.) State 

Pidgeon Sticking 
As IHillionaire 

Walter Pidgeon has agi*eed to a 

gether. Susskind, by the way, will show holds up. for the last 10 seasons have been 
next be- seen in his walkmg-on- The management has already or- as follows: 
water act at Loew’s Red Sea. dered tickets for July. If Pidgeon ’47-’48 ... .$28,826,500 (1,325) 

Anyway, I favor the new and ex- continues through that period, his '48-’49 .... 28.840,700 (1,231) 
. citing method of selecting hits. contractual eight-week vacation ’49-’50 .... 28,614,500 (1456) 

Robert Alan Aurtkur: WiU run through Sept. 21, a week- ’50-’51 _ 27.886,000 (1,139) 
' . -- ^ • and-a-half before the Oct 2 start ’51-’52 .... 29,223,000 (1,072) 

(As explained in a footnote to 0f the comedy’s tour at tlie play- ’52-’53 _ 26,126,400 (1,012) 
the tabulation of the Broadway house, Wilmington. If the star ’53-’54 >... 30,169,200 (1,081) 
season's hits, flops and maybes m doesn't stick through July, which ’54-’55 .... 32,087,800 (1439) 
last week’s issue. Variety’s basts for would reflect poor business, it’s ’55-’56 35,353,100 (1J239) 
classifying a show as a success or a figured the production will lay off ’56-’57 .... 37454,500 (1,182) 
failure is solely on" whether or not and resume on Broadway “When he --- 
it pays off, regardless of its artistic returns Aug. 26. 
quality, critical reception or length On the other hand, if Pidgeon Artintf Nf! «ca farAAr 
or run. That's on the premise that does remain through July, the nv,uuo n,lJ* a v,ai CCI f 

l_the primary aim of Broadway pro- show will probably lay off during Rritick Umiihr CT/w>. 
- ductions is to make money. nis vacation and resume on the uv4 DI1II5U £I|U1Lj LiCt, 

(Variety’s yardstick is undoubt- road. There is, however, an out- ii d j* rv 
edly arbitrary, but so is every other -side chance, that a substitute may UlIT?, KlWuIlgS l/CIMirS 
one in occasional instances, and the be brought in. TJ~Tnn . 

await court decision 
■fk £ ON TOUR TICKET RULE s? Hl£I?£l 

coSbf»nNib^= 
in the show (they relinquished a involving the distribution of .. A more modified stand Is tfken 
share of the potential profits in re- Broadway, legit tickets to show by ^M-garet Rawlings, who guested 
turn),’it is obviously logical to tour, operators Anally was held last «th Sandison on a recent Youth 
consider it in classifying "Baby1* as Monday <$)V The arguments were wants to Know television pro¬ 

as follows: “Major Barbara,” $1,700, and “Ap- ’4ft-'AQ wa «.w nnn 
’47-’48 ....$28,826,500 (1,325) Pie Cart.” $2,250. The break-even »49..go «20'Sl-200 rime 
'48-’49 .... 28.840,700 (1,231) entry was “Very Special Baby,” .^olsOBOO 913) 
’49-’50 .... 28,614,500 (1456) $2,000, .5^ .$18827 9GO 
’50-’51 .... 27.886,600 (1,139) . Flops were “Night of the Auki” .^-’53 .$23 «7 600 1 03f 
’51-’52 ....29,223,000 (1,072) $900; “Small War On Murray Hill” 4-’54 .Il7 623?0ff 7fM) 
’52-’53 .... 26,126,400 (1,012) $2,000, and the (xTout folderoos, >54..55 .Ml'WflOO (R79i 
’53-’54 > ... 30,169,200 (1,081) "Build With One Hand,” $638, and >55_.56 .$22 853 500 (864) 
’54-’55 .... 32,087,800 (1439) “Maiden Voyage,” $500 the lat- .56,-57 '';; * $19326 300 <77*) 
’55-’56 ... „ 35,353,100 (1J239) ter is announced to be done again _, 
’56-’57 .... 37454,500 (1,182) next winter in. revised form.) 

tures have included “No Time for Harrard’s Projected New 
Acting U. as a Career, %% Tkeatre Centre Recalls 

Sez British Equity Exec; Bridge,” “Mr.. Wonderful Baker’s Turndown, Exit 
n 1* TV one Waiting, The Vamp, Shan- * 

Mar?. KawtingS Demurs gri-La:’ “Time Limit” and “Affair Cambridge, Mass., June 4. 
6 T . of Honor,” flops. Because some of Harvard has received $1,600,000 

__fJL6 the syndicate heads arc. planning for a modern theatre centre, the 
Tbe professional theatre m- a new investment venture, no addi- university i*evealed Saturday d). 

JZn fh?nnfSn«^»f tional shoWS wiu be backed, and The gift is from John L. Loeb, New 
rZnZ S tte present Setup will be liquidated York investment broker. 

Sez British Equity Exec; 
Marg. Rawlings Demurs 

London, June 4. 
The professional theatre, in- 

Harvard's Projected New 
Theatre Centre Recalls 

Baker’s Turndown, Exit 
.- Cambridge, Mass., June 4. 
Harvard has received $1,000,000 

Gordon Sandison, general secre¬ 
tary of British Actors Equity. He . 
adyises Britisli teenagers not to close* 
choose the stage as a career. t\I»A 

A more modified stand is taken fKU 

when the various current shows 

consider it in classifying “Baby” as Monday (3)’ 
.tt success.—Ed.) ■ ' presented t 

PROF. MOPPET SCHOOL 
HAS 43D GRADUATION 

Tommy White, currently playing 

College officials said an addi¬ 
tional $500,000 will be needed for 
the new theatre and expressed con¬ 
fidence that it would be raised in 
the current program which seeks 
$82,500,000 in the next three years. 
President Nathan M. Pusey and 
Dean McGeorge Bundy ordered an 

Series of Lincoln Plays 
In the Lincoln Country; 

presented to Judge ^rtburMarke- &*}■ ®Mf actress agrees that the imm^iaU start in s^urt^ ^ert- 
^leb, who bow hi to de- «« the theatre. 
C1Si°4 ^cur^llm" believes that if a child Has the Head,” receives; his eighth grade Site for the. theatre has not yet 
posed by N. Y. City Lldense Com- b^ves tnat it a emia tes. we ^ ^ .(WedJ :at the Pro- been chosen. Officials stressed po?ed by N. Y. City LIdense Coi 
missioner Bernard J. O’Connell. In tliA I inrnin f ianillrv* »«««« ^ kind to discourage it- Jfessional Children^ School, N. Y. that the theatre would not be. used mine LUKOIO - Livolved in the litigation, be- B • Tt’U he presented to him by Doug- for Broadway shows, but “for ex- 

I i J tr ' | p • } sideg, the License department, are The competition Is ^fiendish, lag. jjeiss, world's figure pression of undergraduate talents Include Country Cousin Theatre Trains & Planet, a tour skating champ, ..will receive her in acting, directing, stage design 
CnrfnrfiVM tit T,,nP< packaging operation, and the N. Y. bas a better life than anyone else, school diploma, whiie her and writing.” - 
Spnngfiela, 111., June 4. TiVket BrnVprc TTXrP rurr^ntw Sandisnn, on the other hand, ** .v n 1 . , . . .. 

The Lincoln country hereabouts argues that voung oeoole should be y°unSer brother, Bruce, also a a dozen student dramatic orgs 
will be the scene this summer of a S^ning ^?der nermitSJg7 thi wSi^ofthe^h^ardsof tiie acting skfder’ Joins White as an eighth- have staged more than a score of 

SretoarewMd^°ii 
rwx xu- n,n-v> mil lux «rtiTv I buyer, . . The whole discussion arose fol- g(-ory»»; pat Adiarte. who’s in the | built in the 1870’<?. and refurbished 

skating champ, ..will receive her in acting, directing, stage design 
high school diploma, while her] and writing.” 

One of the works will be “Our I rtw J(?sse Moss» Attorney for. the lowing the Equity-executive’s state- fiIm .. 
.American Cousin, the dr*ma .LIb" broker organization, previously ob- meqt at a recent membership meet- pennve 

nv^’?Th?r tained 8 show-cause order permit- big that youngsters should be the Brc 
sasstoated ifl.1865 j.n Jords Thea- him to argue the broker po- deterred from going on the stage. nfanr 0 

m6n at the^aring. The picket ~ The < 
S^5T7^r*?SJ?nda^i im~ *«ency attitude is that if package 7 " the 43d 

?^«inPJnyTinnni* ” tour £mis «« permitted to ban- Patience of Jobes Also, ADO LlJlCOlU in llllnois, fhMtr# ifpkpfi \mfhAiif Vaintf m 
the • late Robert. E, Sherwood’s ScenMd the ’same Sid aSSv New H.f June 4. 0* 
PldiUer Prize-winner, will be pre- g.cet?fd’ tne *ame Illould Charles' Jobes, a member of • ^ 
tented for two weeks beginning the New London Barn Players, 
Aug. 9 by the Springfield Lincoln . .. . „ . ^ _. -- „ is one actor who stays put. Moira 
Player* at the Xelso Hollow play- ^^8SSLm?S This summer will mark the Anton "V 
house near the entrance^ the Lin- flfnnv strawhat’s 25th anniversary present: 
coin shrine. As dramatized in the FeUa ” yo to Eurm*IriMs and ^e’s been wlth the non_ tion> 1 
play, Lincoln spent his youth to Wife ’ M part of the^JwMey” E^ty °P«ration since its m‘ 
this area, got his start to politics company making the trip to ap- ception. . val hert 
as a member of the State Legisla- pear at the Paris Festival to July. Producers Mike Jackson and - Flay 
ture in Springfield and left here He’ll remain three weeks for tight- Norman Leger will get a 10- tour aft- 
to go to Washington as President, seeing travels. week season underway Jpne 25. go to L< 

ing a film; Rex 'Jhompson, who’s bach and Gian-Carlo Menotu. They 
to the film, “The Eddie Duchin were staged in Sanders Theatre, 
Story”; Pat Adiarte, who’s in the built in the 1870’s, and refurbished 

Patience of Jobes 
New London,-N. H., June 4. 
Charles Jobes, a member of 

the New London Barn Players, 
is one actor who stays put. 
This summer will mark the 
strawhat’s 25th anniversary 
and Ije’s been with the non- 
Equity operation since its in¬ 
ception. 

Producers Mike Jackson and 
Norman Leger will get a 10- 
week season underway June 25. 

film, “The King and. I,’ and last summer for professional pro- 
Bennye Gatteys, understudy in ductions of “Henry V,” “Saint 
the Broadway production of “The jo.-m” and “Begears Opera.” 
Diary of Anne Frank.” Plans to build an elaborate the- 

The commencement program is atre for college drama apparently 
the 43d for the school. represents a long-contemplated 

-—- policy shift for Harvard. It’s re- 
Cfarc fftr <Man, called that the university’s re- 

Od Dial 5 lUr iUdll fusal to enlarge its drama faeili- 
Edinburgh, June 4. ties precipitated the departure of 

Moira Shearer will costar with the late George Pierce Baker from 
Anton Walbrook in Henry Sherek’s the faculty and the end of his eele- 
presentation of “Man of Distinc- brated 47 Workshop there. Attrac¬ 
tion,” by Walter Hasenclever, at ed to Yale by expanded facilities, 
the upcoming International Festi- he conducted drama courses at the 
val here. 

- Play will make 
4 Baker Workshop, and his gradu¬ 

ates included many of the dis- 
tour after its local production, then j tinguished names of the Broadway 
go to London. J theatre during the 1930’s and ’40’s. 
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B’way Off;‘Abner 
Taradiso’ $19,500, 

Ewell $22,900, 'Misbegotten $13,800 
Broadway topplcv last week. A 

few allows registered increases 
over the prior frame, but the gen¬ 
eral pattern was downbeat. A flock 
of conventions in town this week 
are expected to hypo b.o. activity. 
Business was up Monday night (3). 

The only capacity entries last 
week were "Auntie Mame," "Bells 
Are Ringing" and “My Fair Lady." 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD ( Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama* t O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta K 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performancesythrough 
last Saturday, top prices/ number 
of seats, capacity gross/hud stars. 
Price includes 10(a Federal and 
5°h Ciiy tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Mame, Broadhurst *C) 
(30th v.k; 237; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; 
$43,000» ^Rosalind Russell*. As 
always, $43,500. Lays off following 
the June 28 evening performance 
and resumes Aug. 5. 

Bells Are Ringring, Shubert (MC) 
(27th wk; 212; $8.05; 1.453; $58,101) 
(Judy Holliday). Usual $58,700. 

(D) (5th wk; 36;. $5.75-$5.25; 603; 
$20,400) (Wendy Hiller, Franchot 
Tone, Cyril Cusack). Previous 
week, $14,700; last week, almost 
$13,800. 

Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD) 
(57th wk; 452; $7,50; 1,427; $57,875). 
Previous week, $44,000; last week, 
nearly $41,000. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(64th wk; 507; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696) 
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). As 
always, $68,700. Instead of taking 
a two-month contracted summer 
vacation, Harrison will be out the 
month of August only, but will also 
take'Saturdays off for eight weeks 
beginning next Saturday (8). Ed¬ 
ward Mulhare will sub. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(3.d wk; 23; $9.20-$8.60; 1,297; 
$59,094) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $59,692; 
last v eek, over $56,700, with re¬ 
funds on seven performances 
missed by Miss Verdon because of 
an acute sinus condition and bron¬ 
chitis. Ann Williams handled her 
role, while her dances were split 
among Marie Kolin, Pat Ferrier 
and Claiborne Carey. 

No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C) 
(85th wk; 676; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331; 

.$38,500'. Closes Aug. 17 to tour. 
Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC); Previous week, $22,000; last week, 

(109th v. k; 867; $7.50; 1.434; $50.- | nearly $22,700. 
000'. Previous week $29,300 on j Separate Tables, Music Box (D)J 
twofers; last week, almost $31,800 (32<1 wk^252; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021) 
on twofers. 

Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬ 
dor «D> (87th wk; 693: $5.75; 1,155; 
$35,000) (Joseph Schiljlkraut). 
Closes June 22 and lays off until 
July 29 when it begins touring in 
Los Angeles. Previous week, $16,- 
700 on twofers; last week, over 
$17,7000 of twofers. 

Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum 
(O (28th wk; 223; $5.75; 995; $26,- 
000) (Waller Pidgeonh Previous 
week. $20,600; last week, over 
$17,300. 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 
(26th wk; 204; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989) 
(Ethel Merman*. Previous week, 
$64,800;, last week, over $50,300. 

Hole in the Head, Plymouth (CD) 
(14th wk; 108; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062; 
$36,625t (Paul Douglas'. Previous 
week, $25,500; last week, almost 
$19,600. 

Hotel Paradise, Miller <C) (8th 
wk; 60; $6.90; 946; $34,000) (Bert 
Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John 
Emery, Vera Pearce, Douglas 
Byng). Previous week, $24,200; 
last week, nearly $19,500. 

Inherit the Wind, National (D) 
(98th wk; 782; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; 
$32,003) (Paul Muni). Ed Begley 
succeeded Muni last Sunday (2). 
Previous week, $27,800; last week, 
over $31,100. 

Li’l Abner, St. James (MC> (29th 
wk; 228; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). 
Previous week, $58,200; last week, 
over $57,100. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Helen Hayes (D) (30th wk; 180; 
$6.90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric 
March, Florence Eldridge). Lays 
off following the June 29 perform¬ 
ance, plays July 2-8 at the Paris 
Festival, and reopens Aug. 19 on 
Broadway. Previous week, $27,900; 
last week, almost $28,800. 

Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou 

K 
MANAGEMENT 
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KENNETH LATER 
^ ENTERPRISES 

1650 Broadway, N. Y. 

PLaia 7-494Q 

Summer Theatre Managers: 
u»e ALTS acceontlnt and report 
forms In your theatre this summer. 

Sond for frees sample set of forms. 

American Legitimate Theatre Servico 

SOW SUNSIT BLVD., Suite 209V 
Hollywood 2t, California 

(Eric Portman, Margaret Leighton). 
Miss Leighton leaves at the expira¬ 
tion of her contract June 29. Previ¬ 
ous week, $20,600;. last week, 
oyer $19,100. 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (16th 
wk; 125; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Tom 
J&ellt. Previous week, $30,000; 
last week, over $22,900. . 

Visit to a Small Planet, Booth 
(C) (17th wk; 132; $$.90-$5.75; 766; 
$27,300> (Cyril Ritchard). Previous 
week. $26,000; last week, over 
$21,100. 

Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden 
(R) (14th wk; 107; $8.05; 1,404; 
$63,000) (Beatrice Lillie). Previous 
week. $27,300; last week, almost 
$24,100. 

Closed Last Week 
Pajame Game, City Center (MC) 

(3d wk; 23; $3.80; 3,090; $68,812) 
(Paul Hartman, Jane Kean, Jordon 
Bentley, Pat Stanley). Previous 
week, $45,600; last week,. almost 
$30,000. Closed last Sunday (2) 
marking the end of a financially 
successful series of five musicals, 
presented by the Center Light 
Opera Co. 

Potting Shed, Golden (D) (18th 
wk; 143; $5.75r$5.25; 800; $26,000) 
(Sybil Thorndike, Leueen Mac- 
Gratli). Previous week, $15,500; 
last week, almost $13,200. Closed 
last Saturday (1) at an approximate 
$20,000 loss on its $45,321 produc¬ 
tion cost. 

OFF-BROAD WAY 
Career, 7th Ave. South (4-30-57). 
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56); closes Sept. 8. 
In Good King Charles* Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57). 
Land Beyond the. River, Green¬ 

wich Mews (3-28-57). 
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- 

27-56). 
Simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5- 

21-57). 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3- 

6-57). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9- 

20-55). 
Closed Last Week 

Gilbert & Sullivan Repertory, 
St. Ignatiys (4-23-57). 

Magic Carpet, Jan Hus (5-27-57) 
Scheduled Openings 

Kaleidoscope, Provincetown Play¬ 
house (6-11-57) 

‘Cat’Only Tepid $18,600, 
But Continues in Chi 

. Chicago. June 4. 
Windy City’s singleton, "Cat On 

a Hot Tin Roof," slipped to a luke¬ 
warm $18,600 in its fifth week at 
the 1.335-seat Erlanger, at a $5 
top. Tourer, which stars Thomas 
Gomez, Marjorie Steele and Alex 
Nicol, finished the previous week 
with $24,125. 

Hot or cold, say the backers, 
the show moors here at least until 
June 27. The tour ends here. 

The Duke’s Oak Theatre, 
Cooperstown, N.Y., under the new 
management of Cheryl Maxwell 
and Henry Beckman, begins a 10- 
week season July 2. Mary Ann 
Dentler will direct the Equity resi¬ 
dent company. , 

Borderline Legit 
- Ottawa. June 4. 

The Hartell Opera House, 
Rock Island, ^Quebec, will op¬ 
erate as a summer theatre this 
year, literally, on an internal 
tional basis. 

The boundary line between 
Canada and the.U. S. runs ex¬ 
actly through the theatre. 

lady Record 76G, 
‘Angels OK 15$, 
‘Sgts’$27,600, LA. 

Los Angeles, June 4. 
With "My Fair Lady” blazing, 

the way with another house record, 
Los Angeles legit racked up an¬ 
other good week last session. All 
three local offerings registered op¬ 
erating profits. . . 

Estimates for Last Week 
Fallen Angels, Huntington Hart¬ 

ford (C) (2d wk) ($4.95; 1,024; $33,- 
000) (Hermione Gingold, Mary Mc¬ 
Carty). Up fractionally to $15,500; 
previous week, $15,200; exits Sat¬ 
urday (8), to be followed by "Apple 
Cart." 

My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud 
(MC) (5th wk) (2,670; $5.95; $80,- 
000) (Brian Aheme, Anne Rogers). 
First week free of subscription 
season tickets rose to $76,000, an¬ 
other house record; previous week, 
$75,500; .exits July 6. 

No Time for Sergeants, Biltmore 
(C) (2d wk) ($4!95; 1,636; $38,000). 
Up to nice $27,600 for first full 
week; previous five-performance 
week, $17,600; continues through 
June 29. 

‘CART’ MODEST $17,100 
ON FRISCO HOLDOVER 

San Francisco, June 4. * 
As the only legit offering in 

Frisco. "The Apple Cart" picked 
up some momentum in its second 
stanza at the 1,147-seat Alcazar 
and did a so-so $17,100 last week. 
That was $2,600 above the seven- 
performance first. week. Scale 
runs to $4.40 week-days, $4.95 Fri¬ 
day and Saturday nights. The 
Maurice Evans starrer moves out 
Saturday (8) for Los Angeles. 

Civic Light Opera’s revival of 
“South Pacific” opened a five-week 
run at the Curran .last night (Mon.) 
and "The Matchmaker" opens a 
three-week run at the Geary to¬ 
night (Tues.). "Fallen Angels" 
moves into the Alcazar next Mon¬ 
day (10) for thre'e weeks. 

George Eckert, production stage 
manager, of .the ^recently-closed 
touring production of "Damn Yan¬ 
kees/* will direct the summer sea¬ 
son for ‘Starlight Musicals, Indian¬ 
apolis... 

■ Olive Deerinr, Lois Neitleten, 
John Ffid. And William Cottrell 
will be members of the company 
this summer at the American 
Shakespeare Festival Theatre at 
Stratford, Conn. 

"Saddle Tramps." by Lonny 
Chapman, is scheduled for an Aug. 
6-11 tryout at the CecilwoOd Thea¬ 
tre, Fishkill* N. Y., which opens 
its ninth season July 2 and winds 
up a nine-play program Sept. 1 
Joseph Stevens and Tony Griswold 
are producers, with Lou Frizzell 
and Robert Pa sc hall as directors 
for the semester. 

Paul McCrane, who appeared 
with his Bearcats orchestra in the 
Broadway production of "The Boy 
Friend," has been set as pianist 
and conductor’s assistant at An¬ 
thony Brady Farrell’s ’ Sacandaga 
Park (N. Y.) Summer Theatre. Re¬ 
turning. to the .barn pit this sum¬ 
mer will be Sidney Batty, Stanley 
Batty, Rox Pryor and Arthur 
Laabs. McCrane y?ill head a local 
Bearcat group for Farrell’s ~ pro¬ 
duction of "Friend,” with banjoist- 
guitarist Bill Bandon participating. 

John Huntington’s Spa Summer 
Theatre, Sayh^oga, N. Y., starts 
its season June 13. 

The Cincinnati (O.) Summer The-J 
atre begins its third season June 
11, with "Picnic,” starring John 
Ireland, as the opening bill onj 
a 12-week sked. Richard L. Rosen- 
feld is producer, while his staff in¬ 
cludes Marc Ratliff, general mana¬ 
ger; Bill Penn, director, and Ed. 
Flesh, designer. 

Iftte Goddard in "Laura." The rea¬ 
son is tentatively set to get under¬ 
way June 17. . 

The 220-seat Maxinkuckee Play¬ 
house, near Culver, Ind.; -will open 
its eighth- season June 18, .with 
Paul-Rutledge and David• Hager 
Co-managing, 

A Humber of kiddie presenta¬ 
tions will tour the summer theatre 
circuit this season under the pro¬ 
duction auspices of Pied Piper 
Productions. 

"Glad Tidings/’ starring Diana 
Barrymore, will be the opening 
bill June 29 at the Theatre-by-the- 
Sea, Matunuck, R. I. 

Theodore Uppman, Metropolitan 
Opera baritone, will appear in 
"Song of Norway” at the Salt Lake 
City Music Festival’ the week of 
July 1. 

Bernard Gersten will be produc¬ 
tion stage*manager for the Ameri¬ 
can Shakespeare Festival Theatre 
at Stratford, Conn., this summer. 
John Houseman and Jack Landau 
will direct the three shows to be 
presented, with the former staging 
"Othello," the latter "The Mer¬ 
chant of Venice" and both collab¬ 
orating on "Much Ado About 
Nothing." 

Betty Jane Watson is starring in 
"Pajama Game” opening next Sat¬ 
urday (8) and playing through June 
23 at Herb Rodgers’ Music Thea¬ 
tre, Highland Park, Ill. She’s also 
set to understudy Mary Martin in 
the Los Angeles and San Francisco 
Civic Light Opera productions of 
"South Pacific” and "Annie Get 
Your Gun” later in the summer. 

Warren Enters is director and 
Duncan Noble choreographer for 
the Vicki Crandall strawhat pack¬ 
age of "Brigadoon," which begins 

(Continued on page 61) 
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Joy Thompson, who operated a: _ 
tent theatre last summer on thejMtfSt Post 50G Bond JH 
grounds of the Mt. Gabriel Club 
near Ste. Adele, Quebec, is moving 
the canvastop to Ste. Agathe, in 
the Laurentian Mountains, this sea¬ 
son. Her staff will include Leonard 
Soloway, general manager; Basil 
Fitzgibbon, pressagent, and Rich- 

*** -^r^flfdramatization of the work, were 

Jose Greco Oke $20,200, 
2d Week, Playhouse, N. Y. 

The Jose Greco dance troupe 
grossed nearly $20,200 last week 
at the Playhouse, N. Y. It was the, 
terp unit's second week at the 
theatre.. The house was scaled to 
a $4.60 top. 

The engagement continues 
through next Sunday (9). 

British Shows. 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57). 

• Best Damn Lie, Wint. Gard. (5-7-57). 
•oy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53). 
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56). 
Chalk Carden, Haymafket (4-11-56). 
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57). 
Dead Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57). 
Dry Rot, Whitehall rt-31-54). 
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-36). 
For Amusement. Only, Apollo (6-5-56). 
Crab Me a Gondola, Lyric 02-26-56). 
House by Lake, York's (5-956), 
Janus, AJdwych (4-24-57). 
Lovebirds, Adelphi (4-20-57). 
Month of Sundays, Cambridge (5-28-57), 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
Hew Craxy Cana, Vic. PaL (12-18-56). 
No Time Sats., Her Maf. (8-23-56). 
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56). 
Plaintiff in Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56). * 
PJaisirs Da Paris, Wale's 44-20-57). 
Plume do ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-55). 
Repertory. Old Vic (9-7-55). 
Restless Heart, St. James’s (5-8-57) 
Rome Antics, Palace (5-27-57). 
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55). _ 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). ^ 
Six Months' Grace, Phoenix (64-57). 
Svmmtr of 17th, New (4-30-57). 
Tea A Sympathy, .Comedy (4-25-57). 
Tropical Hoat, New Lind. (4-23-57). 
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-2V38). 
Zulaika, SaVUle (4-11-57). 

SCHEDULED OPENTOGd .. 
Dear Delinquent, Westminster (6-5-57). 
Free As Air, Savoy (6457). 
Klimet, Princes' (6-7-57). 
Time to Spoak, Arts (6-11-57). 
It's tho Ceocraphy, St. James’s (6-12-57). 

CLOSED LAST WEEK 
Balcony, Arts (4-22-57). 
Camino Roal, Phoenix (44*57). 
Subway' In Sky, Savoy (2-27). 

* ON TOUR 
Doctor In tho House 
Fol Do Rots 
Clamour Girt 
Hatful of Rain 
Importance of Being Ernest 
Moot Me By Moonlight 
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys 
Pajama Came 
Reluctant Debutant* 
Silver Wedding 
Show CIrls 
Subway in the- Sky 

Among those plated to stage pro-" 
ductions are Leo Kerz, Eugene 
Paul, Ray Rizzo and Miss Thomson. 
A nine-week season begins June 
28. 

Billie Burke, who’s scheduled to 
appear on Broadway next fall in 
"Bette Bibb/’ will tour the straw- 
hat circuit this summer in a pro¬ 
duction of the play packaged by 
Hillard Elkins. 

Jerry Laxarre will have the lead 
role in the Cape Cod Melody Tent, 
Hyannis, Mass., production of “Pa¬ 
jama Game,” which opens the sea¬ 
son there July 1. Don Elson win 
also appear at the spot in "Can- 
Can" and "Oklahoma." 

The Merry-Go Round Theatre, 
Sturbrldge, Mass., begins its 10th 
consecutive summer June 24. How¬ 
ard Onai is returning to direct the 
10-week season. 

The Shelley Players will begin 
their second TO-week season June 
24 in New Scotland, a suburb of 
Albany, N. Y„r Shirley Poskanxer 
Kaye, who operates a day camp in 
the area, is managing director, 
while Garrison Pr Sherwood re¬ 
turns as director. A tryout of an 
unannounced- play Is scheduled for 
the week of Aug. 13. 

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Walton 
who operate the Wingspread Sum 
mer Theatre/ near Colon, Mich., 
and the Wagon Wheel Tent Play¬ 
house, Warsaw, Ind., have sched¬ 
uled 11 plays for the former opera¬ 
tion and tiine for the latter spot. 
The productions will be directed 
by Dick Altman. 

Two musicals, one In French 
and the other in English, are slated 
for production this summer by 
Norma Springford at her Moun¬ 
tain Playhouse, Montreal. The op¬ 
eration begins its sixth season June 
1 and will run 14 weeks with di¬ 
rectors changing for each offering. 

The 1,000-seat pavilion at Chau¬ 
tauqua, Ohio, will be operated ms 
a non-EqUity strawhat this summer 
by Sarah Downs, with Herbert 
Nellson as director. \ 

Melody Fair, Buffalo, N. Y„ mu¬ 
sical tent, located at Wurlitzer 
Park, N. Tonawanda, will reopen 
for Its second season June 13. 

The .Oakdale. Musical Theatre, 
Wallingford, Conn.,. begins its 
fourth season June 7. ‘/Merry 
Widow" and "At War With the 
Army," originally slated by opera¬ 
tors Ben Segal and Bob Hitt, for 
July 1 and July 22, respectively, 
have been scratched in favor oi 
"Hellzapoppin," -July 22, and 
another still to be set. Samuel Mat- 
Iovsky returns as conductor. 

Elaine Stritch and Ben Gasara 
are scheduled to costar In "Coun¬ 
try Girl" the week of Aug. 20 at 
Kenneth E. Schwartz’s Northland 
Playhouse, Detroit, Also on the 
10-week production slate Is Pan- 

Meyer Levin ‘Diary* Suit 
Otto Frank, as owner of the book 

on which "The Diary of Anne 
Frank” is based, and Kermit 
Bloomgarden who produced the 
Frances Goodrich-Albert Hackett 

ordered Monday (3) by N.Y. Su¬ 
preme Court Justice Harold A. 
Stevens to post a $50,000 bond in 
connection with a $200,000 suit 
brought against them by novelist 
Meyer Levin. 

The bond, which is to be placed 
in escrow with the N.Y. County 
sheriff, would cover Levin’s claims 
for royalties from the Pulitzer 
prize play pending trial of the ac¬ 
tion. Levin, who filed the suit in 
February, 1956, charges that tha 
Bloomgarden production wrong¬ 
fully appropriated ideas from his 
own adaptation of Anne Frank’s 
work. He also has a suit against 
Cheryl Crawford, who previously 
had an option on the Anne Frank 
book. 

Tonring Shows 
(June 3-16) 

Apple Cart (Maurice fcvansV-rAIcazar, 
SJ\ (3-8)J Hartford. L.A. (10-15). _ 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof CTbomaa Gomez, 
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nlcol>—Erlanger, 
Chi (3-13). 

Fallen Ann els (Hermione Ginfold, Mary 
McCarthy)—Hartford, L.A. (3-8); Alcazar. 
S J. (10-15).' . 

Matchmaker, (Ruth. Gordon, Lorintf 
_mith, Patxi&a Ci^tts)—Curran, SJ. 

A My' Fair Lady (21 Co.T (Brian Aherne, 
Anne Rogera)—Philharmonic, LA.,045). 

No Time ter Serpeants (id Co.)—Bilt¬ 
more, L.A. (3-15). 

ATTENTION: 
strawhAts 
PRODUCERS 

ExMwrivB-typt Fearala wtsfcac It 
Invest Limited amoBBt of Tint# It 
Monty la LICIT SUMMER THU- 
TRR OPERATION. \ 

» Not Looking for Prof Ift 
BOX V-MII-17, VARIETY, 
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Showeea Hold Back 
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a close second ,Iast month, relin¬ 
quishing top position after being 
on top of the heap in. February, 
March and April. Although the 
Cecil B. DeMille opus is now well 
along on longfuns in nearly every 
engagement, it still managed to 
gross nearly $1,200,000 in Variety 

keys alone. “Funny Face,” also 
from Paramount, is finishing third, 
being in the top four most Of the 
month. This pic was fifth in April, 
indicating plenty of b.o. .stamina 
for a musical 

“Seven Wonders of World'* (Cin- 
eirama) wound up in fourth place, 
same as in April. Its consistently 
high grossing power is shown in 
the fact that it was fourth also in 
March. “Boy on Dolphin” , (20th) 
is taking fifth money although not 
sock on some of its holdover en¬ 
gagements. 

“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) man¬ 
aged to land in sixth spot although 
it failed to make much impression 
in the larger, eastern cities. 
“Bachelor Party**-(UA) captured 
seventh place despite the fact that 
it never rose higher than sixth in 
weekly ratings. 

“Designing Woman” (M-G), 
which was sixth in April, wound up 
eighth, “Desk Set” (20th >, a 
newie jhst out to any extend the 
final two weeks in the month, took 
ninth position. ‘"This Could be#, 
the Night” (M-G), in the same 
category as to number of weeks 
out in release, founds out the Big 
10 list. . . 

"For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) 
(reissue) and “12 Angry Men” 
(UA) are the two runner-up pix 
in that order. Latter, of course, 
was lfith place winner in April. ‘ 

Better product seems in store for 
exhibs in the next few months. For 
June, besides “Ddfek Set,” “Party” 
and the hard-ticket longruimers, 
advance optimism has been ex¬ 
pressed for “Face in .Crowd” (WB), 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par), 
•‘Something of Value” (M-G) 
4,Monkey on Back” (UA), “Prince 
and Show- Girl” (WB) among 
others. “Little Hut” (M-G) also 
did well enough at the close of May 
to cop eighth place one week. 

“Abandon Ship”'(CoL), a major 
disappointment, still managed to 
top runner-up pix one week. “Bus¬ 
ter Keaton Story” (Par) is In a 
like category, being a runner-up 
film another week. “China Date” 
(20th) also was disappointing in 
many spots hut managed to wind 
up seventh one session and take 
No. 1 runner-up another round. 

“Public Pigeon No. 1’* (U) fin¬ 
ished ninth -one stanza. “Great 
Man.” from same company, was 
a runner-up one week. “Untamed 
Youth” (WB), generally rather 
tame at the wickets, managed run¬ 
ner-up rating another session. 

“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) copped 
ninth place still another week. 
“Crab Monsters” (AA) was 10th 
one stanza. .“Strange One” (Col) 
never rose higher than top runner- 
up rating-a single week during the 
month. 

“Heaven Knows, ,Mr. Allison” 
(20th), second in April, wound up 
ninth one session. “Cinderella” 
(BV) (reissue) was eighth another 
Week. 

Helprin-Crown 
IfSS -Comtianed from page 3 

scale operations in "both features 
and tv in the states and abroad. 

The two features to be done in, 
Association are “Cop Hater” and* 
4The Mugger/’ the first to roll 
shortly after Labor Day and the 
other to follow immediately upon 
completion of the first Stories are 
original paperbook novels by Ed 
McBain (who now calls himself 
Evans Hunter), scripts are by 
Henry Kane and assigned to pro- 
due® and direct is William Berke. 
They’re to cost $175,000 to $200,- 
000 each. 

Success of these will In large 
measure determine the future pat¬ 
tern of operation and Helprin and 
Crown say more expensive projects 
definitely lay ahead. Crowd, who 
was a v.p. of Samuel Goldwyn Pro 
ductlons before joining AA, has 
been active for years In setting up 
production deals. He was a part¬ 
ner In Moulin Productions, which 

. turned out ‘Moulin Eouge/’ and 
played an exec part in the produc¬ 
tion of “Moby Dick.” At AA he 
worked at arranging partnership 
deals With film-makers abroad. 

On the tv front. Crown and Hel¬ 
prin have some names to- drop. 

The series being projected with 
CBS is “King of the Vikings/’ and. 
the first 12 half-hour episodes al¬ 
ready have been written by Rob¬ 
ert Alan Aurthor. 

Second series, the pilot of which 
is being bankrolled by NBC, is 
“Great Art Scandals,” scripted by 
Wolfe. Mankiewicz. Barbizon’s men 
are talking to Edward G. Robinson 
about taking the starring role. 

Crown and Helprin are angling to 
pattern their tv endeavors some¬ 
what after the way Warwick Pro¬ 
ductions works in the theatrical 
field. Warwick, headed by A, R. 
(Cubby) Broccoli and Irving Allen, 
base in England so as to enjoy pref¬ 
erential treatment in the British 
market. Their films are given local 
quota benefits. 

There’s no official quotas on 
telefilms but-It’s a matter of fact 
that ogly 17% of British commer¬ 
cial tv"time is given to American- 
made product. By operating in 
London, Crown* and Helprin figure 
on taking on the same status as the 
native British producers. 

’51A Tragh Year 
Continued from page t'~SSi 

rected against us and are incon¬ 
sistent with the usual trading prac¬ 
tices of the American film indus¬ 
try.” 

The MPEA found there was 
“still strong potential for growth 
in the earnings of American motion 
pictures” but noted that “whether 
that growth will evidence itself in 
increased dollar earnings to the 
American compares will depend 
upon the effectiveness with which 
the companies and the association 
deal with the special problems of 
1957.” 

Johnston noted that “the past 
year has been a breeding time for 
critical developments abroad” and 
added that “the outlook for all of 
Asia has darkened.” Nevertheless, 
he said, “the American film busi-' 
ness should continue to grow. Our 
product is still in demand by audi¬ 
ences throughout the world. But 
only through the close working 
relationship of all American dis¬ 
tribution in foreign markets can 
restrictions be resisted and poten¬ 
tial goals achieved.” 

Stock Items 
Continued from page SO — 

touring June 15 at the Lakewood 
Theatre, Skowhegan, Me; The 
package will carry a cast of 19, 
plus two pianists and a percus¬ 
sionist. 

The production staff for the 
Green Hills Theatre, Reading, Pa., 
includes returnees Mesrop Kesde- 
ksan, managing, director; Ted 
Moore, set designer, and Betty 
Morgan McLean, business mana¬ 
ger. The barn,'which will he op¬ 
erated this season -by the non¬ 
profit Berks County Theatre, Ine„ 
launches an 11-week season June 

The * Sun . Parlor Playhouse, 
Leamington, Ont., begins Its second 
season July L 

A June 25-Sept. 14 sked of 12 
plays has been set for the eighth 
season of the Orleans (Mass.) Sum¬ 
mer Theatre*. 

The opening of the Sharon 
(Conn.) Theatre Festival will be 
preceded by a champagne supper 
July 2 at the Sharon Playhouse. 

Kim Hunter will star in “A 
Hatful of Rain” at the Playhouse 
in the Park, Philadelphia, for a 
week beginning July 1. 

Murray Luck, formerly a press- 
agent with Bosh Stack Associates 
in New York, will be p. a. fbr Sa- 
eandaga Park (N. Y.) Summer The¬ 
atre. . 

Edward Everett Horton will ap¬ 
pear in “The Reluctant Debutante” 
at the Spa Summer Theatre, Sara¬ 
toga, %N, Y„ the week of July 1. 

James Preston and Shirley Hen 
will be general manager and press- 
agent, respectively, for the Thea- 
tre-by-the-Sea, Matunuck, R.L 

The Richmond (Va.) Summer 
Theatre launches itf eighth season 
June 18., 

Sam Bantyun, who toured this 
past season in “The Great Sebas¬ 
tians,” will appear the week of 
Aug. 12 in ‘The Vinegar Tree” at 
the ^Mountain Park Casino, Hol¬ 
yoke, Mass. 

Howard Atlee will he pressagent 
for the Lakewood Theatre, Bames- 
ville. Pa., this summer. 

Jake.LaMotia, joining the pugil- 
ist-iurnkd-performer ranks, will 
tour thei strawhat circuit In 4*The 
Milky ’Way.” 

Polyxm Stocks will appear in 
“Pipe Dream” at the Cape Cod 
Melody Tent, Hyannis, Mass., and! 
the South Shore Music Circus, j 
Cohasset, Mass, j 

“The "Will and the Way,” by 

Michael J. MoUoy, will be tried out 
this summer at William Hunt’s Red 
Bam Theatre, Northport, L.I., 
which begins its fifth season June 
11. Staff for the operation includes 
Betty King, company manager; 
Barbara Kennedy and Elex Inger- 
soll, directors; Byron Porterfield, 
pressagent, and David Nowak, 
stage manager. 

The cast for the strawhat tour of 
“The Man in the Dog Suit,” co- 
starring Hume Cronyn and Jessica 
Tandy, Includes Isobfet Elsokt, Betty 
Garde, Elliot Reid, John McGov¬ 
ern, G. Albert Smith, John Griggs, 
Mary Jackson and Tom Carlin. The 
barn trek is scheduled to get 
underway June 17 at the Hinsdale 
GIL) Summer Theatre. 

Elaine Perry and Irl Mowery will 
reopen the Cragsmoor (N.Y.) Play¬ 
house for a 10-play.season June 26. 
The Cragsmoor. Restaurant and 
Bar, operated in conjunction with 
the'barn, will reopen June 21, with 
Patrick O’Connor, as manager. 

Ralph Wonders succeeds Paul M. 
Trebitsch, who died in Chicago last 
month, as manager of the Greek 
Theatre, Los Angeles. Dorathi 
Bock Pierre returns for her fourth 
year as pressagent, while Sally 
Forrest is in charge of radio-tv- 
publicity, with Bernice Pons also 
in the promotion fold. Rita Glover, 
who’s* been associated with James 
A. Doolittle, managing director of 
the non-profit operation for years 
as production manager, will create 
new sets for the operas “Coppelia” 
and “La Traviata,” which will be 
produced during the season. 

Battleships & Elephants 
Continued from page 2 - - - ~ 

open at Broad Creek Village, for 
the full period. 

On Sunday, June 9, Grand Old 
Opry will do a day and night stand: 
at the Municipal Auditorium, with i 
a night show on the 10th. The! 
Norfolk Symphony Orchestra will] 
play one evening . at ‘ the Center j 
Theatre here. J 

Ringling Bros, circus gets Into 
the act on the 10th. It is slated 
for a full weeks’ engagement at the 
Portsmouth Stadium, in Ports¬ 
mouth. It will play each night 
through June 16, with matinees 
Thursday, Friday and Sunday. Also 
on the 10th, the Jose Greco Span¬ 
ish dance troupe does a perform¬ 
ance at the Willett High School 
Auditorium In Portsmouth. 

On the 11th, Jose Greco moves 
to the Center Theatre in Norfolk 
for two nights. The Navy Band 
will play at the Municipal Audi¬ 
torium in Norfolk on the 11th, with 
boxing there on the 12th. 

The Tamburitzens, a. folk music 
group; take over the Center The¬ 
atre for the 13th, with a wrestling 
show 8t the Auditorium. Same day, 
a jazz music show headed by 
Woody Herman, the Eddie Heywood 
Trio and Gene Krupa, do a per¬ 
formance at Willett Auditorium in 
Portsmouth. Then the jazz musi¬ 
cians move to Norfolk Municipal 
Auditorium for concerts on the 
14th and 15th. 

The Norfolk Symphony Orch 
does -a pops concert at the Center 
Theatre on June 14 and the Tam- 
buritzens go to Willett Auditorium 
on the 15th. Ice show,, circus and 
trade show hold oyer through the 
16th, ending.the celebration. 

Norfolk Chamber of Commerce 
and a special Naval Review Com¬ 
mittee are in charge of arrange¬ 
ments. The Feld Bros., of Wash¬ 
ington, D. C., promoters of travel¬ 
ing attractions, were retained on 
a flat fee basis, to book all profes¬ 
sional entertainment, manage the 
show biz end -of the festival, handle 
ticket sales, ushers, doormen, etc. 
The festival committee is distribut¬ 
ing 20,000 free tickets for the va¬ 
rious events, to sailors on the visit¬ 
ing ships? 

Takea-from-Life 
; Continued from page 3 

Citizen!,” story of CoL Francis 
Grevenberg, . former Superinten¬ 
dent of the Louisiana State Police. 

, Soon to go at the Valley lot will, 
be “The Boy From Korea,” story 
-of Korean war orphan Joseph An¬ 
thony who was» brought to this 
country; “The Colonel Everest 
Story,” story oi’ Lt. Col. Frank K. 
Everest who flew'” a plane faster 
than any other human; untitled 
story of Stanley Shotnicki, Ameri¬ 
can G.L who rescued a girl from 
a German concentration camp and 
later married her; biography of 
aerialist Lillian Leitzel; story of 
Kemal Ataturk, who democratized 
Turkey; and the life stories of 
dancer Bill Robinson and western 
artist Charles RusselL 

Literati 

, Can. Scribe in Red China 
I Unlike the U.S., Canada raises 
ino objections to newsmen visiting 
Red China. William Kinmond, ex- 
Toronto Star, has been there a 
month and may be another two- 
three months. His coverage started 
May 30 in Toronto Globe & Mail, 
with whom he’s been since ’53. 

Kinmond, now 42, was a Cana¬ 
dian war correspondent in Belgium 
in ’44 when the Germans captured 
him. He was held in a prison camp 
till early ’45 when the U.S. Army 
freed him, 35 pounds lighter. 

Wendt-Koran’s 5th Book 
. Lloyd Wendt, Chi Tribune Sun¬ 
day magazine editor, and Herman 
Kogan, Chi Sun-Times drama edi¬ 
tor, are collaborating on “A Pic¬ 
torial History of Chicago,” slated 
for publication in the fall of 1958. 

It’s to be their fifth book of joint 
authorship on Chicago history, the 
previous ones being “Lords of the 
Levee,” “Bet a Million,” “Give the 
Lady What She Wants,” and “Big 
Bill of Chicago.” 

In re: Public Relations 
Public relations has had a dual 

effect in its impact on the Ameri¬ 
can scene—it has had a major role 
in the “debasement of communica¬ 
tions” and on the plus side it has 
contributed to good conduct in 
business. So writes Robert D. Heil- 
broner in “Public Relations, the 
Invisible Sell,” an evaluation of 
the profession in the June issue of 
Harper’s mag. 

Heilbroner states that p.r. has 
had its part In crowding communi¬ 
cations with “the spurious, the’ in¬ 
sincere, the meretricious mid most 
of all the empty,” in place of the 
“meaningful, the useless, the im¬ 
portant” But regardless of the mo¬ 
tives involved, p.r. has also caused 
business conduct to improve. Heil¬ 
broner adds that a curious devel¬ 
opment is the way big businessmen 
have “swallowed the Invisible Sell 
hook, line and sinker,” calling them 
a “patsy” for the power of public 
relations, a power about which 
p.r. men themselves have “salu¬ 
tary doubts." 

circulation periodical getting a 
breakdown on the nature of Its 
readership^ It’s a breakdown of 
who the readers are, what they 
own and buy, how they read the 
magazine and how it affects them. 

A few days before the Post and 
Politz held a press confab to tell 
who “The Influential” was, an ar¬ 
ticle by former Time-Lifer David 
Cort appeared in The Nation, and 
had a strong coincidental bearing 
in the eyes of some media buyers 
on the new promotional campaign. 
Gort broke down the “panorama” 
of ads by several major mags that 
were Intended to reach media buy¬ 
ers.. He said that it wasn’t compe¬ 
tition with each other that was 
causing them to hurt, but compe¬ 
tition with television. “But in fact, 
ephemeral as slick magazines are,” 
Cort continued, “tv is still more 
ephemeral. Who is looking at any 
particular program, how many, 
why, for how long and to what 
purpose are still unanswerable 
questions.” 

Same held for some time among 
mags, the writer contended. “What 
has happened is that an undiffer¬ 
entiated mass of readers is no 
longer good enough to support a 
mass - circulation periodical. The 
developed relationship between the 
reader and the magazine is all-im¬ 
portant; in short, the honor and 
integrity of the magazine are the 
key to its survival.” 

Several tradestets held similar 
views when Collier’s, boasting a 
vast circulation, folded a few 
months ago. It is this, some feel, 
that motivated the Post into doing 
“The Influential." 

Cautions Britons 
Special scrutiny of all foreign 

newspapers and periodicals before 
distribution in Britain has been 
ordered by one of the larger 
chains of newsagents in Britain. 
The High Court recently held that 
importers and distributors of a for¬ 
eign publication containing com¬ 
ment on pending legal proceedings 
were guilty of contempt of court, 
even though they had no knowl¬ 
edge of the offending matter. 

USIS Exits Scotland 
The United States Information 

Service and Library in Scotland is 
to close shortly owing to budget 
cuts. Benno H. Selcke, public 
affairs officer, has received con¬ 
firmation of the decision from his 
London headquarters. C1 o s i n g 
down is to be carried through this 
month. 

The UJS. Library was established 
at Edinburgh in 1932 and moved 
to present premises in George 
Street in September, 1955. 

Vancouver Dailies’ Pool 
Rumors that Southam chain's 

Vancouver .Province was buying 
rival Sun have petered out But 
the dailies, Pacific port’s only 
p.m/s are “pooling their newspa¬ 
per publishing facilities.” This 
means incorporating a new com¬ 
pany, jointly and equally owned 
by Southam and Sun Publishing. 
It’s called Pacific Press Ltd. Prov¬ 
ince will eventually become an 
a.m. 

Editorial, circulation and adver¬ 
tising will be “completely sepa¬ 
rate,” though. This means Jack 
Scott will stay. It’s known that 
Vancouver’s most popular colum- 

The newsagents were fined $140 
for contempt arising out of an 
article on the murder trial of Dr, 
John Bodkin Adams which ap¬ 
peared in an American magazine, 
which they handled. 

Conrad Hilton’s Autobiog 
Hotel tycoon Conrad N. Hilton 

has just completed “Be My Guest” 
for Prentice-Hall publication later 
this year. 

Hotelier has been the subject of 
several biogs, including N.Y. Tele¬ 
graph drama critic Whitney Bol¬ 
ton’s “Silver Spade” and a quasi- 
biog, about the Waldorf-Astoria, 
by Horace Sutton. This is his first 
personalized tale via ghost aide. 

CHATTER 
Alice Tildsiey sold story on Julie 

Adams to Glamour. 
Roger Jones, ex-UI mag publicity 

contact, has moved to Carmel, CaL, 
and is freelancing to magazines. 

San Francisco* edition of The 
Wall Street Journal will move to 
newer, larger quarters in earlyfall. 

William Fine, publisher of Bride 
and Home, has completed scouting 
trip on west coast and returned to 
New York. 

The Lima <0.) Citizen, newly- 
nist (also syndicated in the east) i ^anized daily, plans to publish 
was worried and would likely have < i*5 cation July 1, according 
quit if th'e Southams hadtaken j to Wayne Cinrent, busmes man- 
full control. He’s extremely out-!i . Cornelius _ J. (Con) Hefferman, 
spoken, and always given full rein!editor of the Albany Times- 

by the politically independent Sun, Jiv??*'pJJlJSjr 52'S °»f niw 
but felt the conservative Province j ^Jany County He*rt Assn., a new 

mi^rferriood'JSoutham Co is mak- Bichard Reinhardt, San Fran- 
ing an ^i^g p^ineSi 'of™ - Sisc<? Chronicle; reporter, won a 
ftRftonn to^im ro because of :fore,Sn **ea training fellowship to 
Sim^^large^^ircu^’tior^^L91,031 j from the Ford Founda- 

to Province’s 120,414), earnings j1 Aifrprl TTraulrencfein <?an Pran- 

'n/nr/STicLLde muic critic will 
: teach a six-week course in “Con- 

newsprmt temporary Amerian Music” at the 
nut. It will save the cost.of a new, University of California, Berkeley, 
plant—each company had planned ? this- sum^er 
to spend about $9,000,000 on new* L1()yd ? Viliams, former tele¬ 
buildings and equipment. 

Mags’ Mass Influences 
Exposure of "The Influential,”. __^_ 

after a $250,000 teaser campaign, j the U. S. Embassy in the Philip- 
as the average Saturday Evening pines. 

vision editor for the Vermont Ex¬ 
tension Service, has been named 
by the U. S. Dept, of Agriculture 
as assistant agriculture attache at. 

Post reader, has a bearing on the 
state of things among all mass-cir¬ 
culation mags. 

The Post based the three-week 
anonymous character, it explained, 
on a series of facts about its read¬ 
ers which the Alfred Politz re¬ 
search organization turned up. 
Company said that Politz revealed 
Post readers as “opinion leaders 
in all communities andNin all in¬ 
come and social levels who influ¬ 
ence people around them.” Mag 
claimed study was first by a mass- 

James M. Langley, 62-year-old 
publisher of the Concord3 »N. H.) 
Monitor, has been nominated by' 
President Eisenhower as U. S. 
ambassador to Pakistan. He is a 
close associate of former Gov. 
Sherman Adams, now Eisen¬ 
hower’s top assistant, and figured 
prominently in the early political 
career of another former New 
Hampshire governor, the late John 
G, Winant, who became the war¬ 
time U. S. ambassador to Great 
Britain. 
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Barbara Romney has launched 
Poetry Broadside here. 

N.Y. Post planning a series on 
the McCrarys (Tex and Jinx). 

Gus Eyssell, prez of Rockefeller 
Center, elected to the board of 
Roosevelt Hospital. 

Tenor Kenneth Lane auditioning 
at Carnegie Hall studios for sing¬ 
ers for his proposed Wagnerian 
repertory. 

Joe E. Howard will be in his 
home town. Helena, Montana, on 
June 20 and the mayor’s declared 
it his day. 

Arabs are now demanding “bap¬ 
tismal certificates” of tourists pen¬ 
etrating their lands. Eew Ameri¬ 
cans or British can supply them. 

Rudolf Bing, Metopera general 
manager, and actor Dennis O’Keefe 
among those sailing for Europe 
today (Wed.) on the lie De France, j 

Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians 
will open in October a 70-stand j 
tour that will take them to the 
West Coast. William Morris agency | 
set up tour. " j 

Sam Rosen. Stanley Warner v.p., 
and Joe Moskowitz, 20th-Fox v.p. 
and N.Y. studio rep, returned from 
Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the 
Queen Mary. 

Roberte Weede Jr., operatic 
singer, and Robert Trout, CBS ra¬ 
dio and tv commentator, back from 
Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the 
lie de France. 

Nate Blumberg, Universal board 
chairman, and RKO production 
head William Dozier in from 
Naples yesterday (Tues.) on the 
Cristoforo Colombo. 

ASCA.Pers Sophie Salpeter and 
Art Gordon have written a ditty 
based ox - Phyllis I. Rosenteur’s 
book, ‘ Morpheus and Me,” just 
published by Funk & Wagnalls. 

Polyna Stoska, like Grace Moore 
and a couple of others through 
the years a vet of both B’way legit 
and the Met Opera, will do Ma¬ 
dame role in “Pipe Dream” this 
summer at Hyannis and Cohasset. 

William (“Hopalong”) Boyd, pro¬ 
ducer-director Victor Saville, legit 
producer Richard Myers and ac¬ 
tress Mary Ellis sailed for Europe 
last week on the S.. S. United 
States. 

Decoration Day weekend visitors 
at Grosskiger’s ranged from U. S. 
Senator Morse (appearing as a 
speaker at a UJA gathering) to 
MCA’s Jennings Lang, Gretchen 
Wyler, Dick Shawn, baseball’s 
Jackie Robinson and Dick Wake¬ 
field, Judge Sam Liebowitz, Vir¬ 
ginia Graham, golf champ A1 Bes- 
selink, Teddy Nadler and Monica 
Lewis. 

The Sheraton Hotels execs are 
the sparks behind a new gourmet 
society, Les Copains de Careme, 
named for Marie-Anteine Careme, 
famed French chef of the Napole¬ 
onic era. It was launched last week 
with an invitation super-blueplate 
special at the Sheraton Astor. 
Similar gourmet stunts slated for 
the new Sheraton, Philly, and the 
Sheraton Blackstone, Chi. 

Ex-President Harry S. Truman, 
Senator Fstes Kefauver, Senator: 
Alexander Wiley, columnist Leo¬ 
nard Lyons and Abel Green, editor 
of Variety, are on the Rudolph 
Halley Memorial Scholarship Fund 
chairmaned by Hugh Fulton, the 
late attorney’s law partner. The 
Columbia College Class of 1932 is 
taking note of its 25th anniversary, 
John L. McDowell general chair¬ 
man. to further spark the Halley 
Memorial Scholarship. 

Madrid 
Conchita Piquer, for many years 

the first lady of the Spanish song, 
opened at the Teatro de la Zar- 
guda with a brand new revue 
“Puente de Coplas” (Bridge of 
Couplets', by the maestros Quin¬ 
tero. Leon and Quiroga. 

New show bows into the Cas¬ 
te! iana Hilton’s Rendezvous* 
French songstress France Piery re¬ 
places Cuban singer Miguelito 
Valdes, and Flamenco group Los 
Pelaos ditto that of Amparo Ran- 
kel. who leaves shortly to appear 
with her company at Hollywood 
Bowl. 

Director Manuel Mur-Oti, just 
back from Cuba, telling plans for 
first Cuban-Spanish coproduction 
“Mambis,” which he will roll the 
cameras on here in September, in 
color and with artistic elements 
from both countries. Producer is 
Yara Films, and Mur-Oti will in¬ 
troduce two youthful Cubans — 
Alejandro Lugo and Berta Mar¬ 
tinez. 

Italy’s Antonella Lualdi and hus¬ 
band Franco Interlenghi in Madrid 
with their baby daughter Stella. 
Couple will star in Vicente Escri- 
va’s “La Cenicienta Y Ernesto" 
(Cinderella and Ernest). She has 
just wound up in “Desconfiad. 
Muehaehas” (Don’t Believe It, 

Girls), and he in “Farewell to 
Arms” in Rome. Both starred in 
prizewinning “I Vitelloni.” 

Maria Dolores Pradera will play 
the title role in “Anastasia” when 
it opens at the new Teatro Eslava, 
following its current very big hit 
"La Celestina.” Jose Luis Alonso 
is responsible for the Spanish ver¬ 
sion of “Anastasia,” and cast will 
include such legit names as Irene 
Lopez Heredia, Guillermo Marin 
and Josf Maria Rodero,' all of 
whom are playing in “Celestina” 
npw. 

Director Ladislae (“Marcelino”) 
Vajda shooting at Chamartin Stu¬ 
dios the windup of “An Angel De¬ 
scended on Brooklyn,” Pablito Cal- 
vo-Peter Ustinov starrer, on which 
he has already filmed in New 
York’s Hell’s Kitchen and in Italy’s 
Rome and Naples. Ustinov has 
brought, his wife and children here 
for the duration of the picture. 
“Angel” was originally titled “Un 
Perro Llamado Senor Bossi” (A 
Dog Named Mistter Bossi). 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) 

Tempest Storm current at Ca¬ 
sino buriesquer. 

Patti Page current at Blinstrub’s 
through Sunday (9). 

Rocky Marciano in town talking 
about turning thespian. 

Pat Mathews, calypso chirp, held 
over at the Bradford’s Carousel 
room. 

A1 Dealzell, former legit press 
agent) in to bally Columbia film, 
“Calypso Heatwave,” opening at 
Pilgrim Wednesday (5). 

Ben Sack, operator of Beacon 
Hill and Saxon film houses inked 
deal With Shuberts for the Plym¬ 
outh legiter which he will turn 
into a first-run house to be called 
the “Gary.” ' 

New England fun spots nabbed 
big openings Memorial Day, offi¬ 
cial start of season, with jamup 
crowds at Old Orchard, Me.; 
Hampton Beach, N. H.; Salisbury, 
Revere and Nantasket, Mass., hy¬ 
poed by perfect weather. 

Bob Dorfman, Walt Disney Pro¬ 
ductions, here for press party for 
authoress Esther Forbes, whose 
prize winning novel, “Johnny 
Tremain;” served as basis for Dis¬ 
ney film of same name and to set 
day-date in 18 theatres for New 
England preem kicking off at May¬ 
flower. 

Toronto 
By Bob McStay 

Arthur Hailey sold his “Shadow 
of Suspicion” to BBC. 

Alexandrine Gibb turning out a 
gossip column for Toronto Star, 
evening daily. N 

Irish Guards Band, 80 men 
strong, to be outdoors musical at¬ 
traction at Canadian National Ex¬ 
hibition. 

Harvey Tate leaving Canadian 
tele to become news chief for a 
chain of Texas stations headed by 
KLIF, Dallas. 

Archie Laurie hosting Jean Se- 
berg, here to lead off her North 
American p.a. tour tub-thumping 
U.A.’s “Saint Joan.” 

Court. Stone lining up his cast 
for “Muskoka Holiday,” with Bar¬ 
bara Strathdee and Donald Bartle 
signed as singing leads. . 

Brant Inn teeing off its new 
summer season, with Guy Lom¬ 
bardo’s band in for June 5-8; it 
will cost $10 a, couple to dance. 

Boh Goulet motoring to Cali¬ 
fornia and then to Vancouver to 
join Theatre Under the Stars for 
his second season there of summer 
stock. 

Catherine Proctor leaving home 
here to go into Broadway produc¬ 
tion of “Separate Tables” for re¬ 
mainder of rim and subsequent 
road tour. 

With Lorraine McAllister leav¬ 
ing for Vancouver to join Daryl 
Richards Orch, Bob Jarvis, pro¬ 
ducer of “Holiday Ranch,” is look¬ 
ing for a gal warbler. 

&y Les Rees 
Theatre-in-Round wound up sea- 

! son with “Anastasia.” 
i Ann Lee appointed Cinerama 
! public relations director. 
| Edyth Bush Playhouse held over 
‘ “Witness for Prosecution.” 

Flame nitery has Onie Wheeler 
■ and the Rockabilly quartet. 
; Tenor Felix Knight continuing 
’ at Hotel Radisson Flame Room. 
I Florinda, Nikki Diaz, Ann Bollin 
1 and Connie Reyes joined Gay 90s’ 
; calypso show, 

Don Stolz closed for “Plotting 
! Shed” rights for his local Old Log 
! strawhatter which opens season 

■ this week. 
j Paul Swater in from Florida to 
t take over as Cinerama managing 
! director here, replacing Phil Jan- 
! sen who has joined “Around World 
in 80 Days.” 

London 
(Temple Bar 5041/9952) 

Actress Ann. Firhank inked 
to seven year contract by Metro. 

A Cafe de Paris cabaret stint 
being negotiated for Gloria Swan¬ 
son, 

Guy Mitchell arrived in London 
last Friday (31); here for a vaude 
season and several tele dates. 

Princess Margaret will perform 
the opening ceremony of the new 
National Film Theatre on London’s 
South Bank Oct. 15. 

Greek actress, Melina Mercouri, 
arrived here last week to take up 
star role in the Pinewood produc¬ 
tion, *‘The Gypsy and the Gentle¬ 
man.” 

Thomas F. O’Neil, prexy of RKO 
Teleradio Pictures, and Walter 
Branson, veepee of RKO R?dio, 
here for confabs With Bob Wolff, 
RKO’s topper here. 

Moira Shearer to appear in Hen¬ 
ry Sherek production of “Man of 
Distinction” at Edinburgh Festival 
in August. It will cOme to Lpndon 
about three weeks later. 

“Kismet,” which ended a two 
year West End run at Stoll Theatre 
several months ago, and has since 
been on tour, opens again in the 
West End at Princess Theatre Fri¬ 
day (7). 

Noel Coward came in on the 
Queen Elizabeth Tuesday (4) to 
direct Michael Wilding in rehears¬ 
als of : “Nude With Violin.” Wild¬ 
ing takes over the lead from John 
Gielgud June 24. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944) 
Vauder Alhambra-Maurice Che¬ 

valier goes longhair in housing 
the Ballets Du Marquis De Cuevas. 

Yvonne Printemps nixing a top 
role in the forthcoming Metro mu¬ 
sical, “Gigi,” starring Leslie Car.on 
and Maurice Chevalier. 

Martine Carol starrer, “Nathalie,” 
indefinitely shelved because star 
has to take an eight week rest after 
injuries sustained during the 
filming. 

“Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) get¬ 
ting a gala preem in conjunction 
with the 30th anni of Charles A. 
Lindbergh’s solo air Atlantic hop, 
before opening here. 

French-Moroccan actrfess Leila 
Farida handling Arabic dubbing 
chores on Gallic pic “Fanfan La 
Tulipe.” This is the first in large- 
scale operations for moving French 
pjx into the big Arabic general 
film marts. 

Though all script troubles on 
“Paris Holiday” (UA) have been 
patched up between Bob Hope and 
co-star Femandel, the latter re¬ 
cently told Variety that the pic 
is still 60% Hope and 40% Fer- 
nandel but should be 50-50 when 
it is finished. 

Tourists and warm weather are 
prompting5/the peeling of more 
chorus girls here. Three new nude 
shows are on to join such regu¬ 
lars as the Folies Bergere, Casino 
de Paris and Mayol. Comedie- 
Caumartin has “Mondanites Lib¬ 
ertine,” Bobino goes from vauder 
to a revue, “Ferie Sexy,” and leg¬ 
iter Potiniere has “Frivolites In- 
discretes.” 

Philadelphia 
By Jerry Gaghan 

Stanley Schwartz, former owner 
of the Tabu, taking a fling in im¬ 
porting biz. - 

Sam Bushman named ad-pub¬ 
licity director of Brandywine Mu- 
sip Box, near Wilmington, Del. 

Comedy team of A1 Fisher and 
Little Lou signed to . appear in mu¬ 
sical film to be made by De Lau- 
rentis and Serpe. 

John Kenley, who produced sev¬ 
eral seasons of summer stock at 
Yardley; Pa., angled to his native 
inidwest to operate in Dayton’s 
Memorial Hall. 

Berlin 
By Hans Hoehn 

(760264L 
Warners’ pic, “Lindbergh,” is to 

be locally .preemed during forth¬ 
coming Berlin Film Festival. 

Universal soon start here on 
shooting of “Time To Live and 
Time to Die”. at CCC studios. 

On occasion of his 70th birthday, 
opera singer Michael Bohnen was 
handed the Federal Order of Merit. 

June 29 set as date for the In¬ 
ternational Film Ball, one of high¬ 
lights of forthcoming local film 
fete. 

O. W. Fischer will have title role 
in the forthcoming Roxy pic, “El 
Hakim,” based on John Knittel’s 
same-titled novel. 

Schorcht-Film (distributor)* ac¬ 
quired by Bavaria-Film., is to con¬ 
tinue operating under ~ the tradi¬ 
tional trademark “Tobis” as of this 
fall. 

U.S. pix currently playing the lo¬ 
cal GI circuit include .“Rainmak¬ 

er” (Par), “King and Four Queens” 
(UA), “Incredible Shrinking Man” 
(U), “Edge of City" (M-G) and 
“Tattered Dress” (U). . 

To commemorate the eighth anni 
of the end of Berlin Airlift, AFN- 
Berlin rebroadcast a special airlift 
show. Starring Bob Hope and Jane 
Russell, program was aired orig¬ 
inally for men of the blockade. 

Marion Michael, who made her 
pic debut in “Liane—the Girl 
From the Virgin Forest,” will be 
seen in two more similar pix, 
“Liane—the White Slave” and 
“Liane On the Island of Dreams,” 
both made by Area in the 1957- 
’58 season. 

Pat Vance, head of model agency 
here, off for six week tour of Eu¬ 
rope. 

Robert Hughes named new prez 
of American Federation of Film 
Societies. 

Dejay Howard Miller tapped for 
bit part in U-I’s film about record 
biz, “The Big Beat.” 

Jack Webb here last week to 
bally his latest pic, “D.I.,” preem- 
ing at Chicago Theatre, and satu¬ 
rating all available media. 

University of Chicago Theatre 
sponsored two showings of “Wait¬ 
ing For Godot” last weekend after 
it had exited Studebaker Theatre. 

Charles Van Doren, Gypsy Rose 
Lee, Meyer Levin, Steve Allen, 
Bennet Cerf and others here last 
week for National Booksellers’ con¬ 
clave. 

Skip Krask and Shelly Hasten 
bought the Cloister Inn from.Paul 
Raffles, Pat Fontecchio, and Bill 
Doherty, group that owns the Black 
Orchid. 

Dr. John Reich, formerly of 
Columbia U. drama department, 
named director of the Goodman 
Memorial Theatre in Chi, replacing 
the late Dr. Maurice GneSin, long¬ 
time head of school. Reich takes 
over post this fall. 

Walter Koppel 
Continued from page 5 ■■ 

dustry.” He said his discussions 
with the German Ministry of Eco¬ 
nomics had been entirely favorable 
to date, but he noted—realistical¬ 
ly—that elections were around the 
corner (in September) and that 
much depended on the political 
Climate. 

If Koppel seems comparatively 
unconcerned about the impact of 
common European film action on 
the German industry, this may be 
in part traced to the success of his 
own studio operation. Real Film, 
at this moment with five stages, is 
fully booked up until August 
of 1958, with its own and outside 
productions. A sixth stage is cur¬ 
rently a-building. Several of the 
Real pix, notably “Captain v. 
Koepenick,” have clicked might¬ 
ily at the b.o., with “Captain” re¬ 
couping several times its negative 
cost in Germany alone. 

Yet, the situation with Germany 
as it shapes up today, with the 
L/FA looming ever larger on the 
scene, is hardly conducive to much 
optimism for an independent like 
Koppel, who lies between the 
Bavaria in Munich and the UFA in 
Berlin, both of them large’v con¬ 
trolled by the same- banking in¬ 
terests, which also figure promi¬ 
nently in Koppel’s activities. 

As for conditions in the Ger¬ 
man industry, shaken up by the 
Allianz (distribution) failure, Kop¬ 
pel seemed pessimistic. “Things 
will get worse before they’ll get 
better,” he predicted. 

Koppel said he still believed the 
German market was fed too many 
films, particularly by the Ameri¬ 
cans. “In the long run, this policy 
can only hurt.” he said. “The pub¬ 
lic gets fed up with so many films. 
It’s not only the German producer 
who is hurt. It’s the entire prod¬ 
uct* being shown.” 

Koppel was restrained in his 
comments re the UFA. He did 
think little of UFA going into tv 
film production. “To whom are 
they going to sell those films,” he 
asked. “Not to German tv. That’s 
state-owned £nd can’t pay any¬ 
thing.” 

The UFA, whifeh has distribution 
and also controls some 70 theatres, 
is not yet actually in production, 
but has financed pix. One of the 
first turned out via this arrange¬ 
ment was “Stem von Afrika,” 
which was rejected by the German 
self-censorship group as too mili¬ 
taristic in its tendencies, and had 
to be recut for release. UFA Is 
now headed by Amo Hauke, its 
former theatre chief, who had ma- 
neuvred himself to the top of the 
outfit after stalemating H. Tischen- 
dorf. 

Hollywood 
Charles C. (Bud) Barry In from 

.N.Y. 
Armand Deutsch checked back 

from Gotham, 
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. 

Lee b&6k after a month in the 
East. 

Variety’s London mugg Harold 
Myers (Myro) and Mrs. Myers flew 
East after a week of gandering 
studios. 

Ray “Crash” Corrigan building 
a western fort and town street for 
location shooting at his new Sem¬ 
inole Hot Springs project. 

Irving Margolin, veepee and 
treasurer of Cinerama Productions, 
arrived for the local preem of 
“Seven Wonders of World," 

Eddie Albert putting together 
clips of footage he’s shot on loca¬ 
tions around the world for a doc¬ 
umentary feature travelog. 

Pittsburgh 
by Hal V. Cohen 

Dancer Earl Barton’s parents 
moved back to the Coast. 

Music for Mt. Lebanon concert 
series for next season already sold 
out. 

Kay Riehl, character actress, re¬ 
turned to Hollywood after visiting 
here. 

Don Slone released from Vet¬ 
erans Hospital without surgery for 
his ulcers. 

Harry Belafonte will he SRO for 
his three nights at the- Mosque 
next week. 

Actor Dan Kinley, graduate of 
Royai Academy of Dramatic c Art 
in London, into the Army. 
. Mercury Records transferred Joe 

Berger to Philadelphia; named 
Solly Solomon head of local of-v 
fice. 

Cleveland 
By Glenn C.* Pullen 

“A Night With Belafonte” set 
for 12,000-seatpd civic auditorium 
June 14. 

Stephen PIrozzi succeeded Sol 
Gordon as local publicity rep for 
20th-Fox exchange, coming here 
from company’s New York area. 

Statler’s Terrace Room dropping 
dance bands as well as shows June 
3, after Sammy Watkins’ orch goes 
touring. Norm Knuth’s Starlight- 
ers, who usually take over Ter¬ 
race’s summer bandstand, moves 
into Hotpl ^Cleveland’s Bronze 
Room next week. 

Pat Boone show, a GAC package, 
lost money for local sponsor by 
drawing only around 2,500 specta¬ 
tors in Cleveland Arena. Boone 
shouldn’t feel too badly since Elvis 
Presley laid a big egg for his local 
backer in the Arena, which usually 
caters to sport events. 

Herman Pirchner, operator of 
Alpine Village and Eldorado -nit- 
eries, to dquble in brass this sum¬ 
mer as catering executive officer 
on the Steamer Aquarama; will 
have charge of lake cruiser’s food, 
likker and entertainment depart¬ 
ments on daily runs to Detroit. 

John Huston 
Continued from page 7 —^ 

notice and it seems to get bigger 
all the time.” 

However, about Wayne, Huston 
was positive. “It’s a tableau when 
you think of him surrounded by 
much smaller Japanese.” 

In talking about the trend today 
where the top directors either are 
writers themselves or work very 
closely with the writer, Huston 
opined, “I think the director is 
just a further extension of the 
writer. It calls for the additional 
facility of working with people as 
well as with a typewriter. 
' Asked about making pictures to 

please himself rather than trying 
to aim at a mass audience, the 
Academy Award-winning director 
replied, “I’m not smart enough to 
make a picture for the masses. I 
can’t know what millions are 
thinking. I’m not up to detail on 
what populations like. I always 
figured that if i Hked it, and was 
able to bring out the qualities I 
sought, there were enough people 
like me to like it.” 

Doesn’t Favor Ad-lib Shooting 
Asked about the procedure of 

some European director-writers 
.who ad-lib their shooting' as they 
go along, Huston said he would 
never attempt it. "You can’t do 
that with film,” he declared. “It’s 
top expensive. It’s like a painter 
with a $1,000,000 in paints on his 
palate. He'can’t afford not to have 
made a cartoon of his painting. 

“But I’ve done it and we’ve all • 
had to do . it on occasion. In 
‘Heaven Knows, Mr) Allison,* I 
wrote scenes on thef spot, hut I 
was lucky. The day will come when 
I’m not lucky. It’s just not a wise 
procedure.” 
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— WILLIAM F. RODGERS 
William F. Rodgers, 68, former 

distribution v. p, for Metro and 
latterly sales counselor for Allied 

• Artists, died June 2 in Hollywood, 
Fla. 

Details in film section. 

ROBERT (BUDDY) CLARKE 
Robert (Buddy) Clarke. 611 

known in show biz as the English 

MandeD with her husband, retir¬ 
ing in 1939. 

Mrs.. Mandel was the oldest 
daughter of the late Alf Daniells, 
leading Continental clown of three 
decades ago, and Madame Yvette, 
owner and operator of many big 
animal acts. ■> 

, MATT WELKER 
__ ___ Matt Welker, 77, vet legit corn- 
drunkard with high silk "hat, died’pany manager and former actor, 
May 20 in Oakland, Calif. died of a heart attack May 29 at 

Clarke launched his career i the home of a friend in Hollywood, 
when he was nine years old, sing¬ 
ing between the acts on the old 
Orpheum, Keith and Pantages cir¬ 
cuits. He toured the U. S. as 

Cal., where he had been spending 
the winter months, 

Welker switched from acting to 
management many years ago and 
_ 3*__ youth with Charlie Chaplin in the was For several years company 

road show comedy, “Night in the' *** r»anto Hib Maoir-ian 
English Music Hall.” Developing 
a clipped British accent, Clarke 
formed his single act of an Eng¬ 
lish comic and paired vrith other 
vaudeville acts in later years. In 
San Francisco, he appeared in 
1939 with Boris Karloff in 
“Congo.” 

His daughter survives. 

COL. PAUL R. WING 
Col. Paul R. Wing, 65, Academy 

Award winner, survivor of the 
Bataan death march of World War 
II and holder of the Army’s Legion 
of Merit, died May 29 in Ports- 

ln Memory of Our 

Founder and President 

HAL HORNE 
June 8th, 1955 

Ted Lloyd, 

Incorporated 

manager for Dante, the Magician 
as well as for several Shubert tour¬ 
ing musicals. Prior to his retire¬ 
ment a few years ago, he was on 
the road as company manager of 
the Fred Waring show. 

WILLIAM BOLGER 
William Bolger, 31, a tv writer 

for the Cleveland office of Batten, 
Barton, Durstine and Osborn Inc., 
died May 27 in Concord, N. H., 
after a brief illness. . Bolger was 
the author of “Father Was a Yale 
Man,” a play produced at the 
Provincetown Playhouse in 1951. 
He also had written for the tv 
shows, “Medic” and “Cheyenne.” 

Two sisters survive. 

wife, Dorothy, produced “Grand 
Central Station” On radio for many 
years, died May 28, in Los Angeles 
after a long illness. 

SAMUEL STRUM 
Samuel Strum, 52, head of the 

Lincoln Ticket Agency, Inc., died 
May 30 at his home in New York. 

Wife, son and daughter survive. 

^Charles H. Tompkins, 84, former 
champion cowboy and wild West 
showman, died May 29 in Meridan, 
Tex., following a heart attack. As 
a bronc rider he once teamed with 
Will Rogers. 

Asia’s Own Film Festival 

Golden Harvest Award. “Kuro'je ■ 
Kyokoku,” produced by Nippon | 
Eiga Shin Sha, won the Silver Har- 1 
vest Award. : 

_ , The 42 festival entries were split, 

David Baxter, 87, retired eon- ! down the iniddle between features 
cert singer and musician, died May 1 and documentaries from the nine 

26 in Fort Wayne, Ind. His wife- 
two sons and three daughters sur¬ 
vive. 

■■■■■■ ■ ■ ... i . Continued from pace 2 j 

tary categories as well as five j world’s largest volume film pro- 
awards for technical excellence. j ducers, would join, lie merely 

Daiei’s color production "Shu- shrugged, looked around the ball- 
jakumon” (Love of the Princess', room where a gay reception was 
a" costume picture of love and con- j under way, and said, “Why not?” 
flict among royalty, received the ! ■ 

Adenoidal 

71, Philip P. Ramicone Sr., 
Akron, O., theatre Operator since 
1927, died May 27 in that city. 
His wife, five sons and two daugh¬ 
ters survive. 

mouth, Va. He had suffered a heart 
attack two days earlier. 

Wing won his Academy Award 
in 1935 while with Paramount. The 
award was for the best assistant 
director's work of that year, for 
“The Lives of a Bengal Lancer.” 
He entered the Army in 1917, 
went to Paramount in 1926 and was 
a unit production manager there 
when recalled to active duty in 
World War II. 

Among his survivors is his 
daughter, former screen actress, 
Toby Wing. 

MEYER WINOGRAD 
Meyer (Mike) Winograd, 72, an 

exhibitor in the Pittsburgh area 
for nearly 40 years, died of a heart 
attack there May 12. He had suf¬ 
fered a number of them recently. 

Winograd, whose business part¬ 
ner for a long time was his late 
brother, Emil Winograd, was pres¬ 
ident of the Rochester, Pa., Amuse¬ 
ment Co. in Beaver County, and 
had’ been active up until the time 
of his illness in the activities of 
Tent No. 1 of the Variety Club. 

He leaves a sister and two 
nephews, one of whom, Leonard 
Winograd. a former showman but 
now a religious student and teach- 

in Memory of My Friend 

- HAL HORNE 
June 8th, 1955 

Ted Lloyd 

er, delivered the 
uncle’s funeral. 

eulogy at his 

RUSSELL HICKS 
Russell Hicks, 61, veteran legit- 

film actor, died June 1 in Holly¬ 
wood from a heart attack after he 
was involved in a traffic accident. 

Hicks’ career extended from 
the Broadway stage in the 1920’$ 
to recent tv appearances. His-le-| 
git credits include “Goin’ Home,” 
“No Trespassing,” “Torch Song,” 
“Diamond Lil” and “Nona.” He 
began his film career in 1928 in 
“Happiness Ahead.” His recent 
films include “The Bandit of Sher¬ 
wood Forest,” “The Maverick,” 
“Man of Conflict” and “Seventh 
Cavalry.” J 

Wife, five daughters and twoi 
sisters survive. 

NINA MANDEL 
. Nina Mandel, vaude and circus 
performer, died May 17 in Leices¬ 
ter, Eng., after a long illness. 
Until '1935 she was a me'mber of 
the Jeff Mandel Trio with her hus¬ 
band, Jeff Mandel, and daughter 
Adele Cantor. She then became 
part of a double act (Jeff & Nita 

JAMES WHALE 
James Whale, 60, who directed 

the film “Frankenstein,” died May 
29 in‘Hollywood. 

Whale, who was also a producer, 
had lived in retirement since the 
early days of World War -II. 
Among the pictures he directed 
were "Hell’s Angels,” “Waterloo 
Bridge,” “The Invisible Man,’ 
“The Road Back” and “Show 
Boat.” 

WILLIAM RONNING 
William Ronning, 52, assistant 

buyer-booker of the Minnesota 
Amusement Co. (United Paramount 
circuit) for the past 21 years, died 
recently in Minneapolis after a 
short illness. Before joining MAC’ 
•in 1946 he had been a booker and 
then a salesman in Minneapolis 
for Columbia Pictures. 

His wife and five children sur¬ 
vive. 

LOUIS HYMAN 
Louis Hyman, 62, veteran ex¬ 

hibitor, died May 24 in Belfast, 

* In Fond Memory of 

SAMUEL TRINZ 

Brother Edward 

northern Ireland. He was chair¬ 
man for 15 years of the Northern 
Ireland branch, v Cinematograph 
Exhibitors’ Assn, of Britain. Gov¬ 
erning director of Solar Cinemas, 
he took a prominent part in film 
industry benevolent fund activities. 

Survived by son and daughter. 

HARVEY ROBB 
Dr. Harvey Robb, 69, who gave 

up his medical practice to play the 
elevator-organ at Shea's and the 
Imperial, Toronto, died of a heart 
attack May 29 in London, Ontario, 
where he' was head of the music 
faculty of the U. of Western On¬ 
tario, 

• Survived by wife, son and 
daughter. 

JOSEPH J. McGINTY 
Joseph J. McGinty, 68, once a 

featured vaudeviUian on the Or¬ 
pheum circuit, died in San Jose, 
CaL, May 26. After the collapse 
of vaude, he played In the San Jose 
Light Opera Company. 

He also operated a dance hall 
on his ranch near San Jose. 

HARRY ANGERS 
Harry Angers, 70, comedian died 

May 17 in Devon, Eng. He ap¬ 
peared In revue and vaude shows 
in the United Kindoin, Australia 
and South Africa. 

He was the father of Avril An¬ 
gers, English tv and revue come¬ 
dienne. 

* CHARLES STERN 
Charles Stern, 62, co-owner of 

the Cinema Theatre in Chicago and 
for over 30 .years an exhibitor in 
that city, died May 27 In his physi¬ 
cian's office. 

He is survived by three brothers 
and four sisters. 

MARTIN horrell 
Martin Horrell, .58, radio-tv pro¬ 

ducer, who in association with his 

Wife of C. J. Briant. New Or¬ 
leans manager for Metyo, and 
mother of William A. Briant, New 
Orleans manager for 20th-Fox, 
died June 3 in that city. 

Henrique Cruz, 83, composes 
conductor, died May 25 in Monte- 
mor, Portugal. He was director of 
music of the Portuguese Navy for 
a half century. 

Father, 68, of actress Carol 
Channing, died May 28 on an air¬ 
liner en route from Brussels to 
New York. He was a newspaper¬ 
man and Christian Science lecturer. 

Father, 60. of Herb Steinberg, 
exploitation director of Paramount 
Pictures, died June 1 in Brooklyn, 
N. Y. 

Lamberto Escale, 84, Spanish 
playwright who authored more 
than 50 plays in the Catalan lan¬ 
guage, died recently in Barcelona. 

Father, 81, of Richard Burton, 
English film and stage actor, died 
May 25 in Neath, Glamorgan, 
Wales. 

Brother, 45, of Adolfo Benitez, 
secretary-general of the Mexican 
Theatrical Federation, died May 
22 In Mexico City. 

Vincente Tostado, 65, 
costumer for Mexican film players, 
died may 24 in Mexico City. 

Sister of Lili Gentle, 20th-Fox 
contract actress, died May 26 in 
Hollywood after a lengthy illness. 

Monsieur Henri, 90, vet juggling 
equilibrist, died recently in Brid¬ 
lington, Ebg, 

Greek Director 
sss Continued from page 2 " 

terest In “Iphighenia.” Cacoyan- 
nls Is huddling with Ilya Lopert 
here. Latter will probably take 
over production reins for UA if 
the deal go§s through. C’Scppe, 
color plans for pic led to a $200,000 
budget which Is. too rich for pres¬ 
ent Greek production. 

Cacoyannis Is willing to go along 
with an English version provided 
he is not forced to use American 
name actors who he feels would, 
detract from the film’s stylo. 

If v American names are “im¬ 
posed,” Cacoyannis says he Would 
only utilize them In an all-Greek 
version for later dubbing*. This is 
similar to Italo director Frederico 
Fellini's use of Anthony Quinn, 
Richard Buseheart and Broderick 
Crawford in his films. They were 
Italian characters who were dub¬ 
bed though they mouthed their 
lines in English. 

If the deal with UA falls 
through Cacoyannis says he will 
make the pic in black 'and white 
for $70,000. Pic will hue to tragic 
line of the play and will be made. 
visual by incorporating the Greek' 
chorus into the-action to remove 
its static theatrically. 

Now that UA has shown it is not 
afraid of Greeks bearing gifts, and 
does not believe a man is never a 
prophet .in bis own land, (i.e. they 
have signed a deal for Eddie Con¬ 
stantine’s first pic; he is the Amer¬ 
ican singer-actor who became ft big 
star in France but is still practi¬ 
cally unknown In America), other 
companies may follow suit. Good 
talent showings of little countries 
at the recent Cannes Film Fest 
(Denmark, Argentina, Finland, 
India) may lead to U.S. companies 
looking in on them for future pre- 
production deals. 

and documentaries from the nine 
participating nations. A jury of 11 
screened the pictures for 10 days 
starting May 14. 

This- year marks the third time 
Japan has won the best feature 
award. Last year, the prize went 1o 
the Philippines. 

The male acting prize went to P. 
Ramlee of Malaya who starred in 
“Anak-ku Saz$Ii” and Lin Dai of 
Hong Kong was declared top 
actress for her role in “Golden 
Lotus.” 

In the feature category, Lam¬ 
berto V. Avelleha of the Philip¬ 
pines was adjudged best director 
for “Badjao.” Rolf Bayer won the 
award for best scenario writer for 
his work on the same picture. 

The spirit of goodwill prevailed 
from the opening. It was high¬ 
lighted at that time when a pretty 
Filipino star, introduced in turn 
from the stage, paid a tribute to 
the hosting nation, once her coun¬ 
try’s bitterest enemy, by shouting 
“Banzfti Nippon.” 

The colorful opening ceremony 
brought together top filmakers of 
Asia accompanied by galaxies of 
stars and high government offi¬ 
cials. 

Irving Maas, rep of the MPEA, 
was also on hand as were managers 
of the U. S., British and other for¬ 
eign importers and distributors do¬ 
ing business here. The MPEA, in¬ 
cidentally, hosted a reception on 
the 22nd at the American Club. 

Undoubtedly the greatest Holly¬ 
wood figure to attend ah Asian 
film festival was director John 
Huston, here to research “The 
Townsend Harris Story” for 20th- 
Fox. Always the tallest man in the 
room, Huston had the delegates 

vpfpran « and stars waiting in line to have 
’ their picture taken with him at the 
receptions of the first few days. 
Huston then left for Hollywood. 

In making his welcoming address, 
Kido sounded on a note of pleasant 
surprise In Tokyo Kaikan’s huge 
auditorium by saying that the turn¬ 
out was manyfold what he had an¬ 
ticipated. This, he said, indicated 
great interest and hope for the 
future of the Asian film industry. 

President Masaichi Nagata of 
Dale! and chairman of the Federa¬ 
tion, also pointed to the greater 
scope of this year’s festival in his 
address and expressed the hope 
that India and South Vietnam 
would join the Federation in the 
near future. 

In citing that the Federation 
members have the ingredients for 
growth and vitality, Nagata cau¬ 
tioned the reps against resting on 
their laurels. He urged redoubled 
efforts on the part of the filmmak¬ 
ers. Their alms, he emphasized, 
could be accomplished through a 
continuance of interaction, their 
sharing of equipment facilities and 
making joint productions. 

Before leaving the stage, Nagata 
struck a high note in announcing, 
“As long as there is a film festival 
in Asia, we can sit back and re¬ 
joice that the Asian peoples are 
joined in amity.” 

During the meet, Manila was 
selected as the site for the 1958 
festival. Nagata wa$ re-elected 
president of the Federation. Man¬ 
uel de Leon, general manager of 
LVN Pictures of Manila was chosen 
as vice-president to replace Djama- 
ludin Malik of Indonesia, New di¬ 
rectors named were: Le Yeh, Na¬ 
tionalist China; Usmar Ismail, 
Indonesia; Kim Kwan Soo, Korea; 
Prince Ugala, Thailand; and Run 
Run- Shaw, Singapore-Malaya. A di¬ 
rector from the Philippines will be 
named at a later date.^ 

Although there was a report of 
the Korean reps resenting the 
presence of India on political | 
grounds, the overall atmosphere 
was one of conviviality. J 

J. B. H. Waddia of Basant Pic- j 
tures, Bombay, delegated by the ; 
Indian Industry to observe and re- j 
port, indicated that he would rec- : 
ommend his nation’s joining. When : 
asked if his nation, one of the ! 
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noids and tonsils immediately be¬ 
comes a rock ’n’ roll singer.” 

“Now, this monotony of sound 
has given v ay to calypso, \\ Iiich 
has some charm in that it has an 
added interesting melodic note and 
the melody range is more in keep¬ 
ing with melodic inventiveness. 
However, there has been a good 
deal of shabby calypso, taking old 
rock stuff and adding calypso 
rhythm, instrumentation. By add¬ 
ing bongo drums, Congo drums, 
marracas, clavis, all Latin Ameri¬ 
can percussion Instruments, retain¬ 
ing a guitar' and adding a flute, we 
have everybody becoming calypso 
singers with exaggerated trans¬ 
literation of English West Indies 
version.” 

But the big wheel has completed 
its cycle says Martin, “the change 
from non-melodic rock to more 
melodic calypso, retaining strong 
rhythm, - shifts to the Hawaiian, 
most melodic of the three forms. 
The Hawaiian kick of the late 20’s, 
which died in the 30’s when‘vari¬ 
ous forms of swing came in. Is 
coming up strong and bids to be 
the ‘newest sensation.”’ 

MARRIAGES 
Rita Martell to Tony Iggulden, 

Streatham, Eng., May 18. Bride 
is a juggler. 

Connie Corrigan to Scott Brown, 
Las Vegas. May 23. He’s manager 
of the Fox Criterion Theatre, San¬ 
ta Monica, Cal. 

Nancy Keulen to William Hefiey. 
Bellflower, Cal., June 2. Bride is 
KBIG traffic manager. 

Henriette W. Deterding to Kurt 
Leimer, Edinburgh, May 29. He’s a 
composer. 

Carmen Conderato to Frank 
Cavanagh, Pittsburgh. Mav 25. 
Bride's on KQV staff. 

Dorothy Weidenbaum to Arthur 
Okun, New York, June 2. Bride is 
secretary to Eric Salline, CBS 
Radio manager of station relations; 
he’s sales service representative 
for the same network. 

Minda Carroll to Philip Meister, 
New York, June 2. She is an ac¬ 
tress: he’s stage manager for “The 
Iceman Cometh.” 

births . 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Murphy, 

son, Hollywood, May 24. Father is 
an actor. Mother is actress Bar¬ 
bara Lawrence. 

Mr. and Mrs. Goldy Norton, 
daughter. Lbs Angeles, May 23. 
Father is sportscaster on KFWB. 

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Baldwin, 
daughter, Glendale, Cal., May 28. 
Father is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Chambers, 
son, Los Angeles, May 23. Father 
is KTLA assistant general sales 
manager. 

Mr. end Mrs. Hal Dasback, son, 
Encino. Cal., May 23. Father is 
KTLA production supervisor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Frederick, 
daughter. New York. May 27. 
Father is associate director with 
ABC-TV; mother is legit chorus 
singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Symington, 
daughter, New York, May 27. 
Mother is actress Leslie Paul; fa¬ 
ther is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Roberts, 
daughter, Hollywood,' May 31. 
Father Is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Switzer, son, 
Burbank, CaL, May 29. Father is i 
publicist. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby MacLeod, 
daughter, Glasgow, May 30. He’s a 
Scbttish danceband leader, 

Mr. and Mrs. Ed McElroy, 
daughter, Chicago, May 21. Father 
is commentator on radio station 
WJJD in Chi. 

Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Pickering, 
son, Mexico City, May 24. Father is 
a radio announcer there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Davis, daugh¬ 
ter, Kansas City, Mo., May 30. 
Father is a WHB disk jockey. 

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Abeles 
Jr., daughter, London, May 29. 
Father is managing director of • 
Warner Bros, in London. 

Mr, and Mrs. Tommy Kneltel, 
son. New' York, June 1. Father is 
with foreign department of United 
Artists. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Fitzgerald, 
daughter. May 21, in New York. 
Father is public relations director 
for Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
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RECORDS - AMERICA'S NEWEST MAJOR LABEL- 

PRESENTS THE GREATEST OF ALL SOUND TRACK ALBUMS 

Excitingly packaged in a deluxe: two-record 

set...glorious.music for the ages, 
recorded directly from the sound track of 

Cecil B. De MiUes motion picture classic. 

THE PRODUCTION: The biggest box-office attraction in movie history! 

THE MUSIC: Another brilliant film-score success by composer Elmer Bernstein! 

THE ALBUMi A top catalogue item for every record dealer! 

Two 12-inch Long Play records—18 selections 

featuring exotic instruments in magnificent musical 

settings— sensuous, jubilant, universally appealing. 

Beautiful jacket and inner spread, all in full color! 

An important new album backed by powerful DOT 

promotion! 
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pniversals lft-Yr. Lease of 550 Pix 
To Screen Gems for $18,000,' 

|f [Uncles, Aunts, Cousins, Grandchildren 
Keep Cristiani Circus Under Canvas 

Universal is turning its approxi¬ 
mately 550 pre-1949 feature films 
over to Screen Gems for tele¬ 
vision distribution in a 10-year lease 
deal involving a reported $18,000,- 
OOO to be paid over the 10-year term. 
The Universal transaction, not yet 
completely finalized, leaves Para¬ 
mount as the only major studio 
'which has not yet released its fea¬ 
ture backlog to television. 

One of the unusual aspects of the 
deal is that Universal is leasing its 
films to the subsidiary of a com¬ 
petitive studio, Columbia Pictures. 
It’s believed, however, that Screen 
Gems came up with the best offer 
among those who were in the 'bid¬ 
ding. 

The deal gives Screen Gems the 
"numerically largest feature library 
in television, numbering about 
1,545 films and consisting of the 
550 Universals, 195 Columbias 
already in distribution, 400 fea¬ 
tures acquired in .the purchase sev¬ 
eral months ago of Hygo-Unity TV, 
and 400 other pre-’48 Columbia 
features still untapped. 

Final details of the transaction 
are still to be worked out, and it’s 
not yet decided whether the 
$18,000,000 will constitute a flat 
payment over the 10-year term or a 
guarantee .against percentage of 
-gross from the films. Actual price 
Itself .is. still subject to final nego- 

‘ tiation in the working out of a 
formula. Universal is the second 
jnajor to have leased its films, the 
other being 20th-Fox, Which has a 
staggered “package” arrangement 

:With National Telefilm Associates 
involving five packages of 78 films 
jpaefi released over yearly periods 
in five-year terms. 
'. Other majors* have either estab¬ 
lished their own television sales 
subsidiaries or sold their libraries 
nutright. * In the latter class are 
.Warner. Bros, and RKO, in the 
former Metro and of course Co¬ 
lumbia. The Universal decision to 

(Continued on page 86) 

'Radio Monopoly 
London, June^ 11. 

Cheers greeted a Member of 
IParliaibent in the House of Com- 
iinQns.when he said that, in view 
»of the success and popularity of 
^commercial tv and the breaking; 
”of the-BBC’s'monopdly in that field, 

was- time-te-consider also break-. 
;ing its monopoly in radio. 
C i But. .the ..government made it 
i Clear, .that, at present, it had no 
proposals, .in .mind for the intro¬ 
duction .of .commercial radio. The 
i Postmaster. General, NMtf&r, said 
Ithat .breaking .the. radMSBpkopoly 
•-would be considered- iu lmy com¬ 
prehensive review of sound and 
w broadcasting that might take 
place. 

A Rare Privilege 
Copenhagen, June 11:' 

There’s only one theatre in 
all of Denmark where patrons 
get a chance to take a smoke 
while watching the show. ^ 

The house is the Villabyemes 
Bio, which has a glass parti¬ 
tioned section with a capacity 
for 35. They’re the most popu¬ 
lar seats in the country. 

Not U.S., Chaplin’s 
‘King’ Detests 

Paris, June 11. 
Via an open letter to the press 

in Switzerland, Charles Chaplin 
maintained that his latest film, “A 
King in New York,” was not anti- 
American nor would it offend 
Americans. It was only against 
“McCarthyism.” 

Chaplin was sure that if the 
film were shown in the U. S. it 
would he liked. However, he opined 
he would not like to be present at 
a showing in States for fear of 
being scalped. 

“King” has already been sold to 
most Continental countries and the 
Eastern countries are also bidding, 
but have been unable to meet his 
price yet. 

When Russia turned down the 
$750,000 price tag on “Limelight” 
(UA) some years ago, Chaplin was I 
supposed to have remarked, “I’m 
a Capitalist, and not the Commu-I 
nist you think*I am.” ] 

Georges Lourau, of Filmsonor,; 
who handles the film for France 
would not comment about a recent! 
Variety article saying that cer¬ 
tain anti-American sections might! 
be cut for the French.showing ini 

(Continued on page 74) I 

World film markets continue bull¬ 
ish on moving pictures with and 
about and several new in¬ 
dications of this “trend” are ap1- 
parent in news stories in this issue 
of Variety. Perhaps the most ar¬ 
resting development is that West 
Africa, as exemplified by Nigeria, 
a. Negro cbmmonwealth heady-'with 
recently blossoming nationalism, 
is intent upon creating a film indus¬ 
try of its own, backed by $24,000,-! 
000 of its own capital. 

What may be described, as a 
rising tide of Negro film drama 
is currently slapping against the 
solid wall of race prejudice in 
the American South. That area is 
expected' either to reject Darryl F. 
Zanuck's 20th-Fox release, “Island 
In The Sun,” or edit it to shreds, 
locally, for exhibition. 

Even in the northern states 
showmen often “play down” racial 
themes, so that film-sellers and 
film-makers are not always united. 
It's apparently the - inter-rapial 
casts and story lines that produc¬ 
ers seek. Alt-Negro films have not 
done too Well either with white or 
colored patrons. Sam Goldwyn 
will soon test that jinx via his 
pending “Porgy and Bess.” 

Meanwhile Negro entertainer 
Eartha Kitt figures in two foreign 
features, one “The Night of the. 
Hawk,” produced in Africa, and 
another, “Thursday’s Child,” to be 
filmed in London. In both instances 
the Dixie film market has heen 
“written off” a$ a dead loss in 
advance. 

Details on the Nigerian film in¬ 
dustry and the othqr Negro film 
news stories appear on page four. 

POWDER-KEG OR NOT, 
CULTURE RULES ISRAEL 

By JE$S£G£OSS 
. Culture is a top priority in crisis- 

ridden Israel. Despite the coun¬ 
try’s precarious position as a po¬ 
litical powder ,keg, over $2,000,000 
annually is being channelled to 
varied art programs. 

That’s the estimate of Dr. Arthur 
( Continued on page 84) 

Germans! ‘T^ird Sex9 
Berlin, June 11.* 

Area Studios in the British 
zone here is currently shooting 
a frank depiction of homo¬ 
sexuality, entitled “The Third 
Sex.” It’s a balanced but neu¬ 
tral treatment of subject using 
Paula Wessely, Paul Dahkle 
and a number of mostly un¬ 
known players. For authentic 
atmosphere, Sequences are be¬ 
ing shot in soiqe of Berlin’s 
queer hangouts. 

On the film is Veit Har¬ 
lan, once the top director in 
Germany, but much • harassed 
since the war because of mak¬ 
ing “Jew Suss” for the 
Nazis. (See exclusive inter¬ 
view* with Harlan on anti- 
Semitism, page 11 this issue.) 

March-Eldridge 
Lead Tariety s 

Poll of Critics 
Frederic March and Florence 

! Eldridge have been voted the best 

actor and actress of the 1956-57 

Broadway season. In Variety’s 

19th annual poll of the New York 

first-string drama critics, the Mar¬ 

ches were chosen for their costar- 
[ ring portrayals in Eugene O’Neill’s 
j posthumous Pulitizer and Critics 
Circle prize drama, “Long Day’s 
Journey into Night,” 

Fernando Lamas, top featured 
male lead of “Happy Hunting,” and 
Judy Holliday, star of “Bells Are 
Ringing,” were picked by the aisle- 
sitters are giving the best lead per¬ 
formances in a musical. Frank 
Conroy and Mildred Natwick got 
the best-supporting-performance 
nods for their respective portray- 

(Continued on page 78) 

Fish, Recently Featured on Best-Seller Lists, 
.Star at and Glass Up Coney Island 

t M ♦ JO RANSON)~^m + » ♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ » + + 44 » » »+++ » + » 

' The 'glittering, fin-i nd-tonic New 
York'Aquarium on thu ocean'front 
at-Coney* Island, which opened last 
week .with, the snipping of a ribbon 
by. a. male penqifin slugged Annie, 
doesn’t‘have to fish for compli- 
n!6hU/It* is «a breathtaking, superb¬ 
ly •conceived'oceanic attraction and, 
without, question, -should prove a 
tempting: fish, hook all year round. 
Its biggest bite, however, will be in 
the summer. 

The savvy -ichthyologists have 
built themselves a handsome, mar- j 

ineland and are displaying their 
prize walruses, electric . eels, 
sturgeon (yes, better than Lindy’s), 
stripers, demoiselles, penguins and 
other absolutely fascinating ex¬ 
amples of marine life With the 
showmanly skill of a Rodgers and 
Hammersteln production. There’s 
soft music, too, in the background 
and the well-stocked pools and 
tanks make numerous Hollywood 
offerings look like tank town rep¬ 
licas. 

The new Aquarium is one of. 

those uncontaminated water shows 
that can’t possibly sink in the pub¬ 
lic’s estimation. It should have 
vast popularity. It was indeed 
worth waiting 16 years to replace 
the old Battery Park Aquarium. 
Virtually everything else in Coney 
Island, With the possible exception 
of the ocean itself, the beach and 
the boardwalk, is now relegated to 
supporting act status as-a result 
of the new $1,500,000 structure 
jointly constructed by the New 

(Continued on page 87) j 

+ By HUMPHREY DOULENS 

Norwalk, Conn., June 11. 
Cristiani Brothers' Circus, ona 

oi the last and best tent shows, 
may well set the pattern for the 
survival of the wandering Ameri¬ 
can circus which originated in ad¬ 
jacent Putnam County (New York 
State) about 100 years ago. Beset 
by labor shortages and costs of 
name acts, the fortunately populous 
Cristiani family do most everything 
themselves. To be sure this bril¬ 
liant aggregation was as costly as 
they come when they themselves 
were headliners with Ringling 
Brothers. 

Cristianis, uncles, aunts, cous¬ 
ins, grandchildren, in-laws and old 
Baghongi, the family groom for 
40 years, work 12 out of 15 turns 
in the current show wlv’ch has just 
hit New England after a profitable 
route north from Florida through 
Georgia. Carolinas, West Virginia 
(c^oecmlly pood) and Pennsylvania. 
There is still a circus public and 
they come even when a circus van-d¬ 
ishes from the lot as this one did 
in tlfs Yankee hub under strange 
circumstances. 

Long billed for a Post Road spot 
between Norwalk and. Westport, 
advance squadron arrived on sched¬ 
ule and cook House and horse tents 
were pitched and equipment un¬ 
loaded. When Belmonte Cristiani, 
crown prince of the family, and 
tent boss, arrived he found lot too 
Small for big top and menagerie. 
Helped by police and fire depart¬ 
ment officials, he had to scrounge 
around on short notice for another 
lot which turned up on Smithville 
mudflats five miles away. By late 
morning tents were struck and 
Post Road lot vacated. Station 

(Continued on page 87) 

EdSullivan to Work 
Vegas at $25,098 

Ed Sullivan is now looking for 
the Las Vegas loot. He’s reported¬ 
ly shopping around for a stand in 
the casino country, with asking 
price in the neighborhood of $25,- 
000. - No deal has yet been set. 
Sullivan’s take would include sur¬ 
rounding talent. 
. -In previous years, Sullivan has 
turned down bids from Las Vegas. 
This year, he’ll do the cafe dates in 
lieu of the' arena 'tours which he 
has done in the past. Sullivan re¬ 
portedly has the deal set, but isn’t 
yakking until it’s inked. He’s just 
returned from the Fred Waring 
golf tournament at Shawnee-on-the- 
Delaware, Pa. 

It’s likely that Sullivan -would 
do a remote from the site of his em¬ 
ployment during the run. Cafe 
and the network would pick up the 
tab, for bringing in the3 .camera 
crews. Publicity for the cafe 
would be a major reason for spend¬ 
ing the extra loot. 

i 
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Weary of Getting No Results, Unions 
Muster Forces for Palm Springs War 

Hollywood, June 11. -f-“ 
An all-out union boycott looms [T n n 11* L 

for Palm Springs. Spa, long the rfCIISBi lllbllSllCr 
hideaway and playground area ___ , » 11 1 m 
for the rich and the showbiz con- AdoPTUm 10 
tingent from nearby Hollywood, is ®“ nUUCUU£l 1U 
on the verge of being placed on the Armcfrnilff TV Ha«C|A 
“out of bounds” list of all A.F. of AlTllSirOIlg 1 V ljaSblC 
L. unions which include all of the ^ ■ Buenos Aires, 
theatrical unions with the exeep- Editor, Variety: 

tion of the American Federation of j A story in a recent issue qf 
Musicians. Latter, whiclf to date Variety has been called to my at- 
has not recognized any other A.. . tention. It concerns Talent Asso- 
of L. picket lines, has been a^ked cjates> refusai to give Cullen Moore 
to participate in this latest move coauthorship credit for writing the 
to further unionize Palm Springs. scrjpt dramatizing my newspaper 

Buenos Aires. 

recent issue qf 

ySSiErf 

Toronto Big for Met 
Toronto, June II. 

Six Metropolitan Opera Co, per¬ 

formances ending June 1, played to 

45,000. That’s 3,000 up from last 

year whiclt was better than. ’55. 

It was Toronto Rotary Club’s 
sixth season of sponsoring Met and 

j there’ll definately be a seventh, 
1 again at 16,000-seat Maple Leaf 
•Gardens. Last week it played Mon¬ 
treal, for three performances only, 
at the Forum. 

Yankee Chinese 
Wowed London 

According to the California: La prensa’s fight against dictator- 
State Federation of Labor, ani.shjp 
emergency meeting for all umon ; In fairness to all concerned I be- 
repBhas beencaliedby the Rtwr-| lifve you will want to print my 

side County Oidmance Co\111/lltL.'-'e statement of the facts as opposed 
to be held at the Del X hquitz (Continued on page 86) 
Hotel, Friday, at 2 p.m. Their pur- __ _ 
pose is to spt up an enlarged pro¬ 
gram so that they can combat, - VIENNA VIENNESE AGAIN 
what they term, "antLlabor ele- _ 
ments” in that town. j And Guess What’s On Stage?— 

Reps both local and national, of “Merry Widow” 
the various Hollywood unions, to- - 
gether with AGVA, AFTRA. Vienna, June 4. 
Equity, Musical Artists, Screen Ex- Viennese amusement industry is 
tras Guild and the Screen Actors (booming with aid of a local festival 
Guild, will be present. The A.F. of -which was opened last week by 
L. Hollywood Film Council has set •: newly elected Austrian President 
up an official committee composed j Adolph Schaerf. His official send- 
of Pat Somerset, SAG; G: urge j0ff drew a record attendance of 
Flaherty, International rep of the;foreign visitors in front of the il- 
IATSE; Henry Martinez, studio i laminated city hall, 
plasterers; and Ralph Clare stu- j Taking advantage of the tourist 
cho dn\( i •, local 399. Somers..t .. ill ;jnflux are the legit theatre, film 
talk °n tne cooperation of toe Mo-; il0uses and opera. Legit is sold out 
tion I iclure Industry, e-pecially : cach evening picture theatres are 

fContinued on page 74> mopping up with oldies and two cir- 
-j cuses, Rebevnigg and Krone, are 

V TJ II r falso doing good business. 
KlirL £UCi?lH?Cn rorms - current bill at the Volksopera is 

... . . . Franz Lehar’s “Merry Widow” and’ 

llDlted Nations lOIMD °s?ar StJau*L "Waitz Dream.” The 
Raimund Theatre has preemed 

Berlin. June 4. Karl Milloecker’s “Gasparone,” 
Kurt Edolhagen, Germany's top with two new stars. Bulgarian tenor 

bandleader, has formed a new ag- Alexander Miltschinoff and Hilde 
j. legation consisting of 16 soloists. Koch. 
Its first public appearance was1 >r„iQT. . „ - A __. „ 

18 at Muenstcr Unusual as- S 
1> i-i of the new band is that only S sti „f v.ic ic stalling sets. Most of them were 

nin nationals made in West Germ3^' Eadio 
Two Yugoslavs.' three Britons. Sh'faSK Inn a Frf.nrhm.-sn Swiss ®?th‘ birthday \\ lttl a production Of tv.o Belg:ans. a Frenchman, Swiss.;, . » i 

Italian and Austrian comprise rest: hls opera- Silent City. (Continued on page 86)_ 
of tlie band. ■ ! 

New outfit has made some head-j 1> - 1* P • . f IT fl A _ 

some 'caiMt & sSt s t Portugal s aprint oi u. d. Concerts 
hagen ever had. Stuff Combe, for * 
example, has often been acclaimed -—-— . J 
as Europe’s best big-band drum- T T it,,. j i cj • a* i— rt , 
mer, Ken Wray is said to be one Unusual lhere and In bpam— Mr., Five Percent s 

^^^Sch^Ssi Bequest Benefits Portuguese Longhair ! 
Chautemps as tenor player in his i -;---— 

country, etc. 1 
Edelhagen’s new assignment is' By LUIGI GARIO Stanley Weiner accompanied by : 

v ith the Wr-German radio station, i T . , T o .. Guy LuyPaerts at the ivories has i 
V,DR 'Cologne). Until a few weeks I .. .. ._i-isDon, June 11. appeared. Also sepia mezzo-sop- 
mo. he belonged to Suedwestfunk L L,o^8haii music curcles^in Por- rano yera Little and pianist Rose « 
a* Baden-Baden which now is the tll^al. a”d sPain are ,rat|ie.^ sVl“ Mary Wright; ditto pianist Jose 
no-t of Ed Sauter, U. S. bancllead-; pri^ed* p°“ upset yet, at the in- iturbi at the Cinema S. Luiz and 
et Latter’s deal with Suedwest- - va?lon °t countries by Ameri- at the S. Carlos-opera house under 
iunk concerns three years and Ins ’can. concertists. Once the field Of the management of Circulo Cul- 
function as a musical director in,- ?enous music was an exclusive tUra Musical. 
cT tides original jazz writing and preserve of European musicians. y g Army Field Band under 
Fading his own combo. During past two weeks violinist -the direction of Major Chester E. 
j--— 1 - — ' -Witing has twice filled the §,000- 

seat Coliseu for an exceptional 
; 6/12 popular success. Repeated in Opor- 

■ to and^ither Portuguese and Span- 
| WiOFPW . jiBhtowns.^ 

MrJLm ft?l M*m m W 1 Another pianist, Daniel Ericourt, 
r jZ JLM \mJL Jm MM. \ has lately given concerts in eight 

( Portuguese towns. Symphony from 

Subscription Order Form iciriosa^'er°lihouse.'d twice the s' 

-- j “Gulbenkian FundatiOn,” which 
_ . 'is distributing the many millions 
Enclosed find check for $ ; 0f dollars left by the late Calouste 

On e Year - Gulkenkian—'“Mister five per cent” 
Please send VARIETY for ylar<! i —for helping the arts, is organiz- 

I 1WO. xears ing in the Cinema S. Luiz a Fes- 
j . tival Gulkenkian.” It will have the 
j To....... ! Portuguese - Symphonic Orquestra 
; * ..* (Please Print Name) ’ * j under the direction of Vladmir 
j j Golshmann and Pedro de Freitas 

; Branco with violinist Henryk Szer- 
ZK*LtL ........ *....... - ing and pianist Artur Rubinstein. 

; Also in same Festival Spanish so- 
: Citv.Zone.... State.. prano Victoria de los Angeles and 
“. *' ‘ ’ .‘ : the “Quarteto de Lisboa” com, 

- ■ posed of Nella Maissa, piano; Elea- 
_ . _ , , , _ nor Sousa Prado, violin; Francois 
Regular Subscription Rates Biroos. viola; Mario Camerini, cello. 

_ v ommnn ■ Before the Festival director 
One Year—$10.00 Two Years—,$l&.00 ] Vladmir Golshman under the man- 

, . _ . . n v sagement of Sociedade de Concer- 
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year ] tos will baton two concerts in 

, which pianist Nella Maissa will be 
rrr ~ j the soloist. The Philharmonic Or- 

y^Af^IETY Inc. iquestra of Dresden batoned by 
(Heinz Bongartz gave two concerts 

154 West 46th Street New York 36. N. Y. I: in the Cinema Imperio to SRG 
■ ■ • ■ ■ ■ -■ ■ — ; biz. - 

Detroit. 
Editor, Variety: 

. You left the hyphen out of 
Robert-Houdin. That, was his last 
name, not his full name, which 
was Jean Eugene Robert-Houdin. 
Alexander Herrmann spelled his 
surname with two < r’s and two 
m’s, not Hermani And the Bill 
Robinson’ and Chung Ling Soo you 
mention as two different "guys 
were actually one and the same.. 
Robinson took the Chinese handle 
and became a smash in England 
after he conked out as an Occi¬ 
dental wizard in this country. And 
he was an American, not Chinese. 

Robert Lund, 
Hocus Pocus Club. 

Occidentally A Chinese 

New* York. 
Editor, Variety: 

Re your 2-col front-pager “Who 
Switched the Magician’s Gun?” 
Alexander Herman’s assistant, Bill 
Robinson and the “Clymese” ma¬ 
gician Chung Ling Soo, were one 
and the same. 

[ After Robinson branched out 
for himself he as-umed the stage 

[name “Chung Ling Soo” patterned 
; after a real Chinese magician 
I named Ching Ling Soo. 
i Robinson carried off his role' 
; off-stage so well, most people' 
; thought he was really Chinese. He 
. had two or more Chinese assist¬ 
ants and when he gave interviews 

[to the press—which was often— 
:he spoke to his* assistants in Sid: 
j Caesar Chinese, 

Robinson was killed on a Lon- 

Portugal’s Sprint of U. S. Concerts 

Stanley Weiner accompanied by 
Guy Luypaerts at the ivories has 
appeared. Also sepia mezzo-sop¬ 
rano Vera Little and pianist Rose 

__ Wednesday, June 12, 1957 

Free-Loading in Paris (And You, Dear) 
Paris, June 11. 

Raoul Levy and'Ray Ventura, who will do the film version of 
John Steinbeck’s latest novel, “The Short Reign of Pippin IV,” 
here next winter in both French and English versions, hit on a 
unique press cocktail idea. Nobody was walking out on this party 
for it was held on a boat Firiday (7 > which plowed uj* and down the 
Seine from 9 p.mt. to midnight. 

Producers treated their captive guests to plenty of caviar, 
smoked salmon, pate de foie gras and pastries, ^all washed down 

I with champagne, vodka and whiskey. Luxurious two-decker had 
ex-salt Steinbeck taking the'wheel, fof awhile as spotlights pibked 
oijt the monuments and everpresent smoochers along the banks. 

Among- thoTSe present were Michel Morgan', Bella Darvi, Maurice 
Ronet, Yvan Desnys, Sam Spjiegel, Sophie Desmarets, Eddie Albert, 
Gaby Sylvia, Micheline Fresle, Marcel Achard and plenty of press 
people. 

Floating cocktails may not be a precedent for it cost 800,000 
francs ($2:290) for the boat alone without.counting the orchestra, 
edibles, etc. 

Tangier’s Tourism Bid With Native 
Color, Cuisine, Casbah Conunm 
--► By HANK WERBA 

Us.Yegas Worried By I ^ dev^mSS' Att. 
Lack of Unique Mgmt. neurs in Tangier^to a. point^here 

*1 t. n • optimistic talk and print now have 
Ju!UroOW6r It Requires the celebrated free port melting 

The acute lack of management ^ aA Ia$ t0 ^aJor 
know-how in Las Vegas may be ^ Wlth a 
responsible for another siege of ad- concurrent show biz upsurge, 
verse publicity that hit the resort Tangier has been anchored down 
a couple of years ago when four by a partially justified notion 
hotels changed hands. Vets in the Prevalent among voyageurs that it 
resort feel that Las Vegas is still catered primarily to swindlers, 
not out of the woods as far as sev- smugglers, gun-runners, dope- 
eral inns are concerned. addicts, spies and perverts. Now 

Several believe that when the }be tourist masses are return- 
summer season is over there will ^bere is evidence that pigeon- 
6e some hotel crises that may cause holed blueprints to make Tangier 
the headlines of a couple of years ! top attraction on the Mediter- 
ago to repeat. t ranean sunlane, will go into the 

The vets in the resort say that; works shortly, 
the management phase isn’t devel- ; A welltimed coincidence was the 
opfng fast enough to take care of j arrival here several weeks ago of 
present needs. There is- nowhere j Aristides Socrates Onassis, who 
in the world, they say, that can ' slipped into Tangier Bay on his 

(Continued on page 87) . (yacht “Cristina.”, Onassis heard 
-- the Moroccan Government is now 

MAYCinwED ii'c 'nnu'T TOUCH' disP°sed to see a Las Vegas opera- 
MAYFLOWER II S DON T TOUCH , tion situated in Tangier, complete 
«... ~ , ‘ with a new hugec hotel, thermal 
Public Doesn’t Go Aboard Until station, outdoor swimming pool, 

Ship Reaches N. Y. C. : restaurant, golf course,, night club 
- i ct al. Onassis also wanted first- 

Plymouth, Mass., June 11. jhand info that Tangier would open 
This 14,000-population town is-a ship registry for foreign fleet 

hurrying to completion 7,000 owners. A gambling concession and 
bleacher seats . and is full of a cozy oil tanked aiith -Cargo fleet 
natives in pilgrim attire, tourists registry, would bring the Onassis 
with cameras and press and air millions into Tangier muy pronto, 
media reporters. Awaited is the Whether the Greek tycoon gets 
replica of the original Mayflower, the roulette hod or not, a casino- 

Meanwhile nearby Provmcetown, luxury hotel development is going 
where the pilgrims landed tenta- to be built. Chances are it will go 
tively before going on tq Plymouth up at a midway point on ,the .town’s 
Rock is miffed for being so little six kilometer golden beachfront, 
noticed and so little patronized. Sultan Mohammed V has definitely 

Everybody may look, nobody set up summer residence here in 
may touch, the Mayflower II when the Palacio del Monte which -will 
she finally arrives here with an make Tangier the political capital 
Australian captain and with a 0f Morocco two to three months of 
crew under contract “silence” to the year. 
be interviewed by the press only Tangier is cooler than Cannes in 
by official arrangement. the summer and warmer than 

Some few Massachusetts digni- Rapallo in the winter. It’s a teem- 
taries will go aboard the ship here ing city with a population "of 150,- 
but paid admissions won’t start un-; 000 composed of 30,000 Jews from 
til the replica ties jip jn New - everywhere, 20,000 Spaniards, 10,- 
York City. j (Continued on page 86) 
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O’SEAS THEATRES NIX VIDPIX 
‘BlacHisting’ Report Still Reverberates 
Cogley’* Return to Stand Postponed—Author Asks: 

‘How Long Poes This Go On?’ 

By GENE ARNEEL 

The House Committee on Un- 
American Activities has postponed 
indefinitely the previously-sched¬ 
uled second appearance of John 
Cogley. Cogley came into national 
prominence last summer as author 
of ‘‘Report on Blacklisting'’ under 
commission of thq Fund for the 

■Republic. 
Reached in Washington - this 

Week, ReR. Francis E. Walter con¬ 
firmed the postponement of the 
second Cogley hearing, explaining 
he and his confreres have other 
business in San- Francisco (unre¬ 
lated t# show business). He said 

* he expects another Cogley hearing 
will take place but doesn't know 
when. 

Cogley is now a fulltime employe 
of the Fund for the Republic and 
weekly contributor to Common¬ 
weal, opinion weekly edited . by 
Catholic laymen of which publica¬ 
tion he was once exec editor. 

In the issue, of June 7, Cogley 
did a reprise of what happened 
last summer when he was called 
to testify. -The report itself, he 
states, had been “enthusiastically 
aoplauded and roundly de¬ 
nounced.” The press gave his 
report a big play and “the treat¬ 
ment on the whole was eminently 
fair and commendable.” 

But the Congressional hearings, 
Cogley says, gave him a better 
knowledge of “the thought-police 
trials in Red China and elsewhere 
in the Communist world.” The 

- journalist offers one example of 
- the turns the hearings took. 

“Mr. Godfrey Schmidt, president 
of Aware Ipc., was testifying. He 
was reading from Report on Black¬ 
listing and quoted: ‘Blacklisting, 

(Continued on page 24) 

Columbia’s Import 
Stirs U.S. Majors 

Columbia Pictures* activity with 
foreign films in the U: S. is be-! 

« ginning to attract the attention of 
other companies, particularly as 
they are stepping up their over¬ 
seas production programs. 

While all of the companies have 
occasionally handled imports, only 
Col has set up a special foreign 
films unit. Current success of 

..“Torero,” cleaning up at the Fine 
Arts Theatre, N. Y., has spotlighted 
the importance of the operation 
which, while in comparison to 
American releases it doesn’t con¬ 
tribute a great deal of money, nev¬ 
ertheless has paid rich divvies in 
terms of prestige values. 

Such films as “The Prisoner” and 
“The Silent World” have added to 
Col’s standing both here and 
abroad. Many company executives 
argue that, considering the time 
and effort that goes into the see¬ 
ing of imports, it simply doesn’t 
pay to handle them, since the re¬ 
turns are comparatively small. 

Yet, the question of majors re¬ 
leasing foreign-made productions 
looms larger as the companies go 
in for filming- in Europe. United 
Artists is' making many financing 
deals, and Paramount is just going 
into them. Metro also is interested, 

(Continued on page 23) 

Western Pacific Agents 
For ‘80 Days’ Tickets 

San Francisco, June 11. j 
United California Theatres is 

closing a deal to sell 10,000 tickets 
for “Around the World in 80 Days” 
to the Western Pacific Railroad. 

Todd-AO film has been playing 
the chain’s neighborhood Coronet 
here for'six months. 

Deal provides for one special 
morning showing a-week over a 10- 
week period starting in September. 
Western Pacific will sell tickets 
all over Northern California, bring 
patrons into Frisco. 

Freeman’s Setback . 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Y. Frank Freeman, Para¬ 
mount v.p. in charge of studio 
operations, suffered a relapse 
and returned to Good Samari¬ 
tan hospital here for further 
observation and treatment. He 
had just left the same hospital 
after a stay of a few weeks and 
had intended a vacation of 

. four to jgix Wfeeks. 
Freeman, who is 66, is suf¬ 

fering from a gastric disturb- 

Go-Slow Feeling 
Re Appeals For 

Code Violators 

Attempt to sell iti television 
films to theatres abtogd has been 
more or less abandoned by 20th- 
Fox. Company has released some 
of the films in Britain and some 
other territories, but the response 
has been lukewarm. 

20th. found that, in most areas, 
the one-hour length of the vidpix 
was an awkward one for the the¬ 
atres. It's become obvious that, if 
—in the future—a theatrical for¬ 
eign market is to be found for this 
type product, the pictures will have 
to be shot in normal hour-and»haIf 
feature length to be acceptable. 

It had Originally been figured at 
the 20th homeoffice that the tele¬ 
vision series would be additional 
money earners theatrically abroad; 
Allen Silverbach is in charge of 
this particular activity. 

In addition to the problem of 
selling, it was found that the stu¬ 
dio had to pay additional fees to 
original union directors and play¬ 
ers to cover the theatrical distribu¬ 
tion. These licenses would have 

(Continued on page 86) 

| Gotta-Spend-To-Rate-Big-Take: 
H That’s Kramer-Schaefer Credo; 
■as Detail Tride & Passion’ Pitch 

Pal Puppet* for MG? 
Metro Is near closing a deal 

with George Pal to produce 
a feature-length musiqal pup¬ 
pet film. 

Pal, long-time specialist in 
the production of puppet pic¬ 
tures, has not been represent¬ 
ed on the screen for some time. 

Foresee Tighter 
20th Sales Rein 

At Home Office 

The board of the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Assn, of America, meeting in 
Manhattan last week, failed to ap¬ 
prove the recommendations of its 
Code committee for an expanded 
Code appeals board taking in ex¬ 
hibitors ahd independent produ¬ 
cers. Another meeting of the board 
has been skedded for tomorrow 
(Thurs). 

While the reason for the post¬ 
ponement was attributed to lack of 
time for a thorough discussion of 
all the pros and cons of a larger 
appeals unit, the underlying con¬ 
cern was with the principle of 
Code changes per se. 

When the Code was amended 
last December, and—in the view 
of some—liberalized, the criticism 
o'f the changes from some quarters 
fell on sensitive ears within the in¬ 
dustry. Critics argued that, if the 
Code was made too loose, it would 
lose its basic value, l.e., to serve as 
a hullwark against a variety of 
ever-active pressure groups. 

With the appeals hoard revision 
coming virtually on the level ofJ 
the changes in the Code text, some 
on the board now are concerned 
lest this compound the impression 
that the industry was hacking a 
much weaker, and therefore value¬ 
less, Code. There was, at one time, 
flat opposition on the part of some 
board members to any changes in 
the operational structure of the 
Code, which has long been criti¬ 
cized as being controlled by too 
few. 

Some of the independents whose 
films have been refused a seal have 
argued that their competitors, l.e., 
the major companies, were in a 
position, to restrict the circulation 
of the independent product. The 
Code has - been referred to as a 

(Continued on page 26) 

Oscar Morgan Becomes 
Reissue WJiqiper-Inner, 

New Paramount Post 
Paramount is set to give new at¬ 

tention to the reissue market with 
establishment of a new homeoffice 
department specifically for that 
purpose, Company has it figured 
that many of its backlog pictures 
are capable of taking in $250,000 
to .$1,000,000 in domestic gross 
business, this on the basis of re¬ 
cent rerun experience. “For Whom 
the Bell Tolls,” now making the 
rounds again, actually is outdis¬ 
tancing several of the 'company’s 
new pictures at the hoxoffice. 

Head of 'the new department is 
Oscar A. ^Morgan, who heretofore 
was in charge of block ticket pur¬ 
chases for ‘The Teh Command¬ 
ments.” Previous to this he was 
short subjects sales chief. 

Morgan’s new job is to super¬ 
vise the reissue sales under v.p.’s 
Hugh Owen and Sidney Deneau 
and in the course of so doing he’ll, 
be in close contact with exchange 
heads and exhibitors to keep him¬ 
self aware of market trends. 1 

41 Nations Set 
Films for Berlin 

Berlin, June 11. 
Canada, Morocco and Siam now 

have joined the countries partici¬ 
pating in the forthcoming Seventh 
Berlin International Film Festival, 
bringing to a total of 41 the nations 
that will be repped at the event. 
Fest starts June 21 and runs 
through July 2. 

Even as the three countries 
joined, two others—Chile and Lux¬ 
embourg—withdrew for what were 
described as “technical” reasons. 

Apart from the CCC feature pic, 
“The Last Ones Shall Be First,” 
West Germany will be represented 
at the fest by still another film, 
J'Aut der Goetter” (Call of the 

f Gods). Latter is a full-length docu- 
i mentary in Cinemascope and dedi¬ 
cates itself to religious life in In-1 
dia. Dietrich Wawrzyn and Klaus 

I Schumann made this one. In addi- j 
(Continued on page 26) I 

Change in 20th-Fox field sales 
supervisory setup appears to be in 
the offing, with the accent to be 
on greater control at the home- 
office. 

When Herman Wobber, 20th’s 
vet western division manager, re¬ 
tires in, July, he won’t be replaced. 
Same procedure will be followed 
when Harry Ballance, the com¬ 
pany’s division topper in the south, 
retires this fall. 

This -leaves only two division 
managers, both of whom headquar¬ 
ter currently at the homeoffice— 
Glenn Norris, in charge of the 
midwest and Canada, and Martin 
Moskowitz, the Eastern division 
manager. With neither Wobber 
nor Ballance due to be replaced, 
it’s figured logically that sales top¬ 
per Alex Harrison is planning a 
re-distribution of duties. 

There’s some speculation that 
Harrison may have in mind a thor¬ 
ough overhaul of 20th’s setup, but 
no confirmation cart be obtained at 
the homeoffice. It appears rea¬ 
sonably sure that, whatever 
changes are made, they’ll be at the 
supervisory rather than the actual 
sales level 'and that 20th has no 
plans to close any brandies at this 
time, when it’s handling more 
product than it has in quite a few 
years. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Pott-Holiday OK; ‘Corral’ Again First, ‘80 Days’ 2d, 

‘Wonders’ 3d, ‘10 CV 4th, ‘Desk’ 5th 

While it Is a post-holiday session 
and many theatres are playing 
holdovers, most key cities covered 
by Variety report favorable re¬ 
sults at first-runs. Even some of 
the weaker new ^productions are 
managing to last'' through second 
stanzas. Warmer weather has hurt 
in some localities but the fact that 
moderate temperatures have con¬ 
tinued this late in the spring has 
been a plus factor. 

“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par), 
champ last week, is holding onto 
No. 1 position though threatened 

by “Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA). “Corral” is playing in some 
23 keys, a majority of them in sec¬ 
ond sessions. “80 Days” still is 
great, and with some additional 
playdates adding to its coin take 
is easily landing second spot. 

“Seven Wonders of World” 
(Cinerama) is pushing up to third 
position by dint of some new open¬ 
ings as well as continued strength 
of many longruns. “10 Command¬ 
ments” (Par) is taking fourth mon¬ 
ey, an improvement over last week. 

“Desk Set” (20th) is managing to 
finish fifth although a bit spotty. 
“Wayward Bus,” another from 20th- 
Fox ahd only out in second round, 
is taking sixth position. 

“The D. I.” (WB), newie, will 
capture seventh place though only 
out in four key cities. “Little Hut” , 
(M-G) is winding in eighth slot j 
while "Bachelor Party” (UA) J 
rounds out the Top Nine list. 1 

“Face in Crowd” (WB) and “Joe 
Butterfly’.’ (U) are the two runner- 
up films this stanza, this being the 
latter’s first time out in release to 
any extent. 

“Something of Value” (M-G) 
shapes as‘one of the outstanding 
newcomers as a result of Its fine 
showing in first L. A. week, .It 
still is big in fifth N. Y. round. 
“Lonely Man” (Par) okay in Seat¬ 
tle, is bright in Chi, 

“Kronos” (20th), torrid in Bos¬ 
ton, shapes good in St. Louis and 
fine in Cleveland. ‘Tattered Dress” 
»U) looks smooth in Toronto. “Un¬ 
tamed Youth” (WB) is rated okay 
in Providence. 

“For Whom the Bell Tolls” (Par) 
(reissue), good in N, Y. and Provi¬ 
dence, looms big in Toronto. “De¬ 
signing Woman” (M-G) is okay in 
N. Y. and Philly. 

“Deadly Mantis” (U) looks hotsy 
in Chi. “Garment Jungle” (Col), 
good in Washington and Frisco, is 
fair in Portland. “Green Man” 
(DCA) looms brisk in Balto. 

“Oklahoman” (AA) average in 
Detroit, looks big in Boston and 
slow in .L. A. “Dragstrip Girl” 
(Indie) shapes nice in Chi. 

“Could Be Night” (M-G) fair In 
Chi, is hefty in Louisville and slow 
in Providence. - “Calypso Joe” 
(AA) is fair in Frisco. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on 
Pages 8-9J, i 

h £he present world market means 
a potential gross of $30,000,000 to 
$40,000,000 “if the picture has It.” 
This is the Stanley Kramer theory 
and one that figured prominently 
in his blueprinting of “Pride and 
the Passion.” 

“If the picture turns out to be 
a ‘must see,’ it will approximate the 
gross we are looking for,” said the 
producer-director. He adds though 
he’s not looking for the highest 
gross and lowest net. 

Latter comment was In reference 
to the type of playoff intended for 
“P & P,” patterned, somewhat 
after the “80 Days Around the 
World” plan. This obtains in the 
foreign market where modified 
roadshows have been mapped. 
Bookings already are set for 14 
German cities. 

On the domestic front, George 
Schaefer made it clear that upped 
admission scales are being angled 
for. Schaefer, who is Kramer’s 
eastern distribution rep, and 
United Artists, which financed and 
is releasing the picture, have sent 
out invitations to exhibitors in 
cities of JOO.OOO and over to send 
in offers of deals. 

“Theatremen who don’t advance 
their prices would be suckers,” 
Schaefer remarked, adding that if 
the .right kind of deals are not got¬ 
ten he’ll undertake to lease thea¬ 
tres on four-wall bases. Intention it 

(Continued on page 26) 

‘Mass-Slanted’ Is 
New M-G Mark 

Indications are that Metro Is 
shifting its production policy to 
concentrate more fully on so-called 
mass appeal pictures. Evidence of 
this change is emphasized by the 
type of indie producers M-G is at¬ 
tracting to the studio. The signing 
of long-term contracts with Aaron 
Rosenberg and Albert Zugsmith, 
both former Universal contract 
producers, seems to point up the 
fact that Metro is planning to fol¬ 
low the Universal formula at least 
to some degree. 

Since it dropped its policy .of 
-attempting to make prestige and 
arty films. Universal, has been one 
of the most successful of the Holly¬ 
wood studios. Its program consists 
of action pictures spiced with sex, 
popular musical biographies, sci¬ 
ence fiction and horror films, slick 
suspense stories, and soap opera 
love yams. All the .pictures are 
technically well-made. The smaller 
pictures are usually budgeted a lit¬ 
tle below $1,000,000 and the larger 
entries rarely run over $1,500,000. 
The majority of them pay off at 
the boxoffice although most of 
them are recieved lukewarmly 
critically. “Written on the Wind,” 
for exainple, which was produced 

(Continued on page 24) 

Jerry lewis’ Many-Angled 
Swing of 18 Situations 

About two years ago Jerry 
Lewis announced plans for an ex¬ 
tensive tour he and partner Dean 
Martin were to undertake in be¬ 
half of a feature picture. Nothing 
came of it; Martin had no barn¬ 
storming ambitions. 

Now, though, Lewis has a picture 
on his own, “Delicate Delinquent,” 
and has tied himself to a fulltime 
bally schedule. Film was made in 
association with Paramount. 

Comic is to tour 18 cities begin¬ 
ning early in July, doing a 15- 
minute stage stand in one house 
(coinciding with the pic’s opening) 
in each town three times a day. 
He’s also skedded for a swing of 
theatres In five Northern New 
Jersey cities in connection with a 
homecoming celebration. 

Par has arranged a full quota of 
(Continued on oage 74) 
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By HY HOLLINGEE 

An offshoot of the surge of na¬ 
tionalism and general improve¬ 
ment in living and educational 
standards in West Africa is a de¬ 
sire for the development of 
local film industry. As a matter 
of fact, East Nigeria has already 
completed plans which it hopes 
will make Enugu, its capital,, the 
“Hollywood of West Africa.” 

Through the Cinema Corg.. of 
Nigeria, a government-owned 
company, a sum of $24,000,000 has 
been earmarked for the construc¬ 
tion of studio facilities on a 23- 
acre plot of land in Enugu. In 
addition, the complete blueprint 
for the studio has been delivered 
by Los Angeles architect Richard 
Neutra and actual construction is 
expected to begin in January. 

A report on Nigeria’s aspira¬ 
tions in the motion picture field 
was given this week by Lloyd 
Young, an American writer-pro¬ 
ducer who is acting as technical 
adviser and agent on film matters 
for the Nigerian government. 
Young, who is currently in N.Y., 
is seeking film technicians who 
are willing to go to Nigeria on a 
three-year contract. His search 
also irtvohes the finding of 
screenwriters and directors will¬ 
ing to go to Africa under the 
same terms. In addition to aiding 
in organizing a local film produc¬ 
tion program, the American Crea¬ 
tive talent and techncians will, of 
necessity, have to serve as instruc¬ 
tors to train local citizens in the 
imysteries of film-makirtg. 
* As part of Nigeria’s long-range 
program to establish a film indus¬ 
try for West Africa, the govern¬ 
ment plans to send” students to 
the University of California, to 
study film production. According 
to Young, the Nigerian film busi¬ 
ness will probably employ Amer¬ 
ican Negro actors for its initial 
productions but it hopes eventu¬ 
ally to train African talent. 

Young admits that the Nigerian 
government realizes that the task 
will be a formidable one since it 
will have to organize a film indus¬ 
try from scratch. He, however, 
points to the amazing progress 
made in India which, according to 

oung, became a leading film pro¬ 
duction country’ in a period of a 
little over 15 years. 

The initial production plans of 
Nigeria will be modest—involving 
at the start the production of per¬ 
haps one feature picture annually 
and a number of documentaries 
and shorts. The features. Young 
said, will have to be geared for 
realistic entertainment if the local 
industry “wants to reach an audi¬ 
ence.” 

According to Young, there is a 
potential audience of some 20,- 
000.000 in West Africa where, he ! 
said, the level of education isj 
“pretty high,” He added that in j 
peri- c... * ’ 
Afr 
audiences 
and 
the films reaching a world-wide 
market. 

Young revealed that there are 
approximately 80 theatres in Ni¬ 
geria and the Cinema Corp., 
w hich is also a distribution and 
exhibition organization, plans to. 
build 40 more. In addition to the I 

'GOLD OF NAPLES' PAYS OFF 

Paramount Was Fainted-Hearted 
So DCA Smiles 

Dine'Oat of Bounds’ 
For African-lbde He 

on National Movement 
“For all practical purposes” the 

Dixie south has been written off as 
a potential customer for “The 
Night of the Hawk,” an indepen¬ 
dent production filmed in West Af¬ 
rica. The film, starring Earth Kitt, 
Sidney Poitier and Juano Hernan¬ 
dez, deals with the nationalist 
movement in West Africa. 

The expected ban of “Hawk" fol¬ 
lows on the heels of similar fears 
for Darryl F. Zaniick's “Island in 
the Sun." Metro’s “Edge of the 
City” also was confronted with an 
almost total shutout in the souttyJ 
and it’s anticipated that the com-1 
pany’s "Something of Value” will 
also face tough sledding. 

“Hawk,” in many respects, is 
similar in theme to “Something of 
Value.” It was filmed on loca¬ 
tion in Nigeria and completed at 
the Elstree Studio in London. 

} The film. is the first theatrical 
(production to be made by writer- 

~ • jv ! producer Lloyd Young, heretofore 
InfnrYVofn I/nuno ia documentary film-maker who spe- integrate i\aces;.«^ m Africa* *0^, He 

w t filmed documentary and govern¬ 
ment films in some 12 African 

By the time it changes its pro¬ 
gram June 17, the Paris Theatre, 
N.Y. will have played the Italian 
“Gold of Naples” for 18 weeks, 
earning an estimated $72,000 in 
film rental for Distributors Corp. 
of America. First ten weeks pro¬ 
duced $50,000 alone. 

This makes "Gold” one of the 
top pix to play the plush artie, 
which is bringing in the French 
“Julietta” next. It stars Jean 
Marais and Dany Robin. 

“Gold” originally belonged to 
Paramount, which dropped its op¬ 
tion. It knocked around for two 
years before anyone would touch 
it. 

Eartha Kitts Biog 
Newest Film To 

The book, “Thursday’s Child,” 
Eartha Kitt’s candid autobiography, 
will serve as the hasis. for a fic¬ 
tionalized motion picture to be 
made by Lloyd Young & Associates, 
a U, S. indie firm, in association 
with Associated British Pictures. 

The picture, to be filmed at ABP’s 
studios in London, will star Miss 
Kitt. Louis 'Jourdan is being 
sought to be co-star. 
* "Film TL-hiah* will 

countries. 
Young, currently in N. Y. to ar¬ 

range a distribution -deal, admits 
the film was made on speculation 
with private financing. Young sup¬ 
plied u the original story synopsis 
himself and Hollywood writer H. 
Kenn Carmichael collaborated with 
him on the screenplay. “The pic- 

1 ture is an off-beat one dealing with 
Film wKmi,* ,„ni i the surging nationalism in West 

-' » ,T- _Africa and I doubt if a major com- 
^ SLwould hove financed it in ad- 

in ; vance." Young said. "The fact that 

Son It 5rill deal S an 

e„UvmiZcf?vedTh'w^’d’etVtte l^™th would also “end to keep entiy conceived, will detail the !, comDanv backers awav ” 
problems paced bra couple in , 

,v1'„S ;khe(l predict, Young has received 
Europe and come to tne Umted , a nmnber Qf bids from major dis- 

ttT? _ .. . • tributors and is -currently near 
wm hP^fiWd m t inS nS (wrapping up a releasing deal. The will be filmed in London plans | picture was filmed in Superscope 
call for location shooting in Northj£nd ^ Eastman color. Michael 
C*L0h™l Ne,w Y°rk fnd Pa”s- A* Audley, who served a dialog direc- 
g!2°'i?ilop!?ent-Mlss tor on 20tli’s “Boy on a Dolphin,” 
Kitt will sing a number of songs. | directed the film. 

Except for Miss Kitt, who has a- 
•„ p0|cn,r) ; participation, all the other princi- 

E.rwm ^xelsey S lNeW r ost | pals were paid a straight salary. 
According to Young, he was fortu- Erwin Gelsey is the new Manhat¬ 

tan-based literary contact of Fa¬ 
mous Artists Corp. Will handle 
writers and publishers. 

Formerly served on hoth coasts 
as Columbia Pictures’ story editor 
and more recently was writer com¬ 
forter at Paul Small agency. 

nate in obtaining the services of 
Poitier at a time when his popular¬ 
ity was .not at its present peak. 
“If I’d have to hire him today 
instead of a year ago,-I’d.have to 
pay him three times as touch as 
he received.” 

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences has turne'd down 
a proposal calling for drastic changes iir its method of selecting pic¬ 
tures for its “Best Foreign Film” award 

The Academy’s view* were set forth in a five-page letter from 
George Seaton, Academy president, to Arthur L. Mayer, president of 
the Independent Motion Picture Distributors Assn. The indies'had 
itemized their objections to the current procedure and had offered to 
appear before the Academy to give advice based on their experience 
in the foreign film field. 

Seaton, while deploring the “complications or difficulties which 
seem to distributors or other units of the industry, directly or in¬ 
directly, attributable to the Academy,” declined the offer of advice, 
noting that “bur experience is not comparable to yours, but our good 
will is the same. We think the calculated risk of the new plan is 
worthwhile, and that we must have the courage to pursue it alone as 
the Academy." ' ' , 

This inis been the first year that the Academy instituted a special 
Foreign Films award. The procedure it followed was the following: 
Each industry (or government) abroad was invited to submit two pic¬ 
tures for screening by the Academy. Of these, five were then nom- 

(Continued on page 20) 

Producers Produce, Admen Ballyhoo; 
Often Far Apart on "Controversy 

Los Angeles, June 11. 
William Matons, an entertainer 

who has used the nanie “Calypso 
Joe” for many years, filed suit in 
Federal Court here against Allied 
Artists Productions and William F. 
Broidy Productions Inc., seeking 
$100,000 in damages. 

Action is based on the “Calypso 
Joe” film, Matons charging that the 
defendants used his professional 
name without authority. 

Visiting Yank 
Producers Vs. 
Italo-D.S. Deals 

Rome, June 11. 
There is increased talk here that 

the Italian pic industry is trying 
to find a formula .for cutting down 
the number of “all-American" pro¬ 
ductions in this country in favor 
of a “true” co-production policy. 

So called “all-Yank" projects, 
such as the current Selznick “Fare¬ 
well-to Arms" or Universal “The 
Islander,” where capital and al¬ 
most all but physical facilities are 
American, have been looked at 
with increasing disfavor in recent 
times. For despite the fact that 
these mean work for local tech¬ 
nicians and studios, such imme¬ 
diate advantages are overweighed, 

(Continued on page 24) 

■‘riiaps five years, the West I 717 T T T ± C1 7 71T /T1 7 * T) 1 
Importers oeek New Jrade Body 

id Asia. Eventually, he envisions | ^ 

But Wan t None of Mildewed Feuds 
Strong move is afoot for the cre¬ 

ation of a new and stronger inde¬ 
pendent film distributors organiza¬ 
tion. The old group—Independent 
Motion Picture Distributors Assn. 

regular theatres there is vast au- ! —h £or all intents and purposes. 
<lrem;os .about 60 000 a month on ■ bee„'diss0lve4 
a paid ba^ts) that vie.ws films via XT 
mobile unit-* sent out to the less: New attempt at setting up an in- 

die group is being sparked by developed areas. 
Young’s association with the . . ... . 

West Nigerian government stems ' of the^realization that a 
from hi, production in ihat conn- s unifieJ ^approach is needed to sev- 
t: v of ’The Mark of tfe Hawk^r^oftheproblemsfacing the in- 
a feature length trm dealing with; distnbs dealing with foreign 
th * nationalist movement in West u,iyis- 
•Vrica. The film stars Eartha- Organization meeting will be 
K ■{ end Sidney Poiti. r. 

IMPDA, specifically Richard Da¬ 
vis, Jean Goldwurm and Ilya Lo- 
pert. Goldwurm last week called 
several IMPDA members and sug¬ 
gested a meeting to discuss a re¬ 
vival of the org. He had been 
touted for president when Arthur 
L. Mayer resigned as head of the 
group. However, he never attended 

; several of the larged outfits on the jthe meeting in late April when a 
- - ■ -• ■ - decision might have beeen taken. 

Shortly thereafter, Goldwurm left 
for Europe. 

Several of those organizing, the 
new group feel that the rivalries 

_. existing among “several of the in- 
called in another week or two, in -[ dies should not be allowed to 
New York. Chances are that the i wreck the organization, as it did 

' “charter members” will include! 'dth the IMPDA- At the same 
‘Rock, YOU Sinners’PrCCmS several outfits that didn’t belong to dme, it’s fully recognized that 

t}1£» original association, i.e., Dis- both Davis and Goldwurm are lm- 
ln London Jraviiion tributors corp. of America, Rank'P°rtant distributors, who must be 

London. June 11. Film Distributors, the Disney of-! reckoned with, and who properly 
Wi-h Kvuc:, r Enterprises’ “Rock fice and Walter Reacle’s Cantinen-1 belong to any indie organization. 

Y vj Sinner,” preeniing at Uie al Distributing. In addition, there’ll j Feelm£ ^monS some of he indies— 
l.o: dmi Pavilion June 14. .TctTrey be Richard Brandt’s Trans-Lux especially Davis and Goldwurm — 
S Kruger is planning production Distributing. Columbia Pictures ’run so strong, however, that one 
(■.* a seem i fian teiuatlvelv .titled ;via Edward L. Kingslev) and ’■ won’t belong to an association if 
“The T:p off.” it’s 1 o be leased others. {the other also is part of it. 
in Britain am: Lrae1. Picture will Plan is to set up an office and’ Present plans caU for the":organ- 

hire an executive secretary to run > izetion to be-more solidly financed 
the group's affairs and look after! that its predecessor. Dues would 
Us interests. probably be assessed on the basis 

One of the immediate problems of pictures released in New York 

problems facing any indie organ¬ 
ization. One are the N. Y. State 
censor fees. Another are shipping 
costs. Still another involves the 
long-sought standard contract. 
Long delays in bringing films 
through customs also require at¬ 
tention. There is a general .re¬ 
luctance to tackle, for the moment 
at least, the question of foreign 
films and the Code. However,. a 
new organization would be ex¬ 
pected to address itself to such 
questions as the Academy of Mo¬ 
tion Picture Arts & Sciences’ pro¬ 
cedures in its Foreign Film 
Awards, w’hich have been the sub¬ 
ject of much criticism. 

h.;\e a inureec-?’.img:: • inq theme, 
with a strong musical content. 

Kruger said he’s locking for 
tv.o \;ncrican stars to play in V 
pictiis-f 
tl e preparation stage. 

He has two more fihps in arising, is what to do about some and possibly in another city. 
: of the warring factions in the old f There are a host of common 

N. Y. to.L. AC 
Theodore Bikel 
Marc Brandel 
Arthur Cantor 
Leopold Friedman 
Jeffrey Hayden 
Michael Higgins 
Halliwell Hobbes 
Albert Marre 
Mary Patton 
Les Peterson 
Eva Marie Saint 
Lester Sims 
Andrew Stone 
Joseph R. Vogel 

Handed more and more contro¬ 
versial themes by Hollywood, the 
ad-pub fraternity is faced with the 
question of whether or not to re¬ 
flect the issues in the ads. General 
sentiment is not to feature the 
provocative aspects of films in the 
advertising. 

This becomes plain in the ads for 
such, pix as “Something of Value," 
“Island In the Sun” and others, 
particularly if they have a bearing 
on race questions. There is less 
reluctance to spotlight controversy 
in pictures dealing with dope, such 
as “Monkey on My. Back.” 

‘There was a time when we 
could afford to aim our ads at a 
limited audience sector, and plug 
controversy for all it was worth,” 
commented one company ad-pub 
topper. “Today, when our audi¬ 
ence is much smaller, we can’t 
afford that luxury any more. We 
must design ads that are attrac¬ 
tive to the largest number of per¬ 
sons. 

This is an attitude shared gen¬ 
erally by the ad-pub fraternity, 
though some concede privately that 
the unwillingness to tell the pub¬ 
lic precisely what a picture is 

(.Continued"on page 20) 

Europe to N. Y. 
Rose Birzer 
Walter Branson 
Peter Brook 
Alvin Colt 
Cress Courtney 
Howard Dietz 
Jose Ferrer 
Ella Fitzgerald 
Abel Green 
Nunnally Johnson 
Frankie Laine 
Ingeborg Loga 
Emile J. Lustig 
Thomas F. O’Neill 
George Ross 
Royal Danish Ballet 
Charles Russell 
Donald- Seawell 
Arthur Shields 
Herbert Wilcox 

L. A* to N. Y, 
Lou Arnold 
Ralph Bellamy 
Sallie Blair 
Irving Briskin 
Bill Doll 
Mel Ferrer 
Henry Flynn 
Mitzi-Gaynor 
Audrey Hepburn 
Gene Kelly 
Nancy Kelly 
Dorothy Kirsten, 
Ray Milland 
Robert Preston - 
Saul Rittenberg 
Charles H. Schneer 
Lillian Small 
Inger Stevens 
Jule Styne 
Mike Todd Jr. . 
Mamie Van Doren 

N. Y« to Europe 
Mis. Hans Bartsch 
Martin Block 
Jerome Chodorov 
Geraldine Fitzgerald 
Sol Hurok 
A1 Jones 
Frank Loesser 
Theodore Mann 
John G. McCarthy 
Munio Podhorzer 
Joseph Ruttenberg 
Rise Stevens 
Bernard Straus 
Jo Sullivan. 
David Wayne 
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I Danish Film Rentals Breakdown ii 
Copenhagen, June 11. 

The eight major American film companies stopped booking, their 
films in Denmark bn May 24, 1955, but filled commitments for another 
she months thereafter. Other countries’. films immediately gained, 
while the U.S, companies dropped back. It’s claimed that Ijhe dispute 
cost the Danish exhibitors some 6,000,000 tickets diming theT;wo years. 
Following are some comparative gross figures, compiled by the Danish 
State Statistical department: 

(Film Rentals) 
(in 1,000 kroner) 

Country of 
^Origin 1951 1954 . 1955 

Denmark .... 4,678 5,628 

Sweden ..... 951 664 
Britain ...... 1,715 1,856 

France ...... ^ 1,394 1,652 

Germany .... 1,031 1,752 

Italy .. 279 524 660 

U, S. ... 9,710 7,891 

’ Various ..... 210 266 341 

16.436 20,269 20,417 

Can Yank Films Crack Danes Boycott? 
Test Comes July I^-Some Exhib* Sign, Others , Hold 

Out—Bitterness Rises In Kingdom 

By FRED HIFT 

Copenhagen, June 11. 
Starting July 1, at least -12 thea¬ 

tres in this Danish capital will 
again play new American films, 
and-the Hollywood boycott of the 
Danish market, which started May 
2i, 1955, will be officially dented. 
Four houses in the provinces also 

• will open with the U.S. product. 
Denmark has about 476: motion 

. picture theatres, which by custom 

. are licensed by the Government to 
old actors, pensioners, sports 
groups, etc. The big question, bit¬ 
terly debated here, is: Will the 
rest of the 460 .theatres fall in line 
and meet the American terms, or 
will they continue to refuse to pay 
the higher rentals? 

The answer to the question is of 
importance to more than just the 
eight major American film com- 
parties, who during the past two 
years have lost some $2,000,000 

’ by sticking stubbornly to their 
contention that they can’t do 
business on flat 30% rental terms. 
It will be watched throughout 
Scandinavia, and in other places 
throughout the world. 

For the issue goes beyond indi¬ 
vidual stubbornness, or even prin¬ 
ciple. It involves the broader ques¬ 
tion of American film trading 
ethics, ahd poses the . ultimate 
question: Can a market, even a 
small one like , Denmark, survive 
and thrive in the long run without 
American attractions? 

It .is too early to get the an¬ 
swers. For one, the opposing par¬ 
ties are disagreed on the actual 
boxoffice effects to date of the 

(Continued on page 28) 

TED O’SHEA’S HEART 
STILL WITH THAT HON 

Albany, June 11. 
Highlight of the Webster Rose¬ 

wood vs. Schines suit for damages 
Under the antitrust laws, held in 
Albany before U. S. District. Court 
Judge James T. Foley, was the 
deep loyalty to Metro, his long-time 

- former employer, manifested dur- 
' Ing testimony by. E. K. (Ted) 

O’Shea. 
O’Shea, now world sales man¬ 

ager for Magna, interjected so 
many comments favorable to 
Loew’s that Judge Foley at one 
point laughingly commepted, “You 
are proud of Metro.” 

On ahother occasion, when the 
veteran sales executive disagreed 
with Francis T, Anderson, attorney 
for plaintiff. Judge Foley admon¬ 
ished: “This is.not like a courtroom 
in the movies. Don’t argue with the 
lawyers; just anwser their ques¬ 
tions.” 

O’Shea tried to go into details 
on explanations of Metro's policy 
as to “master agreements” and 
“franchises”—there Were two of 
the latter, he said*and both were 
designed to Jielp deserving vixhibi- 
tors, in Ohio and Texas. 

Trick* and Twist* 
(of Time) 

Bob Hope and Ox-New York 
Governor Thomas E. Dewey 
will share the dais spotlight at 
the United Cerebral Palsy Hu¬ 
manitarian Award dinner 
(honoring Dewey) at New 
York’s Waldorf-Astoria June 
25. 

Hope portrays late N. Y, 
Mayor James J. Walker in the 
latter’s hippie, “Beau James.” 
In the years ago Dewey was a 
staff prosecutor for the See- 
bury Committee whose prob¬ 
ings caused Walker’s removal 
from office. 

‘World5 Filins Hit 
Screens in Fall 

First of four films condensed 
from Life Magazine’s 13-part “The 
World We Live In” series will be 
ready for theatrical release this 
falL Initigrler, titled “The Earth 
Is Bora,” is * said to have taken 
three and a Half years to complete 
because of the use of new cinema¬ 
tographic techniques involving 
stop-motion animation and live- 
action. 

The picture, completely financed 
by Life, wgs produced and filmed 
by Transfilm, a business and com¬ 
mercial film company. Walter 
Lowendahl, executive v.p., super¬ 
vised the production. 

“The Earth Is Born,” which has 
a running time of some 30 minutes, 
is now in its final processing stage. 
The. three other films, which will 
be of the same length, are in the 
script and stolyboard phases. Nego¬ 
tiations are currently taking place 
for a distribution deal. 

The first installment deals with 
the Earth’s origin. Prominent as¬ 
tronomers, geologists and geophys¬ 
icists served, as technical consult¬ 
ants. The three subsequent films 
are expected to be completed in 
about a year. 

Zachary Schwartz directed' the 
first film and was responsible for 
many of the technical innovations. 
The stop-motion sequences were 
made by the Joop Geesink Studio, 
a Dutch firm specializing in stop- 
motion effects. The script was 
written by Arnold Sundgaard and 
Paul Stevens serves as narrator. 
William Schumann provided the 
musical score, which Was recorded 
In Carnegie Hall by a 70-piece or¬ 
chestra conducted by Frederick 
Prausnitz. 

Richard Widmark in role as pro¬ 
ducer signed Fred Steiner to do 
the score for ‘Time Limit.” 

By HANK WERBA 

Madrid, June 11. 
An uneasy “what now?” reigns 

over Film Row in Madrid as nego¬ 
tiations between Spain and tlie Mo¬ 
tion Picture Export Assn, reached 
a point of no return. .Dramatic 
collapse of parleys is reflected in 
tone of MPEA rep Charles Bald¬ 
win’s communique to Variety as 
last minutp effort to reach even 
an interim arrangement went up 
in smoke. 

There is unconcealed bitterness 
among MPEA toppers who face 
continued paralysis of normal film 
operations here as the distrib im¬ 
passe between the two countries, 
now in its 22d month, seems 
slated to continue indefinitely. 

Film industry observers believe 
MPEA will go all-out to tighten its 
film embargo imposed on the local 
market in Aug. ’55, when Spanish 
film authorities, in the face of 
successful talks to renew the ’54 
agreement, imposed a surprise 4-1 
decree (pre-dated to July ’54) com¬ 
pelling U. S. film companies here 
to distribute one Spanish feature 
for every four U. S. films re¬ 
leased in Spain. 

With the .4-1 decree almost an 
embarrassingly insignficant issue 
in'recent parley, expected MPEA 
counter-attack to seal off Spain 
from U. S. pix now has as its pri¬ 
mary object agreement with Spain 
to restore MPEA positions here as 
comparatively close to 1954 pact 
terms as possible in order to guar¬ 
antee a minimum profit basis at 

(Continued on page 28) 

Schaefer’s Spanish Deals 
For ‘King & Four Queens’ 

And Twelve Angry Men’ 
♦Fact that new American pic¬ 

tures continue to be played in Spain 
despite the Motion Picture Export 
Assn, “boycott” was given a new 
spotlight this week. George J. 
Schaefer, who reps varoius inde¬ 
pendent producers in distribution 
matter, disclosed in New York he 
recently sold “King and Four 
Queens” and “12 Angry Men" to 
Spanish distributors, that this is 
not an uncommon practice, and it’s 
a certainty that Stanley Kramer’s 
“Pride and the Passion” will be 
peddled in the flamenca territory. 

“I'm not obligated by any 
MPEA boycott,” stated Schaefer^ 

Theoretically, but not actually, 
MPEA companies withdrew from 
Spain two • years ago because of 
trading disagreements and haven’t 
been back since. This hasn’t worked 

(Continued on page 24) 

Henry Horner s Tie Up AO the Rights’ 
Advice Conflicts With Literary Trend 
BIG FETE FOR WOBBER 

1,000 Expected at Frisco Variety 
Club’s Godspeeding 

San Francisco, June 11. 
Variety Club of San Francisco 

will throw a party honoring Her¬ 
man Webber’s 50th anniversary in 
film business June 26. Western 
division boss Tor 20th-Fox will soon 
retire. 

Club is inviting more than 1.000 
guests for luncheon party at Shera- 
ton-Palace Hotel’s Garden Court. 
In addition to local associates of 
Wobber, guest list includes a num¬ 
ber of Chicago and New York film 
execs plus Adolph Zukor, Nate 
Blumberg, Jesse Lasky Sr. and 
Robert Lippert. 

Johnston Chides 
Fee’s Doerfer 

Wild Swings 
Washington, June 11. 

Eric Johnston has told FCC 
Commissioner John C. Doqrfer 
that the latter doesn’t know what 
he was talking about in stating 
“television is cleaner and lesser 
offensive than motion pictures.” 
Doerfer was quoted, in an inter¬ 
view in International News Serv¬ 
ice, to the effect that Hollywood is 
making cleaner pix only because 
it knows that, otherwise it can't 
sell them later to tv. 

“The fact is,” wrote Johnston 
to Doerfer, “the television code has 
little or . nothing to do with the 
program content of movies made 
especially for television viewing 
and nothing at all to do with, the 

(Continued on page 20) 

M. Pickman Scrams Gems; 
To Produce on Own 

Hollywood, June 11. 
Milton Pickman, who has had a 

wide background in production 
and distribution, has resigned 
from Screen Gems and Briskin 
Productions to enter independent 
theatrical film-making on his own. 
Exec has a number of packages 
for lensing both in the United 
States and England and plans to 
commence operations in the tail. 

Pickman joined the Briskin unit 
at SG six months ago to set up 
properties and talent. 

+ Hollywood, June II. 
To protect yourself (if a pro* 

ducer) in what he terms “show bis 
clinches,” director Harry Horner 
believes that you should acquire all 
rights to a property when closing a- 
deal with its author, although trend 
in literary sales is separation of 
rights. 

Horner, who is also a vet stage 
designer and is now prepping the 
staging of the French opera, “Car¬ 
melites” for the San Francisco 
Opera Co., points to the recent 
“Helen Morgan” telecast on CBS’ 
‘Playhouse 90” Series, as an ex* 

ample. 
“This show was aired prior to 

the release of the Warner Bros, 
theatrical film version. If Warners 
had previously obtained all of the 
‘Morgan’ rights, they wouldn’t have 
to worry about a tv version. Can 
you Imagine having over a million 
dollars wrapped up in a film and 
then prior to its release, someone 
else produces it on tv or on the 
stage?” 

Horner recalled that he closed 
a deal with the German author 
Franz Spencer for all rights to 
“Window Facing East” which he 
first plans to produce as a legit, 
than as a theatrical film. Scripts 
of "Window,” which is storied 
around the late Czechoslovakian 
minister Jan Masaryk, have already 
been submitted to Paul Muni, Mel- 
vyn Douglas and Charles Boyer, 
for the lead role. 

* In certain instances, however, 
Horner does think that if an indi¬ 
vidual owns all the rights to a prop¬ 
erty, he can afford to first televise 
his project prior to filming or stag¬ 
ing. “A tv showcase wouldn’t hurt 
in this case, because it would be 
under your supervision, and^ybu 
certainly wouldn’t hurt any future 
presentations of your package,”, he 
remarked. 

Horner, who has signed Dorothy 
Kirsten fot the lead in “Carme¬ 
lites” which bows Sept. 20 in San 
Francisco, is currently negotiating 
with writer Eraett Lavery for all 
the rights to the “Carmelites” prop¬ 
erty, so that he can produce a 
straight legit staging following the 
opera run. If the deal goes through, 
Horner may even present it as a 
tv spec, prior to its Broadway stag¬ 
ing. (Authors League of America 
and especially its Dranatists Guild 
component is dead against Horner's 
credo.) 

Writers Guild West Cools Off 
Drops ‘Gag Rule* WhicfcrCaused Furor—Now 

Court* Good Will 

Hollywood,- June 11. 

That controversial “gag rule” 

which aroused such a storm of criti¬ 

cism during the recent, heated elec¬ 

tion campaign of Writers Guild of 
America West was revoked at the 
first meeting of the newly-elected 
council, last week. There are “cer¬ 
tain qualifications” to the move,.but 
on the whole it meets the demands j 
of critics who blasted the ruling, j 
Seeking a more liberal press re¬ 
lations, the council also voted that 
from now on, all news of council 
meetings will be made available to 
the . press without restrictions, 
where legal or-policy commitments 
do not conflict. 

During the heat of the recent 
campaign, several members of the 
council resigned in protest at what 
they labeled a “gag rule” prohib¬ 
iting them from discussing guild 
business with guild members or 
having any . talks With the press, 
even on nori-confidential matters. 

However, in reviewing its code of 

working rules, the council changed 
all that. It decided all business 
coming before It may be discussed 
by council members with the gen¬ 
eral membership. Matters involv¬ 
ing pending labor negotiations or 
otherwise not communicable on ad¬ 
vice of counsel, would still be treat¬ 
ed as confidential. 

The public relations moves stem 
back to talks begun several months 
ago by the retiring council when 
such recommendations were first 
made and favorably received, al¬ 
though actual enactment was held 
up until a full study could be made 
by the governing members, the 
guild said. 

Also at the meeting, chaired by 
prexy Edmund L. Hartmann, chair¬ 
manships of various council com¬ 
mittees were assigned, with accept¬ 
ances: received thus far from,Frank 
Nugent, again charging the build¬ 
ing committee, and Herbert Baker, 
chairman‘of a committee to work 
on development of a projected tv 
series by the guild. 

NAT’L SCREEN TAKES 
OVER METRO TRAILERS 
Metro has decided to abandon 

the production of its own trailers 
and has set a deal wuh National 
Screen Service to assume the task. 
Exit of M-G from the trailer pro¬ 
duction field will leave Warner 
Bros, as the only major film com¬ 
pany turning out its own trailers. 
The other film companies, as an 
economy measure, have trans¬ 
ferred the job to National. 

Under terms of the deal, the 
film company will have complete 
control of% the contents of the 
trailer. Metro’s sales and pub-ad 
departments will have final super¬ 
vision. National will sell and dis¬ 
tribute starting Sept. 1. 

COLUMBIA’S EARNINGS 

$1.18 Per Common Share Vs. Year 
Ago’s $1.49 

! Columbia this week reported 
j earnings of $1,504,000, or $1.18 per 
‘ common share, for the 39 weeks 
ended March 30. Comparison is 
made with the 40 weeks ended 
March 31, 1956, which brought a 
profit of *1,855,000 or $1.49 per 
common share. 

Per-share earnings are after pre¬ 
ferred 'stock dividends and are 
based on the 1,122,800 common 
shares outstanding at the end of 
the new period. 

Universal stock has hit a new 
high of $30.87i£ per share, at¬ 
tributable to the unloading of its 
baokloe tr> Sown n<»ms 
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The Midnight Stery 
<C’SCQPE> ..... 

Tony Curtis, Gilbert Roland 
and Marisa Pavan in a strongly- 
developed whodunit. 

Hollywood, June 7. 
. Universal release of a Robert Arthur, 

slum neighborhood after a term in 
reform school for having partici¬ 
pated in a murder. His work "here 
is even better, acquitting himself 
with distinction and turning in one 
of the best bits of acting during.a 
highly emotional scene that: the 
screen has seen this year. 

'Direction of Thomas Carr sen- 

?£u2rxi.&" tab tadtacl" waf Sd“ vd Ml**- , ’ •' promise of this conversion, how- 

amusin^iwai. most of the time) in ttofa’tS' 

X^fttSk£a&222l8i.n%i Broadway dandy. t&MUbS. H? eannrt figonf the 
Raker. Previewed in n.y., Ji?n« 3. ’57. Treatment overall catches bcr.- Mama Maiaterta ..... Argentina Biunetti attitude of either Keith or Frank 
Running time, 105 MINS. gUlhng hints Of the 1920 s, though Lieutenant Kllraln..... Ted Do CorMa pavlen his narolc officer who 

jimmy Walker. Bob iiopa this is held down. Now and a gam ZlTc*£o'*U.:::: katween'preeman want noting from hii^fbeing ac* 

?S^..V.V.7.""V5p^“n® “21 r,oon ou^omed to the cruelty and mis- 
Aiiie Walker.. Alexis Snuth cotny chorus line in the Gieen- Father Giuseppe'77.7. :..f.... John Cliff understanding of his father, who 
Charley Hand. Darren^ Mc(,avm wich Village dump, brings a D«t. Sergeant Sommers, Russ Conway has beaten him as long as he ean 
Pro—cutor . ..V.V.’.V.V.'n.raoe*jicM°hon chuckle. Plaiidy Shavelson and Poiutripi.remember. 8 

Jacrk?r11 .,mav the Mother Catherine . Helen. Wallace His young brother, who worships 
Arthur Julian. wiuis Bouchey 0f their audiences will know little prank Wilkins  .. James Hyland him because of his hardness talks 
Si^OTt"7.\7.V.7."V..litato about Walker or his era. They play __ him into leading a San* he beloiSs' 
Jack Benny . |j:mse.i£ it for human values and succeed Trackdown of a Catholic priest's to in a midnight liolduD of a gas 

Stiett very wcl1 todeed* . murderer the action of this station, and it’s only as he realizes' 
_ Most of the roles are "support- well-worked-out whodunit which what this' will do to the brother 
7 £ fing” but worthies include Paul should please audiences going for that he refuses to go through with 

Persons now 35 years of age were Douglas. Darren McGavin,. Joe this class of entertainment. Plot the crime and .saves the youngster 
10 years old when Jimmy Walker Mantell and Horace McMahon and, has been competently fashioned, from his own planned action. Wind- 
conkcd out as mayor of New York briefly, Walter Catlett, not quite and presence of Tony Curtis, who up has him asking settlement 
ft, which means that for the satisfying as the too-familiar A1 co-stars with Marisa^P^ran and worker for iTelp for his brother as 
In 1932. Which means tnat lor tne Smlth Gilbert Roland, should add to its well as himself. 
run of today’s film fans arguments Technical credits are fully pro, Prospects in general market. Mirieo gives role both a hard 
about authenticity of detail, and m- the New York special effects rating Not until almost the closing finish and sympathy. Highlight 
terpretatlon won’t seem too real, remark. To underscore the madcap scene Is the identity of the killer sequence is his crying for the first 
Thcv’ll nass bv the auestion of Period the chief .Boswell thereof, revealed, a good piece of crafts- time in his life as he finally un- 

. hi« Walter Winchell, was recruited to manship on the part of scripters loads some of his frustrations to 
whether Beau James Is good ms- come jn now again re- John Robinson and Edwin Blum, Keith, the entire several minutes’ 
tory or sweepi^epiq ana a. k, is u member-when narration. The Win- who keep the narrative legitimately performance never for a moment 
entertaining. The ansver is yes, offscreen ratatat vocal style premised and unfoldment steadily becoming maudlin or overly-dra- 
very- is an added punch. building in dramatic impact. Direc- matic, as might easily have been 

Actually the story is probably The author-nroducers the comic tor Joseph Pevney makes excellent the case. Keith, always under-play- 
reasonably respectful of tne facts, turne(j sincere character delineator use °f Sah Francisco locations for big his role, is finely effective and 
If acknowledging in that generality d th t femme leads rack un tlle Robert Arthur production in Susan Kohner is excellent as an 
the failure of experts always to reM ^^r noints Thfs i.s a limning his story, which add at- Ugly duckling of the neighborhood 
agree as to what the facts were. breeznv develooedtale \vith an off- mospherically to the overall scene, who .helps in juve’s reformation. 
Walker was naughty all Ins life, beat cLra^ and feel’of the Italian quarter and In support, Joe Desantis scores 
and that’s the right word. He may „enerates interest Essentiallv its people is caught in his helm- as the father who does not like the 
have been more careless than believable and never nreach^f ing. son; Pat DeSimone handles the 

HhHndlytrfnhi?1iin^e°and George Jessel, Jimmy Durante and Curtis portrays a young Frisco -^ayl^n makes 
SSuiJS hv hfc Irish Jack Benny make quickie appear- tralfic-eop who reaigna from force ffifi 

Gene Fowler'* book. Camera, John 1*. 
Warren; editor, Floyd Knudtson; niu-i.c. 
Joseph J. Lilley; choreography. Jack 
Baker. Previewed In N.Y., June 3, ’57. 
Running time, 105 MINS. 
Jimmy Walker . Bob Hope 
Betty Compton... Miles 
Chris T.olan... Paul Douglas 

Joe Martini .....^Tony Curtis ever, unfolds the tale of a rebel 
\\\\V:;:'GUb2riSl»S Who‘thinks the whole world is 

Fedjocad^ June 12, 1957 

i The Rlaek Tent 
(VymON—COLOR) 

5 - - , ■ 
f Entertaining adventure yarn' 5 leased In North African story 1 locale; good action trade if* 
B peal, 

Holly\t?ood, June 7.. 
5 Rank Film Distributors release of a 
1 William .HaeQultty-production. Stars An* 

thopy Steel, Donald Slnden; Anna Marin 
' Sandii; features Andre MorelL Directed 
e by Brian Desmond Hurst. Screenplay, 
t Robin Maugham, Bryan Forbes; camera 

(Tecnicolor), Desmond Dickinson; editor. 
B Alfred Roome. Previewed June 4, '57, 
- Running time. $4 MINS. 
1 David Holland’...... Anthony Steel 
. Charles Holland ..Donald Slnden 

Mabrouka .. Anna Maria Sandri 
C Sheik Salem  . Andre Morell 
fc Croft .. Ralph Truman 
r. All .. Donald Pleasence 
s Baring ..  Anthony Bushell 
* Faria... Michael Craig 

1st German. Officer.. Anton Diffring 
_ 2nd German Officer... .Frederick Jaeger 
0 KhalU . ..  Paul Homer 
a Interpreter .Derek Sytoey 

Daoud .. Terrence Sharkey 

whether "Beau James” is good his¬ 
tory or sweeping epic and ask, is it 
entertaining? The answer is yes, 
very. 

Actually the story is probably 

enchanted by his Irish charms ^ces for old ime^sake PI 
usually loved him beyond logic. A ancAes fof old times sake, 
good deal of this paradox comes ..A great study of social eondi- 
across in the 105 minutes of col li- or personal motivations or 
loid produced by Jack Rosc and history ."Beau James” is not; but a r^ufa0^h^ pa^Ucufarir decisive r creating 
directed bv Melville Shavcfsoii Ppod piece of diversion it defi- __ -_. TX_ mood, esneciallv in the nnenincr in directed by Melville Shaverson Ppod piece of diversion it defi 
from their joint screenplay. mtely is. Land. 

"Based on the' book by Gone 
Fowler” undoubtedly explains much Tito W*»nnnn 
of the underlying story strength. me weapon 
But the task of steering between 
"Walker’s unmarried love and the Quality plus cast of familiar 
Catholic Church, between lr-s sorry names makes this a good bet 
showing in Albany before Franklin for the general U.S. market. 
D. Roosevelt, then governor, and _ 
the theory that Walker w;s sac’ - Wniivwnnd- r.mP in 
ficed to open the path to the While Kop„blic Se%-pn 

to track the slayer of the priest, ?f^ion.ls lfOIPp?]:e1nt1 as ^h.e 
his best friend, after being refused 1PP^ler' and Richard Bakalyan is 
a transfer to homicide. His sus- a.s a settlement house lad. 
picions rest upon Roland, owner of Musical score by Gera.d ^ ned is 

House for FDR. took much fine I duction, presented by Irving II. Levii 

guish he notes at the funeral. He mood, especially in the opening in 
gets a job with Roland, whom he settm0 the scene. Wilfrid Clines 
learns was a close friend of the !pw*key photography also is a defi- 
murdcred man, and is invited to n£fr. asSPt,1 and William Austin s 
live in his home, shared by suspect ed“Jng -helps in the general dra- 
with his mother and young cousin, matic buildup. Whit 
Miss Pavan, The first home Curtis, 
an orphan, has ever known, ex-cop, n„,T - _ 
while falling in love with femme, ©I rear 
still is suspicious of his benefactor. - 

" When he'discovers that Roland-has Marty’Gosch’s Spanish-made 
an alibi fdr night of the murder, Lightweight Mobster Talc 
Curtis proposes to femme,.but on . - 

Marty 'Gosch’s Spanish-made 
Lightweight Mobster Talc 

by Messrs. Shavelson and occasion of the announcement rpi-rtS- ..^nnv m-fifpccinnilism -,c oert Marsnsui, iNicoie Maure.v; ro-st. 
rilCir tanny pioiessionausm «»s joft Whlteley; features George Cole, Ia._ .-^ — .    ^-   ~ 
practical story-tellers and boxoffiee rcnce Naismit. Stanley Maxted, Denis is false. Latter is killed by a truck of the Spanish-made U. S. indie 
operators stands lorth. before he can be brought in. “Day of Beat- tshot in English, 

Still ‘‘Beau James” would not Hal e. Chester, Fred Freiberger; camera. Curtis gives character a good dubbed in Spanish) proved lmpos- 
havemade it as engrossing enter- p^SedJSSSI°6i Play and Roland socks over his ■ ^nity of asking a Madrid first- 
tainment if the "risk” casting of -57. Running time. 77 mins. part with his usual excellence. Miss nitoht audience to go for Spamsu 
Bob Hope had not been yind'c.itcd. Mark J. Steve Cochran Pavan is dramatically appealing. “P5 and law-breakers who sound 
Many in show’ biz shook their heads Fisa . Lizabeth Scott Argentina Brunetti canablv Dlavs add act like Runyonesque charac- 
at the news..They s may now desist Rofan^s^ mot^e? Jay a FlippK Jers in a Hollywood low-budget 
from palsy, nope is an actor r.eiv, Krik ...Jon Whlteley strongly cast as vet police sergeant quickre. 
almost completely submcrgii g Bob .....^Gcorze Coie who upsets Roland’s alibi, and Ted American producer . Martin 
Hope in Jimmy Walker. Snel “ staniev Mlxted De Corsia is competent as ho mi- Gosch gave his big bi-lingual Span- 

Oldtimers will recall that the groasn*... Denis Shaw cide lieutenant. - ish cast a lightweight flypaper 
late mayor was considerably thin- Fltzsimm°n* .Frcd Johnson Film good production script to fight with but set up pic- 
ner but nonetheless Hope has been - mounting all the way, from Rus- ture for other markets with a 
dressed and chapeaued ioh, those Republic has a good, suspenseful sell Metty’s crisp photography to briskly-paced badge and smuggler 

party he finds that Roland’s alibi 
Madrid, June 4. 

Noisy world premiere on May 27 

late mayor was considerably thin¬ 
ner but nonetheless Hope has been 
dressed and chapeaued ioh, those 
Walker hats!) to delight nostalgia, melodrama in "The WeaDon *? and Ted J- Kent’s tight editing, Alex- melee that chases through a selec- 
Much of the debonair, not to say ... _f ! ander Colitzen and Eric Orbom’s tion of expertly colof-photographed 
rakish, dash of Walker is capauvij. Nvlt11 Iamuiar names 01 the cast j art direction Joseph Gershen- Madrid exteriors to make "Day of 
His flippancies ring true and may toppers, picture should do okay in son’s music. '■'* Whit. Fear” a contender in strictly 
indeed often be literal ivmcm- (he domestic market. Filmed en- ----- smaller program situations. 
brances dug up by research. tirely in England by Irving H. ^ Script laboriously details plot 

Once or twice, as when joining mi5«£hc£!.Crp»«,iRHJ IMuo complications before hi-jackers 
Jimmy Durante at a Lambs Club b> R pUbilc - seize a mercy shipment of precious 
Wash in a"song and dance routine. i,ome montns Dacx. Forceful juve delinquency pic medicine flown to Madrid to check 
the talents of Walker are surely Somewhat reminiscent to "The for anticipated good returns in' a young but deadly epidemic, 
exaggerated for the sake of cine- Little Fugitive” of several years general market. With Sal Heartless mobsters are braintrust- 
matic scene. And that episode at ago, the “Weapon” story by Hal E. Mineo. * ed by hospital officials and a drug 
the Yankee Stadium where he ad-I Chester and Fred Freiherger, -:— industry exec (!) who arranged 
mits he was a chump but tells the which latter has screenplay ed, Hollywood, June 7.. crisis shipment Dr. Valdes (Ruben 
booing mob that they were chum >s. deals with a child, Jon Wliiteley, B1^ie^ro^^n r|If.a*e a Rojo) and his sweet chic nurse Allied Artists relean 

Fear” a contender in strictly 
smaller program situations. 

Script laboriously details plot 
complications before hi-jackers 
seize a mercy shipment of precious 
medicine flown to Madrid to check 
a young but deadly epidemic. 
Heartless mobsters are braintrust- 
ed by hospital officials and a drug 
industry exec (!) who arranged 
crisis shipment Dr. Valdes (Ruben 

iiuuiu); uiuu mai mc-jr «cn; i'mm », i —...... — ■——i-. | »«»*«; Rojo) and his sweet chic nurse 
too, since they voted for him and i Who accidentally shoots another SwkBr£SSi8S: sSS iSawtetimS (Elena Barrios) team up with Ma- 
the people in the end get the kind and is "in hiding” until the wind- Frank Fayien, Joe Desantis, Pat De- drid gangbuster (Fernando Rev) to 
of government they deserve: where, * up. Gun involved, found by the Simone. Penny Santon. mcbard_ Baklan. pUt the hooks on heavy Dr Ber_ 

many will wonder, has the line of youth in the remains of a destroyed R^^aid Ros^ baafd on ‘his teiepSy; nier (Rolf Wanka) and his two- 
fiction been drawn? building, turns out to be the off- camera, Wilfrid ciine; editor, william timing ex-gypsy moll (Nina Karell), 

* It"fonows That Hope dominates %?*£*** ^rTArJFnitZt ft 1 
the footage but he ts vastly , hied Sft?..-.,-.:••• 
by the hfo women. Vera Miles as 
•Ra+iv Cnmntnn nf hnn-v t°F Herbert Marshall and C.I.D. 1 Shu-iey ....- Oomnl-nn cho nf hm< i; lor nerDen lvxarsnan ana ^,.1.17. t srnricy 

AleSPsStK1 Mghly tofe to. 

inflict lightning justice and save 
humanity. 

Humanity can survive right well 

and Alexis Smith, a highly fla tir¬ 
ing stand-in for the seldom- cen 
Mrs. Walker from whom no divorce 

for the boy and the gun; also seek- Tony 

.BriarnKeith Humanity can survive right well 
FYaSc^vien without "Day of Fear” but release/ 

.‘.V..._Joe Desantis has some plus factors worthy of 

......... Pat DeSimone mention. Fernando Rey perform- 

.7.7.VRicharfBskaiyan ance impresses and may bring mis. »»amei num wiium nu uituuc c . ,, Chuck .. Richard eakaiyan uiijiitom azzu. ujixus 
was possible because of tire ^£?itrTfarft jiFrances .... Mouie McCart talented thespian more appropriate 
Church. Both women give shaded Cole It all windsw ith latter meer.- Syivhi ... ctndy Robbins Anglo-Saxon vehicles. Elena Bar- 
and attractive performance. S C° * ‘"7.Raf>el CmM rios is distinctly agreeable on the 

There is a good deal of allusion ^Iis’s Scott The shot bov inciden- In its translation from CBS-TV’s Pantalla and Rolf Wanka is well 
to the Church in the dialog, Walucr faliv'reavers "Studio One,” where it played above par. Nina KarelFis okay as 
always making clear his divotim with rn^hran early last year, to an Allied Artists’ a sinister Miss Trouble, 
to it, although willing to u vo x-c. -^f1w&tfw 25f release, "Dino”. comes off as a Berenguer’s color lensing is con- 
At the height of his troubles via M^ Scott, Whiteley,. Marshall and tense an(J forceful juve delin- sistently standout, especially in his 
the Seabury investigation he’s Cclf quency yam. It can be figured as pictorial coverage of Madrid tour-, 
shown leading the St. Patrick’s Day'p°^a^s*^®°- Njcole_ Maurey is a good entry for the general as ist higli spots. I^o Arnaud’s long 
parade up Fifth Avenue and he in fme as a saloon hostess-suspect w ho well as program market, where its score is an ear-filling pacesetter, 
a bad way from hangover. He uole aiS0 ruDS out’ . chances look promising. Hi-jacking sequence and finale 
quips, "If I can get by the Cathe- Vnl Guest's direction of the Hal Reginald Rose, who authored the shots in the deserted fair grounds 
dral, maybe I can go the distance.” E. Chester, production, planted teleplay, repeats on screenplay for of Casa del Campo, offer first-rate 

Tie screenplay skirts the ones- by Irving H. Levin, is another plus the Bernice Block-David Kramar- screen fare in an otherwise small 
tion of Mrs. Walker, bu* U-v s t ho credit, keepmg the suspense hign indie, elaborating on his origi- calibre film. Despite unknown cast, 
Impression of a woman sad in her and *he performances entirely nal vja buildup of its dramatic film’s crime and passion under 
own frigidity and religious ri :ht- j credible. aspects. Sal Mineo; who did a fine Madrid skies has limited hard and 
eousness. The authors h ue b;*en Technical contributions are good, job on tv, again takes over role of soft currency value in other 
discreet but the Legion ot Dj-1 Neal. the 17-year-old who returns to bis markets, Werh. 

"The Black Tent” is an enter- 
tiuning adventure yarn of a British 
officer who. takes refuge with a 
Bedouin tribe during World War 
H.- Film is ‘ colorfully limned in 
story’factual'Libyan Desert set¬ 
ting with the added pictorial ad¬ 
vantage* of Vista-Vision and Tech¬ 
nicolor for sometimes spectacular 
mounting:’While lacking In U.S, 
irtarquey names,* the feature, -re¬ 
leased in this country by Rank’s 
newly-formed distribution arm 
here, should rate okay for the ac¬ 
tion market 

The William MacQuitty produc¬ 
tion is told in flashback form, 
script by Robin Maugham and 
Bryan Forbes logically starting in 
present and unfolding during the 
British-Nazi battle years in North 
Africa. Effective use is made of 
the desert and oases of the area, a 
desert ruins smacking of antiquity 
and the natives, camels and black 
tents of the Bedouins providing a 
striking backdrop for a . w'ell- 
workedrout narrative. Direction by 
Brian Desmond Hurst is swift and. 
sure in his battle scenes and; catch¬ 
ing the spirit of the piece, and Des¬ 
mond Dickinson’s photograph is At 
definite assist to picture, which 
had the cooperation of the Libyan 
government and army during it* 
making. 

When an Englishman, wiio in¬ 
herited the vast estates of his 
brother after latter was presumed 
dead in the Afrioan campaign, 
learns that an undated promissory 
note signed by the brother has 
been delivered to the British Em¬ 
bassy, he goes to Tripoli ^cf solve 
the mystery. His travels take him 
to the black tents .of the Bedouins, 
where the daughter of the sheik 
hands over his brother’s diary, thus 
setting the scent for flashback 
action. 

Brother, wounded in tank action, 
is taken in by the Bedouins and h» 
falls in love with sheik’s daughter, 
whom he weds after learning the 
British whom he hoped to rejoin 
have been beaten back and he de¬ 
cides to make bis home with the 
tribe. Later, Britisher persuades 
the sheik to help him carry on 
guerrilla warfare behind the Ger¬ 
man lines, but in saving sheik’s 
life during an ambush of a convoy 
he is killed. 

Anthony Steel gives a good ac¬ 
count of himself as the British of¬ 
ficer. and Anna Maria Sandri, an 
Italian actress, is charming as his 
bride. Donald Sinden is fine as the 
brother and Andre Morell delivers 
strongly in role of sheik. Terence 
Sharkey is okay as the son of Steel 
and Anna Maria and Donald Pleas- 
ence is good as an Arab guide. 

William Alwyn’s music score of¬ 
fers melodic backing and Alfred 
Roome’s tight editing allows fast 
movement. Whit. 

Bar fttitzvah 
National Film Board of Canada rcl«as« 

of a Fator Jonas production. (Excc. pro¬ 
ducer, Nick Balia). Directed by Alvin 
Goldman. Camera, Grant Crabtree; editor, 
Marion Meadows; sound, Clark DaPrato. 
At Linden Theatre, Ottawa. June 5, Run¬ 
ning time; IS MINI. 

This short documentary, pro¬ 
duced in Ottawa with a 13-year-old 
/Jewish boy actually becoming “Bar 
Mitzvah” (roughly equivalent of 
"confirmed” in Christian churches) 
is particularly timely. Recently * 
Toronto rabbi spoke out publicly 
against '"the Jecreasing tendency’' 
to make Bar Mitzvah more of a 
festive occasion than one of deeply 
religious significance. He was 
widely reported. 

The party side, however, is not 
touched on in this straightforward 
account of a boy preparing for and 
going through the ceremony of Bar 

. Mitzvah. Seen first in Hebrew 
school, he then goes to his rabbi, 
who puts him at his ease then gets 
serious. 

Except for brief shots of his 
family, the rest of the film simply 
shows the actual ceremony. Lad 
finally takes over from the cantor 
and chants passages of the Toraji; 
receives a Bible; then goes down to 
he greeted as a man by his parents 

(Continued on page* 18) 
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Hollywood, June 11. 

’ Eliot Hyman, .prexy'p£ Associated Artists Productions, is here 
from Manhattan to continue negotiations with Republic president 
Herbert Yates regarding purchase of valley studio. Hyman ac¬ 
knowledged negotiations have been going on for some time, and 
during present trip he plans to inspect .studio. ' 
- “We want to study situation little more on both sides, and give 
it more thought,” he said. Hyman declared it too early to predict 
outcome of talks. 

Associated was Interested in studio such as Republic for theat¬ 
rical him and television production. Vidpix plans haven’t been 
formulated, but company definitely contemplates such production. 

Steam Hillstrom, former color coordinator at 20th-Fox and Colum¬ 
bia (she’s now account exec for Medalist cigars), off to London June D 
to marry Sir Robert Rbbinson, 1947 Nobel Prize winner in organic 
chemistry. Col’s Mike Frankovich and wife, Binnie Barnes, old 
friends of the bride-to-be, holding the reception in their home. 

Stanley Kramer thinks tbe questions he was subjected to on “Night 
Beat” last Thursday (8), could have been far more provocative. Inter- 
ogator A1 Morgan came up with some interesting thoughts on the 
Dumont tv show, such as one concerning Frank Sinatra’s cooperation 
with a film-maker/but didn’t press them hard enough’. . . Veteran 
Paramount employees quietly moved into the homeoffice commissary 
Friday (7), Barney Balaban was rushed in, and the surprise happy 
birthday pouring began. Par prez turned 70 on Saturday . ... Georgia 
Institute of Technology presented its Alumni Distinguished Service 
Award for 1957 to Hazard Reeves, key figure in stereophonic sound 
development and president of Cinerama Inc: .'. . Sal Mineo recovered 
sufficiently from-an eye infection to attend the Chicago opening of 
“Dino” yenlerday. 

Loew’s proxy Joseph R. Vogel left for the Coast over the weekend. 
This marks hfs eighth trip to the studio since he became president 
seven months ago ... Metro pub-ad v.p. Howard Dietz back from a 
European vacation . . . Theatre Owners of America sending out re¬ 
prints of Jack Gould’s analysis of the hpme-toll situation. TOA calls 
the N.Y. Times radio-tv critic’s. views, as “the best analysis^ on the 
present status of toll tv that has ever been written” , . . Loew’s Thea¬ 
tres* proxy Leopold .Friedman is on the Coast to once-over forthcom¬ 
ing product from the major studios. He’ll visit several Loew cities 
on his return trip . . . Nat “King” Cole will sing theme song of Rain- 
tree County” over the opening and closing titles of the Metro pic¬ 
ture Dimitri Tiomkin has taken over Carnegie Hall for four days 
to record the sound track of new Cinerama picture, “Search for Para- 

^ Ruth Morris, daughter of William Morris, the old vaude magnate, 
completed hernate husband’s book ‘Tin Can On A Single. Published 
by Dutton and by-lined by William C. and Ruth White, volume was in¬ 
cluded in 100 best summer reading books listed m last Simdays Times 

During the regime of Sime Silverman, Ruth Morris was a girl 
columnist on Variety . . . Reacting to the Harper’), Mag piece on 
“Public Relations-The Invisible Sell,” Lynh Farnol recalls that while 
employed for Sam Goldwyn in the old days he had a network oL out- 
of-town promotionists and that one was Bill Ruder whose Ruder & 
Finn now .grosses $1,200,000 annually, per Harpers, exploiting the 
same exploitation plan . . . Other alumni of the Goldwyn-Farnol mill: 
George Weisman, now Director of Marketing of Philip Morris ciga- 

• rettes L A. PR thinker David Parry and Phil Miles of Restaurant 
Associate’s . . . adds Rapa Farnol. “And yet people depreciate show 
business promotion and merchandising methods.” 

Numerous candidates are being considered for the MPAAs mstitu- 
* (Continued on page 20) 

___*--+ ____ 

Behind the scenes intrigue at 

Republic continues unabated. Now 

in the act is a New England group 

of investors whose Wall Street, 

representatives say have bought Up 

100,000 shares of Rep common 
stock and are prepared to acquire 
heftier blocks in the future. 

Thfc syndicate, it’s further re¬ 
ported, is agreeable to alignment 
With Manuel=M. (Moe) Ellis, Bev¬ 
erly Hills 'tax consultant who re¬ 
putedly controls 400,000 shares 
(it’s doubted in some quarters that 
his vote could come to that level), 
and who has been angling to pry 
loose Herbert J. Yates’ hold on the 
company. Ellis’ associates include 
millionaire toy manufacturer Harry 
Karl. 

The intrigue is not limited to the 
efforts of outsiders buying in. This 
is because the insiders now have 
such stock-voting weight that a 
split in their ranks would be neces¬ 
sary for any new group to acquire 

(Continued on page 28) 

Itself Out of Production, 
Republic Handling Films 
. Of New Am-Par Setup 

Republic this week finalized the 
expected deal under which the 
company will take- over distribu¬ 
tion of pictures made by American 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. 
Product goes to Par houses first 
and, since there is no selling in¬ 
volved, Rep’s role is limited to 
physical handling of prints. 

Following the AB-PT playoff/ 
Rep takes over sales and distribu¬ 
tion, for the general market. 

First two made by AB-PT are 
“Beginning of the End” and “The 
Unearthly.” These are of the ex¬ 
ploitation type and have been 
booked for over 240 theatres be¬ 
ginning June 20 in the midwest 
and southern areas. 

Meanwhilet Rep continues to 
mark time on its own production 
front. A hew picture hasn’t been 
made in months and none is yet 
to go on camera schedule. Com¬ 
pany is supposed to resume pro¬ 
duction sometime in the future, 
concentrating on $100,000-budget 
entries. 

90 Paramount Houses Tagged 
For Disposal; 'Just Routine Now 

Barrymore Wages 
Hollywood, June 11. 

John Drew Barrymore with¬ 
drew from male star role in 
AB-PT Pictures’ “Young Moth¬ 
er” over salary differences. 

Actor repotted he was set 
for pic at $5,000 per week for 
two frames, but later was told 
assignment called for payment 
of only $2;500 for four-week 
period 

William Campbell has re¬ 
placed him- in film. 

Well-Paid, Hobby-Riding 
Yank Workers No Longer 

’Dependent’ on Pictures 
Nashville, June 11. 

The problems confronting the 

motion picture industry are “most¬ 

ly sociological” and not economic, 

George G. Kerasotes, chairman of 

the executive committee of The¬ 

atre Owners of America, told the 

annual meeting of the Tennessee 

Theatre Owners hero this week. 

According, to Kerasotes, the pri¬ 
mary sociological change “has been 
the emergence of a new leisure 
class born out of the. working mid¬ 
dle class” who have “greater pur¬ 
chasing power available to pursue 
new hobbies, sports, cultural and 
social endeavors.” 

While television is the greatest 
single factor competing for the 
leisure time of the motion picture 
audience, Kerasotes stressed that a 
contributing factor to the decline 
of theatre attendance ‘is the seri¬ 
ous competition we are receiving 
from travel, sports, bowling, fish¬ 
ing, hunting andK cultural medi¬ 
ums „ . .” 

He pointed out that the old axi¬ 
om “that there is nothing wrong 
with pur business that a good pic¬ 
ture can’t cure” no longer holds 
since many highly-touted films 
hgve failed at the boxoffice. As a 
result, Kerasotes states, the film in¬ 
dustry “must change its way of do¬ 
ing business” if it hopes to “sur¬ 
vive.” The present methods of 
communications, he said, must be 

(Continued on page 17) 

Fact that United Paramount has 
earmarked another 90 theatres for 

disposal has so fit in with the pat¬ 

tern of modern film operations 

that hardly anyone has raised an 

eyebrow. This is In contrast with 

the climate of frenzy of not long 
ago when Industryites tried to hide 
information about theatre shutter¬ 
ings (don’t let ’em think we’re in 
trouble, they .said) and hecklers 
pointed to the foldos as a sure sign 
of a not-long-for-this-world indus¬ 
try. 

It has become a matter of policy 
for all large circuits to drop situa¬ 
tions which have ceased to be 
economically worthwhile. Leonard 
H. Goldenson, ^United Paramount 
head, and leaders of other chains 
have the one thing in common: the 
abjective of drawing the same 
amount, or more, of audience to 
the lesser number of houses so 
that gains are made via steady or 
better gross money levels along 
with lower overhead expense. 

Consistent with tills is the atti¬ 
tude of Hollywood producers, and 
their distribution partners who are 
showing increasing affection for 
the epic productions. “Ten Com¬ 
mandments” and “80 Days Around 
the World” and others of the ilk 
require tremendous budget invest- 

(Continued on page 20 > 

John G. McCarthy’s 
Post in Pafis 

John G. McCarthy, former top 
executive at the Motion Picture 
Export Assn., leaves today (Wed.) 
to take up his position in Paris as 
the U. S. representative on the 
Organization for European Eco¬ 
nomic Cooperation. 

His appointment has been ap¬ 
plauded in the film biz since he’s 
long been close to the industry’s 
foreign market problems and can 
be expected to look out for the in¬ 
dustry’s interests vis-a-vis the re¬ 
strictive aims of several of the 
European “partners” in QEEC. 

McCarthy sails on the Queen- 
Elizabeth with his wife and their 
four children. Paris job is for 
four years. 

5th Cinerama To 
Be—A Travelog 

Cinerama continues in the trav¬ 

elog groove for its next production, 

the fifth in the three-strip process. 
Stanley Warner, holder of the pro¬ 

duction and exhibition rights to 

the medium, has closed a deal'with 

Carl Dudley, head of .Dudley Pic* 
.tures Corp., to produce the next 
Cinerama production. 

New production, “Cinerama— 
South Pacific,” started shooting in 
Hawaii this week. A filming sched¬ 
ule of five months will cover is¬ 
lands in the South Pacific, including 
Tahiti, Samoa, New Hebrides, Aus¬ 
tralia and New Zealand. - 

. Walter Thompson, one of the 
directors of “This Is Cinerama” 
and “Seven Wonders of the World,” 
-will be associated with Dudley on 
the directorial side and- Richard 
Goldstone will he associated with 
the production. 

Union Sues Hal Makelim 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Hal Makelim and Atlas Pictures 
.have been sued for an accounting 
in Superior Court by International 
Assn, of Machinist?. Complaint 
charges Makelim agreed to pro¬ 
duce institutional pie “Man of Con¬ 
flict,” for union to -cost $137,200, 
profits to be split. . 

It’s asserted that tinder distribu¬ 
tion deal made by Makelim there1 
would be no margin of profits. 

Second-Guessing The Month of May 
May, traditionally a poor film month, was a worse than-average 

May, with very few attractions doing satisfactory business. Fiasco, 
which appears to have been fairly general, has pointed up the need 
for answers, to several questions, execs say. 

(1.) What can the industry do to alleviate chronic ebb-and- 
Aqw of product, geared to the holiday seasons when business 
can be expected to be reasonably good anyway? 

(2,) How. effective is a business-building program that sells 
“theatre going” rather than individual pictures? 

(3.) Is there anything radically wrong with current product, 
. per se? . . /. / 

Qn this latter point, it isn’t difficult to get a discussion going. Some 
will say that there’s, nothing wrong with today’?' motion pictures; 'that, 
in fact, they are on* the average better and more- commercially chal¬ 
lenging than they were in years gone by. Others see the industry at 
fault for not properly establishing just what it is the public wants, 
considering the fact that television has saturated a certain level of 
•entertainment taste. 

George G. Kerasotes, chairman of the Theatre Owners of America 
executive committee, recently said: “We are no longer in that en¬ 
viable position .of being sought after by the mass buying public. Our 
pictures and players are not the subject of everyday conversation as 
they w.ere in our e^rly history.” 

Puzzles 
• From a cross section of conversation with industry executives in 
various sectors of the business the impression rises of great puzzle¬ 
ment and confusion. The unknown quantities in the equation have 
multiplied. Some are no longer sure the equation can be solved fb. 
the first place. This, pessimistic group is very much in the minority, 
it should be said. 

Certain factors are known. One is the absence of fresh, new stars. 
A picture like “Desk Set” has been a disappointment. Even at 20th- 
Fox, where the film was produced, it’s admitted that, had Spencer 
Tracy and Katherine Hepburn been replaced by a younger pair, the 
potential of the picture might have been greater. 

Another factor involves the approach to, and the impact' of, today’s 
advertising. Some hold that film ads are* void of new thinking. The 
ad-pub fraternity denies this, but* points heatedly to the difficulties 
imposed on it by billing demands from people whose names don’t sell 
pictures. Sample cited—and it’s one of many—is that of Budd Schul- 
berg’s name in the “Face in the Crowd” ads. 

Situation was aptly summed up by one industry topper 4lIt's not so 
much that the quality of Hollywood pictures is down, which I don't 
believe it is. Rather it is that the public's expectations have gone up.'* 
He added that, without prejudice to the industry, it was becoming ob¬ 
viously more and more difficult to meet the standard that the paying 
public has begun to set for films. 

Industry is talking a great deal about the uneven flow of product 
and the intensive practice of “bunching” up films for the big-money 
seasons, i.e. July 4, Thanksgiving, etc. Exhibitors are bitter, and so 
are some of the distributors/ 

' With the risk potential on important productions greater than ever/ 
and faced with the stringent necessity of getting the most out of the 
domestic market, the companies are in no mood to “waste” top re¬ 
leases in slow periods. Yet, several of the distribution execs admit 
that it’s not a policy of pure wisdom. 

“The best thing, of course, would be for eyeryone to maintain an 
even release speed. That wouldn’t eliminate our slow months, but it 
might help to stimulate business in the slump period,” observed one 
man.- He added that it wasn’t fair to expect one or two companies 
to carry the load, and take the losses. “It’ll have to be an industry 
move,” he said. 

Play-Date Tactics 

A company like 20th, for instance, has released several of its im¬ 
portant pictures during April and May. It’s figured that these films 
pick up dates which, ordinarily, they might not have gotten. At the 
same time, however, it’s questionable that these additional dates 
make up for the loss suffered on films that, had they been released in 
“good” months, might have performed a lot better. Argument, in 
other words, is that, by letting things slide during certain times dur¬ 
ing the year, the industry alienates its audience and helps create a 
psychological condition that is. harmful to the industry per se. * 

As for the business building.program, the industry,views it with a 
mixture of hope and skepticism. Some feel strongly that the entire 
effort should be channeled into the selling of individual pictures rather 
than just film attendance, as is planned in the two radio tests in 
Denver and Rochester. Others take‘an opposite view’, holding that 
the industry’s most pressing task for the moment Is to regain a part 
of the "lost” audience, particularly the women and the youngsters. 
Several of those who’ve studied the business building program agree 
enthusiastically with Its purposes, but complain that it lacks imagina¬ 
tion. 
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LA. in Hi^i Gear; ‘Wonders’ Terrif 
$48,000, Vahie’ Brisk 17G, ‘80 Days’ 

Big $25,300, 25th, ‘Corral’ Boff 17G 
Los Angeles, June 11. 

L. A. first-runs are continuing 
in high gear, sparked by smash 
$48,000 for ‘‘Seven Wonders of 
World” and “Something of Value,” 
which hit a very good $17,000 or 
close. “Wonders” is at Warner 
Hollywood and “Value” at Pan- 
tages. 

“Around World in 80 Days” still 
Is dominating the holdovers with 
$25,300 in 25th session at Carthay. 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” con¬ 
tinues smash $17,000 In second 
Hollywood Paramount week. “Pub¬ 
lic Pigeon No. 1” is rated mild 
$14,000 in four spots. “10 Com¬ 
mandments” is holding at $10,000 
for 30th week. 

“Oklahoman” looms slow $11,000 
in three houses. “Little Hut” is 
figured as poor $13,500 in second 
round for three locations. 

Estimates for This Week 
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week  .. $520,100 
(Based on 25 theatres > 

L^st Yea*  .$498,900 
(Based on 21 theatres} 

‘Corral’ Boff 18G, 
Philly; ‘Pigeon’ 8G 

Philadelphia, June 11. 
First-run biz again is depressed 

j here currently after the holiday 
w'eek spurt. Rain and cooler 

day” (Cine* i&lst wk-8 days>, wow j as expected. Exception to thi 
$44,900. _ ; downbeat for second-weekers is 

Pantages *RKO» »2,812; $1.10-.{“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” which 
$1.75• — “Something of Value jjs still great in initial holdover 
tM-CD. fancy $17,000 or near. Last I stanza at the Viking. “Abandon 
week, ‘‘This C ould Be Night (M-G); ship” looms drab at Stanley among 
(3d wk1, $5,100. 

Downtown, Fox IVilshire, Vogue, 
Loyola 'SW-FWC) (1,757; 2.296; 
885; 1.248; 90-$1.50) — “Public 
Pigeon No. 1” <U> and “Man 
Afra:d” iU». Mild $14,000. Last 
week. Downtown with Iris “Gar¬ 
ment Jungle” i Col) and "The 
Burglar” (Colt i2d wk) slow $6,800; 
others in units. 

Hillstrect, Uptown. Iris <RKO- 
FWCi <2,752; 1.715; 756; 80-$1.80) 
— “Oklahoman” *AA» and “Last 
of Badmen" <AA>. Slow $11,000. 
Last week, with Vogue replacing 
Iris. “Streets Laredo” 
“Whispering Smith” 
issues'. $10 400. 

Hollywood Paramount <F&Mi 
(1,468; 90-S1.80' — “Gunfight at 
O.K. Corral” 'Par* (2d wk). Smash 
$17,000 or near. Last week, $26,000. 

Four Star (UATO <868; $1-$1.75) 
— “Babv and Battleship” (DCA) 
(2d wk'. Fair $2,400. Last week, 
$4,900. 

Downtown Paramount. Egyptian, 
Wiltem (ABPT-UATt -SW) '3.300; 

(Continued on page 26) 

newcomers’but "Public Pigeon No. 
1” shapes good at Stanton. “Bach¬ 
elor Party” is in much same cate¬ 
gory, being fairly good in second 
session at* Goldman. “Around 
World in 80 Days” still is sturdy 
in 24th week at Midtown. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-S1.8Q)— 

“Designing Woman” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Okay $9,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Boyd (SW-Cinerama <1.430; $1.25- 
$2.60)—“Seven Wonders of World” 

. , (Cinerama) (59th wk). Good $7,000. 
(Par) and j Last week, $8,000. x 
Par) (re-j Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-S1.80) — 

“Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk). Oke 
$10,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65,- 
$1.25'—“Bachelor Party” iUA) (2d 
wk). Good $13,000 or near. Last 
week, $18,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Green 
Man” (DCA) (2d wk). Terrific $6,- 
500. Last week? $3,200. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4.370; 90-$1.49) 
"Face in Crowd” (WB) (2d wk). Sad 
$8,000. Last week. $13,000 

Midtown (Goldmani a,000; $2- 
$2.75)—“Around World in 80Davs” 
(UA) (24th wk). Sturdy $17,000; 
Last week, ditto. 

Randolph (Goldman) <2.250; 
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (29th wk). Fine $9,500, same 
as last week. * 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 09-$1.49)— 
“Abandon Ship” (Col). Drab $10,- 
000. Last week, “This Could Be 
Night” (M-G) (2d wk). $5,000 for 
4 days. * 

Stanton (SW) (1,463; 99-$1.49)^ 
“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) and 
“Young Strhnger” >RKO). Good 
$8,000 or close. Last week, “Mon- 

(Continued op page 26) 

'Corral' Bangnp $9,500 
In Second Balto Round; 

‘80 Days’ Big $10,000 
Baltimore, June 11. 

With no really strong new en- ■ 
tries this week and houses filled 
mostly with holdovers and double 
bills, biz here was on the dull side. 
Bright spots were “Green Man,” 
at the Five West <tall for opening 
week' and “Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral,” still fancy in second week 
at the Stanley. Disappointing is 
“Wayward Bus,” at Century in sec¬ 
ond week. Still champ is “Around 
■World in 80 Days,” solid at the 
Film Centre in 25th week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3.100; 50- 

$1.25)-—“Wayward Bus” (20th) (2d 
wk'. Mild $5,000 after $8,000 In 
first. 

Cinema iSchwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25'—“Magnificent Seven” (Col) 
(2d wk'.. Thin $2,000 after $3,000 
opener. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
$1.50 - $2.50T — "Around World” 
(UA> <2oth wk'. Still staunch at 
$10,000 after ditto last week. 

Five West 'Schwaber' (560; 50- 
$1.25»—“Green Man” <DCA>. Bright 
$5,200. Last week, “Young Stran¬ 
ger” <U> «2d wk), $2,500. 

Hippodrome 'Rappaport) (2,300:; the new garage. New setup is even 
50-$1.25> — “Burglar” (Col' and [helping this session. 
“Garment. Jungle" (Col). Slight | “D. I.” shapes big at the Michi- 
$5,000. Last week, “Hellcats of > gan. "Wayward Bus” looks okay 
Navy” fCoI>, $6,000. jat the Fox, "Oklahoman” is aver- 

Mayfair tllieks) «930; 50-$1.25'—j age at the Broadway-Capitol. “Gun- 
“Girl in Kremlin” <U> and "Kettles fight at O.K. Corral” is wow in 
on MacDonald’s Farm” <U>. Fair- second week at the Palms. “Little 
ish S5.000 for 10 days. Last week, ! Hut” looms fine In second round 
“Public Pigeon No. 1” <U', $3,300. (at the Adams. “10 Commandments” 

New <Fruchtman) <1,600; 50-1 is standout in 29th week at the 
$1.25'—“Desk Set” <20th) (2d wk'. Madison. “Seven Wonders of 
Sluggish $6,000 after $10,000 in i World” stays wonderful in 52d 
first. 1 week at Music Hall. “Around 

Playhouse * Schwaber) i410; 50-i World 80 Days” looks big in 24th 
$1.25'—"12 Angry. Men" (UA) (8th; week at United Artists, 
wk'. Good $2,500 after $3,500 in- Estimates for This Week 
seventh. Fox (Fox-Detroit) <5.000; 90- 

Stanley <SW> (3.200; 50-$1.25W» $1.25)—“Wayward Bus” (20th) and 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par);“Lure of Swamp” (20th). Okay 
(2d wk). Solid $9,500 after $13,-1 $16,000. Last week, “Kronos” 
000 in first. j (20th) and “She Devil” (20th), $17,- 

Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50-1^00. 
$1.251—“Little Hut” (M-G) (3d wk). * Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 
VCa- CAA CAft m - - ” -- ’ -- 

‘Bus’ Fairish $10,000, 
Buff ; ‘CorraT 9G, 2d 

Buffalo, June 11. 
Biz Ii tapering off generally this 

round. New entries are not much 
help although “Desk Set’.' and 
“Wayward Bus” are fair. “Gun¬ 
fight at O. K, Corral” is rated fine 
in second Paramount session. 
“Around World in 80 Days” still 
is big in 10th week at Century 
while “Seven Wonders of World” 
looms good in 41st stanza at the 
Teck. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)— 

“Wayward Bus” (20th) and 
"Smiley” (Indie). Fair $10,000» or 
near. Last ‘week, “Little Hut” (M- 
G) and “Slander” (M-G) $12,200. 

Paramount (ABPT) (3,000; 60-80) 
—“Gunfight at Q. K. Corral” (Par) 
and “Affair in Reno" (Rep) (2d 
wk). Fine , $9,000 or close. Last 
week, $17,400.. 

Center .1AB-PT) (2,000; 60-85)— 
“Desk Set”. (20th) and “Spoilers of 
Forest” (Rep.) Fair $8,000. Last 
week, "Face in Crowd” (WB) and 
“Deep Adventure” (WB), $7,500. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 60-85)— 
“Joe Butterfly” (U) and “Kettles 
on Old MacDonald's Farm” (U). 
Mild $7,000. Last week, “Garment 
Jungle” (Col) and “Hellcats of 
Navy” (Col), $6,000. 

Century (Buhawk) (1400; $1.50- 
$3.00)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (10th wk). Big $10,500. Last 
week, $12,000. 

Teck (SW-Cinerama) (1200; $1,20- 
$2.40)—"Seven Wonders of World” 
(Cinerama) (41st wk). Good $7,500. 
Last week, same. 

‘80 Days’ Tops St. Loo, 
Terrif 20G; Tarty’ Fat 
$14,000,‘Corral’ 10G, 2d 

St, Louis, June 11. 
Big news here currently is the 

impressive launching of “Arourid 
World in 80 Days” at 1,400-seat 
Esquire. In fact the terrific biz it 
is enjoying in first round is being 
’reflected in other downtown spots. 
"Bachelor Party” shapes stout at 
Loew’s while “Wayward Bus” still 
is hotsy in second session at the 
St. Louis. “Gunfight at O.K. Cor¬ 
ral” landed lofty take In second 
week at the Fox, and moves to the 
Missouri. City still Is plagued by 
intermittent and almost daily 
rains. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (SW-Cinerama) 1,- 

400; *$ 1.20-$2.40)—:"Seven Wonders 
of World” (Cinerama). Fine $7,500. 
Last week, $7,000. 

Esquire (Indie) (1,400; $1.50- 
$2.75) — “Around World In 80 
Days” (UA). Smash' $20,000. 

Fox (Arthur) ,(5,000; 75-90) — 
“Face In Crowd” (WB) and “Way 
To Gold” (20th). Opened today 
(Tues.). Last week, “Gunfight at 
O.K. Corral” (Par) and “That Old 
Hypnotist” (20th) (2d wk), hep 
$10,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 60-90) — 
“Bachelor Party” (UA) and “Crime 
of Passion” (UA). Stout $14,000. 
Last week, “Little Hut” (M-G) and 
“Shadow On Window” (Col), $12,- 
500. 

Missouri (Arthur) <3,500; 75-90) 
—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 
and "Cruel Tower” (AA) (m,o.). 
Opened today (Tues.). Last week,- 

(Continued on page 26) 

New Parking Ups Dei; D. I.’ Sockeroo 
20G, Bus’ Oke IDG, ‘Corral’ 18G, 2d 

Detroit, June 11. 
With opening of first section of 

underground Grand Circus garage, 
first-run exhibitors here look for 
an easing of downtown parking 
problem and are co-operating in 
an ad campaign to inform patrons 
of the new facilities. All deluxe 
houses are within two blocks of 

erra Stranger” (UA). Swell $20,- 
000. Last week. “Face in Crowd” 
(WB) and “Young Stranger” (U), 
$14,000. 

Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25) — 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral" (Par) 
and “Crime of Passion” (Indie) (2d 
wk). Wow $18,000. Last week, 
$33,000. ( 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25- 
$2.75)—“10.' Commandments” (Par) 
(29th wk). Terrific $17,000. Last 
week, $18,000. - 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$1.25)—“Oklahoma” (AA) -and 
“Hot Shots” (AA). Average $10,- 
000. Last week, "Deadly Mantis” 
(U) and “Girl In Kremlin” (U), 
$12,000. 

. United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25- 
$3)—“Around World 80 Days”’ 
(UA) (24th wk). Big $16,000. Last 
week, $18,500. 

Adam» (Balaban) (1,700; 90- 
$1.25) — “Little Hut”-(M-G) (2d 
wk). Good $10,000. Last week, 
$12,500. 

Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,- 
205; $L50$2.65). — “Seven Won¬ 
ders” (Cinerama) (52d wk). Great 
$17,300. Last week, ditto. 

Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.50)— 
“Funny Face” (Par) (6th wk). Oke 

. Nice $6,500 after $7,500 in second. *S0-$1.Z5)—“D. I” (WB) and “Si-1 $5,500. Last week, $7,500. 

‘D. I.’ Boffo $9,0WxL’viBe; ‘Desk’ 
‘80 Days’ Wow 16G, ‘Corral’6G, 2d 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total” Gross 
This Week _^ $2,486,400 

(Based on 24 cities and 262 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 

Total Gross Same Week 
Last Year ..$2,097,100 - 

(Based on 22 cities and 216 - 
theatres.) 

‘Bus’ Fast $14,000, 
Cleve.; ‘Corral’ 15G 

Cleveland, June 11. 
Nice biz being enjoyed by “Way¬ 

ward Bus” at the Allen reflects 
healthier b.o. tone at first-runs 
here. “Desk Set” at State looms 
dnly fair. Holdover of “Gunfight 
at O. * K. Corral” shapes fancy at 
Hipp in second round. “This Is 
Cinerama” began pulling heavier 
as soon as Palace announced it was 
going into final three weeks, to be 
replaced by “Cinerama Holiday” 
on June 27. Stillman is doing 
nicely with combo of “Kronos” 
and “She-Devil.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l)— 

“Wayward Bus” (20th). Fine $14,- 
000. Last week, “Face in Crowd” 
(WB), $9,500. . 

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)— 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(2d wk). Rousing $15,000. Last 
week. $25,000. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.40) 
—“10- Commandments” (Par). 
Closed 29-week run last Wednes¬ 
day (5). House dark until “Around 
World in 88 Days” (UA) opens 
June 12. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,485; 
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (30th wk). Brisk $17,- 
500. Last week, $15,500. 

State <Loe\v) (3,500; 70-90)— 
“Desk Set” (M-G). Fair $10,000. 
Last week, “Little Hut” (M-G), 
$12,000. • 

Stillman (Loew) (2,706; 70-90)— 
“Kronos” (20th) and “She Devil” 
(20th). Fine $12,000. Last week, 
“Seventh Sin” (M-G), $4,000. 

Mpls. Sluggish Albeit 
‘Wenders’ Sock 13G, 

‘Corral’ Slick 71G, 2d 
Minneapolis, June 11. 

There's little in the way. of new 
fare to arrest the local boxoffice 
slump. Lone important fresh entry 
is “Desk Set” and it’s nqt'doing 
much at Radio City. Excepting 
“Seven Wonders of World,” chalk¬ 
ing up a solid 44th week at Centu¬ 
ry, and possibly “Gunfight at OJC 
Corral,” holding nicely at the 
State, the holdovers are rather 
dismal, too. Third week for “The 
Little Hut” is sad at the Gopher. 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; 

$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” i 
(Cinerama) (44th wk). It’s a “won¬ 
der,” too, how this one continues 
fo thrive in the face of adverse i 
conditions. Fancy $13,000. Last 
week, $12,500. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
"Little Hut” (M-G) (3d wk). After 
healthy initial stanza this one has 
been on skids. Sad $2,500. Last 
week, $3,060. 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Way¬ 
ward Bus” *(Par) (m.o.). Solid 
$4,500. Last week, “Monkey On 
Back” (UA), $5,000. 

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—: 
“Desk Set” (20th). Tracy-Hepburn 
combo some help, but not suffi¬ 
ciently strong to fight downtrend 
successfully. Modest $8,000. Last 
week,- “Wayward Bus” (20th), 
$8^000. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90) — “Hellcats of Navy” (Col). 
Drab $5,500. Last week, “Face in 
Crowd” (WB), $5,000. V; 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,806) 75-90)— 
“Nightfall” (Col) and “Wicked As 
They Come” (Col). Slim $3,500. 
Last week,. “Zombies Mora Tau” 
(Col) and “Man.Turned to Stone” 
(Col), $4,000. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Gun- 
* fight at O.K. Corral (Par) (2d wk). 
Considering all obstacles, this one 
is doing all right. Neat $7,500. Last 
week, $8,500. 

World (Mann) (400;. 75-$L25)— 
“Battle Hell” (Indie). British pic¬ 
ture hasn’t been going too smoothly. 
Feeble $2,500. Last week, “Bache¬ 
lor Party” (UA) (2d wk), $3,300. 

Louisville, June 11. 
Wicket pace is perking here this 

week, and managers give the credit 
to: a better grade of product. Ex- 
hlbs say that improved product 
which the public appreciates is 
helping. “The D.I.” at the Mary 
Anderson Is' socko while “Desk 
Set” at Rialto looms fairly good, 
“This Could Be Night” is rated po¬ 
tent at Loew’s. Second stanza of 
“Around World in 80 Days” 9s; on 
a par with opening week's great 
total. Second stanza of “Gunfight 
at O.K. Corral” at the Kentucky is 
solid. 

Estimates for This Week- 
Brown (Fourth Ave.-U.A.) (900; 

$1.25-$2.40) — “Around World” 
(UA) (2d wk). Second round com¬ 
ing up figures same as opening 
stanza’s great $16,000. 

Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50- 
85)—’“Gunfight at O.K. Corral”. 
(Par) (2d wk). Fine $6,000 op h.0. 
after inltialer was solid $8,000. 

Loew’* (United Artists) (3.000; 
50-85)—“Could Be Night” (M-G). 
Good $10,000. Last iveelc. “Little 
Hut” (M-G) and "Vintage” (M-G), 
$9,500. 

Mary Anderson (PeoDle’s) (1,000; 
50-85)—“The D.I.” (WB). This is. a 
decided pickup from the last cou¬ 
ple weeks. Socko $9,000 or near. 
Last week, “Face In Crowd” lWB), 
$5,500. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 
50-85)—“Desk Set” (20th) and 
“Two Grooms for Bride” (20th). 
Fairly good $9,500. Last Week, 
“Wayward Bus” (20tli), $9,000. 

flnb Hotsy; ‘Oklahoman’ 
Big $25,000, ‘Kronos’ 16G, 
‘Corral’ Bright 17iG, 2d 

Boston, June 11. 
Exhibs are reporting better biz 

along Washington and TremonJt 
film strip, with new product and 
some tourist biz helping. Coolish 
weather made it a plus Saturday 
(8). “Oklahoman” is hotsy at Par¬ 
amount and Fenway in first- round. 
“Calypso Heat Wave” is slick at 
Pilgrim: “Kronos” is rated hotsy 
at the Memorial. 

“Monkey on BaCk” was fair last 
week at State and Orpheum. 
I'Reach For Sky” is nice in second 
frame at Beacon Hill while “Gun- 
fight At O.K. Corral” is fancy In 
second at the Met. 

Estimates for This Week 

Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75) 
—"10 Commandments” (Par) (30th 
wk). Good $14,000. Last week, 
$15,000. 

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill)*' (678; 
90-$1.25)—“Reach For Sky” (Rank) 
(2d wk). Okay $5,000. Last week, 
$7,000, 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven. Wonders’* 
(Cinerama) (42d wk). Good $16,- 
000. Last week, $17,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— 
“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (6th wk). 
Fifth week was fint? $5,500. 

Fenway (NET) <1,373; 6O-$1.10) 
—“Oklahoman.” (AA) #nd> “Hold 
That Hypnotist” (AA). Nice $8,000. 
Last week, “Face In Crowd” (WB) 
and “Last Badmen” (AA). $4,500. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (8th wk). 
Stout $6,000. Last week, $8,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000: 60-90)— 
“Kronos” (20th) and “She-Devil” 
(20th). Hot $16,000 or near. Last 
week, “Desk Set” (20th) and “Lore 
Lottery” <Cont) (2d wk), $12,000. 

Metropolitan -(NET). (4,357; 90- 
$1.25)—“Gunfight At O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (2d wk). Bright $17,500 or 
close. Last week, $24,000. 

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60- 
$1.10) — “Oklahoman” (AA) and 
“Hold That Hypnotist” (AA). Good 
$17,000 hypoed by arrival of Joel 
McCrea and Frances Dee. Last 
week, “Face In Crowd” (WB) and 
“Last of Badmen” (AA), $11,000. 

Pllfrim (ATC) <1,000; 65-95) — 
“Calypso Heat Wave” (ColT* and 
“Burglar” (Col).. Hot $12,000, 
helped by big bally. Last week, 
“Beyond Mombasa” (Col) and 
'Checkpoint” (Indie), $6,500. 

Saxon (Saxon) • (1.100; $1.50- 
$3.30)—“Around World” (UA) (8th 
wk). Seventh week ended Friday 
(7) was same $28,000 for II seldout 
shows. Last week, $31,000. 

.Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 90- 
$1.25) — “Tammy And Bachelor” 
<U) and “Iron Sheriff” (UA). 
Opened Saturday (8); Last week, 
“Monkey On Back” (UA) and 
“War Drum*” (UA), mild $10,000. 

State (Loew) (3,600; »0-$1.23)-^ 
“Tammy And Bachelor” <U) and 
“Iron Uhtriff” (UA). Opened Sat¬ 
urday (8). Last week. “Monkey On 
Back” (UA) and “War Drums?* 
(UA), light $6,000. 
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Lonely’ lively 19G; D.I.' TaU 22G; 
‘Corral’ Smash 2JG,‘Bus’ 14G, H.0.S 

Chicago, June'11. 
This frame’s heavy sprinkling of 

new openers is helping biz though 
the Loop shapes generally spotty 
because of early weekend rains. 

“Little Hut” is‘nifty $26,000 at 
the Woods to start. “Wayward Bus” 
Shapes nice in second rbund at the 
Oriental. The Garrick’s double bill. 

Drags trip Girl” and “Bock All 
fright,” Is a chipper $11,000. 

The champ holdover, “Gunfight 
at O.K. Corral,” looms lusty in sec¬ 
ond frame at United Artists. 

A double action bill at the Grand, 
“Deadly Mantis” and “Is Stalin 
Alive?” promises good $8,500 at 
Grand, “Lonely Man” and "Dra¬ 
goon Wells Massacre” shapes solid 

, $19,000 at Roosevelt for first 
’ frame. _ 

“D.I.” was way above hopes In 
first .round at the Chicago and the 
second week looks lusty also. "Pace 
in Crowd” at State-Lake goes into 
a tame second frame. 

“Around World in .80 Days” hits 
a towering 10th week at Todd’s 
Cinestage and “Seven Wonders of 
World” is still sock In 25th round 
at Palace. “10 Commandments” at 
Me Vickers carries its age well for 
29 sets. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) <480; 

‘90.)—Subsequent-run. Last week, 
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (5th 
wk), oke $2,500. 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50) 
"D.I.” (WB) (2d wk). Stout $22,000. 
Last week, unanticipated and nifty 
$39,500, helped by Jack Webb's one 
day personal. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; 
$1.25)—“Loser Takes All” (DCA). 
Great $12,000, best since last sum¬ 
mer. Last week, “John and Julie” 
(DCA), $6,700. . 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
“Draigstrip Girl” . (Capitol) and 
"Rock All fright” (Capitol). Nice 
$11,000. Last week, "Bachelor 
Party” (UA) (4th wk), $9,800. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
"Deadly Mantis (U) and’ “Is Stalin 
Alive” (U). Warm $8,500. Last 
week, “Iron Sheriff’ (20th) ' and 
"Ride Back” (20th>, $7,500. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)— 
“This Could Be Night” (M-G) (3d 
wk).: Solid $4,500. Last week, 
$6,400. 

„ McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(29th wk.) Sturdy $15,000. Last 
Week, $21,500. 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— 
"Frisky” (DCA) and "Outlaw 
Women” (Indie). Only $3,000 m 4 
days. Last week, "Half Human” 
(DCA) and "Monster from Green 
Hell” (DCA), $6,700. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
“Wayward Bus” (20th) (2d wk). 

Nice $14,000.. Last week, $24,000. 
Palice (SW-Cinerama) ' (1,484; 

$1.25-$3.40) “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (25th wk). Hotsy $29,- 
000. Last week, $34,00*). 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400;. 65-90)— 
-’‘Lonely Man” (Par) and “Massacre 

(Continued on page 26) 

‘Party Patient 9G, 
indpfs.;‘Corr<d,8G 

Indianapolis, June 11. 
Biz- is rather good at first-run 

situations here this stxinza, indicat¬ 
ing thatf- the spring dpldrums are 
about Over. ‘Desk Set” at Circle 
looms nice. “Bachelor Party” at 
Loew’s shapes stout. "Gunfight at 
O.K. Corral,” playing second wqek 
at the Indiana, still is lively. “10 
Commandments,” still leading the 
City, took a new spurt in 21st week 
at Lyric with no announcement 
yet of when it will close although 
"last weeks” line is being used In 
hds. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- 

90)—“Desk Set” (20th) and “Bad¬ 
lands of Montana” (20th). Nifty 
$9,000. Last week, “Wayward Bus” 
(20th) and “Break in Circle” (20th), 
$7,500. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90) — 
"Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 
And “Samoa” (Indie). Sturdy 
$8,000 after $14,000 opener. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85) — 
"Bachelor Party” (UA) and "Five 
Steps to Danger” (UA). Stout 
$9,000. Last week, “little Hut” 
(M-G) and "Vintage” (M-G>, $7,000. 

Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20) — 
"10 Commandments” (Par) (21st 
Wk). - Hot $10,000. Last ' • vfek, 

,*9,oeo: 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; i.e., 
without usual tax. Distrib- 

. utors share on het take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are,net ip-* 
come. s 

The- parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include the U; S. amusement 
tax. 

man Lonely 7G, 
Pitt; ‘Corral’ 10G 

' Pittsburgh, June 11. 
Not mUcH, doing at first-runs 

here this week. "Gunfight at O. K. 
Corral” looms okay in holdover at 
the Penn, but “Wayward Bus” at 
Harris shapes light in second. The 
new pix, "Lonely Man” at Stanley 
and dualer of “Istanbul” and “Kelly 
and Me” at Fulton are not getting 
far. However, both, roadshows, 
“Around World In 80 Days” at 
Nixon and "10 Commandments” at 
Warner, have leveled into an okay 
straight line with big week-ends 
and are doing solid trade. Former 
in ninth session is highly profita¬ 
ble. “Bachelor Party” continues 
big at'arty Squirrel Hill. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 85-$1.25)— 

“Kflly and Me" (U) and “Istanbul” 
(U). Twinner comes out after 5 
days and won’t do much more than 
$3,000 in that period. Last week. 
“Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk), $4,500. 

Guild (Green) (500; 85-99) — 
"Nana” (Times) (2d wk). Promot¬ 
ing the sex angle heavy but that 
carries short weight apparently in 
an art operation. Little over $2,000. 
Last week, $2,300. 

Harris (Harris) .(2,165; 85-$1.25) 
—“Wayward Bus” (20th) ■ (2d wk). 
Went in on fortnight commitment; 
otherwise It would have gone out 
after a single week. -Light $5,000. 
Last, week, $7,500. 

Nixon (Rubin) (1,400; $1.25-$3)— 
"Around World” (UA) (9th wk). 
Has been sticking to a bigbly prof¬ 
itable groove for the! last month 
and seems to have settled down 
around* the $15,000 -mark. That’s 
what it did last week and‘will do 
it again currently, 

Penn (UA) (3,300; 85-$1.25) — 
“Gunfight at O, K. Corral” (Par) 
(2d Wk). In light of biz elsewhere 
around town, this one’s doing okay. 
Figured to wind up at good $10,- 
000. Last week, $15,000. 

Squirrel HOI (SW) (900; 85-99) 
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (3d wk). 
Close to $4,000, fancy. Last week, 
$4,200. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 85-$1.25)— 
“Lonely Man” (Par). Not making 
much of a dent and will be lucky 
to do $7,000. Last week, “Face in 
Crowd” ’ (WB), disappointing $8,- 
000, in light of those strong notices. 

Warner (SW) (1,500; $1.25-$2.50) 
—‘TO Commandments” (Par) (13th 
wk). Most .of business coming on 
Saturdays and Sundays; weekdays 
are slow. Fancy $12,000; Last week, 
ditto. 

j ‘HUT’ HEFTY $16,000, 
TORONTO;‘DESK’SAME 

Toronto, June 11. 
"Little Hut” is topping the 

town’s newcomers, with “Desk 
Set” also big at three-house 
combo. All playing second Stanzas, 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral,” “Yang¬ 
tze Incident” and "Tattered Dress’’ 
are all hep. Reissue (pf "For 
Whom Bell Tolls” loams loud in 
seeqnd frame. Such a standby as 
"Oklahoma,” now in 59th frame 
for by far the longest run in 
Canada, shows no little change at 
the 995-seat Tivoli. 

Estimate for This Week 
Carlton* Colony, Falriawn’(Rafik) 

(2,518; -859; 1,165; 60-$lX—‘'The 
Burglar” (Col) .and “Spin Dart 
Web” (Col). Sad $8,000. Last 
week. "Way to Gold”. (20th), 
$9,000. 

Christie, Hyland . (Rank) (877; 
1,357; $1)—“Jolson Story” (Col) 
(reissue). Fair $5,500. Last week, 
“Town on Trial” (Col), $4,000. 

Century, Downtown, Glendale, 
Mkdtowm* Oakwaod, Odeon, Scar- 
bort, State (Taylor) (1,558; 1,054; 

IConMnaed 26) 

‘Jungle' Hotsy $6,000, 
D.C.; ‘CorraP 20G,. 2d 

Washington, June 1L 

Aggravated by rainy weather, 
downtown houses haven’t been do¬ 
ing well even with* holdovers in 
most spots. Only new entry, “Gar¬ 
ment Jungle” looks strong at 
Trans-Lux. Palace is nice with' 
“Wayward Bus” in second week. 
“Gunfight.at G.K. Corral” shapes 
solid in two houses. 

Estimates for Hals Week 

Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 85- 
$1.25)—"Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (2d wk). Socko $8,000. Last 
week, $10,500. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) 
— “Desk Set” <20th) (2d wk-10 
days). So-so $16,000. Last week* 
$16,000. 

Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 85-$l,25) 
—"Monkey on Back” (UA (2d wk). 
Fair $5,500. Last week* $8,000. - 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$1.25) 
— “Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Sturdy $10,000. Last week, $14,000. 

Metropolitan <SW) (1,100; 85- 
$1.25)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (2d wk). Smash $12,000. Last 
week, $17,500. 

Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25) 
—"Wayward Bus” (20th) (2d wk). 
Fair $12,000. Last week, $16,000. 

Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.25) — 
“Young and Passionate” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Oke $3,000 after $5,000 
opener. 

Trani-Lux (T-L> (600; 90-$1.25) 
—"Garment Jungle” (Col). Strong 
$6,000 or near. Stays. Last week, 
♦Abandon Ship” (Coli (4th wk), 
$23>00. 

’ Uptown (SW) (1.100; $1.25-$3)— 
“Around World” (UA) (10th wk). 
Povyferful $22,000. Last week, $22,- 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (24th wk). Great $17,- 
500. Last week, same. 

‘80 Days’Loud 12G, 
K.C„2d;‘Gate’llG 

Kansas City, June 11. 
Modest week with few new films 

and flock of holdovers in prospect 
currently. Best draws are the 
reserved-seat films, headed by 
“Around World in 80 Days” at 
Tower for sock second week. New 
comer “China Gate” in four Fox] 

I Midwest houses is rated so-so. 
“Beyond Mombasa” at ^Midland is 
dull. "Ride Back” in four Dickin¬ 
son situations is picking up over 
recent weeks. ‘TO Command¬ 
ments” at. Roxy improved mate¬ 
rially as end of run threatened 
while "Cinerama Holiday”-is hold¬ 
ing a steady pace at* the Missouri 
in 14th week. . Weather continues 
on rainy side, with temperatures 
reaching above normal highs 
sometime. 

Estimates for This Week 
Dickinson, Glen, Shawnee Drive- 

In, Leawood Drive-In (Dickinson) 
(750; 700; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75c 
person) — “Ride Back” (UA) and 
“Big Caper” (UA). Reaching nice 
$11,000, nearer potential for 4 
soots. Last week “Dragoon Wells | 
Massacre” TAA) and “Chain of 
Evidence” (AA), $9,000. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— 
•“Invitation to Dance” (M-G) (3d 
wk). -Modest $1,000. Last week, 
$1,300. • ' 

Midland (Loew) <3,500;. '60-80)— 
"Beyond Mombasa” (Col) and 
“Hellcats of Navy” (Col).; Dull 
$5,000. Lttst wfeek, “little Hut” 
(M-G) and “VintageT-iM-GI, $8,500. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,-194; 
$1.20-$2) — “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (14th wk)./. Steady 
$9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Paramount (UP) (1.900; 75-90)— 
“Gunfiglit at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(2d wk). Medium $6,000. Last 
week, bright $11,000, best in many 

Kbckhill (Little Art Theatres) 
(750? 75-90)-—“Figaro, Barber Se¬ 
ville” (Indie). Fair $1,200. Last 
week, “We Are All Murderers” 
(Indie), $1,400. 

Ro$y. (Durwood) (879; 90-$2)— j 
'TO Commandnients” (Par) (17th 
wk); Stays up high at $8,000; 
holding. Last week, great $9,500. 

Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145; 
$1.25-$2)—r“Around World in 80 
Days” (UA> (2d wk). Boff $12,000; 
stays on. Last week, great $14,- 
000 on opening roimd, after preem 
and other ballyhoo. 

Uptown, Esquire, Fairway, Gra¬ 
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,043; 820; 
700; 1,217; 75-90)—“China. Gate” 
(20tli) and "River’s Edge” (20th). , 
So-so $11,000. Last week, “Way-| 
ward Bus” (20th) and “Break in 
Circle” (20th) .at .Esonire and Gra- 
hidaV llS’.OOO' In’ B1 days!' .. 

B way Improves; DI' Nice 37G, ‘Bus’ 
Smooth 19G, ‘Gunfight’ Big 48G, ‘Face’ 
Crowded 21G, ‘Designing OK 119G, 4th 
Cooler weather and some new, 

sturdy entrants will help temper 
the . usual post-holiday slide in biz 
at the Broadv?ay deluxers current¬ 
ly. Boxoffices, too, / are being 
helped by several strong holdovers. 
After a very warm Friday, threat 
of fain and Cooler temperatures 
Saturday (8) and some more of the 
same Sunday figured as a plus fac¬ 
tor at the wickets. 

“The D. I.” is giving the Para¬ 
mount one of its better recent 
weeks, with a nice $37,000 in sight 
for iintial stanza. “Wayward Bus” 
shapes trim $19,000 or near open¬ 
ing week at the Victoria. 

Tops among second-weekers is 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral,” with 
around $40,000, sock, at the Capi¬ 
tol. Also in second session, “Face 
in Crowd” looks to hit smash $21,- 
000 or near at the Globe. Neither 
“Monkey On My Back” nor “Joe 
Butterfly” are doing much in their 
initial holdover weeks. "Scandal 
in Sorrento” replaces the latter at 
the Mayfair today. 

“Designing Woman” with stage- 
show looks fair $110,000 in fourth 
round at the Music Hall, with 
“Prince and Showgirl” replacing 
tomorrow (Thurs.). "Desk Set” 
with stagebill was off to mild $40,- 
000 in fourth (6 days) frame at 
the Roxy, *with "island in Sun” 
being preemed tonight (Wed.). 
“Something of Value" is heading 
for fancy $18,000 in current (5th) 
session at the Astor. 

Hard-ticket pix continue smooth¬ 
ly. "10 Commandments” looks to 
land a great $40,000 in present 
(31st) week at the Criterion. 
“Seven Wonders of World,” which 
held with sock $41,800 in 61st 
stanza at the Warner, now is in 
its 62d week. “Around Wot Id in 
80 Days” was capacity $37,100 in 
34th roimd at the Rivoli, beginning 
the.35th week today (Wed.). 

Lone new arty theatre pic is 
“Third Key,” which landed a 
smash $16,400 in first stanza at the 
Sutton, pne of the bigger initial 
weeks for the house. 

. Estimates f«r\ This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

‘Something of Value” (M-G) (5th 
wk). This round ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) is heading for fancy $18,- 
000. Last week, $19,000. Continues 
on, with “Beau James” (Par) due to 
preem the night of June 26, regular 
run opening June 27. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1*25-81.80)—"Nana” (Times) 
(9th wk). Eighth week ended last 
Thursday (6) was fine $6,800. Last 
week, $6,900. Stays on. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“French They Are Funny 
Race” (Cont) (4th wk). Third ses¬ 
sion completed,Monday (10) was 
big $8,500. Second was $10,000. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 

(3d wk). First holdover round fin¬ 
ished last night (Tues.) was $40,000 
or near. First week was $58,500, 
best here in many months. Now 
due hold through most of this 
month, with “Pride and Passion” 
(UA) due in next. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.3O)-r‘T0 Commandments” (Par) 
(31st wk). This stanza winding to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit great 
$40,000 in 15 shows. The 30th was 
$39,000 in 15 performances. Con¬ 
tinues. 

Fifth Aye. Cinema (R&B) (249; 
95:$1.50) — “Naked Eye” (Film 
Reps) (8th wk). Seventh week end¬ 
ed Saturday (8) was fine $2,900. 
The sixth was $3,100. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80). 
—“Torero” (Col) (4th wk). Third 
stanza ended Monday (10) was 
rousing $12,300. Second week, 
$14:200. 

55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300: 
$1,25-$1.50) — "3 Feet in Bed” 
(Janus) (4th wk). This stanza wind¬ 
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading 
for good $3,400. Third was same. 
Continues on a few weeks longer. 

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) 
—“Face in Crowd” (WB) (3d wk). 
Initial holdover frame ended last 
night (Tues.) was socko $21,000 or, 
close. First was $30,000 but below 
expectancy. Holding indefinitely; 

Guild (Guild) (450; $l-$1.7o)— 
■Green M*h” (DCA) (4th wk). 

Third session completed yesterday 
(Tues.) was big $14,500. Second 
$18,000. 

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79- 
$1.80) — "Scandal in Sorrento” 
(DCA). Ooens today (W$<J*). Last 
week,5 “Joe Butterfly” (U) (zd wk). 

slipped to light $7,500. First week 
was $10,000. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Miller’s Beautiful Wife” 
(DCA). Opened yesterday (Tues.). 
In ahead, “For Whom Bell Tolls” 
(Par) (reissue) (5th wk-6 days), 
okay $3,400. Fourth full week* 
$4,800. 

Palace (RKO) (1.700; 50-$1.60)— 
“Bail-Out at 43,000” (UA) 'and 
vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks to reach fair $14,800. 
Last week, “Beyond Mombasa” 
(Col) plus vaude, $17,500 in 8 days. 

Paramount i.AB-PT) (3.665; $1- 
$2)—“The D.I.” (WB) (2d wk). Ini¬ 
tial session ended last night (Tues.) 
with trim $37,000. Continues on. 
Rock-n'-Roll stageshow with “Be¬ 
ginning of End” (AB-PT) opens 
July 3, for one week. House closes 
for one day July 10 to prep for 
world preem of “Band of Angels” 
(WB) night of July 10. 

Pari* (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80)—"Gold of Naples” (DCA) 
(18th wk). The 17th week com¬ 
pleted Sunday (9) was fine $5,500. 
The 18th frame was $5,500. “Jul¬ 
ietta” (Kings) opens on June 17. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 95-82:65'—’“Design¬ 
ing Woman" (M-G) and stageshow 
(4th-final wk). This season wind¬ 
ing ud today (W-d.) looks to reach 
okay $110,000. Third was $129,100. 
“Prince and tlr» Showgirl” tWB) 
and .new stageshow op . ns tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.). 

Rivoli (UAT) (1.545: S1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World” <UA>M35*h wk). 
The 34th week finished Wt night 
(Tues,). Was caoacitv S37.100 in 10 
shows. The 33d week was $48,300 
for 14 performance*. 

Plaza (Brecher) (525; S1.50-$2)— 
“Lust For Life” (M-G) (89th wk). 
The 38th week end-d Monday GO) 
was n:ce $6,200. The 30}lx week 
wras $7,000. "Haoov Ro«d” (M-G) 
onens June 20. However, run for 
“Lust” winds up on June 17. with 
theatre shuttering for f-c^bfting in 
time for “Ro^d” nreem .Tune 20. 

Roxy (Nat'l. Th.t (5 717; $1.25- 
$2.50)—“Desk Set'* and 
stageshow (4ih-finnl Looks 
like mild $40,000 in fi days, ending 
run last night (Tue« » to ««t in in¬ 
vitational preem fo’- “Tda**d in 
Sun” (20th) tonieh* (W-d*. “2gu- 
lar run with new .sta^e-how* opens 
tomorrow (Thurs.). 

State (Loew) (3 450- 78-81.75)— 
“Monkey on Back” (TT \j wk). 
Second round ended 3-»V n5«»ht 
(Tues.), derito'*'1 to nr id $8,500. 
Finst was $14,000. 

Sutton (R&B) 1561: 95-81.75)— 
“Third Key” (Indm) CM w’:). First 
Stanza ended Satur'i-v (3) was 
smash $16,400, one of b'gger open¬ 
ing weeks at house. 

Trans-Lux JS*d St. (T-T ) (540: $1- 
$1.50)—“La Stratf**” (T-L* (48th 
wk). The 47th session en'Vd Sun¬ 
day (9) was h*'" $5,000. The 46th 
week was $5,300. 

Vitoria (Citv Inv.) M 06/': 50-$2) 
—“Wayward Bus” (20th) :°d wk). 

(Continued on pnnc 23 > 

‘Face’ Good $9,8$, 
Cincy;‘Joe’18^G 

Cincinnati. June 11. 
Frontline grosses are tapering 

off to seasonal level this stanza. 
New bills, “Joe But-erfly” at AJ- 
bee and “A Face in Crowd” at the 
Palace shape moderately okay. 
"Gunfight at O. K. Corral” is good 
in moveover. “Wayward Bus” is 
rated oke. Second year start of 
“Seven Wonders of World” is at 
liotsy tempo at Capitol. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 90-S1.25)— 

“Joe Butterfly” (U>. Oke $10,500. 
Last week, “Gunfight at O. K. Cor¬ 
ral” (Par), $15,000 in 8 days. 

Capitol (SW - Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (53d wk). Starting 
second year at hotsy $15,000 pace. 
Last week, $16,500. 

Grand (RKO) (1.400: 90-$1.25)— 
“Gunfight. at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(m.o.). Good $6,090. Last week, 
"Spring Reunion” (UA) and “Re¬ 
volt at Laramie” (UA), $4,000, at 
$1.10 top. 

Keith’s JShor) (1.500; 75-$1.25) 
:—"Wayward Bus” <20th) (2d wkL 
Okay $6,000 after last week’s 
$8,200. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 75-$1.10V— 
Tace in Crowd” (WB). Fairly 

good ,$9,000. Last week, “little 
Hut” (M-G), $12,000. 
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VEIT HARLAN: I’M NO BIGOT’ 
All Feel Europe Union Coming! 

Rome, June 11. 

Despite the possibility that internal Frepch economic troubles 
may delay foundation of the proposed European Film Pool, dele¬ 
gates at the recent Paris meeting of OECE (European Common 
Market) Film Experts have drawn up an optimistic report to be 
submitted to OECE's Committee on “Invisible Transactions” atr 
its next meeting scheduled for June 18. 

Exact text of the report has riot yet been made known, pend¬ 
ing final approval by the various delegations. It's known, how¬ 
ever, that it deals primarily with free circulation among the seven 
countries concerned (and repped at the current talks) of feature 
films in original versions “as well as” shorts and documentary 
subjects.” 

Also condemned at the meeting were the cartel situations still 
existing in some countries of western Europe,” especially in non- 
film-proclucing nations.” > 

Italo delegate Nicola DePirro voiced his view that “all . . . feel 
the imminence of (a) European Cinema, of a cinema representing 
the spirit, the mentality, and the taste of this Europe which is 
laboriously forming itself.” 

British and Egyptians Spurn Roles 
In Unfreezing U. S. Cairo Balances 

PPEO UBS’ Goldwurm-Riethof s New Company; 

USE BF SUSS' Main Proviso: European Features 
ByHANSBT7 n Based on U.S.-Written Scripts 

Alternate proposals, under- 
which the American film com¬ 
panies would have been able to 
unfreeze part of their frozen Egyp¬ 
tian balances, have been nixed by 
tooth Egypt and the British Treas¬ 
ury. The proposals had the bless¬ 
ing of Washington. 

At the moment, the Egyptians 
have issued licenses against the 

. old remittance procedure up to 
March of 1956. Still pending are 
the companies’ applications tor the 
four-months period to July, '56. 
Under this arrangement, the U. S- 
■distributors can get the better part 
of their earningsout in a mixture 
of dollars, negotiable sterling, and 
Lebanese pounds. 

The companies originally ap¬ 
plied for permission to remit their 
bank balances up to July* 1956, 
out ■ of Egyptian assets frozen by 
Washington. This the Egyptians, 
refused to allow. - Instead, the pro¬ 
posed that the funds be drawn 50% 
from their blocked dollar^ balances 
in the IJ.' S.-and 5fl% from their 
blocked sterling accouht in Britain. 
This, in turn, was, nixed by the 
British. ^ ”... / - 

At this point, the -Egyptians then 
okayed- the companies' applica¬ 
tions on billings up to March of 
last year. Coin already has been 
picked' up. 

:: :•: ' '.>• ~ 

EasedRegulaiions Nay 
Open.Belgmm.for Rim 

Co-Production Deals 
Rome, June 11. 

Reports from Paris indicate that 
Belgium Is. now ready to* rescind 
some of the heavy protective meas- 

- ures .in lts local distribution con¬ 
tracts. Disclosure was .made in 
Paris by-the Belgian representative 
at the just-ended talks Of the.OECE 
(Common.European Market) Film 
Experts' Committee. 

In addition, it Is likely that.Bel-; 
gium will now consider co-prioduc- 
tion with othfet countries* the same 
source indicates,- . . • 

Belgian rental situation has been 
the target of attack for some time, 
recently coming to a head during 
consideration of, Festival recogni¬ 
tion, on the part of the' FIAPF 
(International Producers .Federa¬ 
tion) at Cannes. At the Cannes 
meet, FIAPF delegates temporarily 
postponed decision on whether to 
officially recognize the Brussells 
World's Fair of 1958 until their 
next meeting to be held during 
the - Berlin; Festival* Feeling was 
that o if the Belgians did not re¬ 
scind some of their, cartel measures 
by that time, official .recognition 
would be denied their. Festival, 

O’Neil, Branson Due In 
• Thomas F. O'Neil, RKQ Tele¬ 

radio chairman, and Walter Bran¬ 
son, RKO Pictures global distri¬ 
bution v.p., return on the United 
States today (Wed.) after a month 
abroad. 

Exc-cs visited various capitals 
seeking to set up RKO participation 
in local European production. 

HAIL & ELECT MAURICE 

He’s. ‘Pioneer of Year* and New 
President In Canada 

Montreal, June II. 
Canadian Picture Pioneers last 

Wed. (5> elected Phil Maurice of 
Consolidated Theatres as its pres¬ 
ident for the ’57-’58 term at annual 
meeting held In the Sheraton- 
Royal Hotel. 

At same dinner. Maurice was 
also'named Pioneer of the Year 
for his contribution to the enter¬ 
tainment industry. 

Trustees- of the Pioneers are Ar¬ 
thur Uirsch of Consolidated Thea¬ 
tres, William Lester 'of United 
Amusements, B.. E. Norrish, J. A.; 
DeSeve of FTapce Film arid W. J. 
Singleton. 

Theatre and film- critic Walter 
6’Heam of The’Montreal Star was 
speaker, at dinner and hockey 
player Jean Belliveau guest of 

Turnbolljir Ui. to Seek 
Deal for. Aussie Make v 

Of Sequel to Hit ‘Smiley’ 
.- . ^ SydrifeJv June 

-20th-Fox toppers • reported as 
mulling a. sequel to the highly-suc- 
eessfui, “Smiley,” made' here via a 
deal witlf the late' Sir* Alexander 
Kprda, and a real boxoffice hit this 
side .of-the Equator,. Understood 
company would make-the pic solo, 
plus distributing and releasing over 
;the Hoyts’ pic.loop, in which 20th- 
Fox holds the .major stock.sayso. 

Ernest Turnbull, chief of the 
chain. As presently in the'U.'S. for 
huddles with Spyrds Skouras cov¬ 
ering the production setup- here. 
Reported that tSkouras fayoijs sink¬ 
ing Some of the 20th frozen coin 
into Aussie film production, this 
despite no big results,with “Kan¬ 
garoo” some years back. Turnbull 
is also, strongly in, favor :of. Down 
Under production. 
- Juri prior to' leaving for the 
U. S„ Turnbull was In a hassle 
with Charles Holmes, minor local 
pix producer, who accused the ma¬ 
jor loops-of shutting out local prod¬ 
uct because of tieups with U. S.. 
interests. Turnbull replied that his 
organization- was always ready to 
play any good pic irrespective of 
nationality. ’The reason why 
Holmes’ piq, “Thrfee in One,” was 

■still in the cans was simply because 
it . was hot considered good enough 
for local playdates. Holmes is re¬ 
ported as contacting politicos in an 
endeavor to get them interested in 
bringing down legislation calling 
for 2c to he taken from each- ad¬ 
mission ticket covering Aussie cin¬ 
emas and the intake pooled to aid 
the local producer. -It’s doubtful 
whether Holmes will get -to first 
base. 

Presently, Aussie production 
cameras are stilled, and likely will 
remain so for some time, according 
to present figuring. The 20th-Fox 
mull of a “Smiley” sequel is the 
only bright spot on the local pro- 

i duction scene. 

By HANS HOEHN 

Berlin, June 11. 
Veit Harlan, the German who 

directed the notorious Nazi fea¬ 
ture, “Jew Suss,” under direct or¬ 
ders of Joseph Goebbels in 1940, 
has discussed the question of his 
alleged anti-Semitism with this 
Variety representative. Talk took 
place In the Area Studio here. 

Harlan puts it this way: he had 
no choice and his efforts to avoid 
the embarrassing assignment were 
cancelled by the Nazi propaganda 
command. He himself, says Har¬ 
lan. Vas never anti-Semitic and an 
extended trial of such charges 
against him did not prove other¬ 
wise. 

Asked if anti-Semitism was again 
on the rise in Germany, the direc¬ 
tor nodded in agreement. As' to 
his own past he said: “I’ve no in¬ 
tention to whitewash myself. I’ve 
done wrong in some respects. I 
also understand the Jewish people. 
They have a right to hate and to 
mistrust the Germans. If I were 
a Jew, I would do the same. But 
one thing I want to say too. I’ve paid 
my price for my wrong-doings. 
And one thing else I want to clear, 
no matter if people believe me or 
not, I have never, never personally 
been an anti-Semite.” 

Cites His Trial 

Never been anti-Semitic?—This 
statement requires some explana¬ 
tion on the part of a man whose 
name is connected with a film 
which ranks as Germany’s most 
blatant anti-ewish propaganda 
film. 

Harlan: “I could name lots of 
well-known persons who would 
confirm that. You see, the court 
has cleared me. But, apparently, 
many people prefer believing what 
my opponents sav. They would 
change their mind if they go deep¬ 
er into my matter. But, of course* 
whv should they? 

“I think that there is proof 
enough that I’ve personally never 
been anti-Semitic/’ Harlan con¬ 
tinues. “I’ve got my acting train¬ 
ing from Max Reinhardt who was a 
Jew. My first wife (Dora Gerson) 
was Jewish. I have never been a; 
meinber of the Nazi Fartv nor any 
of its organizations. When the 
court dedicated itself to my case, 
85 witnesses showed up. The case 
went on for eight weeks and I had 
to testify up to eight hours a day. 
At this occasion, it became evi¬ 
dent that I had never made any 
anti-Semitic remark. Also Jewish i 
witnesses spoke in favor of me. A i 
prominent actor such as Paul Hen- 
ckels, who is half Jewish arid who 
also had to suffer under the Nazi 
regime, stood up for me. Even dur¬ 
ing Hitler’s tithe my wife, Kris* 

jtina Soederbaum, demanded her 
! make-up artist to take off his Nazi 
■ Party badge when he worked on 
her. All that was confirmed at 
the cotirt and, I think, that is proof 
enough that I’ve never .been' gn 
anti-Semite.” . ‘7 

Why then, did' he directrSticb-a 
film as “Jud Suess?’?. '•—- V 

Crude Hate Slants. 
It was an “or else” .order by 

Goebbels. Latter picked Harlan as 
Germany’s .most prominent director 
at that time. In order to evade this 
unpleasant job, Harlan declares he 
volunteered to the German army 
but Goebbels nixed that personally 
and made Harlan understand that 
script and cast had already been 
settled and “Jud Suess” had'to he 
made. 

The script was written by Eber- 
hard Wolfgang Moeller in typical 
“Stuermer” jargon. (“Steuermer” 
was the Nazis’ official anti-Semitic 
agitation organ). Against Goebbels’ 
will, Harlan changed the script to 
such an extent that Goebbels called 
some aspects “just the opposite of 
what. I had in mind.” Hitler’s 
propaganda minister then person¬ 
ally “wrote an essential part of 
the script, let some of the decisive 
scenes reshot by his deputies 
(without Harlan’s presence) and 
also added tmti-Semitic dialog se¬ 
quences. 

Veit Harlan states that he was 
(Continued, on page 20) 

Carol Reed Sets Three 

Sir Caro^Reed/’who^directed | American and_^reign films, pro- 

SoKmC£th and w„l 

to collaborate with Reed on the ^ ™ 
jwropnnlflv agent m arranging «he financing. 

s“ondo£ the trio will be "Kinr- Both Riethof and Goldwurm will 

berley,” story of the African dia- °P P 
mond mines based on the Robert 
W Krenos novel “Tell It on the An imooitaut aspect of th* Gn.d- 
DmS-Pand ?hc thW vSl heZ. wurm-Riethof operation will .be 
original idea of Reed's, action of coproductions m™lvmB 
which takes place in five different ).?[" 
nennWoe innin^inw tt q sions of the same picture. As out- countries, including the U.S. lined by Goldtf1ir|n and Biethof. 

the new company—for which a. 

Buena Vista’s 2d Sales SffVSST. Z&rf&tz 
/n. \ n * g aa for foreign Droducers interested in 
(otudio) lonciaye Aug. Zb; making a English ve-sion at the 
V __ 7 . * 7 time they shoot their native films. 
Ta Haar KnrPfffll KRIMliS An imoortant stipulation to such 
10 near rorcigfl I\cp01l> an arrar?rtement however, is tliat 

Buena Vista, Walt Disney dis- an American script, pronared un- 
tribution subsidiary, will "hold its dor th* supervision of the Gold- 
second national sales convention wurm-R’e.thof outfit, must be cm- 
. Uo nloyed for the version designed for 
in combination with Its first in- thc us. market. This 

ternational conclave at the com,-, ccririt. it was emphasized, would 
pany’s Burbank. Cal., studio the conform as much as possible with 
week of Aug 26 the original idea but would be 

Reps from' the homeofSce, ,.e. Pna’-ed lor American consumption, 
gional United States exchanges conformat.on with .lie 
ind the foreign outposts are to ^ S mdustry's novate Production 
report on activities in their re- Code. It would be preferable, too. 
specUve areas, presenting a col- ,h=t Picture eontam one or 
lective survey of both the domes- ®“r.e to American 
tic and international situation, ?«<l’c;ces. In eddit on. the Aroer- 
and discuss plans for new product, icen financing comoauv would rc- 

Leo F. Samuels. BV topper, re- Amencan sunervsion of the 
turued to N.Y. this wreek from the yersion m the form of i.n 
Coast where he participated in American co-director or dliiog dt- 
planning the meetings, rector. 

---,- Also Producing Here 

AAwnmM Goldwurm stressed that al- 

SOVIET WANTS BUT thounh tbe company planned to fi- 
uvfinx nniyy wwi nance and uroduce films that 

► A new film financing and produc¬ 
tion company has been organized 
by Jean Goldwurm, head of Times 
Film Corp., foreign film importers 
and distributors. 

The company plans to finance 

Buena Vista’s 2d Sales 

planning the meetings, 

SOVIET WANTS BUT tho74U toe W^lann^^to fi- 
. ■produce films that 

ST AH ^ AN HNFRAMA would be made in the U.S. it has 
iJIAhLJ Vil UtnLIVniVm n0 intention of comoettog with the 

Hollywood, June 11. major companies. “We’re only in- 
Despite “enormous interest” ex- terested in modest projects and 

pressed by Soviet officials in riot , SI 000,000 .productions.” he 
showing Cinerama in the U.S.S.R., said. “There’s plenty of room for 
company is still awaiting prom- ev<M-ybody.” 
ised reps to negotiate a deal, ac- For the most part, the films fi- 
eording to Lowell Thomas, nanced or produced by the new 
.Thomas, in town for benefit preem company will be distributed by 
of new “Seven Wonders of ihe Tinier F*'lm Corp. except if a olc- 
World”. presentation, made this ture is “too big for us to handle.” 
observation oh a tape-recorded in- in which case, it will be turned 
terview for KPOL, local radio sta- over to a major distributor, 
tion. ' . As a starter, the company is em- 

Gver a year ago, N. A. Mik- barkmg on two protects for which 
hailov, Soviet minister of culture, scrinfs are currently being pre¬ 
saw Cinerama in Paris and de- pared. One is an American nic- 
clared, “This must be taken to ture w-lvch will be filmed on loca- 
Moscow at once.” However, when tion the middle west. The o’her 
the.perpatetic Thomas, offered to is a French and English film which 
drop in at Moscow home-office to will be shot in France. 
negotiate a deal, en route home " - 
lari jearifrom a Far East filming « 

$80-Md Gross 
year's London visit of Bulganin j Outlook Within 3 Years 
and Khrushchev, B & K’s large? P n t (n 1 * 9 

entoui-age made a special point of TGFItil* S 1/0111111311 UlRSIltS 
seeing Cinerama. Albany. June 11. 

“Tlie-Ten Commandments” orob- 
n ._ p IT ably "’ill gross $80 million “within 
German remale Tarzan the next two or three years.” 

'Tin If r TT P Iff Charles Boasberg, manager of 
DLA s‘tor Ua^. marts iworld-uide sales for par?*«o«nt 

. • j special productions, prophesied in 
, Distnbutors Corp. of America; Albany last week. Hp—thought it 
has taken on for-U. S. distribution j possible foreign revenue on the 
the. German “Liane, the Girl of t Biblical picture will equal the 
the Jungle,” described as a female 1 domestic. 
Tarzan picture. Deal for the ex-s Boasberg. who recently returned 
ploitation entry was negotiated for.£rom a saics meeting iri London, 
the German Area Films by Emile j predicted that De Mille release will 
J. Lustig. i t>e a big grosser on its first fall 

DCA also will distribute Lustig’s j dates in key European cities, like 
“The Devil’s General,” which he London, Paris, Rome and Berlin, 
controls along with Richard Gor-7 “Commandment” Mill play about 
don. Film has had an eight-week; 100 special engagements in the 
run at the World Theatre, N. Y.. [United States during the next six 
and. Mill be dubbed for general re-! and one-half months, but it will 
lease after key date playoff. jnot be seen in drive-ins or on reg- 

“Llane” will be put out as a ular release in hardtoppers. this 
dubbed picture. t year. 

German Female Tarzan 
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BRAVO 1 
’’Excellent! This looks like another 
winner for Crosby and producer 
Siegel.” -showmen’s trade review 

M-G-M presents A SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION 

Starring 

BING CROSBY 

"MAN ON FIRE” 

Easily one of the Year’s Best 
.Pictures. A real story about real 
people.” -HOLLYWOOD REPORTER 

’A picture with heart and charm. 
Never have tears and laughter 
been so wonderfully blended.” 

—BOXOFFICE 

’Producer Sol C. Siegel has de¬ 
livered another fine, production 
particularly appealing to women.” 

-DAILY (Coast) VARIETY 

’High rating! Hard hitting! Adds 
up to box-office! Sneak preview 

audience had a wonderful time.” 
—M.P. EXHIBITOR 

‘Warm, winning entertainment... 

Crosby can take bows.” \ 
-FILM BULLETIN 

Co-Starring 

INGER STEVENS • MARY FICKETT > E.G. MARSHALL 
With MALCOLM BRODRICK ♦ RICHARD. EASTHAM 

Scraan Ploy by RANALD MocDOUGALL 
Iowa on « Story by MALYIN WALD mni JACK JACOBS 

Dir«ct*d by RANALD MacDOUGALL 
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German Public Prefers Comedies, 

Color Pix and Foreign-Bom Stars 
By BANS HOEHN -i 

Berlin, June 4. 
Check of the last 40 German pix 

preemed here in the past four 
months reveals that the domestic 
cinema patrons still show a strong 
preference for light entertainment. 
Eleven of these films were straight 
comedies, five were musicals and 
three Were military farces. So- 
called "Heimatfilme” pix, which 
show the beauty of the country 
along with' a melodramatic story, 
are also still going strong. Seven 
of the last 40 Teutonic films belong 
to this'category. Eight were dra¬ 
matic features. 

Most remarkable fact about 
these German productions is the 
constant upbeat in number of color 
pictures. Of these 40 pix, a total 
of 25 were tinters. It’s quite ob¬ 
vious that the German producers 
find it more and more essential to 
add the advantage of color to their 
Otherwise comparatively low-budg¬ 
eted dims. Majority of new Ger¬ 
man pix were adapted from 
novels or magazine stories or 
based on plays. And more-than 
six of the last German pix preems 
were remakes. 

Another notable fact about Ger¬ 
man postwar pix is the high per¬ 
centage of foreign-born stars in 
top roles. Switzerland is a par¬ 
ticular substantial contributor 
along this line. Liselotte Pulver, 
Paul Hubschmid, Bernhard Wicki, 
Maria Schell, Elisabeth Mueller 
and Vico Torriani were among the 
top Swiss stars who had leading 
roles in the 40 German films. 
Other top foreign names included 
England’s Lilli Palmer, although 
many around here call her a Ger¬ 
man actress; Yugoslavia's Elm a 
Karlowa, Swedish Bibi Johns, 
Italy’s* Raf Vallone and Marcello 
Mastroianni (latter appeared in a 
German - Yugoslavian coproduc¬ 
tion), France's Odile Versois, who 
also works in British pix, and mul¬ 
ti-national Ivan Desny, who was 
born of Russian-Swedish parents 
in Peking and who keeps filming 
in all parts of Europe. Many of 
supporting players in German pix 
are alstj foreign.. ‘ ■ 

Biggest contributor to the casts, 
of course, is Austria. The hiring 
pf top Hollywood talent for Ger¬ 
man productions also • has been 

o tried a number of times, but near¬ 
ly all efforts failed because of 
financial difficulties. Joseph Cot- 
ten, who starred in "Special De¬ 
livery," is one of the few excep¬ 
tions. More recently, the Germans 
got hold of Argentinian-born Car¬ 
los Thompson. Cashing in on his 
Hollywood background, the Neue 
Terra used him for the second 
male lead in the Lilli Palmer -star- 
rer, “Between Time and Eternity." 
Thompson is how ih CCC's “Fran- 
ziska” and has a 'couple of more 
German pic deals on Ms agenda. 

YANK PRODUCT STILL 
PACES ITALIAN B.O. 

- Rome, June 4. 
Yank productions continue to 

lead at the Italian boxoffice, fig¬ 
ures just released indicate. Sta¬ 
tistics are for the season and are 
updated to cover all of May. Of 
the 22' subjects topping the 100 

million lire gross <$150,000) 16 are 
American, four Italian, and two 
French. "War and Peace” <De^ 
LaurentiisJLux),. handled by Para¬ 
mount, cofitinues way out front 
with about $769,000 for key-city 
first-runs, followed by "Trapeze” 
(UA), "Picnic” (Col) and "Giant” 
(WB). 

"Anastasia” (20th) is next, fol¬ 
lowed by^ “Sbngue Misto” (M-G), 
“The Conqueror” (RKO), “Poveri 
ma Belli” (Titanos-Italian), “Rififi” 
(French), and "Guys and Dolls” 
(M-G). 

Fellerman’s Europe Trip 
Max Fellerman, veepee and gen¬ 

eral manager of Lopert Films, 
planes to Europe on three week 
biz and pleasure trip today (Wed.). 
He will visit England, France and 
Italy to give the o.o. to product 
that might be suitable for showing 
in Lopert houses of N.Y. and Wash¬ 
ington. Mrs. Fellerman accom¬ 
panies the ’Lopert exec on his 
European trek. 

They will returh from LeHarve 
July 4 on the Liberte. 

Moscow Vaude Theatre 
On 1st London Visit 

London, June 11. 
Moscow State Variety Theatre is 

to make its first visit in London 
later tills month. The company 
opens its season here at the Streat- 
ham Hill Theatre (a suburban 
2,600-seater) * June 24 for two 
weeks. Then it moves to the Gold- 
ers Green Hippodrome for another 
two weeks, starting July 8. 

Among the artists who’ll be ap¬ 
pearing with the company are Galia 
Izmailova, the Uzbek dancer; Sne- 
gerov and Galoyan, a xylophone 
duo who toured Britain in 1955; 
and Mey and Divov, two puppeteers 
who appeared at the London Casino 
two years ago. 

Greek Film Prod.. 

In Sharp Upbeat 
By IRENE VELISSARIOU 

Athens, June 4. 
41 Although the Film Censors Board 
and other committees did not au¬ 
thorize any Greek film suitable to 
represent local production at the 
Cannes Film Festival this year, 
quantity of Greek production is 
on the upbeat. About 30 pictures 
lvere released this season and an 
equal number now are in produc¬ 
tion besides the ones completed 
but left to be released next year. 

Greek producers have not been 
receiving any official assistance or 
help of any kind, having to work 
mainly n'n a very low budget and 
to produce pictures destined mostly 
for the local market In the 
last two years, however, there 
has been a tendency to- produce 
better pix for' worldwide, release. 
Such films include "Stella” (sold to 
Universal), ‘T&e. Girl in Black” 
bought - by Columbia; * "Bed of 
Grass,”* "The Dragon”.and a few 
otKets'. ‘ 

Another' reason for the quality 
encouragement for local produc¬ 
tion is the fact that Greek films 
are riot any longer so much local 
boxoffice toppers. Hence, Greek 
producers have started to tMnk 
about the foreign, market. Despite 
lack of adequate-studio facilities 
here, the weather, unique scenery 
plus the cheaper labor and low 
living costs favor a production 
work here. Jean Negulesco worked 
jsix months liere shooting "Boy on 
a Dolphin” while Jules\Dassiu did 
"Celui ■. qui .. Doit Mourir” here. 
Other foreign producers planning 
co-productions include a Russian 
studio. It’s due to make a screen 
version of Homer's "Iliad.” 

Greek director Michalis Kakoy- 
annis known for his hits, “Stella’’ 
and "Girl in Black,” is planning to 
shoot the Euripides tragedy, "Iphi- 
genia in Avlis.” This picture will 
be produced by the biggest picture 
outfit in Greece, headed by T.‘ 
pamaskenos and Victor Michael- 
ides, with' a foreign co-producer. 
It will be in color and C’Scope. 

France, Italy Meet On 
New Co-Prod. Setup 

Rome, June 4. 
Franco-Italian committee charged 

with supervision of co-productions 
between the two countries’ pix in¬ 
dustries is currently meeting in 
Paris in an attempt to iron out 
some difficulties resulting from the 
Italian film crisis. Trouble seems 
to lie in the fact that the Italians 
have failed to come up with a large 
part of the financial backing re¬ 
quired to balance twin productions 
principally made in France. 

It is reported that the total bal¬ 
ance of Franco-Italian co-produc¬ 
tions for the year ending last April 
30, is one-sided in favor of France, 
which has completed 15 more 
"twin” products than Italy for the 
period. Number of co-productions 
made in each country should he 
equal for. the year’s period. Com¬ 
mittee is trying to find a solution 
agreable to both parties. Commits, 
tee members point out that box- 
office-wise, Franco-Italian co-pro-; 
ductions during the past years have; 
made considerable progress, both' 
at home and as export fare. j 

Margot Sellout”in^sydney I Must Have Co-PtgA With Yank Major 
Sydney, June 4. ^ 

rF-S-SiSS To Crash U.S. Market Sez Italo Chief 
under the J. C. Williamson Ltd. , _ 
banner. The Sydney run of two ---—:— ---f Rome, June 4. 
weeks at the Empire was com- n n i Tr j True co-production with an 
pletely sold out in two days, for a KflL KOYitl IllBDO 01*01116 American major company is prac- 
retura of about $225,000. , »».*, n ti tieaUy the only 'vay to penetrate 

The Melbourne season, limited Hlt hv TAftr R 0 rfllfK the (American) market.” according 
to two weeks, is also reported as HJ 1 1 to Goffredo Lombardo, Titanus 
a sellout with another $225,000 in Preston, Eng., June 4. Film topper and president of the 
the b.o., an alltime Record for this The Royal Hippodrome Theatre Italian Producers Assn. Lombar- 
part of-the country, shuttered here on May 25 bte- do, whose company currently is 

; --.vy V. - , cause of dwindling receipts. Final embarking on the "first truly co- 
|V || | n _ A * show was "The Tender Trap,” productive venture” between the 
HAllOltfl KflCl \P| staged by the Hippodrome Players, two countries’ industries (filming 
IlUUallU 1 Cut iivl Theatre is the last in this north- the Mario Lanza starrer, "Seven 

west England town. It was formerly Hills of Rome," in cooperation with 
m ¥ -* r- part of the Broadhead northern* Metro), aired his views at the open- 
I A I WtAW Inna IK circuit of vauderies. Ing of Titanus’ annual convention. 
1U U1IC1I JUlIC 1U According to management, Tal- Metro-Titanus pic, which Roy 

hot Entertainments Ltd., every ROWland is slated to start shooting 
Amsterdam, June 4. type of show, including vaude, around June 11, is the kind of film 

The Holland Festival will be held revue, circus, musical comedy and tbe Italian industry would like to 
in the cities of Amsterdam, The repertory drama, has been tried, ggg more of. Story and script ideas 
Hague and Rotterdam, June 15 to hut all. have failed to stand up to most actors are contributed by 
July 15. Subsidized by the govern- spreading influence of tv. Despite Titanus, while the star, director 
ment and the city boards of the lifting of entertainments tax on ^d coin are Metro’s. Other pro- 
above mentioned cities (Aruster- live theatre, public support has duction factors being split, 
dajq voted money this year after been worse than before. . <Lombaido als0 reveaied that the 
much debate) citizens and visitors long-pending Titanus deal for six 
may^e * layout ff music, ballet p L IV Tl J co-produced pLx with 20th-Fox had 

riwirn rlY rfAnQ fallen through. Split oh a pact, 
of -the Netherlands Opera no for- 1 I CUvll I 1A I lUUo* which was all drawn up, came over 
eign opera groups have been In- disagreement as to exclusivity. 
yrited t^ye.¥\, W1*J_ produce ii 1Q BJ| Hi Metro agreement is non-exclusive, 
Verdis Othello Don Pasquale, |V|OV| I)L|v|a siud Lombardo feels confident it 
and m commemoration of Strawm- lflaU lUlliUa 1 loll will lead to other pending pacts 
sky’s ,75th birthday, his "Rake’s * ' with u, s. interests. 

A recent mee® mfnda S&dC^d: 
wMch ^ll do ^fma^S’s -Der cate of Film ^oducers and Ex- First would be low-cost production 
Unbestechliche”; the Studio desi porters outlined plans for the ‘he ^al ™arketf ^ong a pat- 

Shakespeare and Greek drama. The amortization of pix, the slashing of mat^'at around S300'So “ 
Dutch Theatre will be represented rising production costs, and the malea ai°undti :>oUU,UUU' 
by the production of Dutch 17th eventual integration of France into Second, true co-productions 
Century playwright Bredero'S the Common Market setup as well TJ, S. majors, such as the up- 
“Moortje.” as a study of how this would affect coming Metro item. Third part of 

Besides performances by The the Film Aid Funds. program would cover productions 
Netherlands Opera Ballet and the noint- for home imDroVe- specifically m‘lde for the European 
Nederlandse Ballet, the Royal Bal- meM we^e rij to set^ u^ a real H,QmTn Mar^etV budSfted hiSher 
let (formerly the Sadler’s_ Wells ^with^ tele !o 

French Pix Prods. 

Map 18-Mo. Plan 
Paris, Jime 11. 

• 'Lombardo also revealed that the 
long-pending Titanus deal for six 
co-produced pix with 20th-Fox had 
falleq /through. Split on a pact, 
which was all drawn up, came over 
disagreement as to exclusivity. 
Metro agreement is non-exclusive, 
and Lombardo feels confident it 
will lead to other pending pacts 
with U. S. interests. 

Titanus has a triple-headed pro- 
A recent meeting of the' Syndi- gram in mind, Lombardo stated, 

cate of Film Producers and Ex- First would be low-cost production 

Ma Belli,” which cost $108,000 to 
make and will gro^s an estimated 
$1,500,000 during the first year in 

by the production of Dutch 17th eventual integration of France into Second, "tiue” co-productions 
Century playwright Bredero’S the Common Market setup as well s- majors, such as the up- 
“Moortje.” as a study of how this would affect coming Metro item. Third part of 

Besides performances by The the Film Aid Funds. program would cover productions 
Netherlands Opera Ballet and the noint- for home imDroVe- specifically m°*de for the European 
Nederlandse Ballet, the Royal Bal- we?e a) to set^ u^ a real H,QmTn Mar^etV budgfted hiSher 
let (formerly the Sadler’s Wells ^o?kin- deal with%?owin? tele -o than* those m7.de for Italo consump- 
Theatre Ballet) __and the . Spanish ™ ineatre uanerj ana me opamsn to avoid any future competition; 
Ballet Ximenez-Vargas will make (2) closer collaboration between all 
appearances. .> facets of ° filmmaking Amorim itrJll ISCeiS OI inmmaxing. 

wider arens of return offered by the 
appearances. „ • - now-forming European market idea. 

In. the music sector, America will, ... - - .f* .. ' Lombardo professed himself un- 
be repped hy the Cleveland Orch, .In “ie foreign situations, atten- afrajd 0£ the tv menace. Future pro- 
conducted ity 'George Szell,-and tion was focused on creating great- gram 0£ llis company, one of larg- 
wlth soloist Leon Fleisher. The er expansion m U. S. and Russian est |n th=s quite ambi- 
COncertgebouw Orchestra will par- mam via French Film Weeks, mar^ tious, including ‘*llelle Ma Povere.” 
ticipatem fest With-Mahler’s Ninth ket studies, publicity, etc. Also to a Spanisli-Italian co-production 
Symphony and Mahler’s Third Sym- be looked into are rising costs, (next on the agenda), "Le Bocche 
phony, ,- . especially exorbitant production inutiii” and a screen version of 

Actual-fesf wiii be opened in costs. * Victor Hugo’s "The Man Who 
The Hague the night of June 14' Henri Frenay, repping the Laughs.” 
with a concert by the Netherlands SFPE, laid out this program be- --=—-— 
KSmerorkest. fore industry and governmental - , _ - ^ _ 

—-- reps. It was also made clear that JtaiO jEIlRDS WlU 111 
C D * > P* there were still governmental ' 
u66S imtaill S tincnii nixes on free industry activity, such Ul Vq Hcinff Tala 

»p n n • |* * * as no double features, frozen box- UolU*, IClc 

. Tax So Cnppling It Unregulated in Public 
May Throttle Industry Repea,ea compfSo^X U 

Leefds, June 4. meeting. Still stressed was the fact of Italian film exhibitors, among 
Britain’s civil servants and gov- that in-order to show real profit others, has resulted in the passing 

ernment officials have little sym- 600,000,000 patrons were needed 0f a n'ew set 0f police regulations 
pathy with cinemas, and are using this year but not more than 420,- governing the use of tele sets in 
entertainments tax to reduce the 000,000 were expected. Other Con- pUMic places. Televiewing in bars, 
number of film houses in the U.K. tinental countries were way over hotels, restaurants, niteries and 
This view was put forward at an this mark. There are still too many gim houses has become a wfde- 
exhibitors’ meeting here by A. S. producers in France, it was cited, spread national habit in this coun- 
Hyde. The meeting decided to; but it was felt that the Common especially in the hinterlands 
call for setting up a committee of; Market could bring solutions to and jn the south, where sharp in- 
the four trade associations "to ex- many problems with its greater r0ads have been made on an al- 
amine the problems affecting the marts, exchanges of techniques etc. ready toppling boxoffice structure, 
industry.” j But many others feel it would New rules reinforce an old edict 

Move follow*ed the discussion of j change nothing. prohibiting charging of extra fees 
papers read at the recent conven- j ^-—-=- or surtaxes for televiewing, also 
tion of British exhibs at Glen-; njrn 1 •_ C__ vetoing the turning off of lights to 
eagles, Scotland, by John Davis vfmv 1 upPCr JCZ permit better pic quality on the 
and Clifford Barclay. Jacfe XJ . .. n• tv- , «i n, small screens. No furtner permits 
Prendergast, Leeds exhib, said the> xOPClfitt UlStTiD U13.VS for large-screen or projected tv will 
industry should set up a cehtral-j ^ J be given, though present installa- 
ized fund to help smaU cinema^T ^ * j’ tions will be allowed to continue 
keep open. Thomas F O Neil, head of RKO under supervision in vie.v of the 

According to Hyde, the closing! Teleradio -Plctur^s, parent company ofWligh expenditures undergone 
of 1,009 cinemas in Britain would.jJ gave ;an assura:nee here for ijnstalIaticn 

be catastrophic, entailing a loss ol The. opening of new installations 
some $21,-000,000 to the nation’s -Mjf designed for televiewing, or any 
revenue and $2,200,000 to the Pro- ]Sfh size or tind* "'ill be governed by 
duction Fund; In addition, the the same rules and procedure cur- 
shortage of product must be ex- -nm' rently regulating the opening of 
amined and looked into closely. tlfes 1S cinemas. And the use of t\ in open 

"We do not beHeve,” said air is similarly to be limited. Un- 
Prendergast, "that the small cine- distribution activity with pro- affecte(j bv the new ruies are the 

ma is finished, and we are not auction. exhibs, who may continue to run 
content to see the small cinemas He said reports about dissolution tv programs in between pic shows 
pass out.” of distribution setups in the U. S. or m waiting rooms, as they see fit. 

Exhibs said action. should be which were interpreted as meaning _____ 
taken pronto, Exhibs, . renters, the beginning of the-end for RKO, f 
producers and others should get were unfounded. He felt that by Mpv Rorifn S|t1kP 
together, and form some sort of saving in this field RKO could put 1!1CA *WU1U UWiU* 

joint consultative body to examine more into the entertainment value Mexico City, June 4. 
'and discuss the problems they had of the pix it is to make. ' j Unionized' musicians are threat- 
raised. Talking of future production, eping a strike against two top local 
_ • -O’Neil said that while RKO liad radio stations, XEW and XEQ, 

; eight or nine subjects almost unless they are granted a 5G- o 
Other Foreign News \ ready, the main problem was to w*age hike and several other costly 

^ a -get top stars- However, RKO w*as economic benefits by June 15. 
On Page T5 'going back into production in Brit- The Labor Ministry is striving 

_j__ lain, to avoid the walkout. 

K&merorkest. 

Sees Britain’s Cinema 
-Tax So Crippling It 

May Throttle Industry 
Leefds, June 4. 

fight Vs. Using Tele 
Unregulated in Public 

Rome, June 4. 
Repeated complaints on the part 

Mex Radio Strike Looms 
Mexico City, June 4. 

Unionized' musicians are threat- 

Other Foreign News 

On Page J5 
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MODERN MUSICAL TREAT...EXCITING STORY! 

The one and only Elvis (and in TECH NICOLOR® for 
the first time}-pins two mote big stars and* a yoUng 
star sensation; Dolores Hart. ; A-7A - ", A 

It’s big musical entertainment and more . i^ ja: t#m: : 
pestuous story of three loves aad the drama /I 
guy who sings up a storm, fightii% to 
of show business.' ^ '• V :;A. • A A- vA A A ■ A-i's 
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m SEVEN 

SONGS 

£6*1 
SINGS MAKE 

A PROMOTION 

FIELD DAY.. . “Loving You” • “Hot Dog 

Lonesome Cowboy” •*'Let Me Be Your Teddy Bear” 

‘‘Got A Lot Of Living To Do” • “Mean-Woman Blues” 

“Let’s Have A Party” 
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Arg. Exhibs Win Fight to Have New 
10% Tax Apply Only on Paid Ducats 

-♦---*--- Buenos Aires, June 4. 
Faced with strong opposition by 

the Argentine Exhibitors Assn., 
the National ~ Screen Institute 
backed down late last week and 
agreed that the new 10% boxoffice 
tax, which came into force last 
April 20, should apply only on the 
number of film theatre stubs ac¬ 
tually sold, and not on “paper” as 
first decreed. 

The institute also agreed to col¬ 
lect the strict 10%, and not take 
fractions of tickets to overcome the 
difficulty of a shortage of centavo 
coins in the national currency. 

Exhibs here fought paying the 
new 10% tax on passes because 
there are so many used by every 
cinema. They felt this was an un¬ 
fair added burden for admissions 
from which they gained nothing. 

The National Screen Institute 
has two qualification commitees 
hard at work reviewing the back¬ 
log of around 40 Argentine-made 
feature pictures which have pend¬ 
ing release for almost nine months. 

The • committee which was to 
classify film theatres in Buenos 
Aires and determine which will op¬ 
erate as first, second-run or move- 
over houses, has now submitted a 
report to the Institute Board, and 
the latter is expected to act on 
this as soon as possible, to insure 
playing time for the native films. 

Exhibitors are standing by their 
legal opposition to the Film Law, 
until such time'as it has been prop¬ 
erly enacted. • Clause 8 of the law 
stipulated that - they were to be 
called in to cooperate in drafting 
regulations for that enactment. 
The feeling among- exhibitors is 
that the law is unconstitutional and 
violates principles of free enter¬ 
prise guaranteed under the consti¬ 
tution. 

Three officials of the Ministry of 
Commerce are working with the 
Screen Institute on a- plan to in¬ 
crease admission scales. At the 
present time they are reported to: 
favor a sliding scale between a: 
maximum of 10 pesos and a mini-1 
mum of $4.50. For a time a .higher 
maximum was* contemplated for 
deluxe houses* but the theory now ] 
prevailing is that ah first-runs; 
should charge 10 pesos. 1 

Naples’One Day Weekly 
Cinema Shutdown Stirs 

Italy’s Film Industry 
“ Rome, June 4. 

News that all Naples cinemas 
would close every Wednesday 
starting June 5 has received wide¬ 
spread comment in the Italian 
press and in pix circles. Move was 
decided at the last meeting of 
AGIS's (Italian. Exhibitors Assn.), 
Naples directorate, in* view of the 
desperate condition in which 
Naples area exhibs have recently 
found themselves. AGIS comment 
on the announcement, which also 
intimated that those‘^Showcases Jn 
Naples which usually closed down 
for the summer hiatus would do 
so earlier this year (and re-open 
later than usual), was that it was 
“entirely possible*' that other Ital¬ 
ian centers' would follow the 
Naries example. 

While the move was stressed as 
being for economy reasons, enabl¬ 
ing Naples’ exhibs to meet current 
deficits as well as immediately cut 
down overhead, observers here 
feel that move is principally des¬ 
igned for “shock effect” in a pro¬ 
paganda effort to achieve multiple 
specific aims. 

Most pressing of these are: (1) 
more favorable rental conditions 
and contracts from ANICA (U.S. 
members of ANICA, via MPEA, 
recently turned down a plea for a 
5% or more rental cut for Naples 
area exhibs); and (2) lowering of 
high government admission taxes 
(current throughout Italy), which 
sometimes Cut into a .single ticket 
to the tune of 85%. 

Ill-feeling between Italo produc¬ 
ers (ANICA) and exhibs (AGIS), 
which has reached a high pitch 
recently, is pointed up by the sharp 
comments contained in the AGIS 
bulletin announcing the Naples 
move. Behind the whole crisis, of 
course, lies the fact that Neapoli¬ 
tans, who recently began receiving 
tv broadcasts, previously cut off in 
that area, have gone all-out for the 
new medium, thus throwing exhibs 
into their current panic. 

Banquer Named UA’s 
European Sales Asst. 

Paris, June 11. 
Several changes have been set in 

the United Artists personnel setup. 
Eric Pleskow, the UA rep in Ger¬ 
many, comes here to be sales as¬ 
sistant. He will be replaced there 
by Gaza Poleti, who was originally 
WB’s rep in Cuba. 

Herb Banquer, Marc Spiegel's 
assistant at Motion Picture Export 
Assn, here, goes to UA to exec as¬ 
sistant to Mo Rothman, the conti¬ 
nental sales manager. Charles 
Smadja is monickered now as vee- 
pee in charge of foreign produc¬ 
tion. 

Mucho Shifts On 
Spain Pix Scene 

Madrid. June 4. 
In the wake of Juan,Perez* auk- 

ling of his Madrid manager’s 
desk at C. B. Films for Dipenfa- 
Filmayer upgrading, several other 
distributor personality moves in 
the' film biz here are stirring 
mucho trade talk. Metro will lose 
two of its top staffers next week 
when Metro sub-director for 
Spain, Marino Cuevas, moves over 
to Benito Perojo Productions and 
Madrid manager Alberto Alos 
goes over to C. B. Films. Both 
are Metro veterans, Alos being a 
28-year men, and are both highly 
regarded here; 

Also recently turned in yeoman 
service during location, khboting in 
Madrid of Metro’s “Tip On A 
Dead Jockey” while 'Metro unit 
production manager Jim Hender- 
ling lauded the Alos contribution 
in terms ihat pleased high Metro 
distrib toppers. 

' Film trade specifics on the offer, 
that bagged Cuevas were con¬ 
firmed by producer Benito Perojo. 
to the effect that Cuevas will get 
a very hefty annual salary of $11,- 
000 plus a 5% profit percentage 
or an unprecedented yearly take 
in the neighborhood of 750,000 
pesetas (near $16;500). 

C. B. Films’ lure for Alos was 
a top assignment as national sales 
chief with a corresponding h<avy 
participation arrangement. Alos 
will also keep an eye on the 
important Madrid branch office 

| where a successor to ex-manager 
Perez still has not been found. 

STILL ANOTHER FESTIVAL 

Vichy Referendum 'Rated Tourist 
- Gimmick—What Else? 

Paris, June 11. . 
Vichy Referendum, June 1-15, is 

generally rated a touristic gambit 
with .six nations submitting films 
for (it's .a non-reeognized film fest) 
prizes which are harfded out via the 
public vote. It does give an idea 
of commercial-type pix. This year, 
France, England, U. S., Russia and 
Austria have entries, with France 
taking the lion’s share. 

France shows “Saint-on Jamais" 
(Does One Ever Know), “Les, 
Etoiles Ne Meurent Jamais" Stars 
Never. Die), “Patrouille De Choc," 
“Le Coin Tranquille” (The Quiet 
Corner), “Ce Joli Monde" (Those 
Pretty People), and “Les Violents.” 

The U. S. has “Edge of the City" 
(M-G), “The Rainmaker” (Par), 
while England entered “The New 
Illusion" and: “It’s Great to be 
Young." Austria's entry is “Con¬ 
gress Enjoys Itself” while Rus¬ 
sia’s “Is the Heros of qhipka." 

Yanks Win 2 Top Prizes 
* Rome, June 4, 

Yank entries copped two “Gold 
Robots,” one “Silver Robot,” and 
one medal at the Third Interna¬ 
tional Show of Specialized Films 
held here. The nine-day -event was 
held at Rome’s University, with 
300-odd films from 27 nations 
screened. 

U. S. Department of the Inferior 
won its “Gold Robot” for its 
ijroup selection of entries, while 
another top prize went to Knicker¬ 
bocker Productions for “Your 
Share in Tomorrow” made with the 
International Film Foundation. 

U-I Bows Out of Brit 
Film Biz Tele Program 

London, June II. 
Universal-International has de¬ 

cided not to supply any more ex¬ 
cerpts from its pictures for airing 
on ABC-TV's networked picture in¬ 
dustry program, “Box Office.” Rea¬ 
son given is that the company does 
not think that tv can help to boost 
a pid; in fact, it could he more 
to its detriment. 

A U-I spokesman said it was im¬ 
possible to put over to the public 
the attractions of a film merely by 
snipping out a few minutes of foot¬ 
age. He pointed out that this was 
the company’s policy in America. 

1956 Best Year 
For Mex Exhibs 

Mexico City, June 4. 
Last year was the new top 12- 

month period for pix here, ac¬ 
cording to official figures. The 133 
cinemas operating at that time in 
this city (population nearly 4,500,- 
000) grossed $14,750,285 from 78,- 
475.116 cash patrons. 

That was very excellent going 
in view of the admission price here 
bemg ceilinged at 32c. 

The 24 stage houses attracted 3,- 
093,496 payees and grossed $1,951,- 
896. Theatres are continuing their 
impressive comeback. 

The 1956 take of cinemas and 
theatres last year far exceeded that 
in 1955 when the filni shops 
grossed $12,774,657 and the stage 
houses $1,784,375. 

‘Peace/ ‘Giant’ 1st of Lengthy Films 
(Upped Scale) to Get Aussi^Release 
- --—-♦* Sydney, «ane 4. 
o ■ r t n n i o* I Down Under circuits are swing- 
bwedish Hailet (jives ling into a so-called “new era” as 

F.dinhiiro-h 3 New Ones the winter season hits here with a 
£jamDUrgn a Diew uneb slirplus of lengthy pix playing at 

Edinburgh, June 4. • upped admissions. First in is “War 
Three ballets, recently preemed; an(j peace” (Par), now current at 

in Sweden, will be presented by j the i^oc-seat Prince Edward on a 
the Swedish Opera Ballet at the j three-a-day policy at '10 shillings 
upcoming Edinburgh Festival. In (about $1.12) top. Pic is doing very 
all, six ballets will he performed solid night biz, with day sessions 
by the company. ‘ ^ jnot so strong. The house is one of 

New.works are Sisyphus, with ■ the bigger Greater Union Thea- 
music by Kark-Birger Blomdahl, i operations here. 
Swedish composer; “The Prodigal j Next in will be “Giant” (WBi at 
Son,” with music by Hugo Alfren the 2,200-seat Regent, under the 
Rosen, and Cupid Out of His Hoyts’ banner. This one will also 
Humor,’ to music of Henry Pur- g0 jn on three-a-day, replacing the 
cel1- . ! usual four-daily policy. Same scale 

Dancers will include Elsa-Mari-; as £qr '*peace" is likely, 
anne von Rosen, Marianne Or-: peak 0f t^e high-priced films re- 
jando, Bjorn^ Holmgren, Teddy 'jeaseci here will be in July when 

‘Around World in 80 Days” <TJA) 
[opens at the 920-seat Paris. This 
one wO only play nightly, with two 

j matinees—Wednesday and Satur¬ 
day. It replaces the usual four- 
daily grind at this Hoyts’ house* 
No admission price has been set 
as yet. 

“Days” will not us'' the same 
equipment here 4s that in the U.S., 
Since regarded as far too costly for 
this territory.. Nevertheless, it’s 

Berlin Opera Co.’s ‘Fox’ 
Clicks in Paris Preem, 

Looks Suitable for U.S. 
Paris, June 11. 

Chalk up another success for 
the theatre of Nations, at the 
Theatre Sarah Bernhardt, now 
housing the Leos Janacek opera 
“The Little Intelligent Fox.” 
Done by the Kbmische Opera of 
Berlin, . this charming, folksy 
drama, mixitfg animals and hu¬ 
mans, got top critical and audi¬ 
ence response and is drawing both 
tourists and Parisians during its 
single-week. stand. 

First performed in Czechoslo¬ 
vakia in 1924, “Fox” has become 
a German operatic regular, but 
has remained unknown in most 
other countries. Now the rich, 
vibrant rhythms, smacking of 
nature, have become a revelation 
here. Walter Fellenstein’s direc¬ 
tion also helps. He makes . the 
people playing animals mix 
adroitly with the human person¬ 
ages. 

It Is the tale of a forrester in 
love with a wild young peasant 
girl, with human and animal and 
drama paralleling each other and 
the direction deftly filling the 
forest with assorted animals and 
insects in clever makeup. Be¬ 
sides being good opera, this is a 
beguiling show and seems a pros¬ 
pect for the U.S., either with this 
Germane group or as a new pro¬ 
duction. It’s also a bright video 
possibility. _ Mosk. 

Italo Court Mulls 
'Cabiria’ Remake Case 

Rome, June 4. 
Court of Appeals of Florence cur¬ 

rently is considering the . case 
stirred up over the remake rights 
to “Cabiria,” 1913 Italo epic writ¬ 
ten after a scenario; by poet Ga¬ 
briele D’Annunzio. Dispute is be¬ 
tween two parties claiming the 

[Tight to remake this pic. Itala 
Film claims it got rights to the 
film in 1913, while the D’Annunzio 
estate claims it as its own.. Case 
came up when Lux Film, which 
planned production, bought all 
rights to “Cabiria” for 10 years 
after its Italian preem from Gio¬ 
vanni Pastrone, in the name of 
Itala Film. Subsequently, Lux was 
informed that a man named Renato 
Seccia was about to start a new 
“Cabiria," having purchased the 
rights from the D’Annunzio estate. 

In a 1951 judgment, the court 
gave Itala Film the film rights and 
that D’Annunzio.estate the literary 
rights to “Cabiria.” Appealed, this 
sentence was revesed in 1954, D’An¬ 
nunzio’s heirs getting full title and 
Lux . being charged the damages. 
Lux since again appealed the case 
(in .1956), and this is now finally 
coming up in court again. 

Rhodin, and Mario Mongarelli. 

Large Expansion 
In Greek Cinemas 

„ Athens, June 4. 
More than 40 open air cinemas *m*jj termory, ixeveniiciess, it s 

■will operate this summer in j g 
Athens-Pireaus area, which indi-; rf,nU wl11™,? l -nrTf f 

! nafac that nearlv that manv will:run ”ere an“ also t11C l.oOO-seat 

be built in all parts of Greece. Thisj ?^UA toMers°are 12* 
phenomenon seems strange enough! *ifje_l”,e,uring a 12~ 
even to local industry people, who ** . . 
have been fighting for years for j^ 
tax relief from the Greek govern-1^° n°t favor lon^-run fi.ms at m- 

£ j creased admissions. They prefer to 
' . ,, . ,, i give the patrons a “run for their 

These new theatres are mostly; moneyt” with good product limited 
built by outside investors, who feel j to 90 minutes, plus a support bill 
that motion pictures are the cheap¬ 
est and main entertainment for the 
Greek. people^—hence, think that 
they will hit the jackpot. During 
the past winter tliree Mg first-runs 
Opened in Athens, the Hellinis with 
1,200 seats, the Attica, a 1,350-seat- 
er, and the Astron with 1,300 seats' 

There is another one ready to i 
open next season. It is the Rivoli. = j>. n tit in • 
with a seating capacity of 500. Z-VyGGa LcUlttJ&lffn 
seats. Besides those, plans in work I * 
for five other theatres here plus an 
equal number of smaller ones, sec¬ 
ond-runs. 

at no more than five shillings (560 
tpp. Showmen point out that they 
are endearvouring to maintain fam¬ 
ily trade despite an upbeat in un¬ 
employment and monetary tighten¬ 
ing up. This can only be dona by 
keeping 'prices at a reasonable 
level, they claim. 

BERLIN'S DOUBLE CINEMA 

Industry Flocks to Bi-Cinema 
Preem—2 Auditoriums 

Berlin, June 4. 
West Berlin’s most modernistic 

film theatre, a double cinema, was,„___ 
officially inaugurated here with aima because France needs an esti- 

Opens in France For 
More Cinema Business 

Paris, June 11. 
The big film industry and gov¬ 

ernmental pitch to boost filmgoing 
in France, I.a Quinzaine Du Cin¬ 
ema (The Fortnight of Cinema L 
started last Wed. (J) and runs 
through June 18. This two-week 
period is designed to create public 
awareness and interest in the cine- 

mass reception with many reps ; mated 200,000,000 more film pa- 
from production, exhibition and rtrons per year to begin to get it 
distribution plus dignitaries from! into financial solvency. 

While France seems to have the 
greatest public interest in films, it 
paradoxically has the smallest per 

| capita attendance on the Continent. 
Amortization has to be reached 'in 
the domestic market • before the 
French industry can be assumed to 
be in good shape... Though rising 
production costs and admission fees 
are causing a great deal of the 
trouble, it is felt that the No. 1 
factor is still to get more regular 
customers into theatres every week. 

During this period the Champs- 

Senate attending. This socalled Bi- 
Cinema consists of Zoo Palast 
(1,204 jseats) and Atelier . am Zoo, 
550-seater. While the Palast is 
supposed to take care of the more 
commercial big domestic produc¬ 
tions, “Atelier” will dedicate itself 
in the first place to artistically 
valuable pix from abroad. First 
film at the Palast is the new Hel¬ 
mut Kaeutner pic, “Zuercher Ver- 
lobung" (Zurich Engagement), a 
NF release of Walter Koppel’s Real 
production. The Atelier teed», off j 
with Paramount’s. “Rainmaker.”jElysees will serve as the main 
Latter Is to be followed by the re- \ center. Two large stores have been 
issue, “Streetcar Named Desire” J decked out as Film Salons where 
(WB). Roth , houses, incidentally, j technical equipment is op disnlay, 
will also b$ the showplace for the ‘ people are photographed'^himedi- 
pixto.be shown at the forthcoming: ately and soon shown the film.Vic. 
Berlin Film Festival, June 21- It is in fact a veritable industrial 
July 2. ; film fare. 

This bi-cinema was built on tra-: Besides this, there will be special 
ditional grounds adjoining the openings of French and foreign pix. 
Zoological Garden. Here once was : plus some houses running o'atsiand- 
this city’s big UFA Palast, which: ing oldies. Teams will be traveling 
became a victim of Allied bombs, around France giving special show- 
Max Knapp, director of the bi-cin-;ings of outstanding international 

[ ema, said “it requires some amount; Pix. There are also many contests 
; of idealism to build *such cinemas an<f prizes in the otTinsr to entice 
'in times like this,” obviously re-;tho reluctant Frenchman into the 

cinema. 

UIEC Meets June 17 

ferring to the future tele threat. 
Knapp, Who has quite a reputa¬ 

tion as an exhibitor leader, alreadys; 
[owns or co-owns (via several com- 
jpanies) a number of film bouses Rome. Jur.e 4. 
jin Berlin, including the Gloria. Next meeting of the UIEC «In- 
jPalast, Corso, Neue Alhambra, ternational Exhibitors Union' is 
iPrinzenpalast, Marienbad- Licht- slated for The Hague, June 17-20. 
jspiele (all operated under his Italo Gemini, Italian eXmb assoeia- 
Thomas & Co. banner), and the tion (AGIS.* topper, and also head 
Alhambra and Schiller-Lichtspiele, ■ ol UIEC, preside at the fourday 
both supervised by his Kino-Betrie- j confab. 
hsgeseilschaft Norden. He also! Topics Tip for.discussion will be 
operates the Kirstall-Palast and At-i the possibility of exhibitors’ fman- 
lantic Filmtheatre. His Zoo-Pal-j cial participation in production of 
ast and Atelier am Zoo belong to ] feature films, the strong threat to 
his newly established. Filmtheatre the exhib sector of tele in public 
am Zoo company. j places such as bars, niteries, etc.. 
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commentary was well handled. 
Card. 

Bar Mltzvali j touchy with pictures concerning 
Most of it is new and fascinating ! Ireland- T 
tA PhriciHnn Tnovipfocrs ' *• John Ford directed with Irish 

Over-all production job is very ' nostalgia uppermost,' something 
snSSth^Lt^erhap^with a scaSt i whichI endear.itto Irish au- 
10 minutes’ footage, more time i“c5n.pnir^Jn5 
Tnipht havo hpen dpvoted tn the ■ Frank. O Connor s short story The 
£bb& telk with the iSy-almost! Majesty of thecas offrwas 
completely cut—and less to the **s, su^tle ^ 
ceremonial chanting.. Uncredited j «t« w.» to filM 

main, theme, and some references 
may well, prove too "local.” Top 

| roles are by.Noel Purcell as man 
who'd rather go to jail than pay 
fine for striking neighbor, and 
Cyril Cusack (currently in N. Y. 
legit’s “Moon For The Misbegot¬ 
ten”) as police inspector sent to 
serve the warrant, 

"A Minute’s Wait” is an Abbey 
farce featuring Ireland’s top come¬ 
dian Jimmy O’Dea and concerns 
the happenings oh a rural railway 
station when a train is delayed. It 
provides opportunities for humor 
on a ^dumber of Irish themes— 
match-making, long engagements, 
long-winded stories and English 

20 Million Miles to 
Earth 

Another "monster” to scare 
the kids the way they like to 
he scared. Elephant fights 
monster in streets of Borne. 
Good bet for the fantasy ad¬ 
dicts. 

H. 
Hollywood, June 7. 

Columbia release of a Charles 
Srhneer production. Stars William Hop¬ 
per, Joan Taylor; features Frank Puglia, 
John Zaremba. Thomas B. Henry. Tito i - j - 
vuoio. Directed by Nathan Juran. screen- ["Visitors. Plenty Of laughs, and some 
play. Bob Williams, Christopher Knopf; 
story. Charlott Knight, Ray Hafryhausen; 
camera, Irving Llppman. Carlos Ventjg- 
milla; editor. Edwin Bryant; music, Miscba 
Bakaleiiiikoff. Previewed June 6, '57. 
Running time, 14 MINS. 

('aider .. William Hopper 
Marisa ...".. Joan Taylor 
Dr. Leonardo... Frank Puglia 
Dr. Judson Uhl.John Zaremba 
Major McIntosh .... Thomas B. Henry 
Coir "ussario of Police . Tito Vuoio 
Signore Contlno.Jan Arvan 
Sharman .    Arthur Space 
Pepe .. Bart Bradley 
Mr. Maples . George PeUing 

pleasant singing from tenor Mi¬ 
chael O’Duffy. 

”1921” is an updated version of 
Lady Gregory’s Abbey play “The 
Rising of the Moon” and concerns 
escape of Irish patriot from jail in 
Galway. Expanded story covers jail 
escape sequence as well as setting 
of original story on a quayside and 
provides conflict of loyalty for po¬ 
lice sergeant guarding the wharf- 

good performance by Denis 
-V“r-y,. GeS5Re^ou5y O’Dea with Abbeyite Eileen Crowe 
MondeUo . Don Orlando __ hl-_ 
Dr. Koroku . Rollin Moriyama | as°I.s . ... , 

_ J Film, shot entirely on location 
This science-fictioner is 'another i*1* Ireland is black and white, -has 

in the long line of “monster” pic- [ Ford’s confident touch and first- 
tures that have racked up nice biz ► £?ass. camerawork by Robert 

Krasker. Mac. 

Die Trapp Faniilie 
(The Trapp Family) . 
(GERMAN-COLOR) 

Berlin, June 4. 

in situations catering to this type 
cf product. Indications point to 
similar playoff, realistic special 
effects providing strong exploita¬ 
tion potential. 

The Charles H. Schneer produc¬ 
tion pegs its premise on return of 
Jill American, rocket ship from the ' Gloria release of Divlna production. 

eieature Which almost overnight, by Wolfgang Llebenelner. Screenplay, 
grows into a towering monster l Georg Hurdalek, based on memories by 

which destroys everything _ in its j ^K^w^r^iS^muiic?31F?a^ 
path as it makes US way through f Grothe; editor, Margot von Schilieffen. At 
Rome. Large portion of pic was i UFA Pavilion, Berlin. Running time, 104 

lensed in Italy, where the Colos- i „ ■ * . ;. _ 
cpnm and nthpr r*lpc serve as in- • 5arone5? Mana TraPP ••••Ruth Leuwerik seum ana otner pries serve as in- Bai-on Trapp ...,.Hans Holt 
teresting backdrops for regulation I Countess ....Maria Holst 

story. One of the cleverest bitsof | 
Baroness Mathilde ..Hilda von Stotz. 
Abbess ... .Agnes Windeck 
Raphaels . Liesl Karstadt 
Samish ....Alfred Balthoff 
Petroff ..  ..Hans Schumm 
Female cook ..GreH. Theimer 

special effects is a battle to the 
death between the monster and a 
giant elephant on streets of Rome. 
Nathan Juran generally keeps a 
fast pace in his direction of the 
Bob Williams-Christopher Knopf 
screenplay. There is no doubt that Gloria 

of 

William Hopper, as only survivor ! baf *n ’Trapp Family” a real 
the ship as it crashes into the j has the cast, 

a off Sicily, directs efforts first rJ5hLP°w'>iDS.nnQ5Sientn 
to capture the monster for scien-i }^ill fi™c° 
tific purposes; then, to destroy it. ^SiSSIS* 
Immune to bullets, creature is sub- j 
dued temporarily when an electri- ! cbalnA 
cally-charged net is thrown over ; 5?'lsa**pp?£; A. AiAfEE 
it from a helicopter, but an acci- f’ ul* thl 
dent in the Roman museum which J^uage theatres in the 
cuts off the power returns beast to A A Pi 
its former strength and it breaks ! J "thu6 
out. to create a reign of terror ^furro' of thls has to do Wlth 
throughout the city. Creature is i e.yy3' , A , 
finally killed under an avalanche ! Ably adapted from the memoirs 
of stones when it’s blown by fire of Baroness Mana Trapp George 
power off the top of the Colosseum. Hurdalek’s script is a sentimental 

Appearing with Hopper are at- ■ jf0slvifc ““iR^h^Leuwer.k)1"’^! 

Si?e PrankTp& “her” 1 lcaves her nunnery t0 become tem- 
j!CJ f • Porarily a teacher in the castle of 

fdtner, a zoologist, John Zaremba. ..i-v. Baron TraDD JHans Holt) an 
^nerfeon 

B ^ and father of seven motherless chil- 
rj*eSnE:f‘unr idren. Holt soon sees more than 

r iIS ,V kv 4?r JHan'^’^ust a tea<*er in Miss Leuwerik ft':ded by Tito vuoio, Sicilian po- and +hev eet married A soecial 
lae commissario; Bart Bradley,, a *P‘ 
Sicilian moppet. 

Irving Lippman and Carlos Veil- 
tigmilia share camera credits, art 

pride of this family is the singing 
qualities of the children and latter 
win the first prize at a choir con¬ 
test. When Hitler invades Austria 
il938h the anti-Nazi Trapp family 
has to flee the country and starts 
as “the singing Trapp Family,” a 
new life in the U.S. where the kids 

. soon become a big success. 
The cast is a plus factor in this 

production. Miss Leuwerik in the 
role of a novice who becomes ba- 
roness Trapp is sympathetic. Holt 

Presumptive appeal to Irish audi- registers strongly as Baron Trapp, 
ences m States. Three short tales v * sood suDDort is eiven bv 
directed by John Ford with lots of Fri?dri?h DomiS, as‘Holt’! banker- 
Ciaelic nostalgia. friend, and Josef Meinrad, as 

' and musical teacher who 

director Cary Odell is responsible 
for good matching of sets and Ed- 
v. in Bryant’s editing is fast. 

Whit. 

The Rising of I he Moon 
(IRISH) 

'itUi^uon^Direetesi^^y^^im* K^rd^Di- joins the Trapps on their flight to 
ttor of ph»;osr.:p:iy, Robert Kroskvr; 
:«t*nplay. Fr;nk S. Nugent. Editor. 

America. Maria Holst, a countess 
whom Holt intended to marry be¬ 
fore he met Miss Leuwerik, has 
only a minor part in this. 

Wolfgang Liebeneiner's direction 
is very sensitive and he makes the 

Four Province* Films, outfit set 
up by John Ford. Michael iLorii> _ 
Killanin, Michael Scott and Tyrone most of the story. Werner Krien 
Power to ie::s motion pictures, in handles the Eastmancolor expertly 
Ireland, rebate's its first produc-..while the production dress shows 
tion through VTamors. Picture got • good German average. Rudolph 
good reception from Irish critics Lamy’s direction of the children’s 
at world premiere at Dublin’s choir-is extremely good. Other 
Metropole and local critics, it may contributions are of fine calibre, 
be remarked, are notoriously i Hans. 

S*avemir JFItalie 
(ITALIAN) 

(Color-Tcchnirama) 
Rome, June 4. 

Rank- Film release oi Athena-J. Av Rank 
audy> production. Stars June Laverick, 
Inge SchoeneT, Isabelle Corey; features 
Vittorio DeSlcau Alberto Sordi, Antonio 
CUfariello, Massimo GirottL Gabriele Fer- 
zeUL Directed by Antonio Pietrangell. 
Screenplay, Pietrangeli, Age, ScaTpelli; 
/.arrt^r* CTechnlrama), Aldo TontL AX 
Cinema Corso, Rome. Running time, 1M 
MIMS. r 
Margaret .....^June Laverick 
HUde .. Ingeborf Schoelii* 

J*. Arthur Rank has a good inter¬ 
national entry in this scenic—ana 
comic—romp through Italy. Top 
production values should, pay off at 
the boxoffice, with special help 
coming from the Technirama lens- 
ing of colorful Italo backdrops. 
Names in feature billing will help 
in.a few countries while the gals’ 
good looks should overcome lack of 
marquee lustre. 

Pic spins a loosely knit tale 
about three girls’ hitchhiking ex¬ 
periences on a trip through north¬ 
ern Italy, hitting the Riviera, Ven¬ 
ice, Elorence and Rome. Each finds 
romance of sorts at one of. the 
stops, while amusing Incidents in¬ 
volving Vittorio DeSica and Alber¬ 
to Sordi are. threaded through the 
plot. Latter is especially good in a 
very funny. portrayal of a gigolo 
who finally gets his comeuppance.- 
Pace is rapid as the gals work their 
way south to Rome, where the 
Britisher leaves her two traveling 
companions to fly home. 

Script and director Antonio Pie- 
trangeli’s able direction successful¬ 
ly blend commercial and artistic 
angles for an enjoyable total ef¬ 
fect. June Laverick is fine asjfhe 
prim English girL Ingeborg Schoe- 
ner engagingly draws her German 
companion while Isabelle Corey 
rough-sketches their uninhibited 
French fellow traveler. Supporting 
cast does a good backing job. 

Lensing is excellent throughout, 
getting full value from Techni¬ 
color’s new process while music 
and other credits on this totally lo¬ 
cation-shot pic measure up. ‘•While 
the version seen here is Italo- 
dubbed, actors speak in English, 
and an Anglo version is being read¬ 
ied, with plans calling for a gen¬ 
eral Anglo-American release this 
fall. Hawk. 

Die Bekenntnisse Des 
Hochstaplers Felix 

Krnll 
(Confessions of the Swindler Felix 

Rrull) 
(GERMAN) 

Berlin, June 4. 
Europa release of Filmaufbau (Goettin¬ 

gen) production. Stars Horst Btfchhotz and 
Llselotte Bulver; features Ingrid Andjree, 
Susi Nicoletti, Paul Dahlke. Directed by 
Kurt Hoffmann. Screenplay by : Robert 
Thoeren, after same-titled novel *. by 
Thomas Mann. Camera, Fried! Behn- 
Grund; music, Hans-Martln MaJewsld; 
editing, Caspar van den Berg. At Gloria 
Palast, Berlin. Running time, 112 MINS. 
Felix Krull.. Horst Buchbolz 
Zaza ..Llselotte Pnlver 
'Zouzou ..  Ingrid Andree 
Madame Houpfle . Susi Nicoletti 
Professor Xuckuck ......... Paul Dablke 
Maria Pla.,_____ Use Steppst 
Lord Kilmarnock..Walter Rilla 
Marquis de Venosta ....... Peer Schmidt 
Mama Venosta  .. Alice Treff 
Papa Venosta.. Karl Ludwig Lindt 

“Felix Krull” here bias been one 
of the Inost eagerly-awaited Ger¬ 
man pix. The world-famous Thom- 
.as Mann yarn, the utilization of 
Horst Buchholz, Germany’s bright¬ 
est young star, for the title role, 
and the name of Kurt Hoffmann, 
one of this country’s ablest pic 
creators, had won this production 
much advance attention before it 
even was completed. The results 
of this pic are somewhat mixed- 
positive and negative. It’s one of 
the better domestic products, ex- 

i tremely well made, and a refresh¬ 
ing departure from so many recent 
run-of-mill pix. Many, patrons, 
however, who have read and loVed 
the famous Thomas Mann book, 
may be bitterly disappointed. 

Though handled with taste and 
tact, “Felix *Krull” misses much of 
what the literary original made a 
bestseller a ’favorite in this" coun¬ 
try. Despite the fact that there 
is very good acting all along the 
line, the characters portrayed don’t 
quite come up to expectations. 
Film also lacks some depth. Nev¬ 
ertheless, the pic is amusing and 
entertaining enough to appeal to a 
majority of German audiences and, 
undoubtedly, also will please many 
of those who see in pix more than 
only entertainment. Since ’ the. 
Thomas Mann name is well known 
the world over, pic’s foreign 
chances also appear above the Ger¬ 
man average. 

Kurt Hoffmann, who has made a 
number of fine German pix within 
the past years, does not appear to 
have been able to achieve an au¬ 
thentic Thomas Mann film. But 
it is doubtful if any German pic 
director could have done a bet¬ 
ter job. 

To some, the acting will be a 
thing of controversy, too. But there 
is no doubt that most Germans 
will love this film’s characters. In 

Capsule Foreip Film Reviews 
Las Stella* Na Maurant Jamal* (Star* 

Never Die) (FRKNCH). Mercure Film* 
production and release. Directed and 
compiled by Max De VaucorbelL Commen¬ 
tary by Henri Jeanson, Pierre Larcohe; 
narrated by Franeoia Perier; mu*ie. Jean 
Weiner. At Avenue, Paris. Running time, 
H MINS. 

Pic is a compilation of scenes 
from various nix featuring nine de¬ 
ceased great French stars. It loops 
them together adroitly and ap¬ 
pears something of interest main¬ 
ly for Gallic marts where these 
pebple were known.. For the U. 
it looks like an item that coqld be 
used for special university pro¬ 
grams, but obviously it has limited 
commercial possibility. Stars like 
Louis Jouvet, Raimu, Harry Baur, 
Louis Salou and Marguerite Mo¬ 
reno flash by in scenes from such 
pix* as “Douce,” “The Baker’s 
Wife,” “Boule De Sulf” and others. 

Mask. 

Ln L*wv*s (The She Wolves) (FRENCH). 
'Feraard Rivers S.A. release of a Zodiaque 
production. Stars Francois Perier, Micne- 

; line Presle, Madeleine Robinson," Jeanne 
Moreau; features Marc Cassot, Pierre 
Mondy. Directed by Luis Saslavsky. 
Screenplay, Saslavsky, Bollexu-Narcejac 
from novel by Boileac-Narcejac; camera, 
Robert Julllard; editor, Marinette Cadix; 
music, Joseph Kosma. At Normandie, 
Paris. Running time, 100 MINS. ^ 

Since the success of “Dia- 
bolique,” the \^orks of Boileau- 
Narcejac have been pounced on by 
filmmakers here. However, light¬ 
ning rarely strikes twice. In this, 
Luis Saslavsky aims for psychologic 
cal shock rather tha* the direct 
visual aspects utilized by H. G. 
Clouzot in “Diabolique.” Result is 
a dense pic with an absorbing pro¬ 
gression, but suspense is rarely 
heightened and too telegraphed to 
make the morbid ending stark and 
jolting like its .predecessor. Its 
unsavory, theme may make this an 
okay entry for U. S. arty circuits, 
but at best it seems a chancey item 
which would need plenty of bally. 

A weakling pianist escapes from 
a prison camp during the war with 
his stronger, healthier friend. The 

friend is killed and he manages 
To get to his buddy’s fiancee, a pen 
pal, but .faints on her doorstep. 
When he awakens he has been 
taken for the dead man and does 
not deny it. Then the attempts at 
suspense are piled on and direc¬ 
tor Saslavsky’s gobd eye for atmos¬ 
phere and character manage to 
keep the coincidences to the end. 

Acting Is uniformly good which 
helps keep some interest even af¬ 
ter the plotting was worn thin. 
Francois -Perier is right as the 
weaklings Micheline Presle is ef¬ 
fective fil herself effacing role of 
the ’murderess-; ■ wl)lle Jeanne 
Moreau,', as tfce:£&yiqg sister, 
shapea^fine. ' ..*• . 

. Lensing is pre^edy - stark and 
technical credits fciCb good support¬ 
ing roles Kelp carry along this 
would-be shocker. Mosk: 

Famill* Schbn*k x (Family Schimek) 
(AUSTRIAN). Such* Film release of 
Vienna Mundua Film production. Fea¬ 
tures The* Lingen, Oskar Sima, Fita 
Bankhoff. Helga Neuner. Adrienne G*as- 
ner. Ernst Waldow, Peer Schmidt, Lucie 
Englisch, Helga Martin, Guenther Fiscner. 
Rudi Briefer, Josef Meinrad, Ernst Wald* 
brunn. Directed by Georg Jacoby. Screen¬ 
play adapted from play of same title by 
Gustav Kadelburg by Earl Farkas, Hel- 
muth M. Backhaus; music/ Heinz S-n- 
daUerj camera, Elio Carmel. At Apollo 
Kino, Vienna. Running time, 15 MINS. 

This legit hit around'the turn of 
the century was well adapted for 
this film and looks to show profits 
for the producers. It is a “silk 
stocking” story with no political 
angle. It was shocking for a young 
girl to show her legs in sexy man¬ 
ner in those days, and Helga Mar¬ 
tin, as “Hedwig” of bourgeoise 
family, does so as’ danseuse. This 
in turn leads to a bitter legal fight 
of her stepfather. Both Oskar Sima 
and Theo Lingen are extremely 
funny. Direction of Georg Jacoby 
takes care that few dull moments 
turn up. Settings are naturally 
oldfashioned. Music by Heinz San- 
dauer is nice. Camerawork by 
Elio Carniel deserves praise also. 

Maas. 

the main, this concerns Horst 
Buchholz, of course. His “Felix 
Krull” and his romantic adven¬ 
tures will win him many new, par- 

: ticularly female admirers. He has 
many even impressive scenes in 

tthis film. He may well call this 
title role another important mile¬ 
stone in his career. ♦ 

Film-has- an unusually large cast 
but all other performers, if con- 

i trasted with Buchholz, have rela¬ 
tively little to say. Liselotte Pul- 
ver, this time with blonde hair, is 
Zaza, a Parisian dancer, Felix 

j Krull’S No. 1 girl with whom he 
also- sails at the end. Susi 'Nico¬ 
letti, Ingrid Anaree and Ilse Step- 
pat competently show up as some 
of his other romantic partners. Too 
brief but very good-performances 
are turned in by Walter Rilla in 
the role of Lord Kilmarnock and 
Heinz Reinke as Stanko. Erika 
Mann, daughter of the late Thomas 
Mann, also has a role in this film, 
depicting a governess. Miss Mann, 
incidentally, also acted as a con¬ 
sultant on this film. 

Technically, film is very much, 
on the plus side. Strong assets are 
the score by Hans-Martin Majew- 
ski and Caspar van den Berg’s tight 
editing. Also the lensing is often 
splendid while the production 
dress surpasses the usual German 
standard. Hans. 

Les Sorcieres De Salem 
(The Witches, of Salem) 

(FRENCH) 
Paris. June 4. 

Bathe release of QlCC-Pathe production. 
Stars Yves Montand, Simone Signoret; 
features Mylene Demongeot, Alfred Adam, 
Jean. Debucourt, Raymond Rouleau, Jean 
Gaven, Jeanne Fusier-Gir. Directed by 
Rouleau. Screenplay, Jean-Paul Sartre 
from pjay, "The Crucible,” by Arthur 
Miller; camera, Claude Renoir; editor. 
Marguerite Renoir; music, Georges Auric. 
At Marignan, Paris. Running time, 135 
MINS. 

John Proctor .Yves Montand 
Elisabeth . Simone Signoret 
Abigail.Mylene Demongeot 
Governor .. Raymond Rouleau 
Parris  .. Jean Debucourt 
jCqrey .. Jean Gaven 
Martha ...Jeanne Fusier-Gir 

ArthuF Miller’s play, “The Cru¬ 
cible,” wts a, successful legiter 
here two years ago as “Les Sor- 
eieres De Salem.” Now the legit 
originators, Yves Montand, Simone 
Signoret and director Raymond 
Rouleau, have made it into a pic 
which was filmed almost entirely 
in East Germany. Jean-Paul Sar¬ 
tre was tagged for the screenplay. 
Result is a cumbersome, plodding 
affair which remaips theatrical in 
feeling and execution. This arty, 
posed pic has U. S. chances main¬ 
ly on the Miller play name and the 
exploitation aspects of its witch- 
hunting theme m 17th Century Sa¬ 
lem. It would need hard selling 
and looks-limited for the ,U. S., but 
may fare well locally. 

Film’s promise is never fulfilled 
and it shows that a too conscious 
attempt to parallel past events with 

fairly recent happenings (i. e., Sa¬ 
lim witch-hunting and the Un- 
American Activities Committee) 
can lead to loss of dramatic feel¬ 
ing. What should have been a tale 
of hysteria and superstition, here 
mixes politics, confessions, etc., to. 
cloud the theme au«L at the same 
time, its characters, who are never 
more than puppets. 

Despite adding many scenes to 
the play, it s still essentially talky 
and theatrical in unfoldment. Some 
good bits are imbedded in this, 
such as the black magic incanta¬ 
tions by a negress and some young 
girls in the woods, and their later 
feigned or. almost believed posses¬ 
sion by evil spirits. Director Ray¬ 
mond Rouleau has not given this a 
feel of time and place, and its char¬ 
acters appear more like those of a 
Flemish allegory on superstition 
and damnation than a group of aus¬ 
tere American colonists at grips 
with ignorance. 

Main tale of John. Proctor, whose 
love for a servant girl is one of 
the principal points of the growth 
of the witch hunting, rarely devel¬ 
ops feeling. His frigid, rigid wife 
drives off the girl who later uses 
the troubles for retaliation Lead 
characters are played on a too 
subdued level by" Yves Montand 
and Simone Signoret. However, 
Mylene Demongeot, as the servant, 
emerges a likely find as soon as she 
sluffs off mannerisms and substi¬ 
tutes acting for simulation. She 
has a decided film presence. 

Acting is- generally spotty and 
pompous, but lensing is striking 
and properly stark except in some 
overfiltered exteriors. Technical 
credits are good. This would need 
plenty of bally in the U. S. 

Mosk. 

I Yampiri 
Rome, June 4. 

- Vamplrl (The Vampires) (ITALIAN; 
C'SCOPE). Titanus Film release of a Do- 
n at i-Carpentieri-Athena Cinematograflca 
Production. Stars Giantia Maria Canale, 
Balpetre; ^features Paul Muller, Carlo' Dan- 
JSelo, Wandisa Guida.. Directed by Riccardo 
Freda. Story and screenplay, Piero Rejf- 
noli, Rik Sjostrom; camera (Cinema- 
Scope), Mario Bava; music, Roman Vlad. 
At Ariston, Rome. Running time, 90 MINS. 

Pic is attempt Rt a.horror film 
w'hich doesn’t quite come off, with 
only a few moments succeeding in 
being chilling. Strictly for devo¬ 
tees of the genre, with its export 
chances limited. 

Gianna Maria Canale is at the 
center of a complicated mad-scien- 
tist plot designed to give her eter¬ 
nal youth by mysterious transfu¬ 
sions of blood taken from kidnapped 
young (and pcetty) girls. The us¬ 
ual nosey new&awk beats the usual 
unbelieving police inspector to the 
expected solution. Process lensing 
is visible, though sets are .elaborate 
and technical qualities okay. Black 
and white C’Scoping appears a 
waste. Thesping is in keeping 

with tone of plot. Hawk. 
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New York Sound Track 

Variety 

j Legion Hangs ‘C’, Saying 
Purity Is Ridjcnled In 

continu"i ,r°“ ,, ‘Miller's Beautiful Wife’ 
tional jobs on both Coasts < which pay $25,000 per annum each ). Oscar National Legion of Recency has 
Doob as the favorite ‘for the Gotham post) of several of the ad-pub -lowered the boom on a new Italian 
directors who 11 do the selecting . . . Columbia and Scree.n Gems entry. The “Miller’s Beautiful 
homeoffice employes chipped and bought a laboratory washing ma- Wife," imported by Distributors 
chine for the Will Rogers Hospital, to be donated in memory of Jack Corp. of America, was given the 
Cohn.. Presentation was made to the late exec v.p.’s widow and Col “C” rap because, states, the legion, 
execs in a h.o. ceremony. ‘The virtue of purity throughout 
Buster has never failed to make $25,000 to $90,000 a year . . . prac- j this film is ridiculed by reasons 
tically every summer he has taken a trip to Europe, where he stays ! of an unmitigated emphasis on 
at such plush e tablishments as the Savoy in London, the George V {illicit love, suggestive costuming, 
in Paris, the Excelsior in Rome ... in 10 years Keaton has made more dialog and situations." 
than 100 television guest appearances at an average of $2,000 per.” ... Crackdown on pictures regarded 
Variety's London office mgr. Harold Myers went back to England* on as “morally objectionable in part 
a slow Dutch borf, the better to rest from his first exposure to these f°r all” continued this week. 
States ... he was whammyed in Las Vegas by 103 heat. . . Item about “Placed in this “B” classification 
another Varleiy character: Managing Editor Robert J, Landry, follow- by the- Legion were Columbia's “Ca- 
ing his piece on evangelist Billy Graham, received a special delivery lypso Heat Wave” and “Town on 
package from Texas, motivation obscure, of a Holy Bible. Trial,” 20th-Fox‘s “Wayward Bus,” 

United Artists execs considered a slander'suit, then decided to for- “Curse of Frankenstein” 
get about the femme stockholder who openly accused a foreign office a.nd .^ace in the Crowd and 
auditor of pocketing corporate, funds . . . Allied Artists hired seven ^meVicf,n International s Female 
French femmes, all lookers with show business backgrounds, to tour ;J ungle’ 
the country talking it up for “Love in the Afternoon" . . , Harry Hersh- ' ' - 
field set to m.c. the benefit for the Presbyterian Labor Temple at «*•«■■ ■ 
Skouras’ Jefferson Theatre June 20 . . . lATSE’s Richard F. Walsh has Vjfif 11311311 
taken to pic plugging, recommending “Garment Jungle” because of . * 
the labor angles . . . Richard Roemer left the Columbia legal depart- • 1 ~ 1 Continued from page 11 
ment to join ABC . . Fourth anniversary mass for-the late Monsignor not in too eoQd erace W1 
Patrick J. Masterson, former exec secretary of the Legion of-Decency, fie travljeff2with^^ wife 
offered at St. Pat s yesterday (Tues.). he .-traveled-with his wife 

Leonore Hornblow Jr., wife of film producer Arthur Homblow Jr., their children6 a^ a hostag 
has completed her second novel, “The Love Seekers,” which Random also said once to Harlan: 
House is publishing in July. ^ smash vou like a buff on the 

Norton Mockridge of the New York World-Telegram & Sun in a let- Harlan admits that he coul 
ter to Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, states the newspaper risked more" in the early ] 
life shown m 'Teacher’s Pet” Is strictly for real. At the invitation possibly also his life. But 
of producers George Seaton and William Per lb erg, Mockridge served puts the question: How m 
as technual adviser on the picture. ‘ his opponents today had th 

Enterprise: The N. Y. Post weekend edition in a feature story on j age to resist the Hitler regin 
Matty Fox (Skiatron, C & C Super Cofp., etc.)—“He went overseas to the extent he actually did' 
In Februaiy, 1944, as a buck private. By that November, he had been 1 of the'current German write 
promoted to major.” Publicity-shy Fox apparently didn’t sit still for jnow attack him were once 
his Post portrait. He isn’t quoted in it once .•» . Felix J. Bflgrey, - connected with the Nazi reg 
counsel for Times Film.Corp., admitted to practice before the U.S: Su- the Arab* 
preme Court. Bilgrcy has been one of the top legal lights in anti- „ . *, * . 
censorship moves. !■ Heie as the most unique 

Lee Mortimer, a columnist, has* warned Charles Antell Inc. and daHangle:. ^}en Arab, 
Cmenia-Vue Corp. against using the title “Europe Confidential” on a t^\ed to get bcdd^ 
projected film series. Mortimer and the late Jack Lait collaborated prm} °J dud j 
on "New York Confidential” and a couple of other “Confidential” Swiss agent for ^ 150,000 
tomes and. taking apparent pride in their “exposures,” Mortimer says franc? and intended to use it 
“Europe Confidential” would constitute an infringement on his riehts. t?^ J-Entlu^eimiiC p^opaga°d; 
N. Y. Mirror Kins the Mortimer type under the heading “New York 5~’Sn 
Confident: burnt the . print (April 2, 

Emile J. Lustig <to rep the Genrtn CCC production outfit (Arthur i {1^ 
Brauner) in \.:c U.S. On “The Last Shall be First,” which is the Ger-ilan raa? * fina°<ual sacn 
man entry a* the Berlin fum fest this month . . . Inez Auerbach, wife : prSL1U5! ttd 
of Norbert Auerbach, Columbia sales exec in Paris, has caught the 
bug. WanN to become a producer. Her father-in-law, U.S. indie tJ*fini 
Joseph Auerbach, will be her “angel.” All it takes is—connections! tp A^ jLiriSi 
. . . N.Y. Staie censor board’s decision on “Garden of Eden” nudle 
being watched with great interest by a number of importers who’ve a^'^ten about me is com 
been turned down on s'iniiar expioitation material in the past. /lY* 

Belgian customs officials were very helpful to Jose Ferrer Who hasL L° J 
switched locationing of h's Dreyfus p'eture from France to Brussels. S ctS. “vSmri 
Though the civilian wardrobe for some 300 extras was in London, a tinter ^ *T11 Canyr You 
I*rida:, customs cooperation allowed for the customs to be on the H_.kn ,»««,>; 
Belgian crowd extras the following iv;.onday . . . Sol Kunkis, film and • s^jr ^js wife Kristina* Soede 
broadcasting attorney, recovering in Mt. Sinai following lung stir- ? ?Sler -a loii^absence 

fvSm^s FZSJSSrS"** N-V- Ci,y "*"■reP f0r Rank F1Im DiS- ! 'Viu8l>e produce* 
Louis B. Mayer set a Sept. 15 starting date for "Paint Your Wagon” j °"n Compan^' 

which will be produced as a joint venture with Jack Cummings Pro- = ■ - ■ , ■ . ' s 
ductions and marks his return to film making ... Universal signed j I L i " 
Carlos Thompson for a leading role in “Raw Wind in Eden” which J llQKIHSlOII 
rolls in Italy late this \car with Esther Williams, Jeff Chandler and i_ 
Rosanna Podesla toplined . . . Metro loaned Anna Kasfi to Columbia j — ~ ■■ ContIn,ie‘l froi» Paee s 
for “Reminiscences of a Cowboy,” opposite Glenn Ford and Jack program content of feature 
Lemmon. • shown on television. 

Martin'Shapiro, o'dvr son of Robert Shapiro, managing director of “The fact is that the moti 
the N.Y*. Paramount Theatre, was graduated Cum Laude from Syra- ture production code, whii 
cu^e University’s School of Drama, .while papa beamed. . ; been in operation since 

Universal pi c ‘d Ro.-a-a Pcdecta with Esther Williams and Jeff • chocks in advance, the sto 
Chandler in “Raw Wind in Eden.” which rolls in Italy June 20 . , . script, individual scenes, a 
Helen Ainsworth, partnered In Romson Productions with Guy Madi- completed picture, to mak 
son, d’ekcr'ng with I.. \vo~re Gilbert for his autobiog, “Without Rhyme ' that the film complies wi 
or Reason.” for proposed film musical. . . Joel Freeman, former Metro \ code to assure decent and 
as«oe’a*o pn du r. ard %,-iter-actor Michael Pate formed Jopa.-Pro-; standards on the screen .. . 
ductions for both theatrical and tv film operations . . . Donald Barry, . “The fact is that the tel 
forme* o ;er s‘ar oncer bardie of R°d Barry, new-exec producer of code is patterned after oi 
Hori o i I'i'ms . . . Antbor.y Guinn and agent Milton Grossman bought motion picture -code. But, w 
film r'g’-.ts to original by Sy Bartlett and Jo Siyerlihg, for | the p;oticn picture code has 
indh‘ fiimipjj under their Antone Productions banner. v .-.five enforcement machinery 

Nat King Cole's \o’ce w ill be heard in Metro’s “RaintWe Cotinty,” i is nO enforcement machin 
although ‘.•in«er v. o'i’t be seen in picture. He’ll warble the opening ' it# ah program content i 
and ch.-iwg title music, film’s theme tune., composed by Johnny Green . eerhe& for television filme 
and ly- i‘ k *d L-y Paul Prrncls Webster. tfeijial:" 

A recent story i".dicr.t'ng Joseph R. Vogel, new president of Johnston also attacked a 
Low *s Inc., was returning to the po’icies which won for Metro the in -which Doerfer claimed 
title “The I-Vend’*' C’om-'anv." proved one of the mo=t welcome .bits lessening racial and religiot 
of jv-v < v. :'ch V.’il’.ia«i l\ Rt'dge^, former vice president in charge udiccs by voluntarily 1 
of <V .e'.tie d»stri*';«ior. r eeived in the final days of his life at: “snide references to n 
Ilel yv o-.'d ria. \ c’o e friend and long-time associate of Rodgers ; groups.” 
in ?V •» d *h • void to his wife, and “it made him very happy-’ Johnston admitted pre; 
boo- • iv ’ - , have been waning in the j 

A c»'t Ben h: < mounted a counter-attack against the years. But he challenged a 
nv. tholo". <»f rj-cter Beaton’s alleged poverty. Quote: “Since 1947 ference that pictures “fo 

Rev. Gre»\ge (i ’ckri \ t iid annual assembly of Church of Scotland promoted or condoned big( 
at r.d'r.r.u-l "I would -ei- itate to- think what Hollvwood. or a Brit- , _ ______ 
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Viet Harlan 
■ ■ ■ 1 Continued from page 11 

not in too good grace. Whenever 
he traveled with his wife outside 
Germany, Goebbels kept one of 
their children as. a hostage. He j 
also said once to Harlan: “I can | 
smash you like a bug on the wall.” 

Harlan admits that he could have 
risked more in the early Forties, 
possibly also his life. But he also 
puts the question: How many of 
his opponents today had the cour¬ 
age to resist the Hitler regime even 
to the extent he actually did? Many, 
of the current German writers who 
now attack him were once deeply 
connected with the Nazi regime. 

Beat the Arabs 

Here is the most unique up-to- 
date angle: When the Arab League 
tried to get hold -of the only avail¬ 
able print of “Jud Suess” from a 
Swiss agent for . 150,000 Swiss 
francs and intended to use it for its 
own anti-Semitic propaganda it was 
Harlcn himself, he states, who 
burnt the . print ( April 2, 1954) 
under notririal supervision. Har¬ 
lan made this financial sacrifice to 
prevent further evil. 

Harlan is now 57. He muses, 
“The whole world is a jungle. Hard 
to find one’s way through. So 
much Isr paradoxical. So much said 
and written about me is completely 
untrue.” 

As to his future plans? Harlan 
has in mind a film version of Theo¬ 
dor Storm’s novel, “Viola Tricolor,” 
a tinter with “I’ll Carry You on My 
Hands” as title, Pic, which is to 
star his wife Kristina Soederbaum 
(after a long absence from the 
screen), will be produced via his 
own company. 

program content of feature films 
' shown on television. 

“The fact is that the motion pic¬ 
ture production code, which has 

: been in operation since 1930, 
• chocks in advance, the story, the 

script, individual scenes, and the 
, completed picture, to make sure 

that the . film complies with our 
; code to assure decent and moral 
i standards on the screen . . . 

“The fact is that the television 
code is patterned after our. own 

: motion picture -code. But, whereas 
Ithe n;oticrt picture code has effec- 
-;.tive enforcement machinery, there 

■; is -nO enforcement machinery so 
‘ Jar ah program content is con- 
•. for television filmed ma¬ 

terial:” 
Johnston also attacked a quote 

in -which Doerfer claimed tv is 
lessening racial and religious prej¬ 
udices by voluntarily banning 

• “snide references to minority 
; groups.”. 

Johnston admitted prejudices 
, have been waning in the past 20 
years. But lie challenged any in¬ 
ference that pictures “fostered, 
promoted or condoned bigotry.” 

inated by a screening committee 
of the Academy, and the best pic¬ 
ture—in this Instance the Jtalian 
“La Strada”—was voted on by the 
membership. 

Mayer’s letter (He’s resigned 
from the IMPDA presidency-since 
writing it) cited the following ob¬ 
jections: - • ^ 

(1.) There was an inequity 
in allowing every country to 
submit the same number of 
pictures since “it is easily 
conceivable that countries 
such as France and Italy 
might have many more films 
deserving your consideration, j 

(2.) The organizations en¬ 
trusted with picking' the en- ] 
tries are, for the most part, 
partly or wholly government- 
controlled, e and “we gravely | 

- question whether these or¬ 
ganizations should be en- j 
trusted with this respopsibil- j 
ity,” The indies felt local | 
bA popularity would count | 
more than actual value, and 

^ it cited the fact that several 
of the top Italo postwar en- I 

. tries, such as “Paisan” and I 
“Bicycle Thief,” were unpop- j 

’ ular in their own country. 
. (3.) Of the five pictures 
nominated in 1957, only one - 
was actually in distribution in 
the U.S. arid “the others may ¬ 
or may not ever he seen in 
the United States. Indeed, 
their nomination may gravely 
endanger or at least seriously 
delay the lengthy and com¬ 
pile a t e d negotiations” in¬ 
volved in purchasing them for 
the states. 

The indies’ letter said they 
could see “no reason why the : 
Academy should not confine its 
selections for the best Foreign 
film award, as it does with Amer¬ 
ican films, to those which have 
been released somewhere in the 
United States during the preced¬ 
ing calendar year—-films which 
. . . can be seen promptly after 
they-have been honored by your 
nomination or by your final 
award.” 

Not B<0. Beacon j 

To 'this last, and vital, point, I 
Seaton replied that, when the 
Academy was set up 29 years ago, 
i£"“did not intend that the Awards 
should guide the public into thea¬ 
tres—the boxoffice value of Award- 
winning pictures was a by-pro¬ 
duct of our purpose in recogniz¬ 
ing screen achievements. 

“We hoped the Awards tvould 
encourage higher standards of 
craftsmanship in film making. We 
still do, and if all the nominated 
foreign films are not bought for 
American distribution, we can re¬ 
gret it on behalf of our talented 
colleagues abroad; but to be con¬ 
sistent, we must hold that five 
examples of composite cinematic 
achievement were evaluated as 

’ good,, and honored by the Acad- 
. emy." In this we go back to our 
own beginning.” 

Seaton,^noting that the Acad¬ 
emy’s policy had been discussed 
with the U.S. State Department, 
which had urged it to proceed 
with the new format, and that 
none but “minor changes” were 
contemplated for 1958. 

He said the Academy at first 
had aimed at only one picture, 
from- each country, “but with de¬ 
puted evaluations ... we agreed 
to accept two; providing p^oof of 
a tie-vote was sent with the -en¬ 
tries.” The key, he observed, was 
“a widely representative objec¬ 
tive selection committee made up 
of creative film makers.” 

Other Angles 

As for government-control of; 
\ entries, Seaton wrote that the I 
j Academy was aware of this, but 
he indicated that the results 

; would, in years to come, prove to 
: foreign* producers whether or not 
| such a policy paid off. “Next 

year some will do better, but not 
all of them,” he observed. ‘The 
film festival setup of .’jury’ voting 
makes many of their prizes and 
awards pretty meaningless, so \vt 
cannot expect universal under¬ 
standing of our voting system in 
one or two years.” 

Seaton also replied to" Mayer’s 
comment that it was difficult for 
the Academy screening commit¬ 
tee to give a, proper judgment in 
the light of the fact that pictures 
were allowed to be screened with¬ 
out tjtl^.. The Ariadtniy requires 
a synopsis in EagEsjji/to accom¬ 
pany each entry. , ; 

Of all the indie' Criticisms, the 
one about riot being able to cash 
in on nominated films appears 
to many as the most vftlid, though 
the* indies say they appreciate the 
“non-commercial” attitude of the 
Academy. The independents feel 
strongly that nominations should 
be culled from pictures already 
released in the States during the 
preceding year* To which the 
Academy replies that some of the 
best (artistic) films of Europe at 
times haven’t been seen In the 
States for one or two years after 
being honored at one or the other 
film festival'. 

“Our business Is now world,v 
wide, we buy and sell on an inter¬ 
national market, so, in our opin¬ 
ion, should be the scope and 
thinking of all of us who have a 
stake in the business,” wrote 
Seaton. ' 

90 Paramount 
^ Continued from page 7 ——j 

ments but the possible returns, by 
previous'standards, are staggering. 

The lesser number of exhibition 
outlets and the increasing accent 
on bigness in production go hand 
in hand. The “Cinerama” pictures 
were first to show the way at least 
to some extent. When a picture 
can run in one ^theatre for over 
two years, how many theatres does 
that picture need to show a profit? 

This is an extreme case but it 
does get across the point. The 
mrij or-scale feature- now can re¬ 
coup nearly all, if not more than 
all, of the production investment 
without even moving into the hin¬ 
terlands of exhibition. Initial dates 
and a few thousand more good 
runs provide the payoff. 

Elimination of all subsequent-run 
and remote-area theatres is not 
suggested at this time, of course. 
In many- conversations about the 
state of the industry the fact that 
many neighborhood theatres are 
the local landmarks, arid at the 
roots of the community economy, 
is lost sight of. 

These figure to stay, along with 
the larger outlets. 

A major circuit president stated 
frankly he can’t determine where 
the line Is going to be drawn on 
future theatre closings, except that 
more of them are due. He said: 
“The trend is toward a sounder 

^and more streamlined industry. 
The bigger pictures sueh as those 
now in release and the new ones 
coming will mean longer runs and 
more stabilization. The longer the 
run at the better house the less 
potential thgre is for the next en¬ 
gagement.” 
* Metro is angling for the tall 
stakes with "Raintree County,” 
now set for hard ticket engage¬ 
ments, and a foloun from the same 
studio is to be “Ben Hur." Stan¬ 
ley Kramer and associates are 
hooeful of angling 300 to 350 pre- 

■ release, advanced admissions deals 
! for “Pride and* the Passion.” Many 
j more can be expected in the next 

couple of years.. 

Producers 

i un'. vi.t’ld m: k«» cf a film about John Knox ifamed Scot 
,• prf'vjrct or.” Fenriik brought comment from col- 

•N1 (Vin Net* Mac’-tay in R-e Sunday People’s Au’d Lang Syne 
>n. v bo safii? d thus: “M-ro-m-m. Probahlv with Mar'o Lanza, 

b; t Knox c >»’Ui s’ric—after ler^ns on the guitar from 
. Pre ley as R:z';n “ He n; med MsriV n Monroe or Diana DOrs as 

- f;*r re’e of Mary, Ciro of Sen’s—“in a red wig, of course.” 
p-ore n. t:\dOsFap~r hi ha? come tin .with a statistical 

!:t *:i ? " fe tas\'*s- d in Us^ne-. eomn: titicin 1851 through 
: . . .on!\ 4C or fS of t'lom "of normal dKribution in France. 

Vancouver Pnv nve eo’urnni-t R»r M'cbael Brace, 11th baronet of 
! A:r '■ v’-s t';» \ M-v f7 at 63, was a brother of late 

actor Nigel Brute IV V,av-jn to Basil Rathbone’s Sherlock Holmes). 

ElvK Pre ley as RV';n ” He n: in:. 
p:rv. 4 f;*r rt ’e of Mary, Cu-ovr < 

IVcr; V. tr. in .P; 
" fe taws- ’>v:icc*: d : inv lit ci 2 

195:5 . . .onh . -40' or ra of them 
and n:a:r. pi tiv-'.p were shjjwn o: 
dubbed. 

Baronet helped organize the first British film actors’ union. Later he 
was publicity director for J. Arthur Rank’s Qdeon Theatre. He’d also 
been a London Daily Mail columnist, a film critic and radio emcee. 
Born in Ensenada, Mexico, he was brought up in England. His wife. 
Lady Bruce, and three children—one of them in L.A.—survive. 

Detroit publicist Arthur Herzog Jr, is getting the brushoff from film 
companies with his idea cf setting up a local office to sendee them 
exp'oitation-wise. on Some sort of collective basis. Distributors feel 
they , must compete for promotional breaks similarly as they vie for 

■sales . . . Lotte Yorchheimer, Jetry-Pickman’s gal Friday the past 11 
years, quits soon, to be married . . . Monroe Sachson and Mel Gold 
formed a new production company and are negotiating for rights'to 
the novel.- “For Men Only.” Property, done as “Behind Red Lights” 
on Broadway 20 years ago, has a prostie theme. 

• Continued from pase 4 ;-; 

! about may have harmful effects in 
the long run and also results in a 
certain sameness in film adver¬ 
tising. 

Advance ads for “Island in the 
Sun,” the Darryl F. Zanuck pic¬ 
ture, give no indication whatever 
of the controversial nature of the 
film which, by present indications, 
will be passed up by virtual!v the 
entire South. Ditto for Metro’s 
“Something of Value”, which- retells 
the Mau-Mau rebelhc-’-' i"1 Kenya, 
putting white against black. 
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Surge in 20th Shares to 30 
Reflects Added Low-Cost Films 

Plus Oil (to Come) Under Studio 

St. Louis Collects 36,500 on 310 
Top Opening-of Film 

Stock of 20th-Fox in recent 4- 
weeks has climbed to a new’ 
high—it closed at 30 Friday (7>— 
and, after a month Of less than 
exciting business, observers are 
speculating on the reason why. 
Since the beginning Of 1957, the 
20th shares have moved up from 
22% to their current standing, 
thus registering a gain of close 
to eight points. 

chancing the gear 

Three Week* Between Cinerama 
and Todd-AO in Atlanta 

Atlanta, June 11, 
. “Seven Wonder* of the World,” 

No. 3 Cinerama production, bowed 
out Sunday (9) at Hoxy Theater, 
which has been under lease to 

St. Louis, June 11. 
The coffers of the St. Louis. Sym¬ 

phony Society were enriched by 
$6,500 last week when the net 
proceeds of the first local showing 
of “Around the World in 80 Days” 
were turned over. The 1,400-seat 
Esquire, an indie house in the west 
end, was scaled from $5 to $10 at 
near capacity, 

Symph society needs approxi¬ 
mately $225,000 for next season 
and about 13200,000, exclusive of the 
proceeds from “World” has been 
raised. ’ » 

*ESl Kft —.company *r 

»“ %fJLi Wnby-Xin«y ThiateR, Wch 
H W d Hughcs r ’leased Hoxy to Cinerama, are tak- 

mors agam). ing house back and have booked 
However, the rise, at least to Mike 1-odd.J "Ground the World 

20th, seems to be based more on, in 5ay»” for run starting June 
the company's excellent showing, 
for the first quarter, the outlook: 
■for upcoming productions, and, of 
course, oil. 

Earnings for the first quarter 
ended March 30 stood at $2,171,- 
680, or 82c per share. This com¬ 
pared with a net of $460,739—or 
17c per share—for the compar¬ 
able period in 1956. 20th’s cur¬ 
rent foreign billings are running 
regularly to over $1,000,000 a 
week, and the domestic rentals 
are steady fn the $1,500,000 to 
$1,600,000 weekly. There’s rea¬ 
sonable doubt that the second 
quarter showing will equal the 
first, but the Impressive fact has 
been established that, for the first 
time in a long time, the studio- 
produced pictures themselves 
showed a profit. 

For a long time, 20th’s net was 
derived primarily from its sub¬ 
sidiaries, such as the DeLuxe 
Labs, and its foreign earnings. 
Reversal has come about partly 
as a result of determined priming 
of costs and the long-range at¬ 
tempt to bring budgets more into 
line with realistic market condi¬ 
tions. 

Apart from this, 20th’s policy 
of backing low-budgeters' lias 
proved a wise one. The company 
will release 25 of the Regal pro¬ 
ductions, in black-and-white Cin- 
emaScope. Pix are brought in at 
around $125,000 and, by the end 
of the year, are seen producing a 
very handsome profit. 

There had, originally, been a 
good deal of skepticism among 
the 20th higher echelon about the 
wisdom of going in for low-budg¬ 
eters. Policy was supported by 
the sales department which since 
the advent of Cinemascope, has 
been suffering from the inability 
of supplying theatres with stand¬ 
ard, routine fare. Thus exhibs 
would book their top films from 
2Qtlf and go to another distributor 
for the day-in day-out product. 
Since 20tii can now offer such pic¬ 
tures. and in Cinemascope, it’s 
actually a step ahead of the com¬ 
petition. 

While 20th has as yet not de¬ 
rived anything from its oil wells, 
the realization that, sooner or 
later, the projected 18 wells on 
the^ Fox lot Will pay dividends, 
appears to be fresh in the minds 
of Wall Streeters. Also, the com¬ 
pany has progressive and idealistic 
ideas re the future use of its 
studio acreage on which it plans 
to realize real estate values via 
a large office building complex 
Finally, it might cut down over¬ 
head via a move over to the Metro 
lot. though this shift now appears 
unlikely. . 

26. Jimmy Harrison, head of op¬ 
erations for Wilby-Kincey in At¬ 
lanta, estimated it would require 
three weeks for installation of 
Todd-AG gear after removal of 
Cinerama’s screen, sound and pro¬ 
jection appurtenances. 

Cinerama moved into Hoxy with 
“This Is Cinerama” April 2, 1956, 

which played until Oct 30, making 
way for “Cinerama Holiday,” which 
lasted until April 20. “Seven Won¬ 
ders of the. World” opened April 
21 and closed June 9. And, here’s 
one for the books, final week of 
'Seven Wonders" was marked by 

SRO business. 
Sam George, who handled exploi¬ 

tation for Cinerama during its local 
run, has been named manager of 
Roxy, which, henceforth is sched¬ 
uled to play only Todd-AO prod¬ 
uct, starting with “80 Days.” 

Bogans Typee’ (Mjlhnd) 
Readying; Allied Drops 

Same Tale for Hasten 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Benedict Bogeaus disclosed here 
he’s under way with a production 
of Herman Melville’s public do¬ 
main novel “Typee,” which prop¬ 
erty has been abandoned by Allied 
Artists. AA spent about $200,000 
in preparing the production which 
was to have John Huston as direc¬ 
tor and Gregory Peck as star. 
South Seas photography difficul¬ 
ties caused A A to give up. 

A A production head Harold 
Mirisch said part of the loss can 
be recouped since It involved pay¬ 
ments to Peck and can be applied 
to another property to star the 
actor. 

Bogeaus said Ray Milland is to 
star in his feature. Principal pho¬ 
tography is slated to start in 45 
days. 

Columbia Import 
~ Continued from page 3 = 
and has a program going with Eal¬ 
ing Studios in Britain. 

One of the problems arising in 
connection with such activity is 
that of the Production Code, inas¬ 
much as the majors are bound not 
to release pictures without a seal. 
Col has a setup whereby it’s in a 
position to channel films that can’t 
get by the Code to Edward L. 
Kingsley, chief of its foreign film 
unit, who also maintains his own 
distribution unit 

It’s considered likely that, in the 
light of Col’s very successful pat¬ 
tern of operation, other distributors 
also will set up special units. At 
least two distribs are said to be 
considering such a move. 

Col not only gets an option -for 
the (J. S. on most of the films it 
helps finance on the Continent, but 

Hollywood, June 11. lit has occasionally also bought out- 
Acadcmy of'Animated Arts fori side product on Kingsley’s advice. 

Motion Pictures and Television his [Several of these pictures have 
been created by a group of Holly-f gained strong critical acclaim. If a 
wood artists involved, in the fieid I Col-financed - European film can’t 
of animated subjects. -get a seal, the producer is then 

William E. Best, manager of the- free to peddle it to an indie pro- 
United Press Bureau in Los di\cer in the .States on his own. 
Angeies, was named prexy of the Considering The intensification of 
new group. Ve^pCes are‘Emmett!the companies’European activity, a 
C. MeGaughey of Erwin Wasey &j dual pressure is seen rising in the 
Co., Jack M. Warner, exec in charge’ next few months. For one, the 
of Wame* Bros. TV and Industrial;attempt will be made to get from 
Films, and Herbert Klynn. CPA Europe pictures that can and will 
veepee. }Vilson D. Burners, divec- pass Code scrutiny. For another, 
tor of UP A animated films is sec-; pressure will increase for the Code 
retary; Robert W. Carlson Jr.. Dis-.to make an arrangement giving 
ney studio animator, ft-JiMi-cr;‘special consideration td imports, a 
John M. Holmes, public rcl •> t ons move for which Continental pro¬ 
counsel, executive directo-; and ducers have been lobbying strong- 
Woodrow S. Wilson, counsel. »ly for some years. 

'80 DAYS' HELPS SYMPH 

Frisco Opened 
Out-of-Downt’n 

Deals for Todd 
San Francisco, June 11. ■ 

Mike Todd r. commenting- on 
success of “Around the World in 
80 Days” at a neighborhood' thea¬ 
tre here declared this “has given 
us courage to make deals out of 
the downtown area in eth cruelties 
throughout the country.” 

Todd, with Bill Doll, is on a fiver 
week tour of “80 Days” playdates. 
By the time he gets back to New; 
York next'Saturday (15>, he said, 
the show will have opened in 34 
cities. 

The Frisco experience, at United 
, California’s Coronet, “has been the 
f-most successful per capita In the 
nation,” he noted. As a result the 
Todd organization opened in a 
Washington neighborhood house 
and has “taken real plunges by 
opening 12 or 15 miles from down¬ 
town Syracuse and Cincinnati." 

He said hJte father had decided 
to turn down Tv network offers 
of $250,000 to show the documen¬ 
tary of the filming of “80 Days.” 

“It’s hard to reject a 90-minute 
commercial,” he added, “hut dad 
was afraid of public confusion over 
what . Was being shown—maybe in 
a year or so we’ll go into this 
again.” 

Dallas. June 11. 
Dallas area- fans in the 12 to 17 

age bracket are again taking ad¬ 
vantage of Interstate Theatre Cir¬ 
cuit’s renewal plan for discount 
cards. 

“Two years ago Interstate 
started issuing ,discount cards! 
which were good for a twelve 
month period,” said Janies O. 
Cherry, city manager of the circuit. 
“Last year they were renewed in 
order to accommodate demands. 
Now, many cards are beginning to 
expire and we are ready to make 
further renewals. Similarly, young¬ 
sters who are reaching their 
twelfth birthday may - apply for 
their first card.” 

The cards enable the holder'to 
save up to 50% of What they pre-; 
viously paid in adult prices. The 
percentage of reduction is deter¬ 
mined by the prevailing adult ad¬ 
missions. 

All youngsters from 12 through 
17 *re -eligible for the reduced 
rate but they must have an Inter¬ 
state card to qualify. The initial 
price of a. card is $1. 

LOEW’S SEEKS SANCTION 
FOR MIAMI HARDTOP 

Washington, June 11. 
Loew’s has hotified the U. S. 

Justice Dept., that it will apply 
to the U. S. Court in New York 
City for permission to acquire an¬ 
other hardtop theatre now being 
built at 169th St. and Collins Ave., 
along the motel strip jus't north, of 
Miami Beach, Florida, Theatre, 
part of a shopping center will’have 
1,200 sea^s. There is room to park 
.500 cars. 

Since the divorcement under the 
consent decree, Loew’s has added 
five theatres, including the Riviera 
at Coral Gables, about 24 miles 
from the proposed acquisition. The 
other four are drive-ins at Chica¬ 
go, Jacksonville, Houston, and in 
Noi’thern New Jersey. 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
For Week Ending Tuesday (11) 

IV. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 , 

High Lqw 

1434 11% ABC Vending 376 

ffeefcly Vol. Weekly Weekly 
In JW# High low 

17*4 
24% 20% Am Br-Par Th - 94 ' 23% 
36% 2934 CBS. “A’ 
35% 29% CBS “B1 
19% 17 

... 123 

... 52 
... Col Pix. 62 

17%' 13% Decca .474 
10234- 8134 Eastman Kdk. 113 

3% EMI .242 
7% List Ind. .... 105 , 

18% Loew’s .617 
7% Nat. Thea. .. 135 

3634 28% Paramount ,, 203 
18% 14% Phileo ...... 288 

31% RCA ....... 296 
5% Republic ... 3* 

Rep., pfd.. ., 8 
18% 14% Stanley Jfsr. 70 
29% 25% TStorer ...... 17 
30% 22% 20th-Fox ,... 368 
- - Untv. Pix ... 43 

.4% 
9: 

22 
9% 

40 
8% 

13% 1134 

28% 22 
71% 69 Univ., pfd. i. *80 

35% 
34% 
19% 
18% 

105 . 
4% 
8% 

21% 
8 

36% 
16% 

• 37% 
7% 

12% 
17% 
27- 
3034 
30% 
72 ’ 

14%. 
?23% 

32% . 
32% 
18% 
16% - 

100% . 
3% ' 
m 

19% 
7% 

33%, 
16% 
36% 
m- 

Tz% 
17% 
26% 
28% 
28% , 
69%. 

Tues„.; 
Close' 

16%.' 
23% - 
33% 
33% ; 
'18%-':., 

jk. 
‘ .,*% •- 
. *%:. 
'-20%: 

Ubi: 
m* 

7%. 
12% 
17% 

~26% 
28% 
36 
72 

. Net 
Chang* 
for wk. 

' +234 
% 

— % 
1% 

'+114 
'-+234 
+ % 

.r- % 
+ % 
+ % +2% 

' + % 

+ 34 

+ % 
. — % 

+ 1% 
+234 

28% 22% Warner Bros.. 37 25% 24% 2434 — 34 
121%. 81% Zenith.. 18 11434 110% 114% + 1% 

American Stack Exchange 
4% 314 Allied Artist* 26 3T4. 3% 334 .+ % 

10% 8% Ail’d Art. pfd, 8 B’ 9 9 — 14 
11% 834 Asm. Artists. 101 11% 10% 10% — % 
1% 34 C & C Super. 168 15/16 13/17 •% — 

6% 4% DuMont Lab, 110 3% .5% 3% + % 
4% 2% Guild Films . 206 3% 3%- 3% — % 
*34 7% Natl Telefilm 216 734 7 7% ' — 34 
7% 3% -Sklatrou .... 663 734 6 7% + 34 
834 6% Technicolor . 87 6% 6 6% Vs 
3% 3%- Trans-Lux .. 18 5 4% 434 •+ % 

Over-the-Counter Securities 
Bftt Ask 

Ampex 47% 
Chesapeake Industries.. 2 
Cinerama Inc. .  1% 
Cinerama Prod. 2% 
DdMofit Broadcasting.. 7% 
Magna Theatres ..  2% 
Official Films . 1% 
Polaroid .. 168 
United Artists Cerp.    21% 

*U. JL Theatres.  5% 
Walt Disney .. 2234 

► Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by. Dreyfus < 

.30% 
2% 
134 
2% 
8% ' 

3% 
1% 

174% 
22 
534 

2434 

Co.) 

. +234 

+ % 

+2% 
„ +1 
-- 34 
— 3s 

Dubious Re Nitrate 'Disintegration 
French Film Collector Henri Langloig ‘Doesn’t 

Believe the Scientist!* 

A French film historian this 
week in Gotham, advanced the 
startling theory that nitrate film 
in his huge collection of oldies 
didn’t deteriorate anywhere near 
as fast as his American colleagues 
are fond of claiming. 

Henri Langlois, exec secretary 
and founder of the Cinematheque 
Francaise, the world’s most com¬ 
plete motion picture museum and 
collection, said he was making no 
moves whatever to transfer his 
millions of -feet of footage from 
nitrate to acetate. 

‘When I started collecting old 
films in 1935, the scientists told 
me that the pictures would dis¬ 
solve and crumble into dust,” he 
related. “Here we are, in 1957, 
and my 60-year old films are as 
clear and good as ever. I just 
don’t believe the scientists.” 

Langlois’ comments should find 
an interesting echo at the Museum 
of • Modem - Art, which has been 
desperately raising funds to trans¬ 
fer at least part of its big film col¬ 
lection from nitrate- to acetate to 
keep the footage from deteriorat¬ 
ing. 

Langlois is in N. Y. to assist in 
the opening of the four-month 
program of “Sixty Years of French 
Film,” which has opened at the 
Museum and which Langlois helped 
research and prepare. . 

28,660 Films 
The Cinematheque, according to 

Langlois, has the negative copies 
of some 28,000 films and a great 
many prints of more recent vin¬ 
tage. It has just moved to a new 
home in Paris, though the archives 
are located in the South of France. 
As at the Museum in New York,* 
Cinematheque screens films at its 
own little theatre (capacity 250) 
for limited audiences. 

Langlois related that the Cine¬ 
matheque was established by the 
French industry. It’s supported 
via monies from France’s cinema 
aid law, which derives its funds 
from a tax on the boxoffice and is 
used also to subsidize production. 
French producers donate a print 

of each film to the Cinematheque. 
There is a lively exchange of films 
among various film archives in 
Europe. Langlois said he Was 
working with the French Ministry 
of Education to have cinema’ 
classes established in French 
schools. If the project materializes, 
the Cinematheque will provide ex¬ 
cerpts from French and, other 
classics for classroom study. 

Langlois related 'that several 
European, film archives are having 
trouble with the Germans, who are 
asking for the return of the old 
UFA Aims taken from German 
archives after the war. The Cine¬ 
matheque doesn’t have such foot¬ 
age, and it rejects German (UFA) I 
claims for pictures owned by Jew¬ 
ish interests that were kicked out 
by the Nazis. Also, he pointed out, 
there’s a question regarding the 
rights of the “new” UFA to the 
old UFA properties. - 

The Cinematheque has a com¬ 
plete collection of all Disney films, 
but is only now beginning to -ask 
for prints of the newer American 
pictures. Most of the newer prints^ 
now being' collected’ are on acetate.' 

LUMBER CO. (JEN ON 
SAN ANTONIO OZONER 

San Antonio, June 11, 

District Judge liuge Williams 
named George Montgomery, secre¬ 

tary-treasurer of Producers Lum¬ 

ber & Supply Co., to operate the 

San Antonio Twin Outdoor Drive- 

In Theatre here. 
The action was a compromise to 

give the. theatre operators until 
July 2 to settle a dispute by which 
the lumber and supply company is 
threatening to foreclose a lien it 
holds on the ozoner. 

The operators, Leroy C. Otwellv 
and Bob C. Otwell, had brought 
suit against the lumber company to 
enjoin it from selling the theatre 
at public PV?Vr"i nonpayment 
of $208,892 it claims. 
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Vogel (With Reagan) Meets Press; | ‘Mass slanted’ ] Metro Moderating Ho Look’ Rule 
Reveals ‘Raintree County’ Strategy 

“Raintree County," Metro's most \ 

ambitious production since “Gone 
With the Wind," will be launched 

on a roadshow basis in six key 

cities in early October following a 

world premiere in Louisville in 

late September. Film, first to be 

shot in M-G's new 65m process, 
will be made available to theatres 

in either the large gauge version 

or in 35m CinemaScope. The 

choice of the version will be up to 
the theatres selected for the play- 
dates. 

Immediately following the Ken¬ 
tucky preem, the picture will bow 
in New York, Chicago, Los An¬ 
geles, Boston, Philadelphia and 
San Francisco. 

Details of the release plans for 
“Raintree," which cost $6,000,000, 
were revealed by Loew’s Inc. prexy 
Joseph R. Vogel and sales v.p. 
Charles M, Reagan at a trade press 
luncheon at the Plaza Hotel, N. Y., 
Thursday (6>. It was Vogel’s first 
en masse meeting with the press 
since he assumed the presidency 
of the film company seven months 
ago. 

Both Vogel and Reagan stressed ; 
that the company’s 65m process1 
can be adaDted to any theatre and 
that the 35m C’Scope version, 
which results sharper definition 
that regular C’Scope. can be 
geared for the screen ratio of any 
theatre equipped with Cinema- 
Scope. They also emphasized that 
theatres equipped for the showing 
of Todd-AO will be able to ex¬ 
hibit “Raintree" in 65m. Accord¬ 
ing to Reagan, the picture, which 
has a running time Of three hours 
and five minutes, will be released 
ir, “each situation in the size best 
suited for the particular theatre." 

Roadshowing 

Reagan added that he expected 
that the picture will be playing on 
a roadshow’ basis in all the ex¬ 
change cities “and possibly more" 
by the end of this year. Whether 
Metro will continue to handle the 
picture on a roadshow basis after 
that “will be determined when we 
get into it," Reagan declared. 

Vogel made it clear that It will, 
not be necessary for an exhibitor 
to install 65m projectors to show 
the picture "unless in his judgment 
he wants to.” He revealed that the 
65m print can be shown oh the 
Phillips projectors now employed 
for Todd-AO. He estimated that it 
would cost a theatre $10,000 and 
possibly more (if modification. of 
the screen is necessary) to install 
equipment for showing of 65m 
film. 

The theatres in which “Rain- 

Webb Sold on Radio 
Hollywood, June 11, 

Back from a 21-day p.a. trek 
to N. Y. and Chicago tub- 
thumping “The D. I.," Jack 
Webb says he was impressed 
mainly by the tremendous ef¬ 
fectiveness and saturation of 
radio in those areas. Pro¬ 
ducer-director-star of the Mark 
VII production ..released by 
Warner Bros. was kept off a 
number of teleshows because of 
sponsor conflict, his “Dragnet” 
being bankrolled by Chester¬ 
field. 

“Radio in N.°Y. and Chicago 
is on fire. It’s jumping. It’s 
exciting. For one thing, be¬ 
cause of the density of their 
population, they have this cap- 
tive audience through car ra¬ 
dios, and it has impact. It’s 
very big. 

tree" will be shown will be “care¬ 
fully selected," it was emphasized, 
and those “best suited" will get 
the nod. The picture, filmed with 
six-track sound, will be shown in 
four-track sound in the Initial 
C’Scope engagements. Vogel added 
that “we’ll probably get down to 
one-track sound by the time we 
complete the engagements." 

According to Reagan, no specsfic 
policy has been set on sales terms 
and each deal will be negotiated 
individually. It’s understood, how¬ 
ever, that the basic deal will be 
on a 90-10 arrangement. It was 
pointed out that in the earlv en-; 
gagements the picture will be i 

^?o™aan=er"C^rCeS Wl‘h 10 | teTevSsion1 policy. 

Jersey Exhibitors 
Favor Video Over 

Radio for Sell 
Advertising of motion pictures 

on television has been helpful to 
the boxoffice, according to a sur¬ 

vey of its members made by the 

Allied Theatres Owners of New 

Jersey. While 82co indicated that 

j tv advertising was helpful, 90% 

| said that they felt that radio ad- 

! vertising did not contribute to b.p. 

results. 

These answers were extracted 
from a comprehensive survey cov¬ 
ering all phases of theatre opera¬ 
tion in the New Jersey area. Of 
the theatres reporting, 5%- were 
rated as class houses, 10% resort, 
20% commercial-residential, 25% 
residential, 25% middle class and 
J5% residential. 

A significant admission made by 
the theatreowners is that 98% of 
them admit that their theatres are 
not kept as up to date as they 
would like. The same percentage 
blame this condition on high film 
costs. On the subject of general 
business conditions, 91% reported 
that gross admissions were up 9% 
over the previous quarter while | 
attendance was down 11%. As to 
the print situation, 92% said it was J 
getting worse. 

The best days for doing business 
were listed in the following order: 
Saturday, Sunday, Friday, Wednes¬ 
day, Tuesday, Monday and Thurs¬ 
day. ' , 

The survey revealed that tive 
first three top-grossing pictures for 
1956-57 were “Giant," “Anastasia" 
and “Picnic." Natalie Wood's and 
Tab Hunter were rated the most 
promising new screen personali¬ 
ties. Rock Hudson and Deborah 
Kerr were named the top stars. 

Other results of the poll indi¬ 
cated: 

That 95% feel that newspapers 
are not fair in their theatre vs. 

week. 

So far, according to Reagan, no 
theatres have been chosen in the 
cities designated for the launching. 
He stated, however, that he was 
“sure that some Todd-AO theatres 
will be available at that time.” He 
indicated that “anybody who has 

That 98% blamed television as'] 
the number one competitor;. 70% 
better runs than they had as sec¬ 
ond; 50% sporting events as third; 
and 22% lower admission prices as 
fourth. 

That 82% said there should be 
a theatre qualified to play the pic- \ less national advertising and more 
ture will have an opportunity to j local level advertising by distribu- 
bid for It.” “Raintree," based on ! tion. 
the novel by the late Ross Loch- | ■ 
ridge, stars Elizabeth Tavlcr, Mont-1 ~ 1 

gomery Cliff and Eva Marie Saint. | SdlttfSl’S DOdlS 

Continued from pare S ; 

Vogel revealed that Metro is j 
continuing research with its 65m ] 
process and that the company’s en-) 
gineers are working on a method ;out in actual practice because in- 
wherebv films in the 65m process j die producers, even though aligned 
could be shown in theatres;, with MPEA companies, have been 
equipped for Cinerama. “We’re j selling their product to the Span¬ 
working on a scheme," he said,' iards on their own* 
“whereby we rivight be able to oh- i Even major studio product has 
tain Cinerama without the divid-: found its way through, various 
ing strips." The Loew’s prexy re-1 MPEA outfits explaining they were 
ported, too, that “Ben Hur,” the ’■ bound by prior commitments, to 
company’s next large-scale under-, send new? pictures to Spain, 
taking, will be filmed in 65m. with ; All of this has tendered to render 
production scheduled to start next: ineffective MPEA’s so-called boy- 
year in Italy and Africa; i cott. 

Continued from page 3 ——. 

by Zugsmith, was panned severely 
by the N. Y. film critics, yet it is 
emerging as one of U’s biggest 
money makers of the year. 

As a man allied for many years 
with. the theatre end of the busi- 
n \ », Loew's prexy Joseph R. Vogel 
has been closely attuned to the 
popular taste and it is apparently 
his influence that is bringing about 
the change in Metro’s policy. Just 
as Universal has worried little 
about awards as long as the pic¬ 
tures made money, Vogel appar¬ 
ently feels this should be the path 
for Metro so that the company can 
get back on its feet financially. 

It’s understood that while Vogel 
was head of Loew’s Theatres, he 
frequently objected to the type of 
prestige and so-called social sig¬ 
nificance films produced under the 
supervision of former production 
chief Dore Schary. The new policy 
does not«mean that Metro will go 
whole hog in emulating the Uni¬ 
versal formula. The company has 
many properties bn its schedule 
that can conceivably wjrtd up as 
both artistlfcr and .commercial suc¬ 
cesses. As a general rule, how¬ 
ever, it appears that Metro is aim¬ 
ing for the masses and not the 
classes, for money makers and not 
artistic triumphs. 

Both Zugsmith as Albert Zug- 
smith Productions and Rosenberg 
as Areola Pictures will have their 
own units on the Metro lot. The 
films they will make under the 
M-G banner have not been selected 
as yet. During a period of eight 
years at Universal, Rosenberg 
made six James Stewart starring 
vehicles, with his most recent, 
“Night Passage,” starring Stewart 
and Audie Murphy, scheduled for 
release in July. Among the pic¬ 
tures which established Rosenberg 
wer'e “The Glenn Miller Story," 
“To Hell and Back," “Winchester 
73," "Bend of the River" and “The 
Benny Goodman Story." 

In addition to “Written on the 
Wind," Zugsmith produced for 
Universal “The Incredible -Shrink¬ 
ing Man" and “The Tattered 
Dress." He has completed three 
pictures awaiting release—“Badge 
of Evil,” “Pylon" and “Slaughter 
on Tenth Avenue." He is com¬ 
pleting his final picture, “The Fe¬ 
male. Animal," for U before re¬ 
porting to Metro, 

Exhibitors Warned Not to Invent Grievances For 
Gain—Distrib Recognizing Some ‘Hardship Cases' 

Hot Up Radio Sell 
Couple of major company ex¬ 

ploitation directors have been 
assigned the job of getting the 
industry’s institutional radio 
campaign rolling* 

Handling the Initial “test en¬ 
gagements” are Paramount’s 
Herb Steinberg, covering Den- 
%rer, . and 20th-Fox’s Rodney 
Bush, working in Rochester, 
N.Y. They’re now at work buy¬ 
ing time on commentator 
shows and the like and making 
suggestions on the type of di¬ 
alog that -might be used by the 
local ajn. outlets. 

Tinie buys are unique in that 
the the. specific copy is not 
given the air gabber; latter is 
free to discuss the film indus¬ 
try in general or the local 
theatre in some form of upbeat 
fashion. 

Whether the ^campaign will_- 
be expanded to cover the coun¬ 
try will be determined by the 
Denver and Rochester results* 

Co-Op Ballyhoo/ 

Blacklisting 
5S V, Continue* from pace 3 — 

according to D. Z, ... is really an 
attack on New Deal values . . .’ 

“He skipped over a few para¬ 
graphs and continued reading; Mr. 
Walter then asked: 'Isn’t that close 
to the Communist line?’ And Mr. 
Schmidt, the report open before 
him, answered: ‘As I understand 
the Communist line, it is the Com¬ 
munist line’.’' 

Cogley now rams home his point. 
He states that in his report the 
quoted “tt. Z." was clearly identi¬ 
fied as a Communist sympathizer 
and .Schmidt chose to pass over 
this fact. 

Cogley further, in his new Com¬ 
monweal piece, reproduces “an-ex¬ 
change^ of correspondence with 
Walter. He reports he received 
the new subpoena from the Walter 
-probers, along with the order to 
bring with him all documents- 
gathered during his, Cogley’s in¬ 
vestigation, and all staff reports on 
the interviews which took place. 

His answer td Walter was this: 
He is open to personal Investiga¬ 
tion, has'nothing ;to hide about his 
life, actions or affiliations. But he 
emphatically stated he will provide 
the Walter Committee with nothing 
more about Report on Blacklisting 
—nothing about what he has writ¬ 
ten and published. 

Walter told Variety he was 
unaware of Gogley’s letter or the 
Commonweal piece. The law¬ 
maker also remarked: “He (Cogley) 
had information he tried to sell 
and is not so much concerned about 
protecting his sources as he Is with, 
not cooperating with the Govern¬ 
ment." ».: 

Cogley asks, “How long can this 
go on?” 

Betroit Variety Club’s annual 
golf party will be held June 24 at 
the Tam O’Shanter Country Club. 
Co-chairmen are Milton Zimmer¬ 
man, branch manager Columbia 
Pictures and Irving Belinsky, East 
Detroit exhib. 

British film producer Herbert 

Wilcox asserted in Gotham Mon¬ 

day (IP) he was convinced that the 

British Industry needed a common 

publicity and sales office in the 
United States. 

He disclosed that, when the J. 
Arthur Bank Organization decided 
to set up its own company in the 
States, he had approached Rank 
topper John Davis on the possibil¬ 
ity of a joint undertaking. How¬ 
ever, Davis nixed the proposition. 

Short of having its own setup, 
Wilcox urged that the British in¬ 
dustry should not release its films 
via the major companies* “unless 
they agree on some kind of special 
handling for our films. You just 
can’t—successfully—mix the Brit¬ 
ish product in with the same 
’bloodstream as the American films. 
They get lost that way." 

This has also been one of the 
Rank arguments, though, When 
Rank released through Universal, 
U did have its own setup for the 
British pictures* Metro, which re¬ 
leases films made for It by the 
Ealing unit In Britain, doesn't 
make any ^special sales effort for 
these films* 

Wilcox, who departs today 
(Wed.), disclosed that he may leave 
the British Film Producers Assn, 
and join up with the indie group 
of filmmakers which has bolted the 
organization. He said it was basi¬ 
cally “bad. business” to have two 
producers groups," but- noted that. 
he' had never .found It proper for 
Davis to-head RFPA, since Davis, 
at the time of his presidency, nat¬ 
urally also represented British ex^ 
hibition via his circuits, 

Wilcox Indicated that several 
other producers also may quit the 
BFPA, currently headed by Sir 
Henry French. 

"I stuck with BFPA as longyas 
we had to fight out the Films Bill; 
and the Eady question," Wilcox 
said. “But now, with that out of 
the way, I’m seriously considering 
quitting.” j 

Wilcox said he never played any 
of his films on the Rank circuits, 
charging that the Rank Organiza¬ 
tion was operating on an “account¬ 
ing" rather than a showmanship 
basis. He was sharply critical of 
the Rank Org’t policy of yanking 
films on a timetable basis, regard¬ 
less of the kind -of business they 
Were doing. He contrasted this 
with the unlimited playing time 
offered by the Associated British 
circuit “if the picture can stand 
it.” 

J. B. N. P. Inc. has been empow¬ 
ered to conduct a theatre business 
in the Bronx, N.Y. Capital stock is 
$3,000 $100 par value* Directors are 
John and Filomena Wasiak; Joseph 
Precomr, Joseph A. Prisco, filing 
attorney at Albany. 

Metro has agreed to modify its 

“no look" policy on top percehtage 

pictures and. Juft indicated that it 

will make ad justments in (situations 

where there has been ■* real dis¬ 

crepancy between . tefm$ agreed 
Upon and result of fhi picture. 

Notification of M-G’s change of 

heart was sent to Allied States 
Assn, units by prexy Julius Gordon 

on behalf of Allied’s^ ^nergency 

Defense Committee, exhibitor 

organization’s watchdog group* The’ 

film company’s “no look" policy, 

started with “I’ll Cry Tomorrow" 

reversed Metro’s position from 
“the friendly company," a status 
it’ held in exhibitor circles for 
many years, to that of one of»the 
most unpopular. distributors and 
resulted in the denunciation, of 
Metro at .exhibitor meetings and 
conventions. 

Under the “ho look" policy, ex¬ 
hibitors were forced to pay": the 
agreed - upon percentage ' terms 
whether -or not the picture per¬ 
formed at the boxoffice as antici¬ 
pated. Previously Metro had been 
very liberal in making adjustments 
when a picture failed to live up to 
expectations. 

In "his letter to the Allied units, 
Gordon cautioned, however, that 
MeTtro sales chief Charles M. Rea¬ 
gan had been very frank in stating 
that the company’s new policy did 
not constitute a letting down of 
the bars to give indiscriminate ad¬ 
justments and that Metro still re¬ 
served the right to set. its own 
terms. The new policy, Reagan 
stressed, was to provide a method 
of relief where fop pictures did 
not perform with reasonable dis¬ 
tributor-exhibitor expectations. 

Reagan asked Gordon, for ex¬ 
ample, not to convey the impres¬ 
sion to Allied units that if a pic¬ 
ture wa* 50% that Metro would 
be inclined to make an adjustment 
to 48% or 47% because of some 
small variation in experimentation 
and performance. The type of re¬ 
lief, he stressed, was designed to 
help situations where there was 
realjiiscrepancy. 

AdJustmAts, it was noted, will 
be handled through the branch of¬ 
fices, but are subject to home- 
office approval:’ The “no look" 
modification started with engage¬ 
ments of “Teahouse of the August 
Moon." 

Pointing out that “this repre¬ 
sents* definite change in thinking 
on the part of Metro," Gordon can* 
tioned exhibs not to seek Adjust¬ 
ments “in wholesale lots’* hut tb 
confine them “to cases where it is 
actually indicated." 

Visitiig Yaaks 
sss CHtta«t4 fr*m ya|i 4 ffWl 

industry officials here contend, by 
fact that once pic Js finished,- Italy 
gets nothing out of pic's subse¬ 
quent release. Such is hot the case 
with, true co-productions, (exem¬ 
plified by the Metro - Titanus 
“Seven Hills of Rome") the argu¬ 
ment holds, where pic. counta u 
Italian on home ground and reaps 
bokoffice benefits as well as em¬ 
ploying a larger work and techni¬ 
cian force during the making. 

Italian officalt appear deter¬ 
mined to make.their point, and 
are said to be.considering a par¬ 
liamentary lobby and pressure on 
the labor unions (which have been 
basically favorable to. any type of 
production leading to greater em¬ 
ployment of workers) to Support 
their campaign against “all-Amer¬ 
ican" productions. 

Exact formulation of Italo argu- 
menUls not yet known, but could 
for example call for the pairing of 
a “true Yank-Itallan co-production," 
with every contemplated “all- 
American production" by the same 
producer, or a similarly binding 
setup guaranteeing the Italians at 
least a part of the future- monief- 
gained by films shot in this country 

If move reaches fruitioni it’s felt 
it could seriously affect such con¬ 
templated local Yank projects as 
“Ben Hur,” which Metro is cur¬ 
rently pre-planning for a 1955 
start In this country, William 
Wyler to direct 
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Picture Grosses 

‘RUMBLE’ FAIR $9,000, 
FRISCO;‘CORRAL’15G 

San Francisco, June 11, 
Now graduations are being 

bUmed for a somewhat softer tone 
at local boxoffice. However, “Gun- 
fight at Q. K. Corral” continue* 
powerful in second Paramount 
stanza. The longrun “Seven Won¬ 
ders of World” and "Around World 
in 80 Days” still are doing solid 
trade. “Garment Jungle ’ looms 
fairly good at St. Francis but “Hotr 
Rod Rumble” paired with “Caly.^o 
Joe” is not doing so well at Golden 
Gate. ‘TO Commandments.” now 
playing arty Stagedoor with $1.80 
top. continues big in third round. 

Estimates for This Week 
. Golden Gate <RKO) (2,859; 80- 
$1—“Hot-Rod Rumble” (AA) and 
“Calypso Joe” (AA). Fair $9,000 
Last week, "Oklahoman” <20th) 
and "Last of Badmen” (20th), $8,- 
000. 

Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1,25-$1.50)— 
"Wayward Bus” (20th) (2d wk). 
Mild $8,000. Last week. $11,000. 

Warfield <Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— 
“Little Hut” (M-G) (3d wk). Good 
$8,000. Last week, $10,500. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)— 
“Gunfight At O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(2d \vlc>. Bangup $15,000. Last 
week, $27,000. 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25) 
—“Garment Jungle” (Col). Good 
510.000. Last week, “Face In 
Crowd” (WB), $10,500. 

Orpheum <SW-Cinerama> (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (29th wk). Solid $15,- 
500. Last week, $19,200. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
70-$l i—“Streets of Laredo” (Par) 
and “Whispering Smith” (Par) (re¬ 
issues). Okay $8,200. Last week, 
“Monkey On Back” (UA) and “Gun 
Duel Durango” (UA), $9,000. 

Staffedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$1.P0) 
—"10 Commandments” (Par) (3d 
wk). Big $9,000. Last week, $9,500. 

Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) — 
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie) 
(5th wk). Oke $2,300. Last week, 
$3,600. ' 

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Oedi¬ 
pus Rex” (Indie’ (3d wk). Fair $1,- 
800. Last week. $2,300. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.25)—“Gold of Naples” (DCA) 
(2d' wk). Big $3,500. Last week, 
$5,600. 

Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) 
—“Nana” (Times) (2d wk). Good 
$3,000. Last week, $4,600. 

Coronet (United California) 
(1250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Around 
World” ‘UA) (24th wk). Fine $20,- 
600. Last week, $26,000. 

Rio (Schwarz) (397; 51)—“Inside 
Girls’ Dormitory” (Indie). Fair $1.- 
200. Last week, “Private’s Prog¬ 
ress” ‘Indie) and “I Am Camera” 
•Indie) (reissues), $1,200. 

‘Joe’Bright $11,000 In 
Denver; ‘Corral’ 10G, 2d 

Denver, June 11. 
Not much excitement here this 

session, city being' loaded with too 
many holdovers. Ace newcomer is 
“Joe Butterfly;’ bright at Para¬ 
mount. “Beyond Mombasa” is 
rated poor at the Denver while 
“Gunfight at G. K. Corral” looms 
fancy in second Denham round. 
Latter stays a third. “Around 
World in 80 Days” dropped only 
slightly from last week, and natu¬ 
rally stays a fifth at the Tabor. 

Estimates for This Week 
Centre (Fox) fl.247; 70-$1.25)— 

“Desk Set” (20th) (4th Wk). Okay 
$6,000. Last week, ditto. 

Denham (Cockrill) (1,428: 70-90) 
—“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
i2d wk). Fancy $10,000. Stays on. 
Last week, $15,000. 

Denver (Fox) <2.525; 70-90) — 
“Beyond Mombasa” (Col) and *T0 
Tall Men” (Col) (reissue). Poor $8,- 
000. Last week. "Wayward Bus” 
(20th) and “Badlands Montana” 
(20th), $10,500. 

Lakeshore Drive-In (Monarch) 
(1.000>cars; 75) — "War Drums” 
(UA) and “Dance With Me, Henry” 
(UA). Fine $7,200. Last week, “Dra¬ 
goon Wells Massacre” (AA) and 
“Hold Hypnotist” (AA), $7,000. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— 
“Garment Jungle” (Col) and “Bur¬ 
glar” (Col). Drab $5,000. Last week, 
“Little Hut” (M-G) and ‘*Ride High 
Iron” »Col), $9,000. 

Paramount iW'olfberg) (2.200; 70- 
901—“Joe Butterfly (U) and "Cruel 
Tower” (AA). Good $11,000 or 
close. Last week, "Face in Crowd” 
(WB) and "Big Caper” (UA>, $11,- 
000. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50>— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(4th wk). Socko $12,000 or over. 
Last week, $12:500. 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

First stanza ehded last night 
tTues.) hit smooth $19,000 or close. 
In ahead, "Bachelor Party” (UA) 
(8th wk-8 days), $13,000, over 
hopes, for fine extended-run, 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.600; 
$1.2G-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) <62d wk). The 61st 
stanza ended Saturday (8) was 
great $41,800 for 18 shows. The 
60th week was $41,000 for same 
number of performances. Stays 
indef. 

World (Times) (501; 95-$1.5Q)— 
“Stella” (Burstyn). Opened Mon¬ 
day (10). In ahead, “Devil’s Gen¬ 
eral” (Indie) <8th wk), oke $2,500 
in this round finished Sunday (9)- 
after $3,400 for seventh week. 

‘TARZAN’ TALL $5,500, 
OMAHA;‘CORRAL’8G, 2D 

Omaha, June 11. 
Biz is a bit better at downtown 

first-runs this week, but not uni¬ 
formly lively. A rainy weekend 
helped. "Tarzan and Lost Safari”-, 
is the smoothest of newcomers at 
State. “Tall T” looks light at the 
Omaha. “Gunfight at Q. K. Corral” 
is still fast at the Orpheum in sec¬ 
ond stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Braudels (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)— 

“West Point Story” (WB) and 
"Bright Leaf” (WB) (reissues)..Oke- 
$3,500. Last week, “Face in Crowd” 
(WB) and “Secrets of Reef” (Indie), 
$3,300. 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90) 
—“Tall T” (Col) and “Women of 
Pitcairn Island” (20th). Light $3,- 
500. Last week, “Untamed Youth” 
(WB) and “Counterfeit Plan” (WB),. 
same. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- 
90)—“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” 
(Par) (2d wk). Good $8,000 or near, 
after $10,000 bow. 

State iGoldberg) (850; 75-90) — 
“Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G). 
Fat $5,500. Last week, “Little Hut” 
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,800. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

1,503; 2,344; 80-$1.8Q) — “Face in 
Crowd” (WB) and “Shoot-Out 
Medicine Bend” (WB) (2d wk). 
Light $15,700. Last week, $22,00^. 

State, New Fox, Ritz (UATC- 
FWC) (2,404; 965; 1,330; 9Q-$1.50) 
—“Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). Poor 
$13,500. Last week, good $21,400.. * 

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- 
G&S) <2,213; 1,106; 80-$1.80) — 
"Funny Face” (Par) with second 
run pix (2d wk). Mild $6,800; Last 
week, $10,800 plus $39,700 in four 
nabes, three drive-ins. 

Los Angeles, Hollywood (FWC* 
(2,097; 756; 90-$1.50) — “Wayward 
Bus” (20th) and “Break in Circle” 
(2JGth) (2d wk>. Slim. $7,500. Last 
week, with Fox Wilshire and 
Loyola, $23,600. 

El Key (FWC) (861; 90-$L25) — 
"Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (3d 
wk). Fair $2,700. Last week, $4,100. 

Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25-$2) 
—. “Desk Set” (20th). (4th wk). 
Fair $6,000. Last week, disappoint¬ 
ing $7,400. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- 
$1.75) — “Bachelor Party” (UA). 
Dour, $2,700. Last week, same. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50) — “Around World” OJA) 
(25th wk). Big $25,300. Last week, 
ditto. “■ 

Warner Beverly (SW) (1912; 
$1.50-$3.30)—^“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (30th wk). Good $14,000 or 
near. Last week, $17,200. 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) — 
“Gold of Naples” (Indie) (7th wk). 
Okay $2,800. Last week, $3,100. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
— "Lady Chatterley’s Lover’’ 
(Indie) (7th wk). Oke* $1,900. Last 
week, $2,200. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 8) 

key on Back” (UA), $12,000 for 9 
days. 

Studio (Goldberg) (400;. 99-$1.49) 
—“Young and Passionate” (Indie). 
Fair $4,300. Last week, “Wee Geor- 
die” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,300. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$l-80) 
—“Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk).j 
Weak $6,300. Last we&k, $12,000. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000;. 75-$ 1.40}-- 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(2d wk). Big $18,000 or close. Last 
w~'k, $28,000. 

Tcrld (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)— 
“r. "->an of Rome” (DCA). So-so 
r -80. Last week, “La Sorciere 
(Indie) (2d wk), $2,500. 

PfisslEft 

‘Youth’ Stout $7,000 In 
Prov.; ‘Bell’ Ringing 6G 

Providence,. June 11. 
Sunny weekends are slowing 

usually first-run biz here; giving 
most stands just so-so trade. Com¬ 
mencements and graduations aren’t 
helping-either. Majestic with “Un¬ 
tamed Youth” looks best on okay 
returns. “This .Could Be The 
Night” is rated only mildish at 
State. “For Whom. Bell Tolls,” on 
reissue, shapes gopd. . j 

Estimates, for This Week 
Albee . (RKO) <2,200; 65-80) — 

“Hot Rod Rumble” (AA) and “Ca¬ 
lypso Joe” (AA). Weak $4,000. 
Last week, “Deadly Mantis” (U) 
and “Girl In Kremlin” (U), $6,000. 

Majestic (S-W) <2,200; 65-80)— 
"Untamed Youth” (WB) and 
“Counterfeit Plan” (WB). Good 
$7,000. Last week, "Face In Crowd” 
(WB) and “Badlands of Montana” 
(WE), $8,000.' 

State (LOew) (3,200; 65-80) — 
“This-Could Be Night” (M-G) and 
“Fury at Showdown” (UA). Mild 
$7,500. Last week, “Little Hut” 
(M-G) and “Fort Laramie” (M-G), 
$11,000. 

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80) 
— “For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) 
(reissue). Good $6,000. Last week, 
“10 Commandments” (par) (7th 
wk), $9,500. 

‘Joe* Good 8G,; Seattle, 
‘Corral’ Sturdy $9,000 

Seattle, June H, 
Fact that the Orpheum has 

shuttered for month to. make 
extensive ’ repairs may . help biz 
here but it’s not much in evidence 
currently. “Around World in 80 
Days” slill is standout at Blue 
Mouse with big takings in eighth 
week. “Joe Butterfly” at Musics 
Hall shapes good, “Lonely Man” 
is okay at Fifth Avenue' while 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” looks 
solid in second Coliseum frame. 

Estimates for ibis Week. 
Blue MouSfe (Hamrick) (800; 

$L50-$2.50)—“Around World' in 80 
Days” (UA) (8th wk). Big $11,600. 
Last week, $12,500. 

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,820; 
90-$1.25)—“Gunfight at OK. Cor¬ 
ral” (Par) and “Fear Strikes Out” 
(Par) (2d wk). Swell $9,000, Last 
week, $14,300. 

Fifth Avenne (Evergreen) (2,500; 
$1-$1.25)—“Lonely Man” (Par) and 
“Buster Keaton Story” (Par): Okay 
$8,000. Last week, “Wayward Bus” 
(20th), and “Badlands Montana” 
(26th), $7,200 in 8 days. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
i $1.25)—“Tarzan Last Safari” (M-G) 
and “Boone, Trail Blazer” (Rep). 

[ Fair $4,000. Last week, “Battle 
. Hell* (Indie) and “Bermuda Affair” 
(Indie), .$3,100. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- 
$1.25) — “Joe" Butterfly” (U) and 
“Kelly & Me” ■ (U). Good $8,000 
or near. Last Week, “Little Hut” 
(M-G) and "Lizzie” (M-G), $6,800.. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; ‘90- 
$1,25)—Dark* Last week, “Shoot* 
Out at Medicine Baud” (WB) and 
“Face In Crowd”'I WB), dull $3,600. 

Paramount (SW^Ciherama) 
(1,282;.,$1.2Q-$2.45) ^ “Cinerama 
Holiday” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Okay 
$8,000, Last Week, $8,60'V 

TORONTO 
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955; 1,039; 1,393;- 755;* 694; 698; 
50-75) — “Beyond Reasonable 
Doubt” (RKO) and “Man Afraid” 
(U). Light $15,000, Last week, 
“Zombies Mjota Tau”- (Col) and 
“Man Turned" to. Stoned $12,000. 

Eglinton, Towne* Westwood (FP- 
Taylor) (1,080; 693; $04; $1)— 
“Yangtze Incident” UPD) (2d wk). 
Good $10,000;' Last week, $15,000. 
- Hollywood, Pala.ce, Runnymede 
(FP) (1,709; 1,486; 1,385; 60-75)— 
"Desk Set” (20th). Fine $16,000. 
Last week, “China Gate” (20th), 
$7,500 for 5 days. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)— 
“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(2d wk). Hefty $12,000. Last 
week, $18,000. 

International (Taylor) (557; $1) 
—“Sailor Beware” (IFD). Light 
$3,000.* Last week, “Gold of 
Naples” (IFD), same.__ 

LoewV (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)— 
“Little Hut” (M-G). Big $16,000. 
Last week. “Monkeyvon My Back” 
(UA), $8,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2>—"Ok¬ 
lahoma” (Magna) <59th wk). Okay 
$7,000. Last week, ditto. 

University (FP) (1.536; 60-$l)— 
“For Whom Bell Tolls’' (Par) (re¬ 
issue) (2d wk). Holding big at 
$9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Uptown (Loew) (2.098; 60-$l)— 
"Tattered Dress’* (U) (2d wk). 
Nice $7,500. i,*st week, $10,000. 

York <F?) ‘877; SlJ25-$2)—“10 
Commar^'mer’"” (Prr) (3d wk). 
Oke $4,5Q0. Last week, same. 

STANLEY'S PHIL KATZ 
JOINS ADY. AGENCY 

1 - Pittsburgh, Jupe 41. 
Phil Katz, advertising director of 

Stanley Warner theatres’ Pitts¬ 
burgh zone,' exited the company 
this week to join Goldman & 
Shoop Inc., one of this city’s ad¬ 
vertising agencies.- 

Before taking over the top ad 
post in 1955 for the' 60 SW theatres 
in this area, Katz directed the over¬ 
all exploitation-publicity activities. 
In his new post, he’ll. head the ad 
agency’s promotion and merchan¬ 
dising division. 

Henry Berger, district manager 
for the SW Pittsburgh zone thea¬ 
tres, will take'over the pub-ad 
duties as well as continue in his 
present post. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

at Dragodn Wells” (AA). Bright 
$19,000. Last week, “Shoot-Out at 
Medicine Bend” (WB) and “Tarzan 
and Lost Safari” *(M-G) (2d wk). 
$13,000. ^ 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.50)—“Face in Crowd” (WB) (2d 
wk). Weak $10,000. Last week,* 
$13,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (4th wk). 
Sluggish $3,000. Last week, $3,300. 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; 
$1.75-$3.50)—“Around World” (UA) 
(10th Wk). Torrid $24,7Q0. Last 
week, $29,000 with extra shows. 
- United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 

$1.50)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (2d wk). Lofty $27,000. Last 
week, $36,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90-$1.50) 
—"Little Hut” (M-G). Zippy $26,- 
000. Last Week, “Monkey on My 
Back” (UA) (3d wk), $10;700. 

World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Naked 
Eye” (Teitel (2d wk). Good $4,400. 
Last week, $5,500. 

Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25-$1.50) 
— “Pantaloons” (Davis). Perky 

;$4,500. Last week, "Marcelino” 
(Davis) (15th wk), $4,800. 

‘80 Days’ Great $11,000, 
Port; ‘Jungle’ Fair 6G 

Portland, Ore., June 11. 
Town is loaded with visitors 

here for the annual Rose Festival, 
but biz-does not reflect this influx. 
Most downtown houses currently 
have holdovers. “Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral” is doing much better in 
second week at Paramount than 
first.. “Little Hut” at Liberty is 
okay, “Oklahoma” is- modest at 
Orpheum at pop prices. “Around- 
World in 80-Days” at Broadway in 
eighth session still shapes great. 

Estimates for This Week 
. Bboadway (Parker) (980; $2-$2.50) 

■*— “Around World In 80 Days” 
(Magna) (8th wk), hard seat sale, 
two-a day with extra matinees on 
weekends. Still great at $11,000. 
Last week, $11,300. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Garment Jungle” (Col) and 
“Wicke'd As Come” (Col). Fair 
$6,000 or- less.. Last week, “Way¬ 
ward. Bus” (20th) and “Badlands 
Montana*’ <20th), $5,300. 

-Guild (Indie) .‘400; $1.25)—"Wee 
Geordie*’ (Indje) (5th wk),'. Still 
fancy, with- $2,500. Last v»eek,- 
$2,300. *• _ 

•Liberty- (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
$1.25)—“Little Hut” (M-G) and 
“The Big' Caper” (UA) (2d wk). 
Fine $6,000. Last week, $8,100. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$1.25) — “Oklahoma”- (20th) and 
"Smiley” X20th), pop scale run. 
NSG $5,000. Last week, “Face In 
Crowd”. (WB) and “Shoot-Out 
Medicine Bend” (WB), $2,900. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- 
$1.25)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) and “Hour of Decision” (In¬ 
die) (2d wk). Good $8,000, Last 
week, $8,300, 

ST. LOUIS 
(Continued from page 8) | 

“Kronos” (2Qtn) and .“She-Devil”1 
(20th), good $9,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 60-90)— 
“Bailout at 43,000” (UA) and “Gun! 
Duel at Durango” (UA), Modest! 
$4,500. Last week, “Monkey On1 
Back” (UA) and “Hit And Run”; 
(UA)* $3*000. 

. Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,900; 
90-$1.50) — “10 Commandments’^ 
(Par) (4th wk). 1 Smooth $7900. 
Last week, $8,000. !■ 

Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; 
75-90) —“Albert Schweitzer” (In-' 
die). Good $2,000. Last week, 
“Gold of Naples” (Indie) (2d wk), 
$1900. 

St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; -75-90) 
—“Wayward Bus” (20th) (2d wk). 

[Hep $7900 after $9,500 for initial 
; frame. 

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; 
75-90) — “Albert Schweitzer” (In¬ 
die). Okay $2,500. Last week, 
‘■Gold of Naples” (Indie) (2d wk), 
$1,500. 

-■■-■g-g.l.‘—:—.—i —a 
Go-Slow Feeliig 

SSS Continued from psge 3 —^ 

“club." It 1* obvious that there 
are sofne companies that would 
prefer to keep it that Way. - 

The recommendations, of. the 
committee are to expand the board 
"by the same number of mgmbera 
that how Constitute it, However, 
half pi the new members* would 
come from exhibition* and the 
other half from independent pro¬ 
duction. Exhibitor, representation 
would be'split between the circuits 
and indie operators/: / ' \ , 

While the concern over: the re¬ 
percussions and public;ire&tidns 
aspect of another Code Change at 
this time is obvious WSChih the 
MPAA board, membet|7. sard that 
the feeling against expanding the 
•board had lessened. ?If . we'd 
voted on it, I think it would have 
passed right there and then,” re¬ 
ported ofiie board member. How¬ 
ever, MPAA would much prefer to. 
.get the appeals procedure changed 
with the unanimous consent of all 
members. 

The board last week didn’t get 
around to hearing appeals from 
several producers whoso pictures 
had been nixed by Code Admlnls* 
trator'Geoffrey Shurlock. Appeals 
presumably will be taken up to¬ 
morrow. 

Asked how the voting would be - 
arranged on an expanded Code ap¬ 
peals board, on? executive said it 
would be on the basis of a simple ‘ 
majority, with MPAA proxy Eric 
Johnston presumably called on ta 
cast his vote in the case of a tie, 
MPAA execs said no definite dis* 
cussions had been held as yet- with 
exhibitors or representatives of 
their organizations re the theatres* 
attitude viz a revised hoard, 

======?===-==$ 

Gotta Spend' 
== Continued from jpace. 3 

to establish a pre-release setup in 
300 to 350 situations. 

Kramer related he spent a year 
and a half in Spain on “F & P,” 
which stars Cary Grant, Frank Sin- 
atra and; Sophia Loren. Photogra¬ 
phy scheduled almost seven 
months, 38 locations were covered 
and the company moved On 78 roll¬ 
ing vehicles. Trucks were import, 
ed but costumes were made Ip 
Spain and sold back, after use, to 
the manufacturers at 50% of the 
cost, 

Kramer talked in terms of tall 
stakes, asserting the only way to 
obtain a big gross is to spend big. 
He said there w'as an outlay of 
over $400,000 on promotion# includ- * 
ing press junkets, before the‘cam¬ 
eras rolled. By the time the pic* 
ture opens about $2906,000 will 
have been sRent, this including the *; 
pre-production money and for co¬ 
op ad budgets. ‘ 

j Production budget was $4900,- 
000, according to Kramer. 

Film:maker said he’s planning a - 
tour of 12 cities for promotional 
purposes and Grant vwill Cove? 
seven or eigljt towns. He was in 
New York last week, went west fotf 

; a, quickie in Los Angeles arid-San 
Francisco and is to return to Goth¬ 
am next Tuesday (18), 

41 Nations 
•ss Continue^ from pace 3 

! tion, the W-Germans will semi 
three shorts to .Berlin. . ' 

Furthermore, the festival com¬ 
mittee has invited Dr. Ottoman 
Donmick to prem his psycho-ana¬ 
lytic feature pic. “Jonas,” as a fes¬ 
tival entry In Berlin: 

L” Japan announced “ ArashT* 
(Father’s Love) and ‘(Abarenbo 
Kaido” (The Horse Boy) as festi¬ 
val entries. Denmark indicated it 
will send “Ingen tid til kaertegu” 
(Be Dear To Me) to Berlin., Am* 
nelise Hovmand, co-authoress ana 
director of this pic, as well as lat¬ 
ter’s principal cast members, will 
attend the Berlin fete. 

Nigeria will show “Freedom," a 
feature film based'on the same- 
titled play of the Moral Re-Arma¬ 
ment movement, 4n Berlin, Thig 
color pic reportedly has been fi¬ 
nanced by members of the MRA 
movement from all over the world. 
Production staff consisted of mem¬ 
bers from 12 nations, including 
Walt Disney’s Swedish icameraman, * 
Richard Tegstroem, the Finnish 
cameraman Aimo Jaederholm. 
Score is by James W. Owens, col¬ 
ored composer of Connecticut. The 
Detroit Negro Choir and the Afri¬ 
can Calabar Choir appear in this 
film. 
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enchanted even in: 
Anna Maria Alberghetti 

stopped the show 

st the Cocoanut Grove 

with her very first song. 
Both she end her sister, 

Carla, received an ovation 

' such as I have never 

heard Tn alf toy years 

of coverinf the Grove. 

' -LOUELLA PARSONS 

The Palm Trees at the 

Cocoanut Grove art 

atl shook up from ovations. 

-ARMY ARCHERD, VARIETY 

* Probably the most 
enchanted evening 

in the history of the 

Grove was provided by 
Anna Maria Alberghetti 

and her sister, Carla. 

-EDWIN SCHALLERT, 
Los Angeles TIMES 

Each tune achieves 

Show stopping proportions 

.. .a singing act literally 

par excellence. 

-MIKE KAPLAN, VARIETY 

Her voice production and 

coloratura techniques* 

combined with a fetching 

personality stamps 

Anne Maria Alberghetti as a 

stir of the first rank. 

-LA. MIRROR-NEWS ' 

•.. sang like you’d imagine f 

those angels in 

Fra Angelico’s hidden 

battlements of heaven' 

would aing^ 

-MIKE CONNOLLY, 

Hollywood REPORTER.; 

ANNA MARIA ALBERGHETTI 

.11 ,<Cci$ J lO; j: <jLri 
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Italo Trade Talks Echoing More 
Than A Whisper of Anti-Yank Mood 

Borne, June 11. 

There are strong indications that 
the current AGIS-ANICA talks on 

a new di.strib-exhib agreement may 

reflect the increased anti-Yank 

feeling in the Italo pic Industry. 
Though details of the new rental 
agreements are not yet set or dis¬ 
closed, ANICA has asked that as 
an exception; the US companies 
waise the usual 20-day call period 
for a Joint board meeting In favor 
of 8 days’ notice before the meet¬ 
ing was called. Reason for this 
would be* to get the ANICA-AGIS 
controversy settled as soon as pos¬ 
sible in order to better fight -the 
“common fight” vs. the crisis in the 
industry as a whole. 

Some company officials here, 
however, are skeptical about the 
true motives of the call hurry-»»n. 
feeling rather that the Italians may 
want to rush through a deal le-< 
favorable for the US. before the 
Yanks can organize a counter-move. 

Though little is known at this 
writing about the AGIS proposals 
as they now stand, and rumors are 
rampant, there 1* increased talk 
that the Italo ekhibs will no longer 
agree to an “as before” pact with 
a 50% rental top, one “exception¬ 
al” pic per year per company, etc. 

US companies are currently pon¬ 
dering this alternative, with regard 
to the 20 vs 8-day notice for the 
assembly: if the rental agreement 
is as before and as known to Yanks 
(50%, 1 exceptional, etc.)then 8 
days notice is more.than sufficient; 
if the rental pact calls for changes 
unfavorable to Yank side, then 
the 8 days are insufficient, and 
more time fs. needed to prepare a, 
counter-tc‘Ion.. 

Barney Balaban, president, 
board chairman Adolph Zukor 
and all other officers of Para¬ 
mount were reelected at a New 
York board meeting last week. 

Others include Stanton. Griffis, 
exec committee chairman; v.p.’s 
Paul Baiboum, Y. Frank Free¬ 
man, Louis Phillips and Bandy 
Wood; James H. Richardson, 
treasurer; Louis A. Novins, secre¬ 
tary, and Bussell Holman, Arthur 
Israel Jr. and Jacob H. Karp, as- 

j slstant secretaries. 

PHILADELPHIA SOU 
ON DeMILLERELEASE 

Philadelphia, June 11. 
Suit has been filed by 11 theatre 

owners, in U. S. District Court to 
prevent a restricted showing of the 
Cecil B. DeMllle’s ”10 Command¬ 
ments” in the Philadelphia area. 
The plaintiffs ask for an injunc- 

'tion against Paramount. ‘When the 
pic completes its -30-week run at 
the Randolph <William Goldman 
chain) Paramount proposes to lease 
film to only five area houses, on 
competitive bids. 

The theatre owners claim there 
are 42 “key runs.” They have an 
agreement with the distributing 
company whereby all receive films 
no more than 28* days after show¬ 
casing in first-runs. The complain¬ 
ants own 15 theatres in Philly and 
surrounding suburbs. 

Paramount, in Its notice to the 
owners, declared the film is a $14,- 
000,000 product for which a "great 
want to see” has been created. The 
said pic would have only a ‘-’lort 
run if all 42 theatres booked it, 

'THE BIG PLATTER4 

DCA Casting U.S. Disk Jocks For 
New Rocker 

Minneapolis, June 11. 
Sandy Singer of WTCN Rad Jo, 

the Twin Cities’ only piano-play*ng 
disk jockey, has been engaged by 
Distributors Corp. of America 
fDCA> to aopear iii 4 new rock ’n’ 
roll feature film, “The Big Plat¬ 
ter,” along with Andy Williams, 
the Diamonds, “Little Vehard” 
and the Platters. 

Singer will take a leave of ab¬ 
sence from WTCN to go to Holly¬ 
wood ne\*t month when the picture 
will he filmed. 

DCA is signing up variens disk 
locks in all parts of tlve countrv to 
appear. 

hI IRISH 
blarney — and charm — in movie* are 
frankly hud fully discussed in t 
Juno-Juiy issue of FILMS IN REVIKW. 
So is the recent film festival in Cannes. 
And so is the art in movie art turcc 
tion—the little known craft which 
makes or breaks so many films. The 
June-JuJy issue also contains long¬ 
hair film gossip; absolutely uneor-, 
rupted reviews of current movies; a 
fascinating movie memory test for 
eggheads; special departments on fionu- 
sic and movies that are on. TV; re 
views of current books about movies;, 
and, finally, letters from readers that 
contain, invaluable and hard-to-come 
by factual information. 

FR1C 
We will send the June-July issue free 
to aU who subscribe for one year. 
Rates; $4.50 in the US; *4.75 in Can¬ 
ada; $5 in all other countries. 

FILMS IN REVIEW 
31 Union Square, Now York City 3 ; 

Booking Pattern in Chi 
Seen In For Overhaul As 

U Romances Off-Loopers 
Chicago, June 11. 

First-run features with multiple 

day-and-date bookings in' neighbor¬ 

hood houses and drive-ins with, or 

without concurrent . downtown 

showings, mark Universal’s' ‘ new 

distribution policy here. ’ Indie dis¬ 

tributors and .outlying theatres 

have been long calling for such 

booking procedure, and heavy pro¬ 
motion .of the films is being, c.ajje'd 
for to swing other distributors into, 
line. 

The -Universal move resulted 
from an overstocked ShMf With1’ ho 
Loop outlets. Bal^ban <c Katz the¬ 
atre chain cooperated "with Uni¬ 
versal during the recent sales 
drive, but currently the situation is 
as before, with Warners pix pre¬ 
dominating at the Chicago Theatre, 
Paramount pix at the United Artsts. 
and Columbia and UA product at 
the Garrick.^ Apparently United; 
Artists now has first call on the 
newly-reopened Garrick. The indie 
Oriental has been playing exclu¬ 
sively 20th-Fox product for many 
months. Metro has used the Woods 
Theatre and the little Loop The¬ 
atre for most of its recent releases, 
while the Monroe, Roosevelt and 
Grand have been confined pretty 
much to action product. With the 
entry of AB-PT into that field that 
area has become crowded too. 

Ironically these big houses claim 
they are still starving, for Class A 
celluloid, hut the studios, are only, 
turning out B product for. the most 
part, and there is a surfeit of these. 

The original Universal offer in¬ 
volved the purchase of “selected: 
theatres,” numbering In no case; 
more than 20. of six double-feature 
packages. However pix are being 
paired for sale in groups of three, 
and even single packages are being 
negotiated for. Terms are reported 
at 35 percent, plus a cooperative 
advertising campaign with $350- 
$500 being contributed by each the¬ 
atre, and this being matched by 
Universal. 

Keystone in the negotiations are 
Allied Theatres. In addition, Stan¬ 
ley Warner houses and two Essan- 
ess drive-ins are involved. June 
21 is the opening date for the first 
package, “Joe Butterfly” and 
“Kelly and Me.” Significantly no 
B&K theatres are involved. It is 
expected that the biggest impact 
will be made at suburban and 
drive-in houses rather than in the 
nabe houses which are located in 
areas fairly accessible to downtown 
Chicago. 

It is assumed by most of film row 
here ttfet the Universal slap at B&K 
is a temporary situation that would 
be rescinded if a Loop opening for 
more Universal product, is'found. 
However, if successful, theatre 
owners are expected to be more 
insistent on first run product; and 
many indie distribs with specialized 
product, which they could only 
promote heavily with such a hook¬ 
ing and advertising scheme as Uni¬ 
versal has initiated, are looking for 
‘their chance to crash Into the nabe 
houses, which will now be able to 
promote films properly, a factor 
which it has been repeatedly shown 
is the chief obstacle to foreign 
films here. Moreover, downtown. 
houses will be more destitute of 
product than ever, which also 
raises hope for the foreign and art 
distributors. Some anticipate a 
situation similar to that prevalent 
in Los Angeles where downtown 
houses and neighborhood theatres 
i>lay Oonsecutivoly; 

PfatlETt 

RepV 25c Divvy . 
Republic Pictures last week 

declared its regular quarterly 
25c dividend on preferred 
Stock. 

Melon Is payable July 1 to 
stockholders of record June 20. 

Anli-Yati* 
—— Continued from par* 7 

any kind of majority stock owner¬ 
ship. . | 

Board members, including1 Yates 

and those presently under his in¬ 

fluence, and investors who have 

been on his side right along, vote 

over 750,000 shares. (The-^ entire 

outstanding issue is slightly over 

2,000,000). Additionally Associated 
Motion Picture Industries and Ton- 
rud Inc., both Delaware outfits 
under Yates’ control, own .81,000 
shares of the, preferred and hold 
Rep debentures in the amount of 
nearly $1,000,000. This adds up to 
beaucoup additional power. 

Yates doesn’t want to yield and 
this means the outsiders will have 
to win over some of his followers 
in order to build up the straight 
majority vote. 

The intra-mural intrigue doesn’t 
all meet the eye. But there have 
been reports that both Beir Goetz, 
former Metro exec in Britain, .who 
owns 65,000 shares, and Bernard E« 
(Ben) Smith jr„ who fought his 
way - to membership- on; the.- board 
three years ago, have been wanting 
to take over the Rfp presidency. 
Smith ik a Wall Strgetbrpker who 
controls-about 34,000 shares. . 

If there's^, any -break on ,, this 
front it: -could ;haye the^outajders 
taking the-reins. Working ,t0 .the 
advantage. thoae-seeklni tho up* 
per hand is like, fact thftprivale 
investors, are -hot: hippyr with jfche 
continued absencevof dividends £n 
common stock, losses incurred .'op'; 
’idleness,. *' " ‘ \J \ 

Rails ii Spakt 
- - --■ Continued from Pit* 5 sSm+i 

least for U. Si dlstrib operations,in 
Spain. 

Creditable film sources' iay 

MPEA Is particularly irked ‘at 
having been maneuvered into the 

hands of local Madrid distribs. 

When MPEA Mediterranean rep 
Charles Baldwin returned here a 
fortnight ago accompanied by Con¬ 
tinental toppers David.. Lewis 
(Metro) and John Spires (Univer¬ 
sal), he was asked by Government 
officials to negotiate’ directly withj 
a delegated spokesman for the 
Spanish film, industry, Joaquin 
Agusti fdistrib chief in Spain) with 
the understanding that an agree¬ 
ment. reached with Agusti would 
constitute a joint industry film 
peace, plan requiring only final 

! Spain official approval. 
I Negotiating in ’ good f ilth, 
sources say, MPEA not only 
trimmed minimum allotment from 
78 pix in *54 to current request of 
70 pix for all ten. member com¬ 
panies, but accorded- far-reaching 
concessions to Agusti offering (B‘ 
to give MPEA product to local, 
distribs on a percentage release 
basis, (2) arrange for a supple¬ 
mentary import quota of U. S. co¬ 
productions to' bolster local, indie 
allotment, (3) agreed to -soften im¬ 
pact on local distribs of the.re-en¬ 
try of MPEA super-quality prodr 
uct by a staggered ard reduced 
release schedule to become ‘ ef¬ 
fective months after signing of ah. 
agreement and (4) to Win Govern¬ 
ment support* agreed to adjust dol¬ 
lar remittances in consideration of 
Spain’s weak hard currency posi¬ 
tion. * 

When MPEA and Agusti reached 
an accord, local distribs met and 
voted down film peace plan, with 
local distribs supplanting Govern¬ 
ment authorities as arbiter of ne¬ 
gotiations, MPEA found itself at 
the mercy of the local film indus¬ 
try branch most hostile to con¬ 
tinued MPEA operations in Spain* 

Baldwin then sponsored a last- 
ditch interim arrangement directly 
with Goveernment officials which 
Involved a simple exchange of let¬ 
ters authorising Import licenses to 
MPEA companies here, enabling 
them to do some business immedi¬ 
ately while continued negotiations 
eventually eliminated thorny dif¬ 
ferences. Film authorities nixed 
Baldwin proposal although MPEA 
circles here had fingers crossed 
Government would accept as a 
gesture of friendship and coopera- 

i £ ~ ; ~ ' ! 1 

Can Yanks Crack Dane Boycott? 
Continued from pas* 5 

boycott. The Americans, and some 
Danes, say the attendance drop 
has been considerable. The spokes¬ 
men for Ihe majority of Danish 
theatremen hold that the dip 
hasn’t been bad, and that Euro¬ 
pean films—particularly German 
imports—have filled the breach. 

Quite apart frpm this, the boy¬ 
cott has been, less 'than airtight, 
since some of the independents— 
notably Walt Disney—have con¬ 
tinued to sell their 'films at Danish 
30% terms. Those Danish exhibi¬ 
tors who resigned from the Ex¬ 
hibitor' Federation to accept the 
Americapt terms are characterized 
by Federation president Harry 
Frandsen .by a cowboy term— 
“maverick.’; * 

Mogens Fisker, who has signed 
with the Motion Picture Export 
Aisn. and who runs the new* 800- 
seat Villabyernes Bio house,-says 
his business has been up around 
125%. since he resumed Holly¬ 
wood product (at the old 30%). 
Starting July 1, the exhlbs whp 
are willing to trade on Yank terms 
will be paying 40% for all films, 
with two pictures from eaeh com¬ 
pany "freely negotiable.” 

Danish. . Exhibitor Federation 
spokesmen say these terms are un¬ 
fair and prohibitive under present 
conditions ’in this Kingdom. The 
Americans. hold ithat events will 
prove that the theatres can. well 
afford to pay 40%,’ particularly if 
they, raise-their admissions. The 
American, managers are confident 
that,- opce the new product gets dn 
ttie market,' the' remaining exhibi¬ 
tor. resistance will collapse. The 
Denes don’t that way.* 

. They admit,- however, that they'll 
have ’ a- tough time -meeting - the 
competition of those houses that 
gre wiU,lng'to.pay the priee for the j 
new -Hollywood pix. - - i 

" ,American Argument j 
■ -TbeAmericatt position is termed 
eminently fair and economically 
reasonable' by £vend Henriksen, 
the : Paramount Pictures ‘manager 
In Copenhagen. '‘Why should every 

•.‘A* and TF ^picture be sold- at i 
flat 30%,” he aslced. “Actually, on 

. the scale wo pfopose,. some 240 of 
the small theatres' will be paying 
30%, exactly as before.' Another 
120 theatres^ would work out to 
about 37V£%‘‘and 70. theatres will 
be paying 35%. The rest will pay 
40% film rental. 

“I believe the small Danish 
houses -would very much like to 
sign;up with us, but they’ve'"been 
threatened that, if they'do,, they 
Won’jt be -able to get the Danish 
films with which they make good 
money. We would like every ex¬ 
hibitor in this country to be free 
to chqose whether or not he wants 
to play our pictures.” - 

Under.-the bylaws of the ex¬ 
hibitor- organization,* no member— 
unless he resigns—is permitted to 
pay mote than 30%. “Show me 
any place in 'the world where Ital¬ 
ian and French imports get-the 
sanfe film rental as the American 
product,” Henriksen argued, 

AKt-Nielsen Gloomy 
The Danish exhibitors insist that 

,-*■ flat 40%, for all types of Ameri¬ 
can films: is- unfair. Theatre owners 
like J. Ahl-Nielsen English-speak¬ 
ing (once. Chi Tribune correspond¬ 
ent here) of the Park Theatre, for 
instance, argue that they’d be 
willing to ac9ept a sliding scale. 
“If I earn money with a picture, 
I don't mind sharing it,” he said, 
“but, I also know that the smaller 
American companies will never go 
for it since they’d never get the 
top prices on that basis.” 

The Americans claim that, at one 
point, they were willing to go for 
a sliding scale, modelled somewhat 
after the one in Sweden, when 
films are sold- at a top 50% down 
to.30%, but that the proposal was 
buried within the Exhibitor Feder¬ 
ation. Furthermore, say the U.S. 
reps, the*' way the Danes would 
“fix” the..sliding scale is that, in 
the end, they’d still come out with 
30% again. 

There is all 'round agreement 
that the tax burden on the Danish 
theatres is fierce. The actual ad¬ 
missions tax runs to 41% of the 
gross or about 70% of the net. 
After that, there’s a film fund tax 
on earnings, the proceeds of which 
go to the legitimate theatre. 

Ahl-Nielssen outlined the situa¬ 
tion this way: “My Park Theatre 
has a turnover of 600,000 kroners 
exclusive of tax. I pay 180,000 
kroner in film rentals and show a 
profit of 23,000 kroner. If I should 
accept the MPEA terms, it means 

more, and. my profit would bi 
gone.” 

Can't Afford Upped Ip.O. 

The Danes claim them .public 
wouldn't stand for upped admis¬ 
sions. The Americans say experi¬ 
ence has shown that, patrons arc 
willing to pay them. 

The boycott battle has been 
foiight with increasing bitterness. 
The Danes, for Instance,' circulate 
the (unsubstantiated), charge that 
MPEA members have bought up 
the Danish rights to films which in¬ 
dependents like Samuel Goldwyn 
might have been willing to release 
at 30% In Denmark. There have 
been numerous “leaks” to the press 
about the situation, followed by 
vehement denials. * " 

One recent story in the local 
Ekstrabladet laid the American 
companies would; ■ in the future, 
sell their product through local 
indie outfits. Thi* was immediately 
denied by MPEA rep Fred Gronfch, 
who also asserted that no American 
“blockade” was being maintained 
against .the -Danes. .“The only 

•blockade* now* existing i$fhat im¬ 
posed by Danish Exhibitor Organi¬ 
zations which are preventing the 
Danish, theatres from, freely chew¬ 
ing American films to the Ameri* 
can public,” he wrote. ; 

No one doing business, in. Den¬ 
mark; approves. ;of-. the. licensing 
system pertaining to theatres,-It’s 
agreed that the system kill* show¬ 
manship and makes, of ten for’slop¬ 
py operations. The original-reason 
for the licensing was! io prevent 
“foreign” Interests^lie ’the-Ameri¬ 
cans, from grabbing up the'hpusfci. 
Now' a;., government pffleial iay? 
the ?ystem Is well established' apa 
unlikely to . be* changed. N$ Oh# 
mfcy 'own more thah ’a single house. 

The Danes -hive taken' some 
desperate measures in their, fight 
with the American distributers. 
They asked, for-instance, whether 
the U.S. antitrust Jaws applied to 
the Hollywood- operations ‘ id Den¬ 
mark. • Also, they are : going - to 
Berlin this month to propose a film 
union “to help Europe to. be a 
little -better prepare?. against thi 
American claims.”- They’ve also 
had conversations* with other Scan¬ 
dinavian countries on the rental 
question. 

I The Danes say the American 
withdrawal has helped the growth 
of television in their country, 
where -there -are now some 75,000 
sets in operation. But, considering 
the overall growth of ty in Europe, 
it’s questionable whether video 
wouldn’t have come in ; anyway* 
There Is no question at all that the 
'absence of the top American films 
has caused a drop in attendance* 
though it unquestionably has: boost¬ 
ed the stock of the Danish, pictures 
which are subsidised by the gov¬ 
ernment to the tune of 25% dt th« 
boxoffice. There appears to be 
some .logic in- the .charge that the 
Danish producers have not heed 
unhappy over, the state of .affairs 
that has'prevailed'over the past 
two years. . ' • . 

U Rolls 5 Features 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Universal will glace five pic¬ 
tures before the ‘ cameras this 
month, marking the biggest pro¬ 
duction spurt for the studio since 
last July. New starts give U a 
total of 18 pictures so far this 
year. => 

With the currently filming “The 
Female Animal” and “The . Ama¬ 
zons” scheduled to shoot through 
the most of Junej studio wijl have 
seven pictures simultaneously* in 
production during latter part of 
this month. Fix going before 
cameras include “Christmas in 
Paradise,” “Summer Love,” ‘.The 
Big Heat,” “Raw Wind in Eden” 
and “The Western Story.” 

TPA International Ine, has been 
authorized to conduct a motion pic¬ 
ture business in New York, with 
capital stock of 200 shares, no par 
value. Milton P. Kayle is a director 
and filing attorney. 

New York Theatre 
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The Big Fallout—TV Comics 
To "the amazement of perhaps no one who’s been hep vto what’s 

been happening over the past year where tv comics of the free¬ 
wheeling stan^up variety school are concerned, NBC-TV next sea¬ 
son will boast but. a single comedian represented on the network 
schedule nexf season on a regular basis^and even then on an 
alternate-week basis. The solo comic is George Gobel, who shares 
the Tuesday night 8 to 9 slot with Eddie Fisher. (All the others 
on NBC, such as Jerry Lewis, Bob Hope, etc. will be periodic 
in-and-outers.) 

On CBS-TV, the score Is only slightly more favorable, With Red 
Skeltoii as a Tuesday night regular and Jack Benny continuing 
to-hold down the alternate-week Sunday night 7:30 berth. Credit 
CBS, too, with Phil Silvers and Danny Thomas, but this is ventur¬ 
ing into the situation comedy area. 
ABC-TV. has none. _ 

By the Deans Early Light 
Early Morning Country Music Nipups' Reverse 

A Trend With CBS Topping <Todayr 
+---:-■-— 

NBC, CBS in Major Reshuffle Of 
U.S.-Foreign Newsmen; Collingwood, 

Harsch to London; Smith Returning 

CBS-TV is doing some early- 
- morning nipups over the rating re¬ 

sults of its new Jimmy’Dean coun¬ 

try -music stanza, which. for the 

second time in a row has outrated 

its “Today”4 rival on NBC-TV. It’s 
the first time a CBS^ show has been 

able to . top ‘Today”: in the j to. B 

period, long ' a trouble spot for 

Columbia. ’ • ’ * 

New Nielsens (first May report* 
give' the '7 to 7:45 Dean show a 
3.5 to 2.6 edge over “Today." In 
the April If Nielsen, first In which 
Dean was rated, he topped “Today* 
by a‘ narrower margin, '3.3 to 3.0. 
In the "Nielsen rating period be¬ 
fore, the first April report, the Will 
Rodgers Jr. “Good Morning” stan¬ 
za which pean replaced was top¬ 
ped by. “Today” by a 3.8 to 3.0 
score. 

Overall,* from the last Rodgers 
“Good Morning” rating to the 
latest on Dean, CBS-TV. has. in¬ 
creased its audience by 17% while 
“Today’s” has declined by 32% in 
the 7 to 7:45 time. As compared to 
year ago, in the first May -report 
for 1956, CBS-TV has increased its 
ratings 169% (a 1.3 rating for 
“Morning") and NBC's has de- 

. clined by 26% from a 3.5 to 2.6; 
Ip the 7:45 to 8 spot, where CBS 

installed a news show with Richard 
Hottelet, it also tops “Today”- in 
the latest report by a 3.0 to 2.9 
score. In the previous report,, the 
April 11 Nielsen rundown, it top¬ 
ped “Today” by a 4.1 to 3.9 score. 
That gives CBS a clean sweep 
against “Today,” since “Captain 
Kangaroo” at 8 to 9 consistently 

' tops the NBC entry. 
The CBS emergence to • domi¬ 

nance marks a dramatic reversal, 
since the web hasn’t been able to 
get off the ground In the 7 to 8 
period for more than three years, 
since it first started programming 
against “Today.” Period was 
marked by a succession of. shows 
and personalities, starting with 
Walter Cronkite, then Jack Paar, 
then Rogers and now Dean. When 
the idea of a country music show 
was broached, there was more than 
a bit of trepidation at CBS, but 
the project was okayed anyway. 

; ‘Monitor’s’ $5,800,000 
' NBC Radio’s Weekend “Moni¬ 
tor” segment winds its second 
year this week, with the web’s 
total two-year take on the show 
now at' the $5,800,000 mark.- Sec- 
ond-year billings reached $3,300,- 
000 net, an increase of 35% over 
billings for the* premiere season. 

TV Gets Brash 
As Major Factor 

In Canada Vote 
Ottawa, June 11. 

Yesterday (10) was federal elec¬ 
tion, day in -Canada, and as the 
balloting neared, - Canadian televi¬ 
sion wondered wha’ happened. 
When the election was.set up, 
politicians, tv experts and most 
viewers got ready for the nation’s 
biggest video campaign, Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp. erected a 
schedule of ample free time for 
all four major parties (Liberal, 

(Continued oil page 58) 

By GEORGE ROSEN ^ 

It now *looks. Tike “Pony Ex¬ 

press,” the half-hour western skein 

which NBC-TV bought from Ash- 
ley-Steiner, may not even go to the 
post when the new fall season 
preems. despite the web’s con¬ 
tractual commitment for a full 
series. “Pony” is only one of a 
number of westerns whigh -the 
oversurfeited network have been 
unable to unload. For this is the 
season when the “stragglers and 
the hagglers” are having their in¬ 
nings with the networks. 

“Pony Express” was intended for 
the 7:30 to 8 Tuesday slot, but 
with time running out on firming 
up sponsor deals for next season 
(practically every major advertiser 
has pretty much much made up his 
mind already on what goes where), 
the webs are a little on the frantic 
side trying to dispose of the re¬ 
maining properties running into 
millions of dollars with which they 
are still hurdened. “Pony” is only . 
one of them. NBC now admits that 
the show is far from locked in and 
if someone brings In a half-hour 
entry, with a built-in sponsor the 
time can be-their’* for the asking- 

The last-minute jitters are fairly 
prevalent, since even two or three 
unsold properties can make a vast 
difference in the final reckoning on 
profits. This doesn’t necessarily 
mean, that the shows won’t be sold. 
But' ihe networks are now faced 
with a post-buying season.- The 
“must get .Into* tv” client list has 
been - accounted for. Some strag¬ 
glers remain/ but for the most part 
these represent* the “we ran take 
tv or leave it” school. If they get 
the right deal or time they “might” 
come in. 

Along with “Pony Express,” 
NBC is still stuck with the full-hour 
“Wagon Train”, series slated for the 
Wednesday 7:30 to 8:30 period. 
NBC is more confident on this one. 
And It only has half of the Monday 
night “Crisis” sold (to Ford)—the 
difference between $5,000,000 and 
$10,000,000 in revenue. But it’s 

(Continued on page 58) 

Jerry’s Smart Trendex 
Jerry Lewis easily out-Tren- 

dexed his Saturday night rival¬ 
ry in the comic’s special one- 
shot appearance on NBC-TV 
over th'e weekend. Lewis’ 9 

' to 10 score was a 29.7 vs. only 
a 12.6 for ABC’s Lawrence 
Welk and a 6.5 for Gale Storm 
at 9 and 7.5 for “SRO Play¬ 
house” at 9:30 on CBS. 

On Sunday (9), Ed'Sullivan 
reversed his form to top Steve 
Allen by a 19.4 to 15.6 score. 
ABC’s “Hollywood Film Festi¬ 
val” had a 5.8. 

Axing of ‘Home’ 
$2,000,000 Cost 

S On Studio Alone 
Over and above the axing of the 

Arlene Francis hour-long “Home” 

morning show, Which is to be re¬ 
placed with two half-hour cross- 
the-board segments, - NBC-TV is 
faced with a serious problem of 
what to do with a studio that is 
costing $2,000,000 a year to main¬ 
tain, at the rate of $40,000 a week. 

That’s precisely the dilemma 
i which confronts the network on its 
elaborate West 67th St. studio fa¬ 
cilities in Gotham, originating 

/point for the “Home” show, and 
why NBC,’despite declining ratings 
and unspectacular business, had 
been reluctant to cancel the pro¬ 
gram until now. 

Only by applying those below- 
the-line charges and extra fees for 
services and facilities has NBC 
been able to help defray the cost 

' (Continued on page 58) 

Both NBC and CBS news are 
planning some major changes in 
their overseas-U. S. correspendert 
assignments, and the personnel in¬ 
volved plus new bureaus planned 
make the shuffles the most impor¬ 
tant in years for the networks. At 
CBS, Howard K. Smith will return 
to the U. S. after some dozen year-s 
as Chief European Correspondent 
and Charles Collingwood will re¬ 
place him in London as bureau 
chief; at NBC, Joseph Harsch will 
take over the London bureau in his 
first permanent overseas assign¬ 
ment since before the war. 

Moreover, NBC is setting up new 
permanent bureaus in Vienna. 
Rome and Berlin, the latter a shift 
from Bonn. Ed Newman is leaving 
London as bureau chief to set up 
the Rome office, while Frank 
Bourgholtzer switches from Bonn 
to Vienna arid John Rich moves 
froin New York to the new Berlin 
office. 

At CBS, Mr. Smith goes to Wash- 
► Lngton, where he’ll do a daily insert 
In the Douglas Edwards tv news 
show in addition to his other regu¬ 
lar choices. Post of Chief European 
Correspondent will be dropped, 
while Collingwood, who Covered 
London for Overseas News Agency 
during the war, returns to overseas 
duties as London chief after op¬ 
erating in N- Y. -for 'several years. 
Another CBS “shift is in the Far 
East, where Robert Pierpoint will 
return to N. Y. after three years as 
Tokyo chief and will be replaced 
by Peter Kaliscber. ex-Collier’s Far 
East correspondent who joined the 
web shortly af^er the mag folded in 
December. 

NBC is still working out its deal 
With Harsch, who’s been in Wash¬ 
ington (except for a stint covering 
Germany before the wart since 
1929. It’s projected as a three- 
year deal (Collingwood is going in 
for a two-year stay). Harsch won’t 
be strange to Londoners, since he 
does the BBC-TV “Report from 
America” sbbw. Collingwood will 
have Alexander Kendrick working 
with him. In the case of Harsch, 
he succeeds Ed Newman, who took 
over as bureau chief some months 
ago when Romney Wheeler left the 
news operation to join NBC’s Inter¬ 
national Division on a permanent 
basis. * 

NBC hasn’t had a permanent man 
in Rome, .where Newman is setting 
up shop, since Merrill Mueller left 
a year ago to return stateside. Its 
Vienna bureau is brand new, 
though, it’s had stringer coverage 
all along. As for the shift from 
Bonn to Berlin, it’s due to Bonn’s 
comparative inaccessibility to good 
transportation. CBS set up a per¬ 
manent Vienna slot only a couple 
of months ago, assigning Dan Kara- 

(Contjnued on page 58) 

WhatMadeMorgan 
Change His Mind? 

OUT SOON! 

12th Annual Radioand Television 
Review and Preview 

Return to NBC 
Tom Knode, who resigned from 

NBC station relations two and a 
half years ago to become a. key 
exec for the Ed Petry station rep 
organisation, is weighing an offer 
to return to the network,- but this 
time in an upped capacity. Knode, 
who exited the Petry company 
two weeks ago, would become v.p. 
in charge of station, relations for 
NBC, succeeding Hairy Bannister. 

Move, of course, would be with 
Bannister’s blessing. Latter has 
about two years to go before reach* 
ing retirement age and in' the. in¬ 
terim he would assume1 the role of 
an “elder statesman” within the 
NBC company. • 

Knode is holding off on^a def¬ 
inite decision. TJridefstbod he's 
also 

Forms c!osjng shortly Usual Advertising rates prevail 
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Within three days of his arrival 
in New York as the new vice- 
president in charge of ABC Radio 
Network programming. William S. 
Morgan Jr., last week did complete 
about face and went back to the 
McLendon Corp. fold in Texas. 
When he signed with Robert East¬ 
man, ABC Radio prex5\ slightly 
over two weeks ago, he quit as veep 
and general manager of KLIF, and 
now returns as assistant to prexy 
Gordon McLendon. 

There is a cloud of mystery over 
Morgan’s departure. Eastman said 
only that there were problems he 
and Mqrgan could not settle. 

Eastman has not chosen Mor¬ 
gan’s successor and apparently in¬ 
tends to take his time finding one. 
Meantime, William Hamilton, east¬ 
ern program manager under Mor¬ 
gan’s predecessor, Ray Diaz, will be 
active head of the radio net’s p«)- 
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CBS-fV’s Khrushchev Coup Snowballs 
Into a Political Red Hot Potato 

■ Television’s most enterprising 4- 
telecast turned into a political hot 
potato last week. 

A bewildered CBS no sooner fin¬ 
ished congratulating itself '(and re¬ 
ceiving the congratulations of sta¬ 
tions and the press) on its ad lib 
“Face the Nation" interview with 
Communist Party boss Nikita 
Krushchev than it was engulfed 
with criticism and suspicion from 
sources ranging from the President 
of the U. S.. through the head of or¬ 
ganized labor down to obscure refu¬ 
gee groups. 

What began as a suggestion from 
a White House source to newsmen 
that it might be a good idea for 
President Eisenhower to answer 
Khrushchev on Russian television, 
radio and newsreels (a suggestion 
nixed by the President himself but 
subsequently reissued by Senate 
majority leader Lyndon Johnson 
over the weekend), snowballed into 
a major controversy that spells a 
delicate future for the function of 
television as a newsgathering 
source. 

The major blow fand the one 
that hurt most) was the President’s 
differentiation at his press .confer¬ 
ence between newspapers and tele¬ 
vision as a news media. He imme¬ 
diately put the onus on tv as a 
“commercial enterprise,” and de¬ 
spite efforts to dissuade him by 
CBS White House correspondent 
Charles Von Fruend, stuck to his 
description in a mood of bitterness 
over the interview. 

That wasn’t all. The President 
turned down offers by CBS, NBC 
ar,d ABC to rebut "Khrushchev’s 
comments with an hour of his own. 
Then. Se'h. Johnson proposed a 
weekly exchange between Soviet 
and U. S. television and radio, sug¬ 
gesting that we allow Khrushchev 
to appear before American audi¬ 
ences if the Soviets allow Presidert 
Eisenhower to appear before the 
Russian people. Sen. Johnson’s Re¬ 
publican counterpart, Sen. William 
Knowland. supported the proposal 
on the very same program, “Face 
the Nation,’’ over the weekend, a 
week after the controversial 
Khrushchev interview. 

Squawks Pour In 

Meanwhile, a welter of criticism 
of CBS’ action in getting the inter¬ 
view .flowed in. Rep. Victor L. An- 
fuso inserted a series of sharply 
worded questions into the Congres¬ 
sional Record, and although the 
questions were directed at “Na¬ 
tion” moderator Stuart Novins, 
CBS prexy Frank Stanton made 
haste to reply to them by week’s 
end. Telegrams for equal time 
flowed into CBS from various 
groups—from the Socialist Party, 
to reply to Khrushchev’s declara¬ 
tion that all our grandchildren will 
be “living under socialism": from 
an assembly of political refugees 
representing half a dozen coun¬ 
tries. with a reqeust for an hour’s 
time for each country. 

By last Thursday <6>, CBS re- 

tContinued, on page 54) 

Bulganin, Zhukov 
Interviews, Too 

, Kansas City, June 11. 
Bea Johnson, director of wom¬ 

en’s activities for KMBC and 
KMBC-TV. returned last week 
from heading a junket of radio and 
television people to Europe, includ¬ 
ing five days in Moscow. She 
brought back the first American 
interviews ever recorded with Pre¬ 
mier Bulganin and Georgi Zhukov. 

The top Russian officials are in¬ 
cluded in a list of 23 interviews 
which Mrs. Johnsdn recorded 
abroad. Her request list included 
either Bulganin or Krushchev, but 
she believes that Bulganin was se¬ 
lected because he is the more 
kindly and polished in appearance, 
she said. •» 

The group of 20 persons included 
16 women employed by radio and 
tv stations including Mrs. Johnson 
and her assistant. Miss Sherrill 
Thrailkill, and two men from Kan- ‘ 
sas City, Warner Untersee, a 
photographer, and Dale Helmers, 
sales rep of KMBC, and two other 
Kansas City women. They wit¬ 
nessed the May Day- parade in 
Moscow, and saw a fashion show 
and other events in Russia. 

Philco’s Brisk *57 Pace 
Philadelphia, June 11. 

At the windup of Philco’s two- 
day mid-summer convention at the 
Bellevue Stratford, pres. James M. 
Skinner Jr. predicted the “com¬ 
pany would do better this year than 
in 1956, when it broke even.” Tele¬ 
vision set sales ran 13%-16% ahead 
of 1956 in the early months, of 1957 
and its inventory position was the 
best in years, he stated. 

Last year Philco lost $686,000 in 
the second quarter. This year the 
firm earned $1,107,000 in the first 
quarter, and If it continues in the 
black for the second quarter its 
net income for the first six-months 
will be well above last year’s first 
half net of $831,000- 

Hope Group Buys* 
Rockford TV’er 

Hollywood, June 11. 

Boh Hope and his business as¬ 

sociates bought their second tv 

station, WREX-TV, Rockford, Il¬ 

linois, for $3,000,000 this week. 

Purchase was approved by the sta¬ 

tion’s 33 Rockford businessmen 

stockholders, and now goes to the 
FCC for official sanction. WREX- 
TV is the only yHF station in 
Rockford. 

Associated with Hope in the buy- 
are his attorney, Martin Gang; his 
radio-tv agent, James Saphier; 
broker-producer Albert Zugsroith 
and Arthur Hogan and Ashley 
Robison. Hope, Gang and Saphier 
are the major stockholders in 
KOA-TV, Denver. 

Roy Norr’s 125G Suit 
Vs. RCA Up for Airing 

In N.Y. Supreme* Court 
Trial of a $125,000 breach of 

contract suit brought by Roy Norr, 

former RCA public relations coun¬ 

sel, against his ex-employer is ex¬ 

pected to go into its second week 

today (Wed.) before N. Y. Supreme 

Court Justice Abraham Geller. 

Norr wound up three days of tes¬ 

timony Monday (10) and RCA 
board chairman Gen. David Sar- 
noff was scheduled to take the 
stand late yesterday (Tues.). 

Norr, who was an RCA pub-re¬ 
lations adviser at $25,000 per year, 
claims tH-f in Dec., 1948, he was 
assigned ^ cover Gen. Sarnoff on 
matters of no connection with pub¬ 
lic relations but concerning man¬ 
agement' and business.. 

He contends that on an ex¬ 
pressed oral contract for services 
rendered Sarnoff on this and other 
matters he’s entitled to an extra 
$125,000. He testified that, he made 
studies and wrote ^reports on 
management and business subjects. 

Before Gen. Sarnoff’s appear¬ 
ance yesterday, Norr’s attorney, 
Emil K. Ellis, attempted to show 
the friendly relationship . which 
long existed between Norr and the 
General. Plaintiff’s counsel read 
into the record excerpts from a 
pre-trial examination of Sarnoff 
that touched on their harmonious 
association. 

Wrigley Pacts 52-Week 
Howard Miller Renewal 

CBS Radio this week inked one 

fat renewal and a couple of short¬ 

term saturation deals, pacting 

Wrigley Gum to another 52 weeks 

on its Monday-through-Friday quar¬ 
ter-hour sponsorship on the Howard 
Miller morning show. 

Shorttermers are Pan-American 
Coffee Bureau, which bought five 
sevenrand - a - half - minute daytime 
segments per week for eight weeks 
starting July 8. and Hearst Publi¬ 
cations, which picked up 10 such 
segments over a five-day period 
between June 19 and 24. Total take 
on the new business and the re¬ 
newal came, to $l,50Q,0g(J jgrps^ 
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Swing and Sway with 

SAMMY KAYE 
Currently: Hotel Roosevelt Grill, 

New Yo»k. (Eigiith week.) 
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC. 
Columbia Records Exclusively. 
Just released: CHARM BRACE¬ 

LET., b/w PAST MY PRIME. 
Beautiful recitations by Sammy in 

bis album. 
"SUNDAY SERENADE OP 

POETRY” 

ABC Still Needs 
All-Star TV Coin 

No Time For Silence 
" *Wliat is perhaps television’s greatest news teat to date has been 
'greeted with “unappreciative” Washington reaction. The Presi¬ 
dential' (and some Congressional) reaction to CBS’ now-famous 
Khrushchev interview on “Face the Nation” has understandably 

* inspired dismay and disbelief at CBS, at newspapers across the 
country, and in the television industry at large, ; 

Washington attitude seems a display of no faith in the intelli¬ 
gence of the American people and to the communications media 
which ser^e that people. To assume that a White House “re¬ 
buttal” or “analysis” of Khrushchev’s remarks is necessary is 
also to assume that the American people don’t have the sense 
to evaluate and reject oh their own. It suggests that the Presi¬ 
dent or his advisors and some Congressmen consider the public 
incapable of sound opinion. 

The uproar started last Tuesday when White House aides in¬ 
timated that Eisenhower ought to appear on Russian television, 
radio and newsreels in a sort of retaliatory guest appearance. 
When the President himself realized the absurdity of that po¬ 
sition, he withdrew, but not very gracefully since he expressed 
a sort of resentment at a “commercial institution” having the 
temerity to go after news wherever it cOuld find it. The remark 
was surely inappropriate at a capitalistic press conference, where 
everyone present represented the same sort of “commercial in¬ 
stitution,” print or broadcast. 

This reaction is not reassuring for the future, and the industry 
must be alert to the dangers. In effect, CBS’ Khrushchev inter¬ 
view was in no way different than the many newspaper inter¬ 
views of Soviet leaders, per William Randolph Hearst Jr., the 
New York Times’ manager,editor. Turner Catledge, and others. 
CBS’ interview was completely ad lib as compared to the rigid 
queskions-in-advance formalities of the print interviews. It 
could he argued that earlier newspaper interviews have been 
mbre fertile for the, spreading of the Commie line, simply be¬ 
cause of the advance preparation of the answers. 

Chicago, June li. 
With Amoco falling out of par¬ 

ticipation in this fall’s All Star 
football telecast, ABC-TV is seek¬ 
ing a new sponsor to carry the 
ball in the secont^and third quar¬ 
ters in the Eastern zone. Pabst 
Brewery, which has purchased the 
rights to the game from Chi Trib¬ 
une Charities, has the first and 
fourth periods, and unless some¬ 
one picks up the tab for the two 
in between the only certain loser 
in the game will be the network. 

ABC-TV, carrying the game*for 
the third straight year, has lined 
up Standard. Oil ^gain for the 
midwestern zone, Covering some 
14 states, but must now find re¬ 
placements for Amoco in th£ east, 
as well as for Pan Am in the 
south and southeast. The western 
zone, as before, will be sold co¬ 
operatively. Game may also be 
broadcast on ABC radio (but not 
simulcast), although sp far there 
are no orders for.it in the house. 

Grid classic this year will pit 
the New York Giants, pro foot¬ 
ball champs, against the College 
All StSrs in Chicago’s Soldier 
Field on Aug. 9. Jack Drees 
again will do the ABC-TV play- 
by-play and Red Grange the color. 

JAEGER, SULLIVAN’S 
KEY SLOTS AT WNEW 

General impression is that Rich¬ 
ard D. Buckley is. going to spend 
his time for the foreseeable future 
concentrating on DuMont’s tv op¬ 
erations, as veep in charge of 
sales and programming. The presi¬ 
dent of WNEW, New York radio 
indie recently acquired by DuMont, 
has upped two key WNEW men, 
John B. Jaeger and John V. B. 
Sullivan, and it looks as though 
the moves were made primarily to 
relieve him of his heavy radio 
burdens. 

Jaeger, veep and assistant gen¬ 
eral manager .to Buckley, got the 
nod as exec veep of WNEW, leav¬ 
ing Buckley free to administrate 
DuMont’s WABD, New York, and 
WTTG, Washington. Sullivan, who 
is considered Buckley’s No. 1 sales¬ 
man, though Buckley himself was 
actively in charge of the radio out¬ 
let’s sales operation, becomes veep 
and sales manager. 

What really seems to concern Washington is the fact that 
Khrushchev came across on television as a human being instead 
of a monster, which has upset Washington into believing that he 
jnay have created a favorable impression among the American 
audience. 

If this is what-the critics of the Khrushchev interview hope to 
“rebut,” position is all the more absurd, since nobody has yet 
found a way to rebut a personality rather than an issue. Right 
here is where the danger to television lies. Apparently the Pres¬ 
ident and Washington can’t accept television as a legitimate 
and proper news medium because of the very uniqueness of t^e 
medium. A news story is cold type, but a television news story 
or interview is live flesh and blood; Television is in the para- 
doxicaf position of being suspect for its very virtues—the ability 
to bring the personality into the story. 

To the newspapers’ credit, they have been alive to the fact 
that the danger to one news medium represents a danger to all, 
and have been supporting CBS in the hassle. 

Such enlightenment, unfortunately, has not been displayed 
by the television industry itself. It’s about time that NBC, 
ABC, Mutual, the stations and the NARTEL spoke up in a strong 
defense of CBS’ rights against what is clearly a common ganger. 
It could happen to-them next time. 

McLendon’s Dublin Deal 
Dallas, June 11. 

Gordon McLendon, owner of* 
KLIF here, KTSA, San Ah* 
tonio, and KLIT, Houston, has 
announced that he plans to. 
build a television and radio 
station in Dublin, Ireland. 

He said that he had offered ,. 
a “deal” to .the Irish govern¬ 
ment and that he understood 
that his proposal was receivings 
“serious consideration.” 

The television and radio sta¬ 
tion, with a total cost of $2,- 
500,000 would cost the Irish 
government nothing, according 

..‘o.^c^spdp?.,,, , ,,u fc<n 

CAMPBELL SOUP BUYS 
‘COLT 45’ ON ABC-TV 

Campbell Soup picked “Colt 

“45,” a new Warner Bros, half-hour 

telefilm, as its Friday at 10 series 

next fall on ABC-TV. Meantime, 

the network has elicited the inter¬ 

est of Colgate-Palmolive in the al¬ 
ternate half of the program, but no 
deal has been inked. 

In other program areas at ABC, 
latest word is that R. J. Reynolds 
has decided finally against reten¬ 
tion of “Wire Service” next fall, 
even if the Don Sharpe telefilm 
series were to go to.30 minutes 
instead of the present hour. That 
leaves ABC-TV with 7:30 to 8:30 
Mondays on its hands, with neither 
program nor sponsor. 

Chi WGN Seen Snaring 
Cubs Gaines From WIND 

Chicago, June 11. 
WGN is expected to announce 

shortly that it has plucked from 

WIND the exclusive home-and-road 
broadcast rights of the Cubs base¬ 
ball, games beginning with the 1859 
season. 

While there’s no official confir¬ 
mation as yet, word has leaked out 
that the. National League last- 
placers were at last ready to suc¬ 
cumb to a tall monetary bid for 
the rights from WGN. Station now 
airs the Chicago Bears entire pro 
football schedule, a/nd its tv coun¬ 
terpart, WGN-TV, beams the home 
games of both the Cubs and the 
White Sox, 

The radio deal would bolster the 
sports dominion of WGN, Inc. here. 
To WIND it would mean a sizable 
loss in revenue for the time and 
adjacencies and probably a reshuf¬ 
fling to a straight music and news 

,i'k‘;cvt 3 l i J hk ‘.*i 

WBKB’s Daytime 
Summer Tuneup 

Chicago, June 11. • 

WBKB is overhauling its day¬ 

time lineup for the summer with 

a mind to hypoing sales and an eye 
to the autumn blueprints. More 
than half a dozen new shows are 
being mapped for the,- “test run” 
treatment this quarter, and the 
emphasis is to be strongly on live 
shows. The. new look in program¬ 
ming at the ABC o&o is fitting, as 
the station has not yet made ex¬ 
tensive use of its new studios and 
facilities. 

“Uncle Johnny Coons,” a noon¬ 
time strip, is the only fully spon¬ 
sored show on WBKB this season 
in the period from sign- on until 
4 p.m., and the spots in the sur¬ 
rounding time are known to be 
sparse, pointing up the station’s 
disenchantment. with its present 
daytimers. 

Principal casualty is “Morning 
Spectacular” at 8, which displaces 
Art Hern, Angel Casey, and Win 
Stracke, although the latter re¬ 
vives his old moppet show, “Un¬ 
cle Win’s Farm," in the 10:30 slot 
in July. Shows that will survive 
the revamping are “Creative Cook¬ 
ery,” in its seventh year, “Laugh 
Time,” “Susie,” “Film Festival” 
(network at 2 p.m.), and of course 
“Johnny Coons ” Even these may 
be pared down in time, however. 

Already unveiled is Norm Ross’ 
“Seven at Eleven,” a free-wheeling 
music and interview hourlong 
strip.* It employs, besides the host, 
A1 D’Lacy’s Gypsy orch and singer 
Jimmy Lee. 

Comic Paul Gray mov*is into the 
“Morning^ Spectacular’’ spot in 
July with a cross-the -board hour 
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Frankie On A ‘Manhunt’ 
Any situation which pits NBC-TV against ABC-TV, the William* 

Morris agency against Music Corp, of America and Chesterfield 
against American Tobacco Co., has all the demerits of intra-trade 
drama. It’s all beginning to shape up on some interesting station 
raiding now going on involving the^Friday night 9 te9:30 period. 

That’s .the time when the Chesterfield-sponsored Frank Sinatra 
. show (out of the Wm. Morris stable) on ABC-TV will be pitted 
next fall against the MCA-TV-inspired “Manhunt” series being 
sponsored by American Tobacco on NBC. 

Thus far three of the stations generally identified with NBC 
programming have thrown their allegiance to ABC, agreeing to 
toss out “Manhunt” pickup so that they can take Sinatra live on the 
cable. 

Involved ar» stations in such major markets as New Orleans, 
Syracuse and Birmingham. 

' There had previously been reports that ABC-TV was offering 
•NBC stations prints of the Sinatra show for-Monday night at 10:30, 
which would thus throw a curb at NBC’s 10 to 11 “Crisis” show, but 
ABC’s Ollie Treyz chimes in a vigorous disclaimer. Just ain’t so, 
he says. ; 

As Kraft TV Goes, So— 
NBC-TV Drama Showcase Springboard for Flock Of 

Show Biz Entries 

Everything From Opera to Revues 
In Savage’s TV Musical Splurge 

Show business is reaping a tidy 

little harvest from over-the-years 

productions on “Kraft Television 

Theatre,” with no less than two 

television specials, ‘ two just-re¬ 
leased films and one upcoming 
Broadway legiter based on “Kraft” 
entries of the past. A noteworthy 
sidelight is that two of these were 
done originally during the summer¬ 
time, pointing up the Kraft philos¬ 
ophy of maintaining big summer 
budgets in a move* to maintain and 
even hypo program quality during 
the hot spell. 

The two pictures currently in re¬ 
lease are “The Green Man,” Brit¬ 
ish-made whodunit starring Alistair 
Sim, and “The D. I.,” the Jack 
Webb starrer about the Marine 
Corps; “Green Man” was adapted 
by Frank Launder and Sidney Gil- 
liat from their own play, “Meet a 
Body,” which Kraft produced July 
27, 1955. “The D.I.” was done on 
Oct 10, 1956 under the title of 
“Murder of . a Sand Flea,” with a 
script by James Lee Barrett. 
Though it was Barrett's first televi¬ 
sion script, he was signed by Webb 
to do tbe screenplay. 

On the tv “special” front, 'Time 
for Elizabeth,” the Groucho Marx- 
Norman Krasna play in which 
Groucho isMue to star this season, 
was done on Kraft July 27, 1949. 
Another NBC Special is “The Scar¬ 
let Letter,” which* is to be done 
as a location drama. Kraft did a 
studio version; on May 26,1954 with 
Kim Stanley starring. Legit list in¬ 
cludes the upcoming “Bette Bibb,” 
in which Billie Burke is due to 
star. Paul Crabtree play was done 
first on Kraft on 'Oct. 19, 1955 
under the title “I, Jtfrs. Bibb, with 
Lillian Gish in the starring role. 

Apart from these specifics, the 
Kraft showcase has done classics 
since mounted as network spectacu¬ 
lars, such as “Barretts of Wimpole 
Street,” “Dodsworth” and ‘Mac¬ 
beth,” and anticipated the fairy tale 
trend in .television programming 
with “Hansel & Gretel” in 1948, 
“Rip Van Winkle” in 1953 and 
‘Alice in Wonderland” In 1954. 

Lux Future Rests 
On Alternate Hour 

“Lux Video Theatre” rides 

through the summer in its present 

60-minute Thursday night format 

on NBC-TV, but the parent Lever 
Bros, is determined to lop off half 
of it for the new fall season. (For 
some time Lux had been trying to 
bring in an alternate-week sponsor 
for the live Coast-Originating series 
which reprises top film properties, 
but probably because of the over¬ 
whelming sponsor identity, all ef¬ 
forts have been in vain). 

In the face of Lux’s plans-to 
trim the show to 30 minutes, re¬ 
linquishing the 10:30 to 11 p.m, 
period and only retaining the 10 
to 10:30 time, NBC-TV is now try-1 

(ConiumedMon* pageTK)* v., j 

Rating the Hour Dramas 
{ARB Report for May) 

Kraft TV Theatre .... 25.8 
Studio One . 19.9 

Goodyear Playhouse .. 18.5 
Aluminum - Hour 18.3 
Robert Montgomery .. 18.1 

Lux Video -Theatre .... 17.1 

U.S. Steel Hour . 15.1 

Circle Theatre . 14.8 

‘Not Cricket’ Sez 
CBS, Nixing Biog 

Hollywood, June-11. 
An offer to televise the Jeanne 

Eagles story on CBS-TV’s “Play¬ 
house 90,” before Columbia Pic- 
ture’s^Eagles bio starring Kim No¬ 
vak, is released has been nixed by 
CBS-TV coast program veep Al¬ 
fred J. Scalpone. Explained the 
exec; "We didn’t feel it would be 
fair to do such a tv show when a 
movie studio has completed a pic¬ 
ture based on the same subject.” 

Fryman Enterprises, headed by 
Red Doff, had made the offer, af¬ 
ter obtaining ' all rights to Miss 
Eagles' story from Elaine Niddas, 

(Continued on page 58) 

J. English Smith Ankles 
ABC-TV; Fetter in No. 2 

Program Slot in Shuffle 
After only a couple of months, 

the ABC-TV upper program eche¬ 
lon is reverting to its original 
status. J. English Smith, who re¬ 
cently was hired as manager'of the 
tv network’s program department, 
is ankling, 

Ted Fetter, who will retain the 
title of director of tv network pro¬ 
grams and who, theoretically, re¬ 
ported to Smith, will once more 
become the web’s No. 2 program¬ 
ming man. John Green, lately on 
the production staff of NBC-TV's 
“Wide Wide World,” will move in 
as the department’s administrative 
exec under Fetter. 

Smith, who was for several 
years an executive with ABC's 
western division, is expected to 
return to the Coast shortly, though 
he is not under contract to con¬ 
tinue with the network. No rea¬ 
son for his departure was given. 

Green, who has nft title yet, was 
hired by program veep James 
Aubrey to take over English’s ad¬ 
ministrative .functions. 'Though 
Smith’s ' job called for overall 
command of planning and adminis¬ 
tration, he had only paper control.] 
over Fetter’s creative program set¬ 
up, with Fetter mainly reporting 
directly to Aubrey. 

Dan Melnick continues as man¬ 
ager of program development. He 
is reporting to Aubrey. J»1 

NBC-TV's signaturing of a con¬ 

tract with Jack Paar to helm a new 

late night show as replacement 

for ‘Tonight” (it’ll probably be 

calleu the “Jack Paar Show”) rep¬ 

resents the network’s last big col¬ 
lege try to keep the coasMo-Coast 

cables alive from 11:30 p.m. to 

1 aim.—a feat it’s been trying to 

accomplish, with indifferent re¬ 
sults, for several years. Over the 

span, it’s been costing the network 

millions of dollars in trying to 

turn the trick, first with the Sever¬ 
al-season span of the Steve Allen 

“Tonight” 90-minute, entry and 

thhn with the current and soon-to- 

be-doomed. “Tonight —• America 

After Dark” showcase. 

Paar takes over in mid-July, 

when “Tonight” vanishes for good. 

His contract is for 24 weeks, span¬ 
ning the rest of the year. If, dur¬ 

ing that period, Paar fails to maike 
it on both the sponsor and rating 
front, NBC will throw in the 
sponge and turn the time back to 
the stations. 

Surprisingly enough, the sta¬ 
tions aren’t pressuring to recapture 
the time. While NBC has been 
taking 'the financial rap (with the 
program layout geared to a $2,- 
000,000 loss on an annual basis), 
the stations, Or. a good many of 
them, have been turning it into a 
profitable venture through local 
sale of adjacencies. They pocket 
100% ot the coin. The network 
has been getting nothing but 
headaches. ■ „ 

In fact NBC affiliate statiohs 
particularly in the midwest would 
like NBC to keep things pretty 
much as they are. These stations 
start their feature and syndicated 
pix at 10:30 and run. them until 
12:30 (which is 11:30 eastern time), 
at which point they “go network" 
and get a free program ride with 
a network-burdened show. 

When, at NBC’s 30th annual 
convention in Miami Beach last 
December, the web “sprung” the 
announcement of the newest “To¬ 
night” showcase on the affiliate, 
expressing high hopes for its fu¬ 
ture, it was generally felt that the 
affils would balk on the premise 
that the stations would be better 
off recapturing the time for fea¬ 
ture films. Actually there was lit¬ 
tle or no resistance and over the 
past few months the stations have 
been building up some sizable bill¬ 
ings in pacting those adjacencies 
with local sponsors. But NBC 
never got off the ground in trying 
to invite national advertisers into 
its late night framework. It’s 
now up to Paar. 

♦ With the musical format well- 
entrenched for the fall as tele¬ 
vision’s Number One programming 
format, Theatrical Enterprises has 
taken the bull by the horns with 
most drastic innovation yet, a pro¬ 
posed series of weekly 90-minute 
musical shows running the gamut 
from opera to revues. Package 
house, which did the Alcoa “Stin¬ 
giest Man in Town” Christmas spec 
.last year, is negotiating with three 
major sponsor prospects, one of 
which, Kaiser Aluminum, already 
has the 90-minute time slot on 
hand but hasn’t yet decided 
whether to go along with feature 
films on ABC-TV. 

. Dave Savage, Theatrical Enter¬ 
prises prexy, sees the package, 
which would be budgeted at some 
$200,000 per show, as a musical 
counterpart to “Playhouse 90.” 

[; Just as that CBS stanza has been 
j able to do a wide variety of straight 
! play ventures ranging from serious 

1; drama to comedy to mystery, so 
would the 90-minute musical stanza 

; be able to range from opera, 
Socony Mobile Oil,. which was ’through original musicals, adapts- 

Cross-Circuit TV 
When, on July 21, “Alcoa 

Playhouse” on NBC-TV pre¬ 

sents an original musical title 

“He’s For Me” by Michael 

Dreyfus, the credits will make 

no reference to the fact that 

the author is on the staff of 

J. Walter Thompson—as an as¬ 

sistant director for “Kraft 

Television Theatre.” 

Socony to Share 
Trackdown’ With 

Amer. Tobacco 
poised to make its. entry as a net¬ 
work sponsor via the NBC-TV 

“Manhunt,” pulled a sudden switch, 

last week, and turned to CBS-TV 

to become alternate sponsor with 

American Tobacco on the new 

“Trackdowh” series going into the 

Friday at 8 period in the fall. 

“Trackdown,” out of the Four Star 

Films stable, replaces “West Point” 

in the time, with American To- 
bacco-Socony replacing General 

Foods on the sponsorship. 

American Tobacco deal is out of 
the BBD&O stable (product not 
yet determined; could be Luckies, 
Tareyton or* Hit Parade ciggies, or 
even a mint-menthol brand if 
American hops the bandwagon). By 
one of those curious Coincidences, 
Socony ■was to have shared NBC's 
“Manhunt” with the American To¬ 
bacco Pall Mall brand (out of 
SSC&B), 'also on Friday nights, 
but at 9 o'clock. Socony had an 
option on “Manhunt” while Ral- 
ston-Purina was trying to make up 
its mind whether to exercise its 
prior option, and when Ralston! 
pulled out, it seemed as if NBC had i 
Socony locked up. But CBS ’ 
stepped in quickly and snared it 
away. 

“Trackdown” will star Robert 
Culp and deals with the Texas 
Rangers, from whom Four Star has 
a promise of cooperation in filming 
the series. The American Tobacco- 
Socony deal, incidentally, leaves 
CBS-TV with only an alternate- 
week half-hour to fill on Friday 
nights, that being half of the 7:30- 
8 “Wally, and the Beaver” segment 
(see separate story). • 

tions of modern novels, musical 
versions of the classics to straight 
revue-type shows. 

Emergence of the musical for¬ 
mat via “Chevy Show.” Perry 
Como, etc., Savage beiieves’ is the 
only notable change in the pro¬ 
gramming patterns of the past 
couple of seasons with the excep¬ 
tion of “Plajdiouse 90,” and the 
new package combines elements of 
both. Savage, one of the innovators 
of feature film programming via 
the WCBS-TV “Late Show” which 
he incepted while with the station, 
feels features have no place on the 
networks and that the future of the 
medium doesn’t lie in obsolescence, 
which the feature films represent. 

He’s already lined up some 50 
properties jn terms of options for 
the series. One is the hiusical ver- 

(Continucd on page 58) 

Colgate Wants Out 
On‘Adams & Eve’ 

The bitter Steve Allen-Ed Sulli¬ 
van feud broke out anew this week, 
with Allen’s manager and exec pro¬ 
ducer, Jules Green, accusing Sul¬ 
livan of “cheating the public” by 
announcing and publicizing attrac¬ 
tions which do not factually ap¬ 
pear on the program. 

Green has specific reference to 
Harry Belafonte, who had been 
listed to appear in a film clip from 
20th-Fox’s “Island in the Sun” on 
Sunday’s (9) Sullivan show. Ap¬ 
parently 20th got its Cinemascope 
print of the clip too late to con¬ 
vert it to straight 35m for tele¬ 
vision use, and the segment was 
cancelled out of the show. 

But Green charged: (1) the orig¬ 
inal announcement of the Belafonte 
stint and subsequent items implied 
he would appear live,- (2) that a 
correction wasn’t sent out by CBS 
to the newspapers-until the Wed-; 
nesday before the program, and ■ 
then after the New York Times; 
tailed CBS after it heafd'th’6 rilip‘1 

wasn’t to be ready on time, and (3) 
Sullivan during the show itself 
never made any reference to the 
fact that Belafonte would not ap¬ 
pear that night, further “mislead¬ 
ing the public.” 

Sullivan, contacted long-distance, 
was obviously angry over the phone 
but said: “I have no comment to 
make. I have no comment on 
either of those punks.” 

, Green stated this has not been 
the only incident where Sullivan 
has advertised of publicized guest 
appearances which failed to ma¬ 
terialize without prompt notifica¬ 
tion of the cancellations to the pub¬ 
lic. He cited Rock Hudson and 
Doris Day as two other examples. 

If a patron goes to a theatre to 
see Rex Harrison and Harrison 
doesn’t appear, he's informed of 
the fact, Green said, and gets his 
money back. Sullivan offered no 
such information to. his audience, 
because. Green charged, he “want- 
'ed to che'at'thfeifa?*1 ' 

Colgate has asked CBS-TV to be 
’•eleased from its alternate-week 
sponsorship of “Mr. Adams & Eve” 
by fall. Network has Colgate tied 
down to a firm commitment on the 
show through January, but will let 
Colgate out if it can find some¬ 
one to replace the soap company 
as alternate sponsor with R. J. 
Reynolds on the Friday night Ida 
Lupino-Howard Duff comedy series. 

Reason for the Colgate request 
is a budget and adjacency situation 
stemming from its purchase of a 
half-hour Friday 9:30-10 segment 

f on NBC-TV for the fall (show isn't 
1 set yet; a projected deal for Metro’s 
j“Thin Man” series fell through). 
; For one thing, Colgate isn’t happy 
'< about sponsoring alternate weeks 
; of a show on CBS Fridays at 9 
! (“Adams”) and then having an 
J every-week half-hour at 9:30 on 
l NBC. For another, half the Colgate 
j coin for the NBC commitment came 
i from its cancellation of Vie Bob 
Cummings show which it shared 
with Reynolds. Now, it Would like 
to use the “Adams” coin for the 
other half of its NBC commitment. 

SEEK PIDGfON FOR 
‘RENDEZVOUS’ SERIES 

CBS-TV is due to roll still an¬ 
other pilot next month on a next- 
year program entry. Series will be 

i a 30-minute dramatic anthology 
funder the aegis of lerit producer 
j Howard Erskine, who • recently 
' signed a longterm pact with the 
; web as a producer-director. Series 
will be titled “Rendezvous” and is 
tentatively earmarked for a Janu¬ 
ary start. 

Erskine is negotiating with Wal¬ 
ter Pidgeon to take over the host¬ 
ing chores for thq show. Pidgeon 
is starring on Broadway in “The 
Happiest Millionaire.” ^ whose.. qc^ J 
producer happens to be' Erskine. 
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Syndicated Pix Still Look to Books, 
Mags, Radio Shows for Properties 

The syndication field, with its 
need for wide acceptance among a 
multiplicity of sponsors through¬ 
out the country, leans heavily on 
pre-spld properties based on popu¬ 
lar liooks, magazine series, radio 
shows, etc. 

The examples are varied and 
many. Television Programs of 
America has upcoming the "New 
Adventures of Charlie Chan,” long¬ 
time fave in past features and on 
radio, “Tugboat Annie,” based on 
magazine series; MCA-TV is kicking 
off with a "Mickey Spillane" skein; 
Ziv has the "New Adventures of 
Martin Kane”; and National Tele¬ 
film Associates has put “Official 
Detective” into syndication, series 
based on a longtime Mutual show 
and articles in magazine of same 

'title. 
In the recent past, there has 

been Guild’s "Captain David 
Grief,” based on Jack London 
yarns; NBC . Television Films’ 
"Crunch and Des,” based on Philip 
Wylie’s Satevepost series; and the 
"O. Henry” anthology by Gross- 
Krasne. Going still further back, 
there3 have been many others, some 
of which have not been clicks. Suc¬ 
cess, like in many other areas of 
showbiz, depends upon the skill in 
transferring the property to the' 
tv medium, direction, casting, 1 
scripting, shooting and other fac-; 
tors. i 

But having an easily recognized ■ 
property in the syndication field, a ; 
property, which - is known by the j 
sponsors, stations and public, is a j 
definite commercial plus. For one ! 
thing, the local or regional sponsor f 
is looking for immediate returns • 
on a syndicated show, not having j 
the resources of a national buyer,; 
who may sweat out a network prop-1 
erty until it' builds a following.; 
With a pre-sold property, there’s : 
an inherent factor credited with re- j 
ducing that "sweating out” period * 
for corraling audiences. I 

Frank Price Exits SG 
For *91311066’ Berth 

^ Hollywood, June 11, 

In realignment of NBC-TV 

‘‘Matinee Theatre” staff, Frank 

Price, story editor of Screen Gems, 

resigned last week to assume same 
post with "Matinee.” 

Price succeeds Marty Donovan, 
who’s taking over as continuity 
writer for "Matijjee” host John 
Conte, replacing Norm Jacobs, who 
quit to freelance. 

SGs U. S. Sponsors; 
In Latino Pix Sales! 

i 
Screen Gems this week wrapped , 

up one new-Latin American deal, 

is negotiating another and put the 

the finishing touches on a third, 

all with American sponsorship. The 
Columbia Picture subsidiary sold 
"Ford Theatre” to Kraft Foods for 
Puerto Rico and Venezuela, and 
sold "Ford” also to Camel ciggies 

'for two additional Latin American 
countries. 

In negotiation is a deal with! 
Scott Paper, which sponsors "Fa-j 
ther Knows Best” on NBC-TV, to. 
pick up the Spanish-dubbed ver» ; 

“‘ion of the situation comedy in; 
seven countries in Latin America; 
with options for several more. The] 
seven countries are Puerto Rico,’ 
Mvxico, Cuba, Venezuela, Colum¬ 
bia, Argentina and Brazil. 

Interesting aspect to' the Kraft 
deal is the fact that the same ser¬ 
ies lias brought considerably more 
money in both markets the second 
year than when the original sales 
were made there a year ago. Un¬ 
derstood the price paid was nearly 
double the first-year' price, due to 
la small rise in set circulation amng 
|\vith television’s strong impact on 
sales. 

van's 7-Show 
Ziv Rerun Deal In 

Feature Easeoff 
WGR-TV, N. Y., now easing off 

on its feature film accent, in the 

midst of fall plans to ride on the 

telefilm bandwagon more heavily, 
has inked a rerun deal with Ziv’s 

Economee TV covering seven Ziv 

shows. 

The RKO Teleradio New York 

flagship in the first-run field has 

lined up "Mickey Spillane," MCA 

TV; "Harbor Command” and "New 

Adventures of Martin Kane.” Sta¬ 

tion also is in a hassle with Official 

Films concerning “Adventures of 

Sir Lancelot” and "Buccaneers,” 

with station claiming to have 

bought into the two skeins upon 

their network cancellation, prior 

to their Kellogg pickup for after¬ 

noon rerun telecasting on ABC- 

TV. WOR-TV in light of develop¬ 

ments how is working on a pos¬ 
sible "double exposure” deal for 

the New York market. 

Ziv rerun shows bought by sta¬ 
tion and number of episodes are 
as following: “Science Fiction The¬ 
atre,” 78; "Favorite Story,” 78; 
“Meet Corliss Archer,” 39; “Eddie 
Cantor Show,” 39; “Your Televi¬ 
sion Theatre,” 39; “Boston 
Blackie,” 78; and “Times Square 
Playhouse,” 39. 

Station, still going strong with 
the fuliy sponsored “Million Dol¬ 
lar Movie” show, has lopped off a 
feature in the 9 to 10 p.m. period, 
subbing telefilms. Telefilm drive 
lof station stems from two forces, 
one, an attempt to gain greater 
flexibility, and the other to meet 
the growing, first-run feature com¬ 
petition in the seven-station mar¬ 
ket, with different programming. 

Brit Writers, Directors 
Adapt Themselves To 

Tempo of U.S. Telepix 
Hollywood, June 11. 

There’s a fast growing reservoir 
of British and European writers, 
directors and technicians, trained 
to U. S. production methods, which' 
is now available to American pro¬ 
ducers lensing abroad. So feels 
Barry Cohon, production exec with 
Ziv-TV, just back from a three- 
month stay abroad to initiate shoot¬ 
ing on “New Adventures of Martin 
Kane” series. 

Most "Kane” segments are lo¬ 
cated in Britain, with the company 
headquartered at London’s Elstree 
Studios. Cohon found a Corps of. 
British writers who are already fa¬ 
miliar with the Yank telefilm form, 
as well as film cutters and tech¬ 
nicians who have worked on Amer¬ 
ican films. 

Ziv is shooting abroad to give 
the series an "international flavor,” 
according to Cohon, and money 
savings are meager, if at all. While 
pay scales are lower, the working 
pace is more leisurely and thus, 
shooting schedules are longer. Both 
the European tempo of life and 
tax structure work against an 
American-type schedule, according 
to Cohon. “Since they can’t keep 
enough of the money to make it 
worthwhile, they don’t like to 
work overtime. 

SHELDON LEONARD’S 

NEW TELEPIX SERIES 
ON RAILROADING 

‘Highway Patrol’s 
3d Go-Round For 

Ballantine Beer 
Ballantine Beer, via William 

Esty, has inked a deal with Ziv for 

the third year production of "High¬ 
way Patrol,” Ballantine taking the 
show in 24 eastern markets, run¬ 
ning from New England to Florida. 

Broderick Crawford starrer, one 
of the strong syndicated “ proper¬ 
ties, is one of the few Ziv skeins 
which. have made the three-year 
production mark or higher, others 
being "I Led Three Lives” and 
“Cisco Kid.” Interestingly, the 
show in the Ballantine markets in 
92% of its time slots is being aired 
in Class A- time, ranging between 
7 and 11 p.m. In New York, the 
skein will continue its double ex¬ 
posure pattern via WRCA-TV and 
WPIX. 

Ziv sales execs are currently 
working on three year renewal 
contracts with other advertisers 
and stations. Possibility of a fea¬ 
ture based on show, also starring 
Broderick Crawford, is being 
mulled by Ziv. 

Hollywood, June 11. 

New telepix series, "Iron Trail/’ 

to deal with post-Civil War rail-* 

roading in U.S., has been set by 

Waggster Productions, new firm 

headed by agent Lester Salkow. J 
Preston Foster and Lex Barker j 
have been set to co-star. George! 
Waggner, who penned pilot script, | 
will also produce-direct. Foster,] 

__. Barker and Waggner are v.p.’s ini 

NEW MARTERTO produc. 
tion space, and plans series for fall 
airing. 

Hollywood, June 11. [ 
New deal with Marterto Enter-! 

prises has been signed by pro-1 

ducer-director Sheldon Leonard,! 

which calls for him 4 to repeat i 
chores on Danny Thomas’ CBS-TV | 
outing next season. Leonard draws j 
a participation of the profits, in • 
the deal negotiated for him by the, 
William Morris Agency. Louis Edel- 
man contyiues as exec producer of , 
the.'comedy series. 

Leonard will also direct the first! 
four telefilms in “The Real Me-1 
Coys” series, starring Walter Bren-1 
nan, already 'rolling. ’McCoys” is * 
a .Marterto project and Leonard, " 
who directed the pilot, has a profit 
participation here as wcU. Show 
has h' en sold to ABC-TV for next 
season. 

Ted Husing’s Vidpix 
Debijt Set for ‘Father’ 

Ted Husing is going back to 

work. The sportscaster has been 

signed to make bis telefilm debut 

in a “Father Knows Best” stanza 

by Screen Gems, in which he'll 
appear as himself. Film rolls on 
the Coast this week. 

Husing’s been, convalescing on 
the Coast from a severe illness. 
His first appearance on tv since 
his illness came a few weeks back 
when he was the subject on “This 
Is Your Life.” 

On ABC Features 
Getting the top features for the 

Drojectea Kaiser Aluminum ABC- 
TV cinematic show appears to be 
running into all sorts of road¬ 
blocks. Show is slated for 7:30 to 
9 p.m. Sundays and may swing to a 
“live” format in light of the prod¬ 
uct problem. 

The reported deal with National 
Telefilm Associates for three Stan¬ 
ley Kramer pix, "The Men,” “Cy¬ 
rano de Bergerac,” and "High 
Noon” has fallen through. NTA 
now. has the three pix for general 
distribution, or for possible airing 
via its NTA Film Network. In ad¬ 
dition, United Artists talks involv¬ 
ing "African Queen” and "Moulin 
Rouge” and other pix* are said to 
have fallen through, with UA 
slated to pick up the pix for its new 
syndicated package. There were re¬ 
ports network made attempts to 
corral some Samuel Goldwyn pix 
for the series but web execs deny 
this. 

There still remains other possi¬ 
bilities, such as Paramount, Uni¬ 
versal or Columbia pix via Screen 
Gems, but at this stage it’s an open 
question whether Kaiser Aluminum 
can get the top draw features 

39 More 'Patrols' 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Shooting on 39 more Ziv-Tv 
“Highway Patrpi” telepix gets, un¬ 
derway at the end of this month 
here.. 

Broderick Crawford toplines. 

Updated TV Set Count in Europe 
feere's a tv set count in European countries as of May 1, as com¬ 

piled by Television Programs of America foreign sales manager 
'Manny Reiner from various authorities: 

England, 7,000,000; West Germany, 1,000,000; France, 550,000; 
Italy, 550,000; Belgium, 200,000; Holland, 100,000; Denmark, 76,000; 
Switzerland, 25,000; Sweden, 25,000. In all countries the tv set 
count has increased since the beginning^ of the year. 

East Germany is estimated as having '5‘5,000 sets; Czechoslovakia, 
65,000 sets and Russia from 1,300,000 to 1,500,000 sets. Norway, 
•Spain and Portugal have neglible distribution, while tv service in 
Wales is set to start late this year. 

Reiner Sees Foreign Market in ’57 
Hitting 30% of TPA’s Total Cross 

Charge Infringement On 
‘Law of the Underworld’ 

The heirs of the authors who 

penned the original work, which 

formed the basis of the RKO re¬ 

lease "Law of the Underworld,” 
now sold to tv, have brought suit 

against C & C Super in N. Y. 

Federal Court. Heirs Louis Ship- 

man and Eleanor Heimer charge 

copyright infringement. 

Pic was based on a book titled 

"Crime” written by Sam G, Ship- 

man and John B. Heimer. Book 

was sold in 1930 to RKO which 

utilized it for "Law of the Under¬ 

world.” In 1954, the heirs stated 
in their complaint that they re¬ 
newed the copyright on the original 
work, a* copyright which they 
claimed has been infringed upon 
by the . telecasting of the film. 

FCC Cracks Down 
On Four Holdouts 

On Telepix Data 
Washington, June 11. 

Federal Communications Com¬ 

mission served notice last week 

.that if the four film producer 

holdouts do not turn over re¬ 

quested confidential data at a hear¬ 

ing in New York scheduled for 

tomorrow 112) it will take court ac¬ 
tion "forthwith.” 

In an order affirming the action 
of Examiner James D. Cunningham 
in denying motions to quash sub- 
penas, the Commission found that 
the subpenas served on the pro¬ 
ducers "constitute a valid and prop¬ 
er exercise” of its authority to re¬ 
quire production of information re¬ 
lating to its network study. It 
further held that the data called 
for are "essential and relevant” to 
the operations of the Network 
Study Committee. 

The agency "commanded” ap¬ 
pearance and testimony by Ralph 
M. Cohn, • veepee of Screen Gems 
Inc.; John L. Sinn, prexy of Ziv 
Television Programs Inc.; Charles 
Miller, secretary of Revue Produc¬ 
tions Inc.; and MCA-TV Ltd. 

JAPANESE LOVE 
THOSE U.S. TELEPIX 

Tokyo, June 11. 

Japanese tv stations are filling 

out more and more with U.S. pro¬ 

duct and starting this month, five 

new American shows will beo tele¬ 

cast over the Nihon Television Net¬ 

work (NTV). 

The five additions are: "Circus 

Boy,” "Adventures of Kit Carson,” 

“Dragnet,” "Meet Corliss Archer,” 
and “Alfred Hitchcock Presents.” 

Other U.S. tv films and their 
stations are: JOAK-TV, “Dr. Chris¬ 
tian,” "I Love Lucy,” Science Fic¬ 
tion Movie” and Highway Patrol"; 
JO AX-TV, * “Jungle Jim,” “Our 
Gang” and “Robin Hood”; JOXR- 
TV, "Cisco Kid,” "Code 3,” 
“Movie Short” (American Report), 
“Champion,” “Jungle Queen,” "Mr. 
District Attorney,” "Superman,”. 
“Buffalo Bill,” "Buccaneers,” “An¬ 
nie Oakly,” and "Jet Jackson.” 

Practically all are dubbed. 

A picture of growth in the for¬ 

eign market, with tfie emphasis on 

Britain and the European Coriti- * 

nent, was portrayed by Mann£ 

Reiner, foreign sales manager of 
Television Programs of America, 
upon his return from a five-week 
tour of Europe. Reiner also inked 
a number of deals for TPA series 
while abroad, mainly “Lassie," 
“Fury,” and "Private Secretary," 
the latter skein still distributed 
abroad by TPA. 

TPA, which # last , year reported 
that foreign revenues, including 
those from Canada, accounted for 
more than 25% of the company’s 
total revenues, sees the foreign 
market this year, again with Cana¬ 
dian revenues included, hitting 
more than 30% of the company’s 
total gross. 

Deals set by Reiner include sale 
of "Lassie” skein in Denmark and 
Switzerland, “Lassie,” “Fury” and 
"Private Secretary” in Western 
Germany, the renewal of the 
"Fury” series by Associated Redif¬ 
fusion in England, with commercial 
British broadcasters picking up an¬ 
other 31 episodes of "Fury.” TPA, 
which inaugurated the co-produc¬ 
tion of British. deals with "Count 
of Monte Gristo,” has virtually all 
of its skeins sold in England. 

Sets Far East Sales Trip 
The TPA foreign topper, who in 

the past three, months has visited 
90% of the foreign tv markets, 
plans a trip to the Far East in six 
to eight weeks, visiting Australia, 
Philippines, Japan and Hong Kong. 
A major project of the upcoming 
trip, as those in the past, will be 
to set up foreign representation 
for TPA. Telefilm outfit now has 
representation in most every Latin 
American and European country 
with tv facilities, with 14 reps be¬ 
low the border and eight in Europe. 

European tv in general has 
grown, with more sets in use, more 
commercial tv on the horizon as 
well as longer broadcasting hours. 
Reiner said commercial tv in 
Britain is over the hump as com¬ 
pared to last year when the com¬ 
mercial broadcasters were singing 
the blues. Commercial tv is start- 

(Continued on page 58) 

MCA Deals Set On 
Spillane Series 

MCA TV’s major fall entry in 

the syndication market will be the 

“Mickey Spillane” series, with pro¬ 

duction plans, for the 39 episodes 
already underway at MCA’s Revue 
studios on the Coast. 

One of the initial deals inked oh 
the skein is with five of RKO Tele- 
radio o&o stations, including WOR- 
TV, N.Y. Series, based on the 
popular Spillane books, will have 
the author participating in produc¬ 
tion and selection of a star to play 
fictional character -Mike Hammer. 

A Spillane project has been on 
MCA’s shelf a number of years. A 
"Spillane” pilot was made by Re¬ 
vue, with Dick' Lewis producing, 
and Brian Keith starring as Mike 
Hammer, but that pilot, made years 
past, will not be utilized for the 
fresh series. Lewis will not pro¬ 
duce the new series, nor is Keith 
set for the lead. The syndicated 
private eye skein will be produced 
by Karl Kramer arid Dick Irving, 
with latter directing most, if nbt. 
all of the segments. 

The Spillane skein marks the 
15th vidfilm series to he skedded 
by Revue, virtually all the others- 
slated for network berths. MCA, 
the sales arm of Revue, has sold 
95% of the company's pilots, un¬ 
doubtedly an alltime record for 
Hollywood. 
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What Happens to Old Pilots? 
Dan Fish, British showman with a varied career over the years 

in theatrical enterprises (he had a virtual monopoly In England in 
3-D optical lenses in the early days of the pix transformation), is 
currently in the U.S. for a series of huddles with telepix syndica¬ 
tors with an eye toward finding a possible solution to converting 
unsold pilots into commercial Items abroad. 

Fish figures that out of the hundreds of pilots representing an 
outlay of millipns of dollars which have failed to gain tv exposure 
in the U,S., there are some that may find a more ready response in 
Britain or on the Continent, thus enabling the producers to re¬ 
capture some of their coin (as, for example, Screen Gems is doing 
with the sale of “Ivanhoe” in Canada) and possibly thus build up a 
potential hit for the U.S. market. 

Fish is also discussing a telepix exchange deal and with a suffi¬ 
cient backlog may set up his own distribution company in England. 

TV Stations Band Together For 
Group Pix Buys; Get ’Em Cheaper 

Multi-station deals for the pur-4 
chase of films is an ever-increasing 
trend, on$ which this week brought 
about a change in the sales policy 
of a large distributor, Associate^ 
Artists Productions Inc. Company 
has organized a division of “station 
sales coordinators,” responsible for 
contact with all “groups of sta¬ 
tions.” 

Robert Rich, AAP general sales 
boss, has put two of his regular 
salesmen into the new department. 
Kirk Torney, head of AAP Canadi¬ 
an sales, and Len Hammer, a na¬ 
tional salesman, are going to di¬ 
rect a goodly portion of their time 
hereafter making sure that all the 
ends of a multi-station sale are tied 
up. 

New department. Rich, says, is 
based on the need for efficiency. 
•There has to be a central source 
through which AAP salesmen, in 
all markets .where a chain or net¬ 
work0 have stations, work. Quite 
often they have to hold up single 
station deals while the loose ends 

. of a chain deal are being tied up. 
A few days ago, AAP held a con¬ 

fab with the Storer people over the 
possibility of a feature film sale, and 
though nothing came of it, it has 
been taken as another indice of the 
trend. In recent weeks, Westing- 
house, Meredith Broadcasting, Gen¬ 
eral Teleradio have each made 
chain" purchases of features, there¬ 
by affecting economies that single¬ 
station bargaining ' does not nor¬ 
mally achieve. Being able to offer 
a distributor a multi-station deal 
generally makes the distrib more 
willing to take a slight market-by¬ 
market cut in* price to assure the 
larger overall contract,. 

Current events—the sale to en¬ 
tirely unaffiliated stations like 
WGN in Chicago; WPIX In New 
York, KTTV in Los Angeles, and 
the Westinghouse chain of a half- 
hour syndication by Screen Gems' 
—make the AAP move more sig¬ 
nificant Though AAP Is involved 
principally in the sale of features, 
there is spen no reason why group 
buys by otherwise unrelated tv sta¬ 
tions cannot become a bigger part 
of the sales business of all distribs. 
By banding together, WGN, WPIX, 
KTTV, etc., have been able to fol¬ 
low the economies of the corporate 
chains. 

Another 39 Cycle 
Set (or 'Cochise’ 

Second year production of 39 
new “Sheriff of Cochise” episodes. 
National Telefilm Associates* syn¬ 
dicated skein now in more than 
190 markets, will get underway 
shortIy4inder a deal inked between 
NTA and Desilu Production. 

“Sheriff of Cochise” had its first ; 
tv play date last October, emerging 
>s a successful skein In the syn¬ 
dicated field. It was kicked off 
with a major regional sale of 6*/ 
markets to Socony Mobil, followed 
by the National Brewing Co., pick¬ 
ing up the show in 15 eastern mar¬ 
kets. Ratingwise, show also has 
made its mark, ranking among the 
top 10 in major markets surveyed 
by ARB. 

John Bromfield stars, with Mort 
Briskin as producer and Lee Sho- 
lem directing. 

Danish-Dubbed Vidpix 
Big Hit in Puerto Rico 

The audience pull of Spanish- 
dubbed American telefilms in 
Puerto Rico, indicative of their 
wide acceptance throughout Latin 
America, is Illustrated by a recent 
Telepulse report, analyzed by ABC 
Film Syndication's international di¬ 
vision, headed by Leon H. Cagan. 

Report found that four of the top 
15 shows in Peurto Rico are syn¬ 
dicated film imports dubbed in 
Spanish, despite the fact that some¬ 
what less than 11% of.all shows 
in Puerto Rico are syndicated film. 
The four syndicated shows making 
the top 15 include “Cisco Kid,” 
with a 52.5 rating, “Stage 7,” with 
a 51.0; “Man Called X,” with a 
43.5, and “Adventures of Rin Tin. 
Tin,” with 40.3, all beating theif 
competition. 

‘Colgate Theatre’s’ 
Overall S.2 ARB; 

It’s KTTV Feat 
\ 

Los Angeles, June II. 
Colgate, which kicked off the 

tracers last September with its 
$750,000' buy on KTTV for a one-a- 
week Metro feature over a year’s 
period, has ^ successful eight- 
month rating history to show for 
its “Colgate Theatre." 

That the “30 Seconds Over- 
Tokyo” telecast last October, which 
kicked off the series with an aver¬ 
age ARB df 33.6, was no fluke, is 
attested to by the' overall pull. of 
“Colgate Theatre,” which over the 
eight-month span has hit a strong 
25.2 ARB average. It’s slotted Fri¬ 
day. nights from 3 to 9;45 p.m., 
competing in a field of six other 
L.A. stations. 

True, not other Metro feature 
has. registered as big as “Tokyo,” 
but “Honkey Tonk” in January 
hit an average ARB in the low 30’s, 
with “They Were Expendable” in 
December and, “Test Pilot" in 
March also registered strongly. 

The ARB rating picture for Oc¬ 
tober through May, reflecting first- 
week ratings of each month, shows 
that in 61 out of the 64 fifteen- 
minute time segments surveyed, 
“Colgate Theatre” on indie KTTV 
topped all six other stations, 
Among the opposition it consist¬ 
ently beats are; “Mr. Adams and 
Eve,” “Jim Bowie," “Blondie,” 
“Playhouse of Stars,” “Rosemary 
Clooney,” “Crossroads” “Person- 
to-Person,” and “Big Story.” 

“Colgate Theatre” has consist¬ 
ently been among the top 20 pro¬ 
grams telecast in the Los Angeles 
area, and in several instances has 
been the top rated program for the 
month, according to ARB. 

Series on Old Sborts 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Series of 78 quarter-hour telepix 
based on old silent shorts is being 
prepped for the tv syndication mar¬ 
ket by Jack Eisenbach Productions. 

Jim Logan will be the narrator. 

(VADE FOREIGN TV 
mv 

1L 
By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

American features, now in their 

heyday on U. S. television, are be- 

ginnig to make a rumble in the 

foreign tv fiefd, in tv markets span¬ 

ning the seas from Australia to 
Mexico, and all indications at this 
stage point to a cinematies-on-tv 
development in many key areas 
abroad along lines established in 
the U. S. 

Columbia's subsid Screen Gems 
has been in the foreign features-on- 
tv-field with “Hollywood Movie 
Parade” and “Hollywood Mystery 
Parade” packages for past six 
months or more. *But now there’s 
an upswing of new distributors en¬ 
tering tiie market, with Associated 
Artists Productions getting its feet 
wet on a broad scale with its War¬ 
ner Bros, pix, joined by National 
Telefilm Associates, which has lim¬ 
ited foreign distribution rights on 
its 20th-FQX pix, and is also feel¬ 
ing its foreign oats. 

There are many complications 
with old pix abroad, with quota re¬ 
strictions in some areas, with lim¬ 
ited on the air time, with the un¬ 
acceptability of subtitles in such 
countries as France, Italy and Bel¬ 
gium, durability of the already- 
dubbed sound tracks and even the 
pressures of local exhibitors. But 
the ‘trend has already set in, and 
all forecasts point to its growth. 

Many countries, especially those 
in Latin America, have utilized 
cinematics in the past, many of 
which were native or other than 
American pix, but now there ap¬ 
pears to be a *ground swell with 
new U. S. features entering the 
market. The ground swell, though,, 
according to foreign managers, 
should be seen in proportion, that 
is, features will he supplemental 
programming by and large, and 
like in the U. S., telecast in many 
areas during so-called “off-hours.” 
At this point, the American cine¬ 
matics are not seen competitive to 
any degree to U. S. telefilms, the 
half-hours making their mark in 
the foreign market. 

But indications that there will be 
no hard and fast rules, especially in 
areas with commercial broadcast¬ 
ing facilities, is pointed up 
Mexico City, where the number 
two station in the market is in¬ 
augurating a Saturday night fea¬ 
ture show beginning at 8 p.m. 

With the greater abundance of 
features in .Latin America, and 
with foreign® s well as American 
advertisers cognizant of the cine¬ 
matic tv record in the U. S., pix 

Six TV Stations Band in Evolving 
New Pattern in 5iG Financing Of 

Screen Gems’ ‘Casey Jones’ Series 
Allied Artists’ 1955 

Features to WCBS-TV 
Allied Artists has released seven 

features shown theatrically during 
1955 to Signet TV for television 
distribution, and Signet has inked 
a deal on them with WCBS-TV, 
N. Y. Films won’t be available for 
showing until December, however, 
and then on a stager basis. All 
seven, however, will be available 
for exposure within a year. Deal 
is a three-year term, effective from 
the date of availability. 

Package includes “Las Vegas 
Shakedown," with Dennis O’Keefe, 
“Port of Hell,” with Dane Clark, 
and “The Tip-Off,” with Richard 
Conte. 

Flamingo Interest; 
$3,000,000 Deal 

Sy Weintraub has sold out his in¬ 
terest in Flamingo Films, and Joe 
Harris, his longtime partner, is 
reportedly doing likewise in a sale 
of the company's assets to Con¬ 
tinental Thrift Co., a Coast financ¬ 
ing outfit. It’s reported the deal 
turning over the company’s nega¬ 
tives and distribution rights comes 
to nearly $3,000,000 gross, although 
the n6t amount will be smaller due 
to outstanding obligations. 

' Actual sale consists of disposing 
of the assets of Essex Universal 
Co., a public company traded on 
the over-the-counter market, which 
owns, and operates Flamingo. Un¬ 
derstood Continental Thrift will 
merge into Essex Universal with a 
third party to the deal, Concord 
Securities Co., with the new organ¬ 
ization then taking over the Fla¬ 
mingo properties. Plan, it’s re¬ 
ported, is to sub-license the films 
to an outside distributor, although 
no deal has yet been made in that 
direction. 

Included in the deal are partial 
ownership and full distribution 
rights to the “Superman” series, 

maui. ^ ^ ^ full ownership (less talent partici- 

there also are being used ip the4 *?, the- 9«£,and 
main as spot carriers. Prior to the “ 
upswing in feature interest, most 
of the pix had been used as filler 
and sustaining programs. New 
pix hitting markets also are ex¬ 
pected to be'another lever for in¬ 
creasing the programming hours, 

Here are some recent develop¬ 
ments: 

AAP has closed a deal with 
Granada Television in England for 
a number of Warner pix. It has 
just begun the release of some WB 
films in Cuba, Puerto Rico and 
Mexico, all sub-titled in Spanish. 

NTA, which has limited foreign 
rights to the 20th-Fox pix, has sold 
all of its recent 20th-Fox packages 
in Canada, a country, incidentally, 
which follows the cfnematics-on-tv 
U. S. pattern very closely. It also 
recently has sold some 20th-Fox 
product for tv in Peurto Rico and 
Cuba. 

Screen Gems has its Columbia 
pix in Cuba, Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
Guatemala, El Salvador, Brazil, 
Australia, Italy, Belgium, Luxem¬ 
bourg, France, Canada . 

An Opening. market is seen in 
West Germany, where tv interests 
there have expressed interest ini 
buying U. S. pix for tv there. Most‘ 
of the U. S. films shown on tv 
abroad to date are the pre-’48’s. 

Other.TV-Film News 

on Page 56 

4; In a moye to strengthen the cur¬ 
rent and future flow of indepen¬ 
dent vidpix product into the syndi¬ 
cation market, a group of stations 
have tajcen the precedental step of. 
helping to finance production of a 
new series in return for an equity 
in the property plus guaranteed ex¬ 
clusivity in their markets. The 
new show, which has already gone 
Into production, is “Casey Jones,” 
out of the Screen Gems lot. 

Six stations are putting up part 
of the caBh for the production— 
nearly $500,000, with Screen Gems 
footing the rest of the production 
outlay. The stations are the four 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. out¬ 
lets, KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh; WBZ- 
TV, Boston; KPIX, San Francisco 
and KYWtTV, Cleveland; along 
with New York and Los Angeles 
indies WPIX and KTTV. 

Under the plan, the six stations 
will put up what amounts to an 
advance, against rentals towards 
the production. Ih return for their, 
share of the production costs, they 
will receive the same share of 
ownership in the property, in per¬ 
petuity. They will “purchase” the 
series for their markets in a reg¬ 
ular transaction with Screen Gems, 
paying the going price for the mar¬ 
ket, with the purchase money go¬ 
ing into the kitty. After Screen 
Gems takes a regular distribution 
fee off the top, they will share in 
the profits in ratio to their owner¬ 
ship. Screen Gems will distribute 
in other markets. 

In fact. Screen Gems has already 
sold the show in three additional 
markets, WWJ-TV, Detroit; KTNT, 
Tacoma; and KCRA-TV in Sacra¬ 
mento, and is negotiating with the 
Time Inc. stations and the Mere¬ 
dith outlets as well. Show, which 
stars Alan Hale and Bobby Clark, 
deals with the famous railroader 
and is produced by Briskin Pro¬ 
ductions Ine., the Irving Briskin 
operation functioning in a copro¬ 
duction capacity with Screen Gems. 
\Briskin is V.p. in charge of- pro¬ 
duction for SG). 

The deal, the first of its kind, 
may set a pattern for future “fi¬ 
nancing” of a similar nature be- 

(Continued on page 56) 

Ole Opry,” distribution of “Beu¬ 
lah,” and several other shows in¬ 
cluding “Top Secret.” along with 
a passel of feature films, westerns, 
shorts and' cartoons. 

Weintraub 'expects to announce 
his “plans in a few days. Harris is 
currently In England filming 
“O.S.S.” one of the properties 
which will go with the deal, and 
which is due to air over ABC-TV 
next fall under Mennen sponsor¬ 
ship. Flamingo is one of the old¬ 
est, though hardly the largest, out¬ 
fits in the telefilm field. It was 
organized in 1949 and subsequently 
merged with Associated Artists 
Productions to form MPTV. Matty 
Eox then bought out the Harris- 
Weintraub stake in MPTV while 
retaining them as consultants. In 
1953, the company was reorgan¬ 
ized by Harris and Weintraub in its 
present form, shortly before Eliot 
Hyman also rebuilt AAP. 

Amer. Chicle Sweetens 
‘Sngarfoot’ Coffers 

Hollywood, June 11. 
Alternate sponsorship in new 

hour-long Warner Bros, series for 
ABC-TV, “Sugarfoot,” has been 
bought by. American Chicle Co. 
Show, starring Will Hutchins and 
Merry Anders, will alternate Tues¬ 
day nights with Warner’s “Chey¬ 
enne” skein. 

“Sugarfoot” starts rolling this 
week at Burbank. 

‘Mama’ Raking In 
Syndication Moola 

“Mama,” the Peggy Wood star- 
rer which couldn’t make it on a 
network basis this season on CBS- 
TV, is burning up the syndicated 
track. The film stanza has been 
sold by CBS Television Film sales 
to Nation-Wide Insurance Co. for 
32 markets in the midwest and 
northeast. Nation-wide is making 
its first try at television with the 
show, at an expenditure of $750,000 
for time and program. 

The show, which went to film last 
fall but ran on the network for 
only 10 weeks before it was drop¬ 
ped, consists of 26 filmed episodes, 
the other 16 having been filmed 
especially for syndication. In the 
month it’s been on the syndicated 
market, it’s grossed over $500,000, 
with one regional deal to BWB 
Foods for N.Y. state and single 
market sales in N.Y., Cleveland and 
Chicago. The Nation-Wide market 
list includes Pittsburgh, Washing¬ 
ton, Providence, Baltimore, Cin¬ 
cinnati, Columbus and Dayton. 

P&G Re-Strips in Mex 
Procter & Gamble has renewed 

its daytime stripping of five Ziv 
shows in Mexico City, a pattern 
which the sponsor adopted about a 
year ago in that foreign market, 
aping the stripping development 
In the U. S. 

Show§ lined up by P&G include: 
“Boston Blackie,” “Cisco Kid,” 
‘Mr. District Attorney,” “Favorite 

Story,” and “The Unexpected " 



PVtimtiSFi Wednesday, June 12, 1957 

an impressive documentary-in-sound--so im¬ 

pressive, in far;, that CBS rushed to rearoadcutst 

this week tlm suspensefui. full-hour reconstruc¬ 

tion of Jiow Columbia Lee rarer Jesus he Galindo.:, 

a Basque, was kidnaped from Manhattan... 

.. a m malmii and 
a.f 1 i!n<‘<. (iMTif’■ via 
donim«'ntary... radii 
journalisn of 

unionsmnn hutu. 

EXCITING 

AS AN 

ALFRED 

HEfgHCOCK 

MOVIE... 

RADIO AT 

ITS BEST.. 

An expertly 
assembled radio 
documentary... 
an intriguing 
hour of radio... 

,,,/i !1 ! ! : i i ’ [\ h i * f v 

(is ;( S!Iirillil !'\ . 

. .a tight«y Knit orogiam chock fuii of mforma0o - ~-th the 

overall impact of a sledgehammer . . . the net^o^S deserves 

immense credit for Saying out the entire stor> i W de- 

tads and with a!i it m it can happen fa-r e" ;f7ip-'act 

excellent CBS Radio documentary 
/x, .m 

THE GAUN'"' M U _ 

MURPHY BRC'A 
... A RADIO E7 
THAT SHOULD 
VIEWERS AW-V 

r \ l ; m I n • ! i .ii■ i)i I. . 



Vednescliy, Jun« 12r 1957 PfiSIETr 

The Galindez-IVIurphy documentary 
... demonstrated the unique ability of 
radio to present timely provocative 
content. Its lota! impact provided an 
arresting broadcast. 

..RESOUNDING HIT. 

★ ★★★ 

.. PROVED ONCE AGAIN THAI RADIO HAS AN UNMATCHED 

IMMEDIACY. A CAPABILITY OF TRANSMITTING THE DRAMATIC 

UNADORNED BY FRILLS AND HOKUM... 

A Cr: 

nrilliant documented 

ijioaiicast. .fe.v 

i!st0P0rs w!!! for?et t-i* 

voice of Mmpny's 

fiancee. Sally Cams. 

‘ If you are 

in network radio, 
and you should be, 

there's only one place 
for real influence. 

CBS Radio 
Network 
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By JACK LEVY +- 

Washington, June 11. 

While seemingly mild on the 
surface, the report last week by 
the House Judiciary Antitrust 
Subcommittee on its investigation 
of television broadcasting carries 
strong overtones which will be 
felt one? Madison Avenue and 
throughout the industry for a 
long time to come. 

A solid document which has to 
be read in its entirety to catch 
its full impact, the report Is not¬ 
able for the near-unanimity with 
which the seven members of the 
Subcommittee, headed by Rep. 
Emanuel Teller (D.-N.Y.) who is 
also chairman of the full Commit¬ 
tee, went along with it. But even 
in the two instances in which the 
Republican minority disagreed 
(option time and music), the dif¬ 
ferences were mode in wording 
than in content. 

Any comfort that the industry 
—and particularly the networks— 
may feel because the report dif¬ 
fers so much from the somewhat 
sensational documents which have 
been coming out of Washington, 
it's feU here. Should be quickly 
disspelled. It's one thing. Con¬ 
gressional sources observe, for a 
Committee chairman to issue a 
“staff” report (or let It leak out) 
or for a member of the Commit¬ 
tee to let loose with a blast at the 
networks (a la Sen. John W. 
Bricker of Ohio). 

But the Celler report, It’s 
pointed out, is no such “one-man” 
document. It has the concur¬ 
rence, except for ihe instances 
cited, of both the Republican and 
Democratic members of the Sub¬ 
committee. And it is almost cer¬ 
tain to receive the blessing of the 
full Judiciary Committee which 
has considerable prestige with the 
lawmakers and which commands 
high respect from government 
agencies concerned with monopoly 
problems. 

Thus, when the conclusions of 
the Bricker Report are, for the 
most part, confirmed by the Sub¬ 
committee, though the language 
may be milder, the assertions re¬ 
garding CBS and NBC dominance 
in tv broadcasting take on added 
strength. 

Cue From Gen, Motors-Dupont? 
Standing alone, the Celler re¬ 

port is expected to have stronger 
and stronger repercussions as the 
document “in depth” is studied 
and digested, particularly by the 
FCC and the Department of Jus¬ 
tice which are called orf to cany 
out the . hulk of its recommenda¬ 
tions. 

But its impact becomes even 
stronger when related to the re¬ 
cent earth-shaking decision of the 
Supreme Court in the. General 
Motors-Dupont case. That deci¬ 
sion. it’s believed, definitely ac¬ 
centuates and pinpoints an anti¬ 
trust “climate” which has been 
developing in Washington and 
which is hound to be reflected 
in FCC and Justice activities in 
the tv field. 

How far these agencies will go 
in view of the Supreme Court de¬ 
cision is uncertain but it’s con¬ 
sidered quite possible that they 
may be encouraged to give a sec¬ 
ond look into some things which 
they have passed by. These may 
include network ownership of sta¬ 
tions, manufacturing company 
ownership of networks, etc. 

If Dupont ownership, or sub¬ 
stantial ownership, of GM results 
in GM favoring Dupont in pur¬ 
chase of materials, it may well be 
a«ked. does not RCA ownership 
of NBC favor for enable it to 
favor) NBC in advertising its 
products? 

In this climate, th*1 Cellar re¬ 
port may pack a terrific punch. 

Bothered & Bewildered 
Isaacs Post-Mortems 

‘JeanmeY TV Demise 
Hollywood, June 11, 

The frenetics of Madison Ave. 

are bewildering, feels Charles 

Isaacs, producer of the now-defunct 

“Hey, Jeannie” series, since the 
show was axed In the face of rising 
ratings. Last show on May 4, a re¬ 
peat, came within 1.5 points of 
Lawrence Welk on ABC-TV, post¬ 
ing a 29.2 .Nielsen, the best rating 
for a CBS-TV show in months, ac¬ 
cording to IsaacY. 

Further, "much has been made 
of the Caesar Show demise,” Isaacs 
contends. “The Nielsen says people 
switched to ‘Jeannie* and Welk re¬ 
tained his steady audience. But 
add up” Jeannie and Sid Caesar 
points. You get an average of 
around 55 Nielsen points to a Welk 
score of 29 or 30. This proves that 
the Saturday night audience pre¬ 
ferred comedy over music by a 
great majority.” 

Miss Carson was virtually un¬ 
known1 in the U.S. when she de¬ 
buted the series, Isaacs continues. 
“In a difficult spot, our Nielsen 
ratings as of March 9 were 29.4 
average against Welk’s 27.4 and 
Caesar’s 16.7. Our share was 43.5, 
to Welk’s 41.3 and Caesar’s 23.1. 
With very little advertising and no 
constructive help from the press, 
’Jeannie’ has conslstantly out¬ 
pointed Caesar by a great margin 
and run nip and tuck with the 
solidly established Welk.” 

SUN. NEWS NO DRUG 
ON CBS-TV MARKET 

Pharmaceuticals Inc, is bowing 
out of the Walter Cronkite “Sun¬ 
day News Special” in mid-July 
and wil be replaced by Whitehall 
Fharmacal and Carter Products, 
sponsoring on an alternate-week; 
basis. . CBS-TV news show fills 
the Sunday 11 to 11:15 p.m. spot. 

Show has had ‘h consistent rec¬ 
ord of drug house sponsorships, 
with Norwich Pharfnacal having 
been its longtime sponsor, fol¬ 
lowed by Pharmaceuticals, which 
had the show nearly two years. 
Now it’s Whitehall and Carter. 

‘BROKEN ARROW’ SRO 
AS RALSTON SIGNS 

Chicago, June 11. 
ABC-TV'S “Broken Arrow” Is 

now fully sold again for next fall, 
with Miles Laboratory renewing 
its half and the Ralston-Purina Co. 
buying the alternate weeks which 
were abandoned this term' by Gen¬ 
eral Electric. 

Grain company will use the show 
for its ChOw Dog Rood line start¬ 
ing Oct. 1. Deal was set by the 
Gardner ad agency in St. Louis. 

Graham to CBS-TV 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Harold Graham Jr., formerly an 
account exec with McCann-Erick- 
son ad agency, has been named to 
newly-created program exec post 
with CBS-TV here. 

He’ll act as liaison between spon¬ 
sors and net on program and talent 
matters. 

Sen. Magnuson To 
FCC:‘Hurry It Up’ 

Washington, June 11. 
The Federal Communications 

Commission was put on notice by 
the Senate yesterday (Mon.) that 
any delay in completion of its 
comprehensive network study will 
have to be paid for out of its regu¬ 
lar budget for the fiscal year be¬ 
ginning July 1. The commission 
received a special fund for the 
study in last year’s appropriation, 
with the understanding it would 
be completed by this. June 30. 

In recommending a budget of 
$8,300,000 for the FCC for the fis¬ 
cal year ending June 30, 1958, the 
Senate Appropriations Committee 
said it “expects” the agency to use 
the amount voted “for completion 
of this study or any- implementa¬ 
tion thereof necessary.” 

Notice was contained in a report 
to the Senate by Sen. Warren G. 
Magnuson (D-Wash.), who is head 
of a subcommittee on appropria¬ 
tions in charge of the independent 
agencies. As chairman of the In¬ 
terstate Commerce Committee. 
Sen. Magnuson is concerned that 
completion of the network study 
is not unduly delayed. 

Commission’s Network Study 
Committee, under direction of 
Dean Roscoe Barrow, was com¬ 
mended. for its progress in the re¬ 
port of the House Judiciary Anti¬ 
trust Subcommittee, headed by 
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.). 
However, the subcommittee urged 
that the study be completed as 
soon as possible and that it not be 
extended beyond its target date. 

If the report is not concluded 
by June 30, at least part of the 
delay* will be due to the agency’s 
difficulty in getting confidential 
data from four indie tv producers 
who have been ordered to submit 
info at a Ijparing scheduled for 
tomorrow (Wed.) in New York. 

nTTTTTT 

FCC Chided for Playing 
Footsie With Blasters 

‘Panic’ Status in Doubt 
'Hollywood, June 11. 

As telefilm buying season along 
Madison Ave. nears Its end, status 
of McCadden “Panic” series re¬ 
mains uncertain. 

Producer A1 Simon last week 
granted NBC-TV another exten¬ 
sion, to June 15. by which time web 
hopes to come up with a sponsor. 
Both of present bankrollers—Max 
Factor and Chesterfield — have 
bowed out of Tuesday night skein. 

Washington, June, 11.. 

There’s been too much playing 

footsie by the Federal Communi¬ 

cations Commission and the 

broadcasting industry, the report 
of the House Judiciary Subcom¬ 
mittee declares in recommending 
that the agency adopt a “code of 
ethics” pronto. 

Evidence taken by the Subcom¬ 
mittee, the report asserts, “dem¬ 
onstrates that for at least the past 
10 years an air of informality has 
surrounded cases pending before 
the Commission. This has per¬ 
meated the Commission’s admin¬ 
istrative process to a point where 
various members of the Commis¬ 
sion without reluctance have . . . 
repeatedly discussed with one or 
more interested parties the mer¬ 
its of pending cases—even going 
so far as to indicate how particu¬ 
lar Commissioners would vote.” 

What’s need e“d immediately, 
says the report, is “a code of 
ethics that would proscribe con¬ 
duct of this kind by Commission¬ 
ers and their staff and by attor¬ 
neys and other representatives of 

industry alike.” .Such a code, re¬ 
port adds, “should make clear and 
definite the .line separating per¬ 
missible from nonpermisslble in¬ 
formal contacts between Commis¬ 
sion personnel and parties. It 
should remove any doubt that may 
exist concerning the impropriety 
of private communications with 
members of the agency concern¬ 
ing adjudicatory matters.” 

While taking the Commission 

to task for too much friendliness 
with the industry, the report criti¬ 
cizes the agency for too little con¬ 
tact with the Department of Jus¬ 
tice. The Commission’s action in 
approving the NBC-Westinghouse 
deal, says the report, was due to 
the “failure of interagency liai¬ 
son.” 

In permitting the NBC-Westing- 
house swap of Cleveland for Phil¬ 
adelphia stations to go through 
without a hearing and without 
maintaining “adequate liaison” with 
the Justice Dept., report asserts, 
the FCC “fel1 short of perfor¬ 
mance fully protecting the public 
interest.” 

15-Point Impact of Celler Report 
Washington, June 11. 

Here is what would happen if the recommendations and implied 
recommendations of the Celler report are translated Into action: 

1. FCC multiple ownership rules would be tightened and 
limitations would be imposed on where networks could have 
stations. 

2. Networks affiliation contracts would be open to the public 
and terms of agreements would be uniform. 

3. The “must-buy-’' practice would be eliminated.' 
4. Option time would be prohibited or modified. 
5. Duration of exclusivity terms of network talent contracts 

would be outlawed or greately modified. 
. 6. Purchase of time from networks would be opened up to 

other than ad agencies. 
7. Justice Dept, would look into ownership and control of 

record companies by networks, 
8. Practice of giving large network advertisers special dis¬ 

counts solely because of their ability to buy large blocks 
of time would be prohibited. k 

9. Long-pending proceedings before the’ FCC involving tele¬ 
phone company tv transmission charges would be pressed and 
brought to a conclusion. 

10. FCC deintermixture actions to expand'use of UHF would be 
carried forward on a broader base. 

IE First call rule would be amended to prevent affiliates from 
cornering desirable network programs at expense of' other local 
stations. v 

12. Dept, of Justice would continue its inquiry, into network pro¬ 
gram practices which may deny independent producers access to. 
networks unless latter are given a financial interest. 

13. FCC Network Study Committee would report by June 30. 
14. Closer liasion would be established between FCC and Dept, 

of Justice in handling of cases, such as the NBOWestinghouse deal, 
having antitrust implications. . ^ 

15. FCC would immediately establish A code of ethics to elim¬ 
inate informal discussions between agency and broadcasting indus¬ 
try in determining policies and issuing licenses. 

Celler Report Asks Refops On 
Webs’ Talent Contracts, Must-Buys, 

Tone Discounts, Multiple-Ownership 
Washington, June U. 

In a far-reaching report on its 
investigation of the television in¬ 
dustry, the House Judiciary-^Anti¬ 
trust Subcommittee calls for “re¬ 
moval of competitive barriers and 
reaffirmation of basic anti-trust 
principles... without impairing in 
any way the present system of net¬ 
work broadcasting,” 

The report, issued over the week¬ 
end by Committee Chairman 
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), makfes 
specific recommendations to carry 
out these objectives. Among them, 
are: 

Consideration by the Federal 
Communications Commission of a 
change in its multiple-ownership 
rules to promote greater freedom 
of competition. * ' 

Consideration 'by the FCC of the 
advisability of requiring uniform 
terms in network affiliation con¬ 
tracts and making the contracts 
public. 

Possible issuance of a regulation 
by the FCC prohibiting network 
“must-buy’-* policies, leaving the 
advertiser free to select the stations 
he desires. 

■Possible amendment of the op¬ 
tion time rule to prevent network 
interference with station preroga¬ 
tive* in selection of programs. 

. Thorough study by the Depart¬ 
ment of Justice to determine 
whether action should be taken to 
prevent networks from tying up 
performers under long-term con¬ 
tracts. 

Institution by the Justice .Dept, 
of “a complete and extensive in¬ 
vestigation” to determine the re¬ 
lationship of BMI to the broad-* 
casting industry, allegations that 
•broadcasters favor BMI music,' ef¬ 
fect of consent decrees on ASCAP 
and BMI activities, and whether 
the antitrust laws have been or are 
being violated by BMI. (See story 
in music section). 

Determination by the Justice 
Dept.'“whether there is any under¬ 
standing, express or implied, be¬ 
tween networks and (advertising) 
agencies that network time' will be 
sold only to an agency and not 
directly to a sponsor,” (Report sug¬ 
gests possibility of concerted. ac¬ 
tion between webs and agencies in 
violation of a-t laws). 

Consideration of legislation to 
amend the Robinson-Patman Act 
to prevent major advertisers from 
obtaining substantial discounts in 
purchase of network time “solely 
because of the large advertiser’s 
quantity purchasing ability.” 

More action by. the FCC to pre¬ 
pare for possibilities of a major 
shift of tv to UHF coupled with “a 
national educational campaign de¬ 
signed to increase public recogni¬ 
tion of the fact that a substantial 
portion of the tv system will ulti¬ 
mately utilize UHF and that all¬ 

channel receivers are essential 
equipment.” 

Excise Tax Exemption 

Legislation to exempt all-channel 
receivers from the 10% excise tax 
oi\ as an alternative .to achieve 
price parity^ ah Increase In the tax 
on VHF-only sets. 

The Subcommittee was unani¬ 
mous on the report except for its 
conclusions on option time and on 
broadcasters* activities in the field 
of music in which all three Repub¬ 
lican members dissented. On op¬ 
tion time, the minority took the 
position that the FGC, which is 
studying the practice as* part of its 
network inquiry, is better qualified 
to determine what should be done 

•than the Comtpittee. With respect* 
to music, it opposed the Committee 
saying anything which would prej¬ 
udice any- party in the civil anti¬ 
trust action bought by certain 

Nsong writers against BMI and 
broadcasters. 
. With respect to statidn multiple 
ownership, the report declared that 
a growing trend in this direction 
“has had a recognized anticom¬ 
petitive influence in the broadcast¬ 
ing field, which may lend itself t® 
the abuses of concentration and tie- 
ins, and may produce Incalculable 
competitive advantages for multi¬ 
ple owners and a degree of conflict 
of interest on the part of net¬ 
works.” 

An implication that a tightening 
rather than'a relaxation of the 
ceilings *pn stations was indicated 
in the Subcommittee’s conclusion 
that antitrust factors should be 
given-“emphatic consideration” in 
>any change in the ownership rules. 

Regarding affiliation agreements, 
the report found “wirespread, ar¬ 
bitrary and substantial differences 
in the terms accorded by . each net- 
work -to its individual affiliates, 
particularly in respect >of station 
compensation for networks broad¬ 
casting services.” It further de¬ 
clared that' these differences favor 
the large multi-station owners to 
the detriment of the small oper¬ 
ators. 

See ‘Free System1 Frustrated 
The Subcommittee declarecfthat 

“continued discrimination in the 
compensation of network affiliates 
based on consideration of their fi¬ 
nancial stature will lead to in¬ 
creased concentration in the tv in¬ 
dustry and will frustrate the ob¬ 
jective, a competitively free sys¬ 
tem ” 

On the subject of “must-buy,” 
the report found that one effect of 
the practice is to deprive the na¬ 
tional advertiser of “freedom of 
choice” in selection of markets and 
that another is to place the inde¬ 
pendent station at a disadvantage 
as against the network affiliate in 
the same market “even where the 

(Continued on page 54) 
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ADVERTISER VS. ADVERTISER 
---:---:---:-=--. ■-s- •*---!-----;- 

Helen Curtis is back in the CBS-TV Saturday night “DickM the ' 
Duchess" picture as a possible alternate sponsor with Mogen 
David. The cosmetic outfit had originally bought “Dick’' (even 
before Mogen David signed) but was forced out because of a com¬ 
plex-product conflict-budget situation anent Its “What’s My Line” 
adjacency to Revlon on Sundays. In order to buy “Dick" and 
establish a contiguity discount with its Saturday sponsorship of 
Gale Storrh, Curtis would have had to make some product shifts 
on its alternate week of- “Line*’ which, would have involved con¬ 
flicts with Revlon's sponsorship of “$64,000 Challenge" directly 
preceding “Line." 

The Revlon-Curtis conflict still remains, but CBS is now trying 
to effect a compromise which would involve a shift of the after- 
nate-wee“k setup so that Revlon and Curtis would sponsor “Chal- 
lege” and "Line" on different weeks. There’s no guarantee that 
Revlon will find this acceptable, since its crossplug would then be 
adjacent* to the Curtis sponsorship. But CBS worked put a similar 
deal on Tuesdays between Procter & Gamble and Lever Bros, and 
is hopeful it can do the same with the two cosmetic outfits. 

Actually, the reason: the alternate-week shift couldn’t have been 
tried two weeks ago, when Curtis withdrew its "Dick” order, is 
a tricky chain-reaction. type of situation involving station-hour 
discounts, which advertisers can receive if they’re on every week. 
Remington/ which shares “Line" with Curtis, couldn’t switch its 
weeks because It would then lose Its station-hour discount by vir¬ 
tue of being on the same week as it is on with its half of “Gun- 
smoke,” thus being on twice weekly every other week instead of 
once a week.. Remington likewise couldn't switch its “Gunsmoke” 
week to resolve the problem because that would have put Liggett 
& Myers, with whom it shares “Gunsmoke," in the same spot 
anent “Spike Jones.” Now that L&M has axeu Jones, Reming¬ 
ton. can switch With it on “Gunsmoke," enabling it also to switch 
with Curtis on “Line." ~_ 

Barry Woods ‘Series Specials’; 

Location Dramas, Space Travel Etc. 

FCC Favors TolI-TV But Only 

Under ‘Most Ideal Conditions’ 
-: ,-.—----+ 

NBC special events director and 
“Wide Wide World" exec producer 
Barry Wood believes that the next 
major development in public af¬ 
fairs- programming is the “series 
specials,” public affairs shows 
dealing with broad areas done in 
groups of five or six one-hour or 
00-minute shows spread over a sea¬ 
son. ' 

With this opinion, Wood and the 
NBC public affairs operation is in 
the process of preparing several 
such series. One is Wood’s pet 
project, the socalled “location 
dramas;”- which are currently being 
sold as one-shots but actually con¬ 
stitute such ^series. Another is a 
six-show series on- space travel. A 
third is a mental health series, and 
there are others which are strictly 
in the idea stage at this point. 

The location drama and the 
space series have progressed te the 
point where they are already being 
offered for sale. In the. works as 
locationers are “Scarlet Letter,” 
done from North Salem, • Mass.; 
“John Brown's Body,” from Har¬ 
per’s Ferry and other points; 
“Huckleberry Finn," from the Mis¬ 
sissippi off Hannibal, Mo.; “Girl of 
the Golden. West” .from a point 
near Phoenix; and a Revolutionary 
War drama* from Williamsburg. 
Once these get off the ground. 
Wood has a drawerful of ideas for 
other -such . loeationed historical 
dramatics. 

Technically, none of them pres¬ 
ent any problems, according to 
Wood, except that an outdoor show 
would have to be pegged as a SUn- 

(Conflnued oil page 58) 

Qosed-TVsRolelii 

Air Force Training 
San Antonio, June 11. 

Closed circuit television will play 
a major role in future air force 
training here at Laekland Air-Force 
Base. The noveL teaching medium 
will-be employed by the -base’s new 
hospital, officer candidate school 
and officer pre-flight training, or- 
-ganizations. 

Hospital officials last.week re¬ 
vealed plans to use closed circuit 
color television as part of its medi¬ 
cal intern program. Black and 
white closed circuit will be em¬ 
ployed six hours daily at Lackland’s 
officer, military schools. Two hours 
per day will be devoted to both 
upper and lower classes of officer 
candidate school. Remaining two 
hours will be utilized for officer 
pre-flight training. 

Ten rooms will be equipped with 
receivers in the QMS program. 

Geo. Sterens Exits WRCA 
For Transcontinent TV 

George C. Stevens in resigning 
as sales director of WRCA, the 
NBC Radio flagship in New York, 
to join Transcontinent Television 
Corp. as general sales, manager. 
Transcontinent, headed by. David 
C; Moore, * operates WROG-TV, 
Rochester (the former- Stromherg- 
Carlson station, -WHAM-TV>, owns 
50% of WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, ] 
Va.; and has concluded a.merger 
for acquisition of WGR and WGR- 

! TV in Buffalo. 
Stevens will headquarter, imNew ’ 

[York, where Transcontinent* -has 
; its exec offices. . ] 

On LoweD Thomas 

CBS^TV and Delco-Remy and 
United Motors divisions Of Genera! 
Motors have firmed up their series 
of seven hourlong color films star¬ 
ring Lowell Thomas for exposure 
on the web next fall. Series will be 
an adventure-travel series to be 
filmed In New Guinea, Nepal, the 
Antarctic, the South Seas, and the; 
Mexican jungle, with other spots to 
be decided. j 

Gil Ralston, the web’s director of ] 
network programs In New York, is ■] 
taking a leave of absence from 
CBS to become exec producer on 
the special series, which will be I 
presented at approximately month-1 
ly intervals. Bhow is Thomas’ 
own package, which he put to¬ 
gether with the aid of ex-NBC prez 
Pat Weaver (no longer- associated 
with the project, however),, and 
sold to Delco-Remy and United, 
his CBS Radio sponsors. Agency 
on the deal was Campbell-Ewald, 
which wrapped up the details with 
CBS-TV. ' 

.This brings the number of CBS- 
TV “specials" for next fall to a 
minimum of 24 definitely com¬ 
mitted. The lineup consists of the 
seven Thomas shows, at least two 
science shows from American Tele¬ 
phone & Telegraph, five-Lucille 
Ball-Desi Araaz specs for Ford, 
and 10 duPont 00-minute specials. 

By BOB CHANDLER 
Disparagement of the competi¬ 

tion in television advertising, long 
a Sore point for networks, stations, 
Government and sponsors them¬ 
selves, has come to the fore in a 
series of recent incidents that 
frankly have the networks worried. 
Beyond the $5,000,000 damage suit 
filed against..Remington-Rand by 
Schick Razors and the citing of 
American Chicle for its Rolaids ad¬ 
vertising by the Federal Trade 
Commission, -such advertising* may 
in fact be putting smaller firms out. 
of business through their tactics, 
with television as the innocent me¬ 
dium ‘of destruction. 

This is the view expressed in a 
recent* talk by Herbert Carlborg, 
CBS-TV director of editing, who is 
responsible for “censoring" all ad¬ 
vertising on the web. Noting that 
“automation has come into retail¬ 
ing in a big way" and that the 
“burden of selling is more and 
more being shifted to advertising," 
Carlborg declared that “the Impact 
of this present day advertising has 
made it difficult for a number of 
products that for many years en¬ 
joyed a modest share of the mar¬ 
ket: Many of them have not had 
the benefit of unusually alert man¬ 
agement or smartly conceived ad¬ 
vertising and as a result are the 
victims of quick-moving thrusts by 
exceedingly capable competitors." 

Teeth, Soap, Cosmetics 
Carlborg cited dentifrices, soaps 

and cosmetics as the fields where 
such competitive tactics can he 
most effective. Discussing the cos¬ 
metic field, which has “within its 
zone of activity some of the most 
lethal competition in the entire 
field of business," Carlborg said 
that “we must assume, of course, 
that there will he the usual amount 
of. puffery and glamorized over¬ 
statement with nobpdy being hurt. 
However, from time to time under 
the scented billows of copy, there 
is, hidden away it cruel death-deal¬ 
ing barb which is .designed -to 
knock competition out of existence 
in 30 days." 

Discussing the. CBS-TV stand¬ 
ards for commercial copy, other 
than FCC and. FTC regulations, he 
said the web insists on (1) good 
taste, (2) suitability of product for 
television and for the time sched¬ 
uled, (3) substantiation of claims, 
(4) performance of comparison 
tests, (5) avoidance of negative ap¬ 
proach, (6) avoidahce of scare copy, 
both audio and video-wise, and (7) 
avoidance of disparagement. 

Tie ’Sand Test’ 
While admitting that the com¬ 

petitive demonstration technique 
is ah effective and dramatic method 
of television advertising, Carlborg 
isn’t particularly happy about it. 
Without mentioning Westinghouse 
by name, Carlborg referred to the 
appliance-maker’s recent “sand 
test” demonstrations and said that 
the sponsor “used every possible 
safeguard in creating this commer¬ 
cial so as not to reveal the Identify 
of the competitors and also every 
Safeguard to make the demonstra¬ 
tion a fair one." Nonetheless, “we 

(Continued on page-58) 

Japan Plans TV Stick 
As High as Eiffel Tower| 

Tokyo, June 11. 
Plans are under way to construct 

Japan’s highest tv tower, twice as 
high as any of the three now in 
Tokyo. It is expected the new tow¬ 
er will equal the height of the 
Eiffel Tower In Paris. " J 
^.Behind the plans for the land¬ 
mark is the newly-formed Japan 
Electric Wave Tower Co., center¬ 
ing on the Nippon Broadcasting 
Co. and Cultural Broadcasting Co. 
which have made a joint applica¬ 
tion to establish a new Central 
Television Broadcasting Co. 

The directors of the new con¬ 
cern include executives of the Cul¬ 
tural Broadcasting Co., Toei, Scho- 
chiku and Daiei motion picture 
companies, Nomura, Nikko; Yamai- 
chi and Daiwa securities companies 
and others. 

Sharp Upbeat In 

NBC News Strips; 

Agronsky Specials 
With NBC’s news department 

now operating on an independent 
basis, it. is projecting an immedi¬ 
ate increase in the amount of daily 
television news. Department has 
already been assigned the 11:15 to 
11:30 p.m. strip formerly held by 
“Tonight" for a network news 
show, and is further working on a 
five-minute strip for the afternoon, 
sometime around 1:30 p.m. 

The new 11:15-11:30 strip, which 
goes on the air the same mid-July 
date that Jack Parr takes over 
“Tonight,".-hasn’t been formatted 
yet, hut will have Bob Considine, 
thfe “Tonight" holdover, in the pic¬ 
ture somehow. Show will. give 
NBC its second major daily news 
stanza * other than “Today" seg¬ 
ments, Also being worked out by 
news director Bill McAndrews is 
the extension of the five-a-weSk 
Chet Huntley-Dayid Brinkley show 
to six-a-week vfa the addition of a 
Saturday 6:45-7 segment. 

Apart from this, McAndrews has ■ 
submitted severs! proposals on 
other projects, one of which is the 
reinstallation of “Comment” on 
Sunday afternoons. “Comment," 
which was on the network a cou- i 
pie of years hack, is virtual straight: 
editorial commentary, which Mc¬ 
Andrews, feels tv .doesn’t have 
enough of. .There’s also the plan 
for 10 Martin Agronksy “-news-in- 
depth" hours, which will be ex¬ 
pensive- operations involving the 
use of specially-shot footage. . 

On the radio fronts the depart¬ 
ment supplies -the Jiews-on-the- 
hour show's for tne-iietwork, plus 
the “hot-line" service. Now, the 
radio web is inaugurating, a ■one- 
minute news-on-the-half-bour cap¬ 
sule to which affjliates will add 
two minutes of local news. 

Washington, June 11. 
With subscription tv subjected 

to new evaluations * by organiza¬ 
tions vtith large memberships, as 
evidenced by the action of the Gen¬ 
eral Federation of Women's Clubs 
last week in Asheville, N. C., atten¬ 
tion is being focussetThcre on the 
recent decision of the Federal 
Communications Commission on 
tollvision. 

Although the decision puts off 
tests pending further info from 
subscription developers on their 
plans for operation, it is regarded 
as a definite move In the direction 
of pay-tv. o 

The unanimity of the action by 
the ‘seven-member agency, which 
was split only a short time ago on 
whether to call for more informa¬ 
tion or to proceed immediately 
with tests, Is considered highly im¬ 
portant in that it reveals full 
agreement on a significant passage 
in the formal “Notice of Further 
Proceedings." 

In this passage, the Commission 
asserts: “We believe that an ade¬ 
quate trial demonstration of* sub¬ 
scription tv in operation is Indis¬ 
pensable to. a soundly based evalu¬ 
ation of its acceptability to the 
public, its capacity to enlarge the 
selection of program fare, now' or 
forseeably, available under the 
present system, its significance as 
a possible additional source of 
financial support for continued ex¬ 
pansion of the nation's television 
services, its potential impact, bene¬ 
ficial or otherwise, on the estab¬ 
lished tv system and its mode of 
operation in actual practice." 

Coupled with its conclusion that 
ft has the statutory power to au¬ 
thorize thg service, the agency’s 
agreement* that tests are essential 
to determine the public interest 
question would appear to spell out 
an intention to give toll tv an op¬ 
portunity to prove itself. 

Setting of a July 8 deadline for 
submission of answers to questions 
as to w'here, when and how' sub¬ 
scription should be tested is In¬ 
terpreted as indicating a desire to 
expedite the proceedings. An al¬ 
lowance of six weeks for informa¬ 
tion of such a nature is not re¬ 
garded as a long time and it would 
‘not be surprising if requests are 
filed for extending the limit. 

The Commission’s “Notice” Is 
considered an excellent document 
—something of a classic in admin¬ 
istrative decisions. In less than 
six pages, the agency sets out the 
history of the subscription tv pro¬ 
ceedings, evaluates the pros and 
cons, disposes of certain legal is¬ 
sues, discusses the problems in- 

(Continued on page 54) 

Nippons Do Flip 

Over RCA Tint TV 
Tokyo, June 11. 

As a result of the reaction to 
RCA’s color tv demonstrations at 
the Tokyo International Trade 
Fair in mid-May, observers feel that 
color tv prospects in Japan have 
been advanced several years. 

The exhibit was easily the fea¬ 
ture attraction at the fair as offi¬ 
cials estimated over half million 
people witnessed the first showing 
of color tv in Japan during the two- 
week run. 

Japan’s big three tv broadcast¬ 
ers, Japan Broadcasting Corp. 
(NHK), Nippon Television Network 
Corp. (NTV) and Radio Tokyo 
(KRT) produced the programs that 
were offered daily at the fair pa¬ 
vilion. Production members of 
the station'sas well as executives 
and potential advertisers appear 
stimulated by the experience and 
several stations have already filed 
applications with the Postal Sendee 
Ministry for color tv licenses. 

A color tv committee is being 
formed to coordinate plans. At the 
beginning of the year, color tv here 
seemed five years away. That fig¬ 
ure appears to have been halved. 

Did Refrain: CBS’ 8 Out of 10 
Tennessee Ernie Ford made his best Nielsen showing to date in 

the first report for May covering the two weeks ended May 11, 
moving tip to fourth place in the standings and replacing Perry 
Como as NBC’s No. 1 contender. At that. Ford and Como turned 
out to be the network’s sole Top 10 entries on. the average audi¬ 
ence list, though Bob Hope and “Mr. Broadway," the George M. 
Cohan spec, joined them -on the total audience listing. Other¬ 
wise, It was a clean sweep for CBS, eight out of 10 on the AA list 
and six.on the TA side. 

Total Audience Average Audience 
I Love Lucy (CBS) .  41.8 I Love Lucy (CBS) . 38.4 
December Bride (CBS) .... 37.6 December Bride (CBS) .... 35.1 
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) •„.* 37.2 Gunsmoke (CBS) .  34.9 
Mr.* Broadway (NBC) . 37.1 Ford Show (NBC) .  30.8 
Perry Como Show (NBC) ,. 36.7 $64,000 Question (CBS) .... 30.8 
Gunsmoke (CBS) .  36.5 Perry Como Show (NBC) .. 29.5 
Playhouse 90 (CBS) . 34.1 Red Skelton Show (CBS) .. 29.5 
Ford Show (NBC) 34.0 Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) ... 27.9 
$64,000 Question.(CBS) .... 33.6 I’ve Got a Secret (CBS) .... 27.9 
Chevy Show-Bob Hope 

(NBC) ............- 32.7 Lineup (CBS) ... 27.7] 
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IME IN CITY AFTER CITY! 
“Men of Annapolis” “Highway Patrol” “SCIENCE FICTIpH 

bramn-- thf* LI. S MtDSHlPMf ft AND + | H §■* j j— btamn-’ thf> U. b MIDSHIPMEN AND 

TOPFLIGHT HOLLYWOOD TALENT 

IN CHARLESTON, W. Yt. IN NORFOLK 

starnn^ BRODERICK CRAWFORD 

IN ROCHESTER IN SEATTLE-TACOMA IN PITTSBURGH IN SAN FRANCISCO 

33.0 33.2140.2 37.6 38.0 23.9 
BEATS: I love Lucy, Ongnet, 
Playhouse 90, What's My Line 
and many ethers. ARB, Mar, 
1957. 

IN COLUMBIA, S. C. 

•EATS: Grouch* Mark, Bob 
Hop#, Parry Como, Dragnot, 
and many others. ARB, Mar. 
1957. 

IN BALTIMORE 

BEATS: t love Lucy, $64,000 
Quastioft, Grouch# Marx, Play- 
bouso 90 and many others. 
ARB, Feb. '57. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO 

BEATS: Id 'Sullivan. 1 Love 
Lucy, $64,000 Question, 
Grouch# Marx and many 
others. ARB. Feb. '57. 

IN CEDAR RAPIDS- 
WATERLOO 

BEATS: Pieyhouse 90, Wyatt 
Earp, Arthur Godfrey, Whir* 
My Lino and many others. 
ARB, Jan. '57. 

IN PORTLAND 

BEATS: Arthur Godfrey, Lui 
Video Theatre, Steve Allen, 
Sid Caesar and many others. 
ARB. Jan. '57. 

IN SEATTLE-TACOMA 

32.2 25.1 31.2 56.5 49.8 22.1 
BEATS: Ed Sullivan, I Love 
Lucy, $64,000 Question, Play¬ 
house 90 and many others. 
ARB. Mar. '57. 

BEATS: Dragnet, Phil Silvers, 

George Gobel, Sid Caesar and 

many others! ARB, Mar. ’57. 

BEATS: Playhouse 90, Drag¬ 
net, Arthur Godfrey, Phil Sil¬ 
vers and many others. ARB, 
Jan. '57. 

BEATS: Ed Sullivan. I Love 
Lucy, $64,000 Question, Per¬ 
ry Como, and many others. 
ARB. Feb. *57. 

BEATS: Perry Como, 8ob 
Hope, Playhouse 90, Disney¬ 
land and many others. ARB, 
Nov. '56. 

BEATS: Arthur Godfrey, Play¬ 
house 90, Phil Silvers, Lux 
Video Theatre and many 
others. ARB, Jan. ’57. 

“DR.CHRISTIAN” “The Man Called X" “The CISCO KID” 
starring MACDONALD CAREY 

IN BUFFALO 

starring BARRY SULLIVAN starring DUNCAN RENALDO and LEO CARRILLO 

27.1 
BEATS: Grouch* Marx,. Perry 
Como, Arthur Godfrey, Drag¬ 
net and many others. ARB, 
Feb. '57. 

IN LAS VEGAS 

BEATS; .Ed Sullivan, Groucho 
Marx, Jack Benny, Playhouse 
90 and many others. ARB, 
Feb. '57. 

IN SAN ANTONIO 

27.0 
BEATS: George Gobel, StevV 

■ Allen, ThisJs YOur Life, Danny 
. .Thomas, end many others, 

PULSE; Nov. ’56. 

Not just one survey, not just one month, but 

almost always! That's how ofteii you find 

Ziv shows at the very top of the rating lists. 

So if you want the CONSISTENTLY BIG 

AUDIENCE of a CONSISTENTLY HIGH-RATED 

SHOW, join the big happy family of Ziv 

show sponsors. 

IN BALTIMORE IN JACKSON, MISS. 

FilJTl 40.7 
BEATS:. Ed SulHvan, Groucho. 
Marx, Perry Como, Playhouse 
SO, and many others. ARB, 
Oct '56. 

BEATS:. Groucho Marx, Perry 
Como, Jack. Benny, Ciimax 
and many others. PULSE, Dec. 
1956. 

IN BIRMINGHAM IN SAN ANTONIO 

35.8 30.2 
BEATS: Groucho Marx, Drag¬ 

net Climax, Jack Benny and 

many others. PULSE, Dec. ’56 

BEATS: Dragnet, Arthur God¬ 
frey, Steve Allen, This Is Your 
Life, and many others. PULSE. 
Nov.’56. 

IN BALTIMORE IN SACRAMENTO 

25.4 25.2 
BEATS: George Gobel, Lux 
Video Theatre, Sid Caesar, 
Ernie Ford, and many others. 
ARB, FeT». '57. 

IN COLUMBIA S. C. 

BEATS: Arthur Godfrey, Play¬ 
house 90, Pbil Silvers, George 
Gobel and many others. ARB, 
Feb. '57. 

IN MOBILE 

38.9 37.8 
BEATS: Ed Sullivan, I Love 
Lucy, $64,000 Question, Jack 
Benny and m|ny others. ARB, 
Mar. '57. 

BEATS: Ed Sullivan, Groucho 
Marx, Lawrence Welk, Jack 
Benny and-many others, ARB, 
Feb. '57. 

from tub top nwb 
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P4B5!Eh - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of rily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na- 

lional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬ 

eau on'a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shoics listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

shoio in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time■—day and 

time factors, since sels-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, i,e.,.h Saturday afternoon,children’s show, with a low rating, may 

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬ 

responding results for the sponsor taming at the children’s market. Abbre¬ 

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s; 

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

women’s. Numbered* symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS DAY AND APRIL SHARE SETS IN I TOP COMPETING PROGRAM 
AND TYPE STATION D1STRIB. TIME RATING (%) USE 1' PROGRAM STA. RATING 

PITTSBURGH Approk. Set Counts-1,200,000 Stations—KDKA (2), WSTV (9) 

1. Secret Journal (Dr). .KDKA.. ...MCA. . .Sun. 10:30-11:00 .... ..,48.5,., .81.2... 59.8 What’s My Line--'... . WSTV . . .... 8.8 
2. Studio 57 (Dr) . .KDKA...... ... MCA.. . .Tues. 9:00r9:30 ..... ...48.1... .78.9... .61.0 To Tell the Truth. . Wstv . . .... 9.0 
3. Hicrhwav Patrol (Advl _. _KDKA_ ... Ziv... . Wed. 9:00-9:30 . .. .47.8... ..... 76.9... ..... 62.3 .WSTV ». _8.8 

.. .44.0... ..... 71.4... .fil.7 .WSTV .. .... 10.4 

5. Death Valley Days (W)... .KDKA. ... McCann-Erickson. . Sun.7:00-7:30 ...... ...43.6... ..... 79.4... You Asked for It... .WSTV .. .... 6.5 
6. Superman (Adv). ... Flamingo. . .Wed. 7:00-7:30 . ...36.8... .84.9... .43.4 .WSTV .. .... 3.6 

6. Waterfront (Adv)........ .....KDKA. ... MCA... . .Tues. 7:30-8;00 ..... ...36.8... «• ■».. 73.5 • •. Name That Tune. .WSTV .. ....10.7 

7. Whirlybirds (Adv). ... CBS... . Frl. 7:00-7:30 __ ...36.7... ...... 87.4... Broken Arrow... . WSTV .. .... 3.6 
8. Susie (Co) ...... .....KDKA...... ... TP A.. . Thurs, 7:30-8:00 .... . i .36.0 .... .77.9... ..... 46.2 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon.. 

Lassie . 
. WSTV .. _6.6 

9. Code 3 (Adv).. ...... KDKA.. ... ABC... .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 i .... ,. .33.2.... .82.8... ..... 40.1 . WSTV .. .... 6:5 
10. I Spy (Myst). .KDKA. ... Guild. ,. Frl. 9:00-9:30 .. ...33.0... .62.9... ...*.. 52.4 Mr. Adams & Eve.'- .WSTV .. .... 13.7 

ST, LOUIS Approx. Set Count—932,000 Stations—KWK (4), KSD (5) 

1. State Trooper (Adv) .. .KSD. ....MCA. .Wed.9:30-10:00 .... . ..40.7. .... 75.4. ... 54.0 Great Gildersleeve.. ..KWK ... ...... 13.3 

2. Count of Monte Cristo (Adv). .KWK., .Fri. 9:30-10:00 _ .. .36.2. .... 74.4. ... 48.7 Sports; Sports Extra... ..KSD ... _16.2 
3. Highway Prftrol (Adv). . K WK...... __Ziv. . Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .. ...34.5. .... 74.6. ... 46.3 Man Called X . .KSD ... ....11.8 

. KWK. . Sat. 9:30-10:00 __ .. .31.3. ... 56.7 . KSD ... _25.4 

.KWK...... .... .Ziv... . Sun. 10:00-10:30 .... .. -29.7....V ..... 66.4..... ... 44.8 . KSD ... .... 15.2 

6. Federal Men (Myst).. .KSD/....., . .Mon. 9:30-10:00 .... ...247*...' .... 47.3. 52.2 Studio One...v.... r.KWK ... 

7. Annie Oakley (W).. .. .KWK. ....CBS.. . Sat. 6:00-6:30 .. ...218. .... 81.8. ... 26.7 Parade of Magic. .KSD ... - 4.4 
• Cartoonville ........... .KSD ... .... 5.3 

7. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)... . KSD. .MCA. . Mon. 10:00-10:30 ... ...21.8...., .... 54.9. ... 39.7 Stage 7........ .KWK ... .17.9 

8. Secret Journal (Dr). .KSD.. MCA... . .Wed.9:30-10:00 .... . ..20.7 ..... .... 38.9. ... 53.2 ■§0th Century Fox........... .KWK ... ... .32.5 

9. ^Sheriff of Cochise (W). .KSD. ,.Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ..,18.9,.... .... 47,9. ... 39.5 First Run Theatre. . KWK ... 

10. Whirlybirds (Adv). .KSD. .CBS. . Tues. 10:00-10:30 .... ....18.6. .... 42.0. ... 44,3 Danny Thomas.........., .KWK ... 

INDIANAPOLIS Approx. Set Count—665,000 Stations—WFBM (6), WISH (8), WTTV (4) 

1. Stage 7 (Dr) .7. .WISH... .. TPA. ..Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... .31.4.... - 68.6. .. 45.8 Captain David Grief... .WFBM ... ...10.5 
2. Highway Patrol (Adv). .WISH... .. Ziv. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 . ..31.0.,. ..... 59.8..,.,.. .. 51.9 Ozzie & Harriet___ > ...15.1 

.WISH... .. CBS _. .25.8... .ltAJ 51.8. .. 49.9 .WTTV .... .,, 14.2 
4. Studio 57 (Dr).. . WISH... ..MCA .... .Fri.7:00-7:30 ..25.2... ..... 65.2... 38.7 O. Henry Playhouse... .....WFBM ... ... 8.5 

5. State Trooper (Adv).. . WISH... ..MCA..... .. . Sat. 10:30-11:00 __ _ .24.8... .. 52.2 Your Hit Parade. ...20-0 

6. Crusader (Adv).T. ..WISH... .. MCA. ........Fri. 7:30-8:00 ........ ..24.6... 50.8....... .. 48.5 Sheriff of Cochise... u .,.15.1 
7. Annie Oaklev (\YV.. , . WISH... .. CBS. . .24.0... ..... 80.2.,,..,. .. 29.9 Shortv Sheenan. ... 4.3 

8. Frontier Doctor (W).. , r WFBM.. .. H-TV..,... ........ Sat. 7:00-7:30 ........ . .21.3 ... ....; 44.6....... .47.8 Susie ... .....wish ,. .20.5 

9. Susie (Co) . .. WISH... ..TPA .. ..Sat.7-00-7:30 ...._ .. 20,5 ,.. .42.9. .. 47.8 Frontier Doctor.___ .. .21.3 

9. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).. ..WISH... ..MCA. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . ..20.5... .. 31.8 Victory at Sea..... .7. .WFBM ... ...«7,8 

ALBANY-SCHEN’T’Y-TROY Approx. Set Count—495,000 Stations—WRGB(6), WTRI (35), WCDA-B-C (41) 

1. Secret Journal (Dr)........ .. WRGB. ...; MCA. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 ...39.6. . .-83.8... .47.3 Code 3.. WCDA .. .... 7.3 

.. WRGB. _CBS..... . Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...... ..33.1.. .. 67.5... .49.0 Early Show............... .WCDA ... ... .18.8 
News; Weather.. .WCDA ... .... 8.6. 

. WRGB. _Ziv . . Sun. 1:00-1:30 ....... .. .31.4___ .. 74.8... ... . ,“42,0 WCDA ... ....10.6 

4. Superman (Adv). ..WRGB. .... Flamingo. .Wed.7:00-7:30 ...... .. .31.3. .. 66.9... Early Show.*. 
News; Weather.. 

.WCDA ... 
WCDA ... 

... .15.9 

.... 8.2 

5. Death Valley Days (W).... ..WRGB. . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . ... 27.8 . .. 69.4... .40.0 Early Show.. 
News; Weather:. 

WCDA ... 
.WCDA ... 

,,..13.5 
.... 6.9 

6. Last of the Mohicans (W).. ..WRGB. ....TPA . . Sun. 5:30-6:00 _ .. 24.7. .. 77.7..., .31.8 Masters Golf Tournament.. . WCDA ... .... 5.9 

7. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W) . ..WRGB. ....CBS. . Sat. 9:30-lQ:00 a.m... .. .24.5. .. 78.9... .31.0 Captain Kangaroo. . WCDA ,.. .... 6.5 

8. San Francisco Beat (Dr)... ..WRGB..... .... CBS... .... . Wed. 10:30-11:00 .. 20.8..... v .. 43.6... 20th Century Fox. .WCDA ... .... 15.5 

9. Ellery Queen (Myst). ..WRGB..... .... TPA. . Tues. 10:3041:00 ..20.4. .. 49.7... .41,0- Spike Jones....!. . WCDA ... ....15.3 

10. Wild Bill Hickok (W). ..WRGB. _Screen Gems. . Sat. 11:30-12:00 a.m. . ...19.6...... .. 70.4... ..... 27.8 Tales of the,.Texas Rangers. . WCDA ... .... 8.2 

SPOKANE Approx. Set Count—212,fc>0 Stations—KREM (2), KXLY (4), KHQ (6) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). ..khq :... ... .Ziv ..... Wed. 9:uo-a0:wv> ... .....29.9.... .... 49.0. ... 61.0 Tve- Got a Secret. ..KXLY .. ....18.3 

2. Sheriff of Cochise (W). ..KXLY.., .25.5...'. .... 46.6. ... 54.9 Bold Journey. ... ..KREM .. ....25.0 

.. KXLY... .MCA. .24.9.... .... 44.3...,, ... 56.3 .. KREM .. ... .27.8 

4. Whirlybirds (Adv). ..KHQ .... .CBS.... ..... Wed-9:0o-_..w0 .... .....24.0..., .... 39.5. ... 60.7 The Millionaire. ..KXLY .. ....25.7 

KXLY .23.7.... 44.6. ... 53.2 .. KHQ .. _15.8 

6. Kingdom of the Sea (Doc) . KREM_ ... . r. Guild .. .. ..... Mon. 7:00-4:_ j. ..., __22.9.... 43.5.. .. 52.6 Men of Annapolis.... ..KXLY .. _15.3 

T. Code 3 (Adv). . .KHQ .... ...... Fri. 10:C0-IL.v0 ... .....20.1- .... 47.8. ... 42.0 Line-Up . ..KXLY .. ....14.6 

7. Jack London Stories (Adv) ..KHQ .... .Thurs.b:C - .3 .... ....20,1 ... _ 33.4. ... 60.2 Climax . ,. KXLY .. ....30.4 

8. "Waterfront (Adv)... ..KXLY... .MCA..... ... .Fri.8:Gu- . .18.4.... .... 31.1. ... 59.1 Adventures of Jim Bowie . . KREM . .* .,..23.3. 

9. Frontier Doctor (W). ..KREM... .H-TV.... .:_17 9 — .... 30.1. ... 59.4 $64,000 Question. LY .. ....37.5 

10. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). ..KREM.., .CBS. .Wed. 6:00 L bJ .... .... '.17.-0.... ....45,6....: ... 37.3 5:30 Movie.. KHQ ... ...,13.7 
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Source: Nielsen Interim Report for April 1957, 

Sunday through Saturday average 

V I 

Maybe you heard them too—the sound and fary of claims about the new programs that were 

supposed to blow New York viewing habits sky-high. Well, the ^moke is settling now. Let’s see what 

actually has happened: WCBS-TV’s share of total viewing is greater than at any time in the past two 

years!.,. WCBS-TV leads the second-place station hy 52%—the third station by 183%!,.. WCBS-TV 

shows a larger audience gain than-any other station in the past year!,.. WCBS-W leads in every hour 

of the day but one, from 8 am straight through to sign-off! 

It takes day-in, day-out showmanship to attract and hold attention in television’s biggest market. To 

its top-flight schedule of CBS Television Network programs, WCBS-TV adds a dazzling array of local 

entertainment and public affairs programs, including all five of the top-rated local participating pro¬ 

grams, mi four of the top five daily news programs in New York television, no less. 

Naturally, more national advertisers buy the station that attracts the biggest audience most of the time. 

CBS Owned, New Tori WCBS-TV Channel 2—represented by CBS Telaisiort Spot Sides 
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Sell YonrseU! 
Who Else Will? 

a 
THE 
P^rJejy 

OF 
NEWS 
IN 
P^rJeTy 

GUARANTEES 

ADVERTISEMENT 

That's why Variety's upcoming 

12th Annual Radio-Television Re¬ 

view and Preview is the medium 

to tell the buyers just what you 

as a station, independent produc¬ 

tion company, producer, artist, 

director, or writer in Radio and 

Television have to offer. And at 

the same time show them the rec¬ 

ord you have built for yourself. 

Make your .space reservation 

NOW at. any of the Variety offices 

listed below. 

P&RIETY 
NEW YORK 36, 

154 West 46th St. 

CHICAGO 11. 
612 N. Michigan Avenue 

Hollywood 28. 
6404 Suns*t ilvd. 

LONDON W.C.2, 
8 St. Martin's Place 
Trafalgar Square 

PfiRIFTY 

OF 
CUSTOMERS 

•sr :-0 , 2) t*. ( ‘M \D 1 
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JERRY LEWIS SHOW . 
With Eydie Gonne, Rowan Sc Mar¬ 

tin, Lou Spencer, Dick Humph¬ 
reys, Danny Lewis, Gary Lewis, 
Nelson .Riddle Orch. Nick Castle 
Dancers 

Producer; Ernest Gliiclcsman 
Directors: Jack Shea, Lewis 
Writers: Harry Crane, Arthur 

Phillips 
60 Mins., Sat., 9 pjn. 
RCA-Whirlpool, Olds 

-NBC-TV, from Hollywood 
(Kenyon & Eckhardi, D. P. 

Brother Co.) 
Jerry Lewis is putting his most 

hard-working foot, forward in his 
telestints for NBC-TV. In business 
for himself on a solo stint, Lewis 
is trying to establish a lot of facets 
about himself, and attempting to 
form a character conception. In 
this show, his second on his own 
on the network, Lewis is trying to 
set himself "up not only as an en¬ 
tertainer in the tradition of Jolson 
and many oldtime toppers as a 
family man but as the Caucasian 
answer t<|>Sarnmy Davis Jr. He's 
trying to his shows cover 
large areas?hft only an the field 
of entertainment, but in public 
relations as well. 

His Saturday night session didn't 
do all that was expected of it. His 
most important effort was a bur¬ 
lesque of Charlie Chan. Ribbing of 
orientals has become a major spe¬ 
cialty for Lewis. He does it well 
and he’s able to get through a lot 
of comedy. In this skit, with as¬ 
sistance by Keye Luke, among 
others, Lewis got across his test 
moments. There were .laughs and 
lampoons for excellent results. 

Probably, the most grieVbus er¬ 
ror on the show was the needless 
repetition of a single skit, the rib 
of “Sonny Boy,” done with his 
lather, Danny Lewis, and repeated 
immediately afterward with his 11- 
year old son, Gary. Not a strong 
slat in the first place with its ef¬ 
fectiveness eliminated by time and 
untold number of usages, there 
was no need, to repeat, even to 

. show filial fealty even unto the 
second and third generations. 

In other bits, Lewis pulled a 
Berle by working himself in on the 
time allotted to comics Rowan & 
Martin, a pair of capable comics 
on their own. Together with Lou 
Spencer and Dick Humphreys, he 
essayed a pleasant tap turn, and 
immediately afterward, sang “With 
These Hands.” Any purpose that 
the tune might have served was 
obliterated by Lewis/out-of-breath 
condition. A period of comparative 
calm name from Eydie Gorme’s 
single song contrib, “I'll Take Ro¬ 
mance," a pleasant interlude on this 
session. 

Lewis’ opener, which had him 
going into the studio, audience to 
ask questions of plants, didn’t come 
off. Like many other Lewis ses-i 
sions, the gratis- plugs come off 
heavily. 

There’s a need for Lewis to take 
it easier in his telesessions. He 
doesn’t have to be on camera near¬ 
ly all the time; and there are 
some capable performers around, 
who, if used properly, could serve 
a valuable function in framing 
Lewis’ efforts to better advantage. 

One of the plusses in this show 
was the production headed by 
Ernest Glucksman. Jose. 

SIX-FIVE SPECIAL 
With Eric Delaney band. Lit* 

Roza, David Hughes, Jimmy Lo¬ 
gan, Chas McDevitt* Skiffle 
Group, Nancy Whiskey, Burt 
Twins, Rock ’n’ Roll Sinners, 
Clyde Valley Stampers, Freddie 
Mills; Josephine Douglas, Pete 
Murray, emcees - 

Writer: Trevor Peacock 
Producer: Josephine Douglas 
45 Mins.; Sat., 6.5 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from Glasgow 

Aimed at teenage viewers, spe¬ 
cial Scot edition of this lively BBC 
show was telecast from TV Exhibi¬ 
tion in Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, with 
local comedian Jimmy Logan 
winding the effort in a Teddy Boy 

'travesty. Apart from * this, and 
presence of David Hughes, English 
singer (who was in town for a sum¬ 
mer stint), program had little Auld 
Lang Syne . flavor. Emcees Jo 
Douglas and Pete Murray brought 
but hoary gags about Scotland and 
haggis. 

Singing chores were capably sus¬ 
tained by Lita Roza, surprise guest 
Don Lang, and David Hughes, who 
scored in “What Is A -Crooner?” 
Newly in from their Chicago trip, 
the1 Charles McDevitt Skiffle 
Group 'featured local gay Nancy 
Whiskey. Eric Delaney band were 
seen occasionally, though coin 
spent on their transit here from 
London appeared wasted. 

The two Burt Twin*, cheerful 
male duo, sang bouncily at piano. 
Freddie Mills, seen too frequently 

Alcoa Hour 
Helen Hayes, starring on the Al¬ 

coa Hour over NBC-TV Sunday 
(9) proved abundantly how well she 
deserves the accolade of “First 
Lady” of the American stage. In 
“Mrs. Gilling and the Skyscraper,” 
a slim.but well-thought-ouf script 
by Simmer Locke Elliott, she 

[flayed the role of a stubborn old 
lady with force and conviction, 
bringing to the characterization a 
wholly believable flavor of a “lost” 
generation. 

Much has been said and written 
about the juveniles unable to fit 
themselves into a social, pattern. 
Elliott pulled a switch, telling a 
story about an elderly gentlewom¬ 
an living in the past, which to her 
represented her old apartment 
house and her apartment furnished 
in the style of years ago. When the 
owners planned, to tear down the 
building, to replace it with a sky¬ 
scraper, she resisted to the last, 
finally making her compromise 
with reality. 

If the story in itself wasn’t much, 
Elliott told it in human and moving 
terms. His people had an air of 
reality in their respective ap¬ 
proaches to life, all keyed to Miss 
Hayes’ determination not to let 
the present intrude on the past. 
There were moments of pathos, 
but never a maudlin note thanks 
in pari: to excellent performances 
all 'round. 

Miss Hayes gave one of her best 
performances on the air to date, 
aided by the intelligent script. Her 
pathetic attempt to preserve the 
home and the gentHity of another 
age were full of trembling emo¬ 
tion, and yet the personality called 
for admiration. Her exit was ex¬ 
tremely, well acted, and sensitively 
staged. 

In the supporting cast, Leueen 
MacGrath as the daughter con¬ 
trasted well, coming across very 
effectively. Jack Klugman played 
the understanding handyman with 
more than ordinaiy skill, giving 
the character the required dimen¬ 
sion without overdrawing it. His 
was a worthy match for Miss 
Hayes’ great talents. Wilfrid Hyde 
White as the* attorney was good, 
and so was Katherine Squire as 
the maid. Joanna Roos registered 
in a small part as a brash neigh¬ 
bor. 

Some aspects of tbe play seemed 
overdone, such as the etching of 
the “mew element ” that moved 
into the building. But it was a 
minor defect. On the whole, the 
evening was a triumph for Miss 
Hayes, and also for director Daniel 
Petrie, who kept a tight rein on 
the proceedings^ milking certain 
scenes for what they were worth, 
but on tha whole avoiding some 
of the mpre obvious pitfalls. Cam¬ 
era work on the whole was ex¬ 
cellent. Philip Barry Jr. produced. 

Hift. 

Playhouse 99 
The second of the desert-loca¬ 

tion Filmaster, Productions films 
for “Playhouse 90” was as heavy- 
handedly cliche-iidden as the first 
was deftly original. “Without In¬ 
cident/’ written by Dave Victor 
and Herbert Little Jr. from a short 
story by Charles Marquis 'Warren 
(who produced and directed!, is 
right out of the cavalry vs. Indians 
grabbag, with a few additional 
adornments to help fill out the 90 
minutes. 

Characters, especially, are stack- 
company-styled, with Errol Flynn 
as a cool, unswerving and dedi¬ 
cated cavalry captain; Rudy Acosta 
as the noble redskin who admits 
he’s wrong and keeps his word; 
Ann Sheridan and Julie London 
as a pair of women-with-a-past; 
John Ireland, as a villainous ser¬ 
geant who turns out okay; H. M. 
Winant as a deserter who keeps 
showing his true colors; and Irene 
Tedrow as the matriarch of 
small town. 

This assemblage keeps providing 
enough small plot twists to keep 
the rather pimple stofy line above 
water for most of the 90 minutes, 
but the plot* turns are strictly 
along conventional lines that add 
little but filler to the drama. The 
acting was for the most part un¬ 
distinguished: So was the direct¬ 
ing, with only the on-location pho¬ 
tography (Joe Biroc) occasionally 
registering above-par. Chan. 

Jackie Gleason Show 
Johnnie Ray, the first of a flock 

of pinchhitters for the vacationing 
Jackie Gleason, was adequate on 
the hosting and dynamic on the 
songselling in handling the assign¬ 
ment last Saturday (8) night. His 
emceeing was limited mostly to 
introing the acts in what was es¬ 
sentially an hour-long vaudeo ses¬ 
sion. 

'•*»a*iK(iiMNwrjuti»»«narere a couple 

of familiar Gleason elements pres¬ 
ent, the foremost being Art Car¬ 
ney, a powerhouse asset on the 
regular show and equally domi¬ 
nant on the Ray stanza. Carney’s 
casual comic Capering with Ray 
early in the program was a defi¬ 
nite plus factor. Others from the 
Gleason gallery included the bar¬ 
rage of glamour dolls at the start 
and the June Taylor Dancers. 

Ray belted out a number of 
songs, “Little Coquette” for 
starter, “Anything You Say Is 
True,” with Peggy Lee midway in 
the show, and “Should I Confess 
I Love You,” “Shake a Hand,” 
“We Will Never Part Again” and 
“Walk and Talk With My Lord” 
in an approximate 15-mlnute bang- 
up closing stint. Besides dueting 
with Ray, Miss Lee also did her 
usual sock job on “Baby Wait For 
Me” and "You Can’t Take That 
Away From Me.” 

Other acts were Larry Gris¬ 
wold’s risible drunken driving rou¬ 
tine, Jimmy Nelson’s amusing ven- 
tro turn and Louis Jordan’s Tym¬ 
pany Five in a frenetic instrumen- 
talizing and vocalling bash. Jess. 

Ed Sullivan Show 
Last Sunday (9) was one of those 

outings on the Ed Sullivan show 
which featured some 10 acts, two 
or ,£)iree more than usual, giving 
the show a faster pace. The accent 
was on the comics, Judge Dewey, 
(Pigmeat) Markham, Alan King 
and Lou Nelson, in order of their 
appearance. They, along with the 
other acts, varying from pop faves 
to a remote interview with the re¬ 
covering Cleveland Indian pitcher 
Herb Score, came off well for a 
solid stanza. It was one of those 
shows which had something for 
most anyone, registering okay with 
the entertainment meter. 

Joni James opened the stanza 
with a pro rendition of “Summer 
Love,” backdropped by'a neat pro¬ 
duction. The remote with pitcher 
Score was interesting. (Pigmeat) 
Markham’s act, despite its vintage, 
had its yoclcs. For thejkiddies, 
there was Jack Joyce’s animal act, 
featuring camels, zebras and 
llamas. 

Sullivan himself became a medi¬ 
um for illusionist Rice Ardi. The 
hocus-pocus magic had Sullivan 
suspended in midair. It was an 
arresting sight. Comedian Alan 
King-registered with his standup 
comedies. In the comedy depart¬ 
ment, Lou Nelson came out later 
with a pretty gopd “M. D.” song. 

Stylist Frances Faye did her folk 
song medley and a rhythm and 
blues oldie “Dark Town Strutters 
Ball.” She also interwove a Mer¬ 
cury commercial. Tony & Sally De 
Marco clicked, as usual, in the 
ballroomogy department and the 
Malagon Sisters, vital,, comely 
threesome, scored with their Latino 
tunes. Horo. 

most popular hoofing act on tv; 
Meg Myles who scored big with her 
vocalistics on "Melancholy Baby”; 
and western singer Jim Reeves 
with a pleasing rendition of his 
click “Four Walls.” Herm. 

Kraft Theatre 
“The Roaring Twentieth,” NBCr 

TV’s “Kraft Theatre” offering last 
Wednesday (5), was an uninspired 
hour for all concerned. Even Wally. 
Cox, set in his familiar milquetoast! program, last of the season’s series. 

AUTOMATION—WEAL OR WOET 
(See It Now) 
With Ed Murrow, Walter Reuther, 

Tom Watson Jr., Prof. Gordon 
Brown, others 

Producers: Murrow, Fred W. 
Friendly 

90 Mins., Sun. (9), 5 p.m. 
PAN-AMERICAN 
CBS-TV, from New York 

(J. Walter Thompson) 
A thoroughly absorbing and 

sometimes fascinating documenta¬ 
tion of automation as an extension 
of the new industrial revolution 
occupied the attention of Ed Mur¬ 
row and his enterprising “See It 
New” staff of reporters and camer- 
men last Sunday afternoon (9). The 

took up every facet of automation 
> i and its “weal or woe” effect on 

role, couldn’t overcome the bar- j was as entertaining as it was en- 
riers of a banal script and slipshod {lightening and educational since it 
casting. 

Yarn set Cox in the role. of _ 
meek bank bookkeeper who is sent I society as a whole, 
to his twentieth class reunion by The viewer was treated to a 
his boss as sub for a loudmouth! virtual play-by-play visualization 
vice-prexy. Aim is to bring an j 0f automation in all its wondrous 
important business development, 
operated by one of his classmates, 
to his hometown, for the enrich¬ 
ment of the bank. The impersona- 

forms spanning our whole indus¬ 
trial output and way of life, sug¬ 
gesting the ’exhaustive and pene¬ 
trating research that went into this 

• 'Steve Allen Show 
One of video’s curiosities is how 

many diverse elements can make, 
up a variety show. On Steve Allen’s 
stanza Sunday night (9), the Rev. 
Billy Graham was in the same 60- 
minute layout with one sketch 
about a giveaway contest spotlight¬ 
ing a scantily clad sexy tomato and 
another routine which could be 
construed as poking fun at the in¬ 
stitution of marriage. 

These questions aside, . Allen 
came up with a near-solid hour of 
entertainment with himself con¬ 
tributing a big share of the laughs. 
His opening takeoff on contest was 
fast and funny. His parody of a' 
wedding reception was okay, but! 
the gag was spun out somewhat too i 
lengthily. The only real weak spot 

tion works for a while and by the j in-depth treatment of the subject, 
time he’s found out, the deal is; The problem of what to do with 
set and he wins veep stripes at j the increasing legions of workmen 
the bank. It was all pretty silly j displaced by automation (from 
and the casting of actors^ who|Waiter Reuther, of the United 
looked decades older than Cox, as, Auto Workers, came the revelation 
classmates didn t help the show; that automation has already ex- 
much. either. acted a toll of 150,000 jobs in the 

Struggling through the hour aut0 industry); the uncertainties 
with Cox were Roland Winters,; and confusion facing the future of 
Robert Emhardt. Patricia Smith ; 0f a four-day week in the re-train- 
and Dennis Patrick among others, j ing of men for new skills; the ex- 
«CiiptmWas ky Calvin Tonikms.; pr€Ssed conviction that the exploi- 
Peter Turgeon directed. Gros. <■ - * <• ^ 

Matinee Theatre 
“Matinee” offering of “Rain In 

The Morning” was a semi-official 
pilot for Albert McCleery’s propos¬ 
ed NBC-TV “Midnight Mystery” 
strip. Before the McCleery org 
goes much further, a thorough 
overhaul of the technical end seems 
in order. 

Sound on last week’s presenta¬ 
tion was horrible,, especially in the 
second half-hour. Where it ranged 
from the barely to the completely 
inaudible, which served to kill the 
story points and to irritate the 
viewer very effectively. Camera 
work was overambitious, and served 
to confuse the issue and to nullify 
the good points of McCleery’s 
cameo technique. 

Under the circumstances, it’s 
hard to assess Paula Fox and 
Marjorie Kellogg’s original teleplay 
accurately. What emerged was a 
restatement of the familiar “Night 
Must Fall”-“Desperate* Hours” 
theme. Roddy McDowall portrayed 
an escaped lunatic who traps ter¬ 
rified housewife Peggy McCay in 
her home. Seems that McDowall j 
lived in the house as a child. 
Finally, neighbor Barbara Drew | 
tumbles onto the situation and j 
brings the keepers. When McDowall { 
barricades himself in his old bed-j 
room and refuses to come out, Miss ! 

tation of science for the benefit of 
mankind in reality translates auto¬ 
mation into an “intellectual” rather 
than an industrial revolution; a 
report (and look-see) at the enor¬ 
mous automation strides, .in the 
Soviet Union, with the accompany¬ 
ing warning that “they’re' more 
interested in the subject than we 
are" and may well pass us In the 
next 15 years, the question as to 
whether automation will down¬ 
grade the human in society or will 
increase the opportunity of man to 
think creatively as he is released 
from drudgery—all these aspects 
were ventilated in a series of 
authoritative interviews from IBM’s 
Tom Watson Jr. to UAW’s Reuther 
and MIT’s Prof. Gordon Brown. 

From Reuther came a plea for 
the subsidization of a technicologi- 
cal clearing house to establish an' 
overall pattern of “automation 
casualties” in all industries in 
pooling all the facts and planning 
a blueprint for the future. 

But the show’s chief rewards 
stemmed from the camera’s actual 
pickup of the pushbutton razz¬ 
matazz; the excursions into auto 
and steel plants; the intricate 
behind-the-scenes mechanical by¬ 
play in long-distance dialing (al¬ 
ready an actuality in North Jersey); 
the magnetic tape and computers 
making up a 27,000-personnel pay- 

_,i roll; the labyrinth of Martian 
1 super towers that endow a Tide- 

*%*&££*’ ^ 1 water Oil plant with “total auto- 
1 persuade him to, mation» (wfth its gaS€.0US by-prod- 

T uct that has led to a new synthetic 
industry and the present 

tnS wf I mass production that brought an 
too hard for_artistic effects, which, aban(Joned Mass textile mill out 

of oblivion); the era of an incan- helped muffle the impact. Also, 
he failed to control a McDowTall 
tendency to overplay the looney 
bit. 

How’ever, on the whole, Mc¬ 
Dowall delivered a capable per¬ 
formance, although Miss McCay 
impressed the most among the 
cast, with a strong and perceptive 
portrayal. Robert Karnes, Miss 
Drew% Stanley Farrar and. Harry 
Raybould were okay in support. 

Kore. 

Look Up and Live 
CBS’ public affairs department 

in cooperation with the National. 

descent bulb output of 5,000 
minute in contrast to its soddering 
iron-tweezer day; the era of the 
pushbutton stove with its cyber¬ 
netic chef (“look ma, no hands”). 

Whether it was the miner who 
had worked for a half-century 
starting at $3.50 a iveek or the 
scientific and technological experts 
wiio presented the yet untapped 
potentials of automation, this new¬ 
est advance in a mechanized society 
held high hopes for the betterment 
of mankind. Rose. 

Council of Churches of Christ is STUDIO ONE SUMMER 
_ _ _^ presenting a series of nine shows; THEATRE 

on the show was Alien’s routine * on this Sunday morning program- (The Mother Bit) 
with Wally Uox who was complete- ■ mer dealing with teenage prob- With June Havoc, Sam Levene, 
ItT Wflcf-Art nn ‘ a cimnTo-minrlofl r Ipmc 'Tho initialtor- Ktlrwl “Thfl -l ly wasted on a simple-minded 
script. Allen, moreover, should be 
careful to give his guests more of 
the laugh lines vis-a-vis himself. 
Allen’s top bit was his recitation 
of the near-illiterate lyrics to the 
current pop hit, “All Shook Up.” 
He does this sort of thing very well. 

The interview with evangelist 
Billy Graham, who was picked up 
in a split-screen remote from 
Madison Square Garden, seemed to 
be more concerned with the cru¬ 
sade’s boxoffice impact. Allen’s 
line of questioning did not permit 
much of Graham’s personal mag¬ 
netism to come over, but the 
message that there were plenty of 
seats available on a first-come, 
first-serve basis .at the Garden did. 

Orson Welles closed the show 
with another one of his capsule 
Shakespearian performances. This 
time, Welles did “Othello,” or 
rather just about 10 lines from 
Othello. Most of this segment 
showed Welles making up for the! 
role while explaining the play. 

Neat routines were also turned 
in by The Step Bros., one of the! 

lems. The initialer, titled “The; 
! Seeking Years,” dealt with the j 
problem of competition, the 
healthy an$ unhealthy attitudes to-. 
wards this drive. * ! 

Natalie Trundy, Harry Guardino, 
Paul Carr, Milton Selzer, Jayne 
Heller, Rosetta LeNoire, Perry 
Fiske, Peter Falk, Henderson 
Forsythe 

Script by Howard Rodman was Producer-director: Norman Felton 
serviceable, symbolically • drama- • Writer: Adrian Spies 
tizing the problem, but it tried to , 60 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m. 
bite off more than it could chew, ■ W’ESTINGHOUSE 
relying heavily on commentary. It; CBS-TV, from N. Y. 
sustained interest, though, and the j < McCann-Erieksan ‘ 
religioso angle was down-played, 
although implicit in the portrayed 
healthy attitude towards competi¬ 
tion was the concern for one’s fel- 
lowman. Teenagers were played 
competently by James Bonnet, Lyn 
Alstad and Clifford David. Donald 
Symington handled the role as nar¬ 
rator with authority. Direction by 
James Mac Allen was able. 

Story concerned the relentless 
drive of one teenager to win no 
matter what the consequences are— 
and the possible tragedy that could 
occur If he convinced his girl 
friend and another colleague to 
climb a mountain. Done “live,” 
simple staging was effective. j 

Horo. I 

Norman Felton kicked off his 
stewardship of “Studio One Sum¬ 
mer Theatre” with Adrian Spies’ 
“The Mother Bit.” the play about 
which Martha Raye made some 
threatening gestures because she 
said the characters and situations 
resembled her. The hullabaloo 
was more interesting than the play 
itself. 

“The Mother Bit” was an uneven 
drama about a songstress-come- - 
dienne who finds herself responsi¬ 
ble for a long-forgotten 17-year- 
old daughter when one of her ex- 
husbands dies. There follows a 
series of episodes designed to 
show they can’t 'get along with 

(Continued on page 52> 
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THE 
BIG 
PUSH 

This summer America’s consumers "will 

fill their shopping baskets fuller than any 

summer in their history. And they will fill 

them with the products they know best— 

the brands they see on television. 

Last summer they spent nearly 10 per cent 

more than they did the previous winter— 

7 per cent more for food; 12 per cent more 

for household appliances; 15 percent more 

in department stores and nearly 8 per cent 

more on installment purchases. 

For the television advertiser, each summer 

becomes more inviting than the last. 

Each summer the average family spends 

more time watching television. 

Each day 8,000 new families join the vast 

television audience, and by July the number 

of television homes in the country will 

total 40,300,000 — nearly 3J/2 million more 
* 

than last July. 

And each summer CBS Television brings 

to its advertisers bigger audiences than 

the summer before and larger than any 

other network. 

CBS Television advertisers are better 

prepared for the big summer sales push 

than ever — in fact, this summer 14 per cent 

more of our winter advertisers will be on 

the air than a year ago. 

These are compelling facts for an advertiser 

who is debating when or where to launch 

his new advertising campaign. 

Clearly the time to start is now; the place..V 

CBS TELEVISION 
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ABB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Vahixty’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬ 

reau's latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in 
determining- the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present 
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid 
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured 

ARB SHARE OF MAY, 1957 e ARB 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

CLEVELAND ' 

1. AND THEN THERE WERE NONE— Showcase Theatre 15.4. 16.2 13.8 78.2 Sports; Jungle ... •KYW .... .7.3 
Louis Hayward. Walter Huston, Barrv Fri. May 10 Bass Playhouse . •WEWS .. 
Fitzgerald; 1945; 20th Century Fox; 11:20-1:15 a.m. 
Quality Films WJW 

2. NOTORIOUS— Leisv’s Premiere Thea. 14.5 15.6 12.5 54.7 Macao, Home Theatre. •KYW .... .13.7 
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman; 1946; Sat. May 11 
Selznick Studio; NTA 11:15-1:00 a.m. 

WJW . 

3. MACAO— Home Theatre 13.7 21.1 7.6 46.1 News; Sports .. .wjw .15.3 
Jane Russell, Robert Mitchum; 1952; Sat. May 11 . Notorious, Leisy’s Premiere 
RKO; C&C 11:10-12:40 a.m. Theatre ... -WJW .... .14.5 

KYW 

4. YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU— Mainline Theatre 11.1 14.7 6.1 63.2 News; Sports ... .WJW .... .13.1 
James Stewart, Jean Arthur; 1939; Sun. May 12 Weather; Drew Pearson. .WJW .... . 5.2 
Columbia; Screen Gems 11:00-1:15 a.m. Watkins Western Theatre..,. •KYW .... .3.5 

WEWS 

5. LADY FROM SHANGHAI— ‘Showcase Theatre 8.7 9.2 8.3 50.9 Baseball; Scoreboard . •WEWS .. . 7.3 
Rita Hayworth, Orson Welles; 1948; Sun. May 12 Wide Wide World . •KYW .... 
Columbia; Screen Gems 4:30-6:00 p.m. _ Search for Adventure. •WEWS .. 

WJW 

6. BLACK PARACHUTE— Nite Owl Theatre 5.6 6.7 3.4 32.9 Sports; Jungle ...... .KYW .9.8 
Larry Parks. John Carradine; 1944; Wed. May a Tonight ... •KYW .... .4.5 
Columbia; Screen Gems 11:20-12:45 a.m. - 

WJW 
6. KILLER AT LARGE— Nite Owl Theatre 5.6 8.0 * 4.6 39.4 Sports; Jungle . .KYW _ .8.3 

Robert Lowery, Annabel Shaw; 1947; Mon. May £ Tonight ..... .KYW .... 
Eagle-Lion 11:20-12:30 a.m. 

WJW 

7. PENNY SERENADE— Nite Owl Theatre 5.5 9.2 3.4 63.3 Sports; Jungle ..... .KYW .... .....10,7 
Irene Dunne, Cary Grant; 1941; Tues. May 7 Tonight .. ..... •KYW .... ..... 2.3 
Columbia; Screen Gems 11:20-1:30 a.m. KYW-TV News . •KYW .... ...*.. 13 

WJW ' 

3. STRANGE BARGAIN— Theatre 3 5.9 6.4 4.3 52.6 Nite Owl Theatre .. •WJW .... .4.4 
Martha Scott, Jeffrey Lynn; 1949; Thurs. May 9 
RKO; C&C 11:30-1:00 a.m. 

KYW 

9. THE GUILTY— Nite Owl Theatre 4.9 7.3 3.4 45.8 Sports; Jungle ... .KYW .... .10.4 
Bonita Granville, Don Castle; 1947; Thurs. May 9 Strange Bargain, Theatre 13.. KYW .... . 5.0 
Allied Artists; Guild Films 11:20-12:45 a.m. * 

WJW 

DETROIT 
1. DEAD RECKONING— Premiere Film Parade 20.1 21.3 18.3 44.7 What’s My Line ... .WJBK ... 

Lizabeth Scott, Humphrey Bogart; 1947; Sun. May 12 Kingdom of the Sea..... -WJBK ... 
Columbia; Screen Gems 9:30-11:00 p.m. Ellery Queen ... •WJBK ... . 7.9 

WWJ 
2. WHERE DANGER LIVES— Hollywood ■ Showcase 17.6 18.9 16.5 37.4 Your Hit Parade .,... .WWJ _ 

Robert Mitchum, Maureen O’Sullivan, Sat. May 11 Sheriff of Cochise ........ *.. -WWJ .... .18.9 
Faith Domorgue; 1950; RKO; C&C 9:30-1:00 p.m. Western Marshal ........... .WWJ _ .12.2 

WJBK 

3. SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR— Bill Kennedy Sh’wtime 7.0 7.6 6.7 40.7 World Adventure . •WXYZ .... .10.3 
Lloyd Bridges. Lynne Roberts; 1948; Sun. May 12 - Laurel & Hardy . .WXYZ-;,. 
Republic; Ilolljwood Television 1:00-2:30 p.m. Slagle’s Dance Matinee ...... •WXYZ ... 
Service CKLW 

4. SON OF DAVY CROCKET— Milky’s Movie Party 6.7 8.2 5.2 37.6 Teen Room .. .WWJ .... 
Bill Elliott. Iris Meredith; 1941; Sat, May 11 Only Angels Have Wings, 
Columbia; Screen Gems 4:00-6:00 p.m. Downtown Movie .;.. .WWJ _ 

WXYZ 
5. THE FALLEN SPARROW— Hollywood Film Thea. 6.6 7.3 0;4 o 15.6 Circus Boy .. WWJ .... 

John Garfield, Maureen O’Hara; 1943; Sun. May 12 Steve Allen .. .WWJ .... .....253 
RKO; C&C 6:30-8:00 p.m. 

WXYZ 
6. MUSIC IN MY HEART— Nightwatch Theatre 6.2 9.8 4.0 52.4 Filmland’s Finest . .WWJ .. .T 

Rita Hayworth, Tony Martin; 1940; Sat. May 11 
Columbia; Screen Gems 11:25-2:00 a.m. 
ONE WAY TICKET— WJBK 
Lloyd Nolan; 1936; Col.; Screen Gems 

7. ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS— Downtown Movie 5.4 5.3 4.9 29.1 Son of Davy Crocket, Milky’s 
Carv Grant, Jean Arthur; 1939; Sat. May 11 Movie Party .... •WXYZ ... .6.7 
Columbia; Screen Gems 4:30-6:00 p.m. 

WWJ 

8. HARD TO HOLD— Nightwatch Theatre 5.1 8.8 2.1 51.0 Jumbo Theatre .. .WXYZ ... .3.2 
Rita Hayworth. Jacqueline Wells; 1938; Sun. May 12 
Columbia; Screen Gems 11:25-1:00 a.m. 

WJBK 
9. MOST PRECIOUS THING IN LIFE— Nightwatch Theatre 5.0 7.6 3-7 50.0 Soupy’s On .. .WXYZ ... 

Jean Arthur; 1934; Col.; Screen Gems Fri. May IQ Thirty Minute Theatre. ."WXYZ ... ..... 4.0 
SHADOWED— 11:25-2:00 a.m. 
Anita Louise: 1946; Col.; Screen Gems WJBK 

9. GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT— NTA Film 5.0 5.5 4.6 8,4 Mr. Broadway . .WWJ _ 
Gregory Peck. Dorothy McGuire. John Sat. May 11 Your Hit Parade .. •WWJ .... ..*..25.3 
Garfield: 1948: 20th Century Fox: NTA 8:30-10:00 p.m. 

CKLW 

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.to. would hardly 
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominancea in that 
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the 
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬ 
tained pom a multiplicity of station and other data. 

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES 
DETROIT, MAY 1957 

TOTAL 
RATINGS OF . TOTAL 

AVERAGE 
RATING FEB 

HIGHEST 
RATING PER 

TITLE AND OTHER DATA STATION SHOW ALL SHOWINGS Showings SHOWING SHOWING 

May 6, 7: FOUR JILLS IN A JEEP— 
Martha Raye, Phil Silvers. Carole Landis, 
Kay Francis; 1944; 20th Cent. Fox; NTA 

May 8. 9 10: LIFEBOAT— 
Tallaluh Bankhead, John Hodiak, William 
Bendix; 1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA 

May 12: KISS OF DEATH— 
Victor Mature, Richard Widmark; 1947; 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

CKLW Million Dollar 
Mevie 

23.7 6 4.0 7.0 
Wed. May 8 
7:00-8:30 p.m. 
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Expected Toll-TV Blast by Women’s 
Club Federations Fails to Materialize; 

CBS Sees It As a Free-TV Victory 
Asheville, N.C., June 11. 

Subscription tv advocates, led by 
spokesmen of Zenith Radio Corp., 
came out on top in the battle 
royal of free vs. fee video at the 
national convention here last week 
of the General Federation of 
Women's Clubs. Their victory 
was not so much in what the Fed¬ 
eration did on the issue but what 
it did not do. It did not, as it was 
supposed to do, go on record 
against pay tv. 

Instead of a resolution calling 
for a Congressional ban on toll- 
vision, the conventinn—3,500 
strong—took a stand favoring con¬ 
tinued “freedom of choice in the 
selection of programs." The ac¬ 
tion-—which was anything but 
unanimous-7-follbwed three days of 
deliberation on the subject, in¬ 
cluding a breakfast session in 
which Ted Leitzell of Zenith and 
Murray Martin of Communications 
Counsellors {substituting for CBS. 
ve*p Richard Salant) spoke at an 
all-day conference between Zenith 
and CBS reps and the Federation's 
policy committee. 

The original resolution before 
the convention urged “enactment 
of legislation declaring unlawful 
the transmission of tv programs in 
any manner which prevents home 
reception free of charge. It was en- ‘ 
titled “Free or Pay-TV.” 

The resolution which was 
adopted carried no direct refer¬ 
ence to subscription. It was sim¬ 
ply headed, “Television Service" 
It asserts that since tv "vitally af¬ 
fects the interests of all of the gen¬ 
eral public” the Federation “urges 
the Congress of the U. S. and/or 
government agencies, when evalu¬ 
ating and licensing any develop¬ 
ment in the use of tv, to keep in 
the forefront of their thinking the 
necessity of assuring a freedom of 
choice in (he selection of programs, 
while at the same time Insuring the 
maintenance of free tv service as 
it now exists and further improve¬ 
ment of tv service for all our 
people." 

The Federation’s stand is con¬ 
sidered highly important as an in¬ 
dex of public opinion on sub¬ 
scription and its influence on the 
forthcoming action of the Federal 
Communications Commission fol¬ 
lowing receipt of comments to be 
submitted next month in response 
to the call for further information. 
The Federation represents a mem¬ 
bership of 11,000,000 women. 
Doubtless, its action will affect 
what other organizations do. 

Furthermore. Mrs. Horace B. 
Ritchie, chairman of the policy 
committee, cited the resolution as 
“a lasting statement of principle" 
and not “a compromise” action. 
“We haven’t condemned anything 
in the tv field,” she said. “We just 
want Congress to avoid anything 
that is going to interfere with the 
reception of free tv.” 

Mrs: Ritchie also held out prom¬ 
ise of positive action by the Fed¬ 
eration favoring pay tv\ She told 
reporters her organization might 
endorse some form of subscription 
if safeguards are established to as¬ 
sure continuation of the. present 
free programs. i 

CBS Sees Victory 
CBS execs in New York felt 

they had won a major verdict in I 
the General Federation of Wom¬ 
en’s Clubs convention resolution 
on pay-tv. Although the wording 
of the final resolution, which 
avoided proposing an outright ban 
on subscription tv, came as k com¬ 
promise measure between the Fed¬ 
eration leadership and a large 
Illinois delegation, CBS believes 
the compromise resolution in effect 
is even stronger than the original. 

For one thing, it will enable of¬ 
ficials of the Federation to go into 
Congressional hearings with a def¬ 
inite mandate from the clubs and 
lobby against pay-tv, CBS said. 
For another, its insistence on “in¬ 
suring the maintenance of free tv 
service as it now exists and fur¬ 
ther improvement of tv service for 
all our people” amounts to the 
same thing, in CBS’ eyes, as an out¬ 
right blast at toll-tv. 

CBS doesn’t oppose a closed- 
circuit form of pay-tv (its only ob¬ 
jection, officially stated, is the di¬ 
version of on-tb e-air facilities to 
pay-tv>, and hence, the wording is 
in line witfo#its views. Moreover, 

if pay-tv should outbid free tele¬ 
vision for talent and attractions 
(such as the deal between Skiatron 
and the Brooklyn Dodgers for base¬ 
ball rights), this could be con¬ 
strued under the resolution as an 
invasion of free television’s service 
and could be opposed by^the Fed¬ 
eration on that score. 

Finally, the resolution was de¬ 
scribed as "a lasting statement of 
principle,” which in parliamentar¬ 
ian terms means that it is not sub¬ 
ject to automatic review after 
three years as all other Federation 
resolutions are, CBS pointed out. 
Network was repped at the con¬ 
vention by Murray Martin of Com¬ 
munications Counsellors, subbing 
for v.p. Richard Salant, who was 
forced down in the CBS company 
plane at Charleston, W. Va. and 
couldn't get regular commercial 
air space in time to make the con¬ 
vention. 

Initiate Move For 
Pill s Fourth VHF 

Pittsburgh, June 11. 
Telecasting, Inc., owners of 

WENS, Channel 16 here, still try¬ 
ing to salvage something from its 
costly UHF operation, has made a 
new pitch to the FCC. They've 
filed a proposal to give the Pitts¬ 
burgh metropolitan area a fourth 
VHF station. 

Original allotment called for 
only’'three, Channel 2, now pros¬ 
pering under Westinghouse, which 
bought it from DuPont; Channel 11, which should be or. the air by 
middle of next month under com¬ 
bined WWSW-WJAS management, 
and Channel 4, which has not yet 
been definitely awarded yet, with 
WCAE and KQV contesting. 

WENS had been fighting Chan¬ 
nel 11 and delayed that operation 
by a year and a half with costly 
court suits, finally pulling out after i 
being paid $500,000. Channel 16 
group told commission it had at- 
tempted'to operate a UHF station { 
in a predominantly VHF area and) 
decided “intex'mixture” was eco¬ 
nomically impossible. 

Engineers at WENS have devised 
two alternate plans for getting a 
fourth commercial VHF channel 
here. The first would Involve an 
exchange between Steubenville, 
O;. and Pittsburgh of VHF channel 
9 (now WSTVi for UHF channel 
16. (now WENS). The other is 
vastly more complicated. It would 
rseult in moving VHF channel 6 
toj Pittsburgh. This channel now 
operates in Johnstown. The plan 
would compensate Johnstown by 
giving it channel 8, now at Lan¬ 
caster. The Lancaster-Harrisburg-1 
York district would then become a 
UHF area. So wrouId Erie- New 
Castle with the removal of chan¬ 
nel 12 from Erie and its assign¬ 
ment both to Cleveland and Johns¬ 
town. 

The shifts would also affect more 
distant points, but always with the 
ultimate purpose of concentrating 
VHF in large cities and UHF in 
small ones, and of ending inter¬ 
mixture in those cities. 

WENS lawyers told the FCC: 
“Your Commission does not have 
to make a decision on intermix¬ 
ture. Economics has made it for 
you.” i 

Columnist Cannon, 
Lawyer Berman Beat 

It Off ‘Night Beat’ 
Columnist Jimmy Cannon and 

lawyer Emil Zola Berman are not 
going to be regular interviewers on 
the revised edition of “Night Beat,” 
on WABD. New York. The trial 
lawyer’s office said he never in¬ 
tended to be on the show in the 
first place, contrary to reports 
from the station, and Cannon, who 
does a sports pillar for 4he Newr 
York Post, said that he intended to 
become part of the latenight ses¬ 
sion until he found out that WABD 
would not provide full indemnifi¬ 
cation against’libel. 

Some feel the double backoff was 
the result of the trouble Mike Wal¬ 
lace had on the network version 
of the same interview show. Wal¬ 
lace began “Night Beat” before go¬ 
ing to ABC-TV, where an interrog¬ 
ation of L. A. ex-gangster Mickey 
Cohen is resulting in a libel suit by 
Los Angeles police officals against 
Wallace, the network and sponsor 
Philip Morris. 

- But Cannon said there was no 
conscious connection between his 
refusal to become one of six rotat¬ 
ing interviewers on WABD and the 
trouble Wallace is currently in. He 
explained that in the "climate of 
tension” that is “Night Beat," he, 
as an interviewer, wanted to -be 
completely libel-proof,.” and that 
the station was willing to indemni¬ 
fy him against the statements of 
guests , but not against his own 
statements. The columnist said that 
he should be protected against the 
possibility of being accused of 
“provoking a libel” by his inter¬ 
rogation. 

Berman was not available for 
comment, but his office said the 
trial- lawyer never had promised to 
do the show—this contrary to the 
"handshake agreement” reported 
by WABD brass. A spokesman for 
Berman said the lawyer had a 
“fir-m calendar” and couldn’t make 

[■room for commitments on televi¬ 
sion. 

REMINGTON RAND 
‘WALLY’ ALTERNATE 

Only 24’ hours after CBS-TV 

put its hew Gomalco Productions 

package “Wally and the Beaver,” 

on the market, the web grabbed 

off an alternate-week sponsor for 

the show. Remington Rand has 
bought in for half of the show for 
a Sept 13 start in the Friday 
7:30-8 period, via Young & Rubi- 
canL 

Remington had earlier been 
considering either the Friday at 8 period or Thursdays at 8, the 
latter for share-sponsorship with 
R. J. Reynolds of “Harbourmas¬ 
ter." The Friday at 8 situation 
was resolved this week with the 
sale of “Trackdown” (see sepa- 
rate story), but Remington's 
“Wally” buy leaves CBS still on 
the prowl for a “Harbourmaster” 
alternate. “Wally” is the George 
Gobel-David P. O’Malley packag¬ 
ing outfit’s first new package 
(other than the Gobel show itself), 
for which CBS signed for a three- 
year commitment. 

Jacksonville—William G,. Walker 
has been named promotion and 
publicity director of WFGA-TV, 
new Channel 12 station now under 
construction here, it was an¬ 
nounced by Jesse H. Cripe, gen¬ 
eral manager. Walker served in 
the same capacity with KBTV-TV 
iu Denver for four years, and was 
production manager of KOA in 
Denver for seven years. 

Carl Sandburg Looks at TV 
Asheville, N. C., June 11. 

Carl Sandburg lias little regard for tv, radio, movies or contem- „ 
porary poets—but mostly tv. Addressing 3,000 women attending 
the annual convention of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, 
Sandburg minced no words in lashing out at video, particularly the 
commercials. 

“More than half the commercials,” he said, “are so filled with 
inanity, aSininity, silliness and cheap trickery that to every man 
and woman who loves children it’s a question of what’s it doing to 
these young people. And you’ve got to sit there and take it.” 

Arlene Francis, who was sitting oq the same platform as Sand¬ 
burg and was the recipient of a citation for her NBC-TV “Home” 
show, took up the challenge, asserting that Sandburg, like every out 
else, has the privilege of turning the tv set off. "And there are,” 
she added, “some good things on television. After all, .we're only 
babies and we have to grow.” 

“We will pray for it,” was Sandburg’s response. 
Sandburg on the subject of contemporary poets: “I can say with¬ 

out fear of successful contradiction, they ain’t doing so good.” 

Nielsen’s Top 10 in London 
(Week Ending May 26) 

Position Katinr of Homes 
Take Your Pick .. (AR ) 67% 
Emergency Ward 10 .. (AR ) ) 
Sunday Night at the Palladium . (ATV) 64% J 
Gun Law ...... (AR ) 63% 
Amateur Boxing ...‘ (AR ) 62% 
Fireside Theatre—“Rendezvous at Dawn” ...... (ATV) 61% 
Dragnet .... (AR ) 1 
Val Parnell’s Saturday Spectacular . (ATV) 60% I 
Jack Hylton Presents . (AR ) ) 
Highway Patrol .. (ATV) 59% ( 

Figures reveal the audience in the London area television homes 
capable of receiving BOTH B.B.C. and I.T.V. programs,) 

Katz Takes Lead As Station Reps 
Move Into Program Consultancy 

BBC’s TV Biography 
Of Treyor Howard 

London, June 11. 
Trevor Howard’s motion picture 

career is to be the subject of a 
BBC-TVS program next WedL (19). 
Hqward will he Interviewed by 
Pfcter Haigh in his home near 
Elstree Studios. The program 
will include clips of some of How¬ 
ard’s pictures, including his' lat¬ 
est “Manuela.” 

Other ’ excepts will be taken 
from “Brief ’ Encounter,” “The 
Third Man/’ “Outcast of The Is¬ 
lands,” “Cockleshell Heroes,” and 
“InterpoL” ' 

Beauchamp’s TV 
Musical. Series 

London, June 11. 
A color tv series about the ad¬ 

ventures of an American songstress 
in. Europe is to be produced by 
Antony Beauchamp in conjunction 
with Sydney Box. The series of 
60-minute musical shows will .be 
Iensed all over Europe starting in 
London in August. 

Beauchamp is at present looking 
for the right girl for the part, and 
intends to groom an unknown into 
star status. Handling the search in 
the U. S. is the William Morris of¬ 
fice. Title of the programs will he 
“Magic Carpet.” 

LINE UP NEW CLIENTS 
FOR ‘MICKEY MOUSE’ 

ABC-TV is in the process of 
matching orders of two or .three 
afternoon prospects^ in brder to. 
tie up another quarter-hour sale 
on “Mickey Mouse Club” for next 
fall. Among those mentioned as 
probably teaming up on one seg 
are International Shoe and Gold 
Seal Wax. 

The wax maker is understood up 
for five or six quarter hours, per-* 
haps the- shortest order the web 
ever had for the show. The only 
way,ABC-TV will entertain a par¬ 
tial order on the 5-5:30 strip for 
juves Is if other sponsors sign 
irrevocably for the remaining, 
weeks of a 52-week quarter-hour 
contract. The shoe company is 
reportedly in for a fair hunk of 
time, making the GS buy feasible. 

New sales make it three-and- 
half out of five hours sold on a 
bi-weekly basis for the afternoon 
strip. 

CBS-TV Sets Kinnie On 
Harry Salter’s ‘Spotlight’ 

Harry- Salter, creator and pro¬ 
ducer of “Spotlight,” a half-hour 
talent panel show, is doing a 
kinnie of show in association with 
CBS-TV. 

Idea is to pitch two performers 
with the same specialty against 
each other. Minimum payment to 
an appearing performer would be 
$500, with a consistent winner, as 
judged by a panel, able to corral 
up to $25,000, under program’s 
present format. Those selected, 
according to Salter, will fall into 
the category of being “on the 
verge of stardom.” Panel will con¬ 
sist of Jean Dalrymple, managing 
.director of, the New York City 
Center; Herman-Levin, Broadway 
produce*; Mitch Miller, of Colum¬ 
bia Records and Russel Crouse, 
playwright Writer and co-producer 
is Carroll Carroll. 

• Katz Agency becomes the first of 
the station representative compa¬ 
nies to hire a fulltime program 
executive, to make the rounds of 
radio stations giving first-hand aid 
on local programming. John Pear¬ 
son, lately program chief of WHB, 
Kansas City, also a performer on 
the station; becomes Katz’s radio 
program consultant. 

Before now, no rep had such a 
system, either because it was com¬ 
pany policy to make no official en¬ 
try, “for political reasons.” into 
local program advice-giving or be¬ 
cause the rep salesman was already 
acting as a parttime program con¬ 
sultant, latter being the case at 
Katz. But Morris Kellner, radio 
sales chief at the reppery, found 
that this parttime business had 
drawbacks; the salesmen had reg¬ 
ular commitments making it “dif¬ 
ficult to devote the time and re¬ 
search necessary for complete and 
professional assistance.” 

Hiring of Pearson has promo¬ 
tional ramifications, too. For the 
past two years at least, rep houses, 
in order to hold old stations and 
attract new ones, have been offer¬ 
ing “additional*/’ The once-solid 
sales organizations began research 
and promotion departments, special 
traffic services and whathaveyou 
in the competition for stations. Fact 
that Katz can now offer the advice 
of a man of solid programming 
experience to.its client lineup is 
expected by the company to have a 
favorable affect on both program¬ 
ming and the attitude of the sta¬ 
tions. 

Pearson will be making long 
stopovers in client markets, listen¬ 
ing to the program sked, sometimes 
taping parts of the shows (as ex¬ 
amples for other stations) and then 
making suggestions where and if 
they’re needed. According to Kell¬ 
ner, Pearson will also aid in es¬ 
tablishing record library systems, 
do written analyses for possible 
improvements, suggest on-hhe-air 
promotions, recommend syndicated 
radio shows (something Katz once 
did in tv film and later discon¬ 
tinued), be a source for hiring 
new stati/m personalities, etc. 

KQEffs Big time Status 
As Producer of Stows 

For Educational Stations 
San Francisco, June 11. 

KQED, Channel 9, has emerged 
as top local producer of educational 

tv programs in the nation. ' 

Extent to which KQED has pene¬ 

trated the nation’s 25 non-commer¬ 
cial tv outlets was pointed up with 
an announcement that Channel 9 
has signed contracts to produce six 
more series for the National Edu¬ 
cational Television and Radio,, Cen¬ 
ter at Ann Arbor, Mich, 

First KQED production dis* 
tributed nationally was “Buckskin 
Bob,” 39 half-hour children’s shows 
completed last August. The station 
then did three half-hours on “The 
Atom,” 10 half-hovrs on “The Ele¬ 
ments,” 26 half-hours called “Tem¬ 
pest in s Test Tube” and 30 half- 
hours on “The American Economy,” 
an Ohio State first-award winner. 

Currently being shot are: “The 
Measure of Man/’ with Stanford 
University’s John W. Dodds; “The 
World and Physics,” with atom-sci¬ 
entist Edward Teller; “Language 
in Action,” with sematlcist Edward 
Hayakawa; ‘The Criminal Man,” 
with University of California crim¬ 
inologist Douglas M. Kelley; “Sci¬ 
entific Methods,” with chemist Joel 
Hildebrand; “Sing Hi, Sing Lo,” 
with a Frisco folk-singer, Mrs. Bash 
Kennett. 
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TV Plays Major ! 
Role in Norfolk 
Inti Naval Show 

Norfolk, June 11. 

Television is playing a major 

role in this week’s highly-touted 
International Naval Review. Over 
100 ships, representing 17 foreign 
nations and the United States, are 
participating in the first naval 
event of this type In 50 years. In 
the interim, many innovations 
have been added to navigation 
and .to naval warfare, a number 
of which will be on display to¬ 
morrow (12 i in the mammoth 
Navy base here at Hampton 
Roads. Also on the “something 
added” list is television. 

In addition to intensive cover¬ 
age of the major events leading 
up to and included in the Review, 
the webs are. staging special tele¬ 
casts and even providing enter¬ 
tainment for the 12,000 sailors 
assembled here. Flashiest agenda 
Is that of CBS' Jimmy Dean 
Show, which will do double duty 
throughout the week as a remote 
telecast In its regular 7-7:45 a.m. 
slot, and as a live show travelling 

NBC ^Jamming’ CBS? 
CBS-TV production person¬ 

nel handling the Jimmy Dean 
emanation from the deck of 
the USS Iowa at the Interna¬ 
tional Naval Review In Norfolk 
charged NBC with using a heli¬ 
copter to buzz the early morn¬ 
ing country music segment. 

According to Edwin S. 
Friendly Jr., CBS Daytime 
Program Director, the heli¬ 
copter, which was in contact 
with an NBC control tower, 
flew exactly over the ship’s bow 
production site when the Dean 
troupe was telecasting, and re¬ 
mained noisily stationary for a 
full half-hour. 

After a subsequent inves¬ 
tigation, NBC answered the 
charge with a plea of “pure co¬ 
incidence,” claiming that the 
helicopter was focused on Ar¬ 
lene Francis beside a Belgian 
ship neighboring the Iowa. 

through the international fleet 
with its routine of American folk 
and hillbilly music. 

NBC’s “Home Show,” complete 
with Arlene Francis, Hugh Downs, 
and food editor Nancy Anne Gra¬ 
ham, originated its Monday show 
from the deck of the airplane 
carrier, USS Saratoga, then trek¬ 
ked 35 miles west for today’s tele¬ 
cast from Jamestown, newly re¬ 
stored site of the first permanent 
British settlement in this coun¬ 
try. The dazzling naval show, in¬ 
cidentally, has been planned as a 
highlight of the 350th of James¬ 
town's founding. 

General tv coverage of tomor¬ 
row’s Review will be on a pool 
basis, with the networks, the U.S. 
Navy, and the Jamestown Festival 
Committee cooperating in work¬ 
ing oyt technical setup. A live 
tv camera will be based on the 
USS Canberra, Navy's first mis¬ 
sile-guided carrier, which will act 
as one of three review vessels 
carrying such brass as Secretary'! 
of Defense Charles Wilson, Secre- j -:-;- 
tary of the Navy Thomas Gates. I'rj jr 1 D 1 l 
and Navy Chief of Staff Admiral} KLA UBS DlUlIaP, KOUaFQS 
Arleigh Burke. • An additional! .. . JT _ . S7 , 
pool camera will shoot the naval! ^ DunlaP Jr-» aj*d Sidney 
display from a helicopter. An | M. Hoards were elevated to higher 
airship relay will lerry the pic- *®sts ln the RCA public relations 
tures from the Canberra to a mid- j setup, according to an announce- 
town studio and thence to the j ment this week by E. C. Anderson, 
webs, all three of which are par- j executive veepee of RCA Public 
ticipating in coverage. Radio eov- j Relations Dept, 
erage will be on an individual. Dunlap, who joined the corpora¬ 
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‘TV Mediocrity* vs. Newspapers, Mags 
!►♦»»+»+++♦« 

By HARRY FLEISCHMAN 
(President, Entertainment Produc¬ 

tions, Inc.) 

As Variety has so cogently point¬ 
ed out, a good many newspapers 
and magazines these days have 
been lambasting television pro¬ 
grams as infantile, moronic, vulgar, 
mediocre and in various other 
terms not commonly found in love 
letters. And, if tv continues show¬ 
ing moiWbox office at the retailer’s 
cash register the chances are that 
this criticism might gradually grow 
abusive. 

But the same issue of Variety 

in which it reported mounting 
newspaper criticism of program¬ 
ming also brought the news that 
plans for next fall include 20 new 
song shows and an additional seven 
variety programs. I’m a quiz show 
man myself but I also like sweet 
singers and dog and pony shows. I 
suspect though that about the time 
Singer No. 20 sounds off we are 
going to hear more about monotony 
and mediocrity in tv programming 
—even if he can outsing Caruso 
and MacCormack together. So, if 
the newspaper# have no real com¬ 
plaint maybe the public has. 

Actually, it has always amused 
me when newspapers get righteous 
about improving other people's 
business. For instance, they regu¬ 
larly deplore our giving $64,000 
to contestants who have earned it 
by demonstrating fantastic amounts 
of hard-earned knowledge to amaze 
and amuse 30,000,000 or more peo¬ 
ple each week for several weeks. 
But these same newspapers at the 
same time are offering $25,000 or 

» 4 4 f ♦ ♦ ♦ (»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦»♦ ♦♦+»»♦♦♦♦♦ 

$50,000 to readers who are able to 
make check marks oh a coupon! 

When we give large sums away— 
and in two years we have distrib¬ 
uted $2,250,000 to contestants—we 
are said to be undermining the 
American Way of Life. When news¬ 
papers give large sums to people 
who happen to own pencils it is, 
apparently, public service! 

But while there may be rare 
newspaper exceptions who resent 
television’s grip on the advertising 
dollars and who use their news and 
editorial columns to blast tv quality 
and sales performance, the great 
majority of newspapers sell their 
product on its merits. 

If, then, as Variety reports, 
criticism of tv in its programming, 
sales "Effectiveness and other areas 
is mounting perhaps the people in 
television should get rid of its great 
army of imitators—the play-it-safe 
boys who never had an idea in their 
lives but carbon copy anything new 
and fresh that proves popular— 
and give more attention and en¬ 
couragement to the innovators, the 
men. who possess the great talents 
of showmanship and Imagination. 

('It will make dollars—and sense— 
for sponsors who put these talents 
to work. 

Variety expresses alarm that the 
ANPA’s Bureau of Advertising is 
planning a campaign that will 
“point up the sponsor failures In 
tv over the past season.” Well, it 
might not be. a bad idea—maybe 
it will awaken some sponsors to the 
realization that playing it safe by 
buying an Imitation isn’t always the 
profitable thing to do. 

But there certainly is no law 

against television networks and 
packagers demonstrating some of 
the sales success stories of our 
medium. 

Here at EPI we have a pretty 
good one that should silence a lot 
of claims that tv doesn’t sell mer¬ 
chandise. 

The figures are there for all to 
see. In 1954 Revlon's total sales 
were $33,604,000. The following 
year—after only seven months’ 
sponsorship of the $64,000 Ques¬ 
tion” and about two of the “$64,000 
Challenge”—sales spurted to $51,- 
646,000. And, last year, when the 
company had the full impact of 
both programs, sales rocketed a 
startling 66% to $85,767,000! The 
1956 Increase of $34,000,000 was 
more than total sales in the pre- 
Question year of 1954! 

Can anyone show me a news¬ 
paper or magazine that brought 
similar results to any one company 
in a comparable period? 

“Question” is two years old this 
month and for 104 weekly shows 
has been up at the top of tfae Eat¬ 
ings. “Challenge” has dominated 
its time slot for a solid Hi months. 
Suck popularity must be deserved. 

The answer is to maintain, im¬ 
prove and build up those shows 
that have built solid followings to 
hold the ground we have gained. 
But it is even more important to 
win new and broader audiences by 
encouraging creative imagination 
and showmanship and giving a 
loose rein to the innovators to de¬ 
velop new 'formulas and new for¬ 
mats that will really make televi¬ 
sion the land of magic and enchant¬ 
ment that It can and should be. 

Trairie Preacher 
Herb Me Entry 

Herb Jaffe Associates, the indie 
agency set up a couple of months 
ago by the ex-Official Films exec 
v.pr, is moving at a brisk rate. 
Apart from its NBC-TV deal on 
“The Escapers,” the Jaffe opera¬ 
tion is now packaging and repping 
a new half-hour telefilm series 
titled “Prairie Preacher,” created 
by Jack Raymond and scripted by 
Raymond and Howard Rodman, 
with Lewis Blumberg (son of U-I 
chairman Nate Blumberg! produc¬ 
ing. 

On the writer front, Jaffe set 
S. S. (Paddy) Schweitzer to do 
seven half-hour scripts for a new 
telefilm series based on Saturday 
Evening Post properties and titled 
“Best of the Post,” and also set j 
Max Wilk to do four scripts for' 
the same series. Shelby Gordon, 
who just received a Ford Founda¬ 
tion grant to study cinemotography 
on the Coast, was set to adapt his 
own short story, “Outside Man" 
for U- S: Steel Hour and also has 
been signed on as associate pro¬ 
ducer for four new “Air Power” 
films for CBS-TV to be used in 
late summer. 

On the theatrical end, Jaffe sold 
David Swift’s original screenplay, 
“The Smath-Humber Mess,” to TaF 
ent Associates’ Oxford Productions 
and set David Shaw to do the 
picture treatment of the British 
novel, “Under the Influence,” for 
Ilya Lopert and the Boulting Bros. 

Soviet Into Eurovision? 
London,' June 11. 

Russian tv programs are like¬ 
ly to be seen in Europe with¬ 
in the next two years. It is 
understood that the Russians 
are planning to install the nec¬ 
essary microwave radio relay 
stations which would permit 
them to join the Eurovision 
(the Inter-connected system 
which provides for the ex¬ 
change of programs within 
Western Europe) hookup. 

A little over a year ago 
Russian tv engineers came to 
Britain to have a look-see at 
BBC-TV and study methods 
used, and during their "stay 
said that they were planning to 
get in on Eurovision within 
the next few years. 

basis. 

The Jimmy Dean troupe kicked j 
off its live entertainment schedule j 

yesterday (1Q> aften 'on with a 
show at one of the ba-e hospitals, 
followed by a hoedown last night 
aboard the colorful “Juan Elca- 
node Sebastian,” the fourmast 
Spanish schooner. Other events 
will include a performance aboard 
the USS Iowa, one at the Naval 
Amphibious Base auditorium for 
foreign visitors, and novel “tour¬ 
ing” performance along the pier. 
Latter, planed for the final day 
before the visiting ships set sail, 
when the men are confined aboard 
ship, rather than at liberty, will 
originate from a 10-ton flat-bed 

(Continued on page 54) 

tion in 1940, was made veepee, In¬ 
stitutional Advertising and Publica¬ 
tions. He will be responsible for 
RCA’s institutional ad program as 
well as all company publications of 
an institutional nature. 

Robards was made director of 
press relations. He will continue to 
supervise Department of Informa¬ 
tion activities and will be respon¬ 
sible for RCA press relations. 

Cleveland—Appointment of John 
D. Kelly to a national sales post 
in Storer Broadcasting in New 
York was announced this Week 
with Kelly leaving his post as gen¬ 
eral manager for KYW. Replacing 
Kelly wall be Reg Merridew, one¬ 
time operations chief of WGAR. 

Singer’s Backdown In 
Favor of Sanders, Puts 

Wyman Dp a TV Tree 
Singer Sewing Machines has 

dropped its plan to sponsor a new 
version of the Jane Wyman show 
Tuesday nights at 10 on NBC-TV 
and has placed an alternate-week 
order with Screen Gems for a new 
show titled “George Sanders and 
the Stars,” which it hopes to place 
in the same time period* Show is 
acceptable to NBC on condition 
that an alternate-week sponsor is 
found to share the stanza with 
Singer. 

Meanwhile, it looks as if Miss 
Wyman hasn’t much future at the 
network. Quaker Oats, which 
sought to sponsor Miss Wyman in 
her current dramatic format on 
Saturdays at 10, will probably be 
turned down by NBC, which feels 
such a show isn’t right fof Saturday 
nights. 

Network is considering reversing 
its stand against “Price Is Right” 
for the Saturday night p.eriod and 
may slot that there instead of Mon¬ 
days at 7:30, for which the show is 
already earmarked. Goodson-Tod- 
man and Speidel, “Price’s”* pro¬ 
ducers and alternate-week sponsor, 
had asked originally for the Satur¬ 
day time but were turned down 
and settled for Mondays. Now it 
seems NBC may have «a change of 
heart. 

Caskey Upped in Philly 
Philadelphia* June 11. 

William B. Caskey, veepee and 
general manager of WPEN, has 
been upped to exec veepee. 

Caskey joined the station in 1947 
as promotion and public relations 
director, then served as program 
director, assistant to the president, 
general manager* then veepee and 
g.m. 

Schaffner On A 
N.Y.-LA. Bicycle 

CBS-TV staff director Franklin 

Schaffner will be on a Coast-to- 

Coast shuttle next fall, having- 

been assigned by the web . to do 

several, of the new “Seven Lively'] 

Arts” shows and also to direct sev¬ 

eral “Playhouse 90” segments dur¬ 

ing the coming season. He’s leav¬ 

ing “Person to Person,” on which 

he’s been studio director since its 
debut in October of 1953, because 

of the two-ply assignment. 

Bob Sammon and Chuck Hill, 

“P to P” remote directors, will 
share Schaffner’s studio chores on 
the show next season, with Boh 
Dailey joining the show as a re¬ 
mote director. Dailey’s been a CBS- 
TV technical director on such 
shows as “Toast of the Town,” 
“U. S. Steel Hour,” sports and 
some “P to P” stanzas. 

Schaffner had been CBS staff 
until last season, when he left the 
web to join Unit Four productions 
as one of the producer-director 
partners. He’s since returned to a 
staff status following the Unit Four 
foldo. Exact number and-timing 
of the “Arts” and “Playhouse” 
dates haven’t been determined yet. 

Sheldon Reynolds Pacts 
Dick & Duchess’ Leads 

Shpldon Reynolds has pacted 

American actor Pat d’Neal and 

English actress Hazel Court for title 
rgles in his upcoming film series, 

“Dick and the Duchess,” which 
preems this fall on CBS-TV. 

O’Neal, who was featured in 
Broadway’s “Oh, Men! Oh. Wom¬ 
en!”, is a veteran of Hollywood and 
the TV drama mines. Miss Court, 
a J. Arthur Rank star, will be seen 
here in Rank’s remake of “Frank¬ 
enstein” this fall. 

Cameras start rolling next week 
at London’s MGM Studios under 
producer-director-writer Reynolds, 
Where the entire series will be 
filmed. 

70G Today' Renewals 
Chicago, June 11. 

NBC-TV rang up almost $70,000 
in renewals last week when Midas 
Muffler Co. re-signed for six par¬ 
ticipations on “Today” and Bell- 
tone for four. 

Both purchases are for the sum¬ 
mer term.. 

Plight of TV Gag 
Writers Not Funny, 

Some Go Serious 
By DAVE KAUFMAN 

Hollywood, June 11. 
Those top television gag writers 

who earned as much as $70,000 a 
year are fast becoming a vanishing 
race. 

So asserts yet comedy writer 
Larry Marks, who has toiled for 
such top bananas as Bob Hope, Red 
Buttons, Henry Morgan, Groucho 
Marx and the late Fred Allen, over 
a 15-year period. As variety shows 
toplining comedians are fading 
from tv, so are the gag writers, and 
their only alternative today is to 
either switch to dramatic writing 
or develop tv series, opines Maris. 

Marks, who’s made the switch to 
dramatics, commented:' “Comedy 
and gag writers who don't adapt 
themselves to the changing times 
are out of luck. The gag man’s 
a disappearing thing. Where can 
he work today? In nitery acts, per¬ 
haps, but there’s little money In 
that. The situation comedy show 
can’t use them because they re¬ 
quire a slight semblance of be- 
lievability* 

“Today the gag writer is either 
looking at his swimming pool, 
chewing his miltown and waiting 
for his agent to call, or he’s doing 
what I'm doing—switching to dra¬ 

matic writing. I have been writing 
for the dramatic shows, and my 
latest is ’Death and Taxes,’, about 
the Poujadist movement in France. 
It will be on ‘Studio One’ July 1. 
I’m also, taking oyer as writer of 
the new Vic Damone show, replace¬ 
ment to Arthur Godfrey, which de¬ 
buts on CBS July 3. 

“A great many of the gag writers 
who 'have real talent have gotten 
into tv film with shows of their 
own. But as for those who have no 
talent except for stealing jokes— 
there is no hope for them. To those 
with talent, I recommend, they 
change over either to dramatics or 
regular comedy shows—not the 
type where they just write jokes, 
there aren’t enough of those left. 

“Two or three years ago when 
I left Hope I found out there was 
no longer any demand for top com¬ 
edy writers—I found our choice is 
either to freelance, or sell our own 
shows. I have a couple of series 
ideas making the rounds now; 
meantime I'm busy in dramatics. 

“It seems to me the cult of per¬ 
sonality is dying out In tv as it did 
in radio. Look what happened to 
Sid Caesar, George Gabel, Jackie 
Gleason, Milton Berle and Red 
Buttons, to name a few. People’s 
tastes are changing; the. rate of ed¬ 
ucation and literacy is up and 
standards are elevated. The only 
good variety show left was Caesar’s 
and now he’s gone. I can’t under¬ 
stand it, unless it was because there 
was no audience identification with 
Caesar, who was always submerg¬ 
ing himself into the characteriza¬ 
tion. I’m in favor of a subscription 
to put him back on tv. 

“I, doubt if there will be a re¬ 
surgence of variety-comedy" shows. 
They’re too much trouble, and 
they’re too costly, and apparently 
they don’t deliver for the sponsor 
who seems to want those half-hour 
series. The residual question is 
important, tod; there aren't any in 
those live shows. When I mention 
cpmedy-Yariety shows, I’m not re¬ 
ferring to such as Perry Como and 
Ed Sullivan, because they’re not 
in that category. 

“I think the infrequency of Jerry 
Lewis’ appearances on tv work in 
his favor. If he did histshows once 
a month, he’d be down the drain. 
It’s not just the writers who must 
adapt themselves to the changing 
times. For example, Milton Berle 
failed to change with the times, 
and that’s why he’s not on tv now,” 
said Marks. 

McCleery on Talent Hunt 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Over the weekend, Albert Mc- 
Cleery, exec producer of NBC-TV 
“Matinee Theatre,” left on a three- 
week, three - nation talent - story 
search for his live video drama 
strip. 

He’s currently in London scan¬ 
ning English play properties, from 
which he goes to Paris to look over 
French mystery stories, then to 
Rome" to o.o. talent. He’s due back 
here June 25. 
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Miamians had a choice of two trips 

to Tokyo one recent Sunday night from 

10:00 to 12:30. Station WTVJ showed 

Warner Bros.' “Destination Tokyo”, 

starring Cary Grant and John Garfield, 

while WCKT had MGM’s "Thirty Seconds 

Over Tokyo”, starring Spencer Tracy 

and'Van Johnson. 

Results: a 25.4 ARB rating for the 

Warner Bros, film distributed by A.A.P.; 

a 9.1 rating for the other Tokyo story, 

shown during, the same time period. 

This kind of pulling power for 

Warner Bros, features is being repeated 

in market after market from coast 

to coast. For rates and availabilities, 

write, wire or phone 

aa. 
Distributors for jlssociated Artists 

345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323 
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>511 Bryan SUiRIverside 7-8553 

9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886 
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£V NEW YORK CITY 
Thrush Martha Carson, with no major video -credits but after a stand 

at Grosringer’s will do two NBCasts, ‘'Washington Square’*- Sunday 

(131 and “Galaxy of Stars” two days later . . . New officers of N.Y. 
local Radio-TV Directors Guild—Tom Donovan, Rrexy; Martin Hoade, 
veep; Lee Jones* secretary and Marshal. Diskih, treasurer . . . David 
Tebet, oi NBC, and Robert Wcitman, CBS veep, join Screen Gems’ 
Henry White as vice chairmen of Academy of TV Arts-Seiences ac¬ 
tivities committee . . . Maggi McNellis into Joe Franklin’s WABC-T V 
“Memory Lane” stanza Monday (17) to help wrap Up a 10-year 
memorabilia kick on vioeo; Franklin’s vidcast goes remote that Thurs¬ 
day (20) to kick off New York Summer Festival, from Visitors and 
Convention Bureau . . * Dr. John Wimbish begins eighth year Of his 
WMGM radio show this month . . . Jody Hoffman, former WOR-TV 
staff producer and recently of Telenews, now with WOV radio as sales 
coordinator. * 

Irving Gitlin, director of public affairs at CBS, off on a six-week 
European vacation ... Ken Bangnart subbing for vacationing Bill 
Cullen on the latter’s WRCA “Pulse” show this week ... Dolores 
Martinez, administrative assistant in the CBS Radio program oepart- 
ment, returned from a honeymoon in Europe . . . Ken Grecnjerg 
resigned as American National Red Cross director of radid-iv and 
motion pictures to become director of special promotion for the Save 
the Children Federation . . . Pamela Uott, director of religious broad¬ 
casts for CBS, home in England for a. vacation visit . . . WECA exec 
producer Len Weinles and wife on a three-week exploration. of the 
Aztec ruins in Mexico . . . WCBS general manager Sam Slate to Chi¬ 
cago next weekend for a week’s tour of the agencies ; , . Nancy Kelly 
set for “Suspense” on CBS Radio Sunday (16) . . Barbara! Travis 
signed for the cast of “Hilltop House,” Ed Wolf’s NBG Radio soaper 
. . . CBS director of public service broadcasting. Dr. George D. Crc th¬ 
ere, participating jts a consultant In educational workshop at East 
Carolina College June 17 to 28 . . . Jim Sirman% ex-Warner Bros, 
press staffer, joins CBC-TV press this week as a member of John 
Walsh’s special projects unit in N.Y. . . . Jimmy Dean’s CBS-TV morn¬ 
ing show will originate out of Norfolk this week, where the. cast is 
entertaining at the International NavaF Review .. . . Ed Shurick, CBS- 
TV v.p. and station relations director, off to Detroit on a business 
trip ... Ed Scovill, web’s midwest station relations manager, bedded 
with pneumonia in a Peoria hosp . . . John Henry Faulk starring, in 
* Tobacco Road” at the Lakeside Theatre in Lake Hopatcong, N.J. . . . 
Gladys Holland appeared in “Frontiers of Faith” on NBC over the 
weekend ... Jim Lowe will sub for Martha Wright on WCBS when 
she vacations the week of July 1 and again when she reprises her 
“South Pacific” role in St. Louis . . . Frank Simms, announcer on the 
Garry Moore show, vacations for a week starting July. 8 and then 
takes over commercial announcements on the Fred Waring show', 
which will replace Moore for the summer . . . Lanny Ross -will be a 
soloist and narrator at the Elks’ National Flag Day Observance in 
Washington . . . John B. Poor, Mutual prez, was given an honorary 
doctors of law’ degree by Wesleyan U., from which .he graduated, in 
ceremonies Sunday. (9), Poor was cited for his leadership as an Amer¬ 
ican broadcaster . . . Suzan Silo, 14-year-old vocalist recently signed 
by MCA, will be on the. “Tonight” show tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Lynn 
Dollar, hostess on "$64,000 Question” and NBC’s weather girl, will 
wed actor Douglas. Rodgers on July 16 . . . Jim Coy, vet radio person¬ 
ality, Is hosting WOR’s “Radio New York” two-hour afternoon music, 
chatter, news and service show . . . John T. Flynn, whose commen¬ 
taries had been early evening weekend features on Mutual, initiated 
a new series of Sunday night broadcasts (9) from 10:30 to 10:45 D.m. 
. . . Frank Glazer, pianist, will perform on the “Hpme Show,” NBC- 
TV Monday (17) . . . Actor Michael Higgins winging to Coast for 
“Playhouse 90” assignment in "Fabulous Irishman” on June 27 . . . 
Harry Sosnik was musical director of June 1 NBC-TV show', “Five 
Stars For Springtime,” not Paul Weston as erratumed in the review 
column. 

CBS newsman Robert Trout, back from Europe, will accompany 
CBS Radio prez Arthur Hull Hayes and sales manager Ben Lochridge 
to Detroit Friday (14), where he’ll talk about his trip to execs of 
Campbell-Ewsld, Chevrolet and General Motors at a luncheon at the 
Recess Club . . . Neva Patterson, Jimsey Somers and Joel Crothers set 
for the cast of “Goodyear Playhouse” Sunday (16) . . .Perle Mesta is 
the "helping hand” on “Strike It Rich” Monday (17) on CBS Radio ... 
Stuart Novlns, who got all the way to Moscow and back for the ‘Tace 
the Nation” interview of Khrushchev without a mishap, came down 
with a slipped disk and is in traction at White Plains hosp. Grilling 
Bancroft subbed him on "Nation” Sunday (9) while Bill Leonard 
pinchhit on his local news show the day before . . . Judy Lloyd, 
daughter of “Ask the Camera” producer Ted Lloyd and ex-actress 
Esther Ralston, won a “Penny Award” from the Plainedge High School 
In Long Island for her performance in a school production of “Stage 
Door” . . . Barbara Joyce completed her week’s run on NBC-Ty’s 
“Modern Romances” and goes into “Grand Saranna” for “Frontiers of 
Faith”—playing the femme lead Sunday (16) on NBC-TV . . . Halllwell 
Hobbes, who came east for last week’s NBC-TV Alcoa Hour, returned 
to the Coast Monday (10*. 

Warren Beaty will make his tv debut on “Kraft Theatre” June 26 in 
“The Curly-Headed Kid,” starring Raymond Massey. B.eaty has also 
been signed for a Broadway legit Show in the fall. 

Morris Novik sails on Italian Line next Monday for look-see at Rome 
facilities then on to Sicily to present its president with set of record¬ 
ings on his visit here. Also on agenda; scanning Scandinavian radio 
setup. 

IN CHICAGO ... 
WNBQ news spieler Jack Angell back from Russia with beaucoup 

film footage . . . Susan Heinkel returns today (Wed.) from p.a.’s and 
, press conferences in New York . . . Dr. Frances Horwich of “Ding 

Dong School” received U. of Chicago's Alumni medal , . . NBC’s “Mr. 
Wizard.” Don Herbert, revisiting Chi this week with his wife, former 
"Windy City publicist Maraleita Dutton, and staying at tjie Ambas¬ 
sador . . . Jim Beach, ABC-TV veep in charge of central division sales, 
and net’s midwest publicity chief, Ell Henry, returning today (Wed.) 
from Sell-o-Matic presentations in St. Louis . . . Howard Miller to 
spell Jim Conway on “In Town Tonight” June 24-28, while latter goes j 
on active duty with the Naval Reserve . . . Don Cherry, off to Toledo 
tomorrow’. (Thurs.) for National Open Golf Tourney, to be spelled 
on his WBBM-TV strip by Len Dresslar 

IN LONDON . . . 
After winding his twro week London Palladium vaude stint, .Howard 

Keel topped the bill of Associated-Television’s “Sunday Night At The 
London Palladium” (9) . . . Granada-TV’s new weekly personality show 
“Personal Appearance,”’starring Alan’Young (specially Imported from 
the U.S. for the job) will be aired for the first time next Tues. (18) . . . 
“Associated-Rediffusion will air a series of three 30-mJnute shows 
about the Russian Revolution commencing Aug. 12. The programs 
will be introduced by Alan Taylor, Fellow’ of Magdalene College, Ox* 
ford, who’s built up quite a reputation as a tv personality in political 

f^mff 
discussion programs . . . Clips from several German pictures being 
screened at the National Film Theatre during the German Season 
there, will be aired by BBC-TV tonight (Wed.). j 

IN BOSTON ... - 
Richard H. Gurley Jr. added to WBZ-TV sales staff as account exec 

... Howard Johnson chain taking over Monday, Wednesday and Fri¬ 
day sponsorship of WBZ-TV’s “Nightly Newsteller” at 6:45 p.m. . . . 

! Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce honored Westinghouse here 
[by conferring title of “Excellept Corporate Citizen" through prexy 
Doifild H. McGannon in recognition of production and presentation 
of tvocuejentary film, “City in a Shadow,” on urban renewal . . . 
Phyllis Doherty, WNAC-TV director of publicity and adv., back at her 
desk after minor surgery .... Wedding bells ring for Olga Maioli, 
WNAC copy chief and John Scanlon on Sept. 14 . . . Joe Shortall, 
WNAC contro.ler, returned to studios after two weeks vacash in 
Miami . . . Bob Ferrante has been added to WNAC-TV news staff . . . 
WHDH has launched a unique proiiiosh. “the living room remote,” 
and Fred B. Cole broke in the format by taking his turntables and 
records to broadcast entire 10-12 noon “Carnival of Music” from lis¬ 
tener's home, first of series of. broadcasts from strategically- located 
homes in Hub area . .-. WBZ-TV’s live educational program, ‘‘Dimen¬ 
sions”* to video three part series on Hub’s cuffo cultural Arts. Festival 
with Record drama critic Elliot Norton commenting . . . John McLel- 
lan, WHDH personality and jazz commentator, will present “A Living 
History of Jazz” at the Boston Arts Festival June 27 , . . WHDH's 
singing emcee Ray Dorey was guest speaker at the Advertising Club 
luncheon tribute to retiring prexy Richard Berenson . . . Carl Moore, 
WEEI personality, took two pianos and his entire “Beantown Matinee” 
staff to the June Dairy Festival on Boston Common where they are 
broadcasting from 4:30 to 6 p.m. all week through Friday (14). on a 
specially constructed stage. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
General Tire denies it has any part in the company KFRC’s Bill 

Pabst organized to compete for the Channel 2 (Oakland) outlet FCC's 
expected momentarily to give filial okay to Pabst’s group, which is re¬ 
ported to be considering the call letters KOAK. Ed Pauley, South¬ 
ern California oilman and head of one of the twp groups which is 
losing out on Channel 2, conferred with Pabst last week, KFRC in¬ 
siders Say . . . New r-and-b outlet, KSAY, Is about ready to go on the 
air, has already started campaign plugging deejays “Magnificent Mon¬ 
tague,” “Swinging Deacon” and “Ramon” . . . Leaders of Catholic En¬ 
tertainment Industry Guild of Northern California will recite the 
Rosary on KROW’s Rpsary. Hour June 24 . .". New RCA prexy John L. 
Bums pulled into Frisco yesterday (11) . . . Wallace Brazeal named 
business manager of KOBY . . . Sandy Spillman, KPIX-KFRC emcee 
and magician, has added another sideline—he’s writing a daily col¬ 
umn on bunco rackets for Bell Syndicate . . . KYA acquired Harry 
Holland from New Orleans and, under the nom-de-deejay of K. Y. 
Able, he’s starting a rock ’n’ roll show. 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . . 
WlBG-’s Doug Arthur is one of the five-nationally-knowil deejays 

skedded. to.sub for Vacationing Martin Block on “Make Believe Ball¬ 
room” . . . Murray Arnold, former assistant manager of WPEN, upped 
to station manager ... WCAU-TV’s Gene Crane fills in for Jack Ster¬ 
ling as ringmaster of .CBS’ “Big Top” (8, 15, 22, 29) . . . Milton Frome 
heading to Coast for rehearsals on Jerry Lewis tv show was brought* 
back by sudden death of father ... Gil Babbitt, radio and tv producer, 
now writing advertising copy for Food Fair . . . Ralf Brent, WIP vee- 
pee, to adress a confab*of the Penna. Savings & Loan Association at 
Bedford Springs (17) . . . Harry K. Smith, WCAU-TV weathermad, 
emces the “Miss Philadelphia Pagent” at John Wanamaker’s (15) ... 
Commonwealth of Penna. has cjted^ Gene Miler and WIP for the 
all-night traffic reports on “Dawn Patrol,” noting that “due to these 
reports major tieups and accidents have been gratifyingly low.” 

IN PITTSBURGH . . . 
Donald Comer, Kay „ Neumann’s husband, opening Triangle Travel 

Agency in Gateway Center July 1 . . . Noel and Tommy 'Rirgs, WCAE 
. deejay, celebrated ninth wedding anni . . . Baron Elliott’s weekly 
I “Stardust Melodies” program on KDKA-TV takes at' summer hiatus 
i after the June 27 show . . » Jim Fitzgerald has resigned at WWSW to 
j do press work for the Catholic Blue Army in New York and Dave 
Shallenberger replaces him as station’s early morning disk jockey . . , 
Marie Wilk back In WWSW record library after being on jury duty 
for two weeks . . . Ray Scott will share announcing chores with Leo 
Dnrocher on NBC’s Major League Game of Week between Pirates and 
Cubs from here on Saturday while Llppy’s regular partner, Lindsey 
Nelson, Is in Toledo covering, the National Golf Open. Mike Sedore, 
KQV engineer, and his wife to Florida for their annual vacation . . . 
Hank Stoal, of KDKA-TV, .interviewed here by Max Arnow, casting 
director for Hecht-Lancaster-HUl. 

IN CLEVELAND 
Production changes at KYW-TV include Gene Walx’ departure for 

executive producer berth in Miami, promotion of George Paris and 
Rou de Graveles as producer-directors while Bill McGaw exits for 
Groton, Conn, strawhat direction post . . . WERE’s Tom Edwards to 
spin disks for week for vacationing Martin. Block .. . Bill Gordon hon¬ 
ored by Press Club (7) and WHK disker also opened nitery with Joe | 
Howard as pianist . . . Sam Leveme, WHK kegler voice, named tech-1 
nical director for upcoming “Bowling Stars” film series . . . WGAR 
named Les Clark as nite editor . . ; Janet Byers, KYW promotion 
director, back from Chicago trip . . . Tom Gavagan, flack, gets masters j 
degree from John Carroll. 

IN MILWAUKEE . . . 
Jack Harris, fojrmer copy director for the William G. Tannhaeuser 

Co., local advertising agency, has joined the continuity staff of WTMJ- 
WTMJ-TV . . . WlSN-TV’s summer schedule has been set. The sta¬ 
tion now signs on at 1:45 p.mv daily, eliminating, rescheduling morning 
and early afternoon programs. This will facilitate installing tech¬ 
nical equipment in the new studios. John B. Soell, station manager, 
reports full daytime schedule starts after Labor Day when new studios 
are operating ... “Batter Up,” new program on WITi-TV, preemed 
June 10. A baseball type quiz show, with the studio set like Mil¬ 
waukee County Stadium. Bob (Coffee Head) Larson and Art Whit¬ 
field are the announcers.. . . On June 3, Bill Bramhall started a “Be 
My Guest” contest on WISN on the noon to 3 pan. show. 

IN DALLAS ... 
WFAA dropped its live band on “Early Birds,” nation’s oldest cross- 

the-board breakfast airer, In favor of recorded music. Show used a 
live orch since Its March, 1930, start. One bandsmen pinksllpped was 
Alex Keese Jr., whose dad Is director of Dallas Morning News prop¬ 
erties, WFAA and WFAA-TV. Keese Sr. Was the “Early Birds” band’s 
first maestro, too . . . Bob Brock, Times Herald’s radio-tv editor, vaca¬ 
tioning in N.Y. and viewing live. tY’ers on a- busmanV holiday . , . 
David Wade, who hosts “Gourmet” on KRLD-TV each Saturday, is’ 
signing Texans for a conducted European tour he’ll head this summer, 
with visits to the finest Continental dineries .. Murray Cox, WFAA’s 
“roving farm editor,” is on his annual train tour (with. 185 Texans on, 
board) of northeastern states and Canada. For Cox, who airs twice 
daily on WFAA, it’s the eighth annual farm tour he’s headed. 
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Tele Reviews 
Continued from pace 43 ; 

each other, or for that matter, live 
the same kind of life. In the end, 
they finally admit this to each., 
other, which provides the big 
climax. 

i Not only was the plot episodic 
land purposeless, but the central 
[character strained the Credulity. 
First flip and Unfeeling, she be¬ 
comes warm and concerned with¬ 
out the slightest motivation or de¬ 
velopment. From a thoroughly dis¬ 
tasteful character, she becomes a 
palatable one for no apparent rea¬ 
son. The switch was- hard to 
swallow, and thus ’the dramatic 
impact was lost. 

June Havoc played the lead 
with gusto, creating a character¬ 
ization that would have been be- ' 
lievable were it not for the' laclo 
of motivation and development in 
the script. Her clowning was au-1 
tfientic, her fits of tantrums and 
loneliness similarly well done. 
Sam Levene had a thankless role 
as her manager, a strictly one¬ 
dimensional. affair consisting of 
cajolery and shouting with little 
else. Levene's been away too 
long, and it’s a pity his talents 
were wasted on a role like this. 
Natalie Grundy was pert and ef¬ 
fective as the . daughter, while 
Harry Guardino turned In a top¬ 
flight performance as a local 
Romeo on the make for Miss 
Havoc. Felton’s production values 
were okay, but his direction 
couldn’t’ compensate for the jerki- 
ness of the story. Chan. 

3 

Foreign TV Reviews 
__ Continued from page 43 

on British tv, did n.s.g. interview 
with youngsters on archery. Clyde 
Valley Stampers, Scot outfit, and 
the Rock ’n' Roll Sinners, produced 
by John Wilson, livened up rest 
of the feature. Josephine Douglas 
produced with competence. Show 
had good entertainment standard 
but little to make it stand out from 
other BBC teenage shows, all hav¬ 
ing same pattern. Gord. 

BOX OFFICE 
With Peter West 

[ Producer: Richard Fulford-Brown 
25 Mins., Sunday, 10:30 pan. 
ABC-TV, from Birmingham 

“Box Office,” networked weekly 
over the commercial tv web and 

presented in cooperation with all 
the companies in the motion pic¬ 
ture industry, proves to be little 
more than a program of forthcom¬ 
ing attractions on general release. 

[ If it’s intended to be independent 
television's answer to the state 

[web’s “Picture Parade,” a similar 
type show, then it falls a long way 
short of its aim. Basically, the 
theme for the program has a con¬ 
siderable amount of appeal to pic- 
turegoers, and must be a good 
way. of selling a product to the 
public* but almost the whole show 
is taken up by filmed material and 
clips, prefaced by remarks by em¬ 
cee Peter West. 

Main feature of the program Was 
a filmed report from, the COJnes 
Film Festival. The commentary 
was dull and the camerawork un¬ 
inspiring. Also included in the 
program were clips from “The 
Curse Of Frankenstein,” "Twelve 
Angry Men,” “From Here To Eter¬ 
nity*’ and “Cockleshell Heroes.” 
West has_ a pleasant personality, 
and given*more scope could-make 
the sfiow an interesting picture in¬ 
dustry magazine. Bary. 

Lux 
Continued from page 31 

ing to line up an alternate-week 
hour sponsor to bring'in its own 
dramatic showcase. Thus , in one 
fell swoop the network would not 
only perpetuate the 60-minute Lux 
attraction but It would forestall re¬ 
turning the 10:30-11 time to the 
stations. Major hitch in this, di¬ 
rection is trying to convince a 
client to compete against the stead¬ 
ily-mounting ratings of “Playhouse 
90” on CBS-TV. 

AFTRA’s Hob Clambake 
Boston, June 11. 

Boston local of AFTRA holds its 
anni party at the Hotel Somerset 
June 14 with personalities from tv, 
radio, niteries and legit. Gus 
Saunders of WNAC-TV heads the 
committee. 

More than 300 are expected to 
attend and entertainment includes 
all top performers appearing In and 
around Hub. 
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The 
adventures of 

J. Carrol Naisn 
with James Hong as the Number One Boy 

Here it is! Television’s own brand-new half-how 

series now being produced in Hollywood and in the 

intrigue-filled Hydrogen Age capitals of Europe— 

The NEW Adventures of Charlie Chan. He’s the 

master mystery entertainer of them all—Enter¬ 

tainment’s only Chinese detective. Loved by 

millions . . . eager audiences have laid down their dollars at box offices 

everywhere to thrill to the exciting cleverness of Earl Derr Biggers’ famous 

fictional sleuth. Want to enjoy yourself and profit seeing Charlie Chan solve 

“The Case of The Profit-Building Program”? Just wire collect or phone 

Ip a today for a private screening. 

EXTRA! INTEGRATE YOUR COMMERCIALS WITH THE STARS-Charlie Chan and his 
Number One Son have filmed commerical lead-ins and lead-outs for you.. At 
small additional cost, you can wrap your local announcements with the prestige 
and power of introductions by Hollywood’s stars! 

tpa 
_ « 

Television Programs of America, Inc. 
KDWARD SMALL * MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN 

Chtfrmtn Prttidtnt Extcutiv Vice-Pr*skf*nt 

488 Madison Avo., Now York 22v N. Y. • PL. 5-2100 
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WNYC'S 7TH ANNUAL OPERA 
FESTIVAL 

With Ruby Mercer, guests 
Producer: Henry Morrenthau III 
WNYC, New York (live and tran¬ 

scribed) 
WNYC, never without a substan¬ 

tial share of New York radio’s 
opera, is In the midst of a week of 
intensive operaudio. Schedule be¬ 
gan Sunday (9), in the'morning 
with a full performance of the 
new- Carlisle Ford opera, “Susan¬ 
nah,” that was-ori the regular “Mr. 
and Mrs. Opera” show' run by 
Ruby Mercer, who is co-ordinating 
and emceeing the better than 60 
hours of words and music this 
week. In the afternoon, again with 
Miss Mercer fronting three short 
operas, the. new “Sotoba Komachi” 
by Marvin David Levy, "Dismissed 
with Prejudice” by Richard Owen 
and “Pot of Fat” by Theodore 
Chanler and librettist Hester Pick- 
man. 

These early choices actually are 
not indicative of what has been 
played since then and what is still 
to be played on the station's 7th 
Annual Opera Festival. On Mon- 
.day, it was “Boris Godounov,” on 
Tuesday, a new opera “Bogdan 
Khmelnitski,” in Ukranian, “Mar¬ 
riage of Figaro,” and from today 
on some of the features will be 
“Fidelio," "Otello,” “Andrea Che¬ 
nier," “Don Giovanni,” “H Trova- 
tore” and closing Saturday with 
Gian - Carlo Menotti’s madrigal, 
“The Unicorn, The Gorgon and the 
Manticore.” 

What can be said, in general, 
about the first day of operatic 
stress on WNYC is that the choices 
lacked superiority and that most 
of it was sentimental. But the in¬ 
dividual operas aren’t of as much 
concern here as the overall show. 
And it might have served better 
if a major work were chosen to 
kick things off. But Miss Mercer 
and producer Henry Morgentbau 
III were probably concerned with 
making it sound like a “Festival," 
which couldn't have been done 
quite as emphatically If a tradi¬ 
tional favorite, one heard periodi¬ 
cally on the air, were chosen. Be¬ 
tween musical choices. Miss Mer¬ 
cer interviewed a succession of In¬ 
teresting and well-informed guests. 

* Art. 

songs and music ‘in engaging fash¬ 
ion and unlimbers himself of gags 
and stories that are in the best 
of taste. 

DeHaven works quietly and per¬ 
suasively and projects a friendly, 
warm ersonality,. In the teeoff 
show ' : soothing manner made 
for lis.cner relaxation, ’the un¬ 
doubted goal in mind. Via the disks 
there were some new treatments 
of familiar songs by new artists— 
nostalgia that, however, wasn’t old 
fashioned, as DeHaven intended. 
“Salutes” to various of the area’s 
towns are calculated to enlist list¬ 
eners, too. Rees. 

THIS WEEK IN BOATING 
With Elbert (Robbie) Robberson, 
others 
Producer: Bert Cowlan 
Director: Steve Tenuner 
15 Mins., Fri., 11:15 p.m. 
SCHAEFER BREWING 
WRCA, N.Y. 

(J. Walter Thompson) 
Radio's role in offering a spe¬ 

cialized service to listeners is well 
illustrated in this how, aimed at 
the thousands of boatmen and fish¬ 
ermen in the New York Metro¬ 
politan area. It also marks the 
entrance of Steve Temmer’s Tel- 
don Productions into the city’s 
local radio picture. 

Format, as evidenced by the kick¬ 
off 15 minutes the evening ot May 
31 had boating writer Elbert Rob¬ 
bie Robberson handling the hosting 
and commentary chores in an o.k, 
manner. Guests included yachting 
authority and “writer Robert Re- 
viere Jr., and Coast Guard Rear 
Admiral Henry C. Perkins, the 
latter giving some safety instruc¬ 
tions. Producer Bert Cowlans also 
did the announcing. 

For listeners interested in the 
subject, show performed ably, go¬ 
ing over topics ranging from sail¬ 
ing to motorboating and the week¬ 
end weather forecast. Beer com¬ 
pany also had a good tie-in com¬ 
mercial with the sporting proceed¬ 
ings. Horo. 

NORTH STAR SERENADE: 
With Bob DeHaven 
Producer-director: Bob McKinsey 
Writer: DeHaven 
30 Mins.: Mon'thra Fri., 9:30 p.m. 
Participating 
WCCO, Minneapolis 

Bob DeHaven Is no disk jockey, 
but one of WCCO’s top luminaries. 
When he turns to platter spinning, 
among other things, on his own 
new show the prospects apparent¬ 
ly are sufficiently attractive to en¬ 
tice other outside stations into the 
fold. At any rate, at the outset 
WCCO here is feeding “North Star 
Serenade” to three North Dakota 
stations, making it a four-station 
regional network proposition, 
largely, no doubt, on the strength 
of the star’s rep and big follow¬ 
ing. 

What makes this snore than an 
ordinary disk jockey show is De- 
Haven’s gab in between the re¬ 
corded musical numbers. He’s an 
easy and interesting conversation¬ 
alist who comments sharply on 
pertinent events, introduces the 

sustain this new regulatory tempo’’ 

and said “there is too much at 

stake to permit the failure of the 

project as the Commission has re¬ 

peatedly defined it.” 
The American public. Subcom¬ 

mittee asserted, is entitled to “the 

fulfillment of the promise of tele¬ 
vision as a.medium that will enable 

many communities to produce 

their own local programs, a me¬ 

dium that will provide the widest 

possible expression and exchange 

of ideas. and information from 
multiple, diverse and even antag¬ 
onistic sources.” 

CLEVELAND INDIANS 
Wilh Jimmy Dudley, Bob Neal 
180 Minutes Daily 
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK, 

CARLING’S BLACK LABEL 
WERE, Cleveland 

It’s too bad the Cleveland In¬ 
dians can’t -use the services of 
spielers Jimmy Dudley and Bob 
Neal as on-the-field assets in the 
quest for the pennant. For these 
two stalwarts of play-by-play of 
the ball games team up as a pair 
of “bests” in any league. For Dud¬ 
ley, this year’s broadcasts marks 
the 10th season. Bob Neal, one 
of the recognized sports voices in 
the nation; was called in shortly 
before season’s opening to replace 
Tom Manning when the “Red 
Head” had to step out on doctor’s 
orders. Neal and Dudley split the j 
chores, each faking half-a-contest 
and alternately on commercials. 

Veterans with the microphone, 
Dudley and Neal handle the broad¬ 
casts with both savvy and good 
taste. They seldom miss a play; 
have a vast background of sports 
know-how which they use ju¬ 
diciously to bridge lulls, and keep 
their-audience abreast of develop¬ 
ments. Commercials by sponsor¬ 
ing bank and sudsers are tactfully 
sprinkled throughout the nine 
innings. Mark. 

Cellar Report 
~ Continued from page 36 ; 

advertiser may prefer to use the 
independent.” 

The Subcommittee suggests, that 
in lieu of “must-buy,” the FCC pre¬ 
scribe “a gross minimum time 
charge, leaving the advertiser free, 
however, to select the stations 
making up the network package.” 

On option time, the report noted 
‘a marked similarity” between the 

practice and block-booking in the 
motion picture industry which was 
outlawed by the Supreme Court. 
Because of its importance from an 
antitrust standpoint, the Subcom¬ 
mittee served notice it will main¬ 
tain “a continuing interest” on the 
FCC’s activities in this field. 

With regard to network talent 
contracts, the report declared that 
terms of current agreements indi¬ 
cate that NBC is engaging in prac¬ 
tices that prompted NBC and CBS 
to sell their interests in artist and 
concert bureaus. If the exclusivity 
arrangements are not stopped, re¬ 
port added,, they “can have lasting 
deleterious effects upon the talent 
management business.” 

With respect to ad agencies and 
their role in the sale of time the 
report points to a Subcommittee 
staff study showing that the 15 
leading agencies had 48.6% of the 
nation’s total billings on tv net¬ 
works and that for one month (Jan¬ 
uary 1956) they accounted for $21,- 
000,000 or 54.5% of network bill¬ 
ings. 

Finding it “curious” that no 
time is sold by networks directly 
to an advertiser, the. report sug¬ 
gests the possibility of “concerted 
action” between networks and 
agencies “in contravention of the 
antitrust laws.” 

On network time discounts, the 
report declares that if similar con¬ 
cessions to large advertisers were 
permitted in the sale of goods they 
would be in violation of the Robinr 
son-Patman amendment to the 
Ciayton Act. Subcommittee said it 
will therefore consider amending 
the Act so it will apply to service! 
as well as goods. 

With respect to the UHF prob¬ 
lem, the report commended the re¬ 
cent deintermixture moves by the 
FCC as “a most constructive step’* 
toward reversing the trend of UHF 
failures and praised the agency 
“for having, in‘those actions, man¬ 
ifested the capacity to act deci¬ 
sively in the public interest in the 
face of infinitely complex and con¬ 
flicting technological and economic 
factors.” 

It called on the Commission “to 

Khrushchev 
Continued from page 30 

versed one stand it hacf taken, that 

there Would be no “rebuttal” staged 

by the network to Khrushchev’s re¬ 

marks. It arranged for a special 

one-hour radio-tv panel session to 

discuss and analyze the interview* 

on Sunday afternoon (9), Butj 

even this ran into trouble. I 
AFL-CIO prez George Meany, j 

who had agreed to appear on the 
panel, withdrew the day before the 
program on the grounds that plans 
to show clips from the interview 
would perpetuate the propaganda 
values to the Communists inherent | 
in the original showing. He took 
the position that CBS was wrong | 
to have telecast the interview, and 
insisted that If he was to appear, 
the panel should read the Khrush¬ 
chev excerpts to be discussed 
rather than show the film clips 
themselves. Meany then arranged 
for time on ABC Radio Monday 
night (10) to give “Labor’s Reply 
to Khrushchev.” 

Anti-Climactic Rebuttal 

.The panel discussion itself, 
Comment on Khrushchev,” was 

almo.st anticlimactic in its com¬ 
mon-sense but unsensational ap¬ 
proach to the subject. Moderator 
was Lyman Bryson, while the 
panelists comprised, N. Y. Times 
ex-Moscow correspondent Harrison 
E. Salisbury, former Ambassador 
to Moscow Adm. Alan G, Kirk, di¬ 
rector of studies for the Council 
of Foreign Relations Dr. Philip 
Mcsely and N. Y. Herald Tribune 
syndicated columnist Roscoe Drum¬ 
mond. In the hour, one revealing 
point was made which in itself 
might have proved justification for 
the value of the Khrushchev inter¬ 
view, his inadvertent slip to the 
effect that there is a divergence in 
Marxist theory between the Soviet 
Unioq, and Communist China. 

If the overall picture wTas ex¬ 
tremely bleak for CBS, there was 
one heartening aspect for the net¬ 
work. In spite of the Congressional 
and White House criticism of the 
interview, no less than 32 stations 
purchased the film from CBS-TV 
Film Sales. The list of * foreign 
customers increased to eight, new¬ 
est being the East German station, 
Deutscher Fernsehfunk. The Amer¬ 
ican outlets included such major 
operations as WTOP-TV, Washing¬ 
ton; WGN-TV, Chicago; -WPIX, 
N. Y.; KSD-TV, St. Louis; WJBK- 
TV, Detroit and KPIX, San Fran¬ 
cisco. 

In his reply to Rep. Anfuso’s 
questions, Stanton reiterated the 
points that the interview was ar¬ 
ranged without help or consultation 
from the U. S. government; that po 
questions were submitted in ad¬ 
vance either to Khrushchev or to 
any American agencies; that 
Khrushchev was merely given 
list of . broad general categories 
which the questions would follow 
framed so as to “give the panelists 
complete freedom to ask any ques¬ 
tions they chose.” Stanton said the 
categories, “exactly as they were 
given to. the Russian authorities,” 
were: 

“Anything personal guest would 
care to tell about himself, bearing 
in mind the American public knows 
little of Russia’s leaders and would 
like to know much more; recent 

aeieconomic, agricultural and cultural] 
:e5 [developments in USSR; present and 

future trends in Russian political 
thought;- aims of Communism, its 
ideology and ideologists; relative 
political and economical position of 
USSR and USA 10 years from now; 
views on war, U. S. military aims; 
relations with Central European 
neighbors; views on German prob¬ 
lem, present and future; possibility 
of disarmament and peaceful rela¬ 
tions; relations with People’s Re¬ 
public of China and Far East; views 
on recent Middle East develop¬ 
ments.” 

Inside Sluff-Radio-TV 
WDAF In Kansas City came up with an unusual* documentary series 

reviewing the situation following the tornado which struck the south¬ 
ern edge of Kansas City, Mo., May 20. Series of three half-hour shows 
were gotten together by Walt Bodine, station's assistant news director, 
who labelled them “Diary of a Disaster.” Three episodes, “Birth of a 
Killer,” “Killer Strikes” and “Aftermath” were \ run by WDAF last 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 9:30 p.m. 

Material Includes excerpts from tapes of official activity, police and 
Red Cross sources, direct and telephoned interviews with victims, area 
relief workers and others, with some assistance from Bijl Leeds of the 
stafion’s news staff. Bodine served as producer and narrator, on the 
series, which has drawn widespread interest. ; . 

Even before the third episode was run-WDAF had requests /from 
other stations In the midwest to “borrow” the tapes, and in the inter¬ 
est of public service-station officials announced they will make them 
available to other-stations on request. 

ABC’s “Breakfast Club,” having auditioned some 300 chirpers to date, 
both on and off- the air, is near a -decision for a permanent girl singer 
to replace' Betty Johnson. The choice will be made during the first 
week in July,, when show’s host, Don McNeill, is on vacation. New 
singer’s debut will correspond., with McNeill’s return, ' 

While the longrunning network radio show hak held similar audi¬ 
tions several times In the past, this is reported to be the .biggest turn¬ 
out of auditionees yet. 

Spelling McNeill in his absence will be Fran Allison (Aunt Fanny), 
June 19-21; Ted Mack, June 24-28; Bob Murphy, July 1-5; and Peter 
Donald, July 8-12. 

CBS conductor Alfredo Antonini has lined up a busy summer for 
himself, with at least six concert appearances scheduled for July and 
August over and above his regular network batoning duties. Antonini 
has been signed for two appearances with the New York Philharmonic 
Symphony at Lewisohn Stadium, N.Y., and three appearances with the 
Grant Park Symphony In Chicago. He’ll also open the season for the 
Music Under the Stars concert series in Milwaukee and will appear with 
Jose Greco at the Greek'Theatre, Hollywood. 

He’ll sandwich these appearances between his regular . CBS shows, 
“Stuart Foster Show,” “String Serenade” plus specials. Over the week¬ 
end, Antonini conducted the CBS* Radio Orchestra in a performance 
of-the special score he composed for “The Seven Hills of Rome" on 
“CBS Radio Workshop” 

WWJ-TV, the Detroit News station, staged a 10th anniversary closed- 
circuit show for an estimated group of 250 New York ad execs last week. 
Station did a half-hour on the physical layout, programming and pro¬ 
motional values of WWJ at the Waldorf-Astoria on Thursday (5), re¬ 
peating the *c-c show Friday at the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago, and the 
Sheraton-Cadillac, Detroit. 

Four American Women in Radio & Television Assn, members, em¬ 
barked Monday (10) on a goodwill visitrto Venezuela. Guest of Creole 
Petroleum, Esso’s Venezuelan affiliater-the four travellers have a two¬ 
fold purpose in making the flying trip: straight reportage on culture 
and economy of S.A. and to give the once-oyer to a U.S. firm in 
operation overseas. 

Making the tour are: Edythe Fern Melrose, AWRT prexy and WXYZ- 
and-tv performer; Ted Bates agencyflack Fran Riley; NBC’s Helen Hall, 
and Edpa Lizbeth Seaman, of WFBC,’Greenville, S. C. - 

Radio Advertising Bureau made a "nice haul this week by signin^eTn 
the six audio outlets of the Rollins group. Promotion' bureau said 
that it is only one of several chains joining RAB in the past several 
months. 

Rollins stations are WAMS, Wilmington; WJWL, Georgetown, Del.; 
WGEE, Indianapolis;' WNJR, Newark; WRAP. Norfolk, WBEE, Har¬ 
vey, HI. 

Radio and tv experts from 25 countries are among participants in ther 
1957 International Seminar on Radio and Television which opened 
Monday (10 ) at Boston Uni. School of Public Relations and Communi¬ 
cations. The seminar continues through Oct. 11. 

Dean Melvin Brodshaug hosts a press luncheon today (Wed.) at the 
B. U. Faculty Club with Dr. J. Wendell Yeo, university veep for 

, academic affairs, speaking. The foreign experts participating in the 
seminar will spend part of their time in the U.S. inspecting broadcast¬ 
ing and tv stations and network facilities in New York and will spend 
a week in Washington studying wilh the U.S. Information Agency. 

Toll-Tv 
Continued from page 37 

volved in reaching a decision in 
the public interest, and explains 
why it needs more information 
from the promoters before permit¬ 
ting tests. 

Upon submission of the desired 
data, the Comihission will decide 
whether to go ahead with tests or 
hold oral hearings on specific is¬ 
sues “in the event the additional 
information fails to clarify "all of 
the important considerations we 
believe to be involved.” 

The decision recognizes that sub¬ 
scription developers cannot speci¬ 
fy their precise plans without ac¬ 
tual practice. However, the Com¬ 
mission feels that it cannot reach 
“well-founded conclusions” regard¬ 
ing the impact of pay tv on the 
public and the present system, of 
commercial tv on the basis of the 
information It nq>v has. 

What the agency wants clarifica¬ 
tion on- has to do with “the 
relationship between subscription 
program producers, distributors, 
community franchise holders, tv 
stations, manufacturers and dis¬ 
tributors of encoding and decod¬ 
ing equipment and. the public, and, 
in particular, concerning the role 
of the broadcasters.” 

The. Commission realizes that 
full scale operation of subscrip¬ 
tion tv, even for a prescribed pe¬ 
riod, has its dangers. At the same 
time, it feels that limited tests 
"would be. unlikely to yield re¬ 
liable indications of how subscrip¬ 
tion tv would be likely to operate 
if later authorized on a more gen¬ 

eral scale.” What it hopes to de 

is “to avoid the .objectionable re¬ 

sults of either extreme by author¬ 

izing the cdnduct of field demon¬ 
strations . . . under conditions 
which will provide useful informa¬ 
tion on critical questions we can¬ 
not resolve on the present record 
hut which will predude subscrip¬ 
tion tv operations of such scop# 
and magnitude as to induce in¬ 
ordinate investment either by the 
industry or by the public in equip¬ 
ment and other costs necessary for 
a novel type of tv service oirwhich 
we must reserve final judgment.” 

' Naval Show 
i. Continued from pace 5# 

truck, equipped with a portable 
p.a. system. Going all out in its 

chores as “Ambassador of Music,” 
Hie Dean efforts are being closely 
watched by producer Connie B, 
Gay, CBS daytime program direc¬ 
tor .Ed Friendly, and .Oscar Katz, 
v.p. in charge of daytime pro¬ 
gramming for webr all of whom 
are here. 

Combined network staffs for 
the series of events culminating 
in tomorrow’s naval extravaganza 
number over 100, Including news¬ 
men, performers, cameramen, and 
production and technical staffs. 

All newsreels, theatrical as well 
as television, are doing . elaborate 
job of coverage. 
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Capt. David Grief 
It's to be expected that any ad¬ 

venturer—even a salt like Capt. 
David Grief—has to hit a doldrums 
part of the time. But for televi¬ 
sion, an adventure story without 
adventure is something like salt 
without sodium, no matter if Jack 
London wrote it that way. 

Grief’s episode last week, titled 
"Affairs At Les Tres Magots,” was 
a case in point. Not only was the 
story line of domestic fibre, it. was 
lean besides. It concerned a sickly 
Shakespearean actor (Hans Con- 
reid) and his attractive wife who 
con Grief into staging a benefit 
for them. Even discovering that 
he’s their mark, Grief proceeds 
with the plsn, not only because he 
has an eye for the woman but be¬ 
cause he knows the actor is really 
fatally ilL In the running sub 
plot, such as it is. Grief continues 
to outwit his oafish rival, Bull Lar¬ 
sen, played not very convincingly 
by Hal Baylor. 

In other respects, "Capt. David 
Grief” has all the elements of a 
flrstrate adventure series: an ex¬ 
otic South Seas milieu and a 
wholesome, heroic protagonist 
(Maxwell Reed), who is quite a 
ladies’ man. The ships, the hard¬ 
bitten seafarers, and the fine color 
photography all contribute to the 
Interest. 

In Chicago, "Grief” is shown at 
10:30 p.m., a time, one supposes, 
that catches mainly an adult audi¬ 
ence. Shown earlier, it’s a good 
bet to catch the fancy of the 
youngsters besides. Les. 

Rosemary Clooney Show 
Thirty filmed minutes of songs 

hardly makes for hard gendering, 
but this music&l pastry, accenting 
the audio, isn’t meant to be more 
than relaxing telefare on nights 
when the viewing is hot and heavy. 

With a loose, under-produced 
format and nothing to fasten the 
blinkers on save Rosemary Cloo¬ 
ney (who doesn’t play up the sex 
appeal anyway), the music’s de¬ 
cidedly the thing. And as far as the 
regulars are concerned—the star, 
the Hi-Lo’s, and the off-camera 
baton of Nelson Riddle—it is cate¬ 
gorically music of taste and qual¬ 
ity. The individual talents apart, 
in re the latter point, there’s a de¬ 
vout avoidance of contemporary 
pop numbers and a focus on the 
better evergreens. This kind of 
selection also. tends to keep the 
series undated, heightening its re¬ 
run potential. 

While it lacks the power to ab¬ 
sorb attention, being an unin¬ 
tegrated patchwork of song vi¬ 
gnettes, the show is easy to take at 

any point. -Miss Clooney’s clean 
and airy warbling on numbers like 
“You Were Meant For Me” can 
arouse the . tingling sensation; the 
Brooksy Hi-Lo’s virtually stand 

I alone as virtuoso harmonizers; and. 
iper his record with Frank Sinatra 
I and Nat (King) Cole, there’s no 
gainsaying the stature of Nelson 

[Riddle as arranger and orch di- 
: rector. 

On segment caught for followup 
review, guest artist was Beatrice 
Kay, who reeled off nostalgia with 
“Oceana Roll” and Gus Edwards’ 
“If I Was a Millionaire.” Second 
number was done in newsboy trap¬ 
pings and had her essaying a 
spunky time step/ These were in¬ 
cidents worth . gluing the eyes to, i 
as her kind of moxie and show ken : 
are too seldom televised. 

In general, on the negative side, 
| the film fails to transmit a feeling 
i of spontaneity, and the camera-1 
work is rather unimaginative, 
framing Miss Clooney in a fixed 
portrait shot at least half the time. 
Also the canned applause for each 
number fails to contribute what it 
means to, especially when canned 
laughter is omitted for the funny 
lines. Les. 

‘Casey Jones’ 
Continued from page 33 . 

tween the station groups ana 
Screen Gems, or even other pro¬ 
ducers. Project is mutually bene¬ 
ficial from the Screen Gems stand¬ 
point, it enables the company to 
put a series into production which 
otherwise might never have gotten 
past the pilot stage via financing 
plus guaranteed sale, and from the 
station standpoint because it in¬ 
sures independent product for the 
present and the future. 

The product flow angle takes on 
a particularly important aspect in 
terms of the future, when the 
reservoir of Hollywood features 
begins to run out five or six years 
hence and many stations find them¬ 
selves reverting to the half-hour 
syndicated show in time periods 
formerly devoted to feature film. 
The deal was worked out by Screen 
Gems syndicated sales chief, Jerry 
Hyams, with WBC prez Don Mc- 
Gannon, KTTV’s Dick Moore and 
WPIX's Fred Thrower. 

Albany—Ted Knight, who. does 
a “Musical Panorama” over WROW 
five mornings a week and who also 
appears on WCDA-TV, is check¬ 
ing out June 13 for Los Angeles. 

Mex, Spanish Features 
Set for L.A. Station Run 

Hollywood June 11. 
Aimed directly at local Spanish¬ 

speaking population of 750,000 
people, KABC-TV this week bows 
on Saturday afternoon unspoolings 
of Mexican and Spanish feature 
films. Show will be hosted by Ga¬ 
briel Figueroa Jr., who’s also pack¬ 
aging. 

Initialer on program, tagged 
“Hispanorama,” will be “La Ver¬ 
bena de la Paloma,” filmed version 
of a popular Spanish operetta. 

Summer Hiatus 

For Vidpix Clients 
The “summer hiatus” period 

that used. to trouble Syndicated 
product has virtually vanished 
for Ziv shows—as well as those of 
many other companies—according 
to M. J. Rifkin, Ziv sales v,p. 

Rifkin reports that over 95% of 
Ziv’s 2,860 local and regional ad¬ 
vertisers now are airing their tele¬ 
film shows on a year-round basis, 
utilizing the 39 first-run and 13 
repeat formula. By comparison, in 
1952 more than 20% of the adver¬ 
tisers using Ziv telefilms gave up 
their time franchises for the sum¬ 
mer. Trend to year-round selling 
with telefilms, Rifkin says, has 
been motivated by the general 
trend In the U. S. economy to 52- 
week selling in most product lines, 
plus a reluctance on the part of tv 
advertisers to vacate choice time 
periods at the local and regional 
levels. 

As an example, a perfect score 
was set by Ziv with sponsors of 
the “New Adventures of Martin. 
Kane” series, now in about 100 
markets, with every advertiser 
buying the series inking for a 39 
and 13 run. 

Ed Hartmann to Helm 
-New Eve Arden Senes 

Hollywood, June 11. 
Edmund L. Hartmann has been 

assigned to produce the new Eve 
Arden telefilm series for CBS-TV. 

Lever Bros, and Shulton, Inc., 
are reported close to signing a deal 
for sponsorship of -the situation 
comedy series for next season. 

TY Film Chatter 

Robert Manby, RKO Teleradio 
v.p. in charge of television, due 
back from Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) 
. . . Ernest A. White has joined 
ABC Film Syndication’s advertis¬ 
ing and- promotion department as 
copy chief. White, formerly with 
the Inter-Mountain network at 
Denver in sales and sales promo¬ 
tion, will report to Lee Francis, 
advertising-promotion director . . . 

! Frank Parker, chairman of the 
board of Television Corp., Ltd., 
Sydney, Australia, due to arrive 

, shortly for conferences with Aus¬ 
tralian firm's American reps, 
Charles Michelson, Inc. . . . Sixty 
stations have entered NTA Eilm 
Network’s Showmanship contest, 
with another 15 slated before the 
June 30 deadline . . . Gene Plotnik 
leaving Billboard after nine years 
to join Screen Gems as manager 
of trade and consumer press un¬ 
der publicity chief Phil Cowan... 
Camera crew out of Local 664, 
N. Y., has been signed by Ziv. for 
location shooting of "Scott Island” 
(formerly titled "Harbourmaster”) 

[at Cape Ann, Mass. Crew com¬ 
prises Arthur J. Oraitz as director 
of photography, Sol Midwal as 
camera operator and J. Coffey as 
assistant cameraman. 

WPIX, N. Y., has bought "Fron¬ 
tier Doctor” from Hollywood Tele¬ 
vision Service and has set skein 
for fall debut , . . Leon H. Cagan, 
foreign sales manager of ABC 
Film Syndication plans' a trip to 
Latin America shortly . . . Ray¬ 
mond C. Fox, controller of ABC 
Film. Syndication, will get his 
masters degree in business admin¬ 
istration ' tomorrow (Thurs.) from 
New York U. . . . Television Pro¬ 
grams of America, prior to launch¬ 
ing ‘.‘New Adventures of Charlie 
Chan” into syndication next Week 
(17), conducting four-day sales 
clinic which will wind up tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.). Attending are most 
of the field sales staff, as well as 
division managers, Bruce Eells, 
western v.p.; Hardy Frieberg, 
eastern v.p., and Walt Plant, cen¬ 
tral division manager. Michael 
M. Sillerman, exec v.p., is chair¬ 
ing meet. “Chan” series being 

Tensed in England (some episodes 
were filmed in Hollywood) being 
co-produced with Incorporated 
Television Programming, of Lon¬ 
don, and stars J. Carol Nash; 
Fourteen segments are in can. 
Leon Fromkess is exec producer, 
with Rudy Flothow producing. 

Transfilms Exec 
Structure Updated 

Transfilm Inc. begins a total 
overhaul of its administrative struc¬ 
ture, in an effort to "personalize” 
the biggest of the east’s tv film 
commercial production companies. 
For the first time, the company 
will have four men, instead of one, 
empowered with final authority to 
handle aH phases of agency ne¬ 
gotiations, including pricing sched¬ 
uling, etc. 

Prexy William Miesegaes has 
assigned four men as "producer- 
account executives,”, backing them 
up with an almost totally over¬ 
hauled administrative staff. Move 
has its bearing on the defection 
three weeks ago of Robert Klaeger, 
veep in charge of commercial' pro¬ 
duction and industrials at Trans¬ 
film. He’d only say at the time he 
was leaving due to "disagreement 
over structure of the company.” 
Klaeger was the only man em¬ 
powered with final responsibility 
for tv commercial production pacts, 
until the assignment of the other 
four. 

Four men are John Fenton, ex 
head of motion pic completion, who 
joins Tom Whitesell, Robert Berg- 
mann and Jack Davis as producer- 
account execs. Henry Hesse, for¬ 
merly in charge of production con¬ 
trol, becomes coordinator of all 
production facilities and personnel, 
meaning outside facilities and free¬ 
lance help in addition to regular 
crews and facilities.. Steve Kam- 
bourian, former Supervising film 
editor, takes Fenton’s straight pro¬ 
duction duties. Harriet Landon 
becomes administrative assistant 
to the production staff. 

Each of the producers will re¬ 
port to Walter Lowendahl, exec 
veep*, though they will retain, for 
practical purposes, all authority 
themselves. Miesegaes pointed out’ 
the realignment will “give our 
clients' the intimate service ex¬ 
pected of smaller production firms, 
without sacrificing the advantages 
of extensive facilities and financial 
stability.” 

Melro-TV Preps 
950 Shorts for TV 
Metro TV is readying its short 

subjects, consisting of about 950 
programs, some* of them two-reel- 
ers, for syndication, with a sales 
policy set to evolve in about an¬ 
other month. 

Deal with Associated Artists Pro¬ 
ductions for latter’s purchase of 
Metro’s shorts fell through some 
time ago, with AAP reportedly 
balking at $4,OOO,OQ0 price tag. 
Metro currently is sounding out 
stations on their shorts require¬ 
ments.- Library contains FitzPat- 
rick Travelogs, Pete Smith pro¬ 
grams, John Nesbitt’s Passing 
Parade, Crime Does Not Pay series, 
some Our Gang Comedies and car¬ 
toons, Whether Metro will inMude 
Tom & Jerry’s in cartoon package 
still is being mulled. Tom & Jerry's 
currently .are being reissued the¬ 
atrically. 

In the telefilm department, 
shooting on the pilot of “The Thin 
Man” has begun on the Coast. 
Metro’s commercial .tv department 
is humming with studio turning 
out two to three jobs weekly, about 
capacity at this point. On the fea¬ 
ture front, Loew’s prez Joseph Vo¬ 
gel recently estimated that Metro's 
library will bring about $60,000,000 
gross-the first time around, with 
over $40,000,000 racked up to date. 

NTA’s Sales of Shorts 
In Japan, Hong Kong 

National Telefilm Associates has 
closed a cartoon and short sub¬ 
jects deal In Japan and Hong Kong, 
with Japan taking a package of 
over 100 and Hong Kong about 200. 

Samuel Gang, foreign sales man¬ 
ager, is prepping a sales swing 
through Latin Americamext month. 
NTA has recently dubbed into 
Spanish “Sheriff of Cochise,” al¬ 
ready sold in Puerto Rico, in addi¬ 
tion to having its short subjects 
and cartoon library available for 
the Latin American market. 

Freeman & Wick Setup 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Indie publicist Mickey Freeman 
and Ted Wick are forming their 
own flackery, with Wick resigning 
his present post as publicity 
director for J.-, Walter Thompson 
agency here at end of month. 
Mabel Hill ..transfers from A1 
Durante’s press hqs. in N. Y. to 
the Coast JWT berth. 

BRONXV1LLE VICINITY 
JEROME KERN'S horn* for many yoars. 

Sparioui white colonial. PanoKod liv¬ 

ing room; largo panollsd library. 

4 btdrooms, 3 bath*. Maid's quar¬ 

ts!*. About Vt Mtra, magnificontly 

tandscapod, $54,500. 

Phono Doorfiold 7-4352 

J. & G. yVATERPItboFING CO. 
EXPERT BRICK POINTING 
MASONRY RESTORATION 

LICENSED — FULLY INSURED 
John Marie 

WA 7-9411 LO 2-4410 
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CHARLES BOYER, DAVID NIVEN, DICK POWELL AND FOUR STAR FILMS, INC. 

Congratulate 

THE NO. 1 HIT of the NEW SHOWS,’56-’57 

“HEY, JEANNIE!” 

“THE BEST NEW STAR ON TELEVISION” * 

JEANNIE CARSON 
1. I LOVE LUCY. 38.4 

2. DECEMBER BRIDE, 35.1 

3. GUNSMOKE, 34.9 

1. FORD SHOW, 30.8 

5. $64,000 QUESTION, 30.8 

6. PERRY COMO SHOW, 29.5 

7. RED SKELTON SHOW, 29.5 

8. ED SULLIVAN SHOW, 27.9 

9. I'VE GOT A SECRET, 27.9 

10. THE LINEUP. 27.7 

% A UITY IPANNIP 07 J, (44% Audience Share- 
Mi M. nil I M ^ ^ I m B™*1 Opposite Caesar and Welk) 

12. LORETTA YOUNG SHOW. 27.2 

13. THIS IS YOUR LIFE, 26.9 

14. DRAGNET. 26.8 

15. PLAYHOUSE 90, 26.8 

16. WHAT'S MY LINE, 26.7 

17. MR: BROADWAY (Spectacular). 26.6 

18. CHEVY SHOW—BOB HOPE. 26.3 

19. YOU BET YOUR LIFE, 26.0 

20. PEOPLES CHOICE, 26.0 

21. ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRESENTS, 25.7 

22. G. E. THEATRE. 25,2 

23. JACK BENNY SHOW. 24.7 

24. YOUR. HIT-PARADE, 24.0 

25. $64,000 CHALLENGE. 24.0 

26. THE MILLIONAIRE, 23.9 

NIELSEN RATING 
National Average Audience 

First Report—May, 1957 

“TV RADIO MIRROR'S 
Annual Audience Poll 

1956-57 - 

27. CHEYENNE, 23.8 

28. WYATT EARP, 23.7 

29. TWENTY ONE, 23.5 

30. WEDNESDAY NIGHT FIGHTS, 23.1 

31. STEVE ALLEN SHOW, 22.6 

32. FATHER KNOWS BEST. 22.3 

33. PERSON TO PERSON. 22.3 

34. GALE STORM SHOW. 22.2 

35. BROKEN ARROW, 22.1 

36. LAWRENCE WELK SHOW, 22.0 

37. TO TELL THE TRUTH, 22.0 

38. SHOWER OF STARS, 21.9 

39. ARTHUR GODFREY'S SCOUTS, 21.8 

40. LASSIE, 21.8 
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Savage’s TV Musical Splurge 
—■—s Continued from page 31 —- 

sion of “Cyrano de Bergerac,” with 

Bernie Wayne providing the score; 

another is a musical version of 

“The Dream Merchants,” the Har¬ 

old Robbins novel for which Ray¬ 
mond Scott is under option to 
write a score. Another is an adap¬ 
tation of Stephen Vincent Beuet’s 
“Johnny Pye and the Fool Killer,” 
with a score by Robert Mayberry. 
Still another is a new opera based 
on “Evangeline” and written by an 
Italian composer, Francesco Mar- 
cacci.' Savage has an option on the 
services of Paula Stone & Mike 
Sloan, who in turn hold rights to 
such Broadway classics as “The 
Red Mill” “Sally,” “Sunny,” etc., 
which would be updated for tele¬ 
vision presentation. 

Savage is also in negotiation! 
with Frank Productions, the Frank 
Loesser company, to join the vm- 
ture as associate producers with 
Theatrical Enterprises. Reason is 
Savage’s feeling that in a special¬ 
ized field like this, a firm with in¬ 
timate knowledge, of the field 
would handle much of the creative 
load while TE would act as a phy¬ 
sical production unit. 

Still another angle to the project 
is an offer to the prospective spon¬ 
sors to share in residuals on the 
series. These would include stoek 
and amateur rights to new works, 
film and Broadway rights, and what 

ML 
Oldtime Ohio River steamboat 
whistles let passengers know it 
was time to get under way. The 
more forceful the whistle, the 
bigger the boat ... the more 
passengers it could carry ... the 
faster it took them further. 

Similarly, the latest Nielsen 
figures sound a forceful blast for 
WSAZ-TV in today’s busy Ohio 
River market. With an audience 
of over half a million TV homes 
in 69 countries, WSAZ-TV 
reaches (says Nielsen) 100,580 
more homes on weekday nights 
than the next-best station. And 
it’s the consistent leader around 
the clock! 

This is impressive traveling—and 
to very prosperous ports of call 
where income has never been so 
high. Get aboard this prime 
mover of goods and let WSAZ- 
TV blow your own whistle where 
it will be heard — and heeded — 
most. The gangway is down at 
any Katz office. 

HUHTINGTO/S-CHARLESTOM W.VA. 

slelgl 
Affiliated with Radio Stations 

WSAZ, Huntington 4 WKAZ. Charleston 

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS,PRESIDENT 
Represented by The Katz Agency 

Savage considers most promising, 
toll-television rights. He believes 
that if toll-tv does get its chance, 
this type of material is just what 
the new medium will need, and 
the sponsors may find themselves 
holding a treasure-trove by the 
tail. 

WBKB 
—, Continued from pane 30 —±. 

titled “A.M. in Chicago.” To go 
along with his chitchat Gray will 
use a miscellany of 20th-Fox shorts 
lately purchased by. the station 
from NTA. This involves the 
Grantland Rice sports opuses, 
“Red Barber Sports Quizzes,” 
animated cartoons, travelogs, and 
other ungraded fodder. 

In tandem with the Win Stracke 
show, WBKB is slotting Mary 
Hartline, late of “Super Circus,” 
is a story-telling layout for the 
moppet set. In thi*;, she’s to be a 
story princess telling fairy tales 
to pre-schoolers,- with illustrations 
and with an assist from magician 
Don Allen. 

The 3:30-4 strip is being given 
over in July to a pair of 15-minute 
shows by Virginia Marmaduke, an 
ex-newswoman, and Jack Mabley, 
Chi Daily News byliner. Former 
is to be known as Ruth Jameson 
who, working in silhouette, ' deals 
out advice on family problems; lat¬ 
ter, a trouble-shooting columnist, 
will do an opinion show. 

Unscheduled as yet, but contem¬ 
plated in WBKB’s summer tuneup, 
is pair of audience participation 
effort. It may replace “Laugh 
Time,” or a portion of it, with 
Richard Llewellyn, ex-Charles An- 
tell pitchmar at the helm, it’s 
understood the station has a 
month’s option on Llewellyn’s idea. 

While the other three commer¬ 
cial stations here are not exactly 
standing pat with their lineups for 
the summer, they’re executing 
their changes one at a time. 

Jeanne Eagles 
_____ Continued from page 31 

her sister and only surviving rela¬ 
tive. 1 

Scalpone said the situation was' 
entirely different as regarding the 
web’s felevising “The Helen Mor¬ 
gan Story” recently on “90,” with 
Warner Bros, protesting since it 
has filmed a bio on the torcher. In 
that case there were such legal 
complexities the net. had no choice 
but to proceed, he stated. 

However, the web’s “Climax” 
show will present on June 27 “The 
Trial of Captain Wirz, the Ander- 
sonville Jailer,” long before the 
Col film based on MacXinlay Kan- 
tor’s best-seller, “Andersonville,” 
goes into production. Drama will 
concern itself with the trial of the 
commandant of the Confederate 
prison camp, whereas the Col film j 
deals mainly with events taking 
place within the prison. 

It will be the first “Climax” 
show” to be produced by Ralph Nel¬ 
son. Saul Levitt wrote the tele¬ 
play which. Nelson said, is in no | 
way an indictment of the South. 
Rather it will show the comman¬ 
dant and a general were solely re- I 
sponsible for the torture of north-j 
ern prisoners, he said. 

NBC, CBS Newsmen 
j ■ - Continued from page 29 ' 

sik to the post. It has Ernest Leiser 
in Bonn ihe also travels through 
Central Europe) and Winston Bur¬ 
dette in Rome. 

CBS, in fact, has been doing 
quite a bit of juggling over the past 
year. Karasik went from N. Y. tcf 
Vienna by way of Budapest dur¬ 
ing the uprising. Burdette went 
from Washington to Rome, replae- 

| ing Bill Downs, who returned to 
: Washington. Leiser replaced Rich- 
lard Hottelet in Bonn, with the lat- 
* ter returning to the N. Y. during 
election time, Lou Cioffi went from 
N. Y. to Paris under Dave Schoen- 
brun, with Blair Clark returning 
from Paris to N. Y. Changes have 
been less extensive at NBC, with 
the only major shift that of Jim 
Robinson from Hong Kong to 
Tokyo, where NBC’s correspondent 
there was dropped for economy 
reasons. 

Lf Motivation in the ica££J;o£.fl}otJil 

PSimSTr 
networks is the feeling by their 
respective news directors, John Day 
for CBS and .'Bill McAndrew for 
NBC, is the feeling that: the shifts 
are good for the webs and the cor¬ 
respondents, giving them a. change 
of scene and a fresh viewpoint, and 
moreover, heightening their cover 
age with the background. For ex¬ 
ample, Day points out that Smith’s 
knowledge of European affairs will 
be invaluable in Washington, while 
at NBC Harsch’s background in 
Washington will make his London 
work far more acute. In the case 
of NBC, however, there’s also the 
practical problem of the web’s de¬ 
sire to set up the new bureaus. 

‘Home’ 
Continued from page 29 

of the expensive and tricked-up 
studios. Only certain type shows 
suitable to its razzmatazz setup are 
suitable for origination there and 
at the moment NBC sees nothing 
in sight for its utilization. 

Miss Francis takes over one of 
the new half-hour replacement 
shows. It’ll have a variety format, 
more suitable for origination from 
a theatre. And it’s likely that an 
audience participation show (net¬ 
work is currently casing about 40 
new properties) will take over the 
other half-hour. That, too, is un¬ 
suitable for the “Home” studio. 

TV Gets Can. Brash 
Continued from -page 29 

Progressive Conservative, CCF 

and Bocial Credit), leaned back¬ 

wards to give the electioneering 

plenty of news space. Non-CBC 

video stations worked on local 

angles to leave no angle un¬ 
touched. 

As June 10 approached. It was 
evident the days of the whistle- 
stop campaign,, were far from 
ended and television, at least in 
this Canadian election, had come 
in well behind the pack. One 
video authority (unbilled) com¬ 
mented: “They will make the 
most tremendous efforts to reach 
audiences of 500 to 1,000 in per¬ 
son and yet they (political par¬ 
ties) refuse to give thought to 
telecasts reaching a potential 
audience many times that size.” 

Back from a month of covering 
election activities * coast to coast, 
Blakely reports that the political 
gabbers tried to learn from 
United States experience “half¬ 
heartedly and with evident em¬ 
barrassment” and, he added, with 
almost total lack of success. 
Poorly-planned broadcasts were 
handled, says Blakely, as unpleas¬ 
ant chores the public expected of 
the politicians, who left the video 
studios and headed for the grass¬ 
roots, regretting that such things 
had ever left the radio stage. 

TV Stragglers 
aasi; Continued from page 29 j—^ 

understood a sale is imminent on 
this one, with Pabst mentioned as 
a likely candidate. 

Also on the NBC availability 
list: Sunday 6 to 7:30; half of 
“Price is Right” Monday 7:30 and 
half of “Restless Gun” Monday at 
8; Tuesday at 10; half of “Tic Tac 
Dough” Thursday 7:30; half of 
“Life of Riley” Friday at 8:30; half 
of “Manhunt” Friday at 9 and 
half of Jane Wyman Saturday at 
10, although latter show may be 
shifted to Thursday 10/30. if Lux 
goes.half-hour. 

The CBS last-minute headaches 
include failure thus far to jdispose 
of Sunday at 6; the opening up of 
Tuesday at 10:30 (with L&M can¬ 
celling out Spike Jones and giv¬ 
ing up the time primarily because 
of inability to clear stations); the 
half-sold status of the Saturday 
night 7:30 to 8:30 “Perry Mason” 
series; and the 8:30 to 9 “Dick and 
the Duchess”; the half-sold status 
of the Thursday at 8 “Harbormas¬ 
ter,” and half of Friday at 7:30 
“Wallv and the Beaver.” 

ABC-TV will hit an alltime bill¬ 
ings in excess of $100,000,000 when 
it goes U) the post in the fall, but 
there are still an armful of time 
and program availabilities such as: 
Tuesday at 10; Monday 7:30 to 
8:30; Sunday 9 to 10; Saturday 
night 7:30 to 9; half of the “Guy 
Mitchell Show” Saturday night at 
10; half of Friday night at 10-(prob¬ 
ably a new Warner Bros, west¬ 
ern series.) and half of the “Jim 

Reiner 
ssus Contfmue* from pig* 32 

ing in* Munich - and other * West 

German tv centers, as well as 

Switzerland, with prospects good 

for commercial tv facilities in Italy. 

Dubbing costs for the German 

language were put at about $1,500 

per episode, about $1,500 for the 

French language, and about $1,350 

for Spanish. TPA, which currently 
has five shows dubbed for the Latin 
American market, .plans to dub 
three new shows in Spanish, includ¬ 
ing “Private Secretary,” “Mystery 
Is My Business,”'and “New Adven¬ 
tures of Charlie Chan.” TPA, inci¬ 
dentally, recently sold “Fury” in 
Venezuela, Referring to some Latin 
American problems, Reiner said he 
doubted whether TPA would dub 
another anthology series, maintain¬ 
ing that such skeins run into all 
sorts of local problems from the 
actors union, as well as resistance 
from the local population as to 
acceptance of the multiplicity of 
featured players. TPA now has 
“Stage 7” dubbed in Spanish. 

Regarding buying habits in 
Europe, many of the countries, 
Denmark, France, Holland, Switz¬ 
erland, Belgium and Sweden, pay 
a fixed price based op footage, 
rather a price keyed to the number 
of tv sets in a given country. The 
fixed price structure also holds 
true of Italy, but Italy, unlike the 
other European countries, pays for 
the dubbing. Shows also are bought 
for 13 week cycles oiT the whole, 
unlike the Latin American market 
which follows the broadcasting pat¬ 
terns of the U. S. much more 
closely. Key to the shorter cycle 
buying in Europe is the limited 
broadcasting hours per week, with 
most of the tv facilities of the small¬ 
er countries on the air from 12 to 
15 hours weekly. 

Barry Wood 
Continued from page 37 

day afternoon special since prime 

evening exposure would then in¬ 

volve problems of lighting the out¬ 

door locations. But his “Wide 

Wide World” operation has proven, 

Wood, believes, that virtually every 

type of outdoor remote situation 
can he telecast without too much 
trouble. Creatively, he believes 

' such en-the-spot telecasting is the 
next ma)or and logical progression 
for the medium. 

As for the space series, it will 
consist of six one-hour shows to be 
done live, on film and even utiliz¬ 
ing animation. Reason for the six 
shows is the fact .that the field 
can’t adequately be covered in less. 
One -segment will be a background 
piece on rockets leading up to the 
-present; a second would be a live 
show from “Rocket City U. S. A.,” 
one of several U, S. rocket devel¬ 
opment sites, a third would deal 
with space medicine, a fourth with 
the* men and machines. Fifth, fea¬ 
turing rocket expert Dr. Werner 
von Braun, would take up space 
stations and the final show the pos¬ 
sibility of space travel. 

Mental health series is still in 
the early stages, but Wood is nego¬ 
tiating for the services of a key per¬ 
sonality around whom the entire 
pattern of the show would be 
molded. 

Stepping np its programming 

department headed by Marc Dan¬ 

iels, TNT-Tele-Sessions, closed- 

circuit tv firm, has signed Louis M* 
Heyward and Nat Wilkes to an ex¬ 

clusive agreement to write and 
produce closed tv shows for .TNT 
clients. 

Heyward and Wilkes, veterans of 
the broadcast field, have worked 
for TNT on the Live Better Elec¬ 
trically and AT&T Yellow Pages 
•closed-circuit spectaculars. In ad¬ 
dition, they’ve both had experi¬ 
ence in the industrial film field. 
Heyward penned the Garry Moore 
tv show for seven years and 
Wilkes was associated with the 
Jill Corey and Ernie Kovacs shows. 

Adv. Vs. Adv. 
SJ—i Continued from page 37 ^ 

certainly do not encourage these 
competitive demonstrations but. we 
do accept those that we know are 
completely fair.” 

Carlborg cited as one aid to tele¬ 
vision the Better Business Bureau, 
mentioning one instance where two 
food advertisers which were using 
competitive demonstration com¬ 
mercials so “negative and cruelly 
competitive” that “we had to take 
rather strong measures to effect a 
change. ‘ At this juncture we were 
very pleased that the Better Busi¬ 
ness Bureau entered into. the. pic¬ 
ture and took a very strong posi¬ 
tion. It was extremely helpful to 

A Connecticut Dream 
A Superb-'Country Homo bn five acres 
of maadew for Individuals with dls- 
criminating teste. Contemporary In 
design and situated oh tho bank of 
a beautifully landscaped river, suit¬ 
able for swimming, in Woston, com. 
muter* distance from N. Y. 32' l.r„ 
d.r., « b.r.'s, S full baths, 32' play- 
“oem, dream kitchen, 3 fire places, 

terraces, Hlfi, handsome built-in 
furniture and carefully 'selected lm- 
parted materials throughout. 

For Information, Writ* Box 494, 

Westport, Conn., 
or phono Capital 7-5137 

ON tyiitr CHAHNU1 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
S W..UW ||, M.Y.C.-Trt. H.7-IM0 

FORT LEE 
CABIN IN THE SKY 

Offers complete seclnsioii on. a full acre, 
Living Boom with 17 2't. picture window 
overlooking Hudson Blver. 2 Bedrooms end 
Modern Ttle Bath. Modem Xitehenvand 
Bumpus Boom and a large Flagstone Patio. 
Convenient to New York City by G. W. 
Bridge. Asking 136,900.09. 

BERN 

APT. - MIDTOWN 
NEW YORK 

Will vacate dramatically decorated VA 
room duplex In excellent building, 
frozen rental less than $200 mo, upon 
purchase of superb furnishings at 50% 
of cost. TR 3-5270. 

WANT TO PLAY IN 
THE BIG LEAGUE? 

' The Northwest area is realty big 
league... 615,000 TV homes and 
nearly $4 Billion in spendable 
income. 

Why not sign up with the first 
place club—KSTP-Ty. Th4 
Northwest’s first TV station, 
KSTP-TV serves and sells this 

m vital market most effectively, 
most economically. 

KSTWV“*® 
MWNEWOUS-ST.MU. bacNSCNfifatt 

'TAt* JVMKwMti. faedutf SbtbnS 
■owAte mhr i commmt m. ssswumw ■ 

boffin t’4%»i .vuf’t-M .» 'rl> 
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RACE ON FOR DISK ‘OSCAR’ ORG 
AFM Plans Crackdown on Canned TV [)jSJj fllEST SET ASCAP Cleffers Plug High Court 
Music Made Abroad; Petrillo Sounds UP ‘ICIDEMIES’ DuPont-GM Decision As Support For 

Harmony Note in Tooter Relations Hollywood, June 11. 
The magic of the disk business 

Denver, June 11. 

American Federation of Musi¬ 

cians plans drastic action to curb 

use of canned soundtrack on tele- 

pix, it Was learned today (Tues.) 

as the 60th annual footers’ con¬ 

vention settled down to business 
after opening day sessions stress¬ 

ing close harmony, it’s understood 

international executive board has 

prepared resolution for submission 

to convention under which no 

AFM member would be able to 
w$rk on foreign or bootleg tracks 
under pain of $5,000 fine or expul¬ 
sion . or both. Resolution specifi¬ 
cally mentions composers, copyists 
or arrangers, intent being to pre¬ 
vent any AFM member who also 
functions in those capacities, from 
abetting practice of utilizing 
canned track, thus circumventing 
provisions of Music Performance^ 
Trust Fund royalty setup as well 
as cutting sharply into employ¬ 
ment. 

Resolution is result of months- 
long survey undertaken by exec 
board member Herman D. Kenin, 
headquartered on Coast, and Phil 
Fischer, international studio rep. 
Understood they discovered many 
AFM members were composers of 
scores which then sent abroad for 
recording and reshipment back 
here. Others worked as arrangers, 
etc., since these activities until 
now were not directly connected 
with physical recording, Federa¬ 
tion was powerless to halt prac¬ 
tice. New resolution effectively 
bars any member from being in 
any way connected with canned 
music. 

Resolution is figured to win 
unanimous passage, probably at 
the Wednesday session. ( 

International exec board also 
(Continued on page 67) ' 

Epic Hitting Peak Sales 
Pace Since Its Kickoff; 

Singles, Packages Click 
Epic Records has set a hot spring 

selling pace and is travelling 

through June,at a rate that’ll make 

it the top selling month in the 

diskery’s three-year history. Ac¬ 

cording to William Neilsen, Epic 
sales chief, May sales were the sec¬ 

ond largest selling month in firm’s 

history. Topper was last August 
when the diskery kicked off a fall 
promotion with a special album 
program. 

Leading the way in the pop al¬ 
bum field for the label is “Dance 
To The Music of Lester Lanin,” 
which has passed the 100,000 sales 
mark. It’s also sparked new sales 
on the previous Lanin package 
which has now reached the 75,000 
bracket. 

Spearheading the singles line are 
Sal Mineo’s “Start Movin’,” which 
already has gone passed 500,000 
sales and The Four Coins’ “Shan- : 
gri-La,’’ up to 200,000. Among the 
new releases getting off to a good 
start are Clare Nelson’s “At Hour 
House,Tommy Prisco’s “Tear¬ 
drops In My Heart,” Helen Dixon’s 
“Window Shopping” and John Les¬ 
lie’s “Mountain of Love.” 

Rockabilly Show Pulls 
$2,900 in Canada Date 

Regina, Sask., June 11. 
Two performances of a rock- . 

abilly show headed by Sonny 
James and Gene Vincent & his 
Bluecaps drew 1,445 customers to 
the Trianon ballroom here Thurs¬ 
day (6) for a gross of $2,900. Tick¬ 
ets were $2 advance Or $2.25 at 
the door. Unit included Bobby 
Helms, Bobby Lord and Jean 
Chapel. 

Promoter here was D’Arcy Scott, 
disk jock with.CKXL, Calgary, Alta, i 

n m e\ • Tk* l nounce(f—on the same day—for- 

For Mayflower Disk ?" 

last week produced two “Acade- 
* --- mies” where none had been before. : ' 
i-ii i p u • vin ® After years of aimless discussion, nil. II = Pll 
loacksneld in U«0. two rival groups suddenly an- O<uClUn0. 1131110; £iil3 

n <0/1 y n* l n°unced—on the same day—for- « n, ft f TL 

For Mayflower Disk 3?“™ la“ To Play A.C. Theatre 
British orch leader Frank Chacks- sion Academies of Arts & Sciences. Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hamp- 

! field is in the U. S.'for a promo- One is centered here; the other is ton and Ella Fitzgerald are team- 
tion tie-in with the concurrent Lon- headquartered in the east but with ing up for one-week bash begin- 
don Records relelse of a pop single considerable West Coast represen- ning July 9 at the Warner Theatre, 
and an album. Single, “The Voyage tation. Atlantic City. Date marks the re- 

i of The Mayflower,” is pegged on Each has enlisted charter support turn of live entertainment to the 
the current cruise of the Mayflower fr0m top-ranking disk industry per- A. C. theatres. Trio will play two 
duplicate. The album is tagged sonalities. And each has gone so shows nightly and three on Sat- 
“South Sea Island Magic.” . far as to investigate the possibil- urday. 

Chacksfield, who arrived in the ities of a network television show The. A.C. gig precedes Hamp- 
States last week, expects to. hit the early next year for the presentation ton’s debut at New York’s Waldbrf- 
deejay plugging trail until the end 0f awards to pre-eminent artists Astoria. He starts a four-week 
of June. He’s now working around and technicians in the recording stand at the- Starlight Roof July 16. 
the east and plans to get to the and transcription fields. -- 
midwest territory later this week. Group headquartered in the east, ' __ _ 

Their Cause; BMI Sees No Parallel 

midwest territory later this week. Group headquartered in the east, ~ n n 
- but with Coast representation, has |1AllAii U 

TV VmliKtrv ^e,ier KePort 
X T XI III Ud 11 J ord Industry Assn, of Commerce . _ ^ # 

■ and of Columbia Records, who has A A -.1 .l^a« 
0 • ft r agreed to serve in a temporary orr UCKC Mill III Uhl 
NAiC I nmm rnr ganizational capacity to launch a 1 xxmmmw*. 
Uvld V/Ulllllla X U1 national organization which would 4% i* mm • 

include reps of vocalists, leaders, |1 l| Al nAffVrfeV/) 11.^- 
X on in T ll conductors, art directors, engineers, 1111 Ql ITImSII, D1Z 
A VI IXW I Q arrangers, orchestrators, compos- *i*»*w«v 
riUVilX X uUiO ers, producers, directors and instru- Ti.npii 

mentalists. Initial plans call for the T Washington, June 11. 
The All-Industry Television Music appointment of a steering commit- The Justice Department Anti- 

License Committee, set up basis tee which would nominate a board Trust Division was called on, this 
at the recent convention of the of governors to be elected by the week, to probe possible anti-trust 
National Assn, of Radio & Tele- membership with representatives , violations in connexion with 
vision Broadcasters in Chicago, has from each of the groups. law violations in connection with 

Celler Report 
Asks Antitrust 
0.0. of Music Biz 

Washington, June 11. 

The Justice Department Anti¬ 

named a 15-man committee to han- Announcement of the non-profit broadcaster control of BMI. 
die upcoming negotiations with the organization was hailed by John The monopoly sub-committee of» 
American Society for Composers, W. Griffin, exec secretary of RIAA the' House Judiciary Committee, 
Authors & Publishers. ASCAP’s who has promised to recommend in its report on the Television 
pact with the tv stations expires at his organization endorse and sup- Broadcasting Industry, devoted an 
the end of this year. port'the move. It was emphasized, entire section to BMI. The report 

Judge Simon H. Rifkind who however, that the organization presented charges and allegations 
represented the tv industry in simi- would be limited only to creative that in the ASCAP-BMI fight, the 
lar negotiations three years aeo Personnel and that companies, as broadcasters have definitely fa- 

the end of this year. 

Judge Simon H. Rifkind, who 
represented the tv industry in simi¬ 
lar negotiations three years ago, 
will again act as councel for the in- such, could not become members, vored and plugged BMI songs. 
dustry comiiittee. Irving R. Rosen- 
haus, prexy and general manager 
of WATV-TV in.Newark, is chair¬ 
man of the committee and Elisha 
Goldfarb, counsel of RKO Tele¬ 
radio Pictures and secretary of the 
Mutual Broadcasting System, is 
committee treasurer. 

All tv station owners and oper¬ 
ators are being iHvited to partici¬ 
pate in the all-industry committee. 
Membership fee is based on a per¬ 
centage of advertising rate card 

Conkling group reported it has This was one of the most con- 
extended invitations to several top troversial sections, holding up the 

1 (Continued on page 64) report for several weeks until the 
--- members Worked out a compromise. 

Word on Capitol Hill is that the 
IT H 1 H ■ original draft contained recommen- 
I |f| Kfln Klirmn dations and conclusions which were 
w|f. mJXMlM 1/Ul.lVll strongy critical of BMI. However, 

several members balked at this, 
1 DMI F L I hecause BMI is currently being 

in Mil echelon s„rUca? ®i4Tge3 by a group 
At one point in the intra-com- 

of the member station During the Robert J. Burton was upped in mittee Wrangle, it was expected the 
noernti atinne fhroa woom oorn tVia the Broadcast Music Inc. echelon entire section on ASCAP and BMI negotiations three years ago, the , B™?CvSt Music Inc. echelon entire section.on ASCAP and BMI 
industry shelled out *$100,000. at a JMI board meeting Monday would be stricken out, for a later 

In addition to the two officers (10) at whlch five other promotions separate report. However, Rep. 
subcommittee members are Charles were made- Formerly viceprexy in Emanuel Celler, chairman of the 
B. Britt, exec v.p. WLOS-TV, Ashe- char£e of Writer and publisher re- monopoly subcommittee and of the 
ville, N.C.; Roger W. Clipp gm *ations> Burton was moved up to full House Judiciary Committee, 
WFIL-TV,’Philadelphia; Sam’Cook the newly created post of v.p. in succeeded in keeping it in, but with 
Digges,*g.m. WCBS-TV N.Y • Omar charge of domestic performing the watered down recommenda- 
Elder, ABC counsel;’Frank Fitz- rights administration. He - also tions, and with two separate mi- 
simmons, of North Dakota Broad- continues as scretary of the cor- nority views, 
casting Co., Fargo N.D.; Nathan P°ration. The section on “broadcaster ac- 
Lord, g.m. WAVE-TV, Louisville; Other appointments were Rob- tivities in music” in the recommen- 
Dwight Martin board chairman’ ert Sour, from publisher relations dations and conclusions now says 
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge; Clair R.’ head, to v.p. in charge of writer merely: “The Committee concludes 
McCullough, . ,prexy and g.m. relations; Mrs. Theodore Zavin.to that it is of. importance for the 
WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.; John assistant v.p. in charge of pub- Antitrust Division of the Depart- 
E. McCoy, Storer Broadcasting, lisher relations, and Richard L. ment of Justice to undertake com- 
Miami Beach; John T. Murphy, Kirk to assistant v.p. in charge of plete and extensive investigation 
Crosly Broadcasting, Cincinnati; publisher and writer relations at (Continued on page 66) 
Hamilton Shea, ‘ prexy and g.m. BMI’s Hollywood office. Sour, - 
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va.; Ed- Kirk and Mrs. Zavin continue to A Of ID Eli EO AilATUED 
ward G. Thoms,. g.m. WKJG-TV, report to Burton. AuvAi rlLLiJ 
Fort Wayne; and Lloyd E. Yoder, Robert J. Higgins, assistant CITITVC D k T\TA AIITIET 
v.p. and g.m., WRCV, Philadelphia, treasurer, now doubles as assist- uUil Yu. IwiUlU Util LEI 
_____secretary, and Edward- J. Thp Ameri>flT1 onf<}etv of 

ASCAP FILES ANOTHER 
SUIT VS. RADIO OUTLET 

Molinelli has been upped, to comp¬ 
troller. Both report to Charles J. 

[> Wall, v.p. in charge of finance. 

LOST; A SECRETARY; 
'FOUND: A SONGSTRESS 

HIKFS PITfH FOR MflRF The JUIvLu ilivll rUA IflUlVL troller. Both report to Charles J. P°sers» "Authors & Publishers is 

rniN VU ^PUANnVTCTnil^ WaU> v-p- in cIlar§e of finance, continuing its crackdown on radio 
trUlII f 1A inUnUYlulUn ---:-- stations performing the Society’s 

Dayton/0., June 11. LOST* A SECRETARY* tunes without a license. Most re- 
There may be a new look in juke v * uiivimixuu, cent suit in a series of actions 

box circles. R. C. Walters, head / FnilNlV A against radio outlets has been filed 
of the W. W. Music Co., here, IvUIW. n JUAUvJlIUiiJJ against WRAY in Princeton, In- 
a -<Toin machine operator for 20 Barbara Eichbauer is sticking to diana. Suit was filed by Buxton 
years, is introducing an attach- her typist-receptionist classification Hill Music, Chappell, T. B. Harms 
ment to juke boxes, called “Phono- at Columbia Records until she finds and Remick, copyright owners of 
.vision,” which permits the cus- but what her debut disking for the the tunes which Were allegedly 
tomer to see colored slides of the label will • do for her. - She was infringed by the station, 
artist performing on the record, grooved with the Percy Faith orch Plaintiffs are asking the Indiana 

He* said the device is now in pro- on “What Is Paris Like” under the Federal Court to restrain the de¬ 
duction by the Operator-Distribu- nom-de-disk of Barbara Manners. fendant from performing ASCAP 
tor Aids, and that contracts have Miss Eichbauer was brought to songs and to award damages of 
been negotiated with major re- Faith’s attention as a vocalist by a not less than $250 for each un¬ 
cording Companies and others for group of Col secretaries who authorized performance together, 
the new device. He showed it first ganged up on him after hearing a with court costs and fees. ASCAP 
at a meeting of the Music Oper- demonstration record she had recently collected around $5,000 
ators of America at Chicago re- made. She’s currently being man- from a radio station in back fees 
cently. aged by the Col secretarial nrew.* • -owed" the* "Society.- 1 ‘ ‘ ^ ■ ’*' J' ’ 

K Last week's U. S. Supreme Court 
decision in the General Motors- 
Dupont case and this week’s re¬ 
lease of the House Antitrust Sub¬ 
committee report on the activities 
of the broadcast industry in the 
music b^z have been claimed as a 
double-barrelled victory by the 
group of ASCAP songwriters in¬ 
volved in the $150,000,000 anti¬ 
trust suit against Broadcast Music 
Inc. and the major networks. Sym¬ 
pathizers with the BMI side, how¬ 
ever, minimized the importance of 
both developments. 

The litigating* songwriters, who 
have enlisted wide support for 
their cause among other ASCAP 
cleffers and several topflight per¬ 
formers, spotlighted their side of 
the case at a meeting at the Wal¬ 
dorf-Astoria Hotel Monday (10). 
Such ASCAP luminaries as W. C. 
Handy, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, 
and Otto A. Harbach were present 
along with Rex Stout, Authors 
League v.p., Abe Burrows, Paddy 
Chayefsky and Paul Whiteman, all 
of whom hailed the Celler commit¬ 
tee report as a setback to network 
control of the nation’s music. 

Arthur Schwartz, lead name 
plaintiff in the songwriters’ suit 
who chairmanned the meeting, ac¬ 
cented the relationship between 
the Supreme Court, decision in the 
GM-Dupdnt case and BMI’s owner¬ 
ship by the broadcast industry. He 
underlined the section of the 
Court’s ruling which read: “We 
hold that any acquisition by one 
corporation of all or any part of 
the stock of another corporation, 
competitor or not, is within the 
reach of the section (of the Clayton 
Antitrust Act) where the reason¬ 
able likelihood appears that the 
acquisition will result in a re¬ 
straint of commerce or in the crea¬ 
tion of a monopoly of any line of 
commerce.” 

Schwartz stated: “We think the 
decision, means that if you are a 
broadcaster, you may not own a 
music publishing firm or a music 
recording firm because music is 
an Integral and substantial ingre- 

[ dient of broadcasting.” Hammer- 
stein also described the Supreme 
Court decision as “a ray of hope” 
for the creators of the nation’s 

(Continued on page 64) 

‘Frustrated Musicians,’ 
Or Medicos Soup-Up 

Music Via Stereophony 
Des Moines, June 11. 

Stereophony Inc. is the name of 
a new business here started by 
three physicians who call them- 
selves “frustrated musicians.” 
They incorporated for the sole pur¬ 
pose of putting on the "market a 
single tape^-a medley of ragtime 
tunes whomped out on a souped-up 
piano, and they now have 14 tapes 
on the market with dealers in vari¬ 
ous states and Hawaii. Although 
stereophonic tape recordings are 
established on both coasts, Stereo¬ 
phony Inc. is the first in the mid¬ 
west. 

Laurence B. Lueck, v.p. and gen¬ 
eral manager of EMC Recording 
Corp., St. Paul, Minn., and North¬ 
rop Dawson Jr. EMC’s v.p. in 
charge of production, have brought 
approximately $5,000 worth of elec¬ 
tronic equipment to Des Moines 
and have made seven marketable 
tape albums. The St. Paul. com- , 
pany doesn’t make entertainment 
music tapes for market but dis¬ 
tributes tapes financed by other 
firms. 1 

Bill Austin of Central Broadcast¬ 
ing Co. (WHO and WHO-TV) does 
all of the arrangements, prepares 
all the scores, plays the piano and 
often directs. Nearly all the musi¬ 
cians who participate in recording 
sessions are from Des Moines and 
central Iowa. Expenses for a sin¬ 
gle session have run $3,400 for 
some 25 musicians (paid union 
scale);. $800 for engineers’ fees, and 
$250**** tflttrrtain7ti«it,'traveiT vte." 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Elvis Presley: (RCA Victor'. 
‘TEDDY BEAR” (Gladys*) is a 
ihythm number in the standard 
Presley style making it a natural 
for a big payoff. ‘‘LOVING YOU” 
(Presley; ) sets the crooner in a 
comparatively quiet romantic 
mood which should also do well 
on all spinning levels. 

Don Rondo: (Jubilee). “WHITE 
SILVER SANDS” (Fellows-Peerv) 
looks like another big one for 
Rondo who tackles the blending 
of western and r’n'r for top re¬ 
sults. “STARS FELL ON ALA¬ 
BAMA” (Mills*) is another in the 

jay and coinbox spins. “WHERE 
WOULD I BE” (Kemptov) doesn’t 
get too far despite its rbcking beat 
and broken notes. 

Susan Johnson: (RCA Victor). 
_ “BY THE RIVERBANK” (Reisi) is 
■ a pleasant ' country-styled effort 
that gives musicomedy star Susan 

! Johnson a good start in the disk 
biz, “SEA SHELL” (Tanned), an 
interesting ballad that’ll win some 
fans. 

Danny Davis: (Cabot). “I WON¬ 
DER WHY” (Hecht-Lancaster • & 
Buzzell*) is a fair ballad offering 
which Danny Davis delivers in a 

Best Bets 
ELIVIS PRESLEY ...TEDDY BEAR 

(RCA Victor >.... Lovirig You 

DON RONDQ ..WHITE SILVER SANDS 
(Jubiliec)  ..... Stars Fell on. Alabama 

NAT KING COLE ...SEND FOR ME 
(Capitol) ..My Personal Possession 

DELL-VIKINGS ... -WHISPERING BELLS 
(Dot) ...Donri Be a Fool 

FRANK* CHACKSFIELD ORCH ...VOYAGE OF MAYFLOWER 
i London) ..... ... Catalon Sunshine 

GUY MITCHELL  .SWEET STUFF 
(Columbia.).Middle of a Dark, Dark Night 

string of oldies getting a new wax 
life and Rondo, makes it pay off. 

Nat King Cole: (Capitol). “SEND 
FOR ME" (Winnetont) gives Cole 
a crack at the rocking groove and 
it emerges as a hot platter for top 
spins. “MY PERSONAL POS¬ 
SESSION” (Rooseveltt) gets Cole 
into the familiar ballad groove for 
pleasing results. 

The Dell-Vikings: (Dot). “WHIS¬ 
PERING BELLS” (Gilt) is-a socko 
followup to their “Come Go With 
Me" click. Side moves at a hot 
pace for a quick jock and juke 
score. “DON’T BE A FOOL” 
(Gil-) shows off the group in solid 
rocking form. 

Frank Chacksfield Orch: (Lon¬ 
don). “VOYAGE OF THE MAY¬ 
FLOWER” (Weiss & Barry*) is 
one of the best items out of Frank 
Chacksfield’^ musical repertoire 
in some time. The melodic por¬ 
trayal of the Mayflower voyage, 

quiet but effective manner. “TO. 
MEND MY BROKEN HEART” 
(Milene*) is an average ballad 
that’s easy to take but hard to sell. 

Sammy Kaye Orch: “PAST MY 
PRIME” (Commander*), out of the 
legituner “LiT Abner,” gets a 
workmanlike treatment by Kaye’s 
orch and a likeable vocal by Sandi; 
Summers with the Kaydets. 
“CHARM BRACELET” (World*) 
gets a bit confusing in beat and 
lyric but Barry Frank handles the 
vocal assignment effectively. 

Carmen Cavallaro: (Decca). “AN 
AFFAIR TO REMEMBER” 
(Feist*), a lyrical rendition of an 
ear-appealing instrumental that 
will find favor with lots of deejay 
programmers. “WHILE THE 
NIGHT WIND SINGS” (Music 
Workshop*) spotlights Cavallaro’s 
piano to good advantage. 

Peter Hanley: (Verve). “SHEN¬ 
ANDOAH ROSE” (Planetary*) is tied in with the current sailing, is, 

sure to catch on all over. “CATA- j tunetlr^s-etSngDientv ofdisk 
LON SUNSHINE” (Clearance*) has, enrage Count StMs one in the 
fmqoCdi/°tnknXaiity a“d ^ ^ I nuininf for the spins ° “TOP OF 

-QWFFT qTTIFrJ THE LIST” (Kahli) is a presenta- 

’’’taas^Tl^^ockabiUy ’ handles^adequaUly ^ " 
beat that Mitchell handles so well*13™11*8 ade<luately- 

LAWRENCE WELK 
and his CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions 
103d Consecutive Week 

Dodge Dance Party 
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T. 

Sponsored by Dodge 
Dealers of America 

Top Tunes and Talent 
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T. 
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth 

Dealers of America 

delivers the kind of vocal vervfe 
that appeals to the juke crowd. 
“JUST WHISTLE OR CALL” 
(Blackwellt), another rocking item 
but without the fast getaway po¬ 
tential of its mate. 

Johnny Brandon: (London). 
“HEY PRETTY BABY” (Lowellt) 
gives Johnny Brandon a whirl at 
an effective rhythm piece and he 
makes the most of it. “GOING 
ON A JOURNEY” (Picadillyt), an¬ 
other rhythm item which the 
crooner turns in to a good juke 
bet! 

Bobby Darin: (Atco). “TALK 
TO ME SOMETHING" (Duchesst), 
an interesting blues piece which 
should make some headway in the 
jock and juke fields. “MILLION 
DOLLAR BABY” (Fisher*), a 
rocking version of the oldie 
pegged for the juke trade. 

Denny Vaughan: (Glory): 
“HEART BEATS” (Bryden*), a 
cute entry highlighted by a bright 
vocal. “ONCE AGAIN” (Repub¬ 
lics go§s overboard on the pound¬ 
ing piano backing. 

Tina Robin: “OVER SOME¬ 
BODY E L SE ’S SHOULDER” 
(BVC*) gets a big-voiced treatment 
and a catchy rhythmic beat that 
should work welL in the jukeboxes. 
“LADY FAIR" (Lady Mac*) is a 
blending of thq rocking and coun¬ 
try grooves and Tina Robin gets 

beat that MitcheL handles so well T h_ Orr-h- (rtco TTnimiP) : it off with some vocal pyrotech- 
and lyric values that can’t miss j , nics. 

Z'SklETY 

1. LITTLE DARLIN’ (10) .. 

with the teenagers. “IN THE (“TWO MINUTE MELODY” 
MIDDLE OF A DARK, DARK! 'Torch*> has a bright melodic for- 
NIGHT” (Oxford*) features a! mat. whl<* the i ought to 
novel lyric idea and a good beat| BY THE BEND IN THE 
which should add up to a strong; RIV1|R (Schirmer*) works a west- 
spinnintT score j ern “avQr into a flavorsome instru- 

Ann Cole: (Baton). “NO STAR • mental. 
IS LOST” (Monuments does a Martha Carson: (RCA Victor), 
lot of good for newcomer Ann. “NOW STOP”. (Figures, a hot 
Cole. Her high-powered delivery j rocking piece which Miss Carson 

ogives the right tone to the dra-i — --'—:-- 
matie values and turns the side' 
into a left-field entry that’s hound, 
to make lotsa no>se. “YOU’RE" 
MINE” (Monuments is par for 
the country course. I 

Tommy Prison: lEpic). “TEAR-: 
I-HOPS IN MY HEART” (South-! 
i"-n' ' is set in a country mold but; 
it’s fashioned for pop tastes which j 
P:-isr o makes , mv off handily. | 
“MAYBE SOMEDAY” (Brittontn 
has a bright rhythmic flavor which} 
P.-Ueo develops into a good spin-; 
ning bet. . ! 

Top Busch Orch: (Canitol).1 
“CAYO COCO” (Feist*), a breezy: 
instrumental with colorful melodic j 
patterns that shoi^d win lots of; _ 
turntable time. “HOT CAPPUC-! 4- 
CHINO” (ChatswoMh*). the me- t 
Iodic line here will interest some J 
deeiav programmers. ! 4- 

Kitty Ka^cn: tPeccah “TEEN-i> 
AGE HEART” Ulepublicfi is a’f 
moderate ballad n.««"ed for teen-: 4. 
ane lovers. “HIDEAWAY HEART”} f 
'Northern*) continues the thrush’s; 
ballad mood with a fa?r item ou? 1 
of Decc.a’s -disk production of} 

. “Pinoccliio.” 
Teresa Brewer: (Cord). “TEAR* 

DROPS IN MY HEART” (South-1 
ern** with a country feeling, is; 
right up Teresa B’-nver’s alley t 
“LULA ROCK - A - HUL V’ (Ver-; J 
non*-) attempts to set rock V roll; I 
in a Hawaiian motif but it doesn’t j ♦ 
quite come off. i ^ 

mcs. 
Griz Green Orch: (Top 20). “IT’S 

SPRING AGAIN” (Robbie*), an 
average ballad featuring a vocal 
by Micky Hunter. “THE DIDDLE 
DOODLEY RAG” (Robbiei) spot¬ 
lights a hot piano in a hqnky-tonk 
groove. 

* ASCAP. t BMI. 

Top 20 iUbum Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New York disk retailer 

whose extensive mail order operation reflects the national market)* 

Artist Title Label 
1. Harry Belafonte Calypso RCA Victor . 
z. My Fair Lady Original Cast Columbia 
3. Roger Williams The Fabulous Fifties Kapp 
L Frank Sinatra A Swingin’ Affair Capitol 
5. Judy Garland Alone Capitol 
6.' ‘ New Girl in Town Original Cast RCA Victor. 
7.' The Weavers . At Carnegie Hall Vanguard 
8. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rogers & Hart Verve 
9. World in 80 Days! Sound Track Decca 

10. Polly Bergen Bergen Sings Morgan Columbia 
11. Nat King Cole Lfj’ie Is The Thing Capitol 
12. HaTry Belafonte With Belafonte RCA Victor 
13. My Fair Lady biidly iVfanne Contemporary 
14. Sammy Davis Jr. Sammy Davis Swings Decca 
15. Duke Ellington At Newport. Columbia 
16. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Cole Porter Verve 
17. Most Happy Fella Original Cast Columbia 
18. Louis Armstrong Louis And The Angels Decca 
19. Modern Jane Quartet At Music Inn Atlantic 
20. Miles Davis Round About Midnight Columbia 

a 4 

Album Reviews 
The Disneyland label is develop¬ 

ing a potent catalog of soundtrack 
packages via the mease of track¬ 
ers from old Walt Disney plx. Out 
concurrently are ‘fDumboi” and 
“Bambi” as separate 12-inch LPs. 
Both are natural for the kiddie 
trade as well as for the older set 
who remember the films when 
originally released. In the “Dum¬ 
bo” score, penned by Ned Wash¬ 
ington, Frank Churchill and Oliver 
Wallace, are such noteworthy 
items as “Casey Jn;” “Baby Mine” 
and “When T See Ah Elephant 
Fly.” In “Bambi,” music by Frank 
Churchill and Ed Plumb and lyrics 
by Larry Morey, are “Love Is A 
Song” as ‘ Well ,as \ several pic¬ 
turesque instrumental' pieces de¬ 
picting life in the forest. 

Lou& Armstrong: “Town Hall 
Concert Plus” (RCA-Victor). High¬ 
light of this Armstrong set Is the 
taping of a New Yorjt Town Hall 
concert played in 194&. Satchmo 
and his boys were in top form on 
this date as they whip through 
“Rockin’ Chair,” “Ain’t Misbe¬ 
havin’,” “Back o’ Town Blues," 
“Pennies. .From Heaven.” “St 
James ' infirmniy” and- “Save It, 
Pretty Mama* The Town Hall gig 
takes up one side of the LP. Flip 
is a workover of some tunes re¬ 
corded in Armstrongs 1946-4T pe¬ 
riod. 

Pearl Bailey: “The-1 Definitive 
Pearl Bailey” (Columbia). There’s 
nothing new here in Pearl Bailey’s 
styling but it’s never tiring. Title 
is right to the point because in the 
package are samplings of such 
Bailey gems as “Tired,” “Legalize 
My Name,” “It’s A Woman’s Pre¬ 
rogative” and “Ma, He’s Making 
Eyes At Me.” . 

A1 Conte Quartet: Mr. Piano 
and Mr. Ba%jo” (V.I.P.). There’s a 
happy beat to this package that 
should develop a good following! Peterson. And on two other num- 
for A1 Conte outside of his N, Y. 
Roosevelt Grill bailiwick. High- 

10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines 

3. DARK MOON .a) .. . ... 

4. SO RARE (5) .. 

5. LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND (3) 

6. TIlE FOUR WALLS (4) 

7. SCHOOL DAY (6) . 

9. I’M WALKIN’ (14) 

10. ROUND AND ROU1 

Second Group 

FREIGHT TRAIN 

GOIN’ STEADY 

GONE Johnny Madam: (Prep). “LOVE j 1 
SICK” (Stratton-!') gives newcomer! 4. 
Johnny Madara a chance to put n\4 AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS 
lot of s.a. into h:s vocal which: f 
should co over with the teenagers. I £ 
“BE MY GIRT” (Stratton*) ^ur-U 
ther enhances Mad..”.Vs c’^rces as:-* 
he Presleyizes a rcckmg hem. i £ 

DeJohn Sisters: fMercury).! £ 
“WHAT AM I" <Nole \ D'e spark-* ♦ 
line tempo sets the eirls ;n a br;*k 11 
rhj thm groove that g<*pd 41 » ♦ f *-f 

COME, GO WITH ME . . 
RCCK-A-BILLY 

I’M SORRY . .. ..... 

[Figures in parentheses indicate num^^r ot weeks song has been in the Top 101 . 

Diamonds .. 

Elvis Presley .... .... Victor l 

(Bonnie Guitar . .Dot ;; 
IGale Storm . - .Dot «► 

Jimmy Dorsey .., 

Pat Boone . ....Dot «■ 
} Jim Reeves . 
\Jim Lowe . 

Chuck Berry ... 

Marty-Robbins.- .. 

} Ricky Nelson ... 
\ Fats Domino .... 

Perry Como .... 

} Nancy Whiskey .. 
\ Rusty Draper .... 

Everly Bros.. Cadence 

Andy Williams.., 

Tommy Sands ..., 

Johnny Mathis ... 

. Ferlin Huskey , .....Capitol ! 
} Victory Young .. 
\ Mahtovanz ...... 

Dell-VikinQs .... 

Guy Mitchell ..., 

Platters . .Mercury - 

, 1* .M'**4-4-f‘+*4' ) t*++1 

lighting piano and banjo jn a pot-. 
pourri of familiar melodies, Con{f 
sustains a brisk rhythmic flow 
throughout. It’s a good start for- 
the V.I.P. line. 

Spike Jones: “Dinner Music For 
People Who Aren’t Very Hungry” 
(Verve). This is a spoof at hi-fi 
demonstrators in Spike Jones corn- 
ball manner. In an effort to get. 
a true Jii-fi sampling, Jones uses 
such ‘Instruments” as VGlugs.” . 
“Phrts,” “Skks,” “Popbtanga- . 
phone” and a “1911 'Blackhawk ' 
Stutz” among others. Some of the 
tunes are “DUet For Violin and 
Garbage Disposal” add1 “Wyatt 
Earp Makes Me Burp,” which 
gives a good idea of what the set 
is all about. jv- 

Ella Fitzgerald: “Ella and her 
Fellas” (Decca). Package-js' a nifty 
compilation of stuff EUa--Fitzgerald 
waxed for Decca over':ithe years . 
with such stalwarts-as Louis Arm¬ 
strong. Mills Bros., Ink Spots, . 
Louis Jordan, Delta Rhyjhip Boys. . 
Eddie He.vwood, Sy Oliver. and 
Chick Webb. 

Frances Faye;. “Sings . Folk 
Songs” (Bethlehem). This .is an 
offbeat try for Frances Faye but 
she tackles the. folk songs with the 
same gusto as her more fairiiliar 
material and it comes off inter¬ 
estingly. And, it’s different at 
least, from the run of the mime 
balladeers who are patterned in 
similar vocal grooves. 

Count Basie: “Basie • Rides 
Again” (Verve). More of the Basie 
drive is showcased in this package - 
for standout results. It has Basie 
working with a big band and a 
small combo and. it’s all sock mu¬ 
sicianship. On two. numbers, “Be 
My Guest” and “Blues-For The 
Count And Oscar,” Basie relin¬ 
quishes his keyboard to Oscar 

hers, “Goin’ To Chicago” and 
“Sent For You Yesterday, and 
Here You Come Today,” Al Hib- 
,bler delivers a fine vocal. Gros, 

Vincente Escuderol Flamenco 
(Columbia). Noted Spanish dancer, 
Vincente Escudero, sings with art¬ 
istry and # intensity in traditional 
flamehco style. 

Rita Stretch Sings Mozart (Dec¬ 
ca). A charming recital of Mozart 
songs performed lightly and surely 
by the German coloratura, Rita 
Streich. 

Shostakovitch: Symphony No. 10 
RCA Victor). A 'sombre wo$c in a 
superbly recorded rendition by the 
Philharmonic Orchestra under Ef¬ 
rem Kurtz. Liner notes accent the 
composer’s "opposition” to the So¬ 
viet regime. 

Sibelins: Symphony No. 7; Pel- 
leas et Melisande, The Oceanides 
(Angel). An excellent, varied pro¬ 
gram from the'Finnish composer’s 
repertory performed with appro¬ 
priate romantic fullness by the 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra un¬ 
der Sir Thomas Beecham, Stand¬ 
out recording technique is typical 
of this label’s output, 
^ Hi-Fi Jinks with Stranss (Van¬ 
guard). Eight pieces by various 
members of the Strauss family 
compiled with an eye for the hi-fi 
aficianodos. The sound at times* is 
dazzling. . Anton Paulik conducts 
the Vienna State Opera Orchestra.. 

Music of the Great Keyboard 
Masters (Capitol). Sascha Gotodv 
nitzki skillfully performs a dozthk, 
or so popular piano pieces by Liszt, 

sum 
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Natural Death or Murder? 
Calypso music on disks didn’t die in the U.S.; it was killed. The 

allegation of murder is being made by Trinidad’s top calypsocolo- 
gists on the NBC “Monitor” show Friday night (14). “Monitor” 
sent to a crew to Trinidad last week to get reactions on the recent 
Variety story headed “Calypso Stone Cold Dead In The Market.” 

The Trinidad experts said that the “U.S. never heard genuine 
calypso. The U.S. composers tried to improve on the native form 
and ran it into the ground by commercializing it. Calypso is more 
than a craze here, it’s a way of life.” 

The Trinidadians also rapped the popular calypso artists in the 
U.S. for not purveying the real mccoy. Even Harry Belafonte, a 
Jamaican himself, was not included among the “true” calypsonians 
and. such songs as “Jamaica Farewell” and “The Banana Boat 
Song" were judged not to be calypso but in the folk and work 
song genre. 

The Trinidad experts handing down the judgments were Pat¬ 
rick Castache, a composer; Sud Espinet, editor of the Trinidad 
Guardian, and Andrew Carr, magazine writer. _ 

Have Sax—Will Travel 
Catholic Chaplain Calli for Better Conditions 

For Jazz Men On Road 

Boston, June 11. ' 

Fr. Norman J. O’Connor, Catho¬ 

lic chaplain at B. U. and jazz 

authority, who has explained jazz 
-over Hub radio? -staticns, calh lor 

better condition* for traveling jazz : 

musicians and contends “What 
contributes- the most to the in¬ 
security of jazz musicians and 
thereby Indirectly to the music are 
the business - conditions surround¬ 
ing their, work.” 

Writing in' toe Boston Globe, j 
Sunday (0), Fr, O'Conner noted the 
deaths' of Clifford Brown- and 
Richie Powell, stating “about a 
year ago death came most quickly 
to two young musicians in. the 
field of lizz.”, " 1 

“If you etec saw the schedules 
that some- musical groups receive 
you would think that an agent had 
taken ;a set of darts and thrown 
them against the map and then 
written the dates-right off this 
map. The dates go from Toronto' 
to Philadelphia and then back to. 
Boston and tftep to New York and 
then out to Pittsburgh and then to 
Albany and then back to New 
York, and all this within a week ot 
so. Schedules never seem to be 
set in an orderly fashion so 
that there is plenty of time .to 
travel and to get some rest in be¬ 
tween 4cities and engagements. . 

“At -other tones booking and 
dates are arranged-and then can¬ 
celed at .toe last minute and- then 
the musicians 3it waiting for news. 
that will take them on their weary 
way again. The procedure is espe¬ 
cially cruel when the situation is 
one of one night stands or short 
stays In small eities. One young 
lady from a ballet group that trav¬ 
eled through the west said that all - 
you become aware of after awhile 
is the' immediate need for sleep 
and food- and you have no notion 
of what day it is what town you 
were invwhat audience you are' 
performing for, and performances 
are something you get through so 
you can/ get back on the bus and 
start traveling again. 

"Managers X and agents counfer 
by saying that you can’t get halls, 
auditorium or clubs when you 
want them. Symphony Hall. in 
Boston is available tonight, and 
Massey Hall is open tomorrow- 
night and Carnegie Hall in. New 
York is ready on Tuesday night. 
Massey Hall, fey the way, is in 
Toronto, 

“What does all this have to do 
with music? First of all the level 
of performance and artistry Is go¬ 
ing downward under the constant 
battering and fuss of travel and un¬ 
certainty. Second, the player be¬ 
comes cymical, lonesome, discon¬ 
solate with the treatment that he 
receives and music is no longer a 
joy and a vocation but a chore and 
a job that he had better soon get. 
out of. Why be a piece of parcel 
post all your life? 

“Third, the musician starts to 
take the easy way out in. his play¬ 
ing. He uses the old war horses 
of. his repertoire, does all the 
tricks that make for showmanship 
hut have little to do with artistry 
and true talent. He is just too 
tired and disgusted to attempt any¬ 
thing that is too- demanding. 

“Fourth there Is' the moral prob¬ 
lem that arises from boredom, 
tiredness, ugly hotel rooms and the 
need for relaxation. He is a 
stranger in town, looking for his 
change of pace at hours when most 
people are worklAi dir lilVetlngi” ' 

Liberty Sugs 5 
Hollywood, June 11. 

Liberty Records, Coast-indie la¬ 
bel, is extending their .talent ros¬ 
ter with the ^i^tdng "five new¬ 
comers. - 

New pactees include Jana Lund', 
Myrna Fox, Bay. .KinKey. Group, 
Lincoln Chase and Circus Bed' & 
His Freekles. 

Austria’s AKM 
Revenue Soars 

Wienna* -June 11. 
• Revenues of the Austrian Society 

of Authors, Cotriifcosers Ac Music 
Publishers (AKM) reached another 
peak in 1956. ■ The'state-controlled1 
company collected $300,000 at home 
and received $320,000 from abroad. 
Sinee license fee? for items have 
been increased, iv-sets now taxed 
$2 monthly of which a fixed per¬ 
centage, as yet unfixed,' goes to 
AKM, ■ and fees for broadcasting 
are also expected to go up, outlook 
for 1957 is very good. - • 

With participation :of-foreign au¬ 
thors and composers about split 
equally, the situation has. not 
.changed and is expected, to stay1 so 
for years to come. ‘ ’’ 

Despite an international treaty 
between the Austrian and Ameri¬ 
can governments to avoid double 
taxation, Austrian recipients of 
ASCAP royalties before 1955 will 
have to pay a 30% income tax on 
respective sums. This as well as 
methods used to settle old claims 
via the U. S. Alien Property Cus¬ 
todian* was heavily criticized at'the 
general meeting. 

JESSEL’S 50 YEARS IN . 
SHOW BIZ FOR CABOT IP 
George Jessel’s one-man show at 

Carnegie Hall, N. Y., 'last April 
will be put Into the groove by- 
Cabot Records, N. Y. indie label 
recently organized by Paul Wex- 
ler, Longplay platter will be tak¬ 
en from the types made of the 
Jessel spiel and song routine based 
on his 50 years in show business. 

Disk will be released next 
month. 

Into Disk Biz 
Fortune Pope is branching out 

into the disk business. Owner of 

the New York foreign language in¬ 

die WHOM and the Italian daily II 
Progresso is launching World Rec¬ 

ords. The World label will he 

operated under Pope's recently 
formed C.A.V. Recording Corp.v a 

combine of his Coastal Custom Re¬ 

cording and Audio-Video firms. 

The .World label will be headed 

up by Kappi Jordan who has come 

in as veepee and general manager 

of the C.A.V. setup. Miss Jordan 

r.ecentjy was. prexy of the indie 

Flair label. * 

;. The World release stress will be 
on the packaged goods market^Miss 
Jordan has blueprinted a 40-album 
•releasi.schedule for this year. The 
first two a .projected, eight kidr 
dte albums; to retail at $4.98, wfll 
bC r*'ady for market about Aug. .15. 
These-,will be.double-fold, 12-inch 
LPs containing ran unusual toy. 

The' other albums will, be pack¬ 
aged for the hi-fi and gift market 
and will retail at; $5i98. The first 
four in this series; are due in the 
fall. 

The recording sessions will be di¬ 
rected and grooved by freelancers. 

TOO YEARS OF PUBUSHING 

Vienna’s^ Oldest Celebrates With' 
With 'Chamber Music Concert 

. Vienna, June 4. 

. Ludwig Doblinger, Vienna’s old¬ 

est music publishing company, last 

week observed its 100th anniver¬ 
sary with a chamber music concert 

in-the Baroque Hall of its build¬ 

ing. iq the Dorotheergasse., But 
actually the firm has been operat¬ 
ing since 1817 when Friedrich 
Mainzer founded it.* Dbllnger took 
over the house in 1857. 

Active in all fields of music, Dob- 
linger is now operated by Chris¬ 
tian Wolff, nephew of the late Bern- 
hard Herzmansky, and the latter’s 
widow, Olga. Company’s catalog is 
topped by Franz Lehar’s/' ‘Merry 
Widow” and Oscar Straus* “Waltz 
Dream.” 

Glory in David and Goliath Suit 
Vs, Victor in Precedents! ‘Cover Test 
I Remember Mama 

Hollywood, June 11. 
Elsa Lanchester will wax 

“Songs My Mother Taught Me 
Not to Sing” for her first al¬ 
bum under her pact with High 
Fidelity Recordings. It’ll be 
released in September. 

Charles Laughton, her 
spouse, will intro each number 
with what HFR says will be a 
“comical explanation.” 

No. 1 
Music User; Top 
WtOi Mark 

The radio and television industry 
remains the top employer of musi¬ 
cians among all show biz media, ac¬ 
cording to the report of prexy 
James C. Petrillo to the American 
Federation of Musicians convention 
which opens in Denver next week. 
During 1956, radio jspent $9,835,327 
while television topped that slight¬ 
ly with an'expenditure* of $10,552,- 
531. 

Theatrical employment of musi¬ 
cians, including vaudeville, legit, 
opera, ballet, burlesque and- thea¬ 
tres with- organists,; totalled $6,028,- 
893 last . year. The-major Holly¬ 
wood film studios spent $2,782,533 
for footers as again?! $718,500 spent 
by the independent, producers on 
the Coast Earnings of musicians 
In film work in New York totalled 
$126,833. 

The disk Industry provided $4,- 
938,000 worth of jobs to musicians 
with $910,888 of thfct figure going 
to the leaders. Last year there 
were 8.Q12 recording sessions held 
with 71,502 sldemen jobs and 8.330 
leader jobs available. In the elec- 
tircal transcription field, the total 
earned by leaders and sidemen to¬ 
talled $931,202. 

The. AFM survey of symphony or¬ 
chestras shows that there are now 
31 major symphs operating for reg¬ 
ular seasons with 164 secondary 
ones'where musicians are engaged 
un a per concert basis. The main¬ 
tenance of. all the major symphony 
orchs cqst over $15,000,000 while 
the 145 secondary orchs operated-] 
on a total budget of slightly over 
$5,000,000. 

Dacca Ups Distrib Exec 
Carl Wayne has been named as¬ 

sistant division manager of Decca’s 
midwest territory and Mill head¬ 
quarter in Chicago. He had been 
manager of the Peoria branch. 

Max Melton steps into the top 
spot at the Peoria office. 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
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Survey of retail sheet music' 

best sellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
12 cities and showing com¬ 
parative, sales rating for this- 
and last week, 

* ASCAP t BMI. 

National 
Ratine 

This Last 
wk. wk. Title and Publisher 

1 1 tDark Moon (Dandelion). 2 2 2 3 2 1 5 2 1 2 2 6 102 |1 
2 6 ♦Love Letters In the Sand (B.)... 1 • 4 2 1 3 3 6 2 1 3 1 94 
3 4 tA White Sport Coat (Aeuff-R)... 3 5 7 8 3 2 6 4 4 10 4' 4 71 
4 2 tAll- Shook Up (Presley-S) 7 4 8 2 1 3 6 5 9 54 
5 3 ♦Round, and Bound (Rush) 5 1 5 1 5 5 6 10 50 

| 6A 5 tUttle Darlin’ (Excelloric) 3 7 10 9 5 6 7 8 33 
61 6 ♦So Bare (Robbins)....... “ 10 7 . 10 3 1 7 33 
8 11 tThe Four Walla (Sheldon). .4 6 . ..10 10 8 3 25 
9 4 tAround the World (Young)..... 9 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 22 1 

10 10 tSehoolDay (ARC)....,,- ,. 6 8 7” 8 15 
11 8 fWhy, Baby, Why (Winneton)— 5 7 9 . 12 
12 12 tMarianne (Montdare)... 4 8 10 

1 13A 7 tBntterfly (Hill & Range). 9 8 5 
I 13B .. tCome, Go With Me (Gil-F.).... .. 7 . 10 5 

.6, rrfM< ,5 r 

A precedental suit concerning 
ihe disk industry practice of “cov¬ 
ering” click platters was filed in 
N. Y. Supreme Court last week by 
Glory Records vs. RCA Victor and 
its New York distributor, Bruno- 
N. Y. Ine. 

Suit revolves around the disking 
of “The Banana Boat Song” and 
“Cindy O Cindy,” On both tunes. 
Glory1 is charging un^.-’r competi¬ 
tion on the part of Victor and is 
asking for $500,000 damages, an 

i injunction and an accounting of 
! profits. 

| Complaint, filed by Lee V. East^ 
men /Bronsteln, & Van Veen) at- 

: torney for Glory, charges that VIc- 
I tor, in the case of “The Banana 
; Boat Song,” attemoted to cash In 
' on the success of the Glory version 
cut by The Tarriers with the re¬ 
lease of a Harry Belafonte ver¬ 
sion. According to the complaint, 
Victor pulled the “Day-O” side out 
of Belafonte’s “Calypso” album, 
which had been on release’for a 
year, and changed the title to “Ba¬ 
nana Bort—(Dav-O)” to ride along 
on the Glory title. 

Tins, claims Eastman, was “an 
improper attempt by a superior 
competitor with enormous re¬ 
sources to crush a small independ¬ 
ent competitor and to capture for 
itself the market- which had -been 
created by toe plaintiff in the pub¬ 
lic’s interest in creating ‘The Ba¬ 
nana Boat Song*.” 

-Complaint. further claims that 
the-, re titling of the Belafonte sin¬ 
gle. was for. the purpose of con¬ 
fusing and deceiving the public 
into the °belief that it was .pur¬ 
chasing the Glory-version as well 
as for toe purpose of destroying 
Glory as an indie competitor. “The 
Banana Boat Song’r is a calypso 
p.d. with various versions on the . 
market. ~ 

In the Instance of “Cindy O 
Cindy,” which Glory recorded with 
Vince Martin, the complaint 
charges that Victor attempted to 
suppress competition through its 
wide distribution and promotion 
facilities with its Eddie Fisher 
waxing of the same tune. Com¬ 
plaint „ points out that Victor at¬ 
tempted to buy the Martin master 
from Cloiy hut when the offer was 
turned down decided to. come out 
with the Fisher slicing. 

Plaintiff also charges that the 
Fisher etching copied the arrange¬ 
ment of the Martin original and 
then flooded the market to “di¬ 
vert unto itself all plaintiff’s bene¬ 
fits.” 

“The continuation of such acts,” 
the complaint sums up, “will re¬ 
sult in the elimination of the 
plaintiff in the phonograph record¬ 
ing field by reason of its Inability 
to -withstand the type of unfair 
competition practiced by the de¬ 
fendants; that is essential to the 
success of the plaintiff’s business 
and for its very existence that the 
musical compositions recorded by 
it shall be brought before the pub¬ 
lic without interference, con¬ 
fusion or pressure imposed by the 
defendant's in order that the plain¬ 
tiff may be able to compete.” 

GIMBEL, CHARIOP GET 
LEGIT ASSIGNMENT 

Norman Gimbel and Moose Char- 
lop have been set for tlicir first 
legituner assignment. Team will 
pen the score for "When In 
Rome,” musical set for a Broadway 
preem in early 1958. 

It’s their first tuner assignment 
as a team. Charlop previously was 
repped on Broadway with several 
songs for “Peter Pan,” which he 
wrote with Carolyn Leigh. The 
boys are under contract to Frank 
Loesser’s music firm, Frank Mu¬ 
sic. 

Dell-Yikings to Clef 
Exclusively for Pincns 

Publisher George Pincus bol¬ 
stered his Gil Music operation last 
*veek with the pacting of tfie Dell- 
Viklngs to a longterm publishing 
deal. The group cracked in to the 
hit lists reqently with a Dot release 
of “Come Go With Me.” They’ve 
since switched to Mercury. 

In addition to the Dell-Vikings, 
Pincus landed the group’s manager 
C. E. Quick to a writing deal for 
Gil. Quick penned the “Come Go 
With' Me* click. ’ 
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Scouting Off-Broadway Shows 
Bourne Firm Picks Up ‘Simply Heavenly’ Score 

By Langston Hughes, David Martin 

The music business is beginning 
to look to the off-Broadway theatre 
as a source for material. 

Lester Sims, general professional 
manager of Bourne Music, spear¬ 
headed the off-13roadway swing last 
week by latching on to the score for 
“Simply Heavenly,” musical now 
running at the 85th Street Play¬ 
house, The tuner, produced by 
Joshua Shelley, has a score writ¬ 
ten by Langston Hughes (lyrics) 
and David Martin (music). 

Sims plans to give the songs a 
regular Broadway-styled treatment. 
He’s prepping the tunes to make 
the diskery rounds as pop entries 
and is even talking about the pos¬ 
sibilities of an original cast pack¬ 
age. 

According to Sims, the music biz 
can’t afford to overlook the oppor¬ 
tunities *of an off-Broadway show¬ 
case. “There’s always the possibil¬ 
ity that it can move into a Broad¬ 
way house,” he said, “as well as 

developing into a tv project at 
some later date,” 

In -recent years the Jerome 
Moross-John Latouche musical 
"Golden Apple,” moved to r Broad¬ 
way from its off-Broadway Phoenix 

"Theatre beginning and Kurt Weill’s 
“Threepenny4 Opera Theme” was 
turned into a pop disclick simul¬ 
taneous' with the “Threepenny 
Opera” run at the Theatre de Lys 
in Greenwich Village. 

Jazz Camaraderie? 
San Francisco, June 11. 

Is Les Koenig, owner of Los An¬ 
geles’ Contemporary Records, feud¬ 
ing with Fantasy label in Frisco? 
Alto saxmanlPaul Desmond wanted 
to cut-a Fantasy side last week, 
using, drummer Shelly Manne, 
who’s under contract to Contempo¬ 
rary. But Koenig refused permis¬ 
sion. 

Frisco jazzmen raised their eye¬ 
brows, because Koenig also owns 
California Records, which distrib¬ 
utes Fantasy in Southern Cali¬ 
fornia. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London, June 11. 

Tonight, Joaephine .Ray 
(Philips) 

l. Butterfly ..Williams 
(London) 

3. Rock-a-Billy .... Mitchell 
(Philips) 

4. Fall In Love.Cole 
(Capitol) 

5. Mr. Wonderful.. .Lee 
(Brunswick) 

6. Freight Train ...McDevitt 
(Oriole) 

7. Around the World. .Fields 
(Columbia) 

8. Around the World Crosby 
(Brunswick) 

9. Around the World. .Hilton 
(HMV) 

10. Home Kathleen.. Whitman 
(London) 

Sian Rubin.Mores 
* Into Coral Stable 

Stan Rubin’s next disk outing 
will be with Coral Records. Jazz- 
ster has been tapped to a 24-side 
deal to record with Tigertown Five 
as well as with a 13-plece^orch. 

Rubin will bring his .orch into 
New York’s Madison Square Gar¬ 
den next Monday (17) for a stint 
with the “Cavalcade of Stars” 
show. 

London-to-CaiaK Rock n’ Roll Craise 
Swings Everywhere Rut at Boxoffice 

| HUNGARY'S REFUGEE MUSIC 

Rockefeller Foundation Helped 
Group Get Launched 

Vienna, June 4. 
The Philharmonic Hungaria, sym¬ 

phony orchestra comprised exclu¬ 
sively of Hungarian refugees, made 
its debut last week under Zoltan 
Rozsnayi at the Konzert Haus. 

Company was founded by Rozs- 
riayl and Hungarian-American cell¬ 
ist Janos Starker with assistance 
of the Rockefeller Foundation. 
Orch reportedly has had a number 
of offers from abroad. 

Coral Opens L; A. Branch 
Coral Records, Decca subsid la¬ 

bel, has opened a new branch of¬ 
fice In Los Angeles with Tom Flack 
as manager. 

Coral now has four company- 
owned branches with other offices 
in New York, Chicago and Detroit. 
Coral branches also handle the 
Brunswick label, a subsid of the 
Corgi operation. 

BETAIL DISK AND ALDUM BEST SELLEDS 

| f&RiEfr - 
I Survey of retail disk 'best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
18 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title _ 

PAT BOONE (Dot) 
1 1 “Love Letters in the Sand’*. 

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) 
2 3 “So Rare”.... 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
3 2 “All Shook Up”. .. 

MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) 
4 5 “A White Sport Coat”." .... 

. RICKY NELSON'-CVerve) 
5 11 “A Teenager's Romance”.. 

BONNIE GUITAR (Dot) 
6 9 “Dark Moon”.... 

CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
7A * 6 “School Day”... 

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) 
7B 15 “Bye, Bye, Love”.. 

DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) 
9 7 “Come, Go With Me”....... 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
10 18 “It’s Not For Me to Say”.. 

GALE STORM (Dot) 
11A 9 “Dark Moon”. 

DIAMONDS (Mercury) 
11B 4 “Little Darlin* ”...... 

COASTERS (Atco) 
13 . .. “Searching”.. 

COASTERSTAtco) 
14 14 “Young Blood”....... 

JOHNNY' Ss JOE (Chess) 
15A .. “Over the Mountain”.'.. 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
15B 20 “Wonderful; Wonderful”.. 

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca) 
17A 16 . “Around the World”.. 

RICKY NELSON (Verve) 
17B 8 “I'm Walkin'”... 

1 i 1 
. a-a s u -g S 

Jill 

FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol) 
“Gene” .... 

-♦ By BARRY BARNETT 

!E MUSIC London, June 11. 
The first ever skiffle and rock ’n* 

n helped ron cruise across the English Chan- 
C e nel to Calais, France, turned out 
; June 4. to be a financial flop to the tune of 
igaria, sym- about $3,000. It fell flat in other 
ised exclu- ways too, mainly on the ovganiza- 

derSZoltan tion slde* but for tlie 1*000 5*oung 
: Haus. British addicts to this kind of 
d by Rozs- music, who crammed into the ship’s 
erican cell- hars on the outward voyage and the 

assistance French bistros during the two-and- 
•’oundation. a-half hour stay, and hung over any 
l a number vacant spot on the ship’s rails on 

the way back, it was a whale of a 
— . success. 

Promoter Ric Gunnell, who char- 
, Branch tered the 2,000-ton S.S. Royal Daffo- 
subsid la- dil for.the trip at a cost of. $5,600, 

branch of- iust al>but recovered this sum from 
Tnm Flar*k the passengers who paid $5.60 a 

head. The ship is capable of carry- 
rnmnanv ln£ 2.000 people, which Gunnell 

her offioes had hoped for> but most of his 
ad Detroit thunder bad been stolen by a rival 

fhA group who are sponsoring a similar 
sid of the trip *ater this month, with several 

combos headed by Lonnie Donegan, 
_ who add up to hefty attractions. 

On this trip the Chas. McDevitt 
outfit with Nancy Whiskey (of the 

———— "Freight Train” click) were the 
stars. They were supported by nine 
other combos who dig the same 
kind of music." Object of the cruise 

0* was to jive to several of the bands 
O playing in different^quarters of the 
J3 ship at the same tiipe, invade 
a Calais, a comparatively quiet port, 
g with skiffle and rock ’n* roll, and 

T impress the French youngsters with 
, pS O the beat ' 

'l T When the Daffodil steamed out 
§ . A into the Thames estuary, 30 min- 
5 L utes behind schedule, several bands 
a) w'ere playing on deck in brilliant 
$ P sunshine, watched by a few disin- 
T O terested voyagers. Most of the oth- 
1 I ers were below decks clamoring at 
ri N the bars for duty-free liquor and 
2 T (Continued on page 66) 

co S,   :___ 

5133 Columbia Updating } 
.. 100 ‘360’ Phonograph Line 

Columbia is updating its “360” 
—9_ 60 phonograph for the 1957 market. 

2 52 Diskery’s phonograph division in- 
- troduced the “360” hi-fi package 

4R~~ dve y®31”3 ago- 
—— According to James Sparling, 

6 42, manager of the company’s phono- 
— r graph division, the 1957 Version of 

10 32 the “360” is being launched to meet 
the demand for the original model, 

... 32 which came in a hat-box size wood 
box. The design and the acoustical 

29 {properties have been retained for 
—— ! the new model but it’s now 

9o | equipped with detachable matching 
_i:—ra ! legs so that it can be used as a 

table unit or a floor model conso- 
. • 27 lette. 

A rifew development of the ’57 
.. 27 I model is a plug-in adaptation of 
- | a crossover network, which links a 

26 I third external speaker to the pair 
— in the main set The crossover net¬ 

work serves to distribute bass and 
• • 22 treble frequencies between the 

three linked speakers. The ex- 
3 _17 ternal speaker, unlike earlier mod¬ 

els, has two sound dispersing sur- 
4 yj faces so that the unit can stand 
--. free from the wall. Another new 

feature fn an amplifier with double 
_U_10 the wattage of earlier models. 

Set, complete with external 
115 speaker and crossover network, is 

priced at $175. 

JODI SANDS (Chancellor) 
“With AH My Heart”... 
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 
“Jennie, Jennie”... 
NANCY WHISKEYTChic) 
“Freight Train”. 
SAL MINEO (Epic) ' 
“Start Mevin’”.. 
MARVIN RAINWATER (MGM) 

. “Genua Find Me a Bluebird”. 
PATTI PAGE (Mercury) 
“Old Cape Cod” . 

AROUND THE 
WOMDIN 
10 DAYS 

IOVEIS 
THE THING 

MY FAI* LADY \ STEADY DATE 

Frank Sinatra Film Saundtrack 

Broadway Cast T*?my I SINGS MORGAN Harry Balafonta 

AN EVENING 
WITH v 

BELAFONTE 

Columbia 

OL 5090 

Folly Dergon ■ | 
Tcnn. Emit Ford I R,m Soundtrack 

LPM 1248 I Victor Capitol I Capitol 
,.K4.m J. J. .SAO. 595., 

New York. 
Editor, Variety: 

Thank you so much for your fa¬ 
vorable mention of the song, “Hide¬ 
away Heart,” in the Paul Winchell- 
Jerry Mahoney album, “Pinnoc- 
chio.” Only thing is, that isn’t 
Vivian Smolen singing. Miss Smol- 
en does the acting, while I am the 
singing Voice of the Blue Fairy. 

In ray anonymous wOrld of sing¬ 
ing commercials, cover records, 
“ooh’s” and “ah’s,” and demos, it is 

such a< rare pleasure to be singled 
out for individual praise, that I’d 
appreciate it if you would link my 
name with “Hideaway Heart,” as it 

; is credited on the album label. 
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New York 
Disk promoter Morris Diamond 

bedded in Bronx Veterans Admin¬ 
istration Hospital with an ulcer 

problem . . . Publisher George 
Levy celebrating the college grad¬ 
uation of his two sons, Harold and 
Robert, this month. Harold got his 
L.L.B. at Yale U. while Robert 
winds up at Phi Beta Kappa at 
Cornell U. Latter enters Yale med 
school in September. 

Mitzl Mason hitting the deejays 
in the east with her new Vik Rec¬ 
ord . . . ABC-Paramount thrush 
Betty Wells opens at the Elegante 
in Brooklyn tonight (Wed.) . . . Kai 
Winding set for a week at the Mod¬ 
ern Jazz Room, Cleveland, start¬ 
ing June 24. Gene Krupa inter¬ 
rupts his vacation to play a one- 
nighter with his trio for the Navy 
at Willet Auditorium, Portsmouth, 
Va., tomorrow (Thurs.). He’ll re¬ 
sume regular work July 5 when 
he starts a summer tour at the 
Steel Pier, Atlantic City . . . Tom¬ 
my Leonetti, Vik crooner, current¬ 
ly at the Zephyr Club, Cleveland. 
. . . Richard Maltby on a one-night 
tour in Ontario until Saturday (15). 
. . . Alan Dale set for the Chau- 
diere Country- Club, Ottawa, June 
14-23. 

Joe Rlcardel takes his orch to 
the Sands Point Bath and Tennis 
Club for the summer season ... 
The new Miles Davis Sextet, fea¬ 
turing Sonny Rollins on tenor sax, 
debuts Monday (17) at the Cafe 
Bohemia . . . Lou Carter, out on 
wax with the Golden Crest LP, 
“Louie’s Love Songs,” set for five 
more guest shots on Perry Comb’s 
NBC-TV show . . . Eddie Lane 
orch begins a summer stand at the 
Hotel Roosevelt next Monday (17) 
. . . Della Reese set for the Okla¬ 
homa Stale Fair July 1-7 .. , Tru¬ 
dy Richards into the Lotus Club, 
Washington, June 20. She follows 
with a date at Montreal’s El Mo¬ 
rocco week of July 8. 

Songstress Ann Hathaway wind¬ 
ing up a two-weekcr at the Key¬ 
board, Beverly Hills, Sunday (16>. 
She’s now signed with the Lou 
Irwin Agency . . . The La Playa 
Sextet mambo crew set for the 
summer season at the Coral Reef 
Beach Club, Lido Beach (L.I.) . . . 
Emilio Reyes orch began a month’s 
stand at the Golden Slipper, Glen 
Cove (L.I.) yesterday (Tues.). 

London 
Beverly Sisters back In London 

after their five-week tour of the 
U.S. . . . The Pour Lads due to 
arrive today (Wed.) for a British 
tour. They’ll make their bow on 
Associated Television's “Startime” 
show tomorrow night. Drummer 
Bill Dean has left the Joe Daniels 
band after almost five years . . . 
Kaye Sisters, vocal trio, have been 
inked (by the Philips label ... Gui¬ 
tarist Ivor Mairanis will attend the 
Moscow Youth Festival, held from 
July 28 to Aug. 11. He’s been in¬ 
vited to become a member of the 
panel of judges and to make a solo 
broadcast . . . Talks are in progress 
for the European distribution of 
Salem disks by the British label 
Oriole. , 

Hollywood 
Fraternity Records has ordered 

a gold-plated copy of Jimmy Dor¬ 
sey’s “So Rare” and expect to de¬ 
liver it to the ailing -maestro this 
week . . . Henri Rene picking 
material for the album he’ll do 
shortly for Victor . . . Carole 
Simpson opened a two-week stand 
at the Seville Friday (7) . . . Coral 
is handling its own distribution 
and took the account away from 
Bunny Kurland . . . Publicists Len 
Kaufman and Marvin Schwartz 
penned “Old Enough to Cry,” 
which client Steve Rowland will 
cut as his first offering for Intro 
Records . . Chet Baker, current 
on the road, also plugging his 
latest “Pacific Jazz” albums . . , 
The Embee Record label has set 
up national distribution with the 
Phil-Mar Corp. located in Phila¬ 
delphia. 

the Embers in New .York ... No 
more-dancing at Dore’s so orchestra 
has been dropped, hut Everett 
Haydn on organ and Howdy Baum 
on piano stay there for dinner 
music . . . Ida Mario, vocalist with 
Lenny Martin- orch; in South Side 
Hospital with injuries suffered in 
an auto crash- % . . Frankie Barr 
oreh at Twin Coaches added four 
violins from Pittsburgh Symphony 
for Dean Martin engagement. 

Philadelphia 
Tony Pastor’s band to play the 

Sons of Italy Ball at the Sheraton 
Hotel (24) . . . Buddy Williams into 
Sunnybrook Ballroom for ,one- 
nighter (15). . . . The Red Hill Inn, 
in Jersey* skeds Chico Hamilton 
(18-23) . and the first eastern ap¬ 
pearance of the Four Freshmen 
(25-30). Ellis Tojlin & His Happy 
Jazz have been pacted for the sum¬ 
mer . . . Japanese pianist Toshiko 
and her trio are current at the 
Showboat . . . Dizzy Gillespie 
booked into the Club* Bel-Aire, 
Chester, for one week stand (10-15) 
. . . Bob Manning into "the Erie 
Social Club, uptown private -spot 
(15, 1G). 

Inside Stuff—Music 
| Ernest Seitz, who with his fellow-Canadian, the late Gene Lockhart,* 
■; wrote the standard ‘The World Is Waiting For the Sunrise," is now 65 

anti a prominent Toronto businessman. Though a one-hit composer, 
he spent 31 years in show business.* as a pianist. Then he contracted 
a disease that prevented his'performing. He flipped from piano stool 
to management of his fathers’ firm A. D. Gome Ltd.,-largest Chev¬ 
rolet, dealers in Canada/. He’s, now v,p. and managing director of it, 
another Chev -agency, arid Peerless Carbon & Ribbon Co. Ltd., and 
spends most of his winters in Bopa Raton. 

Omaha 
A1 Lamm Trio stays at the Cot¬ 

tonwood Room of the Blackstone 
Hotel . . . Ray McKinley, leading 
the Glenn Miller orch hooked for 
Peony Park Friday (14) . . . Patty 
Pomeroy the new vocalist with 
Paul Moorhead’s orch at the Pax¬ 
ton Hotel. 

The Kent cigaret jingle has been done over into a straight pop and 
will come into the market as an instrumental,. "The Kent Theme” and 
with a lyric version titled “For Love.”' Both have been cut back-to-back 
for an Aladdin Record release With Buddy Weed. Tune was originally 
composed for Kent by Roy Eaton. As part of Lorillard’s campaign for 
Kent, the jingle is broadcast over 11,000 times weekly on more than 
900 stations. On tv it is shown 660 times weekly over 125 stations as 
well .as on the CBS web’s ‘The $64,000 Challenge,” sponsored by the 
cig company. 

From- way up St. Johans, Vt.» Grace Kelly has received a new song 
dedicated to her little daughter. Princess Caroline of Monaco. Prin¬ 
cess.'Grace has acknowledged receipt of thg tune, penned by Mrs, 
Florence Bostwlck, who used fo pound' the piano at St. Albans thea¬ 
tres in silent days. Mrs. Bostwlck, who writes ditties “just for the fun 
of.it,” also accompanied big names in show biz when they appeared at 
Waugh's Opera House'arid from 1921 to 1940, she and her husband, F. 
Arthur* Bostwlck; ran a dance band. 

Connie Francis is getting plenty of opportunity to get in live plugs 
for her new- MGM etching,- “Eighteen.”. Young thrush, currently at the 
Casino Rcyal, Washington,.is set for a special teenage dance stunt with 
dee jay" Jack Thayer of WDGY (Minneapolis) June 19 and on June 23. 
Shell also do a series of record hops with Cleveland deejjfy Bill 
Randle. The Wilson Lines in Baltimore* meantime, have booked her 
for June 28-29. 

STYHt * CAWH+$ 

"Saturday Night is tht 

:i: lontltest night of the week”£ 

<AHH ' 

CO**, 

Chicago 
Martha Davis & Spouse into 

Flame Club, Detroit, Fri. (14)-27, 
and then to Mr. Kelly’s here, for 
all July . . . Earl Bostick into Brass 
Rail, Milwaukee, July 19-Sept. 1. 
. . . Gene Krupa into Molina’s, St. 
Louis, Sept. 19-28 and then to 
Roberts Show Lounge here, for 
two frames, Oct. 2 . . . Carmen 
McRae and trio into Roberts Show 
Lounge here1. Sept. 4, for two 
frames . . . Harry Ranch orch into 
Colony Club, McClure, Ill., Oct. 
26-Dec. 20. 

Pittsburgh 
A1 Cord, saxman; lias joined Luke 

Riley orch at Holiday House . . . 
Tony Little, organist, into the Carl¬ 
ton House's Town and Country Bar 
for summer run after record-break¬ 
ing six-and-a-lialf years at the 
Ankara Lounge. He replaces the 
Reid Jaynes Trio . . . Dick Green 
going with Jimmy Spaniel combo 
oh piano at Jacktown Hotel until 
he goes back to University of Pitts¬ 
burgh Dental School again in the 
fall . . . Johnny Costa, pianist, 
teaming up with Joe Negri Trio 
for some spot bookings during the 
summer, Costa recently finished 
his third engagement in a year at 

Here's the girl they all called about . 

Dorothy Forbes 

r ASCAP Cleffers 
| ■ Continued from pace 59 - 

songs who are not employed by 

the broadcasters. 

(Legalites In the music biz are 
' split over how far the implica¬ 
tions of the court’s decision ex¬ 
tend. Not only is the question of 
BMI involved but so also are such 
diskeries as RCA Victor and Co¬ 
lumbia which HTe affiliated to net¬ 
works: Diskery lawyers state there 
are many significant differences 
between the Dupont-GM link and 
the d;skery-network affiliations. 
One BMI sympathizer pointed out 
that BMI was set up originally to 
combat the virtual monopoly of 
music licensing by ASCAP and 
that BMI licenses, moreover, are 
free r available to anyone apply¬ 
ing for them.) 

The songwriters’ side of the dis¬ 
pute received support from such 
performers as Eddie Cantor, Bing 
Crosby. Sammy DaVis Jr. and 
Steve Allen. Also ranging on the 
side of the ASCAPites are the Na-- 
tional Federation of Women’s 
Clubs and the National Federation, 
of Music Clubs, both of which 
sent morale-boosting wires to the 
writers’ press conference. - 

Coverage of the press confer¬ 
ence was unusual insofar as CBS- | 
TV. one of the defendants in the 
trial, had a camera crew on hand 
to coyer the meeting and do inter¬ 
views with Hammerstein and. 
Schwartz. Also present was a 
stenographer who identified him¬ 
self as being employed for this job 
by the BMI law firm of Rosenman, 
Goldmark, Colin * Kaye.-Schwartz 
invited the stenotypist to stay 
even though no permission td re¬ 
cord the proceedings was asked 
from the Songwriters . Protective 
Assn., under whose auspices the 
meeting was held. Schwartz said, 
*‘We have nothing to hide from 
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin or 
Kaye,” Also on hand and volunteer¬ 
ing his identity was Oleg Petroff, 
attorney for RCA and NRC from 
the firm of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel I 
& Olil. - . 1 

Paul Whiteman, who introduced George Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in 
Blue” back in the 1920s, is batoning a school orch today (Wed.) at the 
dedication of the George Gershwin Junior High School in Brooklyn. 
Among those attending the ceremonies are Paul Cunningham, ASCAP 

f prexy; and Irving R. Brown, director of the George Gershwin Memorial 
Foundation, Irving Caesar, who will act as emcee; and pianist-com¬ 
poser Dana Suesse. 

Two new works by longhair composer Darius Milhaud get their debut 
disking by Decca Records this month. The compositions, “The Globe¬ 
trotter Suite” and “The Joys of Life,” will be conducted by Milhaud, 
who’ll come in from the Coast for the sessions in New York. Both 
pieces are published by Mills Music. 

4--- 

at the ELEGANTE* June 11-15 
Not Jones et rito flan# 

Act by Morvla Noftoe 

Wlnloy Records 
General Artists Cerp.' 

Pars. Mft.: Redfleld A tedfield 

French Disk Bestsellers 
. Paris, June 11... 

1. Bambino .... Dalida-MarinI 
(Barclay-Vogue) 

2. Que Sera Sera... .Francois 
(Philips) 

3. - Cariastos’ .  Lasso 
(Voix De Son Maitre) • 

4. Valser Avec Papa. .Claveau 
(Pathe) 

5. Le Torrent .  .Lasso 
(Voix De Son Maitre) 

6. La Marlfe-Visoa ..Montana 
(Odeon) 

7. Marinette ,",., *.Brass ens 
(Philips) 

8. Belle Chose Monde.Mariano 
(Many Splendored Thing) 
(Pathe) 

9. Sa Jeunene.Aznavour 
. (Ducretet-Thomson) 

10. Revoir Ma Blonde. .Helian 
i Yellow Rose of Texas) 
(Pathe) 

Disk ‘Oscar’ 
Sj Continued from page 59 

diskers to participate as charter 

members, including Bing Crosby, 

Perry Como, Doris Day, Frank 

Sinatra, Paul Weston, Fats Domino, 

Pat Boone, Margaret Whiting, Gor¬ 

don MacRae, Nelson Riddle, Les 

Baxter, Henri Rene and Eddie 

Fisher. 
Working with Conkling on the 

formation of the committee Were 

Sonny Burke, Decca; Miss Day, 

Lloyd‘Dunn, Capitol; Dehfais Far- 

non, RCA Victor; Milt Gabler, Dec- 

ca; Jesse Kaye, MGM Records; 

Dick Jones, Capitol; Gisele Mc¬ 
Kenzie, Coral; Mitch Miller, Colum¬ 
bia; and Axel Stordahl. 

Meanwhile, in Hollwood, Indie 
members of the disk industry re¬ 
ported that Bing Crosby has agreed 
to serve as honorary lifetime chair¬ 
man of The Academy of Recording 
& Transcription Arts' & Sciences 
which'will be incorporated as a 
non-profit organization in Califor¬ 
nia. Charter membership invita¬ 
tions are being" extended to disk 
personalities in the various record¬ 
ing centers around- the country. 
Among those who have agreed to 
serve, either on an .honorary or 
active basis, are Jerry- Lewis, Nat j 

(King) Cole, Hoagy. Carmichael, I 
Jimmy Wakely, Freddy Martin, Nel¬ 
son Riddle, Billy Vaughn, Les Bax¬ 
ter, Milt Raskin, Dahhy Gould, 
Luis Valentin, Thorne Nogar, Clif- 
fie Stone, Art Rupe, Davidi Rose 
and Ahmet Ertegun. 

Coast group divided its catego¬ 
ries among recording engineers, 
recording artists, artists & reper¬ 

toire men, arrangers, recording mu¬ 
sicians, songwriters, publishers and 
recording executives. 

ONE IS A 
LONELY 

Fast climbing tho charts . . • 

DON'T CRY 
MY LOVE 

A Grtat Vocal Rendition by 

VERA LYNN 
on London Records (#1729) 

THK I F. WOOD MUSIC CO., INC. 

Pros* Agents and 
Recording Companies 

Jox Y-47-57, VARIETY, 
154 West 4ttfc Street, New York H 

Another BMI 'Pin Up' Hit 

nnr como , 
imiM by 

hMUMby 

©II MUSIC CORPORATION 

Vietof 
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ROCKIN’ SHOES# TAMMY < from the Universal-International film, 
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Coast Tooters 
File 4th Suit ; 

Re AFM Fund 
Los Angeles, June 11. 

Fourth - and / “final"1 lawsuit 
brought by dissident Coast musi- . 
cians against the American Feder¬ 
ation of Musicians, the Music Per¬ 
formance Trust Funds and diverse 
defendants was filed in Superior 
Court here last week, seeking a. 
total of $2,270,000 in damages and 
based on the payment of re-use ; 
fees on transcriptions for radio : 
shows, jingles and spot announce¬ 
ments. 

In addition to the damages 
sought from the Federation, the • 
action—for the first time in the' 
growing litigation aimed at upset- ; 
ting the operation of the Trust, 
Funds—asks specific damages from : 
some of the corporate defendants; j 
$80,000 from CBS and $40,000 from j 
NBC. i 

Like the preceding lawsuits cov¬ 
ering the fields of television film, 
recordings and sale of old theatri¬ 
cal features to television, the law¬ 
suits -charged the Federation with 
violation of its fiduciary obliga¬ 
tions to its members by setting up 
the Trust Funds and “diverting” 
money into it that “belongs” to in¬ 
dividual members. Current action ; 
is based on the re-use fees for; 
transcribed shows and the plaintiff , 
charge that the Federation, in vio- i 
lation of existing agreements, i 
made deals with CBS and NBC j 
permitting them to re-use such j 
shows and make payments for the j 
music to the Trust Fund rather j 
than to the individual musicians, j 

Total fees lost, according to the ; 
action, amount to $80,000 on the j 
“Gunsmokt” and “Jack Benny” j 
shows on CBS and $40,000 from ; 
“Dragnet.” ; 

Coast musicians, meantime, won | 
a key battle in N. Y. Supreme j 
Court last week wrhen the jurisdic- \ 
tion of the Californai courts in the ! 
suit was okayed by Judge George 
Tilzer. Judge ruled that Samuel R. 
Rosenbaum, trustee of the Music 
Performance Trust Fund,, was re¬ 
quired to make a deposition asked 
for by the plaintiffs in the Coast 
action. * 

JONI 
JAMES 

SUMMER LOVE 

and 

I’M SORRY FOR 

YOU MY FRIEND 
12480 

45 & 78 RPM 

Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
t ' ■ • •# 

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative-sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major, sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin-machinesi retail disks and retail sheet music). 

TALENT 
POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week ‘ Week 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE 
fLove Letters in The Sand 

PAT BOONE (Dot)  ...\ Bernadine 
(Why, Baby, Why 

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) .So Bare 

fAIi Shook Up 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)..-{Peace In The Valley 

[When Your Heartaches Begin 

DIAMONDS (Mercury) ... Little Darlin' 

RICKY NELSON (Verve) .Il’m Walldn’ 
{A Teenager’s Romance 

MARTY BOBBINS (Columbia)... A White Sport Coat 

BONNIE GUITAR (Dot)... Dark Moon 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) .fwlnitm.w'ondeZl 

CHUCK BERRY (Chess) .. School Day 

GALE STORM (Dot) .... 'Dark Moon 

TUNES 
(♦ASCAP, fBMI; 

TUNE PUBLISHER 
*LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND .;.... .. Bourne 

fDARK MOON ..... Dandelion 

*SO RARE...........Bobbins 

f ALL SHOOK UP ^..... Presley-Shalimar 

fA WHITE SPORT COAT .........Acuff-Rosa * 

fLITTLE DARLIN’..... Excelloria 

fROUND AND ROUND .L...Bush 

fSCHOOL DAY ........ Are 

*A TEENAGER’S ROMANCE ...;.........Aztee 

fTHE FOUR WALLS ...... Sheldon 

Lndon-Calais 
Continued from page S3 a—| 

tobacco. About an hour later things 

began to move a little. The decks 

began tp vibrate to the pounding 

• feet of dancers, who were doubt- 

■ less invigorated by some luck at 

: the bars. The sea remained calm 

{ throughout the rest of the four 

ihour journey, unlike the passen¬ 

gers. 

\ . The quay at Calais was crammed 

.with curious French folk, headed 

; by the deputy Mayor of the town 

Land the civic military band, who 

‘struck up “God Save the Queen” 

as the ship docked. A voice over the 

| Daffodil’s loud speaker implored 
• everyone to return the compliment 

■| with the “Marseillaise.” A lone 
shipboard trumpet began, faltered 
and stopped. No one' knew the 
words. A long silence, then the 
Calais band struck up a march. 

On shore, about 90% of the voy- 
| agers made off rapidly, to see the 

sights. The remaining 10% stuck 
j around to see the bands loaded 
onto open trucks, strike up, and 

.make their way to the Town Hall 
)for a reception. There, arrange¬ 
ments again went haywire. There 
;was a wedding taking place, fol¬ 
lowed by a military funeral. Even¬ 
tually, in a large banqueting hall, 
the deputy Mayor said how pleased 
he was to he host to everyone, and 
added that he thought “rocket-et 
roll” was swell. 

Outside again, the bands made 
their ways to appointed places and 
struck up. while inquisitive Calais 
folk stood by watching. In other 
spots around town, the British bri¬ 
gade was jiving in the cafes, spill¬ 
ing out onto the sidewalks and pro¬ 
gressing into the roads, where frus¬ 
trated gendarmes, told to soft pedal 
for the day, tried to sort out traf¬ 
fic jams. 

^ Back at the ship, officers and offi¬ 
cials waited for the passengers to 
drift back. Finally, 15 minutes 
late, the Daffodil steamed out of 
the harbor, minus three rocksters, 
to cheering from the quayside, 
which sounded a lot louder than 
on arrival. 

Celler Report Asks Probe 
■ - _—-— Continued from page 59 ; 

into all phases of the music field committee, Peter Rodino and Byron 
discussed above, to determine G. Rogers, issued a brief supple- 
whether the anti-trust laws have mental comment that the section on 
been or are being violated.” music “should not be construed as 

But the fight didn’t end even expressing any opinion with respect 
there. Chairman Celler issued a anY litigation, 
mimeographed release which car- The three Republican members 
ried the music recommendation in —Kenneth B. Keating, William M. 
full but, after, the final words, “are McCulloch, and William E. Miller- 
being violated,” added two more, issued their own supplement which 
"by BMI,” . . said in part: 

Two Democratic members of the “Obviously, we cannot and should 
■■ i | not take any action or say anything 
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of the ASCAP songwriters against 
BMI). We have been confronted 
with assertions and counter-asser¬ 
tions. It is impossible for us to 
determine on the record before ns 
where the truth lies.” 

Only Celler and Rep. Lester 
Holtzman, another New York City 
Democrat, stood for even the 
watered-down music section, with¬ 
out additional watering down. 

The introduction of the chapter 
on “Activities of Broadcasters in 
Music" set the tone quickly with its 
opening sentences: 

“The greatest song, in the world 
can never gain popularity unless 
the public is given an opportunity 
to hear it. Necessarily, therefore, 
the means by which a song is in¬ 
troduced to the public are of basic 
Importance, ... In the latter part 
of the 1930’s, radio, which had de¬ 
veloped into a significant medium 
of communication, became the prin- 

'GUNFIGHT at O K CORRAL' 

FRANXiE LAINE 

Colombia Recording - 

Cm FIGHT 
AT THF. 

O.K. CORRAL! 

cipal market for musical compo¬ 
sitions. Subsequently, television, as 
well as radio, has become a most 
important means of popularizing a 
song and marketing it for profit.” 

Therefore, says the report, it is 
fqcussing- attention on BMI which 
is' owned by a limited group of the 
networks and stations. From there 
on, the report bears down heavily 
on the allegations and charges 
aired before the subcommittee last 
October at its hearings in New 
York City, that the broadcasters 
favor songs controlled by BMI, at 
the expense of ASCAP music. At 
one point, the report says: 

“BMI has pointed out that Its 
stock is held by a relatively small 
percentage -of the nation’s broad¬ 
casters. These- stockholders include 
the- most powerful broadcasters in 
the country, controlling the .greater 
part of the broadcaster business.'’ 
It is also pointed out that BMI 
giyes broadcasters rebates on their 
annual assessments, .but that such 
rebates are not given to other 
licensees of music. 

Epic Builds Roster „ 
Arnie Maxin, Epic Records jpop 

artists & repertoire chief; is bol¬ 

stering his roster/with new names. 
Joining the label are Larry Kert, 
male lead of the upcoming Leonard 
Bemstein-Steve Sondheim musical, 
“Gangway,” The Langson Sisters, 
two pre-teenagers, and the Tracey 
Twins, 18-year olds. 

In addition to the new faces, 
Maxin has latched on to the Four 
Lovers, vocal group previously 
signed to RCA Victor. 
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AFM Plans Crackdown 
SSSSB' ContimueS from pxie 5S =sse= 

moved to restore measure of local 

autonomy-to Individual locals by 

changing bylaws to permit record¬ 

ing of tv jingles for local consump¬ 

tion only at scales to be set by 

individual locals rather than 'un¬ 

der terms of national recording 

scale. Move is figured to guaran¬ 

tee added Employment, particular¬ 

ly in towns where there are active 

telestations. 

Key speaker of Tuesday morn¬ 

ing session was William F. Schnitz- 

ler, secretary-treasurer AFL-CIO 

who summarized accomplishments 

of labor since merger of two 

unions, paid tribute to Petrillo 
for his handling of Coast Local 47 
rebellion, plus his acumen in de¬ 
veloping trust fund policies under 
which'free concerts given around 
nation. 

Significantly, N. Y. Local 802 
support for Local 47 resolutions is 
seen as beginning of new era of 
cooperation between the Federa¬ 
tion’s two biggest locals. Under¬ 
stood 802 prexy A1 Manuti has 
arranged to visit Coast later this 
month for talks with Coast mu¬ 
sicians, schedule of meetings back 
and forth being set up so that, for 
first time, two locals can work to¬ 
gether on all matters affecting 
both memberships. 

Series resolutions seeking local 
• autonomy on. recording scales, 
“Which would in effect throw disk 
industry up for grabs, referred by 
law committee to IEB where they 
are expected to be killed. It was 
pointed out net effect would only 
be to have locals competing 
against each other with ultimately 
same number* tooters doing disk 
dates, but at less coin. 

Nominations for prexy, veepee, 
secretary, treasurer, five board 
posts due today (Tues.) with elec¬ 
tions tomorrow but no real con¬ 
test is expected. 

Convention opened amid new' 
evidences of greater inter and in-, 
traunion harmony. Surprise speak¬ 

er of first day’s session was AGVA 
National Administrator Jackie 
Bright who promised that the re¬ 
cent cooperation between vaude 
and music unions would continue. 
He laid blame for past differences 
at AGVA’s door and promised two 
unions would henceforth work to¬ 
gether. Petrillo warned him “if 
you're not sincere you’ll have an¬ 
other fight.”. 

As another indication of inter¬ 
union cooperation, IATSE’s Rich¬ 
ard Walsh Would probably be a 
convention speaker, the first time 
he has been on an AFM podium. 
Move is doubly significant since 
this is last AFM convention before 
the opening of hew contract nego¬ 
tiations with film studios where 
the IA dominates craft unions. 

Within own framework, new 
hope of settling differences with 
Coast Local 47 was seep in Petril- 
lo’s unprecedented introduction of 
the Coast delegation, prexy Eliot 
Daniel, veepee John TranchiteU* 
-and recording secretary Max Her¬ 
man. He lauded their willingness 
to work within the Federation 
framework and their determina¬ 
tion to continue fighting for recti¬ 
fication of what the- local believes 
is wrong. He then had trio stand 
to greet delegates. 

Petrillo, ailing after a weekend 
gallbladder attack, dispensed with 
his customary fireeating opening 
speech in favor of a mild four- 
minute address and promised a 
fullscale speech by Thursday if he 
feels better. 

Federation coufisel Henry Kaiser 
gave delegates a lengthy explana¬ 
tion of involved litigation brought 
by dissident Coast musicians over 
the operation of the Music Per¬ 
formance Trust Fund. He said the 
Federation would win. He excori¬ 
ated the “evil and fraud of the 
ringleaders of the revolt whose 
real design is destruction of this 
trade union.” He praised Petrillo’s 
patience under attack which, he 
said, has paid off in a “new atti- 

I tude and new climate” on the 
Coast under which all problems 
will be Solved with “dignity and 

I decency.” 

J'ARiE’rr 

AFM Sidebars 
Denver, June 11, 

AGVA national administration 
secretary Jackie Bright promised 
no AGVA member would work 
with a non-AFM musician. The 
statement appears to kill repeated 
rumors that Coast dissidents, under 
Cecil F. Read, want to eventually 
start own union. 

Lapel handkerchief bearing In¬ 
scription, “Live Music Is Best,” dis¬ 
tributed to the delegates as a stunt 
of Local 5 of Detroit. Virtually all 
delegates are wearing them except 
AFM Prexy James C. Petrillo. 

Ironic footnote to long AFM cam¬ 
paign against 20% cabaret tax 
greeted the delegates on arrival. 
Ads in Denver newspapers pro¬ 
claimed reopening of Town House 
restaurant -after redecoration. Ad 
declared “in order that you may be 
spared the 20% cabaret tax, we are 
discontinuing danelng and enter¬ 
tainment.” 

Music Trust Fund Gres 
10G Donation to Boston 

Cuffo Cultural Festival 
Boston, June 11. 

A grant of $10,000 went to the 
Hub’s cuffo cultural Boston Arts 
Festival this week to provide music 
for the evening performances of 
the annual event held on the Pub¬ 
lic Garden. It was made available 
by the Music Performance Trust 
Funds in New York following a rec¬ 
ommendation by the Boston Musi¬ 
cian’s Association, Local 9. 

The grant covers musician fees 
for four of the festival events dur¬ 
ing the June 14-30 run. They are 
the Salute to Stravinsky, Jose 
Limon’s dance concerts, Menotti’s 
opera, “The Consul,” and the “Liv¬ 
ing History of Jazz.” Samuel Rose- 
baum, trustee of the funds, flew 
in from New York to consult with 
Sam Marcus, prexy of the Boston 
tooters local, and to assess the 
needs of the festival. After ses¬ 
sions with the tooters and festival 
officials, Rosenbaum authorized the 
grant. “The festival,” he said, “is 
a prime example of a private fea¬ 
ture encouraging public interest in 
music. It is eminently worthy of 
[support by anyone interested in 

MUSIC 

Gimmicks: Necessity or Luxury? 
Urry Adler V*. HMV't Walter Ridley on What It 

Takes for a Singer to Click 

Swedish Disk Bestsellers 
Stockholm, June 4. 

1. True Love .. Crosby-Kelly 
(Capitol) 

2. Tanro for Two .Brockstedt 
(Cupol) 

3. Walkin’ in Rain.Ray 
(Philips) 

4. Roslagsvar .Ella-Bella 
(Philips) 

5. Fiskarfllckans .. .Bernhards 
(Fishergirl Song) 
(Philips) 

6. TuttI Fruttl .... L. Richard 
(London) 

7. Naturbarn  Ramel 
(Knappup) 

t. Banana Boat -Belafonte 
(RCA) 

9. Woman in Love-4 Aces 
(Decca) 

10. Lilia Vackra Anna Proysen 
(Beautiful Anna) 
(Philips) 

FANTASY TO BOW IN 
LONGHAIR LP MARKET 

Fantasy Records, Coast indie, 
will make its debut in the longhair 
field with the Little Symphony Or¬ 
chestra of San Francisco under 
the direction of Gregory Millar. 
The classical releases will issue 
under the Vista series with stereo 
tape releases scheduled concur¬ 
rently with the . LP. Tab for the 
tape will be $11.95 (for 33 min¬ 
utes of music) while the LP will 
retail at $3.98. 

The Little Symph will bow with 
two LPS, one of 12 Greek dances 
by Nikos Skalkottas and the other 
of three Hindemith works. Future 
plans for Fantasy’s Vista series call 
for four more albums by the Lit¬ 
tle Symph before the end of the 
year and the repertoire will cover 
baroque, classical and contempo¬ 
rary composers. 

London; June 11. 

Do gimmicks take the place of 

talent In show business today? Ac¬ 

cording to Walter Ridley, artists & 

repertoire staffer for the HMV 

label of EMI, they don’t. Under 

fire from a series of questions put 

by teenagers during a recent 30- 

minute tv program titled "Youth 
Wants To Know.” he maintained 

tliat an artist could not. aspire to 

success on gimmicks alone and had 

to have just that little extra some¬ 

thing to click. 

His arguments were rebutted by 

Ljrftry Adler, who suggested that 

anyone could be taken Into a re¬ 

cording studio, put before the 

microphone and through no talent 

of his own, produce a disk with 

best seller potentials, mainly be¬ 

cause of recording technicjues and 

I gimmicks. Adler said that this was 

to the detriment of show business. 

Backing up his argument. Ridley 

agreed that a gimmick was an es¬ 
sential part of any new performer’s 
routine, but added that once they 
became established, the gimmicks 
could be dropped and they could 
carry on being a success on their 
own artistic merits. “You can’t re¬ 
place that which is in a man with 
a gimmick,” he stressed. 

But Adler insisted that a gim¬ 
mick was a poor substitute for 
talent, and shaking hips, echo 
chambers and tfie like were only 
used to whip up pseudo emotions, 
and were artificial means to an end 
which he did not like. His last 
words were: “It is the minority 
taste which is the hope of the 
future.” 

Lester Sims, general profession¬ 
al manager of bourne, Inc., leaves 
for the Coast today (Wed.) for o.o. 
of firm’s activities there. 

MEMO; FROM AN OLD SONGWRITER 
TO: YOUNG SONGWRITERS 
1KJ[HE papers are full of a loud wail th at today’s pop music is of a very low grade. 

They’re really talking0 about the buyers* who always have and always will control 

what is sold in stores. 

The Peatman performance lists for the past year show that all types of songs 

have been exposed for public acceptance: pretty ballads with 24 violins, show-type 

tunes, standard songs and i;ock-a-billy (which is a Combination of a lot of old sounds: 

R&B, C&W & Folk, with a beat that originated in regional churches many years 

ago). Remember kids, music publishers,, record companies, ASCAP, & BMI do not 

pay off on unsuccessful songs. I trust you are interested in making a buck or two. 

An earlier generation viewed with alarm such “low grade” (but highly success¬ 

ful) compositions as “Barney Google,” “Ragtime Violin,” “Livery Stable Blues,” and 

a little gem called, “Yes, We have No Bananas,” all of which made a fortune. I made 

my first dough, after tramping B’way for 5 tear-stained years, on a little "‘low grade” 

thing called, “Any Ice Today Lady?” which was recorded by 18 record Companies 

and sold all over the world.^ 

So keep smiling kids. Write what you feel. And remember: if you please 

1,000,000 people, young or old, out of our 170,000,000 people—you’re in! 

Pat Holland 
ASCAP-SPA 
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Las Vegas Talent Payoffs Infect N. Y.; 
Jerry Lews-Getting 40G From Mafcsik 

The highest salary ever paid to 
a performer outside of Las Vegas 
will go to Jerry Lewis when he 
plays Ben Maksik’s Town Sc Coun¬ 
try Club, Brooklyn, this fall. Lewis 
will be getting a kingsized $40,000 
for which he will supply the rest 
of the show. 

The Lewis salary can be ap¬ 
proached only in very few spots 
around the country. . It must be 
remembered that the T&C seats 
approximately 1,750, and its price 
setup is geared so that it figures 
that its $6 minimum will be con¬ 
sumed in °hort order, 
especially in the food department. 

Itrs .pointed out that during the 
recent run of Harry Belafonte, the 
Maksik .spot scored around $125,000 
weekly, a high for any nitery 4n the 
N. Y. area. Milton Berle did close 
to that gross also when he played 
the spot early last season. It’s not 
unusual for the cafe to hit around 
$50,000 during weekends. In pre¬ 
vious years, the only spot approach¬ 
ing these kind of takes was the 
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., which was 
demolished a couple of years ago. 
to make way for a highway. 

In order to maintain a high level 
of business for so tremendous a 
capacity, a combination of names 
and. banquets is needed. The big- 
seaters need the names to sell the 
banquets a"i r. 'jo the banquets to 
make sure that names can be made 
to pay off. 

"The era of the supermarket type 
of cafe entertainment looms most 
importantly as far as talent agen¬ 
cies are concerned. Although this 
is a top salary to be paid in the 
N. Y. area, the agencies say that 
the end is not yet in sight. The 
Las Vegas type of salaries has now 
filtered down to every town with a 
spot large enough to support these 
prices, and now that other cities 
are matching Las Vegas pricetags, 
the inevitable result is likely to be 
higher and h’gher Salaries with 
higher demands to be pushed in 
the greenfelt country. 

JAKE KOZLOFF BACK 
TO THUNDERBIRD MGT. 

Las Vegas, June 11. 
Jake Kozloff, long-time Las Ve¬ 

gas hotelman who pushed for big- 
time entertainment on the Strip 
in its pioneer days, moved into the 
Thunderbird yesterday (Mon.) in a 
"top executive position." 

Kozloff was the Thunderbird’s 
first general manager and a part¬ 
ner when its doors opened in 1948. 
He subsequently became interested 
in the Golden Nugget heforif tak¬ 
ing over as president and general 
manaiger of the Last Frontier from 
1951 to 1955. 

Kozloff will not make a stock 
purchase in the Thunderbird nor 
will he participate in the role of 
management. He refused to com¬ 
ment o«i any proposed moves to 

r initiate bigname acts into the 
i hotel’s Navajo Room. 

Sales Incentive Deals 
Hypo Bahama Tourism 

Sales incentive programs, which 
has brought increased business to 
niteries and resort hotels, will most 
likely help the* Bahama economy 
considerably with Fedders air con¬ 
ditioners planning a week’s stay in 
Nassau for approximately 7,000 
dealers and their wives. Plan is to 
fly 700 weekly into the island start¬ 
ing next Sept. 16 for 10 weeks. Last 
season, a similar plan by this con¬ 
cern1* increased tourism to the 
Dominican Republic and gave their 
Fair program its greatest impetus. 

To qualify for this junket, a 
dealer will have to exceed a given 
quota. If sales go far enough, he 
may be able to take a child as well. 
The incentive program has been 
helpful to Las Vegas hotels. West- 
inghouse, for example, took a large 
number of dealers out there last 
season, and other manufacturers 
have provided junkets to that re¬ 
sort. 

Cleve. D J; Doubling 
As Nitery Operator 

Cleveland, June 11. 
Bill Gordon who runs a racMo 

disk jockey series over WHK as 
well as a video show on WEWJ, 
has turned nitery impresario. Dee- 
jay opened his own Smoochie’s 
Hideaway, an intimate cellar 
nitery, In nearby Shaker Heights 
last week. Spot features solo mu¬ 
sicians but most of the entertain¬ 
ment is ad-libbed by Gordon dur¬ 
ing his frequent appearances. 

Gordon has developed a large 
following of fans who regard him 
as Cleveland's most amusing screw¬ 
ball deejay. Prrln'r m Smoochie’s 
Hideaway is Harry Shaker, owner 
of the Shaker Village Inn on the 
floor above. 
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Godfrey to Top 
Omaha Rodeo 

Omaha, June 11. 
-Ak-Sar-Ben, the Omaha civic org 

that keeps its 21,000-plus, members 
with top shows throughout the 
year, last week signed Arthur Gor- 
frey to headline this year’s World 
Championship Rodeo Sept. 20-29. 
Godfrejr will put his horse, Goldie, 
through her paces for the Rodeo 
arid' will do all his morning radio 
and tv shows from Omaha for a 
two-week period. His entire troupe 
of 80 performers, producers 
writers, technicians, etc., will ac¬ 
company him. 

Godfrey’s shows will emanate 
from the Ak-Sar-Ben Live Stock 
Show, Boys Town, the Union Stock 
Yards, and other local spots of in¬ 
terest. However, there will be no 
broadcasts of the Rodeo perfor¬ 
mances. Signing of Godfrey as¬ 
sures Ak-Sar-Ben of its biggest 
year. In addition to the redhead, 
other paid shows for members -in¬ 
clude Pat Boone and the Philadel¬ 
phia Orchestra. Free shows for 
members have, or will, star the 
Andrews Sisters, Vic Damone, Ben 
Blue and Vaughn Monroe. MCA 
has also submitted Guy Lom¬ 
bardo’s orch for this October’s 
Coronation and Ball cermonies. 

LEE WILEY’S GOT A 
PHONEY COUNTERPART 

New York. 
Editor, Variety: 

Lee Wiley is being -plagued by 
an impersonator. I gather that this 
girl is a little tubby girl whom, I 
believe, lives in Plainfield, New 
Jersey, and has been working Mid- 
Western spots either claiming to 
be Lee Wiley or, when pressed, 
claiming that Miss Wiley is her 
aunt and that she is using her ar¬ 
rangements. 

Also, I gather this girl is trying 
to work Chicago and that area. This 
is a matter of great pain to Lee 
Since many people write to tell her 
about this. I would appreciate 
your running a storyL' 

Lee V. Eastman 
(Attorney). 

Angel’s 8-Day Hiatus 
The Blue Angel, N. Y., will close- 

for eight days on June 29 to give 
the staff a vacation. Spot will re¬ 
open July 7 with T. C. Jones and 
Mae Barnes on the bill. 

Carol Burnett, comedienne cur¬ 
rent in the room, has been held 
over until the closing and has been 
pacted for four additional weeks 
after resumption. J 

Glasgow’s ‘Cindy’ Panto 
Glasgow, June 4. 

Tom Arnold, London impresario, 
will present a once-nightly panto¬ 
mime “Cinderella” at Empire The¬ 
atre here in December. Alec Fin¬ 
lay, Scot comedian, is pacted as 
Buttons, with Chic Murrav, tv 
patter comedian, as Baron. Mar^o 
Henderson, imperssionist and sin¬ 
ger. w:il play Principal Boy. 

Pantomime replaces pol^y o? 
stagin'* twi e-nightly crazy-^ai-J 
revues with Scot stars. 

Chimp Act to U.S. 
Glasgow, June 11. 

Manuel Sc Marita Viera* in vaude' 
here with their monkeys-and-chimp 
act, return to N: Y. soon for tv 
and hotel dates. 

Animal act, currently scoring as 
first-half closer on Gut Mitchell bill 
at Empire Theatre, is set for. four 
weeks at Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe, and 
then for similar stint at El Rancho, 
Las Vegas, followed by a date at 

i Mapes, Reno. J 

AGVA Bypasses 
Control For 

Managements 
Miami Beach, June 11. 

Personal managers of talent got 
a respite from union control with 
failure of the American Guild of 
Variety Artists convention, held 
here last week to introduce legis¬ 
lation that would place, all man¬ 
agers under control in the same 
manner that the American Feder¬ 
ation of Musicians controls all 
personal managers in the band 
business. 

It was originally indicated that 
the present administration would 
seek to provide legislation that 
would license the managers. In 
the past few years, AGVA has 
gotten a large number of com¬ 
plaints regarding the p.m. situa¬ 
tion. However, since ,it has no 
control in that field, had tried to 
settle disputes through arbitra¬ 
tion or pressure. 

It was originally provided that 
AGVA would enact legislation 
that would make it mandatory for 
acts belonging to AGVA who may 
want management as well as 
agency representation, to sign 
only with managers who would 
conform to a set of principles set 
up by the union. However, the 
situation is not dead and it may 
be introduced in a manner that 
would make control of manage¬ 
ments. part of the AGVA constitu¬ 
tion, a more coinplicated pro¬ 
cedure than mere enactment of a 
set of rules. 

AGVA, if it gets the new 
amendment, would set up limits 
on the amounts of commissions 
that could be charged; make ar¬ 
rangements for acts to pay back 
monies advanced by personal 
managers; restrict'the number of 
years in a management contract, 
and prescribe what must be done 
by a manager in order to retain 
control of an act. Presently, no 
union or agency governs personal 
managements of acts. 

Jimmy Lyon* Stricken 
Jimmy Lyons, editor of the 

American Guild of Variety Artists 
publications, is in a Forest Hills 
(N.Y.) Hospital as a result of a 
mild coronary while suffered on a 
plane while returning from the 
union's Miami Beach convention. 

He’s doing well. 

Ringlings Need New Razzle-Dazzle 
To Sell Hardtop Format; Biz Down 

JUNt TAYLOR TO STAGE 
BA VARIETY CARD 

June Taylor will stage the vari¬ 
ety bill opening June 28 at the 
Opera Theatre, Buenos Aires, for 
eight weeks. Layout is tabbed 
"Revue Las Vegas” presumably 
because of the popularity of the 
Metro film "The Las Vegas Story” 
ih that country. Miss Taylor will 
line up 16 girls, plus one.extra, and 
eight boys in the line. 

Layout is topped by The Platters 
with,other acts, to include Jerry 
Bergeri, Patricia & Capella, Fran¬ 
cis Brunn, Girl in the Champagne 
Glass arid others. Troupe leaves 
New York on June 23 and opens 
June 28. 

N.Y. Cafes On 

The off-Broadway kind of enter¬ 
tainment is continuing to sperad 
to the cafes. A revue-type format^ 
based on topical motifs, with tal¬ 
ent from all fields participating, is 
being blueprinted for the Chez 
Carlo, Hew. York, with a east to 
include Brenda Lewis, once of.the 
Metropolitan * Opera, who . also 
starred in the Broadway version of 
"Regina,” Jim Kirkwood (ex-& 
Goodman), Jack . Fletcher, who 
worked for the past two seasons 
In the "Four Below” series at the 
Downstairs Room; Edith Fellows, 
and others. 

Show labeled,'"Improper Chan¬ 
nels” will debut at that spot June 
24. John Heawood, who chore¬ 
ographed "Boy Friend” and "Four 
Below," will direct the proceedings. 
Authors include Robert Alan Bern¬ 
stein and Marge Greene. Music is 
by Warren B. Meyers and Llnda. 
Rodgers Melniek. 

"Improper Channels” makes its 
debut about 10 days following the 
seasonal exit of "Son of Four Be¬ 
low” at the Downstairs Room, N.Y.’ 
which pioneered the off-Broadway 
type of revue in cafes. 

EDDIE FISHER SMASH 1 
IN PALLADIUM PREEM 

London June 11. 
Eddie Fisher scored a smash in 

his London Palladium preem, yes-! 
ter day-. (Mon.). Other Yank acts 
on the current card also went over 
excellently. They included Negro 
singer Olga James, Estelle Sloan 
and George Holmes. 

Rest of the bill comprises Three 
Romanos, Arthur Haynes, Hedley 
Ward Trio, Three Brittons and 
George Carden Dancers. Layout 
is in for one-week. 

♦ A new pattern of' business is 
emerging for the Ringling Bros, 

arid Bamum Sc Bailey Circus. Thus 

far' in its four, circus execs are 
learning that running an ’ indoor 

type of business is not at all like 
running a tent show. The public 
must be educated to the fact that 
the modus operandi is entirely dif¬ 
ferent than in former years, event 
if the show is virtually the same. 

Circus business,' in most in¬ 
stances, hasn't been up to expecta¬ 
tions. Following the extraordi¬ 
narily good grosses in New York, 
all dates, thus far with only one 
exception (Providence), have been 
disappointing. 

The Ringlings are finding out 
the hard way, that the show is pri¬ 
marily for children. Matinees 
have been good, but evening biz. 
has been way off. Another factor 
that’s been asserting Itself is* the 
unwillingness of adults to ! shell 
out full-prices for children. In sit¬ 
uations, where moppets got in on 
half-priced ducats, business has 
been good. And if the kids can’t 
be taken, the adults won’t go. 

Another pattern said to be re¬ 
sponsible for the downbeat biz lies 
in the failure to educate potential 
customers in districts adjacent to - 
big cities that this is the sole en¬ 
gagement in “that town. Hitherto, 
the suburbanites have been accus¬ 
tomed to the tented show visiting 
their community, before or after a 
run in town. The potential cus¬ 
tomers still do not believe that 
they must riOw go to the circus in¬ 
stead of the circus coming to the 
.customers. Failure to point out 
that fact of Indoor show biz, has 
cost the bigtop a wad of coin. 

Also plaguing the circus is the 
fact that customers of this form of 
entertainment are unaccustomed 
to buying in advance. In former 
years, the tenter gave the towns¬ 
men only a few days notice before 
hitting any small situation, and 
there would be a minor advance 
with bulk of the sales on the day 
of the show. Circus is now finding 
out that it must carry on a major 
selling campaign hr-any given area 
if its to get the maximum gateJ* - 

In all, the circus management* is 
learning that the indoor circus is 
a different type of show biz. The 
same problems that beset any large 
touring show is likely to befall the 
circus. They’ve got to know wheth¬ 
er there will be a powerful show) 
imfiaediately before or after fheir 
showcasing. It must now take its 
chances along with any other, dis¬ 
play of its kind. Thus, the circiis 
is finding itself competition with 
rock ’n’ rollers, Pat Boone, ice 
shows, tennis and hockey matches 
and any other kind of sports or 
entertainment display capable of 
playing arenas. 

Donegal! and Alma Cogan 
To Top London Hipp Bill 

Galveston’s Balinese Room Shutters 
As Atty. General Mops Up Whole Town 

Galveston, June 11. 

Galveston’s* gambling houses, 
saloons, and bawdy houses were 
shut down tight last night in a 
move to thwart forced closings by 
the State. Move by the operators 
came immediately after word leak¬ 
ed out that State Attorney Gen&ral 
Will ‘Wilson met with Jjll Texas 
Rangers, special assistants and 
other law enforcement officials in 
tbe Junior League Auditorium as 
a first ?tep in a drive to outlaw all 
questionable enterprises. As soon 
as the word was out, the operators 
applied the padlocks. 

Most important spot hit was the 
Balinese Room, a property original¬ 
ly operated by the late Sam Maceo, 
which is one of the foremost name 
talent users in this part of the coun¬ 
try. About 50 niteries, saloons and 
bordellos were affected by the 
move. 

Meanwhile, Attorney General 
Wilson has filed padlock and in¬ 
junction suits ; against these vari¬ 
es spots. One of the first to he 
’cd was against the Balinese 

'■''rim, which operates a casino as 
well. The spots affected are lo¬ 

cated in both the island of Galves¬ 
ton as well as Galveston County 
which is on the mainland. The city 
of GalVestori is located on the 
island. 

Action .started yesterday (Mon.) 
when assistant Attorney General 
Cecil Rotsch .and Jim Simpson, a 
former FBI agent, together with 
Wilson brought In a large card¬ 
board box before District Judges 
Donald * M. Markle and William 
Stone containing the largest num¬ 
ber of petitions for injunctions and 
padlocks ever to be filed here. 

Wilson, who was elected In Janu¬ 
ary, campaigned on the promise to 
clean up the area, but like most 
promises of this kind, had" been 
regarded cynically by the local resi¬ 
dents. Meanwhile, the Balinese - 
Room had discharged all its em¬ 
ployees including waiters, enter¬ 
tainers, musicians and stickmen, 
paying them off. The Balinese 
Room was destroyed by fire some 
years ago and rebuilt at a cost of 
$500,000. Reopening took place 
a year ago with Sophie Tucker and 
Joes S. Lewis among those who 
played here. 

[ London, June 11. 

; Lonnie Donegan Sc His Skiffle 
Group will costar with songstress 
Alma Cogan in a four-week vaude 
season presented by Val Parnell at 
the London Hippodrome, commenc¬ 
ing June 24. This will be the .third 
major West End engagement for 
the outfit, which has already head¬ 
lined bills at the Prince of Wales 

land the London"Palladium. 

Negotiations are in progress for 
several other top names to appear 
in the show, among.them being 
Shirley Bassey. ' 

London Palladium Decides 
On Yaude Season Next Yr. 

The Palladium, London, which 
during the past few years has al¬ 
ways debated whether it will go 
in for a variety season, has ended 
speculation for 1958 rather early. 
It has signed Johnny Puleo to go 
in between' April and 'July of next 
year. Deal was set by the Wil¬ 
liam Morris Agency. 

The Palladium, In-recent years, 
has rarely missed a variety sea¬ 
son. However, the unavailability 
of the names it would like to have 
coupled with the generally , high 
prices of the topliners, Jias result¬ 
ed in the house expressing doubts j 

as to vaude. Pantomimes and re- ! 
vues have sometimes gone in in- | 
stead of vaude. " ! 
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LEO WAS THE LION" 

LEO 
deLYON 

Just Concluded 4 Weeks 
At The London Palladium 

And On Television: (Referring to the Sunday Night at the 

Palladium TV Show): “The Palladium Show was its bright¬ 

est in months with a really funny, funny-man, American 

Leo de Lyon, who had a lot of the versatility of Danny 

Kaye." —THE STAR - 

Thanks to LEW and LESLIE GRADE For The Booking and 

VAL PARNALL for The Hold Over Engagement 

Returning to London and 

Opening October 7 

SAVOY HOTEL, London 

‘‘When it came to applause Leo got the lion’s 
share—and deserved it.” 

“LEO WAS THE LION .” 
DAILY MIRROR 

“Leo de Lyon ran away with the new variety 
show at the London Palladium . . . With 
nothing at hand except a piano and a micro¬ 
phone and his own sense of fantasy, the crew 
fput comic stole most of the available thunder 
from the top-of-the-bill-acts. 

DAILY SKETCH 

“Leo de Lyon offers a smash comedy show.., 
non-stop comedy delivery ... surprising ver¬ 
satility . . . boff entertainment . . . unique 
vocal range and facial contortions add to the 
laugh impact.”. PfiklETY 

“Brilliantlylfunny ... Zany act earns and re¬ 
ceives the coveted roar of approval. Refresh¬ 
ingly original in material and performance, 
Mr. de Lyon has no time for suggestiveness 
and his crazy-style act, which is pure comedy 
from beginning to end, appeals particularly 
in its sophisticated and slick projection. For 
any comedian to stead the thunder from un¬ 
der the very^noses of modern ‘pop’ vocalists 
and musicians is news today and indicates ex¬ 
ceptional talent.” THE STAGE 

“I doubt if there is another entertainer in the 
business who can claim anything like the 
originality of this remarkable performer. 
“Leo de Lyon received one of the biggest ova¬ 
tions ever accorded a comedian at the 
Palladium.” RECORD MIRROR 

“As a bonus, there is Leo de Lyon, a fantas¬ 
tically accomplished American comedian .. 

NEWS CHRONICLE 

“Leo de Lyon ... a marvel and a wonder.” 
SUNDAY TIMES 

“Leo de Lyon scored a smash with his zany 
comedy on last Palladium bill scores heavily 
again. 

“His versatility and timing in a class of their 
own. Provides a lot of comedy and gets 
hefty mitts. Now an established Palladium 
favorite.” J^SstlETY 

“So great is the charm and appeal of this 
gentle, crazy comic that he succeeds in a spot 
where others would not have dared to tread.” 

THE STAGE 

Direction 
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New York 
Rose Marie has signed with Gen¬ 

eral Artists Corp. . . . Dick Shawn 
set for the Tropicana, Las Vegas, 
Sept. 4 . . . Buddy Hackett goes 
into the Sands. Las Vegas, Oct. 2 
. . . Martha Raye set for the Dia¬ 
mond Beach Hotel, Wildwood, 
Aug. 2 . . . Ketty Lester pacted 
for that spot June 28 for four 
weeks . . . Billy Eckstine to the 
Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, July 
2 . . . Tina Robin inked Blinstrub’s, 
Boston, June 17 . . . Eagle & Man 
lined up for the Glen Park Casino, 
Williamsville, N. Y„ July 1 . . . 
Terri Stevens to the Circus 
Lounge. Hull, Ottawa, Dec. 9 . , . 
Blackburn Twins & Jerry Collins 
tapped for the Safari. College 
Point, L. I., June 14. 

Bobby Remsen contracted for 
Town &. Country, Brooklyn, June 
25 . . . Wyoma Winters for two 
weeks at the Inveruria Hotel, Ber¬ 
muda, July 8, thence to the Ottawa 
House, Hull, Que., Aug. 16 ... Y 
Knot Twirlers set for Glen Casino, 
Williamsville, June 24 . . . Judy 
Scott down for Zephyr Room, 
Cleveland, Aug. 19 . . . N. Y. Heart 
Fund to benefit from Friday’s (14) 
show at Arele’s New Roumanian, 
N. Y. . . . Felicia Sanders has start¬ 
ed at tjie Red Carpet . . . Marge 
Cameron preems at the Boulevard, 
Rego Park, L. I., June 21 for* two 
weeks ... Joan Brandon has wound 
up a tour of Adirondack Mountain 
resorts in N. Y. State . ... Starless 
Night, Capt. Billy Heyer’s perform¬ 
ing horse, died in Sarasota, last 
week (3) . . . George Cordoba, a 
newcomer at the Living Room, 

Caprice Chantul is using at her 
current Mocambo stand . . . Freddy 
Martin’s orch holds over at the 
Copoanut Grove for the fourth 
show in a row. This time Martin 
backstops Anna Maria Alberghetti. 
. . .- Ben Webster, Jackie Cain and 
Roy Krai join the lineup of jazz 
stars in “A Salute To West Coast 
Jazz” opening for two weeks on 
Friday (14) at the L.A. Jazz Concert 
Hall... Crescendo launched.a new 
opening routine yesterday (Tues.) 
instead of the traditional Friday 
openings with Anita Day. 

Chicago 
Tina Robin slated for Eddie’s, 

K. C., July 12, for two weeks . - . 
Del Rubio Triplets into Chase Ho¬ 
tel. St. Louis for two frames. July 
19, followed by three weeks at the 
Park Lane, Denver . . . Modern- 
aires into Eddie's, K. C., June 28- 
July 11 . . , Wayne Roland at the 
Brown Hotel, Louisville, Sept 27, 
for two weeks . . . Trio Schmee 
billed with Professor Backwards at 
Palmer House here, July 11-Aug. 
7 . . . Joe E. Lewis Set for Roose¬ 
velt, N. O., Nov. 28, for two weeks. 

1 Hollywood 
Bill Ataway and Lord Burgess 

penned the special material singer 

BOSTON 
SMASH HIT 

THE CLAMOROUS NEW I 

HOTEL 

Show folks are raving about the 

all new Hotel Avery. All new, large, || 

beautifully furnished deluxe rooms .ff 

with private bath and television. f§ 

Many Air Conditioned. Jf 

AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. 1 

San Francisco 
Enid Mosier & her Trinidad 

Steel-Drum Band goes to the Las 
Vegas Riviera’s lounge after clos¬ 
ing at Fack’s II, Frisco, next week¬ 
end . . : Bimbo Giuntoli, complet¬ 
ing his 25th year of operating the 
365 Club, brings in the ‘‘French 
Follies of ’57’’ 'Thursday (13) . .. . 
Ernie Sheldon replaced Lou Gott¬ 
lieb with the Gateway Singers at 
the hungry i—comic Jack Gilford 
and singer Ree Brunell round out 
the show . . . Turk Murphy’s Dixie- 
landers are holding forth at the 
revived Tin Angel . . . Bee & Ray 
Goman opened a new show, “Gas¬ 
light Scandals,” at the Gay 90’s 
last night (11) . . . Dave Brubeck 
Quartet is planning a trip to Eng¬ 
land. 

Dallas 
Adolphus Hotel, off to a good 

start in its new policy with Betty 
Reilly, and with Tito Guizar cur¬ 
rently drawing good biz, has set 
two-week dates for the Del Rubio 
Triplets, June 20; comedian Jay 
Lawrence, July 4, and a dual bill 
—Nick Lucas, with Jean Shannon 
and the Brooks Bros.—bows July 
18 .. . Organist Sara Wallis wound 
at the Tabu Room and moved her 
home to the Coast for dates there. 
. . . Bill Hart, .comic-emcee, held 
over at Theatre Lounge with four 
exotics for thrice nightly shows. 
... Jo Ann Miller and satirist Bob 
McFadden open a two-frame stand 
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Statler- 
Hilton. Rusty Draper follows June 
27 . . . Colony Club, in with exotic 
Sandy (Baby Doll) Sims and come¬ 
dian Bert Henry in for three weeks, 
has Chuck Mitchell and exotic 
Marcia Edgington due June 24 . . . 
Pianist-canary Blanche Vineyard 
into Lakewood Country Club . . . 
Larry Hickey, 88’er, returned to 
Preston Hollow Country Club . . . 
New midtown cocktailery, Orleans 
Club, opened Friday (7), with Joe 
Johnson’s combo playing nightly. 
. . . Exotic Kalantan now at Supper 
Show Club for a fortnight and 
three shows nightly . . . King’s 
Club, privatery in Hotel Adolphus, 
has Jerry Paul, comic singer, due 
Monday (17) for two weeks, and 
then Joaquin Garay has a fort¬ 
night’s stand . . * Cipango Club, 
another privatery, has Jeannie tc 
Her Boy Friends, who give way to 
singer Caprice Chantal on July 11* 

Atlanta 
Tune Tattlers, singing group- 

opened Monday (10) at Henry 
Grady Hotel’s Paradise Room com¬ 
ing here direct from Chicago Con¬ 
rad Hilton Hotel. Featured is 
Dorothy Dressel. Also on bill are 
Viggo Jahn & Jan, Continental 
novelty act. Erv Hinkle band play 
for show and dancing. Manager 
Lark Bragg has brought backiJim 

Announcing the formation of 

Eddie Rio Enterprises 
Personal Management 

400 S. Beverly Dr. Beverly Hills 

CR. 4-7174 

California 

CR. 4-7175 

CAB CALLOWAY 
“COTTON CLUB REVUE” 

Eighth Week 
ROYAL NEVADA 

Las Vegas 
Mqt. BILL MITTLtt. Ulf Broadway. New York 

Scott duo to Dogwood Lounge, 
Paradise Room’s cocktailery . . . 
Pianist - vocalist - comedian Bernie 
Fields is current at Danny De- 
metry’s Zebra Lounge at Howell 
House ., . Jose Silva, comic instru¬ 
mentalist headlining new show at 
Chick Hedrick’s Domino Lounge 
in Imperial Hotel, with Pat Sardi, 
hoofer .< . Circus Lounge holding 
over its revue topped by Cotton 
Watts, oldtime minstrel, and Chic, 
his femme partner; Joe Sterling, 
comic-emcee; and dancers Rita 
Gable, Sally King and Marguerite 
Sparks .. . Atlanta Biltmore Hotel’s 
Empire Room shows have been 
moved outdoors under the stars, 
with Freddie Martell the headliner 
in Terrace Garden. Sonny Morgan 
band play for dancing.. . . Ma & 
Pa Kettle, comedy team, head show 
at Clovis Club, with exotics Desiree 
and Scarlett O’Hara . . . Sammy 
Graham and his Latin band are 
occupying podium at El Morocco 
Club. __ 

U.S. Army Band 
Scores in Spain 

Madrid, June 11. 
Proving an old adage that music 

can charm where diplomats fear 
to tread, the U. S. Army Field Band 
took over the Madrid bullring last 
week (5) for a 90-minute nightly 
concert that brought lusty cheers 
from nearly ” 25,000 Madrilenos* 
Army’s travelling showcase musical 
combo, the 100-man Field Band di¬ 
rected by Maj. Chester E. Whiting, 
is mid-way through a swing of one- 
nighters from Oslo to Zagreb, 
playing the principal pueblos of 
Western Europe, with Yugoslavia 
thrown in for goodwill measure. 

Word of the band and smart se¬ 
lection of band music should win 
plaudits everywhere for the U. S., 
the Army and for Maj. Whiting. 
Best numbers included the Bern¬ 
stein score for “Man With a Golden 
Arm,” the symphonic opus, “Tul¬ 
sa”; Grofe’s “On the Trail/* “La 
Fonda," “Tico Tico,” and the finale, 
“Stars and Stripes Forever." The 
booming brass effects of the last- 
named brought frenzied “ole’s." 

Concert was the fourth of six 
concerts in Spain. They have drawn 
about 60,000 people thus far. Total 
attendance could spill over the 
100,000-mark for Spain alone. Mo¬ 
torized musical goodwill convoy 
uses five of the biggest busses ever 
seen about, and stops traffic fre¬ 
quently as urban oglers inquire 
when and where the circus opens. 

On the followup Cote d’Azur 
trek, Maj. Whitings* group will 
serenade Princess Grace in a spe¬ 
cial Monaco concert that will fea¬ 
ture GI Gecrrge Norman’s vocaliz¬ 
ing of “True Love." 

Dean Jennings to Head 
AGVA Public Relations 

Miami Beach, June 11. 
T)ean M. Jennings, son of the 

columnist on the San Francisco 
Examiner, has been named public 
relations director of the American 
Guild of Variety Artists by the 
union’s convention delegates which 
met here last week. It’s the first 
time in more than a decade that 
AGVA has been served by a house 
pressagent. 

Confab figured it was better to 
hire a fulltime man than a firm 
which would devote one man part 
time at no appreciable savings in 
cost. Jennings had served AGVA 
£s an organizer in Dallas prior to 
being named for this post. 

Saranac Lake 
By Happy Benway 
Saranac Lake, June .11. 

Arthur JacksOn Slattery, ad 
agency executive, is attending con¬ 
sultations in regards to an arm 
fracture. - 

Lucille Healy, one of the original 
Four Healy Sisters, and the wife 
of Jack Norton, picture and video 
performer, was stricken with a 
kidney attack that bedded her at 
the Will Rogers. 

Emily Anne Bowyer, a freelance 
writer for tv and radio, after a 
short stay here left for Albany to 
resume the cure at home. 

After a year away from the rest 
routine, Clifton Byrd was hit via 
a relapse and shot in from San 
Antonio to resume the rest and 
observation period. He's a picture 
operator. 

Write to those who are ill. 

Tommy Hanlon Jr. inked a man¬ 
agement contract with Harry W. 
Lawrence. Agenting continues by 
Music Corp. of America. 

Hoofer on Rocks 
Pittsburgh, June 11. 

Newest bartender at Copa, 
Lenny Litman’s downtown nit- 
ery, is A1 Page. For two weeks 
before he got his union card 
and became a mixologist. Page 

’ was the featured dance act 
with his wife at the Copa 
(Page and Brown). 

He suggested to Litman that 
he’d like a regular job. Lit¬ 
man mentioned bartending. 
Page took him up because, he 
says, he and Mrs. Page are 
fond of eating regularly. 

Okla. Expo in Tieup 
With Supermarkets For 

379,000 Cuffo Tickets 
Oklahoma City, June 11. 

In one of the top local promo¬ 
tions ever attempted in this area, 
379,00 tickets to the Oklahoma 
Semi-Centennial Expo, here, have 
been allotted to the Independent 
Grocers Assn, to be given to 
supermarket patrons at no cost. 
One ticket will be given to cus¬ 
tomers spending $19. 

Of this allotment 154,000 will 
be good for evening perform¬ 
ances, while 225,000 tickets will 
be given away which will be hon¬ 
ored at matinee shows only. 

Deal was worked out by Nick 
John Matsoukas, in charge of the 
shows, which will be produced by 
Lou Walters, operator of the Latin 
Quarter, N.Y. Expo will last 24 
days. Among the shows to be 
presented include “Ziegfeld Fol¬ 
lies" with Mickey Rooney and 
Dorothy Lamour,^ June 14-20; 
Patti Page in “Latin Quarter 
Revue" June 21-23; Johnnie Ray 
in the same show, June 23-30; 
McGuire Sisters in “Folies Pari- 
sienne," July 1-7. 

Matineet shows include Ray 
Lavely’s “Hollywood Hot Rod 
Derby” June 14-23; as well as a 
rock 'n* roller to be shown daily. 
Among the names to be exhibited 
include A1 Hibbler, George Ham¬ 
ilton IV, Della Reese/ Gloria 
Jerome, Evening Breezes, Heart 
Breakers, Big Four and others. 

Book Guy Mitchell 
For Limited Brit Tour 
Liverpool, Eng., June 11. 

Guy Mitchell, topping vaude at 
Empire Theatre here, is set for 
limited U.K. tom* prior to return¬ 
ing to U.S. to start a series of 39 
tv shows for ABC in September. 

Singer, who opened last week at 
Empire, Glasgow, has dates at Lei¬ 
cester, Manchester, Coventry, plus 
one-nighters with Ted Heath’s 
orch at Tooting, Kilbunj, Wool¬ 
wich, East Ham and Edmonton. 

H’wood Eyeing Steele 
Glasgow, June 11. 

Tommy Steele, 20-year-old Eng¬ 
lish rock *n’ roll singer headlining 
here with Freddie Bell & His Bell¬ 
boys,.^ being paged for a part in 
a new Hollywood musical. 

Steele, a b.o. customer-puller in 
the U.K., has recently completed 
his first film, “The Tommy Steele 
Story," for Anglo-Amalgamated. 
He has vaude tour lined up to next 
winter, with afternoon shows set 
for Blackpool Palace from July 22. 

Steele is presented at the Em¬ 
pire here .by Harold Fielding, Lon¬ 
don impresario. * I 

Sinatra Socko 
In Northwest 

Portland, Ore., June 11, 

The Frank Sinatra show racked 
up a rousing $9,800 in one matinea 
at the Civic Auditorium here Sun¬ 
day (9). The 3,600-seater was 
scaled at $5. Take was exceptional 
consideroing that the show was 
presented by Northwest Releasing 
on a hot Sunday afternoon. The 
two hour and 15 minute layout in¬ 
cluded a 26-piece orchestra, Hal 
Loman & His Playmates, and Frank 
Gamore. * 

The troupe appeared in Vancou¬ 
ver, B.C. Saturday night (8). The 
7,200-seat Auditorium was sold out 
a few days after tickets went on 
sale. With a record breaking $23,- 
000 for the one performance in the 
till and more wanting ducats, a 
last minute matinee was setup that 
did okay. The unit is squeezing a 
performance in at the Auditorium 
in Seattle Sunday and from all in¬ 
dications should grab a hefty $15,- 
500 or better. Sinatra’s outfit flew 
in chartered plane from date to 
date and returns to Los Angeles 
late Sunday. Sinatra goes back te 
the “Pal Joey" set. 

This was one of the most success¬ 
ful promotions put on by Zolly Vol- 
chock and Jack Engerman. They 
are next bringing in the Harry. 
Belafonte show to the northwest ia 
July. 

BERLE KAYOS 3 CAFE 
DATES FOR SURGERY 

Milton Berle is cancelling three 
weeks of nitery dates in order to 
undergo an operation on his throat. 
Following dates at the Elmwood 
Casino, Windsor, Ont., and the 
Chez Paree, Chicago, starting 
July 1, Berle has blocked out the 
Copa, Pittsburgh, week of July 12; 
500 Club, Atlantic City, July 25, 
and the Mapes, Reno, Aug. 8. He’ll 
resume at El Rancho, Las Vegas, 
Sept. 1. 

Berle has been on one of the 
longest lineups of cafe dates iq 
many years. He’s currently dick¬ 
ering for a N. Y. showcasing. It’s 
still not known whether hq’U play 
the Latin Quarter or will repeat 
at Maksik’s Town & Country Club 
in Brooklyn. 

“THE COMEDIAN” 

THE LATEST I THE GREATEST I 
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST I 

Hew In Its list issue, containing 
stories, one-liners, poemattes, son* 
titles, htclders, audience stuff, mono¬ 
logs, parodies, double gags, bits. 
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political. Interruptions. 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous* 
Views of the Nows, etc. Start with 
currant Issue, SIS yearly — 2 years 
*2* — 3 years *40 — Single Copies 
*2.00 — NO C.O.D.'s. 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. *4 St., New York If 

WILL OSBORNE 
AND ORCHESTRA 

Harrah’s Club 
Lake Tahoe 

Mgt.: MILTON DEUTSCH: 

* ★★★★Adr -k ★★★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

* HP3IH 6REAT BOX OFFICE * 

l KB Joan BRANDON * 
* World's Greatest Hypnotist £ 

"Joan Srandon draw more people In hor throe appear- 
T a nets hero than any other attraction in the history ^ 
* of Eldrldgo Park." * 
* OSCAR BITTLER, Manager * 

Eldrldge Amusement Park, Elmira, H. Y. 
* 
* 

£ Currently Concert Tour £ 
* Mgt.r J. BRANDON, 4S0 Wsit 24th St., New York 11, N. Y. * 

4th Return Engagement, July 1 thru July 7,1957 £ 
Currently Concert Tour 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLAS 

9th International Tour 
"Currently 

Tivoli, STOCKHOLM 

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AOfNCY 
* Pars. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY 
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Borge’s ‘Lmdon Success 
Cedd Have a Sequel Next Spring 

By BARRY BARNETT 

London, June 11. 
Negotiations are already in prog¬ 

ress for a return visit by Victor 
Borge in the spring of next year. 
If he does come back, his tour 
would probably take in all the ma¬ 
jor British cities and wind with 
another London season. It would 
be aimed at letting the rest of 
Britain have a look at the man who 
has probably scored the biggest in¬ 
dividual success of any visiting 
artist to this country. 

For seven weeks, from April 9. 
to May 25, this hitherto unknown 
quantity to British audiences (that 
is, apart from one BBC-TV show 
last summer) played to capacity 
audiences at the Palace Theatre. 
Over 75,000 people saw his unusual 
one-man show, and the demand for 
tickets could have kept the theatre 
packed nightly for many more 
months. An indication of his un¬ 
qualified success was an invitation 
from Emile Littler, owner of the 
theatre, who asked Borge to carry 
on at the house for an unlimited 
season—incredible though it may 
seem, the offer even suggested a 
six-year period. 

Borge, unfortunately, had to de¬ 
cline because of other commit¬ 
ments, which limited his London 
season to the seven weeks. He 
worked on a percentage of the box-- 
office and, though it was claimed 
that the net weekly takings were 
in the region of $19,000, this was 
said to be the least he’d ever made 
for such a long stint. The Palace, 
with two rows of seats replacing 
the orchestra pit, had a seating 
capacity of 1,410 and standing room 
for about 90 at each performance. 
However, the show, "Comedy in 
Music,” was truthfully dubbed "the 
most difficult show to get seats.for 
in London” and ticket touts had a 
bumper time getting many times 
more than’ the original value of any 
seat at any performance. This, in 
itself, is a true indication of Borge’s 
smash success, for while many 
other .West End managements were 
considering price reductions, Borge 
was pulling in the customers at a 
theatre with one of the highest 
tops ($2.80) in London and they 
were quite willing to pay much 
more. 

Reaction of the British press to 
the artist was outstanding. His 

Currently 

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal 
July 15—- 

GLEN PARK CASINO. Buffalo 
Mgt.: STUART & WILL WEBER, 

Now York 

MOSS »£& PHOTOS 
For PAT BOONE 

duality photos in quantity, as low as 
It each. For publicity purposes con¬ 
sult Moss first. Sine* 1935 Serving 
America's Stars. 
II ACC photo service 
MIINX 350 W. 50th Stw NY 19 
III WWW RL T.1MH 

show was referred to as a “one- 
man musical” and was praised i 
heavily from all quarters. Notables ( 
from the music world, including t 
topflight classical musicians, were 
regularly, among the audience, and ( 
also members of the Royal Family, < 
led by Princ^PMargaret; attended, j 

Borge’s name has become almost < 
a household word in Britain, main- \ 
ly through.word of mouth, which 'j 
has carried his reputation far and 
wide. He’s assured of success.here 
whenever he wishes to return. His , 
brand of sophisticated humor is , 

i perfect meat for British, audiences, , 
‘ who are prepared to kill the fatted ^ 
‘ calf fpr him any time he returns^ ( 

| ■ ] 

D’Amato Enlarging , 
A.C. 500 CUb to Meet '• 

Top Name Policy Biz > 
Atlantic City, N.J., June 11, j 

Alterations now being effected i 
at Paul /Skinny) D’Amato’s mid¬ 
city 500 Club will permit facilities. ( 
for serving 1300 instead of the 900 ( 
accomodated in other years with ( 
plenty of room for a further en¬ 
largement at some future date. 

D’Amato has leased a garage 
property next to him and workmen 
presently are engaged 'in renovat¬ 
ing its back section to house his 1 
kitchen, which will be moved from 
the small quarters it has occupiea ; 
in past seasons. An additional bar 
is planned in the front of the build¬ 
ing at a later date, “Big names 1 
draw big crowds and .we need more 
room to handle them, “D’Amato 1 
says. 1 

With the exception of the July i 
4 week, when “Skinny” hopes that 
Dean Martin, working separately, 
will come in, bookings are neatly 
completed for the. summer. Tony 
Martin wil open on July 6 to run 
for .a week and will.be followed by i 
Johnnie Ray, on. July 14. The Mc¬ 
Guire Sisters, Nat (King) Cole and 1 
Sammy Davis Jr. are hooked for ■ 
first three weeks'in August. It will ’ 
be Cole’s first appearance at club, ■ 
D’Amato hoping for Frank Sinatra 
latter part of August, when he 
came in last year. Motion picture 
commitments of both Dean Martin 
and Sinatra may mean they will 
not appear. Jerry Lewis is. possi- ! 
bility for club tlate Also. As a team 1 
they played club last summer. 

Jose Greco Repeating 
B’wayTheatre Stand 

Jose Greco is due to repeat at' 
the Playhouse, N. Y., June 21. 
Greco, currently on the last lap 
of a three-weeker exits that house 
today (12) and opens the Carter 
Barron Amphitheatre, Washington, 
June 13 for a week, and thereafter 
resumes at the Playhouse, June 21. 

Greco is set to play the Amphi¬ 
theatre, Milwaukee, July 2. 

Lone Ranger, Lassie To 
Tour Southern States 

Lone Ranger and Lassie are be¬ 
ing packaged in a tour to be pro¬ 
moted by Eli Weinberg, of Blue- 
field, W. Va. Tax Ritter may be 
added to the cast. Jaunt will be 
sponsored in some situations by 
the Marita Bread Co. 

Show opens in' Greenville, S. C., 
and winds up at Raleigh July 27 
for -30 stops. All dates will, be 
in the southwest area, 

Ohio Fair Books Vocalists 
Columbus, OJune 11, 

Ricky Nelson, vocalizing son of 
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson, and 
Molly Bee, of the daytime show of 
Tennessee Ernie Ford, have been 
booked for the 1957 Ohio State 
Fair in Columbus, for four per¬ 
formances,-Aug. 23-24. 

They and the Four Preps will re¬ 
place the previously booked Len¬ 
non Sisters, of the Lawrence Welk 

‘ show, who could not break previ¬ 
ous commitments for the Ohio 

i date. 

Texas Smalltown Curbs 
Jure Delinquency Via 

All-Night Senior Proms 
Midland, Tex., June 11. 

This , is one of the communities 
in America organized to minimize 
drink and sex hazards at gradua¬ 
tion time-.. 

• Mrs. Bernadine Carrigan, who is 
co-manager Qf the Midland Coun¬ 
try Club, has instituted an annual 
graduation party for the senior 
class which offers the kids the 
times of their lives, and minimizes 
'the possibility of trouble. 

About three years ago, Mrs. Car¬ 
rigan went to the merchants of 
Midland and asked them to under¬ 
write a "senior night.” Held in the 
wholesome atmosphere of the Mid¬ 
land Country Club and the Youth 
Center, the event is open to every 
member of the graduation class. 

Last week, the party started at 
the Youth Center where the young¬ 
sters danced to the music of Al 
Galante’s orch. Then Ernie Field 
took over the bandstand. At mid¬ 
night, Tex Beneke and his hand 
took over, followed by a floorshow 
featuring the DeCastro Sisters, the 
Commodores and Johnny Matson. 

Field and Galante returned in a 
: couple of hours and the evening 

ended with everyone going to the 
Country Club for a swim and 
breakfast. At 8' a.m., the kids 
started heading for home. 

“We inaugurated the program in 
order to keep the graduates from 
going out on their own in search of 
a celebration,” Mrs. Carrigan ex¬ 
plained. “Hardly a year passes 
that ‘some ^.youngster, celebrating 
his graduation, isn’t involved in 
some sort of trouble or tragedy.” 

Since the program was instituted 
here; there have been no “inci¬ 
dents,” and the youngsters agree 
its the biggest night of their lives. 

O. Burleycue Changes Hands 
Youngstown, June 11. 

The Park Theatre, operating as 
a burlesque house since 1948, has 
been sold to John P. Cordon, hotel 
owner, for approximately $75,000. 
Ife was formerly owned by Shea 
Theatre Corp. and has been leased 
to the Park Amusemeent Co. It 
will continue as a burlesque the¬ 
atre. 

Shea bought the Park in 1926, 
after leasing it for several years 
from .the Peoples’ Amusement Co., 
a Subsidiary qf Cohan and Harri. 
The Park was opened in 1900 and 
showed outstanding stage attrac¬ 
tions until 1948, when it was con¬ 
verted to burlesque. 

Cuban Agents Getting Nationalistic, 
Ask Exclusive Booking of All Talent 

Lone Ranger Show Set j 
For Upstate New York j 

Albany, June 11. 
The Lone Ranger-Silver-Lassie 

Show will be presented by Ted 
Bayley and Bob Snyder for mati¬ 
nee and evening performances at 
Hawkins Stadium, Albany,. June 
21-22, and at Convention Hall in 
Saratoga, June 19. 

Tickets will be* $1.80 and $2.50 
at the door; half price, in advance, ; 
at area Breslaw Bros, furniture j 

stores. f 
-«—,- I 

Atlantic City Season j 
Into High Gear With Bow 

Of Steel Pier Operation 
Atlantic City, N. J., June 11. 

After a week of rainy and chilly 
weather season starts opening up 
as big Steel Pier goes into daily 
operation with the increase in va¬ 
cationists anticipated as June en¬ 
ters its final two weeks. As sum¬ 
mer homes start opening with the 
event of metropolitan schools clos¬ 
ing this week, amusement business 
get more into the swing ^as winter 
shutters are discarctSfct \ 

Celebrating its 6urn £ear of 
George A. Hamid's biggest resort 
amusement spot gehj^ underway 
with Carmel Quinn, Trish singing 
star, headlining the show June 14- 
16 with Denise Lor coming into 
the big vaudeville house June 17 
to June 22. Buddy Williams orch 
plays for dancing on the pier’s 
Marine ballroom from June 14 un-; 
til June 21 when Richard Maltby i 
takes over. | 

Supporting Miss. Quinn well 
known through her Arthur God¬ 
frey tv appearances, will be Mac & 
Lorraine, comedy adagio dancers; 
the Three Renowns; The Four 
Honey Girls; and Danny Crystal, 
comedian. Pier’s outdoor circus 
and water sports show brings back 
the diving horses with Russ Dod¬ 
son & his Diving Collegians; The 
Mazurs, aerialists, and Willie Wall- 
dorf and his bears. 

| Hamid will continue star policy 
bringing Tony Bennett, the Four 
Lads, Frankie Laine, the Mills 
Bros., and Frank Parker into the 
vaudeville house. Pier offers a 
myriad of attractions and two first- 

|run motion pictures in two other 
i theatres. 

Havana, June 11. 

Cuban agents are seeking legis¬ 
lation that would make it neces¬ 
sary for alien acts to go through 
bookers licensed in this country. 
The Cuban percenters are press¬ 
ing for the enactment of laws that 
would make it mandatory for all 
talent working the Cuban niteries 
to go through a local agent. 

The Cuban agents point to the 
fact that even in the U. S. there 
are localities in which agents can¬ 
not freely book. They point to 
Pennsylvania, Florida and other 
states as examples where the tal¬ 
ent offices must go through agents 
who are residents of those slates. 

The pitch for exclusive booking 
of Cuban niteries comes in the 
wake of the legislation by Cuban 
performer unions that chorus lines 
working in Havana must contain 
a majority of Cuban c»tizens. Re¬ 
cently, Noel Sherman, choreog¬ 
rapher of the Hotel Nacional, was 
forced to revamp his line there 
so that Cuban girls would pre¬ 
dominate. 

Thus far, the U. S. agents visit¬ 
ing the island have shown little 
concern for the proposed measure. 
They .argue that Cuba does not 
have enough acts to service its 
cafes and must iffiport talent to 
insure an adequate supply. Re¬ 
fusal of bookers from other coun¬ 
tries to cooperate with Havana 
agents, according to the visiting 
percenters, would seriously ham¬ 
per the operations of cafes jn Ha¬ 
vana. 

Havana has heen importing a 
good many acts from other coun¬ 
tries, particularly the U. S. and 
Mexico. Occasionally, a Continen¬ 
tal turn is bought, but bulk of its 
higher priced acts must be ob¬ 
tained from the U. S. Thus far. 
there has been no organized oppo¬ 
sition by the Cuba nitery owners 
to the legislative proposal by the 
local talent office. 

Anne Shelton to Head 
British Summer Revue 
Blackpool, Eng., June 11. 

Anne Shelton, English thrush, Is 
pacted by local impresario James 
Brennan to replace chirper Joan 
Regan in “Nap Hand” summer re¬ 
vue at Queen’s Theatre here June 
1, for five months. 

She will bq teamed with Vic 
Oliver. 

Tfca Amazing Stan of ’’WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND” 

Lucille & Eddie ROBERTS 
Currently Appearing 

PALMER HOUSE, Chicago 

Sinatra 
and 

I 
Have reached an Agreement 

He's not going to do any 

comedy routines 

and 

PlTI not going to sing. 

Frank D’Amore 
Now on four with Frank Sinatra 

doing one nighters for Lee Gordon. 

LAST WEEK 
Albuquerque 

THIS WEEK 
Vancouver 

Portland 

Seattle 

NEXT WEEK 
San Jose 

Salt Lake City 
San Francisco 
Sacramento 

p“ AND THE WEEK AFTER 
. Gee, I hope so! 

Management: MARCUS GLASER. 203 N. Wabash Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 
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Latin Quarter, N. Y. 
The Vagabonds, George Matson, 

the Trio Cottas (3), Isabela & 
Miguel, The Y-Knot Tunrlers, Pam¬ 
ela Dennis, Latin Quarter chorus 
and showgirls, Jo Lombardi and 
Buddy Harlowe Orchs; $6 mini¬ 
mum. 

The tourist season and the vaca¬ 
tion period is getting under way 
so the booking of The Vagabonds 
as the feature attraction at Lou 
Walters’ Latin Quarter appears to 
meet the demand of the present 
market. The Vagabonds, a musical 
and comedy quartet, are a com¬ 
mercial act whose main appeal is 
for the peasantry and the local 
yokels. The four lads have had 
considerable exposure on tv, via 
the Arthur Godfrey show, and have 
been mainstays in Miami Beach 
spots. 

The brand of humor dished out 
by the Vagabonds, consisting main¬ 
ly of mugging and sight situations 
interpolated with their own musi¬ 
cal accompaniment, appears to 
score nicely with less sophisticated 
audiences. More discerning enter¬ 
tainment seekers will probably find 
it hard to take. At the LQ, The 
Vagabonds are offering many of 
their familiar routines, including 
"The Salt Song" and "Up the Lazy 
River." There’s no doubt about 
their ability as popular entertain¬ 
ers. They’re hard workers and give 
the customers their money’s worth. 

As per usual, Walters’ establish¬ 
ment remains the popular concep¬ 
tion of what night club entertain¬ 
ment should be. It's big, colorful 
and lush and more than meets the 
demand for anyone out for. a pleas¬ 
ant evening’s diversion. If has 
scantily clad girls, an excellent 
mixture of acts, music and bright 
costumes. 

Except for the Vagabonds, 
George Maston, and production 
singer Pamela Dennis, the present 
acts and routines are holdovers- 
from previous shows. Maston is a 
clever record act who specializes 
in female impersonations to match 
the background voices and music. 
He does a flapper of the 20’s, a 
strip teaser, and an opera singer 
who gets drunk while performing. 
He gets a nice mitting. 

Miss Dennis has a pleasant so¬ 
prano voice and fits in nicely with 
the production numbers. The re¬ 
peat acts, including The Tri Cottas, 
Isabela & Miguel and the Y-Knot 
Twirlers, continue to draw top au¬ 
dience response. Each act is a 
show-stopper and points up Walr 
ters’ ability in coming up with un¬ 
usual attractions. ' „ 

Jo Lombardi’s orchestra provides 
topnotch showbacking and alter¬ 
nates with Buddy Harlowe’s crew 
for customer dancing. Hotl. 

den, general stage manager, and 
Harry Howell, stage manager, con¬ 
tribute greatly to "Pajama’s" vi¬ 
tality. 

"Pajama” is slated for six weeks 
with options that may be picked 
up if George Gobel (incoming July 
17) agrees. Adding to the ‘ show’s 
pull is a casino filled with em¬ 
ployes—from -waitresses to dealers 
—dressed ii} pajamas, a sure-fire 
attraction for gamblers and tour¬ 
ists alike. 

The virile production is present¬ 
ed by Frederick Brisson, Robert 
E. Griffith, and Harold S. Prince. 
Musical direction by George Hirst 
(17> is imaginative and with few 
fla,ws. Dipl. 

Fontainebleau, M. B’ch i 
Miami Beach, June 7... I 

Phil Foster, Leny Eversong, Gina I 
& Gerardo. Murray Schlamm, \ 
Sacasas Orch; $4 minimum. J 

Current show is part for the La 
Ronde course, offering an estab¬ 
lished—in this sector—comic, plus 
a brace of new acts. The package 
adds up as upper bracket nitery 
fare, befitting this plus cafe. 

Foster is now committed to a 
three times per year, exclusive 
deal with the Fontainebleau, where 
formely he’s worked every hotel 
location around. Per usual he 
keeps laugh-matters at a bubbly 
tempo with his gruff, albeit dis¬ 
arming approach that is tagged to 
the Broofclynese he accents through 
his stint. Foster maintains his pop¬ 
ularity here, thanks to injects of 
new twists to hypo the standards 
he's associated with, viz: the mar¬ 
ried life, advice to newlyweds rou¬ 
tine—apropos at this honeymoon¬ 
time of year. New bit is his “Let’s 
Keep the Dodgers in Brooklyn’’ 
tune which he recently recorded. 
The from-all-points audiences cur¬ 
rent, go for it all with howls. 

Leny Eversong is a buxom Bra¬ 
zilian whose vocalistics are pleas¬ 
ing. Although not conversant with 
the language, she spells out pho¬ 
netically a canto of upbeat state¬ 
side pops, paying two-tune service 
to her Latin origin, with topper 
rousing version of "La Cumba- 
drero.” She’s a likeable personality 
who fits the songstress slot ably. 

Gina. & Gerardo are a handsome 
pair of south-of-the-border imports 
who work out some slick ballroom- 
ology as well as their native steps. 
Gal is a looker with an entrancing 
torso which is'put to zesty use in 
latter part of their act, to heat up 
the palmometer. Murray Schlamm/ 
house emcee, turns in his usual 
smooth job while Sacasas dittos, 
in the musical department with his 
orch. Fran Warren and Georgie 
Maye arrive on the 12th. Lory. 

Riviera, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, June 5. 

"Pajama Game," produced and 
directed by George Abbott, Jerome 
Robbins; music and lyrics by Rich¬ 
ard Adler and Jerry Ross; scenery 
and costumes, Lemuel Ayers; chore¬ 
ography, Bob Fosse; restaged by 
Zoya Leporska, musical direction 
by George Hirst (17): Stars Larry 
Douglas, Betty O’Neil, Buster West, 
Barbara Bostock, features Fred Irv¬ 
ing Lewis, Ruth Gillette, Jack 
Naughton, Tally Brown; $3 mini¬ 
mum. 

"Pajama Game"—the Broadway 
hit package—was tooled neatly 
into the Clover Room and opened 
with its characteristic zip and dash 
to a highly enthusiastic audience. 

Lemuel Ayers’ sets and the cho¬ 
reography of Bob Fosse have been 
tailored ideally to nightclub stand¬ 
ards—to provide a workable show¬ 
case for the talents of a cast per¬ 
forming as if on home ground. 

The 90-minute production but¬ 
tonholed about the pajama-manu¬ 
facturing business and a labor con¬ 
flict is embroidered by Larry 
Douglas, Betty O’Neil, Buster West 
and pixie-like Barbara Bostock. 
Douglas’ powerful singing is coun¬ 
terpoised with a strong presenta¬ 
tion by Miss O’Neil. West supplies 
fine comic interludes—but the ap¬ 
plause-gathering Miss Bostock 
gives this road show it^ genuine 
appeal of caprice. 

Opening with "Her Is" with the 
versatile Jack Naughton, Miss Bos¬ 
tock returns in the second of two 
acts to delight with Lee Capo and 
Tom Snow in derbyed, tuxedoed 
dance highlight "Steam Heat.” 

Combining with Douglas in the 
secretive “Hernando’s Hideaway,” 
Miss Bostock delivers robustly in 
song and dance before melting 
into the farcical “Jealousy Ballet” 
with a stolid West and sprightly 
males of the cast. 

Staging showpiece is the lively 
“Once A Year Day"-number cast 
in picnic dress and involving the 
entire company. Most responded-to 
duet is "There Once Was A Man.” 
carried by Douglas and Miss 
O’Neil. 

Set direction by William McFad- 

Lido de Paris 
(FOLLOWUP) 

, Paris, May 25. 
The lavish Lido revue, "C’Est 

Magnifique,” has played practical¬ 
ly SRO since its inception last De¬ 
cember. The French, Parisians as 
well as provincials, and the inter¬ 
national tourists have made it a 
mecca. Show is still fresh and fast 
as it mixes Gallic taste and ele¬ 
gance with the U.S. pace and 
rhythm. 

With its varied audiences, the 
Lido operators and creators, Pi- 
erre-Louis Guerin and Rene Fra- 
day, are probably right in eschew¬ 
ing star names. They really do not 
need them, for they supply enough 
dance display, costume and nude 
draw, top specialty acts and move¬ 
ment to overcome any lag that 
might be due to a lack of a co¬ 
hesive personality addition.. - ’ 

Revue is even more rigorous and 
polished now. The Bernard Brbfc. 
<2> have since gone on to other pas¬ 
tures, and, if their smart 'disk- 
mime number is missed, there are 
enough yocks, eyecatching aspects 
and pi'oduction values to make this 
probably the best nitery revue 
extant. 

Harrison & Fisher have shelved 
their big terp production number 
based on the “Amphytrion” legend. 
Now, they do only straight and 
satiric ballroom dance interludes. 
Their racy, graceful, haughty 
aplomb is just right for the more 

j serious stuff, underlined by their 
; ease and flair, and perfect for their 
( parody moments. The casual com- 
[ edics make for sophisticated shen- 
. anigans and plenty of laughs, 
i With the zany Anglo band, The 
(Nitwits (9>, the bright magico rou¬ 
tine of Marvin Roy, Erich Brenn’s 
feverish juggling, Margie Lee and 
Michael Meehan on ice skates, the 
Hispano terping of the Trianas (6), 
and the whole paraphernalia of a 
swimming pool, fireworks, dancing 
waters, nude revels etc, all done 
with taste and savvy production 
planning, the Lido, at a $6.50 mini¬ 
mum, is one of the best entertain¬ 
ment buys in town. Second part of 
the show is aimed at the tourist 
bus loads, but also gives a good ac¬ 
count of itself. Mosk. 

Village Vanguard, N. Y. 
Chico Hamilton Quintet, Irwin 

Corey; $2.50 minimum. 

The Village Vanguard, a N. Y. 
landmark which has gone through 
many cycles from poetry readings 
to names, is now switching to jazz 
groups, which has become the chief 
entertainment product of this sec¬ 
tor of town. However, proprietor 
Max Gordon is hedging a complete 
switchover to the cool form of 
amusement. With the Chico Hamil¬ 
ton Quintet, he has brought in 
Irwin Corey, who upon occasion 
has meant boxoffice in the Village 
and who no doubt will attract a 
considerable slice of‘trade on his 
own. 

The Hamilton group is probably 
one of. the more interesting of the 
jazz collaborationists. They have 
an unusual sound with an instru¬ 
mentation of Hamilton helming 
from the drums, with cello, guitar, 
bass, and a flutist who quadruples 
on sax, clary and piccolo, but may 
have some other instruments stach- 
ed away out of sight. 

The group seems to be highly 
articulate in expressing itself in 
offbeat patterns. The odd instru¬ 
mentation permits equally strong 
accents on melody and rhythms, 
and frequently unusual textures. 
The outfit also has a lot of imagi¬ 
native patterns. The lighter pieces, 
such as some of the standards, are 
done witn taste and charm. Some 
Bach influences even filter through. 
But it’s a combo that will speak in 
equally acceptable tones to the 
longhair jazzists as 'the progres¬ 
sives, and they loom as an influen¬ 
tial voice in the new sounds firma¬ 
ment, Hamilton, a sepian, makes 
the announcements in a scholarly 

! manner. Rest of the crew are ofays 
with professorial miens. 

Corey has always done 'foell in 
the Village’ In fact, he started ,at 
this boite as a record act. Since 
then, he’s organized his disorganiz¬ 
ed fulminations in a most effective 
manner. Sometimes he runs away 
with himself as far as the time 
element is concerned and in pick¬ 
ing on a single party in the vicinity 
of the stage. At show caught, boni- 
face Gordon put on the lights, 
wigwagged and threw some other 
attention getters until Corey got 
the hint and took off. Before that 
he seemed to be doing so well that 
he was loathe to leave the assembl¬ 
age. J ose. 

Statler Hotel, L. A. 
Los Angeles, June 7, 

Gogi Grant* Bobby Brandt, Eddy 
Bergman Orch (11); $2-$2.50 couer. 

It has been about a'year since 
Gogi Grant last appeared at the 
Statler here and in the interim she 
has gained in both pull and poise. 
These factors, plus selection of 
pleasant (tho not necessarily out¬ 
standing) material for her act in¬ 
dicate better than average returns 
for the downtown hostelry during 
the current three week stand. 

Miss Grant is one of the better, 
new singers currently making an 
impact via disks and occasional 
nitery salaries. With a recent 
soundtrack dubbing job (“Helen 
Morgan Story”) behind her and a 
full-fledged film assignment (“The 
Big Beat”) coming up, she’s on the 
verge of carving a nitery niche for 
herself. She should have no .diffi¬ 
culty but additional special mate¬ 
rial, like her “I Like a Novelty 
Song” medley which .points out 
that other generations also had 
nonsense numbers, might acceler¬ 
ate her climb. She has a big, clear 
voice ’Shd she knows -how' to use 
it, either for belting or for tender 
selling of such items as “How 
Deep ly the Ocean” or a few bars 
of her “Suddenly There’s a Val¬ 
ley’* diSclick. 

Highlight of the turn is her re¬ 
prise of the "Wayward Wind” 
platter, the noveltune medley 
(which ranges from "Where Did 
Robinson Crusoe go with Friday 
on Saturday Night" to “Mairzy 
Doats") and a fine job on “With¬ 
out a Song," done only with a 
piano accompaniment. 

Miss Grant is preceded by Bob¬ 
by Brandt, an -energetic young 
dancer who lards his taps with 
acrobatics. It’s a fast turn re¬ 
plete with showmanly gimmicks 
to attract attention, particularly 
on a soft shoe dance with modern 
connotations. 

Eddy Bergman’s orch returns to 
the Statler for this layout to be¬ 
gin what will probably be another 
deserved long run. Kap. 

Royal York, Toronto 
Toronto, May 30. 

Jane Morgan, Lucille & Eddie 
Roberts, Johnny Lindon Orch (10), 
Beverly Foster; $3 cover. 

Sharing honors with Jane Mor¬ 
gan (New,- Acts), Lucille & Eddie 
Rober s are in with their merry 
mental act. Husband-wife team 

scores on sophisticated- sparkle, 
plus the smooth gabbing of the 
tablehopping male ahd the baffling 
and correct answers of the masked 
lady on centre platform as she 
rattles off the answers. They add 
class to the bafflement of' the posh 
clientele by appearing in evening 
dress, the dlstaffer in white-se- 
quinned gown uflth salmon-pink 
overskirt.^Working fast, husband is 
also a personable questioner and 
glib gentleman on the ad lib. They 
delight the customers. 

New band (10) is conducted by 
Johnny Lindon, replacing Moxie 
Whitney’s orch which has moved 
for the summer to the Canadian 
Pacific Railway’s resort hotel at 
Lake Louise, Alberta. Lindon 
makes the mistake of leading the* 
band while stepping out for his 
baritone* vocalistics, thus splitting 
the chore to detracting and detri¬ 
mental effect. Beverly Foster, 
blonde in blue evening gown. Is 
pleasant to look at and listen to. 
Show is in for a fortnight. 

McStay. 

New Nixon, Pitt 
Pittsburgh, June 5. 

Gali Gali, Steve Gaynor, Farrar 
Trio, Joey Deane, Mme. Kamarova 
Dancers (8), Al Marsico4Orch. (8); 
no cover or minimum. 

Downtown Pittsburgh’s newest 
nitery, 350-seat New Nixon, which 
got into action just about four 
months ago, looks to be in. It’s a 
class spot and has been building 
steadily. Dinner business has been 
extraordinary; supper is still a lit¬ 
tle off but it’s coming along. En¬ 
tertainment policy, with a big pro¬ 
duction splash a la Latin Quarter 
in N. Y., h£s wisely continued. 

Current layout is the best New 
Nixon has had since its opener in 
February. Headed by Gali Gali, 
in Pittsburgh for the first time, 
since he played the old Nixon 
Cafe (since torn down and now the 
site of the Alcoa skyscraper) ini 
1949. Calling Gali Gali just a 
magician would be like labeling 
Manhattan just an island. He’s 
off by himself as a'personality and 
a de luxe sleight-of-hander. The 
fellow improves with age; his dis¬ 
appearing chicks with a couple Of 
recruits from the audience are not 
only mystifying but also hilarious 
and everything he does is solid 
and gilt-edged.. They love him 
here; nobody can remember when 
a magico has ever killed them like 
this. 

Up to and including- Gali Gali, 
the show’s capital entertainment. 
Joey Deane is a little guy who 
hoofs big and his eccentric stuff 
is showy and neatly mixed. Far¬ 
rar Trio, two girls and a man, turn 
out a flashy and original dance 
act, ballroom and aero, and Steve 
Gaynor, who also emcees, registers 
solidly with his songs. * He has a 
fine voice, an ingratiating manner 
and uses both of them advan¬ 
tageously. Mme. Kamarova’s line 
appears in three-production num¬ 
bers all neatly integrated into the 
layout, and Al Marsico’s band 
backs everything smartly and puts 
out a smart brand of dansapation 
as well* Cohen. 

Hotel Mnehlehaeh, K. C. 
Kansas City, June 7. 

Andrini Bros. (2), Gerri Gale, 
Tommy Reed'Orch (8); $1-$1.50 
cover. 

The Terrace Grill has a 40-min¬ 
ute show high enough on the en¬ 
tertainment score for this session, 
albeit both acts are new here 
and little known here consequent¬ 
ly. The two make an unusual 
combo with the string instrumen¬ 
tals of the Andrinis and the danc¬ 
ing and songs of Gerri Gale. 

Miss Gale has the opening spot 
to work a little boogie and assort¬ 
ed rhythms into ballet, adding a 
calypso, some samba and a dab of 
Dixieland for variety. She warbles 
a bit, has a special entree in a 
ditty of an expensive lady and 
how she does her day, done in 
pantomime and with a hat to 
match each mood. Blonde, lith- 
so'me. Miss Gale is at her best in 
the dancing entries, raises a good 
hand at her finish. 

Mastery of the strings is the 
forte of Francisco and Lorenzo 
Andrini, who have played most 
spots around the world but some¬ 
how have missed K. C. heretofore. 
Their mainstays are the Spanish 
guitar for Francisco and the man¬ 
dolin, both electrified, for Lorenzo, 
from which they .extract most 
every type of tune and tempo. For 
a fillip there is the 17th century 
mandolira, which Lorenzo adds to 
the offering, an especially good 
novelty twist.. The switch .to ban¬ 
jos and back to their original in¬ 
struments while picking out a long 
list of favorites from opera, the 
standards and otherwise well 
known numbers. Their skill is 
topflight, and they embellish it 
with a bit of kidding and a vocal 
or two, all well received. Quin.* 
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Beverly Hills, Newport 
Newport, Ky., June 7. 

Roberta Sherwood, Billy Vine, 
Donn Arden Dancers (10), Joan 
Juliano, Gardner Benedict Orch 
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry 
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Sat. 

Greater Cincy nightclubbers latch 
on to Roberta Sherwood’s kind of 
singing. Her kickoff of the current 
two-framer matches the warmest 
reception accorded that of any of 
the long string of artists to play 
this northern Kentucky sWankery. 
Billy Vine, a fave who has been 
absent for several years, upholds 
his end in the laugh department. 
Class backing comes from the Bev¬ 
erly crew of Donn Arden Dancers 
and Gardner Benedict’s band. 

Miss Sherwood gets off to a big 
hand by coming on stage from the 
rear of the ’ room, wearing dark 
rimmed glasses and a white sweat¬ 
er, which she discards until exit¬ 
ing. Her 33-minute catalog, sock 
all the way, permits advantage of 
vocal ranges from sweet to shout¬ 
ing. Standout returns on "I Used 
to Love You," with cymbal fan¬ 
ning, her “Lazy River” and a walk- 
off to thunderous mitting on "Bill 
Bailey." Youngest of her three 
sons, out of school with a good re- 
pprt, an opening night ringsider. 
Accompanied by Ernie DeLorenzo, 
piano, and Red Newmark, electric 
guitar. 
Hefty Billy Vine, in tux, refreshes 

a 27-minute routine with unfamil¬ 
iar gags and retains his standard 
drunk and Yiddish dialect pieces. 
Myron Cohen returns as headliner 
of the show opening June 21. 

Koll. 

Hotel Radisson, Mpls. 
Minneapolis, June 8. 

Wally Griffin, Don McGrane 
Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 minimum. 

Youthful comedian Wally Griffin 
bowed locally-at this plush Flame 
Room in 1956, an unknown here¬ 
abouts, and scored so strongly he 
was held over an additional fort¬ 
night. He’s now brought back after 
only nine months, a 

Griffin’s return is notable be¬ 
cause he has a brand new act that’s 
even a vast improvement over his 
initial offering which went so well 
here. With original, smart material 
(most of it from his own pen) that 
he sells exuberantly well, he kept 
an almost entirely filled room con¬ 
tinuously entertained and laugh¬ 
ing at his opening dinner show. 

Griffin wisely has eschewed his 
former pianistics and works entire¬ 
ly standing up behind the mike, 
unloosening a steady stream of 
amusing patter and neatly sung 
numbers most of which also boast 
a heavy quota of rib-ticklers. An 
especial knockout is his version of 
“Little Red Riding Hood" set to 
“My Fair Lady" tunes. Yocks come 
frequently during the act. There’s 
no gainsaying that in Minneapolis 
this performer is a real hit and 
has won a place among Flame 
Room favorites. 

Don McGrane’s orch, as usual, 
fills its end of the bill superlative¬ 
ly well.#Griffin is here until June 
19 and will be followed by singer 
Ann Leonardo. Rees. 

Amato’s, Portland, Ore. 
Portland, Ore., June 4. 

Carl Ravazzai The Boginos (5), 
Julian Dreyer (5), Nikalani Fo & 
Sol Brite; $1-$1.50 cover. 

Singer Carl Ravazza is bringing 
his charm to the Pacific Northwest 
for the first time in his debut in 
this area .at this plush showcase. 
With the tofrn loaded with visitors 
for the annual Rose Festival, Ra- 
vazza’s name on the marquee is 
sure to keep the -tables full for his 
entire two weeks stay and set him 
up as a regular returnee. 

After his intro, he starts to sing 
in the rear of .the house and gets 
the customers in his palm and 
keeps them there till he signs off 
40 minutes later. He’s a top sales¬ 
man with a pair of good pipes. He 
has an easy, clean style and stint 
is well staged and moves quickly. 
Ravazza pleases with pop standards. 
Best bets are “Holding Hands 
Time” and “Carmen Boogie.” His 
“stories in song" are \ also top 
drawer. 

The five Boginos get things under 
way with their lightning risley 
stuff. Three male guys and 2 
femmes go thru some better than 
average foot juggling for solid 
returns. Guys toss, spin, and twist 
the others individually and in 
doubles and get gasps from the 
ringsiders. Several payers get' a 
gratis trip aloft for plenty of belly 
laughs. 

Julian Dreyer and his house 
crew do their usual good job of 
playing the show and get the 
dancers on the floor for the dance 
seshes. Nikalani Fo & Sol Brite 
keep the lounge patrons in good 
spirits with their miniature floor 
show throughout the eve. Feve. 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF JUNE 12 

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show 

whether full or split week. 

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (U Independent; (U Loaw; (M) Moss; 

(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; CW) Warner 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Halt (R> 13 

Melissa Hayden 
Ronnie Ronaldo 
Molidor 3 
Rockettes 
Raymond Paige Ore 
Corps De Ballet 
Clee Club 

Palace (R) 14 
Berk & Hallow 
Odette McEwen 
'Will Mahoney 

Ted Lester 
Ray Bensen 
Milt Douglas 
Shan Varr Sc Peka 
Ferdinand St Gerrl 

Roxy (13) 
Nancy Le Parker 
Manuel Del Toro 
Mickey Powers 
Leslie Sang 
Skating Squires 
Roxyettes 
Roxy Orch 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 
Tivoli (T) 17 

Johnny Lockwood 
Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Les Thaika 
Medlock St Marlowe 
Balladinis * 
Billy Kayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O’Connor 
Edit Juhasz 
Alwyn Leckle 
Continentals 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Godso 
Olivia Dale 
2 Dancing Boys 

Rudas Dancers 
SYDNEY 

Tivoli (T) 17 
Peter Brough 
Ronald Chesney 
Boys of Mexico 
2 Earls 
Christine Sc Moll 
Lebrac & Bernice 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicados 
Williams St Shand 
Buster Fiddess 
Nina Cooke 
Brenda Rowe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hippodrome (M) 10 
Sherry Laine 
Jimmy French 
Amazing CTossifti 
Chief Beaver & Co. 
Knolmans Dancing 

Waters 
Annett et Noelle 
Millie Jacksons Co. 

BIRMINGHAM. 
Hippodrome (M) 10 
Frankie Vaughan 
Keefe Bros. Sc A 
Joe Church 
Darljs Dogs 
King Bros. 
Elizabeth St Collins 
Eddie Arnold 
Frank Cook 
Murray Campbell 
Hal Fisher 

BLACKPOOL 
Palace (I) 10 

Hylda Baker 
Tanner Sis. 
Odette Crystal 
Sonny Roy 
Mitchell Singers 
Impero Bros. 
Janet Gray 
Granger & Co. 
ivanfcu 4 
Juan Davis Co. 

BRADFORD 
Alhambra (M) 10 

Ken Dodd 
Sylva Sc Audrey 
Gerry Brereto 
Brazillianos 
Joe Henderson 
Barbara Law 
Freddie Frihton 
Bert EdgaF 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome (M) 10 
Reg Dixon 
Sally Barnes 
Arnley & Gloria 
3 Skylarks 
L & L Rogers 

EDINBURGH 
Empire (M) 10 

Ted Lune 
Dallas Boys 
Revel * Fields 
Duo Russmar 
Leslie Roberts 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire (M) 10 . 
Eve Boswell 
McAndrews & Hills 
Bonar Colleano 
Tattersall & Jerry 
Vic Hyde 
W llson 
Keppel & Betty 
Eloyd & Vy Day 

GLASGOW 
Empire (M) 10 

Max Wall 
Anne Hart 
Terry Kennedy. Co. 
5 Speedacs 
J urn pin Jax 
Teenagers 
Kirk Stevens 

LEEDS 
Empire (M) 10 

Ronnie Hilton 
Renee Dymott 
Mary Naylor 
Jack Beckitt 
Kodell 
Alan Clive 
J & P Barbour 
Desmond St Marks 
Gold & Cordell 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire (M) 10 

Guy Mitchell 
Emerson Sc Jayne 
Allen Bros. Sc J 
Victor Seaforlh 
Topper Martyn 
A1 Roxy & G 
T Sc P Derrick 

LONDON 
Hippodrome iM) 10 
Shanl Wallis 
Andrea Dancers 
J Sc R Arnold 
Los Gatos 
Jimmy Lee 

Palladium CM) 10 
Eddie Fisher 
Olga James 
3 Romanos 
Estelle Sloan 
Arthur Haynes 
George Holmes 
Hedley Ward 3 
3 Brittons 
Garden Dancers 
Metropolitan (I) 10 

Tony Brent 
Morris Sc Cowley 
Julie Dey 
Lionel King 
El Granadas Sc P 
Lynton Boys 
Will Van Laren 

MANCHESTER 
Palace (M) 10 

Tommy Steele 
3 Martinis 
Harriott Sc Evans 
Camlllerl 
M Sc B Winters 
Dehl 3 
P Sc P Page 
Reg Thompson 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire <M> 10 

Harry Secombe 
Billie Anthony 
Rudy Horn 
Dior Dancers 
Gimma Boys 

NORTHAMPTON 
New (I) TO 

•Geraldine Haigh 
Billie Roche 
Rene Jukes 
Ellisa Raye 
Cynthia Elliott 
Mandy & Sandy 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire (M) 10 

Albert Modley 
Skating Meteors 
Ancaster 
Milton Woodward 
Roy Stevens 
Falcons 
Linda Ross 
Matanzas 

SOUTHSEA 
King's (M) 10 

Lonnie Donegan 
De Vere Girls 
Smoothey & Layton 
Miki Sc Griff 
Curzon 3 
Des O’Connor 
Peter Quinton 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand (I) 10 

Harry Bailey 
George Meaton 
Bob Grey 
Joe Baldwin Sc Ptnr. 
2 Rexanos 
Rtaoda Rogers 
Ron Dillon 
Nat Willis 

Dominique 
Isabel Sc Miguel 
Trio Cottar 
Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowe Ore 

Hotel Plaza 
Dorothy Shay 
Ted Straeter 
Mark Monte 

New Roumanian 
Lou Menchell 
Alverda 
Jeryl Chandler 
H. Roth Ore 

Old Roumanian 
Jan Bart 
Danny Carroll 
Sadie Banks 
Joe La Porte Ore 

Park Sheraton 
Jan August 
Spark Thurman 

RSVP 
Jo Hurt 
Don Carey 
Don Evans 
Town A Country 

Burnell Dancers 

Ned Harvey Oro 
La Playa 

Two Guitars 
Kostya Poliansky 
Dolores Dauphin# 
Leonid Lugovsky 
Eugene St Sonya 
Andrei Hamshay 

Viennese Lantern 
Galena 
Judy Foster 
Ernest Schoen Oro 
Harold Sandler 
Paul Mann 

Village Barn 
Sophie Parker 
Zeb Carver 
Ed Smith 
Ralph Michelle 
Billy Kelly 
Irving Harris 
Village Vanguard 

Irwin Corey 
Chico Hamilton 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Sarah Vaughan 
Count Basie Ore 
Haitian Dancers 

CHICAGO 

Black Orchid 
Jerry Lester 
Rita Constance 

Blue Angel 
“Calypso Craze’* 
Jamaica Slim 
Lady Venita 
Rudolph King 
Lady Janet 
Shovon Trio 
Roger McCall 
AI D’Lacy Ore 

Blue Note 
Stan Kenton Ore 

Chez Paree 
Nat (King) Cole 
Allen St De Wood 
Henry Brandon Ore 
Chez Paree Ador- 

ables 
Cloister Inn 

Jean Hoffman Trio 
Ruth Olay 

Conrad Hilton 
“Skating Memories" 
Boyers (2) 
Clifford Guest 
Colstons (2) 
Karen 
Jo Ann McGov/an 

Bill Christopher 
Paul Gibben 
Naomi Wold 
"China** Clark 
Ann Cucksey 
Encores (4) 
Frankie Masters Ore 
Boulevardears Sc 

Dons (12) 
Drake Hotel 

Joanne Gilbert 
Gate of Horn 

Bob Gibson 
Jo Mapes 
Frank Hamilton 

London House 
Barbara Carroll (3) 
Eddie Higgins (3) 

Mister Kelly's 
Buddy Greco Trio 
Teddi King 
Harry Slottag (3) 
Marx & Frigo 
Frank D’Rorta 

Palmer House 
Eydie Gorme 
Lucille & Eddie 

Roberts 
Hoctor Sc Byrd 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

LOS ANGELES 

Bar of Music 
Barry O’Hara 
Vogues (3) 
Felix De Cola 
Jerry Linden Oro 

Cocoanut Grove 
A. M: Alberghetti 
F. Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
June Christy 
Lenny Bruee 
Dave Pell Octet 

Interlude 
Mort Sahl 

Jeri Southern • 
Shorty Rogers Ore 

Mocambo 
Caprice Chanial 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouge 
Billy Ward & 

Dominoes 
Statle.r Hotel 

Gogi Grant 
Bobby Brant 
Dick Stabile Ore 

Zardls Jazzland 
Fats Domino 

LAS VEGAS 

NEW YORK CITY 

Desert Inn 
Ted Lewis 
.Marie McDonald 
Art Johnson 
Donn Arden Dncrs 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 
‘Havana Mardl Gras’ 
Cesar Romero 
Eve Flores 
Milo Velarde 
Tony & rrancella 
Marquez Sis 
Garwood Van Ore 

El Cortez 
"Rhythm on Ice” 
George Arnold 
Jack Hilliard 
Buster Hallett Ofc 

El Rancho Vegas 
Joe E. Lewis 
Lili St. Cyr 
Kay Brown 
Molnar Dancers 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Jan Murray 
Mills Bros. 
Chiquita Sc Johnson 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Fremont Hotel 
Ish Kabibble St 
. Shy Guys 
The Make Believes 
Gayle Walton 

Golden Nugget 
Pepper Pots 
Teri O’Mason 
Giro Rimac 
Lee Maynard 
Faye Ellen 

Hacienda 
Kings IV 
Shirley Scott 

Riviera 
"Pajama Game" 
Larry Douglas 
Betty O’Neil 
Buster West 
Barbara BOstock 
Noveliles 
Mickey Katz 
Kay Sinatra Orch 

Royal Nevada 
Cab Calloway 
Cotton Club Revue 
Diane Left! 
Lonnie Sattln 
George Kirby 
Norma Miller Dncrs 

Sahara 
Teresa Brewer 
Dick Kerr 
B Sc C Robinson 
Sonny King 
The Sabres 
Cee Davidson Ore 
Louis Prima- 

Keely Smith 
Samrs 

Peter Lind Hayes 
Mary Healy 
Four Voices 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morelll Ore 

Showboat 
Dick Chase St Bud 
. Mitchell 
Georgia Holden 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girls 
Mike Werner Orch 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Peop-etts 
Candy Barr • 
Pat Yankee 
Bob Darch 
Barbary Coast Boys 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac 'Dennison 
Slipperettes 
Geo. Redman Orch 

Thunderbird 
China Doll Revue 
Thunderbird Dncrs 
Al Jahns Orch 

Troplcana ! 
Rhonda Fleming 
Elaine Dunn 
Tybee Afra 
Ben Dova 
Judy Logan 
Nat Brandy Wynne 

Bon Soir 
Jimmy Komack 
( mdv & I.indy 
Syiwa Nyms 
Three l’l.:mcs 
Biuce Kirby 

Blue Angel 
Spr. y 
Carol Burnett 
Will Holt 
( hateia 
JLyon 3 
Part H-.ward ' 

Casanova 
Helene Darrel 
Jacques /avow 
Alex Ais’.one 

Chateau Madrid 
Montes De Oca 
India Adams 
Ralph Ford Ore 
Cundt Cortez 
Canay Ore 

Copacabana 
Ella Fitzgei aid 
Bobbv Van 
Buddy Hackett 
Tom Rockford 
Marilyn Cooper 
Tony Starman 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 
Downstairs Room 

Ceil Cabot^ ^ 

Jack Fletcher 
June Ericson 
(Jerry Matthews 
Julius Monk . , 
Daphne Heilman 
Stella Brooks 
Blossom Dearie 

No 1 ^ifth Avs 
Joey Carter 
Rosemary O’Reilly 
Bob Downey 
Harold Fonville 
Hotel Ambassador 

Cbauncey Gray Ore 
Jani Sarkozi 

Gypsies 
Quintero Rhumbas 

Hotel Pierre 
Celeste Holm 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Alan Logan Ore 
Joseph Sudy 

) Hotel Roosevelt 
! Eddie Lane Ore 
[ Hotel Taft 
! Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel $t. Regis 
Milt Shaw Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

! Hotel Statler 
J. Dorsey Ore 
Lee Castle 

Latin Quarter 
Vagabonds 

MIAM1-MIAM1 BEACH 

Americana 
; Jackie Heller 
! Jill Corey 
i Joel Grey 
j Tun-Tun 
; Lee Martin Ore 
> Balmoral 
! Charlie Farrell 
■ Sonny Kendis Ore 
Tana Lenn 

Club Calypso 
. Tropical Holiday 
Carlos Varella’s 

Cubanaires 
- Di LidO 
.. Mandy Campo Ore 

• Freddie Stewart 
Maria & Toni 

: Jo Ann Wheatley 
« Nicki St Noel 
. Will Jordan 
l Kasse Quintet 
■ Henry Tobias 
< Mai Malkin Ore 
i Count Bernardino 
I Palmetto Boys 
| Fontainebleau 
- Fran Warren 

iGeorgCg^V .id 

Ricciardi Jr. 
Murray Schlamme 
Al Navarro Ore 
Sacasas Ore 

London Town* 
Arthur Blake 
Weela Gallez 
Jean Tourigny 

Malayan 
The Riveros - 

j Mighty Panther 
Bahama Mama 
CoF.rad Hodges* 

C alypsonians 
Murray Franklin’s 

Jimmy Ames 
Pepe Miller 
Nat Poolgate 
Dick Haviland 
Murray Franklin 
Billy Mitchell 
Eddie Bernard 

Nautilus 
Joe E. Ross 
Joan Sena 
Mario & Tonia 
Syd Stanley Ore 

Place Pigalle 
B. S. Pully 
Dixie Evans 

0*5*1 /c 

Seville 
Mickey Gentile 
Tommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers Ore 
Key Mambo Or# 

Saxeny 
Lamatta Bros. 
Calypsonlans 
Cortes Ore 

Roney Plaza 
Goombay Kings 

Richard 
Serge Valdez Ore 

S O'clock 
Bubbles Darlene 
Tommy Raft 
Al Golden 
Parisian Rev 

Vagabonds 
Calypso Revue 
Lord Flea Sc Co. 
Frank Linale Ore 

HAVANA 

Troplcana 
Pedro Vargas 
Lloplz Quartet 
Mltsouko Sc Roberto 
Carmen Lastra 
Alberto Rochl 
S Suarez Orq 
A Romeo Orq 

Sans Soucl 
Alverez Mera 
Gloria Sc Rolando 
Sonia Calero 

Victor Alvarez 
Ortega Ore 

Montmartre 

Raquel Bardisa 
Fajardo Ore 
C Playa Ore 

Naclonal 
Marilyn Davies 
Ed Darby r: 
Sherman's Models 
Dancing Waters 
W- Reyes Ore 

RENO 

Mapes Skyroom 
Billy Eckstine 
Allan Drake 
Johnny Bach 
Skylets 
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

New Golden 
Jack Teagarden 

Harry. Ranch 
Morgan Bros. 

Riverside 
Edgar Bergen 
Betty Summer 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Oro 

LAKE .1AHOE 

Harrah's 
McGuire Sis 
Chase Sc Mitchell 
Jody Gray 
Will Osborne Ore 

Sfatcllne Country 
Club 

Mary Kaye Trio 
Jigg Adams 
Dick Saunders (4) 

Palm Springs 1 
Continued from page 2 

pertaining to the various local 
unions in the industry. i 

Meeting was sparked by the dif¬ 
ficulties of the Culinary workers, 
who for years have been trying ^o 
organize in that area without much 
success. 

Much of the take at Palm 
Springs, especially on seasonal 
weekends, comes from the theatri¬ 
cal folk, Most of whom are af¬ 
filiated with some union. 

. (A’ similar move which material¬ 
ized into an “all out” union boycott 
effected Miami two years ago. As 
in this case, that too was instigated 
by the culinary workers who 
wanted union recognition.) 

California State Federation of 
Labor reports that some of the 
spots that may be hit in Palm 
Springs are Marion Davies Desert 
Inn, El Mirador Hotel, Howard 
Manor, Biltmore Hotel, Charlie Far¬ 
rell's Racquet Club and Desi Arnaz’ 
Western Hills. All of these use en¬ 
tertainment of some sort, which 
course would be pulled if the town 
is union. boycotted. 

Charley Chaplin 
Continued from page 1 

October. He refused to commit 
himself on it at all. 

Film concerns a king (played by 
Chaplin) of an imaginary Eurppean 
kingdom who lands in N. Y.fafter 
fleeing a revolution. A publicity 
agent takes him to a party where 
he becomes the toast by a series 
of pantomimes. The party had. 
been televised and he becomes a 
video favorite. 

The* only thing he has with him 
Is a plan for the peaceful use of 
atomic energy. He lias a young 
anarchistic friend whose parents 
are ex-members of the Communist 
Party. He has long philosophical; 
discussions with the boy, whose 
parents are later called before the 
Un-American Activities Commis¬ 
sion as is the King. 

In his appearance before the 
Commission he gets his finger 
caught in a fire extinguisher and 
can not raise his hand when he is 

; called, and he is cited for contempt 
of Congress. He is finally liberated 
and decides to leave America and 
go to finish his exile in Europe. 

Jerry Lewis 
Continued from page 3 

tieups, including one with United 
Airlines, which will provide a 
charter plane; Oldsmobile (Lewis’ 
sponsor on television), which is 
donating local transportation; 
Decca Records, which is hosting 
cocktail parties and taping sessions 
with disk jockeys in the territories 
covered; connections with local 
stores, music shops and civic or¬ 
ganizations along the route, and 
newsreel coverage via NBC. Air¬ 
line also is holding radar demon¬ 
strations for the press as part of 
its own. production. 

Lewis will be on the hop for the 
picture until the end of July when 
he starts, a regular personal ap¬ 
pearance tour. All presumably on 
the basis of, “Have no partner, 

New Acts 
HI-LO’S (4) 

ao mins. 
Bird!and, N. Y. 

• The Hi-Lo’s, four-man vocal 
combo, has been stirring up lotsa 
noise in the Coast clubs, on tv in 
the Rosemarie Clooney telepix 
series and on wax via their Co¬ 
lumbia releases. In their first New 
York date, at Blrdland, the boys' 
demonstrate what all the shout¬ 
ing’s been about. 

Its’ a fresh-looking group with a 
fresh-sounding style. Not only is 
their approach to the evergreens 
loaded with musical inventiveness 
but their staging of the numbers 
is packed with a slick song-selling 
savvy that even works in Bird- 
land’s cramped quarters. 

Each tune is given a new dimen¬ 
sion with their jazz flavoring and 
they build every item with an 
awareness of style and taste. And 
when they go off on a satirical 
tangent, as in a special material 
musical biography that includes 
parodies of the Ames Bros., the 
Four Aces, the Crew-Cuts and the 
Flatters, the room is theirs. 

However, since singing’s their 
game, they ought to stick to it. The 
35-minute set could easily be 
pruned to advantage by omitting 
the superfluous patter. A lot of it 
is “inside” stuff that goes Dyer 
okay with the opening night hip¬ 
sters, but it’s not at all necessary 
for the making of well-rounded 
song set. 

In the opening night .songbag 
were such nifties as “I Could 

i Write A Book,” “Mam’selle,” “You 
Took Advantage of Me,” “Lulu’s 
Back In Town” and “My Sugar Is 
So Refined.” For the Birdland 
stint, the boys are working with a 
slick piano-bassdrums rhythm 
backing. Gros. 

MONTES DE OCA 
Songs .. ' 
9 Mins. 
Chateau Madrid, N. Y. 

Montes De Oca is a Latin singer 
with innate ability to,put across a 
song. His pipes are carefully de¬ 
veloped and he has the necessary 
looks to rivet femme attention in 
cafes. Although his major efforts 
at the Chateau Madrid are in the 
Latin vein, he can sing in English 
as well. 

At this engagement, De Oca 
essays the heavy faves of the 
Latin selections, such as “Gra¬ 
nada” and a light workover pf 
“Peanut Vendor/’ However, his 
voice seems to be built for a 
wider variety of tunes and he 
could use his endowment to get 
across some items not done by the 
usual run of Singers. Jose. 

DORIS ANGERS 
Songs 
20 Mins. 
Down Beat, Montreal 

Doris Angers, a native of Que¬ 
bec City, plays the Down Beat for 
the first time and chantoosie, de¬ 
spite the rough spots, exhibits tal¬ 
ents with okay possibilities. Of 
medium height, sporting a ragged 
but effective hair-do, she has a 
belting way with a lyric vaguely 
similar to Ethel Merman. 

At moment, however, piping is 
too sharp'and her natural exuber¬ 
ance for a song has a tendency to 
complicate both arrangement and 
presentation. On night caught 
she did nicely with both the old¬ 
ies and current tuners, scoring 
handily in h& closing spot with 
house emcee Kim Irwin. Both 
singers teamed up for a song-and- 
patter session which displayed 
thrushes’ timing and adaptability. 
-More restraint, better material 
and experience should do much 
for this "attractive brunet. Newt. 

HANSON SISTERS 
Violins 
IS Mins; 
Gatineau,~OttaWa 

Working non-professionally since 
they were moppets, Hanson Sisters 
are new to club circuits but exhibit 
clicko staging and showmanship. 
Now in their early 20s, femme 
violinists keep an 18-minute stint 
to good impact throughout. They 
employ no gimmicks or gadgets, 
but make good use of tricky items 
such as a hoe-down bit and a slick 
“Czardas.” With evident musical 
ability, girls also have nice gown¬ 
ing and grooming. Other assets are 
blond, youthful good looks and 
trim stacking. 

Chief weakness is in gab mate¬ 
rial. A capable writer would set 
this duo up as valuable for class 
locations particularly, also niteries, 
stage, television, records, radio. 
They’ve already clicked on tv, 
topping ’a recent. CBC semi-pro 
contest show case. • “Pick The 
Stars” 

CAROL BURNETT 
Comedy 
14 Mins. 
Blue Angel, N.Y. 

Carol Burnett looms like a po¬ 
tential in the comedy song field. 
This redhead has a batch of ex¬ 
cellently tailored material, which 
coupled with a highly developed 
flair for comedy, should bring her 
to important levels after exposure 
on the cafe circuits. 

Miss Burnett’s major opus at 
show caught was a rib of various 
types of singers However, her 
satires run along different paths, 
they have a bite and sting withou 
being vicious. Her report on the 
girls spieling the weather data are 
laced with humor even though she 
beats them rather heavily. 

Miss Burnett further, seems to 
have an excellent horizon in nite¬ 
ries; and with more development, 
on video. Her native ability to ex¬ 
press herself in comedic terms 
makes her a safe bet in most situa¬ 
tions. ; Jose. 

JOHNNY AND JOE 
Songs 
8 Mins. 
Apollo, N.Y.’* 

Young Negro combo, assisted by 
their own pianist, goes through a 
songalog of three tunes, rock 'n 
roll and blues and rhythm, to so-so 
effect. Johnny is a tall, lanky fel¬ 
low while his partner Joe is cur- 
vacious and coinely. But they need 
more stage savvy better emotional 
projection and greater individual 
style to reach a solid pro status. 

Johnny,'the few moments he's 
tepping on stage, shows a potential 
in that direction, evidencing a 
liquid motion of his body similar 
in style to Ray Bolger. He could 
hypo the act by doing more of that. 

“Hey, Pretty Baby,” team’s first 
number, comes off nicely^ “Over 
the Mountain” and “Pray for This” 
are weaker. Horo. 

INDIA ADAMS 

9 1TJXDS. 
Chateau Madrid, N. Y. 

India Adams, a newcomer lo- * 
cally, seems to-be a better singer 
than her bow at Chateau Madrid, 
indicates. Beset by nervousness, 
she gives an indication of her 
capabilities only in some fleeting 
moments. Singer shows some 
throaty pipes which frequently re¬ 
sults in a rich texture. Unfortu¬ 
nately, her arrangements do little 
to bring out the better facets of 
her voice. 

Miss Adams, at her Chateau 
Madrid preem, stresses standards 
and provides a nod to the Latin- 
American trade with “Babalu.” 
She should fit the requirements 
of most vocal situations once her 
arrangements capture the more 
unusual qualities in her voice. 

TOMMY MORGAN 
Harmonica 
ldf Mins. 
Palace, N. Y. 

Tommy Morgan Is an accom¬ 
plished harmonica virtuoso wbio 
handles a variety of numbers that 
mesh well to produce a neat di¬ 
version. Outstanding is “Autumn 
Leaves,” reminding. one of the 
Richard Hayman version of 
“Ruby,” which had the. same 
haunting treatment. Spirited ren¬ 
dition of “Rumanian Rhapsody” is 
a nice change of pace and han¬ 
dled with authority. Trick of 
playing four harmonicas together 
was well received and livened up 
the act with good results. 

Morgan handles himself well 
and routines for a balanced per¬ 
formance that is well-paced ' and 
varied. Syd. 

CHAVELA 
Songs 
12 Mins. 
Blue Angel, N.Y. 

Chavela, a monomonickered folk- 
singer from Acapulco way, is gn 
unusual singer. Dressed in the 
pantalooned garm of the Mexican 
Indians, her habillements and 
tunes blend in well with the chi-chi 
surroundings of the Herbert Jaco-. 
by-Max Gordon spot. 

Ghavela, however, seems to have 
travelled a long way from her 
Mexican Homebase. Her two open¬ 
ing entries, “Tani” and . Lisbon . 
Antigua,” have Iberian origins, hut 
she mixes them with, the folk lore 
of Mexico for an altogether pleas¬ 
ant Session. Voice is deep and 
arresting, and her costuming and 
general deportment indicate a sub¬ 
stantial career for her in the U.S. 
sqm masts,. J°$& ,a 
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TIE THEME EE1LI-MU THEME SOCIETY 
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on its 

• 25th MlPEmiY, 1902-1957 • 
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We ^ave occas*on t0 r€j0^ce on £he Silver 

gu.J Anniversary of The Theatre Guild-American P^~r \ 

Theatre Society Subscription Service, which during the 

^TJL ^ past quarter century has contributed, importantly to keeping 

the legitimate theatre alive throughout the country. JSince 1932, 

TG-ATS has annually delivered a solid core of subscription attractions 

produced by Broadway’s leading managements — and since 1952, when it joined 

forces with THE COUNCIL OF THE LIVING THEATRE, has laid a firm foundation for 

theatre-going, which is building strongly toward increased road activity in the years ahead. 

A toast to the bright past and the still brighter future! 
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B way Climbs; ‘Girl’ Record 
.Merman $62,400, Ritchard $26,400, 

Broadway was back on its feet 
last week after toppling the pre¬ 
vious stanza. The recovery is re¬ 
garded as temporary, however, 
with business expected "to fall off 
tins frame and continue downbeat 
through the seasonal slump. Trade 
from a heavy concentration of con¬ 
ventions was regarded as a prin¬ 
cipal b. o. booster last week. 

Capacity entries were “Auntie 
Marne” “Bells Are Binging,” “Li’l 
Abner,” “My Fair Lady” and “New 
Girl in Town.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D .(Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy). MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama V O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta >. 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices, number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Prick) includes 10% Federal and 
€( o City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) 
(31st wk; 245; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; 
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As al¬ 
ways, $43,500. Lays off following 
the June 29 evening performance 
and resumes Aug. 5 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC> 
(28th wk; 220; $8.05; 1.453; $58,- 

Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC) 
(110th wk; 875; $7.50; 1.434; $50,- 
000). Previous week, $31,800 on 
twofers; last week, over $33,000 
on twofers. 

Separate Tables, Music Box (D) 
(33d wk; 260; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021) 
(Eric Portman, Margaret Leighton). 
Miss Leighton leaves at the expira¬ 
tion of her contract June 29, while 
the show will interrupt its Broad¬ 
way run July . 13 for an Aug. 1-31 
booking at Central City, Colo., 
with Portman continuing with the 
production. The show will then 
resume Sept. 2 at the Music Box 
for an additional four-six weeks 
prior to starting a road tour. Pre¬ 
vious week, $19,100; last week, al¬ 
most $22,800. 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C> (17th 
wk; 133; $5.75; 994; $34,000) (Tom 
Ewell >. Previous week, $22,900; 
last week, nearly $28,500. 

Visit to a Small Planet, Booth 
tC> (18th wk; 140; $6.90-$5.75; 766; 
$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previous 
week, $24,100; last week, almost 
$26,400. 

Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden, 
(R) (15th wk; 115; $8.05; 1,404; 
$63,000) (Beatrice Lillie). Closes 
next Saturday (15) and is sched¬ 
uled to begin touring Aug. 26 at 
the Royal Alexandra Theatre, To¬ 
ronto. Previous week, $24,100; last 
week, almost $29,900. 

Metopera Boff $91,736 
For 3 Perfs, Montreal 

Montreal, June 11. 
The Metropolitan opera grossed 

a hefty $91,736 at a $10 top for 
three performances last week at 
the local Forum, Montreal. Some 
19,563 persons attended the three 
operas, “La Traviata,” “It Trova- 
tore” and “Carmen.” Canadian 
Concerts 3c Artists, in conjunction 
with the management of the Fo¬ 
rum; "handled the Montreal book¬ 
ing, the most successful in several 
years. 

Nicolas Koudriavtzeff, of Cana¬ 
dian Concerts, planes June 29 to 
Europe with N. Y. impressario. 
Sol Hurok to cover the musical 
festivals in search of talent for the 
’57—’58 season. 

‘Pacific’ Wow 55G, 

OFF-BROAD WAY ! 
Career, 7th Ave. South (4-30-57). 
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56) closes Sept. 8. 
...TT » fx • , ,er,nnn ; In Good King Charles’ Golden 

101) (Judy Holliday). Usual $58 7004 Days Downtown (1-24-57). 
Damn Vnnti»p«. Adplnhi MH _, , Land Beyond the River, Green¬ 

wich Mews (3-28-57). 
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- 

27-56). 
Simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5- 

Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa-; 21-07;. 
dor (88th wk; 701; $5.75; 1,155; | Svnge Trilogy, Theatre- East <3- 
$35,000) • Joseph Schildkraut J. >r q_57 , j 
Closes June 22 and lays off until i Threepenny Opera, de Lvs (9- ’ 
July 29 when it begins touring in : 20-55'. . * * * i 
Los Angeles. Previous week, $17.- , Scheduled Openings 
700 on twofers; last week, nearly » Kaleido-pone. Provincctown Play- { 
$16,600 on twofers. . house <6-13-57). • j 

Happiest Millionaire. Lyceum? School For Wives, Theatre Mar-1 
(C) (29th wk; 231; $5.75; 995; $26.- queo tG-l0-37• . 
000* (Walter Pidgeonj. Previous-; Countrv Wife, Renata (6-26-57). 
week, $17,300; last week, over- Ever Since Paradise, Carnegie; 
$22 100. 'Recital Hall (7-11-5U. .! 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC> __ t 
(27th wk; 212; $8.05; 1,625; $69.-’ 
9S9) (Ethel Merman). Previous 
week, $50,300; last week, over 
$62,400. 

Hole in the Head. Plymouth (CD) 
(15th wk; 116; $6.25-$5.75; 1,062;. 
$36,625) ‘Paul Douglas). Previous, 
week, $19,600; last week, almost1 
$24,000. ; 

Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (9th- 
wk; 68; S6.90; 946; $34,000) (Bert' 

Lady’ Big $79,768,. 
‘Sgis.’ $25,800, L. A. 

Los Ahgeles, June 11. 
T , A . -T L • ■ T . _ > Arrival of “Apple Cart” at the 
Lalir, Angela Lansbury, John Em-; Huntington Hartford last nielli 
ery. \era Pearce Douglas Byng).; ,Mon.) kept the town at j 
Previous week, $19,500; last week; 
nearly $24,100. Miss Pearce with¬ 
drew from the cast hecause of 
acute diabetes and. has returned 
to London. Lucille Benson pinchhit 
tempoi arilv last week, with Cyn¬ 
thia Latham taking over last Mon¬ 
day (10». Carleton Carpenter has 
been upped to co-star status. 

Inherit the Wind, National (D) 
(99th wk; 790; $5.75-$4.60;; 1.162; 
$32,003) (Ed Begley). Previous 
week, $31,100 on twofers; last 
week, over $12,000 on twofers. 
Clones June 22. 

Li*I Abner. St James (MC) (3qth 
wk; 236; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). Pre¬ 
vious week. $57,100; . Last Week/] 
nearly $58,300. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Helen Haves (D> (31st wk; 186; 
$6.90;. 1.039; $30,000) (Frederic 
March, Florence Eldridge). lays off 
following June 29 performance, 
plays July. 2-6 at the Paris Festival*] 
and reopens Aug. 19 on Broadway. 
Previous week, $28,800; last week, 
over $29,300. 

(Mon.) kept the town at a four- 
house level as “My Fair Lady” 
continued to blaze away with 
another, new local gross record.: 
“Cart” replaced “Fallen Angels.” ] 
which departed after a moderate! 
three-week run. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Fallen Angels, Huntington Hart¬ 

ford i.C> (3d wk) ($4.95; 1,024; $33,- 
000) Hermione Gingold, Mary 
McCarty). So-so $15,800 on the | 
windup for a three week total of 
$47,500. Departed Saturday (8). 1 

My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud 
(MC) (6th wk) (2,670; $5.95; $80,- 
000). (Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers'. 
Up to $79r700, where jt will prob¬ 
ably remain an ‘all-time mark. Pre¬ 
vious week $75,000. Moves; out 
July 6 for San*Francisco;*, 

No Time for Sergeants', Biftmore 
(C> (3d wkK$4.95; l,636j $38,000). 
Down a bitrio $25,800. Previous 
week, $27JJGQ. Exits June 29 for 

[-San Francisco.. 
School for- Brides, Forum (C) 

San Francisco, June 11. 
“South Pacific”- got. the Civic 

Light Opera aeries off with a wal¬ 
lop last- week for what shapes up 
as the one of the best seasonal 
gross of all time. Mary Martin, 
Georgio Tozzi and the surefire 
Rodgers & Hanjmerstein musical 
appear to be near-sellout for the 
five week engagement at the Cur¬ 
ran Theatre. 

“The Matchmaker” at the Geary 
received ecstatic reviews and looks 
sot for good business, too. Third 
session of Maurice Evans and “The 
Apple Cart” at the Alcazar was 
limp, with the Curran-Geary com¬ 
petition proving too strong for this 
rather esoteric, late-Shavian entry. 

"‘Fallen Angels,” starring Hermi- 
"ore Gingold and Mary McCarthy, 
opened last night (Mon.) at the Al¬ 
cazar and will run three weeks. 
“No Time For Sergeants” is booked 
into the Geary, starting July 2 for 
three weeks, and “The Reluctant 
Debutante” will move into the 
Alcazar July 10 for an indefinite 
run. 

Estimates for Last Week 
South Pacific, Curran (1st wk) 

‘$5.50-$5.90; 1758; $58,000) (Mary 
Martin, Giorgio Tozzi). Over $55,- 
C00 on Civic Light Opera subscrip¬ 
tion, this is a sellout, but CLO of¬ 
fers about a 10% reduction from 
scale; continues through July 6. 

Matchmaker, Geary (1st wk) 
($4.40.-$4.95; 1550; $36,000) (Ruth 
Gordon, Loring Smith, Patricia 
Cutts., Over $19,500 for seven per¬ 
formances; stays three more weeks. 

Apple ■'Cart, Alcazar (3d wk) 
($4.4Q-$4.95) 1147; $33,000) Maurice 
Evans). Almost $11,600; previous 
week, $17,100; exited Saturday (8) 
for a tour-ending engagement in 
Los Angeles. 

(1st wk) (1,740; $3.30; $20,000) 

Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou \ ^firs^hrU^lriorm’' 
(D> (60i wk: 44; $5.75-$5.25; 603; ) 0rm 
$20,400' ‘Wendy Hiller, Franchot: ance"" ln for indefinlte run- 
Tone, Cyril Cusack). Previous 
week. S13.800; 
$14,700. 

Most Ilappy Fella, Imperial 
(MD) 158th wk; 460; $7.50; 1,427; 
$57,875). Previous week, $41,000; 
last week, almost $50,900. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC> 

,ast week, —— f *CAr NSH $17,100, CHfe 

GOMEZ, NICOL EXITING 
Chicago, June 11. 

“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” Chi’s 
(65th wk; 515; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696) I lone legit offering, eased to $17,- 
(Rex Harrison. Julie Andrews). ] 160 last week, its sixth week at the 
Harrison is taking Saturdays off 
and will vacation. the month of 
August, with Edward Mulhare sub¬ 
bing. As always, $68,700. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) i 
(4th wk; 31; $9.20-$8.60; 1,297;! 
$59,094) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $56,700; 
last week, $60,203, a new record 
for the house. 

No Time for Sergeants, Alvin 
fC» ‘86th wk; 684; $5.75-$4.60; 1,- 
331; $38,500). Closes Aug. 17 to 
toqr. Previous week. $22,700; last’ 

1,335-seat Erlanger, at a $5 top. 
Previous w’eek for the Thomas Go- 
mez-Marjorie Steele-Alex Nicol 
starrer registered $18,550. 

Although grosses have been in 
the borderline zone the past two 
weeks, the management is trying 
to keep the Tennessee Williams 
drama on the boards. Gomez and 
Nicol leave the show June 29, and 
understudies will probably take 
over their leading roles. 

. „ _ Herman Shnmlin and his wife 
week, almost $28,100 on discount j plane to Europe next Friday (14) 
tickets. ' for a month’s visit. ° 

.British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates} 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57). 
Boy Frland, Wyndham's (12-1-53). 
Bride & Bachelor, Duchess 02-19-36). 
Chalk Cardan, Haymarket (4-11-56). 
namn Yankaas, Coliseum (3-28-57). 
Dead Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57), 
Dear Delinquent, Westminster (6-5-57). 
Dry Rot. Whitehall rtJ-31-54). 
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56). 
For Amusement Only. Apollo (6-5-56). 
Free As Air,. Savoy (6-6-57). 
Crab Me a Gondola, Lyric 02-26-50. 

' House by Lake,, York'# (5-9-56). 
- Janus, Aldwych (4-24-57). 
.. kismet. Princes (5-7-57), - 
■lovebirds, Adelphi (4-20-57). 

Month of Sundays, Cambridge (5-23-57). 
'Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52) 
Hew Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-50. 
No Time Sjrts., Her Maj. (8-23-56). . 
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-S6). 
Plaintiff In Hat, St. Mart. 00-11-50). 
Plalslrs Do Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-55). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55). 
Rome Antics, Palace (5-27-57). 
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55). 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Six Months' Grace, Phoenix (6-4-57). 
Summer of 17th, New (4-30-57). 
Tea A Sympathy, Comedy <4-25-57). 
Time te Speak, Arts (6-11-57). 
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4,03-57). 
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56). 
Zulelka, SaviUe (4-11-57). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
It's the Geography, St. James's (6-12-57). 
German Repertory, Sadler's Wells (6- 

17-57). 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

Best Damn Lie, Wint. Gard. (5-7-57). 
Restless Heart, St. James's (5-8-57). 

ON TOUR 
Doctor in the House 
Fol De Rols . 
Glamour Girt 
Glass Cage 
Hatful ef Rain 
Importance of -Being Ernest 
Pajam* Game 
Ride a Cock Horse 
Reluctant Debutante 
Silver Wedding 
Show Girle 
Subway In the Sky 

Dolores Sutton has succeeded 
Nancy Rennie* in “Career” at the 
Seventh Avenue South Theatre, 
NrY; '■ 

‘Baby’ a Very Special Failure 
Contrary to previous report, the’screen rights to “A Very Special 

Baby,” the Robert Alan Aurthur drama which had a five-perform¬ 
ance run on Broadway last season, have not been soldi As ex¬ 
plained by the author, the deal by which film star Kirk Douglas 
guaranteed the backers of the David Susskind production against 
loss did not involve any subsidiary rights. 

The arrangement was that in return for/guaranteeing the $100,- 
000 investment, Douglas was to have received 25% of the show’s 
profits, representing half of the backer’s share. The backers, on 
the other hancj, were, to have gotten only 25% Instead of the nor¬ 
mal 50%, but were assured against loss. The unusual setup en¬ 
abled Douglas, who was enthusiastic about the script and hoped to 
play one of the leading roles if and .when it was dqne as a film, 
to be an investor with a 25% interest without having to liquidate 
any assets in order to put up cash. 

Since the screen star did not acquire the rights and subsequently 
had to underwrite the entire deficit of more than $100,000- the pro¬ 
duction actually respresented a loss (to Investor Douglas). Thus, 
its classification by Variety as a payoff, show and therefore one of 
the hits of the 1956-57 Broadway season was erroneous. 

The revised list -of hits consequently includes, to date, “Auntie 
Mame,” “Long Day's Journey Into Night,” “Saint Joan,” “Separate 
Tables” and “Tunnel of Love.” As detailed in the- season sum¬ 
mary in the May- 29 issue, there were also 14'shchvs whose status 
wag not yet definitely determined. With the addition of “Baby,” 
the-list of failures nototals 32. 

Stanley Richards, legit-tv script? 
er, will conduct, for the second 
consecutive year, the Western On¬ 
tario Playwriting Seminar, to- be 
held July 8-19 at the Grand The-, 
atre, London, Ont. 

“Blue Denim,” the title used for 
the James Leo Herlihy - William 
Npble play it tried out in 1855 at 
the Westport (Conn.) Country Play¬ 
house, will be retained «for the 
forthcoming Broadway production 
instead of “The Children’s Com¬ 
edy.” 

Shepard Kerman’s adaptation of 
Delmar Jackson’s hovel, “Cut of 
the Ax,” has been acquired for 
Broadway production next Novem¬ 
ber by John Fearnley and David 
Gray Jr. 

Maria Palmer has succeeded 
Gusti Huber in “The Diary of Anne 
Frank.” The latter withdrew from 
the Broadway presentation at the 
expiration of her contract -last Sun- 

j day (9) night. 
Samuel Krachmalnick has been 

j set as musical director for the up¬ 
coming Broadway tuner version of 
“The Doctor in Spite of Himself.” 

I Carol Lawrence, currently ap- 
' pearing in “The Ziegfeld Follies,” 
and Larry Kert and Chita Rivera 
have been set for the cast of the 
upcoming Broadway musical, 
“Gangway,”. 

Robert Smith, featured in the 
Broadway production of “Auntie 
Mame.” will he keeping busy while 
the “Rosalind Russell-starrer lays 
off this summer. He’s already 
slated to open July 15 in the Pitts¬ 
burgh (Pa.) Civic Light Opera pro-., 
duction of “Damn Yankees” in the 
role originated on Broadway by 
Ray Walston. 

A new non-profit civic organiza¬ 
tion, the Nassau-Suffolk County 
Civic Theatre, Inc., has been 
formed to promote the arts and 
cultural activities of Long Island, 
N. Y., with the establishment of a 
permanent centrally-located Civic 
Theatre. 

Lynn Loesser and Shamus Locke, 
who are readying the production 
of a musical version of “A Doctor 
in Spite of Himself” for fall, this 
week rented new. offices at 1560 
Broadway, N. Y., and have already 
sublet space to evangelist Billy 
Graham. 

Alvin Colt returned over the 
weekend" from London, where he 
discussed repeating his “Li’l Ab¬ 
ner” costume designs for' the con¬ 
templated British production of 
the musical. He also visited Paris 
and Rome. He starts work shortly 
on the costume designs fot the 
upcoming musical, “Copper and 
Brass.” 

T.'S, Eliot is working on a new 
play which London producer Henry 
Sherek figures on doing at the Ed¬ 
inburgh Festival in 1958. 

William Douglas Home, whose 
London comedy hit, . “Reluctant 
Debutante,” was done on Broad¬ 
way last winter and whose “Iron 
Duchess” is current in the West 
End, is completing two new plays, 
“Up a Gum Tree” and “the Cigaret 
Girl.” 

Jeromb Chodoroy sails tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) for a European vaca¬ 
tion. The playwright is due back 
early in August. 

Jose Ferrer will direct and co¬ 
author the book of the next-season 
musical, “Captain's\Paradise,” and 
may play the male lead. Also 
sought for the cast are Roaeaiacy 
Clooney (Mrs. Ferrer) and Abbe 
Lane. 

London producers Laurier lis¬ 
ter and Murray MacDonald are in 
New York to cast three American 
roles in “Roar like a Dove/’ the 

■Lesley Storm pplay- $hey sjlan So 

present in the West End and then 
^oir Broadway. * 

A musical adaptation by Ken* 
•ward Elmslie of “The Ticklish 
Aerobat,” an original comedy by 
Robert Hivnor, is scheduled for 
Broadway production next season 
by Theatre Corp. of America. Elm¬ 
slie will also, be responsible for 
the lyrics, while Marvin Fisher, 
son of songwriter Fred Fisher, will 
write the music. Herbert Machiz 
will direct. 

Jock MacGregor has taken over 
the role of the Priest in “The 
Tinker’s Wedding.” one of the 
three Synge plays being presented 
by the Irish Players at Theatre 
East, N.Y. 

Show Abroad 

Immortelle 
(Immortal Woman) 

Zurich, June 2. 
Schauspielhaus production of three-act 

comedy-drama by Jean-Pierre Giraudoux; 
German adaptation, Hans Joachim Pauli. 
Staged by lino Moszkowicz; set, Hannes 
Meyer; technical director, Ferdinand 
Lange; lighting, Walter* Gross. At 
Schauspielhaus, Zurich, Slay 30, '57; $2.55 
top. 
Mme. Be .Therese Giehse 
Titl Ce .. Traute Carlsen 
Angelique De . Margarete Fries 
Euphrene De ......... Hanns Krassnitzer 
Belle De . Anneliese Befschart 
Bella De .Elisabeth Wenger 
Philippe Be . Mlgg Hess 
Aimable Eu ......... Alfons Hoeckmann 
Arts Academy Delegate . Gustav Knuth. 
Andreas Effe . Wolfgang Stendar 
Timeon Ge ... Peter Oehme 

For the second time this season, 
a French play has been world- 
preemed at the Schauspielhaus 
here. The first was Georges Schc- 
hade’s “Histoire- de Vasco,” pre¬ 
sented by the Jean-Louis Barrault- 
Madeleine Renaud Co. last fall. 
The local first performance of this 
new entry by the son of Jean 
Giraudoux is supposed to have 
been due to the availability of vet 
actress Therese Giehse for the 
leading rdle.^ 

That’s‘about all that dan be said 
in favor of this curious mixture of 
farce and, profundity, however. 
The play’s basically charming idea 
goes to piedes as the evening pro¬ 
ceeds. U.S. chances for the piece 
appear nil. 

Plot concerns a lady of 90 who, 
realizing that she has done nothing 
worthy of being remembered; is 
advised by her grandson to leave 
her., fortune to the town in return 
fbr a jnonument. Through various 
mishaps, the plan backfires and 
the lady faces the fact that immor¬ 
tality cannot be bought. 

The chief flaw lies in the au¬ 
thor’s wavering between straight 
comedy arid pseudo-philosophical 
allegory, with the result that 
neither comes off very convinc¬ 
ingly. Most of the serious dialog, 
especially in the third act,-sounds 
shallow and phony. 

Staging by young German guest 
director Imo' Moszkowicz does rea¬ 
sonably well with the questionable 
material, and Hannes Meyer’s sin¬ 
gle set and up-to-date costumes ar« 
visual assets. Mme. Giehse In the 
sole meaty part is standout. The 
lady’s grandson is convincingly 
played by juvenile newcomer Migg 
Hess. 

The others in the cast have not 
much more to do than wait for 
their cues or .let their tempers 
flare up for a moment. Nonethe¬ 
less, Margarete Fries manages to 
look beautiful. Miss Betsehart and 
Miss Wenger are fetching as dis¬ 
cordant twins and Traute Carlsen 
imparts dignity to the lady's co¬ 
quettish old sister. Gustav Knuth 
contributes an amusing bit 
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Week after week during the past twenty-five ye*ars 

reports like these in ffoutfh have recorded 

the box-office vitality of subscription theatre 

. throughout the country— 

UllL.k J, .til t:j 
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Denver Ob TG-ATS 
Sked Next Season 

•nhacrlptlon cities » touring 
tHr^^tlon Theat^ 

Broadway «jho*,*Thtr# Society 
thluvSg Theatre 

i 'TJt Aul5Tl *t th. HunlcM?*1 

. AudJtortuin' 

EVANS-'AmT $32,200 
_ ON SUBSCRIPTION, D.C. 

Washington, March 12. 
"Apple Cart** rolled to a slick 

$32,200 on subscription 'at the .Na¬ 
tional Theatre last week, almost 
•$5,000 above the preceding stanza 
at the 1,650-seater. ~ 

‘Cat’ Breezes to $28,700 
In 7-Show Stand, Mpk 

Minneapolis, April 30. 
The Lyceum Theatre wound up 

season with a nifty $28/100 last 
week on seven performances of v 
"Cat on a Hot Tin Root" 

The live subscription shows were 

■all that the Lyceum had during the 

Slezab S25.400 
Philadelphia, April 9. 

_ First Gentleman, Ferrest (Wal¬ 
ter Slezak). The British importa¬ 
tion got a nifty $25,400'on subscrip¬ 
tion: previous week, $20,500; exited 
Saturday (6) to continue pre- 
Broadway tuneup in Boston. 

SLEZAK NICE $24,400 
ON SUBSCRIPTION, HUB 

Boston, April 16. 
Local legit is humming this week 

with three shew, arv — 

J«fieflams3BG. 
tos Angeles, Qct p. 

A-ark, Biltmore (Julie trat_. ! 
'■'.I IMOM hr Ul= UiHJ.f (., ■ 

r ’i°S AowI"> SeSt. 18. 

a^nlHuat‘attan Hart. 
Cooptr). "airt Gl«dy. 
with the alt 2™r°° (o start 
American Theatre 

The Theatre Guild—American Theatre Society Subscription Service 

takes this opportunity of thanking 

THE COUNCIL OF THE LIVING THEATRE 
for providing the plays of leading New York producers 

touring under the subscription program. 

ALL PLAYS SiLBCTtD BY JOINT COMMITTU OF TG-ATS and CLT 
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Chi Season Worst in Decade 
; Continued from page 77 ; 

grosser with $937,900 for its ten¬ 

ure, and “Damn Yankees," leading 

the tuners, was next with $445,900. 

For musicals it was anything but a 

bright season. Of four musical en¬ 
tries, “Joy Hide" and “Silk Stock¬ 
ings" ran only a combined five 
weeks. 

The five surviving legit houses 
were lighted a total of 115 weeks, 
and the Selwyn had an additional 

with five, and the Harris 32 with 
five. The Erlanger, only non-Shu- 
bert theatre. Qf the group, fared 
very well with 37 weeks on two 
shows, the still-running “Cat" fol¬ 
lowing on the heels of “Sergeants." 

A winter stock company using 
the small Studebaker Theatre 
failed to brighten the local pic¬ 
ture. The group mounted 10 pro¬ 
ductions, and only one, “View 
From the Bridge,” had any real de- 

Chicago Season Record 
Number Total Weeks Total 

Season of Shows Played Gross 
1952-53 .. ... 27 187 $4,314,339 
1953-54 . . 17 168 3,483,160 
1954-55 ... . 17 150 3,569,495 
1055-56 .. 140 3,892,800 
1956-57 - . 17 118 ~ 2,860,090 

three weeks before it was convert¬ 
ed to Mike Todd's Cinestage. 
Grand total of 118 playing weeks 
falls 22 below the 1955-56 level 
and 32 below the year before. The 
houses were dark for 178 weeks, 
considerably more than they were 
lighted. 

The Great Northern, with only 
one show4 for the term, was lighted 
four weeks and dark the remaining 
48. The Shubert got 18 weeks with 
three shows, the Blackstone 24 

gree of success.. As the company 
is known to have lost more than 
$90,000 on its operation, there's 
probability of its resumption next 
fall. * ’ . 

Little Improvement appears like¬ 
ly for the 1957-56 season. “Fanny” 
and “My Fair Lady" are pencilled 
in, but for no sooner than the fall. 
And except on the slim chartce of 
“Cat” holding on, all the legit 
houses here will be dark for the 
summer. 

It Takes 8 People To 
Do Miles’Staging Stmt 

Stockbrldge, Mass., June 11. 

Eight different directors will 

stage the shows this summer at 
theJBerkshire Playhouse here. The 

entire assignment was formerly 

handled by producer ‘William Miles, 

who’s now a writer.-director of in¬ 
dustrial shows and will be asso¬ 
ciated with the stock operation 
only, on a weekend supervisory 
basis this season. Eleanor D. Wil¬ 
son, formerly a member of the resi¬ 
dent company will be in active 
charge as associate producer. 

The staging assignments for the 
10-week season opening June 24 
will be done by Philip Faversham, 
Harry Ellerbe, Staats Cotsworth, 
Alan Hewitt, Yale Meyer, Marvin 
Cline, William Roerick -and Miss 
Wilson. Two of them will direct 
two shows apiece, making Up the 
10 revivals.; When not staging* 
several of the individuals will ap¬ 
pear in the plays. *’ 

- This will be the ,26th season for 
the Stockbridge summer stock op¬ 
eration and the 19th under Miles’ 
management. - - 

Stock Tryouts 
(June 10-22) 

Half lb Earnest, musical version of 
Oscar Wilde’s “Importance of Being 
Earnest." by Vivian Ellis (Anna Russell,. 
Jack Cassidy)—Bucks County Playhouse, 
New Hope. Pa. (17-22). , 

The world’s largest 

Formal Wear 

epartment 

is in the 

world’s largest 

store for men... 

THE NEW, FABULOUS 

fit 

'If ^ TA£E e MONTHS 

An Infinite collection of formal 

attire, the largest in the world! 

A veritable paradise for show 

people, band-leaders and 

musicians. Styles, colors, 

: fabrics and patterns that*- 

stagger the imagination 

...and values that1 

are simply 

BROADWAY AT 44th STREET. Open Eywfag* till 10 p.m. 

Stock Items 
Lee Graham has been set to ap¬ 

pear in four plays with the Valley 
Players, Holyoke, Mass. 

Frances Fanner will take on her 
first acting assignment in 14 years 
this summer at the Buck County 
Playhouse. New Hope, Pa., where 
she’ll open, Aug. 12’in “Chalk Gar¬ 
den." She’ll also appear there in 
at least two other plays. 

Ian Keith mid Alfred Ryder will 
appear in “Volpone," which'opens 
the season July 8 at the Boston 
(Mass.) Summer Theatre. _ Ryder 
will repeat the role he played in 
the 1956-57 off-Broadway produc¬ 
tion of the comedy, while Gene 
Frankel, who directed that presen¬ 
tation, will ditto on the strawhat 
edition. Also scheduled to appear 
at the barn this summer Is Mel¬ 
ville ^Copper, who’s been set for 
“Venus Observed," “Thieves’ Car¬ 
nival,” as • coslar with Marjorie 
Gateson, and “Madwoman of Chail- 
lot," as.costax with Florence Reed 
and ‘Estelle- Winwood. The staff at 
the .Lee Falk operation will in¬ 
clude ■ Jay RnsScll, pressagent; 
Jack Woods, production stage man-| 
ager; Mary Riddle, treasurer; A1 
Petrocelli, lighting technician, and 
Stuart White and Jack. Brown, sat 
designers. - 

“Pajama Game," costarring Libl 
Staiger and Norwood Smith,. will 
open the season June 30 at the 
Niagara Melody Fair, North .Tona- 
wanda, N. Y~. 

Arthur Shields, a member of the 
original Abbey Theatre Company 
in Dublin, will appear with Aline 
MacMahon in the Ravinia Festival 
(Chicago) production of Paul 
Shyre’s reading adaptation of Sean 
©^Casey’S : autobiographical book, 
“Pictures In the Hallway." Shyre 
and Howard Gottfried, co-produc¬ 
ers with Noel ’ Behn and Lewis 
Manilow of “Purple Dust” at the 
Cherry Lane Theatre, N. Y., will 
present “Pictures" at the festival. 

•Production staff for Charlotte 
Harmon’s Clinton (Conn.) Play¬ 
house -includes Lyp Montgomery, 
general manager; Maryline Poole, 
pressagent; David Wohl, designer; 
Charles Olsen, director, and Lau¬ 
rence Wunderlich, stage manager. 

Nan Martin, who understudied 
Margaret Leighton in “Separate 
Tables" on Broadway, will be lead¬ 
ing lady for the season at J0y 
Thomson's Tent Theatre, Ste.- 
Agathe, Quebec.- 

William Ashley will be stage 
manager at the Gretna Playhouse, 
Mt. Gretna, Pa., which begins, its 
season June 13-. Earl Tegeder and 
George Curley will be scenic artist 
and electrician-technician, respec- 
tivey, 

Thfe Corning (N. Y.) Summer 
Theatre begins its seventh .season 
June 25 with Maria Tallcbief, 
Andre Eglevsky and members of 
the N. Y. City Ballet. 

The production staff for .the 
Cragsmoor (N. Y.) Playhouse in¬ 
cludes Eugene Marner, stage man¬ 
ager; Mike English, set designer, 
and Kenneth Smith, technical di¬ 
rector. 

Julia Meade will star in “The 
Love of Four Colonels" at th'e 
Bucks County Playhouse, New 
Hope, Pa., for two weeks begin¬ 
ning July 29. 

-Lillian Roth will star In “Lady 
in the Dark" at the South Shore 
Mtisic Circus, Cohasse£ Mass., for 
a fortnight commencing Aug. 26. 
The actress-singer is also touring 
the summer theatre circuit in “The 
Primrose Path.” 

“Inherit the Wind," with-Robert 
Preston starred, will be presented 
the week of July 14 at Harold J. 
Kennedy’s Grist Mill Playhouse, 

Renato Cibelli Getting 
Active Summer Workout 
Renata Cibelli will make tent- 

show appearances this summer, as 
the Siamese monarch in. ‘“King 
and I" and Jud Fry in “Okla¬ 
homa," besides appearing in a 
strawhat tryout of a new musical. 
The latter show, “Anyone for 
Love?” will be tested Aug. 19-31 
at the ivy Tower Playhouse, 
Spring Lake, N. J., with Irene 
Manning as star. The tuner's book 
and lyrics are by Burton Crane, 
financial writer of the N. Y. Times 
and former. Variety correspond¬ 
ent in Tdk^o^ with score by Jane 
Douglas. 

Cibelli, who followed Yul Bryn- 
ner in “King and I" on tour, •wall 
repeat the .part in the opening pro¬ 
duction at the Westchester Music 
Theatre, Rye, N. Y., starting 
next Friday (14) and continuing 
through June 23. His “Okla¬ 
homa" stint, June 24-July 14, will 
be’ divided between the Lambert- 
ville (N. JL) Music Circus and the 
Neptune Music Circus, Asbury 
Park, N. J. The actor-singer played 
tfife *gl£ pf Jud Rt for 

on tour • arid in Londo'n. 

.Andover, N. J., which begins its 
season July 1 with Faye Emerson 
in “Witness for the Prosecution." 

Carroll Baker will appear in 
“Arms and*the Man" the week of 
July 1 at the Drury Lane Theatre, 
Chicago, with her husband. Jack 
Garfein, directing. 

A Night With the; 
President 

Pasadena, June 7: 
Pasadena Playhouse production of 

three^act comedy by John Green.-; Stars 
Gigi Perreau; feature* Maudie - Pricket t, 
Oliver Prickett, Louise Lorimer, Willard 
Thompson. Staged by Mary Greene; art 
•director, J.’Murray Smith. At Playhouse, 
June 6,-'57; $2.80 top. • 
Madge Johnson ........... Louise Lorimer 
Gwipn . Ruth Yaughn 

.Mr. Gantz . Oliver B; Prickett 
Bunny BroWn ........... Sandi O’Rourke 
Dena • Ballard ....... Gigi BOrreau 
Anderson ... HaJ, Torey 
Sullivan ...Danny Fitzgerald 
Tony Willis.Bruce* Sparks 
Secret Service Men.. Charles MacPhee, 
■ Chuck WaUing, Del Monroe 
Sybil Seaver. Maudie Prickett 
Chris Davan ;. Willard Thompson 
Rodney Seaver.John- LOttghlin 
Monica Collins -. Karen 'Norris 

This John Green play "about a 
frustrated -young film star who 
wants to lead her own life' "is a 
farce attempt that doesn’t come 
off. It has occasional bright dialog 
and flashes of humor, but needs 
fuller development if it is to ap¬ 
peal to more than younger arid less 
demanding audiences.* 

Title steins from the situation of 
thfe actress- in Chicago to attend 
preem of her latest picture, occu¬ 
pying the suite below that qf the 
President. The latter remains^ off¬ 
stage, but' Secret Service men re¬ 
peatedly invade the actress’ rooms 
for protective - measures- arid to 
scan* strangers, including an amor¬ 
ous traveling salesman. 

Gigi Perreau, a screen moppet, 
•is somewhat -immature- for the 
character role, but has talent and 
charm. The capable supporting 
cast, leading off with Maudie 
PrickCtt ■ as the fortune-telling 
mother of John Laughlin, as a man 
who’s under the delusion that he’s 
President. 

Louise Lorimer scores as the 
heroine’s mother, who poses as her 
maid. Oliver B. Prickett amuses as 
the- starlet’s drunken publicity 
man, Karen Norris is a convincing 
Sophisticate and Willard Thomp¬ 
son is okay as the salesman. Nice 
bits 'are. contributed by Sandi 
O’Rourke as a budding journalist 
and Bruce Sparks as the star’s juve 
admirpr. ' . 

Direction by Mary .Greene is 
, rather tepid. Single hotel room set 
Li>y J. Murray Smith is suitable. 

- ■ Whit. 

JAMES 
Personal Representative 

JERRY LYNN 
246 W. 44th St.. New York U 

LOegocre 3-7592 

SUMMER THEATHGOINGfr 
yOlTlLNEED THIS BOOK! 

Immontdy Ho!pfuI"—Thoatro Art* 

1957 guide to summer theatres, 
musical tents, sfcakospeare festivals 

Introduction by Stovo Alton 
Tips and data oh theatres, rfseryatl 
Lists restaurants, attar thaafra an 
Inns, motals nearby. 1.i5 plus 15c I 
dim* NYC residents add Jc sale* 
Sand check or money order tor 

frank productions inc., 119 W. 57 St. N.t 

Off-Broadway Co-Producer 
needed for the New York premier* 

of a witty, sprightly, and • 
provocatlva play by 

ANDRE GIDE 
~ Write ROBERT L. LEWIS 

352 E. 65th New York II 

Claar, Conclso' Box Otfle* ’Records J 
That's what you wilt got when you 

uso an-ALTS BOX OFFICR XlPORT 

form. Bond for fra* sample form 

American. Legitimate Theatre: Service 

iOW SUNSIT BLVD.,_ Sytte. 2##V 

r Rt*ttyweed*«« Ciltfprni* ,. 
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OFFICERS 
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N. Y. Subscription 
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Mrs; Lillian Hick* 
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The Theatre Guild • American Th®dfrBjSociety 
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 

25tl irfnnmitMtof * * 1932-19S7 
WARREN CARO 

KxtciHve DJrtcft 

Dear Friends $ 

It all began with an idea. Twenty-five year. ago. when »ix 

attractions toured on Theatre Guild-American ^«*tre Sooi® * 
subscription in eleven organized cities*, the idea ecam 

ity on a nationwide basis. 

Since 1932, the subscription network has steadily grown 

«U11«W •!..». >»«?«*» ”f *“ '7”11 
IM.tr., play s.rtes ..Mated tro« tw.W-.Ufrt .ttraetl... 
produced by Broadway's leading managements, were seen on 

subscription by some 100,000 members in eighteen clties * 
Through the years The Theatre Guild-Amencan Theatre^ Society 
has striven to keep faith with its members by maintaining the 

• highest standards of quality and continuity* 

None of this could have been achieved without the loyal 
support of the theatre-going public throughout the country and 

the close cooperation of the entire industry* 

On this occasion celebrating a quarter-century of nation¬ 

wide subscription theatre, and on behalf of the Officers‘ and 
Directors of the American Theatre Society, Inc.. I should lik 
to express our gratitude to the Hew York producer members of the 
Council of the Living Theatre and to their companies - stars 
casts and- crews - \hat have toured the nation, to the general 
managers, company managers, general press representatives an 

/advance men, theatre owners land managers, box office treasur- 

and secretaries,'all of whom have contributed immeasurably to 
the subscription program in the past, and who are united m 

their determination for its future strength and expansion. 

Sincerely, 

theatre guild-american theatre society 
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 

BY: Warren Caro 
Executive Director 

*1132 -HriiYcif 
Tamorrow' »n4 Tomarrow, Raunion In Vianiia, A* Hus- 
ban«B Ga, Maarnlnf Itcamai RUctra, To# Trw* la ba 
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Post Morgue (& Name) Net lOG’s 
John Fox, former publisher of 

the defunct-Boston Post, failed t<jT 
post $125,000 by 10 a.m, Monday' 
(10) and successful bidders of th^ 
125-year-old newspaper's personal 
property began carting off their 
purchases Monday afternoon. 

Personal property was sold at 
public auction Wednesday and 
Thursday. (5-6) for $259,000. The 
Boston Globe purchased the name, 
good will and the Boston* Post 
morgue for $10,000. Counsel for 
Fox had asked the bankruptcy 
referee to omit the name and good 
will of the Boston Post from the 
order of confirmation, but Hannon 
said “No." 

Fox said he had just filed a new 
petition for reorganization of the 
Post and that he was battling for 
the jobs of 900 employes.. In urg¬ 
ing confirmation, trusted Arthur T. 
Wasserman said personal property 
had been appraised at $385,000 and 
a fair saleable market value would 
be 5Q to 60%. 

CPA's Lisbon Junket 
To celebrate the opening of a 

new Montreal-Lisbon line the 
Canadian Pacific Airlines brought 
to Lisbon on a cuffo trip and tour 
of Portugal 40 Canadian journal¬ 
ists. Among them were Flora Love 
of the Canadian Association of Pri¬ 
vate Stations of Ottawa, control¬ 
ling 146 radio and 29 tv stations; 
David Cowlishaw of Radio CFCF, 
Quebec; Lee Belland of the Toron¬ 
to Daily Star; Frank Sercompe of 
the Hamilton Spectator; Gerald 
Newman of the London (Canada) 
Free Press; Aurele Gratton of Le 
Droit of Ottawa. In another plane 
were a Canadian Minister and vari¬ 
ous , members of the diplomatic 
corps stationed in Ottawa. 

Robert J. Connor and Herminio 
Simoes (formerly with TWA) or¬ 
ganized the Lisbon receptions and 
tours. 

That Kelly Family 
“That Kelly Family” by John 

McCallum (Barnes; $3.95) is more 
the biography of Jack Kelly of 
Philadelphia (Grace’s father) than 
it is of the entire Kelly clan. There 
is some colorful material on Walter 
C. Kell}’, Jack’s brother (famed in 
vaude as “The Virginia Judge”); 
but very little about George Kelly 
(another brother), who won the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1926 for “Craig's 
"Wife.” Playwright’s picture is on 
the book’s jacket, together with 
photos of Walter, Jack, Grace and 
Jack Kelly Jr., ("Kell”), recent 
Olympic oarsman. 

Essentially, however, this tome 
presents the senior Jack Kelly in 
his rise to success in business, 
politics and sports. A star athlete 
himself, he dreamed of the .day 
when his son would win the Dia¬ 
mond Sculls rowing event, which 
he himself had not achieved. 
(“Kell” made good on his father’s 
dream). 

It is perhaps inevitable in a book 
by a sports writer, dedicated to 
“lion-hearted giants” who have, 
“pulled an oar,” that this phase of 
Kellydom should be spotlighted. 
Grace appears more as Kell’s 
greatest fan than as legit actress, 
movie star and Princess of Monaco; 
though her story is not altogether 
overlooked in text or illustrations. 
Warm-hearted tribute is paid to the 
senior Kelly’s parents, and to his 
wife, Margaret. 

There is no mention of the 
manner In which the family fea¬ 
tures in current Ethel Merman 
musical, “Happy Hunting,” much 
of which is set in Monaco at the 
time of Grace’s wedding to Prince 
Rainier. Volume is, instead, all- 

, American rags-to-riches saga of a 
bricklayer who became king of the 
family he raised and happy ruler 

vpf the corner of the world that he 
J made his own. “ Down. 

Pic Script Into Book 
“A Face in the Crowd” by Budd 

Schulberg (Random House; $2.95>, 
is the screenplay of new Warner 
Bros, tv-expose film, directed by 
Elia Kazan. Book has an introduc¬ 
tion by Kazan, setting forth his 
credo for pix: "We have a wonder¬ 
ful chance right now. The break¬ 
down of the old standardized pic¬ 
turemaking has made room for 
creative people. It is a boon to 
anyone who has something personal 
and strong to say. For art is noth- 

i ing if it is not personal. It can’t 
i-be homogenized. By its nature it 
‘must disturb, stir up, enlighten 
| and ‘offend’.” 
; Kazan admits he defied “business 
• advice” in making writers more 
important than stars in his own 
film company. Newtown Produc¬ 
tions, the outfit responsible for 
“Face,” ahd Kazan’s recent Ten¬ 
nessee William's pic, “Baby Doll.” i 

j Despite his revolt against Holly- 
| wood, Kazan refers to Schulberg,! 
| Paddy, Chayefsky and Dan Tara- 
i dash as “Academy Award win¬ 
ders,” but notes that they “don’t 
sneer at pictures.” Material for 
Kazan’s intro first appeared in At- j 
lantic Monthly magazine. Schul- ] 
berg provides a preface. 

Shooting script obviously is 
stripped of certain' mechanics to j 
make for easier lay-perusal. Book! 
is dedicated to Kazan*and his wife, 

! Molly Day. Thatcher. Rodo. - 

I -- - 
| Showboat Lore 1 
• “The River Show-folks” by Electa 
j Clark (McKay; $3>, although pre¬ 
pared primarily as a juvenile, will 
have wide appeal for stagers in¬ 
terested in showboat history. Char¬ 
acters in novel are derived from 
famous Chapman family, America’s 
first showboaters; and story deals 
with their voyages on the Ohio and 
Mississippi more than a century 

] ago. Author’s research is impec- 
| cable, and yarn moves at a good 
j pace. 

; Drawings by Gustav Schrotter 
; l-eveal understanding of oldtirae 

•ztq A\oqs JOAij Down. 

Mexico’s Publications Peak 
Mexico began 1957 with the new 

high record of 2,312 periodicals, of 
which 193 are dailies, 532 weeklies, 

•201 semimonthlies, 865 monthlies, 
521 published “during miscel¬ 
laneous periods,” the Mexican Na¬ 
tional Statistics Dept, reported. 

Mexico City, of course, is the 
home of most of these periodicals: 
1,140—34 dailies, 182 weeklies. 87 
semimonthlies, 508 monthlies and 
508 of “miscellaneous publication 

Genevieve 

NEWSWEEK, April 15th, '57 

“G«rv»vi«v» hi a hu»ky-tonfrd Per¬ 
sonality Kid from the left Sank.” 

. A Husband’s Tribute 
“Close to Colette” by Maurice 

Goudeket (Farrar. Straus & Cuda¬ 
hy; $4>, is a revealing portrait of 
the late French author by her third 
husband. Tome is more than a 
widower’s devotional. Dealing pri¬ 
marily with Colette’s life after 
1925, when Goudeket first met her, 
this study reveals intimate facets 
of the writer’s character which 
could be presented by no one else. 
Book is written with tenderness, 
but' attention is paid to the fire 
and spunk in Colette’s nature, 
which made her a heroine in later 
years when she wras immobilized 
by illness. Illustrations are from 
photos, one shqwing subject and 
husband atop. the Empire State 
building on their New York honey¬ 
moon in 1935. Roster of intema- 

, tfonal showr biz personalities ap¬ 
pears in the book, with space given 
to Colette’s contributions to stage 
and pix. Down. 

■■ Hillman’s ‘Spoof’ 
■ Comedy writers George Q. Lewis 
; and Artie Paul have been named 
' co-editors of Hillman’s new Spoof, 
| first issue of v'hich is due in Sep- 
! tember. Mag is aiming at “adult 
; satire.” 

j Full of Bulls 
* "Biography of the Bulls," edited 
■ by Rex Smith (Rinehart; $7.95), is 
■ a handsome anthology of Spanish 
; bullfighting. Neither formal his- 
i tofy nor encyclopedia of tguro- 
! machy, Smith’s work offers pas¬ 
sages from Hemingway, Barnaby 

j Conrad, Lord Byron, Frank Harris,. 
; Blasco-Ibanez, Rex Ingram, Sidney 
i Franklin, Lorca, Tom Lea, V. S. 
(Pritchett, Manuel Machado, Rob- 
{ ert Ruark, de Neira, Cervantes and 

•ARRON ROLAN LTD. PL *-472) I j Others. 
252 East 4pth 5t„ N«w York 17, N. Y Tracing Spain’s national spec¬ 

tacle in many Latin lands,, this 

book will find favor with both av¬ 
erage readers, and aficionadqs. It 
is illustrated from many historical 
sources. Only painting used is col¬ 
or repro on the jacket of a Tom 
Lea study of a black bull. 

Smith is veep of American Air¬ 
lines, a former correspondent in 
Spain and Spanish America, who 
has .studied the- art of bullfighting 
for more than 35'years. May be 
best contemporary symposium in 
English on the subject. Down. 

CHATTER 

Nunnally Johnson back from 
Europe Monday (10) on the Li- 
berte. 

Carrol C. (Bob) Calkins, former¬ 
ly assistant editor of Sunset mag, 
joined House Beautiful’s editorial 
staff. 

David Wayne and cameraman 
Joseph Ruttenberg sailed for Eu¬ 
rope • yesterday. (Tues.) on the 
Liberte. 

Bill Ornstein’s “Cable Car” piece 
in last Sunday's (9) N.Y. Herald** 
Tribune is the second of f.our ar¬ 
ticles he has written for the news¬ 
paper, the first being on “Disney¬ 
land” and the still-coming' two 
centering on Boulder Dam and 
Muir Woods just outside of 'c.o. 
MG trade contact covered tl r 
sites on vacation recently. 

Israel & Culture 
Ontinuert Trim pnge l 

J. Lelyveld vice president of the 
America-Israel Cultural Founda¬ 
tion, headquartered in New York. 
According to Dr. Lelyveld, in the 
past 12 months the Foundation has 
allocated approximately $250,000 In 
support of Israel's music, legit and 
ballet programs. About $350,000 
more was allotted to other art ven¬ 
tures and around $£00,000 to a 
building program. 

Thi$ allocation, however, is only 
part of the money .spent on cul¬ 
tural projects by some 42 Israeli 
agencies which the New York foun¬ 
dation supports. Further monetary 
aid is provided by the Israeli gov¬ 
ernment and Jewish agencies, 
while ticket sales to the public pro¬ 
vide additional support for the 
non-profit projects. 

The outside financing is princi¬ 
pally to. cover operational deficits, 
help, initiate fresh ventures and aid 
in the construction of*new cultural 
showcases. Illustrative_of this last 
phase is the new Tel Aviv Cultural 
Center, scheduled to open Oct. 2. 
Included in the setup will be a new 
Fredric R. Mann concert hail for 
the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Mann is chairman of the AICF 
board. 

The center is being built at an 
approximate $2,000,000 cost; Of 
that amount, $600,000 is being 
raised by AICF via various fund¬ 
pulling events in the U. S. Among 
those is the ninth annual “Music 
Under the Stars” concert sched¬ 
uled for Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, 
next Wednesday (19). Proceeds 
from the presentation, sponsored 
by the Humanity Club, will go to 
AICF. A $100,000 gross is antici¬ 
pated. 

The approximate $2,000,000 an¬ 
nual cultural outlay, incidentally, 
does not include coin spent in the 
strictly commercial film field. Re¬ 
garding the picture situation, 
American films with Hebrew titles 
are hefty b.o. pullers, according to 
Lelyveld. He also pegs U. S. books 
and records as hot’items in’Israel. 

Besides keeping active on its own 
cultural front, Israel's Inbal dance 
troupe, comprised of a group of 
Yemenite dancers, is scheduled to 
make a continental tour prior to 
hitting the U. S. for the first time 
next January. The terp unit’s Eu¬ 
ropean hike will be managed by 
Bob Peters, a Dutchman, while Sol 
Hurok and Jean Dalrymple are 
among those interested in handling 
the group’s U. S. appearance. 

The Israel Philharmonic, which 
played the U. S. in 1951, is slated 
for a return tour in January, 1959, 
while Rinat, a choral group under 
the defection of Gary Bertini, is 
another possibility for an Ameri¬ 
can trek. The Philharmonic is one 
of the top sellouts in Israel, with a 
subscription list of 17,000 out of a 
population of less than 2,000,000. 

In the legit field, the’ Habimah, 
one of the country’s three theatri¬ 
cal groups, has been set for the 
upcoming Paris Festival with 
planned productions of “The Dyb- 
buk” and “Medea.” The other two 
legit operations are the Ohel and 
Chamber. Of the Hebrew-adapted 
plays presented in Israel, Lelyveld 
feels that about 50% are of Ameri¬ 
can origin. 
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:: SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK :: 
^444444444444444 By Frank Scully 444444444444444^ 

Palm Springs, June 14. _ 
Ivy is crawling faster over America than Johnson grass. Not to be 

out of style, I trotted out my Ivy League sportshirt of imported 'Eng¬ 
lish gingham for Hannyvs Varsity Shop of Phoenix, Ariz., to a premiere 
of “The Delicate Delinquent,” which Par staged at Palm Springs. 
It was staged for the benefit of the town’? community chest, which 
has been dying on Its well-shod feet all season. 

Allegedly, “eighty members of the press” were transported in Olds- 
mobiles from Hollywood for the affair. They were put up at Horace 
Heidt’s Lone Palm Hotelr-the one Wheeler and Woolsey started-far 
away and long ago. It’s at the north end of town as one approaches 
from L.A., and runs for two bloeks, with swimming pools poking 
their shining faces into the ensemble every so often. I passed three 
pools on the way to the small dining room which sort of dead-ends the 
retreat. 4 

There stood Horace Heidt, as handsome a bonifaee^as the world 
has ever seen, supported by twro Viking-looking characters who turned 
out to be his sons: They offered us martinis and manhattans, point¬ 
ing out that the bar was down at the other end and rather crowded. 

Now, Heidt was a perfect ah example of my hunch that life will 
always give you what you want, provided you want it long enough, 
but not at the time you want it most. I’ve had it on my mind to ask 
him something for nearly 30 years but never seemed to run, into him. 

Revolutionary Music By Heidt? 
Around 1930 he and his band came to Monte Carlo. Wolfe Kauf¬ 

man was the pressagent. Kauf had cooked up some piperoo and* waf 
out to give me the exclusive on it. I think it involved a revolution or 
something while the band played on, but I’ve forgotten that detail 
by now. 

And for a very good reason. I wras in a Riviera chop-house for 
major surgery at the time and Cleopatra’s line, “I’m dying, Egypt, 
dying,” kept ringing in my ears. So was I. 

i It was six months before I crawled up to a surviving knee and a 
| year before I got back to pounding my beat. 

By then Kauf and Heidt and their band had gone on to greater 
triumphs and Monaco and its standing army of 30 overfed palace 
guards were left standing until Her Grace, Grace Kelly, stirred them 
into activity again. 

But again I forgot to ask Heidt what happened that day in Monte 
Carlo. Did it rain or something and^was the revolt called oft? The 
reason I forgot was because while walking toward the dining'room 
I saw a sign, “Second Honeymoon Cottage. Spend it here.” 

“Listen,” I said, “I just heard from John Masterson that he is going 
to .revive ‘Bride and Groom’ and bring back to tv the couples who 
were married on lils show 10 years ago for a second honeymoon. 
Why don’t you guys tie up and have them spend it in your second 
honeymoon cottage?” 

Heidt’s eyes lighted up and then clouded, for I could see he Was 
trying to figure what my cut would be. 

“Forget it,” I said, “Variety does things like that, for free, all the 
time. Agents hate us for it, but we don’t care,” 

Lewis’s Nickel 
I couldn’t pursue the idea further, because the press' Bad been 

gathered in Palm Springs on the cuff of Jerry Lewis to witness his 
solo flight as a producer and star, and naturally the comic wanted 
all the attention he could get, and with reason, since it was his nickel. 

Lewis was sitting at a table with AP’s Jim Bacon, UP’s Bob Thomas, 
NEA's Skinny Johnson and their spouses,-all of them looking lobster 
pink from a day in the sun. As a native I never touch the stuff. 

Ever b.o.-minded, I started counting the house, and barring Teet 
Loyll, Hedda, Sheilah, and the Messrs. Skolsky, Williams, Archer, 
count 20 members of the press in the accredited caravan of 80. I v 
recognized Eddie Sehallert, Pete Harrison, Jimmy Starr, Lowell 
Redelings, George Rlngwald and Don Klotzbuecher, but where were 
Lolly, Hedda, Sheilah, and the Messrs. Skolsky, Williams, Archer, 
Connolly, etc., etc., etc.? Are they now five-day-week people on 
seven-day papers? 

Up to the night of this Lewis expedition (what happened to his old 
partner, Clark?) Palm Springs was colder than the relations between 
Israel and Egypt, but on the night of May 25 the heat was on. 

Not to appear too conspicuous, I had changed to a flaming redr 
Hawaiian Hookana brand shirt tempered down with geometrical fig¬ 
ures in red and white which had obviously been designed by some 
juve delink while sweating it out in some island guardhouse. , 

After another hour of horsing around, the pic got rolling. My first 
disappointment was to see Lewis ixt the role of a cowardly Janitor 
of a skid row flat and wearing, of all things, an Ivy League shirt? 
If he had only told me at dinner I would have kept mine on—-es¬ 
pecially since he continued to wear it through three quarters of the 
picture. 

Don McGuire, who wrote and directed The DJD., was around for a 
mike interview before the preem but couldn’t be found (even by 
Lewis) later. This indicates nothing. Writers are the worst judges 
as to whether they have turned in a flop or a hit. 

A Mickey Finn For M. F. ♦ 
The-plot concerns a cop in a tough nabe who believes more -juve 

delinks can be . saved mbre by kindness than clubs. There was such 
a cop in L.A. His name was Mikey Finn (no-kidding.) He subse¬ 
quently quit the force ajad opened a camp for such kids in the moun¬ 
tains back of Palm Springs. Everybody liked him. But his project 
starved to death after a few years. I saw him introduced to the crowd 
at the Lewis preem. He couldn’t have got a smaller hand if he Were 
an enemy of the republic. ' * 

But to get on with this McGuire mire. Jerry Lewis is a gang mem¬ 
ber who lives in a tenement basement and ekes out a crumipy_ exist¬ 
ence. He is as yellow as the Yellow River—the' mouse of'the house. 
His name is Sidney Pythias. The cop who wants to befriend; him is 
•called Mike Damian. Get it? Damian and Pythias. Oh boy. Will this 
roll in the aisles-the hub-cap swiping set that flunked Greek Mythol¬ 
ogy 41 This mop-moron’s ambition is to be a cop like Damian. 

In that tough nabe Pythias is supposed to have been the bnly one 
who got through high school, though I clearly detected a trace .of 
the Harvard Yard in the accent of one of the hoodlums. Darren 
McGavin plays, the Damian to Lewis’ Pythias, and while he’d be a 
dope to compete with Lewis in a night club, he makes a raugg of 
Mm when it comes to acting. Chacun a sa specialite. 

There’s some .GI basic training sort of comedy in the Police Acad¬ 
emy sequences and though Lewis is undoubtedly the most awkward 
and supine character ever to aspire to be a harness bull, he makes 
it. Naturelleinent. He’s the producer! 

Martha Hyer and another doll are in the pic,-but McGuire spent 
about as much time on them as if they were models in ’a stofe window. 
Lewis said the pic had a little message, but what it was, except that 
cowards ma£e the best cops, I don’t know. Maybe Michel Uohen 
could tell me.- - \ . 

After the pic Lewis brought his own nitery talents to the Cni Chi 
Starlite room and a 15-piece orch directed by Lew Brown, mid really 
knocked himself out, entertaining the “80 members” of the press and 
750 sardines in evening clpthes, for the place was packed to the rafters 
for the first time in its life. 

His first crack was that he would try something from an RCA Vic¬ 
tor album entitled “Mickey Cohen Sings.” It got a Bigger laugh at 
Chi Chi’s than it did in a Variety head, which appeared over an Abel 
Green byline three days before. Lewis’ writers certainly know where 
to look for fresh material. 
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CBS writer Marianna Norris 
back from holiday in Venezuela. 

Harry Chaffin in N. Y. this week 
for semi-annual trek down from 
Woodstock, N. Y. . 

Mildred Miller will do her first, 
European “Rosenkavalier” June 23 
at Frankfurt Staatsoper. 

John Gutman of Met Opera off 
to Europe earlier than expected 
and will be back in early August. 

Sol Hurok off to Europe last 
week leaving up in air his rumored 
severance. from National Artists,- 
where he headquarters. 

Publicist Mike Hall shifting 
from his westside bailiwick to a 
14-room duplex penthouse on East 
68th which will double as office 
and home. 

Carlos Mosley, publicist for N.Y. 
Philharmonic, departs July 26 as 
rep to music festival being held in 
ruins of Baalbec, city of antiquity 
near Istanbul. 

George DeWitt, cafe and tv per¬ 
sonality, handled the 1957 Silver 
Seashell Award of the Pi'ess Club 
at Atlantic City, the which is his 
native burg. 

Scene from Benjamin Britten’s 
comic opera “Albert Herring” will 
be mounted June 20 by N. Y. Col¬ 
lege of Music at Town Hall under 
Siegfried Landau’s baton. 

Leonard Warren on Telephone 
Hour June 10 (Mon.), then hopped 
to Puerto Rico to do “Tosca” and 
two other operas. Due in Rome 
for RCA Victor recording sessions 
comes July. 

Kurt Baum will repeat Manrick 
four times at Covent Gardens, Lon¬ 
don this month. Chalked up 15 
performances in the same “Trava- 
tore” role regular Met and road 
tour this season for total of 19. 

Felix Salmaggi’s Long Island 
Opera Co. will give six bread and 
butter operas at Carter Barron 
amphitheatre in Washington. Sing¬ 
ers include Regina Resnick, Nor¬ 
man Kelley, Ceasare Bardelli, 
Thomas Hayward. 

Gaston Bell, onetime leading 
man for Lillian Russell and promi¬ 
nent in legit before World War I, 
will celebrate his 80tn birthday in 
late September at his home in 
Woodstock, N. Y. In retirement 
there for 20 years. 

N.Y. Philharmonic ended season 
under Bruno .Zirato on a cheery 
upbeat; §31,500 more tickets sold 
and d*sk royalties doubled. Friends 
of Philharmonic have brought an¬ 
other $6,000 in donations, a total 
of $202,000 for Season. 

Hazard E. Reeves, prez of Reeves 
Sound Studios, Reeves Soundcraft 
Corp,. and Cinerama Inc., cited last 
week by the Georgia Institute of 
Technology with its “1957- alumni 
distinguished service award.” He 
graduated from Tech in 1928 with 
a B.S. in mechanical engineering. 

Greg Garrison, producer-director 
of the Helen O’Connell program on 
NBC-TV was victimized by a typo 
in last week’s issue, H instead of 
G. Since the reviewer spoke of 
“breezy originality”, in the program 
it was unnecessary to inject orig¬ 
inality in the spelling. 

President Theatre that was is 
now cut through and part of 
Leone’s restaurant. Paramount had 
relatives of late N.Y. mayor and 
George Jessel to dinner for chris¬ 
tening of space as the Jimmy 
Walker Room. Leone’s was a fav 
hangout for the personality kid. 
Par’s angle relates,' of course, to 
upcoming “Beau James” starring 
Bob Hope. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(28 Rue Huchette; 'Odeon 4944) 
Chinese opera singer Lui-Li-Fei 

to sing Puccini’s “Madame Butter¬ 
fly” at the Opera-Comique. 

Vincent Minelli and Arthur 
Freed are setting up locations for 
their forthcoming pic version of 
“Gigi.” 

Paris now getting pix before 
Broadway with opening of “Saint 
Joan” (UA) and “Love in After¬ 
noon” (AA) this week. 

Olivia De -Havilland still doing 
the West German U.S. Army bases 
regularly as part of her dollar-a- 
year special service activities. 

Martine Carol has a flock of pic 
chores in the offing plus a return 
to legit boards next season as hero¬ 
ine of a Gallic pmy adaption of 
Somerset Maugham's “Rain.” 

Two more striptease legit shows 
added to the galaxy here, with the 
Theatre Etojle’s “Striptease” and 
Theatre Capucine’s “Allez Vous 
R Habiller” (Go Get Dressed). 

Vivien Leigh, received the Legion 
of Honor this week during some 
time out from her hit appearance 
in “Titus and Andronicus” at 
Theatre of Nations. Ten-day stay 
had toughest legit ducat setup this 
season, and seats were scalped for 
$30. 

Statistics have it that all walks 
of show biz critics here are exposed 

tojj£0 pix per year, plus film fests; 
220 legiters, plus festivals; 1,000 
concerts and operas, plus fests; and 
1,200 arts exhibitions, plus salons. 
This has led to a blase, tired group 
of crix here, with the public more 
and more deciding for themselves. 

In keeping with the French quest 
for Eastern markets, the first 
FrencH-Hungarian coproduction has 
been set up, following the first 
Czech-Gallic pic. Magyar copro¬ 
duction will be “Beauty and the 
Gypsy.” To be directed by Jean 
Dreville and Marton Kelety with 
exteriors in Hungary and interiors 
in France, it stars Nicole CoUrcel 
opposite Hungarian actor Gyua 
Bus. 

Miami Beach 
By Lary Solloway 

(1755 Calais Df.; Union 5-5389) 
Columbia Records convention 

set for the Americana in July.- 
Los Chavales de Espana set for 

summer date by Fontainebleau. 
Jill Corey played her first date 

in this area at the Americana last 
week. 

Morty Gunty grabbed by Fon¬ 
tainebleau for three dates per 
annum after click at rival Eden 
Roc. 

Bean Maytm and Victor Borge 
first on roster of winter season acts 
being set-up for Americana’s Bal 
Masque. 

Sam Hirsch tees off his musi- 
comedy revival series w th “Gentle¬ 
men Prefer Blondes” at Dade 
County Auditorium. 

The $20,000,000 Diplomat: hotel, 
now being constructed in Holly¬ 
wood, will feature one top act 
weekly in its night club. 

Tommy Thompson, former man¬ 
ager of the Flamingo, replaced 
resigned Dick Dolan as general 
manager of Roney Plaza. 

AGVA exec sec Jackie Bright to 
Denver to speak before American 
Federation of Musicians conclave, 
at special invitation of James 
Petrillo. 

New Deauville hotel, also due 
to preem ia December, will be the 
largest on the Beach, 600 rooms. 
It may open With ice-skating spec¬ 
tacular on au outdoor rink now 
being built as part of layout. 

New Diplomat hotel (opening 
the end of December) appointed 
George E. Fox managing director; 
he moves over from, a like post at 
Eden Roc, along with cafes-res- 
taurant manager Sol Geltman. 

Jerry Brooks, vet cafe and res¬ 
taurant op here and on the Coast, 
now booking top acts for new 
Casino De Capri which will be lo¬ 
cated in Havana’s Capri Hotel, 
opening next -December,. He owns 
the Luau in No. Bay Village here. 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg.; HA 6-8386) 
Carmel Quinn in for Brookline’s 

Irish Field Day. 
AFTRA anni party set for Prin¬ 

cess Ballroom, Hotel Somerset 
Friday (14). 

Ruth Shapiro handling New Eng¬ 
land record promotion for Rose 
Marie, now a platter artist. 

Dolores Perry current at Blins- 
trub’s. Russell Arms opens for 
repeater there Monday (17). 

Mitzi Green and hubby, Joe 
Pevney in for “Tammy and the 
Bachelor,” at State and Orpheum, 
which he directed. - 

Marie Houlahan, public relations 
director of WEEI, elected prexy of 
Boston Publicity Club, first femme 
in history of* outfit to head it 

Jay Russell, legit p.a., shuffling 
back and forth from Manhattan 
to Boston offices for Lee Falk’s 
Boston Summer Theatre set to 
open July 8. 

Paul Henry Lang, music critic, 
author and musicologist, principal 
speaker at New England Conser¬ 
vatory of Music commencement 
exeercises Tuesday (11). ; 

. Norman Knight, veepee and; gen¬ 
eral manager of WNAC-TV, guest 
speaks at 38th anni session of Jew¬ 
ish Big Brother Assn. Wednesday 
(12) -at Hampton Court Hotel. 

Havana 
By Jay Mallin 

(Calle 13 No. 416, Vedado; F-6579) 
“Giant” (WB) opened at Rod! 

and America. v 
“Zarak” (Col) at Trianon, Payret 

and Los Angeles. 
Carl Erbe and Ruth McCarthy 

handling publicits’ for new Tourist 
Board.. 

Cuban film, “Yambao,” opened 
in six theatres, ♦’including the 
Fausto. 

Gina Cabrera starring in Little 
Theatre’s “Witness for the Prose¬ 
cution.” 

Bob Taber’s CBS film on Cuban 
Rebel Fidel Castro shown to troops 
at Camp Columbia. 

Radio Stations Federation pro¬ 
tested government’s temporary 
closure of Radio Mambi due to un¬ 
favorable political broadcast 

London Hollywood 
Wayne Morris back from Munich. 
Tony Kent in from two j ears in 

| for '“Aphrodite,” which Robert 
I Haggiag is prepping for next year. 

< Temple Bar 5041/9952) !. Gina Mobrigida to Ischia with 
Walt Disney’s “Westward Ho the t : au»* * 

Wagons” preemed hereT Friday (10' * east. 
at Studio One. , au5fs : Joe Breen back after a sixmonth 

Music publisher Dave Toff ba;J;i, Aa ■ world cruise, 
home after fiveweek biz pleasure • Metro music coord:nalor Lela 
visit to the U. S. • ; - «L sa SJinone to Paris. 

Plans are under way again for : 10 be directed Roberta Linn off on Middle- 
Judy Garland to make a West End ■ West and eastern tour for d.j. pro¬ 
stage appearance: ’, Giuseppe DeSantis, Ilalo diree- moti0n. 

Ralph Cohen, veepee of Screen AW>e Lane and X-vior Cugat 
Gems Inc., Columbia Pic uresrteie for C Scoper, Slitet ■ sot to entertain UNEF troops on 
division, here on business. i Towards the \alley,” written by |he Gsza strip 

Bob Goldstein, head of 20 i himself, with Jadian Film. Lew Ayres returned from Wasiv 
. Fox’s European pro duct’on, will i t Go°Per expected here soon mgton, D.C., State Dept, huddles 
j be one of the judges at beauty j *°.r l°cal preem of Cannes prize * anent appointment to the National 
■ contest to be held at this year’s i w nner, . ^'iendly , Persuasion. , Commission for UNESCO. 
Soho Fair July 10. 15rey.10tJs^y be \vas in Paris and < ghunij Shimizu returned to 

Herbert Wilcox planning a film I ®erlin for openings of Love m Af- ; japan after making arrangements 
to be directed by Michael Ander- i l€1?9°n;T, . « . _ . .. ’ for Japanese sub - titling of 
son entitled, “Mystery oe Flight j. ”°,,n F°rd ..I0 Londonafter ; “Around World in 80 Days” which 
777/’ Tt will be based on the \va~-1 buddies here with John Wayne. ? opens in Tokyo next month. 
time flight in which actor Leslie !1,2 dl^eCtl Judge^ and the Hang-( - 

man” for-Batjac later this summer. 
K present plans hold. P5c will be 
shot in Europe. 

Esther Williams and Jeff Cliand- . _ _ _ 
tor 'In a l«ad role Hvll not-h i-er due here this month to work; autographing parties to plug his 
1.900 performances 4n Agatha j ' U-I’s “The Islander .” Rossana • bio. “Take My Life.” 
. ♦— -- Podcsta, Eduardo DeFilippo and; Press agent Maggie Ettingcr in 

Hi*: Eattaglia ore the principal Halo . town working on Saturday Evening 
ac ors pacted for pic. Post “Mr. Influential” promotion. 

Recent revival here of “Brute! Chez Parce holding auditions 
Force” outgfossed most nmv prod--this week for tall girls to replace 
ret in Rome firstrun situations. | current house line, the Chez Ador- 
M'ctro is reissuing “Boom Town.” I ables. 
among others, while “The Naked! Local actress Estelle Omens off 
City” is currently being rerun in • to New Haven, Conn., next week 

for a role,in indie-produced pic, 
"The Bridge.” 

Charles Hogan named chairman 
°-f Artists Representatives Assn. 

“ „ _ £ Play Day skedded for July 31 at 
narnpl By Les Rees —~ ~ ~ - ^ ____ _Barnett • _j u___ 

and Jacoueline MacKenzie. 

Ed Sullivan emceed St. Paul 
tunic fittings before heading fo. WoinGn’s Institute varietv show 
N°™v to beeta hfa own produc-1 ''^S ^mngton-s b^d pllyed 

Tonv Cort^ Emest Borenin/and i itinn.. dapee one-nighter 

time flight in which actor Leslie j 
Howard lost h's life. > 

Patric Doonap now claims t'* i 
hold the British stage record for j 
longest confinuous run of any a-vs 

Chicago 
Eddie Cantor here last week for 

Christie’s thriller, “The Mouse¬ 
trap,” June 19. 

InternaPo'ial Film Bureau a"- 
i pointed bv Archway Films to t”’:e 
1 charge of press and public rela¬ 
tions for Charles ChaDlin’s lat"^- 
picture. “A King in New York.” 
which will have its London preem 
in Seotember. . .. - . 

Guests of honor at Variety Clu'' local initial situations. 
of Great Bri'ain’s annual Lad^1’’ \- 
Luncheon s'" the Savoy tod-'v j 
(Wed.) were Eddie Fisher, Debbi? lYilD110dpOilS 
Rejmolds. Bill Bovd and British tv} Rv T^ - 
Der^o^alities Ladv Icobel BarnettiT V i jV * , \illa 01ivJa Country Club. 

: Sam Donahue’s band here to play National Assn, of Mu'ic Mer- 
a college dance. ■ chants balloting for “Miss Music of 

1957” for this year’s NAMM ron- 

Tonv Curris. Ernest Borgnine and i 
.Janet L-i-h: wiU be released w 
tteougb UniSed Artiste. : toSX5.CSS£Si F 

Belgrade 
By Stojan Braloyic 

(8. Ohridska, Tel, 41232) 
The Budapest string quartet Tat- 

_ _ ally Griffin 
. into Hotel Radisson Flame Room 
‘ for second annual engagement. 

Don McGrane orch from Hotel 
Radisson Flame Room playing 
Prom Ballroom Sunday nignt 

; dances. . 
Lowell Kaplan, manager of the 

legit Lyceum, in New York to at- 

cleve at Palmer House. July 15-18. 
Phil Silvers toplined a variety 

layout for General E’ertri'* Inst 
week that included Georgia G’bhs, 
Wiere Bros, and Maurice Gosfield, 
with Ronald Reagan as m.c. 

Westnort, Conn, 
By Humphrey Doulens 

Bert Parks at Stonehenge. 
- - __, ... . Morty Kanner back in God’s res- 

rai gave two concerts here and one tend Theatre Guild anni party and ’ ervation from coast trin. 
in Skoplje, Macedonia. seek bookings for next season. ! Clelia Pinza, 17, daughter of late 

Arrival of Sir Laurence Olivier Edvih Bush Little Theatre held ringer, joining Country Playhouse 
and hs wife, Vivian Leigh, was ' ovor ‘“Witness for Defense” which i as apprentice, 
greeted by a huge crowd. al^o u-iu be local Old Log straw- 5 Horace McMahon back from. 

Stratford Theatre, British Shake- hatter’s opening bill this week j foa:1 and recent film role in Par's 
spearean group, will give another: Although Sammy Davis Jr., show “Beau James.” 
three performances here and one dx-ew within 30 seats of capacity at Fairfield summer “pops concerts” 
in Zagreb, before departing for-1850-seat Lyceum at $5 ton,! abandoned because of orchestra 

grossing §6,600, local promoter j "casting” problems. 

Memphis 

Vienna. 
Szeryng, on his ' Dennis ^Steelier says he lost money 

third visit to Yugoslavia, gave two . . . _ . 
concerts in Belgrade and one each 
in Skoplje and in Zagreb with local 
philharmonic prehs. tre or RKO 

For the first time since Yugo-1 
slavia’s break with Russia in 1948, 
the Bulgarian group, Krsto Sarafov 
theatre, gave eight performances 
here and in some other main cities 
of the country. 

The ballet dancers of BOLSHI 
Theatre, Olga Lepeshinska, Vladi¬ 
mir Preobrazensky, Rima Karelska 
and Boris Khohlov, gave two top 
interesting concerts here, which 
the press raved about. Soviets sent 
this elite Ballet group to tour Yu¬ 
goslavia via the cultural agreement 
existing between Yugoslavia ' and 
Russia. 

Most successful visit by foreign 
performers was appearance of 
Moscow State Central Puppet The¬ 
atre here, under the leadership of 
director Sergey Obrascov. Before 
coming to Yugoslavia, group suc¬ 
cessfully toured many countries, 
including Czechoslovakia,. Poland, 
Hungary, Rumania, Finland and 
England. 

Corporal Lanny Bunco, son of 

Rome 

By .Matty Brescia 
Chuck Foster to Peabody’s Plan¬ 

tation Roof for two weeks. 
Trent Wood, WMCT tv ace. 

opened a record shop, and doing 
boffbiz. 

Harold Walker, WDIA commer¬ 
cial chief, to N.Y. on biz and vaca¬ 
tion with son Keith. 

Ray Thome, Malco skipper, now 
handling exploitation for all Malco 
downtown and nabe houses. 

Mrs. Sara Katz, wife of Ritz 
Theatre owner Jack, now fronting 
Memphis’ Hif Club for local musi¬ 
cians. 

George Mooney, Memphis Chicks 
sportscaster, readying his annual 
radio-tv booster night here which 
drew terrif crowd last season. 

Dewey Phillips, WHBQ disk 
spieler, planed to Hollywood with 
George Klein, another local pan- 

^ cake, turner, to vacation palsey- 
‘ walsey Elvis Presley on the Metro 
i lot. 

playhouse _ ___ 
son” at Country Playhouse, July 
15. 

John and Helena Bliss Tyers 
. back from Italy and Miss Bliss re- 
; hearsing in “Show Boat” at Jones 
' Beach. 

County press met Katharine Hep¬ 
burn, an old Nutmegger, at cock¬ 
tail party at Stratford Shakespeare 
Theatre <7). 

San Francisco 
London’s Royal Ballet has been 

booked for nine performances into 
Frisco Opera House Nov. 20-27, 
under management of Moss and 
Hayman. 

Diva Rosa Raisa, UCLA Profes¬ 
sor Jan Popper and Kurt Herbert 
Adler, Frisco Opera director, will 
judge the Frisco Opera Debut 
Auditions June 30 at the Curran 
Theatre, Frisco. Ten finalists cho¬ 
sen from 200 competitors all over 
the West will be heard. 

Scotland 
By Gordon Irving 

i Glasgow: Kelvin 1590) 
Howard Keel to open at Empire, 

By Robert F. Hawkins j ^ 
rArchimede 145; tel 800211) ! nAtiin 

“Jazz At Philharmonic” due for} • ywuu t 
a two-day stand in Rome at the! Vet actress Hermine Koerner . Glasgow. 
Adriano Cinema. ; observed her 75th birthday. i Empress vaudery. Glasgow, on to 

Vittorio DeSica to Lisbon and j 84-year old Qtto Stoeckel drew; weekends only policy oi variety 
back to open his latest pic, “Ili a role in Area’s “Der tolle Bom-I shows. . . 
Tetto" (The Roof) in the capital.: berg." He portrays a 70-year old* Whitman finished British 

Bricktop back in town. Thelma : man in this. ; vaude tour at Empire Tneaii-e, 
Carpenter and Stewart Hardy into! “Den of Thieves,” comedy by ; GI®sgow. 
her Via Veneto boite in near fu- Mateo Lettunieh (former U.S. Thea- < Richard Matnews, producer, 
ture. ; “re Officer in Berlin), brought in ^ quitting Citizens’ Theatre. Gl .s- 

Elsa Martineiii’s next would be for German tele. ) g°w> on friendly basis. 
“L’lsola Dei Gabbiani” (Albatross i Area’s “Der Tolle Romberg” *The i Mol Tonne set to top Empire. 
Island), to be directed by Giuseppe • Mad Bomberg) moved for exteriors 3 Edinburgh, show the week prior 
Bennati. i to Castle Viusebeck 1.Westphalia). | to International Festival there. 

Marisa Allasio, Italian starlet, Pic stars Hans Albers. ) Billy Rusk subbing for Tommy 
signed for leading role opposite Acting performances in Para-. Morgan, Scot comedian, at Pav.l- 
Mario Lanza in Metro-Titanus’. mount’s “Rainmaker” drew super-; ion, Glasgow, Latter under med- 
“Seven Hills of Rome.” • lative press acclaim here. Rave ; ico’s attention. . 

John Derek has been signed by review’s went to Katherine Hep- “Five-Past Eight ’ teeing off ror 
Italo producer Enzo Morullo, of ; burn -and big praise for Burt .1957 season at Alhambra, 
Glamor Film, for the lead in “II Lancaster. ! with Jimmy Logan. David Hughes 
Corsaro Della Mezza Luna.” John Kafka, author living in ' and Stanley Baxter ^heading revue. 

MerV Hauser, Selznick studio > Hollywood, sued Thomas Mann \ Brisk booking for Freddie Be’l- 
“ public ' 

lg of 
v shoe _ . 

Cineriz, Rizzoli Film. releasing \ of Felix Krull” was in great parts , mg. 
organization, bought distrib rights based on Kafka’s story. “Welt und* “Humpty Dumpty.” with Duncan 
for Italy to Charlie Chaplin’s la- Kaffeeliaus,” published in . 1930., Macrae and Stanley Baxter, named 
test, “The King in New’ York.” ' Court refused to ban pic calling} as Howard & Wyndham panto- 

Ben Hecht due back here this the accusation of plagiarism un-; mime in Alhambra, Glasgow, next 
summer to eontinue work on script feunded. ^ Christmas. 
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‘I See You In The Casbah’ 
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000 French, 1,000 Anglo-Saxons 
and 1,000 Hindus together with a 
minority sprinkling of every ‘na¬ 
tionality imaginable. The remainder 
are Moslem followers of Mo- 
hamed V, ruler of the new inde¬ 
pendent Moroccan State. 

A Longtime Draw 
e The color and climate of Tangier 
are no longer a secret for U.S. show 
biz personalities' and longhairs. 
Following the footsteps of Pierre 
Loti, Matisse, Andre Gide and 
Gertrude Stein came Jane and 
Paul Bowles and followed in recent 
years by Aaron Copeland, Tennes- 

' see Williams, Truman Capote, Gian 
Carlo Menotti, Dorothy Thompson 
and many others. Most are annual 
visitors; the Bowles have been here 
25 years. 

Among the others are Allen 
Ginsburg, Bill Burroughs and Jack 
Kerouac, les enfants terribles of 
San Francisco letters. "Howl and 
Other' Poems" by Ginsburg was 
seized early this year by the Col¬ 
lector of Customs on the Embarca- 
dero. According to the N.Y. Times, 
his poetry readings in the Bay 
Area resemble jam sessions. Ke¬ 
rouac is identified by Malcolm 
Cowley as the greatest unknown 
young writer in America. Bill Bur¬ 
roughs, one of the adding machine 
heirs and novelist, wrote “Junky" 
which interests 20th-Fox as a film 
subject. This young generation .of 
Henry Millers (touched up with 
Japanese existentionalism) can be 
found any lunch hour at the Cata- 
lana nestaurant in Tangier’s Me¬ 
dina, where they lunch well with 
vin for 17 pesetas ($.35). 

There are three. English-lan¬ 
guage papers circulating in Tan¬ 
gier. Two, The Minerat and Moroc¬ 
can Courier, are rotaried in Casa¬ 
blanca for the air bases. Tangier’s 
own English-language rag is the 
Gazette, a staid six-page weekly put 
out by William Bird for the past 
10 years. Bird’s fighting editorials 
to keep Tangier far from the in¬ 
fluence of the new Moroccan Gov¬ 
ernment,. are strictly mid-19th 
Century style pieces. The Gazette, 
says Bird, was North Africa’s first 
newspaper in any language. It has 
a circulation of 1,200. 

El Minzah is the hotel showcase 
of Tangier. El Minzah is deluxe in 
setting; service, food. Hotel has 
100 rooms and 12 suites with all 
appointments. Suite goes for $13.50 
a day; double room at $6. 
T,r.ble d’hote menu, sans vin, is 
$2.50; a la carte, it’s double. 

Felix Armer, Viennese pianist, 
has been cleffing during dinner for 
over 10 years. He knows every tune 
w'orth knowing and is a skillful 
pianist. 

Big draw at the Hotel Velasquez, 
another deluxer, Ls El Balcon. The 
balcony roof restaurant and cock¬ 
tail spot is comparable to Danielli’s 
in Venice. Cocktails at El Balcon 
is very popular here between 7 and 
9 p.m. Dinner goes between 9 and 
11. Cuisine features French spe¬ 
cialties such as onion soup, shrimp 
au gratin and kidneys flambes a la 
Robert. Frankie Diaz and a four- 
piece combo play through aperitifs 

I and dinner. Dinner runs between 
$2 and $2.50. Scotch and cock¬ 
tails are a bargain here at a half a 
dollar. 

Hotel, built in 1951, has only 60 
rooms and boasts a staff of 90. All 
rooms have bath and shower, tele¬ 
phone and radio. Double room is 
$3 a day. Velasquez laundry and 

, ory-cleaning service within four 
hours is something famed hostel- 
erics on the Continent have been 
shooting at. without success for 
yoars. After dinner, the smooth Diaz 
band goes downstairs to the Velas¬ 
quez night club where a name sing¬ 
er from the Continent is generally 
featured. 

Beach front hotels like the Rif, 
Miramar, Pasadena are all new. 
fi.st-class hotels. Grand Hotel de 
la Ville is a favorite of the slower- 
paced continental visitor. French 
cuisine has a strong reputation. 
Lisa Ingel and her gypsy orchestra 
play for cocktails and dinner. 
Hotel’s Le Caveau is a popular 
late-hour rendezvous room. 

U. S. Bases Help 
American airbases in Morocco 

and Spain have helped pull Tangier 
hotels and night spots through the 
lean years. Tangier is a" G.I. dish 
with cream. The free money ex¬ 
change helps write off the cost of 

q the trip down in many instances. 
.The peseta, pegged at 42 to the 
dollar in Madrid, brings over 50 
here and the same is true for lire, 
French franc and other soft cur¬ 

rencies. Hep U.S. gladsacks-'-are 
not failing to take advantage. 

Tangier is a giant supermarket 
for U.S. residents in the Mediter¬ 
ranean area who come here fre¬ 
quently to shop for U.S. cars, food¬ 
stuffs, clothes, radios, tv sets, disks 
and players; Swiss watches (at half 
the Spanish price, for instance); 
German and Japanese cameras; 
French , haute couture and per¬ 
fumes; Oriental pearl and jade fea¬ 
tured by the Hindu marts—all at 
prices often lower than item cost 
in the country of product origin. 
Scotch (any brand) and U.S. whis¬ 
key sell between 100 and 140 
pesetas ($2 and $2.80). 

There is only one tax in Tangier 
—a customs import tax of 17V£% 
on luxury merchandise and 16V£% 
on everything else. The only other 
tax bite is an 8% urban impost on 
building proprietors. Which ac¬ 
counts for bargain markdowns in 
the hundreds of merchandise coun¬ 
ters. 

Five first-run cinema houses 
show the latest and best of Holly¬ 
wood film fare, uncensored. Two 
of the Showcasers cater to the^ 
Spanish population, two for French 
consumption and one often in Eng¬ 
lish with French subtitles. A cine 
club for the retrospective fans 
functions niteries Monday night. 

Aside from the boites run by the 
Grand and Hotel Velasquez, the 
Minzah has two night clubs off the 
premises. Esmallah Gardens is an 
attractive open-air summer club 
and Le Consultat attracts during 
the rest of the year. Both offer 
late-hour detente to local bankers, 
diplomats and businessmen and 
draw almost all the world person¬ 
alities who come this way. 

George is host at both although 
Minzah manager Gilbert Mari 
comes around frequently to see 
that the overflowing cup of Moet Sc 
Chandon is bubbling just right. 
Mari and George, as well as other 
boite proprietors, lament the cost 
of U.S. talent and the failure to 
circuit U.S. and top continental 
acts in Morocco to lower overall 
costs. Late spot habitues complain 
they’re castanet-happy from the 
overdose of flamenco entertain¬ 
ment shown here and even An¬ 
tonio, now shattering records at 
Madrid's La Zarzuela, left Tangier 
cosmoplitan phlegmatic in a recent 
appearance. 

Current Consulat bill features 
Trio Dimytri, a schashlik hoofer 
and two bump grinders. Anamaria 
ami her Spanish ballet wind up the 
program with a blast of castanets, 
Mari has booked such U.S. acts as 
the Two Dormonds, Larry Dixon, 
songbird Sandy Stewart (out of 
Ciro’s) and would like more if he 
could do so without going into 
hock. - , 

Toledano’g Le Barronet 
Across modern Tangier, which 

resembles the Bronx without a bay, 
Ralph Toledano runs Le Barronet, 
Toledano was once a farmer. How 
he came to be Tangier’s No.. 1 wee- 
hour impresario, will be left for 
one of the local San Francisco bo¬ 
hemian writers to chronicle. He is 
a man of courage ^nd, perhaps, 
foresight. He opened Le Barronet 
in the late fall of last year—at a 
time when Tangier Europeans 
wouldn't bet a zloty on the future 
as Moroccan nationalists seemed 
bent on giving non-Moslems a. one¬ 
way ticket back to where they 
came from. ^ 

Now that the new Royal Charter 
seems certain to safeguard Tan¬ 
gier’s free port, free trade and tax- 
free status, Toledano is rolling up 
his sleeves to show the elite Con¬ 
sulat how a nightclub should be 
run. 

Olga Socarras and her Havana 
Boys hold the Barronet stage these 
nights for a solid act. Olga, a 
giant Cubana, who has one-nighted 
in many U.S. spots, does an Afro- 
Cuban routine that melts the glass¬ 
ware in your hand. Olga is a bit 
happy but she works every ounce 
of flesh to good advantage. Her 
Havana Boys beat out good S. 
American rhumbas and cha-cha- 
chas. Entertainment is marred by 
heavy esthetic try of Viennese 
Tanya May in a classic solo whirl 
and especially by a six-girl Span¬ 
ish ballet with castanets. Even 
pianist drew yocks with barbed 
comments during acts. 

’ Toledano charges 100 pesetas 
for scotch on Saturday night but 
it descends to 80 pesetas per for 
mor§ than one drink. It' costs 
slightly less during the week. Boite 
has plush decor except for a fright- 

_t'AKiE’rr_ 

ful back-of-the-hand mural. Dance 
floor is largest in town. Edmund 
Purdom, Gino Cervi and Gene¬ 
vieve Page will use the nightclub 
for natural interiors when "Ambush 
In Tangier" goes before the cam¬ 
eras this week , 

Whiskey A Goto 
A new twist in nightspots is 

Whiskey A Gogo, a' jazz cellar 
owned by Sam Gozal and Colette 
Durand. Club is located on Rue 
Sanlucar, once the red light dis¬ 
trict here until Moroccan author¬ 
ities ordered it Cleaned up last 
year. There is hope that the fillies 
de joie will be treated more toler¬ 
antly by the new Moroccan Gov¬ 
ernor who wants Tangier to offer 
tourists everything and more than 
found in Soho, PIgalle, Piazza San 
Bernardo fend the Gran Via. 

Whiskey A Gogo accents youth 
and economy. Music is piped from 
records via a hi-fi sound hookup. 
As explained by host Jean Andre¬ 
ini, disk music is better than any 
small live combo effort and the 
choice is much greater. Jean has 
800 records to pick from and gets 
mew ones as fast as released. 

The cave is tastefully decorated 
and illuminated. Regular clients 
can save by buying a bottle which, 
if unfinished, can be put under 
locker and key until the next night 
In. Or you can ask the garcon to 
bring your favorite brand at $.75 
a throw. Andreini studies Variety 

disk ratings and would like to buy 
platters direct from the States. 
Whiskey A Gogo has kept the rock 
& roll flame burning bright" since 
locals first heard Bill Haley’s Com¬ 
ets in "Blackboard Jungle" last 
October. Andreini recently 
brought in the Big Ben Steppers, 
r ’n’ r hoofers from Paris, for a 
solid run. Acts are rare, the key¬ 
note is dancing and listening. 

Two restaurant-cabarets are 
standouts for special mention. Jay 
Haselwood’s Parade is a favorite of 
Anglo-Saxons in this corner of 
North Africa. 

La Grenouille is another dine 
and drink -spot. It has a Gallic 
clientele but word-of-mouth along 
Boulevard Pasteur draws a UNO- 
type sprinkling for lunch, dinner 
and late sipping. La Grenouille 
is owned and operated by Roger 
and Micheline. Roger, when the 
spirit moves him, takes the mike 
to rib his customers and tell risque 
stories freshly flown in from Paris 
right bank and left bank niteries. 
Micheline is a vet vaude trouper 
Je Vous Aime Beaucoup” and many 
who can still cull a sweet “Darling, 
others when the atmosphere is 
right. French cuisine is firstrate 
and tab is moderate.. 

Eateries Rate High 
Gourmets Will find local restau¬ 

rants high in seven languages. 
French restaurants like Alhambra 
and Escargot are sure-fire eateries. 
Cal Moore’s El Wokra Lodge is w.k. 
for good American food served in 
one of Tangier’s most picturesque 
settings on Old Mountain Road, 
with a dining terrace overlooking 
the city and the bay. 

When it comes time to take two 
for the road, Dean’s Bar and Sa¬ 
fari are among the most popular! 
Chances are you’ll meet Harry 
Brann who runs the Moroccan For¬ 
eign Bank or George Greaves, 
United Press correspondent here 
for the past 10 years or any num¬ 
ber* of local resident characters 
who will help you make it four 
for the road. Name your own 
brand of scotch at about 65c a 
shot, 

Tangier is studded with outdoor 
terrace cafes the year around. You 
can meet Jane and Paul Bowles 
almost any evening at the Cafe de 
Paris. Cafe Esquimau serves the 
best capucchino in town. Do not 
enter a Minaret or photograph the 
natives—it’s forbidden by the 
Koran. Other than that, everything 
goes in this world of fantasy where 
personal exhibitionism is ignored 
because Tangier is exhibitionist on 
a city population leveL 

0’Seas Theatres 
Continued from pa^e 3 

cost more than the pictures would' 
have earned. 

. 20th gets a good many inquiries 
about the possible sale of its old 
features to tv stations abroad. 
When it leased its product to Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates, it also 
included the rights for Cuba, 
Puerto Rico, and a 60-mile border 
area into Mexico. Consequently, 
several of*" the 20th attractions 
have already been screened in 
those areas. Capacity of foreign 
tv stations to pay any price at all 
for the oldies is still very limited. 

Yankee Chinee Killee Selfee - 
Continued from pare 2 

don stage in 1918. There has been 
talk in magician’s circles for 
many years that his death wasn’t 
the result of a gun foul-up, but a 
contrived plot, either by Robinson 
himself, who was said to have 
been despondent, or by someone 
who wanted to shuffle him off this 
mortal coil in flamboyant fashion 
—costumed and with heavy Chi- 

| nese makeup. Chung liked the 
gals. 

Although T am not a professional, 
magician, I have more than 1,200 
books on the subject valued at 
$3,500, and among my collection 
is one or more versions of the bul¬ 
let-catching trick, none of them 
particularly dangerous if present¬ 
ed wisely and using common 
sense. m 

It’s a trick boy, it’s a trick, sans 
mirrors! 

Art Johnston, Director, 
Radio & Television Dept. 
Selvage & Lee. 

fabulously mounted Fu Manchu 
(David Bamberg, seven generations 
of magic) show. Chang has an il¬ 
lusion circus presented as a hip¬ 
podrome show with supporting ac¬ 
robats and animals. 

From the “turn” point of View, 
we still have marvelous small acts 
such as Chop Chop. Sc Charlene, 
Kodell and his parakeets, dum¬ 
ping Pollock and his pigeons, Del 
Ray and his fire flames, Rlchiardi 
Jr. and his illusion ballet, Gali 
Gall, Ali Wing, Ching, Marvin Roy 
and his light bulb fantasy; Cleo¬ 
patra, greatest female perfStmer 
in the mysterioSo medium; Tanit 
Ikao and her serpents and croco¬ 
diles. 

Your review was most percep¬ 
tive, but your conclusions were in¬ 
accurate. The showmanly art -of 
ipagic is not dead. The Festival of 
Magic just wasn’t a Festival for; 
Magic. 

Arthur Leroy (The Magician). 

‘Last of the Giants’ 
Los Angeles. 

Editor, Variety; 

Excellent review of “Festival of 
Magic” (May 29). However, the era 
of the .giants (or magic) will be 
caught up and carried on before it 
becomes only a legend. Blackstone, 
"the last of the giants" living, has 
a son to carry on the flimflam and 
the showmanship. Harry Black- 
stone Jr. or Blackstone 2d, now a 
student at the U. of Southern Cali¬ 
fornia, will do three evening shows 
at Idylwild Art Foundation, Idyl- 
wild, Calif., this summer. This will 
be the real "break-in" of his stfbw. 
The first one will be June 30, on 
Harry Jr.’s 23d birthday.. Black¬ 
stone Sr. will be flying out from 
New York in August to see the last 
show of the summer. 

Within a few years we hope 
those stages will be bright again 
and a new generation of giants will 
be delighting audiences—perhaps 
not in the same way or with all the 
same things as their fathers and 
predecessors, but with what will 
entertain people and make them 
happy in this day and age. Black¬ 
stone 2d hopes to produce “Magic 
You’ll Remember the Longest Day 
You Live" for the present and com¬ 
ing generations, just as his father 
has done for so many, many years. 

With the heritage of his own 
father and greats of the past, and 
the few still living, Blackstone 2d 
may yet give legerdemain the 

j renascence you speak of. Your 
understanding of what is good, 
what is lacking and needed, and 
your support, is appreciated. 

I Alameda Blackstone. 

‘Live Bomb* 
New York. 

Editor, Variety: 

Your review of Producers' Show¬ 
case “Festival of Magic” (NBC- 
TV, May 29) was keen, concise, and 
from an inside point of view, thor¬ 
oughly accurate. With the excep¬ 
tion of the masterful Cardini, this 
"spec,” which could have done so 
much for a fascinating form of en¬ 
tertainment, was a “live bomb.” 

. I agree that if the other six per¬ 
formers are the world’s best ex¬ 
ponents of an ancient art—that art 
is a "dead pigeon.” However, the 
miscast six are not the world’s best 
and you can rest asssured'that 
your kids, and their kids, too, are 
in no danger of being deprived of 
the joy which is brought by baf¬ 
flement and mystification. . 

Why the show, with its "bonanza 
budget,” imported the acts pre¬ 
sented, I’ll never know. There were 
many dynamic, showmanly per¬ 
formers in the magical metier still 
available in this giddy old world. 
For instance, there is Willard the 
Wizard, whose gigantic illusion 
show tours under canvas in Texas, 

I Oklahoma and Louisiana. Willard 
i specializes in the Bullet Catch with 
borrowed bullets, borrowed rifles. 
He catches four bullets at once and 
each one has been marked for 
identication. His show carries 
100 .fons of tricks and mammoth 
illusions. 

On the west coast there is Virgil, 
just returned from a world tour 
with a fabulous 70-ton illusion 
show. Also on the west coast, there 

; is Aubrey, youthful master illu¬ 
sionist, and Kirkham, who owns 

[ and presents what remains of the 
j Thurston, show. They are all dy¬ 
namic. fullscale illusion showmen. 

| In South America there is the 

La Prensa Publisher 
; Continued from page Z ; 

to the' impression created in the 
story wherein you used my name. 

I insisted and still insist that 
Talent Associates give Cullen 
Moore' coauthorship credit because 
she devoted four months of con¬ 
scientious work to the preparation 
and writing of this script in col¬ 
laboration with Irve Tilnnick.. Dur¬ 
ing this period, scenes and dialog 
by Mrs. Moore were edited by a 
former member of La Prensa’s 
staff. Miss Maria Constanza 
Huergo, who is now foreign editor 
of the Catholic Digest in New York. 

It therefore shocked and sur¬ 
prised me when, one hour before 
the telecast, Talent Associates 
erased Cullen Moore’s name as co» 
author. The producer told me, 
when I objected, that he was forced 
to omit Cullen Moore’s name be¬ 
cause of Writers Guild regulations. 
In this final hour before the tele¬ 
cast, he offered Mrs. Moore an¬ 
other type of credit but she quite 
rightly refused anything other than 
coauthorship. 

If there was a Writer’s Guild 
rule requiring her membership or 
making it necessary for any other 
contract than the one I now hold 
with Talent Associates which in¬ 
clude Cullen Moore’s name, we 
were never informed of this dur¬ 
ing the four months of her col- 
ab oration. . , 

Last November, 1956, I had de¬ 
eded to refuse Talent Associates 
>ffer to dramatize the La Prensa 
tory because their scenario writer 
rve Tunnick, Who was sent to con- 
iult with me, obviously lacked—;n 
nv opinion—the necessary knowl¬ 
edge and understanding of the 
iharacterizations - and facts that 
vould be required. 

At this time,* Cullen Moore, a- 
purnallst who covered La Prensa s 
'eonening in February, 1956, for 
outhem newspaoers and who has 
>een gathering biographical mate- 
ial on my family and La Prensa 
or many years, agreed to collabof 
ate on a proper script. Because I 
mew her work and considered that 
he has a complete and accurate 
inderstandmg of the characters 
md Argentine problems I felt 
Fateful that she would act as co- 
mthor. „ . 
I want to make it clear that she 

s entitled to the Coauthorshio 
iredit bv reason of her'own work 
md writing which made the script 
icceptable to- me and La Prensa s 
itaff. . . . 

Alhertn Gcwnzrt PflZ. 

U’s Big TV Deal 
Continued from page 1 

lease its films implies that for the 
time being, at least, U has ho in¬ 
tentions of moving into television 
beyond its present United World 
Films commercial production activ¬ 
ities. 

As for Paramount, it has been 
negotiating.on and off with several 
distributors and the major net¬ 
works, but hasn’t determined any 
final course' of action. Par,; among 
other things, is said to be consider¬ 
ing distributing the films on its 
own. Another possibility is that it 
may decide to hold some back for 
pay-tv use via its Telemeter Corp., 
if toll-tv ever gets off the ground. 
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OBITUARIES 

Wednesday, June 12, 1957 

EILEEN ALLEN 
(Mrs. Charles Dillinrham) 

Mrs. Eileen Allen, .66, widow of 
a partner ift the Paris banking 
house of Morgan & Co. fend pre¬ 
viously the wife of the N. Y. the¬ 
atrical producer Charles Dilling¬ 
ham died May 24 in Washington, 

’D. C., of cancer; She had win¬ 
tered in Palm Beach where she 
was well known and burial took 
place at the Florida resort. 

As Eileen Kearney the deceased 
first came to New York fend ap¬ 
peared in a number of musicals. 
During her years as Mrs. Dilling¬ 
ham she and he were widely ac¬ 
quainted’ in American and Euro¬ 
pean society. 

Sister Mrs. Edna K. Murray of 
Palo Alto, Cal., and niece, Mrs. 
Barton Bledsoe of Washington 
survive. 

KATHRYN Y. JOYCE 
Kathryn V. Joyce, longtime 

executive staffer with the Sam 
Fox Music company, died June 7 
after collapsing-in the publishing 
film’s office the previous night 
She had been with Fox for the 
past 37 year's, most recently as 
manager oiSthe N. Y. office and 
also was actively engaged on the 
professional end. 

Before joining. Fox, she worked 
for Leo Feist Inc. 

HELEN HAYDEN 
Helen Hayden, 77, former vocal¬ 

ist and musician, died recently in 
Donaghmore, County Tyrone, 
Northern Ireland. She was the wife 
of Will Vernon Hayden, stage per-: 
former, and mother of Jimmy 
O’Dea, leading Irish comedian. 

She began in show biz in her 
early 'teens, being a talented musi¬ 
cian and vocalist Meeting her fu¬ 
ture husband at age of 20, she 
partnered with him in Pantomime 
and drama, and appeared in many 
theatres until her retirement 11 
years ago. 

Survived by husband, three sons 
and three daughters. Clarrie Hay¬ 
den, a son, operates a touring 
“Good Companions” concert unit, 
and another, Donald, runs a travel¬ 
ling cinema. 

JOSEPH HEWITT 
Joseph Hewitt, 71, securities 

broker, died June 8 in New York, 
after a long illness. 

A member of the Princeton Uni¬ 
versity £lass of 1907, Hewitt col¬ 
laborated with a classmate, Arthur 
H. Osborn, in writing “The Prince¬ 
ton Cannon Song” fend “The Guard 
of Old Nassau.” Both tunes are still 
sung at sports events. He also 
wrote many numbers for Prince-' 
ton Triangle Club shows and ^as 
also a composer of religious mu¬ 
sic. He was a member of ASCAP. 

Wife and daughter survive. 

JOHN MOROSO | 
John Moroso, 82, author- and 

veteran newspaperman, died June 
6 in Ne\y Rochelle, New York. ; 

A reporter for the N. Y. Journal- 
Am eric an for mote than 40 years, 
Moroso more recently was a col¬ 
umnist for The. Bergen Evening 
Record in- Hackensack, N. J. He] 
wrote more than 20 books, many 
given film treatment. Among them 
was “The Quarry,” which was done 
both as a. silent and talking pic. 

His sister survives. ' ✓ 

ELLA FLESCH 
Ella Flesch, concert soprano and 

former member of the Metropoli¬ 
tan Opera, died June. 6 in New 
York, After a long illness. 

Born in Hungary, she made her 
operatic debut in Vieniia. She 
came td^the U. S. in 1940 and 
joined.the Met in 1944. Appearing 
in many of the leading opera 
houses and concert halls in Europe, 
she also became a member of the 
New York City, Opera Co. while .in 
America. 

MARIA A. L. CRUZ 
Maria A. L. Cruz, 56, Portuguese 

composer, died June 1 in Lisbon. 
Daughteri of a painter and concert 
pianist, she wrote'longhair music 
and also extensively toured Latino 
countries, as a pianist. She wrote 
books on music technique, was cor¬ 
respondent for a number of musi¬ 
cal publications and was a director 
of the music section of the Portu¬ 
guese National Radio. 

Her mother and sister survive. 

-TOM HENN . 
Tom Henn, 48, head of the Brit¬ 

ish Broadcasting Corp.’s publica¬ 
tion. advertising department, died 
May 29 in London. .- 

Henn joined the BBC in. 1936 
and became - editor of Empire 
Broadcasting on its inception in 
1938. In -1544 he .was appointed 
editor .of the Radio Times, and XI 
years later became head of the 

publication advertising depart¬ 
ment. 

EDWIN M. WHITNEY 
: Edwin M. Whjtney, 80, who re¬ 
tired in 1Q44 as a program director 
•for NBC, died June 5 in New York. 

Whitney was second tenor in the 
Whitney Brothers ,Quartet during 
the early 1900’s. After that he con¬ 
tinued as a recitalist until 1927 
when he joined NBC as program 
director. 

Wife, two brothers and a sister 
survive. 

ALFONSO MUNOZ 
Alfonso Munoz, 68, veteran actor, 

[ died retently in Madrid, where he 
was appearing at the Teatro Eslava. 
Three years ago he marked his 50th 
milestone on the stage. 

Munoz, who toured Latino coun¬ 
tries with his own company, was 
famed as an interpreter of the 
classics. In later years he was a 
permanent member of the Teatro 
Espanol, Madrid. 

PAUL GERSON 
; Paul Gersorq 86, silent picture 

actor and director died June 5 in 
Hollywood. Before heading his 
own silent film outfit, he appeared 
on the stage with such personali¬ 
ties as Mrs. Fiske. Olga'Nether- 
sole, Julia Marlowe fend E. H. 
Sojthem. 

Two sons, brother and sister 
survive: 

MARY HAY 
Mary Hay (Mrs. Mary Hay Has¬ 

tings). 55, former Ziegfeld Follies 
star, died of a prolonged heart ail¬ 
ment June 4 in Inverness, Cal. 

She supported W, C. Fields in 
Ziegfeld’s “9 O’Clock Frolics,” and 
appeared in silent motion pictures. 
She formerly was married to Rich¬ 
ard Barthelmess. 

JACQUES KOPFSTEIN 
Jacques Kopfstein, 65, distribu¬ 

tion film exec, died June 11 at 
Lenox Hill Hospital after a long 
illness. He was associated as a dis¬ 
tribution exec with Astor Pictures, 
Atlantic Television and'Associated 
Artists Productions. 

His wife survives. 

Wife, 35, of. Richard Lederer, as¬ 
sistant national advertising man¬ 
ager of Warner Brothers, died 
June 6 in New York after a long 
.illness. * 

Charlie Jamal, 62, builder and 
first operator of Ankara, Pitts¬ 
burgh night club, died of cancer 
June 1 in Pitt. . J 

Wilhelm Schaefer, . 33, horse j 
trained with the Circus Tongi, died j 
recently in Kufstein, Austria, after i 
he was mauled by tigers. 

Father of Ted Barker, program 
director of radio station WJOY, 
Burlington, Vt., died May 29 in - 
Lexington, Mass. 

Father, 83, of Jackie Heller, cafe 
singer and emcee, died May 30 in 
Pittsburgh. ; 

Father,' 73, of Milton Frome, 
Hollywood actor, died June 3 in 
Philadelphia. 

John Netsch, veteran musician, 
died June. 4 in Manchester, N. H. 

Family-Run Circus 
Continued from page 1 

WNLK at 'Norwalk was the Pied 
Piper that detoured circuslovefs to 
the distant lot by repeated air-' 
blurbings. 

Talents of the six Cristiani 
brothers are well known and in¬ 
terest here focused on two other 
old friends under a new top and 
two comparatively new acts which 
should command attention on high¬ 
est performance level. Oldtiitiefs, 
joyously welcomed by Circus huffs,- 
here in large numbers, were Jor- 
gen Christiansen, veteran horse 
trainer, a dapper 72 now, working 
mixed equine group comprising 
Palomino horses, Sicilian donkeys, 
South American llamas, .Nubian 
goats and Shetland *ponies and— 
not in Chrjstiansen’s\ act—-Hugo 
Zacchiril who is still bemused by 
being shot out of a cannon to bring 
any circus to a socle close. 

One of the few times that rings 
were cleared of Cristianis they all 
gathered at the ringbaek to watch 
and mitt Manuel Baragan, young 
South American, working giant 
cloud swing without hand op doot 
loops. His ankle patches were hair- 
raising. . Ringling show ha$ not 
had as good an aerial novelty in 
years .and Johnny North could save 

f'SSlEFr 
' himself a wearing trip to Europe 
by hopping Tip to New: England this 
week. While about it, I would, if 
I were Johnny North, also pick off 
Freddie Canestrelli and Hortense 
Cristiani and their slick balancing 
act in which she does a head stand 
with Canestrelli working a plank 
and roller. Duo has brought to a 

I high standard the novelty act in¬ 
troduced in Big Shok before the 
war by Rola Rola. But Papa Cris¬ 
tiani would probably not let them 
go because Hortense handles the 
front door when she is not in the 
ring and no ringers get past this 
sharp and handsome circus daugh¬ 
ter .•**’ . 

Hortense jumped four high in ac¬ 
robatic turn despite discomfort of 
a broken rib. She is no longer in 
riding act being replace'd by Bar¬ 
bara Fairchild, a gifted protege of j 
the family. 

Paul (Mogador) Cristiani, now 
33, is front man for the family 
with Lucio running the perform¬ 
ance and filling in brilliantly at 
every hand, and Daviso riding a 
classy dressage. By the way, the 
leaps are back which proves once 
more that the Cristianis are thor¬ 
oughbreds in every way. 

MARRIAGES 
Chris White to Burt Douglas, 

Ensenada, Mexico, May 30. Bride’s 
a Broadway actress; he’s a film 
actor. 

Margaret Cunningham to Liam 
Hood, Edinburgh, June 3. She’s a 
scenic desigqpr; he’s a stage man¬ 
ager. 

Virginia Lee Sweeney to-Richard 
McCarthy, Pittsburgh, June 8. 
Both bride and groom, who is also 
continuity head of WCAE, are lit¬ 
tle theatre actors. 

Patricia Logue to. Albert Mine- 
weaser Jr., Pittsburgh, May 25. 
Bride’s with Associated Theatres in 
Pitt. 

Dawn Robinson to Wally Smith, 
Blackpool, Eng., recently. He’s 
trombonist with Ted Heath orch. 

Lorene McCarthy to Jim Watson, 
Evanston, Ill., June 1. Bride is co¬ 
director of Public Affairs depart¬ 
ment at WBBM-TV in Chicago. 

Margot Fauth to Richard Ellison 
in N.Y. June 1. She’s fashion de¬ 
signer; . he’s with CBS Program 
Writing Dept. 

Patrjcia Conway to Walter Pfis- 
ter, June 8 in La Crosse, Wis. 
Bride is former sales staffer for 
CBS in Chicago; groom is assistant 
manager of network news for NBC 
in Chi. 

Pat Scot to Mike Nichols, June 
8 in Chicago. Bride is singer on 
WBBM-TV’s “In Town Tonight”; 
he’s an actor. • 

Joy Fineshriber to Philip J. 
Bates, June * 9, in Philadelphia. 
Bride is the daughter of William 
Fineshriber Jr„ v,p. .of Television 
Programs of America in N. Y.; 
groom is with International News 
Photos , in N. Y. 

Elsa Martinelil to Count Franco 
Mancinelli Scotti, San Marino, j 
Italy, June 6. She is a film actress. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sloate, 

son, Hollywood, June 4, Father is 
part owner of Crescendo nightclub. 

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mamakos, 
son, Hollywood, June 3. Father is 
an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. James Duffy, 
daughter, Chicago, June 5. Father, 
is director of network sales of ABC 
central division in Chi: 

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bishoff, daugh¬ 
ter, Chicago, June 5. Father is on 
Chi ABC radio sales staff. 

Mr. and Mrs. ‘James Tucci, son, 
Pittsburgh, May 30. Father’s *with 
Luke Riley orch.- 

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gould* son, 
Pittsburgh, May 31; Father’s,with 
tv film production company , in 
Pitt; mother’s Estelle Demos,, for¬ 
merly secretary to Arthur Manson, 
Cinerama pub-ad director in that 
city. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Putnam, 
daughter, Hollywood, June -4. Fa¬ 
ther is a KTTV newscaster. 

Mr. and Mrs. Scotty Connal,: 
daughter, Nyack, N. Y., ’June 5. 
Father is supervisor of staging and 
facilities at WRCA-TV, N. Y. 

■ Mr. and^Mrs. Larry Daniels, son. 
New Yorlc, June 4. Father is a 
comedian;* mother Is tv producer 
peggy Rogers. 

Mr.aiyl Mrs. Jerry Sullivan, son, 
Santa Monica, Cal., June 5. Father 
is secretary at Columbia Pictures. 

Mr.-and Mrs. A1 Kallis, daughter, 
Hollywood, May 30. Father is ad 
director for American Internation¬ 
al Pictures. '' 

Mr. and Mrs. William Weller, 
daughter, Hollywood, June 7. Fa¬ 
ther is KNX account exec. 

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Daley 
Jr., daughter, Sarasota, Fla., June 

i 9* Father is a publicist. 
Mr.- and Mrs. Richard Jacksod, 

daughter, New York, June 7. Fa¬ 
ther is publicity, director of WOR- 
TV and WOIf Radio; mother for¬ 
merly was on WOR staff. 

The Net of Coney in ’57: Fish 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

York Zoological Society and the. skin-diving, all these and more. 
City of New York. (have whipped up wide spread curi- 

This is Stage One of what will ! osity in the drama of the mysteri- 
.eventually be a $10,000,000 project 1ous sea- Air travel and new metli- 
at the Coney Island boardwalk \ ods shipping delicate fish have 
near West 8tti St. As many as four i made it possible to stock aquariums 
subway lines converge on the is- w*tb heretofore unobtainable speci- 
land and they directly connect to mens. 
the AquSrium by a pedestrian over- In addition to the manv exhibits 
pass built by the Transit Authority, in the indoor tanks and outdoor 
The overpass is a gem of present-1 pools, the Aquarium has set up a 
day construction. The city's park- j large ^counter where it sells a vast 
way and expressway system also amount of literature on ocean life, 
leads, with no difficulty, to the \ pamphlets on shell epokerv, shell 
new piscatorial palace. j jewelry, shark’s teeth, and a first- 

Park (and everything) Commis-jratf guide to Stage Ore ^written e wruien 
and designed by William Bridges, 
James W. Atz and Dorothy Reville. 
Photographs are by Sam Dunton 
and Elwin R. Sanborn. 

So, u'hat else is new at Coney 
Island? 

The ghastly Surf Avenue shacks 
texcluding Steeplechase Park) con¬ 
tinue to house a shrill assortment 
of dime-and-quarter catching de¬ 
vices. An attempt is being m&de to 

i daub some of the concession games, 
rides and comestible grabberies 

sioner Robert Moses doing every¬ 
thing in his power to remove the 
many blights from the vast play¬ 
ground fronting the Atlantic, was 
not fooling when he observed that 
the staff of the New York Zoologi¬ 
cal Society was%supreme in the “art 
of spreading popular knowledge of 
the animals of the land, sea and air 
with wisdom, ingenuity and a su¬ 
perb sense of showmanship ” 

90c to See the Fish 
During the summer months the !ri^fs ajia c°mes;ib:e grabberiej 

Aquarium will be open from 10 Wltb red enamel, but the result ii 
a.m. to 10 p.m. and from 10 a.m. merely gravy stains on dirty under- 
to 5 p.m. in other seasons. Admish [" ear' 
is 90c for adults, 45 cents for child-! It is a constant uphill flgnt tc 

,.ren from five to twelve years. I make Coney concessionaires im* 
There’s a parking lot for 900 cars Prove both their wares and busi- 
with $1 charge for all-day parking. 1 ness manners. Milton H. Berger, 
Aquarium officials cite the fact :now in his second year as public 
that some of the country’s top ; relations and special events repre- 
private oceanariums and marine- j tentative for the Concv Island 
lands get as high as $2.20 admish ! Chamber of Commerce and pub- 
and, consequently, feel the 90c ! heity and promotion representative 
charge at Coney not too-high and a f for Steeplechase Park, is persever- 
real buy in view of the spectacular ing, to say the least, in his efforts 
array being offered the populace. *° educate Coney operators toward 

Last Saturday afternoon, despite , ideals- He has launched an 
cloudy skies and chilly winds, the “Operation Paint Brush” crusade 
Aquarium was playing to practi- :and Promoted a major Armed 
cally capacity with the electric eels i f°*’cts serial display and is trying 
and Olaf the Walrus stealing most ■ 0 get tbe ri*y fathers’ permission 
of the bows. Other scene grabbers to cons*ruri a giant public address 
were the Plectorhynchus chaeto- : sys*ei? on tbe bor.rdwa’k for de- 
donoides (Clown Grunt, to the ■ scnPtlons of off-shore spectacles, 
uninitiated), Hippocampus hudson- !PubIic service announcements for 
ius (Seahorse—no relation to L- th.ers’ tjme signals, etc. With 
Finks’ Mules) and Acanthostracion l°cal Chamber of Commerce back- 
quadricorne, the slow-movin’ Step-! “*& he s urging the city to re-build 
in’ Fetchit cowfish. It is the type i ^le kurnt-°ut Steeplechase Pier 
of display that can hold one’s com-l- and t0 construct a bandstand for 
plete absorption for many hours, Isuch •'umraer attractions as Gold- 
depending largely on -one’s stage of •man ^an<* and similar features, 
corns or callouses. I The. new prexy of the Coney 

Christopher W. Coates, the cura-1 £haillber of Commerce is Murray 
tor and director of the new Aquar-! Han1dwerker. son of Nathan Hand- 
ium, is both an admirable showman : £erker* and veepee of Nathan’s 
and profound scholar of the sea. ; Famous>the huge hot dog earavan- 
The blending of these two arts has jsary on Surf Avenue. He’s rated a 
helped to produce what is unques- j m.ore forward looking islander 
tionably the Number One magnet an awareness of the seaside’s 
for tourists in Coney Island. It will future role in city planning, 
also rank as a top musn’t-miss at- ..u??11,11116* standards continue 
traction for New Yorkers and out-i hlgh’ at Coney Inland. This sea- 
of-towners who ordinarily wouldn’t json the kashe knish and pizza pie 
touch Coney Island with a ten-foot ! grudgingly made room for the hero 
fishing pole* Aage Olsen, superin- * sandwieh. It is* currently available 

I tendent of the buildings, is Coates’ ■witk highly spiced ingredients, 
invaluable right-hand man. Carle- i ?otably with giant-sized meatballs 

I ton Ray,, who wrote “The Under- for fdur bits» and with yards of 
water Guide to Marine Life” (Bar- sausages and peppers for a paltry 

, nes) recently joined the Aquar- ’S1X blts* Sensualists of the *hero 
ium as assistant to the director, j sandwich never had it ar.y better, 
John Tee-Van in General Director ! —i——— 
of the'New York Zoological Park' ' _ _ „ ~ 

I designed by Harriso^sf^bramc)5- ■ Special Vegas Brains 
yitx. Consulting architect was Har-continued from page 2 — ■ 
mon H. Goldstone. The plan was 
adapted from those prepared by serve the special training 

I Hiu^-ison, Fquilhoux and Abramo- ground for the type of unique man- 
t Vitz and Aymar Embury II. agement execs that Las Vegas 

Mostest of Bestest needs. There are plenty of spots, 
' n r, where restaurant, hotel or nitery 
Psl?0r"’ 1prJfxy..of the toppers can be seasoned, and there 

New: York Zoological Society and are several areas where casino 
one of the speakers at the dedica- bosses can be developed, but to set 

DQte(i ?hat only a a raan with an overall knowledge 
?UWlC aqU™ns in the of a Las class operation's 

l United States are worthy of the extremely difficult. Development 
name and this fact made the New from the ranks is likewise limited, 
loric Aquarium all the more de- Outside money pouring into Las 
sirable. It also emphasizes the Vegas hotels has diminished in ,e- 
“e|d for ultimate completion, cent years. It’s recalled that there 
°sp?rn.said' . „ w-as one project to raise a stock 
.City donated the 12 acres of land, issue for the construction of an inn. 

Stage One is 216 feet long and 120 Nothing has been heard of tha* 
tfeet wide and has an outdoor tank venture for some years. Very few 
60 by 40 feet to house walruses, are seeking to buy in4 on present 
sea lions, seals "and other deep hotels, unless they are extremely 
water mammals. There are also well established; and these are not 
outdoor pools for sea elephants (to for sale. 
arrive later) penguins, turtles, etc. It’s pointed out that when one of 
Inside there are many tanks hous- the hotels fell a couple of years 
ing hundreds of species of fish. ago. chips from that spot were 

The lighting of the exhibits is being cashed at other hotels at a 
excellent, professional, throughout, rate which indicated serious pil- 
Moreover, it is a constantly change ferage. At one inn it was found' 
mg show, with new creatures of that the management was feeding a 
the sea arriving daily, herels an great part of the population of the 
unadulterated .freshness to the en- town gratis, 
tire operation with a firm, built- Management in. Las Vegas has 
in permanency about it. learned some lessons the very hard 

The subject of life in the ocean way and bulk of them now are on 
is definitely box office today. The firm footing. However, there are 
best-selling books of Rachel Gar- : several which, some managers feel, 
son, the films of Jacques Yyes if not aided, may soon depress the 
Cousteau, the large interest in. town publicitywise. 
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DOROTHY KILGALLEN 

"Johnnie Ray's personal 
appearance at the Wal¬ 
dorf-Astoria is the best 
act in town/7 

LOUIS SOBOL 

"Triple A Indorsement: 
The spiritual fervor of 
Johnnie Ray at the Wal¬ 
dorf's Empire Room (the 
room is jammed with 
new fans). Has them 
standing up and cheer¬ 
ing for more." 

★ 
VARIETY 

"Results of Johnnie Ray's 
session was so salubrious 
that Philippe (Waldorf's 
manager) broke prece¬ 
dent by coming on the 
floor with Ray and telling 
the crowd how pleased 
he was with the star." 

Jose. 

WALTER WINCHELL 

"Recommended: Johnnie 
Ray at the Waldorf." 

★ 
JACK O'BRIAN 

"Johnnie at his best—he 
had the audiencfe rock¬ 
ing." 

★ 
LEONARD LYONS 

"Superb showman." 
★ 

DANTON WALKER 

"Johnnie Ray rocks the 
Empire Room." 

★ 
JIM (GENE KNIGHT) 

O'CONNOR 

"A bolt of lightning 
struck the Empire Room 
of the Waldorf-Astorlia 
last night, zig-zagged 
around the ringside 
fables and left the pa¬ 
trons breathless. This 
large charge of electricity 
was Johnnie Ray, the 

LEE MORTIMER v 

"Johnnie Ray's turn at 
th$ Waldorf is not only 
his greatest, its also the 
outstanding all time per¬ 
formance in the history of 
the hotel." 

★ 
EARL WILSON 

"Bravo: Johnnie Ray's 
brilliant efaow at* the 
Waldorf." 

NEW YORKER 

"Johnnie Ray shakes the 
Empire Room to its foun¬ 
dations with his songs 
and dances." 

CUE—PHILIP MINOFF 

"Proves beyond question 
Johnnie Ray is a truly su¬ 
perb performer." 

singing cyclone.' 

Thank you, CLAUDE PHILIPPE and your staff for a most memorable 
engagement at the WALDORF ' 

Thank you, JACKIE GLEASON for the use of your show last Saturday 
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‘EVERY CAFE A VEGAS VIA TV’ 
South Wavering on ‘Island In The Sun? 

Lville Clicks Despite Race Aisles 
' “Island in the Sun” has opened 
the way to the breaking down of 
certain barriers, Robert Rossen, 
Who directed the film for Darryl 
F., Zahuck, declared in New York 
last week. 

*- Picture, greeted by mixed re¬ 
views in New York and other spots, 
is doing very good business, out- 
drawing “The King and I" in many 
Of the spots where it’s opened. One 
of these is the Rialto Theatre in 
Louisville, Ky., a segregated town 
Xexcept for the-schools). This is 
One of the few Southern bookings 
the film has had to date. 
: At 20th it’s felt that, if the cur¬ 
rent b.o. pace continues, many 
Southern exhibitors will break 
down and book the picture anyway- 
The South generally has been re¬ 
luctant to book the film because of 
its miscegenation angles. Yet its’s 
going to play throughout Florida. 

Rossen, whose directing chores 
were completed last December 
(“Island” was edited by Zanuck in 
London), said he was very pleased 
by the initial boxoffice response to 
fhe ‘ film. “The big question, is: 
Were the people, in the picture— 
White or black—presented as real? 
That’s the important thing. We 
treated all the characters as im¬ 
portant individuals, regardless of 
their race. The cards weren’t 
stacked, against anybody. And ,to 
my way of thinking, that’s quite an 
important advance.’’ 
' Rossen is currently preparing a 
^ersipn of “Crime and Punish¬ 
ment” which will have an all-Negro 
£ast. It will be, shot.ln Manhattan, 
On a small budget, with the locale 
transferred to-Harlem. Rossen also 
is preparing “Billy Rudd,” 

Prior to Release of Film, 
Joan Fontaine Gets Filthy 

Mail on Island' Role 
Hollywood, June 18. 

Joah Fontaine, who as one of the 
stars in Darryl F., Zanuck’s “Island 
in the Sun” is involved in a “mixed 
romance” with Harry Belafonte in 
the “film, disclosed here she has 
been, receiving a flock of letters ob¬ 
jecting to her playing such a role, 
and'calling her “filthy” names. Be¬ 
cause Df the tirade of abuse, 'Miss 
Fontaine was given a police escort 
When she attended the preem of 
^Sun’V-.at. the Chinese theatre 
Thursday .night,., . . 

Said .the. star:. “Ilv.e. gotten ter¬ 
rible ’letters.... I. never realized 
Whett.I^took .this , role there would 
be shch. a furor... Some of the let¬ 
ter-writers . .call .me unprintable, 
filthy names... One of the letters 
fcad KKK. PP. it; 

“I think.this. is. part- of an or¬ 
ganized. drive*.. After all, the pic¬ 
ture hasn’t, been .released yet, and 
nope of .these, people have seen it. 
Strangely, none of the letters are 
from the south. They even come 
from such states as New Jersey, 
Ohio and Pennsylvania,” 

23-Year-Old Indian 
Financing Feature 

Leading lady is being'sought by 
Bobby Boyd, 23-year-old Chickasaw 
Indian chief, who plans to produce 
“Indian Paint” on location in Ok¬ 
lahoma this summer. The young 
chief will play the lead part him¬ 
self. 

Boyd has purchased film rights 
to the Glenn Balch novel and will 
film It in color. Pic has a budget 
of $300,000. Boyd said one of the 
main purposes was to show the In¬ 
dians in a favorable light'. 

Mayflower Encore 

Over-Barnumed? 
Boston, June 18. 

Bamum was a piker compared, to 
the promoter of the Mayflower II, 
Warwick Charlton, the Hearst Bos¬ 
ton -Evening American contended 
T. Iday (14) in a story by reporters 
Tom Riley and Lester Allen from 
Plymouth, headlined “Mayflower 
Big $‘ Deal.” The story said: 

“The greatest promoter oj: this 
generation stepped off the May¬ 
flower disguised as a Pilgrim. His 
name is Warwick Charlton, a Brit¬ 
ish reincarnation of P. T. Bamum. 
The plans he shares with the Amer¬ 
ican promoters of Mayflower II to 
snare plenty of American dollars, 
of which 20% of the gross will go 
to the British coowners of the ves¬ 
sel, are comprehensive. It was re¬ 
vealed today that the Mayflower II 
will not go directly to New York, 
but will make, several stops on 
route tor. pick up small consign¬ 
ments of cash at Newport, R. I., 
Bridgeport, Ct., and probably one 
other Connecticut port.' 

“Don’t let 'Charlton’s .- Jgrim 
costume fool you, i Nor the 54 day 
accumulation of sandy hair that 
curls genii* at the nape of his neck. 
Nor his innocent "bfown eyes and 

(Continued on page 70) 

HICKS JOIN PIX VS.DST 
IN FARMERS’VENDETTA 

.--. .Bismarck, N.D., June 18'. 
Farmers .in .the vicinity of Dick¬ 

inson, :a .town, in - the northeastern 
corner, oti this -state, incensed be¬ 
cause. the.burg, voted for daylight 
saving, time;.have declared their 
lands .will, he “off limits” to hunt¬ 
ers from.that city next fall. * 

Much. to. exhibitors’ delight, the 
50 or, .more North- Dakota towns 
that adopted .the fast-time are re¬ 
turning wholesale.to standard time. 
Valley. City,. one of the larger 
North Dakota towns, dropped 
DST last week, along with similar 
action by several dozen others in 
the past fortnight 

BIG SCREEN TINT 
FROM THE SUNOS 

Las Vegas, June 18. 

Jack Entratter, producer-boni- 
face of the shows at the Sands 
Hotel, is planning a closed-circuit 
television scheme that “could revo¬ 
lutionize the night club business.” 
Called “Cafe TV,” the system 
would flash lavish nitery produc¬ 
tions in full color to giant screens 
in hundreds of night clubs through¬ 
out the nation. Peter Lind Hayes 
is credited with the idea. . 

Entratter said the Sands will 
work with TelePxompter Inc., a 
New York electronics firm, on the 
technical aspects of the plan. It 
calls for telecasting the show in 
Las Vegas nightly, with subscrib¬ 
ers being charged according to 
their seating capacity. Only ap-' 
paratus needed in the other estab¬ 
lishments will be a receiving set 
and screen, Entratter said. Many 
large corporations now use the 
TelePrompter system, which trans¬ 
mits through Western Union, for' 
closed-circuit .tune-ins from branch 
offices in other cities to meetings 
at the home office. 

Gimmick is being tested twice 
nightly in the Peter Lind Hayes- 
Mary Healy show which opened 
Wednesday (12) at the Sands. For 
the, first time in bistro history, 
Hayes introduced the stunt, which 

l-had a couple of bugs on opening 
night, hut the technical problems 
are expected to be ironed out dur¬ 
ing the Hayes-Healy* five-week en¬ 
gagement. Close'd-circuiter is util¬ 
ized by Hayes &-Healy at the 
climax of their show during 

(Continued on page 70) 

Since War, Yanks’ 

Private GfiTab 

Washington, June 18. 
Private gifts by Americans to 

people abroad have totaled over 
$6,000,000,000 ein ^the years, since 
the end of World War II, according 
to the U. S. Dept, of Commerce. 
U. S. show biz figures,-both by en¬ 
tertaining and by serving on fund 
raising committees, - have taken a 
major part in raising the gigantic 
sum- 

The first postwar private aid was 
at the rate of a huge $700,000,000 
annually. Since then, it has aver¬ 
aged off at about $500,000,000 a 
year. The Government survey 
shows that about 60% of the total 
was Remitted by individuals. The 
remainder was raised by private 
charitable organizations and for¬ 
warded in both cash and goods. 

While , about half the entire 
$8,000,000,000 has gone to the na¬ 
tions of Western Europe, the larg¬ 
est single recipient has been Israel, 
which got about $700,000,000, says 
the Commerce Department. I 

Report CBS, West’ghouse Mull Merger 

In Move to Rival RCA-NBC Combine 
For the past few weeks there 

have been recurring reports of an. 
impending marriage of the giant 
Westinghouse Electric (with, of 
course, its broadcasting arm of 
radio-tv stations) and the Colum¬ 
bia Broadcasting System. As the 
talk goes, it would pretty much 
duplicate the pattern established 
in the merger of the American 
Broadcasting Co. and Paramount 
Theatres several years ago, predi¬ 
cated on exchange of stock. 

Whether or not such an amal¬ 
gamation is definitely in the works 
either for this year or as some¬ 
thing for the more remote future, 
it’s an intriguing situation that 
even now has sparked speculation 
on a wide front as to the ultimate 
repercussions of such a wedding—■ 
if and when—and its effect, pri¬ 
marily, on the rival RCA-NBC em¬ 
pire both in the manufacturing 
and broadcasting areas. 

From CBS’ standpoint, any such 
! nra r r i a g e with Westinghouse 
; would automatically give it a dis¬ 
tinction of becoming part-and-par- 
cel of a company whose annual 
billings, in the area of $2 billion. 

Miller Thinks Watkins 
decision Clears Him Too 

Washington, June 18. 
Counsel for Arthur Miller asked 

the U.S. District Court here today 
(Tues.) to dismiss the contempt of 
Congress conviction against the 
dramatist. 

Miller’s atorney filed a memor¬ 
andum in which he asserted yester¬ 
day’s U. S. Supreme Court ruling 
in the Watkins case fits the Miller 
case “like a glove.” ^Miller was 
convicted May 31 for refusing to 
tell the House Un-American Activi¬ 
ties Gommittee jvhom he saw at 
Communist meetings he had at¬ 
tended seyeral years ago. 

Rank Made Baron, 

London, June 18. 

Organization, has been made a I 
baron by the" Queen in her Birth¬ 
day Honors List. Award is for his 
public services and entitles him to 
use the prefix, “Lord.” 

Other awards in the sphere of I .4s f°r Westinghouse, whose am- 
show business were made to actor- j bitions in broadcasting in recent 

whose venture into manufacturing 
came a-cropper not too far back 
after many millions went down 
the drain. 

manager Donald Wolfit, who re¬ 
ceived a knighthood and becomes 
Sir Donald Wolfit. Six Thom. 

Qrdjgp 
the Companion of Honor for his 
services to music while George 
Devine, artistic director of the 
English Stage Co., was made Com¬ 
mander of the Order of the British 
Empire (CBE), for his services to 
the theatre. 

Ralph Reader, theatrical pro¬ 
ducer, who produced many Scout 
Gang shows, was given CBE, for 
his services to the Boy Scout move¬ 
ment, and Leslie Macdonnell, mem¬ 
ber of the Variety Sub-Committee 
Combined Services Entertainment 

(Continued on page 70) 

Sir Donald Wolfit. Sir Thoma^^t, » -- . , - 

;re^ee#asi^Vang™ * B»« 
Biz Atop Posh Waldorf; 

Also ‘Mixed’ Dancing 
The usual conception of nitery 

headliners is undergoing a drastic 
change. Indicative of the transfor¬ 
mation is the highly successful en¬ 
gagement of Count Basie and Sarah 
Vaughan at the Starlight Roof of 
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., 
which is breaking all records at 
this posh spot. So much so that the 

, , . _ ... . inn’s veepee, Claude C. Philippe, 
Committee le Officer i ior to planing out to Europe on 

of the Order of the Bnteh Empire :Friday (M,; re.signed the same 
(OBE), Joanna Ravenscroff Spicer, comuination to resume at the Roof 

^Upr0gramT?-n" mgV. Aug. . 13 until its closing on 
Jv...OBE;and William George i Sept 18 In the meantime. Lionel 
BushiU-Matthews, chairman of the iH ton ffl headIine the spot 
Western Area Committee of the; starting Julv 16 

The ^ie-Vaughan engagement 

TURKEY’S TOP EARNER 
CRITIC-RATED ‘TURKEY 

has apparently tapped an entirely 
new audience for this room. It’s 

| getting a lot of the hep crowd that 
j usually patronized Birdland, N. Y., 

y ‘as well as the square trade attract- 
i ed mainly by thd * name of the 
Waldorf-Astoria as well as the high 
food and service standards that 
generally prevail at this inn. 

This mixture of audiences has 
created a bit of peering-through- 
the-lorgnettes as; the occasional 
“mixed” couplesVfHarlen^ and 
ofay) whirl arouncPjhe floor. Al¬ 
though very un-Wf&dorfian, th« 

Istanbul, June 18. 
Zeki Muren, popular singer of 

Turkish music, is probably the 
highest paid entertainer of all the 
Middle-East. Muren has just signed 
a contract with Kemal Film for 
a new feature for which he will get 
100,006 Turkish liras, with his tax _o_ __f _ 
to be *paid by the company. Muren | Roof's business is jumping espe- 

(Contlnued on page 70) Icially with the prom kids. 
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Joseph Fields Producing Outfit Eyes 
Filming As Well as Stage Versions 

A new producing firm to operate 
in legit, film and television has 
been formed by playwright-direc¬ 
tor Joseph Fields. The author’s 
son, attorney Ralph Fields, is presi¬ 
dent, with veteran film distributor 
George J. Schaefer, as vice-presi¬ 
dent and Louis Blau, a Coast resi¬ 
dent, as secretary. 

The company’s first project will 
be a film version, of the Fields- 
Jerome Chodorov comedy, “Anni¬ 
versary Waltz,” a Broadway suc¬ 
cess of three seasons ago and a 
popular item on the road and in 
stock. The picture will be 
financed and distributed by United 
Artists. 

Also on the firm’s slate is a 
screen edition of the current 
Fields-Peter de Vries comedy, 
“Tunnel of Love,” for which Metro 
Is supplying the financing and dis¬ 
tribution. Bing Crosby is men¬ 
tioned for the male lead being 
played on Broadway by Tom Ewell. 

Another of the company’s future 
ventures is the Andre Maurois 
story, “The Art of Being Happily 
MSuried,” which Fields will drama¬ 
tize for Broadway production next 
winter or spring. It will subse¬ 
quently be done as a picture and/ 
or television show. 

As a final prospect, the firm is 
negotiating for an undisclosed 
British play, current in London. 
The necessary revisions for Amer¬ 
ican audiences would be done bv 
Fields. 

Rock ’a’ Roll Goes Off 
In Italy Like Delayed 

Time Bomb; Milan Riots 
Milan, June 18. 

The rock ’n’ roll craze has final-, 
ly hit Milan. Ovec six months af¬ 
ter the comparatively quiet intro 
Of the Stateside “Rock Around The 
Clock” and other pic items featur¬ 
ing the r'n’r repertory, Milan—and 
Italy—has celebrated its first 
rhythmic riot. The first rock ’n’ 
roll festival, srkedded to be held 
last wek at the lee Palace, was 
halted by police authorities, and al¬ 
lowed to finish only in a very 
toned-down version. 

Trouble ensued some time ahead 
of the dance jamboree, when sev¬ 
eral thousand devotees, who re¬ 
portedly had been practicing in 
comparative secrecy, in various 
midtown Milan boites, descended 
on the Ice Palace, and began 
storming the gates. Sensing a 
storm coming on, police called for 
added reinforcements from the 
carabinieri and proceeded to lock 
the doors. In doing so. one of the 
evening’s performing groups, The 
Swing Parade Orchestra, was like¬ 
wise locked out. 

Inside, the other two groups, . Ce- 
lentano & his Rock Boys, and the. 
Original Lambro Jazz Band, had 
iust begun to rock when an emcee 
stepped forth and called off the 
evenings proceedings, noting that 

<Continued„on page 7> 

ROOK ERROLL GARNER 
FOR 1ST O’SEAS TOUR 

Erroll Garner is set for his first 

European tour. The jazz pianist 

kicks off his overseas trek at the 

Olympia Theatre, Paris, Dec. 6 with 

a three-week stand. He’ll follow 

up with concert dates in England 

and the Continent. 
On his summer agenda are dates 

at such festivals as the American 
Jazz Festival in Washington where 
he’ll co-star with Louis Armstrong, 
June 28-July 3, the Newport Jazz 

; Festival, July 5, and the Jazz Jam¬ 
boree at New York’s Lewisohn Sta- 

: dium, July 6. 

[ U.S. TRAVEL-CRAZY 

Will Top Last Year Record, $1,800,- 
j 000,000 Gadabonting 

I Washington, June 18. 
| Americans are on the go, interna¬ 
tionally, like mad. Last year, they 

: spent a record $1,800,000,000, a 
; $200,000,000 increase over 1955, for 
: foreign travel. 

This year, the record will be 
| broken again, predicts the U. S. 
:Dept. pf Commerce. 
[ Last year’s total included $540,- 
000,000 for transportation and $1,- 

{275,000,000 in the foreign coun¬ 
tries. And of the total for fares, 
{$240,000,000 was paid to foreign 
shipping and airline companies, 

. Canada and Mexico, nearest to 
us, do the biggest business in 
American tourists. Last year, We 
spent nearly $600,000,000 in those 
two countries, a sizeable part of it 
on quickie visits to border towns. 

’Europe and the Mediterranean 
area, next iD line for the Yankee 
dollar, got $473,000,000 worth of 
them from tourists last year. The 
West Indies and Central America, 
rapidly comfcBg to the fore as tour¬ 
ist points, took in $134,000,0000 
from our travelers in 1956. 

Paray Heads H’wood Bowl 
! Hollywood, June 18. 
! Paul Paray, French conductor 
{who’s been music director of the 
! Detroit Symphony . Orch for the 
»last five years, will kick off the 
i Hollywood Bowl’s “Symphonies 
{Under the Stars” season July 9 in 

1 his first Coast appearance. Soloist 
| for the event will be pianist Alex- 
{ander Brailowsky, who’s also mak- 
| ing his initial Bowl visit, 

j Eight-week, season will also see 
! the American debut of Rita Streich, 
! coloratura soprano of the West 
Berlin Municipal and Vienna 

t Operas. Due for return dates are 
. contralto Marian Anderson, so- 
. pranos Dorothy Kir.sten and Birgit 
. Nilsson as well as Nat King Cole, 
; Pat Boone, Louis Armstrong. Lat¬ 
ter trio will star in the Bowl's 

1 ‘‘Personality Nights” series. 

Subscription Order Form 

Enclosed find check for $ 

Please send VARIETY for £wo Years 

KIRK DOUGLAS' TAX ANGLE 

Deduction of Loan Interest In 1953 
. Disallowed, He Sues 

Washington, June 18. 
Kirk Douglas has appealed a 

$170,000 income tax claim to Inter¬ 
nal Revenue. 

Internal Revenue Service says 
the actor owes it on . his 1953 in¬ 
come figured at $260,360 but 
Douglas says his taxable income 
that year was only $50,270. 

In 1953, Douglas purchased $9,- 
000,000 of Government bonds, to¬ 
ward which he borrowed $7,000,000. 
He paid $200,800 on that loan. 
Revenue says the payment was not 
interest and therefore may not he 
deducted from his income for tax 
purposes. 

Calypso’s Slip Is 
Showing—in N. Y. 
New York niteries, which origin¬ 

ally started the calypso vogue, are 
now tapering off that format. One 
of the first major stops to desert 
the Trinidadian music is Le Cupi- 
don, which has resumed its name 
policy and will play only the tropi¬ 
cal beat performers that they have 
contracted for. Tina Louise is cur¬ 
rently headlining there. 

The vogue was fairly big in the 
small spots for a time, but lack of 
representative performers and pau¬ 
city of authentic material handi¬ 
capped the growth of the fad. 

. There are still several spots in 
town that are working the calypso 
displays, but not too many are ex¬ 
pected to survive into the fall. 

Philly Orch Gets Special 
Nod From Soviets in Talks 

Of U.S.-USSR Exchanges 
Philadelphia, June 18. 

The Philadelphia Orchestra was 
singled out by Soviet Ambassador 
Zarboubin as one of the U.S. cul¬ 
tural groups which would be in¬ 
vited to the USSR. Mention of the 
orchestra came as the U.S. and 
Russia opened negotiations on a 
35-point Russian plan to expand 
cultural, technical and scientific 
exchanges. 
“ The bid to tour Russia came as 
no surprise to the Philly Orches¬ 
tra officials. Earlier this spring 
the international exchange pro¬ 
gram of ANTA sounded the Phila¬ 
delphians on a trip to the Soviet 
Union in 1958; ANTA had set up 
a previous tour during the summer 
of 1958.. This fell through when 
negotiations between Local 77 
(AFM and the symphony manage¬ 
ment broke down over a retirement 
dispute. 

“No one has definitely made any 
bids,” said Donald L. Engle, man¬ 
ager of the orchestra. “But right 
before the start of our transcontin¬ 
ental tour in April, ANTA sug¬ 
gested a trip to Russia in 1958. 
Russian interest in the local sym¬ 
phony was heightened by the warm 

(Continued on page 70) 

Helprin-Crown in London 
In ‘Vikings’ TV Films 

Morris Helprin and Alfred W. 
Crown, who recently formed Barbi- 
zon Productions to engage in the¬ 
atrical and telefilm producing, are 
in London from New York this* 
week. 

They’re at work in the British 
capital on preliminaries for a tv 
series intended to be made in as¬ 
sociation with CBS. Salability of 
the pilot will determine outcome of 
the series which Is being scripted 
by Robert Alan Authur and is 
titled “The Vikings!” (Some title 
pends for Kirk Douglas UA the¬ 
atre feature). 

This Is Your lie’ 
Chicago, June 18. - 

Radio-tv trouble-shooter Jack Eigen last week essayed a de¬ 
parture from the bromide that everyone talks about payola in the 
music biz but no one ever does anything about it. On his new 
WNBQ Tuesday night television show. Eigen Invited three of the. 
Windy City’s top disk jockeys to subject themselves to a lie de¬ 
tector to prove to the public that they have never taken payola. 

Rub is that a refusal to take the test could be construed as im¬ 
plying guilt Nevertheless, all three jocks^tEddie Hubbard, Jay 
Trompeter and Howard Miller) declined for Teasons that it would 
only publicize Eigen’s-new tv’er. 

It is pointed out, by lie detector technicians for the police force, 
that lie tests on television—especially with a studio audience— 
would leave a large margin for error. 

Opening Treasury of Youmans Tunes 
Estate ’ Package of Composer’s Story and Post-1932 

Unpublished Works 

NEW ENGLAND RESORT’S 
BIG SHOW BIZ LINEUP 

By DICK JOSEPH 
Pike, N. H., June 18. 

• Plans are set at this White Moun¬ 
tain resort town for the eighth an¬ 
nual Festival of the Seven Arts 
early next month at the Lake Tarle-! 
ton Club. Festival will be held in j 

two sessions this year, the first 
from July 5-15, and the second, 
called “Cracker Barrel Ameri¬ 
cana,” Aug. 11-25. 

Two seminars and/or concerts 
will be held daily. Morning groups 
meet on the lawn of the 5,500-acre 
resort and are free to the public. 
Evening sessions in the Tarleton’s 
“No Name Theatre” are for guests 
only. 

Speakers at the July meetings 
will include television’s Wendy 
Barrie, Ted Cott, Virginia Graham, 
Art Henley, Gabe Pressman and 
Emanuel Sacks; columnists Hy 
Gardner and Earl • Wilson, Dart¬ 
mouth Prof. Chauncey Allen, au¬ 
thor John Roy Carlson, New Hamp¬ 
shire’s Gqy. Lane Dwinell, Doro¬ 
thy Gordon, moderator of the N.Y. 
Times Youth Forum; James G. 
MacDonald, former U.S. Ambassa¬ 
dor to Israel; actor Arnold Moss, 

(Continued on page 79) j 

Puerto Rico’s 4th Opera 
Si sson With 108 Artists 

Juan, Puerto Rico, June 18. 

Ope. ix season, sponsored by El 

Mundo, local newspaper, got un¬ 
derway Friday (14) at the theatre 1 

of the U. of Puerto Rico for the j 

fourth consecutive season. Troupe J 
of 108 artists, headed hy top 

Metopera stars, was organized by 

Albert B. Gins. Initial perform¬ 
ance was “La Tosca,” 

Among the talent who planed 
here from New York Thursday (13) 
were Eleanor Steber, Dorothy Kirs¬ 
ten, Rosalind Elias, Giuseppe Cam- 
pora, Roberto Turrini, Cesare Val¬ 
letta Leonard Warren, Frank 1 
Guarrera and Jerome Hines. Scen¬ 
ery, costumes, props, etc. preceded I 
the troupe by ship. 1 

Biopic on Vincent Youmans is in 
the blueprint stage, under the sane* 
tion of the late composer’s estate. 
Commissioned to do the screenplay 
is Robert Alan" Aurthur, television 
writer whose only picture credit so 
far is authorship of “Edge of the 
City” for Metro. 

Aurthur disclosed this week he 
was asked by the estate to take on 
the property and has access to the 
over 200 unpublished compositions 
penned by Youmans before his 
death in 1946. He said he has plot¬ 
ted the script by now but produc¬ 
tion details and distribution ar¬ 
rangements have yet to. be set. 

Aurthur is to have a participa¬ 
tion in the picture along with 
straight salary. 

Youmans was a prolific cleffer 
but because of personal family 
matters refused to sell anything he 
wrote from 1932 (when he did the 
score for RKO’s “Flying Down to 
Rio”). The specific count on his 
songs (for which no lyrics hav# 
been written) is 270. Warner Bros, 
music companies had taken an op¬ 
tion on the properties but this Is 
no longer in effect. 

Aurthur said the filmization of 
Youman’s life is to be mostly a 
drama with only a few of his songs 
used. 

Meanwhile, estate conflicts ap¬ 
parently have come to an end, 
which means Youman’s works may 
now be available.- 

Fun and Good Will Back 
In Argentina; Press Meets 

President on Easy Terms 
Buenos Aires, June 18. 

Two recent events closely asso¬ 
ciated with show business are In¬ 
dicative of the changed climate in 
Argentina, 21 months-after the de¬ 
parture of dictator Peron. 
’ One was the dinner given by all 
the foreign correspondents posted 
in Buenos Aires, in honor of Pres¬ 
ident Pedro Aramburu and Vice 
President Rojas, and the other the 
Actors’ Ball (a masked affair) held 
the same day at the Ambassadeursi 

(Continued on page 71) 
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each week. 
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RENTALS AS ‘FUNDS IN TRUST’ 
Loews Landlord Functions Tightened; 
Circuit Drops Houses, Spruces Annex 
A thorough analysis of its thea¬ 

tre properties has convinced 
Loew’s Theatres to drop four 
houses in the New York metropoli¬ 
tan area. In addition, the circuit 
is engaged in a drive to obtain ca¬ 
pacity ^rentals for its real estate 
holdings. Both of these activities 
are designed to gain maximum re¬ 
turns from current operations be¬ 
fore the company launches a di¬ 
versification move. Latter will 
take place as soon as the theatre 
firm is completely divorced from 
its production-distribution affiliate, 
Loew’s Inc. 

Houses removing the Loew’s 
banner include the 'Grand in the 
Bronx, the Hillside in Jamaica,' 
the Willard in Woodhaven, and 
the Rio in upper Manhattan. The 

• first-named trio are Loew’s proper¬ 
ties and have been leased to inde¬ 
pendent operators. The Rio, a 
leased property, was dropped sud¬ 
denly last week when Loew’s could 
not reach satisfactory renewal 
terms with the landlord. The 
Grand was taken over by the J&J 
circuit while the Hillside and the 
Willard were turned over to a 
syndicate consisting of Sidney 
Sinetar, Martin Wurtzburg, Sey¬ 
mour Frank and Martin Light- 
stone, which operates theatres on 
Long Island. 

Class Up Annex 
As part of its drive to obtain 

maximum occupancies, Loew’s 
Theatres is renovating its annex 
building on W. 46th St., N. Y* next 
door to Variety. The building, 
which flanks the homeoffice Loew’s 
State building, has heretofore 
housed many Loew's departments, 
and in the old days the vaude book¬ 
ing floor. All have moved to the 
main building and the annex floor 
space is rnow available completely 
to outside renters. The outside of 
the building has been sand-blasted 
(ditto Variety) and a new self-serv- 

- (Continued on page 7) 

5-6 Live Action 
Pix From Disney 

Production schedules are being 
blueprinted to provide Walt Disney 
Productions with a release lineup 
of five to six live action pictures a 
year in addition to cartoon fea¬ 
tures and reissues, Roy Disney, 
president of the organization, dis¬ 
closed in New York this week. 
Thus Disney, long prominent in in¬ 
dependent production but with nu¬ 
merical limitations, is to become j 
a greater factor so far as product 
supply is concerned on a full year 
basis. Paramount, to make a con¬ 
trast, has an annual output of 
about 20 productions annually. 

Distribution sked for the present 
and near future involves an in- 

(Continued on page 20) 
' |_._ 

Foreign Film Producers 
Risk Handling Firstrun 

Broadway Showings 
Foreign film producers increas¬ 

ingly are showing a willingness to 
take the risk of handling the first- 
run dates of their own pictures on 
Broadway. It’s a gamble which, 
in the past, has paid off at times 
and has failed at others. 

Latest to take the plunge will be 
the German “Hauptman^v. Koepe- 
nick," which Emile Lustig is han¬ 
dling in this country. Another Ger¬ 
man film, “Devil’s General,” had 
its firstrun N. Y. exposure at the 
World Theatre before Distributors 
Corp. of America picked it up for 
distribution. 

The risk factors are obvious. If 
an import gets a deal for national 
distribution, a guarantee usually is 
paid- in advance of release. If the 
producer makes his own firstrun 
deal, depending on the success or 
failure of the showing, he can then 
either command a much higher 
guarantee when he makes his deal, 
or else he’s lucky if he has a deal 
at all. 

Indie distributors still recall 
(Continued on page 7> 

Bolshoi Ballet Film 
Rank Film Distributors of 

America has taken on the dis- 
tributioh.jn the U.S. and Can* 
ada of a* full-length ballet 
picture in color, made by the 
Bolshoi Ballet Co. during a 
London visit. 

Film features Galina Ulan¬ 
ova; the prima ballerina of the 
Bolshoi ensemble, who dances 
Giselle in a -full version of the 
ballet, and also performs “The 
Dying Swan.” In addition 
there are scenes from “Ivan 
Susanin,” “Swan Lake” and 
“Faust.” 

Picture was produced by 
Capt. I. R. Maxwell, who orig¬ 
inally had announced plans to 
release the film under his own 
banner in the States. 

OPDSED LAW Tkatrc Loans ‘Nearer’ After Talk; 

HITS CHEATERS , 
y. state se»^iL. Certify I Woulfln t Loan Em a Dime N Y. State SeS^lL- 1 WOUlCffl l LOitll Lffl d UlfflC 

--► Theatre Owners of A^ca has 

Mre'fS^aSnftV^: ‘Dope Ship' to ‘Cargo X* S2 M 

Adds Facilities 
Hollywood, June 18. 

Republic will spend $1,500,000 on 
studio construction and equipment 
renewal. Six new stages and 22 
new cutting rooms are in prospect. 

President Herbert Yates stated 
that expansion program is called 
for by biggest production year in 
studio’s- history. Revue Produc¬ 
tions, MCA’s telefilming arm, is Re¬ 
public's biggest rental client, and 
has at least 15 series skedded for 
next six months. Additionally, vari¬ 
ous other theatrical pix and tele¬ 
film outfits rent facilities at Re¬ 
public. 

Republic also recently spent 
$1,200,000 to expand Consolidatel 
Film Labs in both N. Y. and Holly¬ 
wood, to handle film processing for 
tenants, according to Yates. - 

Besides present construction pro¬ 
gram, studio is seeking approval of 
lot’s neighbors to rezone area 
across river dividing lot. If success¬ 
ful, Republic plans to build various 
location streets in area. 

Unidentified Protests 

inal offense for film theatres to 
“under-report" their receipts to 
distribution companies on films be¬ 
ing played off on percentage. 
Wording of the bill is being 
worked on. If an exhib “cheated” 
less than $100 it would be a mis- 
deamor at law, over $100 a lar¬ 
ceny, as Morritt proposes. 

Manhattan film sources were re¬ 
cently quoted in a Variety story 
to the effect that major distribu¬ 
tors losses over 20 years, country¬ 
wide, amounted . to $100,000,000. 
This was revenue owned com¬ 
panies on agreed contnact terms 
but- not paid by theatres which 
juggled their auditing.vThe estimate 
of wholesale “theft” was provoked 
because of passage or threatened 
passage in Dixie states of local 
bills forbidding distributors (N. Y. 
damnyankees) from “checking” 
film houses unbeknownst to the 
owner or manager. 

Moritt’s proposed hill would 
classify as a«criminal offense a per¬ 
son or persons “knowingly, will¬ 
fully and maliciously” submitting a 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Bel-Air Productions * has 

switched to “Cargo X” for its 
United Artists release previ¬ 
ously titled “Dope Ship.” Swap 
was made at direct request of 
exhibs, who beefed they 
didn’t want original tag on 
their marquees. 

Pic’s “dope” title was first 
to be okayed by’ MPAA Pro- . 
duction Code Administration 
since it eased ban against 
screen treatment of narcotics. 

20th Puts Hired 
Hands Into Easy 

Insurance Deal 

Government agency would accept 
mortgage loan applications from 
theatres for sums up to $250,000, 
payable in 10 years in accordance 
with rules and regulations of the 
SB A. 

This ruling followed conferences 
in Washington recently between 
TOA’s Philip F. Harling and admin¬ 
istration officials, including Wen¬ 
dell Barnes and W. N. Engels and 
Philip McCallum, counsel to the 
SBA. While TOA regards the new 
SBA position as heartening in that 
it opens the door for the first time 
for mortgage loans in amounts up 
to $250,000 the exhibition organi¬ 
zation is continuing to press for re¬ 
forms in the loan application pro¬ 
cedure. Particularly onerous to ex¬ 
hibitors is the SBA’s stipulation 
that applicants for loans must first 
obtain a written turndown from 
private banking sources as a condi¬ 
tion for submitting an application 
to the SBA. Harling cited this 

Momrs proposed mu wouia I1WU1UIIVV I/VIU condition in answer to Barnes’ 
classify as a criminal offense a per- as to wby exhibitors had 
son or persons knowingly, will- New group insurance plan, offer- presented so few applications. Har- 
fully and maliciously submitting a ing $2,000 worth of free life insur- ijng pointed out that if the bar 
false report on motion picture and ance jn addition to high insurance wcmld be removed, there might be 
television rentals. Law would hit at jow rates, is being offered by hundreds of applications from the- 
bookkeepers and other employees 20th-Fox to its employees. Com*atres. 

“knowingly conspired.” pany WOuld contribute a substan-' Baines contended that this stipu- 
The keeping >of two sets^ of tial amount to the cost of insurance iation was mandatory by statue, a 

books ^would be declared a crimi- above the $2,000. Rest would be de- view contested by Harling on the 
nal offense, under terms of the ducted from the employee’s weekly ground that while the Act could be 
proposed legislation. .Senator Mor- salaries and is based on the amount interpreted to mean this, yet, it 
itt also said he believed that in 0f salary received. • Was negated by the General Wel- 

(Continued on page 7) 

‘Gunfight’ at 40% 
Minneapolis, June 18. 

“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
takes its place among the re¬ 
leases for which the highest 
percentage is being demanded 
in this territory. 

Terms for this Paramount 
picture in local subsequent 
runs now being quoted is 40% 
and no review. .■> 

“Gunfight” is now in third 
loop week here and gamering 
grosses that are considered 
boff in the light of the very 
bad current adverse boxoffice 
conditions. 

Plan, to become effective, must fare and Economy oiause .of the 
see a majority of the employees (Continued on page 7) 
signing up. Prexy Spyros P. Skou- _-,- 
ras is personally anxious for adop- 
tion of the plan and has so in- *) IV J| 11 
formed his department heads. Plan / flY IIIIP ImP 
would go into effect on June- i, w * IA UUXf ItV 
1957. So far, hot enough employ- 

Here.is* f sample insurance and Cfo FCIlCC DcUTOW 
cost. For someone earning be- viutwuvw vhiavii 

TWO pictures dean„g with as. 

°°° the emDieoveenSr|2naewceToudt ” ™ » scheduled for producl cost the employee $1.82 a week out tion The latest entry ^ «<ciar- 
of his paycheck. At a higher level, ence Harrow, Defender of the 
those earning between $250 and Lost»r which Herbert Kline and 
$275 a week could get $27,500 Cyril Means Jr. plans to produce, 
worth of insurance for $3.57 week- As yet they have set no starting 
ly. There are conversion privileges date. * 
if an employee leaves the company. Meanwhile, Stanley Kramer 

An anonymously launched cam¬ 
paign to induce United Paramount 
here to cancel “Island in the Sim” 
fizzled and the 20th-Fox picture is 
current at Minneapolis Radio City 
and the-St. Paul Paramount. 

After ads appeared in the news¬ 
papers a week ago, offices in both 
Twin Cities received approximate¬ 
ly 75 telephone calls and a num¬ 
ber of letters protesting against 
the picture which portrays inter¬ 
racial romance in the West Indies. 

As far as is known, according to 
M. A. Levy,' 20th district manager 
here, the Twin Cities are the only 
places where a protest movement 
has developed in the north. 

The local telephone calls appar¬ 
ently were spurred by an anonym- 

[ous letter which has been widely 
distributed both in Minneapolis 
and St. Paul. 

Addressed “Dear Conservative” 
and signed “Fellow Conservative,” 
the letter says “a new teen-age 
fad can be expected from ‘Island 
in the Sun’—teen.-age Negro-white 
dating and petting parties.” 

Mrs. M, J, Pritchard, a spokes¬ 
man for the local “Conservative 
Citizens Committee,” denied that 
that organization had anything to 
do with the circulation of the let¬ 
ter or the telephoned and written 
protests. She asserted her groups 
never discussed the matter and 
was certain none of the members 
was responsible for the letter; 

The matter received a consider¬ 
able play in the local newspapers. 

conditions. if an employee leaves the company. Meanwhile, Stanley Kramer 
---—- plans to begin production of “In- 

. herit the Wind,” based on the 

Hit Island in the Sun’ National Boxoffice Survey deals with famous* Scopes trial. 
I Cl Tb 1 If* 1* " Kline is currently preparing 
In bl ram-minneapous Heat Wilts Biz; ‘Sun* New Champion, *80 Days’ 2d, Gunther’s “Inside Africa” for 

, .L; _ . , . r71 filming. He was producer-director 
Corral 3d, D.I. 4th, Wonders, 10 C S Next of John Steinbeck’s “Forgotten 

Village” and Jack London's “The 
With Atlantic seaboard gripped “Bachelor Party” (UA) are the two Fighter.” Means is an attorney 

by a tropical heat wave and ex- runner-up pix. connected with film financing. 
treme heat reported from other Several new entries besides “Is- --- 
sections of country, film biz is land” shape promising. “Tammy Nmy ftictnlintinn'Plan 
spotty currently. Only the strong- and Bachelor” (U), which hit a new ™cW 1/lSLflUUUtm IldU 
est pix appear to be doing much house record at the Joy, Theatre, ij „ <1A 
in the face of soaring mercury. New drleans, is rated great in FOr JLU LuUilllalllllllcULb 

Launching of “Island'’ in Sun” cincy, big in Boston, fine in N. Y. n 1JM iH . • Ll« 
(20th) immediately pushed this and neat in Seatle. “Prince and. Held ilOt I\eS 1^1115Die 
screen version of the novel fay Showgirl” (WB) shapes a winner, PhiiafTplnhia Tune 18 
same title into No. 1 spot by a big based on its opening week at the TT~ Court^udee Allan 
margin. - Playing in some 16 keys N. Y. Music Hall. 

For ‘10 Commandments’ 
Held Hot Restrainafcle 

SEK its gening week at the j us „*“**£“**? 1L, 

covered * bv "“uS N’ Y’ M“SiC Halt k^rimdenied^p'Tti^atl'ro 
covered by Variety, oiin is not “Lonely Man” (Par), also new. restrain Paramount Film Corp. 

session ^ei^nlfo^ sock^o is solid in Chi, sock in Boston but j^Sstifuting^ restricted show- 
Seat or terrific Tn ynnmeTous disappointing m Washington and j ing in local area of the “10 Com- 

if fc running silL npS Philly. “Monster That Challenged \ mandrnents.” now winding up its 
and ’i” ?20th) Pichwin rlclfuu World” (UA)' another fresh entry,! run <26) at the Randolph i William 

, nnniiLe?in ™ is fair 111 Portland but excellent in j Goldman chain'-. 
®}£s® 1 th 16 Frisco. “Something of Value” Attorneys Sylvan M. Cohen and 

«At™1™? M 4n no TWc” biS in Washington, is solid. Edwin P. Rome sought the injunc- 
mA^Sin iYflih'n* *in N- Y- and L.A. jtion on'behalf of 11 key theatres 
aUfoincfr ^larein^^‘Ginfifiht at O K “Kettles on MacDonald’s Farm”; in Phila. and suburbs. They 
Corral” (pL? first fo^lwo weeS (JJ) is rated neat in Indianapolis.; claimed that Paramount was sub- 
E0r_r^. f?.2^,52 weeks “Calvuso Joe” CAA) looms sad ini mitting the picture for competitive in -row, is winding up third. caiypso j 

‘D.I ’ (WB) is coming from, way -or<? 1 ” —. °: would be chosen from a total of 42 

^Seven*1 Wonders°of‘>World”°(Cine- —lareln Crowd” (WB). oke inljn certain districts to. exhibit pie 
rama), .with some new openings, is todianepoUs shapes nice in \. Y. • 
Tandin? fifth cnnt “in Pmurnand- Black Tent” (Rank) is dull in L.A. Juoge yrim said it \\as not ciear 
ments” (Par) on ton for mo^?than “Wayward Bus” (20th), hotsy in from evidence presented that the 
ments (Par), on top lor more tnan R , . . ■ . phiiiv and fair new methods of distribution en- 
three months, is finishing sixth. f 0s^n’^s venth Sin’’ rvI-G) titled the plaintiffs to the injunc- 

Seventh place money is going to “ A\ .Y* .bteve,nth^m. ^ ’ tion 
“Desk Set” (20th>. “Joe Butter- in slow in 1VaSh_ _ 
fly” (U) is a lot sharper than it has mlonJfl wTa V,TT1 i - ■ Barnev Balaban now on a 
been, and will take eighth posi- quickie stydio visit/returns east at 
tion. “Little Hut” <M-G) is ninth Tn Fortland. China - Gate (20th) the weekend and then off for Paris 
while “20 Million Miles To Earth” 1S bright in Omaha. and the Riviera to join his wife, 
(Col) rounds out the Big 10. (Complete Boxoffice Reports on Tillie, and a belated observance of 

“Could Be Night” (M-G) and Pages S-9). J his birthday, which fell June 9. 

“Calypso Joe” (AA) looms sad in < mitting the picture for competitive 
Toronto. “Oklahoma” (20th) is big j bidding, after which five key-runs 
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’s Volume But 
of Its Revenues 

“Our television activities serve,- 
and must always serve, the motion 
picture business, for motion pic¬ 
tures are still our main concern,” 
Roy Disney, president of Walt 
Disney Productions, stated in New 
York this week. 

He disclosed the Disney organi¬ 
zation has not realized any direct 
monetary profit from television al¬ 
though activities in this medium 
have had “indirect results,” such 
as providing a stimulant for the 
company’s production staffs (“the 
competition of television and our 
activities in television have pro¬ 
duced new ideas, new stories and 
new production ' methods,” he 
said); enhancing the talent pool, 
tv-developed personalities being 
now grooved for theatrical fea¬ 
tures iTommy Kirk and Kevin 
Cocharan of the Mouseketeers 
tv'er appear in the upcoming “Old 
Yeller”), and enhancing the scope 
of the Disney audience for fea¬ 
tures. 

TV represents 40 °o of the Dis¬ 
ney production volume, reported 
the chief exec, although it yielded 
only $7.000 000 of the company’s 
total gross of $27,000,000 in the 
1956 fiscal year. In contrast, mo¬ 
tion pictures provided $15,000,000 
and merchandising $5,000,000, Not 
covered is the Disneyland amuse¬ 
ment park, which is kept on the 
books as a separate corporation. 
The 1957 gross should reach $30,- 
000,000, he said. 

Disney declared he is “definitely 
not” planning to sell old pictures 
to tv, explaining: “Entertainment 
is our business; We are not going 
to let someone else market it.” The 
outfit has made no decisions and U 
maintaining an open mind about 
home-toll tv. 

OGDEN REID BRACKETS 
ART AND BOX OFFICE 

Since becoming a member of 
the board of directors of Loew’s 
Inc. and subsequently chairman of 
its executive committee. Ogden R. 
Reid, president and editor of the 
N. Y Herald Tribune, is not miss¬ 
ing an opportunity to throw in a 
plug for the motion picture in¬ 
dustry. 

For example, in a commence¬ 
ment address last week to the 
graduates of Adelphl College, Gar¬ 
den City, L. I., Reid included mo¬ 
tion pictures as part of his dis¬ 
cussion on “Modern Communica¬ 
tions’ Responsibility.” . 

“Great dramatic entertainment,” 
he said, “must have the ring of 
truth—in a sense, it must be great 
reporting. The motion picture is 
the kind of personal medium that 
reaches across harriers and boun- 
dries to tell a human story. If that 
story reflects our way of life ac¬ 
curately, it could do much to de¬ 
stroy the jaded stereotype of 
Americans that now exists in too 
many countries. Good stories, dra¬ 
matically told are good ‘box of¬ 
fice.’ but they are much more than 
that—they are a powerful way of 
communicating to ourselves and 
our neighbors the values we hold 
high.” 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Howard Barnes 
Bud Barry 
Arthur Cantor * 
Cecil B. DeMille 
Mel Ferrer 
I.. Wolfe Gilbert 
Audrey Hepburn 
Gene Kelly 
Frank Lovejoy 
Ray Lukshis 
Grace Lyons 
Joel MeCrea 
Ray Milland 
David .Miller 
I.iliane Montevecci 
Meiie Oberon 
Arthur O'Connell 
Maurice Silverstein 
Inger Stevens 
Mamie Van Doren 
Joseph R. Vogel 

Europe to N. Y. 
Ernie Anderson 
Pearl Carr 
Norma Ebcrhardt 
Giuliano Germ 
Teddy Johnson 
Theodore R. Kupferman 
Therese Laporte 
Floyd B. Odium 
Ronnie Ronalde 
Robert W. Sarnoff 
Joan Sinclaire 
A. Steffani 
Peter Ustinov 

Memory Cycle 
Taking issue with some 

statements made by Federal 
Communications Commissioner 
John C. Doerfer re the lat¬ 
ter’s interview, in which he 
said television was lessening 
radial and deligious prejudices 
by voluntarily banning snide 
references to minority groups 
. * . in sharp contrast to the 
movies of 10 or 20 years ago,” 
Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬ 
ica proxy Eric Johnston con¬ 
tributed this reply: 

“It was this implication, that 
the- movies at any time have 
contributed to ‘racial and re¬ 
ligious prejudices,’ that our 
industry could only resent as 
an unfounded^ slur,” 

Question: What about D. W, 
Griffith’s “Birth of a Nation?” 

‘Lust’s’ $450,1 
Plaza, N.Y. Gross 

Metro’s “Lust for Life,” the film 

biography of Vincent Van Gogh, 
chalked up at total gross Of $450,- 
000 wh£n it completed a 37-week 
engagement at the Plaza Theatre, 
N. Y., Sunday (16). Run -was the 
longest in the 27-year history of 
the theatre. 

The theatre is now being cleaned 
and will reopen tomorrow <Thurs.) 
foi the benefit premiere of Metro’s 
“The Happy Road,” starring Gene 

Kelly. Receipts will go to French 
Hospital in New York. 

BERLIN FESTIVAL’S 
CANADIAN JUDGE 

Ottawa, June 18. 
Nonpan McLaren, National Film 

Board film animator and experi¬ 
mental filmmaker, will be one of 
seven judges in this year’s Berlin 
International Film Festival starting 
June 21. McLaren left by air Sun¬ 
day (16). for Berlin. Two years 
back he took second prize at the 
(1955) Berlin Festival with his 
“Rythmetic” animated short. 

He has a new film, “A Chairy 
Tale,” entered in the 1957 Venice 
and Edinburgh festivals. 

DIVIDENDS FOR MAY 
SOMEWHAT SHY OF’56 

Washington, June 18. 

Film industry dividends last 

month were only slightly shy of 

those for May 1956. The figures, 

issued by the U.S. Dept, of Com¬ 

merce, show that stockholders en¬ 
joyed a $1,724,000 melon last 
mon,th, compared with $1,740,000 
for May of a year earlier. 

The decline was attributed to 
Loew’s Boston Theatres. This cor¬ 
poration paid only $23,000, which 
was $16,000 behind the payment 
for May 1956. Other companies 
paid the same both years—Colum¬ 
bia -$63,000; National Theatres, 
$346,000; Stanley Warner $550,000; 
and Warner Bros. $742,000. 

N. Y. to Europe 
Herbert Barrett 
Fanny Bradshaw 
Dean Crane 
Alfrtd W. Crown 
Radie Harris 
Morris Helprin 
Morris S. Novik 
Claude C. Phillipe 
Frank Scully 
Harriet Senz 
Ira Senz 
Bennett Cerf 
Pamela Simpson 
Edward Small 

American Dig In’ 
British Treasury made available 

$2,000,000 to the J. Arthur Rank*| 
Organization to help it set up the 
Rank Film Distributors ef Amer¬ 
ica. Entire amount, in pounds, 
was put up by Rank. The Treas¬ 
ury made it clear that, when this 
fund was exhausted, no further 
dollar conversions would be au¬ 
thorized. 
'Going by present indications, 

the U.S. Rank outfit should be in 
a position to pay its own -way 
within another couple of months; 
in fact, the company is optimistic 
re the possibility that, in the long 
run, it may not have to touch the 
$2,000,000 at all. Much depends 
on how the Rank films pan out on 
release. 

Company got off to a very dis¬ 
appointing start with “Reach for 
the Sky,” which laid an egg In 
Gotham, but—with editing—is do¬ 
ing better in out-of-town dates. 
Second release, “The Third Key,” 
is socko at the Sutton Theatre. 

Rank outfit also Is jubilant over 
the success of Its first exploita¬ 
tion package—“6lack Tent” and 
“Checkpoint”—which played a 
week at 12 Los Angeles theatres 
to excellent boxoffice. According 
to Irving Sochin, Rank’s general 
sales manager, the handling of the 
package, and its reception in the 

! nine drive-ins and three regular 
Coast hardtops, proves that, with 
proper advertising, British films 
can be s^ld successfully In the 
States. Ajds were geared strictly 
to the action trade, and paid off. 

‘Alice’ Is Coming 
Rank next Is going to open “A 

Town Like Alice” in Los Angeles. 
On July 3|, outfit will open “Value 
for Money,” starring Diana Dors* 
in a multiple-run proem in New 
York. Pic will bow in some 30 
metropolitan and New Jersey 
houses. “Pursuit of the Graf 
Spee” will open in an area where 
it can have complete saturation, 
Sochin reported. 

Rank Film Distributors cur¬ 
rently has 10 offices operating 
throughout the U.S. It also has a 
lease on the.Sutton Theatre in 
N.Y. and gets half of the playing 
time at the World Theatre in Phil¬ 
adelphia. Outfit not only Is han¬ 
dling its British pix, but also will 
release some of the Rank Organ- 
ization’3 European coproductions. 
It recently took bn a noit-Rank 
ballet film. It’s going to distrib¬ 
ute the film, “Souvenirs of Italy,’ 
a Rank coproduction. 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Barney Balaban 
John Baragroy 
N. J. Blumberg 
Robert Culp 
Barbara Townsend 

lore Film Rumor-fern 
Warners-United Artists Fusion Called ‘Amusing’ 

And ‘Preposterous* 

What kind of film company 
mergers are in the wind? Specu- Ilation has been rife, of course, 
fanned by official acknowledge¬ 
ments that some talks have been 

1 going oh. Magazine of Wall Street, 
} financial area bi-weekly, in the 
current issue' passes along the 
“whisper” that United Artists and 
Warners are. expected to join un¬ 
der the same corporate roof, with 
this to be followed by the super 
merger of them all: UA, WB, Metro, 
and 20th-Fox—all four as,one if 
the Dept, of Justice would okay it. 

Film execs 6n all sides, when 
'checked, said they considered such 

an amalgamation (1) amusing, and 
(2) preposterous. Besides the im- 
practicality of such a move for the 
four film corporations, exec ob¬ 
servers noted exhibitors around 

;the country, eft masse, would take 
' every step to block it as would" the 
j non-merged companies such as 
Paramount, Universal and Co¬ 
lumbia. 

Origin of the WB-UA report Is 
traceable to discussions the two 
organizations had about operating 
joint distribution facilities abroad. 
These talks took place some time 
ago and nothing ever came of 
them. 
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Among the titles that intrigue: American International’s “I Was a 

Teenage -Werewolf.” 

Latest on Y. Frank Freeman is he had a coronary setback and will 

he away from his job as Paramount’s production boss several months 

.. . Who’s Who (80 in all) of the Gotham film business will he on the 

dais at tonight’s Waldorf-Astoria testimonial for Abe Montague, Col 

v.p. and president of the Will Rogers Hospital. Mort Sunshine wrote 

a dramatic recitation (to be delivered by some prominent show busi¬ 

ness performers) on Montague’s career, part of which wa§ suggested 
by a profile contained in the film industry history published in this 
weekly’s 50th anniversary. 

Variety’s story last week about the development of a film Industry 
in Nigeria, Africa resulted in at least 25 calls from technicians and 
actors willing to go to Africa on a three-year contract Callers were 
referred to Lloyd Young at 175 5th Ave., an American representing 
the Nigerian government on film matters . . . N.Y. staffers of a Coast 
publicity office specializing in film accounts- are getting concerned 

! about the delayed arrival of their pay checks . .. Metro is launching a 
sales drive for June 23 to Aug. 31 . . . Loew’s proxy Joseph R. Vogel 
returned from a week’s visit to the studio on Monday (17) . . . Ditto 
Maurice Silverstein, homeoffice liaison with indie producers, and Bud 
Barry, v.p. in charge of television , . . Metro introduced Inger Stevens 
to the N.Y. Film Critics at Sardi’s yesterday (Tues.).. . . Gene Kelly 
in Gothain for the premiere of “The Happy Road” . . . Universal sales 
chief Charles Feldman left San Francisco over the weekend on the 
first leg of a six-week tour of the Orient. 

Word from Sydney, Australia: Columbia’s man there, Leroy Brauer, 
formerly in charge of' the Paris office, became a bridegroom June 
7 ... Sir Frank and Lady Alice Scully (with glossy prints to prove 
their titles Yia his investiture with sword, plumed hat etc. as Knight 
of St. Gregory) presided at cocktails in Knickerbocker Hotel night 
before flying to Oslo, his first visit to wife’s homeland . . . later on the 
formidable one-legged, columiiing Catholic knight will visit St. Peter’s 
in Rome ... be gone three months ... many an oldtimer showed up 
to hail the Scullys, including Vic Shapiro. 

Seemed like all pressagents in the business attended the Loew’s 
i State preview of “Sweet Smell of Success,” whose characters include 
[ “Sidney Falco,” real nasty free space cadet. And later when a call 
Icame in at Lindy’s-for “Mr.’Falco,” three p.a.’s got up to take it . . . 
Sol Schwarts became a grandad. His son, the sire, is Leonard 
Schwartz, With MCA ... It’s a son, Stephen Jay . . . Jean Seberg, to 
London for tomorrow night’s opening of “Saint Joan” as a benefit 
for the British Film Studio Workers’ Benevolent Fund . . . Ted Krass- 
ner replaced Oscar Morgan as head of group ticket sales for “Ten 
Commandments” . . . Word’s in from Sydney that Leroy Brauer, 
Columbia’s Australia and New Zealand head man, married tv actress 
Joy Flower, 

Another honorary degree for Cecil B. DeMille is Doctor of Laws 
from Baylor U. Waco, Texas come Oct. 11. 

Saul Cooper, who started as an office boy in Lynn Farnol's publicity 
office and worked his way up to Cinerama account executive while 
graduating from college and subsequently acquiring a master’s de¬ 
gree,, marries Karen Granath, a'Tamol fashion publicist, on Sunday 

U23). 

French author' Rene Hardy, has blocked release of the “Bitter Vic¬ 
tory” negative. Film was produced by Paul Graeix, in part with 
Columbia money. Hardy, who authored the novel from which the film 
was taken, claims Col took liberties with his work. Under French 
law, his “artistic rights” are protected*to that extent ... Some 20 
New York labs are currently in the midst of hew contract negotiations 
with IATSE Local 702, Lab workers. Current contract runs out this 
week. Joe McMann of Consolidated Labs is chairman of the lab 
group. . 

Chairman Francis Walter of the House Un-American Activities Com¬ 
mittee was quoted last week as saying John Cogley “had information 
to sell" in the latter’s Fund for the Republic-sponsored report on 
blacklisting in the entertainment industry. Cogley’s retort this week; 
"It’s a lie.” 

Swiss actress Maria Schell signed to a term contract by Metro. 
She’ll make one picture a year for the next five years . . Universal 
has chosen “Man Of A Thousand Faces,” the life story of the late Lon 
Chaney -starring James Cagney, as its special release in honor of 
Hollywood’s golden jubilee . Robert Merrill signed to sing the musi¬ 
cal narration for Lowell Thomas* new Cinerama film, “Search for 
Paradise” . . . Universal board chairman Nate Blumberg returned to 
the Coast after a six-week trip abroad and two weeks of homeoffice 
conferences. 

A scene for inclusion in "Cinemiracle Adventure," forthcoming Louis 
de Rochemont pic, was shot at the White House recently. Scene had 
Capt. Yngvar Kjelstruy, 70-year-old master of the Norwegian sailing 
vessel, “Christian Radich,” presenting a 1,000-year-old Viking sword 
as a gift intended for President Eisenhower. Gift, from Crown Prince 
Regent Olav, was accepted by the President’s Naval Aide, Capt. E. P, 
AurandL Sword now hangs on the wall of the President’s office. 
Eventually, it will go to the Naval Academy at Annapolis. 

Alex Harrison, 20th Fox sales topper, says he knows of no “immedi¬ 
ate” plans for Harry Balance, 20th’s southern division manager, to 
retire from the'company. It’s definite, however, that Herman Wobber, 
20th’s western division manager will not he replaced. A district 
manager Will take over under the supervision of Glenn Norris, Cana¬ 
dian and midwestern division manager . . . The Harry Belafonte-Joan 
Fontaine scene, in which he rejects her, has been cut from 20th*“Big 
Show’” trailer abroad . . . Another picture about a nun is in the offing 
from 20th. It’s “Glorietta Pass,” which was written by Sister Blandina 
Segale and will be produced by Samuel G. Engel. 20th already has 
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison,’’ and “The Sea Wife.” Former has done 
very well . . . Americo Aboaf> Universal foreign sales topper, cur¬ 
rently on a world tour and won’t return until July ... A bank has 
bought the property of the Brandt 86th St. Theatre in Manhattan. 
Lease has cancellation clauses and the house may shutter. Brandt’s 
Globe Theatre on Broadway is going legit soon. 

Word from Hollywood: that newspaperman-shunning Frank Sinatra 
may impersonate one in Columbia’s now-plotting “Mark Hellinger 
Story” of which Ivan Gorf and Ben Roberts are the scenarists. Column 
bia has Kim Novak in mind to play opposite the singer-turned-actor. 
They’re a pair currently in Rita Hayworth’s starrer for Columbia, “Pal 
Joey.” 

Frank Pace Jr., a director of Loew’s Inc. and president of General 
Dynamics Corp., was elected chairman of the board and president of 
the American Council on the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO). Outfit is a private, nonprofit organization founded in 1958 
to stimulate public interest in the Atlantic nations . . , Jeff Chandler 
leaves on the Queen Mary today (Wed.) enroute to Rome where he 
will co-star with-Esther Williams in Universal’s “Raw Wind in Eden” 
. . , Burgess Meredith off to Chicago to promote “Joe Butterfly” . . . 
Inger Stevens signed by producer Sol Siegei to star in Metro’s “I 
Thank A Fool.” 

Max E. Youngstein not going over this summer, as was planned 
momentarily, because of the pressure attendant to the UA stock issue 
and listing. May not go abroad now until the fall* 
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U.S. Nation of Teenagers 
[5o Sex Handling to Match] 

Tokyo, June 18. 
Actress Joan Collins, here on location for “Stopover Tokyo” 

with Robert Wagner and Edmond O’Brien, observed that American 
films depict not adult sex but commercial sex. 

The British-born beauty added, “But I think a lot of French 
and Italian movies show adult reactions without coyness.”' 

“I’m not knocking Hollywood,” Miss Collins assured Variety. 

“Films.have to be made for the majority, and the majority in the 
United States'are teenagers. It’s different in France and Italy 
where the majority are adults. 

. “But,” she voiced, “I think the time is going to come when any 
product is going to have to rely a little less on legs and figure, 
whether it's an actress selling herself, a product on television or 
these cheap magazines that come up.”_ 

Hollywood’s Gone Far From Cowboys 
Hat Kissed Only Their Horses 

By GENE ARNEEL 

Some segments of the American 
film-making business appear bust¬ 
ing at the seams in their effort to 
shape “adult” entertainment. Close 
observers of the scene have noted 
more and more reflection of a ten¬ 
dency toward “sophisticated” sex 
and other subjects regarded as un¬ 
usually strong in comparison with 
the content of films a counle of 
years ago. 

Producers have learned how to 
handle some latter-day subjects 
with frankness, yet without the 
crude shock values that might in¬ 
cite the bluenoses to action. 
' Further, administrators of Holly¬ 

wood's Production Code have been 
kept busy rubbing out scenes and 
scenery which, while not in con¬ 
formity with the Code’s standards, 
also could serve to provide ammu¬ 
nition for the champions of cen¬ 
sorship. 

Allied Artists, which through the. 
years has been about as straight- 
faced as they (the picture com¬ 
panies) come, now has an entry 
devoted in its entirety to amorous 
dalliance. It’s “Love in the After¬ 
noon,” produced and directed by 
Billy Wilder with Gary Cooper, 
Audrey Hepburn and Maurice Che¬ 
valier in the leads. Code okayed it 
after Wilder consented to some 
ehanges and now the National Le¬ 
gion of Decency is giving the pro¬ 
duction a close onceover. 

Warners managed a “B” rating 
—morally Qbjectionable in part for 
all—for its “Untamed Youth” but 
only after material frowned on by 
the Legion was removed. Given the 
biggest controversial spotlight of. 
all recently was WB’s “Baby Doll.” 

Westerns, comedies, musicals and 
straight dramas all seem to be 
having their share of “offbeat” 
material. “Bad Lands of Montana,” 
from 20th-Fox, “tends to condone 
immoral actions,”- according to the 
Legion. Also taking the “B” rap 
are AA’s “Calypso Joe” (for “sug¬ 
gestive costuming”), .Universal’s 
“Girl in the Kremlin” (because of 
“sadistic sequences”), Columbia’s 
“Burglar” (because it "tends to 
create sympathy for criminal char¬ 
acters”) and Col’s “Fire Down Be¬ 
low” (because of “suggestive danc¬ 
ing and dialog; low moral tone”). 
• Each week the Legion publishes 
Its own ratings, and of late there 
have ibeen five or six pictures in 
the “B” category every week. The 
Legion's standards are its own, of 
course, and not everyone is in 
agreement on- the verdicts. 

But the point is that onlookers 
not ..in sympathy with the Legion 
also have recognized the switch 
to greater accent on raw material. 
And this, in turn, leads to another 
point. Certain industryites have 
fought for “freedom of the screen” 
and are not deviating from the 
-principle. Yet, they’te wondering 
if, from strictly the standpoint of 
good business sense, there haven’t 
been enough, say, drug-addict pic¬ 
tures already. 

Trade ^reviewers and bookers 
haven’t escaped v encounters with 
the sex and somber themes, either. 
It’s become a matter of record 
that each new picture they’re 
called upon to view is either an 
oldline cowboy - only - kisses - the - 
horse oater or it frequently has 
some hotsy content in varying de¬ 
grees of suggestiveness. 

Comical M.D. ThU Side 
Toronto, June 18. 

Dr. Richard Gordon, author 
of three comedy-medico novels 
that have been quickly filmed 
by the J. Arthur Rank Organi¬ 
zation, was here for a press 
cocktail for his “Doctor at 
Large” which had its North 
American premiere at' the 
Odeon-Hyland here on Thurs¬ 
day (13). He was accompanied 
on first. Canadian visit by his 
medico-wife, Dr. Mary Ostlere. 

Gordon gave up medical 
practice for the more profit¬ 
able writing of screen corhe- 
dies. j 

Stellings Extols 
New Spirit TOA 

Vs.Distributors 
Old Point Comfort, Va., June 18. 

The animosity that has existed 

between exhibition and. distribution 

has disappeared and “the attitude 

and feeling which exists in our 

industry is probably the most har¬ 

monious, most progressive, and 

most cooperative it has- ever been,” 

Ernest G. Stellings, president of 

Theatre Owners of America,' told 

the "annual convention of the Vir¬ 
ginia Theatre Owners Assn, here 
last week. 

The new feeling came about, ac¬ 
cording to Stellings, through 
friendly contacts with distribution 
executives who became convinced 
that TOA wds ‘^unselfish” and “de¬ 
termined” to work with all seg¬ 
ments of the industry in an effort 
to tackle the problems confronting 
the motion picture‘business. 

Stellings particularly praised the 
distribution companies for their un¬ 
derstanding of the problems of the 
small town theatres. He noted that 
the film companies “delivered 
ICr'V’in aiding distressed theatres 
via l educed rental charges. The 
TOA used the occasion for a “pub¬ 
lic acknowledgment” of thanks to 
the distributors. TOA’s campaign 
to aid small theatres, he said, had 
probably benefitted several hun¬ 
dred operators, 

Stellings was also upbeat on the 
all-industry business building cam¬ 
paign “in which all segments have 
joined forces and finances.” Hfe said 
that sometime during the summer 
the business building plans will 
come to “fruitipn* with the begin¬ 
ning of an all industry continuing 
campaign-to sell tickets.” He said, 
too, that he was pleased with the 
progress being made" in the ef¬ 
forts to bring about an industry,, 
conciliation and arbitration plan." 

Syd Mirkin quitting as feature’ 
writer on the Daily News to join 
Columbia in London. He’s - to 
supervise all U. S. publicity ac¬ 
tivities relating to pictures made 
in England and the Continent for 
Col release. Walter Shenson, who 
had the job, resigned to enter 
indie production. 

OATES, RENTALS 
As a last resort measure for pull¬ 

ing its Movietone newsreel out of 
the red, 20th-FoX has decided- to 
switch it tq 'CinemaScepe in the 
near future. Move will go hand-in- 
hand with a change in format. 

Like the • three other reels, 
Movietone has been losing money 
in the States, and has just barely 
kept its head above water overseas, 
where it enjoys wide circulation. 

With a switch to Cinemascope, 
20th feels, it may be able to get 
exhibitors to come across with 
higher rentals. Format will be 
shifted to allow for more of a mag¬ 
azine than a news approach. It’s 
long been felt that the theatrical 
reels can’t Compete too well with 
television in that area. 

Film men point out that tv’s news 
coverage has been anything but 
comprehensive, and they attribute 
this to the considerable cost of 
collecting the pictorial news, some¬ 
thing which the newsreels are set 
up to do. 

Movietone was the first reel to 
“gimmick up” its presentation, 
identifying certain speakers with 
certain types of news. A new, 
magazine format would allow for 
a similar “handle,” and also for 
a more leisurely and thorough cov¬ 
erage of events. 

Two Out of Biz . 
Two reels already have bowed to 

economic necessity and have gone 
out of business. They were the 
Warner Pathe reel and Paramount 
News. The three reels, that are 
left are identified with 20th, Uni¬ 
versal and Metro. 

The companfes feel that the reels 
represent a valuable addition to 
screen entertainment. Also, they 
give the industry an important link 
with government. “It’s not the 
public which has indicated that it 
doesn’t want newsreels any more,” 
complained one company executive. 

As for Movietone, if the switch 
doesn’t produce greater income, 
what’s going to happen to-the reel? 
“It’s very simple,” opined a 20th 
exec. “We aren’t going to keep 
carrying that load forever. If we 
can’t get more money, the theatres 
will eventually have to do without 
any news on their screens.” 

Observers see the situation as a 
war of attrition, with the last com¬ 
pany to hold out probably the one 
to stay in the field. The reels them¬ 
selves are blamed by some for re¬ 
fusing to keep up with, the times 
and to change accordingly. 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Samuel G. Engel, associated with 

20th-Fox since its inception in 1933, 
has been handed a new' contract, 
calling for an indie production set¬ 
up. He will function under banner 
of Samuel G. Engel Productions 
and release exclusively through 
20th. 

First two films will be “Captive,” 
by Mildred and Gordon Gordon, 
and “Glorietfa Pass,’-’ by Sister 
Blandina Segale. Both ^had been 
previously acquired by 20th, for 
whom Engel last did “Bernardine” 
as final under his old ticket. 

Defend New York’s Tight Control’ 
Of Foreign Sales Bargaining; 

'Run the Empire, Not Cede It1 
By FRED HIFT 

Film company foreign manageri 
say the concentration of policy de¬ 
cisions in New York is necessary 
under present conditions. Thi 
view is put forward with different 
degrees of emphasis, but two ot 
three companies centering their 
authority in Gotham homeoffices il 
enough to sway the rest. 

Executives comment came in tin 
wake of a Variety article two 
weeks ago, quoting criticism of th« 
extent to which foreign film policy 
decisions are taken out of the 
hands of the local managers over¬ 
seas and left to either the individ¬ 
ual companies or the board of the 
Motion Picture Export Assn, in 
New York. 

There are those at the MPEA 
who, privately, are in sympathy 
with the view that the field—and 
in this instance MPEA means the 
Continental managers—isn’t suf¬ 
ficiently consulted ar.d its opinions 
taken into account before a deci¬ 
sion is made by the board in N.Y. 
which consists of the foreign man¬ 
agers or their deputies. 

The MPEA being a trade associ¬ 
ation, its officials are naturally re¬ 
luctant ‘to d’°cuss their “clients' ” 
business. However, it is plain 
enough that the ore or two com¬ 
panies with absolute control in 
New York (Metro is one of ’em) 
keep the rest from following 'a 
more flexible policy. 

; While the companies generally 
I take pride in their local managers, 
! it’s also true that most of them are 
j reluctant to grant real authority to 
them. One of . the prime reasons 

Washington, June 18. j given for this is that the local man 
United States Supreme Court j is under all sorts of pressures from 

vote 5-4 yesterday (10) reinstated j b°‘h thf native industry and gov- 
, I ernment officials, and that—some- 

a suit against Warner Bros, and : tjmes for bargaining purposes—he 
sent it back to the U.S. District j may concede points that should 
Court in L.A. to be tried on the j not be conceded just for the sake 
merits. „ ; of keeping on the snot friendly re- 

Actlon, pending for the past : J?«ons. This it’s said, is true par- 
eight years, was brought by Ed- i ticularly m Italy. 

Hedging Haters 
Exhibitors apparently are 

taking a two-faced stand on 
the question of home-toll tele¬ 
vision. Basically they are op¬ 
posed to it, hut if it should be 
legalized, they want to make 
sure they are in on the ground 
floor. Of particular interest to 
the theatremen is the closed- 
circuit variety of toll tv. 

In the “white paper” issued 
by Allied States Assn, this 
week, general, counsel Abram 
F. Myers emphatically states 
that “despite their, many other 
troubles, exhibitors must real¬ 
ize that toll tv is the greatest 
menace that faces them to¬ 
day.” 

Simultaneously with the is¬ 
suance of this statement, vari¬ 
ous Allied units are instruct- 

. ing their members how to ob¬ 
tain franchises from city gov¬ 
ernments for “telemovies.” A 
speciman ordinance which can 
be sent to any City Council af¬ 
ter the proper blanks are filled 
in is being mailed to Allied 
members. 

Old Birn Suit Vs. 
Warners Back 

‘On Its Merits 

ward E. Birn who charged that WB 
made a contract with Milton 
Sperling which was favorable to 
the latter’s United States Pictures, 
but unfavorable to WB. At that 
time, Harry Warner, Sperling’s 
father-in-law, headed WB and the 
other two Warner«Brothers were 
officer? and directors. 

Birn alleged the contracts un¬ 
justly enriched Sperling at the ex¬ 
pense of the WB stockholders. 

Since filing, Birn died. Charles 
B. Smith was substituted in the 
case as a special administrator for 
his estate. The case was thrown out 
in the lower courts since no fraud 
was proven against WB. However, 
the Supreme Court said the ques¬ 
tion before it was actually whether 
the Federal courts had jurisdiction 
—not the merits. The high court 
ruled the case rightly belonged in 
the Federal courts and remanded 
it to the district ‘court. 

The four dissenting justices— 
Frankfurter, Burton, Harlan and 
Whittaker—charged that the su¬ 
preme court “overturns a half- 
century’s prece^fcnts in this court” 

Denies Anti-Semitic Symbolism 
[IN SPANISH ‘FAUSTINA’] 

Madrid, Jur 18. 
Reports reaching Spain frpm visitors to the recent Cannes Film 

Festival that the Spanish entry “Faustina” contained symbolic 
anti-Semitism, were vigorously challenged here by Jose Luis 
Saenz de Heredia, picture's screenwriter-director. 

Saenz de Heredia explained that “Faustina” is a light comedy 
with a coating of modem satire built around a female Faust 
takeoff on the Gopthe legend. While it’s true, he said, that his 
Mephistopheles wears a five-pointed star, the prop represents 
nothing more than a single element among many hocus-pocus 
black magic gadgets used in the film to burlesque inferno se¬ 
quences and give comic credence to. the story line. 

“The star I had in mind is not the Mark of Solomon (as the 
Star of David is referred to here), but a star closely associated 
with cellar alchemy of the mediaeval past,” said Heredia, and 
expressed regret that oversensitive reactions should give rise to a 
completely unfounded tale. 

The board in N.Y. has a tendency 
to follow a “tough” policy. It’s at¬ 
titude generally is that it’s here to 
“run the empire, not to give It 
away.” Furthermore, the board is 
sharply aware of the tremendous 
current importance of the foreign 
income and the need not to set any 
precedents. 

“Our local man in country X may 
decide that a concession is in or¬ 
der. If it were left up to him, he’d 
make that concession. Then, two 
years later, country X introduces 
a quota on earnings or imports, 
basing its levels on the date from 
which the concession was made. 
That' means .automatically, we'll 
get less in the long run,” opined 
one foreign exec. 

It’s noted, further, that most of 
the foreign managers travel a good 
deal in Europe and elsewhere, and 
are thus firsthand informed about 
conditions and goings-oh. 
' The companies find it increas¬ 

ingly difficult to act jointly inas¬ 
much as they now must consider 
the views and interests of the grow¬ 
ing number of independent pro¬ 
ducers. 

As for the Export Assn., its 
representatives abroad, generally 
considered very able men, suffer 
from the companies’ tendency to 
take occasional excursions into 
diplomacy. This individualistic 
approach is frequently resented by 
the MPEA reps who consider them¬ 
selves experts in the field of ne¬ 
gotiations, and who in turn feel 
that the companies’ sales toppers 
should stick to their knittin’s, i.e. 
sales. There are some American 
film men overseas who are quite 
frank in stating 'chat the MPEA at 
times acts as if it were a separate 
trade body rather than a “servant” 
of the industry. It is fair to say 
that this is strictly a minority 
view. 

Hal March goes west Monday 
(24) for his first picture (“Hear 
Me Good” at Paramount) role 
since tv’s “$64,000 Question” sky¬ 
rocketed him to prominence. 
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Island In the Sun 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR) 

Alec Waugh novel comes to 
the screen as a good commer¬ 
cial, but otherwise disappoint¬ 
ing, film. Race angles make 
this ticklish for Dixie play- 
dates. 

20th-Fox release of Darryl F. Zanuck 
production. Stars Harry Belafortte, James 
Mason, Joan Fontaine. Dorothy Dan- 
rindgc, Joan Collins, Michael Rennie; 
features Diana Wynyard, John Williams, 
Stephen Boyd. Patricia Owens. Basil Syd- 
nev, John Justin. Ronald Squire. Hartley 
Power. Directed by Robert Rossen; 
screenplay. Alfred Hayes, from Alec 
Wauch novel; camera (Color Ijy De Luxe** 

A. Young; music, Malcolm Arnold, 
conducting the Royal Philharmonic Oreh; 
editor. Reginald Beck. Prevlewed in N.Y. 
June 12. '57. Running time 123 Mins. 
Maxwell FleUry . James Mason 
5\jav-is . Joan Fontaine 
Margot Seaton.Dorothy Dandrldge 
Jocelyn ... Joan Collins 
Hilary Carson.Michael Rennie 

—- Diana W ynyard 

and th« sensitive young Negro at¬ 
torney, Belafonte seems confused 
by these two characterizations and, 
apart from his good looks, he has 
little to offer. Same is true of 
Miss Dandrldge, 

Mason as Maxwell Fleury has 
, some strong moments. Miss Fon- 
I taine is badly miscast In the role 

of Mavis who falls in love with 
Belafonte. She seems to sleep¬ 
walk through the picture. Boyd, 
Miss Owens and Justin are okay 
in a stiffly British sort of way. 
Basil Sydney as the governor apr 
peals. Only really outstanding 
performance is delivered by Wil¬ 
liams as the police chief. He 
registers solidly. Miss Collins as 
Jocelyn has some touching, mo¬ 
ments. Diana Wynyard is saddled 
with emdarrassing lines. 

Probably aware that there is 
price on “courage," Zanuck has 
pulled quite a few punches in this 
one. The picture someone doesn't Mrs Fleurv .. ahuii* . uut. me uiwu. v « —-- 

Colonel wiiittingham.Js!m^v'iuJtanJPS hang together, and some of it is 
sviv"aTemplelon.T,Sn£!so theatrical that the audience— '‘Patrick*"Owens !so theatrical that the audience— 
juiian Fleury Y.V.V/.V.V.• ■ Basil s.vdnev : at the opening at least—broke out: 
David Archer ...: John Justin , wj^ guffaws at a dramatically 

5?aPdsjmwrnor.::::::::::'‘ Hani™ Power : critical moment As a “major" 
D^id Boyeur ........ Harry Belafonte ' production, “Island” must nde OU 

i the strength of its visual values, 
the pull of the novel on which it 

based and the current tide of “Island in the Sim” must be 
i “onnrafri IpvpIs As ■ « based and tne current uae oi Judged on two separate lev els. As. controvetsy over miscegenation 

a commereial property it i. ■ and the mixing of the races. All 
ture of considerable promise. It q-- wjlicjl is quite a disappoint- 

1 ..... Kocin' nnfon. 

; and the mixing 

HStr0S?npC«tarh1larrv Bela- * ment^considering the basicrpoten- 
.font; H Sfa contriv”sLi themo | ^ novel as screen 

ik^ed* » The ™ in tire Sun- theme 
a bestseller, and its West Indies 'song, written by Belafonte is ably 
locales have been exquisitely performed by him under the titles, 
nhotocraohed • The Zanuck production, apart 
photograpnea . from the scenery, also features 

Thewhi fiS fl sfroie h o some elaborate sets to good ad- 

srjsr,-*r 
Unfortunately, from an artistic; 

point-of-view, this first Darryl F.; 
Zanuck production for 20th-Fox * 
under his new indie status is a 
letdown of major proportions, and 
no amount of business its plus fac¬ 
tors bring forth can obscure the 
fact that “Island,” for the most 
part, is just plain inadequate. 

The script by Alfred Hayes is “T, 
4nmKIpH thp hotinff leaves a lot < olumbia release of Clover (Sam Katz- jumbled. tne acting -rT , [.v man) production. Stars Kathryn Grant, 
to wish for, and Reginald Beck S. William Leslie; features Tris Coffin. Ray¬ 
editing is a case of letting down mond Greenleaf, Charles Evans, Frank 
♦bo etnrtt Rocnlt ic o nieture that. Scannell, Marshall Reed. Directed by Fred the Story. KOSUlt IS a piciui e uw i, F. Searg_ screenplay. Jack Natteford and 
is flat and even tedious, that hints I ijUt.j ward; camera. Benjamin H. Kline; 
at raw sex but stops short even of; editor, Paul Borofsky: music. Ross Di 

. kiss for fear it might offend Jgjgj- SSTStiiiS?” May "• 
Picture IS peopled_ b.V C a 1 Laura Hutchinson........Kathryn Grant 
who appear theatrical ancl <Wer-tDn David Conway........William Leslie 
drawn simplv because the script | Dr. Ellis Morton— .Tris Coffin 

offers no motivational explanation; 
for their behavior. Even the dub-; Sheriff Quinn...Frank Scannell 
bin" in some scenes is mediocre ' General's Aide .. Marshall Reed 

notably Belafonte-S rendition of Y.V.V:*^^ 
Lead Man Holler. .Foreman ...Terry Frost 

Because it attempts to deal with- ■-— 

The Xight the World 
Exploded 

Science-fiction this time stages 
earthquakes. Should divert 
very young. Fair b.o. pros¬ 
pects. 

Assassins et Volenrs 
(Killers and Thieves) 

(FRENCH) I 
Paris, June II. : 

Qaumont. release of CLM-SNEG produc¬ 
tion. Stars Michel Serrault, Jean Poiretj 
features. Magali Noel, Clement Duhour;' 
Zita Perzel. Written and directed by. 
Sacha Guitry; camera, Paul Cotteref; edi¬ 
tor, Paulette Robert; music, Jean Fran- 
caix. At Paramount, Paris. Running time, 
15 MINS. 
Philippe .  Jean Polret 
Thief ....Michel Serrault 
Madeleine ....;.Magali Noel 
Walter _., . .Clement Dohour 
Kelptomaniac .  Zita Perzel 

Sacha Guitry returns to his pre¬ 
war obsessions of ironic comedy to 
make for one of his most adroit pix 
since the conflict This elegantly 
immoral pic again raises Guitiw’s 
fine commentary and story telling 
techniques. Though dealing with 
a scabrous subject, it is cloaked in 
telling wit and emerges a comedy 
that might have a good chance in 
special U.S. situations. 

Tale is told by a smooth, middle- 
aged man about to commit suicide. 
A burglar breaks in and he makes 
a pact with the intruder to help 
him do this thing and explains his 
story beforehand. Then, in a se¬ 
ries of. deft scenes, the plot is un¬ 
folded. The man, rich, young and 
adventurous, steals the wife of a 
boyhood acquaintance who had al¬ 
ways bullied him. They carry on 
the flirtation under his nose until 
the husband comes back early one 
night. The man hides and the 
husband strangles the wife and is 
then shot by the man. , In comes 
the burglar, who happened to also 
be robbing the house, and the 
man slips the gun in his pocket and 
escapes. 

It is the same burglar listening 
to the story. The pic smoothly 
racks up these varying scenes until 
the cleverly cynical ending when 
the would-be suicide does away 
with the burglar and frees himself. 

Guitry has bundled together 
many hilarious scenes. such as a 
day in a rest home full of zanies 
and the young manrs criminal life. 
Though primarily a raconteur’s 
pic, this packs a saucy, irreverent 
punch for the long hair set. 

Though technical credits are 
ordinary, this does not impair the 
telling. Jean Foiret and Michel 
Serrault ‘ are just right as the 
young man-tumed-thief and the 
pro second-story man. Remainder 
of cast is nearly perfect, and it 
adds up to a successful, adult com¬ 
edy. Mosk. 

marry the other for economic rea¬ 
sons. 

When they discover the truth 
about each other, both broke, the 
second phase tees off. Miss Diet- 
rich then makes a play for Ameri¬ 
can millionaire Arthur O'Connell, 
and introduces De Sica as her 
brother for no apparent reason. 
Clincher has femme changing her 
mind about returning to U.S. with 
O’Connell as his bride, and swing¬ 
ing back to De Sica. 

Miss Dietrich warbles a couple 
of songs. De Sica fits his part well. 
O’Connell is well cast as a Babbitt 
making his first trip to Bhrope, 
and Natalie Trundy, as his teenage 
daughter, and Jane Rose and Tru¬ 
man Smith, as typical American 
tourists in O’Connell’s party, are 
excellent. Scoring as De Sica’s 
creditors are Mischa Auer, as a 
matire de, Alberto Rabagliati, 
Renato Rascel, Mimo Billi, Marco 
Tulli and Guido Martufi. 

Handsome use is made of the 
various Monte Carlo locations, and 
Giuseppe Rotunno’s beautiful color 
photography centers particularly 
on backgrounds, interiors as well 
as exteriors of the famed gambling 
resort. Sound frequently is off 
through poor dubbing, lips not 
synchronizing with dialog. Other 
technical credits are firstrate. 

Whit. 

Sweet Smell of Success 

Profiles of a vicious newspaper 
columnist and a lackey press* 
agent who plays the Broadway 
-angles. Unpleasant people but 
with Burt Lancaster and Tony 
Curtis, good boxoffice. 

white-black relationships 
island in the West Indies under 
British rule, and because the race 
angle has been injected so prom- 

There are plenty of quakes in 
"The Night the Worlcfr Exploded,” 
but it’s doubtful that this Sam 
Katzman production for Columbia 

Hie Monte Carlo Story 
(TECHNIRAMA-COLOR-SONGS) 

Camera work superior to 
script. Overlength story of 
gambling and romance in 
Monte Carlo. Fair returns at 
best indicated. 

m ~ ' XVdUUidil UiUUUCUUD xyi UUlUUlUia 
inently <to.the exclusion of other irelease will be earth-shaking at the 
values in the bookl. Island will boxoffice jror the film shapes up 
be thought of as a couiageous . as a mod€St science-fiction entry 

laMve cjLsTo «ri£ with to, 5“ howlvtfhave' 

those in the North who pay ex-! Key menace of the Jack Natte- 
peoting .to See the Alec Waugh ; ford-Luci Ward script is a mysten- 
novel come to life ous element known as E-112. When 

Ct, J*: 1" nn' dry and exposed to the nitrogen of 
imnlrinarv Sh?tathpIaBritish ithe air> ^ *orms volcanoes and is imaginary island in the British}_, i j_ 
West Indies, a beautiful, colorful SSmieW £ 
place. It’s actually not one story.; 9^V.°US1?*,. 
but several, which scripter Hayes-Tris Coffin and Kathryn 
simply failed to get or keep in g0*ng to allow ‘1S 
focus. Picture moves episodically naPP®n* . 
from one theme to the next, often ’ So after discovering existence of 
without adequate transition. There. the element deep in the recesses 
is John Justin, the governor’s aide.; of New Mexico’s Carlsbad Caverns, 
who falls in love with attractive they hit upon a solution that calls 
Dorothy Dandridge, with whom he • for diverting the rivers of the 
eventually boards a plane to Lon-, world into low areas. This is sup- 
don; then there’s Stephen Boyd.! posed to keep the explosive force 
the governor’s son. who romances in check. And it does in a rousing 
Joan Collins of the Fleury clan.-finale that has the scientific trio 
Romance almost ends in tragedv blowing up a dam with the treach- 
tMiss Collins becomes pregnant' erous element itself, 
when it becomes known that her; None of the performances is par- 
father iBasil Sydney) has some; tieularly convincing. Miss Grant, 
colored blood in him. who has had sexier roles, Is strictly 

The strongest, and dramatically the scientist in this one albeit she 
the weakest, episode involves Bela-r has a romantic yen for fellow brain 
fonte as a rising young Negro la-; worker. Latter, William Leslie, 
bor leader, who greatly attracts gives the old college try of making 
Joan Fontaine, who is finally re- with the gadgets as a stagemanager 
jeeted by him in an almost em- of earthquakes. Also comporting 
barrassingly conceived scene. An- himself in a plausible professional 
other dramatic incident involves r manner is Tris Coffin, the third 
plantation operator James Mason, i scientificio. 
his. wife. Patricia Owens, andj okay support is provided by 
Michael Rennie. Mason kills Reh-: Raymond Greenleaf, a governor 
me in a fit of jealousy and is then originally skeptical of Leslie’s 
hounded by his conscience, and qUake-predicting abilities; Charles 
V^cejnspectov John Williams, to Evans, general who aids in fighting 

c mStnr -Raw* 'n^eexar, u- ^ the holocaust; Frank Scannell, a 
Ji1re£tj>r<S?1Mrt3th * S,^ sheriff, along with Marshall Reed 
what, he could with the script.; and others. Fred F. Sears’ direction 

sclnl“-1 

Grenada awi’^arbado^61-Camera^ bylROTs'^i1Maggio1US’C con^uc 
man F. A. Young comes up with = byJ?°?s . 
some remarkably vivid shots. But Editing of Paul Borofsky is good, 
he can’t save the picture ‘ particularly his integration of stock 

Belafonte’s performance Is bare- disaster shots of floods, fires, etc., 
ly satisfactory and will disappoint into the film’s 64 minutes running 
manv. The script combines two time. Paul Palmentola’s art direc- 
of Waugh’s key characters—the: tion, and other technical credits are 
mthlcss, aggressive labor leader 1 standard. Gilb. 

Hollywood, June 13. 
United Artists release of a Marcello 

Girosi production. Stars Marlene Dietrich, 
Vittorio De Sica; features Arthur O’Con¬ 
nell, Natalie Trundy, Jane Rose, Clelia 
Matahia, Alberto Rabagliati, Mischa Auer, 
Renato Rascel. Director-screenplay, Sam¬ 
uel A. Taylor; story. Girosi,. Dino Risi; 
camera (Technicolor), Giuseppe Rotunno; 
art director. Gastone Medin. Previewed 
June 13. ’57. Running time, 100 MINS. 
Marquise Maria de Crevecoeur 

Marlene Dietrich 
Count Dino della Fiaba. .Vittorio De Sica 
Mr. Hinkley..... Arthur O’ConneU 
Jane Hinkley .. Natalie Trundy 
Mrs. Freeman ...Jane Rose 
Sophie .- Clelia Matahia 
Albert, the portiere.. . .Alberto Rabagliati 
Hector, the Maitre....Mischa A.uer 
Duval .Renato Rascel 
Henri, a sailor .. Carlo Rizzo 
M^-. Freeman ... Truman Smith 
Roland, the barman .. Mimo Bill! 
Francois, the chauffeur.. . - Marco Tulli 
Paul, the elevator boy.Guido Martufi 
The Hotel' Managing Director 

Jean Combal 
Caroline, the hotel maid Vera Garretto 
Gabriel, Henri's son.Yannick Geffroy 
Zizi. the cigarette girl..Betty Phillppsen 
Walter, 1st American.Frank Colson 
Harry, 2d American...... Serge Fliegers 
Ereole, Sporting Club cashier. ■ ■ Himself 
Jimmy, the pianist at Sporting Club 

Himself 
Mr. Ewing: ................ Frank Elliott 
Mrs. Ewing ... Betty Carter 
The Hotel Assistant Director...:Himself 
Hotel Check-room Attendant.....Himself 
Lartigau, violinist...  Himself 
The German Lady.Geriaine Fournier 
The Lady in Magenta..Simonemarie Rose 
The American Oil Heiress-Clara Beck 

United Artists release of necht. Hill & 
Lancaster production (produced by James 
Hill). Stars Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis. 
Features Susan Harrison, Marty Millner. 
Sam Levene, Barbara Nichols, Jeff Don¬ 
nell, Chico Hamilton Quintet. Directed 
by Alexander Mackendrick. Screenplay, 
Clifford Odets and Ernest Lehman, from 
novelette by Lehman; camera, James 
Wong Howe; music, Elmer Bernstein; 
songs by Hamilton and Fred Katz. Pre¬ 
viewed N.Y., June 13, *57. Running time, 
n MINS. 
J. J. Hunsecker.Burt Lancaster 
Sidney Falco .... Tony Curtis 
Susan Hunsecker.. Susan Harrison 
Steve Dallas  .. Marty. Milner 
Frank D’Angelo . Sam Levene 
Rita...Barbara Nichols 
Sally.  Jeff Donnell 
Robard .... Joseph Leon 
Mary . Edith Atwater . 
Harry Kello . Emile Meyer 
Herbie Temple  . Joe Frisco 
Otis Elwell .. David White 
Leo Bartha .Lawrence Dobkin 
Mrs. Bartha ..  Lurene Tuttle 
Mildred Tam .. Queenie Smith 
Linda . Autumn Russell . 
Manny Davis . Jay Adler. 
A1 Evans .   Lewis Charles 

The Admirable Crichton 
. (BRITISHr—COLOR) 

Kenneth More as Barrie’s-fa¬ 
mous butler who takes over 
his master’s ■ role after ship¬ 
wreck; good allround enter¬ 
tainment. 

London, June 11. 
Columbia release of (Ian Dairymple) a 

Modem Screen Play production. Stars 
Kenneth More, Diane Cilento, Cecil Par¬ 
ker and Sally Ann Howes. Directed by 
Lewis Gilbert. Screenplay, Vernon Harris, 
adapted by Lewis Gilbert from play by 
J. M. Barrie; camera, Wilkie Cooper; edi¬ 
tor, Peter Hunt; music, Dou&las Gamley. 
At Odepn Theatre. Leicester Square, Lon¬ 
don. Running time, *3 MINS. ° 
Crichton . Kenneth More 
Tweeny . Diane Cilemo 
Lord Loam . Cecil Parker 
Lady Mary ... Sally Ann Howes 
Lady Brocklehurst.Martita Hunt 
Treheme .Jack Watling 
Brocklehurst . Peter Graves 
Ernest . Gerald Harper 
Catherine .. Mercy Ilaystead 
Agatha .... Miranda Connell 
Vicar -x.. Miles Malleson 
Captain . Eddie Byrne 
Mrs. Perkins. Joan Young 
Fisher .  Brenda Hogan 
Rolleston .  Peter Welch 
Lovegrove . Toke Townley 
Thomas . Ronald Curram 

Staged many times since its 
original production here in 1902, 
and filmed in the silent days as 
“Male and Female,” this story of 
a butler who becomes master on 
a desert island provides a sound 
starrer for Kenneth More, He 
topped the popularity poll in Brit¬ 
ain last year which means the b.o. 
potential should be strong. Com¬ 
edy is lightweight and obviously 
dated, the snob angles bfeing kept 
at their period values. The story 
is kept in its Edwardian setting, 
although the cast at times has dif¬ 
ficulty in maintaining this illusion. 

A peer of one of Erigland’s state¬ 
ly homes takes his three daughters 
off on a yachting cruise with a few 
friends and domestic staff. They 
are shipwrecked and marooned on 
an uncharted island, and dig them¬ 
selves in awaiting rescue. Crichton 
(More), the impeccable butler, is 
obliged to take complete control, 
because of the inefficiency of the 
other castaways. In reverse to his 

This. Italian-produced film, co- 
starring Marlene Dietrich and Vit¬ 
torio De Sica, is lavishly turned 
out in vivid Technicolor against 
the actual story setting, but misses 
fire because <Jf old, hackneyed 
plotting. Certain exploitation po¬ 
tential accrues from the lure of 
the Monte Carlo location, which 
with the Dietrich name makes it 
an entry for the general market. 
On merit indications point to but 
fair returns. Film is badly in need 
of trimming its overlength 100- 
minutes’ running time. 

Samuel A. Taylor, the American 
writer, handles dual assignment of 
director-scripter of the Marcella 
Girosi-Dino Risi original, but dis¬ 
plays scant ingenuity. Footage 
actually consists of two major 
story lines, which militate against 
more than passing interest. First 
is the romance between the two 
stars, each a gambler in Monte 
Carlo and each making a pitch to 

Hecht-Hlll-Lancaster is at hand 
with a savage indictment of a pow¬ 
erful and unscrupulous syndicated 

j columnist and an unconscionable, 
slippery pressagfent. This is strong 
material. 

“Success” is by nature a “big 
city” story, not alone in the 
Gotham locale but also in the pop¬ 
ular bistros visited, the show busi¬ 
ness and nightlife characters en¬ 
countered and the events that come 
to pass. It all may be pretty remote . 
to rural area citizenry. But the 
dramatic wallop it packs assures 
good boxoffice, particularly key 
burgs. 

James Hill’s production, loca- 
tioned in Manhattan, captures the 
feel of Broadway and environs 
after dark. It’s a no-holds-barred 
account of the sadistic fourth 
estater played cunningly by Burt 
Lancaster. It’s a remarkable 
change of pace for Lancaster, who 
appears bespectacled and quiet but 
smouldering with malice and men¬ 
ace. Failure to comply with his 
wishes means a broken career. 
Breaks in his column sustain the 
pressagent but for the mentions 
there are certain favors to be 
granted. To the p.a., the columnist’s 
dictates are law; if the favors in¬ 
clude framing a young musician on 
a narcotics rap, that’s all right, too. 

Flaw in “Success” concerns the 
newspaperman’s devotion to his 
sister. It’s not clear why he rebels 
at her courtship with a guitarist, 
who appears to be a nice kid. Why 
he goes to such lengths to break 
up the romance is only vaguely ex¬ 
plained, yet so much of the plot 
revolves around this situation. Is 
it incestuous or merely possessive¬ 
ness. 

Tony Curtis is the time-serving 
publicist and here again is another 
departure from the. routine in cast¬ 
ing. No teenagers’ idol here, Curtis 
is a wrong guy all the way through, 
eager for the success that can be 
his only by obsequious execution 
of Lancaster’s orders. This is the 
way he obtains his payoff, the 
columnar items that keep his pay¬ 
ing clients happy. ^ 

Curtis comes through with an 
interesting performance, although, 
sowehow, the character lie plays is 
not -quite all the heel as written* 
Yet, it’s interesting to watch him 
showing agility in latching on to former subservient state, he nowlOUUnm6 ... M w 

gives, not takes orders, and estab- j the angles in winning < clients, al- 
lishes himself as benevolent die-. ways seeking to ingratiate himself 
tat0r' j with Lancaster and, at the end. 

Lady Mary (Sally Ann Howes).. almost engendering sympathy as 
the haughty eldest daughter, tries • Lancaster wrongfully accuses him 
to keep aloof, but finally falls for' of trying to embrace his sister. 
“Governor” Crichton. This causes! Susdn Harrison is “introduced” 
tearful reaction from the humble: in the piettire and comes off well 
between-maid who has. long cher-! as the sister. She has a fetching 
ished a secret passion for the god ■ beauty and shows easiness in ban- 
of below-stairs. When a passing 
cruiser rescues the party, the but¬ 
ler, immediately sheds his author-! 
ity, instinctively reverting to his 
old status. Realizing his brief ro¬ 
mance cannot now be fulfilled and 
that his presence would be an em¬ 
barrassment to the family, he goes 
off with-his faithful maid. 

Although More lacks the accept- j 
ed stature of an English butler, his 
personality makes a more human 
and sympathetic figure of the serv¬ 
ant who has a firmer sense of snob 
values than his master. Cecil 
Parker, alternately genial and 
pompous as the father, is perhaps 
more in keeping with the period. 
Miss Howes as the frosty, eldest 
daughter melts charmingly under 
the influence of the island's magic 
while Diane Cilento scores a spe¬ 
cial hit as her rival, the under- 
servant. Martita Hunt registers 
majestically as a haughty aristo¬ 
crat. Supporting players all con¬ 
tribute firstrate performances. 

Scenes shot in Bermuda supply 
some excellent ^camera studies. 
Film Is well directed by Lewis 
Gilbert. " , Clem. 

dling the assignment Sam Levene 
is competent as Curtis' uncle, as is 
Marty Milner as the young musi¬ 
cian romancing Miss Harrison 
against Lancaster!^ wishes. Jeff 
Donnell and Barbara Nichols also 
are capable, as featured. 

Screenplay by Clifford Odets 
and Ernest Lehman, from a novel¬ 
ette by Lehman, must be “ac¬ 
cepted”—that is, the audience 
must assume the columnist-sadist 
to be very special. (He even guides 
Presidential aspirants). That, the 
performances and the splendid di-r 
rection of Alexander Mackendrick. 
provide the picture with the necesJ 
sary conviction says much. 

And adding to the Broadway 
flavor is the cutting dialog in the 
Odets-Lehman script. An assist, 
too, as, background color, music- 
wise, is the Chicp Hamilton Quin¬ 
tet. Photography often is low key 
and effective for the most part but 
some night scenes are so dark that 
pictorial details are vague. 

Film was previewed at Loew’s 
State Theatre, N.Y., where com¬ 
plaints were heard of instances of 
inaudible sound. Gene. 
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Two Groom* lor a Bride | 

Contrived plotting adds up to 
a minor diversion. 

20th-Fdx release of Eros Film (Robert 
S. Baker and Monty Berman) production. 
Stars John Carroll. Virginia Bruce. Fea¬ 
tures Brian Oulton. Kay Callard, Michael 
Caridia, Barbara Brown, Kit Terrington. 
Directed by Henry Cass. Screenplay, 
Frederick Stephanl; camera, Berman; edi¬ 
tor, Maurice Bootes; music, Stanley Black. 
Previewed N.Y., June 14, *57. Running 
time, 73 MINS. . 
Jeff Longstreet .. John Carroll 
Laura Weeks.. Virginia Bruce 
Professor Baker .  Brian Oulton 
Lola Sinclair .. Kay Callard 
Tony . Michael Caridia 
5? .-. Barbara Brown 
Big ...   Kit Terrington 
Humbold . Alexander Gauge 
Cadwell.....Donold Stewart 
Mrs. Fogarty.Anita Sharp Bolster 
Mr. Fogarty .  Arthur Lowe 
MacCarthy .Tim Gill 
Minister  .. Earnest Jay 
Boxer .  Michael Balfour 
.Candy Sugar . Karen Greer 
Claire . Tucker Maguire 
Violet Blue .   Ann Doran 

Imagine this. A husband-and- 
wife team of explorers becomes 
missing and care of the four sur¬ 
viving children is left to the hus¬ 
band’s brother and the wife’s sis¬ 
ter. He’s a free-wheeling, playboy 
American. She's an English en- 
tymologist. Its’ decreed that which 
ever of the two marries shall be 
given permanent custody. 

But will he wed the flashy 
blonde with the phoney Dixie ac¬ 
cent? Not likely. And will she en¬ 
ter the -connubial state with her 
straitlaced fellow scientist? No, in¬ 
deed. They fall for each other. 

This kind of script is strictly 
from tritesville. One scene segues 
into the next with about as much 
surprise as Thursday following 
Wednesday. Dialog and individual 
situations likewise are lacking in 
imagination. And in the instance 
of the two principals becoming 
high on a few sips of brandy, it’s 
embarrassing. , 

John Carroll is the Yank. He’s 
a personable performer but can’t 
do much with the material he has 
to work with. Virginia Bruce is 
pleasant company to have around 
but, again, consider the artless 
script which was supplied by Fred¬ 
erick Stephani. 

Brian Oulton as Miss Bfiice’s 
colleague in the study of bug 
habits, Kay Callard as the Ameri¬ 
can dame with a yen for Carroll 
and his money, and Michael Caridia, 
Barbara Brown and Kit Terring¬ 
ton, as three of the four, kids (the 
fourth is an infant limitedly on 
view), similarly started out with 
odds against them and the results 
show it. 

Producers Robert S. Baker and 
Monty Berman shot the. picture in 
England on a modest scale and 
Henry Cass directed in common¬ 
place fashion. It stacks up as a 
minor item, suitable mainly for 
filler bookings in some siutations. 
Technical credits undistinguished. 

Gene. 

El Ultimo Cuple 
(The Last Torch Song) 

(SPANISH) 
Madrid, June 11. 

Cifesa release of a Producclones Orduna 
film. Stars Sara Montiel; features Ar¬ 
mando Calvo, Enrique Vera, Julita Mar¬ 
tinez, Alfredo Maya, Matilde M. Sampedro 
and Jose. Moreno. Directed by Juan de 
Orduna. Screenplay, Antonio Mas Gulndal 
and Jesus M. Arozamena; camera (East- 
moncolor), Jose Aguayo; -Music, Solano. 
Running time. 101 MJNS. 

Sira Montiel returns to Spain 
and the director who first featured 
her 10 years ago in this tour de 
force as solo star. This Iberian 
musical was produced and directed 
by Juan de Orduna. Nostalgic 
Spanish vaude pop song revival has 
Miss Montiel in almost every scene 
for a standout acting and singing 

•^performance. 
Story flashbacks the rise and fall 

6f a great music hall chanteuse, 
(Miss Montiel), at turn of the cen¬ 
tury. Plot is soapy one with a 
schmalzy fringe as stereotypes 
draw yocks when trying for tears. 
Her first lover steals and goes to 
jail which permits her to go off 
with the good-looking impresario 
(Armando Calvo) and rise to music 
hall heights. As she nears .that 
certain age, she cradle-snatches a’ 
young torero (a real one, Enrique 
Vera), bankrolls his Madrid pre¬ 
miere .and ruins her heart and 
career when the bull gets him. She 
Tiits the skids and cries until the 
jilted impresario stumbles ■'into a 
small cafe and thrills again to her 
torch. 

In between the generous portions 
’of com, Miss Montiel again shines. 
She sings a dozen songs, including 
“Madelon,” “Valencia,” and many 
old Spanish favorites. Beautifully 
gowned, unlike others in the cast, 
Miss Montiel’s face and body give 
the robes plenty of.competish. She 
opens new U.S. horizons with a 
captivating voice and delivery. I 

“El Ultimo Cuple” will go big in j 
Spanish nabes of America and in 
the Spanish-language market. Hol¬ 
lywood should gander Montiel in 
this one. Otherwise no soap for 
the U.S. Hank. , 

| La Garconne 
Paris, June 11. 

La Garconna (FRENCH; COLOR; SONG). 
Corona release of Ely sees Films produc¬ 
tion. Stars Fernand Gravey. Andre Debar; 

’ features Jean Danet, Colette Mars, 
Georges Reich. Jean Parades, Marie 
Daems, Suzanne DeheUy, Rene Lefebvre. 
Directed by Jacqueline Audry. Screenplay. 
Pierre Laroche from novel hy Victor 
Marguerite; camera (Agfacolor), Marcel 
Grlgnon; editor, Yvonne Martin; music, 
Jean Wiener. At Paris, Paris. Running 
time. 100 MINS. 

This film is about the French 
flapper. It concerns how a girl, 
finding her fiance is cheating on 
her, rushes out and beds down with 
the first man she meets. Thdn she 
goes out to live her own life. Try¬ 
ing to live as socially free as a man 
(hence the title which is a femini¬ 
zation of the Gallic word for boy, 
namely garcon), she becomes a 
famed interior and theatrical deco¬ 
rator, has many affairs, but finally 
realizes she loves an older cousin. 
It all ends happily after the early 
suitor tries again and is once again 
rejected. 

Based on a scandal novel of the 
1920’s, this is somewhat tame now. 
There are scenes of minor orgies 
and night club meanderings by 
an emancipated but lost crowd. 
Literary and talky in progression, 
this is limited for the U. S. mar¬ 
ket except for possible exploita¬ 
tion on its locale and mildly sexy 
proceedings. Lesbianism and 
homosexuality are touched on, but 
the heroine, well portrayed by An- 
dree Debar, seems to live in a 
gilded vacuum. Fernand Gravey 
seems distant to the period feel¬ 
ing and Jean Danet is too wooden 
and dreary as the fiance who leads 
to the heroine's first heartbreak. 

Jacqueline Andry has directed 
placidly. Color is properly garish 
and supporting players fit the 
times as does the title song worked 
in by Colette Mars and cleffed by 
Jean Wiener. Mosk. 

P'B&tETr 

A Hatful of Rain 
(C’SCOPE) 

Best film so far on Hie subject 
of dope addiction.. Instructive 
as well as entertaining and 
bolstered by topnotch perform¬ 
ances by Eva Marie Saint, Don 
Murray, Anthony Franciosa 
and Lloyd Nolan. 

FILM REVIEWS 

Theatre Loans 
, Continued from page 3 - -■ - 

Act, which seeks to promote and 
aid all small business. 

Harling pressed the point that 
it was undignified and not con¬ 
sistent with good business practices 
for an applicant to apply for a loan 
from the Government, accompanied 
by a written document that his 
credit was not satisfactory to pri¬ 
vate business. Barnes stated that 
the philosophy and reason for the 
requirement was that it tended to 
promote, participating loans by pri¬ 
vate business and the Government 
to a possible borrower. 

In addition to opening the door 
for loans up to $250,000 payable 
in 10 years, .the Small Business 
bureaucrats agreed to appraise the 
value of real property and if the 
liquidating value, in event of de¬ 
fault, was sufficient to repay the 
loan, it would grant, an applica¬ 
tion up to 90% of the appraised 
value. At the same time, the SBA 
stated that if the real property 
were not sufficient according to 
this formula, a lesser appraisel plus 
a good earning record, would suf¬ 
fice. In addition, an application 
would be submitted on a good earn¬ 
ing record and on real property 
which did not fully measure up to 
appraisal purposes.- According to 
Harling, the SBA chief was partic¬ 
ularly concerned with the ability 
of the applicant to repay in the 
event the loan had to be liqui¬ 
dated. 

Despite these concessions easing 
the loan applications for theatres, 
TOA has indicated that it would 
continued to press for the approval 
of the recommendations it made in 
a memorandum to the Senate Bank¬ 
ing and Currency Committee. 

Rental ‘Trusts’ 
= Continued from page 3 

some cases at least, the State of 
New York might be s\zffering a 
tax loss through under-reporting. 

“My bill would apply to all—cir¬ 
cuits and small independents, Te- 
gardles of their location in New 
York State,” he said. “No honest 
person or organization could or 
should oppose its purpose,” Moritt 
declared. “For the dishonest, no 
sympathy should be extended.” 

Such a measure is necessary, the 
veteran legislator thought, “be¬ 
cause in this particular business, 
knowledge of the 'take’ or 'count' 
is usually confined to one person 
. , ♦ the operation is not at arms 
length.” 
. The Moritt bill would make, film 
rentals “trust- funds” to apply a 
legal clincher. 
. Senator Moritt observed that its 
mere introduction “should have a 
salutary effect.” i 

dOuctlon. Stars Eva Marie Saint, Don Mur¬ 
ray. Anthony Franciosa, Lloyd Nolan. 
Features • Henry Silva. .Gerald O’Laughlln. 
and William Hickey, Directed by Fred 
Zinnemann. Screenplay. Michael V. Gazzo 
and Alfred Hayes; from a play by Gazzo; 
camera (C'Scope), Joe MacDonald; editor. 
Dorothy Spencer; music. Bernard Her¬ 
mann. Previewed in N.Y., June 14, '57. 
Running time, 109 MINS. 
Celia Pope . Eva Marie Saint 
Johnny Pope  .Don Murray 
Polo . Anthony Franciosa 
John Pope Sr, ... Lloyd Nolan 
Mother .... Henry Silva 
Chuch . Gerald O’Loughlin 
Apples ... William Hickey 

“A Hatful of Rain” is the first 
film dealing with dope addiction 
made with the prior approval of 
the Production Code. And despite 
the necessity of having to work 
within the restrictions of the indus¬ 
try’s self-governing code, it is the 
best of the pictures involved with 
this formerly taboo subject. 

This one may be initially handi¬ 
capped by the fact that the public 
already may have had its fill of 
the unpleasant details of the nar¬ 
cotics habit. However, critical re¬ 
ception and word-of-mouth com¬ 
ment can serve to overcome this 
resistance. As a result, “A Hatful 
of Rain” has an excellent chance 
of becoming a solid boxoffice con¬ 
tender. 

Not the least of the attributes of 
this well-made Buddy Adler pro¬ 
duction is the admirable perform¬ 
ances director Fred Zinnemann 
has elicited from the small cast. 
Except for Lloyd Nolan, a veteran 
pro, the cast is dominated by a 
group of personable youngsters 
relatively new to the screen. These 
include Eva Marie Saint, Don Mur¬ 
ray and Anthony Franciosa, who 
are all developing into important 
b.o. names. 

With an assist from Alfred 
Hayes, Michael V. Gazzo has con¬ 
verted his Broadway play into a 
provocative and engrossing film 
drama. “A Hatful of Rain” is more 
than a story of junkie. It touches 
knowingly and sensitively on a 
family relationship and, as such, 
may be more within the scope of 
average audiences who tnay find 
the subject of dope addiction com¬ 
pletely foreign. 

The dramatic and emotional 
scenes are moving and completely 
believable. And'despite the super¬ 
charged dramatics, moments of 
genuine comedy are interpolated 
successfully to relieve the tension. 
As a consequence, the picture may 
be said to fulfill a dual purpose— 
that of instructing and entertain¬ 
ing. 

The people involved in this web 
of narcotics are basically decent 
human beings. The story revolves 
about their reactions when one of 
them turns, out to be a junkie. As 
the pregnant wife of a narcotics 
addict, Miss Saint" lives up to pre¬ 
vious promise. She plays the lov¬ 
ing, troubled wife with poignancy 
and taste and handles the emo¬ 
tional peaks and tender moments 
with sensitive understanding. Mur¬ 
ray scores, too, as the likeable 
junkie who desperately attempts to 
hide his secret from his wife and 
his oblrusely devoted father. Yet, 

tdn his agonized and confused state, 
he takes tremendous liberties with 
his doting and helpful brother. 

The role of the. brother, who 
shares an apartment in-a lower 
east side N.Y, housing project with 
his dope-addicted relative and his 
wife is compellingly played by 
Franciosa, who is repeating his 
original stage assignment. Mis¬ 
understood and rejected by his 
father, Franciosa is moving as “his 
brother’s keeper” and sister-in- 
law’s confidante. The character is 
perhaps the most appealing seen 
-on the screen in recent years and 
will have the audience cheering for 
him all the way. 

As the widowed father who left 
his sons in an orphanage at an 
early age, Nolan turns in another 
topnotch portrayal. While he con¬ 
siders himself a proper father, he 
neither knows his sons nor under¬ 
stands them. 

Henry Silva, also repeating his 
stage role, is convincingly unctuous 
and contemptible as the dope ped¬ 
dler. William Hickey is standout as 
one of his weird cohorts and Ger¬ 
ald O’Loughlin is fine as another 
stooge. 

Zinnemann’s realistic direction 
contributes considerably: to the 
film’s success. Joe MacDonald’s 
black and white photography has 
a documentary flavor and other 
technical contributions are excel¬ 
lent, including Bernard Herrmann’s 
music and the art direction of Lyle 
R. Wheeler and Leland Fuller. 

HoU. 

Typhon A Nagsaki 
(Typhoon On Nagasaki) 

(FRENCH-JAPANESE; •COLOR) 

. Paris, June 11. 
Path* release of CICC-Terra Fllms- 

ShochikU production. Stars Jean Marais, 
DanieUe Darrleux. Kishi Kelko; features 
Gert Froebe, Hitomi Nozohe, So Yama- 
mura. Directed by Yves Clampi. Screen¬ 
play. Jean-Charles Tacchella, Clampi; dia¬ 
log. Annette Wademant; camera (Techni¬ 
color). Henri Alekan; editor, Roger 
Dwyre. At Paris. Paris. Running time, 
US MINS. 
Pierre .. . Jean Marais 
Francolse ..DanieUe Darrleux 
Noriko ... Kishi Kelko 
Karl ... .... Gert Froebe 
Engineer  .Hitmol Nozohe 
Saeta.-_So Yanamuta 

First French-Japanese coproduc¬ 
tion even has a preface stating in 
English that “East is East.” In fact 
the East wins out in this. Main 
attribute of pic is the colorful 
backgrounding and color, but the 
western hit of a love triangle be¬ 
tween a Frenchman and two wom¬ 
en, one Japanese, one French, is 
strictly conventional. With a well- 
done typhoon sequence, and its 
exotic locale, this may be program 
fare for the U.S., but is not for 
any arty house chancest Dubbing 
might be in order. 

A French engineer (Jean Marais) 
has fallen in love with a charming 
Japanese girl (Kishi Keiko) while 
working in Nagasaki. Into this 
comes an old flame (Danielle Dar- 
rieux) a free thinking newswoman 
who had ditched the hero years 
before. She gets the upper hand 
on the more demure local girl but 
a typhoon, resulting in the death 
of the Japanese girl, makes the 
engineer realize he must stay on 
and the interloper goes off to her 
free life alone. 

Director Yves Ciampi has given 
this a bread and butter mounting 
working in a lot of eyecatching 
Japanese scenery, customs, thea¬ 
tre. etc. The characters, unfor¬ 
tunately, rarely match this, except 
for the tightly etched performance 
of Miss Keiko. Marais and Miss 
Darrieux are competent in their 
roles. Typhoon has exploitation 
aspects. 

Color is finely hued while sup¬ 
porting cast is good. Production 
values look fine, but scripting has 
not delved deep enough. Mosk. 

Landlord Loew 
Continued from page 3 

ice elevator has been installed (not 
ditto Variety). 

Although Loew’s has dropped a 
number of theatres in which it was 
losing money, the company con¬ 
tinues to be interested in new thea¬ 
tre acquisitions in new areas. It is 
currently petitioning the Dept, of 
Justice for permission to acquire 
a new hardtop theatre in Miami 
Beach. In addition, the circuit re¬ 
cently opened a new hardtop in 
Coral Gables, Fla. Previously it 
opened drive-ins in Jacksonville, 
Fla., Evanston, I1L, and Keyport, 
N. J. 

Dropping of the four N. Y. area 
houses now gives Loew’s a total of 
44 houses in the metropolitan zone. 
With 56 out-of-town houses pres¬ 
ently operating, the chain controls 
a total of 106 theatres. 

While Loew’s has lost money on 
the Grandi Hillside and Willard, 
it’s believed that an indie can op¬ 
erate successfully. According to 
a Loew’s spokesman, it costs the 
chain more to run the theatres 
than an independent operator. Un¬ 
der the present setup, Loew’s will 
receive a stipulated rental for the 
theatres. This arrangement, 
Loew’s feels, will make it possible 
for the company to cqme out of 
the deal with a profit. 

Foreign Self-Service 
^ Continued from page 3 ■ 

vividly the case of “Wages of 
Fear,” which -George Lourau 
opened himself at the Paris, and 
the engagement of “The Little 
World of Don Camillo” at the 
Bijou, Both turned out disappoint- -; 
ing. 

Indies say that, for a producer 
to make his own firstrun deal, car¬ 
ries an advantage if he’s convinced 
his film has a Strong potential. 
Meanwhile, an increasing number 
of the “commercial” imports are 
being skedded for out-of-town bows- 
for two reasons.. 1. The art theatre 
situation in Gotham is still tight, 
and 2. the indies have found the 
N. Y. critics hard to take. 

“They always act as if every im¬ 
ported picture has to be a work 
of art,” complained one of the in¬ 
die distribs, “When it comes to a 
foreign exploitation film, the effect 
of opening out of New York is 
quite good. As a matter of fact, 
there are times when the N. Y. 
reviews will hinder rather than, 
help on this type of film.” j 

The Land Unknown 
(C’SCOPE) 

Hot water oasis in deepest Antarc¬ 
tica site of highly competent 
science fiction. Fulfills on its own 
promise, 

Hollywood, June 12. 
Universal release of a William Alland 

: production. Stars Jock Mahoney, Shawn 
Smith. William Reynolds; features Henry 
Brandon. Douglas R. Kennedy. PhU Har¬ 
vey. Directed by VirgU Vogel. Screen¬ 
play. Laszlo Gorog; adaptation, William 
N. Robson; story. Charles Palmer; camera. 
Ellis W. Carter; special effects, Fred 
Knoth. Orien Ernest, Jack Kevan;. editor, 
Fred MacDoweU; music, Joseph Gersheh- 
son. Previewed June 11. '57. Running 
time, 71 MINS. 
Comdr. Harold Roberts. Jock Mahoney 
Margareth Hathaway .. Shawn Smith 
Lt. Jack Carmen .WlUiam Reynolds 
Hunter .Henry Brandon 
Capt. Burnham.Douglas R. Kennedy 
Steve Miller ... Phil Harvey 

Discovery by Admiral Byrd’s 
1947 South Pole expedition of a 
mysterious warm-water area in the 
center of icbr-packed Antarctica 
serves as basis for this imaginative 
science-fictioner. Film is expertly 
turned out as it dwells on exiting 
incidents of the present, the use 
of special effects giving narrative 
a tremendous boost. Added exploi¬ 
tation value of the Byrd find, 
shown briefly in opening via actual 
U. S. Navy reelage, paves the way 
for satisfactory grosses in its in¬ 
tended market. 

Jock Mahoney, Shawn Smith and 
William Reynolds star in the Wil¬ 
liam Alland production, which re¬ 
counts adventures of a helicopter 
party forced down in this strange 
region which is the objective of a 
Navy expedition. Area is untouched 
by the Ice Age, going back to the 
Mesozoie era, complete with pre¬ 
historic monsters, a'setting which 
provides thrills as party fights for 
existence against the preying of 
such creatures as a giant tyranno¬ 
saurus Rex, and a swimming elas- 
mosaurus. Stark realism is afford¬ 
ed thro&gh the. remarkable smooth 
and lifelike movement of these 
carnivorous monsters, special ef¬ 
fected by Fred Knoth, Orien Ernest 
and Jack Kevan. 

Mahoney plays a Navy scientist 
in charge of expedition, Miss Smith 
a news hen and Reynolds the heli¬ 
copter pilot. Fourth member of 
party is Phil—Harvey, mechanic, 
when a storm forces them into 
overcast and Copter strikes what 
looks like a prehistoric flying 
pterodactyl. Controls jammed, egg- 
beater and occupants descend 
through heavy fog into a deep 
chasm, where they discover weird 
tropic terrain and humid tempera¬ 
ture as well as the monsters. They 
hold off a tyrannosaurus Rex with 
copter blades until a strange sound 
chases creature away. 

This sound, it develops, has been 
caused by another scientist, who 
creashed 10 years previously while 
a member of the Byrd expedition. 
His mind now warped to point of 
insanity, he has managed to live 
in this prehistoric world. An enemy 
at first, it is through parts from 
his wrecked plane that copter is 
able to be repaired, and group is 
able to make its way out of the 
“land unknown” and back to ex¬ 
pedition. 

Under Virgil Vogel’s authorita¬ 
tive direction, cast generally gives 
a good account of themselves. 
Mahoney makes the most of op¬ 
portunities, Miss Smith is a lively 
distaff interest, both Reynolds and 
Harvey fit well into their roles and 
Henry Brandon, the forgotten 
scientist, an interesting character. 
Douglas R. Kennedy is in briefly 
as a Navy captain. 

The Laszlo Gorog screenplay 
gets benefit of top technical as¬ 
sistance throughout, all the way 
from Ellis W. Carter’s camera 
work, special photography by Clif¬ 
ford Stine and R. O. Binger, to 
particularly atmospheric art direc¬ 
tion by Alexander Golitzen and 
Richard H. Riedel, sound by Leslie 
I. Carey and Corson Jowett and 
tight editing by Fred MacDowell. 

Whit. 

Italo R V R 
Continued from page 2- • 

action would be confined to a 
series of exhibitions by such ex¬ 
perts in the new genre as Bruno 
Dossena, orchestra leader Adriano 
Celentano, as well as a brace of 
Milanese Presleys. 

Sudden warming up to the r ’n’ r 
idiom has caught many experts hy 
surprise, as following tepid recep¬ 
tion given the early films featuring 
the new stateside craze, feeling 
was that it had no futurd here. In¬ 
stead, it appears likely that move¬ 
ment gathered momentum in films’ 
later runs as well as in peripheral 
dance halls and minor niteries 
around town, swelling to its cur¬ 
rent belated popularity. 
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Craft Union Threat in Britain: 
No Native Workers After July 1 

For ‘Uncommitted’ U.S. Producers 
London, June 18. -t 

Members of the Feature Branch 
and Feature Producer-Directors; 
Section of the Assn, of Cinema-1 
tograph, 'Television and Alliedj 
Technicians, met last Friday «14) 
to discuss strike action if their 
efforts to preclude the employ¬ 
ment of all foreign technicians on 
pictures made here by American 
companies fail. 

The ban would stop all British 
technicians from working on any 
picture made by a Yank company 
which did not belong to the British 
Film Producers Assn., from July 1. 

The press were not allowed to 
attend the meeting, but a pamphlet 
issued by the union summarizes 
what George Elvin, general Secre¬ 
tary, told the members. It has, he 
said, always welcomed, as creative 
workers, on a regulated basis, the 
co-operation of the outstanding 
picture makers of the world and 
had not opposed their employment 
on British productions. But as 
realists they had to face the fact 
that a combination of labor laws 
and trade union policy had pre¬ 
vented many of their members 
from working abroad whilst the 
use of a British studio had been 
wrongly considered enough in it¬ 
self to qualify a resultant picture 
as British. 

Productions made by American 
producers and directors from 
American stories and using Ameri¬ 
can stars had qualified not Only 
for British quota, but for a share 
in the Eady money from the Brit¬ 
ish Film Producers Fund—"insti¬ 
tuted by the Government to pro¬ 
mote British production,” Elvin 
added. 

Most of the difficulties, he 
argued, had arisen over directors 
and producers, and in view of this, 
discussions with the Ministry of 
Labor and the British Film Pro¬ 
ducers Assn, were opened in 1946. 
At that time an greement was 
reached whereby latter’s members 
could employ each year foreign 
producers or directors equivalent 
in number to not more than 10% 
of the total number of first fea¬ 
tures made by BFPA members as a 
whole. This set-up worked fine ac¬ 
cording to the union secretary, 
"but unfortunately, the producers 
body does not- represent all pro¬ 
duction companies and the Ameri¬ 
can companies particularly are out¬ 
side their ranks. 

"Therefore, whilst the bulk of 
British producers have worked 
under a formula, with which they 
themselves, the British ' Govern¬ 
ment, and we, have been com¬ 
pletely satisfied, other companies 
producing pictures in Great Britain 
have not been similarly restricted.” 

Alvin said that in an effort to 
remedy this, the union contacted 
the American Motion Picture Assn, 
as well as individual firms to try 
to reach some agreement com¬ 
parable to the one with the British. 
"Invariably ve have made no prog¬ 
ress, despite the fact that in an 
effort to meet them half way, we 
amended our policy so that in most 
cases we would accept a position 
whereby either the director or pro¬ 
ducer could be foreign, if the other 
hey post was British.” Resultant 
discussions with the British pro¬ 
ducers and the Ministry of Labor 
to try to extend the formula to 
cover non-BFPA members, had 
broken down and the position was 
now that companies not belonging 
to the BFPA were in a preferential 
position for obtaining labor per¬ 
mits. 

The decision to boycott the Out¬ 
siders had been reached because 
"this intolerable position can no 
longer be continued.” A letter 
sent to Yank companies recently 
by the union said that unless the 
matter w as cleared up to their sat¬ 
isfaction they would instruct their 
members in studios and film 
processing laboratories not to work 
on any quota picture* on which 
lensing commences after Jul, 1, 
for a company not belonging to the 
BFPA, unless all the technicians 
employed on the picture are British 
and members of the ACTT or the 
production has received clearance 
from ACTT. The letter concluded 

. by saying that the union would be 
available to meet representatives 
of American companies to discuss 
the matter at any time. 

Canadians Cited For 
Furthering Film Arts 

Ottawa, June 18. 
Instead of a competition among 

firms for Canadian Film Awards 
this year there were special cita¬ 
tions for distinguished contribu¬ 
tions to Canadian film making..] 
Awards were made in Toronto Sat¬ 
urday (15) by Leonard W. Brock- 
ington. with W. R. Carroll reading 
the citations. Honored were; 

John Grierson, documentary producer 
and former Canadian Government Film 
Commissioner. 

Yorkton (Sask.) Film Council for Its 
International Film Festival. 

Associated Screen News of Montreal, 
for Its training program for new person¬ 
nel in Canada's film industry. 

<"•— wlev Fi’ms of Ottawa, for Its pro¬ 
duction of educational films on an inter- 
n::.ional basis. 

Rev. A. C. Koorhouse, for pioneering 
inspirational aspects of Canadian films. 

F. R. Crawley and his wife Judith, 
chiefs of Crawley Films and Lew Parry, 
for leadership In - developing Canada’s 
film industry. 

Roy Tashe. for more than a quarter of 
a century of filming and editing Canadian 
newsreels. 

Donald Mulholland, production director 
with the National Film Board, for en¬ 
couragement of creative Canadian film 
production. 

H. P. Brown. E. F. Holliday. James R. 
PoUocfc of Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
British Columbia respectively, for various 
long-term activities in promoting Canad-J 
ian films. 

“Prelude to Spring,” produced 
by J. W. Ruddell, Toronto, won the 
Assn, of Motion Picture Producers 
and Laboratories of Canada trophy 
for the best amateur film. Honor¬ 
able mention went to "The Sugar 
MapTe,” produced by Helen Webb- 
Smith of Ancaster, Ont. 

Consent-to-Acqdire Pleas 
Washington, June 18, 

Hearings will be held in New 
York June 27 on two petitipns for 
court permission to acquire thea¬ 
tres. Requests are by defendant 
circuits in the Paramount et al. 
antitrust case; defendants need ap¬ 
proval of the U. S. Courts to aid 
theatres. 

First is on the request of Na¬ 
tional Theatres to build a new 
house at Garden Grove, near Los 
Angeles. Second is on the petition 
of Loew’s to operate a new house 
to be constructed at a shopping 
center at 169th St. and Collins 
Ave., in the motel strip north of 
Miami Beach. 

Since the divorcement. National 
has added eight conventional the¬ 
atres and one drive-in. Loew’s has 
acquired five houses. 

HPEA Charts 

BYPASSED ON 'MUTINY' 

But Arthur Suit Against Columbia 
Not Pressed 

St. Louis, June 18. 

An antitrust suit brought by the 
St. Louis Amusement Co., an Ar¬ 
thur affiliate, against Columbia Pic¬ 
tures Corp., Loew’s Inc., and 
Loew’s Dayton Theatre Co., was 
dismissed without prejudice last 
week by the plaintiff in the court 
of U. S. District Judge George J, 
Moore which means the Amuse¬ 
ment Co. may reinstitute the suit; 
\vhich does not seem likely. 

The action was filed in an effort 
to restrain the defendants from 
showing "The Caine Mutiny” at 
Loew’s State starting Oct. 28, 1956, 
instead of in the plaintiff’s mid- 
town St. Louis. Brought under the 
Clayton and Sherman antitrust acts 
the suit charged the defendants 
with a conspiracy to not only vio¬ 
late these acts by also the Consent 
Decree with respect to the fixing 
of admish charges for pictures by 
film distributing companies. 

In addition to the restraining 
order the suit had asked for $7,000 
actual damages or a total of $21,- 
000 under the antitrust acts and 
other such relief as the court might 
order. The temporary restraining 
order was not issued and "Mutiny” 
concluded its stand at the Loew’s 
house. 

For some 10 years the Amuse¬ 
ment Co., and Fanchon & Marco, 
now Arthur Enterprises, had been 
exhibiting Columbia product on a 
rotating sked with Loew’s State 
and Loew’s Orpheum. The petition 
alleged that under this arrange¬ 
ment the plaintiff was entitled to 
exhibit "Mutiny.” 

Filipino Grab 
Continuation of the embargo on 

shipment to Spain, and a tighten¬ 
ing of the "blockade” as much as 
possible, was decided on last week 
by the board of the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Export Assn, at a meeting in 
Gotham. 

Board also heard a report on the 
Philippine situation and instructed 
its rep, Leo Hochstetter, to return 
to the States, He arrived yester¬ 
day (Tues.) to report. His visit 
coincides with that of Japanese 
Premier, Nobusuke Kishi. 

Confirmation of the Spanish em¬ 
bargo came as the Spanish gov¬ 
ernment nixed an “interim” film 
deal with the MPEA. The board 
expressed the hope that a film 
deal will eventually be worked out 
with the Spaniards. No new nego¬ 
tiations are now likely with Madrid 
until the fall. 

While MPEA has maintained a 
lengthy embargo vs. shipments to 
Spain, quite a considerable num¬ 
ber of U. S. films has nevertheless 
gotten into the country, either via 
the independents or via old com¬ 
mitments on the part of the ma¬ 
jors. Thus Spain has continued to 
have a reasonable supply of Ameri¬ 
can films. • 

In the Philippines, official remit¬ 
tances have been cut 75% and 
there is a threat of back taxes 
running to around $10,000,000, 
which one company executive 
bluntly termed “a left-handed way 
of expropriation.” At iisue now is 
the question of aft embargo on 
shipments to the Philippines. The 
American companies have the right 
to serve ftotice on the local exhibi¬ 
tors that they will stop doing busi¬ 
ness with them. This notice has 
not yet gone out. 

San Antonio, June 18. 
One of the owners of the contro¬ 

versial film, “The Story of Bob and 
Sally,” has asked for an accounting 
of profits made from the pic. D. J. 
McCarthy brought suit in 73rd dis¬ 
trict court against Gidney Talley 
and five film corporations head¬ 
quartered in this city. 

McCarthy alleges he and the de¬ 
fendants cb-owned the pic,’as weR- 
as the “Bob and Sally Books, for 
Men” and the “Bob and Sally 
Books for Women.” He described 
the pic and the books as “educa¬ 
tional” treatments of sex hygiene. 
The film was censored in some 
areas and shown only to adults in 
others. 

McCarthy, alleging under a con¬ 
tract with the defendants that he 
made more that $10,000 a year by 
exhibiting the filnti, complaints after 
May 31, 1955, the defendants pre¬ 
vented him from showing the pic. 

Lets All Move to Mexico 
[IF UNIONS GET THEIR TERMS] 

Mexican unions are currently negotiating a new labor contract 
with the Americans. Here are just a few of the demands: 

A 50% wage rise; special consideration for pregnant women 
workers, who are to be given 80 days off prior to birth and 40 days 
thereafter; 35 days a year vacation, with an additional day for each 
year of service; employer contributions for for new union offices, a 
physical culture program and non-occupational disease insurance; 
five cents more per reel for re-winders working on Cinemascope 
prints. 

The old contract has 35 clauses. The new one would have 59. 

Baldwins Gloomy Exit Speech 
Madrid, June 18. 

• Charles Baldwin, Mediterranean rep for the Motion Picture 
Export Assn, issued the following statement to Variety following 
a Read-end breakdown of negotiations between Spain and the 
American distributors who adhere to MPEA: 

"During the past year, MPEA representatives have visited 
Spain three times in an effort to reach a new film agreement. 
Soon after my current visit to Madrid, after a recess in negotia¬ 
tions commenced two months earlier, I was informed of the desire 
of the Spanish authorities that I negotiate first with a designated 
representative of the Spanish film industry, in an effort to reach 
an agreement at the industry level which would be referred to the 
Government for approval. 

"After, several meetings with the industry representative, we 
arrived at an agreement subject to approval by the MPEA com¬ 
panies and the Spanish industry; In order to do so, I and the 
Continental managers of two of our companies^ who participated 
in the negotiations, made substantial concessions to meet the 
requirements of the Spanish Government and film Industry. 

“At a meeting on May 29, representatives of the Spanish dis¬ 
tributors voted not to accept the proposed agreement. Subse¬ 
quently, the industry negotiator proposed another plan which I 
accepted.’ Four days later, he informed me that this plan had not 
been accepted by the distributors. As he made no further, pro¬ 
posals, negotiations ended. a 

"Subsequently, in discussions with Spanish officials, I proposed 
an interim arrangement which would enable some U.S. films to 
be imported into Spain pending negotiations later on, on an a for¬ 
mal agreement. That proposal was not acceptable to some Span¬ 
ish officials: As this last effort to reach even a provisional ar¬ 
rangement failed, I am leaving Spain. 

"Continued inability to negotiate a new film agreement with 
Spain is a highly unfavorable aspect of the commercial relations 
between TJ.S. and Spain. I had hoped and continue to hope that 
means will be found to reach a new agreement and thus eliminate 
the unsatisfactory relations which the absence of an agreement 
inevitably produce.”_ _ 

Spain’s Distributors Not Backed By 
Exhibs in Anti-U.S. Poker Game 

Variety’s .roundup story "Ban¬ 
ana Peel for Uncle Sam” (June 5) 
is being paraphrased here by Mo¬ 
tion Picture Export Assn, toppers 
who say that, in their recent tries 
for film peace with Spain, MPEA 
was showered with rotten oranges, 
peppered with slingshot olive pits, 
clobbered with Jai-Alai bats and 
tossed on the horns of thousand- 
pound bulls. 

Informed sources nevertheless 
say that the Yank position is 
stronger today than at any time in 
the history of the 22-month im¬ 
passe, even though Spain turned a 
deaf ear to moderate MPEA terms 
which included major concessions. 

Paradox is founded on the as¬ 
sumption that MPEA members will 
hold together firmly.to make the 
film embargo more effective than 
ever. The 10 member companies, 
it is pointed out, control about 95% 
of what comes off the Hollywood 
assembly lines and rigid restraint 
in the face of local distrib dollar 
dangling is fundamental to event¬ 
ual U. S. victory. 

Madrid observers say muscle 
flexing doesn't enter the picture. 
MPEA made that mistake in Aug. 
’55 when it first imposed the em¬ 
bargo in retaliation for a surprise 
decree (predated to July, ’55) 
emanating from the Direcion de 
Cine y Teatro, right smack in the 
middle of successful talks to renew 
the 1954 agreement. Embargo was 
riposte to decree compelling U.S. 
distrib? in Spain to release one 
Spanish film for every four im¬ 
ported. 

Developments during the past 22 
months have relegated the 4-1 de¬ 
cree to the ash heap of forgotten 
issues. At present, the embargo 
continues because the Spaftish dis- 
tribs will not give MPEA the op¬ 
portunity to call it off, but contin¬ 
uation of the embargo can now be 
justified as a survival measure to 
defeat Spain’s Own distributors’ 
objective of preventing a new 
agreement and thereby eliminating 
U. S. film positions in Spain. 

A number of important factors 
are cited to explain improved Yank 
position. The first is that fewer 
U.S. pix showed now pierce the 
film blockade. United Artists, for 
example, released 15 films in Spain 
last year, 10 of which went to C. B. 
Films. (U.A. Iberian outlet) per 
contract which has now expired. 
C. B. Films has not released a 
single American picture since 
March and a major deterrent to 
an effective embargo has been re¬ 
moved. In fact all contracts here 
with MPEA companies have term¬ 
inated and, with them, any chances 
that more than a mere trickle of 
Hollywood attractions will reach 
local screens. 

A second factor is that Spanish 
filmgoers are beginning to com¬ 
plain about the lamentable quality 
of current film fare and public 
clamor for U.S. product is getting 

,increased attention in the Spanish 

press. Appetite of the masses, 
whetted by local scribe ovations of 
Yank entries at Cannes and Span¬ 
ish fan mag; reports * of banner 
American product in the making, 
contrasts with mediocre non-Ameri¬ 
can product now around. 

Bearing the brunt of public dis¬ 
satisfaction are owners of close 
to 5,000 movie halls. The exhib 
group gate losses of 25-35%, once 
scoffed at as an exaggeration, are 
now accepted at face value as an. 
increasing number of filmviewers 
refuse to pay pesetas for below par 
product. Exhibs, in pressuring for 
Spain’s acceptance of moderated 
MPEA terms, explode distrib con¬ 
tention that MPEA should be kept 
out in the best Interests of the 
Spanish film industry.- 

Hochstetter Sanguine 
Of U^. Modus Vivendi 

With the Philippines 
Chances were held good this 

week that the Motion Picture Ex¬ 
port Assn, board would withdraw 
end-of-service notices to Philip¬ 
pine exhibitors in the wake of cer¬ 
tain proposals made by the Philip¬ 
pine government. 

Leo Hochstetter, the MPEA. rep 
in Japan, who’s beep covering the 
critical Manila situation, said in 
Gotham Monday (17) that he ex¬ 
pected the Philippines to withdraw 
its demands for back taxes, allow-, 
ing the conversations to be nar¬ 
rowed down to the current pro¬ 
posed tax structure, which changes 
the emphasis from net to gross 
earnings. 

With certain of the Philippine 
ministries favoring a settlement of 
the back-tax issue, the realization 
of such action would bring forth a 
quid-prorquo move from the Amer¬ 
icans via the withdrawal of' the 
notices, which have been author¬ 
ized, but have not yet gone out. 

MPEA contends that the assess¬ 
ment of the back taxes, plus penal¬ 
ties, is unjust and unfair in that 
the new tax law is applied to earn¬ 
ings accrued long before there was 
any thought of changes. The back- 
taxes would amount to millions of 
dollars. 

The other issues, according to 
Hochstetter, involve the accrued 
American funds in the Philippines 
from where the U.S. firms haven’t 
remitted since last July. About 
$8,500,000 are now in the com¬ 
panies’ accounts, and the Manila 
bank has refused to agree'to any 
compensation deal for fear of af¬ 
fecting the peso. 

Some other, arrangements are 
being discussed, such as a possible 
deal under which the Americans 
would buy gold in Philippine mines 
and sell it at the officii rate. Coin 
could then be remitted, though— 
obviously—a loss would he in¬ 
volved. 
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U.S. Distribs in Italy Await Move 
To Have Print Mixing Done There 

Home, June 11. 
American film companies In 

Jtaly, remembering the relatively 
recent “voluntary” resolution to do 
much of their color print process¬ 
ing in this country’s labs, a move 
into which they were more or less 
forced, are currently expecting a 
similar move in the field of print 
mixing. Local talk has it that the 
Italians are looking for a way to 
get U. S. companies to have much 
or all of their mixing done in 
Rome. While dubbing for . local 
market is done here in its entirety, 
final print mixing is often taken 
care of in London and New York. 
Reasons for this, besides important 
one of quality, is the price. One 
company spokesman here esti¬ 
mated it costs an average of $3,000 
more per film to mix in ' Roman 
labs and studios. 

Said to be one of the strongest 
partisans of the local move is Sal¬ 
vatore Persichetti of Fona Roma 
Studios, dubbing concern which 
has grown rapidly in recent times. 
It would stand to gain consider¬ 
ably from a switch in mixing sites 
to Rome. 

Incidentally, it’s reported in lo¬ 
cal circles that Fono Roma would 
like • to squeeze another dubbing 
studio, Suonitalia (a Metro sub¬ 
sidiary) which also handles some 
local mixing chores capably, out of 
the local lab-recording studio pic¬ 
ture in order to enforce its own po¬ 
sition. Fono Roma recently also 
bought into the newly-formed Euro 
International distrib outfit, which 
took over the bankrupt ENIC set¬ 
up. _' 

Mex Hotels’ Downbeat 
Slant on Big Tourist 

Coin Windfall in ’56 
Mexico City, June 11. 

Brass of the National Hotel Assn, 
do not agree with the optimistic es¬ 
timate by Dr. Francisco Villagran, 
director of the government’s tourist 
department, that visitors will enrich 
Mexico by mofe than $400,000,000 
this year. The department’s chief 
based his calculation upon the offi¬ 
cial expectancy of more tourists 
than evfer during 1957 because of 
increased air and road traffic from 
abroad, due to more and better 
highways and augmented, aviation 
services, particularly from the U. S. 

Dr. Villagran sees the new high 
record number of 700,000 tourists 
this year, thanks to more and im¬ 
proved transportation facilities and 
the payoff of publicity drives 
abroad, especially in the U. S. 

But the NHA, now headed by 
Oscar Munoz Gallgaris, says that 
up to May 31 this year, tourists 
spent 40% less than their level 
during the same period of 1956. 
Hotelmen contended, that estimates 
on how much tourism will do for 
Mexico should never be based upon 
the number of visitors but upon 
the average length of time the trip¬ 
pers stay down here. 

The hotelmen claim that former¬ 
ly tourists averaged a month £ach 
in Mexico, but nowadays the aver¬ 
age has shrunk to two and three 
days. 

What mine hosts asserted promp- 
ed Dr. Yillagran to assert that in¬ 
come from tourism is only off in 
Acapulco and the Federal District 
(Mexico City) but that on the 
whole, the tourist spending thus far 
in 1957 has been 9.2% ahead of- 
that during the same time of last 
year. Hotelmen did not applaud 
his statement that tourism will be 
Mexico’s top source of income this 
year, particluarly in the form of 
dollars. The Acapulco boniface 
complained that biz, large’v sup¬ 
ported by tourists, is so off right 
now that unless there is a marked 
upbeat and oronto not a few inns 
there will take a bath. 

Two Dublin Theatres 
Close for Alterations 

Dublin, June 11. 
Shuttering of Olympia Theatre 

here for structural alterations, re¬ 
quired by the city council as pre¬ 
requisite to the reissue of a 21- 
year license, is the second closing 
for the same, reason in two weeks. 
The Gate Theatre closed last week 
also for alterations. 

Added to these closings, which 
last until the fall, is the holiday 
season at the Abbey, the theatre 
closing for entire month of June 
for players’ holidays. Protests 
have been made in the past against 
this annual shuttering at height of 
tourist season but is claimed there 
is no second company to fill in. 
These# closings leave only one 
major legit, the Gaiety, in opera¬ 
tion here for the summer. Other 
smaller theatres, such as Pike and 
Globe, will continue to operate. 

See Lowest Ebb 
For Italian Prod. 

Rome, June 11. 
Unless the situation changes 

Sharply before the end of 1957, 
this year will mark the lowest ebb 
in Italo film production since 1950* 
the year in which the recent boom 
began. During the first four 
months this year, only 29 feature 
pix were made. Compared to other 
years, this marks a drop which, if 
continued, would bring this year’s 
feature total to some 90 pictures 
or 20 less than last year and 42 
less than 1955. Pic total rose to 107 
in 1951, and 174 in 1953 (the peak 
year). 

Drop in production has been 
closely followed by a similar de¬ 
crease in export of pictures, from 
a high of 2,239 operations in 1955 
to 2,032 in 1956, with .a much lower 
figure predicted for this year. 

With the lowering of production 
and export, there has been a con¬ 
sequent rise in the import pf for¬ 
eign' films, previously holding its 
own or on> the downgrade. The im¬ 
port figure, down to 307 some years 
back, has now crept back up to 
near the 40Q mark, with the major¬ 
ity increase being Yank produc¬ 
tions. 

CEA May Fight NFFC’s 
Plain for Telepix Loans 

London, June 11. 
Following up on the news that 

the National Film Finance Corp. is 
prepared to make loans for produc¬ 
tion of telefilms, and had in one 
case already done so, the Cinema¬ 
tograph Exhibitors Assn, has asked 
the NFFC to meet with it, and dis¬ 
cuss the subject. 

Since the NFFC announced its in¬ 
tentions the industry has expressed 
its strong disapproval. It main¬ 
tains that this was never intended 
to be the function of the corpora¬ 
tion,. Naturally enough, the CEA 
supports this and says-that it was 
never envisaged that the NFFC 
should support production other 
than for the theatre. 

Tecbnirama Makes Hit 
At London Screening 

London, June 18. 
Top brass of the British motion 

picture industry, along with high 
rankers from the Continent, at¬ 
tended the first demonstration in 
Britain of Technirama . at the 
Odeon, Leicester Square. The over¬ 
all impression in the trade here af¬ 
ter seeing the iOQ-minute demon¬ 
stration pic, “The Curtain Rises On 
Technirama,” seems to be that it 
might revolutionize exhibition. 

Staged by Technicolor, the dem¬ 
onstration included the Technirama 
double-frame Road Show Projec¬ 
tion System. Excerpts from many 
topline Hollywood, Continental and 
British Technirama pictures made 
recently, or noW in production, 
were also screened. 

Sturges Believes Anglo Versions 
of Gallic Films Will Click in U. S. 

No Pix in Iquitos, Peru 
Lima, June 11. 

Iquitos, Peru’s fifth largest city, 
is without a cinema, as of last 
Sunday. A crowd of more than 
200 people caused great damage 
last Saturday to the Excelsior, 
Bolognesi and Belen, the only 
three houses of this Amazon river 
port. Using the boost in admis¬ 
sion prices (5c) as an excuse, they 
broke seats, screen, equipment 
and displays. About thirty prints 
were destroyed by the frenzied 
crowd, including pix from various 
American companies. Most local 
newspapers state the disturbances 
were largely political. 

Sign Spanish Author 
For Yank Filins, Tele 

Madrid, June 11. 
Henri Leiser, here to produce 

American full-length and tele films, 
has just signed a deal with Barcel¬ 
ona Writer. Jose Mallorqui, where¬ 
by all of the writer’s works and 
personal services belong exclusive¬ 
ly to him. Mallorqui is rated 
Spain’s most translated author and 
has almost 2^000 books to his credit. 
Leiser has acquired rights to all 
this, which includes more than 1,- 
000 adventure-action stories which 
represent material for 10 different 
tv series. 

Mallorqui, who started his career 
as a radio script writer, has written 
an entire series called “Pueblo del 
Oeste” (Cities of the West); am 
other series of dramatized bi- 
ograplyes of American heroes of 
the time of the first settlers (Buf¬ 
falo Bill, Jesse James, Bill Travis, 
Kit Carson, Lex Corey, etc.). 

France Still Striving 
To Bolster Attendance 

At Its film Theatres 
Paris, June 18. 

The French yearly film pitch 
for greater attendance wound up 
today (Tues.). During this time a 
Salon Du Cinema was held, push¬ 
ing new and old pix, and trying 
to interest the public enough to 
get the 200,000,000 more patrons 
it needs per year to find some sort 
of equilibrium. Statistics show 
that on paper the French film is 
in fairly good shape, due mainly to 
the balance brought about by the 
government Film Aid Funds, but 
it still needs a healthy public rise 
in film attendance ‘ before it can 
truly get into the black. 

For 1956, both the governmen¬ 
tal Centre National Du Cinema 
and most industryites gave the 
Gallic pic a fair bill of health. In 
its favor was production which 
rose to 129 from the usual 100. 
Also, that France made a solid 
showing at international festival. 
Another favorable factor is that 
France is fourth in world produc¬ 
tion. Filmgoing has gone up 2 % 
over previous years and now has 
400,000,000 patrons per year: 

The debit side shows France has 
the lowest per capita filmgoing in 
Europe. Also that production costs 
have burgeoned and the average 
cost has gone up 25%. France has 
some good foreign markets in 
West Germany, Belgium; Switzer¬ 
land, Italy and the U.S., but it is 
not expanding enough. 

London’s Stoll Theatre 
To Be Demolished Soon 

London, June 18. 

One of London’s largest legit 

theatres, the Stoll, is to be demol¬ 

ished within the next two years. 

Prince Littler,. board chairman of 

tlm\ Stoll Theatres- Corp., told the 

receht annual stockholders’ meetr 

ng^that he had signed a tentative 

igreement to dispose of the prop¬ 
erty, which will be replaced by a 
| block of. offices, incorporating a 
small, modem theatre. 

He pointed out to stockholders 
that though .the agreement is only 
a provisional one at the moment, 
it is due to become a firm contract 
shortly. The last production at 
the theatre will probably be “Titus 
Andronicus,” starring Sir Lau¬ 
rence Olivier. It opens July 1 for 
a five-week run. 

The Stoll, which seats 2,400, was 
opened in November, 1911, as the 
London Opera - House. It was 
closed in March of this year, but 
with the repeal of the admissions 
tax on legit but it reopened on 
May 13 with, the Italian Opera, 
which is continuing. 

While admitting that one great 
disadvantage of the Stoll is- its 
location on the fringe of London’s 
theatre district, Littler has main¬ 
tained that it was “crippled” by 
taxation. 

'Death' in Peru 
“La Muerte Llego en el Seguhdo 

Show” (Death Arrived in the Sec¬ 
ond Show), first Peruvian film to 
be made in many years, had to 
stop work for a.few days because 
of the arrest of. director-producer 
Jose Maria Rosello because of an 
unpaid bill. Pic has a crime an-| 
gle and a couple, of days before 
the director’s imprisonment, Ro¬ 
sello had obtained cooperation of 
police in the use of men and patrol 
cars. 

Committee Sees Nudie 
Picture Sans Reporters 

Leeds, Eng., June 11. 
When Leeds Watch Committee 

attended a hush-hush showing of 
the nudist film, “Garden of Eden,” 
at the Taller Cinema here, the 
press was excluded. A few min¬ 
utes after one writer had entered 
the cinema, he was asked by a po- 
lxc superintendent to leave. It was 
stated that the Watch Committee 
chairman had requested that no 
press reps be present. 

This private showing also was 
attended by the city’s Chief of Po¬ 
lice and his assistant. On previ¬ 
ous occasions newsmen have been 
admitted to these showings. 

RxBizTVPact 
With BBC Ended 

London, June 18. 

The arrangement between the 

BBC and the British picture in¬ 

dustry for the supply of 20 com¬ 

paratively new feature pictures a 

year has been concluded before it 

really ever got going. Up until the 

time when the BBC announced 

that the arrangement had gone 

cold, it had never screened a pic¬ 

ture which came inside the frame¬ 

work of the setup. 
The BBC announcement said: 

“Agreement has been reached be¬ 
tween the BBC, the British Film 
Producers Assn., the Kinemato- 
grhph Renters Society and the 
Assn, of Specialized Film Produc¬ 
ers to bring to an end as of June 1, 
1957, the arrangement reached 
last November between the four 
bodies named above, respecting 
the showing by the BBC of films 
over 3,000 feet in length not made 
for television. 

When the arrangement was 
reached, the BBC sat back and 
waited for offers of pictures to 
start rolling in. They were still 
waiting up to the time it announ¬ 
ced the deal was off. The starting 
date for the arrangement was 
scheduled for Jan. 1, and it was to 
have provided a maximum of 20 
features of 1948 vintage or earlier 
each year. 

Throughout the negotiations, the 
CEA objected to the terms of the 
deal and had no part in the final 
discussions. The BBC, stated that 
there is no likelihood of them re¬ 
taliating by getting feature pic¬ 
tures from sources outside the con¬ 
trol of the industry, 

‘30 Seconds’ NSG On 
(j Roadshowing in Tokyo 

Tokyo, June 11. 

The 10-day roadshowing of “30 
Seconds Over Tokyo” here was dis¬ 
appointing at the b.Q., this being 
the film’s first showing in Japan. 
Viewers expressed dismay over the 
too obvious fabrication of the 
Tokyo targets. Others claimed they 
were duped into thinking it was a 
new film. Scenes indicating Japan¬ 
ese atrocities were cut, including 
the entire sequence after the fliers 
land on the China coast. 

Produced by Metro, the picture 
was originally considered for re¬ 
lease here about four years ago. 
After screenings for local digni¬ 
taries, it was decided to withhold 
release at the time. MGM eventu¬ 
ally sold the Japan distribution 
rights to Eihai. An Eihai spokes¬ 
man said he anticipated better b.o. 
when the film plays outside Tokyo. 
There were no evident protests off 
demonstrations. over the showing. 

Rank to Handle French Pic 
London, June 18. 

‘—The Films de, (France pic,-“Paris 
Palace Hotel,” Is to be distributed 
in Britain by J. Arthur Rank Film 
Distributors. 

The film stars Charles Boyer, 
Francois Amoul and Roberto Risso. 
It’s directed by Henri YerneuiL 

. Paris, Jujie 18. 
Preston Sturges, whose first Gal¬ 

lic pic, “Les Carnets Du Major 
Thompson” (The . Notebooks of 
Major Thompson) in its English 
version, “The French, They Are A 
Funny Race,” is scoring at the N.Y. 
arty theatre, the Baroriet, feels 
that this supports his contention. 
This is that an Anglo version of a 
Gallic pic; made for 10% more of 
the budget, probably has more 
chance in the U.S. than the main 
French version, 

Sturges believes that the in- * 
trinsically Ofellic aspects of the 
original version might have 
blunted some of the comedy points 
put across in making a parallel 
Anglo one. The pic cost $500,000 
with $50,000 for the English side- 
by-side one. 

Sturges said that such fragile 
but excellent French films as Rene 
Clair's “The Big Maneuvers” and 
Jean Renoir’s “French Cancan” 
might have made it in the U.S. 
with directly done English forms. 

Of course, this is not a nevr 
thing with the French and is a 
topic one cannot generalize on. The 
costumer, “Marie. Antionette,” has 
an English setup written by Nancy 
Mitford which still goes a-begging. 
Ditto “Le Rouge Et Le Noir” (The 
Red and the Black), the late Max 
Ophuls' “Lola Montes” and others. 

Notre Dame De Paris,” with. 
Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony 
Quinn, has one which Allied Art¬ 
ists will release in the U.S., and 
one is being made now with Doro¬ 
thy Dandridge and Curd Jurgens, 
‘^Tomango,” being directed by 
John Berry. 

At any rate with a man like 
Sturges, who thinks in English, it 
is a good idea to make two hngu- 
lears on his pix. This will prob¬ 
ably be done with his next opus, 
“The Magnificent Disaster,” which 
he will make with Eddie Constan¬ 
tine. It is about a deported U.S. 
gangster and his effect on his old 
home town in Italy. 

Spanish Director Hosts 
John D. Lodge at Studio 

Madrid, June 11. 

Ladislao Vajda, Hungarian-born 

Spanish director of “Marcelino,” 

“Afternoon At A Bullfight” and 

“My Uncle Jacinto,” played host to 

Ambassador and Mrs. John Davis 

Lodge and. a gala gathering of 

Spanish government film and indus¬ 

try personalities at Charmartin Stu¬ 

dios. Ostensibly a sendoff for Pe¬ 
ter Ustinov on winding his star role 
in “An Angel Lands in Brooklyn,” 
fete gave Vajda a chance to show 
off a painstaking set, a copy of 
Gotham’s Little Italy streets. It 
is one of the biggest, most expen¬ 
sive sets in European film history, 
according to Director Vajda. Bud¬ 
geted at 2,400,000 pesetas ($57,- 
000), the Little Italy decor cost is 
equivalent to the entire budget 
of an average Spanish film. 

Vajda originally planned to lo¬ 
cation in New York City but found 
costs so high, he flew over with 
only a local photog. Returning to 
his Madrid base with 300 photos, he 
had Art Supervisor Antonio Si-, 
mont reconstruct the lower Manhat¬ 
tan street. “Angel” dialogue is be¬ 
ing recorded in three languages! 
Ustinov in English, Araldo Tier! in 
Italian and Pablito (Marceliho) 
Calvo and remainder of cast In 
Spanish. 

Jap-Russo War Film 
Sock at Nip Wickets 

Tokyo, June 11.’ 
A Shintoho film, “Emperor Meijl 

and the Great Russo-Japanese 
War,” is done of the greatest nation¬ 
wide boxoffice hits here in recent 
years and reportedly pulled the 
company out of financial straits. 
Success of the film is believed to 
be leased on a nostalgic no&> re¬ 
calling the glory days 'of Japan. 

While ballyhoo was strong on a 
nationalistic theme, the Cinema- 
Scope entry seems to have greater 
impact with its behind the scenes 
byplay rather than with the ac¬ 
tual battle recreations; In Nagoya 
the picture set a house record at 
the Grand Odeon when it drew 
12,258 people at this 1,300-seater. 
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Peelers So Popular in Blase Paris 
They Become B.O. Hits in Legiters 

Paris, June 18. 
The era of the striptease here 

now has extended to legit thea¬ 
tres. Besides the 15 niteries us¬ 
ing strippers, there are now eight 
theatres which depend on peelers 
for patronage lure. It was a case 
of the legit operators, searching 
for something new to bolster pa¬ 
tronage, deciding to go for the 
striptease ‘“art.” 

If Parisian boite and legit thea¬ 
tre owners found nothing new to 
add to show biz lore or entertain¬ 
ment, the peeling down of some 
attractive looking young girls 
caught the eye of tourists as well 
as natives of Paris and the Prov¬ 
inces. And it started the turn¬ 
stiles turning rapidly. Now about 
124 shapely chassis are undraped 
every night to oglers at these 15 
night spots and eight - theatres. 
This number of peelers does not 
include the standard nudes of the 
old standard revues who come 
out in the flesh without the pro¬ 
duction routine of the strippos. 

So it appears that flesh and not 
fantasy still remains one of the 
hottest draws here. There have 
been pointed arguments about the 
striptease, and the French have 
blamed it on the Americans and 
vice-versa. But it boils down to 
a show biz staple; hence, as long 
as there is the gape for the un¬ 
drape, it likely will go on. 

It has been said before that the 
Crazy Horse Saloon started the 
bonanza. Owner Allain Bemardin 
still has the knack of getting 
young lookers and giving them 
some production gloss to make 
his spot the top purveyor. There 
is also the Sex Appeal, the house 
which serves as die headquarters 
of the Strip Club; the Sexy, the 
Grisbi, Piano Club, Night Club, 
College Inn, Indifferent, etc. Most 
of the others have at least one 
peeler worked into the proceed¬ 
ings. 

A good strip girl can make a 
cool 1,000,000 francs per month— 
about $3,000. This has made the 
ill-paid chorines around town 
livid. Many try to be imitative, 
but it seems that not everybody 
can do it. 

Strip Ups Regular Theatre Biz 
• The strip, in the guise of a re^ 

vue, now is giving biz to regular 
theatres which heretofore strug¬ 
gled with straight legit and “art.” 
Comedie-Caumartin has “Monda- 
nites Libertines,” and is racking 
up grosses now while it lan¬ 
guished with Ibsen and Sartre. 
plays. Theatre De L’Etoile, long 
a longhair terp center, comes up 
with the unsubtie “Paris Strip 
Tease.” 

Potiniere gives up boulevard i 

comedy for the more lucrative 
“Frivolites Indiscretes,” while 
Cofnedie De Paris goes from legit 
offbeaters t o “Burlesques D e 
Paris.” Bobino, once a vauder, is 
now playing “Feerie Sexy,” ABC 
went from * operetta to “Paris 
Plaisirs,” Capucines from comedy 
to “Paris Galante,” and Varietes 
from a Sacha Guitry hit revival to 
a nude show, as yet untitled. 

It-shows that this is one type of 
show biz entry that is interna¬ 
tional. 

Kirk Douglas to Shoot 
Second Pic in Germany 

Frankfurt, June, 11. 
When Kirk Douglas finishes his 

current film, being produced in 
Germany, the Byrna Production, 
"Paths of Glory,” will remain here 
and pfoduce the second pic for. his 
own company. Followup, like the 
first, will be shot in Munich’s 
Geiselgasteig Studios. It’s due to 
start rolling in mid-July, under the 
title, “The Vikings.” a 
. Cast includes Kirk Douglas, 
Janet Leigh, Tony Curtis, Ernest 
Borgnine and Michael Rennie. 
Richard Fleischer is directing. 
“The Vikings” is based on a novel 
by Edison Marshall. It, like “Paths 
of Glory,” is set for United Artists 
release. 

Yanks Disclaim Blame 
For Actor Wage Tilts 

. ^ Rome, June 11, 
Yank observers here are skep¬ 

tical about cries of alarm recently 
voiced by Italian film circles to the 
effect that all-American films cur¬ 
rently produced in Italy has tended 
to Inflate the actor market via high- 

. er wages paid to Italian thesps for 
their efforts in U. S. pix. Argument 
-has been used repeatedly by Ital¬ 
ians, who dislike Yank companies’ 
production of pix here on their 
own. They would prefer a system 
of true co-productions between the 
U. S. and Italo outfits. 

Though exact figures are difficult 
to obtain, consensus among Yanks 
here seems to be that Italians work¬ 
ing in U. S. pix are paid “similar” 
wages to those they might earn for 
an equal effort in a similar Italian 
pic. Recent example was made in 
the case of Walter Chiari, top 
young Italo comic, who is claimed.] 
to have asked for triple his normal 
(local) wages for his stint in the 
Robson-Herbert indie, “The Little 
Hut,” (M-G). But actual wage later 
was cut back to normal or there¬ 
abouts. 

Berlin Producers 
Big Remake Plans 

Berlin, June 11. 
Kurt Ulrich, head of Berolina 

-and CCC Berlin’s most important 
pic producing outfit, is trying to 
get Marilyn Monroe for the title 
role in his remake of the old UFA 
pic, “The Blue Angel.” Latter, 
directed by Joseph von Sternberg 
27 years ago, helped establish the 
career of Marlene Dietrich. 

Local trade, of course, is some¬ 
what dubious about Ulrich’s abil¬ 
ity to get La Monroe. After all, 
too often have domestic producers 
tried to hire Hollywood stars for 
their pix within the past years. In 
nearly all cases, too high salaries 
(for German standards) demanded 
by U. S; artists brought such plans 
to a collapse. However, the Mon¬ 
roe deal by Ulrich seems likely 
since she is reported favorable to¬ 
wards it. Fact that Berolina owns 
the remake rights may have the 
way if her contracts do not inter¬ 
fere. 

Artur Brauner’s CCC, the other 
very successful film producing out¬ 
fit in the divided city, has |lso big 
plans. Outfit has at least? 14 pix 
on its 1957-’58 roster, a nearly sen¬ 
sational number by German stand¬ 
ards. Brauner calls “Peer Gynt,” 
which will star Curd Juergens, one 
of his biggest projects. Another 
big pic is Goethe’s “Faust.” Both 
are remakes. “Faust,” made by F. 
W. Murnau with Emil Jannings in 
1925, was one of the history-mak¬ 
ing German silents and made 
Camilla Horn, a star.—“Peer Gynt” 
was made by Dr. Fritz Wendhau- 
scn in the 30’s. 

While Berolina is concentrating 
more on sure-fire boxoffice pix, 
Braurier’s CCC is a more fastidi¬ 
ous outfit. For the third consecu¬ 
tive year it’s a CCC production 
which is running as an official Ger¬ 
man entry at the Berlin Film Fes¬ 
tival. In 1955. CCC contributed 
“The Rats” to the local film fete. 
Last year, it was “Before Sun¬ 
down.” This year, it wilf’be “The 
Last Ones Will Be the First Ones.” 
Last-named, which Rolf Hansen 
directed and which. wilt see re¬ 
lease by Constantin, stars Swedish 
Ulla Jacobsson (her fourth Ger¬ 
man pic), O. E. Hasse and Maxi¬ 
milian Schell. 

A controversial pic here is “The 
Third Sex,” currently being di¬ 
rected by Veit Harlan for Area. 
Film, which stars Paula Wessely 
and Paul Dahlke, centers around, 
you guess it* homosexuality. This 
Constantin release> however, is no 
remake.' 

Nudity in Kevue Set - 
For Edinburgh Fest 

Edinburgh, June 11. 
A Midnight Glamor Revue will 

be presented nightly at the Palla¬ 
dium Theatre during the upcoming 
International Edinburgh Festival. 
Show consists of items from the re¬ 
vue at the Irving Theatre in Lon¬ 
don. It will include a bit of strip¬ 
tease and some near-nudity. 

Plan is to cater to concert and 
playgoers who seek a little late- 
night relaxation. The Palladium, 
native vaudery, normally features 
Scot vaude seasons, with resident 
comedians. 

BFPA to Study Means for Control 
Of Product on Britain’s Tele 

Yank Pix High 
On Paris List 

Of Hit Films 
Paris, June 18. 

Now is the time that the Gallic 

film fiscal season is wrapped up. 

Figures on a film’s career can be 

calculated on the Paris first-run 

take since this is about 30% of 

the overall gross. And usually, 

as Paris goes, so goes most of 

France and the other French- 

speaking areas.. Some latecomers 
have broken into the big time 
which is ahyc production that 
grosses over $150,000 in its first- 
run status. However, final figures 
have remained about the same 
with Gallic pix the main biggies 
followed by U.S. entries. 

Topper is still the new version 
of “Notre-Dame pe Paris,” with 
Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony 
Quinn, for a whopping $603,000, 
followed, by the ironic pic on the 
occupation “La Traversee De 
Paris,” It landed $489,000.” 
“Gervaise” took in $365,000 and 
another version of “Michael Stro- 
goff,” $387,000. 

Then Paramount’s “War and 
Peace” wound a sixmonth run 
at two small arties with $354,000. 
And it was Par again with Alfred 
Hitchcock’s “Man Who Knew Too 
Much” for $336,000. The Gallic 
“Arsene Lupin” took in a fine 
$273,00 and “Anastasia” (20th), 
$255,000. 

First bigseale GaHin musical, 
“Folies Bergere,” with a title 
natural and Zizi Jeaqmarie and 
Eddie Constantine, came in ’ for 
$246,000. ^“Trapeze” (UA) had 
$245,000. 

Then, ranging from $243,000 
down to $150,000, came Sacha 
Guitry’s wry comedy, “Assassins 
Et Voleurs” (Killers and Rob- 

U.S. Sends Four Pix 
'♦ London, June 11. 

{ The British Film Producers Assn, 
j will call a meeting of the Joint 

T/y Tricli EVqfival ; Committee of the four trade asso- insn resuyai eiations to reopen discussions on 
mu fry O Cork, June II. ; the control of pictures on British 
The U S. was among 14 coun-, tv< Sir Henry L. French. BFPA 

tries represented at World Film (prexy, said that both in America, 
Week, non-competitive festival 
which substituted for the Inter¬ 
national Festival held here last 

and Britain, exhibitors had suf¬ 
fered severely by the transfer of 
pix to tv which hed been made ex- 

year. Application to International f pressly for thc theatre. Now the 

rS ^SS0‘. an association wants to nrevent new 
“ “J? SEJJS I Pictures from passing to tele be- 
grounds of too many festivals. r fQj-p thev find boon ^^nor^llv re- 
The U.S. sent “Fire Down Below”! j®f*iney a tecn ^ncr‘Ji> re' 
(Col), “Tea and Sympathy” (M-G),' c;_ fh-w 
riiin Onomintror’c' Pncrlieli m-Jfl * falT HCHiy StllCl BFPA IT10m^ 
“St. Joan” (UA) and Columbia’s bers felt tjiat they had to get down 

-Admirable Crlehton.” . I thai ewr tofore lh added" that 
European studios, dominated there was .,cr>. svmDathy’i 

the fest features and.shorts »nd , amDng produccI,s fo. exhibs In 

annearanee, tanne,?m»S,^r™S ' their dCsire l0 P^VCDt tv interests appearances. Documentarj - mak gating new pictures. 

The main problem wr.s whether 
ers Paul Rotha and Basil Wright: 
were among the lecturers. 

New Italo Outfit 
Absorbing ENIC 

Rome, June 11. _. w --^ — 
The bankrupt ENIC distribution ; a!*ei[natlY? proposal 

“Knock on Wood” (Par), “Richard 
III” (Par)* “Giant” (WB); Fernan- 
del’s pic, “L’Homme A L’lmper- 
miable” (The Man in the Rain¬ 
coat), and a small budget Gallic 
comedy, “Courte Tete.” 

Cinerama, in its 18th exclusive 
week, is up to $400,000; and Mike 
Todd’s “Around World in 80 
Days” (UA), at advanced prices, 
is in for about $18,000 per week. 

HEAT WAVE SLOUGHS 
PART OF MEX PIX BIZ 

Mexico City, June 11. 

Cinemas throughout. Mexico are 

taking a bad boxoffice beating 

from the prolonged (and unprece¬ 

dented. for recent times) heat 

Wave that has farming and the 
cattle industry staggering. The 
film trade .figures exhibitors’ loss 
from so many patrons staying 
away because few cinemas are- 
air-conditioned, at ’ more than 
$250,000 a week, heavy coin down 

French Fete Tom Brandon Three big cinemas shuttered in 

Paris, June 18. 
Thomas Brandon, U.S. foreign 

film distrib. is being feted here by 
Unifrance Fill*, the Gallic govern¬ 
ment and industry body which 
hypoes French pix abroad. This 
is in honor of what he did to pro¬ 
mote the French film in the past 
plus the recent Festival of Great 
French Films he packaged for a 
fivemonthrun at the Baronet Thea¬ 
tre, N.Y. plus the French retrospec¬ 
tive season at the Museum of Mod¬ 
ern Art and visit of a group of Gal¬ 
lic stars. 

Brandon showed 12 past out¬ 
standing Gallic pix in his program 
and it is now hooked into 20 thea-' 
tres. | 

chain, one of the most important 
in Italy, soon will be taken over by 
the now-forming company, Euro In¬ 
ternational Film, thus relieving 
some pressure on the debt-ridden 
government-subsidized sector of the 
Italo film industry. Formal an¬ 
nouncement is expected soon. 

It’s reported that Carlo Giulli- 
Ruggieri will be the outfit’s future 
prexy while Giulia Sbarigia, of 
Fono Roma dubbing studios; Mario 
Zama, Salvatore Bersichetti, Pietro 
Mander and others form the direc¬ 
torial nucleus of the take-over 
group. It’s understood that the 
Haggiag brothers have an interest 
and would bring some 15 import 
licenses to the “new” ENIC (now 
Euro International) which, in ad-1 
ditiort to five which Mario Zama i 
controls, would . give the company ] 
its starting program. The Haggiaj 

films could be embargoed, while 
. still in the production stage, from 

1 future tv use. The BFPA topper 
s said this was because of the fear-^- 
:“or certainty”—that such an em- 
1 bargo in distribution contract 

w-ould prevent any financier from 
i putting up money for a picture 
i under this condition, 
i The Cinematograph Exhibitors 

Assn, had asked the BFPA to put 

which would have - virtually the 
same effect, but after disclussing 
the matter it was found to be “ex¬ 
tremely difficult.’’ It was of no in¬ 
terest to the industry to protect 
exhibs if the protective steps 
meant there would be no new pic¬ 
tures as a result. 

Sir Henry said that the last sug¬ 
gestion put forward by his BFPA 
was that a small sub-committee 
should be set up to deal with the 
problem. 

New Releasing Company 
Absorbs Bankrupt Film 

Company, Italian ENIC 
Rome, June 11. 

_0     oo—o , Euro International Film, a newly 
main activity in Rome, of course, j formed releasing company, has 
is Dear. Film (which releases all j absorbed the debt-ridden, bank- 
UA product). 1 nipt, government-subsidized Ital- 

The new combine, said also to I jan distribution chain, ENIC, po- 
involve some Genoese money, and j ™?1Iy °ne °fTtJ?e lariiests m this 
mainly comprised of film industry I J ntry< Capital is posted as $75,- 
people, would take over ENIC’s old 1 .. ... . a. 
physical structure and reportedly * n„.rew19lls ^ organization takes 
most of its personnel. While cur- i l?°w-5fy dfJpe°de.n^s .fr<?m 
.rent deal is only for the ENIC re- j !?elJfcas phys}cal facilities 
leasing structure. ENIC’s theatre ■ .t^e. .country- 111 Je~ 

hers), “Rains of Ranchipur” (20th), I chain, the largest in the country, is i here^*>ln ?fder ^pd a 
— ' “ .- -- * ‘'expected to be disposed of in the! ^ the old ENIC 

near future. Torello Ciucci is han- ^ iTfUp aAtremS?’ dous debt in the last few years, the 
Italian 

Monterrey for the while because 
of being so hard hit by the heat. 
This eastern industrial center 
(near Texas) is the capital otf 
Nuevo Leon state, this city being 
hardest hit of all Mexican com¬ 
munities. Torrid weather there 
caused 40 deaths in eight days. 

Mei Legiters in Red 
Mexico City, June 11. 

After doing well last year, local 
legit theatres are running in the 
red this season because of lack of 
interest by the public. 

Losses of from $l,200-to-$4,000 
are reported. 

dling bankruptcy settlements. . __ * , 
-rmrr, .. , ... ! Italian government, whose while 

With ENKI on its way to settle- elephant it basically was. agreed to 

n?f.ntJ,J:in^'<3 ,(ProduTctl°?\’ fine* put up $1,500,000 for severance 
citta*(Studios), and Institute Luce j payments and other similar take- 
(Documentary), all similarly gov- oyer expenses. High amount is 
ernment subsidized organizations,; justified here by fact that the eom- 
remain to be disposed of. Debt-; pany remains Italian, guaranteeing 
ndden to the tune <of several bil- i an outlet to local product «in ad- 
lion Lire, these outfits .have helped ; dition to an announced program of 
engender ill-feeling in this country ; “quality” foreign releases', in the 
and its film industry in particular , faCe of strong competition from 
via its vast chain of unpaid bills, j Yank distribs. 
This was particularly demoralizing j Understood* also that while pix 
here because of the government taken for release by ENIC pass to 
backing these companies have. ’ Euro International for distribution 

(those -items owned outright by 
• * j. m i • ; ENIC remain the property of the 

r3ir L3QV leCIWIGllB FNIC reeievership, even though 
n J tn* •» ¥V1 , the new group releases them. New 
rfll* MOI Fllmiicir^l c<5mPany also plans a limited pro- 
ror Ulgl riimusicai giam of productions in addition to- 

Paris. June 18. its releasing activity, but expects 
Metro’s pic version of Colette's to do this without minimum guar- 

book, “Gigi,” is set to roll here antee setups. 
July 15, with Vincent Minelli di- Takeover leaves the ENIC ex- 
reeting and Arthur Freed produc- bib setup still to be disposed of. 
ing. Musical is being adapted by Talk here is that another exhib 
Alan Jay Lerner and Fritz Loewe. chain, ECI. will slowly absorb the 
who have managed to escape the many theatres ENIC controls 
exigencies of “My Fair Lady” long throyghout the country. 
enough to do it. Pic will star Les- •-— 
lie Caron, Maurice Chevalier and. 
Irene Dunne. 

Lerner and Loewe are appljdng 
the same format they did to 
“Lady,” which is keeping the story 
intact and having the music and Nichiei Kabushiki Kaisha. has 
dances arise from and progress the | been organized, apparently formed 
story. This is a far cry from Gal- : from the remnants of the off-again- 
lic musical tastes where they are on-again Nichiei which was sup- 
still in the 1900 operetta syndrome., posed to become the seventh Japan 

American musicals, both on ; major. New firm is capitalized at 
stage and film, rarely go here and $250,000 and will not operate chain 
this has been a headache to Amer- ' theatres. 
ican film companies for years. Ler- Promoters*c=f the new enterprise 
ner & Loewe feel that a definite are Kunizo Matsuo, prez of Sen- 
change has to come about in Gal-. tochi Entertainments, and Mashai 
lie musical tastes before they can Soga, former managing director of 
cart unveil “Lady” here. i Daiei, 

I 

New Jap Production Co. 
A new 

Tokyo, June 11. 
indie production firm. 
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WE’RE READY AND ROLLING...A LINE 
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Prom the front pages of the world ... Inspiring naval action steeped 
with diplomatic bluff. The terrier-like tactics of three little ships that 
spelled the death of a dark raider ... and a rendezvous with destiny! 

PURSUIT OF THE GRAF SPEE 
JOHN GREGSON • ANTHONY QUAYLE • PETER FINCH 
A Colorful Masterpiece from the Team That Made “The Red Shoes” • VistaVision 
__ * Color by Technicolor 
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The true inside story of Scotland Yard’s 
crime-busters... and the courageous 

women who live in constant fear every 

moment their men are on a case. 

THE THIRD KEY 
with JACK HAWKINS 

Delectable. DIANA DORS and TV's genial “HEY 
JEANNE” Carson rock you with a crazy mixed-up 
jamboree of jazz, jive and a jumbo-size hit parade 
of top tunes. 

"AS LONG AS 
THEY’RE HAPPY 

EASTMAN COLOR 

Bugged ANTHONY STEEL hides a savage secret in 
the mysterious burning sands of North Africa ... 
ablaze with vivid splendor, torrid heat and violence. 
Bewitching new Italian beauty, ANNA MARIA SANDRI 
is the lovely Arab girl who flaunts the rigid code 
of the desert in 

THE BUCK TEHT 
Color by. Technicolor VistaVision 

A human story that will lift up your 
heart...put wings qp your feet...fill 
your eyes with tears... and .then 
crack your funnybone! Sparked by the 
loyalty and wisdom of a wonderful 
wayward child.. vcalled 

JACQUELINE 
with 

JOHN GREGSON and KATHLEEN RYAN 

»» 

(Audiences loved him 
in "Genevieve” and "Doctor 
In The House”) vV 

He laughed at life’s tough 

breaks . v. yet with rare, 

raw courage he led 

his gay, reckless pilots... 

winning battles in the 

sky... and women’s hearts 

on the ground! 

ANTHONY STEEL Hid JAMES ROBERTSON JUSTICE in 
the fascinating behind-the-scenes stories of a great 
airport... its romance, comedy, drama and spine- 
tingling suspense. 

OUT T°H’. CLOUDS 
Another winner from the man win defighted yni with "The Lady* 

KiHers,” "The Cruel Sea” and "The lavender HI Meb.” • Eastman Color 

DIANA DORS had the figure. 
JOHN GREGSON had the fig¬ 
ures ... in tong green (her fa¬ 
vorite color). She had every¬ 
thing it takes... to take every¬ 
thing he had! Titilating tunes, 
hilarious high-jinks, gold- 
standard gals. 

VistaVision, 

Color by 
Technicolor 

'VALUE 
FOR 

MONEY' 
JOHN CKCSOM if‘‘GMMvitn" 

fiM is tita fir wtlw ride, 
this tee...hy hintbeofeM 

DIANA DORS 

POKALfl 3WA*A jfiM&flWHSfM 

SINDE8 DORS CARSON JUSTICE,. 
“Alt ALLIGATOR NAMED DAISY” 

Cptqr hy Tethfticotcfr - Vist*Vw?n 

juso statuM Stanley HoSoway Ttotapd tjufser 
to Jack Bines Ww«f to k*ynh)nd $ln)SS - 

ttottud b*T leesTfiompson 

JACK JAn£TT£ JWNKE 
BUCHANAN SCOTT-CARSON DEBASE, 

“AS LONG AS THEY’RE HAPPY" 
In Eastman Color - too ■*£*#«* 

STEPHEN TERRY DORS 
Stfewpiay to JUtmtttoi&e. east* on iiBfc-Phy to Vernon Sytyeiws 

M**ThomtiSDrt. - SfTOSS 

REGIONAL AND 

BRANCH SALES 

OFFICES 

ATLANTA 
188 Luckie Street, N. W. 

JAckson 4-8137 

BOSTON 
260 Tremont Street 

HAncock 6-3960 

CHICAGO 
1325 So. Wabash -Ave. 

Wtbster 9-4407 

DALLAS 
412 So. Harwood Street 

.Riverside 8-5969 
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UP OF BOX-OFFICE ENTERTAINMENT 
A handful of women and children relentlessly driven by the 
-Japanese through the Jungle of Malaya. Nevil Shufe'j \ 
world best-selling novel. Unforgettable, sun-searing jour¬ 
ney, that'separated the dream of love with a nightmare 
of terror. 

A TOWN LIKE ALICE 
Starring VIRGINIA McKENNA and PETER FINCH 

Tough, taut, action-packed thriller as 
timely as today's newspaper ... expos¬ 
ing the infernational underworld. 

"TRIPLE 
DECEPTION” 

Handsome, new screen idol Michael 
Craig mixes his gun-shot rough-hous- 
ing with- romancing of a lovely Ameri-jfa 
can charmer. VistaVision Color by Technicolor 

•frm m b*»t Mllfcf novel. 

DIANA DORS ... the delectable morsel of torso .. „ 
and TV’s peach of a gal, “HEY JEANNIE” CARSON ... 
get all wrapped up with the preposterous perfect pet. 

AN ALLIGATOR 
NAMED DAISY 

...with JAMES ROBERTSON JUSTICE ef “Dttter In 
The Hause” and the favarite af “My Fair Lady", 
STANLEY HOLLOWAY. 

VistaVision. Color by Technicolor 
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HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE 
NEW DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE? 

Here’s the Justy, love-happy 
answer thru the lively eyes of 
nurses. . . . They know their 
minds ... but not their hearts! 

^ "THE GENTLE TOUCH1 
Color by Technicolor 

A super-charged story 'mid the color¬ 
ful scenic wonders of sunny Italy. A 
violent sequence of events..casting 
its threatening shadows ... high¬ 
lighted by the world’s most thrilling 
international road race. 

'CHECKPOINT 
ANTHONY STEEL at the wheel . . . 
and after the girls! 

EASTMAN COLOR 

*55 .t» S' * 
•• Ul -:c -S 

iSpii1 

From the best-selling novel by A. J. Cronin. 
Against a violent background of a sensitive 
gardener’s friendship with the son of a 
lonely, jealous-hearted Consul emerges a fy 
colorful, haunting classic... (J 

_ brilliantly portrayed. ,,i 
The 

SPANISH GARDENER” [i 
Starring DIRK BOGARDE Color by Technicolor ✓—- \ 

VistaVision \ y\ '/A 

ROD STEIGER'S greatest starring role as the crooked 
financier who gambles with International intrigue. 

ACROSS THE BRIDGE 
by Graham Greene 

HELL DRIVERS 
The tough, action crammed story of truck drivers 

who ride with death...for high stakes. 
Starring STANLEY BAKER, PEGGY CUMMINS and HERBERT LOM 
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STEEL SINBEN SANDRi 
“THE BLACK TENT" 
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STEEL VERSOIS BAKER JUSTICE- 
“CHECKPOINT” 
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CRAIS ARKALL BE BANZiE-BATES., 
‘‘TRffLE BECEPTWIT 
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Djyiif teot Gerard Omy Sedffrey 
kr ftqifeeiE Sudtoet 2c Bff a» Forbes 

fioebortiv Vw«ft A. £or - -by fitly Green ' ^ 
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. . ANTitOWf DAWB HAHGO 

STEEL* 8EATTT • KNIGHT-LORENZ 
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20th CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS 

lyrone power 
mel ferrer 

ava gardner 
errol flynn 
eddie albert 
IN DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S PRODUCTION OF 

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S 

the sun also rises 
DIRECTED BY HENRY KING 

GNEMaScOPE: COLOR by DELUXE 

WITH 
GREGORY RATOFF * JULIETTE GRECO 

MARCEL DALIO • HENRY DANIELL 

AND ROBERT EVANS 

PRODUCED BY 

DARRYL F. ZANUCK 
SCREENPLAY BY 

PETER VIERTEL 
Based on the novel by ernest hemingway 

in a year of achievement, nothing greater from 20th! 
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‘Foreign Films Strictly Commersh’; 
Miami ‘Art Festival’ Probably 

Limited to Eight Nominations 
Differences of opinion have 

arisen re the arrangments of a for¬ 
eign film fair in connection with 
the Theatre Owners of America an¬ 
nual convention at Miami this fall. 
There is a possibility that, unless 
an understanding is reached, the 
fair may be abandoned. 

Plan for the festival has been 
drawn up by TOA executives and 

- v.ill be discussed in New York this 
week when TOA leaders come to 
town for the arbitration meetings. 
Even if TOA approves the details, 
question still remains whether the 
independent distributors will coop- 

erpresent intention Is to have eight 
Imports shown, at the rate of two a 
day. Several theatres in Miami 
would be used, with admission 
charged for the public. A rotating 
screening setup has been under 
consideration, but isn t considered 
practical by some. 

TOA at one time planned to ex¬ 
pand the fair into a much bigger 
affair than it was last year in New 
York. This idea is supported by 
some of the indies who’d also like 
to see foreign stars imported to 
give the event stature. Whereas 
some of the indies would like to see 
Miami developed into a "little Can¬ 
nes,” others would prefer to stick 
to a more commercial—and practi¬ 
cal-format. Question of finances 
also enters. 

WON’T RECONSIDER 
‘CHRIST IN CONCRETE’ 

Washington, June 18. 
The U.S. Supreme Court re¬ 

fused yesterday (17) to hear an ap¬ 
peal on a $25,000 damage verdict 
in connection with the screen 
adaptation of Pietro Di Donato s 
"Christ In Concrete.” 

The verdict was won by John 
Szekelv who sued Eagle-Lion, Gen¬ 
eral Film Distributors. J. Arthur 
Rank. Rod Geiger and Nat Bron- 
stein for infringement of his copy¬ 
righted adaptation. The appeal 
v as from the-N«Y. federal district 
court. . : 

Szekelv was hired in 1947 by 
Geiger to adapt the book. Price 
was $35,000. with $10,000 paid in 
advance. Szekelv reserved title to 
the script until payment in full. 
Author didn't get the balance and 
.vied. He won a verdict for $25.- 
000 plus interest. 

Amusement Securities 
B-. Gerald Cantor, Wall 

Street broker and board mem¬ 
ber of National Theatres, is 
continuing his buy-ups of Na¬ 
tional stock. He ; picked up an 
additional 3,500 shares, bring¬ 
ing his total holdings to 26,- 
000. 

Robert Lehman, directqr of 
20th-Fox, bought 5,000 jnore 
shares of this company's com¬ 
mon securities, upping his 
total to 25,000 shares. Dud¬ 
ley G. Layman, director and 
financial v.p. of List Indus¬ 
tries (RKO Theatres), now 
owns 31,860 shares of this out¬ 
fit's common after selling 
7,000. 

Loew’s Boardmen To 
Glimpse Coast Studios, 

Vogel’s Tranformations 
The board of directors of Loew’s 

Inc. will meet at the studio on 
July 11 for a two-day session. This 
is the first time that new board, 
elected at the stockholders’ meet¬ 
ing early this year, will confer on 
the Coast. 

For many of-the directors it will 
be their first visit to Metro’s Cul¬ 
ver City lot. It's understood the 
directors "will be given an oppor¬ 
tunity to look over the studio set¬ 
up to witness first-hand the many 
changes made under the regime of 
prexy Joseph R. Vogel. 

DCA PLACES OWN REP 
FOR ALBANY-BUFFALO 

Distributors Corp. of America, 
which previously had George Wald- 
man Pictures handling the Albany- 
Buffalo area for it, is now servic¬ 
ing that territory on its own with 
Rudolf Bach as sales rep. 

DCA office \vill be located in 
Buffalo, Company’s New York 
headquarters will handle bookings, 
billings and collections. 

Disney ‘Live’ Fix 
. ■—T-. fon’inued from pajee 3 - 

vestment of $22,000,000. according 
to the prez. 

So far as shorts are concerned 
he sa=d the-'pl: n is to keep produc¬ 
tion of these at a minimum, 
amounting perhaps to six cartoon 
and six of the "People and Places” 
category each year. It's a matter 
of industry record that one- and 
two-reel films are mounting in 
costs without commensurate in¬ 
creases in market returns. j 

IPsuey organization now has! 
"Cinderella” in re-run and it fig-' 
tires to rake in 75'; of its original; 
£!Vss oF $4,200.(109. according to! 
the tonkick. "Johnny Trem.ain.”| 
based on America's War of Indep- 1 
endeneo. eocs into release in July.! 
tin* kiekwfi to l>e in 18 Boston thea- 1 
trts dune 2$. "Bambi.” which has] 
been Disney's best cartoon reissue, j 
is st ? fnr 'mother uvrket whirl in i 
Ar. ;:-t. Foil-win’, in August, is! 
"ivivi” which' takes a new ap-i 
P’oach. Til’s entry focuses on real 
mi reads engaged in acting out a 
iV’iinite dramatic stow line. 

A No: “Old Yell or.” around 
C’hri tmas of 1957, starring Dor-; 
o‘kv McGuire and Fes’s Parker;! 
"Snow White.” reissue set for han-1 
tUtr g in the winter of 1958: “The 
Light in the Fore-t.” also in the 
wir.'cr of 1958. from the Conrad 
RvhUr novel, with James Mae- 
Arthur. Joanne Dru. Carol Lynley, 
Wendell Corey and Parker; "The 
Little People,” spring or summer 
of 1953. live-action feature: "Arc¬ 
tic Wilderness.'’ fall of 1958. one 
in the True-Life Adventure series, 
and "Sleeping BeanD*." animated 
feature, for Christmas of 1958. 

"Beauty” is Disney's most elab¬ 
orate cartoon, the costs being esti¬ 
mated at $5,000,000. 

; Roger Corman Shoots B.R. 
: For Science Fiction Effects 
| -Hollywood, June 18. 
[ Roger Corman, who has been 

; turning out 89 pictures annually j 
■ for under $100,000 each, triples his. 

(top budget on "Viking 'Women”] 
> which he'll launch in August for 

: American International Release, 
j Of $300,000 budget, approximately 
| $50,000 is earmarked for special ef- 
i fects devised by Jack Rabin and 
; living Block who’ll work with Cor¬ 
man on film on percentage basis. 

In past, Corman who has special- 
i ized in science fiction flirtis never 
i spent more than $2,000 fob special 
! effects. __ 

Michael Powell’s Ballet 
Flavored Spanish Rim 

Aims at Global Marts 
Madrid, June 18. 

Spanish producer Cesareo Gon¬ 

zalez hosted a gala Ritz Hotel din¬ 

ner last..week for English director 

Michael . Powell to consummate 

one of the important Spanish film 

deals of the year. 

Powell will direct ballet star An-1 
tonio and possibly Moira Shearer 
in Spain late this year in a costly 
venture slanted for the interna¬ 
tional market. Powell, foreign 
cast and technical budget items 
from abroad will all be footed by 
Gonzalez’ Suevia Films. 

Originally, project was built 
around Powell, Antonio and Lola 
Flores in a pic version of the bal¬ 
let* “El Amor Brujo,” hut Powell 
sold Cesareo Gonzalez and An¬ 
tonio on a modem Anglo-Spanisli 
story to include both classical and 
Spanish ballet for greater world 
market scope, Powell will return to 
Madrid next month to write the 
screenplay in collaboration with 
local theatre scribe Luis Escobar. 

English director’s visit' was 
marred when two escaped convicts 
stole his car in a dramatic get¬ 
away try. Felons soon lost con¬ 
trol and crashed. One was killed, 
the other severely injured. Flames 
destroyed Powell’s car and inci¬ 
dent almost prevented his Ritz din¬ 
ner appearance. 

COMPO EXECS, POLICIES 
UNDER REVIEW IN N.Y. 

COMPO’s role In the future 

scheme of things is to be decided 

at New York meetings today 

(Wed.) of the organization’s mem¬ 

bership, board of directors and 
exec committee. 

On the agenda is the employ¬ 
ment status of both Robert W. 
Coyne, special counsel, and 
Charles E. McCarthy, information 
director; overall finances, including 
budget and authorization for the 
1957-’58 dues campaign; report on 
negotiations for the return of Al¬ 
lied States to the membership; Au¬ 
dience Awards and the overall in¬ 
dustry’s business-building cam¬ 
paign; continuance of advertising 
in Editor & Publisher, and election 
of a Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬ 
ica representative on the governing 
committee. Handling this job now 
on a semi-official basis is Abe 
Montague, Columbia v.p. 

Meetings, which take place at 
the Sheraton-Astor, expectedly will 
last all day. 

Pal’s Metro Tom Thumb’ 
Hollywood, June 18. 

George Pal has signed a deal 
with Metro to. produce “Tom 
Thumb” under his own corporate 
setup. Metro will finance, release 
as a Technicolor filmusical budget¬ 
ed at $1,200,000, to be made in 
England. ‘-Russ Tamblyn is set for 
the title role. 

Pal will use several Puppetoon 
sequences for feature, same proc¬ 
ess he used for short subjects when 
he came to this country in 1940. 

Suggestive, Putrid, Had Poor Acting’ 
Judge Turns Critic of ‘Paris After Midnight’ But 

Exhibs Pay Only Court Costs 

j Reading. Pa.. June 18. 
Allegations of showing obscene 

moving pictures by operators of 
the Plaza Theatre here were dis¬ 
missed Wednesday <12) on pay- 

.ment of costs. 
I Claude Finch and liis brother, 
■Walter'S. Jr. were ordered to pay 
the costs by Judge Warren |K. Hess. 

Dibt. Atty. Frederick O! Bru¬ 
baker moved for the dismissal of 

,the charges against the Finches 
Iafter viewing the film, "Paris After 
! Midnight,” along with a jury of 
'seven men and five women. Judge 
i Hess, court officials, newsmen and 
attorneys in the Loew's Theatre. 

Judge Hess stated: “We have all 
seen it and the prosecuting offi¬ 
cers agree it would be hard under 
the terms of the state act to prove 

;it was an obscene^ lewd and las- 
icivious film. 

"It was trash that shouldn’t be 
: shown in our theatres and I hope 
; such tilings are never shown here 
; again. It was suggestive, putrid 
•and had poor acting. I could go 
! on and condemn it in stronger lan¬ 
guage, but at least we got rid of an 
i eyesore in the. community through 
this prosecution,” he concluded. 

Persons who viewed the film 

termed it “vaguely suggestive” ’and 

were of the opinion that scissors 

may have been applied to it be¬ 

tween the time it was viewed by 
police Feb. 28 and when it was con¬ 
fiscated March 4. Scenes seemed 
to be cut and certain passages 
lacked continuity, they said. 

The house, which had a tab of 
• 99c for four films, has been shut- 
jtered since late in March due to 
jslow business. 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
For Week Ending Tuesday (18) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 Net 

High Low Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues. Change 
in 101s High Low Close for wk. 

17% 11% ABC Vending 115 16% 15% 16 — % 
24% 20% Am Br-Par Th 125 23% 22% 23 — % 
36% 29% CBS "A” ... 355 33% 31% 32% —1% 
35% 29% CBS “B’* ... 55 33 31% 31% —1% 
20% 17 Col Pix.144 20% 19 19% + % 
18% 13% Decca_... 285 18% 17% 17% — % 

115 • 81% Eastman Kdk. 149 115 104% 113% . +9% 
4% 3%- EMI., 60 4 3% v •- 3% , , — % 
9 7% List Did. .... 52 8% 7% 7% — % 

22 ■18% Loew’s . 152 20% 19% 19% —1 
9% 7% Nat. The*. .. 452 8% 8 ' - 8% + 14 

36% 28% Paramount .. 125 36% 343% 35 --1% 
, 18% 14% Philco .. 229 16% 15% 15% 4- % 

40 31% RCA .-253 38% 36% 38 -f % 
8% 5% Republic ... 134 7%- 6% 6% — % 

13% 11% Rep., pfd. .10 12% 12 12 — % 
18% 14% Stanley War. 48 18 17% 18 + % 
29% 25% Storer . 18 2634 26% 26% — % 
.3 m 22% 20th-Fox .... 100 29% 28% 29% — 
30% 22 Univ. Pix .... 18 30% 29 29 —1 
73 69 Univ. pfd. .. *40 73 71 72% + 1* 
28% 22% Warner Bros.. 11 24% 24% 24% — % 

121% 91% Zenith. 23 116% 113% , 113% —1 

American Stock Exchange 
4% 3% Allied Artists 25 3% 3% 3% 4- % 

10% 8% Ail’d Art. pfd. 15 9% 9 9 
11% 9% Asso. Artists. 70 10% 10% 10% 7 % 
1% % C & C Super. 502 % 3/4 % — 
6% 4% DuMont Lab. 51 5% . 5 5 . —. % 
4% 2% Guild Films . 342 3% 3% 3% + 14 
934 7 Natl. Telefilm 350 8% 7% 8% -j- % 
7% 3% Skiatron _ 318 734 7 7% — % 
834 6 Technicolor ... 90 6% 6 6% — 
5% 3% Trans-Lux .. 30 5% 4% 5%' + % 

Over-the-Counler Securities 
Bid Ask 

Ampex ... , 46% 52 ’ —1 
Chesapeake Industries. . 1% 2% % 
Cinerama Ino. ..... . 1% 1% — 
Cinerama Prod. . . 2% 2%- —. 
DuMont Broadcasting. ........ . 7% 8 — % 
M'Agna Theatres .............. , 2% * 3% — % 
Official Films .. . 1% 1% —• 
Polaroid .195% 203% 4-27% 
United Artists Corp. . 20% 21% — % 
U. A. Theatres.. . 5 5% 4- % 
Walt Disney... . 23 24% 4- 14 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

Todd Battling Li. County Tax 
Levied on ‘80 Days’ as ‘Property’ 

‘Conciliation’ (first Step) 
A Snap; Committee Now 

Facing ‘Arbitration’ 
Drafting committee of the joint 

exhibitor-distributor conference on 

arbitration unanimously adopted a 

draft of a proposed conciliation sys¬ 
tem at its meeting at Motion Pic¬ 
ture Assn, of America headquar¬ 

ters in N. Y. Monday (17). 
Various factions involved in 

formulating an arbitration system 
have rarely disagreed on the terms 
of conciliation which precede ar¬ 
bitration. The committee recon¬ 
vened yesterday (Tues.) to tackle 
the more thorny problem, of arbi¬ 
tration. 

A topic that may cause some dis¬ 

pute is one involving the inclusion 

of delayed availabilities as a sub¬ 

ject of arbitration. Allied States 

Assn, may introduce this matter at 

the urging of one of its unts. The 

Independent Theatre Owners of 

Ohio has asked the Allied represen¬ 
tatives to bring up the subject be¬ 
cause “the lack of prints or other 
causes of delayed availabilities 
have completely upset the clear¬ 
ance pattern . . . among subse¬ 
quent-run, smalltown and drive-in 
theatres.” According to ITOO, 

this has caused such confusion 
and difficulty in booking ■ pictures 
that the question should be one 
of those subject to arbitration.” 

Those attending the arbitration 
conference included: For Theatre 
Owners of America—Ernest G. 
Stellings, S. H. Fabian, Joseph Al- 
terman, George Kerasotes and Al¬ 
bert M. Pickus. For Allied—Julius 
M. Gordon, Abram F. Myers, Na¬ 
than Yamins, Wilbur Snaper and 
Edward Lider. For the ^Distributors 
—Adolph Schimel, Charles M. Rea¬ 
gan, Abe Montague and Robert Jv 
Rubin. For the Independent The¬ 
atre Owners Assn.—Max Cohen. 
For the MPAA—Ralph Heizel. 

Los Angeles, June 18. 

Michael Todd Co. will battle a 

1957 L. A. County unsecured prop¬ 

erty tax of $105,064.46 levied 
against “Around the World in 80 
Days,” according to a petition filed 
in Superior Court (13). 

Tax, petition stated, is based on 
an assessed residual value of 
$1,526,900 for negative of Todd 
picture. Todd contends. that the 
“true and correct” assessable resid¬ 
ual value is $410,459.48, and tax, 
therefore, should be $28,243.30. 

In petition, the Todd Co. de¬ 
clared it expects to be a party to a 
suit involving the Board of Super¬ 
visors of L. A. County, the County 
Tax Assessor, County Tax Collec¬ 
tor and Delbert O’Brien, deputy 
tax assessor. 

Filing of the petition is “to per¬ 
petuate testimony” in anticipation 
of filing of suit. Petition seeks to 
take testimony of O’Brien and R. 
K. Vanderlip, member of assessor's 
office in charge of motion picture 
collections. 

Todd outfit, according to peti¬ 
tion, expects to prove that Vander¬ 
lip and O’Brien are engaged in an 
illegal conspiracy between them¬ 
selves and others to force film 
company to pay an “arbitrary, in¬ 
equitable, grossly excessive and 
illegal assessment/’ 

Todd has already protested and 
has refused to sign an assessment 
statement which tax collector has 
prepared, according to petition, 
which further states company has 
offered to pay the $28,243.30 hut 
payment had been nixed.0 

O’Brien, according to action, said 
he was making assessment on basis 
of 400 prints of picture. This isn’t 
a true figure, according'to Todd, 
which states only 28 release prints 
had been turned out in Todd-AO 
at time of tax date, first Monday 
in March, and only 32 further 
prints are planned, in 35m. 

Todd Co. last year was similarly 
involved in a hassle over assess¬ 
ment on pic’s 1956 bill. A total tax 
and penalty of $93,177.96 was 
sought, and later was settled for 
$2,022.84 . 
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SO THEY WANT act/ow 
Coming Soon From M-G-M! 

M-G-M Present* 

ROBERT DOROTHY 
TAYLOR' MALONE 

"TIP ON A DEAD JOCKEY” 
Co-Starring GIA SCALA 

With MARTIN GABEL • MARCEL DALIO • Screen Play by CHARLES LEDERER 
Based on the NEW YORKER Magazine Story by IRWIN SHAW • In CinemaScope 

Directed by RICHARD THORPE ♦ Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPE 

M-G-M Presents 

"HOUSE OF NUMBERS” 
Starring 

JACK PALANCE 
With HAROLD J. STONE 

And Introducing 

BARBARA LANG 
Screen Play by RUSSELL ROUSE and DON M. MANKIEWICZ 
Based on the Cosmopolitan Magazine Novel by JACK FINNEY * In CinemaScope 

Directed by RUSSELL ROUSE • Produced by CHARLES SCHNEE 

M-G-M Present* 

STEWART RHONDA 
GRANGER * FLEMING 

In 
Wi rn GUN GLORY’ 

Co-Starring CHILL WILLS 
With STEVE ROWLAND • JAMES GREGORY • JACQUES AUBUCHON 

Screen Play by WILLIAM LUDWIG 
Based on the Novel “MAN OF THE WEST” by PHILIP YORDAN-* In CinemaScope And METROCOLOR 

* Directed by ROY ROWLAND • Produced by NICHOLAS NAYFACK 

M-G-M Present* 

VAN JOHNSON • MARTINE CAROL • HERBERT LOM 

"ACTION OF THE TIGER iir 

with GUSTAVO ROCCO • Screen Play by ROBERT CARSON 
Based on the Book "ACTION OF THE TIGER” by JAMES WELLARD • Adapted for the Screen by PETER MYERI 

TECHNICOLOR® • In CinemaScope 

Directed by TERENCE YOUNG • Produced by KENNETH HARPER 

Executive Producers JOSEPH BLAU and JOHN W» MEYER • An M-G-M Release 
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WILL EXHIBS NOW ‘COMMIT’ SELVES? 
4- 

Exliibitors, now to be invited to 
serve on the newly-expanded Pro^ 
duction Code appeals board, • are 
showing great reluctance to take up 
the offer. 

While the Motion Picture Assn, 
of America may find individual the- 
atremen willing to sit on the 
board, it’s a virtual certainty that 
exhibitor organizations will not be 
represented in the new group. 

MPAA directors last week voted 
to expand the appeals board to 20 
persons, thus doubling its member¬ 
ship. Half of the new members 
will be representatives of inde¬ 
pendent production, the other half 
exhibitors. Voting will be on a 
simple majority basis. 

In allowing, for the first time, 
outside representation on the 
board, the MPAA members made 
certain that it was understood that 
the move didn’t Imply any weaken¬ 
ing of the Code. On the contrary, 
held a statement, “The action 
taken . . . will greatly strengthen 
the Code. This was our desire 
and our purpose. 

“We shall continue, of course, to 
submit our pictures to the Produc¬ 
tion Code Administration and will 
not distribute a. picture unless it 
has been given a Code seal of ap¬ 
proval.” Under the new rules, any 
MPAA member refusing to abide 
by a decision of the board “shall 
he expelled from the appeals 
board.” 

The statement reflected concern 
among.the nine member companies 
that the new change in the Code, 
coming on the heels of the Code 
revisions of a few months ago, may 
create the general impression that 
the Code was being eased. At the 
same time, the inclusion of “out¬ 
siders” at the appeals level takes 
into account frequent charges that 
the Code was a “private club” sit¬ 
ting in judgment on product be¬ 
ing released in competition with 
that of the MPAA member com¬ 
panies. 

While there have been informal 
discussions with exhibitors some 
time ago, there has been no ap¬ 
proach to them on this question of 
late, according to the MPAA. Un¬ 
der the new procedure, MPAA 
proxy Eric Johnston is to desig¬ 
nate the new board members. The 
appeals unit s& far consisted of 
nine MPAA directors (the company 
presidents) and Johnston. 

With 20 memhers now on the 
new board, question arises what 
happens if there is a tie vote.. Pre¬ 
sumably, it would he cast by John¬ 
ston. It’s figured unlikely that, 
in such an eyent, he would vote 
against his own prnciples. 

Pressure for wider representa¬ 
tion on the appeals board in the 
past has come primarily from the 
indie producers. Exhibs haven’t 
been too eager for it. As_one put 
it last week: “Why should we come 
in and pull their chestnuts out of 
the fire?” 

Several prominent exhibitor 
leaders voiced the suspicion that, 
should theatremen’s organizations 
come onto the board, this would 
then entail the moral obligation 
for other members to abide by vote 
cast on their behalf. This is a sit¬ 
uation which most exhibitors would 
much rather not get in to. 

Right to Dissent 
Walter Reade Jr., prominent in 

Theatre Owners of America, put it 
this wav: “I know that a good 
many exhibitors wonldn’t approve 
of TOA being represented on the 
appeals board. Individually, they 
might serve. I, for one, feel that 
we as exhibitors must share the 
Code responsibility. That does not 
mean, however, that I am willing 
to give up my right to dissent. 
Even if I were to go on the board, 
if I felt a picture was- all right, 
and I was outvoted, I would cer¬ 
tainly reserve the right to book 
that film.” 

Circuit operator Harry Brandt, 
head of Independent Theatre Own¬ 
ers. said he would serve on the 
board “if it were satisfactory." He 
added that no one was going to 
force him to play anything lewd in 
his houses, “but I will not set my¬ 
self up as a censor. My patrons 
aren’t a bunch of sheep who will 
follow a Code set up by old men. 
If the group were there to study 
changes in the Code, to bring it up 
to date, then I might serve if asked 
to do so.” 

Brandt emphasized that, in his 

i view, the Code was. governed by 
| the thinking of 20 years ago. He 
Isaid the recent revisions consti- 
; tuted some slight improvement, but 
| opined that they weren’t sufficient. 

Most exhibitors willing to discuss 
the Code subject voiced their sus¬ 
picion that their inclusion on the 
appeals board represented a subtle 
attempt to rope them into a more 
strict adherence to Code decisions. 
At the time when the. companies 
owned theatres, the latter auto¬ 
matically nixed films without a 
seal. Since divorcemeht, the basic 
position of the Code has' been 
weakened in that the theatres in¬ 
creasingly have taken the view that 
they are the best -judges of what 
is or isn’t proper and moral en¬ 
tertainment. 

Even the larger chains have ig¬ 
nored the Code dictum—or rather 
the. absence of a seal—on several 

; occasions. Also, there’s the ques¬ 
tion of the foreign films, which 
j shapes as a thorny issue for the 
I Code. Several appeals on imports 
i that got turned down by Code Ad- 
Iministrator Geoffrey Shurlock are 
| pending. 

Hanging Hope-Fernandel 
‘Paris Holiday’ Film on 

U.A/s Christmas Tree 
Paris, June 18. 

Bob Hope expects to arrive in 
New York June 25 for confabs 
with United Artists execs re the 
release of his “Paris Holiday” pic¬ 
ture in which he costars with Fer- 
nandel. Film shapes as the first 
comedy roadshow and Is skedded 
to run two and a half hours. 

Idea is to open the picture in 
New York and Paris at Christmas 
time since it contains much visual 
travelog footage. Since it was shot 
in Technirama (new Technicolor) 
process, there’s nothing to prevent 
a large-screen presentation a-la 
Mike Todd’s “80 Days.” 

1 Associated Pacts Willis 
l . . London, June 18. 
j Robert Clark, director of produc- 
I tion at Associated British Elstree 
} Studios, has screenwriter Ted 
■ Willis inked to a long-term con- 
| tract with the studios. 
! Willis has only Just returned to 
; Britain' after spending four months 
in Australia, and covering 36,000 

. miles digging up information for 
| a future Associated. British sergen- 
; play about immigration. 

PARENTAL LIABILITY 

Modified Statute Enacted By New 
Hampshire 

Concord, N. H.. June 18. 
A bill approved by both branches 

of the New Hampshire Legislature 
makes parents responsible for 
damages if they intentionally or 
negligently contribute to the delin¬ 
quency of their children. 

On a roll call vote of 173 to 147, 
the House gave its blessing to the 
Senate-approved measure after a 
tougher bill had been rejected by 
the lower branch. 

The defeated proposal would 
have made parents “completely li¬ 
able,” in civil action, for any dam¬ 
age caused by their offspring, 
whether they were aware of it or 
not, and whether they contributed 
in any way to the delinquency of 
their youngsters. 

the approved version gives par¬ 
ents “one strike” before facing 
court because of a second charge 
of delinquency or vandalism 
against their children. They would 
then be subject to restitution for 
property damage up to $500. Fail¬ 
ure to obey the court’s orders 
could result in a contempt charge 
against the parents. 

KODAK COLOR STOCK 
PRICE DROP UNLIKELY 

Outlook for a drop in the price 
of Eastman Kodak color release 
print stock has dimmed. Reason 
given is that the film industry to¬ 
day is again using a lot more 
black-and-white than color stock. 

Current color price is $38.50 
per 1,000 feet. Kodak originally 
indicated to the laboratories the 
possibility of a price drop, but any 
reduction has always been predi¬ 
cated on . a rise in output volume. 

Rank Buys ‘Night Fighter’ 
“Night Fighter,” by C. F. Rawn- 

sley and Robert Wright, recently 
published by Henry Holt & Co., 
has been sold to the J. Arthur 
Rank Organization for filming in 
England. 

.It will be produced by Emeric 
Pressburger who is best known in 
the U. S. for his production of 
“The Red Shoes.” Wright has been 
signed to write the screenplay and 
Rawnsley will serve as technical 
adviser. 

Allied Drifting Back to Isolation 
From TOA and Rest of Filmdom 

Indications are that Allied States | 
Assn, may again be playing a lone j 
hand in industry affairs. After a 
short period of close cooperation 

. with Theatre Owners of America 
and, to a smaller extent, with the 
distribution companies, Allied ap¬ 
pears once again to be drifting 
apart. 

Allied’s renewed solo effort ap- 
; pears to be based on a conviction 
that <1) industry policies are not 

; being geared to help the small 
town and subsequent-run exhibitor 

: and (.2) that efforts are being made 
in industry circles to place Allied 
in a bad light. 

Allied’s failure to rejoin the 
Council of Motion Picture Organi¬ 
zations because it feels that it has 

- been placed in a “minor power” 
‘ role is berhaps the key situation 
\ in Allied’s loss of confidence with 
’ other segments of the industry. In 
addition. Allied and TOA, which 

• appeared to be working closely as 
a urnt, seem to be taking directly 

? opposite views on industry ques- 
: tions.l While TOA feels that the 
• proposed industry business build- 
: irig^program will benefit all exhibi- 
[ tors. Allied claims that it can only 
! help the key metropolitan theatres 
| and that It will completely shut out 
; the small town and sub-run thea- 
• tres. 
; What seems to be happening is 
’ the return of the basic conflict be- 
'■ tween TOA and Allied; that is, the 
interests of the large theatres con¬ 
trolled by the chains versus the 

. needs of the small town and neigh¬ 

borhood houses. In a speech last 
week before a Virginia theatreown- 
ers* group, TOA prexy Ernest G. 
Stellings lavishly praised the dis¬ 
tributors for fulfilling their prom¬ 
ises and delivering “100%” in re¬ 
ducing film rentals for small town 
theatres in distress. Allied has 
never admitted that this has oc¬ 
curred and continues to complain 
about excessive film rentals. 

The new rift between Allied and. 
TOA and between Allied and the 
distributors may serve again to 
sabotage the proposed industry ar¬ 
bitration system. Allied prexy Ju¬ 
lius Gordon is attributed as saying 
that the efforts made to keep Al¬ 
lied out of COMPO is part of a 
strategy to place Allied in a vun- 
erable position and that the arbi¬ 
tration effort will be the industry's 
“second punch.” 

While the MPAA and TOA ap¬ 
pear to be encouraged by efforts 
being made to establish an arbitra¬ 
tion plan, as evidenced by Stell- 
ings’ remarks, no such assurance 
has come from Allied quarters. 

From, all indications Allied— 
which has been conciliatory re¬ 
cently in an attempt to bring about 
a ’ general rapprochement of all 
segments of the industry—is again 
adopting the belligerancy for 
which it has been noted. This ap¬ 
parently is based bn Allied’s dis¬ 
illusionment with the attempts to 
work .with TOA and the MPAA 
companies. Allied appears to be 
convinced that the interests of the 
Allied members do not coincide 
with those of TOA and the MPAA. 
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Wald’s Boys Said It Better 
Scholars who focus their research activities on motion pictures 

are often more teasing than satisfying to readers “from the 
trade.” Such may well be the reaction of those who pick up 
George Bluestone’s book, “Novels Into Films,” recently published 
by John Hopkins U. Press as a $5'item. 

A great deal of work seems to have been invested in the prepa¬ 
ration of the text, in studying six novels from “The Informer” 
to “Madame 'Bovary,” and the moving pictures made out of them, 
but in the end it seems one more example of that 20th century 
phenomenon—an “art” book for teachers to use in teaching other 
teachers to teach. And yet Bluestone’s prose style is in no sense 
as dull as the judgment suggests. It’s just that he somehow gets 
lost in his own cerebral approach. 

It happens that only recently' Hollywood producer Jerry Wald 
invited memoranda , from a number of practical studio screenplay 
writers engaged in tinning novels into films for him. What they 
had to say in Variety under the general caption, “Adaptors: Art 
Not Butchery,” came to grips with the problem with that instinct 
for chapter and instance which so often marks the pro from the 
library scholar. _"_Land. 

Peons, Pesos and Politics 
No South American Official Would Dare Take Away 

Cheap Movie Show* of the Masse* 
-—4 

Warners Re-Hots Deal 
For Tanny;’ Property 

'Repeatedly Exploited 
Warner Bros, has resumed nego¬ 

tiations for the screen^ rights to 
“Fanny,” the Broadway musical 
produced two seasons ago by David 
Merrick; and Joshua Logan. Asking 
price for the property is $500,000 
'plus 10% of the'gro_ss. The legitun- 
er, by S. N. Behrman, Logan and 
Harold Rome, ran on Broadway 
for two seasons despite mixed re¬ 
views. 

WB is said to be balking at the 
initial demands and earnest dick¬ 
ering is presently taking place. 

[ Should the deal materialize, it will 
mark a unique career for the prop- 

I erty. “Fanny,” based on three 
Marcel Pagnol, stories, has already 
been done as two different straight 
plays on the Paris stage, as three 
French films co-starring Raimu and 
Pierre Fresnay, and as a Metro pic¬ 
ture titled “Port of Seven Seas” in 
1938 with Wallace Beery, Frank 

[Morgan, Maureen O’Sullivan, John 
, Beal, Jessie Ralph and Cora With¬ 
erspoon, That screen treatment was 
written by Preston" Sturges, direct- 

led by James Whale and produced 
by Henry Henigson. 

The French pictures took the 
titles of the original Pagnol stories 
—“Marius,” “Cesare” and “Fanny.” 
The latter yarn provided the plot 
for the Metro film. The screen 
rights were leased to the studio by 
Pagnol, who received the print 
when the deal expired. The author 
still has the picture as well as the 
three French films. Merrick and 
Logan acquired the screen rights 

[before going ahead with the musi¬ 
cal adaptation. 

I Before the musical opened on 
[Broadway, agent-producer Charles 
K. Feldman registered with the Mo¬ 
tion Picture Assn, of America the 
titles "Fanny” and “The Fabulous 
Fanny” or “any other titles bear¬ 
ing the name ‘Fanny.’ ” This 
prompted Logan and Merrick, via 
their attorneys, to register a pro¬ 
tect with the MPAA. The MPAA 
pointed out that it was not a copy¬ 
right bureau and acts merely as a 
clearing Jiouse for title registra¬ 
tions so as to avoid expensive. du¬ 
plication. It was noted that any pro¬ 
ducer has the right to register any 
title be pleases and this in no way 
binds him to actual production. It’s 
expected, however, that if WB ac¬ 
quires the film rights, it wall have 
no difficulty in obtaining priority 
on the title. 

WB has been particularly active 
in converting recent Broadway mu¬ 
sicals to the screen.' It recently 
completed “pajama Game,” set for 
release shortly, and is presently 
Working on the film version of 
“Damn Yankees.” 

Svenskas See 'Days' July 10 
Minneapolis, July 18. 

July 10 has been designated for 
the opening here of UA’s “Around 
the World in 80 Days” at the re¬ 
modeled Alvin which has been re¬ 
named the Academy. The opening 
night will be a benefit for the St. 
Barnabas Hospital. 

Same $2.65 top scale will prevail 
as for Cinerama here and there’ll 
be the same number of weekly per* 
formances. 

Government-dictated low admis¬ 
sion prices for pictures in Latin 
America will continue because the 
American distributors refuse to do 
anything about the situation, ac¬ 
cording to Bernard Gates, Allied 
Artists’ top man in that area. 

On visit to New York for a 
couple of weeks. Gates said he his 
no quarrels with the Yank atti¬ 
tude of acceptance, rather than re¬ 
bellion, but feels that conditions 
eventually will improve. 

First-run theatre admission 
prices traditionally have been un¬ 
usually low in South America. At 
the currency exchange rate they 
amount to the equivalent of 14c in 
Argentina (l0% more for Cinema¬ 
scope product) and 13V£c in Brazil 
for regular product and about 20c 
for productions in the special 
processes. 

Yanks are faced with a “political 
situation!’ in each area. Gates 
points out, meaning that films are 
singled out as a form of entertain¬ 
ment masses can enjoy at low cost. 
Those in public office who would 
change this would be subject to an 
outraged electorate. 

Discussing conditions generally. 
Gates related that the big action 
pictures fare, the best throughout 
the market. Fine -quality features 
from the United States go over 
strong in the big cities of South 
America but become sluggish in 
the smaller locations because local 
inhabitants can’t keep up with the 
titles. Title-reading is not neces¬ 
sary-with entries that have action 
and pictorial values. 

Dubbing was tried about 12 
years ago on a big scale, Gates re¬ 
called, but without success. Un¬ 
like many European countries, 
where “the public is more practical 
about dubbing,” South Americans 
are psychologically averse to see¬ 
ing familar stars on the screen 
with strange voices, according to 
the AA exec. 

ATLANTA'S ROXY SHRINKS 

For ‘80 Days* Capacity Down 
From 2,300 to 1,012 

Atlanta, June 18. 
Jimmy Harrison, director' of op¬ 

erations for Wilby-Kincey, is su¬ 
pervising remodeling of Roxy The¬ 
atre in anticipation of opening of 
Michael Todd’s “Around the World 
in 80 Days” June 26, House origi¬ 
nally had 2,300 seats when it was 
showcase for vaudeville and later 
motion pictures. Some 15 months 
ago it was leased to Cinerama, 
which closed out its Atlanta run 
last week. Cinerama screens, pro¬ 
jectors and sound equipment have 
been moved out of Roxy and Todd- 
AO machinery is being installed. 
Martin Schwartz, Todd’s represen¬ 
tative, is here handling exploita¬ 
tion and setting advertising sched¬ 
ule. He came here from Denver, 
where he sunpervised kickoff of 
“80 Days,” When house is ready 

. for “80 Days” only 1,012 seats will 
remain and management is asuring 
public that “every seat will be a 
good one.” 

Pic will be road showed at $2.20 
top for evening performances and 
$1.75 for matinees. Sam George, 
former manager of Paramount 
Theatre for Wilby-Kincey and ex- 
ploiteer for Cineraria during its 
stay here, wiil manage Roxy, 
which is being set up as a per¬ 
manent home for Todd-AO 'process 
films in this area. 
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'This is One of the ads 

in Warner Bros.* campaign. 

Prosstook is on the way. 

FROM WARNER BROS. 
WHO 4 YEARS AGO 

STARTLED MOVIEGOERS 
WITH ‘HOUSE OF WAX’ 

ppaPi 

land breath - stopping mastery of 

the macabreno picture ever 

made is in a class with this new 

story of the creature created by 

man and forgotten by nature. It’s 

a terrific experience —better see 

it with someone brave! 

ALL NEW AND 

NEVER DARED BEFORE! j i 

PLEASE TRY 
NOT TO FAINT 

Not recommended for people of nervous disposition nj 

A 
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Picture Grosses 
‘NIGHT’ BRISK $6,000, 

OMAHA; ‘DESK’ OKE 9£G 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

(RKO) and “Flying Leathernecks” 
(RKO) (reissues). Small $5,000. 
Last week, with Egyptian and Wil- 
tem, “Face in Crowd” (WBJ and 

Bend” 

Omaha, Jnne 18. 
Though there’s nothing sensa¬ 

tional along the line, all of the ■ “Shoot-Out at Medicine 
downtown first-runs this week are! (\yB, (2d wk>f $13400. 

home-1 
towner Julie Wilson’s personals J ™ia> U.384, $1.20-$2 65)—- Seven 
for the Omaha Jubilee Celeb, is Wonders’(CineramaM2d wk).; Just, 
brisk at State. “Desk Set” looks! starting this round after mighty; 
good at the Orpheum. “China! $41,500 opening week. . | 
Gate” shapes nice at Brandeis but! Pantages (RKO) (2,812; “$1710^ 
“Battle Hell” at the Omaha is only - $1.75) — “Something of Value” 

rfair. 
Estimates for This Week 

Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)— 
“China Gate” (20th) and “Lawless 
80s” (Rep). Bright $3,500. Last 
week, “West Point Story” (WB) 
and “Bright Leaf” (WB) (reissues), 
$2,400. 

Omaha (Tristales) (2,066; 75-90) 
—“Battle Hell” <DCA) and “Break 
in Circle” <20th). Fair $4,000. Last 
week, “Tall T” (Col) and “Women 
of Pitcairn Island” (20th), $3,500. 

Orpheum ‘Tristates) (2.980; 75- 
901—“Desk Set” (20th). Good $9.- 
500. Last week, “Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral” (Par) (2d wk\ $6,500. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)— 
“This Could Be Night” <M-G). 
Nice $6,000. Last week. “Tarzan 
and Lost Safari” (M-G), $4,800. 

‘Sun’ Hotsy §24,000, 
Denver; ‘D.I’ Big- 17G 

Denver, June 18. 
“Island in Sun” is having no 

trouble in copping top money here 
this session, with a terrific take at 
the Centre. It stays on. “The D.I.” 
also is big at Paramount, and holds. 
“Around World in 80 Days” shapes 
lofty at Tabor a pickup from last 
round and holds on into sixth ses¬ 
sion. “Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
still is strong in third stanza at 
Denham, and holds a fourth. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin ‘Fox) (1,400; 70-90)— 

“Vintage” (M-G). Fair $3,000. 
Last week, on reissues. 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 
“Island in Sun” (20 th). Great 
$24,000. Stavs. Last week, “Desk 
Set” (20th) 14th wk>, $6,000. 

Denham (Cockrill) (1,428: 70-90) 
—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 
(3d wk>. Fast $9,000. Holds again. 
Last week, S10,000. 

Denver <Fcx) (2,525; 70-90)— 
“20 Million Miles to. Earth” (Col) 
and “27th Day” Col). Fine $12,000. 
Last week, “Beyond Mombasa” 
(Col) and “10 Tall Men” (Col) 
$8,000. 

Orpheum (RKOl (2,600; 70-90)— 
“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and “Rock 
All Night” ’AIP). Light $8,000. 
Last week. “Garment Jungle” (Col) 
ancP^Bvirglar” (Col). $5,000. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 
70-90>—“D.I.” (WB) and “Counter¬ 
feit Plan” (WB). Big $17,000. 
Stays on. Last week, “Joe Butter¬ 
fly” iU) and “Cruel Tower” (AA), 
$10,500. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)— 
“Around World in 80 Days" (UA) 
(5th wk). Lofty $12,500. Con¬ 
tinues. Last week, $12,000. 

West Drive-in (Wolfberg) (750 
cars)—“Voodoo Island” (UA) aiid 
“Pharaoh’s Curse” (UA*. Nice 
$6,000. Last week, on subsequents. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

Neat $5,000. . Last week, $6,000. 
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)— 

“Joe Butterfly” <U) and “Kettles 
on Old MacDonald’s Farm” (U). 
Bright $12,000 or near. Last week, 
“Kronos” t20th) and “She-Devil” 
(20th >, $10,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4.357; 90- 
$1.25)—“Wayward Bus” (20th) and 
“Badlands of Montana” (20th).,_ .... v 

n "“rwti" $2,400. Last week. $3,000. 
°"nfi ah* Covral (PaD| coronet (United California) 

(M-G) (2d wk). Nice $11,500. Last, 
week, $17,500. 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; 90-$1.80)—“Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral” (Par) (3d wk). Good $15,- 
000 or near. Last week, $17,000. 

El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.25) — 
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) '4th 
wk). Mild $2,500. Last week, 
$3,000. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- 
$1.75) — “Bachelor Party” (UA) 
(9lh wk). So-so $2,500. Last week, 
$3,100. 

Cartfaay (FWC) (1.138; $1.75- 
$3.50) — “Around World” (UA) 
(26th wk). More of same after $26,- 
400 last week. 

Warney Beverly (SW) U.612; 
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (31st wk). Sock. $16,000 or 
over. Last week, $13,800. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
—“Feraandel, Dressmaker” (Indie). 
Nice $3,500. Last week. “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie) (7th 
wk), $2,000. 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) — 
“Gold of Naples” (Indie), (8th wk). 
Oke $2,300. Last week, $2,800. . 

SAN FRANCISCO 
(Continued from page 9) 

week, “Hot-Rod Rumble” (AA) and 
"Calypso Joe” (AA), $9,000. ' 

Fox (FWC) <4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“Island In Sun” (20th) and “Break 
In Circle” (20th). Terrific $32,000. 
Last week, “Wayward Bus” (20th) 
(2d wk), $8,000. 

Warfield (Loew) <2,656; 65-90)— 
“Seventh Sin” (M-G). Sad $8,000. 
Last-week, “Little Hut” (M-G) (3d 
wk), $8,200. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)— 
“Gunfight At O.K. Corral” (Par) 
(3d wk). Solid $12,000. Last week, 
$15,000. 

St Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25) 
—"Garment Jungle” (Col) (2d wk). 
So-so $5,000 in four days. Last 
week, $10,000. 

Orpheum (SW-Cmerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (30th wk). Fancy $17,- 
300. Last week, $15,500.. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
70-$l)—"Monster That Challenged. 
World” (UA) and “Vampire” (UA). 
Excellent $10,000 or over. Last 
week, “Streets of Laredo” (Par) 
and “Whispering Smith” (Par) (re¬ 
issues), $8,200. 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(4th wk). Big $8,500. Last week, 
$9,000. 

Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) — 
“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (reissue). 
Good $1,800. Last week, “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie) (5th 
wk), $2,300. 

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Fer- 
nandel The Dressmaker” (Indie). 
Lofty $4,200. Last week, “Oedipus 
Rex” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,800. 

Vogue iS.F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.25) — “Gold of Naples” (DCA) 
(3d wk). Socko at. $3,800. Last 
week, $3,500. 

Bridge (Schwarz) <396; $1-51.25) 
—“Nana” (Times) (3d wk). Big 

“Gunfight at O. K. 
<2d wk>, $14,000. 1(1.250; 

Paramount (NET)’ (1,700; 60-!™™™’’ 
$1.50-$3.75) — “Around 

mtmwerIul 
Cc iger’s Hand” (DCA) and “Simba” 
^•’i (Tndie). “ -Hold That Hypnotist” lAAl. ,Indie)_ Fair $li000. Last week, 

Pilerim f ATO <1.000; 65-95>—i ”!n0^e Girls' Domiitoiy” Undid, 
“Lonely Man” (Par) and “Gamma > ?1^00. 
People” sCol>. Fine $7,000. Last} -- 
week. “Calypso Heat Wave” (Col) TORONTO 
and “Burglar’MCol*, $5,000. * VT 

Saxon Saxon) (1,100; $1.50-? (Continued from page 8) 
S3 30>—“Around World” (UA) '.9th “Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk). Fine 
v.k1. Eighth' week ended Friday $12,500. Last week, $16,000. 

.‘14' was same $28,000 for 11 sold- Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—“Ok- 
out shows. Last week, ditto. - lahoma” (Magna J (60th wk). Okay 

Orpheum «Loew ) (2.900; 90- '$5,500. Last week, $6,500. 
$1.25>—“Tarzan and Lost Safari”.- University (FP) (1,536; 60-$D— 
(M-G) and “Seventh S'n” (M-G». “For Whom Bell Tolls” (Par) (re¬ 
opened Saturday (14>. Last week. ■ issue) (3d wk). Trim $6,000. Last 
“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) and1 week, $8,000. 
“iron Sheriff” tUA». slick $15.000.1 Uptown (Loew) (2,098: 60-$l>— 

State ‘Loewi (3.600; 90-$1.25‘— i “This Could Be Night” (M-G). Oke 
“Tarzan and Lost Safari” QI-G); $9,000. Last week, “Tattered 
and “Seventh Sin” (M-G). Opened ; Dress” (U> (2d wk), $6,500. 
Saturday (14). Last week, “Tam-1 York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2>—“10 
my and Bachelor” tU) and “Iron Commandments” (Par) (30th v/k). 
Sheriff” ‘UA’, S7.000. (So-so §4,000. Last week, same. 

‘SUN’ BRIGHT $20,000, 
PORT.;‘JOE’NIFTY 8G 

Portland, Ore., June 18. 
Town is still loaded with visitors'’ 

for annual Rose Festival, and first- 
run biz is perking considerably this 
session. Nearly all downtown spots 
have new product. “Island "In 
Sun” looms wow at the Fox while 
“Joe Butterfly** is nifty at Liberty. 
“Public Pigeon No. 1” is rated trim 
at Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2- 

$2.50)—“Around World” (UA) (9th 
wk). Hard-ticket sale. Great $12,- 
000. Last week, $11,200. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Island In Sun”. (20th) and “Two 
Grooms For Bride” (20th). Mighty 
S20.000. Last week, “Garment 
Jungle” (Col) and “Wicked As 
Come” (Col), $5,300. 

Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Wee 
Geordie” (Indie) (6th wk). Fine 
$2,000. Last week, $2,600. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
$1.25)—“Joe Butterfly” (U) and 

! “Accused of Murder” (UA). Nifty 
[$8,000. Last week, “Little Hut” 
(M-G) and “Big Caper” (UA) (2d 
wk), $6,000. 

| Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$1.25)—“Publig Pigeon No. 1” (U) 
and “Young Stranger” (U). Trim 
$7,500. Last week, “Oklahoma” 

: (20th), pop prices, $4,800. 
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- 

! .25)—“Monster That Challenged 
World” (UA) and “Vampire” (UA). 
Fair $7,000. Last week, “Gunfight 
At O.K. Corral” (Par) and “Hour 
Of Decision” (Indie) (2d wk), 

' 38,200. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

$5,000. Last week, “Outlaw 
Women” (Indie) and “Frisky” (In¬ 
die), $3,000 for 4 days. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—“Island in Sun” (20th). Boffo 
$32,000. Last week, “Wayward 
Bus” (20th) (2d wk-6 days), $14,000. ■ 

Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,484;; 
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (26th wk). Great $33,- 
000. Last week, $29,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— 
“Lonely Man” (Par) and “Massa¬ 
cre at Dragoon Wells** (AA) (2d 
wk). Solid $11,000: Last week, 
$19,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; - 90- 
$1.50)—“Dino” (AA) and “Un¬ 
tamed Youth” (WB). Light $11.- 
000 Last week, “Face in Crowd” 
(WB) (2d wk), $8,500. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—Subsequent - run. Last week, 
“Gold of Naples” (DCA) (4th wk), 
$3,000. 

Todd’s Cfinestage (Todd) (1,036;! 
$L75-$3.50) — “Around World” 
(UA) (11th wk). Smash $24,800. 
Last week, $24,700. 

: United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.50)—“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” 
(Par). (3d -wk). lively $15,000. 

[ Last week, $25,000. 
Woods (Essaness) 

$1.50)—“Little Hut” 
wk). Sturdy $20,000. 
$26,000. 

. Worid (Indie) (606; 
Eye" (Teitel) (3d wk). 
Last week, $4,000. 

Zierfeld (Davis! 
$1.50)—“Pantaloons” 
wk). Robust $3,800. 
$4,500. 

(1,200; 90- 
(M-G) (2d[ 
Last week, 

90)—“Naked; 
Trim $3,500. 

(430; $155-! 
(Davis) (2d; 
Last week. 

WASHINGTON 
(Continued from page 9) 

Last week. “Desk Set” (20th) (2d 
wk), $16,000 for 10 days. 

Columbia. (Loew) (1,174; 85- 
$1.25)—“Seventh Sin” (M-G). Slow 
$6,000. Last week, “Monkey on 
Back” (UA) (3d wk), $4,000. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 70-90)— 
“Lonely Man” (Par). Thin $6,000, 
with crix pans hurting. Last week, 
“little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk), $9,000 
at tilted scale. 

Metropolitan (SW) (1.100; 85- 
$155)—“Gunfight at O. K. Corral” 
‘Par) (3d wk). Trim $7,500. Last 

■week, $10,500. 
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$ 1.25)— 

“Something of Value” (M-G). Big 
$21,000 or thereabouts. Last week, 
“Wayward Bus” (20th) (2d wk), 
$13,000 for 10 days. 

Kara (T-L) (290; 90-$1.25)— 
“Young and Passionate” (Indie) 
(3d-final wk). Mild $2,000 after 
$3,000 last week. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25) 
—“Garment Jungle" (Col) (2d wk). 
Steady $4,000 after $6,000 opener. 
Holds. 

Uptown (SW) . (1.100; $155-$3>— 
“Around World” (UA) (11th wk). 
Great $22,000. Last week, $23,500. 

Warner (SW-Cxnerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders Of 
World” (Cinerama) (25th wk). Heat 
knocked this hut still fine at $15,- 
00. Last week,. $17,000; stays on.. 

Echoes of Wm. S. Hart 
Washington, June 18. 

Gatewood W. Dunstan col¬ 
lection of William S.* Hart 
material has been bequeathed 
to the Library of Congress by 
the late resident of Norfolk, 
Va. 

The material, dealing with 
one of the first great heroes of 
the old silent Westerns, in¬ 
cludes 1,150 pieces. Among 
these are 63 letters from Hart 
to Dunstan, dated from 1929 
to 1946, plus the recollections 
of Lambert HillyCr, one of 
Hart's contemporaries. 

Also in the collection are 
synopses and scripts, including 
that for “Jim Cameron’s Wife,” 
Hart’s first pic; stills of various 
dramatic scenes; budgets, post¬ 
ers, and other Hart material. 

Hart strongly disliked the 
romanticized Westerns of'the 
late 30*s. He wrote to Dunstan: 
“An awful mess. The Beecher 
Island fight was in 1868, the 
Custer fight was in 1876. Nei¬ 
ther Hickok nor Cody was ever 
remotely connected with either 
one, much less In them.. And 
did you see the milk white suit 
he (Custer) wore? Gosh!” 

U.S. PRODUCER GERING 
IN 6-NATION ALLIANCE 

A Hollywood producer is nearly 
ready to go with a flock of co-pro¬ 
duction and otherwise cooperative 
ventures with film interests in five 
countries. Film-maker is Marion 
Gering, who said he spent the past 
two years at work on the project. 

Gering, In New York this week, 
said his participation will be in 
the form of providing American 
elements (stars, scripts, director, 
etc.) to product made by local pro¬ 
ducers on the Continent and Eng-: 
land. In most cases he’ll take West¬ 
ern Hemisphere distribution rights. 

Although the linking with the; 
five nations has yet to be formally [ 
set, Gering has deals for specific 
properties to roll under various as- \ 
sociation setups. First is .“The Bo-1 
hemians,” to be produced at the1 
CEA Studio, Madrid, by Benito! 
Perojo, Gering said he’s to put up 
the equivalent of $175,000 ($30,000 i 
of it deferred) and Perojo the re¬ 
maining $140,000 of the $315,000: 
budget. Starting date is Aug. 12 
with the players to include Keith 
Andes, Abbe Lane, Xavier C^gat 
and Marie Powers. 1 

Also on the iked Is a three-way : 
affair involving the U. S. (Gering),; 
Britain and Spain. This is “Prey [ 
by Night,” from a Malcolm Doug- ] 
las noveL Producer Is to be the 
English outfit. Skyline Films Ltd., 
which antes $260,000, Orphea Stu¬ 
dio of Barcelona will contribute: 
$150,000 end Gering is in for $150,- 
000, of which $36,500 is deferred. 
Studio work will be handled by 
Skyline with extensiver location: 
shooting acrosi „ Spain to be ar¬ 
ranged by Orphea. 

Italian as well as French and 
Spanish interests are Involved with 
Gering, he said, in “Mr. Fixit,” to 
be made by a Spanish group. Ten¬ 
tative starring date is Oct 1. Rich¬ 
ard Basehart is “committed but not 
yet signed” for the starring role. 

The Gering plan for the future is ■ 
to link production units in Ger¬ 
many, Italy, Spain, France and Eng¬ 
land with his own operation, and 
on a permanent basis. It would be a 
cooperative venture all the way 
through, with profits and distribu¬ 
tion rights to be shared on the basis; 
of contributions (cash, production 
facilities, etc.) made by each of 
the units. ] 

PITTSBURGH 
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likely. Shooting for $16,500. Last1 
week, $16,200. 

Penn. (UA) (3,300; 80-$155)— 
“Monkey On Back” (UA). limping 
along at sad $5,000 in 6 days; out 
day ahead of time. Last Iweek, 
“Gunfight at OJK Corral’ (Par) 
(2d wk), $11,000. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99) 
—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (4th wk). 
Fading fast to $2,300. WHI probably 
get another week, however, before 
“Strange One” (Col) comes in. Last 
week, $2,700. 

Stanley (SW) (3,600; 8G-$155) 
<—?‘The DJ.” (WB). Best thing at 
this house in long rime will, 
hold. Looks like, fine $11,500. Stan¬ 
ley hasn’^ seen this kind of biz in 
months. Last week, “Lonely Man” 
(Par), $7,000. 

Warner (SW) (1,500; $155-^.40) 
—“10 Commandments” (Par) u4tfa 
wk). Good $12,000 or near. Last 
week, $12,200. 

Top Releases 
Showcasing; So 
Subsequents Cry 

Spate of top pictures on all com¬ 
panies releasing schedules begin¬ 
ning late this month is short of 
being a source of elation for all 
exhibitors. Beefs have been heard 
in increasing volume that in many 
cases the big features will be tied 
up in first-run areas for such a 
long period that they’ll not be 
available to subsequent runs until 
the usually big July and August 
span has passed. 

It’s clear, for example, that dis- 
tribs are angling some showcase 
bookings in such fashion as to play 
a good part of the summer and 
continue through to Labor Day. 
Another problem facing the sub¬ 
run operators Is stemming front 
the first-run dating situation. 

Each of the film, companies 
wants to let go with two to five 
entries during the hot months and 
it’s doubtful that there’ll be a suf¬ 
ficient number of choice downtown 
outlets to accommodate them. The 
more successful the first releases 
are at the stirt will mean more 
booking snarls resulting from the 
extended runs. 

Employment Up, Rains, 
Too, Helping Outlook 

St. Paul, June 18. 
Continued employment gains 

and a healthy economy generally 
are expected to help the boxoffice 
in this area during the current 
summer. 

Latest State Employment Se¬ 
curity Dept, figures show that in 
the Twin Cities metropolitan area 
employment has edged toward the 
500,000 mark, being 498,389, or 
more than 5,000 above the previ- 

! ous month’s figure. 
[ The department anticipates that 
the 500,000 job figure may be a 
permanent fixture in the Twin 
Cities’ economy. 

In the city of Minneapolis alone 
employmnt was 272,098, and un¬ 
employment an estimated 10,100, 
or 2.300 less than the previous 
month. 

“Reassuring” is the word th« 
Federal Reserve bank’s, economists 
used in the bank’s latest report in 
referring to this district’s economy. 

The report pointed out that mid- 
May rainfall, which stimulated 
lush growth of range and pasture 
grass and boosted farmers’ spirit, 
and stated that this is behind the 
hank’s principal factor behind its 
optimism. 

In the economists* opinion, the 
area’s economy, after a sidewise 
movement earlier in the year, 
seems now to be pointed for an¬ 
other good summer season—per¬ 
haps as good or better than last 
year. 

ANOTHER MONTH'S GRACE 

[{fcoaley WHI See U Signatures 
| Have Significance 

Lanesboro, Minn., June 18. 
G. P. Qualey had posted closing 

notice for his local house, the only 
one here, but after a delegation 
from the Lanesboro chamber of 
commerce called upon him and 
presented him with a petition con¬ 
taining 200 signers and urging him 
to continue, he yielded for one 
month. 

Qukley agreed to make this fur¬ 
ther effort to put house on a self- 
sustaining bans. 

During the past fortnight in this 
exchange area shuttered theatres 
have reopened at McGregor and 
Lake Benton, Minn.; Michigan, 
N. D., and Bristol,.S. D. * 

DOCTOR AND WIFE SUE 
Los Angeles, June 18. 

Suit for $250,000 has been filed 
against Hallmark Productions Inc., 
and company's prexy, Kroger 
Babb, by Dr.. William B. Treutle 
and his wife, Eleanore, of Sebasto¬ 
pol, CaL, in L. A. Superior Court. 

It’s charged that couple entered 
‘into an agreement with defendants 
In February, 1954, for distribution 
and marketing of “Karamoja,” fea¬ 
ture filmed by them in Africa. Hall¬ 
mark, according to complaint, had 
breached contract by not using 
proper marketing methods and is 
now exhibiting film and retaining 
all receipts. 
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PICKUP ALLEY 
if 

WAS FILMED IN THE “PICKUP 

ALLEYS" OF NEW YORK, LONDON, 

PARIS, LISBON, ROME, NAPLES 

AND ATHENSI 

When the script first came to our desk it hit us with the power of a sledge hammer. 

It was our type of story: A story with guts that would take guts to make. Fearlessly it 

depicted the evils of the dope traffic, the private hells of the “hooked,” the nightmare un¬ 

derworld of the “pushers,” the merciless war being waged by Interpol, the international 

police organization, against the narcotics network. 

Our instructions were: Shoot it like it was written... and let the chips fall where 

they may. We took our cameras into the “pickup alleys” of the world. We selected Anita 
, i 

Ekberg to play her first dramatic role as the trapped “pusher,” fighting her way back 

from purgatory. Victor Mature is the American narcotics counter-agent, fighting the 

enemy with its own ruthless weapons; Trevor Howard is the peculiarly twisted master¬ 

mind of the syndicate. 

PICKUP ALLEY will soon be ready for distribution. We think it is important 

industry news. It is the first film to penetrate so fearlessly into those previously forbidden 

areas. It is the first film to handle this adult theme in the adult manner 

in the light of the motion picture industry’s recent recognition 

of the public demand for mature handling of urgent 

social problems. 

Warwick is proud to have made 

PICKUP ALLEY. We predict it will create 

considerable excitement on your screen... 

and at your boxoffice. 

Irving Alien and A. R. (Cubby) Broccoli 
for Warwick Film Productions 
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LOCAL BUSY60DIES ABUSE PASSES; 
SHOWMAN HITS BETTER FILMS’ GROUP 

+ 

Decatur, Ga., June 18. 
“Too many censors, not* enough 

matrons/’ That's the burden of com¬ 

plaint of Fred G. Storey, exec of 
Storey Theatres Inc., operators of 
the Decatur Theatre, when he dis¬ 
covered that a goodly percentage 
of his patronage was entering his 
film house by identifying them¬ 
selves as members of the Decatur 
Better Films Committee. 

Storey said that there are only 
33 members of the committee, but, 
according to his records, “as many 
as 45 persons representing them¬ 
selves as members have been ad¬ 
mitted to the theatre in one week.” 

Storey was accused by the com¬ 
mittee of “hampering” the work of 
the committee by denying its mem¬ 
bers “free access” and house owner 
countered by saying that he was 
forced to take action because the 
committee had begun to abuse its 
attendance rights. 

“I have no objection to one or 
two members of the committee 
each evening, but it is the unlim¬ 
ited nature of the situation that 
I want to stop,” Storey declared. 

Mrs. Thomas J. Gordon, presi¬ 
dent of the committee, told the 
Decatur City Commission that her 
group could no longer function 
because of the theatre’s repeated 
refusal to let members enter un¬ 
hampered/’ 

Mrs. Gordon said a city ordi¬ 
nance guarantees committee mem¬ 
bers “free access, any time, any 
place where a film is exhibited.” 
The ordinance states it is the com¬ 
mittee’s “duty to review the first 
showing” of every motion picture. 

Storey contends, the “first show¬ 
ing” is when the picture is booked 
and exhibited for the first time in 
the Decatur Theatre. The commit¬ 
tee interprets the term to mean the 
“first showing of each movie, each 
evening,” according to Mrs. 
Gordon. 

In addition to being refused ad¬ 
mittance to the theatre, Mrs. Gor¬ 
don said, members were asked to 
fill out “detailed questionnaires.” 
She said the theatre owner’s ac¬ 
tions were “reprisals” for the city’s 
action in curtailing Sunday films. 

The questionnaire cards were 
needed “in order to get a list of 
their names,” Storey rebutted. No 
official listing of the names of the 
committee members was supplied 
him until last week, he said. 

One member is assigned to at¬ 
tend the movies each day, Mrs. 
Gordon said. The group is interest¬ 
ed in conduct of children in at¬ 
tendance, as well as the.content of 
the motion pictures themselves, the 
committee president explained. 

Storey contended that checking 
on the conduct of children in the 
theatre had “nothing to do \Vith 
the ordinance which allows the 
committee to screen pictures.” 
Meanwhile, city commissioners 
have asked the Decatur chief of 
police to notify Storey that the 
ordinance would be strictly en¬ 
forced. 

Add: Marquee Humor 
Houston, June 18. 

Current bill at the Hi Nabor 
Drive-In Theatre finds the fol¬ 
lowing on the marquee: 

“The Birds and the Bees” and 
“The Man Who Knew Too 
Much.” 

Untaxed Ozoners 
Endanger Houses, 

Richmond Plea 
Richmond, June 18. 

Drooping box office and local 
taxes are driving Richmond’s 21 
major film theatres out of busi¬ 
ness, according to local exhibitors. 

In a plea to city council for re¬ 
lief from a 5% city amusement tax, 
the exhibitors said the levy is the 
difference between profit and loss 
in their operations here. The tax, 
levied on tickets selling for less 
than 91-cents, brings the city an 
estimated $100,000 a year. 

“The exhibitors’ only hope of 
survival,” they told council in a 
recent memorandum, “is to be able 
to" eliminate the tax.” 

Attendance, the operators said, 
is down 20% for the first four 
months of this year as compared 
with a year ago. They said b.o. had 
dropped almost 50%~ between 1947 
and last year. 

During that period, five theatres 
have, closed here and the exhibitors 
say two more—the Robinson and 
the Carillon—will he shut down 
soon. 

Exhibitors blamed the slash in 
attendance on competition from 
drive-ins in surrounding counties 
where there is no tax; and on com¬ 
petition from Parker Field and The 
Arena, city-subsidized sports sites 
sometimes used for other enter¬ 
tainment. 

Impact of television on. attend¬ 
ance has slowed to a standstill, 
they said, and is not responsible 
for the most recent b.o. decline. 

The operators, who described the 
tax as a special sales tax (there is 
no sales tax, as such, imposed in 
Virginia) one one industry, also 
presented council with a warning: 

The city’s $100,000 loss if the levy 
is revoked, they said, is a small 
amount compared to losses in li¬ 
cense, real estate and property 
taxes if the theatres are forced to 
close. 

Council, already seeking new 
revenue to balance its fiscal year 
budget, postponed discussion and a 
possible vote on the request to 
June 24. 

The plea for tax relief was 
signed by representatives of the 
Neighborhood Group, 10 theatres; 
District Theatres, sLx; Loew’s, one; 
and Fabian, four. 

$30,000 TICKET ADVANCE 

‘80 Days’ Proves Precedental In 
Milwaukee 

! Milwaukee, June 18. 
Advance sales for “Around the 

World in 80 Days” have topped 
$30,000, a record for- this town 
(previous high was $18*000 ad¬ 
vance—posted by “Ten Command¬ 
ments). An additional $25,000 has 
been raised for Mt. Sinai Hospital 
Epilepsy Center through a special 
Variety Club of Wisconsin pre- 
view;~last week. 

Only the legit show “South Pa¬ 
cific” grossed higher advance sales 
than “Around World” here. Show 
opens at the 790 seat Strand The¬ 
atre with tickets scaled -from $3 
top. Of advance sales $25,000 was 
by mail order, the biggest pur¬ 
chase being the reservation by the 
U. S. Junior Chamber of Com¬ 
merce of 300 seats per day June 
20-26. 

Rival Theatres 
Cross-Plugging 

One Another 
Pittsburgh, June 18. 

Downtown th^tres have finally; 
realized that it’s sink or swim for 
all of them, so they’re now cross¬ 
plugging each other. Every house 
is carrying a trailer advertising 
the attractions at remaining first- 

' run sites. 
They go something like “now 

that you've enjoyed the picture 
here, may we bring your atten¬ 
tion to other outstanding movies 
currently playing.” Then a brief 
resume of the Golden Triangle 
cinema playbill. 

Idea was Bernle Hickey’s. He is 
manager of Shea's Fulton. Sug¬ 
gestion was immediately accepted 
as good as cooperative public rela¬ 
tions for not only the theatres 
but the industry as well. The 
trailers went on for the first time 
last week. 

COLOR SERVICE CO. 
NOW TACKLES 35m 

Color Service Co., which hereto¬ 
fore engaged in 16m color labora¬ 
tory work, is moving into the 35m 
field. 

Robert Crane, president of the 
outfit, stated this week that $100,- 
000 in developing machine and 
printing equipment has been 
placed on order with Union Manu¬ 
facturing Co. of Berlin. New gear 
will be used for the processing of 
35m Eastman color original nega¬ 
tives, inter-negatives, inter-posi¬ 
tives and release prints. 

Decatur adjoins Atlanta to the 
east, but is in a separate (DeKalb) 
county. Decatur Theatre is one in 
a string of neighborsood houses op¬ 
erated by Storey Theatres, Inc. 

T. J. Ticktin Cross-Sues 
On Mexican ‘Fury’ 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Cross-complaint against Pathe 

Labs and Chesepeake Industries 
has been filed in Superior Court 
by Theodore J. Ticktin, in litiga¬ 
tion over Mexican-filmed feature, 
“Fury in Paradise/’ currently in 
release by Globe Releasing Corp. 

Ticktin. through attorney Mitch¬ 
ell Moidel. is seeking $100,000 
damages, plus punitive damages, 
for alleged breach of contract, in¬ 
terference with property rigtifs, 
slander of title, and fraud. Counter¬ 
suit is reply to Pathe action of 
last March, in which lab claimed 
superior rights to the property be¬ 
cause of an unpaid lab processing 
bill. This is in spite of consent fore¬ 
closure,, sale to him last January, 
to which both Pathe and Chese¬ 
peake were parties, according to 
Ticktin. 

Pic was originally lensed by 
Amex Inc- in Mexico, in 1953. 

Toor Operations’ Charge Includes 
Century Circuit s Concession Co. 

Albemarle Theatre Inc., owner 
of the Albemarle Theatre, Brook¬ 
lyn, N. Y., has brought a $4,122,500 
damage suit against the Century 
circuit, RKO Theatres, RKO prexy 
Sol Schwartz and Andrews Inc,, 
a concession outfit. Action charges 
that century failed to use its best 
efforts to operate the Albemarle 
under a 14!£ year lease which ex¬ 
pires in 1963. 

Plaintiff, repped by Milton Pol¬ 
lack, claims that Century and RKO 
conspired to divert firstrun “RKO 
split” product from the Albemarle 
to the defendants’ other houses in 
the same vicinity* It’s also con¬ 
tended that Schwartz induced ABC 
Vending to discontinue servicing 
five RKO theatres in the Brooklyn 
area in October, 1952. 

Concession biz at the five RKO 
houses, according to the. complaint, 
was then turned over to Andrews 
Inc., a Century affiliate, as a meas¬ 
ure of “compensating the Century 
group for their help in destroying 
the Albemarle as a theatre-income 
producing property/' 

Albemarle Inc., which leased its 
house to Century in 1949 at a mini¬ 
mum rental of $68,000 annually, 
seeks $2,000,000 punitive damages. 
Another $2,000,000, representing 
the cost of converting the premises 
to non-theatrical use, is asked plus 
$122,500 to cover loss of potential 
rentals* 

Suit came to light last week 
when N. Y. Supreme Court Justice 
Morris Spector ruled out the U. S. 
vs. Paramount decree as a matter 
of pleading in the case. He di¬ 
rected the plaintiff to file an 
amended complaint. 

British Ace’s Biopic 
London, June. 18. 

Producer Emeric Pressburger is 
to make the story of John (Cats- 

Eyes) Cunningham, the British 

war-time flying ace. 

The production will begin next 
year and will be for the Rank 

Organization. 

Trims to Slow Sailing 
Minneapolis, June 18. 

Further evidence of the shortage of boxoffice pictures and an 
inclination to conserve product during the slack period is found 
here in the action of Ted Mann’s prosperous loop World in deviat* 
ing from its policy of presenting films initially to play “Desk Set” 
on a moveover from United Paramount’s Radio City where it ran 
only one week to mild takings. - 

It’s the first time in many years that the World has booked a 
moveover. 

Among the theatre’s important initially played first-run offer¬ 
ings so far this year have been “Funny Face,” “Anastasia” and 
“Bachelor Party.” It has “Saint Joan” underlined.. 

For the “Desk Set” engagement the World has lowered its 
regular $1.25 after 5 p.m. admission to 90c, the same as the Radio 
City tap. 

Checking Film Row 

WASHINGTON 
A switch of posts between two 

Stanley Warner Theatre managers 
brings each of the men back to 
home base. Harry Lohmeyer, long¬ 
time manager of Warner nabes 
here in the capital, returns to the 
Stanley Theatre, which he once 
managed in his native Baltimore. 
He swaps jobs with Rodney Collier, 
a native Washingtonian, who comes 
here after 23 years as manager of 
chain's Baltimore show case. Col¬ 
lier, a former Chief Barker of the 
Baltimore Variety Club, was once 
manager of the Rialto, one of War¬ 
ner’s nabes in Washington. New 
line-up was arranged by Stanley 
Warner zone manager George 
Crouch. 

Another change in town’s Film 
Row line-up takes place July 1 
when Jean Imhof is upped from 
manager of Lopert’s Dupont, to 
manager of the Playhouse, larger 
of the two Lopert arters here. Miss 
Imhof replaces Kenneth McGuire, 
who is leaving to establish resi¬ 
dence in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.. 
Gerald Wagner,, Lopert area man¬ 
ager, has assigned Mrs. Stephen 
John Niezgoda as Dupont manager, 
to be assisted by Frank Moss. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
More than 59,000 Northern Cali¬ 

fornia younsters attended 40 
special performances of “Seven 
Wonders of World” at Orpheum in 
the just-concluded school year.’ 
Youngsters were admitted at 50c 
per. 

Pocketbook. paperbacks have 
pushed popcorn to one side as a 
revenue-producer at Irving (Bud) 
Levin’s neighborhood Balboa Thea¬ 
tre, with Ernest Hemingway the 
best-seller. 

A1 Adolph, formerly area sales¬ 
man for Republic, became city 
manager of Center Theatre Corp.’s 
three houses in Sacramento. Dick 
Ivy, ex-office manager of United 
Artists’ Frisco exchange, went 
into Adolph's place at Republic. 

Cinerama management in north¬ 
ern California reports it has sold 
over 70,000 tickets to “Seven Won¬ 
ders of World” at Orpheum here 
through the. Western Pacific Rail¬ 
road. All tickets have been 90c 
admissions'for school youngsters, 
with special morning shows dove¬ 
tailed to arrival ot special Western 
Pacific Cinerama trains from all 
over Northern part of state. 

PITTSBURGH 
Bernard Zearfoss named general 

manager of the Basle-Laskey cir¬ 
cuit of eight outdoor and two hard- 
tops in Western Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia. He formerly piloted 
the Strand in Brownsville, the Mt. 
Lebanon Drive-In and Route 19 
ozoner for the B-L chain. 

.Richard fi. Lange, one-time film 
salesman here and for years RKO 
exchange manager in Portland, 
Ore., is now with the George Pat¬ 
ten Investment Co. In Portland. 

! Henry Burger, Stanley-Wamer 
city manager, is temporarily dou¬ 
bling. into the post of ad-publicity 
head until a, permanent successor 
is named for Phil Katz, who re¬ 
cently resigned to join the Gold- 
man-Shoop ad agency. 

Chris Lampros, Farrell-Sharon 
area exhibitor who also operates 
an auto agency and a minute-car¬ 
wash, transferred his Hickory 
Drive-In to Michael Wellman. New 
proprietor is the son of Peter 
Wellman, Girard, O., theatre owner. 

Harris Theatre In DuBols, which 
was closed several months ago by 
A. P. Way, will be remodeled and 
reopened in September under a 
new name by John Rossella, owner 
of General Pershing Hotel, which 
houses the property.* 

Andy Biordi, Ellwood City thea¬ 
tre owner and a tax investigator 
for the state revenue department, 
won Democratic nomination for 
municipal tax collector. His brother. 

Frank, also an exhib, lost the Dem¬ 
ocratic nomination for an Ellwood 
City council seat but won the -Re¬ 
publican nod via a write-in vote. 

* Bill Graner, long Republic book¬ 
er, switched to Screen Guild with 
closing of the Rep office here. Ike 
Sweeney, one-time Republic man¬ 
ager, also went with SG as a sales¬ 
man. Screen Guild now handles 
physical distribution of Rep prod¬ 
uct. 

Blatt Brothers circuit closed the 
State Theatre in Youngsville and 
Joe Mazzei shuttered both of his 
district houses, the Grant in Mill- 
vale and Olympic in Verona. 

Phil Katz resigned as ad-public¬ 
ity head for Stanley-Warner in this 
district to gb with the Goldman- 
Shoop ad agency. No successor 
named and Henry Burger, SW dis¬ 
trict manager, Is currently doubling 
into the pub-ad job. 

Howard Newman, here for the 
last two months handling the press 
for roadshow run of “Arcfund 
World in 80 Days” at the Nixon, 
returned,to N.Y. for reassignment 
by Mike Todd office. Michael Pol¬ 
lock remains to look after the local 
bally for “80 Days.” 

MINNEAPOLIS 
All other entertainment forms 

and sports as well as film houses 
are suffering from daylight saving 
time with boxoffice off more than 
usual. Baseball attendance here, 
for example, is 50,000 off from 
corresponding time a year ago. 

Exhibitors here feel they’re hurt 
by the fact that local supermarkets 
stay open until 9 o’clock every 
night and attract large crowds of 
shoppers'. 

“Wee Geordie” in its St. Paul 
first-run at the arty Grandview ran 

[three weeks. 
Jerry Lewis to he here in person 

July 18 to plug his “Delicate De¬ 
linquent” when it opens at Radio 
City. 

Three of Twin Cities’ 12 ozoners 
played duals last Sunday. 

Dick Dynes, former RKO sales¬ 
man who has been doing “10 Com¬ 
mandments” promotion, joined Bob 
Hazleton's local buying-booking 
service. 

Circuit owner Bennie Berger 
called off European trip. 

Jane Seberg, who plays title role 
in “Sain Joan” film, here for news¬ 
paper, tv and radio interviews, and 
as honor guest at United Artists’ 
cocktail party. 

First Yugoslavian picture ever 
to be shown here, “Anika/* had its 
first-run at neighborhood arts 
Campus. 

20th-Fox hosted cocktail party 
for Pat Boone, star of its “Berna- 
dine,” when he was here to head¬ 
line an Auditorium stageshow. 

ALBANY 
Klein brothers, Maurice and 

Raphael, featured a $l-per-carload 
admission at premiere Friday (14) 
of 500-car Jericho DriVe-In, on 
Route 9-W, near here. 

Ozoner had been under con¬ 
struction since last July, work be¬ 
ing halted by Town of Bethlehem 
ordinance. Later, the Kleins won 
an order restraining the town 
from interferring with the drive- 
in's completion. 

William Cuddy, head booker for 
RKO in Boston until company 
closed its exchange there, is now 
head booker for Columbia here. 
Veteran of more than 35 years* 
service, succeeded William Bar¬ 
rington, who resigned. Barring¬ 
ton, who recently became Col head 
date-setter, entered the hospital 
for treatment. 

Adam (Chick) Mlinariki, Colum¬ 
bia head shipper, received wrist 
Watch from the company Thurs¬ 
day (13), in recognition of 25 
years’ service. Prexy and biz 
agent of Local B-43, IATSE, he 
thus became first Columbia em¬ 
ployee to round out 25 years here. 
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Comr. Craven on ToIl-TV: You 
Can’t Stand in Way of Progress; 

Sez Tests Should Supply Answers 
Ocean City, I\id., June 18. +• 

Talking turkey on subscription : 
tv Federal Communications Com- , 
missioner T. A. M. Craven told! 
broadcasters here last week, in ef¬ 
fect, that they’re Standing in the 
way of progress when they try to 
stop pay-tv. ' 

In a hard-hitting address before 
the Maryland-District of Columbia 
Radio and TV Broadcasters Assn.. 
Craven suggested that the indus¬ 
try’s “strenuous objection” to pay 
tv compares with efforts of stage¬ 
coach operators to get Congress to 
ban the railroads. 

“Should broadcasters be allowed ; 
to stop subscription tv if it consti- i 
lutes real progress?” he asked. The 
question, he said, begs another, 
which is: “How shall we determine 
whether subscription tv is a step 
forward in this dynamic industry?” 

Comr. Craven said “the realistic ; 
way to ascertain whether or not j 
this new service is real progress is \ 
to give the public an opportunity I 
to express its preference based on . 
field demonstrations. I know of no j 
better means of resolving this. 
burning question.” ‘ 

As a member of the FCC, Craven ; 
noted, he is required by law to con- j 
sider new uses for radio and to en- j 
courage advancements in the 
public interest. “I am convinced,” 
he said, “that I am faithfully dis¬ 
charging my responsibility in this 
connection when I seek a field dem¬ 
onstration for subscription tv.” 

He said he is also convinced that 
tests will provide most of the an¬ 
swers to questions now plaguing f 
the agency and he pointed out that: 
the Commission has agreed that the ' 
service should be tried out. “We 
need only to determine the para¬ 
meters of that trial,” he said. 

Pointing out that set owners 
throughout the country are paying 
for tv program service through 

i Continued on page 67) 

l2Y & ‘Lucy’ Tie 
“Twenty-One” and “I Love 

Lucy” emerged in their first 
flat-footed Trendex tie Monday 
night (17). with both scoring a 
16.8 (ABC’s “Press Confer¬ 
ence” had a 1.0) while Hank 
Bloomgarden stretched liis 
winnings to $108,000 on the 
NBC quizzer. 

During the weekend, Julius 
LaRosa was an easy winner in 
the preera of his Perry Como 
summer replacement stint, 
scoring a 14.5 for his hour vs. 
a 7.4 for Vic Damone subbing 
on the Jackie Gleason show 
and a 5.7 for Billy Graham on 
ABC. The Saturday 9 to 10 
“RCA Victor Galaxy of Stars” 
topped Lawrence Welk by an 
11.2 to 10.2 score, with CBS’ 
Gale Storm nabbing a 6.6 and 
“SRO Playhouse” an 8.3. On 
Sundfy (16), Ed Sullivan top¬ 
ped Steve Allen, 15.6 to 12.1, 
with 3.3 for ABC’s “Hollywood 
Film Festival.” 

On Friday (14), Dinah 
Shore scored In her final 
“Chevy Show” of the season 
with a 14.4 average. CBS’ 
“.Mr. Adams & Eve” had dn 8.6 
and “Schlitz Playhouse" a 10.9 
while ABC’s “Key Club Play¬ 
house” scored 6.8 and “The 
Vise” 4.1 against the Chevy 
hour. 

NBC ‘Comment’ 
As Late Nite TV’er 
Firsf daily news commentary and 

RCA Prez Renews 
Blast at ToIl-TV; 

Waves Tint Flag 
Hollywood, June 18. 

Continued opposition of RCA to 
toll-tv was pledged last week by 
John L. Burns, new prexy of the 

, NBC parent firm, here on first tour 
of L. A. facilities since succeeding 
Frank M. Folsom. Doom of pay-tv 
proposals was predicted by Burns, 

who said it’s not a desirable form 
of entertainment and set owners 

Swing and Sway with 

SAMMY KAYE 
Just concluded Eight "Weeks, Hotel 
Roosevelt Grill, New York, return¬ 
ing in Sept. 
Starting three week Mid-western 
tour at The Stadium, Bay City, 

Mich., June 17 thru June 22 
Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC. 
Columbia Records Exclusively. 
Just released: CHARM BRACE¬ 

LET. b/w PAST MY PRIME. 

analysis show on network televi- . . . , „ ,, . 
sion is planned by NBC-TV for the buy what they re 

J.1:15 Color television will make rapid 
.tbl'ou5^;^UtTa^-S!rK ’strides next season and 4he field 

Tonight Lsmg the title Com- set manufacturing highly com- 
ment,’the program will be hosted petitive with six companies enter- 
k"\ito* lists, said Burns, and add- both NBC staff and outside com- ed this will not mean a re. 
menta.ors Starting date is planned tiucfion jn price of receivers. As 
tor July 29. same day the new Jack : prosently priced we are losing, 
t p®1’ ^format takes over the To-. m0ney.” Color is now out of in- 

, - , , . , cubation and ready for a rapid rate 
The 11:15 strip has already been of rise, he declared. He offered this 

turned over to NBC News for de-. prediction “while the varnish is 
velopment of a show, and news di- wct on me.” 
rector Bill Me Andrew has submit- Three specific improvements in 
ted the “Comment format and won Lenticular film (Color kine) have 
approval from management. Origi- been made, he said, and other prob- 
nally, McAndrew was thinking of lems are being met by RCA’s.en- 
* t omment as a Sunday afternoon gineers and in the Eastman labora- 
entry. but when the strip became i Continued on page 46) 
available he switched it over. 
“Comment” isn’t a new show: it - 
had a Sunday berth a couple of sea- : 
sons back. ! 

Considine. who will hold over 
from the current “Tonight” staff, 
will act as host-moderator. Among 
the commentators mentioned for', 
the show are Martin Agronskv and 1 
Joseph C. Harsch (before the lat¬ 
ter leaves for London as NBC bu¬ 
reau chief) and such outside- 
analysts as James Reston, *Ne\v 
York Times Washington chief. 

Coast CBS-TV City 
Will Get‘Suburb’; 

M090 Outlay 
CBS is beginning construction 

on a “suburb” for its CBS Tele¬ 
vision City in Hollywood, which 
will add to the original $12,000,000 
installation a new eight-story of¬ 
fice building, two new studios ana 
a complex of production and ser¬ 
vice facilities to additionally cen¬ 
tralize its Coast activities. Televi¬ 
sion City was built in 1951, with 
the new addition expected to be 
completed by late 1958. 

Web wouldn’t reveal the exaet 
cost of the "new project, hut it’s 
believed the “suburb” will cost in 
the neighborhood of $7,000,000. 
The new office structure will house 
the administrative operations of 
the web’s Coast network operation, 
heretofore spread out over three 
locations. The new studios will be 
the largest ever built for televi¬ 
sion, with floor area of 14,100 feet 
each, 2,100 feet larger than exist¬ 
ing studios. 
. Setup will have seven new re¬ 
hearsal studios, enabling the web 
to integrate pre-camera rehear¬ 
sals within the same building in¬ 
stead of hirifig halls away from 
the production point. Studios them¬ 
selves, equipped for color as wen 
as black and white, will have on¬ 
stage dressingrooms for quick 
changes during shows, control and 
viewing rooms, sound effect and 
control rooms. 

Also included in the plans is an 
escalator to bring actors up from 
the ground floor makeup-ward- 
robe-hairdress-dressingroom com¬ 
plex to the studio level. A school, 
the second at Television City, will 
be built for child actors; a garage 
to house mobile equipment will be 
included; so will arrangements for 
tape storage and film servicing. 

KAISER PULLS OUT OF 
SUN. NITE ABC TIME 

When Kaiser decided last week, 
not to buy expensive first-run fea- ■ 
ttires for an hour-and-a-half a week 
of network time, it simultaneously 
decided not to buy the time. Spon-: 
sor. through Young & Rubicam. I 
pulled out of 7:30 to 9 Sundays I 
over ABC-TY, but it was reported . 
by network sources that both sides j 
are renegotiating for a shorter j 
amount of time and probably on a 
different night. J 

The nature of the program con- \ 
tent Kaiser now wants is undecid-j 
ed, but the web is pitching several i 
different shows at Y&R. 

Procter’s Calculated Gamble 
Decision of Procter & Gamble to launch its latest vehicle, the 

NBC-TV Tuesday night “Meet McGraw” whodunits starring Frank 
Lovejov. in early July instead of the customary September-Octo- 
ber starting time will be watched with considerable interest by 
the networks and agencies. In starting “McGraw” in the hot days, 
P&G tiopes to gain a competitive jump oh the Tuesday night field 

J>y building an audience for the Don Sharpe-Warren Lewis pack¬ 
age before the deluge of newT shows rolls in come September. 

It’s a calculated gamble, of course, in terms of cost-per-thou- 
sand during the low summertime viewing periods. But with vir¬ 
tually every time slot undergoing a program change come fall, 
P&G feels it can build a pre-season audience for the show and 
> et avoid getting lost in the shuffle and confusion surrounding 
the new season in the fall. The more-than-customary interest. 
attending the P&G move stems from the company’s traditional 
bellwether role in the industry as an innovator in new radio-tv 
timebuying techniques. 

P&G has two major success stories to ba<"k up its theory. One 
is “Climax,” which started on CBS-TV a couple of years ago in 
mid-season, but got off to a somewhat shaky start. The melo¬ 
drama series realy got off the ground that summer, when it main¬ 
tained its high budget and top names during a period when all 
the competition was laying low. It zoomed into the Top 10 lists 
during the summer and maintained its high level consistently 
afterwards. The oth^r case is that of Steve Allen, who started 
in early summer of last year, built a solid audience base while 
Ed Sullivan eased up for the-hot spell, and then began to build 
as sets-in-use grew in the fall. Now it’s a nip-and-tuck battle be¬ 
tween Allen & Sullivan. 

NARTB: ‘Let Congress Decide ToO-TV’ 
Washington, June 18. 

National Assn, of Radio & TV Broadcasters wants Congress to 
decide the subscription tv issue. Organization prexy Harold E. 
Fellows, In a statement last week, asserted the people, through 
their elected representatives in the Capitol, should determine 
whether the commercial channels should be used for pay tv. 

Regarding subscription trials. Fellows said they “would only 
confuse the issue, inhibit the present healthy development of free 
tv and would in no way demonstrate how pay tv would operate if 
it should ever be authorized on a national scale. Only then would 
the pay tv promoters begin to ‘siphon off’ the best in talent—writ¬ 
ers, directors and performers—who now create programs for free 
tv.” 

Fellows declared that experiments in wired subscription will 
get many of the answers to questions posed by the Federal Com- ■ 
munlcations Commission in its recent request for further infor.- 
mation to determine how and wheYe tests should be conducted. 

Referring to closed circuit subscription trials to begin soon in 
Bartlesille, Okla., Fellows said that “at least this system will not 
use the channels of the present free system, depriving those who 
who do not want to pay for the right to use their own tv sets.” 
The wired services, he added, “propose to offer the same kind of 
service that is promised by the promoters who want to encroach 

* upon the people’s free channels.” 
Fellows praised the action of Sen. Strom Thurmond ‘ (D-S.G.i: in 

introducing a bill, similar to that proposed by Rep. Emanuel Celler 
(D-N.Y.), to ban pay tv. 

Thurmond told the Senate last week that he has come to the 
conclusion that subscription would be the same as “a new tax” on 
the public. “In effect,” he said, "the people who now view tele¬ 
vision without additional cost, after the purchase of their sets, 
would have to start paying additional fees nr charges or be de¬ 
nied the privilege of seeing their preferred programs.” 

The Senator, who is a member of the Interstate Commerce 
Committee, said Congressional action is needed promptly because 
if- the FCC authorizes tests: 

(1) It would be difficult to tell the developers, after spending 
millions of dollars, that toll tv is against the public interest; 

(2) Those who had invested in pay tv “without being warned 
by Congress” would have cause to complain. 

Thurmond said that if there were “any assurance” that toll- 
vision would be purely a supplement to the programs now shown 
free he would not be concerned. 

“But there is no assurance,” he said, “and there can be none 
that programs now seen free would not soon be bought up by the 
producers of pay tv programs.” _ 

Industry Fears Further Application 
Of Anti-Trust Act in Philly Fines 

--——f 

PRINCE PHILIP AS M. C. I 

Chosen To Narrate BBC-TV’s Geo¬ 
physical Year Show 

London, June 18. 
Prince Philip, who’s rapidly be¬ 

coming a favorite tv personality 
with British audiences, will under¬ 
take his biggest telejob to date 
when he emcees BBC-TV’s program 
about the International Geophys¬ 
ical Year, “The Restless Sphere” 
on June 30. 

It’s estimated that the show will 
cost about $56,000 to produce, and 
has been called “the BBC’s most 
massive and complicated tv show 
of its kind.” Prince Philip will act 
as narrator, linking together filmed 
items from 12 countries, as well as 
live items from several European 
countries over the Eurovision hook¬ 
up. The program will run for 75 
minutes. 

Sealtest & Breck 
Dicker Jalfe-Sfi 
Fairy Tales on TV 
Sealtest division of National 

Dairy and the John H. Breck. 
(Shampoo) Co. are negotiating a 
deal for presentation of 16 of the 
hourlong Henry Jaffe-Screen Gems* 
fairy tales on NBC-TV next season. 
The fairy tales, which star Shirley 
Temple, would be presented about 
once every three weeks starting in 
January and running through Jan¬ 
uary of i959. 

Sealtest and Breck are negotiat¬ 
ing for the property with Jaffe and 
Screen Gems, who have a copro¬ 
duction arrangement on the fairy 
tales (with SG doing the filming), 
but there’s a three-way situation? 
involving purchase of the time, 
since NBC would have to work out 
a means of clearing additional pre¬ 
emptions for the show. Sealtest has 
been without a network showcase 
since dropping “Big Top” on CBS- 
TV; Breck is not a television regu¬ 
lar though it’s been in the medium 
via NBC’s “Today.” 

As originally contemplated, the 
fairy tales would not have been 
available until t^e fall of 1958, but 
with the imminence of the Seal- 
test-Breck deal, Screen Gems and 
Jaffe are pushing up production to 
ready the films by January. 

Philadelphia, June 17. 
Nine Philadelphia radio stations 

were fined $1,000 each and charges 
against their managers dismissed 
in Federal District Court last week 
in the windup of the Justice Dept’s 
antitrust action against the Phil¬ 
adelphia Radio & Television Broad¬ 
casters Assn. The association it¬ 
self was fined $5,000. 

Disposition of the case, after 
the association pleaded guilty and 
the stations no. defense, left the in¬ 
dustry concerned over pCosiDle fu¬ 
ture application of the Sherman 
Anti-Trust Act to broadcasters. 
The Government action had been 
filed after the stations formed the 
association and informed an ad 
agency that each of them intended 
to adhere strictly to their pub¬ 
lished rate cards. 
. Stations had earlier pleaded not 
guilty, but were persuaded to 
change their pleas by the Justice 
Dept, trial lawyer, William H, 
Maher, who recommended" dismis¬ 
sal of the charges stating, “I be- ’ 
lieve it should be made clear that 
this case was brought solely to en¬ 
force the Sherman Anti-Trust 
Act.” 

Judge Allen K. Grim stated 
that “I think no moral turpitude 
is involved, or in fact. has been 
shown in this case. I believe, also, 

j that what was done by the men in 
this case was done in what they be¬ 
lieved to be the best interest of 
their employers and the public. I 
hope that when that point is called 
to the attention of the Govern¬ 
ment agencies, particularly the 
FCC, that those agencies will agree 

(Continued on page 46) 

Kenneth Clark To 
Exit as ITA Head 

London, June 18. 
Sir Kenneth Clark, chairman of 

the Independent Television Author¬ 
ity, is to retire from his post when 
his three-year term of office with 
the NT A expires in August. He’s 
also chairman of the Arts Council. 

Reason for Clark’s action is he 
believes that his other interests 
would suffer if he did not take this 
step. When he was appointed ITA 
topper, he made it clear that he 
was willing to do the job for three 
years until commercial tv was es¬ 
tablished. He nowMeels that this 
has been accomplished. A succes¬ 
sor has not yet been named. 
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MADISON AVE. GOES TO WAR 
-s-=---■---4* -- +-----=-----:-- 

Joss Hart, Stanton Trade Charges 
; On Authors League ‘Blackout’ Blast 

Philip Morris Sits Out Controversy 
Philip Morris apparently is taking no more chances in getting 

involved in controversy on Mike Wallace’s Sunday night ABC-TV 
show. 

As an offshoot of the Mickey Cohen hullabaloo, the cigaret 
company, it’s reported, has rewritten its contract with the net¬ 
work. As a stipulation for its continued sponsorship of the pro¬ 
gram, Philip Morris reserves the right to “sit it out” on those 
evenings when, in its estimation, Wallace is interviewing a "too 
hot to handle” guest. On those nights ABC will be obliged to 
carry the show on a sustaining basis. 

The Kinnie & the Goof 
150 Ducat-Holder* to Godfrey Show Victims of An 

Administrative Snafu 

Arthur Godfrey’s shaky public 

relations got fouled up again last 
week when some 150 ticket-holders 

for his Wednesday night CBS-TV 
show were turned away at the door. 

However, Godfrey had nothing to 

do with the incident, according to 
Charlie Andrews, producer of the 
Wednesday night show—it was 
strictly an administrative goof. 

The show consisted almost en¬ 
tirely of kinescopes of past God¬ 
frey remotes, from Miami and else¬ 
where, with a couple of acts thread¬ 
ing in between Godfrey’s narration. 
Because of the kinnie content of 
the show, it was decided to dis¬ 
pense with the studio audience. 
Trouble was, some 150 tickets got 
into distribution by the time the 
decision was made. 

Originally, Andrews said, the 
kinescopes were planned as a 
minor feature of the show, but 
about two weeks before the show, 
when Andrews, Godfrey and the 
staff -started editing the kinnies, 
they decided to make them the ma¬ 
jor feature. The CBS ticket office 
was told to cut off all distribution 
on tickets for the show. 

But some 150 ducats which are 
arranged in advance of general dis¬ 
tribution for special groups visiting 
N.Y. were already out. In failing 
to trace the tickets and withdraw¬ 
ing them, Andrews said, he goofed, 
and the before-the-air turnaway sit¬ 
uation resulted. But Godfrey had 
nothing to do with it and there was 
no question of any case of tempera¬ 
ment, Andrews declared. 

NBC-TVs FrL Nite 
Mysterioso Block 

Friday night, once a major 

comedy block in the almost-forgot¬ 

ten radio days, is emerging as 

“mystery night” for television, at 

least on NBC. If negotiations go 
through between Colgate and 
Metro for the “Thin Man” series 
for Colgate’s 9:30 to 10 spot, the 
web will be sporting no fewer than 
four whodunits in contiguous 
blocks of two each, with only the 
“Life of Riley” comedies separat¬ 
ing them. 

Lineup kicks off at 7:30 with 
Sterling Drug’s still-untitled made- 
in-England mystery series utiliz¬ 
ing the Company’s “Inspector 
Mark Saber” character. That’s fol¬ 
lowed at 8 by Old Gold’s “Court 
of Last Resort,” the Erie Stanley 
Gardner & Co. project which 
solves mysteries for people con¬ 
victed of crimes but believed in¬ 
nocent by Gardner and his col¬ 
leagues. . 

“Riley” interrupts the cycle at 
8:30, but at 9 there’s American To¬ 
bacco’s new Lee Marvin starrer, 
“Manhunt,” to be followed by 
“Thin Man” at 9:30 if the negotia¬ 
tions go through (an alternate pos¬ 
sibility for Colgate is “Colonel 
Flack,” a comedy-mystery series 
out of CBS Television Film Sales). 

To round out-the picture, CBS- 
TV will sport two Friday night 
mystery segments, “Traekdown,” 
the Texas Rangers series to be 
sponsored at 8 to 8:30 by Ameri¬ 
can Tobacco and Spcony.Mob.il Oil, 
and the now longrunning ‘The 
Lineup,” under the same Procter 
& Gamble-Viceroy auspices at' 10. 

Jim Cox to KDAY 
Hollywood, June 18. 

Former Coast rep of BMI, Jim 
Cox, has been named station man¬ 
ager of KDAY, Santa Monica. 

George A. Baron remains station 
v.p.-general manager. 

$3,500,000 Butova 
tom for Crisis; 
13 Wks. Left Open 
Bulova is buying into NBC-TV's 

“Crisis” on a seasonal basis that 

will leave only 13 alternate hours 
of the series during the post-Christ¬ 
mas season to be sold. Under the 
Bulova buyin, set via McCann- 
Erickson, the watch company will 
alternate with Ford from the start 
of the fall season through Christ¬ 
mas, then would drop out through 
March to return for the final 13- 
week cycle. 

Essentially, the Bulova purchase 
means that “Crisis” is now about 
five-sixths sold, with only that one- 
sixth seasonal gap to be filled. Coin 
involved for the time & talent on 
the Bulova layout comes to about 

(Continued on page 46) 

The coming months are expected' 

to witness an unprecedented push. 

to revamp the billing status 

among Madison Ave. (and en-; 

virons) advertising agencies. Prac¬ 

tically every agency with a big-: 

time media stake—and particularly 

those who are big in television^ 

have an expansion gleam in theirj 

eyes and are already at work, 
blueprinting future goals and hor- : 
izons. From some sources it’s esti-: 
mated that not in years has there ’ 
been such a concentrated drivej 

on the part of the larger agencies* 
(with Young & Rubicam and per¬ 
haps one or two others listed as ! 
the exception) to harness their! 
energies in an allout bid to cap- ! 
ture clients’ fancy and woo major j 
accounts from weaker 15% houses, j 

One of the primary aims is to! 
effect a consolidation with or ah-j 
sorb smaller agencies, particularly , 
those with at least one good solid * 
multi-million dollar account in the ! 
house. It’s expected that a number 
of these will go by the wayside as 
the “big boys” put on the heat 
with their elaborate presentations. 
It’s understood, for example, that 
Ruthrauff & Ryan currently has in 
preparation a master plan which, if 
bought to fruition, would give it a 
major status through the expe¬ 
dient' of absorbing smaller com¬ 
panies 

Then, too, the agencies are not 
unmindful of the fact that some 
bigtime national clients are dis¬ 
traught .over their past year’s per-! 
formance and track record in tele-; 
vision, and are contemplating a j 
switch in agehey allegiance. And i 
now that the auto companies :.Tb' 

returning fullblown to the tv wars, 
this, too, is an important area 
that’s spurring ’em on with visions 
of a brighter billings future. 

Gilbert’s Daily Double 
Scottsdale, Ariz., June 18. 

In a rare, if not unprecedented 
action, the FCC last week granted 

► CBS prexy Frank Stanton de¬ 
scribed as “nonsense” charges that 
the networks had imposed a “vir¬ 
tual blackout’’ of news coverage of 
the Celler subcommittee report on 
the television networks week be- 

- - . - ,fore last. Stanton, replying to a 
two applications in one day to the <wire from the Authors League of 
same applicant and Dick Gilbert, ] America charging the web with 
who left bigtime radio 11 years ago ■; “censorship,” declared that “there 
for smalltime broadcasting in Ari-; was no blackout on CBS, ‘virtual* 
zona, now finds himself heading or otherwise.” 
back into bigtime operation. j Stanton informed the Authors 

Scottsdale Broadcasting Co. of .League that two CBS Radio net- 
which Gilbert is president, was au-j work broadcasts on June 9 and 10 
thorized to increase the power of;and the Douglas Edwards telecast 
its KPOK here from 1,000 to 5,000 
watts (currently maximum Wattage 
in Central Arizona). Northern Ari¬ 
zona Aircasters, also headed by 
Gilbert, was authorized to begin 
construction of a new 250 watt full¬ 
time station at Prescott, Arizona. 

Associated with Gilbert in both 
enterprises is Saxie Dowell, until 
last October top deejay at Chi¬ 
cago’s WGN and remembered as 
writer of “Playmates” and “Three 
Little Fishies.” 

Lou Edelman, ABC 
Honeymoon Over, 
Tear Up Contract 

June 10 covered the report. He 
said the two early-morning tele¬ 
casts that day did not, because of 
the judgment of the news editors 
involved, and the 1 p.m. newscast 
was devoted in its entirety to Pres¬ 
ident Eisenhower's illness that day. 

Authors League prexy Moss Hart 
immediately slapped back at Stan¬ 
ton in a letter yesterday <Tues.*t 
expanding on his charges of net¬ 
work “censorship” of news by cit¬ 
ing two additional cases and fur¬ 
ther stating that CBS management 
“must assume responsibility” for 
the judgment of its news editors. 
Hart, however, did not discuss fur¬ 
ther the alleged “blackout” on the 
Celler report. 

Stating that “you do yourself and 
us, as well as the principles of a 
free press, a most serious disserv¬ 
ice by your wire.” Stanton de¬ 
clared that “I interpret your wire 
to be a charge that as a result of 
some sort of management policy or 

.decision, the CBS Radio and CBS 
There’s more than meets the eye j Television networks deliberately 

in NBC-TV’s acquisition of Lou j suppressed news of the Celler re* 

FladelP* New Sales Slot 
Ernest Fladell has been named 

to the new post of manager of sales 
promotion for NBC-TV’s sales de¬ 
partment under sales planning v.p. 
Don Durgin. 

Edelman’s new half-hour vidfilm 
property, “The Californians,” 
which is slated to go into the Tues¬ 
day night at 10 period with Singer 
Machine Co. as a likely candidate 
for alternate-week sponsorship. 

Edelman’s allegiance until re¬ 
cently was strictly 100%. ABC-TV, 
which had “Californians” all set 
to ride next fall as his fourth entry 

port for our own purposes. This is 
a scandalous charge. It is wholly 
untrue. As is the case in all CBS 
news, at no time were there any 
instructions—direct or indii’cct—• 
to our news staff or our news edi¬ 
tors that they should or should not 
cover the Celler report, or if they 
covered it, how they should do so. 

“It ill serves the principles of 
on the ABC cables—the others be-|a free press and free communiea- 
ing “Wyatt Earp,” “Jim Bowie” tion of ideas to make a charge of 
and the Danny Thomas Show'. Lat- | (Continued on page 52) 
ter program shifts over to CBS-TV j _ 

(Continued on page 46) 

OUT SOON! 

12th Annual Riidj^o and Television 

Review and Preview 

Forms closing shortly Usual Advertising rates prevail 

Special exploitation advantages 
For More Information See Page 43 
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A1 Watters Exits 
RCA Inti for GF 

A1 Watters, v.p. and operations 
manager of the International Divi¬ 
sion of Radio Corp. of America, 
has tendered his resignation, the 
second major defection. Previ¬ 
ously Larry Kanaga quit as v.p. 
and general manager of the RCA 
Victor record division to become 
president of General Artists Corp. 

Watters is leaving RCA to join 
General Foods as vicepresident in 
charge of personnel in a deal 
which, it’s understood, involves 
stock options as well as upped coin. 

Watters actually is a “person¬ 
nel man” of long standing and ini¬ 
tially was brought into the RCA 
family as head of personnel for 
RCA Victor, later moving into the 
international setup. Like Kanaga, 
he was regarded as one of the key 
figures in the overall RCA setup. 
He had been with RCA since 1934. 

Another $1,500,000 
For NBC-TV Daytime 

NBC-TV this week firmed up two 
more daytime clients, ringing the 
cash register to the tune of $1,500,- 
000 gross. Clients are Menthola- 

;tum, which bou"M five alternate- 
j week quarter-hours on a 26-week 
basis, accounting for $1,000,000 of 
the coin, and Star-Kist Tuna, which 

i picked up a single alternate-week 
quarter-hour over a 52-week span 
to account for the balance, 

j Mentholatum will sponsor alter* 
! nate Friday quarter-hours in “Price 
jls Right,” "Bride and Groom” and 
'“Comedy Time,” and alternate 
I Monday quarter-hours (on the skip- 
,week) of “Price Is Right” and 
j “Queen for a Day.” Star-Kist is 
buying an alternate Friday quarter¬ 

-hour of “Tic Tac Dough.” 
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FIRST-RUN PRODUCT UPSWING 
Eric Johnston, Doerfer Pals Again 12 NEW ENTflIES Vidfilm Comls Hurdle Delicate 

Washington, June 18. 
Motion Picture Assns. prexy Eric Johnston and Federal Com¬ 

munications Comr. John C. Doerfer apparently ended an exchange 
of correspondence last week on the latter’s remarks about old 
films on tv which were elaborated in an interview with Ruth Mont¬ 
gomery of International News Service. Johnston took issue with 
a statement attributed to Doerfer that “television is cleaner and 
less offensive than motion pictures.” 

Following a letter from Doerfer, Johnston wrote the Commis¬ 
sioner he was happy that the letter had “no intention to disparage 
the American movie industry.” Johnston added that 'Doerfer 
“apparently misread” one of the points of his letter which con¬ 
cerned a statement that tv is “also lessening racial and religious 
prejudices by voluntarily banning snide references to'minority 
groups—in-sharp contract to films of 10 or 20 years ago.” 

Johnston- said that “it was this implication that the movies, at 
any time, have contributed to ‘racial and religious prejudices,' 
that our industry could only resent as an unfounded slur;” 

Comr. Doerfer had written Johnston that he had no desire to 
disparage the American film industry. “Nevertheless,” he said, 
“the fact remains that (1) many complaints about crime,* violence, 
etc., were received on broadcasting of old films; (2) many old films 
have been rejected' for tv broadcasting; (3) many old films have 
been edited, clipped and excerpted before tv broadcasting; and 
(4) some movie producers o'f tv films have readily agreed to the 
adoption of the tv Code' of Code Practice." 

Doerfer added that' network sources have remarked about 
“trouble” with old film. He said, he regretted that his remarks 
have been interpreted as “a slur” on the motion picture industry 
but there is no occasion to take offense because one industry per¬ 
forms its obligation to “double check” old film before broadcast. 

Eye Chi WBKB’s Experimental 
Show on Use of Old Film Shorts 

4 Chicago, June 18. 
A new kind of custoig-built tv 

show, whidh Is being unwrapped 
here next month on WBKB, may 
hold the answer at last to effective 
use of old film shorts on television. 
To this point, millions of dollars 
worth of short subject footage’ 
have been occupying library space 
for lack of a solid means of pres¬ 
entation. 

Brainstormed by Jonny Graff, 
v.p. of NTA’s midwest operations, 
the new idea is to incorporate 
brief abstracts from the short 
films into a tightly written script. 
In effect, it’s to be a variety show' 
on which the only live participant 
is the emcee, in this case comic 
Paul Gray. The guests are canned. 
Hence, a single hourlong opus may 
have momentary “appearances” 
by Sammy Davis Jr., Eddie Can¬ 
tor, Robert Benchley, several 
name bands, Betty Boop, the talk¬ 
ing animals, Pal Puppets, and 
Grantland Rice sports shorts. These 
would be woven around and inte¬ 
grated with Gray’s chitchat, 
weather and stock market reports, 
and local news. 

The new show, titled “A.M. in 
Chicago,” starts July 1 in the 8 
o’clock sign-op slot at WBKB. 
It’s regarded an experiment by 
both the station and NTA, and the 
package-participating pact between 
the two reflect It. The station is 
footing the below-the-line costs 
and National Telefilms Associates 
the above-line tab. Profits are to 
be divided down the middle. 

Station is testing the show in 
hopes of perking ayem ratings by 
enlivening service features in a 
variety context, somewhat in the 
manner of NBC-TV’s “Today.” For 

(Continued on page 70) 

165-Market Spread 
For ‘Martin Kane 
Indicative of the tip-top shape 

of the current syndication market, 
Ziv has inked a number of new re¬ 
gional and local deals on “New 
Adventures of Martin Kane,” put¬ 
ting the skein in 165 markets in a 
span of about three months. 

Busch Bavarian Beer has added 
four markets, bringing, its total to 
15. Kroger Stores has taken the 
series for Memphis and Columbus, 
O., while Gallo Wine has inked for 
Los Angeles and San Francisco; 
Texas State Optical Co., for San 
Antonio, Austin and other Texas 
markets; Sun Oil for Tampa; 
Gordy Tire' Co., for Atlanta, M & J 
Finance for Charlotte, N.C. Series 
was kicked off by a multi-market 
regional with P. Lorillard Co. for 
Old Gold Cigarets. # 

NTFC to Hear Kazan 
The “Keep ’Em in the East” cam¬ 

paign of the National Television 
Film Council, many of whose mem¬ 
bers are tv commercial producers, 
will receive an assist from Elia Ka¬ 
zan. Producers will be the guest 
speaker tomorrow (Thurs.) at the 
NTFC luncheon. His latest film 
“Face in The Crowd,” shot in the 
east, is a critical*examination of a 
tv star and ad fraternity. 

Toastmaster will be Joey Adams. 

Flamingo Staying 
Put; Widens Its 
Distrib Horizons 

Flamingo Films will stay in bus¬ 

iness under the same Joe Harris- 

Dave Wolper mamagement. The 

series of financial transactions tin¬ 

der which Sy Weintraub sold out 
his interests in the company in¬ 
volved the simultaneous acquisi¬ 
tion by Flamingo and its Essex 
Universal Corp. parent of con¬ 
trolling stock interests in conti¬ 
nental Thrift Co? and Concord Se¬ 
curities. Previous reports' that j 

Continental and Concord Were] 
buying up Flamingo were erron¬ 
eous. j 

Continental Thrift is a Califor¬ 
nia industrial loan institution and 
Concord is a N.Y. brokerage house. 
Essex Universal is the parent com¬ 
pany of Flamingo, with both Essex 
and Flamingo headed by Harris as 
president and Wolper as exec v.p. 
and board member. Wolper, Back 
in N.Y, after a stay on the Coast 
for Flamingo, has taken over 
Weintraub’s duties and has desig¬ 
nated Ira Gottleib as his assistant. 
_ Acquisition of controlling stock 
of Continental and Concord wras ac¬ 
complished through an exchange of 
stock, with one share of Essex’s 
new $1 par stock traded for every 
$9 of net assets of Continental and 

' (Continued on page 70) 

Shamrock Expands 
Winter Park, Fla-> June 18. 

Shamrock Studios' has started 
construction of a new wing of pro¬ 
duction offices to accommodate 
indie theatrical and telefilm pro¬ 
ducers. 

Latest addition to the Florida 
film center brings its present work¬ 
ing area to 21,000 square feet, of 
which 6,000 square feet is devoted 
to three modern sound stages. 

Comes the fall, there will be 

some 12 new properties In the first- 

run syndication hopper, represent¬ 

ing a 100% increase as compared 

to the fall of last year, with ad¬ 

ditional first-run properties on the 

horizon for late fall and early Win¬ 

ter. 
The product upswing from 

major telefilm outfits, pointing to. 
the healthy state of the current 
syndication market, contrasts to 
the hesitancy of many outfits last 
year to launch new product, a hes¬ 
itancy mainly stemming from the 
deluge of feature film product put 
on the market |hen. 

From September, 1956, through 
early February, 1957, only six 
freshly produced first runners were 
put on the air, with another two 
series being sold at the time, but 
not yet aired. 

As opposed to that state of af¬ 
fairs, there appears at this stage 
many more skeins, as well as new 
production on two commercially 
successful properties, Ziv’s “Higm 
way Patrol,” going into its third 
year of - production, and National 
Telefilm Associates* “Sheriff of 
Cochise,” going into, its second 
year of shooting. There also is a 
good possibility for second year 
production on CBS-Desilu’s “Whir- 
lybirds.” * 

Breakdown 

The product lineup as it shapes 
up follows: 

Ziv, now busy selling “New Ad¬ 
ventures ' of Martin Kane." will 
have “Harbor Command” for fall 
sale, although it inked Its initial 
deal on “Command” with Hamm 
Brewing‘for a 55-market spread 
last year. Ziv probably will have 
another skein for late fall or early 
winter. 

Television Programs of America, 
Which just put “New Adventures 
of Charlie Chan” on the syndica¬ 
tion market, will have “Tugboat 
Annie" for late fall selling, with 
another skein as a possibility. 

NBC Television Films has two 
projects set for the fall, “Union Pa¬ 
cific” and “Boots and Saddles.” 
Last fall, NBC did not have a first- 
run entry, coming in late with 
'Silent Service.” 

National Telefilm Associates will 
have “Official Detective” for fall 
airing, as well as “George Jessel’s 
Music Hall,” the latter composed 
of segments from the Paramount 
shorts library with Jessel emceeing. 

Screen Gems, via it's unusual co¬ 
production deal with a number of 
stations, will have “Casey Jones,” 
“Ranch Party” and “Danger Is My 
Business,” the latter two having an 
uncertain kick date, but could be 
slotted between the fall-winter pe- j 

riod. SG, incidentally, wasn’t in 
the first-run market last year. 

MCA TV will have its “Mickey: 
Spillane” series for the fall. 

Gross-Krasne, which launched its 
production-distribution outfit last 

(Continued on page 70) I 

GREENBRIERmES 
CLINIC FOR CAL NAT 

California National Productions, 
the NBC vidpix subsid, will hold 
its first national sales clinic July 
12 at the Greenbrier in White Sul¬ 
phur Springs, W. Va. Two-day 
meeting will serve to introduce 
some of the company’s salesmen to 
Bob Levitt, who took over a? prez 
last fall, for the first time. 

. Sales director Jake Keever will 
also announce a new compensation 
syst^ih for the account execs and 
new transportation facilities for 
their use.. Other speakers at the 
clinic will be business affairs di¬ 

Products With Polish & Taste 
Solving the Subtitles 

Subtitling of telefilms for 
telecasting abroad is taking on 
a variety of dimensions. For 
instance, California National 
Productions’ NBC Film Sales 
found that on the little 
troubled Island of Cyprus it 
had to supply three different 
versions of NBC series “Fron¬ 
tier and- “Victory at Sea.” The 
series there are being telecast 
in English, and at other times, 
with Greek subtitles and with 
Turkish subtitles. 

Further • East, in Asia Mi¬ 
nor, “Medic” is subtitled in 
Arabic for telecasting by sta¬ 
tions In Baghdad and Basrah. 

Weintraub Joins 
With Schubert In 

All-Media Venture 
Sy Weintraub, who last week sold 

out his Flamingo Films Interest, 
has joined In partnership with pro¬ 
ducer Bernard L. Schubert to form 
the new Telestars Films Inc. as a 
production-distribution firm for tel¬ 
evision, theatrical pictures and 
legit. Telestars also plans acquisi¬ 
tion and operation of radio and tv 
stations, along with live tv produc¬ 
tion and distribution of radio 
transcriptions. 

New firm, backed with a finan¬ 
cial pool.of $12,000,000 which Wein¬ 
traub said they have on call from 
various sources, will begin Its oper¬ 

ations in the syndication field with 
the four shows owned by Schubert, 
“Topper,” “Mr. and Mrs. North,” 
“Crossroads” and “TV Reader’s Di¬ 
gest.” Schubert’s own sales force 
will he swelled from six to 11, with 
Ray Hamilton moving over from 
Flamingo to become sales manager. 

In October, Telestars will put 
into syndication the new “White 
Hunter”'series being filmed in co-j 
production with English producer 
Sydney Box on location in Nairobi. 
A feature version of “Hunter” is 
being done at the .same time, and 
Schubert is dickering distribution 
in the U. S. through a major com¬ 
pany (Associated British Pictures 
has the Eastern Hemisphere theat- 

(Continued on page 71) 

18 CNP Series Airing 

Hong Kong Exposure 

By GEORGE GILBERT 

Bathroom tissue and sanitary 
pads are intimate consumer prod¬ 
ucts that conceivably could rub 
viewer' sensitivities the wrong 
way. But since tv’s pioneer days 
there’s been an evolution or per¬ 
haps a revolution from the original 
conservative thinking in respect 
to merchandising products of & 
strict personal nature. 

It’s a reflection of the changing 
times that finds the public ac¬ 
cepting advertising messages today 
that it rejected yesterday. Obvi¬ 
ously a major factor in condition¬ 
ing the public toward frankness in 
commercials is the agencies which 
pilot the “touchy” product through 
the perilous consumer seas with 
tasteful, polished copy that’s re¬ 
plete with all the niceties. 

While the agency admittedly 
creates the ideas, the execution of 
its brainchilds in the tv commercial 
field is turned over to a select co¬ 
terie of firms that specialize in 
this business. Among the top out¬ 
fits is Elliott, Unger & Elliott. 
Forte of EU & E has been its 
ability to accent taste in respect 
to “sensitive” products. 

“TV commercials today,” prexy 
Steve Elliott points out, “have 
come a long way from the medi¬ 
cine man pitch,” Tossing laurels 
at the agencies, he paid tribute to 
the “bright Madison Ave. boys for 
you can’t take a bad idea and 
make a good commercial out of 
it.” 

Exit the ‘Girl Next Door’ 
Some eight years ago, he said, 

the favored approach was “the 
girl next door” in view of her 
wholesome, natural and neigh¬ 
borly qualities. But Elliott, a 
veteran in fashion photography, 
shelved the “next door girl” in fa¬ 
vor of a more glamorous cam¬ 
paign incorporating the fashion 
model. 

This \yas the psychological ap¬ 
proach which helped the average 

(Continued on page 50) 

Van Johnson Sets 
3$ Telepix Skein 

rector Robert A. Anderson, pro- long Cassidy” in Australia. 
gram director Robert A. Cinader 
and promotion-advertising-public¬ 
ity Chief Arthur Perles. 

Hollywood, June 18. 

Deal is being finalized for Van 

Johnson to star in a telepix series 

{to be tagged “Van Johnson’s Amaz¬ 

ing Stories.” The telefilms will be 
shot in Europe, beginning in July. 

Series will start on a network, 
believed to be ABC, in January. 

Abroad, With 13 Gettingb2Jat?3Am& 
shoot the 39 telefilms. He will 
host the series and star in 20 vid- 
films. Mrs. Johnson will be asso¬ 
ciate producer. 

Yarns will be adaptations of 
Amazing mag stories. Deal calls 
for Johnson to receive outright 
ownership of the negatives after a 
stipulated number of network runs. 

In addition to the anthology 
series, Johnson will star in “Pied 
Piper of Hamelin.” a 90-min. spec 
to be filmed In August for NBC- 
TV. Star will take a hiatus from 

tv series to return here for 

NBC’s California National Pro¬ 
ductions foreign sales operation 
now has reached the point where it 
has no. less than 18 series ahrifig 
abroad, many in such unexpected 
places as Hong Kong, Cyprus and 
Haiti. The Hong Kong situation 
is perhaps the best for CNP, with 
no less than 13 series airing there, 
while the Cyprian is the oddest, 
with “Victory at Sea and ‘Fron- 
tier” running three times weekly |/.v 
in English, with Greek subtitles one1 *>“ 5° P“e 
day and Turkish titles the next. , filming of the musical Pipei. 

“Medic” is set for sponsorship in ' ,BjrTnJT . m « T.T - rnin • * 
the Philippines via Manila Drug, MICHAELS IN AFRICA 
Co., but series hasn t been launched ? - 
yet because the sponsor is too busy] NFYT AM HITTf A 1IQT 
coping with the Asiatic flu epidemic j 11£,A1 ^UlLU 
to take time out to work on the Third new half-hour telefilm 
series. “Crunch & Des” is on the series put into syndication by Guild 
air in Japan, while “Medic” is air-.Films in the past nine months will 
ing over Baghdad television. “Vic- be “The Michaels in Africa,'* a 
tory at Sea” is being shown with show which in quarter-hour form 
French tracks in Canada, while the ; is playing BBC. Syndicator is lin- 
more orthodox sales include “Roy (ing up 39 stanzas, each in tint. 
Rogers” in England and “Hopa- \ Producer and star is George 

Other TV-Fitm News 

on Page 50 

j Michael, a big-game hunter and 
CNP is negotiating with 10 addi- J filming is of himself and his family, 

tional countries on various proper-!He began shooting quarter-hour pix 
ties. Aside from the traditional} in 1952. Series is with sound'over 
filmbuyers like Puerto Rico, Argen- j screen and occasional dialog: 

: tina, Brazil and Mexico, talks are { Last fall Guild released “King- 
being held with tv newcomers; dom Of the Sea” and “Captain 

: Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Fin-: David Grief.” latter only fictional 
.land, Greece, Peru and New Zea-j treatment on the company’s new 
j land: I syndication list, 





“Once bitten, twice shy,” goes the old saw. But every year, Summer’s 

bright promise puts a silencer on the maxims. And alb over again, forgetful baseball 

fans are firmly convinced their seventh-place stalwarts are a shoo-in for the pennant. 

In television, it’s a sure sign of Summer when the trade talk is all 

about Fall. A favorite theme, of course, is always- the unprecedented variety of pro¬ 

grams in the offing. Programs skillfully designed to satisfy every taste and every age. 

Westerns! Mysteries! Comedies! Adventures! They’re all coming—just wait till Fall. 

™ However, more and more local and regional advertisers are learning 

they don’t have to deal in futures. Yariety and balance of programs? That’s exactly 

what they’ve had to choose from, and can choose from right now, in the 'CNP catalogue 

of prime syndicated TV film products. Yariety and balance like this: . 

The crunchy goodness of charter-boat adventure in Caribbean waters. 

The toothsome hilarity of a landlocked Water Commissioner’s antics. 

Intriguing undercover espionage unth a real bird of a secret agent. 

Blazing six-gun action by a fighting Marshal with a lightning draw. 

Spine-tingling tales with chilling plots that hinge on narrow squeaks, 

.Stirring sagas of pioneer deeds that set Conestoga'tongues to waggin’. 

Smashing dramas of police versus underworld that prove those prison 

cells are busting up that old gang of crime. 

This, as they say, is only a partial listing. Tb give you a clearer idea: In 

New York City alone, 14 different CNP shows are currently being programmed every week. 

• Want a real run for,your money? Or a profitable re-run for your 

money ? We probably have exactly the program type you’re looking for. Not Incoming 

next Fall,” but now.' Don’t phone, wire or write. Our sales rep will call on you in the 

near future. If he doesn’t, let us know. NBC TELEVISION FILMS, a division of 

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
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WBC Zings Up 5-Station Radio Sked 
l With lateral Programming Concept 

Westin?hou.ce Broadcasting Co. *♦ 
will unvc'l a now “lateral program-j 

ming” concept for nighttime radio j 
on five of its six AM outlets start-j 

ing Monday (241. The scheme in- J 

volves programming a solid two- 
hour str.'p on a sov'en-nights-weck- 

ly basis pegged to one overall 

theme bin employing fixed-posi¬ 

tion features to capture and retain 

audience continuity. 

Behind the plan Is a dual pur¬ 

pose—to better the standing of the 

WBC stations in their markets*, and 

more importantly, to inject some 
excitement into nighttime radio that;■ 
will metre a Hertisers and agencies4 

who have dismissed nighttime as 

“out of to take another look ’ 

at the vr lues of the medium. Tied ; 

to the programming will be a new j 

sales plan which will make the j 

nighttime segment the best cost-1 

per-thovssnrt buy on each of the j 
stations topping the daytime in • 
values. } 

The lateral concept, detailed j 

yesterday iTues.l in a press lunch¬ 
eon at “21.'” will employ the cen¬ 
tral theme of “Behind the Scenes,” 
r.Ad will consist of a nightly two- 
hour bio"’: of features programmed 
about loyally and some 20r7 
national!” out of WBC headquar¬ 
ters in N. Y. Programming and 
theme arc so pegged as to be flex¬ 
ible enough to include any kind’ 
of programming, but in the main, i 
the seemert will involve news, foa-1 
lures and entertainment, almost all, 
of it angled, to the local audience, j 

Each station will use a host-nar-' 
rator to tie together the entire 
show, and v ill employ local per- j 
sonalities and newsmen for spcci?l i 
features. Th^ local news staffs! 
v. ill also be nut with live assign- , 
ments and tape recorders doing • 
news features and special shows.: 
The “hehmd the scenes” could be 
a session with the Mavor p'cking; 
out his favorite tunes (“Music from t 
City Hsl!”i. rehearsals of a local 
theatrical rroup. a show in con-: 
junction with the local Better 
Business Bureau on swindlers, or • 
special events coverage of a fire or 
accident. 

On the sales end. WBC is creat¬ 
ing new rates for the plan which 
will make the cost-per-thousand on 
the show the lowest of the stations’ 
entire schedules. As of now. ac¬ 
cording to sales v.p. A. W. iBink-V 
Dannenbaum. "a smart timebuyer 
can find excellent cost-per-thou- 
sand buvs in nighttime radio,” and 
Dannenbaum cites a minimal range 
or the four stations running from; 
orly 27c. per thousand homes up j 

to 68c.. on nackage participation 
buys. T»mebuyers know this, but: 
It’s sometimes hard for them to | 
get okays on sueh buys from the ‘ 
higher echelons. 

Package pr'ces on the new shows 
v ill be pegged at current audience; 
levels, so that the increase in rat-1 

ings WBC anticipates will accrue in { 
a lower cost-per-thousand. The j 

basic cost-per-thousand will be 
lower than daytime on each of 
the stations, and advertisers will 
also be allowed to take advantage 
of a vertical feature under wlv'ch 
they can buy daytime and night¬ 
time at a combined rate as well 
as the second most attractive buy, 
with daytime third in c-per-t. 

A final sales facet will be a local 
“sounds in the nyght” sponsor iden-; 
tifieation tie-in used in connection 
with a one-minute spot every half- 
hour. Tn Pittsburgh, it might be 
the sound of a blast furnace, with 
cony reading. “This is a sound we." 
all know in Pittsburgh . . . Here 
is another Pittsburgh sound 
(commercial!. 

Bill Kalanrt, WBC national pro- j 
gram director, who came up with , 
the proiect. has already signed: 
some of the nationally-programmed 
elements. M'.It Gabler. Decca Rec-, 
ords artists & repertoire chief, will. 
do a “behind the scenes” segment; 
on music, as will 1ST. Y. deejay Jerry f 
Marshall, the latter emphasizing in-: 
terviews wrth disk stars.' Rod Mac- . 
Leish, WBC Washington bureau 
chief, will do hard news and locally ‘ 
slanted features for the show. 

Five stations carrying the stanza 
will be KDK4. Pittsburgh: KYW. 
Cleveland: WB7-WBZA. Bos*nn: 

WOWO. Ft. Wayne, and KEX. 
Portland. 

Who’s for Sat. at 9? 
Best kept secret of the up- 

• coming season is what goes in¬ 
to the Saturday 9 to 9:30 p.m. 
slot on NBC-TV, The time be¬ 
longs to Chesterfield and Ivic- 
Cann Erickson agency’s radio¬ 
tv chieftain Terry Clyne, has 
the show all set. But he isn’t 
talking, and even NBC execs 
are being kept in the dark. 

All that’s known is that it’ll 
be a personality show with a 
“top-ranking star in show biz.” 
Clyne won’t say any more but 
is keeping NBC and the opposi¬ 
tion guessing. 

Unique CBS Pact 
George Roy Hill and Franklin 

Schaffner have been signed to un¬ 
usual contracts by CBS-TV under 
which they’ll work for the web on 
a freelance and non-exclusive basis 
but will alternate on a pair of 
shows. Hill and Schaffner will 
both do six each of “Playhouse 90” 
and “The Seven Lively Arts,” but 
in a pattern that will see Schaffner 
doing "Playhouse” on the Coast 
for the first five months of the sea¬ 
son while Hill does “Arts” in N. Y.; 
and then the directors switching so 
that Hill works on “Playhouse” 
during the latter five months of 
the season and Schaffner comes 
east to do "Arts.” 

Deals, negotiated by Ashley- 
Steiner’s Jerry Heilman, were so 
framed that each could take on 
outside assignments. Ashley-Stein- 
or ts negotiating a film deal with 
Joe Mankiewicz for Hill right now 
and a iegiter for later on, with the 
t »ming such that he could work on 
the film while on the Coast doing 
“Playhouse” or immediately after¬ 
ward next summer. No firm com¬ 
mitments on tab for Schaffner yet, 
but A-S is dickering several out- 
side'possibilities. 

Roy Norr’s 125G Suit 
Vs. RCA Is Tossed Out 

Eight-day trial of a $125,000 
breach of contract suit brought by 
Roy Norr, former RCA public rela¬ 
tions counsel, against his onetime 
employer last week wound up in a 
victory for the defendant. Follow¬ 
ing its charge from N. Y. Supreme 
Court Justice Abraham Geller, 
who presided In the case, a jury 
returned a verdict dismissing the 
action. Panel deliberated some 
six hours. 

Norr, who was an RCA pub-rela¬ 
tions adviser at $25,000 per year, 
claimed that he was assigned Jto 
cover David Sarnoff, RCA board 
chairman, on matters of no con¬ 
nection with public relations but 
concerning management and busi¬ 
ness. Under an oral contract, the 
suit contended,. Norr had $125,000 
coming to him over and above his 
regular wage. 

RCA’s defense was that Norr 
had been fully compensated for his 
work. Gen. Sarnoff, who took the 
stand shortly before the trial con 
eluded, testified that Norr had 
been fully paid. He also denied 
existance of any oral pact guaran¬ 
teeing the plaintiff pay for extra 
curricular work In addition to his 
regular salary. 

Havana’s ‘Radio Clock’ 
Suspended 24 Hours For 

Report on Rebel Battle 
Havana, June 18. 

Havana’s Radio Reloj (Radio 

Clock) was suspended for 24 hours 

by' the Ministry of Communica¬ 

tions. The Ministry acted because 

the station reported a battle in 

Oriente Province between govern¬ 
ment troops and rebels. The bat¬ 
tle was later denied by the Cuban 
army. 

This was the first time the sta¬ 
tion—believed to he the most )ist- 
ened-to in Cuba—has been sus- 

. pended in Its 1.Q years of existence. 
Radio Reloj is p&rt of the CMQ 
radio and tv organization. 

Station officials condemned the 
Ministry’s “unjust and arbitrary” 
action. j(The government on past 
occasions has suspended other sta¬ 
tions and individual programs for 
varying-lengths of time.) 

All of Havana listens to Radio 
Reloj for the right time and the 
latest news. The time is given, 
every minute, and between the 
time signals there is half a minute 
of news , and half a minute of com¬ 
merces. Because of its popular¬ 
ity, Radio Reloj is usually the first 
to carry news items: people on the 
scene at a news event become self- 
appointed reporters and phone the 
station the news. 

Because of its wide audience, a 
rebel group temporarily seized the 
station on March 13 to announce 
(erroneously) the fall of the gov¬ 
ernment. The false broadcast was 
made in conjunction with an at¬ 
tack on the Presidential Palace. 

TV House in Order 
CBS-TV has finally ironed the 

kinks out of its Tuesday schedule 
for the fall, with the sole exception 
o£ the still unsponsored 10:30-11 
period being vacated by Spike 
Jones and L&M Filters. Final touch 
came last week When Pharmaceu¬ 
ticals Inc. decided to ride through 
the fall with its current 9 p.m. en¬ 
try, “To Tell the Truth.” Earlier, 
Lever Bros, and Shulton had 
okayed the new Eve Arden show, 
“It Gives Me Great Pleasure,” as 
their 8:30 choice. 

“Truth,” the panel show out of 
the Goodson-Todman stable which 
took over the 9-9:30 slot in midsea¬ 
son, has been climbing in the Niel¬ 
sen lists, with its latest rating a 
24.0, up some 20% oyer its initial 
results last winter. There had 
been some doubt about a Pharma¬ 
ceuticals renewal for the fall, but 
the show’s steady climb'convinced 
the drug outfit tb the tune of an¬ 
other 26-Woek shot. 

Murrow Winging Back 
From Tito Interview 

Edward R. Murrow returns from 
Belgrade Friday (21) with footage 
for a “See It Now” special on 
Yugoslavia. Expected that he’ll 
bring back a filmed interview with 
Marshall Tito, although when he 
left for Belgrade on Sunday (16), 
no specific date with Tito had 
been set though the Communist 
boss knew Murrow was coming. 

Footage will be edited next 
week, and the finished show will 
probably be aired by CBS-TV on 
a special preemptive basis, possi¬ 
bly a week from Suhday (30). Mur¬ 
row will be back in time to appear 
on this week’s “Person to Person.’* 

- ^ 

Nielsen s Top 10 in London 
(Week Ending June 2) 

Armchair Theatre—“Dear Murderer” .. (ATV) 
Sunday Night at the London Palladium .. (ATV) 
Play of the Week-^“Hedda Gabler” .... (AR ) 
Take Your Pick .... (AR ) 
Gun Law ....... (AR ) 
The Jack Jackson Show .. (ATV) 
Emergency Ward 10—Episode 29 ....---- (AR ) 
Val Parnell’s Saturday Spectacular ...(ATV) 
Spot the Tune. ... (AR ) 
Television Playhouse—“Naughty Mr. Punch” - (AR ) 
Val Parnell’s Startime.... (AR ) 
Emergency Ward 10—Episode 30 ... .. (AR ) 
Wyatt Earp ... (AR ) 

Figured reveal the audience in the London area television 
Capable of receiving BOTH B.B.C. and I.T.V. programs. 

68% 
62% 

61% } 
60% 
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . . 
Thaine Engle, manager of on-the-air promotion at NBC, elected 

commander of the Advertising Men’s Post No. 209 of the American 
Legion, ... WRCA-TV weather girl Lynn Dollar to wed actor Doug 
Rodgers on July 14 . . . Bill Pegler has resigned from the Scott Hen¬ 
derson ad agency in Tucson to join Television Zoomer Corp. in a na¬ 
tional sales capacity. He’s the son of Zoomer prexy Jack Pegler . . , 
WRCA station manager Art Hamilton back after a week’s bout with 
the virus . . . Jerome Ross’ original, “The Good Will Ambassadors,” 
set for “Studio One Summer Theatre” Monday (24) through' the 
Blanche Gaines office . . . WCBS sportscaster Herman Hickman ap¬ 
pointed to the President’s Citizens Advisory. Committee on Fitness 
of American Youth . . . Neil Fitzgerald of CBS Radio’s “Helen Trent” 
to commute between the sh&w and summer circuit productions of 
“Witness for the Prosecution,” in which he also appeared on Broad¬ 
way , . . Betty Madigan guests on the Ed Sullivan show July 7 . . . 
Richard Leonard takes over directing chores on “Helen Trent” while 
continuing as director of “Backstage Wife,” both CBS Radio soaps . . . 
Jan Miner and hubby Terry O’Sullivan set for a series of appearances 
on NBC Radio’s “Five Star Matinee” . . . Edward Mulhare stars on 
CBS-TV’s “Lamp Unto My Feet” Sunday (23) . . . Eartha Kitt, Jim 
Lowe and Tony Bennett into the “Woolworth Hour” cast Sunday (23) 
on CBS . . . Peggy Ann Victoria, secretary to “Monitor exec producer 
A1 Capstaff, leaving the web this week to marry Marine Steve Haw¬ 
kins. They’ll live in Lexington, Ky. . . .WCBS g.m. Sam Slate to lec¬ 
ture at. New York U.’s 22d annual Summer Workshop in Radio & TV 
Tuesday (25) . . . Milton Kaye, accompanist for Lanny Ross on the lat¬ 
ter’s WCBS showcase, is the soloist at the Gershwin concert June 29 
at Stony Brook, L.I. Ross, incidentally, has been invited to the Na¬ 
tional Jamboree of the Boy Scouts of America July 15 at Valley Forge 
... Jim Campbell doing a running part on CBS’ “Right to Happiness” 
and also announcing a series of Ford commercials . . . Rochelle OI- 

| sheyer deserts tv for a summer stock season at Crystal Lake Lodge 
j and opens there Sunday (23D. id “Lilliom” . . . Warren Beaty, ex-high 
school football star, makes his video how in the title role of “The 
Curly-Headed Kid” on “Kraft Theatre” next Wednesday (26), with 

; Raymond Massey starring . . . WCBS’ John Henry Faulk cited T)y the 
Assistant Principals* Assn, of the N.Y. Board of Ed for his work with 
schools . . . Don Morrow making tv commercials for- Ansco . . . Jack 
Barry and Paul Taubman skedded for NBC-TV’s “Tonight” last night 
(Tues.) from Taubman’s Penthouse on Central Park South . , . Mil- 
burn McCarty of p.r. firm of that name to Hanover, N.H., to attend 
meetings of Dartmouth Alumni' Council . . . Robert J. MacDonald, ex- 
Comuniqations Counselors, CBS-TV “Morning Show” and NBC Press, 
to the p.r. dep’t of American Machine & Foundry as publicity mgr. 

Thomas F. O’Neil, chairman of the hoard of RKO Teleradio Pictures, 
hack from Europe... Adelphi College awarded honorary doctor of law 
degrees to William S. Paley, CBS chairman of board, ana Edward J. 
Noble, director of the finance committee of the American Broadcast¬ 
ing-Paramount Theatres, for outstanding leadership in the field of 
communicating arts . . . F. C. Johnson & Son has bought a schedule 
of 20 second announcements on Mutual for the weekends following 
the net’s news periods . . . Carter Products has bought a 26-week spot 
campaigD on WPIX. Also on the same station, Flav-r-straw inked for 
a 52-week spot campaign . . . Douglas Rodgers, a* former NBC pro(- 
ducer-director, as well as an actor, will be starred as a minister in the 
forthcoming telefilm series for the National Methodist Church Coun¬ 
cil , . . Henny Youngman wings to Memphis today (Wed.) for a tv spot 
appearance and interview there, plus a special variety show held at 
the Memphis Minor League Ball Park. 

Jane White will portray a Mexican doctor in £be 'Studio One”., 
stanza June 24, a drama by Jerome Ross, with a cast including Juano 
Hernandez, Billy Redfield, Lenka Peterson, Raymond Bramley, Mario 
Alcalde and Arthur Storch . . . Robert Goodier running hot this month, 
with three tv dramas on his June sked; he does U.S. Steel tonight 
(Wed.), Armstrong on the 25th and he did Alcoa on the 9th . ... An¬ 
other thesp Norman Bly does U.S. Steel July 3 , . ♦'Lou Frankel, Pulse 
pubrelations head, joins boss Dr. Sidney Roslow this week for last 
days of his Frisco, L.A. and £hi swing to introduce the company’s new 
“single yardstick” measure; both return Friday (21) . . . Art Van Horn 
back after trip to Europe . :. . Betty Ann Grove to fit in a week in 
“Finian’s Rainbow” in July between tv dates ... Ted Nelson, tv ed of 
the Brooklyn Daily, to file from European capitals this summer .• . . 
Clarinetist Gus Vali booked for a gab with Joe Franklin on WABC-TV. 

Alfred N. Greenberg has been appointed director of advertising, 
promotion and research of TelePrompTer Corp. According to Herbert 
W, Hobler, v.p. in charge of sales, the appointment of Greenberg is in 
line with TelePromptTer’s expansion of its Group Communications 
Division and its closed-circuit tv operations. Greenberg will be in 
charge of advertising and promotion planning, sales development, 
market research and public relations. He was formerly advertising 
and promotion manager of WBBW, Chicago . . . Barbara. Townsend, of 
the “As the World Turns” series, leaves this week to spend the sum¬ 
mer on the Coast. She and her daughter are going by motor » . . 
“Home” show tomorrow (Thurs.) “profiling” Marie Torre, of N.Y. 
Heraid-Trib, with latter’s three-months old son making debut on show. 

DuMont announcer Jay Simms has been retained by Life mag for a 
promotion tour in key cities at which he’ll address sales meetings 
in behalf of the Brown Shoe Co., one of the mag’s largest advertisers. 
He’ll also pitch “The Story of Life” . . . John Horn and David Moore 
signed new three-year pacts as editorial associates on “Person to Per¬ 
son,” completing the staff for the show’s fifth season next fall . . . 
Robert Sarnoff, NBC prexy, and Mrs. Sarnoff back from Europe yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) on the Queen Mary ... Leslie Barrett, who recently 
went into “Purple Dust” at the Cherry Lane theatre, featured on 
“Kraft Theatre” next Wednesday (26) . . . Celeste Holm replaces Hal 
March on $64,000 Question” July 16, following Ed Sullivan’s guest 
stint on the show . . . Helen Sioussat, CBS director of talks, has writ¬ 
ten a new song, “Unathletic Me,” which Julie Wilson recorded for her 
new RCA-Victor album ... CBS giving the new Jimmy Dean night¬ 
time show the buildup via some big-name guests. Lineup includes 
Gene Austin, Georgia Gibbs, Peggie Lee, Andrews Sisters and Les 
Paul & Mary Ford . . . “Studio One” producer Norman Felton elected 
to the board of governors of the Acad of Television Arts & Sciences 

. . Mary Stuart written out of the script of CBS-TV’s "Search for 
Tomorrow,” in which she stars, so "she and hubby Dick Krolik, NBC 
producer, can take their first vacation in five years, at Martha’s Vine¬ 
yard . . . Karin Wolfe, teenage actress-singer who’s been featured for 
the past five weeks in a Milliken Fabrics industrial show at the Statler, 
leave for Dallas for a role in the Texas State Fair production of “Texas 
Li’l Darling” . . . Arthur Storch featured on "Studio One” Monday (24). 

IN HOLLYWOOD . . . 
NBC radio is right back where it started from—with the same 

sponsor, Richfield Oil, as the only live origination for the regional 
network. The staff is down to two associate directors and engineers 
are drawn from the radio-TV pool when needed. Karel Pearson, 
radio head, moves back into tv in Hal Kemp’s talent department . . . 
Mort Werner, NBC-TV veep of daytime programs, scouting around for 
a show to fill the last half-hour of the scuttled “Home” . . . Elliott 

jed NBC-TV’s creative producer staff to become produc- 

(Continued on page 46) 
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PROJECTING THE BEST... 

From CBS Television Film Sales come the best film programs for 

all stations: expertly-made, wide in appeal, easy on the budget. 

Fast-moving action dramas like “Whirlybirds,” “Assignment Foreign 

Legion” and “San Francisco Beat’’...the western adventures of 

“Annie Oakley” and “Brave Eagle”.. .wholesome family entertainment 

like “Mama” and “Life with Father”. ..are part of a catalogue 

listing more than 20 top-rated syndicated properties. Each meets 

CBS Television Film Sales’ quality-first standards; each comes backed 

with plenty of hard-hitting merchandising and promotion aids. 

Hundreds of local, regional and national advertisers in more than 

200 markets (who last year pushed CBS Television Film Sales’ billings 

to a record high!) make their best showing with programs from... 

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC. 
*. the best film programs for nil stations” 

Distributing San Francisco Beat, Whirlybirds, Winning of the West, Annie Oakley, Brave Eagle, 

life with Father, Fabian of Scotland Yard, Amos ’n’ Andy, Gene Autry, Buffalo Bill Jr., The Whistler, 

Files of Jeffrey Jones, Assignment Foreign Legion, Cases of Eddie Drake, Under the Sun, Mama, 

Gray Ghost, Champion, Colonel Flack, Navy Log, Range Rider, Terrytoons and Newsfilm. 
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Pj$RIETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of 'syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬ 

eau on a monthly basis• Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on thedatest reports, 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market, Attention should be paid to time—day and 

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may 

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬ 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬ 

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s$ 

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q),. quits; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF, Those ad agencies listed "as 
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS DAY AND MAY SHARE SETS IN 
AND TYPE STATION DISTRIB. TIME RATING (H) USE 

JOt COMPETING PROGRAM 
PROGRAM STA. RATING 

NEW YORK Approx, Set Count—4,525,000 Stations—WCBS (2>’ WRCA <4>’ WABD WABC (7>» motions WQR WPIX (11)? WATV (13) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv) . WRCA_ . Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... _15.6_ .. .. 36.8 7 O’Clbck Report. WCBS ... ... 8.8 
CBS News—D. Edwards. WCBS ... ... 9.8 

2. Rosemary Clooney (Mus) .. .. WRCA. ....MCA. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .... 8.3.... .... 24.9..... ... 33.4 Baseball ... WPIX ... ...12.4 
3. Top Plays of ’57 (Dr). . . WRCA_ . Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... .... 8:1.... ... 40.5 Spike Jones... WCBS ... ... 9.2 
4. Code 3 (Adv). . .WRCA_ ...ABC.. .Mon. 10:30-11:00 ... .... 7.9.... ... 51.7 Studio One. .WCBS ... ...18.7 
5. If You Had a Million (Dr) . ..WCBS. .... MCA. Sat_7:00-7:30 ___ .... 7.1.... ..... 21.2. ... 33.4 Baseball . .WPIX ... .12.4 
6. Death Valley Days (W). . . WRCA.... .... McCann-Erickson -Wed. 7:00-7:30 .... 6.7..., .... 23.9. . . . 28.0 7 O’clock Report.. .WCBS ... ... 9.3 

CBS News—D. Edwards. .WCBS ... ... 9.3 
7. Popeye the Sailor (Ch) - .. WPIX. .Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 . _6.3... .... 32.9. ... 19,1 Early Show. .WCBS ... ... 7.0 
8. Guy Lombardo (Mus) ...... . . WRCA..... .MCA.. . .Thurs. 7:00-7i30 _6.2_ _27.3. ... 22.7 7 O’Clock Yfepnrf . WCBS ... 7.1 

CBS ‘News—D. Edwards. !wcbs !.’! s.i 
8. Victory At Sea (Doc) . ..WrPIX. .NBC... . Sun. 7:30-8:00 . .... 5.7. .... 19.6. ... 29.1 Circus Boy. . WRCA ... .. .10.5 

10. Whirlybirds (Adv). .,wtix;.... .CBS.... . Thurs. 7:30-8:00 _ .... 5.5.... ... r .17.7. ... 31.0 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon. .WCBS ... ... 6.2 
News—Huntley-Brinkley.. . WRCA ... ... 6.9 

CHICAGO Approx. Set Count—2,900,000 Stations—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9) 

1. State Trooper (Adv). .WNBQ..... ...MCA. . Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... _23.4.... _42.4..... .... 55.1 U.S. Steel Hour...;.. \ WBBM ......12.3 
2. Secret Journal (Dr).......... . WNBQ. ...MCA... . .Sat. 10:00-10:30 ... ,.. .19.1.... .... 33.6. .... 56.8 Best of MGM.. .WBBM .29.5 

WNBQ. .. .NBC. . Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... _17.4_ .... 32.8. ..... 53.0 WBBM 
4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .WBKB. ... Ziv. . Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. -14.6 .... .... 23.5. .... 62.3 Playhouse 90..... . WBBM 

5. Death Valley Days (W). . WNBQ... . Mon. 9:30-10:00 ... ..,.13,6.... .... 24.5. .... 55.6 Studio One. .WBBM .19.5 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .WNBQ. ...NTA. , .Fri. 7:30-8:00 . _13.6.... .... 27.6. .... 49.3 Crossroads .. .WBKB . .20.5 
6. City Detective (Myst). . WGN. ... MCA. . Fri. 9:30-10:00 .... ... .13.5 .... .... 22.9. .... 59.1 Person to Person. . WBBM .30.1 
7. Don Ameche (Dr). . WGN. . Tues. 9:30-10:00 .». ....126..;. .... 23.7. .... 53.0 Silent Service.r...... . WNBQ . .17.4 
8. San Francisco Beat (Dr). . WGN. . Tues. 9:00-9:30 .... ....125.... -18.9..... .... 66.2 $64,000 Question.. .WBBM .29.3 
9. Superman (Adv)... .WGN. ... Flamingo. . .Fri. 6:00-6:30 . .., .12.4.... .... 55.4. .... 22.4 News—J. Bentley. .WBBM . 5.9 

CBS News—D. Edwards.. .WBBM .4.5 
19. Men of Annapolis. (Adv). WGN. ... Ziv.. . Mon.9:30-10:00 .. .. ...,.11.8...-. .... 21.2..... .... 55.6 Studio One. . WBBM .19.5 

LOS ANGELES Approx. Set Count—2,313,000 Stations_K]NXT <2>> KRCA (4>> KTLA (5). KABC (7), stations kju (9)< Krrv (11) KC0P (13) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). KTTV.... .Mon. 9:00-9:30 .. ..23.4.... .... 35.3..,.. ... 66.5 Twenty-One ..:. .KRCA ... ...18.1 
KTTV..-.,. _.Guild. ..... Mon. 9:30-10:00 . . *18.2_ _27.9__ ... 65.2 .KABC ... 

8. San Francisco Beat (Dr). KTTV.... .CBS.. .... .'Sat. 9:30-10:00 .. ..17.6,... _31.3. ... 56.3 Mr. Broadway.;.. . KRCA ... ...25.8 

4. Life of Riley (Co).'.. KTTV.... _NBC_:. .Mon. 8:30-9:00 .. ..15.4..,. .... 23.8,.... ... 64.9 December Bride.......... .KNXT ... ...19.7 

5. Whirlybirds (Adv).. KHJ. ....CBS.. ..... Mon. 7:30-8:00 .. . .13.5..., .... 24.1...*. ... 56.0 D/, Christian. .KTTV ... ... 9.2 
Wanderlust .. .KCOP ... ... 9.2 

6. Search for Adventure (Adv). KCOP ... .Bagnall...... .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ., ..13.2.... .... 28.1. ... 47.0 Lone Ranger.T,, ,KABC ... .. .11.0 

7 I Led 3 Lives (Adv'' .KTTV..., .Ziv. .;... Sat. 8:30-9:00 _ ..11.5.... .... 20.1. ... 57.0 Perry Como. . JCRCA ... ...27.0 

8. Annie Oakley (W). ,KABC.... .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . ..... ..io;9./.. -39.6. ... 27.5 6 O’clock Report. .KNXT ... ... 8.9 
CBS News—D. Edwards., .KNXT ... ... 7.9 

9. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KTTV.... .Ziv. .Mon! 8:00-8:30 .. ..10.5.... .... 16.0. ... 65.5 I Love Lucy. .KNXT ... ...31.7 

10. Men of Annapolis (Adv). . KNXT- .... Ziv... .. 9.8 ... .... 21.1.,... ..a. 46.4 Lone Ranger... .KABC ... ....11.0 

CLEVELAND Approx. Set Count—1,900,000 Stations—KW (3, WEWS (5), WJW (8) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). .. WJW. ....Ziv. . Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. ....22.9_ .... 51.8. -44.3 Four Star Theatre. .WEWS . .12.5 
2. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .. KYW. .... NTA. .Sun. 10:30-11:00 ... ....21.0..,. _39.9..... -52.6 What’s My Line. .WJW ... .26.2 
3. State Trooper (Adv). .. KYW. .... MCA. . Mon. 10:30-11:00 .. ....16.8.... .... 33.9. -49.7 Studio One.. .....WJW ... .18.4 
4. Men of Annapolis (Adv) ... . .KYW. .... Ziv .. ... , Wed. 10:30-11:00 .. _16.4_ .... 44.3. .... 37.1 U.S. Steel Hour. -11.9 

5. Silent Sendee (Adv). .. WJW. .... NBC. . Sat. 10:30-11:00 ... .... 15.0 .... .... 29.3. .... 51.1 Your Hit Parade. .KYW ... .... .27ll 
ft Range Rider (W) WEWS. _CBS. . Sun. 7:00-7:30 ..... .. .. .12.2_ .... 50.4. .... 24.2 Secret Journal. .WJW 

7. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) KYW. . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... _9.7_ .... 51.8;_ _18.7 Dr. Christian. .... WJW 5 8 

8. Amos ’n’ Andy (Co). .. . WJW. .... CBS.1... . Fri. 7:00-7:30 . .... 9.4.... .... 36.7. _25.6 Studio 57. .....KYW ... ..... 9.2 

9. Death Valley Days (W) ...WJW.. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .... 9.2.... _44.6. _20.6 City Detective. .KYW ... .8.0 

9. Studio 57 (Dr) ... . . KYW. .... MCA '. . Fri. 7:00-7:30 . .... 9.2,... _35.9. _25.6 Amos ’n’ Andy.. .9.4 

10. Waterfront (Adv). WEWS_ .... MCA.. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... _ 9.1. .... 42.5. -2it4 ■ Air Power. .WJW ... . 6.6 

ATLANTA Approx. Set Count—565,000 Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (Il) 3 

1. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WAGA .. .Ziv. .... 25.3-’..... .... 53.2..... _ 47 6 Baseball . .WLW-A . ...18.1 
2. Dr. Christian (Dr) WSB. .. . Ziv. . Wed. 9:30-10 00 . .. _23 0. .... 49.6. _46.4 U.S. Steel Hour .WAGA ... 13 9 

3. Highway Patrol (Adv) . WAGA... .... Fri. 10:00-10:30 ... ....21.8,_ .... 53.5. .... 40.7 Secret Journal. ... 17.0 
4. Badere "14 (Mvst) . .. WSB.,... ......NBC. .Mon. 9:30-10‘00 ... .18.1. _38.7. .WAGA .. .. .22.0 

5. Studio 57 (Dr) . WAGA... .Fri. 10:30-11.00 ... ....17.2. .... 61.6. .... 27.9 Stage 7 .. .WSB .... ... 8.4 

6. Secret Journal (Dr) . WSB .Fri. 10:00-10:30 ... ....17.0. .... 41.8...,. ..:. 40.7 Highway Patrol. .. .21.8 

7. Superman (Adv) . WSB. .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ... ....16.5. .... 37.8. .... 43.7 Shower of Stars... ...20.7 

8. Sheriff of Cochise (W). WSB..’... ...v.NTA. .....Wed. 10:00-10:30 ., ..,.15.1. ,... 45.4. -33.2 State Trooper. .....WAGA .. ...14.1 

9. Susie sCo) .. . . WSB_ _TP A... __ Mon. 10:00-10:30 ... .15.01.... .... 46.0. .... 32.6 Man Called X. .WAGA .. ...11.9 

10. State Trooper (Adv) WAGA... .... Wed. 10:00-10:30 ., ....14.1..,,. 42.4.. ,... 33.2 Sheriff of Cochise... ...15.1 
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Chevy Show 
Dinah Shore turned in her last 

“Chevy Show” of the season Fri¬ 
day (14), pending the arrival of 
her bigger-and-better Sunday night 
entry for next fall. Miss Shore's 
outings have- been one of the few 
pleasures .of the now-ending sea¬ 
son, probably the standout entry 
of the year. It’s a measure of the 
series' quality that this final out¬ 
ing was hardly one of her-best, yet 
stood out head and shoulders over 
the entire week’s viewing sched¬ 
ule. 

Guest lineup included Nanette 
Fabray, Fred MacMurray, Dean 
Jones and the “Grand Ole Qpry’s” 

j Minnie Pearl. Unlike some of the 
shows this season, the comedy 
material was decidedly weak; yet 

. the overall pausical and production 
'values,.plus the.geniality and ani¬ 
mation that Miss Shore can inject 
into a widely assorted group of 
guests, made it a fun show all the 
way. . 

There was only one sketch, that 
- pretty silly bit of business involv¬ 

ing MacMurray. in an oriental pri¬ 
vate-eye takeoff. But Misses Shofe 
and Fabray, donned in shyky black 
gowns and jet-black wigs, more 
than made up for the sketch’s 
weakness with the i r Chinese 

•“Cookie Sisters” Singing shenani¬ 
gans. And a country-styled trio 
version of “Love Letters in the 
Sand,” with Miss Fabray on the 
mtisical saw (she- even* sawed off 
a. piece of her gown to get the 
thing in position), Dinah on a 

’ wash-basin bass and Miss Pearl 
alternating between the washboard 
and jug, with all* three caterwaul¬ 
ing -away, was an inspired bit of 
business. ' 

Oh the straight-music front, 
MacMurray pleased in an “I Won’t 
Danes” duet with Dinah, young 
Jones was excellent soloing on “So 
Hare” and duetting “Nothing Can 
Be Done” with Dinah, and Miss 
Fabray was topflight in a pair of 
duets with Miss Shore on a straight 
version of “Love Letters” and a 
swing song-and-dance finale. 

“Chevy” entry, moreover, was 
up to its customary classy costume- 
sets-lighting-camerawork par. It’s 
far and away the best color show 
on NBC or any other web; the at¬ 
tention to tint is painstaking and 
rewarding, and next fall’s Sunday 
night entry should be a big factor 
in the NBC-RCA renewed push on 
tint. Producer-director Bob Ban¬ 
ner and choreographer Tony 
Chatrmoli can take bows for one of 
the most tasteful entries of the 
season. Chan. 

Playhouse 90 
Producer Martin Manulis dis¬ 

puted the unfavorable reviews re¬ 
ceived hy “Clash By Night” 
when first it appeared as a Broad¬ 
way. stage production in 1941 and 
then as a feature film in 1952, and 
went ahead and did the Clifford 
Odets’ play On “Playhouse 90” last 
Thursday (13). His attempt to re¬ 
affirm Odets and disprove the 
critics was a waste, because his 
best efforts, those of director John 
Frankenheimer, stars Kim Stanley, 
Lloyd Bridges, E. ,G. Marshall and 
a fine supporting cast couldn’t save 
this tale of love over the kitchen 
table from * being tedious. 

The title of the play was ex¬ 
cerpted from a Matthew Arnold 
line, “Where ignorant armies clash 
by night0 Odets meant his 
characters, involved in a kind of 
numb marital infidelity, to be noth¬ 
ing less than brutal and stupid. 
Instead of exploding around the tv 
set, as the Odets’ lines seemed to 
demand, the actors brought an in¬ 
telligence into their portrayals that 
sublimated the atavisms and turned 
“Clash” into somethin# more mys¬ 
tical, hut just as incomprehensi¬ 
ble as the original. 

The first 65 minutes of the tv 
program were unrelieved dullness. 
Miss Stanley essayed the bored 
wife of E. G. Marshall, a Polish la¬ 
borer; and Lloyd Bridges was the 
lonely motion picture projectionist 
whd tempted her and finally won 
her. ‘ There was a singular lack of 
activity in the show, until the late 
scene-when Mae Wilenski told her 
spouse, Jerry, that she couldn’t live 
with him anymore. Miss Stanley 
made Mae sweet and contrite, if 
helpless to spare her husband’s 
feelings. This is a far cry from 
the • kind of Vengeful trollop the 
lines permitted.her to be. Bridges, 
was not the breezy seducer he was 
expected to be. He added breadth 
to the role of Earl with a sincerity 
that pushed his lines into the back¬ 
ground. Marshall, who is hardly 
ever less than refined as a per¬ 
former, was good most of the time, 
except when life was supposed to 
be inarticulately exploding with 
anger; he’s too dapper to be a 
brute. 

F. W. Durkee adapted the play 
to tv, taking small liberties so as 

not to spell out too clearly the. 
adulterous nature Of the piece, 
though spelling it out couldn’t be 
avoided. No matter, since he 
couldn’t have done much with the 
play, withdut changing it entirely. 
Within the confines of a dull play, 
he did a good job; so, too, for Ed¬ 
gar Stehli and John Bleifer as 
dumb relatives of the tormented 
Jerry. x Art. 

Ed Sullivan Show 
The new Ed Sullivan antidote to 

NBC rival Steve Allen is to use as 
many diversified performers as he 
can in the course of 60 minutes, 
to appeal in some degree to all 
segs of the tv audience. For the 
second week in a row,, the CBS 
emcee went above his usual quota 
of acts, wjth 12 distinct turns Sun¬ 
day (16) and a considerably larger 
number of guests. Program moved 
quickly and evolved as one of the 
strongest in recent-.weeks. 

The 8-9 pm. show began with 
a couple of teenage faves. Rusty 
Draper and Johnny Mathis. Later 
on in the show, Don Rondo 
knocked over a turte. After Mathis, 
however,1 a switch in “appeal was 
made . with John Raitt doing 
“Soliloquy” in his usually power¬ 
ful style. Then into stuff for the 
moppets—an all too quick stand 
by Victor , Julian’s dogs, which 
danced and tumbled -winningly. 

; Of more general appeal, Polly 
Bergen made two one-song appear¬ 
ances, one' right after the mutts 
and the other later on in the show. 
The beauteous belle went thick- 
throated in an imitation of Helen 
Morgan, the gal she. lately essayed 
in the “Playhouse^ 9Q” biog, and 
then was a more ingenuous cop^ 
of herself, singing “Just in Time.” 
A slightly supercilious note was 
sounded by. Sullivan when he de¬ 
scribed the thrush, who for all her 
youth is ho newcomer or unknown 
in the business, as something of a 
new discovery as a result of her 
Morgan’job on “Playhouse.” - 

Jean Carroll Was in there for a 
biff-bang monolog, 'providing a 
quick but strong moment of com¬ 
edy. Sullivan, as ever, was *not 
without the sports element. World 
champ weight lifter Paul Ander¬ 
son did a two-hand press of 4JL5 
pounds, thereby, according to his 
own testimony, bettering the world 
record by seven pounds. (Wonder 
if the Amateur Atheletic Union 
will allow a tv-made record?) 

On film, Bing Crosby exchanged 
a couple of pleasant minutes of 
chatter with Sullivan but for an 
indifferently integrated ‘ plug on 
his new pic, “Man on Fire.” He 
introduced Inger Stevens, who ap¬ 
pears with him in -the pic. Page 
& Bray, an English dance team, 
did some fine acrobatic dancing 
afterwards. * • •. 

CBS is really pushing its. new 
Chicago fv emanation, “Susaiffs 
Show,”- a Saturday ayein stanza. 
Susan Heinkel, the precious-T:2- 
year-old, does a moppet casing 
backed by a talking table and ‘:an 
immobile peguin “band leader.” 
Sullivan had her fio a reprise of 
the regular, format, but there was 
little entertainment involved, .espe¬ 
cially since Miss Heinkel, who flits 
around her set like someone out 
of a grade school ballet, appeared 
toward 9 p.m., when most of the 
kiddies might be presumed to be 
in bed. 

Double windup to Sunday’s show 
was the appearance of Capt. Alan 
Villiers, who bossed the Atlantic 
crossing of Mayflower II, and 
Sullivan’s teaser on his ninth an¬ 
niversary show next week. Art. 

Steve Allen Show 
Steve Allen came through with 

a pleasant, if not spectacular, hour 
on his Sunday (16) recital over 
NBC-T.V. The guest lineup was one 
that wouldn’t draw too many cus¬ 
tomers, but they were wisely 
handled, and each of them made 
a good indent. 

Foremost among his guests was 
Walter Chiari, the Italian import 
who appeared in several sequences. 
It seems that Chiari’^ forte is the 
spoken variety of comedies, which 
handicaps him for U.S. audiences, 
but the signor is a pleasing fellow, 
with a good appreciation of a situa¬ 
tion, and he came over likeably. 
Chiari’s contribution was a varia¬ 
tion on the Dorothy Parker theme 
“Well Here We Are” which was* 
done with Jayhe Meadows. He did 
well with this one. Mamie Van 
Daren, with an impressive bit of 
architecture, showed her mettle in 
song. With an overarranged “From 
this Moment On,” Miss Van Dorenr 
impressed with a set of good pipes. 
However, the overdone version 
detracted from the overall effect. 

Another item of importance the 
Song session by the Hi-Lo’s, a 

(Continued on page 48) 

ELECTION NIGHT 1957 
With Blair Fraser, Charles Lynch, 

Bruce Marsh, Bex Loring, Gor¬ 
don Burwash, others 

Production Supervisory John 'Lant 
Directors: L. E. Duffy, Don Ben¬ 

nett, Ron Hallam 
6V£ hours; Mon. (10), 7 P.M. 
CBC-TV, from Toronto 

Election Night 1957, the Cana¬ 
dian Broadcasting Corp. television 
coverage of Canada’s June 10 na¬ 
tional election, was the biggest and 
best television special events spec¬ 
tacular ever set up by. the corpora¬ 
tion. Tied together from Toronto, 
the show originated in seven cities 
for web use plus local coverage by 
each video station for 10 minutes 
of each half-hour. C3C rates kudos 
for all phases of this production. 

It couldn’t have picked a better 
time to show jts slickness, either,- 
for the June 10 voting was the 
biggest upset in Canadian federal 
government in nearly a quarter of 
a century. The Liberal party, in 
power for 22 years without a break, 
was downed by the major opposi¬ 
tion, Progressive Conservative, 
with neither party getting a clear 
House majority. This left the 
“splinter" parties, CCF and Social 
Credit, in peculiarly powerful posi¬ 
tions. When the parties’ positions 
became evident, CBC was able 
(using video for two, audio from 
CBC radio webs for the other two) 
to get live opinions and statements 
from the four party leaders. They 
spoke on what could happen in 
Ottawa as a result of the surprise 
balloting and kept the viewers up- 
to-the-minute on the political 
scene. 

CBC staffed agd produced with 
a socko selection of personnel. 
Show teed at 7 p.m., signed off 
at 1:30 a.m. All staffers and guest- 
ers were continually alert for 

.sudden on-camera chores. Heart 
of the operation was in CBC To¬ 
ronto where Blair Fraser. Ottawa 
writer, w.k. on Canada tv as com¬ 
mentator, handled analysis of re¬ 
sults; Charles Lynch, CBC staffer 
at United Nations, reporting the 
rational scene; Bruce Marsh, also 
CBC staffer, co-ordinating and 
acting as combined floor producer, 
announcer, emcee and narrator. 

Rex Loring provided province- 
by-province polling results and 
Gordon Burwash hiterviewed per¬ 
sonalities on the national scene. In 
Ottawa, Robert McKeown, another 
w.k. commentator on tv, also an 
Ottawa writer, chaired a panel dis¬ 
cussion on events as they happen¬ 
ed, with two top Canadian news¬ 
papermen: Grant Dexter and Grat¬ 
tan O’Leary.. Also in Ottawa, Stan 
.Burke, Ottawa .correspondent of 
the Vancouver SUn, supplied com¬ 
mentary on the national and, in 
particular, the British Columbia 
scene since CBC’s tv web hasn’t yet 
reached .the West Coast. From 
Winnipeg. Peter McLintock was 
cut in regularly to discuss and re¬ 
port on Prairie events, with guest- 
ers James Gray of Calgary and 
Chris Higginbotham of Regina 
sitting with him. The. IBM com¬ 
puting centre in Toronto was 
spliced into the web at intervals 
to show electronic tabulator figures 
on trends and percentages, Norman 
DePoe handling the IBM items. 
The Prime Minister, Rt. Hon. 
Louis St. Laurent, spoke live from 
Quebec, and the leader of the Prog. 
Cons., John Diefenbaker, probably 
Canada’s next Prime Minister, was 
brought in live from Regina. Pierre 
Laporte in Montreal handled re¬ 
ports and interviews concerning 
Quebec province. 

Example of local-scene producing 
could be the Ottawa setup where 
Frank; Swanson, parliamentary re¬ 
porter and associate editor of The 
Citizen, billtopped a commentary 
and reporting staff that included 
two weekly newspaper editors, 
Keith Graham and Dick Atkey, for 
area election activities, plus Bill 
Weston reporting statistics for the 
Ottawa and St. Lawrence districts. 

Audio and video were equally 
smooth, using fixed microphones 
principally with few booms. Cam¬ 
era work and switching was neat 
and effective. The commercial 
tinge was retained, although the 
390- minute stanza was not spon¬ 
sored. While five sponsors surren¬ 
dered their regular tv time for the 
stint, spot and flash commercials 
were aired at. the half-hour station 
breaks. CBC used Canadian Press 
(news cooperative) reports ex¬ 
clusively at all points. Obviously 
demanding split-second timing and 
coordination, continuity was smooth 
and uninterrupted throughout. 

» Gorin. 

Jay Faraghan to Fla. 
Chicago, June 18. 

Jay Faraghan, longtime program 
manager of WGN-TV, has resigned 
to take the executive post at WFLA- 
TV in Tampa, Fla., which is op¬ 
erated by former WGN-TV sales 
manager, George Harvey.. Fara^ 
ghan Is expected to leave Chicago 
in mid-July. 

RCA VICTOR GALAXY OF 
STARS 

With Georgia Gibbs, Julius La- 
Rosa, Tony Martin, Jaye P. Mor¬ 
gan, Martha Carson, The Lane 
Bros., Bob Hamilton Trio 

Producer-Director: Joe Cates 
Writer: Ervin Drake 
60 Mins.: Sat. (15). 9 pm. 
BREAST-O-CHICKEN TUNA 
NBC-TV, from N. Y. (color) 

(Foote, Cone Belding) 
A flock of top disk artists, all on 

the RCA Victor label, joined in a 
routine musical session last Satur¬ 
day night. While the perform¬ 
ances wore okay, they were just 
strung together without any show- 
manly coherence. 

In this instance, it could isafely 
be said that the best' thing on the 
show, were the commercials .for 
the tuna product. In a parody of 
the old “March of Time” films, the 
commercials presented a history of 
the sandwich in four parts. Each 
separate plug had a very funny 
snapper and when it was' time for 
the tuna plug, the viewer’s wel¬ 
come mat was out. If the show it¬ 
self lacked comedy relief, the com¬ 
mercials filled the gap. 

The show opened with a confus¬ 
ing double intro. Vaughn Monroe, 
aS emcee, brought on some of the 
leads in a “Sound Off” routine 
which was abruptly interrupted for 
a commercial. Monroe then start¬ 
ed over again with his introduc¬ 
tions. It was far from a smooth 
beginning. 

With giant enlargements of Vic¬ 
tor album covers as backdrops, the 
various vocalists delivered their 
songs, plugging, of course, their 
latest disk releases. Tony Martin 
belted “Begin The Beguine” and 
“Look At Er,” while Georgia Gibbs 
socked over “I’m Walking The 
Floor Over You” and “Rockabye 
Your Baby.” Miss Gibbs may be 
going in for too much finger-snap¬ 
ping and arm flailing. In short, 
she’s overplaying that “savvy” 
quality and is losing in the sin¬ 
cerity of her projection. Miss 
Gibbs and Martin duetted the fine 
number, “That’s Entertainment,” 
but their handling of the difficult 
lyrics was not a model of lucidity. 

Jaye P. Morgan clicked with her 
rendition of “Anyplace I Hang My 
Heart Is Home,” also doing a hoof¬ 
ing routine with Bob Hamilton. 
Hamilton and two femme dancers 
also registered with some neat bal¬ 
let to the tune* “Pamela Goes To 
The Party,” played by the Joe 
Reisman orch. 

Julius LaRosa, who starred on 
the NBC-TV show just previous 
to this one. showed up with a cou¬ 
ple of good ballads while the rock 
’n’ roll sector was .held down by 
the Lane Bros., who act very much 
like Bill Haley’s combo. Martha 
Carson delivered an uptempo spir¬ 
itual brightly and Vaughn Monroe 
baritoned his “The Ride Back” re¬ 
lease in his usual style. Windup 
of the show had each member of 
the troupe coming back to reprise 
his or her hit numbers of the past. 

Herm. 

7 AT'11 
•With Norman Ross, Jimmy Lee, AI 
. D’Lacy Sextet, guests Brian 

Duncan and Michael Kirby 
Producer: Dave McElroy 
Director: Cliff Braun 
60 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m. 
Participating 
'WBKB, Chicago 

Norman Ross, a well-spoken 
fellow who has been rather ubiq¬ 
uitous on WBKB in recent years, 
turns up this time as helmsmen 
of an ayem music-and-chitchat fest. 
Stressing the audio by dint of 
ignoring sets or props, the design 
evidently is to give the hausfrau 
the option to watch or just listen. 
On the whole it’s likeable, light¬ 
weight daytime fare that needs a 
better integration of its elements. 

The relaxedness of Ross ahd 
Singer Jimmy Lee in the face of the 
tv cameras helps the cause of in¬ 
formality, but overall the show has 
the self-consciousness of a new pair 
of shoes and hasn’t yet found the 
just-one-happy-family fit. Perhaps 
this is because it’s virtually an all 
male spread. Segment caught (12) 
had no distaff relief whatever. 

Ross, a smo +h and prepossessing 
gabber, interviewed ice skater 
Mike Kirby, who himself merits 
the compliment, and the tandem of 
clean-cut personalities made for a 
pleasant, if insignificant, klatch. 
Host’s blurbs for the sponsors were 
also eloquent and painless. Other¬ 
wise, he had little to contribute 
except the intros to the music num¬ 
bers, of which there were too many, 
particularly in the second half 
hour. 

Jimmy Lee, who is developing 
into a fine entertainer, had four 
numbers in the almost-jazz idiom, 
Al D’Lgcy’s combo had four garden 
variety Latin Instrumentals, guitar¬ 
ist Eddie Gabor took one vocal, and 
blind pianist Brian Duncan con¬ 
tributed a flrstclass version of 
“Stardust.” Hourlong strip could 
be strengthened by greater variety 
both in musical numbers and in 
gender. Lea. 

JULIUS LAROSA SHOW 
With Count Basie Orch, Joe Wil¬ 

liams, Gene Sheldon, Seven Ash¬ 
tons, Lou Carter, Louis DaPron 
Dancers, Artie Malvin Chorus, 
Mitchell Ayres Orch ^ 

Producer: Henry Howard 
Director: Grey Lockwood 
Writers: Mort Green, George 

Foster, Jay Burton 
Announcer: Ken Roberts -- 
60 Mins., Sat., 8 p.m. 
Participating 
NBC-TV, from New York 

Julius LaRosa kicked off a 13- 
week span as Perry Como sub with 
a moderately entertaining hour. 
Show is formated in the routine 
variety-musical manner and moves 
through its paces without too much 
imagination in production or per¬ 
formance. 

As an emcee LaRosa has devel¬ 
oped a styling that makes his intros 
and occasional patter chores easy 
to take. He’s better, though, in the 
singing department and the show 
wisely gives him plenty to do along 
those lines. On the kickoff show, 
he did seven numbers that were 
neatly tailored to his Sinatra-like 
belting. Tunes like “You Make Me 
Feel So Young,” “Old Black Magic” 
and “Someohe To Watch Over Me” 
came over nicely. 

There wasn’t too much strength 
in the guest lineup, though. High¬ 
light was the Count Basie orch with 
vocalist Joe Williams hitting a hot 
beat on “Oh Well.” Gene Sheldon 
was only fair with his banjo-panto, 
the Seven Ashtons delivered their 
familiar flip-flops, and Lou Carter, 
the singing hack' came through 
with some more of his offbeat love 
songs. 

The Louis DaParon Dancers, 
Artie Malvin’s chorus and Mitchell 
Ayres orch helped brighten up the 
musical end of the outing some¬ 
what. 

Ken Roberts did well in the an¬ 
nouncer’s slot. Gros. 

CLUB O’CONNOR 
With Billy O’Connor, Sylvia Mur¬ 

phy, Pat & Peggy Doyle, Johnny 
Lindon, Jack Richardson, Ken 
Gill, Vic Centro; Don Cameron, 
emcee 

Producer: Sydney Wayne 
Director: Billy O’Connor 
30 Mins.; Fri., 8:30 p.m. 
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 
CBC-TV, from Toronto 

(Spitzer-Mills) 
Starring the singing and piano 

playing Billy O’Connor in a pro¬ 
gram he should have had a long 
time ago, “Club O’Connor” was 
the first of a sponsored summer 
series which the'Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Corp. will send across it£ 
trans-Dominion' network during 
the ensuing 18 weeks. “Club 
O’Connor” not only has hefty 
financial backing in the variety 
field but it is a personal triumph, 
for an Irishman who has an un¬ 
canny resemblance to Bobby Clark 
and is much in that comedian’s 
metier in timing and business-like 
enjoyment of the chore. 

O’Connor’s tv efforts in the past, 
particularly with a female oppo¬ 
site, have not been too happy and 
have resulted in his withdrawal 
from a mid-season .series—as is 
well-known to the trade—but, with 
his own show. So deserved tin his 
personal merits and in which he 
is the boss, the fighting Irishman’s 
“Club O’Connor” is away to a fine 
start on its teeoff. 

From his opening pianistic-vo- 
calistics of “It’s Great to Be Back” 
and through the roster of quick, 
patter and his standards inter¬ 
ludes, O’Connor is a comedian 
whose delivery shoujd delight the 
tv viewers. He’s also abetted by 
the blonde and high-stacked Sylvia 
Murphy who ably warbled such 
ballads as “Night Lights” and, 
later, “That Old Feeling.” This 
other Irish thrush, when caught, 
sang some of her lyrics in three- 
quarter face—which could have 
been a camera-angle mishap—but 
it should be kept In momentarily 
for Miss Murphy can stand’ up to 
the physical profile. 

O’Connor was also aided by Pat 
and Peggy Doyle who. in tophat 
and tails, did a neat soft-shoe tap, 
complete with walking-stick kicks, 
to “Me and My Shadow.” Also on 
for commendable baritone war¬ 
bling was Johnny Lindon. leader 
of the posh Royal York Hotel orch, 
for “I Love Paris.” The engaging 
emcee is Don Cameron, former 
drummer with Oscar Peterson’s 
first jazz outfit. 

It’s still, however, Billy O’Con¬ 
nor’s show, generous as he is to 
step-out artists and the fine musi- 
caljjackgrtiunding of Johnny Lin¬ 
don on drums; Jack Richardson, 
bass; Ken Gill, guitar; Vic Centro, 
accordion; with O’Connor deftly 
fingering the black-and-whites on 
that electronic piano. O’Connor’s 
trademarked signoff is “It’s a Pity 
to Say Goodnight” and it’s a fast 
30 minute-session of song and 
dance. He has wisely surrounded 
himself with exceptional talent 
but the opener was still dominated 
by the diminutive Irish comedian 

McStay. 
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MOOTf-m FEATURE FILM CHART 
Variety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu~ feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:13 p.m. would hardly 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities whore stations sell their feature programming on a multi- 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have., been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total.number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and {fie preient the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as couldShe ascet¬ 
ic such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. "* s 

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT 
ARB 

RATING 

CINCINNATI 
1. THE FARMER’S DAUGHTER— 

Loretta Young, Joseph Cotton; 1947; 
Selznick Studio; NTA 

Gold Cup Theatre 
Sun. May 12 

9:30-11:00 p.m. 
WLW-T 

16.2 

2. BOOMERANG— 
»Dana Andrews, Jane Wyatt, Lee J. 

Cobb; 1947; 20th Century Fox; NTA 

Hollywood Theatre 
Sat. May 11 

10:00-11:45 p.m. 
WCPO 

9.3 

3. THE FALLEN SPARROW— 
John Garfield, Maureen O’Hara; 
1943; RKO; C&C 

Hollywood Film Thea. 
Sun, May 12 
6:30-8:00 p.m. 

WCPO 

7.7 

4. AF YOU COULD ONLY COOK— 
Herbert Marshall, Jean Arthur; 193|>; 
Columbia; Screen Gems 

Steven’s Show 
Fri. May 10 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WCPO 

7.3 ~ 

5. 1 WAKE UP SCREAMING— 
Betty Grable, Victor Mature, Carole 
Landis; 1941; 20th Century Fox; NTA 

Ladies Home Theatre 
Fri. May 10 
4:30-6:00 p.m. 

WKRC 

6.3 

6. THE OX-BOW INCIDENT— 
Henry Fonda, Dana Andrews; 1943; 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

Million Dollar Movie 
Sun. May 12 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WCPO 

6.1 

7. THE MOON IS DOWN— 
Lee J. Cobb, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; 
1943; 20th Century Fox; NTA 

Home Theatre 
Sat. May 11 

11:15-1:00 a.m. 
WKRC 

5.5 

7. GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT— 
Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire, John 
Garfield; 1947; 20th Century Fox; 
NTA 

Premiere Performance 
Sun. May 12 

11:15-1:30 a.m. 
-WKRC 

5.3 

8. I WAKE UP SCREAMING— 
Betty Grable, Victor Mature, Carole 
Landis; 1941; 20th Century Fox; 
NTA 

Home Theatre 
Thurs. May 9 

11:15-1:00 a.m. 
WKRC 

5.2 

8. THE STAR— 
Bette Davis, Sterling Hayden; 1950; 
Bert E. Friedlob Production; Associated 
Artists Productions 

Ladies Home Theatre 
Mon. May 6 

4:30-6:00 p.m. 
WKRC 

5.2 

ATLANTA 
1. SAHARA— 

Humphrey Bogart, Dan Duryea; 1944; 
Columbia; Screen Gems * 

Century Playhouse 
Sun. May 12 

10:00-11:45.. p^n. 
WSB K * 

24.7 

2. TORTILLA FLAT— 
Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr, John 
Garfield; 1942; MGM; MGM-TV 

Late Show 
Sat, May- 11 

10:00-12:00 a.m. 
WSB 

17.5 ' 

3. NOTORIOUS— 
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman; 1946; 
Seltfhick Studio; NTA 

Gold Cup Movies 
Sat May: 11 

9:30-11:00 p.m. 
WLW-A 

15.4 

4. FLIGHT COMMAND— 
Robert. Taylor, Ruth Hussey, Red 
Skelton; 1940; MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Playhouse 
Sun. May 12 

12:15-2:30 p.m. 
WSB 

14.6 

5. THE FALLEN SPARROW— 
John tGarfield, Maureen O’Hara; 1943; 
RKO; C&C 

Hollywood Film Thea. 
Sun. May 12 
6:30-8:00 p.m. 

WLW-A 

9.4 

6. DAKOTA— 
John Wayne, Vera Ralston; 4945; 
Republic; Hollywood Television 
Service 

Armchair Playhouse 
Sat. May 11 

4:00-5:30 p.m. 
WSB 

9.2 

7. ONCE UPON A TIME— 
Cary Grant, Janet Blair; 1944; 
Columbia; Screen Gems 

Late Show 
Wed. May 8 

10:45-12:30 a.m. 
WSB 

8.6 

8. THE LADY SAYS NO— 
Joan Caulfield, David Niven; 1952; 
United Artists; M&A Alexander 

Late Show 
Tues. May 7 

10:45-12:15 a.m. 
WSB 

8.0 

8. FLORIAN— 
Robert Young, Helen Gilbert; 1940; 
MGM; MGM-TV 

Request Performance 
Fri. May 10 

11:15-1:15 a.m. 
WSB 

7.9 

10. BOOTS AND SADDLE— 
Gene Autry, Smiley Brunette; 1937; 
Republic; MCA-TV 

Rogers-Autry Feature 
Mon. May 6 

4:30-5:30 p.m. 
WAGA 

7.5 

SHARI or MAY, 1957 ARE 
HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

17,0 15.0 35.9 What’s My Line ....... 
Silent Service’ . 

' The Millionaire. 

.WKRC .... _31.1 
_17.7 
-14.5 

9.9 8.2 28.4 Prize Playhouse ....... 
People Are Funny ..... 
Three Star Final ....... 

.WLW-T ... 

.WLW-T ... 

_17.7: 

_18.7 

7.8 7.5 20.0 Circus Boy . 
Steve Allen . 

.WLW-T ... _13.3 
_20.2, 

7.5 6.8 23.2 Martin Kane . .WKRC .... ....19,4 
Ellery Queen . .WKRC .... ....16,7 
Three City Final . .A. .WLW-T ... ....13.3 
Movie Museum . .WKRC_ .... 6.5 

6.5 5.8 32.4 Paul Dixon . .WLW-T ... .... 3.6 
Mickey Mouse Club . •WCPO .... .... 7.9 

6.8 5.4 18.1 Silent Service. 
The Farmer’s Daughter, Gold 

.WKRC .... ....17.7 

> Cup Theatre.. .WLW-T ... .... 15.2 • 
#■ Three Star Final.. .WLW-T ... ....14.3 

6.5 3.4 * 45.1 Boomerang, Hollywood Thea.. -WCPO _ .... 8.8 

- 
Rinks Roundup ... -.WLW-T ... .... 3.5 

6.1 4.4 65.8 Movietime, U. S. A. •WLW-T ... .... 2.3 
The Ox-Bow Incident, Million 

Dollar Movie .. .WCPO .... .... 5.4 

6.1 3.7 67.5 Hollywood Mystery Theatre.. .WCPO .... .... 2.9 
Bob Braun . .WLW-T ... .... 3.7j 

5.8 '4.1 9 26.6 Our Gang Comedies _... .wcpo .... 4.3. 
Mickey Mouse' Club . .WCPO .... .. ..12.0 

25.4 23.4 78.9 West Point . , ..WAGA *.... .... 9.3 
David Niven .. ...WAGA .... .... 5.5 
World News . ...WAGA .... .... 2.7 

18.9 ’ 16,1 56.8 Notorious Gold Cup'Movies.. . .WLW-A ... ...-.15.4 
Wrestling .. ...WLW-A ... 

15.8 15.1 35.4 Your Hit Parade. ..WSB ..... .s.27.1 
Tortilla Flat, Late Show...,. ...WSB . ... .17.5 

15.5 13.1 88.5 Heckle & Jeckle . '..WAGA .... .... 1.4 
Wild Bill Hickok .......... ..WAGA .... .... 1.6' 
This Is the Life:..;><. ...WAGA .... 1.7- 
Stars of Tomorrow .. ..WAGA .... .... 1.4 

10.0 8.6 22.3 Circus Boy ... „ .WSB . ....13.9' 
Steve Allen ... . .WSB . ....24,2 

10.7 8.2 52.4 CBS Game of the Week. ..WAGA .... .... 7,3 
Gospel Jubilee . ..WLW-A ... ,...5.4 

10.3 6.5 68.2* Waterfront .. 
-v 

..WAGA .... .... 6.2' 
Movietime, U. S. A.. ..wlw-a ... 

8.6 7.2 67.1 Spike Jones . ..WAGA ...'. .... 5.2 
News; Political; Mystery .... ..WAGA .... .... 2.4 
Movietime, U. S. A... ..WLW-A ... .... 2.6 

11.0 2.7 58.5 Premiere Performance ..... ..WAGA .... .... 5.7 

8,0 6.2 32.1 My Little Margie ......’.WSB .....11.5 
Mickey Mouse Club______ .WLW-A.9.5 
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1 Beg to Differ With Larry Mark 
= By LARRY MARKES = 

In. last week’s Variety vet com-. Burns, Victor Borgey .. Kate Smith 
edy writer Larry Marks decried, and her Aldrich Family find Henny 
the plight of top tv gag writers and j Youngman. Then^along came Buck, 
sent them to that great elephant j Benny who changed the pattern to 
boneyard in the sky . . . there to; a comedian introducing singers be- 
live out their social security with j tween jokes; Kenny Baker, Dennis 
the dodo bird, the nickel cigar, j Day and so^bn. 
and the ever-popular Mae Busch.' The pendulum swung on radio 
Preceding these gagwriters into,and now it’s swinging back on tv. 
limbo, and right behind the last; We’re due for a rash of formats 
of the Mohicans, Mr.. Marks con-j calling for singers to introduce 
signed the last of the Many Ha-has, comedians again. Eddie Fisher pre- 
Caesar. Gobel, Gleason, Berle and; sents George Gobel . . . Frank 
Buttons. ; Sinatra presents Arnold Stang . . . 

Not only are there two sides to Perry Como presents Buddy 
every question*. on this question : Hacket. 
there seems to be two Larry The other Larry Marks advises 
Markses. comedy writers to retreat to dra- 

The Larrv .Marks who wrote, last matie writing . . . some comedy 
week's article is a sturdy West writers took his advice 10 years 
Coast writer who has turned out ago; Chayefsky, Wouk, Axelrod, Hal 
funnies for Bob Hope, Fred Allen, Kantor. I started out as a dramatic 
Jack Paar. Red Buttons, Henry . writer and ended up in comedy. 
Morgan and looming up) singer; It’s treated me well, and I don’t 

intend to turn my back or my hand¬ 
book on it. I’ve got a lot of funny 
ideas filed away with a carload of 
1954 calendars, and when those 

I’ll be 

Vic Damone. The Larry who is 
writing this article is a tall fun- 
loving East Coast member who 
has worked with • Phil Silvers, j . 
Jackie Gleason, Steve Allen, Jack [days come around again, 
Paar, Jonathan Winters and (com-:fixed- 
ing up ) singer Patti Page. The; In the meantime let me jump on 
East Coast Larrv Markes spells his: the bandwagon like everyone else 
name with an E between- the K and>nd predict the future of tv. 
the S. but as this E is usually j In 1959 or thereabouts; (1) Sojne 
omitted by columnists and typeset-: foresighted producer will invent a 
ters, it probably isn’t important. revolutionary variety show' where 

We are both “Vet Comedy Writ- a comic M.C. introduces singers in- 
ers.’’ Larry Marks for 20 years, j stead of vice versa. (2) Some “Vet 
Larry Markes for 15. (The other! dramatic writer’’ will item in 
five years I was Larry Markes, the i Variety that the drama scribes 
Songwriter, turning out “Along The j should “change with the times and 
Navajo Train and “I Tipped My 
Hat And Slowly Rode Away” and 
*‘Mad About Him, Sad About Him,” 
“How Can I Be Glad Without Him 
Blues.”) <It took me five years 

switch to gag-writing.” (3) Some 
inspiring casting director will call a 
w.k. dramatic actor named Ed 
Wynn and convince him he should 
wear funny hats and tell jokes . . . 

just to write the titles.) There is j thus starting a whole new trend 
one other difference between Marks [ called comedy . . . which will rapid- 
and Markes. I disagree with him • ly replace Miltowns, but not I hope, 
almost 100rr (No one is Perfect.) |two guys named Larry Marks lor 

He painted a bleak future where |Markes. the E is optional.) 
all gag tycoons go down to the 
dusty death of dramatic writing or. 
syndicated situation comedy clutch¬ 
ing their Miltowns, their memories 
and their empty money belts: 

I’ve heard this tale of the van¬ 
ishing American sense of humor so 
much lately lhat at times I am 
tempted to go home and put a 
pistol to my joke books. One big 
reason for the impression that com¬ 
edy is dead is that too many self- 
appointed pallbearers are inviting 
the public to the funeral while the 
patient is still alive and laughing. 
Great Caesar’s Ghost] - 

Saga of Chicken Little 
I remember a writer named 

Chicken ’Little who worked with 
me on .he Aesop Comedy Hour. He 
was always creating panic by say¬ 
ing “Pssst, don’t look now but the 
sky is falling down!*’* The Sky 
never did fall down, but the Aesop 
Comedy hour was cancelled, so he 
was happy anyway. 

True, only yesterday the tv chan¬ 
nels were swimming with comics, 
but they haven’t all sunk. Isn’t 
there still Jack Benny, Bob Hope, 
Red Skelton, Groucho Marx (no re¬ 
lation). George Burns, Phil Sil¬ 
vers, Jerry Lewis, Jack Paar, Steve 
Allen and Gary Moore? 

I believe we haven’t laughed the 

Hub Radio Knocks Itself 
Out CoveringArmal 

Of Mayflower II 
Boston* June 18r 

Arrival of the Mayflower II in 
Plymouth sent radio stations 
throughout the area into a dither. 

WHDH, Boston, reported "The 
news hungry crew of the May¬ 
flower II heard the first official re¬ 
port of their position and progress 
over radio station, WHDH’s 10:30 
p.m. news broadcast, Monday (10). 
A Boston Traveler reported and 
photographer had spent 14 hours 
aboard a chartered boat before 
spotting the Mayflower II about 75 
miles south of Martha's Vineyard. 

“Traveler reported Jim Harring¬ 
ton's discovery of the Mayflower 
II was communicated to the world 
via a recorded telephone conversa¬ 
tion with WHDH. Within minutes 
the station had the broadcast on 
the air,” station boasted. 

WEEI, Boston, reported “A com¬ 
plete nevvscoverage of the arrival 
of the Mayflower II and welcoming' 
ceremonies at Plymouth were 
broadcast over WEEI on the 6:30 

last at Berie, Buttons, Gleason, Du-: a.m. news Tuesday (Hi. 
rante-and Rave. I don’t think we’ve “As the Mayflower came within 
even been overexposed to the “Too- i .. - 
young-to-dic” brigade of Jonathan 
Winters. Ernie Kovacs, Johnny Car-; 
son. Alan Young or Wally Cox. ! 

Too much swimming can sink the ’ 
strongest swimmers, but I predict 
that when the comics come back' ' 
in for less frequent dips, we’ll find 
it more refreshing. 

The question isn’t whether the- 
comics changed with the times, of j 
whether their audiences were tooj 
good for them . . . it’s just that for j 
awhile there was too much comedy. 
Even Ed Sullivan knows you don’t; 
follow one banjo -act with another 
banjo act. or even one Gabor Sister : 
with another Gabor Sister. (At : 
least he SHOULD know.) j 

If the comics won’t be on the' 
tv screens this coming season. ; 
they’ll be on the public conscience : 
in the long dull months ahead. And ‘ 
my guess is the next time around. 
the audiences will support the j 
comedians when they ARE work-} 
in g. I 

I remember the early days of ra-' 
riio . . . the most prevalent pro-' 
grams were those where a popular: 
singer introduced comedy spots be-’ 
tween songs. Witness; Rudy Val- 
lee’s Fleishman Hour, with Edgar 
Bergen. Red Skelton. Witness: 
Bing Crosby's Music Hall with Bob 

hailing distance of Cape Cod, 76 
miles off the mainland, they were 
met by the cabin cruiser Sorrento 
II, loaned to WEEI by George 
Page, owjier of Colonial country 
Club, Lynnfield, a 42-foot Crls 
Craft. On board were Henry 
Homblower II, president of 
Plymouth Plantation Inc., and Wil¬ 
liam Brewster, member of the com¬ 
mittee; Fred Rust, Rustcraft; 
Mario Pisetti, CBS-TV camera¬ 
men; Howard Nelson, WEEI news¬ 
man and producer, and Joseph 
Meany, Sr., father of the cabin boy. 
This marked the first WEEI news 
broadcast of the Mayflower II.” 

WJDA, Quincy, Mass., reported: 
“When plans were made for the 
Ship to come to America, the boss 
James D. Asher got the idea of a 
contest, ‘The Historical- South 
Shore Salutes Historical Plym¬ 
outh.’ With more than 30 South 
Shore merchants participating, 
people were to guess when the 
ship would arrive in Plymouth with 
time of arrival determined by the 
instant the’- Shallop line hit the 
deck of the Mayflower. Thirty- 
prizes totaling more than $1,000 
were awarded, WJDA was selected 
as the'pool station with regard to 
doing and feeding broadcasts 
from the Blimp Nemo.” 

Herb. Fontaine, WJDA, did 
broadcasts from the blimp which 
WESX and WGAW, Gardiner 
picked up, and had to cancel a rec¬ 
ord hop at night, calling the sta¬ 
tion to get some one else to do it 
for him. The operation; was on 
two days, Monday (10) and Tues¬ 
day (11), with Art Hall on the Tues¬ 
day (11), with Art Hall on the 
Tuesday blimp trip. The opera¬ 
tion was; From blimp by shortwave 
to South Weymouth to WJDA us¬ 
ing a phono patch. 

WHB Struts Its Stuff 
For 35th Anni Hoopla 

Kansas City, June 18. 
Thirty-fifth anniversary party of 

WHB last Friday night at Eddy s’ 
Restaurant' proved to be one of the 
topflight soirees of the season with 
a parade of imported gue$t singers 
as the feature of the evening. Gen¬ 
eral manager George Armstrong 
and staff invited agency friends, 
clients, press and others nearly 
1,000 strong (to a club which nor¬ 
mally holds about 350) and treated 
them to a program that included 
John Mathis, John Leslie, Jodie 
Sands, Billy Williams, Jim Lowe, 
Tommy Briscoe, all flown in for the 
occasion, plus Andy Williams from 
the regular Eddy bill. 

Also on hand for the occasion 
was Tod Slorz, top exec of the Mid- 
Continent Broadcasting Co., which 
owns the station, who came down 
from Omaha. 

‘New World’Axed 
Chicago, June 18. 

Another ancient tradition in ra¬ 
dio ended last Suflday (16) when 
NBC severed “New World” from its 
Sunday morning slot in “Monitor.” 
A ,26-year greybeard on the net¬ 
work, the public affairs show, was 
dropped because NBC felt station 
acceptance had not of late been 
sufficiently high to retain it. 

Before “Monitor,” the show was 
known as “University of Chicago 
Round Table.” 

Ground Rules for Educ’I TV 
# ’Minneapolis, June 18. 

Cardinal rules in educational television are “be interesting” and 
“be clear.” James Robertson. WTTW, Chicago, told a U. of Min¬ 
nesota three-day institute on educational tv techniques for the 
Twin Cities volunteer organization in behalf of KTCA-TV, the 
new Minneapolis-St. Paul educational video station which soon 
will be going on the air. 

Other institute speakers included George Arms, pioneer in edu¬ 
cational tv and now KETC, St. Louis, Mo., operations manager, 
and George Collins. U. of Houston, Tex., educational tv station 
art director. 

“Although educational tv programs need not be ‘entertaining* 
in the same way as commercial shows, holding an audience until 
the commercial without regard for other aims, they must ‘enter¬ 
tain’ enough to hold the viewer’s attention in order to achieve' 
educational goals,” said Robertson.” 

“You’ll have a lot of grief with this new tool, but you’ll also get 
tremendous satisfaction out of using it,” Robertson advised the 
committee. 

Arms pointed out that on an educational tv station the League 
of Women Voters can give an orderly analysis of candidates for 
office because it’ll have much more air time. Also, ‘he said, on an 
educational tv station the Girl Scouts can do merit badge training 
and train adult leader. 

An educational tv station, too, will be utilized by religious or¬ 
ganizations to help with the training of lay leaders, while Junior 
League and other service organizations can use it as a communica¬ 
tions means for their own members and to communicate their pro¬ 
gram to the general public, according to Arms. 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
Bitter attack on Communism by His Eminence Francis Cardinal 

Spellman, Archbishop of New York, will highlight a special transcribed 
“Salute to Hungary” program to be beamed on the “Ave Maria Hour” 
Sunday (23) via some 300 stations. 

Cardinal Spellman’s condemnation of Communism will come at the 
conclusion of “Voice in the Wilderness,” a special. production that will 
feature a dramatization of Joseph Cardinal Mindszenty’s trial, im¬ 
prisonment and brief release from a Red prison. Joseph Cochran au- ‘ 
thored the script and Carlo "de Angelo directed. 

Now in its 23rd year of continuous broadcasting, “The Ave Maria 
Hour” is produced by the Graynioor Friars .in the interest of St. 
Christopher’s Inn near their monastery at Garrison, N.Y. It’s famed 
as a haven for men of all walks of life. 

American Guild of Musical Artists ^honored both NBC and CBS last 
week at a dinner celebrating AGMA'*s 20th anniversary. RCA board 
chairman Gen. David Sarnoff and CBS chairman of the board William 
S. Paley both received awards, Sarnbff for the creation and broad¬ 
casts of the NBC Symphony and the NBC Opera Co., and Paley for 
the network’s 27-year broadcasts of the New York Philharmonic- 
Symphony Orchestra. Awards were accepted by NBC programming 
v.p. Manie Sacks for Sarnoff and CBS Radio prez Arthur Hull Hayes 
for Paley. 

Eleven personalities from video industry have been set by UCLA 
Theatre Arts Departments as guest lecturers for Coast school’s sum¬ 
mer television institute. 

Lineup includes scripter Rod Seriing, producer Norman Macdonnell, 
producer-director Sheldon Leonard, designer Albert Heschong, pro¬ 
ducer-writer Jess Oppenheimer, production manager Charles Holden, 
producer Albert. McCleery and directors Ralph Nelson and John 
Frankenheimer. Indie producer Stanley Kramer and music director 
Alfred Newman, 20th-Fox, also will speak on interrelation of film and 
tv industries. 

Additionally, Samuel Goldwyn, George Seaton, Fletcher Markle, Wil¬ 
liam Wyler, Danny Thomas and Vincent Price will address Workshop, 
running from July 8 to Aug. 2. 

CBS* radio and television publicity operation is getting to look like 
a haven for ex-Warner Bros, flacks. There., are a total of five such 
WB alumni on the roles, with four in radio and one (the newest mem¬ 
ber of the club) in television. 

In Charles Steinberg’s radio press operation are Steinberg himself 
(ex-WB eastern publicity manager), Les Zimmerman and Barrie 
Richardson. Also in radio is the first of the WB-to-CBS trekkers, 
exploitation chief Sid Garfield. And in television, the new rep is Jim 
Sirmans, who just joined the web as assistant to special projects chief 
John Walsh. 

Paul Andrews, who does the stripped “Let’s Travel” .show on WOR 
N.Y., told his listeners that he plans a European trip this summer, 
inviting a group to join him. Thirty-nine responded, shelling out an 
expenditure of some $1,000 each. Andrews and his listeners are due 
to leave in about two weeks for a three-week jaunt, with a few in the 
group slated to stay on a little longer. 

Hazel Bishop Coin For 
Jimmy Dean Hillbilly 

Seg as CBS Nite Entry 
Jimmy Dean, the young hillbilly 

singer who does CBS-TV’s early 
morning segment opposite “To¬ 
day,” is becoming something of a 
national hero at the network.. Be¬ 
sides giving the’ network its first 
early-morning edge over “Today” 
in years, the singer gave CBS-TV 
some sponsorship, coin in its Sat¬ 
urday night 10:30-11 period for the 
first time since midseason. 

Hazel Bishop signed to sponsor 
the new nighttime Dean starrer 
starting next Saturday (22). While 
the new nighttime stanza-is pegged 
as a summertime entry, CBS-TV 
is already figuring on Dean to fill 
the niche permanently in the fall, 
and Hazel Bishop will be keeping 
a close eye on the show Itself for 
possible fall sponsorship. Inter¬ 
estingly enough, the last sponsor 
in the Saturday time period was 
noneother than Hazel Bishop, 
which dropped “You’re on Your 
Own,” after a 13-week try in the 
slot. V 

Cosmetic outfit also decided last 
week to ride out the summer with 
“Beat the Clock” on Friday nights, 
but on an altematfe-week basis. 
Earlier, it looked as if Hazel 
Bishop would drop the stunt show 
altogether, but it reconsidered, i 
“Clock” “will be replaced in the 
fall by “Wally and the Beaver” in 
the Friday 7:30-8 time slot. 

ABC-TV’s 13-Week Coin 
Splurge on Rock ’n’ Roll 

ABC-TV has decided definitely 
to invest 13 weeks of production 
coin in a half-hour rock V roll 
show, In the hope that the Alan 
Freed-starrer can attract a fall 
sponsor if not one for the hotspell. 
Beginning July 12, Freed, an orch 
and guest stars will take over the 
10-10:30 Friday period, prior to 
the autumn start of Campbell’s 
“Colt 45.” 

If the web can grab a bankroller, 
the program of rock ’n’ roll music 
will be moved to an earlier horn: 
on another night; Stanza had half- 
hour “auditions” on May 4 and 
May 11. Fred Heider, who is also 
producer of ABC-TV’s “Voice of 
Firestone,” which just began a hot- 
spell hiatus, will produce the Freed 
show and -Cort Steen will direct. 

CBS-TV Curtails 
Trendex Service 

CBS-TV is expected to cut back 
substantially its use of specially- 
ordered overnight Trendex ratings 
next fall. Web will continue as a 
Trendex subscriber to the month¬ 
ly syndicated service, but will In 
the main limit its purchases of 
overnight ratings to the first few 
episodes of each series and to spec¬ 
taculars. 

During the past season, the web 
has been ordering overnight Tren- 
dexes . on several shows for the 
length of the season. Such shows 
Include “Playhouse 90” and “Cli¬ 
max,” “Person to Person,” “Jackie 
Gleason” and “Ed Sullivan.” Next 
fall, the web will probably order' 
the Trendexes for the first few seg¬ 
ments of each show, rather than 
for all 39 weeks, with spot checks 
where needed after that. 

New' policy was Revealed last - 
week amid some confusion which 
CBS termed a “misunderstanding.” 
Web first said it would minimize 
the use of Trendex in the fall but 
then backtracked with the declara¬ 
tion that “there has been no 
change of policy . . . regarding use 
of Treridex ratings. There has . 
been an apparent misunderstand¬ 
ing as a result of not ordering 
some special ratings during the 
supimer season. CBS Television 
still subscribes and will continue 
to subscribe to the Trendex syndi¬ 
cated service and will continue to 
order special fatings as required. 

The “as required” hooker is the 
promise on which the web will cut 
back its use of the overnight 
specials. 

Quaker OatsSummer Buy 
Quaker Oats has bought a sum- ■ 

mertime stint on NBC-TV in the 
web’s Saturday at 10 slot, sharing 
the spot with Armour & Co. as a 
replacement for pet Milk. Spon¬ 
sorship involves two. George Go¬ 
bel shows (June 1 and June 22) 
and starting July 6, seven “En- 
eore Theatre” film reruns (Ar¬ 
mour will take five of them). 

Strange part of the deal is that 
though NBC has okayed Quaker’s 
summer buy in the 10 p.m. time 
■''lot, it still has refused to accept 
an order from the cereal-maker for 
alternate weeks in the fall for th* 
same time period. 
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TV-Radio Production Centers 
Continued frqgn page 34 

tion aide on Jules Goldatone’s “The Court of Last Resort," new entry 
pn NBC-TV next season . . . C. J. LaRoche and the Brooks agency 
merged their interests. Stu Ludlum continues as Veepee anfl Carroll 
O’Meara, ex-NBC and Young & Rubicam,. will be office manager'. , . 
Lucian Davis was moved up from manager of network broadcasts to 
executive producer of CBS radio and acting head of the program 
department until a successor to William Froug Is picked by Howard 
Barnes, program veepee for the CBS radio network . * . Only Jess 
Oppenheimer and .Ken Murray remain of the NBC-TV creative pro¬ 
ducer staff . . . Walter Lantz will act as emcee of the “Woody Wood¬ 
pecker" series for Kellogg on ABC-TV. His wife is the voice of 
“Woody,” keeping it all in the family. 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
Charles A. Wilson upped to manager of advertising and sales pro¬ 

motion at WGN, Inc. . . . j. Edward White appointed T-H-T sales serv¬ 
ice rep here for NBC . . . Earle Ludgin, of the ad shop so named, was 
given U. of Chicago’s first annual award as “outstanding alumnus in 
the field of communication” . . . Educational station, WTTW, paring 
its programming sked for the summer and enlarging two of its studios 
. . . Jim Troy, Chi NBC network program manager, hospitalized with 
hepatitis « . . Ward Quaal, WGN, Inc. veep, on Coast for business and 
vacation . , . ABC-TV’s Paul Harvey airing a live 15-minute noontime 
news strip on WCFL after an eight-month absence from the station 
. . . Josh Brady, WBBM dee jay, authored story on Cathy Carr in the 
July TV-Radio Mirror . . . Tito, a disk jockey from Caracas, Vene¬ 
zuela, inked by WAAF . . . ABC-TV’s “It’s Polka Time’’ going back to 
full hour, the added half to be carried locally . . . Slenderella has pur¬ 
chased two five-minute Dorsey Connors colorcasts on WNBQ for 13 
weeks . . . Mark Munn, assistant sales promotion supervisor of WGN, 
Inc., received PhD in mass communications from Ohio State U. 

IN LONDON . . . 
Lily Pons will top the bill of the last “Sunday Night At The London 

Palladium,’’ (23) which goes off the air until September. Eddie Fisher 
• headlined last Sunday’s (16) sho\v. During the summer months, Asso¬ 
ciated Television will air a similar show from Blackpool . . . John 
Clements and Brenda de Banzie star in a BBC-TV production of “Ed¬ 
ward My Son,” on Sunday (23) . . . ABC-TV's program about the mo¬ 
tion picture industry “Box Office," last Saturday (15) featured clips 
from “And Woman Was Created," “Fear Strikes Out," “Quatermass 
II,” and “Fantasia" . . . George Formby made his first commercial tv 
appearance last Saturday (15) in Associated Television’s “Val Par- 

' nell’s Saturday Spectacular" . . . Singer Frankie Vaughan stars in his 
own BBC-TV show on June 29. 

IN BOSTON ... 
Symphony Hall will be taken over Friday (21) by WNAC and WNAC- 

TV for third anni night at Pops, anni of day WNAC-TV began telecast¬ 
ing nine years back . . . “Yankee Home and Food Show," with Duncan 
MacDonald and Bill Hahn, on WNAC. has been reslotted from after¬ 
noon to morning segment . . . Ed Pearle, WNAC-TV asst, promosh 
dir., vacationing at Fire Island . . . Bob Ferrante added to WNAC-TV 
news staff , . . WEEI is interviewing artists, officials and members of 
the Boston Arts Festival, current in the Boston Public Garden 
through June 30, on “Beantown Matinee” . . . Fred Cusick, WEEI 
Sports ed. doing color interviews from Bay State Raceway . . . Frank 
Avruch, WHDH announcer, to he married July 9 . . . Ken DesMarris, 
hew music librarian at WHDH, replacing Dick McLernon . . . WHDH 
disk jock Bob Clayton named to committee to raise funds for 13 chil¬ 
dren left fatherless by hit and run driver on Mystic River bridge. 
Memorial benefit skedded for Fenway Park June 26 . . . WBZ-TV fed 
three five minute segments to NBC's “Today” show on the Mayflower 
II from Plymouth. 

IN MILWAUKEE . . . 
On WITI-TV, Stu Armstrong, announcer and news and special 

events director, has added duties of general program director. In 
other personnel changes Dean McCarthy,, program director, has been 
appointed as assistant to the president and will handle national sales. 
Lawrence Turet, supervisor of promotion and public relations, named 
assistant program director. Leon Dolnick, account exec has been 
named merchandise manager and will work in national sales . . . On 
Sunday (16) Milwaukee Public Library gave another of the weekly 
dramatized' reading programs, “Tolstoy, The Man and His Works," 
with excerpts from “War and Peace” and other of Tolstoy classics. 
Gene Halboth, program narrator, Robert Pitman, Literature instructor 
at U. of Wisconsin, Joan Schwartz, instructor of Speech and Drama at 
Milwaukee Downer Seminary and Nolan Neds of Milwaukee Public 
Library' were on program .. . “Camping Jamboree" WTMJ-TV’s camp¬ 
ing show on June 8, drew 1,000. Show wras presented on* outdoor 
studio grounds, Beulah Donohue commentating ... In adding to 
WISN radio-tv news coverage, television news director Don O’Connor 
was named RADIO-TV News Director. Bill Ryan, morning news¬ 
caster-reporter, Don Froelich in the afternoons and Ed Menkaus 
evenings, will spend full time on news. 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
Jules Rind, former WPEN news director who recently joined the 

Voice of America, has returned to station. He will operate in area 
covering all facets of programming . . . Rupe Werling, WIBG produc¬ 
tion manager, in Doylestown Emergency Hospital for surgery ... For 
the second consecutive year WCAU takes “Cinderella Weekend” on 
the road. For 13 weeks show appears daily at supermarkets, farm¬ 
ers’ markets and department stores ; . . Producer Tony Mammarella 
subbing for vacationing Dick Clark, host of WFIL-TV’s “Bandstand" 
. . . Jerry Gaines, WHAT sales manager, attended the Penna. Grocers 
Association in Atlantic City (17, 18' . . . Mac McGuire, WPEN person¬ 
ality, who does a cross-the-board two-hour show, an eight-hour Sunday 
session along with a tv stint, will sub for Jack O’Reilly, Red Benson 
and Bud Brees all of WPEN, when they take their vacations. 

IN CLEVELAND ... 
Reg Merridew, onetime operations chief WGAR, named WJW gen¬ 

eral manager, succeeding John D. Kelly named to Storer national 
sales post in New York . . . Dave Baylor, ex-WEWS, named director 
of client development at Lang, Fisher & Stashiower .... Charles 
DeVault named WJW-TV director . . .. WSRS skedded to do Cain Park 
dramatic stints . . . Joe. Tanski, KYW-TV director, named John Hop¬ 
kins scholarship winner . . . Common Pleas Court Judge Samuel SU- 
bert, jurist for 44 years, told “Press Club Presents” on KYW best way 
to break Canon 35 is for tv and paper photogs to test case in state 
supreme courts. He opposes restrictions in this “electronic age.” 

IN MINNEAPOLIS ... 
Steve Adams, 19-ypar old son of Cedric Adams, WCCO tv and radio 

ace personality, crashing the audio field with a KSTP radio summer 
substitute announcing and newscasting job. At times he’ll be com¬ 
peting with his father’s programs . . . WCCO-TV had its own “Khrush¬ 
chev Analysis” program last Saturday night il5h Dr. E. W. Zieberth, 

ABC-TV Ups Wyatt, Bede 
To Key Sales Posts In 

Administrative Shuffle 
A decision Saturday (15) by net¬ 

work boss Oliver Treyz made Gene 

Wyatt ABC-TV national safes man¬ 
ager and Henry Hede eastern sales 
manager. Hede is replacing WiL 
Iiam Gillogly, who. has been east- 
tern sales boss for sometime, and 
Wyatt assumes a post vacated six 
months ago when Charles (Chick) 
Abry exited. 

■ The shuffle rearranges the admin¬ 
istration of the ABC sales depart¬ 
ment, which will continue under 
the direct control of Slocum 
{Buzz) Chapin, a network vice- 
president. Wyatt will be over the 
entire sales setup, reporting only 
to Chapin. He is giving up the 
post of national program sales 
manager at the network, a job he’s 
had since March when he rejoined 
ABC after five years away from the 
web. Web is seeking a replace¬ 
ment for him, as liasion between 
sales and programming. 

Hede.avas business manager of 
ABC-TV before taking Gillogly’s 
job this week. Hereafter, John 
Fitzgerald will have Hede’s old du¬ 
ties, although his job title is direc¬ 
tor of sales service. Fitzgerald has 
been Hede’s assistant. 

Gillogly has been offered a post 
with ABC-TV’s midwest sales di¬ 
vision, but there is no indication he 
will accept. 

Ironically, the new team of 
Wyatt and Hede under Chapin re¬ 
creates a situation existing before 
Abry left. Duties of Abry, as na¬ 
tional sales chief, were said by net¬ 
work executives to be overlapping 
with those of Gillogly, eastern 
sales boss. 

Philly Anti-Trust Fines 
; Continued from page 28 ; 

with me in my statement that no 

moral turpitude was involved in 

the case, and also, what was done 

here will not reflect on the de¬ 
fendants in any other case. 

“As to some of the defendants, 

notably the Westinghouse Corpora¬ 

tion (for its participation in the 
association’prior to the sale of its 
KYW to NBC), I doubt seriously 
that these defendants are guilty. 
Nevertheless, I shall accept the 
pleas which have been offered and 
the suggestion of the Government 
as to the sentence,” 

Defendants Upset 

Defendants, although pleading 
no defense, were upset over the 
verdict, pointing out they still felt 
they had committed no violation 
of the law. Morris Wolf, councel 
for two of the defendants, stated- 
that in setting up the association's 
code of practice, they believed, 
would “entitle them to: applause 
from the public and appreciation 
from advertisers.. .To their amaze¬ 
ment, they found that these acts 
which they thought merited com¬ 
mendation brought them the hu¬ 
miliation and disgrace of being in¬ 
dicted by the government for vi¬ 
olation of the laws of the U.S.” 

Westinghouse attorney Joseph 
W. Henderson, stated that Westing- 
house ^‘has at all times felt that it 
was innocent of the charges alleged 
and had a complete defense," but 
“because it has been stated that 
the other companies have decided 
to plead no defense, it was with 
extreme reluctance that I am 
authorized to offer a similar plea 

in an effort to dispose of this case 
rather than to consume the time of 
the court in a lengthy jury trial.” 

Unhappiness of stations with the 
outcome stemmed frotn the con¬ 
viction that the formation and ac* 
tion of the association did not con¬ 
stitute a violation of the. Sherman 
Act (although the ‘Westinghouse 
defense rested on specifics regard¬ 
ing its own position in the associa¬ 
tion). Position taken by some of 
the stations is -that the Stations 
were free to raise or lower their 
individual published rates apd 
hence the establishment of the as¬ 
sociation was not a conspiracy in 
restraint of .trade. 

Defendants, in addition to the 
association, were Independence 
Broadcasting Co. (WHAT) and prez 
William A. Banks; William Penn 
Broadcasting Co. (WPEN and v.p. 
William B, Caskey; Pennslyvania 
Broadcasting Co. (WIP) and prexy 
Benedict Gimbel; Max M. Leon 
Inc. (WDAS) and secretary Robert 
A. Klein; Seaboard Radio Broad¬ 
casting Corp, (WIBG) and g.m. 
John Mahoney; WMJM Broadcast¬ 
ing Corp. and prexy Patrick J. 
Stanton; WCAU,- Inc. and prexy 
Donald W. Thornburgh; Triangle 
Publications Inc. (WFIL), no in¬ 
dividual named; Westinghouse (ex- 
KYW) and Robert Teter, station’s 
former sales manager. Earlier, in¬ 
dictment against L.M.C. Smith, 
doing business as Franklin Broad¬ 
casting Co. (WFLN) was dropped, 
and indictment against g.m. Ray¬ 
mond S. Green was dropped last 
week with the others. 

U. of Minnesota professor and the station’s news analyst, moderated 
the special hour-long program on which Minnesota experts on the 
subjects that the Communist party’s First Secretary had discussed on 
the CBS network- show carried by WCCO-TV gave their views on the 
points raised by the Soviet leader . . . Mirmowa Broadcasting Co., 
headed by N. L, Bentson, president of the company operating radio 
station WLOL here, has applied to FCC for authorization to build 
and operate a tv station in the vicinity of Fairmont, Minn., in southern 
Minnesota. Bentson says arrangements have been made which would 
assure programming of a maximum number of network shows through 
an agreement with KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D., an NBC, CBS and 
ABC affiliate. 

IN WASHINGTON . . . 
William Davidson, general manager of WRCA, and Ben Grauer, 

down from New York to host a party for members of Congress and 
press to unveil plans for station's new public service teleshow, “Ask 
Congress” . , . Jimmy Dean troupe, featured on CBS’ early ayem 
country music show, planning'to hit the road this summer with ap¬ 
pearances already lined up for the Boy Scout Jamboree at Valley 
Forge, July 12; in New York, to highlight the Summer Festival; and 
at Terre Haute ... A show filmed in Senate tv studios by manager 
Robert Coar, featuring an interview between Senate Leader Lyndon 
Johnson (D., Texas) and German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer, now 
going the rounds of tv stations in West Germany , . . Civil Air Patrol 
has just completed a two-second animated film spot to appeal to teen¬ 
agers for distribution to stations throughout country » . . Don Owens, 
country music impressario of suburban station WARL presenting, hill¬ 
billy shows at ballroom of Glen Echo, local amusement park. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 

RGA Toll-TV Blast 
= Continued from page 28 

tories. Color tape is still develop¬ 

mental, he said, and when it will 

be ready is anyone’s guess. Closed- 
circuit tv is envisioned as a great 

aid to education and to relieve the 
shortage of teachers. The effects 
of color tv will also be felt in the 
constant shift of population to the 
suburbs. 

Stating that L. A. has an im¬ 
portant stake in electronics, he 
noted that more than 465 compa¬ 
nies in this area with an annual- 
payroll of $100,000,000 are sup¬ 
pliers to RCA and NBC. Accom¬ 
panying Burns on his first trip to 
the Coast as RCA prexy was his 
predecessor, Folsom, now chairman 
of the executive committee who 
did the hosting honors. John 
K. West, NBC division veepee, and 
Hal Maag, RCA coast v.p., presided 
at last week’s press conference 
here and in Frisco. 

-Lou Edelman 
; Continued from page 29 ; 

KQED, Frisco’s non-commercial channel 9, went commercial five 
nights hand-running last week and raised close to $20,156 in the live¬ 
liest auction held in these parts since The Gold Rush. At the end 
of the week General Manager Jim Day and such hardies as Jon Rice, 
Gerry Marans, Marianne Goldman ancLDick Moore were ready to col¬ 
lapse, but the educational station had come pretty close to. its $20,000 
goal. Among the volunteer auctioneers were KROW’s Bert Solitaire, 
San Mateo Times tv columnist .Bob Foster, Saturday Evening Post 
writer Dean Jennings, theatrical agent Jimmy Muir, San Francisco 
News City Editor -Harry Press, Palo Alto Times tv columnist Ellis 
Walker, the radio-tv director of San Francisco State College, Ray Doyle, 
and dozens of Frisco’s top business and professional people . , . New 
general manager of Sheldon Sackett’s KROW is Jack Irvine, imported 
from Sackett’s Portland station. He succeeds J. G. (Gil) Paltridge . . . 
The FCC has given final approval to assignment of the license of old, 
longhair KEAR to Dave Segal’s KOBY. 

IN DETROIT . . . 
Bud- Kirvan, former editor of a suburban Detroit weekly newspaper, 

has been named director of promotions and publicity for W-XYZ. He 
succeeds Page.Heldenbrand who has transferred to ABC in N.Y., doing 
advertising and promotion work . . . First 300-game on Detroit tv 
was bowled by Ray Bluth, of St. Louis, on Fred Wolf’s “Bowling 
Champipns" show on WXYZ. Bluth received $10,000 from National 
Food Stores, sponsor of show, for the perfect gamfe . . . WWJ-TV is 
replacing “The Patti Page Show" with “Dick Westerkamp’s 11-O’Clock 
News" cross-the-board. Following the 15-minute newscap. Sonny 
Eliot will present a five-minute weather roundup to be followed by a 
10-minute sports review by Bill Flemming , . . Pinch hitting for 
WXYZ’s vacationing Mickey Shorr. are Soupy Sales who will take over 
the early evening radio show, and Johnny Slagle becoming temporary 
proprietor of “Mickey’s Record. Room” in a cross-the-board afternoon 
tv show. 

IN PITTSBURGH ... 
Bill Rogers joined announcing staff at WSCH in Portland, Me. . . . 

Murray Tucker, son of Joe Tucker, WWSW sports chief, graduated 
from Taylor Allderdice H. S. with honors and will enter Oberlin Col¬ 
lege in the fall . . . Jay Michael, of WCAE, one of six Eastern deejays 
picked by Martin Block to pinchhit for him for a week each’ when he 
goes on vacation from WABC . . . Jimmy Greenwood, chief engineer 
of WCAE, just chalked up 25 years with the station, . , Ray Schneider, 
head of news at WWSW, and his wife celebrated their 18th wedding 
anni . . . Melvin A. Jones "vnd Warren Gerrard added to WIIC sales 
staff 

in the fall for a Monday night at 
9 slotting. 

Although “Wyatt Earp" and 

“Bowie" will stay put, the Edel- 

man-ABC infatuation has termi¬ 
nated. He originally signatured a 
longterm pact during the tenure 
of Bob Kintner giving ABC the 
right of first refusal on all. Edel¬ 
man shows. When Kintner moved 
to NBC, there was no dispute about 
the Edelman properties continuing 
on the ABC skein. But since then 
the producer and the network have 
had a falling, put and the honey¬ 
moon is now over. All future Edel¬ 
man properties go on the open 
market. Partnered with Edelman 
on some of the vidp^c ventures is 
Bob Sisk. 

Butova 
Continued from page 28 ssia 

$3,500,000, about the same As the 

watch outfit spent last year in/its 

cosponsorship of Jackie Gleajson on 
CBS-TV, which it dropped at th£ 
end of March; 

Same type of seasonal dropout, 
due to the traditional slump *in 
“gift" - products after Christmas, 
was attempted this past season by 
Roilson in its sponsorship of “Play¬ 
house 90" on CBS. Howeyer, Ron- 
son had been committed to ride 
through the midwinter slump un¬ 
der its original pact and had to find 
someone to take up its spot, while 
in the new Bulova deal the hiatus 
is expressly, provided for in the 
contract. 
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ANTA, Voice of America Bring Gass 
To Global B cast of 'Our Town' 

In cooperation with the Ameri¬ 
can National Theatre and Academy 
(ANTA), the Voice of America on 
Friday (14) presented a socko ren¬ 
dition of “Our Town.” It was a 
real upper case show, a sampling 
of the cultural achievements in 
our society, and its broadcast 
throughout the world by VOA 
should help to spike notions 
abroad that the U. S. is culturally 
barren. 

In his opening remarks, the 
VOA broadcaster said that “Our 
Town” may be the forerunner of 
other plays under the banner of 
the “American Theatre of the 
Air.” If the standards set by the 
Wilder adaptation are kept in fu¬ 
ture productions, by all means 
they should be continued as a reg¬ 
ular feature. Only fly in the oint¬ 
ment may be that the rendition 
was in English, leaving out mil¬ 
lions of' potential listeners to 
whom VOA broadcasts are aimed. 
Friday’s hour - and - a - half show, 
which replaced the organization's 

VOICE OF AMERICA 
(Our Town) 
With Martha Suott, Marc Connelly, 

William Redfield, Walter Abel, 
Jay Barney, Philip Bourneuf, 
Nancy Cushman, Mildred Dun- 
nock, others 

Director: Marc Daniels 
Writer: Thornton Wilder 
Adaptor; Don Aeear 
90 Mins.; Fri. (14) 
VOA (transcribed) 

regular music show, was beamed 
to Europe, Middle East, Africa, 
Latin America. Australia, South 
Asia and the Far East and south 
Asia. 

Author Wilder in a transcribed 
Interview introed the production, 
which had its Broadway debut in 
1938. He told a little about the 
play and its origins. The scene 
then switched to Grovers Corner, 
New Hampshire, at the turn of the 
century. It was remarkable how 
well the play withstands the test 
of time, and how well it shapes up 
as radio fare. Compared to per¬ 
haps the idealic, peaceful times of 
yesteryear, the portrayed village 
life may be whimsical nostalgia, 
but the production, with a strong 
assist from the script, staved clear 
of artificial sentimentality. The 
people were real, the humor alive 
—and only in the last act dealing 
with an after-life scene did it be¬ 
come philisophieally wordy, and 
even that was interesting for Wil¬ 
der gropingly had something to 
sa.v. 

Cast was excellent, with Martha 
Scott, who essayed the original 
Broadway role as Emily, Marc 
Connelly as narrator. Walter Abel, 
as editor Webb. William Redfield. 
as George Gibbs. Philip Bourneuf 
as Dr. Gibbs and Nancy Cushman 
as Mrs. Bebb. Mai'C Daniels as J 
director took full advantage of the; 
imaginative flight in the script. 

Horo. | 

flNPA 
Continued from pace 35 

single project the Bureau has ever 
undertaken. The film is as free of 
potshots at tv as anything the tele¬ 
vision networks themselves have 
ever done. 

In fact television is mentioned 
only twice in theefilm—and not un¬ 
favorably. In the first instance the 
narrator, describing a typical 
American household of 1945, points 
out that there’s no tv set In the 
place. In another scene, the teen¬ 
age daughter in a contemporary 
home asks her father for the tv 
page from the newspaper he is 
reading. And that’s it. This is 
what the networks consider 
“barbs” and “potshots”? 

Incidentally, the film has been 
praised lavishly by many adver¬ 
tiser and agency executives—es¬ 
pecially for its fresh and dramatic 
depiction of today’s newspaper and 
for its positive, non-competitive ap¬ 
proach. 

Edward A. Falasca. 
(Director of Promotion). 

Kansas City—New AM station 
for the metropolitan area is to be 
labelled KCMB with surburban 
Mission, Kansas, as its location. 
Construction on a trio of transmit¬ 
ting towers west of town were an¬ 
nounced last week to begin shortly. 
John L. Humphreys is station 
manager and technical director 
for the firm to be known as Mis¬ 
sion Broadcasters. Inc. 

I JIMMY DORSEY TRIBUTE 
With Jackie Gleason, narrator; 

Gene Krupa, Connie Boswell, 
Louis Armstrong, Benny Good¬ 
man, Bob Crosby, Paul White- 
man, Bob Eberly, Helen O'Con- 
nel, Kitty Kallen, Lee Castle, 
others I 

Producer: Jack Hurdle 
55 Mins.. Sat.. 10:05 pan. 
WCBS. N. Y. 

While television has largely 
overshadowed radio, the latter me¬ 
dium still can rise to the occasion 
with an outstanding program. Such 

a program was CBS’ special me¬ 
morial tribute to the late Jimmy 
Dorsey beamed over the net Fri¬ 
day night. (14) but heard on the 
New York flagship the following 
evening. 

The 55-minute session, hosted by 
Jackie Gleason, stemmed from a 
personal request of tbe comic who 
suggested the memorial to CBS 
Radio’s programming department. 
A close friend of the Dorseys, 
Gleason reunited the brothers on 
CBS-TV's. “Stage Show^ in 1955 
after a split of several years dura¬ 
tion. 

Personal reminiscences of more 
than a dozen friends and asociates 
of JD, who died of cancer last 
Wednesday (12), evoked nostalgic 
memories of the 1930s when the 
top bands were the mainstays of 
show business. And the Dorsey 
brothers. Tommy and Jimmy, were 
the musical kingpins of the era. 
Who can’t recall JD’s classic 
“Green Eyes,” with Helen O’Con¬ 
nell and Bob Eberly handling the 
vocal? This and other gems of by¬ 
gone Dorseyans were fittingly re¬ 
prised by Gleason for “a sweet, 
gentle quiet guy with an awful lot* 
of friends.” 

Eberly. who sang with JD for 
years, said that he felt that the 
bottom fell out of everything when 
the brothers split in 1935 at the 
Glen Island Casino, N. Y. Miss 
O’Connell, adding that she has her 
memories too, recalled that “Jim¬ 
my always had a wonderful work- 

i ing group . . . not only did he have 
a flair for picking men for their 
musicianship, but for their friend¬ 
liness and personality as well.” 

Kitty Kallen, who succeeded 
Miss O’Connell as JD’s femme vo¬ 
calist, said he was “a rare and 
wonderful human being. I miss 
him.” Paul Whiteman, who noted 
that Jimmy first joined the White- 
man band, then Tommy, said “to 
know the whole Dorsey family was 
a privilege.” Similar tributes were 
paid by Connie Boswell, Benny 
Goodman, Gene Krupa and others 
in a session marked with a profu¬ 
sion of warm, nostalgic anecdota. 

Particularly touching was Louis 
Armstrong’s comment after Gleas¬ 
on turntabled a venerable waxing 
of “Dipper Mouth Blues.” This 
classic had Armstrong on trumpet 
and JD on clarinet. “Dipper,” 
Satchmo recalled, arose from an 
impromptu session at the Decca 
recording studio on the Coast in 

j 1939 ... “I loved both of them 
I (Tommy and Jimmy)," he added. 
! “they were pioneers of the music 
we’re enjoying today.” 

Gleason’s reverent narration was 
in keeping with the memorial’s 
high plane. Program was produced 
by Jack Hurdle, former produce* 
of CBS’ “Jackie Gleason Show” 
who joined CBS-Radio last week 
as producex^director of the net’s 
“Robert Q. Lewis Show.” Also aid¬ 
ing in getting the tribute together 
were George Simon and Gil Robert. 

Gilb. 

Weather Man 
Continued from page 35 ; 

failed to appear, however, as there 
was no black funnelled tornado. 
This left the media and newsmen 
with full credits for haying covered 
excellently a pretty good storm. 
And program directors next day 
mulling the worth of focusing so 
extensively on a weather event at 
the expense of sponsors and regu¬ 
lar schedules. 

While some credit is due to the 
stations for some valuable informa¬ 
tion passed along, concensus of ob¬ 
servers and not a few listeners is 
that the storm coverage was over¬ 
done. Unless the season continues 
turbulent and the weather bureau 
can promise more sensational de¬ 
velopments in advance, similar 
storm coverage is not expected to 
become regular policy here. 

RADIO NEW YORK 
With Jim Coy, host, others -~ 
Producer-director: Marvin Camp 
120 Mins.: Mon. thru Sat. 4 p.m.; 

Sunday, 90 Mins., 4 pan. 
Participating 
WOR, N.Y. 

Mutual’s New York flagship, re¬ 
vamping its programming sked in 
light of the net’s news and music 
format, has introed a new after¬ 
noon show, emceed by Jim Coy, a 
broadcasting vet and platter 
spinner. 

Judging from a healthy slice 
caught Friday (14), it's a fast-paced 
show, wellknit together, with Coy 
holding down the pivot position, 
spinning a variety of records, and 
with a host of station personalities 
coming in with traffic reports, 
news, traveling tips. etc. 

Major weakness though appears 
to stem from the plentitude Of com¬ 
mercials. . There were so many 
that it would be almost as easy to 
review the plugs. Bob Garrity, sta¬ 
tions’s flying reporter, while aloft 
and telling of traffic conditions in 
the New York area, interrupted his 
report for a commercial, leaving 
listeners hanging in air before he 
told of conditions on the New York 

[highways, having already scanned 
the Long Island routes. 

Coy spun lively records on the 
whole, standards and pops, featur¬ 
ing Frank Sinatra, Gisele MacKen- 
zie, and instrumental via Lawrence 
Welk and Tommy Dorsey. WOR 
newcaster Les Smith came in with 
a topical tape recorded interview 
with a patrolman who featured in 
the Staten Island recluse case. 
Stan Lomax reported on the White 
Sox-Yankee fracas, while station’s 
travel editor Paul Andrews had 
some tips for the listeners. There 
was news on the half-hour by net’s 
Westbrook Van Voorhis, as well as 
other service features such as the 
weather and a rundown on traffic 
conditions by the “flying reporter.” 

With such a busy schedule' Coy 
kept his chatter down. Gil Arion, 
station engineer on the show, did 
a tip-top job with nary a slip, hook¬ 
ing in and out to the various per¬ 
sonalities. Horo. 

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 
With Jay Black 
Producer: Keith Sheriff 
Director: Jay Black 
STAG BEER 
WHHM, Memphis 

(Erwin Wasey) 
Sparked with the w.k. and highly 

capable Jay Black handling the 
play-by-play chores in superb style, 
WHHM, local indie here has gar* 
nered a terrif foothold on the 
major league ballcaster spotlight 
by airing daily (via Western Union 
ticker) games from the parks of 
the world champions New York 
Yankees; Chicago White Sox; 
Brooklyn Dodgers, winners of the 
National league last season and the 
New York Giants. 

Black, who handles the full play- 
by-play route, turns in a topflight 
performance with his timely chat¬ 
ter of game proceedings coupled 
with his unique style of being on 
top of every play. WHHM and 
Black are also backed up with a 
better than par for the course of 
production and “gimmick” feeding 
by Keith Sheriff. The station’s pro¬ 
duction chief is a terrif teammate 
for ballcaster Black with his crowd 
noises and is “on the ball” which 
gives the broadcast literally an. “on 
the scene touch.” 

Spprtscaster Black has the know¬ 
how of giving the Mid-South fans 
beaucoup thrills with his peppy 
style and all-around mike tech¬ 
nique. This guy Black "is a cin- 
cheroo to make his way to some 
Major League ball park in the near 
future as he is “ready” and 
handles his daily stint for the four 
major league clubs wired here to 
WHHM in big league fashion. And 
what’s more Black pours it on for 
the Stagg sudders in handling 
the commercials in championiship 
form. Matt. 

Truman to Host Tour 
On‘Let’s Take a Trip’ 

Former President Harry Truman 
is set for one of his rare-non-politi- 
cal television appearances via the 
June §0 edition of CBS-TV's “Let’s 
Take a Trip.” The public Affairs 
show will visit the Truman Library 
in Independence, Mo., in a guided 
preview tour which HST will per-: 
sonally conduct. Library will open 
a week later, July 6. 

Show’s regular cast, host Sonny 
Fox and moppets Joan Terrace and 
Jimmy Walsh, will appear on the 
show with Truman. 

Truman will also appear on CBS 
Radio, on July 2, when Lyman Bry¬ 
son interviews him on “Do You 
Know?” on the preservation of his 
unofficial papers which he will 
turn over to the Government next 
month. 

TV Follow-Up Comment 
.m—Continued from page 39 

highly touted male quartet, who 
have been making a splash via 
Columbia diskings. The group did 
an excellent version of “Tenderly” 
which brought out the native sen¬ 
sitivity of the tune, but their open¬ 
er, one designed to show the wide 
range of their voice from bass to 
falsetto, was fairly annoying. 

. In the sketch department, the 
cast put on a dramatization of Red 
Riding Hood patterned after 
Allen’s “Fables ’n’ Bop.” 

This version for hepsters was 
vastly amusing even for the square 
set. Jose. 

Washington Square 
Ray Bolger’s “Washington 

Square” hour via NBC-TV, which 
had its ups and downs during the 
season, moved into the video Val¬ 
halla Thursday (13) as the final 
show of the series went before the 
cameras. Farewell stanza, follow¬ 
ing a familiar vaudeo patter®, was 
marked by an array of guestars 
headed by Gisele MacKenzie and 
Eddie Bracken. They were backed 
by the usual sumptuous produc¬ 
tion this layout wag noted for. 

Windup edition, while „ hardly 
one of “Square’s” better efforts, 
was highlighted by a breezy in¬ 
formality. on the part of Bolger 
who’adeptly ad libbed his way out 
of a couple of tongue slips. TTtg 
flair for the extemporaneous was 
further attested to by an incident 
in which the straps on Miss Mac- 
Kenzie’s gown shook loose from 
their moorings. 

Strap episode came shortly after 
the songstress fetchingly warbled 
“I Don’t Want-to Be Sitting on 
Top of the World.” Fortunately, 
there were no catastrophic conse¬ 
quences. After a bit of banter 
with Bolger, Miss Mackenzie re¬ 
tired from the scene with the ob¬ 
servation: “I’ll take my straps and 
go home.”. 

Bracken creditably handled the 
narrative on a comic version of 
the “Sleeping Beauty” ballet. As 
might have been anticipated Bol¬ 
ger was the fairy prince. The se¬ 
quence had its rewarding mo¬ 
ments. Later, in a change of pace, 
Bracken acquitted himself favor¬ 
ably with 'the "I Met a Moth” 
number. 

Also on deck were Benny Good¬ 
man, Kay Armen, Martha Carson 
and The Dixie Small Fry. Good¬ 
man demonstrated his ability as a 
clarinetist par excellence anew. At 
one time his version of “Mem¬ 
ories” provided the accompani¬ 
ment for some of Bolger’s famed 
terping. Miss Armen’s melodious 
voice added a soft lustre to 
‘Venice,” authored by the show’s 
musical director, Hugh Mhrtin. In 
a more frantic mood was the 
buxom Miss Carson’s driving vocal 
of “Saints Go Marching In.” 

Distinct .novelty was the Dixie 
Small Fry, a group of five boys 
from the Los Angeles area whose 
hot beat conjures up memories of 
old New Orleans ragtime. Bolger, 
who booked ’em after hearing 
tapes of their work, added another 
nostalgic note by introing the boys 
via a strawhat 'n' cane terp bit. 
For the finale on this Helene Cur¬ 
tis backed airer he dished *up an 
/‘evolution of the dance” that 
ranged from the Charleston to the 
rhumba. It was Bolger at his 
‘best. Gilb. 

tern and mood, the lack of explor¬ 
ing arresting strains in the overall 
problem more fully. The raw 
material for a .solid documentary 
appeared to be present but never 
developed to Its full potential by 
creative editing. Quality - of 'film¬ 
ing, with much of the drama in a 
program such as this dependent on 
a clear view of people and faces, 
also left much to be desired, 

Highpoints were a group of 
Negro and white students sitting 
around a table discussing how they 
can help the strained situation, the 
getting together in Mississippi of 
the Negro and white school boards, 
the gratuitous sexutl crack of now 
Senator Talmadge of Georgia, the 
genuine, human, funny situation of 
a group of Negroes acting out how 
they should perform on the deseg¬ 
regated buses of Montgomery, Ala. 
There were speeches and faces of 
such men as Sen. James Eastland 
of Mississippi, Roy Wilkins and 
Thurgood Marshall, of the NAACP, 
and John "Kasper of the White Cit¬ 
izens Council—as well as the face¬ 
less Klansmen. 

Soundtrack went dead a few min¬ 
utes in the midst of unreeling and 
film had gbrne trouble getting 
started. If there was a theme to 
the documentary, it was “this is the 
situation, where do we go from 
here.” Horo. 

NBC ‘Nightline’ 
Continued from page 35 

the “non-entertainment” implica¬ 

tions of the rest of the report 

These replies showed that the aud¬ 
ience liked the news and commen¬ 
tary-analysis features of “Night- 
line” most—commentary by Jo¬ 
seph C. Harsch, Martin Agronsky, 
Leon. Pearson and David Brinkley. 
Contrariwise, they liked the “en¬ 
tertainment” features of “Night- 
line” least. To buttress this, they 
were asked the same thing in re¬ 
verse, to express their dislikes 
most and their likes best. Com¬ 
mentary was disliked least of all, 
entertainment most of all. 

While this is only the first in 
what NBC Radio veep Joe Culligan 
expects to be a series of continu¬ 
ing study over a minimum two- 
year period, he’s already effecting 
some changes in “Nightline” as a 
result, cutting back on the enter- ■ 
tainment features and bolstering 
the news and commentary. Irving 
R. Levine has already been instal¬ 
led with a regular spot from Mos¬ 
cow, live if conditions permit but 
taped otherwise. Harsch, when he 
goes to London to take over the 
bureau there, will continue his reg- ' 
ular spot on the’show, and Agron¬ 
sky and Brinkley will be' stepped 
up. - 

Though NBC is acting on the 
results of the study as -they apply 
to “Nightline,” the web is hesitant 
to make any overall conclusions. 
However, the feeling is strong that 
at night, most Americans prefer to 
get their entertainment on tele¬ 
vision, not radio, and contrari¬ 
wise, look to radio for extensive 
news coverage and commentary- 
analysis. 

Open Hearing 
Despite the uneven production 

quality and the lack of more crea¬ 
tive editing, “Segregation and the 
South,” the one-hour filmed docu¬ 
mentary made by the Fund for the 
Republic, telecast Sunday (16) on 
ABC-TV, from.5 to'6 p.m., proved 
informative and at times a force¬ 
ful pictorialization of pride and 
prejudice. 

Written and directed by James 
Peck, under the production reigns 
of Herbert Bernard, the film at¬ 
tempted to show what has hap¬ 
pened in the south since the Su¬ 
preme Court desegregation deci¬ 
sions in the school and in public 
transportation. It was frank in 
its narration in stating that the 
problem portrayed is not peculiar 
to the south, showing a montage 
Of newspaper clippings on troubled 
race relations in northern and west¬ 
ern cities. In its coverage of the 
three-year span since fhe epochal 
1954 Supreme Court school ruling. 
Fund for the Republic cameras and 
mikes were turned on the big and 
small people caught in the south’s 
racial web—the pro and anti-se'g- 
regationists, .the out-and-out de¬ 
magogic white bigots and those 
Whites and Negroes, who have a 
reasonable attitude towards the 
problem and would like “to work-it 
out harmoniously over a period of 
time. 

What marred the telecast Was 
the constant criss-crossing of 
events, the failure to build a pat¬ 

‘Crescendo’ 
Continued from page 35 

Gregory is to based qn star foot¬ 
prints at the Chinese theatre, with 
stars whose prints are* there to be 
on the show. Third Gregory show, 
“State of War,” is a Civil War 
drama base'd on Stephen Benet’s 
“John Brown’s Body,” and he is ne¬ 
gotiating for Tyrone Rower, Eva 
Marie Saint, Lloyd Nolan, Ray¬ 
mond Massey and. Agnes Moore- 
head for that one. “It will be a 
closeup of the people involved in 
the war rather than a panoramic 
war drama,” said Gregory. 

British Com’l TV On 
Prowl fqr U. S. Acts 

Manchester, Eng., June 18. 
U. S. acts are. being lined up 

for guest shots in a* new tv series 
to be telecast from ABC-TY*s stu¬ 
dios here this fall. Shows will go 
out on alternate Saturdays at 8:30 
p.m. 
. American acts mentioned as like¬ 
ly for appearances include Billy 
Eckstine and Mel Torme. Lonn;e 
Donegan, English skiffle, star, is 
also skedded, and the Joe Loss 
Orch is expected to provide mu¬ 
sical backing. 
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Marks the Beginning of the 

CONSECUTIVE YEAR OF. 

“I’VE COT A SECRET” 
CBS-TV WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 

★ 

NEXT WEEK 
Marks the Beginning of the 

8th CONSECUTIVE YEAR OF 

“THE GARRY MOORE SHOW” 
CBS-TV MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 

★ 
I AM DEEPLY GRATEFUL TO ALL CONCERNED 

CARRY MOORE 
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Accelerates Sale of Product in D.S. 
Growing foreign market is lend-4- 

ing a strong assist in kicking off 
syndicated product domestically, 
the most recent example being 
Television Programs of America’s 
“Tugboat Annie” series. 

Also of import is that foreign 
revenues allows upped production 
budgets, costs which would have 
been hard to recoup in prior years 
just out of the U. S. syndication 
market. Cost factor also figures in 
possible telefilm network deal in 
U. S., holding out the possibility 
of some slicing of program charges. 
Prime example in the latter case 
is Screen Gems’ “Ivanhoe ” sold 
to commercial tv interests in Eng¬ 
land, with a Canadian deal pend¬ 
ing. Screen Gems, now going ahead 
with full production on the series 
in England, may sell series syn¬ 
dicated or network in U. S. 

On TPA’s “Tugboat Annie," 
Lever Bros, of Canada bought se¬ 
ries for north of the border airing, 
with Associated-Rediffusion taking 
series for England. The 39 episodes 
are being lensed in Canada, under 
the co-production banner of A-R 
and TP A. Series is set for U. S. 
distribution in October. TPA, ac¬ 
tive in the co-production area, pre¬ 
viously had set the Canadian 

. Broadcasting Co. tie on “Hawk- 
eye and the Last of the Mohicans,” 
now syndicated throughout the 
V. S. 

On the network level, there have 
been numerous examples, especial¬ 
ly that supplied by Official Films- 
Sapphire, Ltd., tie on “Adventures 
of Sir. Lancelot/’ “Robin Hood," 
and “Buccaneers.” 

division of California National 
Productions. 

Ben Gradus, former prexy of In¬ 
ternational Motion Picture Service 
Inc., has joined FilmWays Produc¬ 
tions as an exec producer on tv 
commercials, documentaries and 
public relations films. He reports 
to exec v.p. Marty Ransohoff. 
Gradus checks into Eilmways Mon¬ 
day (24). 

RKO Television has inked for 
the full Nielsen television service, 
the first commercial tv package 
producers, according to v.p. Robert 
Manby, to do so . . . Arthur W. A. 
Cowan, partnered with Jon Hall^in 
the projected “Malolo of the Seven 
Seas” series, due to leave Coast 
tomorrow (Thurs.) for New York 
confabs with RKO Television execs. 
. . . Nat Donato, Canadian rep for 
,ABC Film Syndication, leaves Sat¬ 
urday (22) for an extended Cana¬ 
da trip . . . Edward Small, board 
chairman of Television Programs 
of America, to Europe. 

John Baragrey signed to costar 
with Mark Stevens in “Schlitz 
Playhouse of Stars” vidpic, “Sport¬ 
ing Chance,” scripted by Martin 
Berkley . . . Clayton Bond, former¬ 
ly with TPA and 20th-Fox, has 
joined sales staff of NBC Televi¬ 
sion Films and will headquarter in 
Cincinnati to cover a four-state 
area . . . Abby Lewis just finished 
a role in ah educational film, 
“Take Three Hearts,” produced by 
Caravel Prdouctions for the Amer¬ 
ican Heart Assn, Lucille Phillips 
agented the deal . . . Screen Gems 
production v.p. Irving Briskin in 
for homeoffice huddles on next 
year’s production plans. 

WHOLE NEW FAMILY 
FOR ‘LASSIE’.SERIES 

Hollywood, June 18. 
First stage in planned gradual 

replacement of entire present hu¬ 
man cast of “Lassie” series got un¬ 
der way last week, with inking of 
moppet Jon Provost as new cast 
•regular. "Lassie” series owner 
Jack Wrather plans to intro mop¬ 
pet this season, to become even¬ 
tual nucleus of new set of charac¬ 
ters. Canine star of the CBS-TV 
series remains,, naturally. 

It’s been felt that Tommy Ret- 
tig, present juve lead, is becom¬ 
ing too old for the part (he’s 16 
now). However, rather than try 
to build up new moppet under pres¬ 
ent plotting, Wrather and producer 
Robert Maxwell have decided to 
start anew with a fresh cast. Also 
leaving at the end of this season 
will be Jan Clayton, George Cleve¬ 
land and Donald Keeler. 

Burt Arthur’s treatment, “West 
to the Sun,” based on his novel, 
“Killer’s Crossing,” was picked up 
by Warners for ABC telefilming 
.. . Reub Kaufman, prexy of Guild, 
has again moved the location site 
for “Captain David Grief”; outfit, 
having shot off Hawaii, Cuba and 
California, moves to Mazatlan, 
Mexico ... Robert Davis doing tele¬ 
film commercials this week, first 
time using a new system, called 
Mobilux—a continuous movement 
animation technique made by John 
Hoppe . . . Robert Rose, staff di¬ 
rector of Robert Lawrence produc¬ 
tions (Canada) Ltd., to N.Y. for 
client confabs . . . Martin Low as¬ 
sumes new post in the consolidated 
operations belonging to Robert 
Lawrence, commercial producer. 
Low is vicepresident in charge of 
sales, a newly created post to co-. 
ordinate the main headquarters of j Winston-Salem—Harry B. Shaw, 
Robert Lawrence Productions with ; sales manager for WSJS Radio and 
its branches and affiliates. Low • Television, has recently been 
will be over Grantray-Lawrence i elected president of the Winston- 
Animation, in Hollywood; Loucks ' Salem Lions Club, 
& Norling Studios, the New York -- 
industrial division, and Pintoff- 
Lawrence. another animation com¬ 
pany. in New York. 

Richard Carlton, sales v.p. of 
Trans-Lux Television Corp., has 
returned from a cross - country- 
sales swing . . . Lou M 
been named supervisor __ _ 
promotion for MCA TV, working.; “Top Plays of *57.” distributed by Screen Gems, composed of epi- 
under Frank McMahon, MCA ad- sodes from the old “Fireside Theatre,” registered a neat third among 
verasing director^ Margo joined. the top 10 of all syndicated shows in the New York market. It gar- 
tlie company ill oo as an assistant: nered a neat 8.1 on WRCA in the 10:30 p.m. time slot, with a 20.0 
MCA TV's "Dr Hudson”'Secret j audic“c.e' the Spike J ones show on WCBS outpoint- 

Work Can Be Fun 
Miami, June 18. 

Soundac Productions, tv 
film commercial producers spe¬ 
cializing in animation, offers 
some of the advantages of 
Florida to its clients. 

In constructing new facili¬ 
ties, studios and offices, it de- v 
signed them so that they square 
the outfit’s swimming pool and 
patio. With out-of-state agency 

-execs flying down, pool facili¬ 
ties make it possible for them 
to enjoy Florida sun and 
weather. 

In addition to its commer¬ 
cial activities, company also is 
producing a series of 78, color, 
animated half-hour shows for 
syndication, titled “The Ad¬ 
ventures nf Colonel Bleep.” 
Richard Tillman of Buffalo is 
the exclusive agent for the 
firm’s syndicated product. 

Court Showdown 

Due on Subpoena 

Powers of FCC 
The opening rounds in the ex¬ 

pected Federcd court case, testing 
the extent of the FCC’s subpoena 
powers, will be fought Tuesday 
(24), when the four holdout tv. film 
producer-distributors are due to 
“show cause” why they refuse to 
give up business data sought by the 
FCC’s Network Study Committee. 

FCC’s chief examiner James D. 
Cunningham in light of the un¬ 
yielding positions of Columbia sub- 
sid Screen Gems, Ziv, MCA and 
the latter’s subsid, Revue Produc¬ 
tions, adjourned further FCC hear¬ 
ings last Wednesday (12). He pro¬ 
ceeded on the same day to initiate 
Federal court action seeking to 
force the remaining holdouts to 
produce the documents and re¬ 
cords sought by the FCC in its is¬ 
sued subpoenas., Paul Porter, at¬ 
torney repping Screen Gems, said, 
he welcomed the opportunity for a 
test of :the validity of the FCC sub¬ 
poenas in Federal court. FCC, 
which has no contempt powers of 
its own, had to institute court 
action in an effort to compel com¬ 
pliance. 

Among other things, holdouts 
contend that the financial data and 
other records sought are not ma¬ 
terial to the Network Study (Bar- 
row) Committee scrutiny, main¬ 
taining that the FCC is going far 
afield in its investigation, conten¬ 
tions which are challenged by the 
FCC. The final ruling by the courts 
will be of consequence not only to 
the parties directly involved, but 
ttfe industry at large, especially 
the telefilm, feature and program¬ 
ming end of the business. ’ 

Inside Stuff—TV Films 
Audience pull of some reruns in syndication again is underlined in 

Lon Margo has; the latest ARB-Variety chart for the New 'York market, printed in 
>ervi«nv of sales this issue. 

Jour, .nl" was voted a commenda-( ing it in the same time slot only with a 9.2. 
tion hv Hip Hnn«<> n{ Di'W-ifp- of * YVPIX, "Victory at Sea,” which has been shown many times in 
th» Amoriean Med:cal Assn Skein •the New York market, pulled a 5.7 ARB rating, placing ninth, in its 
was cited for its “ouirtading con- Sunday at 7:30 time slot, with the top competition for that period 
tribution to the puldic intero.ri and being “Circus Boy” on WCBS which drew a 10.5 rating. 
welfare” . . . Telecast Pictures; —1- / 
Corn, has boon formed in New i Britain’s Independent Television Authority has given an emphatic 
York and HoPvwoed to produce tv “no” to a request by the Institute by the Institute of Directors to re- 
fi’m^. v itli^ Michael Laurence, for-' vise their decision to ban a series of telefilms designed to stress the 
mer (T>S-T\ producer and thcatri- importance of executive control of Britain’s industry. The series, 
ca;.. proa?,'rt r:. ‘**7* of lirm ' consisting of 16 advertising feature programs, is claimed to be worth 
rr'i's aru producers . . . v.PIX. 5450,000 of air time and the biggest single advertising order placed 
N. \ 1 <r-.ht the entire pack-: with British commercial tv. 

Hurdling ‘Delicate’ Coml’s 
i Continued from page 31 ; 

Names of Hollywood stars who 
have participated in spot announce¬ 
ments are legion. The best tech¬ 
nicians are behind the cameras and 
even the jingles, background mu¬ 
sic, etc., are being done by ace 
songwriters. Raymond Scott, for 
example, authored the familiar 
‘Light Up a Lucky.’* 

In line with this trend Frank 
Loesser’s publishing outfit, Frank 
Music, has Set up a subsidiary to 
handle tv jingles exclusively. Al¬ 
ready signed for this field is ‘Hoagy 
Carmichael, among others. 

Rise of Elliott, Unger 8c Elliott 
to a paramount position in the tv 
film commercial trade curiously is 
one of those Horatio Alger stories. 
Prexy Steve recalls-that the outfit 
really started in 1937 when broth¬ 
er Mike (now treasurer), v.p. Wil¬ 
liam Unger and himself were sum¬ 
mering at the Grandview Hotel in 
Like Placid. 

“I was a lifeguard,” said Steve, 
Mike rolled the tennis courts and 
Bill (an M.I.T. grad) was the gar¬ 
bage man. We crystal-balled the 
future ahd figured we’d enter the 
tv industry even though there 
wasn’t any tv at that time with ex¬ 
ception of some experimental sta¬ 
tions.” 

Steve was a writer-photographer, 
brother Mike also a photographer 
and Unger an electronics expert. 
For a time they were active in com¬ 
mercial and fashion photography, 
which was interrupted by wartime 
service in the Army and Navy. 
Trio revived their company in 
1945, and when the first tv stations 
went on the air in 1946 business 
started to roll in. 

In turning out commercials to¬ 
day, at prices ranging from $2^500 
to $15,000, the firm utilizes s£ac» 
-in two New York buildings plus a 
Florida office. “Homeoffice” is at 
414 W. 54th St., where five floors 
provide two studios, recording 
studio, projection room, carpenter 
shop, machine shop, offices, etc. 
An additional 10 rooms is leased 
at the Movielab BIdg.> two “blocks 
west, for editing and film storage. 

Space pinch was so great, how¬ 
ever, that the company last month 
purchased the two adjoining build¬ 
ings at 513 and 519 W. 54th St. 
Property comprises a three-story 
and a one-story structure. Both 
premises will be entirely re¬ 
vamped. 

a ;>2 
of 

(It'S Of MCA TVs ... e - , j bein'- The ITA told the lnstitute Directors .that after giving full con¬ 
ed rv v’l'airir" aft°r a two- ’ si^orat’-on to representations and suggestions made by them, they still 

ye-'r rido>y Vven-Uu* Metro' bc’ievcd that screening the shows would contravene the requirements 
TV rerv'o;?' fv ri place in thV an-’of the Television Act. The decision, the ITA added, was reached 
lv.al competition sponsoiod bv the.after taking legal advice. 
National Vi-wnl Presentation Assn.: • - 
fee* ie< T',romo::on kit designed to1 Securities and Exchange Commission has been asked to okay a new 
s’hmdrie a ? able-model. tv set. securities issue for National Telefilm Associates. National Telefilm 
Award was r;, 'oted for Metro TV wants to offer $5,000,000 of 6% sinking fund notes and 350,000 shares 
by Monroe Mendelsohn, director of; of the company’s 10-cent-per common stock. 
promotion . Parker Tennelly,; Attached to the sinking fund notes would be warrants to purchase 
"are,.c.R.e£‘“.a „ *S°os. ; common stock. Buyers of the notes would have the right to purchase 
f®r ♦, s h?.ost* /ret .episode 1 50 shares of common stock for such $500 in notes. Price of the stock’ 

Revnoids^spo^ored°^ Sco11it: beOUabove^>ar<iePending UP°n When Picked uP*but apparently would 

blntr-masterV^shooting**this week About $5,000,000 of the proceeds, it was explained, would go to re¬ 
in Rockport, Ma^s . Stanley L. diice current indebtedness, mostly incurred by film acquisitions. Bal- 
Yentes appointed manager of sales ance of the proceeds would be used for working capital and general 
service for NBC Television Films corporate purposes. 

woman to visualize what she 
would like to be, what she fancies 
herself, etc. Hand-in-hand with 
that trend was the development of 
tv film commercials into an "art 
directors’ medium.” 

For the “artistic” plug, Elliott 
feels, probably has its genesis in 
the refined, imaginative ad copy 
which first appears in such so¬ 
phisticated publications as Harper’s 
Bazaar and Vogue. Their con-i 
stantly elevating standards,” he 
adds, “eventually filters down "to 
other advertising media including 
tv.” - | 
. In line with that concept is EU 
& E’s production of film plugs for 
Scott Tissue (J. Walter Thompson) 
and Modess (Yoiing. & Rubieam). 
Latter, incidentally, is made by 
Personal Products Corp., a John¬ 
son & Johnson subsidiary. Con- 
cededly, both of these items fall 
into the “difficult” products 
bracket. 

One Scott spot announcement, 
for example, accents the “softness 
and strength” of the product 
against a seashore background with 
distant figures of a woman and 
child seen walking along the beach. 
Windup shows a closeup of several 
rolls of tissue. 

Of necessity the approach on 
Modess has to be even more dis¬ 
creet. Complying with this re¬ 
quirement is an EU & E plug that 
has a closeup of what might be in¬ 
terpreted as a free modern art pat¬ 
tern. A dissolve follows to a fash¬ 
ionable woman standing in an ele¬ 
gantly appointed room. Sole mes¬ 
sage here is the familiar catchline 
—“Modess . . , because.” This 
commercial, in which Steve Elli¬ 
ott’s wife Georgia Hamilton ap¬ 
pears as the model, won the Art 
rectors’ gold medal award. 

But despite the tasteful slant on 
these “delicate” products, NBC and 
CBS haven't entirely let the bars 
down. Bathroom tissue blurbs 
are accepted by the chains pro¬ 
vided. they’re given "proper pro¬ 
gram surroundings.” However, 
sanitary pads still haven’t been 
handed the greenlight due to a 
provision of the NARTB Code. 

A section of the code relating to 
acceptability of advertisers and 
products states: “Because all prod¬ 
ucts of a personal nature create 
special problems, such products, 
when accepted, should be treated 
with especial emphasis on ethics 
and the canons of good taste; how¬ 
ever, the advertising of intimately 
personal products which are gen¬ 
erally regarded as unsuitable con¬ 
versational topics in mixed social 
groups is not acceptable.” 

Probably a strict interpretation 
of the code would result in a ban 
on bathroom tissue plugs. But the 
nets’ open mind on this apparently 
stems from the fact that its a com¬ 
mon commodity seen practically 
everywhere and openly displayed 
in supermarkets, drug stores, etc. 

“We’re very careful about bath¬ 
room tissue copy,”.CBS director of 
editing Herbert Carlborg declared, 
“and accept it only if it fits into 
the proper program climate.” He 
said he had seen the EU & E 
Modess commercial . . . “it’s done 
in the best of taste, but as a cate¬ 
gory it doesn’t fit in.” 

NBC’s experience with bath¬ 
room paper first "started with-radio 
when several clients approached it 
with the view of . plugging this 
product. There was no negative 
reaction and reportedly there has 
been the same general acceptance 
on filmed commercials for tissue on 
tv. Believed responsible for the 
viewer acceptance as far as NBC 
is concerned are thp films’ “excel¬ 
lent” copy and pleasant back¬ 
grounds of fleecy, white clouds, etc. 

Meantime, while there’s an evo¬ 
lution affecting advertising accept¬ 
ability there’s been another evolu¬ 
tion that affected the 300-odd com¬ 
panies which went into the tv-film 
commercial field shortly after 
World War II. Out of that vast 
number only a handful survive to¬ 
day. 

$2,000,000 Gross 
The survivors, including Elliott, 

Unger & Elliott, are now finding 
nothing hazardous about the busi¬ 
ness. Elliott firm, which started 
with peanuts, currently grosses in tp 

Mitchell was named <toecto?^f 
keeps its staff busy 52 weeks a merchandising for WEEI succeed- 
year m contrast to Hollywood’s em- ing Dick Luetters, advanced to lo- 
ployment peaks and valleys. cal sales rep. Mitchell had been 

Moreover, says Steve Elliott, the -with. Armour & Co* for past 10 
biz has top talent to draw upon, years. 

Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal 
‘Journal,” for good reason, has 

been compiling impressive ratings 
in several major markets. As syn¬ 
dicated dramas go, these human in¬ 
terest tales have an uncommonly 
high degree of credibility, a mini¬ 
mum of plot gimmicking and a de¬ 
cidedly adult slant. 

Undoubtedly, the hospital envi¬ 
rons are part of the interest, since 
they figure to be- an eventual fo¬ 
cal point for everyone; and while 
this may he an unpleasant thought, 
the Dr. Hudson stories are in no 
way sordid, dealing in the main 
with the unmedical side of his 
cases. Hudson himself, as played 
by John Howard, is old enough to 
be taken seriously and still‘young 
enough to set a female heart flut¬ 
tering. In the series, he functions 
as a catalyst to the stories, never 
taking an actual part in them, ex¬ 
cept to advise and moralize. 

Case caught for followup (15) 
concerned the pampered wife of a 
patient, who learned that the folks 
at home can help the ill recover by 
assuming the responsibilities that 
burden the bedridden. Dr. Hud¬ 
son, in no offensively didactic way,' 
changes her outlook and her life. 
The story, involving no physical 
action but merely dialog, between 
four characters and the doctor, 
takes place mainly in the doctor’s 
office, yet spins itself out engross- 
ingly in the 30-minute limit. 

Marianne Stewart was fine as the 
■pampered woman, the unmedical 
patient, as it were, and the support¬ 
ing roles were also well done. Mei- 
ster Brau be'er sponsors. Les. 
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NBC-TVsBigPush 
For Coast Shows 

Hollywood, June 18. 
In a move aimed at expanding 

the network’s creative activities 
here and to utilize the talent'pool 
pf Hollywood, NBC-TV has allo¬ 
cated a sizeablfe sum for the devel¬ 
opment of new programs on the 
Coast, under the supervision of 
web coast program chief Alan Liv¬ 
ingston. 

Move has long been contemplat¬ 
ed but had been delayed by a series 
of upheavals in the top echelon of 
the network, which saw a number 
of execs exiting the web. 

In its new move,, network has 
given the greenlight to Livingston 
to search for properties and scripts 
preparatory to making tv pilots or 
auditions for the 1958 season. 
There are no restrictions as to 
whether the coin is to be spent on 
live or film shows, this being left 
up to Livingston. 

Livingston, who just returned 
from N. Y. where he got the go- 
ahead, is now hunting for indie 
creators—not eontractees, but in¬ 
dies. Intent of NBC is tt> utilize 
Hollywood creative talent as it’s 
never done before on a scale never 
before attempted. 

Mesibov Joins Swing Of 
Ex-Film Exploiters To 
Webs (By Way of TyB) 

Director of special. projects is 
the monicker ABC-TV has given 
its first fulltime exploitation ex¬ 
ecutive (after the fashion of A1 

‘Rylander, former Columbia Pic¬ 
tures exec now at NBC-TV). Sid 
Mesibov,' for years over exploita¬ 
tion at Paramount Pictures, and 

^presently publicity boss of Televi¬ 
sion Bureau of Advertising, will 
be joining the network within the 
next couple of weeks. 

He’s the third TvB executive to 
join ABC-TV, beginning last Oc¬ 
tober, -tfhen Oliver Treyz, then 
TvB prexy, came back to the net¬ 
work as veep in charge of tv. 
Treyz a couple of months later 
brought TvB administrator Gene 
Accas back, within a short time 
making him a network administra¬ 
tive veep, 

‘Mesibov, who was sighted for a 
network job as far back as No¬ 
vember, was finally inked to do ex¬ 
ploitation on the Kaiser Sunday 
night feature film show. Since the 
Kaiser film deal has fallen 
through, the network has decided 
Mesibov’s exploitation background 
will serve well in the general tv 
program . categories, especially 
since he has evolved an extensive 
list of local tv contacts since join¬ 
ing TvB from Par two-and-a-half 
years ego. 

Mesibov will report to Mike Fos¬ 
ter, veep in charge of public rela¬ 
tions, advertising and promotion. 

San Antonio—New to the staff 
of KTSA here, operated by Gordon 
McLendon of Dallas, are Larry 
Monroe, New Orleans; Bob Drews, 
New York; Jack Elliott, Kansas City; 
Eddie Dun, Houston, and Mel 
Spriggs, Denver. 

AL “TOOTSIE” WARD 
Appeared as 'CLAKABELLE' on P.A/s 
Available for all types of down lobs. 
E*frer|ence<r In TV Commercials, 
Kiddle dhows. Circuses, Children's 
Parties, Store Promotions and Model¬ 
ling Jobs or wherever a funny down 
is needed. Call PL 1-4747 at any time. 

J. & G. WATERPROOFING CO. 

.EXPERT ItlCK POINTING 

MASONRY RESTORATION 

LICENSED'— FULLY JNSURED 

Johp lakorlck LO 2-MI* 

WCBS-TV, N.Y.U. Join In 
Launching On-the-Air 

College-Credit Course 
First college-credit educational 

television course in the New York 
area will kick off next fall on 
WCBSVTV, the CBS-TV flagship, in 
cooperation with New York U. se¬ 
ries, which will air Monday-thru- 
Friday at 6:80 to 7 in the morning, 
will be N.Y.U.’s “Comparative Lit¬ 
erature 10,” covering the modern 
novel, with the university’s Dr. 
Floyd Zulli Jr. as lecturer. 

Course, which starts Sept. 23 and 
ends Jan. 10, will entitle viewers 
who complete it successfully to 
three college credits and will cost 
the viewers $75, exclusive of books. 
The fee will cover matriculation, 
tuition, and examinations, with the 
fee including certain N.Y.U. facili¬ 
ties such as the library. Fee is 
slightly less than the regular $90 
fee to non-tv students. 

School will handle the adminis¬ 
trative end, while WCBS-TV do¬ 
nates the time, facilities and pro¬ 
duction personnel. University’s 
radio-tv director, Warren Kraetzer, 
will produce. The telestudents will 
be required to complete a term 
paper, two examinations at home 
and a final exam at the university. 
Course wiU cover the works of au¬ 
thors ranging from Stendhal and 
Dickens through Joyce and Hem¬ 
ingway. 

' Early-morning time was the only 
period the station had available in 
which it could reach the male view¬ 
ers as well as the housewives. Sta¬ 
tion points out that a 6:30 class 
isn’t unusual for a university stud¬ 
ent. 

NBC SETS STAFFERS 
FOR-NEW INT’L SETUP 

NBC last week formalized its in¬ 
ternational operations setup with 
the establishment of NBC Interna¬ 
tional Ltd., a new Canadian sub¬ 
sidiary of the network which will 
take over all international opera¬ 
tions. Personnel remains the same 
although the home office of the 
subsid will be located in Montreal; 
Alfred Stem, director of interna¬ 
tional operations, becomes board 
chairman of the company, and 
Romney Wheeler, director of Euro¬ 
pean operations, becomes presi¬ 
dent. 

Stern will continue to operate 
out of N.Y. and Wheeler out of- 
London, but a secretary-treasurer 
still to be appointed will take over 
the Montreal office. New company 
will open two additional offices, 
one in Mexico City by the end of 
the year and onq in the Far East 
during 1958. New subsid will 
handle all NBC management serv¬ 
ices, investments and program 
"sales outside the U.S. and Canada, 
including sales of both NBC and 
California . National Productions I 
shows. Also -joining the new com¬ 
pany ire Gerald Adler and J. Rob¬ 
ert Myers, the former on program 
sales and the latter in the station 
management field, with both head¬ 
quartering in London. 

Muller’s Rock V Roll 
Comedy on "Studio’ 

Rock *n’ roll forms the basis of 
another hour-long drama entry on 

Jtv, this being a ^Studio One Sum- ! 
mer Theatre” presentation on July 
15 of “The Hit,” an original farce 
comedy by Romeo Muller. Norman 
Felton will produce. Muller ha§ 
also written lyrics for the “hit” 
song being projected on the show, 
with. Columbia Records having a 
tie-in on its release as a disk.. 

Muller is managing director of 
the Theatre-Go-Round in Virginia 
Beach. He is member of the New 
Dramatists Committee (proposed 
by Irene Selznick) and received the 
John Golden Fellowship for play- 
wrighting in ’56. He has authored 
five plays. One, “The Great Git- 
Away,” was translated into Italian 
and^was a success in Italy. 

Depew Ankling ABC-TV 
Richard Depew and ABC-TV are 

parting ways. The longtime man¬ 
ager of program operations will be 
leaving the network any day now.. 

His resignation came before J. 
English Smith, his immediate boss, 
quit last week in a decision to re¬ 
turn to the Coast. Therefore, it 
has-nothing to do With the bringing 
in of John Green as ABC-TV’s 
new program administrative boss, 
reports the network. Depew has 
not disclosed his plans. 1 

Revlon Mulls Full Hour 
Tues. Nites on CBS-TV 

Revlon is considering expanding 

its Tuesday night stake pn CBS-TV 
to a full hour via the buyup of the 

10:30 to'll p.m. slot following its 

“$64,000 Question” at 10 o’clock. 

Cosmetic outfit would thus get a 
contiguous rate discount via the 
adjacency. Under consideration 
as the program entry for the 10:30 
slot is the CBS Television Film 
Sales Merle Oberon starrer, “As¬ 
signment Foreign Legion.” 

Actually, the negotiations over 
“Legion” aren't new, since Revlon 
was considering the show as far 
back as March. At that time, it 
went to NBC-TV for a possible 
time slot, but couldn’t w'brk out 
the details and dropped the idea. 

WP1X Off Air As 

Sign 2-Yr. Pact 
A new two-year contract for 

engineers employed at WPIX, N.Y. 

cut short a one-day strike which 

put the New York Daily News 

station off the air on Saturday (15) 

for seven hours. 

The walkout of 48 engineers, 

members of Local 1212 Radio and 

Television Broadcasting Engineers 

Union of the International Brother¬ 
hood of Electrical Workers, pre¬ 
vented telecasting from about noon, 
the usual opening time for the sta¬ 
tion, to 7 p.m. The big program¬ 
ming event missed during the day 
was the Cineinnati-Giants ball 
game. 

The old contract expired Thurs¬ 
day (13) and when negotiations 
failed to bring a new contract in 
force, union voted strike action 
early Saturday morning, setting up 
pickets at the Daily News build¬ 
ing and the Empire State Building, 
transmitter site for the station, 
Saturday negotiations proved suc¬ 
cessful, with engineers returning 
to work at about 7 p.m., with a 
'tentative agreement, later ratified. 

Principal • dispute concern d 
wages with union seeking a top 
scale of $177.50 for a 35-hour week, 
against the $165 for a 40-hour week 
under the old agreement. Terms 
of the compromise settlement were 
not disclosed. 

Tangle in Outer-Space Hassle 
Six Directors, Six Assoc. 

Producers Tagged For 
CBS-TV ‘7 Lively Arts’ 

“Seven Lively Arts,” the CBS- 
TV Sunday entry for, the fall, has 

rounded out its staff with the sign¬ 

ing of six directors and a team of 
.six associate producers who will 
alternate with producer Robert 
Herridge as the weekly producer 
of the hourlong segment. With 
exec producer John Houseman now 
in Stratford, Conn., for the sum¬ 
mer to produce his American 
Shakespeare Festival Theatre & 
Academy season, Herridge & 
Co. are setting to work acquiring 
properties for the show. 

The team of directors will com¬ 
prise Sidney Lumet, Franklin 
Schaffner, George Roy Hill,‘Char¬ 
les Dubin. Mel Ferber and Jack 
Smight. They’ll all do around six 
shows except for Dubin, who is 
down for a singleton.. That’s a 
Christmas-time version of the 
“Nutcracker Suite,” with the City 
Center Ballet Co. as the perform¬ 
ing company. Dubin, incidentally, 
is an “Omnibus” director as well. 

i Associate producers, who’ll be 
taking on producer robes on alter¬ 
nate weeks, are Jud Kinberg, Rob¬ 
ert Goldman, Robert Northshield, 
Joe Hurley, .Jack McGiffert and 
Charles Schultz. Northshield will 
also head up a film unit as exec 
producer, with Robert Sharpe as di¬ 
rector-writer, Andy Rooney as wri¬ 
ter and Peter Poore as editor. Rob¬ 
ert Markell has been assigned to 
the sets and Elizabeth Bullock will 
be story editor. 

Apart from “Nutcracker” and 
"God’s Angry Man,” a biog of John 
Brown, show, hasn’t set any specific 
properties but among the topics 

[ being kicked around are a show on 
Hollywood, the Wild West, top 
newspaper reporting, jazz, sports, 
dramatic shows and dramatizations 
of real-life stories. Houseman in¬ 
sists the stanza will stay away from 
the “egghead” approach; it’s to be 
a “fun” show. 

San Antonio—Ben Cooper has 
been named program manager of 
KONO here, according to Jack 
Roth, station manager. He was 
formerly with WTCN, AM-TV, 
Minneapolis, and more recently 
with KTSA here. 

San Francisco, June 18. 
A struggle between the Frisco 

NBC affiliate. The Chronicle’s 
KRON, and ABC’s o-and-o KGO- 
TV, over antenna sites has broken 
into the open as a result of a Fed¬ 
eral advisory group’s action. 

The Federal regional air space 
subcommittee last^veek gave KGO 
preliminary, approval to increase 
the height of its transmitting tower 
201 feet. The present tower is 517 
feet high atop Mt. Sutra, an 831- 
foot hill in central Frisco. 

The okay must be confirmed by 
the U.S. air coordinating commit¬ 
tee which advises the FCC. 

What worries KRON is that KGO 
also has requested the FCC advis¬ 
ory groups to approve an addi¬ 
tional 262-foot increase at the Mt. 
Sutro site and that such approval 
could pave the way for selection of 
Mt. Sutro as the “master” site for 
all Frisco Stations’ transmitting 
towers. 

KRON transmits from San 
Bruno Mountain just south of 
Frisco and has already asked per¬ 
mission of the air-space groups to 
raise its tower to 2232 feet above 
sea-level. 

Both stations have considerable 
Investments in their sites already 
and both are convinced they have 
the best locations. 

To fight the threat to its San 
Bruno Mountain site KRON's jour¬ 
nalistic arm, The Chronicle, last 
week instituted a neighborhood 
campaign against the KGO pro¬ 
posal. The FCC, acting on advice 
of its air-space committee, could 
force consolidation of tower sites 
to minimize the danger to low-fly¬ 
ing aircraft. 

KRON General Manager Harold 
See said his station had no inten¬ 
tion of moving from San Bruno 
Mountain and added: - 

"The regional subcommittee’s 
(recommendations) in no way af¬ 
fect KRON's application . . . our 
application will be heard by the 
panel in Washington in about three 
weeks ...” 

SCHWARZ GETS WCCO NOD 
Minneapolis, June 18. 

William Schwarz has been ap¬ 
pointed WCCO Radio program 
director. He succeeds Bob McKin- 
sey, who resigned, to go with ABC 
in New York. 

Schwarz gave up a similar post 
with the Cleveland Westinghouse 
radio station to join the CBS af¬ 
filiate. 

faG&Jkjrt. 
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Authors League, CBS Hassle 
• - Continued from case 23 . ' — 

this nature. There can he total 
freedom from censorship only 
when the nature of censorship is 
understood. I am afraid that if 
your wire is intended seriously, it 
portrays no such understanding.” 
Stanton asked the League to “re¬ 
consider your charge which strikes 
at the heart of our integrity in our 
news operations. It is simply un¬ 
fair to make so^grave a charge so 
lacking in basis.” 4 

Hart piqued becaue Stanton 
questioned whether the original 
Authors League wire was serious, 
cited a wire from “six million 
American club women” to the At¬ 
torney General asking an investi¬ 
gation “the broadcasting ownership 
of 2,000 music publishing firms and 
the two largest recording firms” 
as one story which “the press 
quoted extensively” but CBS ig¬ 
nored. The other was a press con¬ 
ference on June 10 at which au¬ 
thors, composers and singers were 
critical of the networks, with ex¬ 
tensive press coverage but no cov¬ 
erage by CBS. 

Hart said Stanton's letter “ques¬ 
tions the seriousness of the Au¬ 
thors League in charging censor- 
*hip of news by the networks. We 
are indeed most serious. The sup¬ 
pression of news by broadcasters is 
not a subject we are inclined to 
treat flippantly . . . The broadcast- 

ALL 
Oldtime Ohio River steam¬ 
boat whistles let passengers 
know it was time to get un¬ 
der way. The more forceful 
the whistle, the bigger the 
boat . . . the more passengers 
it could carry . . . the faster 
it took them further. 
Similarly, the latest Nielsen 
figures sound a forceful blast 
for WSAZ-TV in today’s busy 
Ohio River market. With an 
audience of over half a mil¬ 
lion TV homes in 69 counties, 
WSAZ - TV reaches (says 
Nielsen) 100,580 more homes 
on weekday nights than the 
next-best station. And it’s 
the consistent leader around 
the clock! 
This is- impressive traveling 
—and to very prosperous 
ports of call where income 
has never been so high. Get 
aboard this prime fnover of 
goods and let WSAZ-TV 
blow your own whistle where 
it will be heard—and heeded 
—most. The gangway is 
down at any Katz office. 

HUNTiNGTON-CHARLESTON. W. VA. 

XmTWOBg 
Affiliated with Radio Stations 

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston 
LAWRENCE K ROGERS. PRESIDENT 

Represented by The Kate Agency 

ers fight zealously against any 
threat of censorship aimed at them 
from whatever source. It depends 
on whose ox is gored.” 

Authors League wire was as fol¬ 
lows: 

“On Monday, June 10, the Ju¬ 
diciary Subcommittee of the House 
of Representatives issued a report 
charging the broadcasting networks 
with a virety of monopolistic prac¬ 
tices. The report contained rec¬ 
ommendations to the Antitrust Di¬ 
vision of the Dept, of Justice for 
investigation. The leading news¬ 
papers of the country gave this re¬ 
port front page coverage. The 
broadcasting networks imposed a 
virtual blackout on this important 
news. The Authors League of 
America through its undersigned 
officers has sent identical tele¬ 
grams to the presidents of all net¬ 
works stating that it deplores the 
blackout because it constitutes an 
act of censorship. 

“The Judiciary Committee’s con¬ 
clusions related in part to practices 
of the broadcasters in connection 
with alleged discrimination against 
writers and composers of music, 
many of whom are members of our 
organization. But beyond protect¬ 
ing our members’ rights, the Au¬ 
thors League believes that any cen¬ 
sorship by the broadcasters is a 
threat to the freedom of all crea¬ 
tive artists, and inescapably to the 
public as well.” 

Statement was signed by Moss 
Hart, president; Rex Stout, v.p.; 
Aim Petry, secretary and Arthur 
Schwartz, treasurer. Latter is a 
plaintiff in the songwriters $150,- 
000,000 suit against the networks 
and was active in speaking against 
the webs during the course of the 
Celler committee hearings in N. Y. 
last fall. 

Schwartz said that the Authors 
League constitution requires that 
all public statements be by unani¬ 
mous vote of the four officers and 
that it be signed by all the officers. 
He said he had no choice but to 
sign the statement since be was in 
agreement with the other three 
officers on the same issue, even 
though admitting he’s a prejudiced 
party. 

WCCO Aquatennial 
Hit by Inflationary 

Prices on Star Talent 
Minneapolis, June 18. 

WCCO Radio, which annually 
stages a big variety show for a 
live audience pf 10,000 payees at 
the Auditorium here as well as 
over the air as one of the main lo¬ 
cal Aquatennial atraetions, has had 
in previous years headliners of the 
calibre of Bob Hope, Victor Borge, 
Arthur Godfrey, Eddie Cantor and 
George Jessel. 

But it may have to confine it¬ 
self to lesser names next mopth, 
according to Larry Haeg, general 
manager. 

The reason Is that big name 
stars’ prices have skyrocketed 
above what the station feels that 
It can afford: to pay. 

WCCO wanted Harry Belafonte, 
but stepped aside when it found 
that his price for the one-night 
two-hour show was $10,000. Ten¬ 
nessee Ernie Ford Is said to have 
quoted a similar figure. 

Other stars who- could- fill the 
bill include Tony Martin, Edgar 
Bergen (for a repeat visit) and 
Rosemary Clooney are in the 
$5,000 single night bracket, the sta¬ 
tion has found. 

The Aquatennial, an annual sum¬ 
mer mardi gras here, is scheduled 
this year for July 18-24. 

GRANET TO PRODUCE 
DESI-LUCILLE SPECS 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Bert Granet has been named by 

Desi Arnaz as producer of the five 
hour-long Lucille Ball-Desi Ar¬ 
naz telefilms to be made next sea¬ 
son for Ford Motor, and to be seen 
on CBS-TV. 

Granet will also continue func¬ 
tioning as producer of the new 
Walter Winchell series at Desilu. 
Arnaz returned from Mexico over 
the weekend, add Miss Ball re¬ 
turned from N.Y., for rehearsals 
which get underway this week at 
Motion Picture Ceptre. Ann Soth- 
ern and Rudy Vallee guestar on the 
first show, to be filmed’June 28. 
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BRANDO MAY JOIN ‘ 
IN EDSEL TV BOW 

Chicago, June 18. 
Latest name under discussion 

for the proposed , tv unveiling this 
fall of Ford Motor Qo.’s new 
Edsel is Marlon Brando. Ad shop, 
Foote, Cone & Belding, states how¬ 
ever that the two-network splash 
planned for August is still in the 
negotiations stage and that neither 
the type of show nor the star has 
yet been settled. 

Whatever develops, it’s been re¬ 
vealed that Edsel’s tv bankroll for 
next year will be nothing extra¬ 
ordinary as automobile spending 
goes. Company is setting aside 
about 20% of its total advertising 
outlay for radio and tv. 

AFL Film Council 
Asks Tofl-TV Test 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Widespread public tests of sub¬ 

scription tv was asked of FCC last 
week by Hollywood AFL Film 
Council, “at the earliest possible 
moment.” 

Council reps more than 24,000 
motion picture industry employes. 
Resolution asking test was passed 
unanimously, with comment, “It ap¬ 
pears probable that subscription tv 
would greatly increase new motion 
pictures produced in this country, 
thus increasing employment many¬ 
fold.’’ 

Resolution stressed the employ¬ 
ment angle and chided opponents 
of pay-tv as being “unwilling” to 
give the public a chance to decide 
on toll-video via a test. Vidcasting 
of vintage pix has cut into theatre 
attendance and reduced employ¬ 
ment, resolution added. Measure 
will be intro’d at conventions of 
Calif. State Theatrical Federation 
and Calif. State Federation of La¬ 
bor, as well 

Flock of Radio & TV 

For Chicagoland Fair 
Chicago, June Iff. 

Radio and tv, both network and 
local, are dollying in on the Chi¬ 
cagoland Fair opening at Navy Pier 
on June 28. 

NBC-TV net will. telecast from 
the fair on both the‘“Today” and 
“Tonight” shows, and ABC’s 
“Breakfast Club” will originate 10 
shows from the 1,500-seat auditori¬ 
um starting July 1. ABC’s WLS will 
also broadcast two of its regular 

‘shows, “Dinner Bell” and “Martha 
, Crane,” from the fair. 

‘Pat McCaffrie Show,” a live 
musical layout on WGN, is slated 
for 10 originations from the exposi¬ 
tion, and the station's “Big Ten 
Community Party” is set for one, 
WGN, Inc., has created two spe¬ 
cial shows for the 17-day fair “Man 
At the Fair” with Jack Brickhouse 

!on weekdays, and “WGN Goes to 
the Fair" on weekends with some 
of the station’s top personalities. 
Latter is on radio and former .on 
tv. . 

ABC’s Fran Allison, of “KuMa, 
Fran and Ollie,” will be official 
hostess at the Chicagoland Fair, 
which is sponsored by the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. 

Phifly So Pleased With 
Its Radio Month, It’ll Be 

Permanent Observance 
Philadelphia, June 18. 

Formation of a permanent com¬ 
mittee to promte Radio Month in 
Philadelphia has been decided by 
representatives of the local radio 
broadcasting industry. The sug¬ 
gestion was made at a wrapup 
meeting following- this year’s 
month-long activities and the com¬ 
mittee will be selected Aug. 12, 
when promotion men from the 
city’s 10 stations get together 
again. 
' The radio reps here extended the> 
National Week program into a full 
month. “We found the-single week 
top short a time to achieve the mo¬ 
mentum we needed for fullest ex¬ 
ploitation,” declared Half Brent, 
of WIP, who served as acting^chair- 
man .for the committee, 
tend to recommend that our pro¬ 
gram be adopted throughout Penn¬ 
sylvania and nationally in 1958,” 
Brent said. 

The theme for Radio Month in 
Philadelphia—“All through your 
home and on the go, you get much 
more from radio” . . . was ham¬ 
mered across to the public 100 
times weekly, by each of the par¬ 
ticipating stations during the four 
we£ks run of the local campaign. 
For a total of 4,000 spots. The 
junTe was set in nine different ver¬ 
sions. 

Radio distributors of this area 
each kicked in $600 and took dis¬ 
play material for use by their re¬ 
tailers. Coverage from the local 
press was received with display 
stories in both Sunday papers. The 
selection of a “Miss Philadelphia 
Radio” <Mary Cope, 19-year-old re¬ 
ceptionist at WJMJ) received press 
photo coverage and was a definite 
aid in department store, drugstore, 
grocery chain and distributor tie- 
ins. 

A two-hour motorcade with 
every station represented covered 
Philadelphia’s midtown business 
area. Radio was represented at 
the opening of the new Walt Whit¬ 
man Bridge, which links Philadel¬ 
phia to Gloucester/ N. J., when 
Miss Cope was present to hand a 
transistor set to the first car cross¬ 
ing the new $80,000*000 span. 

Norfolk—Thomas P. Chisman, 
president of WVEC, WVEC-TV, 
Norfolk, has been elected Secre¬ 
tary-Treasurer of the "Virginia 
Broadcasters Association* 

RCA COUNTERCLAIM 
VS. PHILCO, LANSDALE 

Philadelphia, June 18. 
Radio Corp. of America filed a 

counterclaim in U.S. District Court 
(12) asking damages equal to 
three times the amount of profits 
racked up by Philco Corp. and 
Lansdale Tube Corp., through al¬ 
leged patent infringement since 
Jan. 1955. 

At the same time RCA also filed 
a 30-page answer to charges in the 
$150,000,000 suit brought last Jan. 
by Pbilco and Landsdale Tube 
against RCA, General Electric, 
American Telephone & Telegraph 
and its subsidiaries, Western Elec¬ 
tric and Bell Telephone Labora¬ 
tories, Inc. 

Philco and Landsdale Tube had 
charged monopolistic practices in 
RCA’s “patent pool” in radio, tele¬ 
vision and electronics. 

RCA denied establishing a mon¬ 
opoly, claiming it had made pat¬ 
ents available to competitors, en¬ 
couraging smaller firms to enter 
field and, through licensing of its 
patents had increased competition. 

Dr. Meaney’* Fellowship 
Houston, June 18. 

Dr. John W. Meaney, director of 
the U. of Houston’s Radio-Televi¬ 
sion film, center, has been awarded 
a Fulbright fellowship for nine 
months study in France. 

Under terms of‘the fellow¬ 
ship, Dr. Meaney will investigate 
existing film, material in France 

- . . with a view toward its use in this 
We m- [country and also film and record 

new material with his own equip¬ 
ment. He said that he would also 
spend time exploring the possibil¬ 
ities of instituting an exchange 
program between educational tele¬ 
vision sources in France and this 
country. 

Yugoslavia TV 
Gets D.S. Assist 

Frankfurt, June 11. 

Television in Yugoslavia is leap¬ 
ing ahead, mainly due to American 

help. Yugoslavia now has 4,000 tv 
sets and ail are gifts from the 

United States and Germany. The 
country expects to produce 2,000 
sets of its own during 1957, and 

will hit a peak production of 10,000 
a year in four years. Sets being 
made there cost about $400 for a 
17-inch-screen model. 

The'Zagreb station does some of 
its own broadcasting, and relays 
Italian and Swiss programs. By 
next year, it is planned that Bel¬ 
grade and Ljubljana will set up 
stations and establish a Yugoslav 
network. 

When 2,000 foreign athletes con¬ 
vene in Yugoslavia this July for 
the meet of the International Gym¬ 
nastic Federation, Yugoslavia will 
produce programs for showing 
throughout Europe. ' 

Unlike Germany, which charges 
a monthly rental for tv set owner¬ 
ship, there is no fee in Yugoslavia, 
so there is not a large sum of 
money raised regularly for experi¬ 
mentation and development. 

The country now has 20 radio 
stations, wifh eight broadcasting 
locally originated shows all day 
long. The country has 750^000 ra¬ 
dios—a rapid growth from the 
155,000 in the country in 1939. 
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Alan c. Garratt, Advertising Manager of the ACC Division ("PALL 
MALL" and "HIT PARADE" cigarettes) of the American Tobacco Company,1 
puts it this way: "Introducing HIT PARADE cigarettes to a mass audience 
in a highly competitive field is a major advertising problem. Thanks 
especially to BBDIiQ and Spot Radio and Television, we have cracked the 
country, market hy market The stations 
representedbyNBCSpotSafesplayedabig spot salcs 

part in the promotion of our new brand." 
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WBZ (AM&TV) Cuts 
Some Fancy Promosh 

Capers, Junket ’n’ All 
Boston, June 18. 

Both sides of the house at West- 

inghouse were off on circusy pro¬ 
motion kicks last week, WBZ-TV 

with a hotsy Calypso wing ding for 
ad agencies and the press at the 
Somerset Hotel pool Wednesday 
(12) and WBZ-WBZA with a three- 
dav junket to Provincetown for 
press and aud participants, Friday 
U4) through Sunday (.16). 

In addition to distributing more 
than $2,000 worth of prizes, WBZ- 
TV awarded a 13-foot boat com¬ 
plete with motor trailer and water 
skis as a door prize. Theme of the 
prmosh was “Summer Livin’s Easy” 
and Frank Tooke, gen. mgr. WBZ- 
TV, said: “With this thought in 
mind, WBZ-T has scheduled its pro¬ 
gramming to fit in with the relaxed 
tvpe of living New Englanders en¬ 
joy during the summer months.” 

Jim Allen, promotion mgr., and 
Even Newhauf, asst., brought in 
Danny White’s Aquarama, Pat 
Mathews, calypso singer from the 
Bradford Carousel Room, a donkey, 
a magico, calpso hats and costumes 
and flew in fruits from the West 
Indies. WBZ personalities, Rex 
Trailer, “Big Brother” Bob Emery, 
Carl deSuz<* were stationed at car¬ 
nival game? around the pool. As 
the festivities got underway, adver- 
itsers heard thrush Jackie Vance 
pipe the accompaniment to the 
water ballet, which featured six 
lovelies, and was followed by div¬ 
ing exhibs and a water clown. WBZ 
officials, all attired in calypso out¬ 
fits, greeted guests by placing ca¬ 
lypso hats on their heads. With 
banners, “Summer Sellin’s Easy— 
Go Bee Zee,” the calypso jamboree 
made an impact on advertisers. 

WBZ radio shipped off at 10 a.m. 
Saturday (14) from Boston Harbor 
aboard its “Sunliner„” taken over 
for the junket with its “Five Five” 
disk jocks entertaining aboard. 

With Tony Bruno’s orch from 
Steuben’s aboard, clown acts for 
the moppets, and Hub press -en¬ 
sconced, the aud participation bit 
attracted 2,500 who the ' trip to 
Provincetown at reduced rates, ar¬ 
ranged for' by WBZ. In P-town, the 
press was taken on bus and plane 
sightseeing trips, deep sea fishing 
jaunts, golf parties and swimming 
parties. WBZ flew its disk jocks 
back and forth from Provincetown 
to Boston during the three-day bash 
to make their programs. All re¬ 
turned by boat from the cape Sun¬ 
day night (16), 

900G ‘Panic’ Budget 
Hollywood, June 18. 

• NBC-TV has given producer A1 
Simon the greenlight to go ahead 
and, shoot 21 more “Panic” vid- 
films for the network. Coin in¬ 
volved is approximately $900,000. 

Web doesn't have a sponsor, but 
is dickering for one and believes 
it can land one in time for next 
season’s start. Productioh on the 
new films begins Aug. 1 at McCad- 
den Productions. Tentative time 
slot for the series is 10 p.m. Satur¬ 
days for next semester; it’s cur¬ 
rently on at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday. 

Birmingham—WABT, tv station 
owned by the Alabama Broadcast¬ 
ing System, appointed Harrington, 
Righter & Parsons as national sales 
reps. WAPI Radio, owned by the 
same company, • named Henry I. 
Christal Co. In similar capacity. 

TV 
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WRCA-TV EXPANDS 
‘SUNDAY, SCHEDULE’ 

WRCA-TV, the NBC-TV flagship s 
in New York, is expanding its new 0 
“Sunday Schedule” segment from a 
two to three and a half hours, cov- A 
erings the entire 8 to 11:30 a.m. 
Sabbath period. Changeover takes v 
place this week (23), following a 
completion of the NBC -Educa- ? 
tional Project, which occupied the 1 
9 to 10:30 period on the flagship. a 
“Sunday Schedule” for the two * 
weeks it’s been on- had run 8 to .9 0 
and 10:30 to 11:3a 

With the expanded format, / 
WRCA-TV program chief George 1 
Heinemann is looking to develop \ 
a permanent fall entry with the 
show. Stanza is an effort to com¬ 
bine service with entertainment, 
religious instruction and educa¬ 
tional elements in a pattern that 
involves a “children’s , babysitter” 
format for the 8 ,to 9:30 portion, 
evolving into a teenage show and 
finally an all-family segment in 
the final portion. Heinemann is 
trying out several emcee possibili¬ 
ties, among tliem Johnny Andrews, g 
Bill Wendell and Johnny Myers* i 
and expects to have a permanent ( 
emcee by the end of the summer. < 

PITT VARIETY CLUB’S ! 
100G TELETHON TAKE; 

Pittsburgh, June 18. * 
Variety Club’s sixth telethon on J 

KDKA-TV over the weekend raised 1 
nearly $100,000, which showmen’s . 
organization will use to convert its- * 
summer retreat for underprivi- ‘ 
leged children, Camp O’Connell, 1 
'into one* for handicapped children j 
instead. Show was sparked by J 
Barry Gray, Dean Martin, Bess I 
Myerson, Arnold Stang, A1 Hodge 
(Captain Video), Walt Framer, Joe . 
E. Brown, Leo Durocher and the J 
Four Goins. ‘ 

It was originally skedded to run j 
from 11 p.m. Saturday night until * 
1 p.m. Sunday, but when tote was \ 
a little disappointing, Harold C. \ 
Lund, Westinghouse veep here, : 
came through with an extra half 
hour of time and this enabled Va- 1 
riety Club to pick up at least [ 
another 10G at the last minute. j 

Aaron Ruben Likely As j 
Phil Silvers Director I 

Aaron Ruben may get the nod - 

for the directorial chores on the i 

CBS-TV “Phil Silvers Show” fol- < 

lowing Nat Hiken’s decision to bow , 

out of the show. Ruben, formerly J 
with the Sid Caesar staff, has been 
under contract to CBS for the past 
couple of years as a writer-pro¬ 
ducer-director in the web’s pro¬ 
gram development operation. , 

Carl Reiner was initially dick¬ 
ered to replace Hikeri as director, 
but those talks fizzled. , 

WNAC-TV Telethon ! 
Boston, June 18. * 

-WNAC-TV is bringing in Randy t 
Merriman to emcee its “Celebrity ^ 
Parade for Cerebral Palsy,” round ) 
the clock telethon starting Satur- 1 
day (22). and continuing -through * 
Sunday (23). Betty Ancona will s 
join Merriman • in ■ Cohosting the 
show. WNAC-TV’s Louise Morgan, 1 
Duncan Macdonald, and Frank Lu- 

1 ther will interview personalities fly- i 
ing in including:; Captain Kang- ( 

; arob, Roberta .Quinlan,. Charlie Ap- I 
plewhite. Buff Cobb, Barbara Asb- 1 
ley* Betty Ann Grove; A1 Markham, ■ 

‘ Astro Space Cadet, and' Tommy 
Mara. .... 

Hub nitery- talent in'for the pe¬ 
riod Will be Spotted *and a bevy of 
Showgirls and. .models *will' an¬ 
nounce the latest pledge totals* 

BBC-TV Under Water 
London, June 18. 

BBC-TV, with the collaboration 
of -Radiodiffusion-Television Fran- 
Caise'and. the Eurovision link is 
transmitting three programs,’ 
Which are claimed" to" be the first 
live underwater pictures ever aired 
here for the public. The first pro¬ 
gram was -aired last Sunday (16) 
from the Mediterranean when div¬ 
ers explored the. wreck of a Greek 
galley which sank around 2,000 
years ago. 

Wynfdrd Vaughan Thomas and 
Bob Danvers-Walker are the com¬ 
mentators. Danvers-Walker left 
London for the- Mediterranean 
three days before the first airing 
to take a special diving course, so 
that he could give a running com¬ 
mentary from under water with 
the aid of a throat mike, 

WOKO as Dual Affil 
.. Albany, June 18. 

WOKO, Albany’s oldest radio 
station and currently a Mutual 
outlet, will take on a second web 
affiliation June 24, when it joins 
ABC. 

In revealing this, President Ho¬ 
ward Hayes said WOKO wall carry 
a “substantial” number of ABC 
shows, including an hour’s morn¬ 
ing block of soap, operas, news¬ 
casts by Edward Morgan and Paul 
Harvey, and the Metropolitan 
operacasts. ■ 

Shows Stamped 
lade-m-Hwood’ 

Hollywood, June 18. i 
At least 85% of ABC-TV’s pro- ! 

gramming for next season will orig¬ 
inate from Hollywood,. chiefly be- ' 
cause ABC is the most film-minded ! 
of all the networks. j 

Figure was disclosed by Earl; 
Hudson, v<eepee. in charge of the j 
western division of ABC-TV, who . 
said that with the network 80% ! 
sold out in the prime time for next1 
semester, the Hollywood origina- j 
tion figure could easily be higher ; 
before final sales are closed. : 

There are 20 telefilm series def¬ 
initely skedded for next year and all 
but one of these will be filmed in 
Hollywood, Hudson said. He point¬ 
ed out the telefilm series include 
hour-long entries such as the War¬ 
ner Bros, trio of “Cheyenne,” 
“Sugarfoot” and “Maverick.” 

In addition to the filmed-in-Hol- 
lywood merchandise, there are live 
entries originating here such as | 
Lawrence Welk’s two hour-long! 
shows and "You Asked for It.” 
Also, Patrice Munsel, - Pat Boone 
and Guy Mitchell may alternate 
shows from N. Y. and Hollywood. 

Frank Sinatra, who will shoot his 
Vidfilm series for the web here, will 
originate his first spec for ABC 
from Hollywood, and the second 
from N. Y. 

Thus, N. Y.. is left wiih a com¬ 
parative handful of shows such as 
“Voice of Firestone," the Mike 
Wallace Interview, John Daly, the 
Wednesday night fights which orig¬ 
inate from various eastern cities, 
and OSS, a new film series. 

NATIONAL AIRLINES’ 
TV’ER BOWS AUG. 1 

, Washington, June 18. 
National Airlines’ video station, 

WPST-TV, in Miami, Fla., will com¬ 
mence operation on Aug. 1 as the 
ABC primary affiliate in the. area, 
according to an announcement re¬ 
leased by the station’s public rela¬ 
tions office here. 

Walter Koessler, general man¬ 
ager of the station, said he expects 
that WPST-TV (for Public Service- 
Television Inc., National subsid) 
will rapidly establish Itself with 
Miami viewers. With ABC pro¬ 
grams and “outstanding” local 
shows, he predicted, the station 
“will achieve leadership in the 
market.” 

Alfred R. Beckman; ABC veepee 
in charge of Station Relations, 
called • the - affiliation “another im¬ 
portant additioq .to .the ARC tele*, 
vision family.” ' 

Steve Parkers All-Japanese Spec 
For NBC-TV; Acts Will Tour 

■-——-“♦ Tokyo, June 18. 

IT H | f /HIO A 90-minute tv spectacular touch- 
Aevm IICrauBy 10 vlJjJ ing on most points of entertainment 

Ae ‘RMifirtar-fAnfarl’ available in Japan, is being read- A$ Reporter toniact ied by producer sieve Parker for 
Kevin Delaney, who held down . jjC, 

the television column assignments xhe format will emphasize the 
on the New York World-Telegram |inodern> parlcer told Variety, but 

& Sun for a period some months wiU als0 inciude some of the 

back, apparently liked television so ; classics t0 establish the familiar, 
much hfe decided to get into thc;_, , „ .... 
medium. Delaney has quit the jThe latter wlU include kabukl-PUP* 
Scripps-Howard daily, where latter- pets and geisha while the modern 
ly he worked, city-side, to join CBS will feature jazz, popular vocalists. 
News as a “reporter-contact,” the-street musicians and a fellow who 
web’s euphemism for the legmen out-Presleys Elvis with an electric 
who accompany camera teams in in-; shamisen. 
terviews and straight news cover-; Working budget for the show is 
age. ; $150,000. Parker would like to 

He’ll work Cut of the local assign- i iron out the kinks immediately so 
ment desk, reporting to television! he can delve into the project be- 
managing editor Jim Burke but j fore it presents a conflict with chis 
covering news for both the network1 feature picture schedule here. He 
and the local WCBS-TV flag. De-jis currently engaged in lining up 
’aney checked in Monday < 17). • the talent. It is expected that the 
He’s the second Gotham newspaper- jacts will be shot on location in thea- 
man to join CBS in recent weeks; jtres and clubs with an m.c. cut in 
the Daily News tv columnist, Rudy : for the final showing. 
Bergman, recently joined the CBS, Parker has already named sing- 
Radio press operation as a feature, ers Jimmy Shiget apd Yoko 
writer. lOgawa and the Sharps and Flats 
-:- ! Band for the entry. 

_ _ . _ Til J If the spectacular is received as 

Bert Berman s 5-Ply i'-ASMS’ A M 
; Helming of Daytime 
[ f*DC TU resP°nse from Monte Carlo and Mimes ior LBd~1 Y ;Las Vegas on the jaunt, which, he 

Bert Berman, CBS-TV director! fi^res woHld ^ a?™* six months 
j of daytime program development, . possibly MCA handling the 
is on a bicycle this month. Web {bookings. The troupe, he calcu- 
is doing kinnies on five new day- |latad». would include 12 people plus 
time shows (in itself the most new|a band. . , . .. . _ 

: daytime program activity at the Parker, meanwhile, is continuing 
! web in several years), and Berman; |«?th his motion picture schedule al- 
beyond his regular duties, is act-: there have been some re- 
ing as exec producer on each of j shufflings and addition to his long 
them. Between casting, story con-jra*?2e Pla.ns. 
ferences, studio arrangements, re-! He ab®ut„ wilb 
hearsals, and the actual auditiins ] two shorts. Geisha and Onsen 
themselves, he’s covering his regu-! <Bathhouse) foi which the Japa- 
lar chores. ' nese government picked up the tabs 

tJ*l!p t^Pn^rnnonfitan” ' being ” edited to be sent to Bel- 
! gium Film Festival in October as 

soaper (replacing Valiant Lady ), iJan, oniy documentary entry. 

Sn'W5j^n?eJ& fj? Jl Parker added that “Sayonara” 
'producer William Goetz had ex- 

Cinderella,^ on ^which Stark Lay ipressed jnterest jn “Onsen,” but 

VfnnSf m^‘rThirdSi Parker COmmented that he didP,;: 
until he 

ductions Inc. package, is being shot s r A L.uJ, nilsi,»d 

as a p.r. gesture. Latter is now 

1 SX25* "Manjiro" back on Parker's black- 
ahJcVorraindaPnf Ifn board and it appears that “Fourth 

against the background of an ^ «« nriffin^i hv Alan. T pp 
atomic energy development project sw £ 

ws flrst feature eff°rt-to start 
°n.Sa.Ui .L „„’^ „f fL ;L sometime between now and Aug. 
^PS“dAs“.fiif Ale'rica^and depending upon the director 

litieifnrAhe}n0 when^vou needS it) MCA ,ias alrcad>' Put scripts into help when you need-it) hands of Henry Fonda, James 
rolls Monday (24), Stewart and Alan Ladd, but Park- 

_ _ er’s personal choice for. the role is 
WRCA Up* Maxwell Jack Palance. Next on his pro- 

Herman Maxwell has been Zram] 'ydl be two-part omnibus 
named director of sales for WRCA,icalled Inipenal Hotel for which 

l the NBC Radio flagship in N. Y. i Fernandel and Burt Lancaster had 
[Maxwell replaces George Stevens, j already been mentioned. 
| who left the station last week to j ~ 
become general sales manager of! ^ Smith> Ark._Dick Campbell, 
Transcontment Television. | general manager of KNAC-TV, ap- 

Maxwell had been sales man- \ ported Larry Nolan, formerly 
ager under Stevens and has been > 53^5 service chief of channel 6 in 
with WRCA since 1953, prior to j Tulsa, to the position of commer- 
which he was with WOR, N. Y., for Icial manager. Station also named 
22 years. No successor in the man-[Mrs. Shirley Archer as promo-, 
ager spot set. -. _‘tional assistant.__ 

Script problems have pushed 

ZiV HAS 

6 OUT OF 12 
BEST BATED 

; SYNDICATED 
SHOWS! 

#2 HIGHWAY PATROL 

#3 DR. CHRISTIAN 

#5 MEN OF ANNAPOLIS ’a 

#7 SCIENCE FICTION 

THEATRE 

#9 MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

#12 I LED 3 LIVES 

Los Angeles Pulse, Feb. ’57 
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Jocksr Jukes and Disks 
-By HERM SCHOENFELD. 

Mitch Miller Oreh-Chorus (Co- ' orch and chorus. "NEVER AGAIN1 
lumbia*. “WHO WILL KISS YOUR j iColiseum*) is a lilting ballad with 
RUBY LIPS" (Jefferson*!, an ex-1 excellent chances, 
c-ellent ballad, gets one of Mitch f Gene Kelly (MGM). “MY BABY 
Millers rousing marching arrange- jUST CARES FOR ME” (BVC=<), 
ments. Could go all the way on , oldie, gets a swinging slice by 
basis of first-rate materia and per- | film actore Gene KellJ. “THE 
formance. JAVA /Marks-) is an *HAPPY ROAD” (Robbins*), Metro 
ear-catching side with harpsichord | pic title tune, is a philosophical 
Iead* j ballad nicely handled. 

Lane Bros. (RCA Victor). “DING f Lon Carter (Crest). “IF I HAD A 
DANG DANGLING” (Meridian*), j NOSEFUL OF NICKELS” (Pine- 
is a rollicking rhythm number ; lawn*), so-so comedy material, gets 
belted brightly by an energetic! a Brooklynese workover by Lou 
combo. “UH-UH HONEY” (Hill & I Carter who did the taxicab driver 
Range) is another uptempo tune in 
a commercial groove. 

Rex Allen (Decca). “MONEY, 
MARBLES AND CHALK” (Lois* l 
is a standard country tune, sold 
expertly by Rex Allen with a 
swinging background by the Anita 
Kerr Singers. “FLOWER OF SAN 
ANTONE" (Riverside*j is a more 
conventional oatuner. 

Del Vikings (Mercury). “COOL 
SHAKE” (Pincus*), a rock *n’ roll 
item with those ba-ba-ba, bee-bee- 
bee lyrics, gets infectious workover 
by this hot group. Could be very 
big. “JITTERBUG MARY” (Mere- 
Del:) is more of the same. 

routine for a Crest album. “I GOT 
A ROSE BETWEEN MY TOES” 
(Pinelawn*) is more of the illiter¬ 
ate-style writing. 

Pete King Orch (Liberty). “AN 
AFFAIR TO REMEMBER” (Feist*), 
a lush ballad, gets an appropriately 
richly melodic rendition by the 
Pete King orch. “SO BEATS MY 
HEART FOR YOU” (Crawford*), 
the oldie, comes back in an excel¬ 
lent dance band setting. 

Sandy Stewart (Cabot). “KNICK- 
KNACKS” (Marla*), one the strag¬ 
glers in the calypso cycle, as a cute 
tune nicely deliverd by Miss Stew¬ 
art. “THERE’S NO ONE TO LOVE 

Best Bets 
MITCH MILLER . 

(Columbia) ...... ... 
WHO WILL KISS YOUR RUBY LIPS 
...Java 

LANE BROS. DING DANG DANGLING 
(RCA Victor) ... .Uh-Uh Honey 

REX ALLEN....MONEY, MARBLES AND CHALK 
(Decca) . ..Flower of San Antone 

DEL VIKINGS ... COOL SHAKE 
lMercury)  . :........Jitterbug Mary 

DION & THE TAMBERLANES....THE CHOSEN FEW 
(Mohatrk) ..... ...... Out in Colorado 

PAUL ANKA.DON’T GAMBLE WITH LOVE 
(ABC' Paramount)..Diana 

Dion & Timberlanes (Mohawk). 
“THE CHOSEN FEW" (Balare*) is 
a standout slow-tempoed rock ’n’ 
roll ballad delivered in the usual 
note-bending style by thifc vocal 
combo. “OUT IN COLORADO” 
(Schwartz*) is a fair handslapping 
western tune. 

Paul Anka (ABC-Paramount). 
“DON’T GAMBLE WITH LOVE” 
(Pancov), a good commercial item 
in the contemporary idiom, gets a 
standard rocking vocal by Paul 
Anka for overall neat impact. 
“DIANA’’ (Panco*i is another tune 
in the same groove, but more up¬ 
tempo. The lyric is strictly cliche. 

Robert Sherwood (Decca). 
“WHERE’S MY SWEETIE HID¬ 
ING” (Mills*), a ballad with a yes¬ 
teryear rhythm, is potently belted 
by this savvy songstress. “WHO’S 
GONNA BE MY SUNSHINE" 
(Famous*), another fine ballad, 
also gets a colorful w’orkover. 

Johnny McFarland (Jupiter). 
‘TALIHI" (Hannibal*), an offbeat 
south sea “native” number. Is de¬ 
livered with a tricky beat by 
Johnny McFarland. Unusual sound 
could sell it. “PLEASE, EVELINA” 
(Hannibal*) is similarly patterned 
in a clipped beat similar to Hoagv 
Carmichael’s “HONG KONG 
BLUES." 

Ray Charles Singers (James¬ 
town*. “THE OLD CHURCH 
TOWER" (Abe 01man*> is a pleas¬ 
ing ballad with a peg on the James¬ 
town founding observance. “POCA¬ 
HONTAS” (Abe OIman*>, as the 
titles indicates, is a cute number 
based on the early American 
legend. Two other numbers by the 
Ray Charles Singers, “THREE 
SHIPS” and “JAMESTOWN,” tell 
other parts of Jamestown saga. 

Barbara Gorman-Sister Viv i Ar¬ 
row*. “WAS IT JUST FOR FUN” ; 
(Abe Olman*) is routine rock ’n’ ' 
roil delivered in fair style by this ; 
young femme team. “EIGHT i 
O'CLOCK DATE” (Twin EE*> is J 
more teenage angled material not ; 
particularly marked by any origi- . 
naiity. ' j 

Washboard Bill iKing“POT j f 
LIKKER” (Luis*) is a solid rocking i I 
instrumental delivered with *he ; -f 
usual, slow insistent beat and sax , t 
choruses required for this market. • t 
“WASHBOARD STORY” (Ben- j + 
Ghazi;) is a more interesting Side j + 
with more offbeat sound cfteets. T 

Bill Jones (King). “HERE GOES + 
A FOOL” (Earl’s: » is a good bal- • ♦ 
lad delivered in fine blues style j 
by Bill Jones with the Earl Bostic ' 1 
orch “MY SPECIAL DREAM” | ♦ 
'Earl’s: is a routine entry. 

Leroy Holmes Orch (MGM). ;I 
“TELL MY LOVE” 'Famous o. ; + 
from the film, “Omar Khayman,” ? 4- 
has an attractive exotic flavor pro- ? £ 
jected lushTy by Leroy Holmes 

ME" (Fischer*) is a pleasing coun¬ 
trified ballad with chances. 

Eddie Heywood Trio (RCA Vic¬ 
tor). “LOVE IS ALL” (Meridian) 
is a melodic item framed effec¬ 
tively by Eddie Heywood’s pianis- 
tics. “VIRGIN ISLE VAMP” (Meri¬ 
dian) has a catching south-of-the- 
border flavor. 

Joe Allegro (Liberty). “ONCE IN 
A MOMENT RARE" (S&S*), a 
classy ballad, is crooned smoothly 
by Joe Allegro for a good commer¬ 
cial bet. “I FOUND A DREAM" 
(Schwartz*) is an oatune ballad 
also very neatly sold by Allegro. 

Jackie Kannon (RCA Victor). 
“TELL ALL YOUR TROUBLES" 
(Stratton*), a bouncing uptempo 
tune, is handled stylishly by Jackie 
Kannon. “THE DOLPHUS BIRD" 
(Sheldon*) is. a comedy number 
which may be considered a takeoff 
of “Cry of the Wild Goose.” 

Jackie Dee: TGone). “I’LL BE 
TRUE” (Angel*) is a swinging en¬ 
try which the thrush belts with 

LAWRENCE WELK 
and his CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

Coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions 
I04tli Consecutive Week ’ 

Dodge Dance Party 
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T. 

Sponsored by" Dodge 
• Dealers of America 
Top Tunes and Talent 

ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., E.S.T. 
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth 

Dealers of America ° 

lots of power. “HOW WRONG I 
WAS” (Real Gone*) shows off her 
dramatic styling to good effect. 

Ai & Dick (Tabb). “YOU’RE 
CHEATIN’ YOURSELF" (Barton*), 
a cute, swinging entry, gets a savvy 
rendition by the composers Al 
(Hoffman) & Dick (Manning), a 
pair of tip-top demonstrators who 
could also hit in the regular pop 
market. “WHO WILL IT BE 
AFTER ME" (Barton*) is another 
catching ballad neatly presented 
with a bright banjo-piano accom¬ 
paniment. 

Baker Knight: (Decca). “THE 
VALUE OF LOVE” (S-B*) is 
ballad which uses the rhythm & 
blues idiom to advantage. “JUST 
A LITTLE BIT MORE” (Bubistt) 
switches Baker Knight into 
rocking mood and he handles it 
with proper styling, 

DESTINE TO ORIENT 

Believed First Caribbean Dances 
Seen By Asiatics 

Following its engagement at Ja¬ 

cob’s Pillow Dance Festival at Lee, 

Mass., company of Haitian dancgr- 

choreographer Jean-Leon Destine 

leaves July 22 for a tour of Japan 
and the Orient. Reportedly, this 
is the first time that dances of the 
Caribbean will be seen in that 
part of the world. 

Windup of the Far East dates 
will find the Destine troupe of 
dancers, singers and drummers on 
a tour of the U. S. and Canada. 
Company toured Europe last year. 

Fred Waring was presented with 
the Distinguished Alumnus Award 
of Pennsylvania State U. last week. 

Goody’s Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer 

whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally). 

Artist Title Label 

I. Harry Belafonte Calypso RCA Victor 
Z. My Fair Lady Original Cast Colombia 
3. Frank Sinatra A Swingin’ Affair Capitol 
4. Lena Horne At the Waldorf RCA Victor 
5. Harry Belafonte Evening With Belafonte RCA Victor 
6. Nat King Cole Love Is The Thing Capitol 
7. Mantovani Film Encores London 
8. The Weavers At Carnegie Hall Vanguard *' 
9. Polly Bergen Bergen Sings Morgan Columbia 

10. Jndy Garland Alone Capitol 
11. Roger Williams Fabulous Fifties Kapp 
12. Sammy Davis Jr. Sammy Davis Swings Decca 
13. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rodgers Sc Hart Verve 
14.. Around The World Soundtrack Decca 
15. Li’l Abner Original Cast Columbia 
16. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Cole Porter Verve 
17. Erroll Garner Concert By The Sea Columbia 
18. Duke Ellington At Newport' Columbia 
19. Miles Davis Round About Midnight Columbia 
20. My Fair Lady Shelly Manne Contemporary 

Album Reviews 
Melino Sc His Orchestra: “Yip¬ 

pee Ole” (Jubilee). The jacket of 
this album is hot the first to use 
an undraped femme on the cover; 
neither is it the worst example of 
this type of penny-catching art. It 

does, however, point up a danger 
for the package end of the busi¬ 
ness. If a competition develops 
on what label can come up with 
the sexiest cover, the end result 
might seU like Frehch postcards, 

because that’s what they’ll be; but 
the disk biz may suffer an un¬ 
necessary black eye in the process. 
Meanwhile, back in the groove, 
Latino pianist Melino and orch 
serve up medley of western tunes, 
such as “On the Trail,” “The Last 
Roundup,” “Don’t Fence Me In,” 
‘I’m an Old Cowhand” and other 

standards attractively arranged in 
cha-cha, merengue and mambo 
tempos. The gal on the cover is, 
at least, wearing western boots 

and a sombrero. 
Jeri Southern: “Jerl Gently 

Swings” (Decca). £ standout styl¬ 
ist, Jerl. Southern has a quiet, 
sensitive approach to her material. 
It doesn’t bowl anyone over, but 
it’s easy to take in large doses. In 
the package. Miss Southern is 
showcased on a fine songalog, in¬ 
cluding some fresh tunes in the 
album market. Among the latter 
are “No Moon at All,” “My Old 
Flame” and “You Forgot Your 
Gloves,” plus such oldies like “Ain 
I Blue,” “If I Had You” and “My 
Ideal,” among others. Ralph Burns 
orch supplies simple backgrounds 

P^RIETY 
M-++4 + 4 ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦+++♦* 10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines^^^ 

7. THE FOUR WALLS (5) .. 

8. I LIKE YOUR KIND OF L( 

9. WHITE SPORT COAT (2) 

10. SCHOOL DAY (6) .. 

Second Croup 
START MOVING 

I’M SORRY 

!iaviiuxw>++++++ 

.Dot 

.Dot 
* | Gale Storm.. 

. Jimmy Dorsey ...... Fraternity 

.. Mercury 

. Elvis Presley 

(Jim Reeves ... r ■ ... .Victor 
’ \ Jim Lowe .......... 

. Chuck Berry ....... 

. Sal Mineo .. .Epin 

. Jodi Sands.... Chancellor 

. Ricky Nelson ....... 

' f Fats Domino ........ 
* ^ "Rirlfy TJplstnn , . _ 

.. Imperial 
• •»* • Verve 

. Platters ___ i • •Mercury 

. Elvis Presley.. Victor 

. Pat Boone . 

. Ken Copeland ...... .. Imperial 

. Dell-Vikings. .Dot 

. Platters ... .. Mercury 

[Figures in parentheses indicate numbei of weeks song has been in the Top 10] 

with a good beat. 
Skitch Henderson: “Sketches by 

Skitch” (RCA Victor). Richly tex¬ 
tured orchestral patterns are 
dished up in tasteful style by 
Skitch Henderson batoning a big 
orch. The result is more inter¬ 
esting than the usual type of lush 
instrumental mood music, but it’s 
not dance music either. Offbeat 
instrumentation via use of a 

[.French horn section, and massed 
reeds supply the color on such 
numbers as “All Through the 
Night,” “Dancing oil the Ceiling,” 
“Mood Indigo,” “All the Things 
You Are,” “Soon,” etc. 

Hollywood Saxophone Quartet: 
“Warm Winds” (Liberty). Four 
saxes played expertly in unisdn 
can create some interesting effects. 
This album showcases the quartet 
on two specially written suites. 
“Warm Winds” is a modern piece 
of music, quasi-longhair with a 
distinct pop flavor, and executed 
for maximum results by the sax 
team. Other piece, “The Gold 
Rush Suite,” is based on some old 
folk themes. 

King Guion Orchestra: “Emo¬ 
tion Inc.” (ABC-Paramount). This 
is another excellent collection of 
tunes played in interesting if non- 
swinging, style by King Guion and 
bis orch. The title of the set may 
be more supercharged than the or¬ 
chestral style, but Guion delivers 
the melodies in precise, thought¬ 
ful arrangements which have many 
original ideas. Repertory is most¬ 
ly standard, including such oldies 
as “Penthouse Serenade,” “Alone 
Together,” "Someone to Watch 
Over Me,” “Black and Blue,” “My 
Melancholy Baby” and others. 

“The Genius of Charlie Parker” 
(Verve). Charlie Parker, the alto 
.saxist who left a permanent im¬ 
print on the modem jazz style be¬ 
fore his death two years ago, gets 
a full-length disk memorial by 
Norman Granz’s Verve label which . 
has collected a group of his top 
recordings, with various combos 
and’ orchs. For the' modern jazz 
aficionado, this. is an invaluable 
library framed around a modem 
jazz giant, and spotlighting such 
other standout contemporary fig¬ 
ures as Dizzy Gillespie, Buddy 
Rich, Miles Davis, John Lewis and 
other sidemen. 

Sam Taylor-Dick Hyman: “Rock¬ 
in’ Sax and Rollin’ Organ” (MGM). . 
Sam (The Men) Taylor, whose tenor ' 
sax has been probably heard on 
more rock ’n’ roll -sides than any 
other tooter In the business, teams 
up with Dick Hyman, on organ, in 
a highly attractive instrumental set. 
This one puts the rocking heat into 
such oldies as-“The Peanut Ven¬ 
dor,” “I’ll Get By ” and “Chlo-e” 
plus some new material. Driving, 
but never raucous, this one is 
listehable. all the way. 

Jack Teagarderf; “Swing Low, 
Sweet Spiritual”- (Capitol). Vet 
tailgater Jack Teagarden, who is 
a hep vocalist in the blues vein as 
well, hits a very pleasing note on • 
several familiar spirituals in this 
collection. Teagarden registers 
best on the slower numbers, such 
as “Nobody Knows the Trouble 
I’ye Seen,” “Goin’ Home,” “Some¬ 
times I Feel Like A Motherless 
Child," etc., whereas the faster 
numbers like “Joshua Fit .the Bat¬ 
tle of Jericho” make little irrfpres- - 
sion. Berm. 

Sammy Kaye orch hit the road 
Monday (17) for a one-nighter trek 
through 14 key midwestem. cities. 
Band wound up an feight-week en¬ 
gagement at New York’s Roosevelt 
Grill Saturday (15). 
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NEW YORK’S JAZZ-MA-TAZZ 
A New ‘Variety’ Album Chart 

With this issue, Variety inaugurates a new chart covering the 
Top 25 Best Sellers in the Album Market. Data for the chart is 
being supplied by major outlets for packaged goods in key.cities 
across the country. In line with other charts in the music sec¬ 
tion, the source of the information is clearly identified. Variety’s 
additional coverage'of the album .Best Sellers corresponds to the 
steady growth of the packaged market which now accounts for 
over 50% of the total disk biz. 

Variety’s chart roundup of the music biz now includes timely, 
accurate, easy-to-read listings in the album, single, disk jockey, 
jukebox and sheet music fields. 

BMI Proposal to Peek Into ASCAP 
‘Performances’ Gets Another 0.0. 

The proposal by Broadcast Music--- 

Inc. and the major webs to examine 

the confidential performance rec¬ 

ords Of the American Society of 

Composers, Authors & Publishers 

was again yesterday (Tues.) before 

former judge Harold Kennedy, spe¬ 

cial master in the pre-trial examina¬ 

tions in the $150,000,000 antitrust 

action brought by 33 ASCAP song¬ 

writers against.BMI and the netr 

works. Kennedy Is expected to 

hand down a decision shortly. 

A few months ago, Kennedy had 

ruled that BMI and the other de¬ 

fendants had the right to examine 
some 250,000 ASCAP performance 
cards. ASCAP, however, brought 
the issue before Federal Judge Wil¬ 
liam B. Herlands for a decision. 
That jurist, however, remanded the 
issue back to Kennedy after 
ASCAP came Up with a proposal, 
that the defendants could examine 
its performance cards, dating back 
some 25 years, only if they blacked 
out the title of the song and name 
of the publisher and songwriters. 

Kennedy "has been asked to de¬ 
cide whether ASCAP's new pro¬ 
posal meets the needs of the de¬ 
fendants. The latter are vigorously 
opposing ASCAP’s proposal on the 
grounds that without the song title, 
it would be impossible for them to 
support their contention that the 
music biz operates, and has always 
operated, . on a “crazy-quilt pat¬ 
tern.1’ This is the essential argu¬ 
ment of the defendants against the 
plaintiffs’ contention that a con¬ 
spiracy exists between BMI and the 
broadcasters against non-BMI mu¬ 
sic. 

4 ASCAP, on the other hand, is 
just as determinedly opposing 
BMI’s move to o.o. its books. 
ASCAP contends that it will be an 
intolerable hardship to its mem¬ 
bers to expose their performance 
records, a business secret which Is 
even strictly kept by the Society 
from Its own members. ASCAP 
claims that its plan would permit 
BMI to examine the performance 
cards aud, on the basis of their 
study, they could select a few 
thousand cards which ASCAP 
would* identify. 

Sidney Mills on His O wn; 
Quits Mills Music Post 

Sidney Mills has ended a tie of 

nearly a quarter-century with Mills 
Music to go Into business on his 

own. He’s currently setting Up a 
music publishing operation and 
plans to go into the personal man¬ 
agement and ifadie recording fields. 

There’s no replacement set yet 
for his post as general professional' 
manager of Mills’ pop department. 
His father, Irving Mills, firm’s vee- 
pee, is coming in from his Coast 
h.q. this Week to huddle with prexy 
Jack Mills (Sidney’s uncle) on the 
appointment of a new g.p.m. 

Sidney Mills is now talking with 
several industryites about a part-* 
nership deal. On the publishing 
end, he’s starting with an ASCAP 
setup in view but he says that he 
won’t be averse to the addition q£ 
a BMI operation if the right deal 

comes along. 
No* titles' have not yet been 

se.ected for his publishing or re¬ 
cording ventures. His attorney is 
now checking the availability of 
corporate names. 

Eddie Cantor Album 
Eddie Cantor, who has not been 

heard on disks in recent years, is 
coming bahk into the groove on 
the Vik label, a subsidiary of RCA. 
Victor. 

Herman Diaz, Vik’s artists &! 
repertoire chief, left for Hollywood 
last week to supervise Cantor’s 
first album session for the label. 

Welk Near Deal 
On a Buyout Of 
An ASCAP firm 

Sam Lutz, Lawrence Welk’s 
manager, is near finalization of a 
deal to buy out an ASCAP pub- ; 
fishing firm for the bandleader. 
Lutz, in New York from the Coast 
this week for the purchase, would 
not disclose the name of the firm 
with whom he’s dickering. Lutz, 
member of the Gabbe, Lutz, Heller 
& Loeb.-firm, heads back to Holly¬ 
wood at the end of the week. 

One firm on the block currently 
is the Harry Von Tilzer Music 
company. 'It’s understood the ask-' 
ing price is around $250,000. 

The late Tommy Dorsey music 
firms, Dorsey Bros. Music and Em¬ 
bassy Music, are also mp for sale. 
It’s understood that Frank Sinatra, 
who owns Barton Music, is inter¬ 
ested in getting the ’Dorsey cata¬ 
logs for an expanded publishing 
operation. 

RK0 MUSIC GETS SCORE 
TO 20TH-FOX ‘40 GUNS’ 

RKO Music is continuing its 
buildup of a pix score catalog with 
the acquisition of the 20th-Fox re¬ 
lease of “Forty Guns.’’ Score was 
penned by Harry Sukman and in¬ 
cludes a tune tagged “Woman 
With a Whip” for which Harold 
Adamson wrote the lyric. 

Deal for the “Forty Guns” score; 
was set between Martin J. Machat, 
RKO Music’s general counsel'and 
Sam Fuller, the pic’s producer. On 
the pop tune fronfT the firm 
through its BMI firm, Britton 
Music, is pushing “Maybe Some¬ 
day” which was etched for Epic 
by Tommy Prisco. 

Tico Beating the Bushes 
To Spark Latino Albums 

In a move to expand the latino 
disk-buying market, Tico Records 
has launched a special promotion 
on its album catalog. * Drive is 
pegged on conditioning the rural, 
areas to the chile tempo. 

According to Joe Kolsky, veepee 
of the Tico operation, concentra¬ 
tion of latino album sales have 
been mainly in The big city mar¬ 
kets because distribs, retailers and 
consumers haven’t heretofore been 
pressed 4 to acquaint themselves 
with the latino product. 
- The Tico plan offers two euffo: 
albums for every 10 purchased. The 
sales drive will run through Aug. 
15. There are 40 titles in the disk- 
ery’s album catalog. The packages 
are priced, at $3.98. 

* T 

By HERM SCIJOENFELD 

Jazz—cool and hot, modem and 
ancient—is now swinging again in 
New York. An unusual number 
of spots, the most notable being 
the Waldorf-Astoria Roof for the 
next few months, are currently on 
the jazz kick. In addition, the top 
jazz sidemen and combos never 
had it so good during the summer 
with the blooming of jazz festivals 
around the country and the un¬ 
ceasing flow of jazz packages be¬ 
ing churned out by big and small 
labels alike. 

Greenwich Village, In particular, 
has gone hep. Sparked by the 
click of Cafe Bohemia, a small 
jivery accenting the modernists, 
other clubs are also playing it cool. 
On the heels of the Village Van¬ 
guard switch to jazz, a new jive-in 
is opening on the site of the old 
Nut Club. 

New club, called Lower Basin 
Street, is being run by the opera¬ 
tors of the Basin Street spot on 
51st St. which was forced to shut¬ 
ter in January with the demolition 
of Its site, the old Roseland build¬ 
ing. Club opens tomorrow (Thurs.) 
with the Gerry Mulligan sextet 
with such combos as Dave Bru- 
beck Quartet, George Shearing and 
Kai Winding on the schedule. 

The Village also' has plenty of 
dixieland with clubs like Eddie 
Condon’s, Nick’s and the weekend 
bashes at Stuyvesant Casino and 
Central Plaza. Between the pro¬ 
gressive jazz movement and the 
two-beaters, the Village has made 
no concessions to the rock ’n’ roll 
movement. 

Jazz uptown still has Birdland as 
the mecca. This spot continues its 
click policy of mixing up jazz and 
pop attractions. The Metropole, 
the only other jazz spot now oper- 

(Continued on page 71) 

Decca Albums On 
‘Sweet Smell’Pic 

Decca Records has wrapped up 
another major film package with 
the soundtrack rights to United 
Artists’ Hecht-Hill-Lancaster film, 
“Sweet Smell of Success,” Decca 
plans to issue two albums from the 
film. „One set will feature jazz 
themes from the score performed 
by the Chico Hamilton Quintet who 
are also seen in the film. These 
themes were written by Hamilton 
and Fred Katz. Other LP will in¬ 
clude the entire background of the 
score with the exception of the 
jazz themes. This album will fea¬ 
ture Elmer Bernstein conducting 
the studio orch in his original com¬ 
position. 

Bernstein, incidentally, was re¬ 
sponsible for another click Decca 
soundtrack set from. “The Man 
With The Golden Arm.” At the 
present time, Decca has another 
hot soundtrack package in the Mike 
Todd film, “Around^The World In 
80 Days.” 

‘Joe E. Howard Day’ Id 
Montana for ‘Montana’ 

Veteran showman and songwriter 
Joe E. Howard is being honored 
with a “Joe E. Howard Day” to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) in Montana to pay 
tribute to his authorship of the of¬ 
ficial state song, “Montana.” 

Howard is contributing the roy¬ 
alties from the song to the Mon¬ 
tana Chtdren’s Home. Gov. J. 
Hugo Aronson of Montana and 
Mayor O. L, Brackman of Helena 
sparked the move to kudose the 
79-year-old cleffer. 

Goldberg Reps Jay-Gee 
Larry Goldberg has been set as 

western rep for Jay-Gee Record 
Co. (Jubilee). He’ll be in charge of 
distribution, deejay promotion and 
dealer relations. 

He’ll cover Washington, Oregon, 
California, Colorado, Texas, Mon¬ 
tana, Oklahoma, Utah, Arizona, 
New Mexico and the Dakotas. 

AFM Conclave Rejects Petrillo Plea 
To Curb His Powers; New Era Seen 

For Intra, Inter-Union Cooperation 

Angel Sets Discounts 
By MIKE KAPLAN 

Denver, June 18. 

American Federation of Mush 
Angel Records, U. S', subsid of; cians. long accused of playing a 

EMI (Electric & Musical Industries) lon.e hand in the field of showbiz 
. . . . m iunions, moved into a new era of 
has launched its summer-fall j cooperatio|1 at ils 60th annual con- 
stocking program involving addi- ; vention here last week after noisily 
tional discounts to dealers. ranging ! over-riding President James C. Pe- 
up to 13%. With a minimum or-trillo's pleas to abolish the con- 
, . . . , . _• „ a :troversial by-laws provision which 
der of $400, Aogel is offering a.has served a ..pP0litical footbaU 

straight 13% discount on orders; an(j done more to make me be 
paid before Aug. 10, a 12% dis- j called a dictator.” Refusal to curb 
count on orders paid before Sept.j Petrillo’s powers and the emerg- 

10 and a 10% cut on■ 
spread over three months. Stion were the two most dramatic 

Angel is opening its full catalog • developments of the four-day ses- 
to dealers under this deal which ;sion which attracted 1,228 delegates 
also includes a 100% exchange j from 639 locals in the United States 
privilege, on the label’s factory-j and Canada, 
sealed disks. Support'for Petrillo’s broad pow¬ 

ers came after the convention af¬ 
firmed, with only Local 47 oppos¬ 
ing, the unfavorable committee re¬ 
port on a Coast-originated motion 
to eliminate by-laws provisions 
which give Petrillo the right to 
override any action of the conven¬ 
tion or of his International Execu- 

] tive Board. 

1 Stepping to the rostrum, the 
pudgy musicians’ chief launched 

j into a 30-minute plea that the pow- 
; ers be shorn. He pointed out he 

Louis Armstrong, probably the had used them only three times; 
_. ; twice to cancel wartime conven- 
most widely traveLed jazz man n >tions at the Government's request 
his 20 years of touring, is finally; and once to speed organization of 
gonna blow south-of-the-border. :the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
For the first time in his career, < after a long fight. 

Satchmo and his troupe will play! Sardonically, he\ noted that 
South America, opening with » heads of large corporations- 

Louis Packin’ 
His Satcbmo For 
S. American Bow 

—and 
, a , “a union today Is a hjg business” 

two-week stand at the Opera Thea- j—have more sweeping authority 
tre in Buenos Aires Oct. 17. He’s ; without being called dictators. 

getting $20,000 a week, plus ex¬ 

penses, for the date. Other dates 

in Uruguay, Brazil, Venezuela and 

Trinidad are being lined up by 

Armstrong’s manager, Joe Glaser, 

head of Associated Booking Corp. 

During the past two decades, 

Armstrong has made six tours of 

Europe and three treks around 

Australia. He’s also played other 

arpas in the Far East and has been 

to Africa. 

However, he emphasized, the provi¬ 
sions have been a constant source 
of irritation and he has been "hit 
with it so many times I go to sleep 
with it. Please, I beg you to get 
rid of it—at least make our ene¬ 
mies happy.” 

Delegates, however,' in what was 
an obvious vote of confidence for 
Petrillo, shouted down his pleas, 
much to the surprise of Federa¬ 
tion executives who had expected 
the bylaw change wculd be accom¬ 
plished. After the session, they re¬ 
ported privately their belief that 

Unlike some other jazzmen who j the provision now would remain on 
have undertaken jazz tours abroad I the books as long as Petrillo re- 
under the auspices of the State ; mains at the organization’s helm. 
Dept., Satchmo has operated and 
will continue td operate his con- 
certizing overseas as a private 
enterprise. It’s expected, however, 
that Armstrong will confer with 
State Dept, officials later this 
month when he plays the Carter 
Barron Amphitheatre in D.C., 
opening June 28. Armstrong is 
widely regarded as the top unoffi¬ 
cial ambassador of goodwill for the 
U.S. 

There’s also likelihood that Arm¬ 
strong’s South American tour will 
be filmed for a video spec. Ed Mur- 
row filmed the jazzman’s tour 
abroad a couple Of years ago for 
CBS-TV and now other webs, have 
shown interest in the Latin-Ameri- 
can stint. 

V.I.P. LABEL SPREADS 
WINGS WORLD-WIDE 

Significantly, the argument did 
not disturb the new esteem in 
which the delegates appeared to 
hold Local '47. Attitude toward 
the Coast local was in marked con¬ 
trast to last year’s conclave in At¬ 
lantic City at which, because of 

(Continued on page 60) 

Marek Going Abroad 
Far Victor Sessions 

George R. Marek, RCA Victor 
v.p. who took over the general 
managership of the diskery a cou¬ 
ple of weeks ago, is leaving for 
Europe June 22. Trip was origi¬ 
nally skedded to take place last 
week, but Marek’s stepping into the 
g.m. spot with the moveover of 
Larry Kanaga to General Artists 
Corp. as prexy forced the postpone¬ 
ment. 

Marek will be gone for about a 
V.I.P. Records, recently set up ’ nionth. He’s visiting England 

by Vivian Della Chiesa and Joseph j where hell talk with E. R. ‘Ted) 
Lupia, is now spreading out glob-' Lfwls> British Decca chief with 
ally. Diskery last week finalized^01? ?lctPr a n|w «“*««*• 
plan for an international distribu-,Marek also due m Rome to su- 
torship of its product. j Pervise sorn.e operatie reeordmg 

, ... sessions, including “Madame But- 
M&G Record Distributors will. terfl „ Dick Mohr, of the Victor 

handle the line in Australia and ;I hair staff is already in ItaIy 
New Zealand; Polynesian Distribu-|to take direct charge of running 
tors, based in Honolulu, for the the sessi0Ixs. 
entire Pacific area; Anvers-Radio, 
for Belgium and- Luxembourg; See- 
co Distributors, for South America, 
and Quality Records, for Canada. 

In its stateside activities, V.I.P.. 
has brought in Sam Laine to handle ! by Decca Records, 
special disk promotion in Cali-! She’s currently appearing 
fornia. I New York’s Blue Angel. 

Carol Burnett to'Decca 
Comedienne-thrush Carol Bur¬ 

nett has been tapped to a disk deal 

at 
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Jazz Festivals Swinging Again 
This Summer All Over Hie Map 

Once again jazz festivals will be 4- 

blooming under the stars this sum¬ 

mer. A flock of bashes have been 

set up for the hot weather months 

to cash in on the current jazz up¬ 

surge that’s been reflected in the 

mushrooming sales of jazz albums 

and the increase in the number of 

jazz music rooms, especially around 

the New York area. 
Latest fest to come into the pic¬ 

ture is the Great South Bay Jazz 

Festival slotted for a three-day 

spread beginning July 19 at the 

Timber Grove Club, Great River, 
L.I. The Stratford Music Festival, 
Ontario, Canada, also is taking 
cognizance of jazz with a special 
gig featuring Duke Ellington’s 
orch set for Sept. 5. 

These two fests follow the sum¬ 
mer parade spearheaded by the 
Newport Jazz Festival and gigs set 
for New York's Lewisohn Stadium 
and Randall’s Island. 

- The Great South Bay fest will be 
sponsored by the Friends of Amer¬ 
ican Jazz, Inc., a non-profit org 
devoted to the creation of jazz 
scholarships and financial aid to 
Jazz musicians. Patrons include 
Mayor Robert Wagner and Lewis 
P. Lorillard. Among the 4 artists 
already lined up for the fest are 
Maxine Sullivan, Charlie Mingus, 
Buck Clayton, Annie Ross, Horace 
Silver and Jimmy Rushing. 

At the Stratford Music Festival, 
Ellington will perform "Such 
Sweet Thunder," a jazz suite dedi¬ 
cated to the Stratford Shakespear¬ 
ean Festival, and excerpts from "A 
Drum Is a Woman,” which was 
done recently on CBS-TV as well 
as in a Columbia Records package. 

The. problem of musicians and 
narcotics will be among the topics 
discussed at the Newport fete’s 
panel powwows. Critic Nat Hentoff 
will moderate the discussion which 
have among the panelists John 
Hammond, attorney Maxwell T. 
Cohen, pianist Billy Taylor and 
Father Norman J. O’Connor, jazz 
authority chaplain of Boston Univ.’s 
Newman Club. 

LANGLOIS FILMUSIC 
NABS ITALO LIBRARY 

Langlois Filmusic, tv background 

music org. has acquired an Italian 

soundtrack library from Organiza- 

zione Musicale Nazionalmusic, Ital¬ 

ian music syndicate. Deal for the 

library, which is valued at $50,000, 

was set through Paul Siegel who 

reps OMN in the U. S. 

Included in the Italian sound 
tracks are tapes of the Rome Phil¬ 
harmonic with music by leading 
film composers in Italy. ASCAP 
and BMI are now negotiating with 
Siegel for the American perform¬ 
ance rights to the library. 

Siegel also has Otto Cesana, con¬ 
ductor-composer, for the Italian 
film. OMN has purchased all rights 
to Cessna’s music for the Continent 
and Great Britain. 

Jazz Comes in Small 
Doses on Boston Radio 

Boston, June 18. 

There is little jazz left in Hub 

radio and indications are there will 

be less. A new policy at WBMS 

the beat to advertisers through disk 

jock Symphony Sid. 
WHDH has a one-hour “Top 

Shelf” program of jazz by John 
McLellan. who is also doing “A Liv¬ 
ing History* of Jazz” program for 
the Boston Arts Festival in the! 
Public Garden* June 27. Some of 
the disk jocks at WBZ, Johi 
sett and Bill Marlowe among them,: 
attempt to program as much jazz 
as possible. Roy Leonard and Bill 
Harrington at WHDH throw some 
jazz in the spaces between rock and 
calypso. 

That’s about all the jazz on Hub 
radio. On FM, Fr. Norman O’Con¬ 
nor, Catholic chaplain at Boston U. 
and jazz authority, broadcasts over 
WGBH and WBUR, two programs: 
a week. 

MICHELSON, BMI IN 
TV MOOD MUSIC DEAL 

Charles Michelson Inc., distrib¬ 
utors in the U. S. of the British 
EMI (Electrical & Musical Indus¬ 
tries), background and mood music 
library, has made a deal for per¬ 
formance rights clearances through 
Broadcast Music Inc. The EMI 
library is used on various live and, 
filmed Yideo shows. 

BMI “’also licenses several other 
firms specializing in background 
and mood music library, has made 
a deal for performance rights 
clearances through Broadcast Mu-, 
sic Inc. The EMI library is used 
on various live and filmed video 
shows. 

BMI also licenses several other 
firms specializing in* background 
music. 

Brit’s Lee Lawrence Due 
Here in fall for Dates 

Glasgow, June 18. 
Lee Lawrence, English disk and 

tv singer, headlining in vaude here, 
will sail for the U.S. Sept. 25 to 
play dates In N.Y. and on the 
Coast. 

After three weeks In Gotham, 
Lawrence will head for Hollywood, 
where he Is set to sing in niteries 
and on tv. 

Would Keep Del Vikings 
Together in Air Force 

Pittsburgh, June 18. 

Rock ’n’ roll can now boast of 

an honest - to - goodness political 

standard bearer in the person of 

Congressman James G. Fulton of 

Pittsburgh. He announced last 

week that he has intervened in be¬ 

half of the vocal group, the Del 

Vikings, which would be split up 

when the 54th ^Fighter Group 
leaves the Greater Pittsburgh Air¬ 
port next October. 

Four of the Del Vikings are en¬ 
listed men' with that outfit, the 
fifth is a civilian, William Blakely. 
They organized shortly after being 
assigned to Pittsburgh and have 
since knocked out two bestselling, 
records, “Come Go With Me” 
and "Whispering Bells.” Airman 
Donald Bakus Jr., who sings the 
lead tenor, has been ordered to 
Germany. The other members of 
the group, Norman Wright, David 
Lerchey and Clarence Quick, don’t 
know where they’ll be shipped 
after the 54th Fighter Group goes 
elsewhere.. 

That’s where Congressman Ful¬ 
ton comes in. He wants the Del 
Vikings to be transferred to Spe¬ 
cial Services so they can stay to¬ 
gether. Presently the boys are in 
Hollywood making a UI picture, 
“The Big Beat,” while on furlough. 
They’re also going to use up some 
accumulated leave upon their re¬ 
turn to play cafes and tv. Con¬ 
gressman Fulton hopes to have 
some news for them by then. 

DUKES OF DIXIELAND (7) 
Preview Lounge, Chicago 

The drawing power of this fre¬ 
netic outfit points up the perennial 
appeal of dixieland groups in 
night spots, while modem jazz 
units, by contrast, have had their 
ups and downs in cafe trends. To 
jazz aficionados, dixieland today is 
a stereotyped set of phrases and 
tunes with little to offer in new 
musical ideas. The rank and file 
nitery customers,. however, aren't 
cultists, and the Dukes are one of 
those occasional titillating novel¬ 
ties that do J>ig business in the 
niteries. 

The group’s big sound inspires 
foot-thumping among viewers with 
the easily anticipated musical fig¬ 
ures. Bandstand showmanship is 
tops for choreography and postural 
idioms that go with today’s stand¬ 
ards for dixieland. 

The band at its best responds to 
banjo and trombone player Jack 
Assunto’s enthusiastic beat as if 
to point out that the musical ex¬ 
pressiveness of dixieland belongs 
to an older generation. Assunto’s 
sons, Frank.' and Freddie, handle 
the brass and most of the acro¬ 
batics. The Duchess, wife of Fred¬ 
die and former vocalist with the 
group, is no longer with them, but 
occasional vocals are handled by 
trumpeteer Freddie Assunto. 

Leva. 

JOHNNY LA SALLE QUARTET 
El Morocco, Montreal 

Pianist Johnny LaSalle, after 
several years of playing and sing¬ 
ing with local bands, has assem¬ 
bled his own group and It is fast 

shaping into one of the best in 
town. Combo is made up of La¬ 
Salle on the 88; a femme vocalist, 
Linda Rosa, who also handles the 
wire brushes; a guitar and a bass 
player. 

Outfit is a refreshing change 
from the usual small group pur- 
rent in most saloons. Arrange¬ 
ments are clever and range from 
the musicomedy faves to present 
hit paraders. In contrast to the 
heavy, Latin-American diet offered 
as a general rule in local boites, 
the La Salle combo seems light- 
footed. 

Group is presently^ working in 
the main room of El Morocco in 
the relief spot and then moving 
into the lounge following last 
show. Engagement holds until end 
of August which should give them, 
a good chance to sharpen material 
now being used and to add new 
tunesy As progressing. La Salle 
has a small unit suitable for any 
of the better rooms and lounges 
on the circuit. 

Newt. 

Urania’s Broadhead Back 
Daken Broadhead, Urania Rec¬ 

ords topper, is back at his New 

York base after a six-week Euro¬ 

pean jaunt 

While overseas, Broadhead built 

up Urania’s distribution network 
and signed a flock of new artists. 
Label now has 18 new albums, cur¬ 
rently in production in Vienna* 
Paris and London, set for fall re¬ 
lease. 
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1 1 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
"Love Letters in the Sand”. 1 2 1 1 3 l i 1 4 10 1 2 1 1 3 l 1 4 2 3 178 

2 2 
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) 
“So Rare”... 2 4 3 2 3 7 0 3 1 10 4 4 3. 3 99 

3 4 
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) 
"A White Sport Coat”... 4 9 10 3 2 5 7 9 5 1 3 82 

4 5 
RICKY NELSON (Verve) 
"A Teenager’s Romance” ... 6 8 9 5 5 2 ”6 7 2 55 

5. . 8 
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) 
"Bye, Bye, Love”.. 3 4 6 8 8 8 3 3 5 51 

6 3 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
"All Shook Up”... 7 9 8 9 2 8 5 3 5 9 47 

7 13 
COASTERS (Atco) 
"Searching” ..... . fl' 6 10 1 1 2 41 

8 11 
GALE STORM (Dot) 
"Dark Moon”_...... 4 6 6 3 4 6 37 

9 12 
DIAMONDS (Mercury) 
"Little’ Darlin* ”.___ - 7 5 5 2 9 4 9 36 

10 7 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
"School Day”. , . _ 4 6 2 10 10 5 _29 

11A .. 
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) 
"I Like Your Kind of Love”.. 10 6 4 7 1 

IT 
10 _27 

11B 16 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia). 
“Wonderful, Wonderful”. ....... 1 10 6 .? 6 7 9 _27 

13 18 
RICKY NELSON (Verve) 
"I’m Walkin’”.. 7 7 6 2 _22 

: 14 9 
DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) 
"Come, Go With Me”... 8 5 5 8 8 _21 

15A 10 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
"It’s Not For Me to Say”. 9 7 2 

/ 
7 

*> 
_19 

15B 17 
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca) 
"Around the World”. 3 5 9 8 JL9 

17 14 
COASTERS (Atco) 
"Young Blood”__ 3 1 IS 

18 19 
FERLIN HUSKEY (Capitol) 
"Gone” .... 4 9 9 5 _17 

19 25 
PATTI PAGE (Mercury) 
"Old Cape Cod”. 5 1 _16 

20 A 23 
SAL MINEO (Epic) 
"Start Movin’ . 8 3 9 9 J5 

20B 6 
BONNIE GUITAR (Dot) 
“Dark Moon”. 10 7 4 8 15 

20C .. 
JIM REEVES (Victor) 
"The Four Walls”...... 7 4 7 _15 

23 24 
MARVIN RAINWATER (MGM) 
“Find Me a Bluebird” . 6 4 12 

24 .20 
JODI SANDS (Chancellor) 
“With All My Heart”... 9 5 8 JL1 

.25 
RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury) 
"Freieht Train”. . 

“ 
10 10 4 

" 
9 

** mmmm 
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Rock V Rollers No Flash-in-the-Pan; 
They’re 1-Nite Goldmine in-the-Flesb 
The rock ’n’ rollers are'mopping 

up in the in-person field. This again 
Teflects the strong influence of the 
disk business on “live” bookings. 
' The click r’n’r diskers are hit¬ 
ting a hefty salary, stride in one- 
niters and clubs around the coun¬ 
try and even those,whose platters 
haven’t rubbed off into the pop 
areas are pulling in plenty of coin. 
Fats Domino, for example has been 
earning as much as $12,500 a week 
from personals while Bay Charles, 
a $400-to-$500 a week earner sev¬ 
eral yhars ago, has pushed himself 
up to the $5,000 weekly bracket via 
his disclicks. 

Most of the loot, according to 
Sid Bernstein of the Shaw Agency, 
which handles the bulk of the r’n’r 
talent, ' comes from one-nighter 
dates.* And the one-nighter busi¬ 
ness, he adds, is booming. “For 
every request that comes in for a 
week’s club booking we get 10 for 
one-nighters." 

The deals for one-nighters are 
reaching hefty proportions. Fats 
Domino, for example, gets between 
$1,500 and $2,500 for a one-nighter 
date with a percentage of the take 
as an added lure. His asking price 
in a club, on the other hand, is only 
$2,500 a week On a lesser scale,, 
but also strong in coin is Ruth 
Brown’s take of $500 a night plus 
a percentage on one-nighters and 
about $1,750 a week in clubs. 

The r’n’r wax boom aqd its con¬ 
current ruboff into the live field 
has boosted the Shaw Agency take 
by 15% in the past year. 

Among some of the r’n’r combos 
who’ve also begun drawing top coin 
for live dates are the Moonglows, 
although still limited to a strictly 
r’n'r aud, with between $1,500 and 
$2,000 weekly; the Five Keys, 
who’ve spilled over to the pop field, 
With $1,750 weekly, and the Cadil¬ 
lacs, whose weekly in-person earn¬ 
ings range between $1,500 and 
$1,750 a week 

• Bernstein also believes that the 
full earning potential has not yet 
been tapped. He figures that more i 
niteries are beginning to go in for 
r’n’r artists and that tv is opening 
up for them, too, on a big scale. 

Betty Madigan, Coral Records 
Sohgstress, inked for the Eden Roc 
Hotel, Miami- Beach, July 10, be¬ 
fore coming to N.Y. to cut her first 
Coral album. 

Promenade and Parade 
New Low-Price Labels 

Synthetic Plastics Co., disk firm 

under the Peter Pan and other 

labels, is putting out new lines of 

low-priced disks under the Prom¬ 
enade and Parade labels. The 

Promenade line will have 12-inch 
UP’S selling for $1.98 while the 

Parade-label will have LP's going 

for a $1, The Peter Pan. line will 

have a special package containing 
four kiddie platters for $1. 

Bandleader A1 Goodman is work¬ 
ing for the Promenade label along 
with such legit musical singers as 
Richard Torigi and Lola Fischer. 

(0 Albums On 
Liberty’s Sked 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Liberty Records, Coast indie la¬ 

bel, is upbeating its release sched- : 
ule for LP’s with at least 60 al¬ 
bums going into distribution within 
the next six months, according to 
prexy Si Waronker. Of the 60, 
half are either already completed 
or in the final stages of produc¬ 
tion, and nine are being released 
this month. 

Waronker. also disclosed that his 
company will not necessarily fol¬ 
lowing current trends, but instead 
will explore new, unknown and 
unique fields of music. 

Upcoming releases include “Es¬ 
capade Reviews the Jazz Scene,” 
featuring Bobby Troup, Howard 
Rumsey, Jack Teagarden, 2Jiggy 
Elman and others; “Dom Frontiere 
Plays the Classics”; “Double or 
Nothing-Howard Rumsey and the 
Lighthouse All-Stars”; original 
soundtrack from “Hot Rod Rum¬ 
ble” with Alexander Courage con¬ 
ducting; “Driftwod and Dreams,” 
Henry Mancini orch; “Happy 
Pierre In Hi-Fi”; “Remember Wai¬ 
kiki,” Ray Kinney orch, and an LP 
from Liberty’s classical division in¬ 
cluding selections of Mozart, Ber¬ 
lioz and Beethoven, by the Lenin¬ 
grad State Philharmonic orch un¬ 
der direction Df Nikolai Rabin o- 
vitch. 

Cotton Club, AtI. City, 
On Summer Jazz Beat 

Atlantic City, June 18. 
The Cotton Club here has gone 

on a jazz kick for the summer sea¬ 
son. Room, the only club in A,C. 
area on a full-time jazz policy, 
charges admission at the door but 
operates without, a cover or min¬ 
imum. 

In the Cotton Club’s jazz lineup 
for the summer are Miles Davis 
Quintet, Dizzy. Gillespie, Count 
Basie, Modern Jazz Quartet; Duke 
Ellington, Bud Powell Trio, Lionel 
Hampton and Carmen MacRae. 

Disk Industry Kudoses 
Col’s Bernard Taylor, 

G.M. in Arg. and Brazil 
Buenos Aires, June 18. 

There are two big gaps in the 

local disk business. Columbia’s 

general manager for Argentina and 

Brazil, Bernard Taylor, toolc off for 

France after considerable feteing 

by his colleagues. During the 
stringent years under Peron, he 
often persuaded others not to make 
decisions that appeared would give 
them immediate benefit but which 
would have harmed the Industry 
as a whole. 

Disk industry friends gave him1 
a gala sendoff, including top execs 
of rival RCA, Mercury, Decca and 
Odeon, and presentations were 
made by his staff, by the Chamber 
of Disk Manufacturers and by local 
disk jockeys, who recognized him 
as a prime mover in earning them 
recognition here. In fact, he had 
put Col on the local map, primarily 
by starting the disk jockeys on 
their way. 

Peter de Rougemant, Taylor’s as¬ 
sistant, has taken over the Colum¬ 
bia management in Buenos Aires. 

The industry took another hard 
knock shortly after Taylor’s depar¬ 
ture, by the death of Ralph B. 

I Todd, founder and for 22 years 
manager of Comar (international 
collection agency for disk royal¬ 
ties). 

! Todd was first with Southern 
Music when he came to this coun¬ 
try in the early *20s, then took 
over disk sales fqr Victor, later 
RCA Victor (after the merger) and 
founded Comar in 1936. 

The Comar offict has been run 
for 22 years, whenever Todd was 
absent, by his secretary, Cecilia 
Texier, who is expected to assume 
full management. 

| SPA-Composer Guild Merger Seen By 
I Years Bid; Pub Talks Due in Sept 
Westminster to BaUy 

Metop’s Sena Jurmac 
Westminster Records is latching 

onto next season’s debut of Yugo¬ 
slav soprano Sena, Jurinac at the 
Metropolitan Opera, N. Y., for a 
disk promotion. Miss Jurinac, one 
of Europe’s leading operatic song¬ 
stresses and top soprano at the 
Vienna State Opera, is scheduled 
to do a series of starring Toles at 
the Met. 

Westminster has three recent 
LP packages by Miss Jurinac in its 
catalog. 

Decca’s Court Nod 
Vs. Cadet ‘80 Days’ 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Federal Judge Thqrmond Clarke 

oyer the weekend granted Deeca 
Records a temporary restraining 
order, preventing Cadet (formerly 
Crown) Records from making, sell¬ 
ing or exploiting the Cadet 
“Around the World in 80 Days” 
album until further notice; Decca 
through attorney Averill C. Pasa- 
row, is also seeking a full account¬ 
ing of profits from Jules Bihart, 
owner of Cadet, and Record Mer¬ 
chandising Co. 

In suit filed in L.A. Federal Dis¬ 
trict Court here last week, Decca 
charges that the Cadet “80 Days” 
album is almost an exact copy of 
the Decca album. Latter was taken 
directly from the Michael Todd 
production's sound track, with the 
late Victor Young leading the orch 
in his own music. Not only is the 
Cadet album cover almost a car¬ 
bon of the Decca album cover, but 
the selection from almost 90 musi¬ 
cal themes of pic is practically 
identical, Pasarow contends. 

(Cadet album contains no more 
orch credit than. “A ’Fantastic’ Or¬ 
chestra,” but it’s reported that 
sides were cut in Europe. Also, 
Cadet’s “80 Days,” is retailing for 
$1.49 a copy, Decca’s for $4.98). 

Further hearings oil a prelimin¬ 
ary “injunction will be held in 
Judge Clarke’s court Friday (21). 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 

-P'ArieIty- 
Survey of retail album best 

sellers based on reports from lead¬ 
ing stores. 

National 
Rating 
This 
wk . Title 

4 My Fair Lady...Columbia-Original Cast... 

~5 Polly Bergen Bings Morgan_Columbia... .Polly Bergen... 

Film Encores'.. .London.Mantovani . 

9 Calypso ....Victor..Harry Bclafonte. 6 

.10 Fabalous Fifties... Kapp....... Roger Williams. .. 

ance to Music of Lester Lanin.Epic 

12A An Evening With Bclafonte... Victor_...Harry Bclafonte. .. 

12B Oklahoma .................... Capitol..Soundtrack.. 

14~ Hymns ....Capitol..... .Tennessee Ernie. .. 

15B Anastasia .-...Decca.Soundtrack .... 

15C R. Clooney and the Hi-Lo’s.-Columbia... JL Clooney. 

18A Spirituals .-.. Capitol...,. .Tennessee Ernie. 

lypso Holiday.Columbia... Luboff Choir 

23B Hi Life in Hi Fi......Bal.Bob Karnes. 

23C SouthBacific...,...Columbia... Original Cast. 

Merger of the Songwriters Pro¬ 
tective Assn, with the Composers 

& Lyricists Guild of America, a 

, Coast outfit predominantly repre¬ 

senting film background defiers, 

is expected before the end of the 

year, Abel Baer, SPA prexy, re¬ 

ported to the membership last 
s week. Both SPA and CLGA have 
■ been discussing amalgamation pos- 
i sibilities for the past year and al¬ 

though bo{h groups opposed each 
; other over control of video clefffers, 

that dispute was patched up satis- 
; factorily several months ago. 

i SPA, meantime, is due to open 
negotiations with the publishers 
for a new basic pact starting in 
September. SPA’s pact expired at 
the end of 1956, but the organiza¬ 
tion asked the publishers- to ex¬ 
tend the contract for one year. 

A squawk from SPA members 
affiliated with Broadcast Music 
Inc. was heard at the meeting by 
proxy. Bemie Wayne, chairman 
of the “SPA Committee for Fair 

I Play,” repping the BMI writers, 
i said he was absenting himself 
; from the meeting “in protest 

against the council’s breach of 
. ethics” in connection with the re- 
: cent SPA press conference at 

which the Celler committee report 
was hailed for its criticism of BMI. 
Wayne and his supporters con¬ 
tended that the press conference 
violated a prior agreement be¬ 
tween the Committee For Fair 
Play and the SPA not to isfcue press 
statements on the issues in dispute 
until such time as their differences 
could be resolved. Wayne said: 
“We are genuinely shocked that 
men of your stature would break 
an agreement so callously.” 

After Wayne’s statement was 
read, vote of confidence in the SPA 
council was passed by the member¬ 
ship, thqs upholding the organi¬ 
zation’s policy of intervening ac¬ 
tively in the fight against BMI now 
being spearheaded on the legal 
front by some 33 ASCAP song¬ 
writers headed by Arthur 
Schwartz. Schwartz reported on 
the SPA conference held last week, 
stressing that while the newspaper* 
gave wide coverage to the meeting, 
there was “a complete blackout 
by radio and television.” Schwartz 
advised the writers that Moss Hart, 
president of the Authors League 
of America, had protested to the 
broadcasters over the lack of cov¬ 
erage.” 

John Schulman, SPA counsel 
who is also lawyer for the plain¬ 
tiffs in the ASCAP writers’ $150,- 
000,000 antitrust suit against BMI 
and broadcasters, also upheld SPA’s 
right to declare itself on the BMI 
issue. He stated that SPA was 
formed in 1931 to establish co- 
administration for writers in the 
songs they write. According to 
SPA, BMI is the only major per¬ 
forming rights organization in the 
world which does not give writers 
equal voice or share in the dis¬ 
tribution of the money. - - 

Pla-Mor in K.C. Switching 
From Terping to Bowling 

11 Kansas City, June 18. 
Purchase of the Pla-Mor recre¬ 

ation center here last week by a 
group of investors eventually will 
mean the passing of the Pla-Mor 
ballroom, virtually a landmark 
here for over a quarter of a cen¬ 
tury. Shirrel Kasle, a former 
wholesale appliance supplier, 
beads the investment group which 
is taking over the property from 
the Fogel family, the deal being 

’reported to involve nearly $1,000,- 
iOOO. In addition the new owners 
jare contemplating about $900,000 
jin expenditures for remodelling, 
j Bowling is to supplant dancing 
[entirely as the Pla-Mor attraction, 
122 alleys being added in the area 
? occupied by the ballroom now. 
] Added to 32 alleys already in op- 
I eration, the new Pla-Mor is to 
j have 54 alleys, making it the sev- 
! enth largest bowling center in the 
'nation. The ballroom policy is to 
j continue until August when the 
j property will be closed for the re¬ 
modelling. The sale also includes 

! a roller link -across the street from 
. the main center, a huge ice arena 
I once used by travelling shows, and 
j big parking areas. 
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inside Stuff-Music 
Chicago’s music industry came in for heavy-needling that had disk 

jockeys, a&r men and record bosses on edge wondering when the axe 
would be slung at them. Furor was caused by a series on pop records 
in the Chicago Daily News which hit out it payola and various individ¬ 
uals connected with the commercial ends of musical tastes in Chi. 
Label owners, jocks and others interviewed were vehement in the 
renunciation of their quotas, while other spokesmen for the industry 
took on an attitude of righteous indignation, or nervously ignored the 
situation. Ultimately the various members of the industry denied any 
responsibility for the mystical entity of public taste. Denials over 
the air sounded curiously like confessions, and only the airways heck¬ 
lers of the music world managed* to capitalize on it with I-told-you-so 
comments. 

A1 & Dick, name of a new singing duo on the Tab label, may sound 
like the west 54th St., N. Y., eatery, but it’s actually the nom de 
disques of songwriters A1 Hoffman and Dick Manning. Pair cut a 
pair of their songs, “You’re Cheating on Yourself. When You’re Cheat¬ 
ing On Me” and “Who Will It Be After Me,” as a demonstration disk. 
Barton Music, Frank Sinatra’s publishing firm, picked up the songs 
and also decided to issue the demo as a regular commercial platter on 
the Tab label. Sinatra, incidentally, sliced “You’re Cheating" for 
Capitol. Meantime, Coral Records has set its album of Hoffman-Man- 
ning hits, under the title of “And Then I Wrote,” one of a series of 
cleffers doing their own material, for release in the fall. 

Paramount, 20th-Fox and UI have been granted motions for sum¬ 
mary judgment in suit of rebel musicians of Local 47, Los Angeles, 
challenging contract between AFM and film studios. . In their requests 
for removal from suit, studios stated they were«merely “neutral” and 
were not involved in the contract in question in suit brought against 
the AFM. They pointed out that for them to be kept in litigation 
would cause them “great expense” and be “of no purpose.” 

Warner Bros, last January was released, by Its own motion, from 
involvement in suit, which now brings to four the studios which have 
been released by the bench. 

There’s the making of a legal dispute over the hit tune, “Freight 
Train,” which broke through in this country via a British-made disk 
by Nancy Whiskey and a skiffles group. Elizabeth Cotten, a U.S. citi- 

(Continued on page 62) 

Pitt Plots Jazz Fest 
In Aug. Under Jaycees 

Pittsburgh, June 18. 

Junior Chamber of Commerce 

here, with an eye on the annual 

doings at Newport, R. L, will at¬ 

tempt to make Pittsburgh a jazz 

center for a few days this summer. 

The Jaycees are busy now. lining 

up names for a Jazz Festival which 

will be held in Pitt Stadium four 
nights during the week of Aug. 5. 

That’s right after Civil Light Op¬ 

era Assn.’s series of six outdoor 

musicals windup and before turf 

has to be resodded again for up¬ 

coming Pitt football season. 

In past, CLO season, extended to 
a point where nothing could follow 
it on account of necessary field re¬ 
pairs, but'early finale permits an 
extra added attraction and Jaycees 
will promote it. An effort will be 
made to line up as many native 
Pittsburghers as possible in the 
field. These include Erroll Garner, 
Earl (Fatha) Hines, Billy Stray- 
horn. 

Farmer to Col LP Club 
John R. Farmer has joined the 

Columbia LP Record Club as IBM 
planning manager. 

For the past two years, Farmer 
Was staff engineer for Manage¬ 
ment Systems Inc., in charge of the 
electronic systems and procedures 
now being used by the Col club. 

Pj$Rlt?TY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
* Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these 'findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disits and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

1 1 

2 2 

3 6 

4 4 

5 3 

6 5 

7 10 

8 8 

9 7 

10 9 

POSITIONS 
This Last 

- Week Week" 

1 1- 

2 3 

3 2 

4 5 

5 - 6 b 

6 4 

7 9 

8 8 

9 10 

10% 7 

TALENT 

ARTIST AND LABEL 

PAT BOONE (Dot) .. 

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) ...... 

MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia).. 

DIAMONDS (Mercury) ... 

ELVIS PRESLEY‘(Victor) .. 

RICKY NELSON (Verve).. 

GALE STORM (Dot) .. 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia). 

BONNIE GUITAR (Dot). 

CHUCK BERRY (Chess) ... 

TUNES 
(*ASCAP. fBMI) 

TUNE 

♦LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND ... 

♦SO RARE.... 

fDARKMOON.. 

fA WHITE SPORJ COAT.. 

fLITTLE GARUN’ .... 

fALL SHOOK UP .. 

♦A TEENAGER’S ROMANCE . 

fSCHOOL DAY ... 

fTHE FOUR WALLS ... 

fROUND AND ROUND . 

TUNE 

Love Letters in The Sand 
4Bernadine 

Why, Baby, Why 

. So Rare 

A White Sport Coat 

Little Darlin* 

fAll Shook Up 
-{Peace In The Valley 
(When Your Heartaches Begin 

jTm Walkin’ 
{A Teenager’s Romance 

Dark Moon 

(It’s Not for Me to Say 
(Wonderful, Wonderful 

, Dark Moon 

School Day 

PUBLISHER 

____ Bourne 

.Robbins 

*. Dandelion 

.Acuff-Rose 

__ Excelloric 

Presley-Shalimar 

..Aztec 

.. Arc 

....  Sheldon 

.  Rush 

Jimmy Dorsey Was Returning As Big 
Disk Seller; Death Marks End of Era 

Tax Deductible Fund 
Washington, June 18. 

The Lester Petrillo Memo¬ 
rial Fund for Disabled Musi¬ 
cians, of Newark, N. J„ has 
been added to the list of or¬ 
ganizations to which contribu¬ 
tions are tax deductible. This 
has just been announced by 
the U.S. Internal Revenue 
Service. 

Dutch Symphony 
Widely at Odds 

With Leaders 
By HANS SAALTINK 

Amsterdam, June 13. 
Concertgebouw Orchestra has 

negotiated contracts with conduc¬ 
tors Eduard van Beinum, Otto 
Klemperer, Anton Dorati, Giulini, 
and Bernard Haitink for the sea¬ 
son 1957-58. George Szell will also 
duct and join the Commission of 
artistic advisors.. Plans are that 
next season he will be second con¬ 
ductor with Orchestra, besides Van 
Beinum. 

A dispute with Klemperer, who 
canceled his contract when the 
Board of Directors denied him 
a Beethoven Cycle, has been set¬ 
tled. For a time it looked as if 
Concertgebouw would be without 
first rate conductors, when Pierre 
Monteux, Rafael Kubelik, 'Eugene 
Ormandy, Josef Krips. Ferenc 
Fricsay declined because of pro¬ 
gramming or cool relations with 
the Board of Directors. 

Concertgebouw Orchestre plays 
the Edinburgh Festival in Septem¬ 
ber. An offer to tour the U. S. 
this year cannot be accepted, but 
an American tour in 1958-’59 is be¬ 
ing studied, especially the finan¬ 
cial aspect of it’ In April, 1958, 
the orch. will make a four coun¬ 
tries tour to Luxembourg, France, 
Switzerland and Germany. 

The Consul’ Draws 8,080 
As Hob Arts Fete Bows; 

Sked Jazz & Igor Nkes 
Boston, June 18. 

Hub’s cuffo cultural combo of 
art, music, drama and dance 
opened its sixth al fresco run in 
the Public Garden Friday (14) with 
8,000 at Gian-Carlo Menotti’s op¬ 
era, “The Consul,” presented on a 
demountable stage. 

The 17-day festival has a jazz 
night skedded for June 27, a pro¬ 
duction titled “The Living History 
of Jazz,” with . Herb Pomeroy’s 
band; Jose Limon and his dance 
company in “Emperor Jones,” 
Thursday and Friday. (20-21); 
Shaw’s “Devil’s Disciple,7 with 
Kevin McCarthy, Marty a Green, 
E. G. Marshall and Felicia Monte- 
leagrc, Saturday (22) and June 
24u26; and final three perform¬ 
ances a 75th birthday tribute to 
Igor Stravinsky, who will receive 
the Festival Music Medal, 

The festival is financed by con¬ 
tributions from the city, local 
businessmen, citizens and private 
orgs. Its cost will come to around 
$110,000 this year. The musician’s 
union has given $10,000. A nation¬ 
al exhibition of invitees includes 
the works of 50 American painters 
and sculptors. 

Victor Signs Pat O’Day 
Songstress Pat O’Day has been 

inked to Victor’s pop roster by art¬ 
ists & repertoire chief Joe Carlton. 
Carlton pacted her after buying 
two masters sliced by the 21-year- 
old vocalist, “Three Roads” and 
“Turnabout” Miss O’Day was im¬ 
mediately set for a disk jockey 
tour by Victor. 

Ray Hartley, an Australian pian¬ 
ist now playing at the Forest Hills 
Inn in Queens, has also been added, 
to the Victor roster for pop albums, 
along with some New York rocka¬ 
billy fingers, Nick Venet, and the 
Twintones. 

The era of the “Fabulous Dor¬ 
seys” ended last Wednesday (12) 
with the death of Jimmy Dorsey 
seven months after his bandleader 
brother. Tommy, choked to death 
in Connecticut. Jimmy Dorsey, who 
was .53, had been in critical con¬ 
dition for the past two months. 
He died of cancer at New York’s 
Doctor’s Hospital. 

Ironically, hfs death came just 
as he was returning to the top of 
the disk heap. His etching of "So 
Rare” for the indie Fraternity 
label had passed the 1,000,000 plat¬ 
ter sales mark and is still riding 
strong on the bestseller lists. Disk 
wras the first he cut after the death 
of his brother. Also, the Jimmy 
Dox-sey band had been playing at 
New York’s Hotel Statler for the 
past few months but with Leb Cas¬ 
tle taking over during the mae¬ 
stro’s hospitalization. 

Gleason, et al.. Tributes 
Jackie Gleason aired a special 

radio tribute to Jimmy Dorsey over 
CBS Radio Friday il4>, WCBS, 
net’s Gotham key, broadcast the 
program the following night, and 
Helen O’Connell devoted much of 
her NBC-TV show the day of his 
death in a tribute to her former 
boss. Gleason, incidentally, liad a 
special tv tribute to Tommy Dorsey 
shortly after his death. 

Gleason’s tie with the Dorseys 
developed through the brothers’ 
CBS-TV stanza, “Stage Show,” 
which Gleason Enterprises pro¬ 
duced. 

The Dorseys broke into the band 
business together In their home¬ 
town of Scranton, Pa. in the early 
1920’s. Their first break came with 
the Paul Whiteman band in 1922. 
Jimmy doubled on sax and clari¬ 
net; Tommy played trombone. 
From Whiteman they joined Vin¬ 
cent Lopez and then followed with 
the first of their joint bands in ’25, 
an outfit billed as “Dorseys Wild 

^Canaries.” They split up soon after 
and did not rejoin until 1936 when 
they launched a large danceband. 

Platter Clicks 
The new tie ran only a year, 

however, and each formed his own 
band, Jimmy returned to Califor¬ 
nia and backed Bing Crosby on 
“The Kraft Music Hall” radio show 
until 1938. About a year later, the 

•band began to break through with 
its big disk hits. Among them were 
“Amapola,” Green Eyes” and 
“Tangerine.” Helen O’Connell and 
Bob Eberle were his featured vo¬ 
calists. 

JD made his film debut in Par’s 
“The Fleet’s In” in 1941 and then 
worked in such pix as “I Dood It’’ 
and “Four Jills and a Jeep,” 

The brothers patched up their 
differences when their father died 
in 1943. Although each retained a 
seperate hand, they bought inter¬ 
ests in the Casino Gardens Ball¬ 
room, Ocean Park, Calif. They also 
appeared together In the film, “The 
Fabulous Dorseys.” 

They started touring together 
again in 1954 with co-billing under 
the overall banner of “The Fabu¬ 
lous Dorseys.” 

Surviving are his daughter, 
mother and a sister. 

Shriners Pacted JD 
Minneapolis, June 18. 

JixnihY Dorsey, who died last 
week fripm cancer, ^apparently ex¬ 
pected to be able to resume work. 
One of. the engagements he had 
accepted was a week at the United 
Paramount Radio City Theatre 
here July *L1 in connection with 
the Shriners national convention. 
Herb Shriner had been pacted as 
co-headliner with Dorsey. 

t Bandleader’s replacement is not 
yet set. 

U.S.-TROPICAL PARDS 
FDR BAHAMAN LABE 

Nassau, Bahamas, June 18. 
5 A new diskery, bearing the U-C 

label, has been set up in the 
Bahamas for distribution here and 
in the U.S. Organizers of UCEE 
Enterprises, the parent firm, are 
Harold A. Unke, prexy; William 
Elliott, Billy Cooke and Berne 
Evans. Unke and Elliott are 
Americans; Cooke is a Jamaican 
and Evans is a Bahamian. 

Company has already signed 
several groups and singers, includ¬ 
ing the Frederick Hall Chorale, 
the Silvertone Singers and Carl 
Brice. Company will also operat* 
an artists service bureau as well 
a music publishing hquse. 
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Financing (Etc.) of a Disk Co. Traced 
In Book by British Decca’s E. R. Lewis 
Government controls, as applied 

In England, and their effect on 
business^—the disk industry in 
particular—are excitingly spelled 
out by stockbroker-turned-record 
man E. E. (Ted) Lewis, head of 
British Decca, in a 95-page booklet 
tagged “No C.I.C." (Capital Issues 
Committee). 

It's Lewis’ contention that Eng¬ 
land’s foreign exchange controls 
and the control on capital issues 
are thwarting business incentive 
and blocking freedom of enterprise. 
Under current standards, he says, 
neither British Decca nor its U. S. 
counterpart, Decca Records, could 
have been formed. Lewis makes 
his pitch in a documentary style, 
which often borders on a stock¬ 
holders report, but his candid 
mapner and forthright style make 
it interesting reading and he 
gives an enlightening view of be¬ 
hind-the-scenes financing. 

Lewis’ story begins with the for¬ 
mation of British Decca. (He ad¬ 
mits that nobody seems to know 
the origin of the name “Decca.” It 
was a trade name adopted by Bar¬ 
nett Samuel & Sons, manufactur¬ 
ers of musical instruments and 
portable gramaphones.) It was 
Lewis’ contention in the late 1920s 
that a company manufacturing 
gramaphones but not records was 
like a company making razors but 
not blades. 

How Decca Got Started 
Story follows the turbulent 

financial history of the company, 
its ties with the U. S. disk industry 
and its contribution to the war ef¬ 
fort with the Decca Navigator, a 
radio guiding system for ships and 
planes—and with one apparent 
message, that none of this could 
have been achieved under the 
present controls system. 

For the stateside industryite, 
Lewis’ story of the formation of 
Decca Records is perhaps the most 
interesting. Involved in the 1934 
formation of the company was the 
purchase of a West 54st St., N. Y., 
record plant and office space at 799 
7th Ave. from Warner Bros. The 
deal was set through Herman Starr, 
then head of Warner’s subsid, 
Brunswick Radio Corp., and ° now 
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topper of Warner’s music firm op¬ 
eration.. The consideration for the 
purchase was 5,000 out of 25,000 
common shares at $1 per in the 
new Decca company and $60,000 in 
promissory notes. Those shares, 
together with the notes, the out¬ 
standing balance of which amount¬ 
ed in 1937 to $37,500, being then 
converted into shares, were sold 
in 1943, together with further 
shares alloted in lieu of dividend, 
for around $1,850,000. 

Jim Haines’ $5,000 

In the telling of such inside 
anecdota, Lewis is quite proud of 
his achievements (he points out 
that the only American money 
used in the setting up of the com¬ 
pany was $5,000 from Jim Haines, 
U. S. general manager of Phoenix 
Assurance) and quite frank about 
his associates, the late Jack Kapp, 
particularly. For example: 

“I was having- heavy weather 
with Jack Kapp, who wanted to be 
president of the new company. For 
various reasons I felt that it would 
be inadvisable to agree. However, 
when Kapp got something into his 
head he was difficult to move. Late 
one night, after my only visit to 
the top of the Empire State Build¬ 
ing, I agreed to a compromise, 
Kapp’s main argument for having 
the title was. that he needed the. 
prestige if he was to swing over 
(Bing) Crosby and other leading 
artists. Accordingly I took the 
chairmanship with Kapp as presi¬ 
dent, (E., F.) Stevens executive 
vice president, and (Milton) Rack- 
mil treasurer. Milton Diamond was 
deputy chairman. Kapp, Rackmil 
and Stevens were each responsible 
to me as chairman, or to the deputy 
chairman in my absence. Thus 
Jack Kapp had the title without 
the power, and until the reorgan¬ 
ization in 1937 the unusual ar¬ 
rangement worked well enough.” 

That’s a businessman talking, 
but the record business does not 
exist by groove alone. And that’s 
what makes Lewis’ booklet a pri¬ 
mer for the industry. 

AFM to Press Salary 
Claims Vs. Chi Offbeat 

Chicago, June 18. 
The Offbeat Room, which closed 

here suddenly three weeks ago, is 
in difficulty on nonpayment of 
Salaries to performers and musi¬ 
cians in the house show. Mean¬ 
while, proprietor Burr McCloskey 
is reported filing bankruptcy 
papers in court here. 

The Offbeat Room, a multi¬ 
faceted entertainment house oper¬ 
ating with an accumulation of debt 
for some months, was featuring 
Marty Brill with Sandy Perlove 
and Chaya Nash. They Were in¬ 
formed of the closing shortly be¬ 
fore the last performance and 
neither they nor members of the 
house trio received their last 
week’s pay or other expenses con¬ 
tracted. 

Talent representatives of the 
performers received assurances 
from the local American Federa¬ 
tion 'of Musicians that, their claims 
against McCloskey would be 
pressed. 

Estimates of the cash needed to 
pay outstanding debts of the Off¬ 
beat Room and to reopen and carry 
it along range from $2,000 to $15,- 
000, with little likelihood of the 
cash being raised. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London, June IS. 

1. Tonight, Josephine ... .Ray 
(Philips) . 

2. Fall In Love.Cole 
(Capitol) 

3. Butterfly .Williams 
(London) 

4. Rock-a-Billy ......Mitchell 
(Philips) 

5. Around the World . .Hilton 
(HMV) 

6. Around the World .. Crosby 
(Brunswick) 

7. little Darlln’ ... Diamonds 
(Mercury) 

8. Gamblin’ Man .. - .Donegan 
(Pye-Nixa) 

9. Freight Train .... McDevitt 
(Oriole* 

10. Mr. Wonderful.Lee 
(Brunswick) 

Coast looters’ 
Major Voice In 

Pix Deal Talks 
Denver, June 18. 

Studio musicians, who have been 
fighting for some say' in the nego¬ 
tiation of contracts since" the aboli¬ 
tion of the studio committee some 
15 years ago, will have “damn.near 
the last ’word” in future negotia-* 
tions, AFM president James C. Pe¬ 
trillo promised here last week. In 
a rare interview, the musicians' 
"leader made it plain that there is 
only one string attached to his un¬ 
precedented offer to let members 
of COast Local 47 participate in 
talks next February which will de¬ 
termine the new agreement with 
film studios. 

“They’ve got to assume the re¬ 
sponsibility,” Petrillo said. “If they 
know what they want, we’ll get it 
for them. And if they decide that 
the negotiations aren’t going prop¬ 
erly and they want to strike, the 
Federation will back them up. But 
they will have to go back to Holly¬ 
wood and tell the membership that 
the strike was their idea, not 
Jimmy Petrillo’s.” 

Offer, for the first time, puts the 
Coast local in control of negotia¬ 
tions covering musicians in both 
major and independent studios. 
It was' expected that the Petrillo 
promise, which obviously had been 
formally transmitted to Local 47 
prexy Eliot H. Daniel prior to the 
interview, would be implemented 
immediately by formation of a com¬ 
mittee to begin working out basic 
contract demands. 

Promise appeared to be an ef¬ 
fective answer to anti-Petrillo ele¬ 
ments within-the local which had 
assailed the studio committee offer 
as being “vague and indefinite and 
without any indication that the 

! committee would be anything more 
than observers with no power to 
act.” 

Controversial Music Performance 
[Trust Funds, he indicated, would 
[remain unchanged until some bet¬ 
ter formula for revenue is created. 
He shrugged off the persistent con¬ 
tentions of dissident Hollywood mu¬ 
sicians .that the 5% formula on 
vldpix was costing them employ¬ 
ment and “forcing” producers into 
using canned music. 

“It’s not perfect,” he admitted, 
“but at least It’s something. I 
keep hearing about producers who 
will give our people work if we 
take off the 5%. But when it 
comes down to cases, nobody Wants 
to sign anything. We’re not so 
interested in royalties—wa. want to 
get work. But we’ve got to have 
some guarantees.” 

He declined, however, to specu¬ 
late on what form or amount of 
work guarantee would be demand¬ 
ed in return for abolition or even 
easing of the five percent formula. 

Obviously ailing as a result of a 
gall bladder attack a few days be¬ 
fore the convention, Petrillo 
dropped a hint that ill health might 
eventually lead him to resign. 
Asked pointblank about reports he 
might step down, he retorted “If I 
don’t feel good,' I’ll’ qyiiiL” In view 
of his health—and. in view of the 
fact that similar queries in the 
past have brought a flat negative— 
the answer was considered signifi¬ 
cant by Federation executives. It 
was pointed out that Petrillo, now 
65, is rounding out his 41st year as 
a labor leader and might be inter¬ 
ested in retirement. However, Fed¬ 
eration spokesmen said privately 
that they doubted whether any such 
move would come before the next 
convention, to be held in Philadel¬ 
phia next year. 
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AFM Upholds Petrillo Powers 
—————— Continued from part 55 i— 

the “revolt” of Hollywood tooters, 
Local 47 war openly scorned and 
all of its resolutions arbitrarily 
thrown out. This year, many of 
those same resolutions, admittedly 
couched in less fiery language, met 
favorable reaction and the Coast 
delegation won seats on important 
committees. 

As a part of this new attitude,, 
convention swiftly and without fire¬ 
works disposed of what had been 
regarded as its touchiest problem 
—a pair of resolutions demanding 
reinstatement of Cecil F. Read, for¬ 
mer Local 47 veepee, and 10 of his 
supporters who were expelled last 
year for their part in the revolt. 
Only Read is still on the expulsion 
list, the others having received only 
token one-day suspensions. The 
resolutions ' demanded, in effect, 
that the entire expulsion proceed¬ 
ings be expuhged from the record. 
Law committee ruled, and was up¬ 
held by the. convention, that the 
resolutions were out of order since 
Read has litigation pending on his 
expulsion and since’the Federation 
by-laws provided that expelled 
members must make their own ap¬ 
peals. 

Only Local 47 voted against the 
recommendation and, indicative of 
the new atmosphere within the 
Federation, delegates listened at¬ 
tentively and without disturbance 
to Local 47 prexy Eliot H. Daniel’s 
contention that the resolutions 
were properly before the session 
since the convention is the Feder¬ 
ation's highest court. 

The era of cooperation, first 
enunciated at the opening session 
by AGVA prexy Jackie Bright, was 
underlined on the last day of the 
convention by Richard H. Walsh, 
IATSE president, making his first 
appearance before an AFM gath¬ 
ering. Walsh’s address was consid-; 
ered doubly significant; it stressed 
unity amid rumors' that the deci-1 
mated anti-Petrillo element in 
Local 47 was considering forma-, 
tion of an independent union and 
it came at the last convention prior 
to the opening of negotiations for 
a new AFM contract with film stu¬ 
dios whose craft unions are domi¬ 
nated by IATSE. 

Walsh wasted no time on plati¬ 
tudes in his 10-minute address. 
He emphasized his belief- that the 
time had come for showbiz unions 
to “draw closer” jsince the musi¬ 
cians, the actors and the studio 
crafts need each other because they 
operate within the same orbit. 

“If someone in the amusement 
industry hollers ‘hey rube,’ ” he 
promised, “we’ll all come running.” 

Only Real Argument 
Only real argument of "the con¬ 

vention came on the closing day 
with Local 47’s resolution seeking 
abolition of segregated locals with¬ 
in the Federation. AFM has 49 
such colored locals in various parts 
of the country, many of them in 
northern states. 

Law 'committee's ’ recommenda¬ 
tion that the matter be turned over 
to the President’s office for study 
was'immediately attacked by dele¬ 
gate Howard Rollins of Negro Lo¬ 
cal '543, Baltimore, who sought an 
assurance that such“a study would 
not he followed by action, with¬ 
out referral to the membership. 
He declared his iocal was opposed 
to integration -as were m£ny other 
Negro locals, particularly since the 
finances of the Individual locals 
were involved. 

"We" can't* force merger on the 
colored locals,” Petrillo declared. 
.“In. the first place, there are states 
where it isn’t allowed. I’d like to 
do it right now, but we have to 
do "like the.’ Supreme Court told 
the Federal government and make 
haste slowly. 

“Anyway, why kid about, it, A 
colored boy hasn’t got a chance in 
a white local. If we force merger, 
you won’t, see a colored delegate 
here for -many years.” 

But, Petrillo added bluntly, the 
Federation can and will move In 
areas where the Negro local wants 
integrtion and State lav/s are no 
bar. - 

“There’s one white local here 
that doesn’t want to take in the 
colored local . ip its city eyen 
though the colored local has asked 
for. merger. Well, I’m telling you 

‘right now; you’ll either do It, or 
we’ll force you to do it.” 

Petrillo’s reference obviously 
was to Local B, San Francisco, 
which has resisted merger over¬ 
tures from Local 669. 

A lesser batle erupted over Lo¬ 
cal 47’s proposal that convention 
voting be put on a proportional 
representation basis. Under the 
present system, three small locals 
with a total membership of 1,100 

can, at the convention, overrule 
Local 47, second largest in the 
Federation with 15,000 members. 
Petrillo personally attacked the 
proposal as a wedge by which 
“eight locals could get together 
and control this convention.” 
Spurred by his admonition to “set¬ 
tle this now” instead of following 
the committee recommendation to 
refer it to his office, the plan was 
beaten down with oUly local 47, 802 
(New York) and scattered other 
cities voting for the proposed vote 
change.*- 

Key measure passed during the 
convention was an IEB recommen¬ 
dation designed to help curb the 
importation of foreign soundtrack 

! used in telefilms at the expense 
both of employment and the Music 

[ Performance Trust Fund which de¬ 
rives royalties from any live mu¬ 
sic used in vidpix. Under its 
terms, any AFM member would 
be barred, under pain of a $5,000 
fine or expulsion or both, from 
having anything to do with such 
track, even though functioning in 
a capacity over which AFM has no 
jurisdiction, such as composer or 
cutter. Measure becomes effec¬ 
tive July 1 instead of Sept. 15 as 
is the case with all other resolu¬ 
tions adopted by the convention. 

Delegates also voted: a 10% hike 
in scale for traveling bands in mu¬ 
sical shows, grand opera, vaude¬ 
ville, ice shows, traveling concert 
orchestras, traveling symphonies, 
fairs, circuses or rodeos; adopted 
resolutions instructing the Inter- 
ntional Executive Board to seek a 
curb on the import of canned mu¬ 
sic, to study the possibility of nego¬ 
tiating for residual rights on pix 
and telepix, to set a limit on the 
amount of soundtrack music that 
can be recorded in a given hour of 
work, to seek control of soundtrack 
and to affix a union hug to sound¬ 
track. ♦ 

Resolution introduced by Local 
47 seeking ratification of contracts 
by members directly covered by 
such agreements was defeated. 
Other Coast suggestions covering 
abolition of the Trust Fund, re¬ 
turn to individual musicians of a 
$25 re-use fee on pix sold to tv, 
renegotiation of disk contracts to 
give hikes to sidemen rather than 
to the Trust Fund, and return of 
refuse fees on transcriptions, were 
all referred to the International 
Executive Board on the grounds 
that they could not be considered 
because they were involved in the 
litigation which Read and other 
dissident Coast musicians have 
launched. 
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On The Upbeat 
New York Hollywood 

After her stint with the Newport 
Jazz Festival July 4, Chris Connor 
goes for a week at the Redfcop, Sea¬ 
side, N.J., beginning July 12 and 
then to Cleveland’s Modern Jazz 
Room July 22t28 . . . John Garcon 
opened at Cafe Grinzing last night 
(Tues.) . . . Gene Nash, Jubilee 
crooner, guest on NBC-TV’s “To¬ 
night”* tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . 
Tommy Leonetti at Pittsburgh’s 
Copa Club until June 23 . . . Rich¬ 
ard Maltby into 'Atlantic City’s 
Steel Pier June 21-27. 

Len Wolf promoting Owen Brad¬ 
ley’s Decca slice of “White Silver 
Sands” . . . Comedian Jackie Kan- 
non will make his disk debut via 
RCA Victor . . . Judy Scott, Decca 
thrush,, set for the Holiday House, 
Pittsburgh, July 15 ... Four Voices 
currently at the Sands Hotel, Las 
Vegas . . „ Paul Martel, maestro at 
Roseland Dance City, celebrated 
his 15th anni of his dance orch last 
week . . . Will Jordan prepping an 
album of voice impressions? for 
Jubilee titled “The Voice is Fa¬ 
miliar.” 

London' 
Connt Basie orch will make a 

second tour of Britain in October, 
to last three weeks ... Jazz song¬ 
stress Neva Raphaello offered sum¬ 
mer residency at Jazz clubs in 
Paris . * . Gerry Mulligan expected 
in London this week to visit friends 
and explore the possibilities of 
making London his permanent base 
. . . Singer Lee Lawrence set for a 
stint at Hollywood’s Cocoanut 
Grove night spot later this year . .. 
Little Abner, colored Yank r&r 
singer currently appearing in 
cabaret in Amsterdam, waxed his 
first English disk for the Oriole 
label shortly before leaving ... Jazz 
trumpeter-leader Ken Colyer may 
appear with clarinetist George 
Lewis and his band at the Newport 
(R.I.) Jazz Festival next month. 

The 
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INTERNATIONAL DISC JOCKEY 
World photographor seeks literary, 
theatrical, public relations agent rep¬ 
resentation with connections; 130,000 
air miles, 45 countries; |ust finished 
world tour. 

BOX V-915, Vqrrefy, 
154 W. 46th St., New York 36 

Elsa ■ Lanchester is waxing an 
LP single “Songs for Smoke Filled ] 
Booms,” for Richard Vaughn’s new 
Hi-Fi label . . . Jack Marshall, for¬ 
mer Metro music staffer, has been 
set to score C. V. Witney’s “The 
Missouri Traveler.” / . . Sammy 
Fain and Paul Francis Webster 
have submitted four additional 
tunes to producer David Weisbart 
for use in 20th-Fox’s “April Love.” 
Numbers are “Automobiles,” “The 
Bentonville Fair,” “High Hopes and 
Empty Pockets” and “Gentle Girl” 
. . . RCA Victor will release score 
composed by Max Steiner for War- ! 
ners’ “Hand of Angels.” . . . Indie 
film producer Robert E. Kent has 
won-membership in ASCAP. 

Chicago 
Frank Hamilton cutting River¬ 

side album of folksongs and guitar. 
. . . Joe Reichman orch set for 
Muehlebach, K.C., July 5, for 12 
weeks . . . Jack Teagarden into 
Brass Rail, Milwaukee, July 15, for 
two frames . . , Nick Lawrence 
Quartet set for Club Normandy, 
Mishawaka, Ind, Aug. 14 for two 
weeks . . . Terry Gibbs into 
Molina’s, Stl Louis. July 11-20 . . . 
George Shearing returns to Chi’s 
Blue Note Oct. 2 for two frames. 
. . . Edgewater Hotel has reinsti¬ 
tuted its Village Green outdoor 
drink & dance spot with Don White 
orch set for the summer session 
starting today (Wed.). 

San Francisco f 
Edith Piaf opens tomorrow 

(Thurs.) at Fairmont’s Venetian 
Room . . . Matt Dennis, plus the 
Four Preps and Mel Young, open¬ 
ing the new show at Fack’s II (19) 
. . . Charley Stern promoting 
what he calls “Record Star Pa¬ 
rade,” a June 30 onemighter at 
Frisco’s Civic Auditorium with Nat 
King Cole, June Christy, the Hi- 
Lo’s and the Nelson Riddle orch 
. . , Norma Teagarden’s moved to 
Frisco with her husband, John 
Friedlander . . . Cal Tjader opens 
at the Blackhawk June 29 and will 
remain through the summer joined 
by other groups from time to time 
—Jazz Messengers will join him 
July 2, Chet Baker arrives in 
August . , , Ken Whitson’s the 
new trumpet man in Earl Hines’ 
band at the Hangover—Muggsy* 
Spanier rejoins the orch July 19 
. . . bassist George (Pops) Foster 
got a paid-up lifetime membership 
from the AFM on his 65th birthday 
June 10 . , . Bob Hodes took his 
dixieland group into the 181 
Breakfas tClub . . . A1 Levitt’s San 
Francisco Record Corp. has started 
publishing a house organ, the San 
Francisco Edifier. 

Philadelphia 
Eddie-Dano, current at Palum¬ 

bo’s pacted by MCA . . . Tom Mar- 
sichello, owner of Andy’s Log Cab¬ 
in, and booker John Budd launch a 
new label, Platter Records . . . 
Buddy Williams into Sunnybrook 
Ballroom (22) . . . Clara Ward & 
Her Gospel Singers current at the 
Uptown, (20-23) skedded for the 
Newport Jazz Festival . . . Sal Sal¬ 
vador Quartet and Beverly Kenny 
playing the Bandstand (17-22) . . . 
Bellevue Stratford Hotel has dis¬ 
pensed with Lou Chaikin’s week¬ 
end dance music in Stratford 

, Room for the summer . . . Jack 
i "Jive” Schafer Quintet, currently 
i at Tunick’s,- opens at the Riviera, 
j Las Vegas, July 3 .. . Blake & Fijie 
have signed with Arcade label and 

• cut four sides this week . . . Vio- 
| linist Frankie Juele will head only 
I concert trio in Ocean City, N. J., 
i this summer at Hotel Flanders „ 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG 
and THE ALL STARS 

June 13 Started TWO WEEKS at 
FRANK SENNES1 MOULIN ROUGE. Hollywood 

Current DECCA Recordings 
You're a Heavenly Thing b/w The Prisoner's Song 

Decca LP Album: Louis and the Angels 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER, Pres. 

New York I Chicago I Hollywood 
-is ;*•' A.e Pi. 9-4600 I 203 No Wabash | 8619 Sunset Blvd. 

HETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
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Survey of retail sheet music 
best sellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
13 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

* ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk.4 wk. Title and Publisher 

1 1 *Love Letters Sand (Bourne) 1 1 1 7 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 4 7 113 
2 1 tDark Moon (Dandelion). 2 2 3 1 7. 2 1 3 5 2 2 . 6 1 106 
3 3 f A White Sport Coat (Acuff-R) 3 4 6 2 6 3 2 5 ' 4 3 6 1 3 “ 95 
4 8 tThe Four Walls (Sheldon).. 7 5 10 3 6 10' 6 9 7 2 2 54 
5 7 *So Rare (Robbins)...... 6 6 5 4 7 8 3 5 44 
6 5 *Round and Round) (Rush).. 3 5 8 7 2 . 5 4 43 

1 7 A 4 fAll Shook Up (Presley-S) 4 9 3 4 8 27 
1 7B 9 tAround the World (Young).. 7 4 2 10 5 27 

9 *Bye, Bye, Love (Acuff-R).. . 5 8 7 .. 10 3 21 
10A .. f Find Me a Bluebird (Acuff-B) 6 4 6 17 
10B 6 tLittle Darlin’ (Excelloric) 5 - - 4 8 6 8~ 17 
12 *It’s Not For Me to Say (C.). 4 .. 2 16 
13 fold Cape Cod (Pincus).. 8 3 7 — " 15 
14 Golden Braids (Roncom). 9 10 4 1T“ 13 
15 tWhy, Baby, Why (Winneton) 8 6 A 7 12 

Inside Stuff-Music 
Continued from page 59 ^ 

zen, is claiming that she wrote the song and that it was transported 
to England via folksinging groups. The writers credited on the 
“Freight Train” disk, distributed here under the Chic label, are Paul 
James and Fred Williams, who are British. Box & Cox, publishers 
of the tune in the U.S., say they’ve heard rumors about Miss Cotten’s 
claim, but nothing definite has'jelled in the way of any legal action 
so far. 

The sales team of Roskin Bros., Albany, N.Y., Is the first to*win the 
expense-paid trip for themselves and their wives to the Columbia 
Records sales convention July 25-29 at Miami’s Americana Hotel. 
Under the terms of the contest, which was kicked off the first of -the 
year, quotas were assigned to branches and distributors, which in turn 
assessed their salesmen shares of the sales goal on “My Fair Lady” 
albums. The contest winds up June 30. Followup winners named 
by Bill Gallagher, Col’s field sales manager, are from Joyce Distribut¬ 
ing, Indianapolis: Danforth Corp., Pittsburgh; Roskin Distributors, 
Hartford, and Columbia Record Distributors, Baltir'„re. 

Decca’s Gold Label longhair department is sparking new promotions 
around two of its artists, maestro Xgro Markevitch and pianist Andor 
Foldes, both of whom won the Grand Prix du Dosque awards in Paris 
last week. Markevitch won the prize for his recording of Haydn’s 
complete oratoria, “The Creation,” while Foldes won his prize for his 
“Piano Music of Bela Bartok” series of packages. Markevitch, cur¬ 
rently conducting classes in Mexico City, makes his debut at NeW- 
York’s Lewisohn Stadium Symphony June 24-26, as the first of a 
series of dates in the country. 

Lee Morris, the Hub songcleffing schoolmaster whose record of 
“Three Ways” by Kitty Wells on Decca has made the country & west¬ 
ern charts, is working on three new opes: “Forty Nine Juke Boxes” 
by Alfie Wetherbee on Roulette; "Worry, Worry, Worry” by Ellie Wil¬ 
liams on Rainbow; and “Bluesday” by the Commandrfs on Decca. 
Morris is contemplating a sabbatical from his history teaching to get 
a country musical produced. The cleffer sold three tunes last week to 
E, B. Marks, Herb Reis and Sheldon Music, 

An item in Variety’s film section a few weeks ago sparked a film 
score publication deal for E. H. Morris. Sidney Kornheiser, Morris’ 
general professional manager, read that Marfin Gosch was filming 
“The Day of Fear” in Madrid. He cabled him pronto about the score 
and by cable got the rights to the Leo Arnaud music. Amaud, in¬ 
cidentally, .also is doing the score for a telepix series, “It Happened In 
Spain," and Morris latched on to the publication rights to that, too. 

After three years of solid plugging without a great deal of success, 
a Leroy' Anderson composition, “Forgotten Dreams,” has suddenly 
ifiade a rapid rise in the British sheet music lists. In two weeks, the 
tune rose from No. 24 to No. 8, and looks set to go even higher. The 
number’s published by Mills Music and was recorded a couple of 
years ago by Anderson for the American Decca label and the British 
Brunswick label. 

Joseph Stone apparently is a rugged individualist in the ad agency 
circle. While many of the pop cleffers are turning to the jingle field, 
he’s branched out of jingle work for-the J. Walter Thompson agency 
into the pop field. His first effort for the jock and juke trade is "I 
Just Don’t Know,” in collaboration with Robert Allen, which was 
etched by the Four Lads for Columbia Records. 

A1 Levitt’s San Francisco Record Corp. has completed its national 
distribution setup by naming these new distributors: Baltimore, Her¬ 
man Gimbel; Miami, Record Distributors; Minneapolis, Sandel Co., 
and Memphis, Glenn Allen Co. Mario Freldberg of Mexico City was 
named Mexican distributor. The company manufactures three labels. 
Talking Machine, San Francisco Jazz and San Francisco Records. 

Irving Caesar, who set the Pledge of Allegiance to music, has given 
the copyright to the music to the U.S. The number has already been 
recorded by the U.S. Air Force Band and U.S. Marine Band and Is 
being widely used in schools across the country. The music was writ¬ 
ten by Caesar at the suggestion of Congressiohal members, notably 
Louis C. Rabaut and Charles O. Potter, senators from Michigan. 

Wayne King, vet bandleader known as “The Waltz King,” is marking 
his 80th anni in show-business this month. Decca Records is setting 
off the event with a promotion on the dealer level with special dis¬ 
play material spotlighting King’s five Decca packages. 

Ella Fitzgerald opens the third 
summer season at the Music Barn 
(Lenox, Mass.) June 30. Top name 
jazz musicians are being set for 
Sunday gigs there through Labor 
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Ponder Fate of Vegas Tropicana 
After Costello <4-26-57vdelations 

Lai Vegas, June 18. 

The casino community is hopeful 
that the Tropicana Hotel will be 
able to survive ■the' current investi¬ 
gation attempt to link Frank Cos¬ 
tello to the ownership of the spa. 
Current investigation by the Ne¬ 
vada State Gaming Control Board 
is based on a jnemorandum found 
on Costello by N. Y. police which 
stated “Gross casino wins of $651,- 
284 as of 4-2S-57.” This was found 
to coincide with the statement 
turned in by the Tropicana to the 
board which taxes casino wins at ; 
the rate 5%. i 

The hotel - was originally built j 
by Ben Jaffe, of the Hotel Fontaine- 
bleu, Miami Beach, with Phil Kas- | 
tel, often regarded as a Costello 
associate, who operated the' late j 
Beverly Hills Country Club, New 
Orleans, talcing over the operation. 
When It became evident that the 
board would not grant Kastel a li¬ 
cense, the inn Was sold to a new 
group which includes singer Mor¬ 
ton Downey, who is in for a 5% 
slice of the spot. 

The board Is attempting to find 
the link which will establish Cos¬ 
tello as being in- on the operation. 
It’s an open secret that at one 
time Costello was suspected .of own¬ 
ing the Copacabatia, N. Y., where 
Monte Proser, currently producer 
at the Tropicana, was listed as the 
headman and president of the cor¬ 
poration. However, no link of own¬ 
ership of the N. Y. spot was ever 
traced to Costello.' 

The board is also investigating 
the ” interest of Mrs. Phil Kastel 

who! supervised the hotel decora¬ 
tions after Kastel was reportedly 
out of the operation. 

Nevada law.'requires that all 
owners in a casino enterprise, must 
be listed with the Gaming Board. 
Failure of do So .could mean revo¬ 
cation of license. Under the law, 
statement of earnings plus the list; 
of stockholders must he filed quar¬ 
terly. 

As of now, the Tropicana stock¬ 
holders include: Jeapne R. Abeles, 
Chicago housewife, 1%; Paul J. An¬ 
derson, Chicago softdrikk manufac¬ 
turer, 6%; Charles Baron, Chi auto 
dealer, 6%; Mahlon B. Brown, Las 
Vegas lawyer for corporate pur¬ 
poses only; Roger J. Clary, Shali- 
mar, Fla,, resort operator and man¬ 
ufacturer, i%; Bernard Z. Cohen,_ 
Chi scrap metal dealer, 216%; Ed-' 
ward J. Denvir, Oak Park, Ill., 
clothier, 1%; Morton Downey, 
Wallingford, Conn., singer, 5%; 
Preston Felnberg, River Forest, 
Ill., metals, dealer and auto agency 
operator, 316%; Jackie Fields, Las 
Vegas liquor sales and promotibn, 
1%; William D. Harrigan, Fulton, 
Ala., lumber, 4%; Alma M. John¬ 
son, Las Vegas fer corporate pur¬ 
poses only; Harold D. Johnson, 
Hammond,. Ind.r fuel sales, 1%; 
Jack A. Kallis, Chi printer and pub- 

(Continued on page 64) 

Two Reno Spots 

Reno, June 18. ' 
Reno adds entertainment spots to 

Its roster with the start of lounge 
acts at Harold's Club tomorrow 
(Wed.) and the opening of Har- 
rah’s new club a'few doors away 
the next night; • 

Harold’s, which has been able to 
stear elear of an entertainment pol¬ 
icy ever since it opened over 20 
years ago, has given into the trend 
with-the booking of lounge type 
entertainment on its seventh floor. 
Opening acts will he The Jodimars 
and Betty Reilly, ■ 

Harrah’s, which has just doubled 
its size in downtown Reno, has 
also added entertainment to he dis¬ 
played on the town’s first rotating 
stage behind the bar. Continuous 
entertainment*is set from 4 p.m. 
to 6 a.m. with four groups alternat¬ 
ing and headed by The'Kingrs IV. 

This marks the first time in 
either club’s history of operation 
in Reno that entertainment has 
been booked. ' 

L’yille Gets Vincent 
Romo Vincent hat been signed 

to the first variety show to be stag¬ 
ed at the Iroquois Park Amphithe¬ 
atre, Louisville, starting. July 1. 

Originally, slot was set for 
Henny Youngman, who withdrew 
in order to play the king in a re¬ 
written version of “Rosalie” by 
Stella Unger which will be pre¬ 
sented in Central Park, N.Y. 

Wildwood Still 
On Name Spree; 

R&R Big Noise 
Wildwood, N. J., June 18. 

Just when at looked as if the lo¬ 
cal booking wars to $ign name tal¬ 
ent might simmer down to a slow 
boil, two more entries jumped into 
the sweepstakes. Ben Martin, who 
also owns the Club Bolero, has de¬ 
cided on rock 'n’ roll names in his 
Mardi Gras Club. The first to 
sign is Little Richard, who opens 
Aug, 12 for two weeks. 

Another surprise new entry is 
the 1,100-seat Sea Isle Casino. 
Pacted are the Ink Spots, Charlie 
Grade, Sarah Vaughan, the Four 
Aces, the Mills Bros., Ella Fitzger¬ 
ald and George Hamilton IV. Sam¬ 
my Paul’s band from Sciol- 
la’s, Philadelphia, will furnish the 
rhythms for the Sea Isle Casino, 

Another late entry in the rock 'n’ 
roll competition is expected to be 
Club Esquire, formerly owned by 
Izzy Bushkoff and now ruled by 
boniface Dave Probinsky. 

The Shelter Haven Hotel Marine 
Room In the Stone Harbor section 
will also play acts. Gloria Mann is 
the opening attraction. Sylvan 
Rosenfeld’s Hurricaue Room has 
inked the Twin Tunes and the Cy¬ 
clones for the summer. Jimmy 
Maekell’s Elmira Cafe is swingin’ 
with the 'Playboys, in for their 
fourth straight season. Hal Barton 
and Mark Russell top the bill at 
Charlie Johnson’s Cafe. Mario 
Mira and Len Galloway are feat¬ 
ured at Dot’s Spot. Tony DiLoren- 
zo’s Oak Club opens with comics 
Bill Layne and Don Hines, the 
Terrys, Mary Landy, Marie Conti 
and Johnny Benson’s band. 

Scores of other clubs are round¬ 
ing out their entertainment bills 
with name talent closely followed 
by rock ’n* roll in favor and only 
a smattering of calypso. 

TO PAY NAMES 
By JOE COHEN 

Talent prices are reaching the 
point Where some of the largeseat- 
er cafes must gross in the neigh¬ 
borhood of $100,000 to come out 
ahead. The figure is being 
achieved on a regular basis in sev¬ 
eral cafes in the country and in 
a couple of hotel situations. In 
each of these spots, the tab for 
talent is going up to the point 
where it is a constant battle to 
determine which facet is rising in 
greater proportion, the gross or 
the salary of the star. 

In each instance where the sal¬ 
aries are jumping, the number of 
eligible names are becoming 
scarcer. The.nitery owners are now 
looking for names which will war¬ 
rant the kingsized expenditures, if 
only to maintain the kind of grosses 
the spot has been accustomed to. 

One of the leading grossers in 
the hotel field is the Cocoanut 
Grove of the Ambassador, Los An¬ 
geles, .which has sufficient seats to 
nab the super-takes when the prop¬ 
er attraction is booked. 

In New York, the Hotel Waldorf- 
Astoria Starlight Roof has had oc¬ 
casions when the take hit the upper 
brackets. The Latin Quarter has 
snagged around $80,000. The Co- 
pacabana has gone over $90,000 on 
occasion. Maksik’s Town & Coun¬ 
try Club in Brooklyn has the larg¬ 
est potential of all the metropolitan 
N. Y. niteries, having gone above 
$125,000 with Harry Belafonte this 
year. 

Blinstrub’s, Boston, has broken 
the $100,000 barrier several times. 

In Florida, the large grosses 
have been scored by the Cotton 
Club this year. The hotels, such as 
the Fontainebleau and the Eden 
Roc, have also hit it big, although 
not as large as the Cotton Club. 
The Latin Quarter in that area is 
also capable of some kingsized 
takes. 

The talent agencies have started 
to take the potential gross of the 
spot into consideration when book¬ 
ing. Of late, the variation in price 
from city to city has been getting 
wider. The agencies, unwilling to 
make Philadelphia pay as much as 
Las Vegas or Florida, have permit¬ 
ted the price variation because of 
the. realization that smaller seating 
capacities make a set price unreal¬ 
istic in the present cafe structure. 

The $40,000 salary of Jerry Lewis 
at Brooklyn’s Town & Country has 
put on a new evaluation on ability 
of niteries to pay. -It opens the 
“dream” possibility that within a 
few years, there will be six-figure 
salaries floating around. If ever 
there are 3,00Q-seat niteries built 
in the U. S., cafe salaries in that 
category will become standard. 

Riviera, Detroit, Hires ATPAM ers, 
Settling Dispute With Belafonte 

Gale-Herald Tie in East 
Gale Agency, N.Y., has closed 

an agreement with Herald Attrac¬ 
tions on the Coast to represent the 
latter’s acts in the east Included 
in the Herald roster are Little 
Richard, Larry Williams and Wy- 
nonar Carr. 

Agency is picking up Little Rich¬ 
ard for a series of one-nlghters 
as well as cafe and theatre 
dates, one of which includes tlv 
Labor Day stand of Alan Freed at 
the Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn. 

AGVA Fund Fee 
Now $2.50 in D.S. 

For All Classes 
A change has been voted in the 

AGVA Welfare Fund insurance 
program. Henceforth all employers 
will pay $2.50 weekly per perform¬ 
er for work in the continental lim¬ 
its of the U. S. Those working on 
foreign soil will pay $3.50. Pre¬ 
viously performers In the outdoor 
field were earmarked at $3.50 week¬ 
ly for accident insurance policies. 

However, it was determined that 
hazards exist for nearly every type 
of performer and that the $3.50 fee 
should not apply, to the outdoor 
employers. 

With the change in the insurance 
price, all AGVA members will be 
warned that every foreign engage¬ 
ment must be registered with the 
union under pain of suspension. 

SINATRA SOCK 19G 
AT COW PALACE, S.F. 

San Francisco, June 18. 
Frank Sinatra scored a huge $19,- 

000 on a Sunday afternoon (16) 
at the Cow Palace here. There 
were 4,500 paying customers at 
$4.50 top. Both teenagers and gray- 
hairs were enthusiastic at this ses¬ 
sion. 

Concert was played with the aid 
of a 29-piece orch flown in from 
Hollywood, plus supporting acts. 

Sinatra has been on a tour of 
westeft cities promoted by Lee 
Gordon who has ballied similar 
jaunts in Australia. Week previ¬ 
ous, Sinatra played in the north¬ 
west area as part of the same tour. 

♦. A fracas which threatened to de¬ 
velop into an inter-union hassle 
has been settled by the agreement 
of the Riviera Theatre, Detroit, to 
retain a pressagent and general 
manager from the ranks of the 
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents it 
Managers during the two-week run 
of the Harry Belafonte show at 
that house, which started Monday 
(17). • 

Originally, ATPAM Insisted that 
Belafonte hire the p.a. and man¬ 
ager. However, the singer said he 
already had a pressagent (Mike 
Merrick) and if ATPAM wanted 
one of its members to work, then 
it should admit Merrick into the 
union. ATPAM pointd out that 
Merrick didn’t have the requisite 
apprenticeship in legit, and there¬ 
fore didn’t qualify for member¬ 
ship. It was then pointed out that 
since the Belafonte show was un¬ 
der the jurisdiction of the Ameri¬ 
can Guild of Variety Artists and 
not Actors Equity, the experience 
of ATPAM members didn't meet 
the requirements of this show. 

Meanwhile, ATPAM had at¬ 
tempted to put AGVA in the mid¬ 
dle, with a request to the union 
that it force Belafonte to accede to 
ATPAM demands. AGVA told 
ATPAM that it couldn’t do so with¬ 
out serious legal difficulties. Bela¬ 
fonte, AGVA «aid, has a series of 
contracts with various theatres and 
it would put itself into the posi¬ 
tion of being sued for damages il 
it induced a breach of contract. 
Besides, AGVA stated, it was un¬ 
willing to cause 29 performers to 
lose work, while deplored the fact 
that it might necessitate crossing 
an AFL-CIO picket line. 

AGVA and ATPAM had previ¬ 
ously worked together in the fight 
on the Ringling Bros, and Barnum 
& Bailey Circus when, after AGVA 
got its settlement, it helped 
ATPAM get two pressagents on the 
Ringling payroll. 

ATPAM had stated that Bela¬ 
fonte had an ATPAM pressagent 
last year at the Greek Theatre, 
Los Angeles, and that other va¬ 
riety shows, including those of 
Danny Kaye and Judy Garland, 
had ATPAM pressagents and man¬ 
agers. 

San Francisco’s Nitery Dirge 
By. BILL STEIF 

San Francisco, June 18. 

The degree to which Frisco and 

northern California night clubs 

have declined'*in recent years was 

dramatized late last week by a 

mimeographed letter mailed out to 

several thousand newspaper, radio¬ 

tv workers jind friends by one Jo~ 

cal nightspot owner. 

The letter came from Georgfe 
Andros who with his brother Nick 
operates Back’s H, a place which 
in recent months has headlined 
such performers as the ^lary Kaye 
Trio, June Christy, the Four 
Freshmen, the HirLo’s, Monique 
Van Vooren and Enid Mosier. 

Andros called his letter “A* Per¬ 
sonal Message of Importance.”, In 
it he tells his own struggle to keep 
going, but in a more generaL way 
it sings-the blues for the departure 
of the live-talent iridu&try and Is 
a warning sign for entertainers, 
musicians and other segments of 
show business everywhere. 
‘ Andros writes: 

’Today the entertainment spots 
throughout the country are closing 
due to the high cost of entertain¬ 
ment, but more than this, due to 

the tremendous strain of continu¬ 
ing to impose the 20% cabaret 
tax. Together with the state sales 
tdx, city sales tax, along with the 
high cost of personnel, bins wel¬ 
fare funds, social security, unem¬ 
ployment tax and other incidentals, 
it is almost an impossibility to sur- 
Vice. Besides all this, competing 
with Lake Tahoe, Reno and Las 
Vegas, the (Frisco) Bay Area 
seems to refuse to support any 
places of entertainment. 

Shutterings 
“In the recent years places such 

as the Downbeat, Macumba, Story- 
ville, and more recently the Vil¬ 
lage have all closed, besides many 
others. I certainly do not entertain 
the fact that I may be included in 
the above-mentioned, but unless I 
supply the public with the Mary 
Kaye Trio, or Four Freshmen, or 
June . Christy every week, busi¬ 
ness depreciates tremendously. 

“It is impossible to acquire the 
talent to suit the taste of every¬ 
one in. the Bay Area, but we have 
certainly tried to bring some good 
name talent. .. Trying to compete 
with Las Vegas, its. shows and the 
ease the airlines have made it to 
visit, it is a very difficult problem.” 

Andros continues with an4 ex- 

Army Sets Guns 
Vs. Hub Hot Spots 

Boston, June 18. 
Hub night spots are facing a new 

probe. The Armed # Forces Dis¬ 
ciplinary Control Board issued a 
complete report this week on spots 
ruled off-limits-to enlisted person¬ 
nel, and disclosed it will double- 
clieck offenders. 

_ Early in May a total of 20 hot 

planation that radio deejays ought spots were listed as off-limits, and 
oTinpiUn- in- , an additional 25 were given an ul- to plug performers appearing lo¬ 

cally when the performers’ rec¬ 
ords are played and gets to this 
point: 

“I am writing this to each of 
you to explain how serious it may 
become in the very near future, 
and unless radio stations can have 
live interviews with name talent, 
the radio listening audience will 
decrease tremendously in the'very 
near future. San Francisco will 
have no place of entertainment 
with name talent, and without this 
there cannot, be interviews and 
without interviews people will he 
going more and more for tv and 
hi-fi phonographs. If this happens, 
there "will be less advertising com¬ 
mercials agd less litening audi¬ 
ence.” 

Sherwood and ‘Sin* 

The letter goes on to tell of An¬ 
dros’ great friendship with radio 
'deejay Don Sherwood, currently 
under indictment for drunk-driv¬ 
ing and injuring a a pedestrian. 
Sherwood had offered to play 
three at Fack’s II and to hire extra 
musicians at his own expense, but 
Sherwood’s lawyer, as Andros ex¬ 
plain^ in' a postscript, nixed this 

(Continued on! page 6b) 

given i 
timatum by the Boston Licensing 
Board to clean up prostie and 
liquor conditions in 30 days or 
face punitive action. At the time 
the State Alcoholic Beverages 
Control Commission announced it 
would investigate all places ruled 
off-limits in regard to drink viola¬ 
tions. 

At a confidential session held ht 
the Army Base, it was reported 
that 25 licensed establishments 
were named in a secret report 
made regarding prostles by the 
American Hygiene Assn. The re¬ 
port quoted Lamar Boland of the 
AHA as saying that conditions in 
Boston as concerned prosties and 
other undesirable conditions, were 
“very unsatisfactory and very 
serious.” 

Mercury'* Fla. Branch 
. Mercury Artists Corp. has 

opened a Miami branch office on 
the Lincoln* Road strip. David 
Tome, formerly on the staff of the 
American Guild of Variety Artists, 
is in charge. 

It’s the second branch opened by 
the outfit. A Chi office recently de¬ 
buted. 
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Judy Garland’s Biggest Take ($11,080) 
Refunded on Walkoff: Dallas Total 40G 

Dallas, June 18. 

Judy Garland, ill with virus and 

still emotionally upset over the 

death Wednesday (12) of her chore¬ 

ographer, Robert Alton, bowed off 

after her fourth song (among 12) 

at Saturday’s (15) State Fair Musi¬ 

cals’ performance. She abruptly 

told the largest house (3,450) on 

her sixth night: “Ladies and Gen¬ 

tlemen, I hate to tell you this. I 

cannot go on. I’ve had the virus 

for a week. This breaks my heart. 

If you want a refund you can all 

get your money back.” 
She walked offstage; after hefty 

mitting she returned to blow a kiss 
to the near-capacity house. Miss 
Garland rested in her dressing 
room until midnight, and was at¬ 
tended by the house physician. 

Sunday’s matinee (16) found the 
singer back and turning in a top 
performance. However, Musicals’ 
assistant managing director Tom 
Hughes told Variety that Saturday 
night’s big b.o., $11,000, was being 
refunded to stubholders. That 
leaves the first week’s take at $40,- 
000 for six performances. Other¬ 
wise the first seven shows would 
show a hefty $51,000. 

Sid Luft, Miss Garland’s hus¬ 
band, manager and producer, said 
here Saturday that she’s been 
pigned to headline a revue at the 
Dominion Theatre, London, in Sep¬ 
tember. Only Alan King, comed¬ 
ian, of her current show, will go 
with her. Others on the bill will 
be English acts. Date will be a 
“homecoming” for Mi?s Garland, 
since she launched her stageshow 
career at the London Palladium in 
1950. 

Six Arrested in Raid Of 
Philly’s Carman Burlesk 

Philadelphia, June 18. 

The Carman, former uptown 
vaudfilm nabe recently reopened 
as a burlesque house, was raided 
by Inspector Driscoll and six de¬ 
tectives last Friday (14) after they 
had watched the two-hour show 
from out front. Driscoll claimed 
the jokes were risque and the 
dances, feathers and fans, sugges¬ 
tive. 

Naomi Dusk, 37, billed as Naomi, 
the “match cover girl,” and Adele 
Nichlean, 25, known as Adele La- 
tour both of New York, were 
booked on "obscene show” charges. 

Also, arrested were the theatre’s 
co-managers, Ben Zimmerman and 
David Rubin, singer Joseph Hough 
and straightman Stanley Montford. 
Comedia* Freddie Lewis, of Bos¬ 
ton, slipped out. A warrant is out 
for his arrest. 

AGVA TO HOLD 1958 
POWWOW IN MEXICO 

»In an effort to further an inter¬ 
national alliance of vaudeville per¬ 
formers which would eventually 
mean inter-changeability of mem¬ 
bers, the American Guild of Va¬ 
riety Artists will hold its next 
convention in Mexico City. Con¬ 
fab will be held next June. 

Step was taken as; a salute to 
officers of ANDA, the Mex variety 
performer’s union, Rodolpho La¬ 
mas, prexy, and Mannello Fer- 
randes, vice president of the j 
Cuban Actors union. I 

Lawrence Seaway Gala. 
Eyed by Chi in ’59 

Chicago, June 18. 

Chicago City Council has au¬ 
thorized Mayor Richard J. Daley 
to appoint a citizens committee 
to plan and conduct a St, Law¬ 
rence Seaway celebration in 1959. 
The plan is described by the 
mayor’s office as of the sort that 
resulted in the Columbian Expo¬ 
sition and the Century of Progress 
Exposition. 

Included in the major’s resolu¬ 
tion’s for the. show are a World 
Trade Fair, Festivals of Arts and 
Sciences, a Film -Festival, a 
“Hemis-Fair” involving Latin 
American countries, the Pan 
American Games if possible, and : 
a Carnival of the Lakes. 

$250,800 for Acts 
At Wildwood Motel 

Wildwood, N. J., June 18. ! 

Contracts for a reported $250,000 ' 
worth of talent have been signed 
for the premiere year of the Beach 
Club, 2,300-seat addition to Dia¬ 
mond Beach Lodge, world’s largest 
beach motel just south of Wildwood 
Crest. 

The club will offer the only ma¬ 
jor excursion into calypso in this 
area July 24 when a revue with a 
cast of 18 opens for a 10-day stint. 
.The show will share the stage with 
Ted Lewis, starring with his band 
and revue. Other names to fill out 
the season’s lineup are Spike Jones, 
Eartha Kitt, Martha Raye, Gypsy 
Rose Lee, McGuire. Sisters, Charlie 
Spivak’s orch, Ray Eberle’s band. 

Supporting shows will include 
many personalities that rate star¬ 
ring slots in some of the other 
clubs. Corbett Monica will appear 
on the Frankie Laine show and 
Allan & DeWood will share the 
stage with Nat King Cole. 

Inside Stuff—Vaudeville 
Canadian talent was used exclusively in the show portions of the 

1957 Ottawa Valley Trade Fair at Pembroke, Ont., northwest of Ot¬ 
tawa. Held June 13 to 15 to big business, the fair featured Phyllis 
Marshall, Juliette, tv canaries; Jerald Peters, comedy emcee and orig¬ 
inator-star of “Memory Music Hall” on the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corp. radio webs; Sherry Moore, baton twirler; Emcees Quartet, male 
chanters; Hanson Sisters (2), playing violin's; Elaine Bishendon, tap- 
terper; Nancy McQuaig, accordionist; Lorraine Shane, singers, others. 
Showbacking was by Paul Simmons band. Trade Fair, the fourth an¬ 
nual, filled Pembroke’s Memorial Centre (3,000 seats plus as many 
more standing among exhibits) nightly. 

1 Although displacement by automation, has been a Subject under- 
[ going intensive study by unions in the industrial field, the American 
Guild of Variety Artists will go in for a healthy slice of it. Union 
has ordered a series of IBM machines costing in excess of $60,000 
which will require two employees to operate. Machine will eliminate 
23 employees in the union’s membership department, after system 
is completed. . 

John Pratt was one of the biggest items in Canadian show biz during 
the immediate post-war period when it didn’t h&ve many big things. 
He billtopped the Canadian Navy Show and set up a standard time 
in his comedy item, “You’ll Get Used To It.” More recently he’s 
been an energetic, go-gettin’ mayor of a Montreal suburb, Verdun. 
In Canada’s federal election last week, Pratt became a member of 
Parliament and will sit in the House of Commons in Ottawa. 

Rev. Paul Shogan, Philadelphia’s show-minded priest who raised 
; funds for his new Levittown church with the Martin & Lewis show 
in May, 1955, at Convention Hall, is sponsoring the first annual Bucks 
County World Championship Rodeo at the Langhorne, Pa., Speedway, 
June 29-30. The attraction of the rodeo will be James Arness, the 
Marshall Matt Dillon of tv’s “Gunsmoke.” Western personalities to 
appear include Barbara Autry and Leonard Hampton, trick ropers; 
Joe Philips’ dog and gun act, and Chief White Eagle’s Indian Troupe. 
The pro riders will compete for $4,000. in prize money. 

ALWAYS A TOP ATTRACTION! 

JUST COMPLETED 4 POWERFUL WEEKS 

EMPIRE ROOM-PALMER HOUSE 
Thanks to MERRIELL ABBOTT 

★ 

Opening June 26 

AMERICANA HOTEL 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 

J NEXT MAJOR TV SHOW-JULY 28 

^ ED SULLIVAN SHOW 
M^^B Some of This Season's Top Spots 

* COCOANUT GROVE, l.A. * CHASE HOTEL, St. Louis 

* STATLER HILTON, Dallas * STATLER, Cleveland 

* SHAMROCK HILTON, Houston * EDDY'S,-K.C. 

* BEN MAKSIK'S TOWN & COUNTRY ROOM, N.Y. 

^^^B Current Mercury Release 

“SUSIE-Q”-“SUCH A SHAME” 
Musical Director: MOKTY JAY 

CREW-CUTS 

BELAFONTE BIG 44G Ponder Fate 
1U Q nrpp ' Continued from page 63 

In O nil £Y£>niHuJ 1Isher> 1%. Abft Kaplan, Los An- 

PittsbUrgh, June 18. geles, retired liquor dealer, 5%; 
Harry Belafonte pulled a hot Lou;s j Lederer Las Veeas eam- 

$44,000 in three performances last “* ■ * ’ .g *g . . 
Monday-Wednesday (10-12) at the bier and Chi. auto dealer, 9% (li- 
local Syria Mosque, at $5.50 top. cense recently revoked by County 
The star’s share of the gate was re- licensing Board because he failed 
portedly $25,300. . to raise $90,000 of his proposed in- 

The show is titled “An Evening 7, ’ _ . . 
with Belafonte.” Following a one- vestment); May Marmorstein, 
mghter last Friday (14) at the 10,- Cleveland, real estate, 2^%; Solo- 

: 000-seat Auditorium, Cleveland, it mon B. Mirsky, Chi real estate, 3%; 
opened last night (Mon.) and con- jjicbard £ Muckerman, Clayton, 
tinues through next Saturday (22) f . .. . 
at the Riviera, Detroit. Mo., softdrink manufacturer, 

- Sidney Saltz, Chi lingerie manufac- 

$60,000 Detroit Advance turer, 2Harold L. Valentine, 
Detroit, June 18. short Hills, N. J.. oil distributor, 

When Harry Belafonte played the Rndeer Wilson New Or- 
2,050-seat Shubsrt last April he £**■„£££».SfcMHousse* 

Before^ ^“optlSg yestefdYy ^.ssels 
(Mon.) at the 2,700-seat Riviera, se"; ™‘aA . . _ . 
$60,000 already was in the till for Still to be approved are Jacob 
the seven-day engagement. Poten- H. Mannheimer, Jersey City, eom- 
tial capacity is $82,000. ™s?ion *TokeT> 4%;- Frank D. 

House is scaled at $6 weekends. Water, 3%, and John R. Colohan, 
$5 other nights. 1%- Applicants who have with- 
_ drawn include Charles Kloorfain, 

, , , o, , n 7, -i owner of the Seminole Hotel, N. Y.; 
rittSDUrgh pets L’UitUnu Stewart Kloorfain, N. Y. dress man- 
Talmit ^PJiQnn WpII Ahpari ufacturer, and Mitzi A. Stamm, 
laient reason Yveu Aneaa Montreal> daughter of Charles 

Pittsburgh, June 18. Kloorfain, each of whom had ap- 
Concert season for ’57- 58 all set pned for 1% 

Rnvif mSSEn? Remainder of the stock is still 
retained by the Hotel Conquistador 

ers, the Black Watch for an out- j p/f f ^ Tropicana 
door appearance at Mt. Lebanon • ’ ^ u p>v,ltU4 
H. S. Stadium night of Oct. 5. Other 
attractions set by Guild, which is SUMMER SPECIAL! 
managed by Fay 01mstedr are I -UM MASTiB 
Solisti Di Zagreb, with Antonio onArreciAu ai 
Janigro; Glenn Gould, Jerome comfdyuati.iai 
Hines, Roberta Peters and Lubo- only sVi o. 
shutz, Nemenoff and Goldovsky. • pi?s *i 5o”*s*ase 

All of these will be presented at ®°°° T'^1-AV®- 
the Carnegie Music Hall. As an ou* MONTHLY SERVICE 

extra. Guild is sponsoring Ameri- COMEPIAN" 

can Ballet Theatre, with the Pitts- , J1* Y««r 
n-T.itii ...Itt lifAd/Yup rA» Haw to Mttfir tht >CirintonItsf^ 

burgh Symphony, at Mosque for a Minion $ Ussoh for $3 por copy 
one night Nov. 23. * AI*° »VRU»bl«: £>rody Books— 

OlmstpH oleo manaffPc Mnclc for Minstrel Budget— cumstea aiso manages music ior Giant Encyclopedias of Classified Baas 
Mt. Lebanon series. This is the No c.o.o.'s ... 

unique group that sells out six IILLY GLASON 
months ahead of time. More than 200 w* 7 ,.,4N* Y* c* 1* 
I, 000 orders have already been ^amm 
sent back. Mt. Lebanon opens in ■■■?-■■■■■_ j 1 ■ 1 i 
October with Little Orchestra So- - 
ciety, Vronsky and Babin soloists MOSS 1,000,oo« PHOTOS 
and Faye Emerson narrating, and For' PAT BOONE 
follows, with Rita Streich, Brazilian Qualify phoioi in quantity/ as low as 
pianist Guiomar Novaes, Pittsburgh ie oach. For publicity purposes «on- 

Symphony, William Steinberg con- Bta'Sl * * 
ducting and RichardEllsasser solo- BflAOO photo nivici 
ist, and Vienna on Parade, featur- Mllwv p5,8 tf‘r NY 18 
ing the Deutschmeister Band. ———— 

★ jdr-kir'k'k-k-kir'k ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
* GREAT IQX OFFICE * 

J Mn Joan BRANDON \ 

\ MOSS £&% PHOTOS 
For PAT BOONE 

Quality photos In quantity/ as low as 
1c oach. For publicity purposos con¬ 
sult Moss first. . Since IMS Sorvln, 
America's Stars. 
UACC PHOTO IIRVICI 
MIJ00 350 W. Stth Sf.t NY If 
m ww .1 7JIH _ 

World's Greatest Hypnotist 

EcioUcd by: MCA Pers. Mqmt.: STRAUSS 
’270 SIXTH AYE. N Y Circle 7-S?SS 

"The blsftsf attraction In town Is JOAN BRANDON, )f 

HYPNOTIST, who puts on a 1-hour one-woman show 
at the ivar Thaatra, Hollywood, Calif." 

*. • Norman Winter, Show Buslneit, 

* CMiTBiitfy Ltthir* Tour N.Y. State, June 14 Him 29 * 

J ELDRIDGI AMUSEMENT PARK, July l thru 7, 1tS7 J 
Mst.t ii BRANDON, 4Sf West 14th St., Now Yotic II, N. Y. 
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Milt-Schiister, 60 Years in Show Biz, 
Recalls Rise and Fall of Burlesque 
By DAVE LEVABI 4--- 

Chicago, June 18. 

The man who grew up with bur¬ 
lesque, 74-year-old agent Milt 

Schuster, says he expects to see the 

shuttering of the last burley house. 

Schuster is rounding his 60th year 
in show business, 37 of them as a 
booker, verifying his reputation as 
dean of Chicago agents. 

Schuster had ushered at Cincin¬ 
nati’s People’s Theatre in 1897, 
when burlesque meant high class 
talent and when five-percenters ■ 
could be referred to as flesh ped¬ 
dlers even in polite society. When 
he moved onto the stage of the 
same house as a comedian, circa 
1900, burlesque was at its peak 
and consisted of an olio of vaude 
and big choruses, "better than mu¬ 
sical comedies which superseded 
it.” 

Even today Schuster charges his 
acts only 5% commission. "Bur¬ 
lesque,” he says, "is dying because 
it tended to depart from its own 
standards in substituting nudity 
and smut for talent.” He sees no 
hope.for recovery in a business 
‘‘rotten in its foundations.” Still, 
this former comedian, musical pro¬ 
ducer and booker, who maintains 
contact with just about everyone 
in the business, turns the more 
lucrative booking projects over to 
the hands'of his office associates. 
"I don’t like clubs,” he explains. 
"I’ll stick to burlesque houses as 
long as there’s still any talent and 
houses to play it.” 

Salaries & Talent 

Salaries aren’t indicative of the 
health of show business, he points 
out. Even though an outstanding 
exotic dancer like Rose La Rose is 
worth $2,000 a week today, talent¬ 
ed performers no longer make their 
wray into the circuits. In contrast 
he recalls when he was starting out 
that he, A1 Jolson and Harry War- 
dell had only one bed between 
themselves' and the waiter whose 
room they shared (only the waiter 

(Continued on page 66) 

Chez PareeYNew Line 
Chicago, June 18. 

.The Chez Paree is holding 
tryouts here for a ‘‘New York 
type” chorus line to replace 
the .present Chez Paree Ador- 
ables. The "type” is charac¬ 
terized by Chez spokesman 
Aaron Cushman as taller and 
more buxom than the Ador- 
ables and who would "inspire” 
the male trade. 

First tryouts brought out 
over 60 girls in rainy weather. 
A second addition is being 
held this week. 

Jerry Lewis’ IDG 
For Miss Houston 

Houston, June 18. 

Jerry Lewis has signed with 
Houston Junior Chamber of Com¬ 
merce to m.c. the Miss Houston 
contest to be held in 12,000-seat 
Coliseum July 14. Lewis’ take for 
two hours of gags and chatter -will 
be $10,000. (Tommy Sands, Hous¬ 
ton native son, turned down $7,500 
offer for same job, jaycees said.) 

Big fee for Lewis and move to 
spacious airconditioned Coliseum 
mark swing to bigtime for contest 

j which jaycees have sponsored on 
S small scale for 23 years. Leonora 
j Slaughter, Miss America Pageant 
tonper,'* said operation "probably 
will be the biggest in the nation.” 
More than 100 entries have already 
been filed. 

Lewis’ coin represents half of tp- 
tal budget allotted for show, but 
jaycee publicity chairman Marvin 
Zindler said b.o. take should pro¬ 
vide net gain for local charities, 
beneficiaries of show. Tickets will 
go for $1.65 to $4.40. Local auto 
dealer. Bill McDavid, has under¬ 
written $20,000 cost. 

Salisbury Frolics Forced 
To Dry Up on Name Acts; 
Softdrinks, 90c Admission 
Salisbury Bch„ Mass., June 18. 

Salisbury Beach Frolics. 1.200- 

seater on the beachfront, which 

hoped to operate.again this season 

with the same big name policy as 

in previous years, despite the dry¬ 

ing up of the town in last year’s 

elections, will run cabaret rtyle 
this summer with Georgie Kay’s 
orch (14) and-semi-names on week¬ 
ends. 

Depnie Mulcah^ said he would 
open the spot, one of the first of 
the beachniteries in the east to 
bill such names as Sophie Tucker, 
Johnnie Ray, Patti Page, Frankie 

(Laine, Tony Bennett, Sammy Davis 
:Jr.i McGuire Sisters, Teresa Brew¬ 
er and a host of others, June 29. 

Customers will get softdrinks, 
food and dancing oh the cabaret 
kick, with medium-budget singers, 
after payment of a 90c admission 
fee. Mulcahy said he was unable 
to do the big name layouts this 
season, but hopes to be back on. 
that kick next season. 

Sullivan Passing Up 
Vegas; Needs Vacation 

After thinking it over, Ed Sulli¬ 

van felt that it would be too rijuch 

for him to go into Las Vegas this 

year. The way he figures, the date 

of deal that was cooking with the 

Riviera Hotel, starting Sept. 4, 

would come at a time when he 

would normally be vacationing. 

Since he needed a holiday, Sullivan 
[is passing up this date which, he 
said, would have been for four 
weeks at $50,000 per with Sullivan 
supplying the show. 

Also militating against Sullivan's 
acceptance of the Vegas date was 
thii fact that he would be taking 
several trips to Europe this sum¬ 
mer in connection with the filming 
of several shows, one of which will 
center, around Mario Lanza. Others 
are still in process of negotiation. 

Paris Vaude Dips for Dog Days 
But Coming Back Boifo k Fall 

Frfers Take N.Y. SHe 
The Friars last week took pos¬ 

session of their new building on 

East 55 -St., N. Y.. which they will 
occupy in the fall. Building was 
taken-over from the American ' ’- 
stitute of Physics With Harold M. 
Goldblatt representing the Friars 
at the closing. 

The present Friars headquarters 
has been sold to the National 
Showmen’s Assn. 

Oanms Down 

Galveston, Tex., June 18. 

State Attorney General W-l! 

V/ lson, following up a mass black¬ 

out of Gulf Coast gambling, filed 

padlock suits against some _ 50 
clubs, bawdv houses and saloons. 

Heading the list was the M-ceo 
Syndicate’s Balinese Room. The 
Western Room, an alleged gam¬ 
bling club located above the Turf 
Grill, Maeeo headquarters, was 
also included in the padlock dr've. 
Other clubs were at Kemah, Dick¬ 
inson and Texas City, hut most of 
the places were on Galveston 
Island. 

Raids were to have been made 
by Texas Rangers and other law 
officers on many of. the spots. How¬ 
ever, the spots suddenly closed 
prior to the raids. 

The suits, based upon undercov¬ 
er work by two investigators who 
visited the various spots, ask for a 
temporary restraining order to pre¬ 
vent operation of the establish¬ 
ments named. 

The petitions in each case charge 
that on specified dates the places 
in question were being operated 
illegally. 

► By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

1 Paris June 38. 

, Vaudeville, one of the hot show 
biz gambits here, cools off this sum¬ 
mer. and by July none cf the four 
houses will be -operatin'* as vnud- 
er.\*. However, this is o ->iv a tem¬ 
porary lull and next f'll it will 
hi-rst out all over aoain. Houses 
are Olymnia, Bobi-o. Al’urnbra- 
?»!aurice Chevalie". C.'.n ert Paera. 

The flagshin Olvn: in vvir.ds i‘s 
season with the Intenational Mu- 
sichall Festival in which 15 acts 
will rep 13 nation-,. Acs were 
gleaned on world girdling Irins by 

‘prexy Bruno Coqualrb:. and the 
Fernand Lumbro*o e-’d Goor’e So¬ 
ria agencies. Latter two specialize 
in Eastern (Continent and Asia) 
entries. 

Acts were picked fur o.Lbeat 
qualities and for content never 
seen in Paris before. The only 
familiar name is Popov the Clown 
who made a big hit here Ja t sea* 

:son with the Moscow 5 ate <L’ircus. 
He will solo this time. Sharing top 

; hilling with him are two U.S. acts, 
Freddy Bell & His Bellhops <5), 
r ’n’ r group, and a calypso trio, the 
Malagon Sister*. There will also 
be boxers from Thail-nd, a sabre 
juggler, etc. If this show goes, it 
wPl become an annual event. These 
acts will also fill other French and 

: (Continued on page 63* 

TONY MARTIN, SCHNOZ 
PACTED BY CONCORD 

One of the most expensive 
Catskill Mountain holiday week 
bookings has been made by Phil 
Greenwald, producer for the Con- 

! cord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N.Y. 
j Greenwald has signed Tony Martin 
’to play that house on July 4 with 
) Jimmy Durante to work the spot 

• July 6. 

| The Concord is the last, remain- 
j ing resort in the Catskill belt 
:which goes in for the top layer of 
I names when available. 

"GINA GENARDI.. . A HEADLINER IN THE NEAR FUTURE 
f'fiiSIETY 

VARIETY REVIEW OF STATLER-HILTON H0TEL-DALLAS, JUNE 5 

“Vivacious Gina Genardi—19— a Latin looker—4 feet 11 inches tall, who 
walks off with the performance easily. 

“Smartly gowned Miss Genardi belts a beautiful "Jezebel’ for lush palming. 
“Miss Genardi, a pupil of vet vaude star Aileen Stanley, is triple talented— 
she can sing, dance, is expert at comedy, and she has the added asset of eye 
appeal, she should be a headliner in the near future.” BARK* Variety. 

“In a cafe appearance, such as the Statler-Hilton it was impossible for GINA 
to show her marvelous dramatic ability.” 

Personal Management 

AILEEN STANLEY 

8820 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46 

1619 Broadway, New York 19 

—-TONY ZOPPI 
Dallas News 

“Vivacious little entertainer named 
Gina Genardi, a pert 19 year old pro¬ 
tege of Aileen Stanley, looms as an¬ 
other Anna Marie Alberghetti. She 
has a powerful set of pipes and a de¬ 
lightful flair for comedy. 

—DON SAFRAN 
Dallas Times Herald 

May 31 

“A talented young girl by the name 
of Gina Genardi? working her first 
club date as a featured performer, 
Gina can sing and dance—ingredi¬ 
ents of top supper club act—what 
happens from here should be more 
than interesting.” 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates 
Yorlr I Earl signed to choreograph "Desire 

new xoru. I Under the Elms," Don Hartman 
Toni Arden pacted for the Copa-i production for Paramount . . . 

cabana starting July 18 on a deal: Tommy Noonan and Peter Marshall 
.through Joe Glaser’s Associ-: reunited as a team and set for Chi- 

ated Booking Corp. . . . Berrne . cag0»s palmer House Sept. 5 . . . 
Leighton signed to Talent ^nter-|De Castro Sisterg join George 

P«se*:- >GeeneiCWneyrSfi Gobel's show at the Cal-Neva 
with the General Motors- Cadillac.Lodge in Lake Tahoe and the Rivi- 
Show currently in the southwest ; era>6Las Vegas> nexl month . . . 

: V' f? B I Perez Prado signed-to follow the 
b<V51 A™, 1 Mills Brost at the Crescendo. • 

... Davis & Reese set for Bim¬ 
bo's, San Francisco, Sept. 5. 

Larry Daniels makes his bow at 
the Copacabana Aug. 8 . . . Joey 
Bishop inked for the 500 Club, At¬ 
lantic City, July 13 . .. Eartha Kitt 
tapped for the Elmwood, Windsor, 
Ont., July 29, followed by the Dia¬ 
mond Beach Lodge, Wildwood, N.J., 
Aug. 12 . . . Mario & Floria, new- 

Atlanta 
Benny Ray, comedian and mime, 

is topping the new show at Cler¬ 
mont Hotel’s Anchorage Room, 

comers 'to' the Fontainebleau, 15acked UP, £y J« Anne Dupi*e, 
Miami Beach . . . Tina Louise in- : dancer, and Bob Harrington’s Trio 
augurates a return to a name act i Providing the tunes for show and 
policy at- Le C-upidon, N.Y. . . dancing . Domino Lounge at 
Robert Maxwell in for a week at ! Impenal Hotel is heacllming Rover 
the Detroit Athletic Club in No- :with comic Hairy Poll as em- 
vember . . . Denise Darcel tapped cfe * • * ,?reT*curj®n^ 
for the Gay Haven, Detroit, June at Henry Grady llotel’s Paradise 
21 . . . Lilo starts at the Eden Roc, |*00m • • • F^edSy Mal1e11 a°d 
Miami Beach, June 27 . . . Terry Sonny Morgan band are being held 
Haven to work the Ramey Air over m outdoorsy Atlanta Biltmore 
Force Base, Puerto Rico, July 6 for g°tel Terrace . . Comedian Joe 
one week 1 . . Hildegarde to the I . e,xotlcf Rita GraMe 
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, June 22 ... r ™ „ J°hn 
Dorothy Kingston, formerly of the ™fhael V 
Madmoiselles, has a new act, The 
Tumabouters lng over Bernie Fields, song-and- Turnabouters._ patter man Jack fle, Rlo re_ 

mains as comedy emcee at Clovis 
Chicago Club, where terper Desiree is spot- 

Jo Ann Miller set for Palmer lighted* __ 
house Sept. 5, for four weeks ... 
Yonely into Club Crescendo, Hous- Da Hat: 
ton, tonite (Wed.) for two frames. 
„ . . Stylemasters set for Chase Statler-Hilton, with Rusty Draper 
Hotel, St. Louis, Aug. 16. after due June 27, follows with Gogi 
which Patricia Wilson enters, Aug. Grant's fortnight, July 11, and 
23, and then Stewart Rose, Aug. Larry Storch is due July 25. House 
30, also for one frame . , . New band, Bob Cross, gives way to 
Orleans bookings: Dick Shawn to Chuck Cabot’s crew July 11, for 
the Roosevelt for four frames July eight weeks. Cross was to fill In at 
10. Jon & Sandra Steele to the the Balinese Room, Galveston, but 
Monteleone June 25 for two weeks with the Texas attorney general’s 
and then to Club Crescendo, shutdown of spots there, maestro 
Houston, for two weeks, July 17. may have to do one-nighters until 
Grover Ruwe & Looey to the Safari he resumes at the Empire Room in 
June 27 fer two frames. September . . . Exotic Kalantan, In 
- for two weeks at the Supper Show 

tt ii ^ j Club, quit on her third night, Wed- 
rxOIiyWOOa nesday (12), and left the show to 

Marge & Gower Champion open Jimmie Grosso, tenor Bobby Gra- 
four-week stand at the Sahara, Las ham and Freddy Scott’s trio . 
Vegas, Oct. 22 . . . Murray Arnold, • . 
pianist and Fabulous Woodson, -- 
dance-acrobatic act, booked by If,*., 
Stan Irwin for eight-week stand in ■ dllS TdlluO 
Sahara's Lounge, Las Vegas, start- _ « __ 
In* today (Wed.) . . . Josephine --continues from w,e 65 = 

P%SttEfY _ 

Saranac lake 
By Happy Benway 

Saranac Lake, June 18. 

The Shamus Club Drive Is on. 
This organization rates the highest 
here in benevolence and kindness. 
During the summer months it fur¬ 
nishes milk and cookies for all 
the kiddies who are the guests of 
the William Morris Memorial Park. 

Joseph (RKO) Irwin made 100% 
progress from his first stage of a 
major operation. He was sent to 
the general hospital for the second 
stage of the operation and is back 
at the Will Rogers resting in com¬ 
fort. 

Howard (IATSE) Matteson after 
a two-week try at hospitalization 
here just couldn’t take it, so he 

| left to resume the cure at home in 
Fall River, Mass. 

Arthur J. Slattery, chairman of 
“We The Patients,” announces 
that his first party will be a bingo 
game With gifts made possible by 
Benny Rassler. Assisting “Slats” 
will be Marion McLaughlin, Lee 
Klimiek, Louis Blanco, Frances 
Franks, Benny Ressler. A July 4 
party and entertainment will fol¬ 
low. 

Audrey Lumpkin, who graduated 
here with flying honors has re¬ 
joined our downtown colony and 
will reside there from now on. 

Remember Joe White the Silver 
Masked Tenor of yesteryear? He is 
battling arthritis at the Bronx Vet¬ 
erans Hospital, Ward 2-E.- Bronx 
68, N. Y. 

Joe E. Howard, composer and 
daddy of “I Wonder Who’s Kissing 
Her Now,” hits this columnist 
often with cheerful greetings and 
reading material. Ditto for Robert 
“Possum’’ Jarvis, whose daughter 
married Joe’s son and who trouped 
With this writer 40 years ago. 

Write To Those Who Are ill. 
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San Francisco Nitery Dirge 
; Continued from page S3 ; 

Genevi&ve 
•1HE PIXIE FROM PARIS" 

Currently Appearing 
at BIMBO'S 3*5 CLUB 
San Prancltco, Calif. 

RAY R0MAINE 
and CLAIRE 

"Delightfully j 
Different" \ 

HELD 
OVER 

2nd MONTH 

GAR 
GAZINOSOU 

Ankara, Turkey 

Thanks to 
A. TAVEL 

Paris 

Paris Vaude 
a—» Continued from page 65 

European engagements. It sounds 
like a natural sounding board for 
U.S. vaude and video agents look¬ 
ing for the unusual in acts. 

The Bobino goes in for a nude 
I show this summer. The Alhambra* 
j Maurice Chevalier houses the 
j Grand Ballet Du Marquis de Cue- 
j vas and the Concert Pacra shut- 
iters. The Trois Baudets, a pocket 
’musichall, stays on. Olympia closes 
; for renovation. 

j Next season all will blossom 
; again in the fall to keep the Pari¬ 
sian title of the leading world 

‘ vaude center intact. There will 
1 also be appearance of top U.S. 
names on the scene as vaude now 
resumes its staple status. 

!• In November, the Olympia will 
star Judy Garland in her Palace 

i <N.Y.) show. Big money outlay 
: will he paid half in dollars and 
. half in francs. This will give a per- 
i feet Indication of the international 
j aspects of talent. Miss Garland is 
known to the connoisseurs and hip 
crowd here on disks, and to others 

| by her films. But since UB. musi- 
{cals are rarely known, or big here, 
she will be facing a pop crowd who 
will be accepting her on face value. 

As Paris becomes part of the Las 
Vegas route. Miss Garland will be 
followed by Harry Belafonte, Duke 
Ellington, Nat King Cole, Erroll 
Garner, Billy Holiday, and Dihan- 
na Carroll. The Moulin Rouge, the 
vaude cabaret, may have Betty Hut¬ 
ton starring at the same time as 
Miss Garland. So, with Bobino and 
Alhambra also going back to 
straight vaude, the two-a-day looks 

j in for a gnug and very international 
{future here. 

CAB CALLOWAY 
“COTTON CLUB REVUE” 

ENGAGEMENT EXTENDED 

NOW Ninth Week 
ROYAL NEVADA 

Las Vegas 
Mgt. SILL MITTLER, 161 f Broadway, New York 

Mill Schuster 
Continued from page 65 ~- 

could afford the rent). His first 
salary was $12 a week as a comic. 
All this was the era when burlesque 
was a volume business, and danc¬ 
ing soubrets and prima donnas who 
could really sing would make the 
rounds of a dozen houses in Chi¬ 
cago or five times that number 
scattered through the country, and 
when a strip act wasn’t even known. 

Some places still put on a good 
burlesque production in Milt 
Schuster’s estimate: the Palace in 
Buffalo, which still has a chorus 
line, and the New Follies in Chi¬ 
cago. Both these places are small 
hut still buy such talent as is still 
available. There are only a half 
dozen houses in the east and mid¬ 
west which still make an effort to 
put on a.real show. The narrowing 
spiral of hurley outlets started with 
the drying up of smalltown shows 
which featured personal appear¬ 
ances in the local theatres. 

Today the Abbott & Costello 
groups, the Red Skeltons, and 
Mickey Rooneys couldn’t get a frac¬ 
tion of the audiences into the 
burlesque theatres they used to 
play. All these performers have 
passed through Schuster’s hands. 
“I had it good when it was good,” 
he reflects.' But good comics won’t 
show on the burlesque stages any¬ 
more, he explains. “For instance, 
the Will Mastin Trio used to get 
$250 per. week, and today Sammy 
Davis„ Jr. can get 10 times that 
himself.” 

Became a Booker in 1920 
Most of Schuster's career was 

spent in. Chicago. In 1915-16 he 
was producing musical comedies 
in the Windy City after his early 
vaude 'partners, A1 Jolson, Joe 
Watson and Wolfie Gilbert, had 
gone their separate ways. His co¬ 
hort in. the new enterprise was 
Ned Alvord. But show business 
was already becoming a tourist at¬ 
traction, and New York, not Chi¬ 
cago, was the tourist city. So 
Schuster, married and wanting to 
settle down, went into the book¬ 
ing business in 1920.. 

A book has to be written, he 
feels, that can document the his¬ 
tory of burlesque as other phases 
of the business have been docu¬ 
mented. “I’m going to find some 
writer in the business and we’re 
going to write the real story of 

j burlesque, even for those who 
never saw It.” 

El Key’s El Fold® 

Oakland, Cal., June 18. 

The El Rey, one of the Frisco 
area’s last two burlesque houses, 
Will close for good July 3- 

It’ll be demolished to make Way 
for a new freeway, leaving Frisco’s 
President'alone in the field. 

offer because “it may affect (Sher¬ 
wood^) appearance in court.” 

Andros complains that the way 
the lawyer put It,, “made it sound 
like Working in a place of enter¬ 
tainment was a sin.” 

But Andros asks his mailing 
list: 

“Let’s all get together and work 
as a team and keep life here in 
California.” 

Though his syntax may not be 
perfect, the Fack’s II owner seems 
to have a point. His reference to 

[the Village is particularly timely, 
because this spot, rebuilt at a cost 
of close to $300,000 only last sum¬ 
mer, is apparently on the rocks. 

The Village opened with Johnnie 
Ray last August, went on to play; 
such acts as Sophie Tucker, Ben j 
Blue, Ben Lessy & Patti Moore, 
Billy Daniels, Lili St. Cyr and Ab¬ 
bott & Costello, and had hooked 
both Louis Armstrong and Nat 
King Cole for this summer. 

But Chuck Johnston, the owner- 
operator, is out now looking for 
new capital and, according to as¬ 
sociates, having a tough time find¬ 
ing it. Further, both the Armstrong 
and Cole engagements have been 
cancelled and the place has been 
closed for weeks. Heavy Federal 
tax liens are sitting on the Village 
and agents contacted for bookings 
are demanding pre-payment. 

Add Shutterings 
The Fairmont Hotel closed its 

Venetian Room after Ella Fitzger¬ 
ald finished her engagement there 
last December and kept the room 
shut for three months. Arthur 
Ellen reopened it last March and 
on several occasions didn’t put on 
a show because there was no’one 
in the room aside from the waiters. 
Vic Damone and now, the Andrew 
Sisters, have drawn a little better, 
but business Is still off. 

Frisco’s other major hotels—-the 
St. Francis, Mark Hopkins and 
Sheraton-Palace — all abandoned 
name acts and name bands years 
ago, though one, the Sheraton-Pal¬ 
ace, hired Anson Weeks’-band for 
dancing in a subsidiary room last 
year. 

The only other major nitery 
operators still left are Bimbo 
Giuntoli and Ray and Bee Goman 
Who run, respectively, Bimbo’s 365 
Club and the Gay 90’s. 

Bimbo runs a very tight opera¬ 
tion, budgeting closely, and has 
been doing it this way for more 
than 25 years. His shows Include 
a band of eight to 10, a Dorothy 
Dorben line of 10 girls and a vast 
miscellany of variety acts, usually 
headlined by a standup comic or 
a singer. He figures his total show 
budget at something less than $10,- 
000 a week, or about 40% of his 
operating cost. 

With these fairly stringent bud¬ 
getary procedures, plus 25 years 
of building up what he calls a 
“family-type” clientele, Bimbo has 
managed to do pretty well. But 
even Bimbo will admit, when 
pressed, that the business'is no 
cinch today and there are many 
nights when the prime audience 
for his third show .(it’s •a three-a- 
night date) consists of Gray Line 
Bus tourists who file into the hand¬ 
some night club, have a drink, 
watch the show and depart. The 
Gray Line tourists represent $1 
a head to Bimbo, no tips, no cover, 
no tax, and rarely go above th» one 
drink their bus package includes. 

Others Are Offbeat 
Other spots with live talent tend 

to be offheat, with much more spe¬ 
cialized audiences, talent and much 
lower overhead. Two such are the 
basement bistros, the lower-case' 
hungry i and the Purple Onion, 
The former’s -principal draw, ever 
since Enrico Banducci founded it 
four or five years ago, has been 
come Mort Sahl and, more re¬ 
cently, an egghead quartet, the 
Gateway Singers. The Purple 
Onion is a smaller, slightly paler 
imitation of the bohemian i. 

Straight jazz spots have risen 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLAS 

9rti International Tour ^ 
I-Currantly-: I 

[and fallen in recent years, mostly 
[ fallen. One such was Bob Scobey’s 
Storyville, where the trumpeter 
and his dixieland band opened 
with a flourish a year ago and by 
late fall had departed ignomini- 
ously. 

Helen Noga’s Blackhawk has 
done fairly well with modem jazz 
draws like Dave Brubeck, Erroll 
Gamer and Charlie Mingus, hut 
she has to continue to feed the in¬ 
terests of the cool jazz addicts to 
do business. Peggy Tolk-Watklns’ 
Tin Angel prospered for a time 
with Turk Murphy’s dixieland 
crew, but fell on evil days last win¬ 
ter, got into some Federal lien 
trouble, was closed briefly and just 
now is trying its wings again with 
the old Murphy band. 

Outside of Frisco, live najpe en¬ 
tertainment is virtually non-exis¬ 
tent: a few weekend bands bolster 
the egos of restaurant proprietors, 
an occasional singer or comic will 
pick up a few bucks in a very short 
stand, but generally speaking you 
have to travel 400 miles to Los 
Angeles, 250 miles to Reno or 600 
miles to Las Vegas for the sights 
and sounds of other live enter¬ 
tainers. * 

If Andros’ dirge reads like an 
•obituary, the reason is that lots of 
this area’s 3,500.000 residents are 
doing that travelling—or staying 
home and watching ty. 

Louis Cohen Sets Room 
For York Beach, Me., Inn 

Boston, June 18. 
Louis Cohen, operator of the 

Hotel Bostonian and the Jewel 
Room, is setting up a new room in 
his Breakers Hotel at York Beach, 
Me. It’s called the York Beach* 
Frolics with four to five acts ia 
for two frames during the summer. 

The 500-seater will be managed 
by Teddy Trock and have a line of 
five girls recruited from the Moro 
Landis line of 10. at Blinstrub’a 
here currently. Piper Stewart Rose 
has already been booked for a date 
and Cohen Is negotiating with 
bands and talent. 

New nitery is set to open June 
28. Room, previously an intimery, 
is getting facelifted, new lighting 
and sound. 

I KEN BARRY! 

Held Over CHEZ PAREE, Montreal 
July 3, Vtllay Stream Park Imv- L. I. 
July 15, OLKN PARK CASINO, Buffalo 

Mgt.: STUART A WILL WEBER, 
New York 

-VOCALIST! 
Or group* ’willing to Jnve«t $600 in 
themselves can gel on Web Rec¬ 
ords. If • your record is IT, you 
could he made! ' Regardless, being 
on a record Cwith good numbers) 
helps you. Strictly confidential. 
The fact that you may pay does not 
necessarily classify you as paying, 
for we hava: other artists who do 
not. We specialize in 100% pro¬ 
motion. 

Phene (prepaid calls only) 
Circle 5-7135 (N.Y.) for Interview In 

New York without obligation. 
WEB RECORDS, INC. 

ACTOR'S AGENT 
Do you liar* office? Experienced, success¬ 

ful, ambitious salesmen with excellent back¬ 
ground, financially sturdy. Is Interested In 
becoming a partner >wlth agent who does 
not now hive a partner. I am, interested tn 
tlelns In wltb a success-consclons person who 
feels that a fireball, a sb-getter, and a leg 
man would be an asset to his business. Write 
C 416 Presidential .Apts., City Line, Phil*., Ps. 

Tivoli, STOCKHOLM | 

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS: AGENCY 

Pors. Mgr.i ED KlRKiBY 
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Unit Reviews 
An Evening With 

Belafonte 
(SYRIA MOSQUE, PITT) 

Pittsburgh, June 12. 
Starring Harry Belafonte, with 

Millard Thomas, Vic Messer (gui¬ 
tarists) and Danny* Barrafanos 
(bongo) and the Folk Choir, Joe 
Crawford, James Eby, Jack Eddie- 
man, Ken Emery, John Gonsalves, 
George Goodman, John Nielsen, 
Sherman Sneed,'Arman Stepanian, 
Billy Stewart, Paul Westbrook, Ned 
Wright Musical director, Robert 
Corman; staged by Donald Mc- 
Kayle; lighting by Ralph Alswang. 
Executive producer, Phil Stein; 
production supervised and directed 
by Belafonte. At Syria Mosque, 
June 10-12, ’57; $4.50 top. 

An entertainer Harry Belafonte 
has always been. He’s an artist 
now as welL Crowds that packed 
3,800-seat Syria Mosque three 
nights running recognized that al¬ 
most immediately. Ten minutes of 
Belafonte confirms the metamor¬ 
phosis immediately. 

"An Evening With Belafonte” Is 
just that. The pretentiousness of 
"Sing, Man, Sing,” his foray into 
the concert field last season, is 
happily gone; this , is pure, joyous 
Belafonte, whose heart is in his 
work and whose voice is in his 
heart. A superb male chorus backs 
him occasionally; sometimes there 
are two splendid guitarists and 
often a fine bongo player; here and 
there the musicians in the pit join 
in. but primarily it is just Belafonte 
singing as if there was nothing 
in the world he’d rather do more. 

He is never off the stage in the 
two and a half hours, minus the 
intermissions, and the evening is 
divided into three parts, "Moods of 
the American Negro,” "In the 
Caribbean” and “Round the 
World,” the latter an assortment 
of national tunes, including He¬ 
brew, Spanish, French, etc. Bela¬ 
fonte has never sounded better. 
Where there was once only style, 
there is also timbre. The tones are 
strong, firm and flexible, and they 
are open and full. Nothing is 
forced or reached for, this is an 
instrument that has mellowed and 
matured. 

Of course, the personal mag¬ 
netism has always been there. You 
can see it and feel it. The audience 
moves with eqery movement of his 
rhythmic body; the sparkle of his 
humor gets an instantaneous reac¬ 
tion and the shifting moods are 
reflected at once. 

Whatever Belafonte does has 
flavor, whether it is in the folklore 
of the American Negro, the calyp¬ 
so-slanted or . the UN library. The 
words are his barometer. Their 
meaning fixes his. emotion, their 
content "his climate. The magic of 
the man is fascinating, and his 
talent is boundless. 

Belafonte also happens to be a 
fine actor. His songs are not merely 
sung, they are acted with uncom¬ 
mon taste and perception. He gets 
close to them, and they come out 
regal and rapturous. Folksinger, 
baHadeer, minnesinger; all these 
things Belafonte is, wrapped up by 
a catalyst of unknown chemical re¬ 
served one to a generation. 

Everything about “An Evening 
With Belafonte” has class. It’s 
staged and lit beautifully, the move* 
ment is exciting and the music, all 
of it, has been- picked with im¬ 
peccable taste. There are the Bela¬ 
fonte standbys, naturally, like 
"Shenandoah,” “Spin Around,” 
"When the Saints Go Marching 
In,” “Day-O,” “Come Back Liza,” 
“Island in the Sun” and “Matilda.” 
But there are also many others not 
so wellknown, especially in the 
final segment, which are stirring 
and exciting, ‘French Partisan 
Song,” -“He-Ne-Ma-Tov” and “La 
Bomba,1’ to mention just a few. 

There hasn’t been applause like 
this in the Mosque within the 
longest memory of the oldest resi¬ 
dent. The public has a strange 
track record of embracing the 
peculiars. Not always, .though. 
Belafonte is a case in point. There 
has to be a measure of hope in the 
idolatry he has earned and so 
richly deserves. Cohen. 

Varieties of 1957 
(Multnomah Stadium, Portland) 

Portland, Ore., June 15. 
Bemie Kane’s “Varieties of 

1957,”'with the Lennon Sisters '(4), 
Paul Gilbert, Sonny James & Com- 
bo (3),“ Les Cardinels (3), Trio 
Bassi, Willie Keo, Marilyn Rich, 
Red Dunning Orch (25). At Mult¬ 
nomah Stadium, Portland. Ore., 
June 13-14; $2 top. 

, This is the first time in many 
years that the Rose Festival Assn. 

;has nabbed a top producer and 
used a vaude format for the big 
outdoor show. From the response, 
this is the answer. Nearly all of 
the nearly 13,000 that attended 
each nite liked the setup and 
showed their appreciation with 
mittings throughout the fast-mov¬ 
ing show. It started to rain half¬ 
way through the presentation and 
the Lennon Sisters, Paul Gilbert, 
Sonny James, and Willie Keo de¬ 
serve special credit for carrying 
on as though the moon was out, 
despite the fact they had to work 
in raincoats or-sopping wet. 

The Lennon Sisters (4) stepped 
onto the giant stage and kept the 
customers like one person for a 
solid 20 minutes. Chanping young¬ 
sters slammed out some of the pop 
and standard tunes that brought 
them to the fore. The kids are real 
salesladies, using no gimmicks to 
get their terrific talent across. 

Sonny James backed by his com-* 
bo (3) knocked out some of his 
platter tunes for solid, returns. 

(Only sour note of his stint was 
| too much time trying to be a comic 
in intro of his combo. Trio Bassi 
got things underway with some 
spectacular foot juggling. Two 
guys and a femme got the stub- 
holders off their mitts early and 
set a fast pace for the rest of the 
show. Les Cardinels (3) in the 
deuce spot pleased with their 
hodgepodge act. Two lads and 
their sister play musical instru¬ 
ments, dance and have some stand¬ 
ard aero stuff. Willie Keo in next 
to closing grabbed plenty of yocks 
as he clowned through some diffi¬ 
cult aero work using a high diving 
board and a trampoline for a pool. 

Comic Paul Gilbert did not do 
a regular routine, but kept the 
show going for a well-paced 80 
minutes. He got bellylaughs with 
his fast quips and ad libs and 
scored as emcee. Red Dunning 
orch played a difficult-show in top- 
notch manner and raised the cur¬ 
tain with a neat overture. The 
lighting and sound were outstand¬ 
ing in this giant outdoor spot. 

Producer. Bemie Kane is in for 
credit of setting up a smash show 
for this big annual event and from 
all indications this format will be 
used for years to come. Frank 
Sennes was in town for two days: 
to get “knighted” by the Queen in 
the Royal Court of Rosaria. Mari¬ 
lyn Rich & Her Helicopter were 
cancelled out by the Civil Aero¬ 
nautics Authority. Feve. 

Five-Past Eight 
(ALHAMBRA, GLASGOW) 

Glasgow, June 18, 
Stewart Cruikshank presenta¬ 

tionwith Jimmy Logan, Stanley 
Bavter, David Hughes, Fay Len- 
ore, Gil Johnson, Sheila O’Neill, 
London Starlets (10), George Mit¬ 
chell Singers (8), Staged by Dick 
HUrran; Geraldo Orch under Ray¬ 
mond Agoult, with Ken Dawkins at 
organ; choreography, Ross Taylor; 
costumes, R. St. John Roper, An¬ 
thony Holland; decor-, Reg Allen, 
Tod Kingman, Anthony Holland; 
$1.30 top. 

With , liberal expenditure of 
coin by operator Stewart Cruik- 
sharik, of the Howard & Wyndham 
firm, annual summer show main¬ 
tains usual lavish style of ward¬ 
robe, sets and scenes, and achieves 
a new.spectacular gloss via direc¬ 
tion of Dick Hurran, London free¬ 
lance^ producer associated with 
Folies Befgere productions. Pace 
in opening stages at show caught 
was slower than it might have 
been, but overall effect is bright, 
show being handsomely mounted 
and well endowed with individual 
talents in song, dancing and native 
comedy. 

Teeing off nightly at titular 
start of 8:05, with two shows night¬ 
ly Wednesday and Saturdays. Pro¬ 
duction, for another marathon run 
into early winter. It follows 1956 
production headed by Jack Rad- 
cliffe, eiqjerienced Seot comedian, 
who had knack Of confidential em¬ 
ceeing flair which many outfront- 
ers now miss. New teaming is of 
name acts Jimmy Logan, leading 
young Auld Lang Syne comedian, 
Stanley Baxter (clever mime and 
also a legit thesper making coin: 
via vaude work), and singer David 
Hughes. Younger setup will take 
.time to settle in and establish 
thepiselves as,a headline team. 

Logan is at funniest as ;a juve¬ 
nile delinquent and also as airport 
customs officer doing all the wrong 
•tilings. He also is. featured in ‘a 
Johnny Walker "Bom 1820, Still 
Going Stronger” character scene, a 
tribute to the w.k. Scot whisky ad¬ 
vertisement figure. While neatly 

done, it emerges as too much of a 
commercial for revue. Logan also 
teams with his radio “rival,” Bax¬ 
ter, as one of two Folies gals, and 
pair also do a sketch as two amus¬ 
ing Highland Games characters, 
latter not being so successful as the 
former. 

Baxter cashes in on topicality 
with a rich travesty of. Tommy 
Steele, English rock ’n’ roll kid, 
mimicking all mannerisms of teen¬ 
age fans who overdote on such 
stars. He provides comical old- 
man study in a “This Is Your” 
takeoff. 

David Hughes, with marquee 
name, is asset to show’s vocal side, 
and joins in sketches and scenes, 
latter including a ballet item de¬ 
vised by Dick Hurran and Ross 
Taylor about a country gal’s trip 
from smalltown to bigtown, with 
Hughes doing the narration-song 
link in “Our Town” vein, and danc¬ 
ing led by Sheila O’Neill and Gil 
Johnson. 

On the terping side, Gil John¬ 
son, U.S. speciality in from Eu¬ 
rope stint, adds quality to show, 
and scores with a drum dance in 
an early “Grecial Gambol” item. 
Sheila O’Neill and dancers shine 
in terp ensembles and ballet rou¬ 
tines. Fay Lenore is attractive 
singer and soubret, and stooging 
chores are handled adequately by 
Brian Jones, Roy Kinnear and a 
pop-eyed type in John Mulvaney, 
who .could be a comedy act by him¬ 
self if developed. The Ross Tay¬ 
lor choreography is always imagi¬ 
native, Andrew Mackenzie scoring 
in ensembles. Among spectacle 
bits, a Paris tour and a “Check¬ 
mate” scene, with chess-game an¬ 
gled in picture frame opening, are 
noteworthy. 

Raymond Agoult batons the 
classy Geraldo orch. Dick Hur¬ 
ran does a high-class production 
stint. Gord, \ 

Craven on Toll-TV 
—Continued from page 28 

community antenna systems, Comr. 

Craven said he wondered "how 

anyone can state with certainty 

what the public wants with respect 

to subscription tv until the public 

has had a chance to pass its own 
judgment”* 

Pointing to developments in 
wired tollvision, Comr. Craven said 
he has heard that there have been 
over 200 applications for franchises 
within the last few months. Broad¬ 
casters, he suggested, may not be 
as protected from the economic ef¬ 
fects of competition from this form 
of subscription as they think. “In. 
fact,” he said, “it is difficult to un¬ 
derstand how tv broadcasters can 
gain much comfort in the long run 
from this so-called freedom from 
competition.” . . 

Touching on Congressional in¬ 
vestigations of broadcasting, Comr. 
Craven said he is satisfied that 
Congress "is motivated by what it 
believes to be the demands of the 
public.” However, he asserted, *‘in 
this connection I consider the in¬ 
dustry to be its own worst enemy. 
For this trend toward more and 
greater Government control of the 
economic aspects of broadcasting 
appears to be inspired to a large 
extent by the actions of certain 
elements of the broadcast industry 
itself.” 

When "certain entrepreneurs” 
found that their judgment didn’t 
pan out, he added, "they ran to 
the Government to bail them out” 
Some others who were fortunate, 
he said, “took advantage of every 
procedural device in the Commu¬ 
nications Act to stop competition.” 

Comr. Craven said he has always 
fought against interference by the 
Commission with the business of 
broadcasting. “One of my prob¬ 
lems now,” he declared, "is to de¬ 
termine whether I should continue 
this fight if the broadcast industry 
is apathetic.” 

New Acts 
KURT FRINDT’S MORLIDOR ODETTE McEWEN 

TRIO Songs 
Novelty 10 Mins. 
6 Mins. # Palace, N.Y. 
Radio City Music Hall, N.Y. Odette McEwen has been around 

A Continental import, Kurt the circuits as the mono-monick- 
Frindt’s Morlidor Trio is a novelty ered Odette, a chantoosey of the 
turn comprising two colorfully clad Gallic stripe. However, this U.S. 
girls who take their male partner born French-reared thrush has 
out of a trunk for some zany con- since abandoned the Gallic mien 
tortionistics. At first glance the and has elected to work without the 
object removed from the box is a alien accent. 
golliwogg, but ultimately revealed Miss McEwen, daughter of vet 
to be genus homo sapiens. British actor-manager Percy Athos, 

Act is reminiscent of the Florida remains a throaty singer with some 
Trio and the Lime Trio but at the iush tones and an m-G-M disking 
hall the Morlidor threesome un- background. In her Palace stint, 
corks routines amidst a fancy set Miss McEwen has refurbished her 
simulating a television studio,^ Two routines with proper regard for the 
femmes . roll the contortionist audience that regularly patronizes 
about the stage, hang his limp form ihjs house. She works with stand- 
on a hook, dress him as a penguin, ards, giving them florid arrange- 
etc. : . . , ments that bespeak a lot of prepa- 

Golliwogg s limbs are rotated ration. Included in her efforts are 
and twisted in such a manner that Resurely workovers of "Last Time 
it’s not immediately apparent the j saw Paris” and “My Fair Lady” 
figure is a human. Fast movement medley, both of which got her 
of the femmes throughout height- hearty returns. She’s sufficiently 
ens the illusion. ' m . seasoned for a wide variety of nit- 

On the whole the Morlidor Trio eries and video. She has the looks 
is a clever novelty with excellent and voice to carry. Jose. 
visual values. Obviously a good _:_ 
sight act for vaude or video. 

THE MILLER SISTERS (8) 
Songs 
11 Mins, 
Apollo, New York 

Six sepia lasses, assorted in size. 

ANNE HART 
Songs 
15 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

English comedy girl, stooge to 
several leading comedians in 
vaude, is branching out with some 
promise into solo act, and displays 

shape and physical appeal, are a a personality that has yet to be 
late addition to the Apollo s rock developed. 
’n’ roll idiom. The team is listen- . . distaff>>r a brunet with 
able, but a little louder than even , * *?’,1hanol style“fuutttoa 

‘hen^PeA°/rS^C t£eLSmEe oc‘ over’’modern Ptunes and comedy! mands. As result, the volume OC tt vnnal talpnfc ar** not a distin- 
caslonally strangles the nice con- ^ fS “tie S 

trTPwfaai?lUsaUaymohnBy the''better ‘S^atreV Pa“ 
looktog membei ot the crev,. dug f‘cu‘ar{,ya<£70 ®“eTaUe! ® 
well and alternate as the lead. The to J>° ?fck \° zee bal™t* , . . 
one who does most of the fronting Warbler gives out adequately m 
seems to have the potential to go songs such as A Woman m Love 
it alone. The other has a peculiar- (from Goldwyn’s Guys and Dolls 
ly thin voice that lends itself, film) "Rock-A-Bye, Baby and 
nicely to the support of an r&r Tm Funny That Way.” She oozes 
chorus Art assured confidence, but is garbed 
cnorus. , . ^ t00 soberly in black, atid should 

stress the s.a. angle more. Winds 
STEWART & OSCAR with a lively “Alexander’s Ragtime 
Ventriloquism Band.” 

V Trend to happy comedy style 
Apollo, «. x. should be increased, and talents 

The best act on a good Apollo wjh be sharpened with experience 
card is Stewart, a Negro ventrilo- and more showmanship. Mean- 
quist who clearly has the qualities time she is okay for solo Spots and 
of a successful comedian. Though team work in U.K. and Common- 
he’s not the greatest technician wealth vaude and tv. Gord. 
among voice-throwers, handles the -—.- 
mechanics of his job more than____ 
adequately. He’ll go over in any THE JIVE_ BOMBERS 
kind of vaude booking or on tv, Songs-Music 
particularly the latter where the 13 Mins, 
variety shows are already feeling Apollo, N. Y. 
the talent shortage for next sea- Clarence Palmer, a member of 
son. ' the Palmer Bros, some years back, 

Stewart is young, but apparent- has brought together a group of 
ly with a good measure of ptofes- lively musicians who cavort around 
sional experience behind him. His the Apollo stage to the satisfaction 
timing, his command of the dou- of the stubholders. Quartet, com- 
ble-take and his jokes are good, prising Palmer on bass, a saxo- 
He works with a colored dummy, phonist, .a pianist, and a drummer, 
Oscar. Art. mixes rock ’n’ roll stylings with 

-—- some hearty jazz renditions. They 
tvtapttft I twtns draw a g°°dly amount of yocks 
Sw?® ■ TWINS from their antics. 

Diminutive Palnjer is a knowl- 
edgeable musician and a sharp 

Metropole, Glasgow singer. Each of the others in this 
Here’s a couple of lookers who sepia crew holds up his end al- 

could be sharpened into stronger most as Well. The Jive Bombers 
sister act. Pat and June Mackell, are amply suited to a wider va- 
brunettes and youthful (they’re riety of bookings than is implied 
still 18), offer a pleasing if not By an appearance at this rock ’n1 
over-strong singing act. Routine roll headquarters. Art. 
has been studiously worked out, <— - 
and twosome, real twins, are nicely a r-rowT 
gowned in blue, billing themselves & GERRI 
as the* “blue identicals.” Reper- lc 
toire is frpm current pops, and xr 
includes “From This Moment On,” Palace, N. Y. 
“Banana Boat Song” and “Rockin’ Ferdinando & Gerri look like a 
Through the Rye,” winding with variation of the Ferdinand & Jerry 
“Blue Skies” to keep up the color turn, which was done by two 
vein. males. This one has a femme part- 

Act is attractive, but could be ?er aQd has taken on a Latin beat 
made stronger with some novelty *n the music department. It’s a 
twist and more zip. As is, it’s okay hand-to-hand act well performed 
for general run of niteries and with a windup on a plank balanced 
vauderies in U.K. and on tv. 

Gord. 

Continued from page 30 

current- fiscal year, film rentals 
were $7,680,763, 240% above film 
rentals of $2,259,013 recorded in 
the comparable period of fiscal 
1956. Film rentals 4n the second 
and third quarters of the current 
fiscal year amounted to $2,678,773 
and $3,169,093, respectively. 

The third quarter of the current 
fiscal period ended with a net de¬ 
ferred film rental income of $2,- 
828,348 as against $788,762 at April 
30, 1956. Net deferred film rentals 
on April 30, 1957, showed a 50% 
increase over the $1,884,103 as of 
Jan. 31, 1957. 

The tricks are fairly standard, 
but then it’s evident that the team 
as presently constituted hasn’t 
been in operation very long. 

Jose. 
SHAN VARR & TEKA been in operation very long. 
Dance jose. 
10 Mins. _ 

Shan Varr & Teka are well-cos- JIMMY VALENTINE 
turned dancers in the East Indian 
vein. At this point, they still need 6 Mms. 
a lot of development. Fortunately, Apollo, N. Y. 
the routines are okay and once The billing was Jimmy Valen- 
they get pn more familiar, ground tine & Rita when the one-legged 
with them, they’ll be fit fodder for ofay dancer worked largely in the 
the cafe circuits as well. domain of ballroom dancing. As a 

. The duo open with a variation single, he accentuates tapstering, 
on the classic Indian dances, integrated with, a lot of energetic 
thence into modem interpretations aero tricks. 
thereof. It’s the kind of an act for The moments of straight tap 
which the path has been broken dancing aren’t as strong as those 
by Jack Cole and the Chandra when he’s doing his flips, cart- 
Kaly Dancers, who brought that wheels and whirls, Valentine is a 
genre of dancing to its peak. fair offering in support of the av- 

j Jose. erage vaude layout Art. 
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tJopacabana, N. Y. [homeland. Her best song is 
Buddy Hackett, Ella Fitzgerald,! "Everybody^ Loves Saturday'Night,” 

The 4 Joes, Tom Rockford, Mari-1 ^lch must give her RCA-Victor 

Cocoanut Grove, L. A. 
Los Angeles, June 14. 

Lena Home (5), Freddy Martin 

lyn Cooper, Jeff Bolton, Copa Girls IgS? iaSS S^WavSg hips ^id i0rch (15)* $2-$2-50 coveT> $3 
(8> MirhriPl Thiran ft- Frnnle. Marti ! ,Vel". las? Wim SWaymg nips ^lu I mum Michael Dune, fc Frank Marti! cipping hands tateatout tte La- 

s; staved .by Douglas Condi/;, Un*\e£p0. Her voice at timet 

[sounds like it’s coming through a 
rtU/uv. in +V.Q nf 

lyrics, Durso, Mel .Mit- 

trations, Deac 
minimum. 

music 
chell, Marvin Kahn; costumes, -Sal [smoky filter/and in* 
Anthony (M»ir\ Berthe >; orclvs- [\{. tropical faddists she has ef- 

~ Eberhard; $3.50 ; t’eeted, almost perfected, what can 
! he best described as a'fast-break- 

ng hiccup . Her intros and lead-ins 
are apologetically cute and at one 
•joint, after dropping a funny, she 
begged, "I should learn English be¬ 
fore I make jokes.” Publicized as 
a linguist of many tongues, she 
trips gaily through the three ac¬ 
cents associated with her reper¬ 
toire. 

There is no production to speak 
of to set off her turn and break 
the monotony of straight rendition. 
Decked out in plain white shirt¬ 
waist, and toreador pants ,she re¬ 
lies solely on her singing and oc¬ 
casional shook-up chassis to accen¬ 
tuate the mood. If, as her publi¬ 
city says ,she was a ballerina with 
the Ballet Russe de Mo/ite Carlo 
and briefly contracted- by Univer¬ 
sal-International, the latitude of 
her performance could be material¬ 
ly broadened. This may come 
after she has become more estab¬ 
lished with the night crowd in her 
chosen metier. . . 

Paul Palmieri accompanies her 
on the guitar and the other musi¬ 
cal chores are discharged with 
equal competence by Paul Hebert 
and the Frankie Sands trio. 

Helm. 

To begin at the end, Ella Fitz¬ 
gerald has conquered the Copa. 
There had been a couple of hot 
questions in the trade: How come 
no Ella Fitzgerald at the Copa? 
And now that she’s booked, how’ll 
she da? 

Buddy Hackett was more or less 
a cinch at the Jules Podell spot. He 
had been there before, had got 
himself a television series this sea¬ 
son, albeit a turkey and now for¬ 
gotten. He had been ‘‘in legi*.” 
More to the point, he was home¬ 
grown, homebodyish, operating in 
an idiom easily understood by the 
Copa crowd. He was bound to score 
again, and he did. 

But not soo the girl with the 
Ellagant style. Despite her been- 
around status—a couple of dec¬ 
ades, notably with the orch of the 
late Chick Webb—it was figured 
she needed a hip crowd tuned in 
on her ja2z frequency. It was a 
risky booking, further indicated by 
the “star” status in which Hackett 
is introed as against Miss Fitzger¬ 
ald, although both are in equal 
type on the program even if Hack- 
ett's name precedes her’s. This was 
not the Birdland, et al.; this was 
the Copa. 

The Negro's chirp's opening sal¬ 
vos seemed to be par for the course 
—a fast-gaited “This Can’t Be 
Love” followed by the ballad 
“Angel Eyes.” Okay, but nothing 
sensational. All of a sudden the 
Fitzgerald speli popped and from 
then on she would be a winner by 
a few lengths, with encores and an 
ovation that was a stunner. Lots of 
stuff, lots of change of the pace, 
a few gimmicks tossed in to show 
off the Fitzgerald trademark. 

She is at the top of her form 
with "Lullaby of Birdland,” and 
“Love for Sale,” and then into a 
songalog package that gives her 
the whole game—“Just One of 
Those Things,” “Can’t Give You 
Anything But Love, Baby,” the lat¬ 
ter with strictly top-drawer inter- 
polat.ons and growls a la Satchmo 
Armstrong; “A Tisket A Tasket” 
(of course) and encoring with “Ten¬ 
derly.” 

So add the Copa to Miss Fitz¬ 
gerald’s kayo list. 

The measure of Hackett lies in 
part in what he can get away with. 
The round comic With the ingra¬ 
tiating puss and disarming manner 
delivers a repertoire of funnyisms 
that takes in such items as preg¬ 
nancy, and childbirth, navels and 
nudes, circumcision, et al. It’s no 
family fare, to be sure, but Hackett 
peddles his stuff so engagingly 
that the end result is hilarity wifh- 
out offensiveness except perhaps 
to the ultra-bluenoses. His turn is 
also literate in spots and his 
winder-upper with the rather 
whimsical Chinese waiter routine 
is surefire. 

The Four Joes are an okay har¬ 
mony group mentored a few years 
ago at the Copa by Eddie Fisher, 
who met them in the Army. Four¬ 
some includes an accordionist and 
guitarist. Their vocals and arrange¬ 
ments are routine, and they can 
cut down the stomping pande¬ 
monium. But they do have a win¬ 
ner in finale, the “Freight Train” 
number that they play to the hilt 
to elicit community clapping. 

Tom Rockford, Marilyn Cooper 
and Jeff Bolton brighten up the 
production numbers with the Copa! 
Girls in three sets. One of them. 
“Happy Roly Poly Pretzel Man” is 
a corking novelty, Michael Durso’s 
bandmen showback with their 
usual excellency and Frank Marti’s 
crew operates ditto for the cus¬ 
tomer dance sessions. Trau. 

Palmer House, Chi 
Chicago, June 13. 

Eydie Gorme, Lucille & Eddie 
Roberts, Hoctor & Byrd, Charlie 
Fisk Orch (10); $2 cover. 

Sparkle without spectacle per¬ 
vades Merriel Abbott's present tal¬ 
ent assemblage. Songstress Eydie 
Gorme, hoofers Hoctor & Byrd, 
and mentalists Lucille & Eddie 
Roberts each bring acts of class 
and character into the Empire 
Room. 

More ’than most diskery voice- 
boxes, Eydie Gorme is a show¬ 
man. She is warm and relaxed 
for her 30 minutes onstage. Spon¬ 
taneity abets her strong, flexible 
voice, and there is careful avoid¬ 
ance of overly histrionic piping. 
The repertoire of showtunes and 
ballads is the sort suited for any 
class club, but it could be more 
varied for the length of time she 
is on. Windup- medley, “I’m Al¬ 
ways Chasing Rainbows!’ and 
“Bye, Bye, Blackbird,” is a well- 
arranged bit that gets the most 
enthusiastic response of the eve¬ 
ning. This chirper is fine warm 
weather relief from the usual 
heavy schmaltz of bistro thrushes, 

Lucille & Eddie Roberts be¬ 
wilder the house with their uncov¬ 
ering of private information. The 
pace is fast and the quips are 
quick as he travels among the 
tables while she remains onstage, 
reciting serial numbers on dollar 
bills he extracts from the wallets 
of patrons. Even in the large Em¬ 
pire Room the male member man¬ 
ages to make himself heard with¬ 
out a mike, an important asset for 
this kind of act. 

Danny Hoctor & Betty Byrd 
stress novelty in a song and tap 
act that rouses this house for their 
full 15 minutes. Best part of the 
turn is the windup adaptation of 
various national dance idioms to 
Hoctor’s tap talents. Trio Schmeed 
and Professor Backwards come 
into Palmer House July 11. 

Leva. 

Mocanabo* L. A. 
Hollywood, June 12. 

Caprice Chantal, Paul Herbert 
Orch (5>, Frankie Sands Trio; 
$2 corer. 

It would be asking too much of 
Caprice Chantal to pull her weight 
in covers. By her own admission 
she hasn’t been around much and 
is completely unknown to the Strip 
pub crawlers. Next time around 
she should do better. She has 
the refreshing quality of youth, 
enough of a French accent to make 
it appealing, and disarming candor 
to win over her auditors. She 
sings well, too. 

Mile. Chantal has not yet mas¬ 
tered a styfif to indivdiualize her 
numbers although there’s more 
than a fainr trace of the Belafonte 
influence in her steaming calypsos, 
which she seems more partial to 
than the Gallic folklore of her i 

International, Houston 
Houston, June 14. 

Evelyn Knight, Pete Peterson, 
Jack Melick Orch (£); no cover or 
minimum. 

Swan song offering at Shamrock 
Hilton’s International Club before 
two months of summer alterations 
ought to prove one of biggest 
draws in year, Evelyn Knight, 
back in Houston after six years, 
had ringsiders wrapped in her 
sweet note clutches during 40 solid 
minutes of oldies, specials and 
current hits opening night (13). 
Pete Peterson, billed in opening 
slot, gave a Borge-like twist to his 
harmonica capers which built for 
such good returns he almost stole 
the spot from Miss Knight. 

Miss Knight likes to stroll - with 
mike, and keeps patrons enchant¬ 
ed with graceful gestures and rich 
renditions of “Irish Lullaby,” “Mr. 
Wonderful,” “I'm Gonna Dance 
With Dolly With the Hole in Her 
Stocking.” 

Peterson is in for socko returns 
with “Portuguese Washerwoman,” 
“Peg O’ My Heart.” His chatter 
is as funny as his playing is good. 
“Jack Melick orch, backing for 
“Remond Overture” and “Dance 
of the Hours,” two classical pieces, 
is exceptional. J 

Act winds June 26. Burt. 

mum. 

This four and a half week date 
the idiom of [ at Ine Cocoanut Grove is Lena 

Horne’s last night club appearance 
before making her Broadway bow 
in the upcoming musical, “Jam¬ 
aica.” . She’ll be missed on the bis¬ 
tro beat,, since shes’ one of the 
truly great starts in that medium. 

.Miss Horne is well-deserving of 
the accolade “headliner.” From 
every perspective, she's a top tal¬ 
ent—in appearance, in dress and 
in stage personality. And long the 
darling of the melody-makers, she’s 
also the sweetheart of the lyr¬ 
icists. She sings the words as 
well as sue sings the music, and for 
both sides of a song to get equal 
attention in this age of freak sing¬ 
ers is rare indeed. 

In fact, it’s become Miss Horne’s 
trademark to give each song a full 
dramatic or humorous acting-out 
m her delivery. She seems to be¬ 
lieve the words and thus makes the 
audience believe them: she often 
goes beyond the lyricist’s intent 
and gives his words an added but 
entertaining shading. For in¬ 
stance, without changing the 
words, she makes “Surrey With 
the Fringe On Top” considerably 
more than a politely romantic 
country outing ;“New Fangled 
Tango” and ‘‘How You Say” come 
out with a humorous touch of win¬ 
ning lechery. 

Opening night here (14), Miss 
Horne completely captivated a ca¬ 
pacity audience. The call f or re¬ 
servations was so great, the Grove 
departed from its usual one-show 
premiere and staged two perform¬ 
ances, 9:30 and 11:30. It was a 
tough ordeal for Miss Horne, but 
she delivered her numbers, vocal¬ 
ly and physically, with all the 
’’muscle” possible. 

Her act has nothing but high 
points. Whether it’s she or Len- 
nie Hayton, or both, who make the 
final decision as to repertoire, 
.heir choice is uncommonly good, 
included, are excellent medleys of 
the songs of two top songwriters, 
Cole Porter and Duke Ellington, 
surrounded by such great individ¬ 
ual numbers as “Day In, Day Out,” 
“Accustomed to Your Face,” 
“Come Rain, Come Shine,” “I'm 
Beginning to See the Light,” and 
others. “Tango” closes and it 
would be tough to follow. 

Of no small measure in the gen¬ 
eral excellence of Miss Horne’s act 
are Hayton’s suberb arrangements 
and his conducting of Freddy Mar¬ 
tin’s fine orch, plus the exceptional 
backing she gets from her own 
rhythm section—George Duvivier, 
bass; Gus Johnson, drums (parti¬ 
cularly fine with the brushes); 
Gene Di Novi, piano, and Ray Riv¬ 
era, boogie. 

Miss Horne is the only act in 
this Grove show. Preceding her, 
Freddy Martin’s orch, which is also 
A-l on the dance beat, sets a per¬ 
fect mood with a rousing medley 
of Gershwin tunes. Scho. 

Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe 
Lake Tahoe, Nev., June 14. 

McGuire Sisters, Chase & Mit¬ 
chell, Jodie Gray, Will Osborne 
Orch; $2 minimum. 

Still growing in stature, the Mc¬ 
Guire Sisters appear for their first 
engagement at this mile-high re¬ 
sort area with, approximately the 
same show—except for the delight¬ 
ful, if brief, appearance of the 
Capri Sisters. They spread an even 
coating of their hits with the now 
perfected novelties which all have 
to do with “sisters.” Their bright¬ 
ness and personality infiltrate the 
whole audience and they're “in” 
from the very beginning. 

The quickie use of the short 
Capri Sisters is a complete sur¬ 
prise and highlights the show as 
the youngsters sound remarkably 
like the McGuires for “Me and 
My Shadow.” Dressed alike and 
echoing everything, the little 
girls could be used probably more 
extensively but there's no doubt 
they make a tremendous impresh 
in the/company of their adult 
leaders. 

Chase & Mitchell are a surpris¬ 
ingly excellent team never in this 
area before. While their gags are 
mostly obvious,' the looks and 
presentation of the duo make them 
immediate clicks. As Dick Chase 
is introed as a new Coral Records 
star and begins to sing, Bud Mit¬ 
chell stumbles with a tray. From 
there on in their opening the 
shouting back and forth is 
hilarious. 

Their impressions are refresh¬ 
ingly authentic. For Instance, 
Mitchell’s Billy Daniels, Frankie 
Laine and Johnnie Ray are not 
overdone with caricature but down 
the line in sound and action. Cut¬ 
ting some of the less important 
items and dwelling on their orig¬ 

inal stuff should.make them an 
important addition to the circuit. 

Jodie Gray, wild eyed and 
beautiful, flails a xylophone to 
within an inch of its life. She also 
whips a yard-long braid with extra 
frenzy. She proves to be inter¬ 
esting to watch and goes well with 
dinner show. In her finale, Miss 
Gray begins playing, then walks 
to the side of the stage to remove 
her skirt to reveal decorative 
frame. Then she dances while 
playing. There is apparently no 
effort at this skirt removing bit) 
to work it into routine. She simply I 
steps aside, turns her bac* and 
takes it off. If only for continuity’s 
sake, she would probably fare bet¬ 
ter by figuring out more showman¬ 
ship in this maneuver. Mark. 

Statler-Hiiton, Dallas 
Dallas, June 14. 

Bob McFadden, Jo Ann Miller, 
Bob Cross Orch (12); $2-$2.p0 
cover. 

Double bill of headliners, in for 
two frames, should bring a hefty 
b. o., judging from opening night’s 
(13) reception. Both acts score 
heavily, and mitting yield for each 
hints at two shows nightly (instead 
of one), to give each a full turn. 

Bob McFadden, a hit three years 
ago in another hostel, gets off 
great with imitations of Godfrey, 
George Sanders, Presley, Karloff, 
Walter Brennan, etc., and in the 
vocal field makes like Laine, Como, 
Ray and Monroe. Youngster jibes 
at tv programs and commercials, 
ahead of a devastating Liberace 
takeoff that fractures the tab-tak¬ 
ers. Triple-threater McFadden in¬ 
serts throwaway comic bits that 
score and, for frosting, he winds 
with vocals, “Come Rain Or Come 
Shine” and an uptempoed “Irish 
Eyes Are Smiling” for a begoff 
after 35 minutes. 

Opener, sultry brunet looker Jo 
Ann Miller, adds eye appeal with 
a classy chassis in a strapless white 
satin gown. Her reception matches 
McFadden’s—they had a respon¬ 
sive full house. Thrush handles her 
vocal chores in exceptional style, 
and multiple tempi get her atten¬ 
tion. Opening with “Sometimes I 
Feel Like a Motherless Child,” she 
segues into “Somebody Loves Me” 
for quicker tempo. Her own sug¬ 
gestive lyrics make a hit of a 
calypso bit, “Tragedy in Trinidad.” 

Versatile Miss Miller rips out 
with a spicy "Good Little Girls 
Go to Heaven,” with local refer¬ 
ences, ahead of a lush palm-pound¬ 
ing medley of “Sing, You Sinners,” 
“Get Happy” and “When the 
Saints Go Marching In.” Repeats 

! her sock impression of Bessie 
"Smith, with the rousing “A Pig's 
Foot and a Bottle of Beer,” with 

[ plenty of body English to accent 
the lyrics. She had to leave after 
25 minutes, despite the applause, 
to make way for McFadden in the 
hour-long show. 

As per usual, the Bob Cross orch 
gives perfect backing and fills the 
floor for terp turns. Dual bill 
winds June 26, with Rusty .Draper 
due June 27 for a fortnight. 

Bark. 

Gay 90’s, San Franciseo 
San Francisco, June 13. 

Ray K.-Goman, Bee & Ray Go¬ 
man, Lee Amoux, Joy Healy Red¬ 
heads (6), Ellison Ames, Wally 
Rose Orch (5); $1.50 coveri 

Ray K. Goman comes into bis 
own as a standup comic in this 
latest Gay 9Q’s show, “Gaslight 
Scandals.” This lean, lantern- 
jawed son of oldtime vaudevillians 
Ray & Bee Goman does a 25-min¬ 
ute monolog which fractures the 
customers and tends to dominate 
the whole show. * 

Ray K. has what a comic prob¬ 
ably needs more than everything 
else—he’s fast. He doesn’t brood 
over laying an egg but moves on to 
the next gag swiftly. This, of 
course, allows him to handle the 
inevitable hecklers beautifully, for 
he’s never at a loss for the friendly 
but firm riposte. Borne of his gags 
are oldies, but that doesn’t seem 
to bother the patrons, and he 
mixes enough fresh stuff with his 
native wit to keep his bit hurrying 
on. 

Lee Arnoux is goofllooking, well- 
proportioned and can belt out such 
numbers as “Put Your Arms 
Around Me, Honey” and “Wish I 
Could Shimmy Like My Sister 
Kate” very nicely. She’s got 
enough voice and looks to score. 

Ray Goman Sr. rates a big hand 
for a series of pre-World War I 
banjo solos, chief of which is.“Ace 
in the Hole,” and Bee Goman 
raises sufficient, titters with *her 
rather blue but pleasant songalogs. 

Joy Healy line of redheads is 
well-stacked and runs through rou¬ 
tines well. Pianist Ellison Ames is 
excellent, Wally Rose orch fur¬ 
nishes fine dixieland backing. 
Show will run through July, at 
least. Stef. 

Sands, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, June 18. 

Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy, 
John Bubbles, 4 Voices, Jinx, Copa 
Girls (12), Robert Allen conducting 
Antonio Morelli Orch .(15); chore¬ 
ography by Bob Gilbert & Renee 
Staurt; costumes, Mme, Berthe; 
produced by Jack Entratter; $2 
minimum. 

- Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy 
have set a unique show down in 
the Copa‘Room which is top-level 
entertainment. One, of the most 
novel acts ever to hit the Strip, 
the romp is unlike anything ever 
seen in a night club,' and is sure 
to generate enthusiastic word-of- 
mouth. 

Gadget-happy Hayes tosses such 
items as an exploding gramaphone 
complete with Caruso record, a 
candle that insists on staying lit, a 
horse-drawn hansom, and a closed- 
circuit tv device cleverly around 
the stage. Latter gimmick consists 
of $30,000 worth of teleprompter 
equipment, requires 14 technicians 
to coordinate the zoomar lens, 830 
feet of cable, and the 11x14 screen. 
It’s used for community singing, 
with members of the audience be¬ 
ing able to see themselves on the 
screen. Hayes and producer Jack 
Entratter have longrange plans for 
the system, involving subscription 
tv to night clubs all over the na¬ 
tion, which they believe -will revo¬ 
lutionize the bistro industry. 

In thi$, their seventh stint at the 
Sands, Hayes & Healy live up to 
their promise of presenting a new 
show with each Vegas appearance. 
Hayes does a splendid tramp pan¬ 
tomime bit that rewards him with 
hearty laughs and mitt warming. 
John Bubbles, the Four Voices, and 
a chimp named Jinx are featured. 
Bubbles joins Hayes in some neat 
and nostalgic song 8c dancery and 
gets yoeks with a quip exchange. 
Bubbles, the original Sportin’ Life 
in “Porgy & Bess,” offers a warm¬ 
ly received medley from the clas¬ 
sic. The Four Voices demonstrate 
their ability as smooth song sales¬ 
men, and are generously spotted in 
various parts of the 65-minute act. 

Robert Allen 'conducts the An¬ 
tonio Morelli orch (15) with a mas¬ 
terful flair, and several of his hit 
compositions such as “No . Not 
Much,” “Who Needs You?”, “It’s 
Not For Me To Say” and “Mo¬ 
ments To Remember” are sung by 
Miss Healy and the Four Voices. 
Allen’s batting average is high in 
the hit parade dept. 

Miss Healy, with her comely 
countenance and pleasant pipery, 
is the perfect. balance for Hayes. 
A professor of ad libs, he gets a 
chance to show this particular 
talent during the tv community 
singing. He heckles each singer un¬ 
mercifully, but in a way that leaves 
’em liking it. Flexible format of 
the tv stunt ends with a surprise 
involving Jinx, the simian thesp. 
Copa Girls (12) are gracefully 
woven into the festivities, skedded 
for five frames. Duke. 

Gatineau, Ottawa 
! Ottawa, June 14. 
i Constance Bennett, Hi-Lites (3), 
Leona & Dimas, Ray Stevens, 
Champ Champagne Orch (8); $1 
admission. 

Constance Bennett gets her stint 
at the Gatineau Club a tall rating 
by,making, it clear that the w.k. 
Bennett .stacking, looks, poise and 
sophistication are still around, and 
adding to them a deep-toned con¬ 
trolled set of pipes that might well 
sell disks. (But for disking, the 
time and its arrangement would 
have to be just right.) The star 
keeps the customers fascinated 
with evidence throughout .that her 
training and ability in thesping are 
important to keeping the session 
socko. For closer, she slips out of 
tlie sophisticated slot and dives 
into a teenage jitterbug bit with, 
assistant John Delaney, a clicko 
terper who otherwise flits around 
oddly in minor chant and terp 
chores. ' 

The Gatineau is too big for 
strongest impact; she needs to be 
closer to the customers. But at 
opener (13) tablesitters loved her 
and probably couldn’t have ex¬ 
plained why, or how she sells her 
canarying with a combination of 
slick savvy in all departments. 

Menu also has the Hi-Lites, a 
threesome of young male chanters 
who have been considerably en¬ 
lightened in staging and routining 
since their hooking here last fall. 
Nice arrangements, some' easy 
terping, plenty’ of stage business 
plus okay tune selection and pipes, 
add up to a clicko act. 

Opener is Leona & Dimas, latino 
terp-warple duo with lots of color 
and action. * Ray Stevens, w,k. in 
Ottawa radio, handles the emcee 
item and v a brief (four-minute) 
chant solo bit tq good reception. 
Champ Champagne band show- 
backs and plays for dancing. 

■" Gorm. 
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Moulin Rouge, L. A* 
Los Angeles, June 15. 

Louis Armstrong, with Billy 
Kylef Trummy Young, Edmond 
Hall, Barrett Deems, Squire Gersh, 
Velma Middleton; Dorothy Squires, 
Moulin Rouge' Extravaganzaj $5.50 
admission (show and dinner). 

Granted that the tourists are be¬ 
ginning to trickle., in and gradua¬ 
tion parties are at 'their glorious 
height, yet the parley isn’t com¬ 
plete without naming the attrac¬ 
tion that jampacked Frank Sennes’ 

>Moulin Rouge for both perform¬ 
ances at unwrapping of a new- 
main event. The big payoff in¬ 
dubitably was cashed by those who 
sent in their five-fifty on Louis 
Armstrong. The vast room will be 
well heated up by oT Satch and 
his band of specialists when Lib- 
erace lights up the candles two 
weeks hence. The latterday Gab¬ 
riel seems to blow up a storm at 
the ticket window every time he’s 
flagged out front. 

The Armstrongment might be 
criticized for overstaying their 
welcome, the opener running bet¬ 
ter than an hour, but the ringing 
applause at the close minimized 
any dissatisfaction. With what else 
Sennes surrounds the star act it 
adds up to too much show and 
leaves room for only the belting, 
booming larynxal exercise of hold-1 
over Dorothy Squires and two pro¬ 
duction numbers. The trumpeting- 
Armstrong integrates enough of 
his horsy comicalitiesj with the 
mountainous Velma Middleton to 
keep the turn from being weighted 
down with a succession of tooting 
and skinbeating. Of the support¬ 
ing sidemen, the revelers cast 
their tumultous lot with Barrett 
Deems, as fast with a pair of sticks 
as has graced a nitery floor of re¬ 
cent memory. The headman thinks 
so much of his specialty that ev¬ 
eryone leaves the stage when the 
spot falls on him. 

,OT Satchmo is still the last note 
on the windjammer and works him¬ 
self into, a perspiring frenzy, but 
his helpers account for consider¬ 
able ' of the paw-pounding. Billy 
Kyle at the piano, Trummy Young 
on trombone, Edmond Hall on 
clarinet and Squire Gersh on bass 
are accomplished soloists and each 
do their specialties up brown. 
Satch has a gp at a few numbers 
in his stylized sanded voice that 
lightens the brassy atmosphere, 
highlighted by his duet with Miss 
Middleton, who throws her weight 
around, and plenty, in ludicrous 
display of her avoirdupois. For the 
jazz cult, this is it. Helm. 

Blinstrub’*, Boston 
Boston, June 11. 

Jimmy Joyce] Dolofes Perry, 
Elviras (3), Walter & Lydia, Peiro 
Bros. (2), Moro Landis Line (10), 
Michael Gaylord Orch (10), Lou 
Weir; $2.50 minimum. 

to aero on a table. Walter & 
Lydia, blond youth and brunet 
looker in gold dress, are nice in 
terp with swirling spins and segue 
to South American kick and tor¬ 
rid mambo and cha cha interps. 
Peiro Bros, are show-stoppers with 
their amazing dexterity in jug¬ 
gling hats, sticks, bricks and comic 
competish to outdo each other. 
They get off a spectacular bit in¬ 
terchanging cigaijets while jug¬ 
gling three balls at the same time, 
and nab solid rounds of palms. 
Moro Landis Line goes Las Vegas 
with calypso production “Don’t 
Get Caught in Tropical Rain,” fea¬ 
turing two ‘lovelies in chair leg 
kicks on top level stage, 

Mike Gaylord cuts the show in 
fine fettle; Lou Weir keeps the or¬ 
gan hot during the dance inter¬ 
ludes. Joyce & Dolores Perry exit 
Sunday (16).' Balance of show 
holds through Sunday (23). Tina 

Chez Paree, Oil 
Chicago, June ,16. 

Danny Thomas, Midge & Bill 
Haggett, Chez Paree Adorables (6), 
Ted Boyer, Ted Fio Rito Orch. 
(12); $1.95 cover, $4 minimum. 

The second show has long beep 
a soft spot on the Windy City 
nitery circuit, and this Chez for¬ 
mat is set up as a play for more 
than the early-dining first show 
crowd. The main show winds up 
with Danny Thomas’ exit after an 
hour and 45 minutes. Following 
the regular show the stage is oc¬ 
cupied by hypnotist Ted Boyer for 
an hour of audience participation. 

As dialectician and storyteller 
Thomas has a diversified following 
here, and his Chez dates always 
mean heavy business. A Fathers’ 
Day opening brought a heavy con- 

_,, _ __tingerit of full families. Young- 
Robin opens Monday (17) for a i sters hearing the stock Thomas 
week. Guy. \ repertoire for the first time were 

Eddys9, K. C. 
Kansas City, June 14. 

Andy Williams (with Sam Her¬ 
man), TCrry Haven (with Ernie 
Held), Tony DiPardo Orch (8); 
$1-$1.50 cover. 

as enthusiastic as elders, who have 
heard the singing parrot tale and 
the episode of Irish cracks at the. 0 , , ,_nv 
English a dozen times. Thomas; Saturday (29). 
goes into a diatribe on the then-; 

and many not so well known. ? Bimbo- 8 365 Club, S. F. 
“Matie* Rag,” “Donkey City,” “Ca- San Francisco, June 13. 
lypso Bean” are among the lesser Robert Lamouret, Genevieve, 
knowns which she sings with an; The LaVerves (4), Ilona, Dorothy 
intriguing accent and firm beat, i Dorben Dancers (ID, Al Wallace 
She gives plenty vitality to “Mama ' Orch U0) with Allen Cole; $1- 
Look A Booboo” and Zombie Jam- rn,.nr 
boree” for big mitting. ^l-oOcoicr. __ 

The willowy, nicely stacked ca- This fairly lavish 26th anniver- 
lypsonian sets the mood for the sary sbow which Bimbo Giuntoll 
r?.°P* ah decor is calypso, in calls “French Follies of 1957” has 
shek fashion. She is backed in fine a i0t 0f good spots and yet. over¬ 
style by her four Calypso Lords, ; alK doesn’t quite seem to click. 
w;ho also play for dancing Booking It may be that the show is a bit 
of Lady Sheree and continuation too French.v, or it may be that the 
of calypso policy firms up the point; acts (ion’t move quite swiftly 
that the Jamaican-Tnmdad Jivo • enough. 
has caught on in Boston in the; Robert Lamouret appears to 
room which plunged into it up to have added some new routines 
its show biz neck. Biz has been t with a Sad-eyed mechanical dog, 
healthy since opening with Pat; but his chief stock-in-trade re- 
Mathews, who introed the calypso mains comic ventrilonuv with his 
fare to Hub, and was held for three , bieper-than-life duck. The dog 
frames. Now that local customers j stuff falls a little flat and so he 
interest m calypso is whetted,; must rely for laughs On the duck, 
looks like word-of-mouth and good : and he gets them, esoec'aRy with 
promosh could keep the room on; the surefire climax in which the 
a longtime calypso kick. Lady! duck shaves Lamouret. The comic 
Sheree and Calypso Lords exit (is a charming fellow but he works 
" * “ ,0/" Guy. • a trifle too long. 

Genevieve, on the other hand, 

One of the more talented sing¬ 
ers to play this plush room is Andy 
Williams, and he is happily cou¬ 
pled with comedienne Terry Haven 
for the fortnight. Both are in for 
the first time, both do a first-rate 
job, and the show stacks up as one 
of the better layouts in recent 
months, albeit a bit long on the 
opening session of 50 minutes. 

In her inning Miss Haven gets 
in some good .comedy monolog, 
plus laughs from impressions Of 
Miss Universe contest entries. A 
bit on green stamp savers gives 
her a weaker moment, but she: 
comes back to sing “Old Black 
Magic” straight and acceptably. 
A closing list of impressions goes 
so-so until she strikes up Sophie 
Tucker for a firm finale. 

Williams in his first entry here 
proves to be topflight in his feel¬ 
ing for. phrasing and generally 
clear cut, pleasant vocalling. He 
works out on a variety of tunes, 
including the hits he has chalked 
up on the Cadence label, 3nd 
builds at a steady pace to a high- 
level close, His versions of “Just 
in Time,” “Breezxhg Along,” a 
medley of 1956 hits and all the 
rest are stylish singing, backed by 
guitarist Sam Herman and the 
Tony DiPardo orch. He has Un¬ 
usual entries in “That’s Bazazz” 
and “Baby Doll,” and socks out 
the finish with “Butterfly,” “I 
Love Your Kind of Love” an* “I 
Get a Kick Out of You.” 

Next up at Eddys’ are the Mod- 
ernaires, opening June 28 for two 
weeks. Quinn. 

Boniface Stanley Blinstrub has 
spotlighted localite Irish story 
weaver and member of the N. E. 
Opera Co., Jimmy Joyce, in the 
top spot. His combo of deft 
brogue rib-ticklers and glorious 
piping is fracturing auds in the 
1,700-seat South Boston spot. The 
200-pound comic and singer, who 
comes off the club date circuit, is 
authoritative throughout, winning 
handily with his ludicrous yarns of 
his “driking uncle.” 

Although some of histories are 
ancient, he shows rare magic in 
making them sound new. He can 
do no wrong in this spot- from 
walkon to bowoff. After killing 
them with the Irish jokes, he car¬ 
bons Vaughn Monroe, Mario Lanza 
and Ezio Pinza for big mitting and 
goes serioso with dramatic patter! 
introing “Danny Boy.” Taking a 
spot on the darkened stage he sets 
the scene in an Irish thatched cot¬ 
tage, then pulls out all the stops 

" on his rendition, /iding it for ulti¬ 
mate in big powerful voice. He 
walks off way ahead, 

Dolores Perry, slim, dark-haired 
soprano with unusual range, last 
seen at Steuben’s, seems more at 

- home in smaller rooms, but has no 
difficulty in. reaching *the hack 
spaces with slick chirping of “Ro- 

. man Guitar” and “Love Is Where 
You Find It.”. She works hard on 
an aud participation number, 
“Chantez, Chantez,” and clinches 
with her sock standard “One Fine 
Day,” She does a fine “Granada,” 
but Blinstrub auds are unaccus-| 
tomed to sopranos on the operatic 
kick,. having been conditioned to 
pop diskers. Femme’s stint could 
come off sock if routined differ¬ 
ently. To close the show, she 
comes on with Joyce for duet of 
“Ah SweCt Mystery of Life” which 
gets salvos. 

Elviras open the show with 
amazing aero work in which 
femme is held straight up by head! 
on partner’s one hand and shifted 
to the other hand* Daughter, who 
has joined the act, gets off some 
nimble foot juggling with barrel. 
Trio open juggling clubs and segue 

and-now of child-raising laden j Bellevue Casino, Mont’l • builds nicely after what seems like 
with autobiographical notes and a I Montreal June 12 ‘an interrninable and totally in- 
musical ribbing of his hometown.1 - 7,,.. p ’n_+_ .01' 9 !comprehensible opening song. Her 
and he finishes off with “I’ll See i \ » h i first number establishes her as a 
You in My Dreams,” after which j Toreanias, Pablo Pantos, Bob . talking chanteuse—that is, one of 
he had to beg off. , Carol, Casino Co^elies < 10 >, Btt- j the numerous group of singers 

Midge & Bill Haggett terp [ Belair Orch Bnddy Clayton • wbo can’t sing and make up fQr 
through three sequences made at-1 Tno; $1 adm'ss<.on. : this^ deficiency by talking their 
tractive by their gestures, costum- _ , "*“ ~ . . 11. ' songs in husky voices. But it turns 
ing and taped-in narration. Act is i F°r Past several shows in this out that she can sing, and that she 
not spectacular but a lively novel-! saloon, the Craig Daye production has a delightful, pixie personality 
ty that holds fairly good attention' numbers with the attractive Casino | and that she can use a traveling 
in the house The young pair is i P°ny line have overshadowed the • mike exoertly, giving ringsiders an 
well-synchronized, but the chor-1 feature attractions. Same can’t be , extra kick. It takes her a couple 
eography is not’overly imagina-1o£ current layout; with one of weak numbers to warm up to 
tive i exception, all acts are strong and the old French standards like 

The Chez Adorables have hung! overall balance makes for a first- . “Pigalle” and to do a ballad remin- 
on to the choreography of their j rate show. iscent of . Edith Piaf, those open- 
last two shows, and it’s beginning ! Headliner is Susanne & The Es- ins minutes are simply wasted, 
to wear thin. The Chez expects ■ corts. Susanne is a pert blonde i The four LaVernes, two strong 
to have its new taller line next;looker with a good sense of corn-! gents and a pair of goodlooking 
month. Musical hacking for show 
is supplied by Ted Fio Rito, just 
back from his one-niter tour with'! 
Sammy Davis Jr. 

Ted Boyer takes the stage as 
the house breaks after the star. In 
this hardly enviable position he 
succeeds in keeping the lingerers 
occupied for an hour amid the re¬ 
shuffling of customers and tables, ! 
while he is engaged in his som-] 
nambulistic act. Boyer is suave 
and handles a skeptical and wise¬ 
cracking house with tact. The 
usual suspensions and post-hyp¬ 
notic suggestions make up the act, 
but working with 20 volunteers 
from the audience makes for too 
long a show. After his main act 
Boyer entertains at the important 
ringside fables and the side rooms. 

Current show is in for 10 days. 
Milton Berle comes in July 1, but 
no bill has been outlined yet for 
June 26-30. Leva. 

Monlelcone Hotel, N. O* 
New Orleans, June 14. 

Smith Twins, Del Ray, Nick Stu¬ 
art Orch (7); $3 minimum. 

This two-act layout rings the bell 
all the way, presenting new faces 
to the local nitery scene. 

Del Ray, adept magician in high 
hat and tails, gets as big a kick 
out of fooling pepole as the people 
got out of being fooled. His en¬ 
trance is preceded by a flash of 1 
fire and as he begins to perform! 
his legerdermain his fingertips are 
literally sparking flames. 

While mechanical gadgets, in¬ 
cluding a delightful panda bear,: 
give with shooting stars' and wine 
sipping from bottomless glasses,. 
Rays manipulates cards glovehand¬ 
ed, produces and vanishes cigarets, 
doves and other birds, and makes 
with handkerchiefs and scarves to 
present a mystifying turn of new 
and standard illusions. 

Hocus-pocus artist has a lot of 
amusing tricks to which everyone 
pays rapt attention; The gasps and 
laughs come fast. His repertoire 
is unlimited and he leaves no doubt 
regarding his ability as a showman. 

Smith Twins, blonde look-alike 
cuties, put style and imagination 
into their, songs and disli out some 
solid harmonizing. In smooth man¬ 
ner, sisters offer repertoire well- 
rounded with old fives and special 
material tunes ranging from 
"Autumn-Leave?” and “The Lady 
Is A Tramp” to ^‘That’s Life” and 
“Dream Man,” the latter their first 
recording for Verve label. 

. Gals convey feeling^of gaiety and 
warmth to audience. Singing of 
songs is a personal delight to 
then?, not an assignment, and they 
communicate enthusiasm to table- 
holders. 

Nick Stuarts versatile crew backs 
he show in topdrawer fashion and 

provides melodic danceable music 
which lures patrons to floor for 
ankle-bending. Pert Cheri Lee, 
hand singer, provides the vocal in¬ 
terludes. in solid fashion. Diminu¬ 
tive thrush has nice pipes and 
knows her way around a tune. 
Show runs two weeks. Liu* 

Angelo's, Omaha 
Omaha, June 15. 

Three Suns; no cover dr mini¬ 
mum. 

The Three Suns probably should 
be documented under New Acts 
this trip around, inasmuch as or¬ 
ganist Artie Dunn now has sur¬ 
rounded himself with a pair of new 
faces in accordionist Tony Lavello 
and guitarist Johnny Romano. 

Given excellent showcasing in 
Angelo DiGiacomo’s plush new 
nitery, the trio comes off a decided 
winner. Two amplifiers bring the 
sharp,, crisp tones to all parts of 
the 500-seat house. 

After their wJc. “Twilight Time” 
theme, lads shift into a nifty “Car¬ 
avan” and Dunn does vocals on 
“Around World.” Lavello produces 
some A-l comedy before turning 
serious soloist on “Malaguena.” 
“Peg o' My- Heart” draws a big 
hand, then it’s Romano’s inning for 
a clever “Sweet Georgia Brown” 
done “Chow Mein” version. Ro¬ 
mano also furnishes some clever 
French takeoffs to set up the 
“Twilight Time” begoff. 

The Suns are doing three shows 
nightly; biz is strictly SHO despite 
the huge capacity.* And one thing 
is certain: The Three Suns never 
sounded better. Trump. 

edy backed by okay terping; her 
two male aides are also a cut above 
the average hoofers and routines 
have obvious planning and style 
that score with patrons. Trio is a 
refreshing change from the usual 
faking and posturing of other simi¬ 
lar groups seen around the circuit 
in past year or so. 

dolls, are Apache dancers who 
manage to give their restricted art 
a few comic twists, but not enough. 
As Apache dancers they’re un¬ 
doubtedly good, but this Frisco 
audience’s muted response seems 
to indicate the field for the La¬ 
Vernes’ talents is not very large. 

The Dorothy Dorben line whips 
Comic Pablo Palitos’ chief claim 1 through a pair of stunning and 

to fame is that he can sing “Grana- ! clever numbers in which Ilona, an 
da” in several languages. With! imported stripper, plays a central 
each vocal switch he assumes a. Part. She’s good, the line excel- 
slight costume change to fit the ilent- Allen Cole does a smooth 
song; approaches every version! emcee job and the Al Wallace orch 
with enthusiasm but needs strong-Iis t0Ps- Show, which runs a little 
er song and better material to ! over an hour, stays through July 3. 

• * * 1 * Stef. round out act. 
The Three Toreanias spin the1 

Indian clubs, with dexterity and 
precision, mixing routines nicely 
for plaudits. Distaff member of 
threesome is a handsome passer, 
very nimble during her tossing bit 
and a fine visual boost to offering. 
Emcee Bob Carol keeps show go¬ 
ing at a good clip and clicks handi¬ 
ly with three songs during his solo 
stint. Bix Belair’s big orch backs 
all performers and the Buddy 
Clayton Trio does interlude music. 
Choreographer Craig Daye *. puts 
the Casino line through three col¬ 
orful numbers that show to good 
advantage their hoofing talents and 
physical attributes. Feature acts 
hold until June 19; productions un¬ 
til June 26. Newt. 

Sahara, I ns Vegas 
(FOLLOWUP) 

Las Vegas, June 12. 
When a virus condition caused 

Teresa Brewer to cancel the final 
week of her four-framer in the 
Congo Room, producer Stan Irwin 
rushed Jeannette MacDonald in 
from the Coast to pinchhit. Al¬ 
though lack of preparation made 
Miss MacDonald's opening per¬ 
formance disjointed ‘her music ar¬ 
rived only two hours before she 
went on), she got a warm recep¬ 
tion from an appreciation audience. 
Early diners sat in on part of her 
rehearsal, and at one time during 

, the show, ringsiding hubby Gene 
; Rajrmond called her over to wipe 
' off some lipstick that had smeared 
during the confusion. 

She kidded the members of the 
Cee Davidson orch (13) and her 
accompanist Wally Beery, thanking 
them for their “patience” w’ith her 

| —but she needed no apologies. She 
.. I , , 5 hit the high notes with apparent 

Alan _ Dale, chanter who was ease, and breezed through such 
last m this area a year and a halfj faveS as “Hello, Young Lovers,” 
ago at another club, has since ap- “Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life.” 
peared in pictures (“Don’t Knock | “Summertime,” “One Kiss” and 
the Rock’) to give bis cummt j “Indian Love Call.” 
booking at the Chaudiere Club' — - 
added impetus. “Oldster” business 

Chaudiere, Ottawa 
Ottawa, June 15. 

Alan Dale, Jay Nemeth, Red¬ 
heads (3), Harry Pozy Orch <8); 
$1 admission. 

The fine comedy of impressionist 
Dick Kerr, the delightful terping 
of Bud & Cece Robinson, and the 
Saharem Dancers fill out the bill. 
A special nod should go to Sonia 
Shaw & Bill Hitchcock for the 
imaginative choreography in the 

Duke. 

Bradford Carousel, Hub 
Boston, June 11. 

Lady Sheree, Calypso Lords (4); 
no minimum. 

Continuing on the calypso kick, 
Al Taxier brings in Jamaican Lady 
Sheree to head the show in the 
refurbished Carousel 400-seater in 
the hotel’s lower level. Intro of the 
Jamaican-Trinidad beat has caught 
on In the room opened a month ago 
and is to continue as Bostonians 
are finding the airconditioned boite 
a pleasant late spot. 

Lady Sheree, dark looker hand¬ 
somely gowned in white, is as ex¬ 
pert in her body movements. im- 
presh of the calypso beat as in her 
piping of the ditties/ She traverses 
the stage, moving in small circles 
accenting the beat, as she chirps 
the calypsonlan fare. Her offerings 
are varied and offbeat, with adroit 
weaving of w.k. calypso numbers 

comes in through memories of 
Dale’s “Sing It Again” radio show. 
Dale sells his tunes neatly and col¬ 
lects solid mitting for all of them. 
Biggest impact is from a produc-.,^ 
tion of “Laugh Clown Laugh” and j production numbers! 
his closer Rocking the Cha Cha” { _ 

, with a gimmick ending that has! unnin x* ft 
| the customers happy. Also big in! V' 
• the stint is his string of impres-; „ 0rlpans; Tun® 14- 
sions of other chanters such as! Austin* Porters Combo 
Cornell, Laine, Eckstine, others. ,l° cover or minimum. 

Chaudiere also has ventriloquist • n A 
Jay Nemeth whose second voice’n5e”fa Austin out of retirement 
comes through a pup in a satchel.; f"J 
Reception is good, chiefly because! ?eve“ yeJ*rs’ opened to big 
of the expressions and actions of j 5j.z 5n?i?e2nPl?Hnf 
the dummy dog, but the stanza 
chhurc nnoH nf efrnnopr pnmip^v ‘ SlUOOth piping &nd G3SJ man- shows need of stronger comedy 
material for greatest quality. 

[ easy 1 
ner. Apart from using the nostalgic 

^ .j , .. .“My Blue Heaven” as a signature 
On twice, the Redheads are three and appiause rhythmizer, Austin 

terp femmes with titian tresses; blends a flock of oldies and new 
who -offer a collection of ■ jazz, | tunes in fetching fashion, 
calypso, blues and Charleston 1 Austin’s vocalizing turn is gear- 
steps. Girls are clicko dancers and: ed to ebcit greatest response and 
spice the bill adequately. Harry; be makes r pay off handsomely. 
Pozy band is big m showbacking j porters provide danceable 
and tunes for dancing Gorm. j rhythms. Group sounds like bigger 

------ 1 aggregation, dispensing music with 
Harry Delmar producing an act! more body and vitality than is 

for the Lili St .Cyr protege, Hope \ usually found in most small 
Hayden, before starting work | combos. 
on the forthcoming legit revue, Austin engagement is for a week. 
“The Face and the Body.” I Luiz* 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF JUNE 19 

Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show 

whether full or split week 

Letter fn parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L) Loew; (M) Moss; 

(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; <S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall (R) 20 

Melissa Hayden. 
Ronnie Ronalde 
Molidor 3 
Rockettes ‘ 
Raymond Paige Ore 
Corps De Ballet 
Glee Club 

Palace <R> 21 
Martez, Lucia St 

Linda 
Evers Sc Dolores 

Alphonse Berge 
Sid & Paul Kaye 
Nick Francis Ore 
13 to fill) 

Roxy (201 
Nancy Le Parker 
Manuel Del Toro 
Mickey Powers 
Leslie Sang 
Skating Squires 
Roxyettes 
Roxy Orch 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 
Tivoli (T> 24 

Johnny Lockwood 
Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Les Thaika 
Mcdlock Sc Marlowe 
Balladinis 
Billy Rayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O'Connor 
Edit Juhasz 
Alwyn Leckie 
Continentals 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Godso 
Olivia Dale 
RudaS Dancers 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli (T) 24 

Peter Brough 

Ronald Chesney 

Boys of Mexico 
2 Earls 
Christine & Moll 
Lebrac Sc Bernice 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicados 
Williams Sc Sliand 

Buster Fiddess 
Nina Cooke 
Brenda Howe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

SINGAPORE 
Odeon (T) 24 

Katherine Dunliam 
Co. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL 
Palace (I) 17 

Hylda Baker 
Tanner Sis. 
Odette Crystal 
Sonny Roy 
Mitchell Singers 
Impero Bros. 
Janet Gray 
M Granger Sc Co. 
Ivanko 4 
Joan Davis Co. 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome (M> 17 
Sally Barnes 
Arnley & Gloria 
3 Skylarks 
L Sc L Rogers 

COVENTRY 
Empire (M) 17 

Alma Cogan 
Bonar Colleano 
Vic Hyde 
Slim Rhyder 
Peter Quinton 
Victor Scaforth 
Evers Sc Toni 
Gillian Sc June 

EDINBURGH 
Empire (M) 17 

Max Wall 
Terry Kennedy Co. 
Anne Hart 
Jumpin Jax 
5 Speedacs 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire <M> 17 
Canfield Smith 
Beryl Catlin 

GLASGOW 
Empire (M) 17 

4 Lads 
Emerson Sc Jayne 
Penny Nicholls 
Marcies 
Jean Kennedy 
Les Mallinls 
Duncan's Collies 
Juggling Brauns 

HANLEY 
Royal (17) 

Tommy Steele 
The Martinis 
M Sc B Winters 
Camilleri 
P Sc P Page 
Reg Thompson 
Les Braxillanos 
Kazan Sc Katz 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire (Ml 17 

Carroll Levis 

De Vere 3 
Allen Modley 
Golding St Stuart 
Eddie Goff ran 
Benson Dulay 

LONDON 
Hippodrome (M) 17 
Lonnie Donegan Co. 
Cogan Sc Co. 
Metropolitan (I) 17 
Lita Rosa 
Leon Cortez 
Thunderclap Jones 
Manley & Austin 
Michael Roxy 
Manz & Chico 
Regency 2 
Rusty 
Johnny Dallas 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (M) 17 

Billy Anthony 
Rudy Horn 
Dior Dancers 
Glmma Boys 

NORTHAMPTON 
New (I) 17 

Jimmy French 
Crossinl 
Little Beaver 
Koolmans Waters 

NORWICH 
Hippodrome (M) 17 
Tommy Godfrey 
Sirdanl 
Duncan 3 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire (M) 17 

Norman Evans > 
Shane Sc La Mar 
Fayne Sc Evans 
Roy Stevens 
Margery Manners 
Jack Beckltt 
Waltbon Sc Lorraine 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand (I) 17 

Dave Gray 
Johnnie lister 
Kish Sc Valerie 
Marine Ellen 
Derek Lawrence 
John Wblteley 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire (M) 17 

Albert Modley 
Flack Sc Mills 
Mandos Sis 
Lynda Ross 
Warren Sc Jean 
Don Arden 
Mongadors Sc Anne 
Cooper 2 

NEW YORK CITY 
Bon Sotr 

Jimmy Komack 
"Cindy Sc Lindy 
Sylvia Syms 
Three Flames 
Bruce Kirby 

Blue Angel 
Spivy 

. Carol Burnett 
Will Holt 
Cbavela 
Jimmy Lyon 3 
Bart Howard 

Casanova 
Helene Darcel 
Jacques Zarow 
Alex Alstone 

Chateau Madrid 
Tongolele 
Montes De Oca 
India Adams 
Ralph Font Ore 
C’andi Cortez 
Canay Ore 

Copacabana 
Ella Fitzgerald 
Buddy Hackett 
Tom Rockford 
Marilyn Cooper 
Tony Starman 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 

No. 1 Fifth Ave 
Joey Carter 
Rosemary O’Reilly 
Bob Downey 
Harold Fonville 
Hotel Ambassador 

Chauncey Gray Ore 
Jani Sarkozi 

Gypsies 
Quintero Rhumbas 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Alan Logan Ore 
Joseph Sudy 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Eddie Lane Ore 

Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Milt Shaw Ore 

Ray Bari Ore 
Hotel Staffer 

J. Dorsey Ore 
Lee Castle 

Latin Quarter 
Vagabonds 
George Matson 
Isabel Sc Miguel 
Trio Cottas 
Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowe Ore 

New Roumanian 
Lou Menchell 
Alverda 
Jeryl Chandler 
H. Roth Ore 

Old Roumanian 
Jan Bart 
Danny Carroll 
Sadie Banks 
Joe La Porte Ore 

Park Sheraton 
Jan August 
Spark Thurman 

Two Guitars 
Kostya Poliansky 
Dolores Daupbina 
Leonid Lugovsky 
Eugene Sc Sonya 
Andrei Hamshay 

Viennese Lantern 
Galena 
Judy Foster 
Ernest Schoen Ore 
Harold Sandler 

i Paul Mann 
j Village Barn 
| Sophie Parker 
*Zeb Carver 
i Ed Smith 
, Ralph Michelle 
* Billy Kelly 
i Irving Harris 
[ Village Vanguard 
- Irwin Corey 
l Chico Hamilton, 
i Waldorf-Astoria 
.- Sarah Vaughan 
i Count Basie Ore 
i Haitian Dancers 

Lady Venita 
Rudolph King 
Lady Janet 
Shovon Trio 
Roger McCall 
Al D’Lacy Ore 

Blue Note 
Mort Sahl 
Eli’s Chosen Six 

Chez Paree 
Danny Thomas 
B Sc M Haggett 
Ted Boyer 
Ted Fio Rito Ore 
Chez Paree Ador- . 

ablcs 
Cloister Inn « 

Jean Hoffman Trio 
Ruth Olay 

Conrad Hilton 
"Skating Memories" 
Boyers t2) 
Clifford Guest 
Colstons (2) 
Karen 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Bill Christopher 
Paul Gibben 

Naomi Wold 
“China" Clark 
Ann. Cucksey 
Encores (4) 
Frankie Masters Ore 
Boulevardears & 

Dons (12) 
Drake Hotel 

Joanne Gilbert 
Gate - of Horn 

Bob Gibson 
Jo Mapes 
Frank Hamilton 

London House 
Barbara Carroll (3) 
Eddie Higgins <3> 

Mister Kelly's 
Buddy Greco Trio 
Teddi King 
Harry Slottag (3) 
Marx Sc Frigo 
Frank D*Rone 

Palmer House 
Eydie Gormc 
Lucille & Eddie 

Roberts 
Hoctor Sc Byrd 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

los Angeles 

Bar of Music 
Emaline Henry 
Vogues (3> 
Felix De Cola 
Jerry Linden Ore 

Cocoanut Grove 
Lena Horne 
F. Martin Ore 

Interlude 
Jeri Southern 

Shorty Rogers Ore 
Mocambo 

Caprice Chantal 
Frankie - Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouge 
Louis Armstrong 

Statler Hotel 
Gogi Grant 
Bobby Brant 
Dick Stabile Ore 

LAS VEGAS 

Desert inn 
Ted Lewis 
Marie McDonald 
Art Johnson 
Donn Arden Dncrs 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 
‘•Havana Mardi Gras’ 
Cesar Romero 
Eve Flores 
Milo Velarde 
Tony & Francella 
Marquez Sis 
Garwood Van Ore 

El Cortez 
"Rhythm on Ice” 
George Arnold 
Paul Desmond 
Buster Hallett Ore 

El Rancho Vegas 
Sophie Tucker 
John Carroll 
Kay Brown 
Molnar Dancers 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Jack Benny 
Gisele Mackenzie 
Chiquita Sc Johnson 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Fr.emont Hotel 
Isli Kabibble St 

Shy Guys 
The Make Believes 
Gayle Walton 

Goldeit Nugget 
Pepper Pots 
Teri 0‘MasoO 
Giro Rlmac 
Lee Maynard 
Faye Ellen 

Hacienda 
Kings IV 
Shirley Scott 

Riviera 
"Pajama Game” 
Larry Douglas 
Betty O’Neil 
Buster West 
Barbara Bostock 

Novelites 
Mickey Katz 
Ray Sinatra Orch 

Royal Nevada 
Cab Calloway 
Cotton Club Revue 
Diane Lefti 
Lonnie Sattln 
George Kirby 
Norma Miller Dncrs 

Sahara 
Sonny King 
Martha Raye 
The Sabres 
Cee Davidson Ore 
Louis Prima 

Keely Smith 
Sant?* 

Peter land Hayes 
Mary Healy 
Four Voices 
Copa Girls 
Antonio MoroUi Ore 

Showboat 
Tony Milo 
Doieeta 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girls 
Mike Werner Orch 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Peop-etts 
Candy Barr 
Pat Yankee 
Bob Darch 
Barbary Coast Boys 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Sllpperettes. 
Geo. Redman Orch 

Thundetbird 
China Doll ;Revue 
Thunderbird Dncrs 
Al Jab ns Orch 

Treptcane 
Jacqueline Francois 
Elaine Dunn 
Tybee Afra 
Johnny Puleo Sc 

Harmonica Gang 
Judy Logan 
Nat Brandywynne 

MIAMI-M1AMI BEACH 

Americana 
Jackie Heller 
Jimmy Savo 
Kirby Stone -t 
Joan Weber 
Lee Martin Ore 

. Balmoral 
Billy Mitchell 
Sonny Kendis Ore 
Tana Lcifh 

Club Calypso 
Tropical Holiday 
Carlos Varella’s 

Cubanaires 
Di Lido 

Mandy Campo Ore , 
Freddie Stewart 
Maria & Toni 
Caney Ore . 

Eden Roc 
Jack Kannon 
Terri Stevens 
Mattison Trio 
Kasse Quintet 
Henry Tobias 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Count Bernardino 
Palmetto Boys 

Fontainebleau 
BcCastro Sisters 
Paul Gilbert 
Mario Sc Floria 
Murray Schlamme 
Pupi Campo Ore 
Sacasas Ore 

London Towne 
Arthur Blake 
Wcela Gallez 
Jean Tourigny 

Malayan 
The Riveros 
Mighty Panther 
Bahama Mama 
Conrad Hodges' 

Calypsonians 
Murray Franklin's 

Jimmy Ames 
Pepe Miller 
Nat Poolgate 
Dick Haviland 
Murray Franklin 
Lucy Roberts 
Eddie Bernard 

Nautilus 
Leon Fields 
Phyllis Arnold 
Mario 8: Tonia 
Syd Stanley Ore 

Place Pigalle 
B. S. Pully 
Dixie Evans 
French Follies 

Seville 
Mickey Gentile 
l’ommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers Ore 
Rey Mambo Ore 

Saxony 
Lamatta Bros. 
Calypsonians 
Cortes Ore 

Roney Plaza 
Goombay Kings 
Richard 
Serge Valdez Ore 

Vagabonds 
Calypso Revue 
Lord Flea & Co. 
Frank Linale Ore 

HAVANA 

j Troptcana 
i Pedro Vargas 
| Llopiz Quartet 
5 Mitsouko Sc Roberto 
I Carmen Lastra 
j Alberto Rochi 
I S Suarci Ovq 
: A Romeu Ora 
; Sans Souci 
, Alverez Mera 
! Gloria & Rolando 
S Sonia Calero 

Victor Alvarez 
Ortega Qrc 

Montmartre 
Raquel Bardisa 
Fajardo Ore 
C Playa Ore 

Nacional 
Marilyn Davies 
Ed Darby 
Sherman’s Models 
Dancing Waters 
W. Reyes Ore 

RENO 

CHICAGO 
Blue Angel 

“Calypso Craze" 
Jamaica Slim 

Black Orchid 
Jerry Lester __ _ 
Rita Constante [ Jamaica Slim 

Harolds 
• Jodimars. 
Betty Reilly 

Mapes Skyroom 
> Ben Blue 
j Ann Mason 
. Barbara Heller 
I Dick Bernie 
i Skylets 

Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

New Golden 
Jack Teagarden 
Harry Ranch 
Morgan Bros. 

Riverside 
Edgar Bergen 
Betty Summer 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Ore 

LAKE TAHOE 

i *,qsjjeH 
| McGuire Sis 
I Chase Sc Mitchell 
•Jody Gray 
Will Osborne Ore 
Stateline Country 

Club 
Three Suns 

,Ray -Baudue 
Nappy Lamar 
Holly Twins 

'■Jimmy Jett 

Mayflower Encore 
Continue.1 from nago 1 

quick, moustached smile, nor the 
British charm which turns so 
quickly into a stare of hurt amaze¬ 
ment when a pointed question puts 
him on the spot. 

“Charlton is the one man respon¬ 
sible for all the hullaballoo about 
the Mayflower II. It is his baby. 
The plans were drawn by Bill 
Baker of Hingham (Mass.). The 
ship was built in Britain. Alan 
Villiers brought it across the ocean. 
But Charlton dreamed it from 
nothing into reality, from chit chat 
in a London pub to one of the most 
frantically exploited money makers 
floated since Morgan menaced the 
Spanish Main. 

“The co-owner of. the colorful 
bark was carried on the Mayflow¬ 
er’s roster as supercargo. A super¬ 
cargo is a business agent. And 
while Capt. Villiers granted an in¬ 
terview to 60 newsmen Under 
lights and cameras at press head¬ 
quarters, Charlton and Paul Bird, 
president of Mayflower Ltd., sat in 
a cornel- and talked about the tech¬ 
niques of promoting a vessel for 
profit. 

But Visitors have stayed away 
from the historic town of Plymouth 
in droves. Supplies of hot dogs 
wilted and frankfurter roles went 
stale while chickens for a big bar¬ 
becue were rushed back to freezers 
to save them. Some 92 crates of 
merchandise, valued at over $200*- 
000, have lightened the ship so that 
she will have to take ballast aboard 
to compensate. ^ | 

Most of the criticism In Massa¬ 
chusetts as to the Mayflower’s 
“commercialism” stems from the 
deal that Warwick Charlton, who 
was Montgomery’s press officer and 
who promoted the crossing, made 
with New York interests to exhibit 
the ship on the Manhattan water¬ 
front for an admission. 

Charlton, in a press statement, 
said: “When you’re looking for 
money you don’t go to amateurs or 
do-gooders.*' You go to profession¬ 
als. New “York looked like the best 
bet. The pier situation tliere is 
ideal. Project Mayflower has a 
contract to get 20% of the gross.” 

He said he first dreamed up the 
idea of a new old Mayflower 10 
years ago, but had trouble selling 
it. He abandoned an idea to rake 
funds by public subscription, found 
an angel in Felix Fenston, million¬ 
aire London realtor, made connec¬ 
tions with- Plymouth Plantation 
Inc., the org building the replica 
Pilgrim Village in Plymouth, and 
agreed to give them the completed 
ship in exchange for the original 
Mayflower blueprints. 

Vegas Via TV 
—^ Continued f:om page 1 

community sing, when camera 
picks up faces of audience partici¬ 
pates and flashes them on a 11x14 
screen in centre of the darkened 
stage. Singers can see them¬ 
selves on screen While they chirp 
and get heckled by Hayes, who 
stands at side of stage with 
hand mike. 

“We’ve been planning this thing 
a long time,” Entratter said. “In 
fact, Peter had the idea when he 
played here last October, and' 
we’ve kept it under wraps until 
now. We hope to have it ready for 
national distribution before the 
Sands anniversary Dec. 15.” 

Entratter said that it may be pos¬ 
sible to use such Sands-contracted 
stars as Frank Sinatra, Lena Home 
and Nat (King) Cole in the produc¬ 
tions, since the telecast won’t be 
sponsored commercially and won’t 
be seen in private homes. 

“It has unlimited possibilities,” 
Entratter declared. “For exam¬ 
ple, an night club in a midwestern 
city could offer in addition to its 
own live variety show a 'special 
added attraction — Marlene Die¬ 
trich direct from the Sands Hotel 
in Las Vegas.’ Subscribers could 
take the show for one night, a 
week, two weeks—whatever would 
best suit their particular situation. 
It would have tremendous drawing 
power, especially for clubs which 
can’t afford big names. It’ll help 
bring people back into the night 
clubs, where they’ll see shows 
which will make anything they’ve 
seen on television look sick by 
comparison. . Subscription, fees 

from the clients would make it 

possible to boost Our show budget 

—and it’s quite possible that we 

could give them a $100,000 or 

$200,000 show.” 
Entratter Intends to let only one 

night club have the package in 
each city. He sees no problem with 
the FCC or with unions. The 
scheme is attractive enough to 
bring a healthy profit to the clubs 
even if they pay for standby musi¬ 
cians, he feels. 

“I think people would like to get J 
away from home once in a while,” 
says Entratter, “but they must 
have a reason for going out. This 
will be it.” 

CBS-Weslinghouse 
Continued from rvgs* 1 — 

years under the Don McGannon 

leadership are no secret to the 

trade, it would mean keeping com¬ 
pany with, and having a vested 

ownership stake in America’s No. 

1 network. in program dominance 
and hillings. 

It’s perhaps this latter aspect, in 

its relation to NBC, that, in the 

opinion of many, would make 
Westinghouse amenable to a CBS 
wedding. Certainly recent events 
in the WBC broadcasting area tes¬ 
tify not only to a widening schism 
in Westinghouse-NBC relations, 
but similarly point to a definite 
pro-CBS sentiment on the part of i 
the WBC command. 

The repercussions stemming 
from the Westinghouse-NBC sta¬ 
tion swap in Cleveland arid Phila¬ 
delphia Is but a single illustration 
or the no-love dost atttitude inso¬ 
far as Westinghouse and NBC- 
RCA are concerned. And only re¬ 
cently Westinghouse negotiated 
a deal severing its Pittsburgh al¬ 
legiance with NBC and turning 
over that city’s major KDKA-TV 
affiliation to Columbia. Consider¬ 
ing KDKA’s longtime identity with 
NBC, dating hack, in fact, to the 
beginning of network radio, it was 
something more than a casual sev¬ 
erance. 

The continued NBC-Westing- 
house tie in WBC's owned-and-op- 
erated Boston station, WBZ-TV, 
has subsequently became a topic 
for speculation, with predictions 
that, once the Hub has its full com¬ 
plement of VHF stations, a switch 
t<0 CBS is bound to happen. 
Columbia’s present affiliate is 
WNAC-TV, but the situation is far 
from ideal insofar as the stations’ 
acceptance of CBS programming is 
concerned. When, only last week, 
Westinghouse’* WBZ-TV bought 
the Khrushchev film from CBS to 
give it Boston exposure, it had im¬ 
plications far beyond a mere pro¬ 
gram transaction. 

Turkey’s Top Earner 
^ Continued from page 1 

also has an eight week* engagement 

with the Bebek Music-Hall for 

nightly appearances. At eaeh ap¬ 

pearance he will sing eight songs 
and will get I,00Q Turkish liras a; 

night, again with his tax paid by 
the management. 

The young singer who was “dis¬ 
covered” on a radio program five 
years ago makes two films a year, 
still has a weekly broadcast, owns 
a record company and writes most 
of his own songs which bring his 
yearly income to about equivalent j 
of $200,000 Yankee folding cur¬ 
rency. 

Incidentally Muren was just nom¬ 
inated by Turkish critics as “the 
worst actor of all time.” 

WBKB 
Continued from page 31 —. 

NTA, obviously, the show can 
point the way to selling its vast li¬ 
brary of Paramount short sub¬ 
jects. It can also mean instant 
sales of tlife same package in at 
least 15 markets which, Graff 
says, are waiting to see how “A.M. 
in Chicago” fares. Graff’s office 
is providing the entire script and 
edited film, and the stations can 
employ their own emcees. 

• Nadine Martin, former writer 
and editor for “Monitor” and the 
Dave Garroway show, has been 
imported from New York to script 
the new show and help select film 
clips. She’ll be associate pro¬ 
ducer. j 

— ■■■ - ■ . ■ ■ m 

First-Bin Product 
• " Continued‘from page 31 a—a 

year with “O. Henry Playhouse,” 
will have “African Patrol” for syn¬ 
dication in the fall, with a winter 
airing date held likely. 

Guild has just made a deal for 
“Michaels of Africa” skein, which 
shapes up now as that outfit’s ma¬ 
jor fall entry. 

CBS Film Sales, now busy sell¬ 
ing the “I Remember Mama” skein, 
has four properties, any one of 
which could be kicked off in syn¬ 
dication by a major regional. The 
four include: “Assignment-Foreign 
Legion,” already aired in England, 
with 26 episodes in the can; “Col¬ 
onel Flack,” “The Gray Ghost,” 
and “Firefighters,” the latter three 
with pilots completed. Jackie Glea¬ 
son’s “The Honeymooners” also 
may be heading the syndication 
route, although not representing a 
freshly produced property.. 

Official, which reentered the 
first-run field recently with “Vaga¬ 
bond,” has a number of possibili¬ 
ties with four pilots in the can, in¬ 
cluding “Marco, the Magnificent,” 
and “At Gun's Point,” any one of 
which could be thrown into syn¬ 
dication with a major regional. 

ABC. Film Syndication also holds 
out the possibility of a large re¬ 
gional kicking off “26. Men” and 
“Forest Ranger,” properties, 
though, like those of Official Films, 
which still are being pitched for 
network airing. 

RKO Television, now pitching 
the “Aggie” skein, shortly will put - 
“Sailor of Fortune” on the market. 

The new Telestar Films outfit 
will have “White Hunter” for fall. 

The six first-run skeins which 
were put on the air between Sep¬ 
tember, 1956 and February of this 
year were as follows: “Hawkey e 

j and the Last of the Mohicans,” 
TPA; “Men of Annapolis.” Ziv; 
“Sheriff of Cochise,” NTA; “Whirly- 
hirds;” CBS; “State Trooper,” 
MCA; and “O. Henry-Playhouse,” 
Gross-Krasne. “Captain David 
Grief,” Guild, and “Harbor Com¬ 
mand,” Ziv, were being sold, but 
not yet aired, during that period. 

Flamingo 
^i— Continued from pare 31 « 

Concord. Assets amounted to 
$1,693,000. The Essex stock is cur- 

| rently selling on the over-the- 
counter market at around $12 per 
share. 

Wolpei* said that he’s currently 
in conversation* with other film 
distributors to investigate the pos¬ 
sibility^ of consolidating sales, ship¬ 
ping and servicing facilities in an 
operation similar to that used by 

i major motion picture firms, but 
that talks are in the “exploratory" 
stage with no final arrangements - 
set as yet. 

On the national Sales front, Kel¬ 
logg • has renewed “Superman” 
series for the entire U.S. on a spot 
basis (cereal outfit has had the 
series since 1952), and production 
is underway at American National 
Studios on the Coast under Whit¬ 
ney Ellsworth of National Comics 
Publications. 'Flamingo’s only new 
pilot of the season; “O.S.S.,” is al¬ 
ready half-sold to Mennen on ABC- 
TV and is being filmed at the Na¬ 
tional Studios - in London with 
Robert Siodmak as director. Harris 
is currently in Europe surveying 
production on the show, and he’ll 
meet there with Robert Pik, head 
of the company’s foreign sales set-' 
up, who's there at the same time 
on a sales trip. 

On the syndicated front, Pills- 
bury . has given sthe company a 
third-year renewal for 40 markets 
on “Stars of the Grand Ole Opry,” 
Wolper said Flamingo intends pro¬ 
ducing at least two pilots a year 
for national sale and acquiring ad¬ 
ditional* series for syndication in 
the U.S. and abroad. Company, he 
said, is currently in negotiation 
for two properties.' 

Philly Orch 
^ Continued from page 2 =2 

reception here for pianist-Emil 
Gilels and violinist David Oistrakh 
in the fall, of 1955, the first two 
Soviet artists to perform in this 
country in more than 30 years. ’ 

Under the plan before the State 
Dept, the Soviet Union would send 
to this country the Bolshoi Theatre 
Ballet troupe and mining and 
chemical delegations. In return, 
the Philadelphia Orchestra, other 
U.S. artists and technical and Scien¬ 
tific personnel would visit Russia. 
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Moffo Hull, N. Y. a 
Leon Leonidoff production of 5 

"Big Town—New York Is a Sum- a 
jner Festival ” with Ronnie Ron- 
aide, William Maun, Melissa Hay- 
den, Kurt Frindfs Morlldor Trio, j. 
Mus,ic Hall Symphony Orch (Ray- j 
mond Paige, director), Corps de j 
Ballet (Margaret Sande, director), \ 
Music Hall Glee Club (Paige, di- i 
rector), Rockettes (dances by i 
Emilia Sherman); settings, James ‘ 
Stewart Morcom; costumes, Frank. ' 
Spencer; lighting effects, Eugene f 
Braun; “The Prince and the Shbw- 1 
girl” (WB), reviewed in Variety 
May 15, ’57. ] 

Theme of the Radio City Music ] 
Hall’s new bill is “Big Town;—New 
York Is A Summer Festival.” As ] 
a background^score, appropriately ( 
enough, are strains of the Rodgers 
& Hart classic, “Manhattan.” ( 
Lyrics, of course, wind up with \ 
“. . . we’ll make Manhattan into an ( 
isle of joy.” And a joy this Leon j 
Leonidoff production is, what with ^ 
its imaginative depiction of the, , 
points of interest around Radio' i 
City itself. Obviously the layout • 
is ideal stage fare for the tourists ] 
who particularly throng the Hall • 
at* this time of year. . 

Burden of the show falls pri¬ 
marily upon the Hall's own per¬ 
formers since only two outside acts 
—yodeler Ronnie Ronalde and 
Kurt Frindt’s Morlidor Trio (latter 
New Acts)—are utilized in the 
overall presentation. Ronalde, J 
who’s been referred to as “import” ] 
and a “novelty” but prefers to be j 
classified as an artist, is making his ' 

• sixth U, S. appearance here. Curl- • 
ously, the sextet of dates have > 
been at the Hall exclusively. - 

His yodeling and whistling blend 
nicely in a “Manhattan Skyline” 
sequence in which he’s cast as a ^ 
pushcart peddler. Sidewalk strol- > 
lers and the Glee Club’s choral , 
background provide an added pro- . 
duction fillip. The “East Side, West* ( 
Side” accent is further established ( 
via William Maun’s able portrayal • 
of Fathejr Knickerbocker. j 

Rating almost as much applause ] 
as the talent are the James Stew- ; 
art Morcom settings and lighting < 
effects of Eugene Braun. For a i 
replica of the Hall’s interior, i 
which slowly changes into an area ; 
flanked by gold colonnades, verges i 
on the breathtaking. It’s an ideal 
locale for the delicately gowned : 
Corps de Ballet and scantily clad 1 
Rockettes, Ballerina Melissa Hay- < 
den scores nicely in a solo bit* < 

The Rockettes, a Hall piece de ; 
resistance wha seldom are given ! 
sufficient exposure, are seen in • 
several dances by Emilia Sherman ; 
climaxed by their familar high- 1 
kicking precision work. In this in- '• 
stance they’re billed as “Ambassa- ] 
dors of Good Will’-' and they are 
.all of that. Glee Club, too, is j 
showcased in a “Rockefeller Plaza” 
set, where they warble various ; 
anthems below the flags of the 1 
United Nations. ! 

Per usual, the stageshow is pre- : 
ceded by the Music Hall Sym- i 
phony Orch under Raymond Paige’s ] 
direction. For a refreshing change . 
of pace from the “Overture to ! 
William Tell” and similar sym- • 
phonic warhorses, the orch plays a 
novel arrangement -of Sousa 
marches. It’s well timed for the 
Independence Day season. Gilb. 

Jazz Concert. Hall, L. A* 
Hollywood, June 15. 

Shelly Manne & His Men (5), : 
Ben Webster, Jackie Cain & Roy ‘ 
Krai, Cal Tfader (5); $2 admission. . 

Los Angeles 'should “doff the 
skimmer” to Jaclr Hampton and 
Benny Carter for taking the initi¬ 
ative to present the town’s, and 
possibly the country’s, first jazz 
theatre on a regular basis. Pair 
have taken over the former Cren¬ 
shaw nabe theatre, a 550-seater, 
and converted.it via refurbishings 
with the latest hi-fi equipment, to 
the L.A. Jazz Concert Hall. Pol- : 
icy of the “jazz” house is to pre¬ 
sent a continuous stageshow, six 
nights a week5 (closed Mondays) 
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m., plus late 
shows (2 a,m.) on Fridays and Sa¬ 
turdays and a Sunday .concert, con¬ 
tinuous from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. 

Current lineup* for two weeks, 
features Shelly Manne & His Men, 
Ben Webster, Jackie Cain & Roy 
Krai, and the Cal Tjader Quintet. 
To progressive jazz followers, this 
is a must fare, and by the looks of 
the crowd at Friday’s (14) opener, 
there’s a demand for this type of 
setup. 

While all the jspz talent was top 
stuff, special plaudits go- to chirp 
r ?ss Cain and her piano-partner 
Roy Krai, who also warbles. Miss 
Cain, who sings with sex-appeal a 
la June Christy, scores on “There’ll 
Never Be Another You,” "Spring 
Can * Really Hang You Up the 
Most,” “Story of Love” and later 
duets with Krai on “You Smell So 
Good,” a novelty tune done in nifty 
jazz fashion. Krai, at times, comes 

across like Bobby Troup. Pair are 
young and refreshing and look 
a good bet for films?1 

Tjader, winner of the Metro¬ 
nome award for vibes and musican 
of the year, proves just that during 
his mikeside chores. His Crew— 
Luis Grant, bongos; Vince Guroldi, 
piano; A1 Torre, drums, and Eu¬ 
gene Wright, bass-*-proye they also 
merit the Downbeat award. Their 
repertoire includes. “Lover Man,” 
“Round About Midnight,”, and 
“Thinking Of You M.J.Q.,” latter, 
from his “Jazz At The Blackhawk” 
LP. 

Webster, vet tenor sax, formerly 
with Fletcher Henderson, Duke El¬ 
lington, Cab Callaway and Teddy 

i Wilson ' solos with “Our Love Is 
Here To Stay,” “What Is This 
'hing Called Love” and “Danny 

Boy,” all done expertly. Tjader 
crew backstops. _ , ■ 

Manne, rated one of .the best 
drummers in the country, holds 
true to the classification with his 
expert stick control. The Hide- 
beater,. accompanied by Charley 
Williamson’s trumpet; Russ Free¬ 
man, piano, and Monte Budwig, 
bass, scores with “Tommyhawk,” 
“I’ve Grown Accustomed To Your 
Face,” from his latest Contempor¬ 
ary album; “Quartet” and “Bogs 
Groove.” 

The bite is $2 or all seats. 
Kafa. 

Palace, N. Y. ’ 
Will Mahoney (with Margie [ 

Rust), Berk & Hallow, Ted Lester, 
Roy Benson, Odette McEwen, Milt 
Douglas & Priscilla, Shan Varr & 
Teka, Ferdinando & Gerri, Nick 
Francis House Orch; “Tammy & 
The Bachelor" (U-I), reviewed in 
Variety May 22, ’57. 

Presence of Will Mahoney makes 
the present Palace bill an occasion. 
This holdover from the golden age 
of vaudeville in his periodic fling- 
at this theatre proves again the 
durability of some of the old vaude 
classics such as his dance atop the 
xylophone. With a femme foil, 
a tall redhead, Margie Rust, Ma¬ 
honey does the old bell number 
and reprises a feW gags for a gen¬ 
erally delightful Appearance. It’s 
these occasional artists from the 
old d^ys who can prove to the 
youngsters that there used to be 
a lot of. enjoyment in variety. 

The Palace bill is largely on the 
plus side. There are some solid 
comedy turns that give this lay¬ 
out a lot of strength. Roy Benson 
opens the comedy parade with his 
assortment of gags and'magic for 
entirely pleasing results. Milt 
Douglas & Priscilla, in a domestic 
sketch, make the populace forget 
the vintage of the lines. They’re 
skillfully delivered for excellent 
returns. . , 

Ted Lester does a good musical’ 
novelty in wJiichTie plays a wide 
variety of miniature musical in¬ 
struments plus a few of regulation 
size as well. A good musician, he 
comes out ahead in his stint. Dick j 
Berk & Bunny Hallow provide a 
fast and warm tap opener which - 
puts the crowd in a receptive 
mood. Listed under New Acts 
are Odette McEwen, Shan Varr 8c 
Teka, and Ferdinando 8c Garrt. 
Nick Francis showbacks with au¬ 
thority. Jose. 

Metropole, Glasgow 
Glasgow, June 13. 

Lee Lawrence (with Dennis 
Plowright), Andy Stewart, Earl 
King Quartet, Harry Pringle, Alan 
Bruce & Nan Arton, Barry McDon¬ 
ald & Heather Lynden, J. P. Mas- 
terton Orch. 

Lee Lawrence, English disk 
singer, who will switch to Holly¬ 
wood dates in September, offers 
pleasing act as headliner. With 
Dermis Plowright tinkling the 
ivories, he wins applause for rendi¬ 
tions of new and Old tunes, strikes 
light note ‘With “Banana Boat 
Song,” and scores with numbers 
from “Kismet.” Singer avoids the 
flamboyant strain throughout, and 
quickly wins mitting with no gim¬ 
mick but a good voice. 

Comedy slotting Is held mainly: 
by Andy Stewart* young funster 
with vigorous style- who’s maturing 
after gaining experience in round 
of vauderies. He can still smooth 
out the rough edges, however. 
Scores with radio voices from his 
own series, and as a leader of a 
“Piffle Group.” 

The Earl King Quartet, three 
males and a' blonde, make pronto 
impact in modern-music act, main¬ 
ly instrumentals Harry Pringle, 
aided by stooges Wally Williams 
and Dorothy Clyde," strengthens 
the comedy sketches, and scores as 
a femme in a “Meet Mr. Smith” 
item. 

Singing duo Alan Bruce & Nan 
Arton offer pleasant excerpts from 
“Annie Get’Your Gun.” Barry Mc¬ 
Donald 8c Heather Lynden handle 
the dance bits. J. P. Masterton 
batons resident house orch. 

Gord. 

UarieTy 

Palladium, London 
London, June 11. 

Eddie Fisher (with Eddie Sam¬ 
uels), Olga James, 3 Romanos, Es¬ 
telle Sloan, Arthur Haynes, George 
Holmes, Hedley Ward Trio, 3 Brit¬ 
tons, George Carden Dancers (16), 
Cyril Omadel Orch. 

Following close in the heels of 
Howard Keel, who scored a socko 
success at the London Palladium 
by singing songs just as they were 
meant to be sung and without any 
gimmicks, Eddie Fisher steps into 
the headline spot of the last bill of 
the current Palladium vaude sea¬ 
son to register a tremendous hit. 
It’s a pity that the show’s only in 
for one week, because the head¬ 
liner could guarantee a hefty box- 
office for as long as he appeared 
at the theatre. 

The essence of'Fisher’s success 
is a fine tenor, voice, youthful 
charm and a very relaxed delivery. 
As with Keel, who topped, the pre- ; 
vious bill, Fisher sings ballads and 
steers well clear of anything that 
smacks of rock ’n’ roll or even 
calypso. He’s on stage for 45 min¬ 
utes, during which time he chats 
With the audience while perched on 
a stool atop the piano in. the or- 

| chestra pit, casually strolls about 
the stage ignoring the microphone, 
and yet is still audible in any part 
of the house. His songalog is 
smoothly paced and selected metic¬ 
ulously to show off his voice to its 
best advantage. Biggest impact of 
his spot comes with a rendering of 
“The Newspaper Song,” written 
specially for him by the late Jerry 
Ross. A selection of A1 Jolson num¬ 
bers, including “Swanee,” “April 
Showers” and “Dixie,” also claims 
hefty mitts. Surprise entry is 
“Cindy O Cindy,” sung without the 
aid of a mike while walking slowly 
from one. side of the stage to the 
other. This demonstrates the power 
of his voice and, backed up with 
a first-rate arrangement, scores 
well. 

Making her Palladium debut, 
Olga James gets a good reception, 
but misses the boat somewhere 
along the way, and has to content 
herself with a moderate response, 
which could have easily been a 
heartening one. Her main fault 
stems from her over-aggressive de¬ 
livery, which blankets the audience 
with an air of tension, of which 
she never appears to be able to rid 
herself. Her reputation here is 
based on'her performance in the 
picture “Carmen Jones,” and, nat¬ 
urally enough, a high proportion of 
her repertoire comes from the 
filmusical. Her best offering, how¬ 
ever, is “Mr. Wonderful.” During 
this number she manages to relax 
considerably, with resultant heavy 
applause. 

-The Three Romanos combine 
slapstick comedy with skillful 
acrobatics. The comedy, although 
essentially the custard pie type, 
comes across well to make up a 
pleasant, act. Also making her Pal¬ 
ladium bow is dancer Estelle Sloan, 
*a vivacious redhead who makes 
complicated dance steps look easy. 
Her grace and» artistry warrant 
'hefty mitts. British comedian Ar¬ 
thur Haynes is good for lots of 
laughs and sings quite well, too. 

One of the biggest hands of the 
show goes to George Holmes, a 
colored entertainer with a novel 
routine which involves breathing 
tobacco smoke continuously 
throughout his dancing and acro¬ 
batic act. The Hedley Ward Trio, 
a vocal-instrumental-comedy outfit, 
supplies some fine modern music 
on bass, piano and guitar and adds 
a few comedy vocals for good meas¬ 
ure. The Three Brittons perforin 
their juggling feats while perched 
on unicycles. The George Carden 
Dancers supply some excellent rou¬ 
tines, and the bill is showcased per¬ 
fectly by Cyril Ornadel’s orch. 

Bary. 

Roxy, N. Y. j 
“Summer Festival at the Roxy,u 

starring Nancy Lee Parker, with 
Manuel Del Toro, Nicky Powers, 
Leslie Sang, Ice Roxyettes, Skating 
Squires; Roxy Orch, directed by 
Robert Boucher; produced py Rob¬ 
ert C. Rothafel; choreography and 
staging, Anoilyn Arden; scenic de¬ 
signer, Bruno Maine; “Island in the 
Sun” (20th), reviewed in current 
issue of Variety. 

Framed to fit in with a two-hour 
picture, this 33-minute iceshow is 
packed with colorful backgrounds 
and costumes plus a maximum of 
action, but is sans any humorous 
moments. It is figured as a greet¬ 
ing to the N. Y. Summer Festival, 
and Robert C. Rothafel has con¬ 
veyed in large measure just that. 

Production boasts no big names, 
it obviously being felt that the 
screen production was the main 
draw. And that’s exactly right. 
The skating arrangements and 
slight story plottings are geared 
for the summer audiences. 

Standout is Nancy Lee Parker, 

HOUSE REVIEWS 

raven-haired skateuse who scores] 
heavily with a balletic number in 
which twirls are stressed. She re-| 
turns as a butterfly in the Jitter- 
bee Jazz Jamboree in which the! 
various bugs, butterflies, insects of 
Central Park at night are depict-! 
ed. Highlight of this elaborate se¬ 
quence is the “Web of the Merry 
Widow Spider” fantasy, with Les¬ 
lie Sang as comely Merry Widow 
who vamps Nicky Powers to his 
doom. This bespeaks considerable 
originality and is well carried out. 
But there is too much stress onj 
the butterfly cavortings for real 
effectiveness in .the mid-section 
and finale. 

Manuel Del Toro, about as 
clever and agile a skater as seen 
at the Roxy, is the “official greet¬ 
er” in the opening scene which is 
filled with sightseeing tourists ar¬ 
rived in Manhattan on their va¬ 
cations. He also is “Lord Bug” in 
the Central Park sequence. 

Per usual, the Ice Roxyettes go 
far to making the whole thing 
jell. They have some excellent, 
fast formations in the initial scene 
which are tops. Same can be said 
of the Skating Squires, the six 
male members of the ensemble. 

The Roxy Theatre orch under 
Robert Boucher’s baton does 
George Gershwin’s “Summertime” 
as the introductory overture. It 
also plays, the whole' show with 
customary elan. Choreography by 
Anolyn Arden and Bruno Maine’s 
scenery are strong added assets. 

Wear, 

Apollo, BL Y. 
Buddy Bowser, Faye Adams, 

Jimmy Valentine, Miller Sisters 
(6), Heartbreakers (4), Stewart & 
Oscar, Jive Bombers (41, Reuben 
Phillips Band (12); “Canyon 
River” (A-Ah 

Submitting to the heat and all 
that humidity, Frank Schiffman 
made a collection of relatively in¬ 
expensive talent this frame, and 
relaxed the discipline of a relent¬ 
less rock ’n’ roll format to give the 
performers a chance to dabble in 
other types of entertainment. It’s 
a good show, though the lack of 
name values is going to cause 
many Harlemites to forego their 
weekly vaude for the Rockaways. 

Only undisputed “old act,” apart 
from the house band ably led by 
Reuben Phillips, is thrush Faye 
Adams. The throaty femme, doing 
a quartet of ditties, manages to 
get the thin crowd to mit and 
perspire a bit more. 

Buddy Bowser is no newcomer, 
but he’s-more the gabber than the 
vaude emcee. Bowser, a pleasant 
guy, maybe too garrulous, tells a 
bunch of tired jokes that aren’t al¬ 
ways delivered with the finesse 
needed to get them across. 

A young act on the card, which 
recently received New Acts treat¬ 
ment, is the Heartbreakers, a four¬ 
some with an ofay scat. They are 
not bad, but their singing needs 
a little distinctiveness before they 
make the top of the rock ’n’ roll 
grade. 

Reviewed under New Acts are 
Jimmy Valentine, a terper work¬ 
ing solo for since breaking with 
Rita, his partner of the ballroom 
dance; the singing Miller Sisters, a 
sextet; Stewart (& Oscar), excel¬ 
lent ventriloquist and the Jive 
Bombers, a quartet of singing in¬ 
strumentalists headed by Clarence 
Palmer of the one-time Palmer 
Bros, singing team. Art. 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, June 12. 

Max Wall, Kirk Stevens, Anne 
Hart, Terry Kennedy & Rock V 
Rollers (5), 5 Speedacs, Jumpin’ 
Jax (2), 9 Teenagers, Bobby Dowds 
Orch. 

Max Wall, talented English clown 
with leering eyes and elastic limbs, 
can be pardoned some measure of 
the indigo brush in comedy flavor¬ 
ing, but he overdoes it here. At 
show caught, comedian laid him¬ 
self open to audience asides with 
long pauses following stories and 
gags in very questionable taste. 
This is not the fun-fodder for a 
family vaudery. 

Wall, established British humor¬ 
ist, has flair all his own, using ec¬ 
centric walk and know-all expres¬ 
sion to create yocks. He is best as 
Professor Walloffski and as a Bill 
Haley type of rock ’n’ roll 
merchant. 

On this showing, he displays ob¬ 
vious talent m mime and a naughty 
sense of fun, but mars it all with 
descent into blueish stories. 

Kirk Stevens garners solid palm¬ 
ing for song spot, being in top 
voice for tunes such as “Lady of 
Spain,” “Serenade,” a. new ballad 
“Once,” and “The Silver Madonna,” 
banned by the BBG. 

Anne Hart, comedy girl, offers 
her own singing turn (see New, 
Acts) as well as stooge stints for i 
WalL The Six Teenagers, youthful j 
distaffers, hold down the dance 
slottings attractively. Terry Ken-J 

nedy 8c Rock *n* Rollers, energetic 
fivesome, are obvious imitation of 
the Bill Haley group, but overstay 
their welcome with too long ahlct. 
The Jumpin’ Jax, mixed pair, click 
with comedy on trampoline, using 
audience participation successfully. 
The Five Speedacs, whirlwind tum¬ 
blers, are in New Acts. Showback* 

; ing from Bobby Dowds orch. 
j Gord. 

| Argentine Press 
; Continued from pace 2 —a 

' nitery, for the benefit of the Casa 
j del Teatro. 

j The Foreign Press dinner was 
i presided over by Percy Foster of 
j International News Service, dean of 
: local correspondents, and President 
jAramburu’s speech was considered 
' one of his most important, as in 
jit he confirmed that Peron’s press 
!and radio “empire” would be sold 
off before July 30. 

I Twenty-one months ago it would 
: have been considered inconceivable 
■that the foreign press corps could 
] sit down With the Argentine presi- 
(dent for a friendly chat, or that 
.they would care to honor him in 
: this way. 

The Artists’ ball was all fun and 
bonhomie, as showfolk got together 
for the first time in 12 years of 
their own volition, instead of un¬ 
der coercion. It was organized joint¬ 
ly by Argentores, the Authors’ So¬ 
ciety, the Actors’ Assn, and the 
Producers’ Assn. (APTA). In 
Peron’s day these were all feuding 
with each other and only dared 
mention the Casa del Teatro with 
bated breath, as its founding was 
due to a great lady of the Argen¬ 
tine stage, opera prima donna 
Maria Regina Paccini de Alvear, 
wife of a former president. In Eva 
Peron’s day, it was little short of 
foolhardy to mention the Senora de 
Alvear. 

The Casa del Teatro is run as a 
home for veteran showfolk with 
funds supplied by Argentores, the 
Actors’ Assn, and APTA. This year 
it received an unexected 50,000 
peso donation from Jose Errecalde, 
winner of a 200,000 peso prize in 
Gdol’s tv quiz program, who took 
Argentine legit as his subject. Er¬ 
recalde was a guest of honor at 
the ball. 

Sy Weintraub 
Continued from page 31 ——j 

rical rights). Schubert and Wein¬ 
traub plan two additional vidpix 
series within the next cduple 
months. 

On the legit front, pair have no 

projects in mind yet, but Schubert 
is dickering with the webs for a 
live spectacular next season star¬ 
ring Abbey Players. 

He’s already tied up television 
rights to a one-hour version of 
“Professor Tim,” a feature film 
starring the Abbey Players which 
is in theatrical distribution in Eng¬ 
land. He hopes to sell the bourlong 
version to a network after the live 
spec. 

Firm’s station operation isn’t set 
yet either, but Weintraub, who’ll 
be prexy of the company (Schubert 
will be board chairman) plans to 
integrate his own radio-tv interests 
into the new company. Weintraub 
is prexy of KMGM-TV, Minneapo¬ 
lis (in which he owns 20%) and 
prez and sole owner of radio indie 
WKIT in Long Island. As for radio 
transcriptions, Schubert pointed 
out that it’s a much-neglected field 
and that he was contemplating re¬ 
viving several of his old radio mys¬ 
tery shows for syndication. 

Jazz-Ma-Tazz 
j Continued from page 55 aaa 

ating on Broadway, mixes its beer 
with dixieland afternoons and 
everfings. 

The click of Sarah Vaughan and 
Count Basie at the Waldorf Roof 
is paying .off with further jazz 
bookings of such names as Lionel 

j Hampton this summer, with the 
\ Vaughan-Basie bill due to come 
! back again. The calypso motif, 
! which originally bowed in with the 
j Vaughan-Basie bill, has been eon- 
! siderably diminuendoed since 
• opening night. 

Also on the uptown circuit, east 
; and west side, are such* rooms as 
i the Embers, the Composer, the Cy 
[Coleman’s Play Room, all of which 
j feature a polite, quiet style of in¬ 
strumentation which falls between 

j jazz and mood music. 
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litass $1630, Philly Park Tent; 
Wellesley Opens; Other Barn News 

Philadelphia*, June 18. 
The Playhouse in the Park, 

Phllly’s municipally operated tent 
theatre, got off to the fastest start 
in its six year career with a rous¬ 
ing $16,200 for the first of two 
weeks of “Witness for the Prosecu¬ 
tion.’* Two performances were 
sold for benefits, and there w'as 
capacity at all evening perform¬ 
ances, with the two matinees well 
above previous season averages. 

With the tent sold out for all 
evening performances this week 
and getting standees and inserted 
chairs nightly, the Agatha Christie 
meller may beat the $18,000 mark 
in its second and final session. 

Playhouse schedule is now set 
tip to the two final weeks of the 
13-week season. It includes "Re¬ 
luctant Debutante," with Dennis 
King. June 24-29; “Hatful of 
Rain," with Kim Hunter, July 1-6; 
“Showtime,” with George Jessel, 
July 8-13; “Wedding Breakfast," 
with Georgiann Johnson, July 15- 
20; “Desk Set," with Ruth Hussey, 
July 22-27; “Chalk Garden,” with 
Viveca Lindfors and Cathleen Nes¬ 
bitt, July 29-Aug. 3; “Janus’* with 
Imogene Coca and Jules Munshin, 
Aug. 5-10; “Will Success Spoil 
Rock Hunter," Aug. 12-17, and 
“My Three Angels" with Walter 
Slezak, Aug. 19-24. 

Boston Area Starts 

Boston, June 18. 
Hub area strawhat season gets 

underway here tomorrow (Wed.), 
when Group 20 Players open their 
fifth season at Wellesley College 
Theatre on the Green with a new 
play, “Carnival King," by Henry 
Treece, directed by Elliott Silver- 
stein. The first in a series of six 
productions, skedded by producer 
Alison Ridley, for two-week runs 
through Aug. 31, “Carnival King" 
has a cast including Fritz Weaver, 
Sylvia Short and Peter Donat. 

Next opening in the area is 
“Can Can” at the South Shore 
Music Circus next Saturday (22) 
for one week with Marilyn Ross, 
Alan Gilbert, Marcella Dodge and 
A1 Checco. Two openings are 
skedded for next Monday (24) 
“Boy Friend” opens the North 
Shore Music Theatre’s third sea¬ 
son in Beverly, with Millicent 
Martin and Douglas Deane, and 
“Desk Set" opens the Falmouth 
Playhouse, at Coonamesset, on 
Cape Cod, with Nancy Walker. 

The Boston Music Theatre opens 
July 1 at the John Hancock with 
opening production to be an¬ 
nounced. Lee Falk’s Boston Sum¬ 
mer Theatre stalls July 8 In New 
England Mutual Hall with “Vol- 
pone.” Falk is offering a discount 
rate for choice of any six shows 
out of 10 at 25% below the regu¬ 
lar price. On the Boston Public 
Garden, the Boston Arts Festival 
will present “The Devil’s Disciple” 
as part of its cuffo cultural sk$d 
of art, music, dance and legit, Sat¬ 
urday (22) and again Monday, 
Tuesady, Wednesday (24-26).. 

The Plymouth Drama Festival 
opens its season at the Priscilla 
Beach Theatre with “The Would 
Be Gentleman.” In New Hamp¬ 
shire. the New London Players, 
Inc., New Yondon, open their 25th 
season Tuesday (25> with “Oh 
Men, Oh Women.” The Peterboro 
(N.H.) Players start their season 
July 3 with “Roomful of Roses.” 

In Maine, the Lakewood Thea¬ 
tre, Skowhegan, got underway 
Saturday (15» with “Brigadoon.” 
The American Savoyards. Mon¬ 
mouth, open July 1 with “Yeomen 
of the Guard.” 
‘Kukla, Fran and Ollie* for Silo 

Chicago, June 18. 
"Kukla, Fran and Ollie," the 

television series, will debut as a 
strawhat show July 16, when it be¬ 
gins a nine-performance run at 
Canal-Fulton Summer Theatre, 
Canal-Fulton, O. The show -will 
be similar to the 1953 Town Hall 
concert version of the video stanza, 
three playlets based on several of 
its ABC-TV shows, including “St. 
George and the Dragon.” 

Burr Tillstrom, the show’s prin¬ 
cipal, has created several new 
characters for the bam presenta¬ 
tion. There’s possibility that the 
puppet troupe will also play the 
Hinsdale Theatre neat Chicago in 
September. 

Offunquit’s 25th Season 
■ Ogunquit. Me., June 18. 

Ogunquit Playhouse opens its 
25th anni season next Monday (24) 
with Joan Bennett and Donald 
Cook in "Janus.” The strawhatter 
will present 10 other productions 

during its silver ahni season run¬ 
ning through Sept. 7. 

Skedded ate a pre-Broadway 
showing of “Man in the Dog Suit,” 
directed by Melvin Douglas, with 
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn; 
“Brigadoon,” “Desk Set," with 
Nancy Walker; “Reluctant Debu¬ 
tante,” with Dennis King; “Wit¬ 
ness for the Prosecution,” with 
Basil Rathbone; “Boy Friend”; 
“Chalk Garden,” with Viveca 
Lindfers and Cathleen Nesbitt; 
“Pajama Game," and two produc¬ 
tions to be announced. John Lane 
operates the spot. 

“Fourposter’ at Green Hills 
Reading, Pa., June 18. 

“Fourposter” with Pat Hale and 
Gene Pellegrini opened the 11- 
week season of Green Hills The¬ 
atre near here last Saturday (15). 
Mike Kesdekian is again directing 
the local Equity group in its sixth 
sodSon 

The balance of the schedule in¬ 
cludes “On Approval.” “Loud Red 
Patrick;” “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” 
“Boy Meets Girl," “Witness for 
the Prosecution." "Reluctant Deb¬ 
utante,” “Member of the Wed¬ 
ding.” “Fallen Angels," “Janus” 
and “Lullaby." 

The operating group recently 
was chartered as a non-profit ven¬ 
ture under the name of Berks 
County Theatre, Inc. 

Malden Bridge Opens 
Malden Bridge. N.Y„ June 18. 

Malden Bridge Playhouse, ooen- 
lng tonight (TuCs.) with “Holiday 
for Lovers," is operating on a 
Tuesday-through-Sunday schedule. 
The strawhat is operated by Wal¬ 
ter A. Wood and Eunice Osborne 
Wood. 

John Hale is new producer-di¬ 
rector and 'Mary McKittrick is 
business manager. 

Det’s Northland Remodeled 
Detroit, June 18. 

Extensive remodeling of the 
Northland Playhouse, a 1,400-seat 
tenter, includes a concrete rampart 
and tiers replacing the sand and 
asphalt used in the initial season 
last year. The gold and green 
tent was designed by an architect, 
with special attention to improv¬ 
ing theatre - in - round acoustics. 
Mikes imported from England 
have been installed. 

Tent is located in one of the 
nation’s largest suburban shooDing 
centers. First production will be 
“Holldav for Lovers." starring 
Donald Woods and Edith Atwater, 
in for a week beginning next 
Tuesday (25), Producer is Ken¬ 
neth Schwartz. Lloyd Richards is 
staging. 

OIney Reopens 
Olney, Md., June 18. 

OIney Theatre, strawhat midway 
between Washington and Balti¬ 
more, unshutter next Tuesday (25) 
with “Ondine." starring Janice 
Rule and William Prince, with 
Frederick Tozere in a featured 
role. Operating under Equity 
rules as a resident stock theatre, 
the handsome barn has lined a 
10-week schedule. Thjs will be 
the fourth season under Players, 
Inc., graduate professional com¬ 
pany of Catholic U’s School of 
Speech & Drama. 

The schedule consists of two- 
week runs of contemporary shows 
which have not played this area, 
plus one tryout—Anna- Russell in 
“Half in Earnest,’’ the Vivian Ellis 
musical version of Oscar Wilde’s 
“The Importance of Being Earn¬ 
est." Except for the latter, which 
is a package deal, OIney will use 
guest names and. non-featured job¬ 
bers. with its resident company of 
six filling in. 

William Graham, drama profes¬ 
sor at Catholic U., repeats last 
season's chores as resident man¬ 
ager. Rudolph Pugliese is another 
holdover as pressagent. while 
James Waring and Joseph Lewis, 
both Catholic U. staffers, are in 
charee of sets and costumes, re¬ 
spectively. 

Nancv Walker at Falmouth 
Falmouth. Mass.. June 18. 

The Falmouth Playhouse at 
nearby Coonamessett. opens its 
ninth season next Monday (24) 
with Nancy Walker in “Desk Set.” 
It will play a 10-week season, a 
week longer than in former years. 

The Cape Cod resort spot, one 
of the handsomest in the summer 
circuit, will offer two tryouts, Jes¬ 
sica Tandy and Hume Cronyn in 
“The Man in the Dog Suit,” the 
week of July 22. and Eva Gabor in 
“The Dazzling Hour" the week of 
Aug, 19-24. The balance of the 
season will offer guest-star, re¬ 
vivals. 

Mrs. George A. Gordon is own¬ 
er-producer of the strawhat. with 
James Bender managing director. 

UfisziEfr 
Gypsy Rose Lee Troupe 

Sues Canadian Strawhat 
Toronto, June 18. 

Gypsy Rose Lee and several 
other performers have brought suit 
in local Supreme Court for $2,000 
against the management of a sum¬ 
mer theatre in Niagara Falls, Ont. 
Defendants in the action are Eric 
Greenwood, director-manager of 
the Princess Theatre; M. W. Za- 
horchak, owner-backer, and the 
Toronto office of the London 
and Lancashire Guarantee & 
Accident Co., which is claimed to 
have held a $5,000 Equity bond. 

The suit charges cancellation of 
the “Fancy Meeting You Again" 
show, pencilled into The Princess 
May 28 to June 5. Beside Miss Lee, 
the complainants include Ethel 
Britton, Harold Loeb, Joseph War¬ 
ren (for $150 each in cancelled 
salaries) and Nina Varela for $125. 

The . writ was issued by Paul 
Kligman, president of Actors’ 
Equity of Canada, with E. B. Jol- 
liffe, former ead of Her Majesty’s 
Loyal Opposition in Parliament till 
he voluntarily resigned to resume 
his law practice, prosecuting for 
Miss Lee and members of her com¬ 
pany. No statement has been filed 
by the defendants. ' 

Off-B'way Show 

. Kaleldoseope 
Richard D. Stalnbrcok Sc JeaneUen Mc¬ 

Kee presentation of revue, in two. acts. 
Sketches by Lee Adams, Sis Altman, 
Lois Balk, Louis Botto, Mickey Deems. 
William Dyer. Martin GaL Herbert Hartik. 
Tom Jones, David Panieh, Don Parks, 
Herbert Belch, David Boas, Mike Stewart; 
lyrics by Cherry Balaban,, Martin Charnln. 
Rauoul Gonzalez. Murray' Grand. David 
Greggory, Sheldon Harnlck. HartiX. Jones. 
Don Richards. David Rogers, Kenneth 
Welch, G. Wood; music by Gerald Alters. 
David Baker, Mias Balaban. Kllsse Boyd, 
Gonzalez. Marie Gordon.. Harnlck, David 
Hollister, Robert Kessler. Welch, Wood. 
Choreography and staging of musical 
numbers, Edmund Balin; sketches and 
blackout staging, Paul Mazur sky; musical 
direction and arrangements, Robert E. 
Hecht; settings, Lin Emery: costumes, 
Mariana Elliott; lighting, Wendy Lee. At 
Provincetown Playhouse, N.Y., June 13, 
’57; *3.50 top ($4.60 opening). 

Cast: Mickey Deems, WJsa D’Orso, 
Leonard Drum, Maria Karniiova, Bobo 
Lewis. Penny Malone. Erin Martin, Tom 
Mixon, Kenneth Nelson, John Smolko. 

Probably the most depressing 
fact, about the new revue, “Kalei¬ 
doscope,” at the Provincetown 
Playhouse, is not that it’s so con¬ 
stantly unfunny tout that it is re¬ 
puted to have cost $15,000 . to. 
mount.. Perhaps it's just another* 
demonstration that investment is 
no more determining of quality 
level off-Broadway than on. 

Just prior to opening night cur¬ 
tain, the management announced 
that the 33 programmed numbers 
would not be in the order printed 
because the program had gone to 
press before running, order was 
settled. Just why this mattered re¬ 
mained unclear, as there is little 
of moment to distinguish one of¬ 
fering from the next, and no 
cumulative build or selection of 
relatively stronger material for 
choice placement. 1 

Since the number of people 
contributing to “Kaleidoscope” in 
one way or another exceeds 60, the 
law of averages would seem to 
call for a few talents to shine 
through. But a few would be all. 

There’s a lively young lady with 
a hoy’s haircut, named Wisa 
D’Orso, who sings, dances and per¬ 
forms with professional piquancy 
(though she needs a- mike when 
warbling). There’s also the engag¬ 
ing “When I Make Up My Mind,” 
with lyrics by Sheldon Harnlck 
and music by David Baker. 

Among the sketches, there’s a 
satiric poke -at “Modern Artists” 
who are known to all typewriting 
agencies, by Tom Jones and Mar¬ 
tin Gal, while Herbert Hartig, to 
Gerald Alters’ music, has taken a 
sly dig. at Scottish Highlanders of 
dubious parentage. And if this isn’t 
all, it’s almost all, a lamentable 
average for even a bad. revue. 

Geor. 

London Hippodrome May 
Be* Theatre-Restaurant 

London, June 18. 
Another move is being contem¬ 

plated which will add to the chang¬ 
ing face of London’s theatre dis¬ 
trict. This time the London Hip¬ 
podrome is under discussion. Talks 
between the theatre owners, Moss 
Empires, and impresario Bernard 
Delfont involve possible remodel¬ 
ing of the building a theatre- 
restaurant, on the lines of the 
Paris Lido. 

Delfont’s plan is to provide two 
90-minute shows a night, which 
customers could watch while eat¬ 
ing. Admission prices would be 
in two categories, probably about 
$1.50 and $2.10, plus food and 
drink. 

Inside Stuff-Legit 
New Haven, June 18. 

Roger L. Stevens, who combines Broadway producing with bigtime 
realty business is involved in the most ambitious downtown redevel¬ 
opment program in New Haven. The $85,000,000 project will revitalize 
the city’s central distrisct. Stevens is set to develop a new hotel and 
shopping area, at an outlay of some $18,000,000. 

In commenting on the new plan, the3 producer-realtor mentioned 
his interest in legit and he pointed out that the new hotel should 
increase the flow of out-of-towuers attending shows at the Shubert 
Theatre here. 

Last week’s surprise election defeat of the Liberal party in Canada 
required a quick revision of some of the political references in the 
McGill U. show, “My Fair Lady,” in Montreal. The. topical revue, in 
no way a parody of the Broadway show, “My Fair Lady," opened last 
spring as a straight college venture, but was- so successful that it re¬ 
opened in May on a professional basis and is still doing lively busi¬ 
ness. The production will fold next Saturday (22), but may be pre¬ 
sented beginning July 29 at the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festival. 

Legit Bits 
-Merle Debuskey is pressagent¬ 

ing the N. Y. Summer Shakespeare 
Festival which will tour public 
parks in the city’s five boroughs 
on a cuffo-admission basis. 

Robert Hardy will .appear op¬ 
posite Ann Todd in the forthcom¬ 
ing Broadway production of “Four 
Winds.” 

Jo Sullivan began a four-week, 
vacation from “The Most Happy 
Fella” June 10 with understudy- 
walkon Carolyn Maye subbing. 

Peter Brook is in New York from 
London for preliminaries on the 
upcoming Broadway production 
of “Brouhaha,” vtoich. he's to direct 
for Robert L. Joseph. 

Theodore Mann, co-producer 
with Leigh Connell and Jose Quin¬ 
tero of “Long Day’s Journey Into 
Night,” has planed to Europe to 
supervise arrangements for the 
production’s Paris Festival book¬ 
ing, to confer with Quintero in 
Spain on production plans for next 
season and to complete arrange¬ 
ments with Hugh Beaumont in 
London regarding West End pres¬ 
entation of play pext spring, 

Walter Fried, general manager 
for the recently-closed Broadway 
production of “Mid dip of the 
Night,” planed to London June 7. 
He’ll remain six weeks, including 
visits to France and Daly. 

Irving Jacobson*. Irving Gross- 
man and Julius Adler, who pre¬ 
sented the American-Yiddish musi¬ 
cal, “It’s a Funny World," at the 
Downtown National Theatre, N.Y., 
for 14 weeks last seasoq, are plan¬ 
ning another new tuner for the 
house next fall. They Were the 
only Yiddish theatrical producers 
operating in Manhattan last year 
and It’s likely they’ll be the only 
Yiddish theatre producers this 
season, 

A1 Spink, vet legit pressagent, 
has moved to St. Petersburg, Fla. 
His last p. a. chore was as advance 
man for the touring production of 
“The King and I” in 1954. - 

Peter Glenville, Peter Cookson 
and Hardy William Smith have ac¬ 
quired the rights to the' Michael 
and Fay Kanin legit adaptation of 
the Japanese film, “Rashomon,” 
which they plan to present during 
the 1957-58 season either in Lon¬ 
don or New York, with Glenville 
doubling as director. 

Hails Stoddard and her husband, 
Whifield Connor, Will star in the 
H. Richard Silver-Marilyn Shapiro 
production of “Ever Since Para¬ 
dise," which opens July 11 at the 
Carnegie Recital Hall, N. Y. Other 
cast members include Iola Lynn, 
Howard Morton, Edna Rae and 
Lynn Willis. 

Phyllis Love will play the femme 
lead opposite Karl Malden in the 
forthcoming Broadway production 
of “The Egghead.” 

I Joan Holloway has been set as 
stand-by for Gwen Verdon in “New 
Girl in Town.” 

“Flight to Granada,” a new 
musicomedy with book by Law¬ 
rence Bolton and lyrics and Score 
by Richard Frietas, has been an¬ 
nounced for Broadway production 
next fall by a new producing team, 
Thelma Jamieson and Harold E. 
Lawrence. 

Anthony L. Kadlec, of the U. of 
Utah, and Barry Ira Oringer, of 
Brooklyn College, are the winners 
of the fifth annual National 
Collegiate Playwriting Contest. 
Kadlec’s “The Army Game” won 
the first award of $350 for a three- 
acter, while Oringer’s “Son of the 
Revolution" nabbed ^ $200 prize 
as the top one-acter and will he 
published and leased for produc¬ 
tion in the fall by "Samuel French, 
Inc., sponsor of the contest. 

. Max Wilk’s “The Brass Section” 
is now scheduled for Broadway 
-production next fall by Milton 
Baron. 

Nan McFarland has succeeded; 
Margalo Gilmore in “The Diary of 
Anne Frank.” 

The sale of the Globe Theatre, 
N. Y„ by Harry and Lou Brandt 
to a syndicate consisting of Robert 

[.Whitehead, Robert W. Dowling, 
Roger L. Steven* and William 
Zeckendorf was finally concluded 
last week. 

Perry Lafferty is now slated to 
direct the' scheduled Broadway 
production of “The Gay Felons” 
instead of Mitchell Leiseir as orig¬ 
inally announced by producer* 
H. Clay. Blaney and Geoffrey Jones. 
Film-legit actress Denise Dorin is 
being considered for a leading role. 

I Maxine Keith is doubling as gen¬ 
eral manager and pressagent for 
the Stephen Porter production of 
“The County Wife,” which open* 
June 26 at the Renata Theatre, 
N. Y. The cast includes Lem* 
Janney, Frances Stemhsgen, Ar¬ 
thur Malet, William Ball and OUvo 
Dunbar. 

Speech and dramatic coach 
Fanny Bradshaw, a board member 
of the Shakespeare Memorial The¬ 
atre, Stratford-on-Avon, England, 
planed there last week to attend 
a special matinee given Friday (14) 
for Queen Elisabeth. She’s due 
back at the end of July to dq coach¬ 
ing at the American Shakespeare 
Festival & Academy, Stratford, 
Conn. 

Mick! Mario, who recently in¬ 
troduced a new song number 
"Lonesome Is as Lonesome Does” 
in the ‘“Ziegfeld Follies,” has 
signed to go on torn: with the revue, 
opening Aug. 26 at the Royal Alex¬ 
andra Theatre, Toronto. She’ll be 
the only member of the Broadway 
cast to go with the show. 

The initial off-Broadway bill to 
be offered by Mary Learson and 
Bill Forrest at the Theatre Maca¬ 
bre, N.Y., opening July 18 will bp 
"Coals of Fire,” “Desert Island 
Blues,” “The Last Kiss” and 
“I/Affaire de Mort.” 

Peter Zeisler, production stage 
manager of “Hole in the Head.” 
has. been awarded a Fullbright Fel¬ 
lowship to study backstage opera¬ 
tion in London, starting in Septem¬ 
ber. 

‘ Company-general manager- A1 
Jones sailed-last week for several 
months’ vacation in Europe. 

Mimi Beusell and, Henny Young- 
man will costar on “Rosalie,” 
opening next Monday (24) as the 
initial legit production and third 
week’s bill at the Theatre Under 
the Stars, Central Park,- N. Y. 

A dutch-treat bachelor party will 
be held tonight (Wed.) upstairs at 
Sardi’s restaurant, N.Y., for Broad¬ 
way pressagent Abner Klipstein, 
who will be married next Sunday 
(23) to Mabel Kirsch, of the St. 
James Theatre staff. 

N. Y. Post drama critic Richard 
Watts Jr. left last week for a Eu¬ 
ropean vacation. 

With the end of the. “Apple 
|*Cart” tom in Los Angeles next 
week, pressagent Joe Shea is due 
back in New York about July 4, or 
as he expresses it, George M. Co¬ 
han Day. o 

• Aim Sloper will be pressagent 
and Fred Cuneo company manager 
for the bus-and-truck company of 
“No Time for Sergeants” opening 
Sept. 2 at a city to be set, for a 40- 
week tour covering 110 stands. 

Dick Williams will play the male 
lead and Alice Pearce will be fea¬ 
tured in “Copper and Brass,” In 
support of Nancy Walker. 

“Inherit the Wind,” at the Na¬ 
tional, N. Y., went on twp-for- 
ones June 2, with the departure 
of Paul Muni as star, not a week 
earlier as erratumed in last week’s 
issue. The production folds next 
Saturday (22). 

Leon Janney, Frances Stern- 
hagen, Arthur Malet, William Ball 
and-Olive Dunbar will be featured 
in Stephen Porter’s off-Broadway 
revival of “The. Country Wife” 
opening June 26 at the Renata 
Theatre, Greenwich Village, N.Y.., 
with Marine Keith doubling as 
general manager and pressagent 

William McDermott, drama critic 
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, 
sailed last week on the America 
for a three-month vacation in Ger¬ 
many, Austria, France and Eng¬ 
land. 
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Off-B’way Leaning to New Scripts, 
But Costs Are Tough, as on B’way 

4---:-,—— By GEORGE A. SMITH 

Off-Broadway, widely regarded 
as a happy hunting ground for re¬ 
vivals, is also giving a break to 
new plays. Although revivals of 
the classics and second-chance pro¬ 
ductions of past Broadway flops 
have gotten major attention, 
there have recently been several 
standout premieres. During the 
1956-57 season 24 hitherto un¬ 
heard of playwrights had debut 
presentations. 

There were 35 premieres of new 
works during the semester, of 
which 19 were drama, eight com¬ 
edy, one comedy-drama, one musi¬ 
cal comedy, two revues, and an ad¬ 
ditional four programs of one-act 
plays previously unseen profession¬ 
ally in New York. Domestic scrip- 
ters preferred turgid stuff to 
featherweight material in the ra¬ 
tio of 15 to five. 

New productions of plays by es¬ 
tablished authors tend to get more 
critical attention off-Broadway 
than that accorded the new author. 
Thus, G. B. Shaw’s "In Good King 
Charles’s Golden Days’* achieved 
good first-string coverage from 
the dailies, as did Charles Mor¬ 
gan's "The River Line’’ and James 
Joyce’s "Exiles.” 

Such plays as Kenneth Sylvia’s 
‘The Shadow Years,” however, at 
Open Stage, and Mildred Kuner’s 
"Capacity for Wings,” at the Royal 
Playhouse, lacked similar coverage, 
although Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. 
Times first-stringer, caught both 
and gave them generally favorable 
notices. Toward the end Of the 
season, however, such plays as 
John Duff Stradley’s "Wayside,” at 
the'Barbizon Plaza Theatre, and 
James Lee’s "Career,” at Seventh 
Avenue South, were drawing the 
critical elite. 

At the off-Broadway boxoffice, 
however, critical reception isn’t al¬ 
ways decisive, although it’s unques¬ 
tionably influential, as on Broad-: 
way itself. Shaw’s "Arms and the 
Man,” for - instance, at Downtown 
Theatre, had Mixed notices, but 
lingered for some months.. The 
aforementioned "Wayside,” - con¬ 
trariwise, caught pleasant notices 
and barely eked out the second 
week, although it did achieve a 
film sale and scripting contract for 
its author. 

Economics, a prevalent theatrical 
bogey, are beginning to be as de¬ 
cisive off-Broadway as on- Off- 
Broadway producers readily ac- 

(Continued on page 79) 

Clere. Had Thin Season; 
Grossed $336,125 Total, 

On 12 Shows, 13 Weeks 
Cleveland, June 18.* i 

Cleveland had lean legit pickings i 
for the season just finished. The 
season total of $336,125 gross, 12 
shows and 13 playing weeks repre¬ 
sented painful drops from the 1955- 
56 semester’s figures of $567,920 
gross, 17 shows and 23 playing 
weeks. 

The local season’s top grosser 
was the touring "Fanny,” with a 
combined take of $71,400 for two 
weeks (the only booking of more 
than one week). Highest draw for 
a single week was $38,000 on I 
"Great Sebastians ” starring Alfred 
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne. Worst! 
of the season was the road edition J 
of "Chalk Garden,” starring Judith 
Anderson, which registered $12,- 
883.. 

* The only pre-Broadway tryout 
was "Happiest Millionaire,” which 
got $23,400 in a single -week, with 
Walter Pidgeoh as star. The other 
hookings during the season were 
the touring edition of "Janus,” 
starring Joan Bennett, Donald 
Cook and Romney Brent; the tour¬ 
ing company of "Inherit the Wind,” 
starring Melvyn Douglas; “The 
Lark,” starring Julie Harris; "Hat¬ 
ful of Rain,” starring Vivian 
Blaine; a road version of "Will Suc¬ 
cess Spoil Rock Hunter,” starring 
Eddie Bracken; "Gat on a Hot Tin 
Roof,” starring Thomas Gomez,: 
Marjore Steele and Alex Nicol; 
"Apple Cart,” starring Maurice 
Evan;, and “Matchmaker,” star¬ 
ring Ruth ' Gordon, Loring Smith 
and Patricia Cutts. 

All shows played the Hanna 
Theatre, regular local legit house, 
of which Milton Krantz is man¬ 
ager, i 

Murray Davis Will Go 
Back to Toronto Crest 

Edinburgh, June 18. 
Murray Davis, currently playing 

a provincial tour with his brother 
and sister, Donald David and Bar¬ 
bara Chilcott, in J. B. Priestley's 
"The Glass Cage,” will return 
July 15 to Toronto to begin an¬ 
other season operation at the Crest 
Theatre. "Cage” was premiered 
by the acting trio there last spring, 
prior to its brief run in London 
recently. 

The brothers-sister team, for 
whom Priestley wrQte the play, 
will do a 90-minute "Cage” tele¬ 
cast July 10 over an indie hookup 
from Manchester. 

Tollies Closes 
At $350,000 Loss 

"Ziegfeld Follies,” which folded 
last Saturday (15) at the Winter 
Garden, N. Y.t after a run of 16 
weeks (123 performances), repre¬ 
sents a loss estimated at about 
$350,000. Most of the coin was sup- 
lied by co-producer Mark H. Kroll, 
a Cincinnati businessman, who put 
up $264,000 of the original $300,- 
000 capital and all of the additional 
deficit. 

Despite its costly failure on 
Broadway, the revue is announced 
to tour in the fall, and Kroll is un¬ 
derstood to be forking out $175,000 
more to underwrite the venture. 
Thus far, only Micki Mario, one of 
several singers in the show, has 
been contracted to continue with 
it for the tour, which opens Aug. 
20 at the Royal Alexandra Theatre, 
Toronto. 

This edition of the "Follies” is 
supposed to be the 26th, the origi- 
nay having been produced by the 
late Florenz Ziegfeld in 1907. The 
last few "Follies’* revivals have 
been financial flops, the Shuberts 
having produced one about a dec¬ 
ade ago with Milton Berle as star 
and a more recent one presented 
by Richard Kollmar and James W. 
Gardiner, with Tallulah Bankhead 
as star, having collapsed during its 
tryout tour during the spring of 
1856. 

The latest "Follies" was financed 
as a limited partnership, with cap¬ 
ital of $250,000, plus 20% overcall. 
The backers,' besides Kroll, include 
Beatrice Lillie, star of the show, 
with a $6,000 slice, and John Philip/ 
a singer-actor in the revue, with a 
$3,000 share, plus six others with 
stakes totaling $27,000. 

Charles Conoway, previously a 
New York talent agent, is- co-pro- 

I ducer of the show with Kroll, but 
is not an investor. He is under¬ 
stood to have interested Kroll in 
the venture when the Kollmar- 
Gardiner previous edition folded 
out of town. 

EUINVILLE FESTIVAL 
LADEN WITH NAMES 

Empire State ' Music Festival, 
founded in 1955, opens Its third 
season July 4 in Its music tent at 
the Catskili report town of Elien- 
ville, N.Y.Tgor Markewich will con¬ 
duct the Symphony of the Air ; as 
the initial event on the fest’s four- 
week schedule. 

Leopold Stokowski, according to 
Festival general manager Frank 
Forest, will return for his second 
season at EllenviHe to baton-the 
Symphony of the Air in a twin bill, 
Carl Orff's "Carmina Burana,” and 
Stravinsky’s "Canticum Sacrum.” 
These works will be presented July 
18 and again on July 20. 

Before the fest winds up* on July 
28 members of the Royal Danish 
Ballet and the American Concert 
Choir are scheduled to appear. 

Reseating Geary, SJ. 
San . Francisco, June 18. 

Louis R. Lurie, lessee of the 
1,550-seat Geary Theatre, Is taking 
steps to rehabilitate the old house. 

As a starter, he’s installing 578 
new seats—the whole, orchestra— 
at a cost of nearly $30 a seat. Work 
is being done in the daytime, be¬ 
tween shows. 

PfiRIlbfY 

ATPAM Pension Setup 
Starting in September 

The Assn, of Theatrical Press 
Agents & Managers will begin 
sinking membership coin Into a 
pension fund next September. Al¬ 
though plans for the setup are still 
being worked out, the members 
will contribute 2% of the new 
minimum wages that go into effect 
Labor Day. i 

ATPAM is working on the pen¬ 
sion project with ■‘Martin Segal & 
Co., which has handled similar as¬ 
signments for other unions. 

‘New GirT Payoff 
Due Early Sept. 

If it can maintain its present ca¬ 
pacity pace, "New Girl in Town” 
will recoup by the first week in 
September. That's figured on the 
basis of $12,000 weekly operating 
profit (the show earned $12,968 one 
week and should be able to get at 
least that much when it shakes 
down). As of June 1, the musical 
had $165,954 to be recovered. It’s 
currently in its seventh week at 
the 46th Street Theatre,\N. Y. 

According to the initial audit, 
the George Abbott-Bob Merrill mu¬ 
sical version of Eugene O’Neill’s 
“Anna Christie” has already re¬ 
turned $60,000 of its $300,000 in¬ 
vestment to the backers. The Fred¬ 
erick Brisson, Robert E. Griffith & 
Harold S. Prince production has 
played to standee business, but had 
to make refunds one week when 
costar Gwen Verdon was out of the 
cast because of illness. 

Highlights of the June 1 ac¬ 
counting include the following: 

Original investment, $300,000. 
Repaid to date, $60,000. 
Production eost, $199,983. 
Tryout profit, $10,370. 
Preopening expense in N. Y., 

$9,659. . 
Net cost to bring in, $199,271. 
Operating profit through June 1 

(three-and-a-half Weeks, $33,317). 
Unrecovered cost, $165,954. 

Decries Lax Handling 
Of Legit; Tele Scripts;' 

Stars Worst Offenders 
New York. 

Editor, Variety: 

You occasionally publish arti¬ 
cles about the dearth of new scripts 
and the desperate need for new 
stage and television writers, hut I 
have never seen anything said 
about the shoddy, careless manner 
in which original scripts are actu¬ 
ally handled by agents, network 
program offices, actors, actresses 
and directors. 

In the book publishing world 
thig is well regulated* and manu¬ 
scripts rarely get lost. But in the 
theatre and tv it is fatal to send an 
only copy of a script to anyone. 
The recipient rarely feels respon¬ 
sibility about returning the script 
to the writer (who may have paid 
high rates to get it typed), or even 
acknowledging its receipt 

Stars are among tfie worst of¬ 
fenders in this respect If I were 
to mention the names of some star 
players to whom I have given 
scripts of my own for considera¬ 
tion, and have never seen again, 
it might be damaging to their per¬ 
sonal reputations. Yet they are 
always lamenting to the press 'that 
they can’t find scripts. 

It seems to me they ought to 
treat’ with more respect the work 
that does come into their hands, 
I have had other writers appeal to 
me, "You know Miss Star-Spangled, 
can you possibly see if you can. get 
my script back from her, or even 
find out if she has bothered to 
read it?” 

Actors and actresses are always 
claiming how much respect they 
have for/writing talent, and how 
inferior they consider their per¬ 
forming art to the art of writing. 
When it comes to a decent respect 
for scripts, however, their attitude 
is generally slovenly and disorgan¬ 
ized. Yet they expect the writer to 
take all this with philosophical 
equanimity. 

It would he interesting to see 
how they’d behave if Equity had a 
rule that they had to pay for the 
re-typing of any script they lost. 

Fitzroy Davis. 

Emil Katzka, wlio obtained a 
$2,078 judgement recently in N.Y. 
Supreme Court against producer 
Fred F. Finklehoffe, says the coin 
represented an unpaid loan. 

New 882G Legit Investment Corp. 
OK’d by SEC for Public Stock Sale 

Benefit Must Go On, j 
And Ex-Hoofer Does 

Burlington, Vt., June 18. ! 
Although she never had a serious 

mishap during her professional 
dancing career. Butch Hovde tore a 
leg muscle here last week while 
doing a guest stint in an amateur 
show. "The Fletcher Follies.” The 
injury put her on crutches in 
Fletcher Hospital, the beneficiary 
of the show. 

The former hoofer, now wife of 
the commanding officer of the 
Ethan Allen Air Force base here, 
received a shot of novocaine so 
she could complete the final num¬ 
ber without the audience being 
aware of her injury. “I never 
missed a show in my life,” she 
said, “and I didn't intend to start 
now.” 

Dispute Rights To 

Rights to “The Student Prince,”: 
one of the most popular items for 
many years in the operetta reper¬ 
tory, are in dispute between the 
Shuberts and the heirs of the au¬ 
thors. A suit brought by the latter, 
seeking an injunction and account¬ 
ing, was filed In N. Y. Supreme 
Court last week. 

Plaintiff in the action is Lilian 
Romberg, widow of the show’s 
composer, Sigmund Romberg, with 
Ambrose V. McCall and the City 
Bank-Farmers Trust Co. associate 
plaintiffs as executors of the es¬ 
tate of Dorothy Donnelly, who 
wrote the book and lyrics. De-j 
fendants include J. J. Shubert, 
Milton Shubert, Lawrence Shubert- 
Lawrence and various Shubert ex¬ 
ecutives and subsidiary companies. 

The suit alleges that Romberg 
and Miss Donnelly granted "Stu¬ 
dent Prince” performance rights 
to the Shuberts in 1922, and that 
the Shuberts and Miss Donnelly 
secured copyright in 1925. Before 
the 28-year copyright eviration 
period and about a year before the 
respective death of Romberg and 
Miss Donnelly in 1953, it’s claimed 
that McCall and the City Bank ap¬ 
plied for renewal, but that the 
Shuberts had previously and 
without authorization obtained the 
rights. 

The Shuberts have subsequently 
infringed the plaintiff’s rights, it's 
alleged. s 

NIX SUIT VS. DONLEVY 
OVER ORAL CONTRACT 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Actors Equity’s traditional posi¬ 

tion that only written contracts are 
valid for performer deals has been 
upheld in Superior Court here. 
The issue involved a $40,000 suit 
brought by Carthay Productions 
(Jack Present and Harry Zevin) 
against Brian Donlevy. The jury in 
Judge Edwin L. Jefferson’s court 
decided for the actor. 

Present and Zevin claimed that 
Donlevy had breached an agree¬ 
ment to star in their revival of the 
Jean Kerr-Eleanor Brooke comedy, 
“King of Hearts,” at the Carthay 
Theatre here in 1955. David M. 
Richman, the actor’s attorney, ar¬ 
gued that his client had made only 
an oral agreement, while Equity re¬ 
quires a written, signed contract. 

2 Musicals of ‘Earnest’ 
Are Getting Stock Bows 

At least two musical versions of 
Oscar Wilde’s “The Importance of 
Being Earnest” have been making 
the rounds of Broadway and straw- 
hat producers. One, scheduled fdr 
several barn hookings, is titled 
“Half in Earnest,” while the other 
is tagged “What’s in a Name.” 

“Half,” written by British author- 
composer Vivian Ellis, opened 
Monday (17) for a two-week run 
at Mike Ellis’ (no relation) Bucks 
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa., 
with Anna Russell starring. It 
marks her debut in a book musical. 

The other version has music by 
Lee Poekriss, while Ann Croswell 
is adaptor and lyricist. Hillard El- 
|kins is representing the authors. 

A new legit investment outfit, 
theatrical Interests Plan Inc., has 
been formed as a common stock 
venture with planned capitalization 
of $882,000. The funds will be 
available for bankrolling Broadway 
productions and such other possible 
enterprises as its own producing 
or co-producing projects, theatre 
realty and the development of 
properties for legit, tv and films. 

Heading the outfit are Theodore 
J, Ritter, president and director; 
John Gerstad, vice-president, sec¬ 
retary and director; Dennis K. Mc¬ 
Donald, vice-prez, treasurer and 
director, and the following direc¬ 
tors: Elliott Nugent, Kenneth 
Banghart, John F. Wharton, Albert 
W. Selden, Alfred R. Stem and 
Tracy W. Brown. All have show 
biz connections in varying degree. 

The new corporation, which will 
sell shares to the public, is the 
latest scheme for obtaining theat¬ 
rical financing on a broad basis, at 
the same time, offering private in¬ 
vestors an entree into show busi¬ 
ness investing, with the prospect 
<51 wide diversification. The cor¬ 
poration has obtained approval 
from the Securities & Exchange 
Commission, after filing a full-scale 
registration with the Government 
agency. 

According to a prospectus being 
issued this week, TIP will issue 78.- 
000 shares of Class A stock at $10 
a share. ’ The proceeds, combined 
with $112,000 capital already raised 
privately, will represent the invest¬ 
ment fund. In contrast to previous 
legit investment outfits, such as the 
defunct Broadway Angels Inc., the 
new corporation is headed by peo¬ 
ple familiar with show biz. The 
fact that its proposed setup was 
registered In detail with the SEC 
is also believed to be unprecedent¬ 
ed for a theatrical venture. 

Ritter, the president of TIP, has 
been a frequent invester in Broad¬ 
way shows, usually as head of a 
syndicate. Gerstad, a director-play¬ 
wright-actor (he staged . “Seven 
Year Itch”) has been associated 
with Ritter in investment syndi¬ 
cates. McDonald is a theatrical 
trade paper reporter. 

Of the directors, the best known 
is actor-author-director-producer 
Nugent Banghart is an NBC com¬ 
mentator and a former Broadway 
and strawhat producer. Selden is 
a composer-producer. Wharton is 
a show biz attorney and member of 
the Playwrights Co., while Stern is 
an executive with NBC and Brown 
heads a commercial display firm. 

Glasgow Citizens’ Will 
Present Miller’s ‘View’ 

As Membership Comeon 
Glasgow, June 13. 

Arthur Miller's "View From the 

Bridge ” banned by Britain’s Lord 

Chamberlain for public perform¬ 

ances because of its reference to 

homo sexuality, is to be used as a 
membership booster for the Citi¬ 

zens’ Theatre, native legit group 

here. 

The drama will be staged pri¬ 
vately, starting Sept. 1, to mem¬ 
bers of the theatre’s own "fan- 
club,” the Citizens’ Theatre So¬ 
ciety, which has a declining Mem¬ 
bership. With new lowered mem¬ 
bership fee of 80c, directors hope 
the presentation of Miller’s play 
will bring in new theatregoers and 
hike attendances next fall. 

The show was presented last 
spring at the Comedy Theatre, 
London, with Anthony Quayle and 
Mary Ure in lead parts. Dr. Tom 
Honeyman, chairman of Citizens’ 
Theatre board of directors, says 
“View” should be seen by serious- 
minded playgoers. It was not the 
group’s intention to make a prac¬ 
tice of presenting banned plays, he 
adds. 

Like other British repertory 
theatres, the Citizens’, badly lo¬ 
cated in the slum area of Glasgow’s 
Gorbals (famed, ^ or rather notori¬ 
ous, for its alleged ^razor-gangs and 
pre-war holliganism), has been 
fighting hard times. 

The Citizens' is subsidized by 
the British Arts Council and the 
Glasgow Corp. A leading member 
of the Board of Directors is George 
Singleton, national president of the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Assn, 
of Britain and Northern Ireland. 
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Weather Melts B way, Bui 5 SROs; 
‘Fella OK $45,800, Yankees $30,700, 

Marches Big $28,880, Ewell $22,400 
The heat wave, arriving late last 

week, wilted the Broadway box- 
office. Despite the seasonal de¬ 
cline, attendance was fairly good 
early in the week, but virtually 
melted for the two performances 
Saturday (15). The capacity shows 
were "Auntie Marne” "Bells Are 
Ringing," "Lil Abner," "My Fair 
Lady” and “New Girl in Town.” 

With the sweltering weather 
continuing, receipts were down 
last Monday night (17), and no up¬ 
turn is expected the rest of this 
week without a break in the heat. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama>, 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal -Drama), O (Opera), OP. (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices, number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of ta^es. 

Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C> 
(32d \vk; 253; $6.9Q-$5.75; 1,182; 
$43,0001 (Rosalind Russell). As 
usual, about $43,500. Lays off 
June 29 and will reopen Aug. 5. 

Bells Are Ringing:, Shubert (MC) 
(29th wk; 228; $8.05; 1,453; $58.- 
101) (Judy Holliday). As always, 
about $58,700- 

Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC> 
(111th wk; 883; $7.50; 1,434; $50,- 
000). Previous week, $33,000 on 
twofers; last week, almost $30,700. 

Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa¬ 
dor (D) (89th wk; 709; $5.75; 1,155; 
$35,000) (Joseph Schildkraut). 
Previous week, $16,600 on twofers; 
last week, nearly $16,300. Closes 
next Saturday (22) and will start 
tour July 29 in Los Angeles. 

Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum 
(C) (30th wk; 239; $5.75; 995; $26,- 
000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous 
week, $22,100; last week, $20,500. 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC; 
(28th wk; 220; $8.05; 1,625; $69,- 
989). (Ethel Merman"). Previous 
week, $62,400; last week, almost 
$61,700: 

Hole in the Head, Plymouth 
(CD) (16th wk; 124; $6.26-$5.75; 
1,070; $36,625) (Paul Douglas). 
Previous week, $24,000; last week, 
over $22,400. 

Hotel Paradiso, Miller (C) (10th 
wk; 76; $6.90; 946; $24,000) (Bert 
Lahr, Angela Lansbury, John Em¬ 
ery, Douglas Byng, Carleton Car¬ 
penter); Previous week, $24,100; 
last week, nearly $19,100. 

Inherit the Wind, National (D) 
(100th wk; 798; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; 
$32,003) (Ed Begley). Previous 
week, $12,000 on twofers; last 
week, almost $11,900; folds next 
Saturday (22). 

Lil Abner, St. James IMC) (31st 
wk; 244; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100*. 
Previous week, $58,300; last week, 
same. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D) (32d wk; 194; $6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$29,300; last week, $28,800- Lays 
off June 29 in order to play the 
Paris Festival July .2-6 and re¬ 
sumes here Aug. 19. 

Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou 
(D* (7th wk; 52; $5.75-$5.25; 503; 
$20,400) (Wendy Hiller, Franchot 
Tone, Cyril Cusack). Previous 
week, $14,700; last week, nearly 
$11,500. 
• Most Happy Fella, Imperial 
(MD) (59th wk; 468; $7.50; 1,427; 
$57,875). Previous week, $50,900; 
last week, almost $45,800. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC* 
(66th wk; 523; $8.05; 1,551; $67,- 
696i (Rex Harrison, Julie An¬ 
drews). As usual, $68,700. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(5th wk; 39; $9.2Q-$8.60; 1,297; $59,- 
084) (Gwen Yerdon, Thelma Rrt- 
ter‘. Previous week. $60,203; last 
week, approached $60,200. 

No Time for Sergeants, Alvin 
(O (87 th wk; 692; $5.75-$4.60; 
1,331; $38,500). Previous week, 
S2R.100 on discount tickets; last 
week, nearly $26,300; closes Aug. 
17. 

Separate Tables, Music Box <‘D) 
(34th wk; 268; $5.75; 1,010;-$31.- 
0211 tEric Portman, Margaret 
Leighton*. Previous week, $22,- 
8G0; last week, almost $20,100. Lays 
off July 13 in order to play Aug. 1- 
31 at Central City, Col., but re¬ 
sumes here Sept. 2. 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (17th 
wk; 141; $5.75; 994; $34.000> (Tom 
Ewell). Previous week, $28,500; i 
last week, over $26,700. i 

• Visit to a Small Planet, Booth I 
(C; 119th wk; 148; $6.90-$5.75; 766; s 

$27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Previ¬ 
ous week, $26,400; last week, over 
$26,900. 

Closed Last Week 
Ziegfeld Follies, Winter Garden, 

(R) <16th wk; 123; $8.05; 1,404; 
$63,000) (Beatrice Lillie). Previ¬ 
ous week, $29,900; last week, $26,- 
400; closed last Saturday (15) at a 
loss of about $350,000; announced 
to tour next fall. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
(Opening dates in parentheses) 
Career, 7th Ave. South (4-30^57). 
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56); closes Sept. 8. 
In Good King Charles’ Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57). 
Kaleidoscope, Province- 

town Playhouse (6-13-57). 
Land Beyond the River, Green¬ 

wich Mews (3-28-57).. - 
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- 

27-56). 
Simply Heavenly, 85th St. (5- 

21-57). 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3- 

6-57), 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9- 

20-55). 

‘Pacific’$55,616, 
latch’ $24,000, SF 

San Francisco, June 18. 
“South Pacific” is making a bid 

to smash Civic Light Opera box- 
office records here before "My 
Fair Lady” arrives July 8 at the 
3,300-seat Frisco Opera House. 
The Rodgers and Hammerstein 
musical, with -Mary Martin and 
Giorgio Tozzi costarring, * broke 
the Curran’s house record in its 
second week, just nosing out the 
$55,460 which the theatre collect¬ 
ed the fourth week of "Peter Pan,” 
with Miss Martin, in 1954. 

"No Time for Sergeants” opens 
July 2 at the Geary. "Reluctant 
Debutante” opens July 10 at the 
Alcazar for an indefinite run. 
"Fanny” opens July 15 at the Cur¬ 
ran for five weeks and “My Fair 
Lady” moves into the Opera House 
July 8 for five weeks. 

Estimates for Last Week 
South Pacific, Curran (2d wk) 

($5-50-$5.90;. 1,750; $57,000) (Mary 
Martin. Giorgio Tozzi). Up to sell¬ 
out $55,616. a house record; pre¬ 
vious week, $55,195; Slightly 
cheaper subscription rates keep¬ 
ing house below full $5.50-$5.90 
ootential; continues through 
July 6. - ' 

Matchmaker, Geary (2d wk) 
($4.40-$4.95; 1550; $36,000) (Ruth 
Gordon, Loring Smith, Patricia 
Cutts). Ud to $24,000; previous 
week, $19,500 for seven perform¬ 
ances; remains two more weeks. 

Fallen Angels. Alcazar (1st wk) 
($4,40; 1147; $31,000) (Hermione 
Gingold. Mary McCarty). Just 
over $12,000. 

Scheduled N.Y. Openings 
(Theatres indicated if set) 

Evening with T. C. Jene* <9-16-57). 
Time Remembered,’ Morosco (9-18-57). 

' Egghead (9-26-57). - * • , 
Strongest (10-2-57). 
Four Winds (10-10-57). 
Romanoff and Juliet (10-15-57). 
Nature's Way, Coronet (10-16-57). 
Copper and Brass, Beck (10-17-57). 
Jamaica (10-21-57). 
New Faces, Broadway (12-5-57). 
Doctor In Spite of Himself, ANT A 

Playhouse (week of 11-4-57). 
Miss Isobel (12-26-57). ’ 
Music Man (12-26-57). 
Rivalry, Plymouth (1-27-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
School for Wives, Theatre Marquee 

(6-19-57). 
Country Wife; Renata 16-26-57). 
Ever Since Paradise, Carnegie Recital 

Hall (7-11-37). 

Hampton Barn Sked 
Hampton, N.H., Juno 18, 

% The Hampton Playhouse will 
open July 1 for its eighth season 
under the management of John 
Vari and Alfred Christie. The 
company will include Joel Thomas, 
Ailsa Dawson, Ed Cullin, Dennis 
Drew, Maggie Owens, Joe O’Brien, 
Albert Ackel, Madge West and 
David Doyle, with Fred Hoskins 
as stage manager. 

The strawhat will play 'a nine- 
week schedule, with Noel Cow¬ 
ard’s "Private Lives” the opening 
bill. 

Ya Gotta Love It 
Amsterdam, June 18. 

Nobody ever represented the 
professional life of ballet any¬ 
where as easy but it is neces¬ 
sary to be especially "dedi¬ 
cated” rather than commercial 
in Holland. Here the Ballet 
Van De Lage Landen, now 10 
years old, has only $6,500 
"subsidy” annually. 

What this means is a lot of 
inter-town travel to offset 
other groups with bigger re¬ 
sources. This company gave no 
less than 150 provincial .per¬ 
formances last season within 
this tiny kingdom._~ 

‘Lady’ Boffo 80G, 
‘Sgts’ OK $20,900, 

Los Angeles, June 18. 
With legit on a continued four- 

house basis, "My Fair Lady” con¬ 
tinues to hold to a record figure. 
"Apple* Cart” arrived last week 
for its toqr-ending stand, and "No 
Time for Sergeants” remained for 
a fourth week. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Apple Cart, Huntington Hart¬ 

ford (C) (1st wk; $4.95; 1,024) 
(Maurice Evans). Opened with 
fair $16,200; continues through 
June 29, then folds. 

My Fair Lady, Philharmonic 
Aud (MC) (7th wk; $5.95; 2,670) 
(Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers). 
Whopping. $80,000, same as pre¬ 
ceding frame; continues through 
July 6, then goes‘to Frisco. 

No Time for Sergeants, Biltmore 
(C) (4th wk; $4.95; l,636)t Slideoff 
to $20,900; previous week, $25,800; 
stays through June 29, then re¬ 
sumes tour. 

School for Brides, Forum (C) 
(2d wk; $3.30; 1,740). Mild $4,800; 
previous wek; $5,000; folded Sun¬ 
day (16) at a loss of over $10,000. 

‘CAT’MILD $14,400, CHI; 
MULL TOUR FOR FALL 

Chicago, June 18. 
Uneven weather last week 

thinned the gross of -"Cat oh a Hot 
Tin Roof” to $14,400. It was the 
seventh week of the Thomas 
Gomez-Marjorie Steele-Alex Nicol 
starrer at the 1,335-seat Erlanger, 
at a $5J top. Previous week gross 
was $17,098. 

If "Cat” can'- last the summer 
here as the sole legiter, plans are 
to resume touring in the fall to 
such cities as Milwaukee, Indian¬ 
apolis, Kansas City, Des Moines, 
Denver, Boston and other parts of 
the country where it has not yet 
been seen. 

With Gomez and Nicol' with¬ 
drawing next week, .their lead 
roles will be taken oved by R, G. 
Armstrong and Jack Betts. » 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-37). 
Boy Frlontf. Wyndbsm't (12-1-53). 
Brldt A Bachoior, Duchess (12-19-56). 
Chalk Cardan, Haymarket (4-11-56). 
Danu) Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57). 
Dea* Saeret, Piccadilly (5-30-57). 
Dear Delinquent, Westminster (6-5-57). 
Dry Rot. Whitehall tfl-31-54). 
Fanhy, Drury Lane (lf-15-56). 
For Amusement Only, Apollo (8-5-56). 
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
German Repertory, Sadler's Wells (6- 

JL7-S7J- 
Crab Me a Gondola, Lyric 02-26-56). 

. House by Lake, York's (5-9-56). . 
It's the Geography, St. James's C6-12-57). 
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-37). 
Kismet, Princes (6-7^57). 
Lovebirds, Adelphi (4-20-57). 
Month of Sundays, Cambridge (5-28-57). 
Mousetrap, Ambassaddrs-411-25-52) 
New Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal: 02-18-56). 
No Time Sgts:. Her MaJ. 48-23-56). 
Nude With Violin, Globe 01-7-56). 
Plaintiff in Hat, St. Mart. 00-11-56), 
Plalslrs Da -Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
PJume de me Tante, Garrick 01-3-55). 
Repertory. Old Vic (9-7-55). 
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55). 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Six Months' Grace, Phoenix (6-4-57). 
Summer of 17th, New (4-30-57). 
Tea A Sympathy, Comedy (4-25-57). 
Time to Speak, Arts (6-11-57). 
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-57), 
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56). 
Zulelka, SavIUe (4-11-57). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

Less Than Kind, Arts (6-27-57). 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

Rome Antics, Palace (5-27-57). 

ON TOUR 
Born Yesterday 
Doctor in the House 
Glamour Girl 
Glass Cage 
Hatful of Rain 
Importance of Being Ernest 
Look Back In Anger 
Meet Me by Moonlight 
Odd Man In 
Paiama Game 
Reluctant Debutante 
Ride a Cock Horse 
Separate Tables 
Show Girls 
Subway In the Sky 

• Towards Zero 
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Shows Abroad 
Free An Air 

London, June 7. 
Linnlt Sc Dunfee Ltd. presentation of 

new musical drama by Dorothy Reynolds 
and Julian Slade; music by Julian Slade, 
numbers staged by Mark Stuart; decor 
by Patrick Robertson; production staged 
by Denis Carey. At Savoy Theatre, Lon¬ 
don, June 6, '57; $2 top. ^ 
Molly .   Patricia Rredln 
Geraldine Melford ....... Gillian Lewis 
Miss Catamole .Dorothy Reynolds 
Mr. Mutch . Roy Godfrey 
Mr. Potter.  Howard Goomey 
Lord Postumous.Michael Aldrich 
Albert Postumous. John Trevor 
Ivy Crush . r-..  Josephine Tewson 
Jack Amersham . Gerald Harper 
Bindweed .  Vincent Charles 
Tom Ferrier .. BUI Tasker 
Gregory .. Donald Bradley 
Connie .   Joyce Carpenter 
Mary . Mary Bennlng 
Flo . Patricia Somerset 
Mark ..... Malcolm Farquhar 
Matt- ... Raymond Parks 
John ... Len Rossiter 
Jean ..'.Jean Marlon Taylor 
Susie .  Evelyne Anderson 
Abbie .... Dawn Fryer 

Julian Slade, whose first musical, 
"Salad Days,” is currently In its 
third year, has a new entry, “Free 
As Air.” Many devotees will be 
attracted to it, determined to en¬ 
large on its charms and ignore to 
its flaws. 

There are no stellar personalities 
in the new show. Although it is less 
of a fantasy than its predecessor, 
its book naively sentimental and 
purely British in character. “Free 
As Air” will probably benefit from 
the phenomenal success of “Salad 
Days,” but had the order of presen¬ 
tation been reversed, it is doubtful 
if this one would have made the 
same impact on the public. 

The locale of the musical is- one 
of the lesser Channel Islands off 
Britain, where the inhibited na¬ 
tives look on a trip to their nearest 
neighbor Jer$ey as almost a ven¬ 
ture to' the moon. Each year a new 
girl is crowned Queen of the island 
and, when a stray bloffde turns up 
in a fishing boat, she is immedi¬ 
ately persuaded to fulfill the role, 
the number of local candidates 
having run out. 

It presently turns out that the 
newcomer is an heiress who has 
fled from the houndings of the 
press. She decides to stay and give 
away her inheritance to the local 
inhabitants to prevent the idyllic 
retreat being discovered and ruined 
as a holiday resort. 

The music is the most satisfying 
part of the production, being light, 
melodious and appropriately plenti¬ 
ful. Two of the cast appeared in 
the opening months of “Salad 
Days,” part-author Dorothy Rey¬ 
nolds and Michael Aldridge, who 
serve as sturdy props in the ma- 
turer character studies. 

Gillian Lewis is grateful and at¬ 
tractive as the fugitive heiress and 
Patricia Bredin supplies most of 
the sex appeal as the local belle, 
both with fr.esh natural voices in 
-their first major roles. Josephine 
Tewson scores as a femme reporter. 

The show has been directed with 
polish by Denis Carey. 

Hear Delinq«ent 
London, June 8. 

E. P. Clift, for Minister Productions Sc 
Anna Deere Wlman, presentation of 
three-act comedy by Jack PopplewelL 
Stars Anne Massey, David Tomlinson. 
Staged by Jack Minster. At Westminster 
Theatre; London, Junb 4, '57; 82.20 top. 
Penelope Shawn. Anna Massey 
David Warren .David Tomlinson 
Lady Warren . Joan Haythome 
Wilkinson . Patrick Cargill 
Sir George Martin  . Aubrey Dexter 
Helen Chandler.Josephine Martin 
Det. Sergeant Pidgeon.Duncan Lewis 
Henry Shawn  . Laurence Hardy 

This is a frivolous piece giving 
Anna Massey a chance to followup 
her “Reluctant Debutante” suc¬ 
cess, although this second starring 
part is more fareical and lacks the 
wit of her first. Bhe now plays a 
burglar and when caught, beguiles 
her victim into letting her go, then 
cunningly breaks up his impending 
marriage and snaffles, him for her¬ 
self. “Dear Delinquent” rates as 
light summer fare,-amusingly han¬ 
dled, but Is unlikely to attract 
much attention further afield, un¬ 
less adapted to the screen. 

When a susceptible young man 
finds that the intruder in his apart¬ 
ment Is a redheaded eyeful, he is 
persuaded not to call the police. 
The girl boasts that she comes from 
a dong line of housebreakers, and 
tells him of the ethics of her call¬ 
ing. He lets her go, only to become 
involved with the law when it is 
discovered th'at his neighbors have 
lost their jewels. Howeyer, the girl 
slips the sparklers into the detec¬ 
tive’s pocket. Meanwhile, the young 
man’s fiancee has finally stalked 
out of his life, being tired of find¬ 
ing evidence of the newcomer’s 
presence every time she calls. 

Miss Massey is attractive and 
mischievious enough to make her 
role convincing, and Laurence 
Hardy gives a telling performance 
as her father proud of his descent 
from kings' of Ireland and resent¬ 
ful that his daughter wants to 
marry into a trading family. David 
Tomlinson copes with all his em-J 

barrassing problems as the thorn 
between two roses and Joer Hay- 
thorne brings in a breath of aristo¬ 
cratic calm as his mother. 

Patrick Cargill is the personifi¬ 
cation of the accommodating man¬ 
servant, and Josephine Martin 
storms in and out effectively as the 
jealous fiancee. Play is soundly di¬ 
rected by Jack Minster. Clem. ° 

Six Months Grace 
London, June 12. 

Robin Fox Partnership & H. M. Ten- 
nent Ltd. presentation of new comedy in 
three acts by Robert Morley and Dundas 
Hamilton. Decor by Anthony Holland. 
Staged by Eric Capon. At Phoenix Thea¬ 
tre, June 11, *57; 82.40 top. 
Brace Barnes .Yvonne Amaud 
George Barnes -  Mchael Shepley 
Freddie Loveday.Anthony Tancred 
Albert Honeydew.Richard Cal dicot 
Ethel Sims-. Molly Urquhart 
George Ormeroyd.Stuart Saunders 
Lorna Loveday.Georgina Cookson 
Rita Moon . Avril Leslie 
Miss Verney. Barbara Hicks 
David Butler ............. Michael Scott 
Mr. Tremlett . Tom Chatto 

Robert Morley was unfortunate 
with this first managerial venture, 
having to postpone the premiere 
for a week owing to the sudden 
illness ^ of Yvonne Amaud, for 
whom the play was written. The 
key role requires an actress of 
magnetic personality, as the story 
is dated and-lacks surprise. 

The idea of women taking over 
the intricacies of modern trade and 
outshining the men apparently 
calls for more plot twists and more 
realistic handling than “Six Months 
Grace” possesses. Whatever suc¬ 
cess the play has will be due to 
the star’s personal following, and 
at the start of the summer season, 
despite the lowering of prices, its 
prospects are not bright. 
/ The story involves an importing 

[firm taken over for six months by 
the board chairman’s wife. Al¬ 
though femme fol-de-rols threaten 
to ruin the company, the- situation 
is saved when the secretary is pro¬ 
moted to sales director and quad¬ 
ruples business. 

As always, much of Miss Ar- 
naud’s ability consists of perfect 

| timing and expressive-gestures, but 
even her experience and charm 
fail to prevent the play from drag¬ 
ging intermittently. Michael Shep¬ 
ley aids and abets the experiment 
as the husband who changed his 
office desk for domestic chores, 
and Anthony Tancred and Richard 
Caldicot contribute sound perform¬ 
ances’as his fellow directors. 

Molly Urquhart is excellent as 
the stolid secretary who rockets to 
power and Avril Leslie undulates 
provocatively as a stenographer 
Who “is learning to type.” Support¬ 
ing -cast is well chosen,- and Eric 
Capon does -What he can with the 
material. Clem.. 

It’s the Geography That 
Counts 

London, June 13. 
Toby . Rowland Ltd. presentation of twp- 

act. drama by Raymond Bowers. Stars 
John Gregson, Staged by Noel WlUman. 
At St. Jame's Theatre, London, June 22, 
*57; 82.40 top. 
Marshal Armitt John Gregson 
James Armitt .. John Stratton 
Mercia .  Jane Griffiths 
Hurst ... T.iam Redinond 
Daniels .... Jack Hedley 
Parker . Michael Dufflold 

Too much talk and an over-com¬ 
plication of plot mar this otherwise 
ingenious whodunit. Basically It is 
a g»od dramatic story, but the first 
half consists practically of an in¬ 
volved duolog, with the first real 
punch Coming at halftime. 

There is a lot of repetitive 
ground covered by two brothers 
framing alibis for a hit-and-run 
killing, then it is all rehashed to a 
Scotland Yard sleuth. A good play 
doctor could streamline this first' 
effort of a Fleet Street newspaper¬ 
man, and it could be improved if 
skilfully adapted to the screed. 

John Gregson, making his first 
stage appearance .for six years, 
plays the elder of two brothers-by- 
adoption, a racing driver who has 
spent the weekend with his mother 
in the south of England. The other- 
boy, who has borrowed his car 
without permission, confides he has 
panicked after killing, a cyclist on 
the Scottish border. 

After rehearsing the distraught 
youngster in a concoction of lies, 
the elder finally takes the blame 
when he sees they can’t get away 
with it. Only then does the youth 

. hear that their mother-by-adopr 
tlon has been murdered, and the 
craftOy planted clues implicate 
him. 

Gregson gives a sound perform¬ 
ance, but looks too affable to be 
a coldblooded killer, and Johh- 
Stratton is effective as his nerve- 
racked foster-brother. A nice piece 
of leisurely sleuthing is turned in 
by Liam Redmond, and Jane Grif- 
fifths is alternately sexy and sym¬ 
pathetic as the star witness who 
turns the tables. Play is directed 
with deft timing by Noel Willman. 

Clem. 
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‘the 

one 

and 

only' 
> 

JOSE 
GRECO 

w/V/z hi; company of 

SPANISH DANCERS 

SINGERS AND MUSICIANS 

Bi*t jpll* 

Pictures'. 

DANCING STAR 
Mike Todd's 

"AROUND THE 
WORLD IN 

80 DAYS" 
(In Todd-AO) 

P/A‘RIETY' May 29. 1957—- 

\ "Anybody want to see a good 
show?* Jose Greco and his com- 
pany of Spanish dancers have a 

| jl three-week tenancy at The Play- 
mr house and for 2H hours worth of 
W-. pace, energy, color and "give,” it’s 

a theatrical best buy. 
|ap> "Greco scorns tepid showmanship, 
■r When the curtain’s up he expects 
W his company to perform with raax- 
* imum gusto, permitting the audi¬ 

ence no time to woolgather. The 
first part of the two-act Spanish 
jam session takes exactly 60 min¬ 
utes and it sends customers lobby- 
wards at the break gasping for air, 
for the show moves so swiftly that 
following it is akin to trying to spot 
a jet plane in the sky by looking 
toward the sound. 

"The old pro spreads himself 
across the program in familiar 
standbys and „a couple of new. He 
retains the customary precision 
and drive, and if he seems occa¬ 
sionally threatened by youth in his 
company, this merely acknowledges 
his subordination of personal pres¬ 
tige to the welfare of the show. 

“Easily the slickest number is 
<<Soleares Y Seguiriyas CEncuen- 
tro’l” that Greco does with comely 
Lola De Ronda. It’s a mating scene 
to sensually passionate castanets 
and, coming early in the program, 
it’s hard to beat. 

“There’s Gracia Del Sacromonte, 
however, with a hair-shaking style 
all her own, for tempestuous mo¬ 
ments, . and Jose Molina, a sexy 
young hoofer well calculated to 
hasten the pit-a-pat of distaff 
hearts. 

"Rosario Caro’s snarling passion 
is something to watch, not to men¬ 
tion listen to. The two males of 
the quartet "The Bronze Gypsies” 
are Gitanillo Heredia and Jose 
Mancilla. Looking as if they hadn’t 
eaten for a couple of months, they 
execute flamenco gymnastics with 
remarkable defiance of gravity. 

"Pepita Sevilla seems scarcely 
out of swaddling clothes, but she’s 
a minxy mate for Heredia in "Jo- 
ropo” and "Bulieras De Juanene.” 
Carlos Ramos’ guitar variations 
provide a pleasant respite. 

“With insolent smiles and per¬ 
petually flashing teeth, and with¬ 
out pretense of scenery (if Greco’s 
assortment of vivid breeches be ex¬ 
cepted), the redoutable Jose has 
again brought the town a show 
that’s sumptuous of sight and 
sound.” Gear. 

Theatres: 

Re-opening 

PLAYHOUSE 
THEATRE 
New York 

Friday, Jane 21, 1957 

GREEK THEATRE 
Los Angeles 

July 8 Hint July 13 

• 

LEWISOHN STADIUM 
New York 

July It. 1*57 

INK 
Direction, WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY Personal Manager, JOHN F. NONNENBACHER, JR. 
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Third ‘Marne’ as Bus V Trucker 
MorrU Jacobs May Mount 2d Company Subject 

To Obtaining Right Femme Star 

Although a projected second com¬ 

pany of “Auntie Marne" is not set, 

attempts are already being made to 

organize a third edition of the com¬ 

edy. As with the second troupe, 

the third hinges on the availability 

of a suitable star. 

Morris Jacobs, general manager 

for Rodgers & Hammerstein, is 

said to have the Inside track in pre¬ 

senting the second company of 

“Mame.” It would be an indepen¬ 

dent venture for him, and had been 

tentatively aimed to open early in 

July at the Biltmore Theatre, Los 

Angeles, and after a San Francisco 
stand, move to Chicago in the fall 
for. an indefinite run. 

The arrangement calls for the 
touring shows, both second and 
third editions, to pay a weekly^ 
guarantee against percentage of 
the gross and share of the profits, 
to the parent production of the 
Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee 
dramatization of the Patrick Dennis 
novel, presented by Robert Fryer & 
Lawrence Carr. Greer Garson, 
Eve Arden, Ann Sheridan, Faye 
Emerson and recently Judith An¬ 
derson have been approached to 
play the Rosalind Russell part on 
the road. 

Miss Garson will take over as 
star of the Broadway production 
next January, when Rosalind Rus¬ 
sell leaves to make the film ver¬ 
sion of the play, but has declined 
to go oh tour. The authors, as well 
as Frj-er & Carr, must approve 
Whomever is ultimately set for the 
road assignments. 

With Jacobs understood to have 
first crack at the second company, 
the firm of Charles Bowden, Rich¬ 
ard Barr & H. Ridgely Bullock Jr. 
is dickering for the third company 
rights. The idea is to do the lat¬ 
ter edition as a bus-and-truck opera¬ 
tion, along the general lines of the 
second touring troupe of "No Time 
for Sergeants.” The “Marne” motor 
tourer would also be booked by 
Broadway Theatre League, Inc., a 
subsidiary of Columbia Artists 
Management. It’s aimed to go out 
next September, if it can be ar¬ 
ranged in time, and to continue 
through January, 1959, when the 
picture version of tlfe play is due 
for release. 

Sacandaga Grossed 102G, 
Lost 10-15% Last-Season 

Albany, June 18. 

Anthony Brady Farrell’s 1,000- 
seat Sacandaga Park (N. Y.) Sum¬ 
mer Theatre grossed $102,000 dur¬ 
ing its first 10-week season last 
summer. Thgjre was a 10-159o 
deficit on the season. That was 
revealed at a recent stockholders 
meet by John Larsen, managing 
director, of the operation. 

It was also reported at the meet 
that over 2,050 shareholders, own¬ 
ing about $99,000 worth of stock, 
are participating in the strawhat 
corporation. Farrell, lessee of the 
theatre and owner of a nearby 
summer home arid hunting pre¬ 
serve, is an honorary stockholder. 
The playhouse was built last year 
to replace the old wooden struc¬ 
ture operated by Eddie Rich and 
destroyed by fire a year before. 

Sadler’s Wells to Drop 
Theatre Ballet Coyent 

Garden Will Take Over 
London. June 18. 

No further new productions will 
be put on at Sadler's Wells Thea¬ 
tre for a year. The Sadler’s Wells 
Trust, which has been facing 
money difficulties for some time, 
has revealed that it can no longer 
run the Theatre Ballet, which will 
be taken over next fall by the 
board of the Royal Opera House, 
Convent Garden, 

Sadler’s Wells Trust directors 
say that the change in administra¬ 
tion of the Theatre Ballet is the 
natural result of the creation of the 
Royal Ballet, but comes sooner 
than expected. This is due to 
financial difficulties. Though the 
theatre drew large and enthusiastic 
audiences, and despite increased 
support frorh the Arts Council, in¬ 
come has not been enough to meet 
steadily rising costs. 

Under the new setup, the bal¬ 
let company will carry out its tour¬ 
ing obligations. Administration 
will be centralized at Covent Gar¬ 
den, but the Royal Opera House 
will not get an increased grant 
from the Arts Council. 

Meanwhile, the original “Marne” 
production, still playing to sellout 
trade, will layoff June 29 to give 
Miss Russell a vacation, and will 
resume Aug. 5 at the Broadhurst, 
N.Y. 

Take Over Duluth Spot 
Minneapolis, June 18. 

A Twin Cities’ trio has takon 
over the 250-seat Gilmore summer 
theatre on the Lake Superior north 
shore driveway near Duluth, Minn,, 
and will offer a 10-week season, 
opening June 26. Trio comprises 
Don Stolz, producer-director of the 
Old Log at local suburban Lake 
Minnetonka; Douglas Hatfield, 
drama director at Macalester col¬ 
lege in St. Paul, and Richard A. 
Mayer, young Minneapolis business 
man. 

The showhouse has been re¬ 
named Theatre 61. Hatfield will 
direct the first season of plays. 

Summer Theatre Managers: 
us« ALTS accounting and report 
form* in your theatre thi* summer 
Send for free sample set of forms. 

American Legitimate Theatre Service 

*000 SUNSET BL.VD,, Suite 209V 
Hollywood 28, California 

Off-Broadway Co-Producer 
needed for the New-York premiere 

of a witty, sprightly, and 
provocative play by 

ANDRE GIDE 
Writ. ROBERT-L LEWIS 

352 E. 65th New York 21 

I Airline Theatre Wing’s 
Spare Time Thespians 

A hardy group of airline em¬ 

ployees—mostly reservation and 

sales—have formed the Airline 

Theatre Wing and to date have 

produced one revue with original 
; book and music. 

; The wing has also formed its own 

1 instruction group with the hope of 

l locating fresh talent. Locating the 

• talent is only part of the struggle," 

J however. The big problem is keep- 

ing it. Since all the members of 

■ the group are airline employees, 

I they are subject to transfer. Three 

: nights before the show opened, the 
| male lead, writer and a technician 
received such transfers to parts un- 

j known. 
j The first show was ^'Without Res- 
! ervations”—book by Lee Quinn and 
Steve Meyer with music by Harry 
Richards and Steve Elliot. • 

Capacity crowds turned out at 
the Carl Fisher Concert Hall for 
the three-night run, proceeds of 

; which went to charity. The pro- 
: fessional showing by the cast was 
; impressive and in Ginny Gagnon, 
; a hormone-filled soprano, the show 
; had a winner. 

Most of the airline pubrelations 
: brass were in the audience, so evi- 
‘ dently the undertaking has official 
approval. 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED 
Theatrical and TV Make Up * All 
Leading Cosmetic Lines . Imported 
A Domestic Perfumes • Distinctive 
Fountain Service. 
FREE DELIVERY OPEN SUNDAYS 

"The Drug Store of the Stars" 
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 

N81 4th Ave., Cor. 4* St., NEW YORK 
Telephone PLaza 7-0023 

Touring Shows 
(June 17-30) 

Apple Cart (Maurice Evans)—Hartford, 
JL.A. (17-29), closest. 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez, 
Marjorie Steele, Alex NIcol)—Erlanger, 
Chi (17-29). 

Fallen Angels (Hermlone Glngold, Mary 
McCarty)—Alcazar, S.F. (17-29). 

Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Loring 
Smith. Patricia Cutts)—Geary, S,F. (17-29). 

My Fair Lady <2d Co.) (Brian Aheme, 
Anne Rogers)—Philharmonic, L.A. (17-29). 

No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Bilt¬ 
more, L.A. (17-29). 

NX OPERA GUILD NOW 
BOOKING LEGIT SHOWS 

New Orleans, June 18. 
The New Orleans Opera Guild, 

which has previously sponsored 
local concert presentations, is ex¬ 
panding activities-this season with 
the booking of touring legit shows 
here. First such deal is for “No 
Time for Sergeants,” March 11-12 
at the Municipal Auditorium. Ac¬ 
cording to the group’s president, 
Mrs. Edward B. Ludwig, attempts 
are also being made to book “Cat’ 
on a Hot Tin Roof," “Damn 
Yankees” and “My Fair Lady.” 

The Guild’s Community Concert 
series fOr next fall will comprise 
nine events, including Ballet Thea¬ 
tre, Oct. 14; Florence Festival 
Symphony Orchestra, Dec. 23; 
Chicago Opera Ballet, Feb. 23; 
Minneapolis Symphony with Isaac 
Stern as soloist, Feb. 27; Eileen 
Farrell, March 14; Yussi Bjoerling, 
April. 2, and pianist Louis Kentner 
at an unspecified date. 

Yurka, Derwent to Greece 
Under ANTA Financing 

Of Bi-Lingual Legiter 
A bi-lingual production of “Pro¬ 

metheus Bound,” with a Broad¬ 
way cast, will be presented in 
Athens the last week of July, un¬ 
der the sponsorship of the State 
Dept, and the Greek Ministry, for 
Education. James S. Elliott is pro¬ 
ducing the show, and the Athens 
presentation will be under the In¬ 
ternational Exchange Program of 
the American National Theatre & 
Academy. * 

Blanche Yurka and Clarence Der- 
wenjt and Greek actor George 
Bourlos will play leading roles in 
the Aeschylus tragedy, with Der¬ 
went also serving as artistic super¬ 
visor and. Ned Manerino as pro¬ 
duction associate. The company 
will sail July 11 on the Queen 
Frederica. 

The performance will be given in 
the ancient theatre of. Herodes At- 
ticus, at the foot pf the Acropolis, 
with the Athens Symphony playing 
Byzantine music, and a . femme 
Greek chorus of 35. 

Ellenville Fete Set 

Ellenville, N.Y., June 18, 
Empire State Music Festival, 

which played to 60,000 people un¬ 
der a. tent and in an outdoor set¬ 
ting on a plateau at this Catsktil 
Mt. village, during a five-week sea¬ 
son in 1955, and »to almost 65,000 
admissions during. a four week 
span last summer, will open a four- 
week series of concerts, opera and 
ballet, on the evening of July 4. 
Events run Thursday through Sun¬ 
day. 

Leopold Stokowski will be on 
the podium, with The Symphony of 
the Air, for a double bill—Carl 
Orff’s “Carmina Burana,” and,Stra¬ 
vinsky’s “Canticum 'Sacrum." 

Igor Markevitch will baton Sym¬ 
phony ^opening week. Festival solo¬ 
ists include: Beethoven’s Ninth, 
with the American Concert Choir, 
Margaret Hills directing. Uta Graf, 
Maureen Forrester, RudTolf Petrak, 
Norman Scott. 

Soloists of the Royal Danish Bal¬ 
let Will perform on the evenings of 
July 5-6-7, with a new bill each 
night. Robert Zeller will conduct. 

Richard Strauss’ opera, “Elek- 
tra,” produced as a full-stage offer¬ 
ing wiR be mounted July 11 and 
repeated July 13. 

Stock Tryouts 
(June 17-29) 

Half In Earnest* musical Version of 
Oscar Wilde’s "Importance of Being 
Earnest," by Vivian EUis (Anna * Russell) 
—Bucks County Playhouse (17-29). 

Man Tn the Dog Stilt,, adapted by Wil¬ 
liam H. Wright and Albert: Beach from 
Edwin Corle novel, "Three Ways to 
Mecca" (Jessica Tandy* Hume Cronyn)— 
Salt. Creek Theatre, Hinsdale, Dl. (17-22). 

UNIV, FLAYERS, PRINCETON 
Princeton,. June 18. 

The University Players open an 
eight-week season here June 29. 
They’ll perform at Murray Theatre 
on the Princeton campus. “Street¬ 
car Named Desire” will be the first 
offering, with Eileen Ryan and 
Peter Foulk featured*. Philip Miner 
will direct and Morton L. Goolde 
is producer. 

Other offerings will include 
“Heartbreak House," “Shadow of 
the Gunman,” “The Enchanted,” 
“Love's Labours Lost" and an orig- 

i inal musical. 
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Stock Items 
Walt Witcover will direct “The 

Reluctant Debutante" strawhat 
package, costarring Ruth -Chatter- 
ton and Arthur Treacher. 

Marie Wilson and Horace Mac- 
Mahon will tour the strawhat cir¬ 
cuit in “Will Success Spoil Rock 
Hunter,” which will be staged by 
David Doyle. 

Miriam Hopkins and Sylvia Sid- 
j ney will tour in “The Old Maid" 
under the production auspicies of 
Bowden, Barr Sc Bullock. 

David Pressman will stage the 
Boston (Mass.) Arts Festival pro¬ 
duction of “The Devil’s Disciple.” 

The Spa. Summer Theatre; Sara¬ 
toga, N. Y.r opens its 11th season 
June 24, not June 13 as reported 
in Variety. 

Neile Adams, one of Carol- Ha¬ 
ney’s successors in the Broadway 
production of “The Pajama Game," 
will repeat-the assignment in out¬ 
door productions of the musical in 
St. Louis, Kansas City and Pitts¬ 
burgh. 

Steven McQueen, who took over 
Ben Gazzara’s starring role in the 
Broadway production of “Hatful 
of Rain," will appear in the play 
on the strawhat circuit, 

Mildred Cooke, who’s been ac¬ 
tive on the nitery circuit, will tour 
the summer theatres in “Pajama 
Game.” 

Sandy Kenyon, having left the 
off-Broadway production of “The 
Purple Dust," will play a three- 
week stand in “Can-Can” at the 
Flint Musical Theatre, Clio, Mich., 
beginning Monday 124). 

Organist-actress EthelSmith will 
star in “Desk Set” at the Starlight 
Theatre, Pawling, N. Y., the week 
of July 9, while “The Great Sebas¬ 
tians,” featuring Cricket Skilling 
will open the season there the/pre¬ 
vious frame. Floyd Allan wll be 
scene designer for the season, with 
Kent deGraffemried as stage man¬ 
ager. Isobel Rose Jones * continues 
as director-producer. 

“The Oldest Second Profession," 
by Ralph Wesley* Cain, will he 
tried out the week of July 16 by 
The Shelley Players, in New Scot¬ 
land, a-suburb of Albany, N. Y. 

“Orpheus Descending,” with 
Maureen Stapleton, Cliff Robertson 
and others, of the original Broad¬ 
way cast, is slated for a two week 
run at James Monos’ Drury Lane 
Summer Theatre, Chicago, starting 
July 23. Marie Wilson is tapped 
for a July 9 opening at the theatre 
with “Will Success Spoil Rock 
Hunter,” 

A special press car will be at¬ 
tached to the New Haven Rail¬ 
road's Connecticut Yankee for the 
Saturday (22) preem of American 
Shakespeare Festival Theatre Sc 
Academy season at Stratford, 
Conn. The train will leave Grand 
Central Station, N. Y„ at 5:05 p.m. 
and will arrive 6:25 p.m. at Strat¬ 
ford where cars will then he util¬ 
ized for the trip to the theatre. 
The Stratford-Grand Central re¬ 
turn hop will arrive at the terminal 
at 12:48 p.m. The opening bill will 
be “Othello." 

The Sacandaga Park (N. Y.) Sum¬ 
mer Theatre sked includes Paul 
Hartman in “The Remarkable Mr. 
Pennypacker," Victor Jory and 
Irene Manning in “Holiday for 
Lovers" and Martha Scott in 

! “Janus." 
I The equipment of the Melody 
| Circus Theatre, Milwaukee, which 
| folded* last season, was auctioned 
off last week. In a debtor’s peti- 

i tion last fall the assets of the tent 
were listed at $21,313 and debts at 
$77,854. 

Negotiations are underway be¬ 
tween the Soviet Embassy, in Ot¬ 
tawa and ..the Stratford (Ont.) 
Shakespearean Festival. for the 
visit of a group of seven Soviet 
artists to this summer’s festival. 

As he predicted in an article in 
the Anniversary Issue of Variety 
last January; Lawrence,. Langner 

j will offer a> Series of six Saturday 
afternoon seminar meetings this 
summer at the Westport (Conn.) 
Country Playhouse on the subject, 
“Playwriting for Theatre and Tele¬ 
vision.”- Langner and others will 
lecture. The no-admission-charge 
talks, starting June 22, are open 
to professional writers, who may 
apply by mail to Langner at the 
Playhouse. 

Richard Bauman, who played the 
role of the defendant in “The Trial 
of Leonard Vole" when the Agatha 
Christie meller was first, done on 
television, will repeat the assign¬ 
ment when the legit version, 
“Witness for the Prosecution," is 
done this summer at the Totem 
Pole Playhouse, Gettysburg, Pa. - j 

Howard Atlee, associate this * 
season to Broadway pressagents 
Marian Byram & Phyllis Perlman, 
will do the ballyhoo this summer 
for the strawhat at Bamesville, Pa. 

Charles F. Coghlan is back as 
director, with Gene P. Otto as pro¬ 
duction . manager . and...Henry. .IL 
Homan pressagent for the Gretna 

Playhouse, which reopens tonight 
(Wed.) at Mt. Gretna, Pa., with 
“Lullaby!" 

Bentley Lenhoff is producer- 
director and Ernest Schwartz is 
scenic designer of the Petoskey 
Playhouse, which opens July 2 in 
a new theatre building at Crooked 
Lake, Mich. 

Jane Morgan, recently featured 
on Broadway in “Ziegfeld Follies," 
and French singer Marcel Le Bon, 
will co-star in a straight play, “The 
Happy Time,” Frank": Taylor’s 
dramatization of the Robert Fon¬ 
taine novel, as the 25th season 
opener, next Saturday (22) at Rob¬ 
ert Currier’s -Kennebunkport (Me.) 
Playhouse. J. Stuart Warrington 
will be resident director, with. 
Robert X. Boucher publicity rep* 
Robert Hahlin general manager, 
Jon de Hart boxoffice man and 
Hubert Braden technical director. 

Sara Stamm, Who farmed out the 
operation last summer of her New¬ 
port (R.I.) Casino Theatre so she 
could take a hiatus for health, rea¬ 
sons but was planning to resume 
management again this season, has • 
reconsidered because of inability 
to book satisfactory stars, so the 
spot will be dark. 

Jon Essex/of the Hanna Thea¬ 
tre, Cleveland, will again be resi¬ 
dent director of the Clarence (N.Y.); 
Playhouse this summer, with a 
company including Ann Dickinson, 
Gail Lieppert, Dick Stobie, Warren 
Troust, Anthony Drake and Loretta 
Dunne. The season opens next 
Tuesday (25) with “Blithe Spirit." 

| Bcnee'Taylor will play the Westr 
[Chester heiress-junkie, in support 
■ of Kim Hunter and Steve McQueen 
in “Hatful of Rain" the weeks of 
July 6 at the Playhouse in the 
Park, Philly, and July 8 at the 
Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome," 
Pa. Later in the summer she'll 
appear in “Fifth Season " with Eli ' 
Mintz, at the Hyde Park (N.Y.)' 
Playhouse. 

Dorothy Cherniick will again 
double as resident director and cd- 
producer (with Omar K. Lerman) 
this'season at the Coming (N.Y.) 
Summer Theatre, with Don Finlay- 
son as designer;’ George Vogel* 
technical director; William Andia, 
stage manager; Adam Kilgore, 
pressagent; -Patricia Schon, bero 
office; Bridget Aschenburg, assist¬ 
ant, and John Timmons, carpen¬ 
ter. 

Lou Friacll, for the last six years 
as actor-director at the spot, will 
be general director this summer 
with the Dutchess Players at the 
Cecilwood Theatre, Fishloll, N.Y., 
succeeding Fred Stewart,-who will 
be busy with experimental work at 
the Actors Studio, N.Y. Returning 
for his seventh year with the 
group,'Robert Paschall will be pro¬ 
duction supervisor. 

Marilyn Maxwell will star "in 
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter" 

■'the wee* of July 29 at the Spa 
Theatre, Saratoga, N.Y. 

I Dorothy Orin, Richard T. Edel- 
[ man and Sheldon Baron, an off- 
Broadway management as Orion 
Productions, has taken over the 

! Saranac Lake (N.Y.) Summer 
Theatre and will open July. 1 with, 

i a non-Eauity resident company, 
j Carl Wagner is stage manager 
and Moylan Mills pressagent for 
the Green Hills Theatre, Reading, 
Pa. 

Kathleen Monahan will play in¬ 
genue roles this summer at- the 

'Chase Barn Playhouse, Whitefield, 
N.H. Under the direction of Zeke 

[ Berlin, the season opens July 9 
with the Ronald Alexander comedy, 

I “Grand Prize." Miss ^Monahan, in 
private life Mrs, Larry. Goidner, is 
the' daughter of Pittsburgh Press 
drama editor-critic Kaspar Mona¬ 
han. 

OPERA SAVER ENTHRONED 

Fred Bultman Got’Up $40,000 In 
Three Days Last March 

| New Orleans, June 18. 
! A. Fred Bultman, who last March 
raised $40,000 in three days in a 
one-man campaign to save the New 
Orleans Opera Assn., was elected 
president of the group by its board 
of directors recently. 

I He said “I believe it’s my duty 
to stay.” .He was acting head of 
the group during its reorganization, 

Bultman then antioupged “there 
Is no. doubt that there will be a 
1957-58 opera season." The Muni¬ 
cipal Auditorium has been reserved 
for six productions, four in the fail 
and two in the spring. . 

Also elected were H. Lloyd Haw- 
kinsT first vice president; Lester 
Gumbel, second vice president; 
George Piazza, secretary, and Mar¬ 
tin M. Gurtler II, treasurer. 

The association’s needs at pres¬ 
ent total $30,234, Bultman stated. 
Total liabilities were listed at $36,- 
4lij and total assets-of $6>,177,’ 
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Broadway 
Negro Actors Guild holding its 

annual moonlight sailing up the 
Hudson on Aug. 5. 

Quentin Reynolds doing a rest- 
cure at the North Westchester 
Hospital, Mount Kisce. 

Johnny Ray’s back page ad in 
last issue of Variety erratumed in 
misspelling Harry Sobol. 

Grossinger Golf & Tennis Club 
alumni dinner-danced at Tavern- 
on-the Green on Monday (17). 

Luben Vichey’s National Artists 
Corp. has signed Giuseppe Cam- 
pora of Met for .concert manage¬ 
ment. 

Theodore R. Kupferman, v.p. 
and general counsel of Cinerama 
Productions, is back from a four- 
week European junket. 

Bernard Zeeman, treasurer of 
Columbia Pictures International, 
off over the weekend for a swing of 
London Paris and Rome. 

Swiss pianist Margrit Weber will 
hit minimum of 15 U.S. cities on 
her tour next fall under manage¬ 
ment of Thea. Dispeker. — 

Norma Eberhardt, actress- wife 
of Claude Dauphin, in from Paris 
last week on the Flandre accom¬ 
panied the couple’s son. 

Sondra Gorney who served with 
the American Theatre Wing in¬ 
structional staff is now magazine 
contact for tbe Girl Scouts. 

Plaza Hotel will mark its 50th 
aoni'Oct. 1 with a dinner dance, 
tabbed the Golden Ball, for the 
benefit of the Recreation Service 
for Children of Bellevue. 

The Dunlevy Milbanks hosting a 
buffet supper at the Pierre in 
honor of Mrs. Charles S. Guggen- 
heimer’s 40th anniversary with the 
Lewisohn Stadium Concerts. 

“La Vida Breva” an opera not 
heard in N.Y. since 1926 will be 
mounted this fall by City Centre 
and Jose Iturbi will make his debut 
as a conductor on that occasion. 

Joan Fontaine, Audrey Hepburn, 
Mel Ferrer, Jeff Chandler and 
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox’s 
foreign chief, sailing for Europe 
today (Wed.) on the Queen Mary. 

Composer-conductor D’Artega’s 
June 9 and June 16 pop concerts 
at Miami reported capacity. He’ll 
participate in the new Central 
Park divertissements in Manhattan 
this summer. 

With the leasing of the East 
Hampton Airport by Long Island 
Airways, such showbizites as Ker- 
mit Bloomgarden, Anne Jackson 
and Peter Witt are planing from 
their summer weekends back to 
Gotham. 

Norman Cousins, editor of The 
Saturday Review, received an hon¬ 
orary degree of doctor of humane 
letters at the commencement pro¬ 
gram at the U. of Vermont, June 
16. He was also the commence¬ 
ment speaker. 

Bennett and Phyllis Cerf off to 
Rome and Paris today lWed.) with 
their two boys, Christopher 16 and 
Johnny 11, returning July 5 on the 
S.S. United States. Guest panelists 
in “What’s My Line?” will sub for 
the author-publisher. 

Herbert Barrett, concert man¬ 
ager. sailing ^Friday (2D on the 
Nieuw Amsterdam for eight-weeks 
in London, Amsterdam, Paris and 
Rome to arrange tours for artists 
and group attractions for Ameri¬ 
can tours for the 1958-’59 season. 

Show biz attorneys Mortimer 
Becker and Jack London, formerly 
associated with Jaffe & Jaffe, have 
formed a new firm with offices at 
4 East 43d St., N.Y. Becker is 
national and N.Y. local counsel for 
the American Federation of Tele¬ 
vision & * Radio Artists, and also 
represents the American Guild of 
Musreal Artists. 

RCA proxy John L. Burns joined 
the other corporate echelon in 
honorary degrees, receiving a Doc¬ 
tor of Business Administration at 
Northeastern Univ.’s 56th com¬ 
mencement of that Boston institu¬ 
tion. Earlier in June, both RCA 
board chairman General David 
5 srneT and Frank M. Folsom, 
■chairman of the RCA executive 
committee, received their ninth 
honorary degrees, which have run 
the g.unut from Laws to Humane 
Letters. 

'site Mno A. Silvers (Lily Ja^cn- 
v.e east for their daughter Bar¬ 
bara’s graduation from Wellesley. 
The put district manager for Stan¬ 
ley Warren* Theatres has returned 
to home base but Mrs. Silvei*. who 
.iu-t p’aced her first novel with 
Due-. Shvui & Pearce for summer 
publication. is remaining on a week 
for shopping ete. Their daughter 
v. :S married while still a sopho¬ 
more hut remained on to complete 
her curriculum i.t Wellesley. 

Robert K. Shaniro. president of 
N Y \ Cinema ‘Ledge of B’nai 
B’rtth. has named National Screen 
Service exec Norman Robbins to 
he ul Cinema Lodge’s 1957 fund- 
raising campaign on behalf of 
B’nui B’rith agencies including the 
Anti-Defamation League. IHlei 
Foundations, youth organiraPr.iV 
and vocational service. Initial 
project of the Lodge will be the 

sale of 500 contribution share cer¬ 
tificates at $25 each with one of 
the purchasers heir" awarded a 
1957 Cadillac. 

If George Burns & Grade Allen, 
who just returned to the Coast, 
don’t do an original play offered 
them at the Westport (Conn:) 
Playhouse, for Lawrence Langner- 
Armina Marshall-John C. Wilson, 
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald are 
wanted for the chore. Play is by a 
Manhattan medico who insists upon 
anonymity and was brought to the 
Playhouse’s attention by New 
Yorker drama critic John McCar- 
ten who, when and if it’s done as a 
tv play, would work on the video 
version. 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) 
“Boy Friend” opens the Nprth 

Shore Music Theatre’s third sea¬ 
son Monday (24). 

Baker Sisters booked for Revere 
Frolic opening Sunday (23). Jerry 
Vale set for July 8. 

Lady Sheree and her Calypso 
Lords current at the Hotel Brad¬ 
ford Carousel Room. 

Robert Merrill hr for appearance 
with Boston Pops Orch concert for 
Israel Histadrut Night. 

Somerset Hotel opens its pool 
for outdoor dancing Friday (21) 
with Teddy Phillips Orch. 

School supers and principals 
hosted by Beacon Hill Theatre at 
special preshowing of “Saint Joan.” 

Ella Fitzgerald, and the Oscar 
Peterson Trio booked for jazz 
nights June 26-29 at Castle Hill, 
Ipswich. 

Falmouth Playhouse starts its 
ninth season with a 10 week sked 
Monday (24) presenting “Desk Set” 
with Nancy Walker. 

New Surf $250,000 dancery ait 
Nantasket unveiled Friday (14) 
with Guy Lombardo and celeb 
party of state and local dignitaries. 

Don Dennis, singing emcee at 
Steuben’s, leaves with closing of 
the room Saturday (22) for two 
weeks at Chaudier Country Club, 
Hull, Quebec. 

By Jerry Gaghan 
Estelle Sloan, West Philly terper, 

I left for London to play first Palla¬ 
dium date. 

Conductor Eugene Ormandy 
named to the U.S. National Com¬ 
mission for UNESCO. 

Tickets already on sale at Acad¬ 
emy of Music for the Sadler's 
Wells Ballet performance Oct. 
14-19. 

Elizabeth Gray Vining (“King 
and I”) spoke at annual meeting of 
The Haverford College Phi Beta 

, Kappa. 
■ Mike Ellis inked Frances Far¬ 
mer to play lead in “Chalk Garden” 

• at his Bucks County Playhouse in 
; August. 
' Milton Berle goes into Temple 
; University Hospital at end of his 
) Latin Casino run for surgery by 
; Dr. Chevalier Jackson, 
i Lois Fisher, who alternates with 
; Julie Andrews in "My Fair Lady,” 
i sings a special July 4 program of 
!' current Brdadway hits with Igor 
i Gorin at Robin Hood Dell. Franz 
I Allers will conduct. 

f 

Istanbul 
j By N. Zarar 

Medrano Circus in town for the 
yearly Flower Fest. 

( Lale Oraloglu. will play femme 
lead in Lutfi Akad’s new film. 

| “The Seedless Earth.” 
! Stripper Tina Marshall of the 
.Crazy Horse Saloon of Paris into 
the Kervansaray nitery here. 

Composer Arif Mardin and or- 
‘ chestra leader Ismet Siral are 
founders of the newly formed Jazz 
Club. 

Baritone Orhan Gunek off to 
: Milan. Turkish singer guested at 
a special benefit performance of 
“Rigoietto” here. 

Dhector Mahir Canova started 
rehearsals for the State Theatre’s 
production of “The Servant of 
Two Masters.” Legit comedy will 
he presented in Venice July 7 at 
the annual Goldoni festival, and 
will rep Turkey. 

London 
(Temple Bar 5041-9952) 

Gloria Swanson in London from 
Paris to have dents removed from 
her Rolls Royce. 

Howard Keel left last week for 
short visit to Copenhagen before 
returning to the U.S. 

Deborah Kerr gue^t of honor at 
reception tossed by Metro to in¬ 
troduce her pic, “Tea and Sym¬ 
pathy.” 

Halle Orchestra of England with 
its conductor Sir John Barbirolli, 
left England yesterday (Mon.) for 
its first visit to Italy. 

Walt Disney’s featurette, “Our 
Friends the Atoms,” was shown to 
Members of Parliament at House 
of Commons last week. 

Elizabeth Seal replaced Belita as 
lead of the Coliseum production of 
“Damn Yankees.” Belita ordered 
to rest by her doctor before having 
an operation. 

Alexander Gibson appointed mu¬ 
sical director of Sadler’s Wells 
Opera. For the last three years, 
he’s been one of the senior con¬ 
ductors; appointments takes ef¬ 
fect Sept. 1. 

A. E... Matthews celebrated his 
70th year on stage last week with 
a party at the Cambridge Theatre 
where he entertained the youngest 
actresses in London plays. He is 
currently, starring in “A. Month of 
Sundays.”; 

Screen writer Ted Willis met 
British and British-based Austra¬ 
lian press at a party given in his 
honor on his return from a four- 
month visit to Australia gathering 
material for future Associated- 
British screenplay. 

Extracts from the soundtrack of 
Columbia’s “The Admirable Crich¬ 
ton,” will be broadcast by the BBC 
in a 45-minute show in the Light 
Program next Tues. (25). Picture 
stars Kenneth More, Diane Cilento, 
Cecil Parker and Sally Apn Howes. 

Andy Gray replaces Ray Sonin 
as editor of The New Musical Ex¬ 
press, a weekly British musical 
paper. Sonin recently gave up his 
editorship . to found and edit a 
newspaper in Canada. Gray, him¬ 
self a Canadian, has been an active 
show biz journalist in London since 
1938. 

Vienna 
By Emil W. Maass 

(Grosse Schifgasse l-A; Tel 
. 356156) 

Soprano Marie Saucier gave con- 
cer* in Brahms Saal. 

Prof. Edward Mattos of Oberlin 
CclRge lectured in America House 
on “Three Centuries of American 
ATuMc.” 

Herbert von Karajan will direct 
the new Igor Stravinsky Sym¬ 
phony, “Symphony for the Baton 

.Only.” 
Robert Stolz will direct the 

= grand finale of the Vienna Festi-: 
• vals June 23. Vienna Symphonic1 
] Orth will play in front of the il: 
i luminated City Hall. 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Archimede 145; Tel. 800211) 
Esther Williams and daughter 

seeing the Roman sights as well 
as covering the gourmet circuit be¬ 
fore she starts work on her Uni¬ 
versal pic, “Raw Wind in Eden.” 

Diana Dors expected iri Rome 
early in July to start work on her 
pic opposite Vittorio Gassmann. 
Luigi Zampa directs for producer 
Maleno Malenotti. 

Frankie Laine-Reanto Carosone 
concert at Adriano Theatre was a 
tumaway sellout, with top critical I 
and public reaction following the 
multi-encored stints. 

Edmund Purdom back from Ma¬ 
drid, where he’s been doing studio 
sequences on his latest, “Ambush 
in Tangiers,” opposite Genevieve 
Page and Gino Cervi. 

Oswald Morris, British camera¬ 
man on “Farewell to Arms” left 
the company and returned to Eng¬ 
land. Second unit lenser on pic, 
Piero Portalupi, takes over the 
vacancy. 

Sebastian Fischer and Katherine 
Mayherg are the German thesps. 
signed to start in “The Nibelungeri 
Legend,” which Giacomo Gentil- 
omo directs for Antonio Ferrigno, 
starting at, end of June at Tiianus 

! Appia and Farnesina studios. 
Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugat 

due here soon on the Cristoforo 
Colombo. She may co-star with 
Vittorio DeSica in “Bread, Love, 
and Cha Cha Cha,’’ which would 
also feature Fernandel. 

Federico Fellini, currently in the 
U. S. on biz and to recieve the 

■ Screen Director’s Plaque for his 
| stmt on “La Strada,” may talk to 
j Sophia Loren and Gregory Peck 
! about starring roles in his upcom- 
: ing “Le Libere Donne di Mag- 
liano,” slated for an October start. 

Twenty-one Italian pix are shoot- 
; ing at present (including co-pro- 
' duction) but only three of them 
are going in Rome “Marisa la 
Civetta,” Priifio Applause” and 
“L’Ultirr.a Violenza.” Only one 
pic is shooting at Cinecitta, Italy’s 
largest studio, “Farewell to Arms.” 

Dallas 
Noble Holt, formerly a western 

: Texas rancher is the new owner 
! and operator of the Citrus, Aztec 
! and Juraez Theatres at Edinburg. 

Texas Drive-In Owners* Assn, 
-held.a special meeting -here June 
: 11 in the Variety Club Room at the 
| Hotel Adolphus. Eddie Joseph of 
r Austin is prez of the group. 
L W, R. Petty purchased the Prin¬ 
cess at Whitesboro from Mrs. G. 
E. Wooten, who had operated the 
house for the last 35 years. Petty 
also runs the Palace at Plano, Tex. 

J Anne Neyland, former local 

model, whe holds the title of Miss 
Body Beautiful, signed by Metro 
to a term contract and will be as¬ 
signed to a pic soon. She made her 
film debut in Europe last summer 
as John Payne’s co-star in “Hid¬ 
den Fear,” 

Tillman, who joined the Inter¬ 
state Theatre Circuit as a door¬ 
man 23 years ago, appointed city 
manager for the circuit at Temple, 
replacing Paul Hudgins, who has 
been city manager there since 
1948. Hudgins was named city 
manager for Interstate at Tyler, 
replacing C. W. Moss, city Inter¬ 
state manager since 1953. 

Westport, Conn. 
By Humphrey Doulens 

Joan Crawford here to visit- 
adopted daughter, .Christina, ap¬ 
prenticing at Westport Playhouse. 

Lily Pons sailed Friday (14) on 
S. S. United States and will be in 
France and England until August. 

Donald Harron commuting to 
“Separate Tables” from his sum¬ 
mer home and Stratford Shake¬ 
speare rehearsals. 

Late Doris Patston, former mu¬ 
sical comedy lead, interred at 
nearby New Canaan after funeral 
services Friday (14). - 

Len Cocco, whose, Westnor is 
one of top local eateries, has taken 
over Players’ Tavern adjunct of 
Country Playhouse. Will install 
after-show entertainment. 

The “pH’s” rated most audience 
attention at opening Saturday (15) 
of Country Playhouse with Faye 
Emerson in “Witness for the 
Prosecution.”~In that section were 
Katharine Hepburn, Eileen Heck- 
art, Theresa Helburn, June Havoc 
and Celeste Holm;’ Cy Walters, 
Eva LeGallienne, Armina Mar¬ 
shall, William Raiser, Robert Em- 
hardt and William Darrid also 
spotted in crowd. 

Berlin 
By Hans Hoehn 

(76-02-64) 
“Somebody Up There Likes Me” 

(M-G) declared valuable by West 
German Film Classification Board. 

Edward Dmytryk here for ttvo 
days to look over locations for 
“Young Lions.” Several scenes of 
the pic will be shot here in mid- 
July. 

Forthcoming “Das einfache 
Maedcheri” (The Simple Girl) is 
CCC’s 50th feature pic since its 
setup 11 years ago. Pic stars 
Caterina Valente. 

Paramount preemed “Birds and 
Bees” here under the German 
title, “Die falsche Eva” (The False 
Eve). It’s the first time patrons 
here have seep George Gobel on 
the screen. 

German actor O. E. Hasse will 
be seen in three BerKn Festiyal 
Pix, one of German origin (“Last 
Ones Shall Be First”) and two 
French films, “Arsene Lupin” and 
“Sait-on Jamais.” 

Bing Crosby - Grace Kelly’s 
“True Love” is still the most re¬ 
quested tune over the ,local AFN 
stations. Reason stems partly 
from the extended run of Metro’s 
“High Society” at the MGM The¬ 
atre. 

Chicago 
Noel Behn named executive pro¬ 

ducer of Edgewater Beach Play¬ 
house. 

Joe E; Howard here for tv ap¬ 
pearances on “Breakfast Club,” 
“Club 60,”- and “In Town Tonight.” 

Danny Thomas, current at the 
Chez Paree, checked in early to 
head annual CYO Youth Benefit 
.ball. 

Ravinia Festival began this week 
with production of Sean O’Casey’s 
“Pictures in Hallway" at the re¬ 
furbished Ravinia Theatre . 

Leo Zabelin .former Chi Variety 
staffer, now in Milwaukee promot¬ 
ing “Around the -World in 80 
Days,” which opened there last 
week. 

Burgess Meredith, here to pro¬ 
mote “Joe Butterfly,” segues into 
rehearsals for “Circus of Dr. Lao,” 
opening Edgewater strawhatfer 
July 8. 

The bagpipes of Bonnie Scotland 
have been set to a new task — 
serenading the bovines in the Chi¬ 
cago Stockyard. One David Pryde, 
late of Methilhill, Fife, Scotland 
(that’s hard by the Firth of Forth), 
spends a goodly part of his week¬ 
end practicing on the pipes in a 
big parking area right in the 
middle of the stockyard. Doesn’t 
seem to bother the animals too 
much and his neighbors on South 
Springfield Avenue, Chicago, are 
offering no objections. A packer 
for Sears Roebuck, Pryde learned 
to play the pipes in the U.S. after 
seeing the Scots Guards on tour 
a few years back (a home-sicking 
experience). Now he plays with the 
American Legion. Post 333 Stock- 
yard Pipe Band, 

Hollywood 
Mack Sennett underwent major 

surgery. 
Samuel Z. Arkoff returned from 

London. 
Sheree North recuperating after 

major, surgery. 
Republic saloon set lost in un¬ 

controlled fire. . 
Fred Briskin new chairman of 

Community Service Committee. 
Gene Raymond to March Field 

for twoweek tour of duty with 
U.S.A.F. 

Clarence Wheeler, musical direc¬ 
tor Walter Lantz Productions, cele¬ 
brated Golden Anni. 

Nadine Ducas, French^ actress 
who appeared in “Love W After¬ 
noon,” set by Allied Artists to 
bally film. 

Paris 
By Gene Mcsokwitz • 

(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944) 
“Spirit of Saint Louis” (WB) in 

for good reviews but slow biz. 
Mike Todd’s “Around World in 

80 Days?’ (UA) took in $18,000 its 
first week. 

The seven Gallic studios are 
humming with activity since 19 pix 
are in production. 

Yves Montand to Yugoslavia for 
a French-Italo-Yugoslavian copro¬ 
duction, “Road Is Blue.” ’ 

Gene Pleshette, manager of 
Brooklyn Paramount, here on his 
first European looksee with his 
wife. 

It is finally Micheline Presle 
who will replace Ingrid Bergman 
in the hit legiter, ‘Tea and Sym¬ 
pathy,” next season. 

Gilded _ hand-to-hand act, »the 
Olympiades (3), now at Olympia 
Music Hall, goes to the Radio City 
Music Hall in N.Y. next. 

United Artists cocktailing Gary 
Cooper and Maurice Chevalier for 
opening of Billy Wilder’s “Love in 
Afternoon” (AA) which it has for 
European distrib. Pic opened to 
great biz and solid reviews. 

Michele Morgan says that, al¬ 
though she has no intention of re¬ 
turning to Hollywood, she feels 
U.S. pix give worthy roles to 
actresses which is rare here. 

Gallic referendum film awards/ 
run by fan mag Cinemonde, gave 
best foreign actor and actress to 
the late James Dean and Maria 
Schell, with best Gallic actor and 
actress to Francois Perier and 
Danielle Darrieux. 

With Darryl Zanuck shooting 
some final scenes for “The Sun 
Also Rises” (20th), with Tyrone 
Power. Eddie Albert and Juliette 
Greco, during the day, and Gerd 
Oswald winding “Paris Holiday” 
(UA), with Bob Hope, Fernandel; 
Anita Ekberg and Martha Hyer, at 
night, Paris begins to look like one 
big Hollywood set. 

Madrid 
By Ramsay Ames 

(Castellana Hilton; 372200) 
Songstress Olga James opened 

at -Barcelona’s Club Bolero. 
Pedro Armendariz due here in 

August to make the film. 
“Tetuan.” 

Antonio and- his ballet at Teatro 
Espanol for special show in aid 
of the ejaheer drive. 

Producer-director - writer Edgar 
Neville preparing to roll in July 
on an original story. 

“Donde Vas, Alfonso XII?” 
(Where Are You Going, Alfonso 
XII?) now past 200th performance 
at the Lara. 

Catherine Zago, blonde French 
singer-actress, now at the Castel¬ 
lana Hilton’s Rendezvous, goes to 
London’s Pigalle in September, 

“Diary of Anne Frank” passed its 
100th performance at the Teatro 
Espanol; Miguel de Mihura’s “Car- 
lota” ditto at Teatro Infanta Isa^ 
beL 

Sarita Montiel here from Holly¬ 
wood for special showing, of her 
“La Ultima Cuple” (The Last 
Couplet), Spanish film starring 
her. * 

Father Peyton back to wind 
shooting harration of his tv series, 
“15 -Miracles of the Cross” at 
Charmartin Studios. Series was 
directed by Joe Brown Jr., and* 
company is now shooting at night. 

Terence Rattigan’s “The Sleep¬ 
ing Prince” at Teatro Recoletos.’ 
Spanish version is by Diego 
Hurtado. Cast includes some of 
Spain’s tops in the legit depart¬ 
ment—Enrique Diosdado, Mary 
Carrillo. 

'-By Glenn Trump 
Comedienne Maxine Gates visit¬ 

ing friends before returning to 
the Coast. 

-Ore# leader Lee Barron trying 
the rassling promotion field at 
Playland Park. 

Stylemasters, local q u arte t, 
opened at the Colony Glub follow¬ 
ing appearances on the Arthur - 
Godfrey Show. 
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JIMMY DORSEY 
Jimmy Dorsey, 53, bandleader, 

died June 12 in New York of 
cancer. 

Details in the Music Section. 

A. CLEDGE ROBERTS 
A. Cledge Roberts, 52, an actor, 

producer and director in legit, 
films, radio and tv, died June 14 
in New York. 

Among 40 legit productions in 
which Roberts appeared were “As 
You Desire Me/ with Judith An¬ 
derson; “The Left Bank” and “Be¬ 
tween Two Worlds.” He was as¬ 
sistant to Mix Reinhardt in the 
production of “Sons and Soldiers..” 
He had been owner, director and 
manager , of two summer theatres, 
the Theatre-in-the-Dale at New 
Milford, Conn., in 1938-39 and the 
Harbor Playhouse, Marion, Mass. 
1940-47. 

He had been a producer and di¬ 
rector for NBC in 1942, at CBS 
from 1945-46 and with WPEX, 
N. Y., from 1947- to ’52. His film 
credits include “Sister Kenny” and 
“Crime Without Passion.” During 
the last seven years, he. taught 
professional courses in radio-tv at 
New York University, where he 
also was director of the school’s 
tv workshop. Additionally, he was 
an instructor at the School of Ra¬ 
dio Technique in N. Y. 

His wife, three sons, mother, 
father and brother survive* 

FREDERICK W. FITT 
Frederick William Fitt, 85, for¬ 

mer circus owner, died recently in 
Norwich, Eng. Originally in the 
furniture removal business, he 
married a sister of Edward Bos- 
tock, of the Bostock & Wombell 
Circus, in 1895. Eight years later 
he became a partner with Bostock 
in running the old Theatre Royal, 
Norwich, featuring vaude shows 
and re-naming the house the Hip¬ 
podrome. 

Bostock and Fitt later purchased 
the Grand Opera House, Norwich, 
re-naming it the Hippodrome for 
vaude shows, and relinquishing the 
old Theatre Royal. In 1905 they 

In Fond Memory of 

lesterT lee 
June 19, I95& 

—Ned WasMiqtoR 

also opened the Hippodrome at 
Ipswich.. 

In 1927 Bostock and Fitt dis¬ 
posed of the Royal,. Norwich, and 
In 1930 gave up the Hippodrome, 
Apart from vauderies, Fitt & Bos¬ 
tock trained circus horses, operat¬ 
ed a skating rink and gardens, and 
promoted outdoor concert parties. 

DORIS PATSTON 
Mrs. Doris Patston Sheehan, 53, 

London-born musicomedy and dra¬ 
matic actress who appeared in 
numerous Broadway productions 
over a 30-year period, died June 12 
in Darien, Conn. 

She made her U. S, debut in 
1925 as the • ingenue lead in 

. Florenz Ziegfeld’s production of 
‘Louis the XIV.” Later, she sang 

in many musicals and played 
straight dramatic roles, notably in 
“Flare Path,” with Alec Guinness 
in 1942, and in “Gigi,” with Au¬ 
drey Hepburn, in 1951. 
.Her legit credits also include 
K a 13 a,” “Chocolate Soldier,” 

“Lovely Lady,” “Strike Up Band,” 
New Moon,” “Sadie Thompson,” 
Frederika” and “A Kiss for Cin¬ 

derella.” She sang for 17 sum¬ 
mers with the St. Louis Municipal 
Opera Co. 

Her husband, comedian Jack 
Sheehan, mother, father and a 
brother survive. 

PHILIP FEIN 
. Philip Fein, 66, singer and opera- 
legit stage director, died June 9 in 
New York. 

Fein launched his career as an 
0Pera singer at 18 when he joined 
the Aborn Opera Co. Later he 
was with several other companies 
as stage manager and director, in¬ 
cluding the St. Paul Civic Opera 
Co.; a post he held for 22 years. 
More recently he was with the 
Florentine Opera Co. in Milwau¬ 
kee. For two years he was with 
Mike * Todd’s production of “A- 
Night in Venice.” In vaudeville 
he appeared with his wife In an 
act called Fein & Tennyson. 

Wife, actress-singer Florence 
Tennyson, two sons, two brothers 
and a sister survive. 

JIMMY LYONS 
Jimmy Lyons, 64, in charge of 

publications , for the American 
Guild of Variety Artists, died June 
12 in New York, of a heart attack. 
He was stricken on a plane return¬ 

ing from Miami Beach, where he 
attended the AGVA convention. At 
first it was thought he had suf¬ 
fered a mild attack, but his condi¬ 
tion suddenly grew worse. 

For many years, Lyons did A 
comedy soldier act playing theatres 
all over the country. Some years 
ago, he became the^ first eastern 
regional director of AGVA, and 
later took on the job of editing the 
AGVA News, He had also edited a 
book on comedy. 

Survived by his wife. 

HENRY NEU 
Henry Neu, veteran disk industry 

exec, died June 10 in Hollywood. 
He had been in the disk field for 
the past 37 years with a variety of 
companies, most recently being 
with Decca. He retired from the 
business in 1953. 

Neu started in the disk biz with 
Plaza Music handling Cameo and 
Regal Records. He later joined 
American Records as v.p. ana gen¬ 
eral manager. In 1937, he joined 
Decca Records as manager of 
syndicated stores and was instru¬ 
mental in putting several of the 
larger chains, such as Wool worth’s, 
Kress and Kresge’s, into the disk 
business. Neu also handled Deceit's 
accessory and mail order operation 
While with the company. 

Survived by wife and daughter. 

ROBERT ALTON, 
Robert Alton, 55, stage and 

screen choreographer and-director, 
died ’June 14 In. Hollywood after 
a siege of Bright’s disease. 

Former dancer, Alton toured 
with the Mordkin Ballet troupe and 
moved to Hollywood in 1944 as a 
choreographer for Metro, where he 
took part in such films as “Annie 
Get Your Gun.” “Ziegfeld Follies,” 
“Show Boat,” “Belle of New York” 
and “Pagan Love Song.” 

After his stay at Metro he re¬ 
turned to New York, where he 
staged "Pal Joey” and “Hazel 
Flagg” and handled choreography 
for “Me and Juliet.” Subsequenty 
in Hollywood he handled such films 
as “Call Me Madam,” ‘“White 
Christmas” and “There’s NoJ Busi¬ 
ness Like Show Business.” 

ARCH LAUTERER 
Arch Lauterer, 52, theatrical set 

designer and professor of speech 
and drama at Mills College, died 
June 9 in Oakland, Cal, A native 
of Ohio, he began his career with 
the Cleveland Playhouse in 1926, 
went on to studies in Europe and 
teaching at Bennington College 
and School of Dance, Sarah Law¬ 
rence College, Western Reserve 
and Dartington in England. - 

He collaborated with Marthg 
Graham and was American repre¬ 
sentative to UNESCO, Interna¬ 
tional Theatre Institute at Paris in 
1950. He designed more than 400 
theatrical productions in alL He 
had been at Mills, in Oakland, 
since 1948. 

His wife, mother and son survive. 

GEORGE A, SEVERANCE 
George A. Severance, 89, finan¬ 

cial secretary of Local 13, Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Musicians, for 
58 years, died June 9 in Troy, 
N. Y. A native of Lowell, Mass., 
he traveled as a clarinetist with 
minstrel and circus bands before 
moving to Troy in 1899. 

Severance, who. played with 
Doring’s Band and with the 
Oriental Shrine Band hr the Col¬ 
lar City, also was noted as a col¬ 
lector of theatrical lore* His files 
contain much material on the the¬ 
atre and opera prior to the turn 
of the century* He retired several 
years ago. 

His wife and two daughters sur¬ 
vive. 

•JENNY CULLEN 
Jenny Cullen, 67, first Minne- 

. apolis Symphony orchestra woman 
member, died June 14 in Minne¬ 
apolis. Bom in Scotland, she came 
to Minneapolis with Minneapolis 
Symphony orchestra conductor 
Henri Verbrugghen in 1922. Ii> 
Glasgow she was a Scottish Acad- 
aray of Music graduate and a Scot¬ 
tish Symphony orchestra member. 

She played hr Europe with the 
Verbrugghen string quartette and 
was the state orchestra concert- 
master at Sydney, Australia. She 
was first violinist and concertmas- 
Jer of the Minneapolis Symphony 
orchestra which she joined in 1922. 
She retired in 1949. 

CAMERON GEDDES 
Cameron Geddes, 63, bass-bari¬ 

tone who sang In “Dumbells,” 
Canadian soldier revue, died June 
7 in Mitchell, Ont. He was due to 
retire at month’s end from his 
song-and-chatter show'over radio 
station CJCS in nearby Stratford. 
He’d done it for 17 years, 

Geddes, originally a banker. 

joined the Dumbells .while serving 
overseas in World War I, and later 
played New York with them. He 
sang on the radio from 1922 on, 
also touring U.S. and Canadian 
theatres. For a time he was fea¬ 
tured In Jack Arthur’s stage shows 
at Loew’s Uptown Theatre, To¬ 
ronto, in pre-talkie days. 

CHRIS M. SCHONBERG 
Chris M. Schonberg, 66, song¬ 

writer-. and pianist, died June 16 
in Culver City, Calif. 

= Accompanist of Nora Bayes on 
the old Orpheum vaudeville cir¬ 
cuit for seven years, he later was 
Eleanor Powell’s accompanist at 
Metro for 12 years. His songs In¬ 
clude “Darling," “My Little 
Home” and “Crooii a Little Lulla¬ 
by.” 

His wife, daughter, son, two 
brothers and a sister survive. 

RUDOLPH POLK 
Rudolph Polk, 63, former con¬ 

cert violinist and artists manager, 
died June 16 in Beverly Hills, 
Calif., after a long illness, 

Polk managed many concert ar¬ 
tists including Jascha - Heifetz, 
Vladimir Horowitz and Jose Iturbi. 
He also had been assistant musical 
director to Morris Stoloff at Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures. After World 
War II he was musical director for 
Enterprise Studios. 

A. BERNARD SHORE 
A. Bernard Shore, 62, officer and 

director of Max Factor & Co., died 
of a heart attack June 14 in Holly¬ 
wood. A son-in-law of the late Max 
Factor, he was makeup director of 
the cosmetic firm’s Hollywood 
studio. He was with the company 
for 30 years. 

Surviving are his wife, a daugh¬ 
ter, three sisters and three brothers. 
He was a brother of the comedian, 
Willie Shore, 

JACK HERBERT 
Herbert N. Songcrant, 66, Broad¬ 

way song-and-dance man, known 
professionally as Jack Herbert, 
died June 10 in North Reading, 

His wife and partner, known in 
the profession as Barbara Neely, 
died two years ago. The pair re¬ 
tired from show biz in 1952 after 
30 years. They appeared in such 
Broadway productions as “Ziegfeld 
Follies,” ^Honeymoon Cottage,” 
"I’ll Say She Is” and “Father’s 
Holiday.” 

His brother survives. 

WILLIAM A. PURVIS 
William Allen Purvis, 78, for¬ 

mer vaude and circus strong-man, 
died recently in South Shields, 
Eng. He was billed as “The 
Strongest Man in the North.” A 
noted'wrestler and weightlifter, he 
travelled - with the Hackenschmidt 
shows, and earned many prizes for 
accepting challengers to wrestling 
bouts. 

He was once awarded a silver 
cup for going three minutes in the 
ring with a hear which failed to 
floor him. He originally developed 
his muscles as a blacksmith, lift¬ 
ing a 32-stone anvil. 

PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE 
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, 63, the 

much-married former Broadway 
showgirl, died June 12 in New 
York. 

She appeared in the “Ziegfeld 
Follies,” in Earl Carroll’s “Vani¬ 
ties” and -several plays including 
“The Lady of the Orchids," her last 
stage appearance. Her films in¬ 
cluded “Sky Rocket” in 1928 and 
“International House” in 1933. 

Her husband survives. 

GUS SCHILLING 
August E. (Gus) Schilling, 49, 

comedian, was found dead, appar¬ 
ently of a heart attack, June 16 
in his Hollywood apartment. 

Schilling was featured for years 
in burlesque with his former wife, 
Betty Rowland. He later ap¬ 
peared in many films including 
“Stork Bites Man,” “Return of Oc¬ 
tober,” “Macbeth” and “Lady 
From Shanghai.” 

WALTER W. BRAILEY 
Walter Webb Brailey, 64, former 

vaude performer, died June 6 in 
Calgary, Alta. A marimbaphone 
player, he came to Calgary in 1908 
and had appeared at all Calgary 
theatres. As an orchestra leader he 
toured Alberta and in the early 
days of radio he had a program on 
a Ualgary radio station. 

Survived by three daughters. 

SAMUEL BENSON 
Samuel Benson, 70, costumer at 

20th-Fox for 25 years, died June 
13 of heart attack in Hollywood* 

Surviving ‘ are his wife, a son, 
Edward, actor, and daughter, 
Margie, in Hal Roach studio cast¬ 
ing office. 

LANCELOT KEY 
Lancelot Key, 65, former mem¬ 

ber of the Huddersfield (Eng,) 
Palace Theatre orch, died recently 
in Halifax, Yorkshire, Eng. 

He was a prominent member of i 
the Musicians’ Union of Britain,! 

and served as a member of the 
union's executive board for 12 
years, being vice-president 
1934. 

Mother, 98, of the Six O’Connor 
Sisters, died June 10 in Toronto. 
Her six daughters, reputedly the 
only six singing sisters in vaude- 
vile during the first quarter of the 
century, survive; also a son. The 
sisters’ names: Anna, Ada, Mary, 
Nellie, Kathleen and Vera. 

Mirka Szewczak, 37, & top cari¬ 
caturist and cartoonist of West 
Germany, died of & heart attack 
May 31 in Hamburg. Specializing 
in political satire, he also did 
work for television and films. 

John A. Toffel, 65, retired owner 
of the former Toffel Bros. Carni¬ 
val for 40 years, died June 10 in 
Chicago. His wife, two daughters 
and. two sons survive. 

Carlos del Castillo, 74, dean of 
Mexican longhair pianists, died 
June 4 in Mexico City after a long 
illness. His wife, son and a daugh¬ 
ter survive. 

Father, 79, of Ernest and Walter 
Armbruster, operators of the 
Lagow Theatre, Dallas, died re¬ 
cently in that city. Walter is also 
Universal's branch manager there. 

Sam D. Archibald, 71, retired ex¬ 
hibitor who at one time had been 
with the Interstate Circuit, died 
recently in Fort Worth. 

Ben Wirth, 52, head of Stanley 
Warner Corp.’s real estate depart¬ 
ment, died June 11 in New York. 
His wife, son, two brothers and 
two sisters survive. 

Thomas A. Moseley, veteran 
stagehand who last worked at the 
Interstate Circuit’s Tower Theatre, 
Dallas, died recently in that city, 

Mrs. Selma McCready, 54, assist¬ 
ant wardrobe mistress of the Ships- 
tads-Johnson Ice Follies, died June 
8 in San Francisco. 

^Robert Ellis, pioneer exhibitor 
and operator of the Beverley Cin-, _ 
ema, Edinburgh, died recently in ; is film actress Lilia Michel; father 

MARRIAGES 
Joe Flower to Leroy Brauer 

June 7 in Sydney, Australia. She 
is former wife of U. S. showman- 
entertainer Alexander Gray. Groom 
is Australian chief of Columbia 
Pictures. 

Margie Hirth to A. J. Liberti, 
Pittsburgh, May 29. Bride’s with 
the Petticoats, singing cafe trio. 

Betty Lou Burton to Hugh A. L. 
Hajff Jr., Houston, June 8. He’s 
board chairman of Southland In¬ 
dustries Inc., operators of WOAI 
and WOAI-TV, San Antonio. 

Mary Frances Curro to Peter 
Rowe, Williamsburg, Va., June 10. 
Both are actors. 

Linda Einfeld to John Butler 
Hirsch, New York, June 14. She 
is the daughter of Charles Einfeld, 
vice-president in charge of adver¬ 
tising and publicity at 20th-Fox. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sedlak, son, 

Albany, May 27. Father is a stage¬ 
hand at Fabian’s Palace. 

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Gaynor, son, 
Paterson, N. J.f June 6. Father’s 
a singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Vallance, son, 
Glasgow, May 30. Father is a 
vaude and radio singer. 

Mr. and Mrs.. Alexander Clark, 
daughter, June 11, N.Y. Mother is 
Frances Tanhehill; father and 
mother legit-tv actors. 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blair, son, 
Cleveland, June 7. Father’s the 
son of Bill Blair, manager of Nixon 
Theatre In Pittsburgh. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fallert, son, 
Pittsburgh, June 9. Father’s long¬ 
time WCAE announcer ndw on 
WIIC sales staff. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jed Ridell. daugh¬ 
ter, Santa Monica, CaL, June 11. 
Father is assistant director at L.A. 
station KCOP. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wendell, 
son, Hollywood, June 11. Father 
is a tv actor and announcer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Herbert, 
Houston, June 1. Father is a 
KTRH newscaster there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Balsdon, 
son. Mexico City, ‘June 10. Mother 

that city. 

Mrs. Queenie Queenan Kleven, 
61, former musical comedy singer 
and dancer, died June 8 in Chi¬ 
cago. Her husband survives. 

Alberti de Gorostiaga, 77 retired 
singer, died recently in Bilbao, 
Spain. 

is a film director. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis, son, 

Los Angeles, June 11. Father is 
in tv dept, of William Morris of¬ 
fice. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones, son, 
Santa Monica, Cal., June 12. 
Mother is an animator at Disney 
studio; father is a publicist. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Silverman, 
son, Santa Mraica, Cal,, June 7. 

Beverly Bick, 28, organist and; Father is a writer. , „ 
singer, died June 8 in Joliet, Ill. • Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Santell, 

| daughter, Chicago, June 3. Father 
Mother of actress Joan Vie died 

June 10 in Hollywood. 

William L. Grice, cinema pioneer, 
died recently in Birmingham, Eng. 

Off-B’way Scripts 
SS Continued from page 31 

knowledge that survival is easier 
when the stage crew is small. Such 
houses as the Carnegie Hall Play¬ 
house require a much heavier 
technical budget than lower 2d 
Ave. walk-ups, and have to place 
their bets accordingly, generally 
with name playwright revivals. 
Thus it’s scarcely a coincidence 
that the new scripter Is seen most¬ 
ly on the outer fringes of the hard- 
chair circuit. 

But the debut author is increas¬ 
ingly seen, and Greenwich Mews 
turned up with two strong entries 
in Walt Anderson’s “Me, Candido,” 
that ran four months, and Loften 
Mitchell’s “A Land Beyond the 
River,” that succeeded it in late 
March. It may .or may not be coin¬ 
cidental that Stella Holt moved i 
from Greenwich Mews to the west 
side’s 85th St Playhouse in May 
to associate herself with Joshua 
Shelley’s production of Langston 
Hughes’ “Simply Heavenly,” which 
appeals sure to survive the sum¬ 
mer doldrums. 

Crystal gazers peering into the 
1957-58 off-Broadway season can 
safely predict that Shaw, Shakes¬ 
peare and Sean O’Casey will he 
m*ound again, but the odds are 
that there will be an increasing 
representation of virgin scripts 
and untried scripters if rising 
budgets haven’t made interested 
producers too cost-jittery. 

It’s hard to see a straw blowing 
during a windless June, but it 
might be noted that the, first three 
productions off-Broadway in the 
new season are a new musical re¬ 
view and revivals of Moliere’s 
’School for Wives” and William 

Wycheriy’s “The Country Wife.” 
Pessimists might say that the more 
it changes the more it stays the 
same. 

is program coordinator for NBC- 
TV’s “Club 60.” 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilber, son, 
Chicago, June 5. Father is sales 
promotion manager for WBBM in 
Chi. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Lamphear, 
son, Los Angeles, June 7. Father 
is a set decorator. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bergmann, 
son. New York, recently. Father 
is v.p. and associate director of 
tv-radio at McCann-Erickson. 

Mr. and Mrs. Briggs Baugh, 
daughter, Greenwich, Conn., June 
15. Father is regional manager of 
ABp Radio station relations. 

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Schwartz, 
son. June 16, New York. Father is 
with Music Corp. of America and 
son of Sol A. Schwartz, president 
of RKO Theatres. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Stynef 
daughter, June 14, Hollywood. 
Father is a pressagent for Colum¬ 
bia Pictures; grandfather is com¬ 
poser-producer Jule Styne. 

New Eng. Resorts 
- Continued from page 2 

and Hartford drama editor Allen 
M. Widem. 

Concertizing during the Festival 
will be Regina Resnik of the Metro¬ 
politan Opera, violinist Stephan 
Hero, soprano Theo Brandon, the 
Mozart Chamber String Ensemble 
and members of the Copenhagen 
Royal Opera Ca*r 

Tfie August Cracker Barrel re¬ 
prise will feature columnist 
Merryle S. Rukeyser, mystery 
writer Hal Masiir, photographer 
Donald Sultner Welles, and Dr. 
Philip Lohman of the University of 
Vermont, 

Seven Arts Festival is an out-, 
growth of the Tarleton’s “Rocking 
Chair Chats” which began about 
20 years ago with prominent aca¬ 
demic, showbiz and literati guests 
sounding off informally about what¬ 
ever was bothering them. Follow¬ 
ing question period developed into ^ 
real forums of the entertainment' 
arts and proved great boxoffice for 
guests who wanted to blend cul 
ture with their more usual vaca 

| tion Activities. 
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America has spent more time with Ed Sullivan than with anyone else 

in the history of entertainment. 

So, to the Toast of the country, on this 9th anniversary, a toast from 

the nation and from Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Bermuda and Guam where 

it weekly delights tens of millions of viewers. 

Merle Jones, President 

CBS-TY 
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These past 52 weeks 

WON, 48 LOST, 4 

This Month’s Nielsen 
1. I LOVE LUCY 

2. ED SULLIVAN SftOW 

Sunday nights over the CBS-TV network, for Lincoln-Mercury 
inuMMV U/DAV n: i  nav nir\r*u  „ BOB PALY, MARLO LEWIS, Co-Producer JOHNNY WRAY, D/recfor RAY BLOCH, Conductor BILLGUfON Technical Chief 
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Still Toughest N.Y. Drama Critic 
- Walter Kerr, drama critic of the 
N. Y. Herald '.Tribune, has done it 
again. For the third consecutive 
season, he’s, tapped the first string 
critics Of the New York dailies as 
Broadway’s toughest reviewer. 

Kerr’s repeat as lead slugger is 
based on VaMety’s survey of the 
195f>-57 notices* with public b. o. 
response and Variety's own re¬ 
ties sidelighted. The Herald Trib 
aisle-sitter has held that status 

* since the survey, which had been 
discontinued following a wrapup of 

. the 1959*151 semester, was re¬ 
sumed to cover the 1954-55 frame. 

The latest Variety rundown of 
the critics differs from the preced¬ 
ing two seasons in that only regular 
commercial ventures have heen 
considered.. {Jity Center produc¬ 
tions and* limited-run entries, pre¬ 
viously included in the compilation, 
have been omitted, while Phoenix 
Theatre productions, as usual, are 
also excluded. 

A total of 49 shows are involved 
in the ’56-’57 breakdown of criti¬ 
cal opinion,. Of those Kerr cov¬ 
ered 48, witfr only 10 getting his 
okay. His overall reaction was the 
roughest of the three seasons, as 
indicated in” the accompanyingi 
chart. Oddly Enough, Kerr is the 
only , one of the daily newspaper 
critics ' who’s a practicing play¬ 
wright fid director; having been 
represented on Broadway in both 
capacities. 

Running a, close second to the 
Trib reviewer is Tom Donnelly, 
who succeeded William Hawkins 

(Continued ira page 60) 

mAll-Time 
’Frisco B.0.|hrk With 

1076 Oie-Dsy Adraace 
San Francisco, June 25. 

“My Fair Lady” established a 
Frisco boxo^ttojfe' Tecwd hat Sun- 

>tv^4ay (23). Ther advance ticket sale 
/ at' fhe Cpeau.House, where the 

touridg edttiak of the musical 
opens July 8, h& .$107,i$&> the larg¬ 
est swtgle-d^ take ever pulled 
here. ‘ 

Six boxOffices opened at 8 a.m., 
two hours earlier than advertised, 
to accommodate- approximately 
3,000 who hid begun lining up at 
10 p.m. the previous night. Many 
of them brought sleeping bags* 
blankets and. other paraphernalia 
for the ‘overnight wilt. 

The - * tuner,* * -cestarrihg Brian 
AKeme.and,Anne Sogers, is being 
presented.here by the, Civic Light 
Opera Assn.,' which da also spon- 
■ojrihg *its ’ current run in Los An¬ 
geles.- Prior-to'the musical’s LA: 
opening it had-piled up a one-day 
advance .gross of |93,000 for if? 

• stand there. 
.Sea'ft available Outside CLO sub¬ 

scription* for- the six-week, run at 
the •3,390jseat* -Opera House total , 
30,000, The* theatre’s general iriinrij 
«gor2 William Zwisrig figures; 

(Continued on page 18) 

S.O.B, Market Glut 
Hollywood, June 25. 

After a careful study "of 
' existing^ conditions, , George 

Glass has decided to 'shelve 
Ernest Lehman’s story “The 
Comedian,” which he has 
owned for some time. Property 
deals with a top tv name who 

. Is an unmitigated heel. 
Explains Glass: “The s.o.b. 

market is over-stocked at the 
moment.” 

Radio City Music. Hall, after .a 
quarter-of-a-century click with its 
current stageshow policy, may dis¬ 
pense with its ballet arid glee club, 
retaining only the Rockettes, and 
attempt to jazz up its rostrum pres¬ 
entations with “a new type produc¬ 
tion.” This, reportedly,’ is the 
thinking of senior producer Leon 
Leonidoff. 

The time-tested formula; has paid 
off, which is a calculated risk in 
the "switch. The differential of 
$10,000 or so, for the choral and 
terp troupes, Would go Into talent. 
It’s ^not an economy move as much 
as it’s a- feeling that maybe “it’s 
time for a change,” and the- change 
would dwell chiefly on sturdier tal¬ 
ent. In short, instead of a $700 act, 
the Hall would’ favor the $2,500 
type of act, and thus “jazz up” the 
shows. This, It is figured, will ac¬ 
celerate the tempos of the stage 
presentations and insure sturdier 
specialty turns. 

The plah is still in the think 
stage with no final decision as yet 
either by Leonidoff or Hall presi¬ 
dent Russell V, Downing. 

Tintcasts of B’way Shows 
For Ont-of-Towa Mimses 

A new effort Is being made to 
interest’ legit’ producers in the use 
of closed-circuit television for the 
piping ^ef -Broadway shows to the¬ 
atres .throughout the country. New 
pitch is being made by Closed cir¬ 
cuit * Telecasting System, a firm 
deyotfed* to’the use of color large- 
sereen television, 

Fanshawe- Linwsley, CTS prexy, 
has. invited, a. number of Broadway 
managements to witness' a demon¬ 
stration* of’ CTS’s color projectors 
at the company’s New York studio 
today (Wed,), The showing was 
prompted by « recent Dramatists 

(Continued on page 18) 

X 

SEINE & TIBER 
By ABEL GREEN 

Paris, June 25. 
Show people* this June constitute 

a mob-within-a-mob of American 
tourists crowding the luxury set¬ 
tings, boites and dives of Paris and 
Rome, still the bigtime pleasure 
Axis of continental Europe. The 
Yanks, from the biz there is none 
like, differ from the civilians on 
vacation in trying to do a little 
trading along the way—and that’s 
why • they’re avid for anything 
“novel.” . 1 
: This summer there’s a cute de- 
viatiSn on a deviation with honey- 
colored hair down to his-her Go- 
diva, That’s * in Paris, and you’ll 
have to keep reading to find out 
more. 

Meanwhile Europe is jumping 
still with co-production films in¬ 
volving Americans. 

The Paris-Rome show biz-tour¬ 
ist axis this month, well in advance 
of the usual seasonal onrush, once 
again sees so much of the Ameri¬ 
can scene transplanted to the joy 
spots of the Continent that, the 
American abroad is neyer far from 
home. 

The picture business is particu¬ 
larly active abroad; Kirk Douglas 
finished one; Bob Hope dittoing On 
“Paris Holiday” (rushing to be 

(Continued on page 20) 

U.S-Soviet Beast 

Washington,. June 25. 

The American Government yes¬ 
terday (Mon.) proposed an agree¬ 
ment “in principle” with Soviet 
Russia for “the regular exchange 
of uncensored radio and tv broad¬ 
casts.” • 

State Department press officer 
Lincoln White acknowledged that 
this country’s interest in an agree-, 
ment was accelerated by the recent 
televised interview on CBS with 
Soviet leader Nikita S. Khrush¬ 
chev. However, he said, such a 
plan has been in the works for 18 
months. 

The proposal was continued in a 
memorandum handed to Soviet 
Ambassador Georgi Zaroubin by 
Ambassador William S. Lacey, 
special assistant to the Secretary of 
State for east-west exchanges. It 
said the purpose of the broadcasts 
•would be to permit freer exchange 
of information and ideas on im¬ 
portant world developments. 

How often .the broadcasts would 
be made and over, what stations 
would be determined by negotia¬ 
tion but State Department sources 

.indicated that they would welcome 
a twice-a-month arrangement- It 
was also suggested that less than 
top echelon officials participate in 
order to emphasize their messages 
rather than their personalities. 

Hurok’s Top Longhair Names For 
Matty Fox’s Skiatron (Pay-TV) 

—:———■-*-f 

Subversive Activity 
They’re now talking about 

the. zealous stage "hopeful who, 
after months and months of be- 
seechment, was admitted to 
membership in the Aictors Stu¬ 
dio, only to be heaved out after 
a week, 

They discovered he was tak¬ 
ing diction lessons on the side. 

RevenooersMove 

WyTestArea 
Washington, June 25. * 

Internal Revenue-*’ Service is 
readying an indirect crackdown on 
the music payola racket. It is mov¬ 
ing in on disk jockeys and others 
who “take,” under the table, to 
push records and then fail to re¬ 
port this secret income for income 
tax purposes. 

IRS has looked into the matter 
—off and. on—for the past couple 
of years. Now it has apparently 
developed a suitable formula for. 
city-by-city activity, j* 

The first overt action, it was 
learned, will come in {Philadelphia, 
where several disk jejekeys are in 
trouble for failing ttj» report and 
pay income tax on ’their payola 
earnings. At least part of the job 
in Philly included checking the 
promotion expenses of wholesale 
record distributors. Distributors 
include payola money in promo¬ 
tion expenses, so6 th jit they don’t 
have to pay income taxes on what 
they slip to the‘music pushers. 

Distributors were asked to item- 
(Continued on page 18) 

‘Staiim 1’ to Recreate 
Welles’ Panic Breast 
With Star Flaying Self 

cjbs-TY is. negotiating with .Or¬ 
son Welles to play himself in a 
“Studio One” dramatic recreation 
of his famous CBS Radio “War of 
the “WorildS” brtfca&AsSt' WHich 'cre¬ 
ated an overnight panic in 1938.; 
Negotiations also incljide a bid for] 
Welles to direct the play. " j 

HowdSd Duff, producer of “Stu-i 
dio One," is planning the show 
as the season’s opener on Sept. 9. 
It's titled “The Night. America i 

Trembled” and was written by 
Nelson Bond.r Play recreates the 
broadcast arid repercussions that 
ensued when Welles and his Mer¬ 
cury Players dramatized the H. G. 
Welles novel In s<j> vivid a docu¬ 
mentary style that itha country was 
thrown into panic over the “in¬ 
vasion from Mara.1!’ 

Matty Fox is en route to Europe 
to confer with S. Hurok about a 
projected series of longhair films 
for his Skiatron pay-television. 
Hurok is at the moment in; Mos¬ 
cow on his semi-annual world trip 
and will stop off in Warsaw, Vien¬ 
na. Paris and Stockholm before 
lighting in London on June 29* 
where he is to sit down and finalize 
the deal with Fox, going frrim there 
to Italy and Spain before return¬ 
ing to the XL S. In August. 

As currently envisaged, Hurok 
would arrange for the filming of 
television shorts of the Old Vic*, 
D’Oyly Carte, La Scala, Baris 
Opera and several other items of 
that, nature. Individual concert 
stars under the Huj*ok banner, such 
as Artur Rubinstein, Isaac Stern, 
Marian Anderson, et al., would 
premimably also be included:, 
though just to what extent is not 
yet clear. 

As envisaged, all the attraction* 
(and attractions are being empha¬ 
sized, rather than person-lities) 
would be filmed on the home 
grounds, in Europe, with Hurok 
acting as agent, organizer and pro¬ 
ducer, then turning over the fin¬ 
ished packages to Fox, though Fox 
and his organization probably will 
sit in on the technical end. 

For the time being, length of 
the proposed films is unsettled, but 
the working premise seems to call 
for one-hour coverage per film. 

Sissle-Blake-Mffler’s 
‘Happy’ Slant oaRerae 

Of ‘Negro in Sbw Biz’ 
Noble Sissle, Eufcie Blake and 

Floumey .Miller <& Lyles) are 
working on a “Happy Times” legit 
musical which, according to the 
songsmiths, will be “as, the title in¬ 
dicates—a ‘happy’ show,” It’s in¬ 
tended to cavalcade the contribu¬ 
tion of "the American Negro to 
show' business and the world at 
large. The more than half-century 
to be spanned in the revue will tee 
off with Williams & Walker’s “In 
Dohemey” which played the 
Shaftesbury, London, in 1903, and 
was commanded by King Edward, 
at the time, to perform in Buck¬ 
ingham Palace. 

From the cakewalk through the 
sundry popular dance forms—“ball¬ 
in’ the jack;*' -ragtime, jazz, the 
blues, the Charleston, Black Bot¬ 
tom, Suzy-Q, the shag, the Big 
Apple, the* L’indy” Hop and right 
down to today's rock ’n’ roll—the 
show will embrace the sundry 
dance styles. Personalities from 
Bert Williams to Harry Belafonte, 
from Florence Mills to Lena Horne, 
from Kid Oty to Louis Armstrong, 
from Ethel Waters to Nat King 
Cole will be dramatized in this 
revue. 

The show is being written with 
an eye to including performers like 
Ella Fitzgerald, Satchrao, Billy 
Eckstine in the proceedings. 
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Mormon Church Hails Drama, Music, 
Dance as Juve Delinquency Curbs 

Candid Glenn Gould 
Ottawa, June 25. 

Glenn Gould, highly touted 
24-year-old Canadian pianist, 
says he intends to do another 
Russian-European tour next 
year and favors wider exchang¬ 
ing of talent. He had no kicks 
about Russian pianos and 
found their audiences "terri¬ 
bly enthusiastic and extreme¬ 
ly attentive.” 

But Berliners he found "ter¬ 
ribly dull, staid and respecta¬ 
ble-just like Torontonians.” 
He drew no critical cracks 
about his keyboard eccentrici¬ 
ties, and thought perhaps Eu¬ 
ropean critics were more polite 
than on this side. 

Salt Lake City, June 25. +■ 
Dancing, music and drama are 

the kingpins of show business but 
they're also seen-as prime factors 
in curbing juvenile delinquency. 
Taking that view are the Young 
Men’s and Young Women’s Mutual 
Improvement Assns. of the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints (Mormon Church) which 
last week wound up a three-day 
annual conference here. 

Meet vvr-s attended by 10 000 offi¬ 
cers and ir s'motors r.s well as se¬ 
lected members from the U. S., 
Canada, Mexico and Hawaii. In 
the course of the conclave top te’rp 
instructors of the MIA coached the 
organizations’ dance directors end 
supervisors from all over the na¬ 
tion in six local auditoriums. 

Improvement Assns., incidental¬ 
ly, were founded some 83 years 
Ago by Brigham Young, president 
of the Mormon Church, in an at¬ 
tempt to solve the teenage prob¬ 
lem of his day. These young peo¬ 
ples* groups then stressed “whole¬ 
some social and recreational activi¬ 
ties” and still do today with 175,- 
000 members in the Women's MIA 
and 180,000 in the Men’s MIA—, .... ■ 
around the globe. ! Henny Youngman struck out at 

Today’s MIA youngsters whirl in ; Hartwell Field when he went to 
some 18,000 dances and dance fes- j bat with his fiddle and rapid-fire 
tivals annually. These events all {gags, but a bum microphone at 
take place under "tested rules of i home plate (17). 
etiquet,” with a trained director Youngman emceed the baseball 
supersiving and also with benefit ■ show put on by Coy Poe here. His 
of carefully chosen chaperones. j cotter could be heard in the boxes 

While dancing has always been ; and reserved seats at the Southern 
encouraged, records of the MIA} Association ball park, but the rest 
groups show that their attitudes j Df the grandstand and bleachers 
a generation ago toward more mod- i ha(j great trouble hearing him. Rc- 
ern forms of terping were some-‘suit; boos and yells of "Shut up 
what prim. But now, tlie 1957-58 j an(j piay ball.” 
executive handbook of MIA s’jg- ( N comic understands Bugs 
gests that if a band is hired, be , Raer immortal line: "I’m the only 
sure they p,ay good daneeatne ( ctor jn show business wiio took 
music without too much jive . ; - bowg to hisses” 

Membership is also cautioned to four bows t0 ■lsses* 

Hollywood, June 18. 
Paris’ traditional home of. hor¬ 

ror plays, the Grand Guignol, is a 
"package” of 300 plays, and play¬ 
lets tied up by producer Joseph 
Kaufman and director Nick Ray. 
They’ll do one film adaption an¬ 
nually under their present think¬ 
ing. 

Kaufman alsp contemplates pos¬ 
sible Grand 'Guignol repertory 
companies for New York and Lon¬ 
don after the French sereamies are 
translated into English. 

Youngman Inaudible, 
Hissed Off Baseball 

Diamond In Mobile 
Mobile, Ala., June 25. 

At What Age Is A 
Lover ‘Pathetic’? 

Film, stars of middle age and 
over needn’t fade away but most 
certainly should cut out the hotsy 
romance stuff on the screen, par¬ 
ticularly with younger partners. 
This is the verdict of a nationwide 
student poll conducted by Exten¬ 
sion, Catholic monthly- mag. No; 
names were dropped, but the old- 
timer stars were called "stupid,” 
"pathetic,”"“fame greedy” or "con-: 
ceited” for continuing to engage 
in the love scenes that brought 
them attention 20 or 30 years ago. 
Extension, reports that 72% of the 
ballots reflected this sentiment. 

Voting in the poll were students I 
at Catholic high schools and col¬ 
leges. They named as their favor¬ 
ites ; Tab Hunter (with* twice the 

(Continued bn page 63) 

Youngman didn’t bowT. He just 
j slid away like the tent-folding 
i Arabs. Rest of the bill also drew 
i so-so response. Fact that Mobile 
■ is in the cellar may have had some- 
! thing to do with as well as with the 
i far-below-expectations crowd. 

(Continued on page 56) 

Harold Myers Nov/ Also 
European Manager For _ 

'Variety/ HQ in London > Latnour in wheelchair 
SSI For Bam Tryout Tour 

has been named European manager j Boston, June 25. 
for this paper, effective immediate-; Dorothy Lam0Ur, right leg en- 
ly. He continues n. charge of the r . , , . . . . f 
Variety London office. r cased m a heavy cast’ detrained at 

These now duties will extend the ; South Station here Sunday (23) to 
scope of Myers’ contacts and cov-; transfer to auto for Laconia, N. H., 
erage, editorial and business-wise, \ where she opens a tour of the 
from London, to include the entire ; strawhatters in a tryout of "Roger 
Continent. A veteran show biz j 
trade newspaperman, Myro has ithe . 
travelled extensively throughout j The play is being rewritten by 
Europe. He is at home in most j author Joseph Carole so the screen 
capitals on-the Continent and, forti- [star can play the role in a wheel- 
lied by multilingual accomplish- chair. “Roger the Sixth” will be 
ment. has long been in intimate j the actress’ first essay on the straw- 
contact with showmen in the Fran- j hat circuit. It is skedded for a 
co-Italian and Teutonic countries. ; 10-week tour, with the possibility 

Mr. Myers just returned to his-°fa Broadway production in the 
London hase after a first-time-in-. *al1- _ 
America trip, surveying the Broad- j Miss Lamour sustained a double 
way, Hollywood and Las Vegas j leg fracture recently when she 
thow business scene. slipped getting out of a bathtub. 
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JUNIORS FROM SADLER’S 
DISAPPOINT ZURICH 

by GEORGE MEZOEFI J 
Zurich, June 25. 

First Swiss appearance of the 
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet, 
‘junior” company of the British 

Royal Ballet, during the June Fes¬ 
tival Weeks at Stadttheatre here, 
turned out. to he, after eagerly 
awaited, a disappointment. At a 
pretty stiff $7 top it drew? only 
less-than-capacity houses instead 
of the expected SRO and luke¬ 
warm reviews. 

Two reasons may chiefly account 
for this: (1) Zurich’s ballet-con¬ 
scious public, highly selective due 
to the flock of virtually all name 
troupes hitting this city in recent 
years, missed the top artists com¬ 
monly associated with Sadler’s 
Wells; (2) a last-minute switch in 
programming bunched three out of 
four ballets all in the outmoded 
vein of the Thirties while the next 
performance was overbalanced on 
'moderne.” 
•The modern ballets, with chore¬ 

ographies of Alfred Rodrigues and 
Kenneth MacMillan, definitely 
were better received, with "Blood 
Wedding,” "House of Birds” and 
"Solitaire”, standout. Of the more 
traditional presentations, Ninette 
de Valois, staging of “Rake’s Prog¬ 
ress,” with music by Gavin Gordon, 
got fhe biggest mitting. Other bal¬ 
lets included “Danses Concer- 
tantes” (music by Stravinsky), “Les 
Patineurs” (Meyerbeer), "Appari¬ 
tions” (Liszt) and “Les Rendez¬ 
vous” (Auber), the latter three 
with choreography by Frederick 
Ashton. The Liszt opus, a ballet 
“on romantic themes,” was partic¬ 
ularly considered outdated and 
Swiss panned it. 

‘Omar Khayyam’ Premiere 
* In Persia—Of Course 

Hollywood, June 25. 
First round-the-world junket in 

connection with a film preem is in 
the works at Paramount for “Omar 
Khayyam.” Producer Frank Free¬ 
man Jr. disclosed that the film 
probably would be world premiered 
in Teheran, Iran (the former Per¬ 
sia) with a contingent of American 
newspaper and magazine writers 
flown to the Iranian capital for the 
event. They’ll return home via the 
Orient to complete the global trek. 

Project was planned some 
months ago hut shelved because of 
government red tape. It was re¬ 
vived through the interest of Eddie 
Etrezad, a cousin of the Iranian 
Prime minister, who has been 
studying motion picture production 
at USC. Iranian Government of¬ 
ficials have extended an official in¬ 
vitation and promised to make it a 
gala, official ceremony. It’s ex- 

j pected that some 75 American 
}-scribes will be invited to attend. 

‘Global Vaudeville Show9 
Show business which Is not one business but many businesses 

is probably ill-equipped to answer Congressmen who, from time 
to time, sound off against appropriations which might benefit 
talent. The latest Congressman to ventilate a prejudice against 
entertainers used overseas as America’s1 envoys of good will is 
Lawrence H. Smith of Wisconsin. He adopts the curling lip 
technique previously favored by another Wisconsin politician. 
He sneers at Uncle Sam’s ."’global vaudeville show.” 

Smith goes on to speak of our “sending warblers of arias'to 
western Europe, weight lifters to the Near East and swing bands 
to the Far East.” The fact that professional entertainers are way 
ahead of politicians in making friends for the United. States has 
presumably not been reported to Smith. 

Why this hick kind of prejudice against show business in 1957? 
Shades of Hollie Flanagan’s Federal Theatre Project! It would 
he illuminating to know why, out of the deepest outfield, Smith 
throws in this old dead cat of bias against talent. In a $71-bil¬ 
lion national budget groaning with all sorts of open and dis¬ 
guised subsidies and handouts, why his selective peeve against 
partial-subsidy to American artists to encourage them to make 
extremely uncomfortable trips? The Congressman sneers at a 
“vaudeville program.” tHas he ever heard Eleanor Steber or 
Richard Tucker? Are great symphony orchestras "vaudeville,” 
and, for that matter, is “vaudeville” supposed to be term of 
contempt? 

There are innumerable areas of extravagance in Government 
today and one would be more impressed by this gladiator from 
Wisconsin if he dared take on one. of the big lobby-protected 
abuses of the day. Meanwhile he Is Indulging in small time 
sarcasm at the cost of one specialty of U.S. “foreign relations” 
which has a singularly good record. 

Ever See a. Dream? 
Hollywood, June 25. 

Related to the coincidence 
that a picture called ‘The 
Sweet Smell of Success” is 
just going into release an Owl- 
Rexall drugstore, in downtown 
Los Angeles is displaying .un¬ 
der plexiglass ?nd under guard 
a symbol of success—100 bills 
of the most-people-never-saw- 
one $10,000 denomination. 

Dave Golding and Jack 
Cooper arranged the stunt .for 
the United Artists film. Costs 
include $1,000 insurance fee 
to Lloyd’s, $700 to armored 

, transport, $1,000 interest to 
the bank. 

HYPOCRISY PREVENTS 
AN AMERICAN LOTTERY 

Washington, June 25. 
Prediction that a Federally-oper¬ 

ated national lottery would bring 
the Treasury $10 billions annually 
and permit a tax cut was made on 
the House floor Thursday (20) by 
Rep.-Paul A. Fino (R., N. Y.). He 
urged Congress to support the bill 
he has introduced. 

“If the members of Congress 
would banish hypocraey and dis¬ 
play intestinal fortitude by voting 
for my National Lottery bill,” he 
said, “we can lighten this uncon¬ 
scionable tax burden from the 
shoulders of our American wage 
gamers.” 

Efforts to set up a Federal lot¬ 
tery have gone on for years, in 
Washington. One of the opposition, 
lobbys is the horse and dog'track 
operators who feel the lottery 
would result in less on-track bet¬ 
ting via the pari mutuels. 

Florence Fest’s ‘Ernani’ 
Raises Shoestring Art 

Challenge to Nominkas 
By TRUDY GOTH 

Florence, June 20. 
Florence's Musical Festival 

peaked June 14 with the opera 
“Ernani.” This showed in Anita 
Cerquetti as Elvira a 24-year old 
soprano, known only in America to 
the small quarters of Chicago 
opera, at the outset of what seems 
a big careen, perhaps parallelling 
that of Renato Tebaldi: 

Comparisons of this '‘Ernani” 
with the one last winter at the 
Met are encouraged by their shar¬ 
ing of the same conductor, Dimitri 
Mitropoulos, and leading tenor, 
Mario del Monaco. The maestro 
was more intensive than usual; the 
tenor’s voice seem rested and hot 

(Continued 'on page 56) 

FAST THE MURDERS 
OUTDOOR FILM BUY 

Minneapolis, June 25, 
Facing their initial experience 

with daylight saving time and the 
worst and most protracted stretch 
of June weather in their 10-year 
history, many of this territory’s 
drive-in theatres are flying distress 
pennants. 

For all of them it’s the poorest 
season ever to date and some big 
earners are operating in the red 
for the first time, according to Film 
Row reports. 
'The ozoners are finding that the 

fast time is an even harder boxof- 
fice blow than anticipated and, it’s 
feared, the worst is yet to come. 
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24 SHOW BIZ YARNS 
Ferrer on France s Dreyfus Pfcobia 
Paul Muni'* ‘Zola' Never Shown There—Half- 

Century Hasn’t Eased French Touchiness 

Bjr H| HOLLINGER , 

France’s sensitiveness about the 
long-past Dreyfus case came as a 
surprise to Jose Ferrer, who di¬ 
rected and strrred in “I AccuSe,” 
Metro’s film about the Jewish offi¬ 
cer whq "was framed by the army 
brass of his day, “We had no in¬ 
terest in4 criticizing France or 
showing the country in a bad 
light.” Ferrer Said in N.Y. Monday 
(24). “We only presented the 
facts as it actually happened. N The 
fact that Fr?nce cleaned house and 
reinstated Dreyfus is clearly in¬ 
dicated in the picture.*’ _ 

France showed its touchiness by 
refusing to give Metro permission 
to shoot exteriors for the picture 
in Paris. As a consequence, Metro 
shifted the locale to ‘Brussels 
where it felt it could obtain similar 
outdoor scenes. "It’s regrettable,” 
Ferrer said, “that France appar¬ 
ently considered that the picture 
was against the interests of na¬ 
tional security.” v- > 

It’s Ferrer's contention that only 
a healthy nation feels sufficiently 
secure to show its own shortcom¬ 
ings in dramatic form. “It's bet¬ 
ter to be self-critical,” he said, 
“than have somebody else * criti- 

. cize.” He cited the attitude of the 
U.S. film-makers and pointed to 
“Blackboard Jungle” as an ex¬ 
ample of. self-criticism. 

Unlike Warner Bros.' “Emile 
Zola;” which presented the Drey¬ 
fus case in terms of Zola’s life, “I 
Accuse.” fcreenplayed by Gore 

(Continued on page 18) • 

Fat Boone’s Wife Has ’Em 
Weltin’* Heir Hankies 

At ‘Bernanfine’ Preem 
By FRANCES MELROSE 

Denver, June 25. 
The world nremiere of 20th- 

Fox’s “Bernardino” at the Denver 
Theatre with4 Pat Boone in person 
proved an “event” drawing both 
black-tied socialites and teenage 
Boone fans alike. 

Denver was chosen as‘ the pre¬ 
miere site because it is the home 
of Mary Chase, author of the Orig¬ 
inal work. Opening benefitted 

. Denver’s House of Hope, rehabili^ 
rtation center for women alcoholics, 
and favorite charity of Mrs. Chasg, 
who also wrote “Harvey,” the 
comedy about an hallucinated 
boozer. 

It is tentatively estimated that 
the centre netted about $10,000 
from the gala. Seats sold at a 
$12.50 top. The 2,400-seat Denver 
was packed. A few deadhead seats 
for critics and other press, plus the 
visitors, ‘ were all paid for by 
donors. 

Boone made with the, short 
speech routine and belted out two 
songs, “Bemadine,” and “Love 
Letters in the Sand” from the film. 

_ His. wife; Shirley Boone, though 
’^UflcPro was the emotion-maker a’S 
shewaxed poignant. She finished 
in tears, and half the audience: 
wound up moist of eye.'*. 

Stage program included songs by 
Vera Brynner, (Yul’s sister recent¬ 
ly at the new Romance Cafe on 2d 
Ave., N.Y.), and Job Drain. They 
will sing with Central City Opera 
Festival opening June 29. At 
Denver they, were backed by the 
All-American Chorus, recruited 
from a number of universities, 
which will work this year’s opera 
festival. 

In addition to actor Boone, 
celebrities in Denver for the oc¬ 
casion included Sam Engel, 20th 
Century-Fox producer of “Beroa- 
dine”; Elmer Rhoden and Frank 
H. (Rick) Ricketson Jr. of National 
Theatres; Richard .Sargent and 
Terry Moore who support Boone in 
film and (along for the ride) film 
players Jeffrey Hunter and Dusty 
Bartlett. 

Fancy trappings for the theati’ * 
included a brass band in front, and.; 
a red carpet down which Boone 
escorted his "pregnant wife. 

Carries Own Armor 
Abe Montague, Columbia 

v.p. in charge of domestic 
sales, cracks he has only one 
good ear. 

“The other I use in conver¬ 
sations about rental adjust¬ 
ments.” . 

FILM DIRECTORS (N Y.) 
HIRE A BARGAINER 

The New York Film Directors 
organizing committee has retained 
attorney Erwin Feldman for the] 
completion of its organizational ac-1 
tivities and its upcoming negotia¬ 
tions with film producers. 

Feldman also represents. the; 
Motion Picture Art Directors and 
the United Scenic Artists. He 
meets with the directors’ steering 
committee today (Wed.) to formu¬ 
late plans. 

DieU Says Its "‘Dirty,’ 
‘Island’ Does Big Biz 

St. Paul, June 25. 

A newspaper critic for the first 
time hero used the term “dirty” 
in describing a picture in his re¬ 
view. He’s Bill Diehl of St. Paul 
Dispatch. The picture is 20th’s “Is¬ 
land in the Sun.” 

Diehl was alone in Twin Cities in 
assailing “Island” in such fashion. 
No other critic found it objection¬ 
able. 

“‘Island in the Sun’ is nothing 
but a dirty story flashed on a the¬ 
atre screen,” wrote Diehl in his 
Dispatch review, “implied adult¬ 
ery, murder, clandestine love af¬ 
fairs, pregnancy outside marriage 
and illegitimacy are its ingredients 
. . . The production in reality casts 
little credit on either race. Its 
whites are idlers, barnacles, amoral 
—its Negroes are a faceless mob 
with the exception of a political 
leader and a seductive beauty. 

“Ajid were I a Negro, I surely 
would object to some of the dialog 
which exploits rather than aids in¬ 
tegration . . . 

“In suin, the film is not as so¬ 
cially significant or courageous as 
it purports to* be . . 

Meanwhile, “Island” is playing 
to good business a£ the Para¬ 
mount. In its first week at the 
Minneapolis Radio City it gave the 
house one of its biggest grosses of 
the current seasffii. 

LOVES THAT SPAIN 

Ava Gardner Says She’s Going 
Back Very Pronto 

Greensboro, N.C., June 25. 
Ava Gardner flew to North Caro¬ 

lina June 17 for her first visit with 
homefolks ■ in nearly five * years; 
Along to meet her family was Wal-. 
ter Chlari.rthe Italian actor, her 
current male companion who ap¬ 
pears in Metro’s “Little Hut.” Pri¬ 
vate plane bearing the party ar¬ 
rived at sundown'at the .Rocky 
Mount Airport,-40 miles from Migg 
Gardner’s home at Smithfield. 

Actress told" reporters, “In the 
near future, I plan to go back to 
Spain.’ 

Unirersal’s Tokyo Meet 

Hollywood, June 25. 
Hollywood the town where pic¬ 

tures are made in cycles, is off on 
another trend. The film citadel 
which has long educated the world,, 
via films, on nearly every subject, 
now is going to educate the thea¬ 
tregoer about “show business.” Alt 
though the majority of coin coming 
into today’s boxoffice is attributed 
to" the younger patrons who seem 
to prefer the western and juvenile 
type of pix, Hollywood filmakers 
are going to bombard the public 
with 24 “show biz” yarns in the 
near future. Total is comprised of 
films in preparing, editing and re¬ 
leasing stages. 

Universal leads with nine “show 
biz” yarns, two of which are com¬ 
pleted, Pair are “Slim Garter,” 
story of a film cowboy, and “Man 
of A Thousand Faces,” story of Lon 
Chaney. 

Negroes-Only House, in Carolina 
Has Own Separate-But-Equal Ideas; 

Sues for Same Dates as Whites 
-:—---—+ Should a Negro theatre in the 

Rulin’. Tima segregated South he subject to the 

Hnllvwnof Tune normal competitive release pattern 

As his^ first’ assignment for involving "white" houses ta th« 
films in three Years, Irving area? 
Berlin will clef a title tune for Carver Theatre Inc., operator of 
“Sayonara,” the William Goetz the Carver Theatre, Rockhill, S.C., 
production which stars Marlon doesn’t believe so. And it hacked 
Brando. up its contention in Federal Court 

Berlin’s last Hollywood, in N.Y. last week with a $1,350,000 
chore was on “White Christ- triple damage antitrust suit against 
las.” all majors except RKO. 

1 1 ■■ Alleging discrimination involv- 
iWV r A DD 171.1 TA inS the licensing of pictures, the 
’ll I rAlVlulliL I'll colored house argued that it was 

' PRODUCE FEATURES ’SK 
. patrons. It charged the distributors 

Hollywood, June 25. with maintaining illegal clearances 

TONY FARRELL TO 

New Tune Into ‘Pacific’ 

Hollywood, June 25. 

in. Ship heads *n • *. e q. t • j T 
after finishing jpint Ol 5t LOUIS IS 

Universal Pictures jviU hold a 
Far Eastern sales conference T In 
Tokyo July .9-12.. Homeoffice and 
studio representatives are sched¬ 
uled to attend. 

U v.p. and foreign general man¬ 
ager Americo Aboaf, who is cur¬ 
rently on a world-circling tour of 
the company’s branches, will pre¬ 
side at the conference. David Lip- 
ton, U pub-ad chief, will represent 
the studio and deliver the prog¬ 
nosis on upcoming product 

Fat. Eastern supervisor .Arthur 
Doyle will head up the division 
headquarters contingent 

of A Thousand Faces,” story of Lon Hollywood, June 25. with maintaining illegal clearances 
Chaney. Broadway interest in Hollywood and availabilities, favoring the 

Three pix currently shooting are motion pictures has cued forma- other Rock Hill exhibitors. “No 
“The Female Animal,”' concerning tion of a new financing-producing clearance oor prior run by another 
a picture.star; “Christmas In Para- combine headed by legit operator theatre is justified,” the complaint 
dise,” about a child star; and “The Anthony Brady Farrell plus Elise holds. 
Big Beat,” story Of the recording Gaid and Gabrielle Katzka. Latter Segregation being maintained in 
business. Studio has four “show spent several days here last week 
biz” properties in the preparing in discussions with various- pro--fi^-^w’h -but^at’the Carver 
stage*-“For Love Or Money,” ducers on initial plans of the com- ^ 
story of a Broadway stage star; bine. white, ueonle wouldn’t be ^eenat 
“Lillian Leitzel Story,” circus Already set is a deal with Robert the *house? Therefore areues tho 
background; “Phantom of the Rossen, who will produce “Billy Carve? whars rim ^e JfSend. 
Opera,” a remake storied around Budd” in England next Fall. Unit tbat th colored hoP is in 

and “Bojangles,” biopic also has acquired two other proper- competition with toe “white” 
of Bill Robinson. ties for production, “Heather house? 

Metro has “Les Girls,” saga of a Mary,” British best-seller by J.M. 
song and dance troupe touring Scott, and Foneca’s “Tower of Iv- ^\?s«.execu 1 *n, 
Europe; and “Jailhouse Rock,” ory.” Keith Winter has been set to sayins they aren t familiar wito toe 
about a young singer in the record- script “Mary.” situation, tend to agree that toe 
ing business. Metro’s "Merry An- ---:-*- no*e’ 
drew ” revolving Around a circus however, triftt a price difference 

clown, is currently in preparation. BACK TO NORWAY ^n™rfbhtWeen ^ ^ ^iL**1* 
Columbia goes “show biz” with -• houses, and that a firstrun 

“The Jeanne Eagels Story,” biopic Cinemiracle Coastal Scenes End Plc*ure would—if the Carver had 
of the Broadway actress who at Portsmouth, N. H. 0ne adT 
starred in “Rain,” now completed; - wnh101\ ^ onfL pfrtl ^own. an<^ 
“Pal Joey,”- centered in niteries of Portsmouth, N. H., June 25. Wlth a lower admission elsewhere. 

(Continued on page 18) Louis de Rochemont company, The Carver suit says it must wait 
^^ shooting new process “Cine Mir- for pictures even if toe other op- 

1 acle Adventure” with a Norwegian erators refuse them, and that it is 
T..--. T i > school ship pulled in for two days being served poor prints. The con- 

AcW iUIlc 11110 taCIHC of filming here yesterday (24) and spiracy charge covers toe period 
•_ : today. Arthur Fiedler and Boston from May, 1953, to date. Named as 

„ Pops Orch, 50 pieces, was brought defendants are Warner Bros., 
Hollywood, June 25. in for scenes on the pier where the Loew’s, 20th-Fox, Republic, Para- 

“My Girl Back Home,” new tune ship is berthed.! mount, Columbia, United Artists, 
by Rodgers & Hammerstein, is be- Cinemiracle photographed May- Universal Allied Artists and Buena 
ing interpolated into film version flower II at ses| and at Plymouth, Vista- 
of “South Pacific,” in addition to Mass. Other scenes were shot in *--— 
familiar score. New London, ponn. Ship heads r n. r • > x 

Will be duet between John Kerr back to Norway after finishing gDint 01 iH# LOUIS IS 
and Mitzi Gaynor. locally. j a n i xt ** 

^ 1 ‘ ~^ A Soberer-Upper on Big 
National Boxoffice Survey Budget Pix at Warners 

■- Having been “burned” with “The 

Trade Hold. Well; ‘Sun’ First Again, ‘80 Day.’ 2d, g“£u°t£Up- aL0“*o"siow™“g? 
‘Wonder.’ 3d, ‘10 CV 4th, <D.L’ 5th 

y — the studio feels the story can stand 
With not muci, new product “Garment Jungle” (Col) is perking the outlay, 

launched this session, many toea- to ninth p°sitton._ - “Spirit” cost in excess of $8,000,- 

tr T awaiuXe ^ oi 

lZS* ; ’ f^r iUA) ^ fihns in Mtef much Ld worl it’s fi^^d 
the hold over and extended-run pix that order. that th comnanv mav nosShiv 
tend to hold down gross totals in “Johnny Tremain” (BV) looks to Wak even P y Y po slbly 
numerous key spots. Despite this be ofie of potentially strong new ... * . 
situation and continued hot weato- entries, based on its showing cur- picture that shapes as 
er, there was considerable evidence rently. It is spek-in Ctaey, neat in a headache for WB is 'Old Man 
of a much stronger business tone Denver, brisk In Washington and tbe Sea, which wdl cost be- 
in a majority of key cities covered okay in Chi. “Bemardine” (20th) tween $3,000,000 and $4,000,008 
by Variety. •** also shapes as a big newcomer, and- which, again, has a theme 

“Island in Sun” (20th) is taking being sock in Chi, hotsy in Boston, which may be difficult to sell. Both 
first money for second Week in sue- fine in Denv.ei and okay in-L.A. “Spirit” and “Old Man and the 
cession, holding up much better in “Love in Afternoon”. (AA), an- Sea” were produced by Leland 
most key situations than antici- other new entry, is rated fine in Hayward. 
pated. Amazing part of its showing L.A. “I Was a Teen-age Were- The two films, along with the 
is the way it has gone big in bor- wolf” (AIP) shapes smart in unexpectedly soft b.o. showing of 
derline or near-south commuuities Seattle. j Elia Kazan’s “Face in toe Crowd,” 
like Louisville and Baltimore. “Battle Hell” (DCA). appearing nave made the WB top echelon 

' “Around World in 80 Days” (UA) in several keys, is inclined to be cautious and concerned. It’s figured 
still is holding strongly to its sec- uneven. “Faj;e in Crowd” (WB) to be o{ benefit to the com- 
ond position, with a batch of sensa- looms fine in Toronto and Wash- pany to have “big” pictures in re- 
tionaily big playdates. “Seven ingfon, good in N.Y. and okay in jease on -v^hlch the distribution and 
Wonders of World” (Cineraria) is K.C. ad-pub organizations must break 
winding tip third, an improvement “Pubhe Pigjon No. 1* (U) looks their backs for little more than a 
over a week ago. solid m Louisa file. Joe Butterfly rec0UD of costs 

“10 Commandments” (Par), also (U), from samb company, is torrid _ * ■ 
is higher as fcomp&red with last in Omaha and okay in Detroit.! In happy ^contrast at \\arners, 
round, grabbing off fourth spot. Launched in some 21 outlying the- the excellent showing of G.am, 
“D.I.” (WB) is winding UO fifth, atres of Chi area as a first-run, pic with ite strong b.o. ingredients, is 
“Something of Value” (M-G) is promises to top its rival nabe prod- cited. George Stevens-Henry Gms- 
landing sixth position, toe first uct. . ^0St 
week out to any extent. “Dino” (AA), not so good in Chi, 000,000. It s taken in some $18,000,- 

“Gunfight at 0,K; .Corral” -(Par) is rated fine in N.Y. “For Whom 000 already in the domestic mar¬ 
ts placing seventh after several Bell Tolls” (Par) (reissue) is hot ket alone and is showing remark- 
weeks on top. “28 Million Miles To in Toronto and Balto. able staying power. Many theatres 
Earth” (Col), a fairly new pic out (Complete Boxoffice Reports have rebooked it, and it’s getting 
in release, is finishing eighth while * ' on'Pages .9-11 > a lively drive-in playoff to boot. 

With not mud 

pictures in re¬ 
distribution and 
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BY PRINT SHORTAGE REACHES CRISIS’ 
As the result of continuing 

growlings from Allied States Assn, 

members relating to the extension 

of* clearances and “the destruction 

of runs by print shortages,” the 

exhibitor organization’s Emer¬ 

gency Defense Committee will 

hold a special meeting “within the 

next 30 days” to tackle these prob¬ 

lems. 
The call for the emergency ses¬ 

sion was sent out by Chairman 
Irving Dollinger who believes situ¬ 
ation is becoming so serious that 
immediate corrective measures are 
imperative. 

Allied members have repeated¬ 
ly complained about the upsetting 

of runs on the explanation by the 
distributors that prints were not 
available at the time a theatre was 
scheduled to play a picture. As a 
result, many smalltown and neigh¬ 
borhood theatres have received 
pictures several months after the 
date they were originally slated to 
play a picture. In addition, many 
Alliedites feel that key metropoli¬ 
tan houses are holding pictures 
too long and that the value of the 
picture is lost to the. subsequent- 
run situations by the time it 
reaches them. 

Several Allied units have re¬ 
quested their representatives on 
the arbitration negotiating com¬ 
mittee to include the subject of 
print availability as a problem that 
can be arbitrated. 

The arbitration conference, in¬ 
cidentally, broke off in N. Y. last 
week after a two-day session with¬ 
out a final agreement being 
reached on the adoption of an in¬ 
dustry arbitration plan. The dele¬ 
gates to the conference unani¬ 
mously approved a preliminary 
system of conciliation. However, 
the establishment of a “full” arbi¬ 
tration system remains the all-im¬ 
portant hurdle. The arbitration 
conference has agreed to recon¬ 
vene and resume discussions in 
New York on July 15. 

Can’t Tell the Dogs 
By Stud Book 

Minneapolis, June 25. 
Industry leaders here are puzzled 

by the disappointing boxoffice per¬ 
formance of So many much 
praised and expensively produced 
pictures while, at the same time, a 
number of so-called cats and dogs, 
made on a comparative shoestring 
and scoffed at by the critics, have 
been chalking up substantial takes. 

Low-budgeted shockers, science- 
fiction and rock *n’ roll stuff in 
particular usually seem able to do 
well enough. But such recent 
highly regarded releases as “12 
Angry ‘Men.’* “The Bachelor 
Party.” “Little Hut,” “Desk Set,” 
“The Wayward Bus” and “This 
Could Be the Night” have bogged 
down. 

Twin bills like “Half Human”— 
“Monster From Green Hill” and 
“Man Turned to Stone”—“Zombies 
of Maura” are typical of the in¬ 
ferior quality offerings that have 
had profitable engagements. Itrs 
pointed out that if the attraction 
has an appeal for the younger eles 
ments the boxoffice chances usu¬ 
ally are better. 

However, there have been some 
exceptions among the higher grade 
iare in the matter of boxoffice per¬ 
formance. of course. Clicks have 
zeen registered here by “Funny 
Face,” “Spirit of St. Louis,” “Gun- 
fight at O. K. Corral” and “Island 
In the Sun” recently. 

Ballots Sprout Wings 
Hollywood, June 25. 

Caper of the Missing Bal¬ 
lots will be taken up at upcom¬ 
ing membership and board 
meetings of IATSB Studio 
Electricians Local 728. Three 
weeks ago, A1 Eranklin was de¬ 
clared winner of biz agent’s 
post over incumbent R. W. 
(Nick! Nichols, in union’s an¬ 
nual elections. However, when 
vote' was challenged later, bal¬ 
lots supposedly stored in un¬ 
ion’s offices, turned up miss¬ 
ing. To date, location or dis¬ 
position of ballots remains a 
mystery. 

New officers were slated to 
take over Aug. 12, according 
to Nichols, but under circum¬ 
stances new election probably 
will be ordered. Local 728 
board will meet Wednesday 
(26) and membership on July 
8. to discuss situation. 

Tondon Sues RKO 
For Powdering 

On Sales Terms 
Tondon Productions Inc., an indie 

firm headed by Tony Owens, filed 

a suit In N.Y. Federal Court this 
week for $1,500,000 in damages 

against RKO Pictures for alleged 

breach of contract in the distrihu- : 

tion of three Tondon films. j 

According to the complaint filed ‘ 

by Tondon, RKO failed to live up j 

to its contract with the indie firm ! 

to use its “hest efforts” in licensing j 
the exhibition rights to the films.] 

Pictures involved are “Postmark! 
for Danger,” “Finger of Guilt,” and 
“The Way Out.” 

The complaint further alleges 
that RKO breached each of three 
agreements with Tondon “by 
wrongfully and in bad faith violat¬ 
ing the plaintiff’s rights in that it 
failed to use its best efforts to de¬ 
rive the maximum revefiue”'from 
the pix. 

Tondon claims, too, that RKO 
’deliberately and intentionally” 

closed its distribution offices in 
February without advising or ob¬ 
taining the consent of Tondon. In 
addition, it's charged that RKO 
turned over the pictures to inde¬ 
pendent distributors not in the 
same class as the major film dis¬ 
tributors. 

The Tondon pictures were not in 
the group turned over to Univer¬ 
sal. They were sub-licensed to 
states rights distributors. 

Second Quarter Redeems 
Mediocre 13-Week Start 

Of Unirersal Pictures 
Net earnings of Universal and 

Its subsidiaries zoomed during the 
second quarter of the present fis¬ 
cal period, overshadowing the dour 
results of the Initial 13-week pe¬ 
riod, the company reported this 
week. Earnings for the 26'weeks 
ending' May 4 were $1,727,623 
after setting aside $1,795,000 for 
Federal taxes. Aftef dividends on 
preferred stock, this is equivalent 
to $1.74 per share on the 927,254 
shares outstanding. 

Poor showing of the first 13 
weeks, however, gave the firm a 
26-week total that was $319,760 
less than the earnings for the .cor¬ 
responding period last year. The 
1956 earnings for the first 26 
weeks were $2,047,383 after pro¬ 
viding 11,885,000 for Federal taxes 
On income. This was equivalent 
after dividends on preferred stock 
to $2.08 per share on the 927,254 
shares of common stock outstand¬ 
ing. 

Of the $1,727,623 earned during 
the first six months of this year, 
only $163,786—or less than 10% 
—was earned during the first 
quarter. . 

‘THINK MORNINGSTAR’ 
VIA HARPER’S BAZAAR 
Unusual fashion promotion is 

planned by Warner Brothers with 
Harper’s Bazaar in connection with 
“Marjorie Morningstar.” It’ll be 
cued to the April, 1958, issue of the 
Bazaar. 

Tieup involves leading manufac¬ 
turers from all fields of ready-to- 
wear. They’ll supply the fashions 
to be featured in the film, which 
will be distributed nationally to co¬ 
incide with the publication of the 
Bazaar. 

Deal was made between R. F. 
MacLeod, publisher of Harper’s 
Bazaar, and Milton Sperling, pro¬ 
ducer of “Marjorie Morningstar” 
which will star Natalie Wood. 

Loses Job After 36 Years 
Northfield, Vt., June 25. 

Closing of the Savoy the¬ 
atre here has left George EL 
Fisher without a projector’s 
job for the first time in. 36 
years. 

Starting work while In high 
school, when N. M, John¬ 
son managed the local the¬ 
atre, Fisher survived several 
changes of management and 
sailed .through silents. Vita- 
phone and the introduction of 
Cinemascope. 

N.Y. Post Junks ‘Movie Meter 
Which Belied Its Own Critic 

Somerset, Walsh Rep U.S. 
At Tunis Labor Meet 

Hollywood, June 25. 

Pat Somerset of Screen Actors 
Guild has been named by AFL-CIQ 
prexy George Meany to be an 
American delegate to fifth con¬ 
gress of International Confedera¬ 
tion of Trade Unions, to be held in 
Tunis, July 5. 

Also to be a delegate is Richard 
F. Walsh, prexy of IATSE. 

The N. Y. Post has decided to 

drop its “movie meter,” the cap-} 
sule rating system -preceding the | 

reviews of its film critics. Thus 

the N. Y. Daily News, with its star 

system of rating films, remains the j 

only metropolitan paper with a 
capsule appraisal of pictures 
rendering It unnecessary to peruse 
the entire review. 

The Post system has for many 
years confused lay readers and 
film industryites. Particularly dis¬ 
tracting was the discrepancy be¬ 
tween the ’’movie meter” rating 
and the actual appraisal of first- 
string critic Archer Winsten. Often 
the “movie meter” rated a picture 
higher than Winsten’s comment. 
Winsten, on several occasions, 
used his space to explain his rea¬ 
soning. Basically, he has said in 
past, his aim was to satisfy the re¬ 
quirements of two diverse audi¬ 
ences. He felt that the quick 
reader and entertainment-minded 
public would he guided by the 
“movie meter” while the more 
serous-minded' film patron would 
digest the detailed and probing 

critique. The fact that the con¬ 
fusion continued despite the ex¬ 
planations finally convinced Win¬ 
sten that there was no way of get¬ 
ting the idea across to the public. 

Paul Sann, executive editor of 
the Post and an interviewer, who 
doesn’t interview easily, brushed 
off the dropping of the meter as 
“one of. the lesser decisions we’ve 
made this week.” 

“We haven’t been high on the 
meter for a long time,” he said. 
“We just happened to drop it now. 
There was no colossal design. We 
never cared .for it.” 

N. Y. to Europe 
Barney Balaban 
Leslie Barrie 
Karl Bernstein 
James S. Elliott 
Mary John 
Van Johnson 
Mabel Kirsch 
Abner Klipsteih 
Emile J. Lustig 
George R. Marek 
George Pal 
Milton Rickman 

M-M. 

New York Sound Track 
Charlie Chaplin “laughed at the American gods ” writes Harold 

Hutchinson, in the London Daily Herald, and that’s how he got jammed 
up in the States. \lAs ridicule is the deadliest of weapons, Charlie is 
much more of a menace to the American way of life than Molotov.” 
Recalling Chaplin’s “Modem Times” the journalist remarks, “It Was 
very funny, but the trouble was it was true, I’ve seen an American as¬ 
sembly line where everybody acted demented, and no wonder.” The 
Herald is, of course, the Socialist Party organ, so it goes on to press 
the usual moral. 

Irving Maas, Motion Picture Export Assn.’s Far East rep, back at 
his -Gotham homebase . . . Dick Brandt moving his family out to West 
Hampton for the summer. Incidentally, a new air-taxi service. Long 
Island Airways, has started operations out of La Guardia, with East 
Hampton the other terminal. Ride takes 35 minutes . . . New switch: 
Trans-Lux’s “Bed of Grass” opened in Boston.- It’s banned in New 
York. Might call that retrogression . . . Elia Kazan’s “Face in the 
Crowd” being sold “flat” in many parts of the country. 

Eli Wallach, named by the British Film Acamedy as -'the most 
promising new acting personality in the cinema” for Ms performance 
in “Baby Doll,” will fly to England in mid-July to receive the plaque 
commemorating the award . . . "Mr. Rock ’N Roll,” a feature-length 
film with Alan Freed, Lionel Hampton, LaVerne Baker and other 
exponents of the musical craze, went into production yesterday (Thes.) 
at the Gold Medal Studios (formerly Biograph) in the Bronx . . . Loew’s 
Theatres prexy Leopold Friedman back at Ms homeoffice desk after 
visiting Los Angeles and San Francisco ... Jose Ferrer heads for the 
Coast to confer with producer Sam Zimbalist on final editing of “I 
Accuse” . . . Metro studio story chief Kenneth MacKenna in from the 
Coast to confer with publishers and editors . . . Swiss actress Lisalotte 
Pnlver signed by Universal to play the femme lead in “Also Time to 
Love,” picturization of Erich Maria Remarque’s novel ... As part of 
its stepped-up Coast production activity, Metro has 27 writers at work 
on 25 properties. Best count in five years. 4 

In processing the estate of the late Fred Allen it has been brought 
to the attention of the Iowa inheritance tax-division that Allen owned 
three pieces of property in Keokuk, Iowa, appraised at $58,500, $63,000, 
and $72,000. What inheritance taxes are due on the property won’t be 
known until the joint ownership status of Allen’s widow, Portland 
Hoffa is determined. 

Gordon Douglas to direct “Backtrack” for Warners , . . American 
International Pictures acquired Western Hemisphere distribution rights 
to “Rock Around the World,” English firm starring Tommy Steele and 
Nancy Whiskey . . . Erich Maria Remarque has checked in at Universal 
City to huddle on Ms “A Time to Love and a Time to .Die” for wMch 
he will do' some of the screenplay work . . . Richard Heermance of 
Allied Artists taking charge of Overseas production of two forthcom¬ 
ing “Bowery Boys,” films slated for production in England (yes, that's 
right) . . . and Sir Carol Reed will direct “Stella,” William Holdjen- 
SopMa Loren starrer wMch writer-producer Carl Foreman will make 
in England for Columbia release . . . Hal Wallis bought “Career,” off- 
Broadway play about an actor by James Lee for Paramount release . .. 
George Marshall will direct “The Sheepman,” Edmund Grainger’s 
second one for Metro which will star Glenn Ford. 

Paramount Pictures Corp. has reduced, its capital stock from $2,916,- 
912 to $2,766,912, according to a certificate filed with the Secretary of 
State in Albany by Attorney Louis Phillips. K 

“Two jokes to a feature film” is the :recipe of Dr. Richard Gordon, 
author of Britain’s internationally successful “Doctor” series (“In the 
House,” “At Sea” and current “At Large”). He told Ronald Johnson 
of Toronto Globe & Mail he’d collected eight medical jokes, had al¬ 
ready used six and was saving two for Ms next picture, probaMy to 
be called “Doctor In Love.” Gordon’s a retired physician in order to 
write, like A, J. Cronin, well not quite. 

After six years in New York Marion Parsonnet will headquarter in 
Hollywood henceforth . .. Playboy mag- editor Hugh Hefner off to West 
Coast to o.o. Hollywood prospects for magazine’s “Playmate of the 
month” series. 

Montreal-born Ted Allan has just completed, script for UPA’s first 
feature length cartoon, “Magoo and the Arabian Nights”-—expected 
to. be two years in the making. Allan now residing in London. 

Bosley Crowther’s “The Lion’s Share,” history of Metre and of the 
filmbiz, is expected to go into a fourth printing via the E; P. Dutton 
Co. It hit the bestseller lists for one. week and just missed-the second. 
Eventual expected sale: Over 20,090, wMch is very strong'for .a semi- 
tradey tome. Crowther hopes the hook eventually will be publisTied 
in soft-cover version. 

Seymour Doe on the Coast on- IFE and producer representation 
business . . . Warner Bros, very careful not. to call James Dean 
“Jimmy” in connection with the screen biog it has upcoming. There’s 
a Jimmy Dean active in showbiz now . . . Emile J. Lnstlg in Berlin. 

Mexican comedian, Cantinflas, was guest of Venezuelan president 
General Marcos Perez Jimenez, as “Around the World in 80 Days’* 
opened at the Boyaca Theatre, Caracas, Venezuela, yesterday (Tues.). 
It’s the first Latin American date. 

Dimitri Tionikin is now in the final stages of scoring “Search-for 
Paradise,” Lowel Thomas’ new Cinerama film . , , Universal’s eastern, 
advertising manager Jeff Livingston addressed the joint annual con¬ 
vention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners and Operators of 
Georgia and the Alabama Theatre Assn, in Atlanta yesterday (Tues.) 
. . . Columbia has signed J. Richard Nash, to Write the sereenplay of 
“The Great Sebastians” , . . Universal prexy Milton. R. Rackmil back 
at Ms homeoffice desk following a week at the studio. 

Ralph E. Case, management consultant, who is a senior participant 
in Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison Inc. as well as a director of toe South. 
Norwalk (Conn.) Bank & Trust Co. and the Bush terminal, added 
the board of List Industries Inc., parent org of RKO Theatres. 

N. Y. to L. A; 
Eddie Bracken 
Rosemary Clooney 

Jose Ferrer 
Ken Giniger 
Peter Glenvllle 
Art Gross * > _ 
Henry Henlgson 
GaH Hillson 
Hi-Lo’s 
Gene. Kelly 
Hal March 
Mike Merrick 
Jim Moran- 
Charles Simonelli 
Louis Sobol 

Europe to N. Y. 
Edward Colton 
Norman Granz 
Boh Hope 
William M. Martin 
Michael Plant 
Sam Spiegel 
L. Arnold Weissberger 

L. A. to n. y. 
Jack. Atlas 
Barney Balaban 
Billy Eckstine 
Paul Ford 
Leopold Friedman 
John Gaunt 
Dave Golding 
Paul Gregory 
Cornwell Jackson 
Leo Katchfer 
Jerry Lewis 
Frank Lovejoy 
Kenneth MacKenna 
George Mathews 

. Barbara Nichols 
Milton R, Rackmil 
Jess Rand 

j- Jane Russell 
Mel Shayelson 
Jde Shea \ 

‘Lester Sims) 
jBicbard Skinner 

: Howard Stricklin# • 
]Jt Jule Styne 

0 Mary Wickes 
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Par Skips Broadway With Presley; 
Seek Teenagers Via 90 Nabes 

[ DOTES Dll N° Veto by 1 Member to Vex COMPO; 
rYTfir PRF1M le Don’t Wanna be a United Nations’ 

As & result of the success 
achieved by Columbia in bypassing 
a Broadway engagement for “Gar¬ 
ment Jungle" and booking the pic¬ 
ture simultaneously in some 90 
neighborhood houses in the N. Y. 
metropolian area, Paramount will 
follow the same policy for “Loving 
You,” the new Elvis Presley starrer- 
produced by Hal Wallis. 

The saturation booking is sched¬ 
uled for July 17. Similar to “Gar¬ 
ment Jungle,” it wiH represent the 
largest day-and-day run set in the 
NT Y. territory. It's estimated that 
the mass bookings will represent 
a potential seating capacity of 
145,000 

The new policy, which has found 
considerable favor with exhibitors, 
may set a new booking trend in 
the N. Y_ area if “Loving You” can 
achieve the same results as “Gar¬ 
ment Jungle.” The mass engage¬ 
ment will he backed by a heavy lo¬ 
cal campaign, with concentration 
on newspapers and radio. To take 
advantage of the popularity of 
Presley, the radio drive will aim at 
teenagers via spot announcements 
and promotion, on disk jockey pro¬ 
grams. 

Originally Paramount plannedto 
open the picture on Broadway, but 
at the suggestion of one chain op¬ 
erator who recalled how the first 
Presley picture fared'on the Main 
Stem, Paramount decided on the 
neighborhood .plan. * The first 
Presley picture, which Opened 
big at the Paramount, Theatre, 
sloughed off after the first few days 
following., the initial scramble of 
the teenagers. Adults shunned the 
picture like the plague.* 

Aim of the Paramount mass 
booking is to get the teenagers 
into their local theatres as soon as 
the bally for the picture breaks.' 
By the time the previous Presley 
film readied the neighborhoods, 

(Continued on page 181 

Hungary Getting 
‘Marly/ Trapeze 
United Artists has sold two fea¬ 

ture films to Hungary at a reported 
combined price of less than $10,- 
000. Pictures are “Marty” -and 
“Trapeze.” 

Even as UA closed its deal, the 
Motion Picture Export Assn, re¬ 
newed contacts with the Hungarian 
Government in Paris. Current ne¬ 
gotiations aim at the sale of some 
10 films to Budapest. 

The U. S. Government now is 
offidally encouraging the sale of 
American films to countries in the 
Red efrbit. Only major Commu¬ 
nist nation with which no talks are 
in progress is Russia Itself. 

MPEA has & deal set with the j 
Poles and the East Germans are: 
currently screening films. While 
there have been , discussions with 
the Czechs, it now looks as if 
there’ll be no deal there. 

Only Red country where the* 
-Americans were able to get a con¬ 
vertibility guarantee was Poland. 
Such a guarantee involves the U; S. 
.information Agency, which picks 
up the local earnings and pays out 
equivalent dollars in Hew York. 
The individual government, as well 
as Washington, have to okay such 

,an arrangement. 
UA's Hungarian deal follows an 

earlier pattern which saw the 
company selling “Marty" to the, 
East Germans long before the 

S.&PEA talks had jelled.. UA op¬ 
erates on its own in dealing with 
the Communist nations. It re¬ 
portedly has a deal with Prague., 

According to. UA, .further pic¬ 
tures may be sold to Hungary, but 
no deal is set Except for “The 
Little Fugitive,” no American films 
have gone jm to Hungary since 2.948, 
when MPEA was forced to dose 
its office there. 

There have been no film dis¬ 
cussions with the Soviets since 
Eric Johnston, MPEA prexy, was 
told that the Russians would deal 
only on an “exchange” trade 
basis. 

Remembering Jack Cohn 
The Abe Montague-Will Rog¬ 

ers Memorial Hospital dinner 
last week, honoring the Colum¬ 
bia Pictures veepee for his 
contributions to the Saranac 
Lake (N. Y.) sanitarium, point¬ 
ed up that the Col homeofiice 
personnel has been quietly do¬ 
ing its own chore to honph 
Jack Cohn, cofounder. of the 
company with , his brother 
Harry, now president. 

Respirators and some of the 
latest medical equipment are 
now housed in the Rogers Me¬ 
morial Hospital in the name of 
Jack Cohn, at a cost totaling 
between $5^000 and $10,000 in 
value. It was paid for in 
small contributions, from the 
homeoffice rank-and-filers, in 
honor of the late executive 
veepee of the company. 

A tablet in his memory will- 
also be unyeiled In the lobby 
of the new Col Bldg, at 711 5th 
Ave. (the original NBC Bldg.) 
on the first anniversary of his 
death last fall. _ 

Trade Doffs To 
| Abe Montague 

On Saranac Job 
By GENE ARNEEL 

- Nearly 1,000 industryites Were at 
New York’s Waldorf-Astoria last 
Wednesday night (19) to join in a 

i tribute to Abe Montague and 
watch the Columbia v/d. as the 
subject of a “This Is Your Life” 
type takeoff. Exec was being 
saluted for the role he's played as 
president of the Will Rogers Me¬ 
morial Hospital, tuberculosis in¬ 
stitution in Saranac, N. Y. 

Format of the show, as produced 
and written by Mort Sunshine, was 
the by-now familiar one, with pro¬ 
fessional performers taking turns 
at two podiums reading chapters 
from the -story of Montague’s ca¬ 
reer. It went way back, starting 
with his partnership with New 
England exhibitor Hy Fine in the 
operation of a dance hall. ‘They 
were just a couple of youngsters 
on a short bankroll, which soon 
vanished, but there Were some 
lucky breaks too. Hard work and 
aggressiveness resulted- in pros¬ 
perous times for Montague in ex¬ 
hibition and independent distribu¬ 
tion. It was 25 years ago that he 
sold out his franchise company to 
Col and joined that company in 
the same job he how holds. 

Nancy Kelly , was the m.c. at the 
so-called “Orchids for Montague” 
testimonial. Readings from the 
Montague scrapbook and inter¬ 
woven songs were contributed by 
Toni Arden, Bud Collyer, Virginia 
Graham, Helen Hayes, Elaine Mai-: 
bin. Cliff Robertson, Jack Russell, j 

Terry Saunders, John Cameron ; 
Swayze and Julie Wilson, j 

Plaque was presented to Mon- j 

tague by Robert J. O’Donnell jtad 
verbal posies were handed ouf by J 
S. H. Fabian, SpyrDs P: Skouras j 

(via telegram), Dr. Edgar Mayer 
and Dr. Gerritt Schepers. Latter 
two medics acknowledged the work 
done by Montague and his asso¬ 
ciates in maintaining the hospital. 

The hospital has been a pet 
project of Montague’s for years. 
“It is not a bobby, it is a religion— 
a religion we all are proud of ” he 
stated. “The hospital is unique,” 
he continued, “for it is not a char¬ 
ity—it Is owned by all and for all.”' 

Exec disclosed plans for expan¬ 
sion so that 14 oth^r types of chest 
diseases can be treated in addition 
to- TB, and an addional 45 patients. 
cared for. As for the financing, he 
announced that the week of Aug. 
14 has been designated Will Rog¬ 
ers Hospital Week and during this 
time a drive for $1,000,800 will 
take place. 

By FRED HIFT 

Camden, Me., June 25. 
20th Century - Fox’s “Peyton 

Place” crew, filming in and around 
this quiet little Maine town, is 
running, by “the bottle.” 

It’s not the kind of bottle that 
the crew might thirst for after a 
hot day's work, but a bottle filled 
with emulsified coconut oil sham¬ 
poo. For the past 25 years, it’s 
been standing undisturbed on the 
shelf of a local grocery. What dis¬ 
tinguishes this shampoo bottle 
from other shampoo bottles is that 
It foretells the weather with a high 
degree of accuracy. 

If the sun’s going to shine 12 
hours' hence, the bottle will be 
clear. If it’s going to rain and 
fog up, its insides become cloddy. 
After some two weeks of shooting, 
director Mark Robson and his peo¬ 
ple have learned to depend a good 
deal on the accuracy of old sham¬ 
poo to predict the weather. In 
fact, they no longer listen to the 
forecasts of the Maine weather 
bureau. They’ve been proven 
wrong too often by “the bottle/’ 

Fame Vs. Gibes 

This is the first time that Holly¬ 
wood has come to Camden, and the 
town is properly Impressed by all 
the activity. There are a few con¬ 
servatives around^who don’t like 
the identification with the Grace 
Metalious novel, which blows the 
whistle on wicked ways behind 
the holier-than-thou postures of 
smalltown life, but most burgers 
are more - conscious of fame and 
(small) fortune for their town. 

For this Jerry Wald production 
already has dropped some heavy 
coin both in Camden, where extras 
are hired almost every day, and. 
in nearby Rockland where the 
company Is quartered. They shot 
a picnic scene and parade along 
mainstreet recently for which al¬ 
most the entire town turned out. 
Many were hired at $10 a day. The 
rest just tagged along for the fun 
of it 

.Teenagers have been having a 
heyday. It’s been a rare oppor¬ 
tunity for them to collect auto¬ 
graphs, and no one seems to care 
much who signs ’em. Even unit 
♦publicity man Don Prince has been 
asked for his John Hancock by 
eager youngsters, who don't know 
press agents never are asked. 
When the company asked for some 
vintage cars (1937-41), it got 80 
registered within hours. 

Actually, most of the action of 
the film will "be shot on the Coast, 
according to Robson. But, he adds, 
“we thought this was the perfect 
place to shoot the exteriors. You 
.couldn’t duplicate this New Eng¬ 
land feeling on any set.” Robson 
adds that the cooperation he and 
his crew have bafcn getting has 
been ’‘absolutely wonderful.” - 

Lana’s Languishing * 
“Peyton Place,” properly cleaned 

up for 'Screen an4 Code, Is un¬ 
usual inasmuch as it's a major pro¬ 
duction with only one major star, 
Lana Turner. Miss Turner hasn’t 
.shown up - in Maine (somewhat 
vague reports‘have it that she’s 
“tired”), so Robson has been 
shooting around her, using a dou¬ 
ble. 

With the exception of Constance, 
whom Miss Turner will play (it’s 
her first ‘mother’ role), many of 

[the other leads are all taken 
by comparative newcomers. One 
screen vet in the group is Lloyd 
Nolan, playing Doc Swain. "An¬ 
other is Arthur Kennedy who has 
the role of the heavy, Lucas Cross. 

Diane Varsi has the fat part of 
Allison, Miss Turner’s daughter. 
It’s her first picture and director 
Robson predicts it’ll make her a 
.star. Miss Varsi, Who is 18, Is a 
favorite around the set and the 
subject of .much attention from 
the . local teenagers. She’s a tall, 
blonde, intensely serious girl who 
halls from the Coast and would 
like to .live, of course, in New 
York. 

Also playing his first screen role 
is actor Lee Philips, taking the 
part, of Tom inihe^book.' In the 

(ContjnV T on page 18) * 

Narcotic}* Chief * Okay 
Washington, June 25. 

20thrFox film, “Hatful of 
Rain” has arranged an endorse¬ 
ment from the U. S. Narcotics 
Bureau. It’s & first. 

Harry J. Anslinger, Nar¬ 
cotics Bureau Commission, was 

* host at two special screeenings 
• past week and strongly ap¬ 

proved the picture, for the way 
it handled the story of dope 
addiction._ , 

Saranac Hosp 

Junketeers Told 
By HAPPY BENWAY 

Saranac, June 25. 
Some 95 members of the motion 

picture industry attended the an- 

■+ Council of Motion Picture Organ¬ 
izations has changed its by-laws so 
that a 75% majority vote of the 
executive committee now can carry 
a measure, whereas a unanimous 
vote was required in past. Exec 
committee calls the policy turns 
while the COMPO board functions 
as an advisory group. 

Reason for the switch, as ex¬ 
plained by Pat McGee, Theatre 
Owners of America official, is to 
get away from the United Nations 
Security Council format under 
Which one unit can veto any under- 

: taking favored by all others. For 
example, if Allied States, which 
has a non-conformist reputation, 
returns to the COMPO membership 
it would not have such veto power. 

Given one vote each on the 
exec committee are TOA, Motion 
Picture Assn, of America, Inde¬ 
pendent Theatre Owners Assn., 
Metropolitan Motion Picture Thea¬ 
tres Assn., Society of Independent 

, Motion Picture Producers, the 
trade press and International Va¬ 
riety Clubs. Eighth membership 
would go to Allied if the latter 
elects to rejoin the COMPO fold. 

picture industry attended the an- T/ie °“e per organization 
nual dinner at Will Rogers Me- represente another change Pre- 
morial Hospital. R. J. O'Donnell yiousIy TOA and Allied (when the 
of Interstate Circuit, Dallas, em- la“er, »art o£ COMPO) each 
ceed. Abe Montague referred to had eight votes, 
last week’s dinner in New York. He Allied pulled out of COMPO_ 
scorched rumors of the hospital some time ago because of policy 
closing. . Instead added facilities differences, and apparently, a per- 
would be provided to:go beyond the sonal dislike for Robert W» Coyne, 
cure of tuberculosis and serve all COMPO’s special counsel. Coyne, 
diseases of the chest. who has the support of all other 

O’Donnell added his assurances groups in the industry organizg.- 
that everything best in medical tion, at the time offered to resign 
care would be a part of. the hos- liis post if it would mean Allied’S 
pital. return and a harmonious operation, 

Richard Frank, Paramount Film The other groups refused to permit 
Dist Corp., Indianapolis, spoke in him to do this, 
behalf of the patients, praising the Now Coyne has offered to re- 
excellent care received. 'He pre- sign from COMPO’s three-man 
sented a check for $260 to the governing board and have an Al- 
“We the Patients” fund. This lied man take the seat, if this 
sum was raised by friends in In- would mean Allied’s return. This 
dianapolis. board, which dictates COMPO’s 

An audience collection film was day-to-day policy, comprises Abe 
screened for the visitors. This Montague, for MPAA, and Sam 
film will be shown In theatres over Pinanski, for TOA, in addition to 
the country dining the annual Coyne. Actually, an Allied rep 
drive. could be added without need for 

Those visiting here included: Coyne to bow out. 
Robert Mochrle, Loew**, N. Y. In any event a committee has 
John H. Rowley, Rowley United Thea- ^£11 named to continue negotia¬ 

tes, Dallas. tions with Allied on its possible re- 
Eugene. Picker. Loew's, N. Y. alignment with COMPO. It con- 
Max a. Cohen, Cinema circuit, n. y. . sists of Emanuel Frisch, Pinanski 
Richard f. Walsh, iatse. n. y. and Montague. 
Harry Brandt, Brandt Theatres, N. Y. _:__ 

Ned Depinet, N, Y. YT • Y 1 • 

3r~ ;m”°" Hnifon Arhck' 
_ C. Frank Harris, United Artists Corp., VlHIVU ill UOlO 
5an Francisco. 

tres^N" ssanieu* United Artists Thea- J • a A 

hSSu.™”' u°iv'r”1 pictu"s' Ke-Joms mi AA 
Harold Hoffman, Screen Actor’s Guild. 

, , „ _ _ _ '1 After an absence of two years. 
tu?e1?Aib?iy^cll^n' .p*r*mount United Artists has rejoined the 

Robert V; Jones, Affiliated Theatres, 1 £*otjon Picture Assn, of America. 
Indianapolis.* Cueing the return were the changes 

Jack Judd, Columbia Pictures, pitta- recently voted by the body on the 
bu*f; _ .. , . .. . makeup of the Production Code ap- 

A1 Jane, United Artists, Washington. npalc Knard * 
Harold kimw, j. j. Theatres, N. Y. Peals Doar<1* 

Georze Lefkp,. Warner Bros., Chicago. UA 9uit On &e thesis that its 
Lou Levy, Universal Pictures, Des competitors were not entitled to 

Moines. vote on the Code acceptability of 
Angelo Lombardi, "Warner Bros., New United Artists pictures. It Was at 

time “Man With the Golden Arm,” 
***** Theatres. Coium- UA of the otto Preminger 

A1 Jane, United Artists, Washington. 
Harold Klein. J. J. Theatres, N. Y. 
George LefkQ,. Warner Bros., Chicago. 

1ltm time “Man With the Golden Arm,” 
ltartln' Martin Colum- UA release of the Otto Preminger 

s ,s. MeFadden, Columbia pictures. Sait Production, was rejected by the 
Lake City. Code. 

Param(>unt PJc- Last week, however, the Code 
George.c. Regan, 20th-Tox, Omaha. appeals board was expanded to in- 

re^mpbii: * raramoum Last week, however, the Code 
George c. Regan, 20th-Tox, Omaha. appeals board was expanded to in- 
Joe Rembrandt, Mayfield Theatre, dude independent producers and 
eveiand. • exhibitors in equal number with 
AHan-Robbins, National Screen Service. MPAA members—20 in all. UA 
Chuton Robinett, 20th-Fox, Seattle. was in agreement with this new 
Arthur Rosen, Stanley Warner, N. Y. kind of setUD and Went back into 

- Benn H. Kosenwald, Loew*s, Boston. -r/tda a 
Fred Schwartz, DC A, N. Y. . tile MPAA fold. 

Ic?J™Yn KO^ins, National Screen Serv- At the same it became 

Charles Reagan, Loew’s, n. Y. known that the Code rejection of 
Samuel Rosen, Stanley Warner. N. Y. 
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce Circuit, 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Arthur Mayer, N. Y. 

Samuel Rosen, Stanley Warner, n. y. xJA's “Monkey ou My Back” has 
■SSSS »?*"• B“4£<’ree C!rcmt■ been teversed That the Edward 
Arthur Mayer, N. Y. Small production eventually would 
e!e^g\\>embOW* NaU-onal Screen Serv" receive Cede approval had been 
Harry Kalmine, Stanley Warner, N. Y. expected. 
Hoe A, Silver, Stanley Warner, Pitts- . 

bSuci switow, Swito'w ic Son, Louis American Studio Associates Inc. 
wt T has been authorized to conduct a 

BoS*7 We!»s, W * L Engineering Co. business ^ th^t-'C-’ exhibitions 
Robert Rothafel Roxy Theatre. N. Y. and displays, W^h offices In the 

Chcmical Corn Exchane« Bronx and with c'-oit?1 stock of 200 
Thomas James, & Louis. shares, no par v»l”**. directors are: 
Hy Faine. American Guild of Music*’ Eugene B Dupv*'‘>. ^rrard Starr, 

■SfSSb&S.* Mb*** Co. omafc. Williami Starr, r-—- Rnbenfeld, 
Lbe Montague, Columbia Pictures. N.y. filing attorney at Albany. 
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The Pride asd the 

Paitira 
(V’VISION-TECHNICOLOR) 

A major entertainment with 
boxeffice potential measured 
in epic proportions. Locationed 
in Spain, with Cary Grant, 
Frank Sinatra, Sophia Loren 
starred. 

United Artist* release of Stanley Kra¬ 
mer production, directed by Kramer. 
Stars Cary Grant, Frank Sinatra, Sophia 
Loren; features Theodore Bikel, John 
Wengraf, Jay Novello, Jose Nieto, Carlos 
Larrange, Phillip Van Zendt, Paco el La- 
berinto. Screen story and screenplay, 
Edna and Edward Anhalt; based on C. S, 
Forester’s novel, "The Gun”; camera 
(Vista Vision and Technicolor). Franz 
Planer; editors. Frederic Knudtson and 
Ellsworth Hoagland; music, George An- 
theiL Tradeshown New York, June 20, 
'57. Sunning time, 132 MINS. 
Capt. Anthony Trumbull.Cary Grant 
Miguel .Frank Sinatra 
Juana .Sophia Loren 
General Jouvet.. Theodore Bikel fermaine.. John Wengraf 

allinger  . Jay Novello 
Carlos.«.Jose Nieto 
Jose .,... Carlos Larranaga 
Vidal.Phillip Van Zandt 
Manolo.Paco el Laberlnto 

A big one, this is Stanley Kra¬ 
mer's powerful production, of C. S. 
Foresters sweeping novel about 
the Spanish “citizen's army” that 
goes to battle against the conquer¬ 
ing legions of the French in 1810. 
The scope is immense, the impact 
forceful, the boxoffice socko. 

"Pride and the Passion has been 
highly touted. The publicity (sta¬ 
tistical and otherwise) came out of 
Spain without letup during the Jrear and a half the picture was 
n preparation and production in 

that country. All leading to great 
expectations, it now can he stated, 
with justification, that this one is 
an epic that figures to be among 
the industry's top grossers. 

^'Passion” is heavyweight with 
those cinematic elements that stir 
audiences. In addition to the size 
and importance of the physical 
production, it has a. story that 
moves with excitement and sus¬ 
pense, and a provocative, highly at¬ 
tractive cast headed by Cary Grant, 
Frank Sinatra and Sophia Loren. 

The Forester book, titled "The 
Gun,” has been"skillfully put into . 
script form by Edna and Edward ] 
Anhalt, A few plot angles are 
projected with some vagueness but i 
the basic points and motivations : 
are gotten across with full clarity.! 
It is the story of the band of! 
guerillas who come upon an over¬ 
sized cannon that is abandoned by 
the retreating Spanish army. All 
things revolve around -the huge 
weapon; it becomes symbolic of the 
spirit and courage of these Spanish 
patriots and their leader, Sinatra. 

From this point on “Passion” fo¬ 
cuses on this unlikely army seek¬ 
ing to make its way to the French 
stronghold at Avila against incred¬ 
ibly tall odds. Their movements 
must be along remote, unbeaten 
paths, so as not to encounter the 
French in the fields. 

Their ally is Grant, a British 
naval officer assigned to retrieve 
the gun for use against Napoleon’s 
forces. His knowledge of ordinance 
makes him a valuable asset to Sin¬ 
atra and they work together al¬ 
though the two men are worlds 
apart in makeup and temperament. 

Sinatra is the "Passion” vis-a-vis 
Grant’s “Pride.” One is the emo¬ 
tional, zealous, inarticulate Span¬ 
iard, driven by blind passion to 
destruction of the French bastion 
at Avila. The other is stiff, organ¬ 
ized, .disciplined—all Government 
Issue, British style. 

Miss Loren'is Sinatra’s sultry and 
inflammable mistress with beau- 
coup accent on the decollete. At 
first hostile toward Grant, she 
comes to recognize his pro-Spanish 
motives and veers to him roman¬ 
tically. 

They make for an engaging trio, 
imparting depth to the characters 
they portray. Grant is a strong 
figure. He reflects authority all the 
way through, in accepting Sinatra’s 
crude ways of war, in taking com¬ 
mand of the guerilla forces in the 
back-breaking salvage of the gun, 
and finally in firing against the 
French. 

Sinatra is more colorful, as per 
script. ^ He looks and behaves like 
a Spanish rebel leader, earthy and 
cruel and skilled in handling his 
linen in the primitive warfare. His 
/is a splendid performance. 

Top credit must go to the pro¬ 
duction. Kramer, doubling as pro¬ 
ducer and director, amasses vivid 
pictorial values in Technicolor and | 
the VistaYision process. The pano-1 
ramie, longrange views of the 
marching and terribly burdened 
army, the painful fight to keep the 
gun mobile through ravine and 
over waterway—these are major 
plusses. And within the framework 
of the massive expedition are the 
good story values, 

“Passion” is not overlong at two 
hours and 12 minutes. But the 
pace does tend to slow down in 
the final reels as the guerillas move 
toward the approaches of Avila af¬ 
ter the numerous near-tragedies 
and escapes from the French. The 

climax is rousing and stimulating, 
this being the fall of the French 
fortress under the cannon barrage 
and the attack of the frenzied 
peasants, 

Theodore Bikel as the French 
general and in less prominent as¬ 
signments, John Wengraf, Jay No¬ 
vello, Jose Nieto, Carlos Larrange, 
Phillip Van Zendt and Paco el La- 
berinto, all are likely and convinc¬ 
ing participants. 

George Antheil has contributed 
an Imposing score that back¬ 
grounds the screen action with 
marked effect. Franz Planer's pho¬ 
tography ^brilliant, the editing by 
Frederic Knudtson and Ellsworth 
Hoagland provides expert continu¬ 
ity and other technical credits are 
top calibre. Gene. 

House of Numbers 
(C’SCOPE) 

Jack Palance makes a far¬ 
fetched dual role plausible in 
bizarre prison break plot, spun 
out too long. Introduces Bar¬ 
bara Lang, a likely sexpot. 
Modest chances. 

Hollywod, June 21. 
Metro ideas* of a Charles Schuee pro¬ 

duction. Start Jack Palance; features 
Harold J. Stone, Edward Platt; introduces 
Barbara f-ang. Directed by Russell Rouse. 
Screenplay, Rouse-Don M. Manldewicz 
from a Cosmopolitan novel by Jack Fin¬ 
ney. Camera, George J. Folsey; editor, 
John McSweeney Jr.; music. Andre Pre¬ 
vin. Previewed June 81, 1857. Runnuig 
time/ 7ft MINS, 
Bill Judlow ).,.Jack Palance 
Arne Judlow j 
Ruth Judlow .Barbara Lani 
Henry Nova .Harold J. Stone 
Warden   .Edward Platt 

A bizarre, idea for a prison break 
is the peg for this slightly over- 
long melodrama of no special dis¬ 
tinction’. It falls into the program 
market for deliixers but can go 
either way in action or small situa¬ 
tions and suggests moderate re¬ 
sponse. Jack Palance in a dual 
role and the introduction of Bar¬ 
bara Lang," who shows possibilities 
as' a new screen sexpot, are among 
the exploitable factors for the 90- 
minute entry which, within its bud¬ 
get, has been well produced by 
Charles Schnee, 

Bussell Rouse-Don M. Mankie- 
wicz scenario has an occasional 
tendency to descend to the cliche 
level. Story is of a devoted older 
brother. Who breaks into the State 
pen to .prepare the details of the 
crashout. It comes off on schedule, 
but not before romance has blos¬ 
somed between the “good” brother 
and his sister-in-law'. At the fade- 
out, finally realizing that the con 
needs mental aid, they tip the po¬ 
lice to his whereabouts so he can 
be returned. 

Rouse’s direction permits the 
players to indulge in some unre¬ 
strained histrionics but Palance ef¬ 
fectively delineates the difference 
between the two brothers in a fre¬ 
quently Incredible dual role. Har¬ 
old J. Stone is good as a venal pris¬ 
on guard and Edward Platt regis¬ 
ters in a small role as the warden. 
Miss Lang, who has both looks and 
talent, impresses with the charac¬ 
terization and makes the most of 
her screen debut.’ 

Technical credits are good with 
the lensing of George J. Folsey 
helping create an aura sometimes 
lacking in,the script. Music by An¬ 
dre Previn is properly unobtrusive 

Kap. 

Hollywood, June 21. 
United Artists release of a (Set Baer) 

Fielding Production. Stars Joel McCrea 
and Barbara Stanwyck; features Earl 
Holliman, Edward Andrews, John Dehner, 
Susan Kohner. Directed by Charles Mar¬ 
quis Warren. Screenplay, Martin •Berk¬ 
ley, David Victor, Herbert Little Jr., from 
Jack Schaefer story; camera, Ellsworth 
Fredericks; editor, Fred Berger; art di¬ 
rector, Nick Remisoff; music composed 
and directed by Gerald Fried. Title song 
by Fried and Mltzi Cummings, sung by 
Tex Ritter. Previewed, June 20, ’57. 
Running time, Ift MINS. 
Sgt. Hook ..  Joel McCrea 
Cora ....Barbara Stanwyck 
Jeff Bennett ..Earl Holliman 
Charlie Travers ...... Edward Andrews 
Fred Sutliff .  John Dehner 
Consuela .  Susan Kohner 
Trude ....Royal Dano 
Quito.. .. Terry Lawrence 
Senora . Celia Lovsky 
Nanchez .... Rudolfo Acosta 
Salesman ..Stanley Adams 
CoL Weaver .. Pat O'Moore 
Ann Weaver...Jeanne Bates 
Corp. Stoner . Rush Williams 
Ryan ..  Dick Shannon 
Tess ...D, J. Thompson 
Cooler Brown Sheb Wooley 
Junius. Cyril Delivantt 

Hollywood, June 25. 
Warners set Betty Comden and 

Adolph Green to screenplay 
“Auntie Mame,” which will star 
Rosalind Russell and he directed 
by Morton Da Costa* both xepeat- 
ing their chores with the current 
Broadway play , . . Producer A1 
Zimbalist set a July 23 start for 
“Baby Face . Nelson," Mickey 
Rooney starref which United Art¬ 
ists will release . . . Universal 
bought Robert Wilder’s novel “The 
Wine of Youth” and assigned it to 
Howard Pine for production .... 
Edmund Goulding was signed by 
Benedict Bpgeaus to direct “Typee” 
Ray Milland starrer which rolls 
early in August . . . "Jack O Dia¬ 
monds,” starring Robert Mitchum, 
will be the first of three films the 
star’s DRM Productions will make 
for United Artists release . . . 
Producer William Berke acquired 
film rights to “Lost Missile,” novel 
by. John McFartland who will also 
screenplay it for an August start. 

Universal switched the title of 
“Law of the Trigger” to "Point of 
Decision” ... Roger German added 
“The Girl from 2,000,000 A.D.” to 
his Fall schedule for American 
International release . . . King 
Vidor talking a deal with United 
Artists to produce “Angel,” for¬ 
merly tagged "The Bridge,” next 
Fall ... Charles Schneer’s next 
Mqrningside Production for Co- 

' lumbia release will he “The Sev- 
; enth Voyage of Sinbad” which will 
I be filmed in the Mediterranean*. 

Trooper Hook 

Pretentions handling mars good, 
story possibilities. But McCrea 
and Stanwyck names, plus sev¬ 
eral strong action sequences, 
should pull in fair returns at 
b.o. 

This one brings up the point that 
there’s something to be said for the 
old-fashioned “non-adult” western. 
Agreed, the story lines were often 
simple to the point of simplemind¬ 
edness, but at least their creator 
told them directly, with a mini¬ 
mum of philosophic and psycho¬ 
logical chatter. "Trooper Hook” 
with Joel McCrea as a top sergeant 
is basically good tale, as written 
by Martin Berkley, David Victor 
and Herbert Little Jr., from a Jack 
Schaefer story but the telling is all 
too often pretentious and unneces¬ 
sarily convoluted. It spoils the 
overall effect. 

Pull of the marquee names of 
Joel McCrea and Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck, plus the fact that when di¬ 
rector Charles Marquis Warren 
wants to, he can stage & bang-up ac¬ 
tion sequence, may partly over¬ 
come story-telling faults for fair 
b.o. returns. Another plus is pain¬ 
staking authenticity in detail of di¬ 
rector Warren, who knows and 
loves the frontier west. 

When hardbitten cavalry topkick 
McCrea captures Apache band led 
by Rudolfo Acosta, he finds Miss 
Stanwyck, white captive squaw of 
the chief. McCrea is assigned to. 
escort Miss Stanwyck back to her 
real husband, John Dehner, but 
matters are complicated because 
she won’t give up her half-Ind»an 
son, Terry Lawrence, born in capi- 
tivity, ... 

When Aco$ta breaks loose and 
gathers a band to regain his son, 
her refusal to give up the boy and 
McCrea’s stubborn support threat¬ 
ens the assorted grabbag passen¬ 
ger list accompanying her on the 
stagecoach. McCrea wins safety 
from Acosta In a puzzling maneu¬ 
ver, by threatening to shoot the 
boy if the helpless CoachMs at¬ 
tacked. After . delivering Miss 
Stanwyck, McCrea finds husband 
Dehner unwilling to accept the 
lad. Final, unconvincing chase has 
Dehner and Acosta conveniently 
killing each other off, leaving Miss 
Stanwyck and McCrea free to con¬ 
summate growing affection for eafch 
other. ... 

Subsidiary plots sketchily devel¬ 
oped, are awkward courtship of 
drifting cowhand Earl Holliman 
and Spanish senorita Susan Koh¬ 
ner; craven greed of passenger Ed¬ 
ward Andrews; and racial enmity 
of frontier settlers against halL 
Indian hoy. ... 

McCrea fits sergeant’s role well, 
often rising above direction and 
story, curlicues. Miss Stanwyck, 
with a meaty role, also delivers 
strongly with skill and warmth. 

Holliman impresses with conta¬ 
gious good humor as the shy but 
self-reliant cowhand* while Miss 
Kohner, as his aristocratic Vis-a- 
vis, continues to. show promise. 
Royal Dano, as the eccentric stage- 
driver, Is. a standout in support, as 
is Acosta as the proud, barbaric 
Apache. . Either through direc¬ 
torial guidance or his own concept, 
Andrews overplayed the coward¬ 
ly bit, but Dehner manages' his re¬ 
quired elongated sulk okay. In 
lesser parts, moppet Lawrence, 
Sheb Wooley as a town bully, Stan¬ 
ley Adams as a tactless travelling 
salesman, and Celia Lovsky as Miss 
Kohner’s duenna grandmother all 
did well. 

Cameraman Ellsworth Fred¬ 
ericks did better in his black-and- 
white filming of scenic sweeps, but 
in photographing humans, he dis¬ 
played an overfondness for ex¬ 
treme closeups. Film editing by 
Fred Berger was marred by a few 
abrupt and illfitting transitions. 

Title song, in Western ballad 
idiom, by Gerald Fried and Mitzi 
Cummings and sung throughout by 
Tex Ritter, attempts to emulate 
the "High Noon” device. It’s not 

j too successful, since it intrudes 
■more tfeanJpforms, hut it's a'good 
I enough tune o^aKtyle. Kove, 

Supreme Court RuHng In 
Bookdealer Cases May 

Possibly Hit Other Media 
Washington, June 125. • 

In a series of three decisions on 
so-called obscene books,- which 
may affect censorship of motion 
pictures and other entertainment 
media, the U. S. Supreme Court 
yesterday J24) upheld Federal and 
[local “obscenity” statutes. 

! Dissenting opinions on each of 
three test cases charged that the 
court was fostering censorship. 

“This court has always as¬ 
sumed,” Justice Brennan wrote in 
one opinion, "that obscenity is not 
protected by the freedoms of 
speech and press. Implicit in the 
history of the first amendment is 
the rejection of obscenity as utter¬ 
ly without redeeming social im¬ 
portance.” 
'> Brennan wrote the majority 
opinion which upheld the convic¬ 
tion of Samuel Roth, New York 
bookseller. Roth had attacked the 
constitutionality of the Federal 
statute which makes obscene ma¬ 
terial unmailable. 

Same opinion applied to and af¬ 
firmed the conviction of David S. 

(Alberts, of California. He chal¬ 
lenged a state law against selling 
or advertising obscene books. 

In the third case. Involving 
Kingsley Books Inc. and the Times 
Book Shop, the court upheld the 
police powers of New York State 
to seize obscene literature and ob¬ 
tain a court order for its destruc¬ 
tion. 

Oct. Target-Date 
For 11-Pointed 

I Biz Hypo Plan 
r Council of Motion Picture Or¬ 

ganizations has ratified the . 11- 

point business-building plan pre¬ 

viously approved by a joint Indus¬ 

try committee. And action has 

been taken to raise the financing 

for the project pronto. 

Added to the program is an in-, 

stitutional advertising campaign, 

as proposed by Ernest Stellings, 

president of Theatre Owners of 

America. Sweeping promotion, 

along with the^ad push, includes 

•radio time purchases, the making 

of product trailers and community- 

serviee reels, Audience Awards 
and Academy Sweepstakes . polls, 
personality tours, direct ap¬ 
proaches to editors and publishers 
with the message about the mean¬ 
ing of theatres, market survey, 
etc; 

It’s all designed to help the box- 
office via stress on the entertain¬ 
ment values of pictures in theatres 
and the theatres’ role in commu¬ 
nity economics. 

COMPO board and exec commit¬ 
tee, at a New York meeting last 
week, voted approval of a plan to 
solicit from exhibitors four-tenths 
of 1% of the'film rentals of last 
year. The distributors, via the 
Motion Picture Assn, of America, 
arc to be asked to match this in¬ 
come dollar for dollar. 

Unofficial estimates of the over¬ 
all intake went as high as $3,000,- 
000 but some skeptics (with knowl¬ 
edge of the traditional difficulty 
encountered in raising coin for 
general industry endeavors) 
thought this unrealistic. Actual 
amount needed to get the program 
rolling is $600,000 in the first 
year. - 

Abe Montague, MPAA’s repre¬ 
sentative on the COMPO govern¬ 
ing board, and Roger Lewis, chair¬ 
man of the MPAA ad-pub commit¬ 
tee, are to go before the MPAA 
board with the request for. the 
financial participation. 

Plan is to launch the campaign 
by Oct, 1 at the latest, this includ¬ 
ing the institutional advertising, 
and it’s anticipated hy theCOMPO- 
ites that sufficient money will be 
on hand at that time. 

Board and exec committee also 
authorized exhib dues collections 
by COMPO to cover the next fiscal 
year, which begins Aug. 1. Dues 
revenue is for general operating 
purposes, as apart from the busi¬ 
ness-building endeavor, t 

42 Countries, But 
Only One Commie, 

As Berlin Opens 
By HANS HOEHN 

Berlin, June 25. 
Berlin's Seventh International 

Film Festival teed off June 21 (Fri-j 
day) with the screening of the 
French Technicolor film, “Les 
Aventures d’Arsene Lupin,” at the 
newly built ultra-modem 1,204* 
seat Zoo-palast. Showing of the' 
feature followed the usual formal¬ 
ities with W-Berlin's Mayor Prof. 
Otto Suhr, plus star parade in¬ 
troduced by actor Wolfgang Luks- 
chy. Audience included reps of 

[British, French, and U.S. film 
industries and the press corps. 
"Arsene Lupin” directed by 
by Jacques Becker found a friend¬ 
ly reception here, helped because 
Switzerland’s Liselotte Pulver and 
Berlin’s O. E. Hasse were in the 

| cast. Traditional Senate reception 
[starting at midnight at Townhall 
| SchCoeneberg concluded the first 
day of the fete. 

•Second night saw a parade and 
pageant at the 100,000 seat Olym¬ 
pic Stadium. Both Stadium and 
Waldbuehne amphitheatre will be 
the site of several more al fresco 
events. In all, this year’s festi¬ 
val should surpass, quantity wise, 
the previous ones. There are 31 
features, nine full-length docu¬ 
mentaries and 60 shorts from 42 
countries (as against 34 last year). 

Each day during the festival 
there will be at least three show¬ 
ings of features screened in their 
original language with German 
subtitles. Closing ceremonies take 
place July 2 with the awarding of 
gold and silver "Berlin Bears” to! 
the prize-winning productions, 
Last year, it was the American 
(Gene Kelly) "Invitation to the 
Dance,” which captured the top 
prize. - v 

Line-ui> of features and full- 
length documentaries shown in¬ 
cludes: 

Argentina: "The Unlucky Fellow." 
• "Ingen tid til kaertegn" (B« 

Dear To- Me). 
Finland; ”1918—A Man and His Con- 

science.” 
France; "Arsene Lupin,” "Sait-on Ja¬ 

mais" and "Man In the Rain-Coat." 
“The Last Ones Shall B# 

First.” "Call of the Gods’’ and "Jonas.” 
Ghana: "Freedom for Ghana.” 
Greece: "The Girl From Korfn” * 
Great Britain: "The Spanish Gardener." 

'Mahuela and 'Woman In the Dressing 
Gown." 

Hongkong: "Valley of the Lost Souls.” 
India: "The Man From Kabul.” 
Indonesia: "Legend of BalL” 
Italy: "La flnestra sul Lunapark,” "Pss 

an e figli 4nd "Continento perduto.” \ 
Japan: "The Horse Boy.” 
Korea: "The Wedding Day.” 
Malaya: "Haiig Tuah.” 
Mexico: "Tizoq ” "Felicidad” and 

“Mexican. Revolution." 
Nigeria; "Freedom.' 
Norway; "Rendezvc 
ears.” 
Sweden: "Young Hearts In Storm. 
Spain: 'Whom God Forgives.” 
U. S.; "Twelve Angry Men.” "Way- 

ward. Bus,” "Teahouse of August Moon,** 
"Secret* of Life and "Man in Space,” 

Venezuela: "Venezula.” 
■Yugoslavia: "It Was Not In Vain.* 
(With the exception- of Yugoslavia, non# 
of the Communist state* is party to th« 
competition^ 

O’Donnell Prediction: 
Erentnally No Tickets 

Under $2.50 Taxable 
Robert J. O’Donnell, v.p. and 

general manager of Texas Inter¬ 
state Theatres and key figure in in¬ 
dustry campaigns against the Fed¬ 
eral admissions tax, stated mitW 
York this week he’s confident that 
the levy eventually ■p'tL be re¬ 
moved on all tickets costing up JO, 
$2.50. Tax is now 10% on tickets 
over 90c. 

O’Donnell didn’t say what he 
based his confidence on but • it’s, 
known he’s in close contact witft 
Council of Motion Picture Organi¬ 
zations reps who currently are 
seeking to promote further tax re¬ 
lief. 

Hub Windup on DeMillef 
Boston, June 25.' 

'Hard ticket run of Paramount's 
“10 Commandments” closes a 36- 
week run at the AstOr Sunday (30), 
With total gross of $750,000 and 
total attendance near.'450,000, pet 
Dan Finn, manager. 

House employed a theatre party 
specialist for the run and played 
to big parties of clergy, school 
moppets, teachers and superin¬ 
tendents, plus other religious 
groups. 
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New Product Pushes Up Chi Trade: 
‘Bernardine’ Big $30,W, 'End' Boff 

23G; ‘Sun’ Wow 35G, Dino’ lit 2d 
Chicago, June 25. 

Loop business has emerged from 
its doldrums and warm weather is 
sending it skyward amid a flurry 
of new openers. Heavy advertis¬ 
ing, a sudden release of big prod-, 
uct and general trade excitement 
has caught :the public fancy here. 
Hence, this week augurs the 
brightest boxoffice picture in many 
months. Splurge started last week, 
with openers gaining heavy ground 
midweek. . 

“Bernardine" unfolded at the 
Chicago with disk jockey appear¬ 
ances helping. Prospects are for a 
solid $30,000. Standout of current 
ad campaigns was on preem pub¬ 
licity for “Beginning of End” and 
“Unearthly,” shaping a wow $23,- 
000 at Roosevelt. 

Art houses have taken a huge 
hunk of ad linage for their new 
pix, which shape generally strung. 
“Green Man”, looks fast. $6,000 at 
Surf_ while “Sorceress” is nifty 
$4,500 at Ziegfeld. 

After a smasheroo first week at 
Oriental that peaked the Windy 
City with $52,500, “Island in Sun” 
still is hotsy in second frame 
“Dino,” with “JUntamed Youth,” 
whose first frame topped the last 
three features at State-Lake, goes 
into second with likelihood for a 
par take for this kind of bill. 

“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” looks 
good in fourth week at United 
Artists. Roadshows are getting 
their share of summer biz. 

Universal’s experimental first- 
run of “Joe Butterfly” and “Kelly 
and Me” at 21 outlying theatres 
started fair to good last weekend, 
promising to beat out most rival 
nabe product in its first week. 
Overall, take, however, is slightly 
disappointing, in. view of big ad 
outlay. But design of ■* campaign 
was partly to sell idea of first-runs 
in neighborhood houses. Succeed¬ 
ing Universal packages will have 
smaller ad budgets. 

Post weekend reports show Uni¬ 
versal package in approximate 
draw with its most formidable 
competition. “Funny Face,” in first 
outlying run at equal number of 
houses. Pending further results on 
neighborhood first-run test here, 
it's reported that Universal is eye* 
ing Cleveland for its next launch¬ 
ing. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (480; 

90)—“It Happened In Park” (In¬ 
die). Perky $4,000. Last week,j 
subsequent-run. i 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50) 
— “Bernardine” _ (20th). Flashy 
$30,000. Last week, “D. I.” (WB) 
(3d wk), $16,500. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; 
90-$1.25) — “Loser Takes All” 

(Continued on page 22) , 

Prov, Patrons Head For 
Beach;‘Bus'Okay $7,000, 

Tarty’ Fairish $9,000 
Providence, June 25. 

With schools closing this past 
week, annual trek to summer 
beach homes began in earnest, 
leaving little for the main stem 
houses to cheer about. State is 
only fairish with “Bachelor Party.” 
Majestic is just okay with “Way- 
Ward Bus,” Strand's “Buster Kea¬ 
ton Story” and “Lonely Man” 
shapes light. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—"I 

Was A Teenage Werewolf” (Indie); 
and “Invasion of Saucer Men” (In¬ 
die). Faif $6,000, Last week, 
“Kronos” (20th) and- “She-Devil” 
(20th), $3,500. 

Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“Wayward Bus” (20th) and “Smiley” 
(E). Okay $7,000. Last week, 
“D.L” (WB) and “Naked Gun” 
(WB), $8,000. 

State (Loew) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“Bachelor Party” (UA) and “5 
Steps To Danger” (UA). Fairish 
$9,000. Last week, “Hellcats of 
Navy” (Col) and 4tThe Tall T” (Col), 
$8,000. 

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80) 
—“Buster Keaton Story” (Par) and 
“Lonely Man” (Par). Weak $4,500. 
Last week, “Calypso Heat Wave” 
(Col) and “The Burglar” (Col), 

,.$2,000. 

Werewolf Smart 11G, 
’ Buff ;‘Sun’ $12,000, 2d 

Buffalo, June 25. 
Summer boxoffice conditions 

prevail here in current stanza. 
Newcomers are not providing 
much help although “I Was a Teen- 
Age' Werewolf” looks smart -in 
nine days at the Center. Other 
new films are not getting fat. 
“Island in Sun” still is sockeroo in 
second week at the Buffalo. 
“Around World in 80 Days” soft¬ 
ened a bit in I2th session at Cen¬ 
tury but “Seven Wonders of 
World” continued good in - 44th 
roundat the Teck. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) <3,000; 60-85)— 

“Island in Sun” (20th) and “Gun 
Duel in Durango” (20th) (2d, wk). 
Still sock with $12,000. Last week, 
$20,000. 

Paramount (ABPT) (3,000; 60-85) 
—“Buster Keaton Story” (Par) 
and “Lonely Man” (Par). Mild 
$10,000. Last week, “D.I.” (WB) 
and “Counterfeit Plan” (Indie) 
(10 days), $13,000, 

Center (ABPT) (2,000; 60-85)— 
“Was Teen-Age Werewolf” (AlP) 
and “Invasion of Saucer Men” 
(AIP). Smart $11,000 in 9 days. 
Last, week, “Abandon Ship” (Col) 
and “The Burglar” (Col), $6,000. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 60-85)— 
“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) and 
“Mister. Cory” <U>. Tame $7,000 or 
near. Last week, “Attack Crab 
Monsters” (AA) and “Not of This 
Earth” (AA), same. 

Century (Buhawk) (1,400; $1.50- 
33)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (12th wk). Softened to good 
$8,500. .Last week, $9,500. 

Teck (SW-Cinerama) <1,200- 
$1.2Q-$2.40>—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (44th wk>. Good 
$6,800. Last week, $7,000. 

‘Sun Terrif50G, 
Philly; ‘Corral’ 11G 

Philadelphia, June 25. 
< “Island in Sun” is doing sen¬ 

sationally in opening week at the 
Fox in a session that finds many 
houses lagging. Pic did smash 
trade right from start, and looks 
to do biggest at tbs theatre since 
initial week of “The Robe” in 
1953. Overflow helped neighbor¬ 
ing Stanton where “River’s Edge” 
looms okay. “Battle Hell” is very 
dull at Mastbaum. Matinees 
hypoed “Johnny Tremaine.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— 

“Designing Woman” (M-G) '(5th 
wk). Okay $7,000. Last week, 
$8,000. 

Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430; 
$1.25-$2.60)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (61st wk). 
Holding at $7,200. Last week, • 
$7,200. 

Fox (20th) (*,250; 55-$1.80>— 
“Island in Sun” (20th). Mighty 
$50,000 or near. Last week, ’‘Way¬ 
ward Bus” (2Qth>, $9,500. 

Goldman (Goldman) (1.250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Garment Jungle” (Col). 
Okay $11,P00 but more was ex¬ 
pected, Last week, “Bachelor 
Party” (UA) (3d Wk), same. . 

Green Hill (Serena) '(750; 75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Green 
Man” (DCA) (4th %wk): Sock 
$5,500. Last week, $5,800. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$ 1.49) 
—“Battle Hell” (DCA). Drab $10,- 
000. Last week, “Joe Butterfly” 
Wh $8,000. 

Midtown (Goldman). (1,000; $2- 
$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (26th wk). Brisk $14,000. 
Last week, same. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (31st wk). Up* to $15,000 in 
final week. Last week, $14,000. 

Stanley (SW‘) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— 
“Johnny Tremain” (BV). Fair 
$14,000 or close. Last week, 
“Lonely Man” (Par), $8,500. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
“River’s Edge” (20th) and “Storm 

CQopti^ued, page 22} 

B.O.LflURELS 
I San Francisco, June 25. 

Launching of Lions Interna¬ 
tional Convention here, with 40* 
000 in the city is providing a solid 
b.o. stimulus this session despite 
the hot weather and inroads of 
some powerful legit competition. 
The heat and legits hurt arties and 
some weaker first-runs mostly. 
Standout newcomer is “The D,I.r” 
socko at Paramount. “Something 
of Value” looms good at Warfield. 

“Island in Sun” still is torrid in 
second round at the Fox. “Twenty 
Million Miles to Earth” looms nice 
at St, Francis. “Dragstrip Girl” is 
rated okay at Golden Gate. 

’‘Around World in 80 Days” is 
rated terrif at Coronet in 26th 
week While “Seven Wonders of 
World” .is climbing to a great take 
at Orpheum in 31st session. “10 
Commandments” continues big at 
Stagedoor in fifth found. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gale (RKO) (2,859; 80- 

$1)—“Dragstrip Girl” (AIP) and 
“Rock All Night” (AIP). Okay $10,- 
000. Last week, “Joe Butterfly” 
(U) and “Kettles on MacDonald’s 
Farm” <U). $13,000. 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“Island In Sim” (20th) and “Break 
In Circles” (20th) (2d wk). Terrific 
$23,000. Last week, $32,000. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— 
“Something of Value” (M-G). Good 
$16,000. Last week, “Seventh Sin” 
(M-G), $8,000. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25)— 
“D.L” (WB) and “Counterfeit 
Plan” (WB). Sock $22,000. Last 
week, “Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (3d wk), $12,000. 

St Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25) 
— “Twenty Million Miles To 
Earth” (Col) and “27th Day” (Col). 
Nice $15,000. Last week, “Gar¬ 
ment Jungle” (Col) (2d wk), $5,000 
in 4 days. 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458: 
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (31st wk). Hot 
$19,300. Last week, $17,300. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
70-$l)_“Trooper Hook” (UA) and 
“Square Ring” (Rep). Dull $5,500. 

[Last week, “Monster Challenged 
World” (UA) and “Vampire” (UA). 
$10,500. 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 
$2:20)—TO Commindments” (Par) 
(5th wk). Big $7,*00. Last week*. 
$8,500. 

Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) — 
“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (reissue) 
(2d wk). Off to $1,500. Last week, 
$1,800. 

• Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Fer- 
nandel Dressmaker” (Indie) (2d 
wk). Big $3,000. Last week; $4,200. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.25)—‘Gold of Naples” (DCA) 
(4th wk). Sock $3,000. Last week, 
$3,800. 

Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25< 
—“Nana” (Times) (4th wk). Oke 
$1,500. Last week, $2,400. 

Coronet (United California) (1.- 
250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Around World 
In 80 Days” (UA) (26th wk). Terri¬ 
fic $25,000. Last week, $26,000. 

Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Side 
Street Story” (Indie) and “Alone 

I In Streets” (Indie). Mild $1,100. 
Last week, “Stranger’s Hand" 
(DCA) and “Simba” (Indie), $1,000. 

7ahe’ Lively $13,000, 
Pitt Tammy’ Tall 8G, 

‘Sun’Boff 14G in 2d 
Pittsburgh, June 25. 

' ’‘Island in Sun” in holdover at 
Harris, continues to be the big 
downtown noise but some newcom¬ 
ers also are faring very welL 
“Something of Value” looks big 
at Penn. “Tammy and Bachelor” 

i at Fulton also shapes potent. Hard- 
ticket pix, ^Around World in 80 
Days” at Nixon and “10 Command¬ 
ments” at Warner, are both hold¬ 
ing up well despite the sizzling 
heat wave. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25>— 

“Tammy and Bachelor” (U). Way 
up over recent takes here with 
solid $8,000 or near in 9 days. Last 
week, “Joe Butterfly” (U), $4,000. 

Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)— 
“Nana” (Times) (4th wk). Winding 
up at okay $1,700. Last week, 
$1,850. 

Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25> 
—“Island in Sun” (20th) (2d .wk). 
A real blockbuster and biggest 
, . (Continued, on page 22) 4 

But ‘Prince Robust 145G, ‘Island’ 
High 100G, Both 2d, ‘Dino’-Vaude 16G 

‘D.I.’ Rousing $8,000, 
Port.;‘Tammy’ Oke 7G 

Portland, Ore., June 25.. 
Biz continues strong here in cur¬ 

rent session. Top newcomer, “The 
D.I.,” looks nice at Orpheum. “Is¬ 
land in Sun” continues great in 
second round at the Fox. “Around 
World in 80 Days” still is smash 
in 10th stanza at the Broadway. 
“Something of Value'* shapes mod¬ 
est at Liberty. “Tammy and Bach¬ 
elor” is rated okay opening week 
at Paramount. 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2- 

$2.50) — “Around World” (UA) 
(10th wk). Holding at big $12,000. 
Last week, $12,100. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536: $1-$1.50) 
—“Island In Sun” (20th) and “Two 
Grooms For Bride” (20th) (2d wk). 
Torrid $12,000. Last week, $20,200. 

.Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Wee 
Geordie” (Indie) (7th wk). Steady 
$2,000. Last week, $2,000. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890: 90- 
$1.25) — “Something of Value” 
(M-G) and “Canyon River” (AA). 
Modest $7,000 in 8 days. Last 
week, “Joe Butterfly” (U) and “Ac¬ 
cused of Murder” (U), $7,800. I rfav 79ftT 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-' 
$1.25)—“D.I.” (WB) and “Paris 
Does Strange Things” (WB). Nice 
$8,000 or close. Last week. “Pub¬ 
lic Pigeon No. 1” (RKO) and 
“Young Stranger” (RKO). $7,300. 

Paramount (Port-Par) .(3,400; 90- 
$1.25) — “Tammy and Bachelor” 
(U) and “Man Afraid” (U). Okay 

Resumption of tropical heat over 
the past weekend after the torrid 
wave had been broken temporarily 
late Wednesday night is cutting 
into Broadway film business in the 
current session. However, with 
home schools already out and all 
N.Y. students to be on vacation by 
the end of this week, a pickup is 
counted on by exhibitors in the 
next 10 days. Increase in cummer 
visitors also is starting to be felt. 

Money champ continues to be 
the Music Hall with "Prince and 
Showgirl” with stageshow. It is 
expected to hold at great $145,000 
in current session (2d) and, of 
course, stays on indefinitely. “Inland 
in Sun” with iceshow, too, con¬ 
tinues its fast stride, with a sock 
$100,000 anticipated in initial hold¬ 
over round at the Roxy. On the 
other hand, “Scandal in Sorrento” 
dipped to dull $Q,000 in second 
week at the Mayfair, where “Deli¬ 
cate Delinquent” opens Monday (D. 

“Something of Value” wound its 
seventh week (5 days) with a good 
$12,000 at the Astor, where “Beau 
James” preems tonight (Wed.). 
“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” finished 
its fourth week at the Capitol last 
night with an okay $21,000, with 
“Pride and Passion” opening Fri- 

“Faee in Crowd" wound its 
fourth session at the Globe with a 
good $11,000. “Dino” with vaude 
looks fine $16,000 on first week at 
the Palace. “The D.I.” hit an okay 
$23,000 in third stanza at the Para¬ 
mount, wlrch brines in a rock-'n’- 
roll stageshow with “Beginning of 

$7,000 or near. Last w?eek, “Mon-; End” on July 3., 
ster ^Changed World” (UA) 
“Varripire” (UA), same. 

‘Bernardine Hub 
Ace, Sturdy 15G 

Boston, June 25. 
Week long heat wave will damp¬ 

en the b.o. here currently. Only 
three new* pix unleashed this frame, 
with “Bernadino” standout at the 
Memorial with solid takings. 
’‘Something, of Value” opened at 
the State' and Orpheum Saturday 
(22); “D.I.” looms good in second 
round "at Paramount and Fenway. 
"Fantasia” is stout in second week. 
Hard ticket shows are holding up 
nicely. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75) 

—“10 Commandments” (Par) (32d 
W’k). Oke $5,500. Last wreek, $6,500. 

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678; 
90-$lR5) — “Fantasia” (BV) reis¬ 
sue) (2d wk). Oke $4,500. Last 
week, $4,000. 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.56) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (44th wk). Stout $13,- 
000. Last week, ditto. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— 
“John and Julie” (Indie) opened 
Sundav. (23). Last. wreek, “Gold of 
Naples” (DCA) <71h wk), $3,000. 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10) 
—“D.I.” (WB) and “Naked Gun” 
(Asso) (2d wk). Good $5,500. Last 
week, $7,500. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Bachelor Tarty” (UA) (10th 
wk). Neat $4,800. Last week, 
$5,500, 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)— 
“Bernardine” (20th) and “Lure of 
Swamp” (20th). Hotsy $15J)00. 
Last week, “Joe Butterfly” (U) and 
“Kettles ^on Old MacDonald’s 
Farm” (U), $11,000. . 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
$1.25)—-“Wayward Bus” (20th) and 
“Badlands of Montana” (20th) (2d 
wk). Slow $8,000 or near. Last 
week, $10,000. 

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60- 
$1.10) t— “D.I.” (WB) and “Naked 
Gun” (Asso) (2d wk). Oke $10,000. 
Last week, $16,000. 

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)— 
“Whispering Smith” and “Streets 
of Laredo” (reissues). Oke $4,000.; 
Last week, “Lonely Man” (Par) 
and “Gamma People” (Col), $5,500. j 

Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50-1 
$3.30) — “Around World” (UA) j 

XContinuefl on page 22) 

and j "Wayward Bus” looms moderate 
j for third-final week at the Victoria, 
with “St. Joan” replacing today 

liWed.). Another newcomer will be 
( “Sweet Smell of Success” which 
■ comes into the State tomorrow 
(Thurs.). “Monkey on Back” is 

' down to dull $6,000 in final (4th) 
; round (eight davs*. 
| “Happy Road” is top new arty 
j pic, T\Tith a big $18,000 or better 
I likely opening session at the Plaza. 
! Hand-ticket pictures continue to 
hold ^remarkably well, best show¬ 
ing being made by “Around World 
in 80 Days” with a capacity $37,100 
in 36th week at the Rivoli. “10 
Commandments” looks like great 
$38,000 in 33d stanza at the Crite¬ 
rion. “Seven Wonders of World” 
was smash $35,000 in 63d round at... 
the Warner, where it now is in its 
64th week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (Ci(v Inv.) U.300; 75-$2)— 

“Beau James” (Par.) Opens to¬ 
night (Wed.), with special preem. 
Regular run begins tomorrow 
(Thurs.). In ahead, “Something of 
Value” (M-G.) «7th wk-5 days), 
good $12,000. Sixth full week was 
$14,500 for a splendid extended- 
run. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—‘Nana” iTimes) 
(11th wk). Tenth frame finished 
Thursday (20) was oke $5,700 after 
$6,000 in ninth week. 

Baronet (Readei (430; $1.25-. 
$1.80)—“French, They Are Funny 
Race” (Cont) (6th wk). Fifth 
stanza ended Monday (24) was 
sprightly $6,100. Fourth was 
$7,200. Stays on indef. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 
(4th wk). This round finished last 
night (Tues.) wras okay $21,000 or 
near. Third week, $28,000. House 
closing June 26-27 to prep for 
preem Of “Pride and Passion” (UA) 
on Friday (28). 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(33d wk). This week ending tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) looks like great $38,- 
000. The 32d stanza was $37,000. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—“Torero” (Col) (6th wk). Fifth 
round finished Monday <24'* was 
hotsy $8,300. Fourth was $9,100. 

Globe (Brandt* (1,500; 70-$1.50) 
—“Face in Crowd” (WB) (5th wk'. 
Fourth stanza ended last night 
(Tues.) was good $11,000 or close. 
Third was $13,000. No pic booked 
m for immediate dating, and 
house may shutter temporarily. 

Guild (Guild) *450; $1-$1.75>— 
'Green Man” (DCA) (6th wk>. 

Fifth frame ended yesterday 
(Continued on page 22) 
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‘Value’$8,080, ‘Face’ 7G, Both OK 
In K.C.; ‘Sun’ Torrid 11G in 2d 

Kansas City, June 25. 4* 
Moderate trend prevails for 

week but product generally is im¬ 
proved. “Something of Value” at 
the Midland and “Face in the 
Crowd” at the Paramount are both 

* okay. "Tall T” in four Dickinson 
situations is satisfactory. “Island 
in Sun” in second week at four 
Fox Midwest houses is still big. 
“Around World in 80 Days” at 
Tower continues great. “Cinerama 
Holiday” has unusual strength at 
the Missouri “Ten Command¬ 
ments” clings on at Boxy. Weather 
changed briefly from the rainstorm 
rut midweek. 

i Estimates for This Week 
| Dickinson, Glen, Shawnee Drive- 

in, Leawood Drive-in • (Dickinson) 
; (750; 700;' 1,100 cars; 800 cars; 75c 

person) — “Tall T” (Col) and 
“Storm Over the'Nile” (Col). Okay 
$12,000. Last week, “Monster That 
Challenged WorM” (UA) and “The 

i Vampire” (UA), $11,000, being hurt 
; Iby evening rains, 
j Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 75-90)— 
: “Moulin Bouge” (UA) and “African 

Queen” (UA) (reissues). Modest 
$1,000. Last week, “Invitation To 
Dance” (M-G) (4th wk), $800. 

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— 
“Something of Value” (M-G) and 
“Crime of Passion” (UA). Just 
over average at $8,000. Last week, 
“Giant Claw” (Col) and “Night 
World Exploded” (Col), $7,000. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
$1.20-$2) «— “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (16th wk). Bright $10,- 
000; holds. Last week,-same. 

Paramount (UP) (1,800; 75-90)— 
“Face in Crowd” (WB).* Oke $7f- 
000. Last week, ^Brave "One” 
(RKQ), $4,000 in 5 days. 

Bockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90)—“Love Lottery” (In¬ 
die) (2d wk). Passable $1,000. Last 
week, $1,700. 

Boxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$2)— 
“10 Commandments” (Par (19th 
wk). Nifty $5,000* stays on. Last 
week, $6,000. 

Tower (Fo^ Midwest) (1,145; 
$1.25-$2) —“Around World” (UA) 
(4th wk). Great $11,000. Last week, 

| $12,000. 
Uptown, Esquire/Fairway, Gra¬ 

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,043; 820; 
700; 1,217; 75-90)—“Island in Sun” 
(20th) (2d wk) and “Two Grooms 
for a Bride” (20th) (2d wk) added 
at Esquire and Granada. Big $11,- 
000. Last week, $20,000, greatest 
in months for these four spots. 

‘Tremain’ Fat $9,000 In 
Cincy; ‘80 Days’ Terrif 

|J 18G,‘Sun’16G,'2dWk. 
Cincinnati, June 25. ! 

i Film biz is chalking up winning 
t grosses at all stands this canto, 
i “The D.L” shapes slick in the 
v Palace to top new bills. However,1 
l “Johnny Tremain” at Keith’s looms 
j solid and “Tarzan and Lost Safari” 
! at Grand is good. Topping the 
i town for second wteek is “Island in 
< Sun,” mighty at flagship Albee, and 

likely to hold for another round. 
“Around World in 80 Days” shapes 
to pass sensational preem figure at 
the'suburban Valley Theatre. Con¬ 
tinuing solid, “Seven Wonders” in1 
55th session is climbing to a terrific 
figure. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25) — 

“Island in Sun” (20th) i2d wk),. 
Maintaining lead at great $16,000 

- following $20,000 bow. Likely/ to 
• hold for third. 

ij Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
i. $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of 

i! World” (Cinerama) (55th. wk). 
S Extra show lifting to hotsy $18,000. 
1 Last week, $17,000. 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)— 
“Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G) 
and “Vintage” (M-G). Okay $7,000* 
£<ast week, “Big Caper” (UA) and 

1 .“Gun Duel in Durango” (UA) split- 
%’iih “Voodoo Island ” fUAJ and1 
'’Pharaoh’s Curse” (UA), $6,800. 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$l,25>— 
4'Johnny Tremain" (BV). Juve turn¬ 
out resounding to swell $9,00Q 

| **tempo. Last week, “Tammy and 
| Bachelor” (U), $9,500. 
k Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— 

“The D.I.” (WB). Slick $10,000. 
Last week, “Bachelor Party” (UA), 
$7,000. 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50- 
$2.50)—“Around World” (UA) (2d 
wk), Steady climb points to wham 
$18,000, topping $17,000 preem. 
Biz exceeds expectations for subur¬ 
ban location, with matinees excep¬ 
tionally strong. Early response 
reflects swell notices and word-of- 
mouth puffs. 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gro'srf ” - 

This Week  .$2,635,400 
(Based on 23 cities and 254 

theatres, chievy first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) . 

Total Gross Sam« Week 
Last Year.$2,21$,6Q0 

(Based on 21 cities and 207 
theatres.) 

‘Joe Lusty $9,000, 
Omaha; ‘Bus 5G 

Omaha, June 25, 
Biz is showing a nice improve¬ 

ment at downtown first-rutts this 
week, with “Wayward Bus” looking 
best at the Brandeis. Matinee play1 
is making “Giant Claw” oke at the j 
Omaha. “Joe Butterfly” looms j 

lusty at the Orpheum. "Seventh 
Sin” is okay at the State. 

Estimates^ for This Week 
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)— 

“Wayward Bus” (20th) and “Love 
Lottery” (Indie). Smash $5,000. 
Last week, “China Gate” (20th) and 
“Lawless 80s” (Rep), $3,000. 

Omaha (Trjstates) (2,066; 75-90) 
—“Giant Claw” (Col) and “Night 
World Exploded” (Col). Oke $5,000. 
Last week, “Battle Hell” (DCA) 
and “Break in Circle” (20th), 
$4,500. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- 
90) —“Joe Butterfly” (U). Torrid 
§9,000. Last, week, “Desk Set” 
(M-G), $6,000. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90) — 
“Seventh Sin” (M-G).‘Oke $3,500. 
Last week, “This Could Be Night” 
(M-G), $4,000. 

Indpls. Up; ‘D.L’ Mighty 
$12,000,/Sun’Bright 18G, 
W 8G, 10 CV 10G 

Indianapolis, June 25. 
Biz has taken a marked upswing 

at most first-runs here this stanza, 
with strong lineup of pix all 
around. “Island In Sun” is top 
money film with great take at the 
Indiana, and will hold. “Some-! 
thing of Value” at Loew's is rated 
good. “The D.L” is drawing heav¬ 
ily qn teen-age trade for a sock 
total at the Circles. “10 -Com¬ 
mandments” in 22d week at Lyric, 1 
is down a little hut still big. 

Estimates -for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- 

'907—“D.I.” (WB) and “Crime of 
Passion” (UA>. Sock $12,000. 
Last week, “Kettles” on Old Mac¬ 
Donald’s Farm” (U) and “Brave 
One” (RKO-U), $8,500. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90)—“Is¬ 
land Jn Sun” (20th). Great $18,- 
000. Last week, “Face in Crowd” 
(WB) and “Counterfeit Plan” (WB), 
$9,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)— 
“Something of Value” (M-G) and 
“War Drums” (UA). ' Good $8,000. 
Last week, “Twenty Million Miles I 
to Earth” (Col) and “27th Day”! 
(Col), same. . : 

Lyric (C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20)—- I 
“10 Commandments” (Par) (22d’ 
wk). Big $10,000. Last week,; 
$10,500. | 

‘Bernartfne’ Brisk 14G, j 
Denver;/Vaine’$HiOOO 

Denver, June 25. 
“Bernatdine” shapes fine-at the 

Denver, tod is dhe best new pic in 
city' currently. Wofld preem of 
this film netted House of Hope, 

■pet charity of Mary Chase, author 
of “Bernardine,” around $11,000, 
with scale $2.50 to $12.50. Pre¬ 
miere drew a full house. ‘Island 
in Sun” actually is running close 
to “Bernardine” although in sec¬ 
ond week At the smaller Centre. 

.Both °pix-v$re holding, “Battle 
Hell,” playing two drive-ins, is 
nice, “Something of Value” is 
rated neat at Orpheum. “Johnny 
Tremaine” looms hep' at Aladdin. 

Estimates for Thi^-Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400;‘ 70-90) — 

“Johnny Tremain” (BV). Neat 
$5,000. Last week, “Vintage” 
(M-G), $3,000. 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 
“Island in Sun” (20th) (2d wk). 
Great $13,000. Stays on. Last 
week, $24,000. 

Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 70-90) 
(Continued On page 22) 

Tigeon’ Potent $7,000, . 
L’ulle; ‘Sun’ Hot 9G, 2d 

Louisville, Jane 25. j 
Biz on. the main stem is just 

average this week, lone standout 
of new pix being “Public Pigeon 
No. 1” at the Kentucky. Fourth 
week of “Around World in 80 
Days,” helped by group parties, is 
rated sock at the Brown. “Island 
in Sim,” on second week at the 
Rialto, is’holding'up well on one 

i of few southern bookings this film 
has had to date. “War Drums” 

: and “Spring Reunion” at the Mary 
Ann, looks okay. “Bachelor Party” 
looks dull at Loews. 

Estimates for This Week 
i. Brown (Fourth Ave.-U.A.)—(900; 
$1.25-$2.40) — “Around World in 
80 Days” (UA) (4th wk). Helped 
by out-of-town groups to indicated 
Jsock $13,000. Last week, same. 

Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85) 
—“Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) and 
“Young Stranger” (U). Socko $7,- 
000. Last week, “Deadly Mantis” 
(U) and “Girl In The Kremlin” 
(U>, $5,000. 

Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000; 
50-85)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) and 
“Man From Del Rio” (UA). Slow 
$7,000. Last week, “Twenty Mil¬ 
lion Miles To Earth” (Col) and 
“27th Day” (Col), $9,000. 

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; 
50-85)—“War Drums” (UA) and 
“Spring Reunion” (UA). Satisfac¬ 
tory $6,000. Last week, “D.I.” 
(WB) (2d wk), $5,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 
75-99)—“Island In Sun” (20th) (2d 
wk). Still okay, race angles not 
crimping pace. Likely nice $9,000 
after ppener’s $14,000. 

‘Value’ Fancy 7G, 
Mpls,; ‘Sun 12G, 2d 

Minneapolis, June 25. 
With only one newcomer of con¬ 

sequence, “Something of Value,” 
and that not a blockbuster, “Island 
in Sun” for a second consecutive 
week continues to lead the b.o. 
procession easily, excluding Cine¬ 
rama of course. However, among 
the fresh entries “Giant Claw”- 
“Night World Exploded” dual 
combo is attracting some trade and 
another lesser twin bill, “Kronos” 
and “She-Devil” may make a re¬ 
spectable showing, too. It’s the 46th 
week for the still highly profitable 
“Seven Wonders of World.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Century <S-W) (1,150;- $1.75;- 

$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” (Cine¬ 
rama). No slackening up here. 
Dandy $12,50. Last week, $13,800. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
“Something of Value” (M-G). Rock 
Hudson helping this pic at box- 
office. Nice $7,000 or near. Last 
week, “Half Human” Undie) and 
“Monster Green Hill” (Indie), 
$4,200. 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90) — 
“Kronos” (20th) and “She-Devil” 
(20th). These shockers have a prof¬ 
itable following. Okay ‘$4,000. Last 
week, “Gunfight • at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (3d wk), $4,200. 

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— 
“Island in Sun” (20th) (2d wk) One 
of year’s real draws. Still socko 
at* $12,000. Last week, $18,500. 

[ RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90) — “Giant Claw” (Col) and 
“Night World Exploded” (Col). Oke 

(Continued on page 22) 

New Pix Perk LA.; D.L’ Hep $27,000, 
‘Earth’ Okay 25G, ‘Love Nice l§/fa 

‘Bernardine Fair 25G, ‘Son’ 26G, 2d 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ..j... $541,700 

(Based on 23 theatres) 

Last Year ....$538,600 
(Based on 21 theatres) 

Los Angeles, June 25. 
A mighty $260,380 is anticipated 

at first-runs this frame, with-sev¬ 
eral strong openers and a number 
of good holdovers and extended- 
runs. “The D.I.” is leading seven 
new bills with a punchy $27,000 or 
near in three theatres. It is closely 
followed by “Twenty Million Miles 
To Earth” with an okay $25,000 or 
close in three situations. 

‘Value’Lofty 13G, 
Det;‘Joe’0K12G 

. Detroit, June 25. 
Although the pace is not as tor¬ 

rid as last session, another good 
week is in prospect among the 
downtown houses. “Garment Jun¬ 
gle” looks fihe. at Palms. “Some¬ 
thing of Value” is living up to its 
name at the Adams with a big ses- 

1 sion. “Joe Butterfly” is only okay ! 
at the Michigan. “Island in Sun” 
hdlds for a second great week at 
the Fox. “Around World'80 Days” 
is on the upbeat in 26th stanza at 
the United Artists. “10 Command¬ 
ments” still shapes nice in 31st 1 
Madison round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- 

$1.25)—“Island in Sun” (20th) and 
“Two* Grooms for Bride” (20th) (2d 
wk). Socko $25,000. Last week, 
339,000. 

“Love in Afternoon” shapes nice 
$25,500 or a bit over iu two houses. 
“Bernardine” looms fair $25,000 in 
four spots. “Island in Sun” con¬ 
tinues smash $26,000 in second 
round at Chinese. 

“Seven Wonders of World” 
should hit wow $40,000 in third 
session at Warner Hollywood. 
“Around World in 80 Days” is 
steady $26,700 at Carthay in 27th 
frame. “10 Commandments” still 
is bouncy at $14,500 in 32d week 
at Warner Beverly. “Gunfight*at 
O.K. Corral” looks sock $12,000 in 
fourth Hollywood Paramount 
round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- 

$1.75)—“Monte Carlo Story” (UA). 
Light $4,100. Last week, “Bachelor 
Party” ,(UA) (10th wk), $2,300. 

Egyptian. Hillstreet (UATC-RKO) 
(1,503; 2,752; 80-$1.80)—“Love in 
Afternoon” (AA>. Fine $25,500. 
Last week, in other unit. 

I Los Angeles, Hollywood, Ri(z, 
Loyola (FWC) (2,097;* 756; „ 1,330; 
1.248; 90-$1.50 )— “Bernardine” 
(20th) and “Lure of Swamp” (20th). 
Okay $25,000. Last week, with Fox 
Wilshire in unit instead of Ritz, 
“Desk Set” (20th) and “Badlands 
Montana” (20th). $19,800. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 
90-$1.25) — “Joe Butterfly” (U) 
and “Phantom Stage Coach” (In¬ 
die). Just okay at $12,000. Last 
week, “D.I.” (WB) and “Sierra 
Stranger” (UA) (2d wk), $15,000. 

Palms <UD> <2,961; 90-$1.25)— 
“Garment Jungle” (Col) and “Bur¬ 
glar” (Col). Fine $15,000. Last 
week, “Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) and “Crime of Passion” (In¬ 
die) (3d wk). $12,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25- 
$2.75)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(31st wk). Nice $14,000, Last 
week, $16,000. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$1.25)—“20 Million Miles to 
Earth” (Col) and ‘‘27th Day” (Col) 
(2d wk-3 ddys), Oke $8,000. Last 
week, $22,000. 

United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25- 
$3)—“Around World 80 Days” 
(UA) (26th wk). Great $19,000. 
Last week, $16,400.- 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25) 
—“Something of Value” <M-G). 
Big $13,800 or over. Last week. 
“Little Hut” (M-G) $6,500 in third 
wreek. 

Music Hall (SW-C ineranu) 
il,205; $1.50-$2.65)—“Seven Won¬ 
ders of Worldr* (Cinerama) (46th 
wk). Oke $17,300. Last week, 
same. 

Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)— 
‘Invitation to Dance” (M-G) and 

“Vintage” (M-G) (2d wk). Okay 
$5,000. Last week, ditto. 

Orpheum, Hawaii, Fox Beverly 
(Metropolitan - G&S- FWC) (2,213; 
1.106; 1,334; 80-$1.80) — “Lonely 
Man” (Par) and “Buster Keaton 
Story” (Par). Modest $15,500. Last 
week, Orpheum and Hawaii in 
units, Beverly second-run. 

Downtown, Iris, Uptown (SW- 
FWC) (1,757; 756; 1,715;. 90-$L50) 
— “Twenty * Million Miles To 
Earth” (Col) and “27th Day” <Col). 
Okay $25,000 or near. Last week. 
Downtown in other unit. Iris ana 
Uptown, with Orpheum, “Black 
Tent” (Rank) and “Checkpoint” 
(Rank), $10,200. 

Downtown Paramount, Wfltem, 
Vogue (ABPT-SW-FWO (3,300; 2,- 
344; 885; 80-SI.80)—“D.I.” (WB) 
and “Counterfeit Plan” (WB). 
Punchy $27,000 or near. Last week. 
Downtown Paramount, “Sea 
Devils” and “Flying Leathernecks” 
(Indie) (reissues), $5,000. Wiltern 
and Vogue with Downtown (SW>, 
“Joe Butterfly” (U) and “Young 
Stranger” (RKO-U), $14,700. 

New Fox, Globe (FWC-Metro- 
politan) (965; 799; 90-$1.50>—“Love 
Lottery” (Indie) and “Lost Conti¬ 
nent” (Lopert) (reissues). Poor 
$3,000. Last week, New Fox “Lit- 

(Continued on page 22) 

‘80 Days’ Whopping 24G, 
Cleve.; ‘Value’ Trim 15G, 

‘Sun’ Scorching 19G, 2d 

Balto Spotty; ‘Sun’ Sock $14,008,2d, 
‘80 Days Great 10G, ‘Tremain 8G 

Baltimore, June 25. 
Biz this week, like the tempera¬ 

ture, has gone up and down, with* 
some exhibitors crying the blues 
and others happy with their take. 
Setup doesn’t seem helped any. by. 
the absence of any strong entries^ 
and the number of duaj, hills’ 
around., “Island in Sun” at the 
Century is making a sbeko showing 
in its second frame. “For Whom 
Bell Tolls” looks good opening 
week at the Cinema. .. • ’ 

“Johnny Tremain” is barely 
okay at Hipp. “Green Man" at the 
5 West and “Bachelor Party” at 
the Playhouse are 'stilt solid. 
“Around World in 80 Days” still 
is big at Film Centre. 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 

$1.25)—“Island In Sun” (20th) (2d 
wk). Hotsy $14,000 after $18,000 
opener. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“For Whom Bell Tolls” 
(Par). Hep $4,000 opener. Last 
week, “Tears For Simon” Rep). 
Last week, same. 

F0m Centre (Rappaport) (890; 

50-51.25)-—“Around World in 80 
Days” (UA) (27th wk). Still nice 
at $10,000. ‘ . 

Five West (Schwaber) (560; 50- 
$1.25)—“Green Man’* (DCA) (3d 
wk).^ Bright $4,000 after $5,000 last 

^ Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.300; 
50-$1.25)—“Johnny Tremain” (BV). 
Barely okay $8,000. Last week, 
“Seventh Sin” (M-G), $5,000. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)—“Monkey On- Back” (UA) 
and “Buster Keaton Story” (Par). 
Slow $4,000. Last week, “River’s 
Edge” (20th) and “China Gate” 
(20th), $3,000. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- 
$1.25)—“Bachelor Party” (UA) (2d 
wk). Sturdy $4,500 after $5,000 
in first. . * 

Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— 
“Face in Crowd” (WB). Forlorn 
$7,000. Last week, "Gunfight at 
O.K. Corral” (Par) (3d wk), $9,000. 
. Town. (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- 
$1.25)—“Giant Claw” (Col) and 
“Day World Exploded” (Col). 
Okay at $8,000. Last week, “This 
Could Be Night” (M-G), $6,000. 

Cleveland, June 25. 
Local boxoffice is ’outdoing the 

current heat wave, with “Around 
World in 80 Days” picking up 
strength going into second week 
for a mighty take at the Ohio. 
“Island in Sun” still is smash in 
first holdover round at Allen. “This 
Is Cinerama” is closing out a 32- 
week run with a lofty take at Pal¬ 
ace with “Cinerama Holiday”,com- 
ing in Thursday (27). “Something 
of Value” shapes tall at the State 
but “Garment Jungle” is slow at 
Hipp. 

Estimats for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l)—“Is¬ 

land In Sun” (20th) (2d wk>. Big 
$19,000. Last week, $30,000. 

Hipp <Telem’t» (3,700; 70-51)— 
“Garment Jungle” (Col). Slow 
$8,000. Last week, ‘‘Gunfire” at 
O. K. Corrall” (Par) t3d wk), 
$11,000. 

Ohio .(Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“Around World” (UA) (2d wk». 
Pushing to great $24,000. Last 
week. $20,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama> (1,485: 
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (32d wk). Sqcko $22,. 
300 for final week. 

State (Loew) (3,500: 70-90)— 
“Something of Value” (M-G), Tall 
$15,000. Last week, “Tarzair and 
Lost Safari” (M-G), $10,000. 

Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-901— 
“Halliday Brand” (UA) and “Crime 
of Passion” (UA). So-so $7,000. 
Last w*eek, “Kronos” (20th) and 
‘She-Devil” (20tii*. ditto. 



UAniEfit Wednesday, June 26, 1957 

Exhibitors everywhere 
will receive the impact of 
this block-long 
selling^display at the 
crossroads of the 
nation . . . just 
when all America 
is reading the 
persuasive ads in 
the current issues of 
Life, Look, Seventeen 
and other magazines.- 

Tonight at the astor 
THEATRE, New York’s Mayor 
Robert F. Wagner will be host at the 
Gala Premiere for the benefit of his 
Committee on Scholastic Achieve¬ 
ment. The celebrity-packed audience 

will start the cheers that will 
resound across the^country for 

; this human and heart-warming 
picture that’s'certain to. be one 
of the year’s top. grossers. 

ALEXIS SMITH-DARREN McGAVIN 
SGEORGE JESSEL-WALTER CATLETT 
Produced by JACK ROSE • Directed by MELVILLE SHAVELSON 
Screenplay by JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON 
TONICOLOR* Da,ceS . A PARAMOUNTPICTURE - VlStAyiSlOH* 

BOB HOPE VERA M 
PAUL DOUGLAS 



Small Per Capita Attendance Mam 
Concern of French Exhibs Confab 

Paris, June 25. - 

The Federation of French. Film 
Exhibitors is7 now meeting; at 
EViaO; a watering spot, With the 
remainder of the industry still dis¬ 
cussing film quality, festival prizes, 
etc., the FFFE is primarily inter¬ 
ested in getting7 more patrons. 
Political and economic difficulties, 
now* facing France, have affected 
filrugoing adversely, according to 
the FFFE. However, much talk 
has -been centered so far on other 
exhib difficulties. 

These other (concerns are the 
question of frozen admission prices 
and the eventual fate of Film Aid 
When it runs out in about 18 
months. Exhibs claim the govern¬ 
mental Centre National De la 
Clnematograpbie has hot only 
broken r promise to begin to give 
freedom on ducats, but also re¬ 
cently cut prices at all .houses with 
50c or below admission. 

They feel this cut into Film Aid 
coffers filled by the taxes lopped 
off ticket prices. Exhibs have 
been facelifting their theatres and 
particularly need Film Aid hand¬ 
outs, They maintain.that this tab 
cut last December represents a 
Slash of nearly $1,300,000 in Aid j 
Fund. coin. 

FFFE fa also moaning over the 
increase in number Of klngsize pix' 
which cbme with an asking price 
Of 70% of gross. Though 50% is J 
tha tops allowed, the 20% comes i 
in via making exhibitors share] 
publicity expenses. FFFE believes ] 
that it is not just to allow for 
upped percentages, on so-called; 
big pix. If this is the case, they 
argue, then vihey should get a 
greater cut\>f small features. 

FFFE is mainly probing that old 
French pic spresp.ot, why fa that 
Countries like Italy, and Great Brit¬ 
ain get a much greater filmgoing 
per capita atienadnce -every year? 
England gets .1,200,000,000 per 
year and Italy 800,000 to France’s 
paltry 400,000. . 

Exhibitors complain about such 
things as the many shackles' still 
put on the . industry by govern¬ 
ment supervision, including frozen 
admission scales, ban on dualers 
and nix oil reprising *pix more than 
several years old without a new 
visa. 

FFFE also spoke out against, ex¬ 
orbitant taxes on the exhibs. 

Italian Govt Probing 
Block Booking Cartel 

Setup Among Exhibs 
Home, June 18. 

The current tense situation de¬ 
riving from cartel practices and 

block bookings among Italo exhib¬ 

itors has become the subject of a 

government investigation following 
£n open query in the house -by a 
deputy regarding this '‘grave situa¬ 
tion.” The congressman likewise 
gsked what the government was do¬ 
ing or intended to da to eliminate 
this condition ("in which closed 
circuits tended to Impede jthe free 
Circulation of films”). j 

The government's reply Was that 
it had taken "every action” in its 
power to right, the "monopolistic 
situation,” which it felt dangerous 
and detrimental to the entire in¬ 
dustry. Also that it has asked the 
exhib and distrib organs, AGlS add 
ANICA, to intervene, but without 
success. As no concrete results 
were obtained, the government re¬ 
ply notes, the matter will be re¬ 
ferred to the Commission on Cine¬ 
matography for immediate action. 

The government confessed itself 
powerless to Intervene with legal 
means in the current situation. It 
noted that only two laws, one on 
illegal competition and another on 
interference with freedom of trade 
and commerce were applicable in 
this case, but that both had to be 
invoked by private parties, and not 
by the government^ j 

Qbly in very exceptional cases, j 

the official note concludes, may the : 
government interfere in such mat- j 

ters. Such conditions would be a! 
grave crisis In the film industry or -] 
a sharp disagreement between vari* J 
ous film industry sectors leading | 
to drastic measures. These condi- i 

tions, the note implies, do not at 
the present time exist, making gov-' 
emment interference at this time ■ 
illegal. 

Rank Precision Profit 
Off $1,754,000 from ’55 

- London, June .25. 

Consolidated G r o irp trading 
profits for Bank Precision Indus¬ 
tries Ltd. ior 1956, registered a 
drop of almost $1,754,000 compared 
with the previous' year. Trading 
profit last year was $2402,573 
against $3,856,521 in ,1955. 

J.' Arthur Bank, cairman of BPI, 
said that during 1956 the Volume 
of orders for the re-equipment of 
cinemas showed a sharp dip. Main 
reasons for this were falling at¬ 
tendance and lack bf relief in the 
Budget from the “overwhelming 
burden” of the admission tax. Bank 
added that trading conditions dur¬ 
ing the first few months of this 
year had not been favorable, but 
there were signs of improvement. 
However, it was possible that trad¬ 
ing profits for 1957 might show a 
further recession compared with' 
those of 1956, 

‘Journey/TMary’ 
Italo B.O. Hits 

Borne, June 18. i 
"Long Day’s Journey ' Into 

Night,” "Diary of Anne Frank” and! 

"Othello” shared top Italo box-j 

office returns with an Italian nov¬ 

elty, "Tromboril,” according to a 

survey of the ninemonth legit sea*- 
son conducted by Giornale Dello 
Spettacolo, official theatre-owners’ 
weekly in this country. The AGlS 
.organ states that the O'Neill drama 
was seen in 17 different Italian 
centers, during its successful tour: 
as staged by the Renzo Bicci-Eva 
Magni Co. (Incidentally, "Journey” 
was staged here directly following: 
its Swedish opening, and^ahead of 
Broadway Presentation:;. "Diary,” 
on the other hand, has' so .far been 
seen only in Borne. 

Both “Trombonj,” a new play by 
Federico Z&rdi, and "Othello” 
were produced by the Vittorio 
Gassmann troupe, which reached a 
locally outstanding daily gross 
average of $1,500 over the seasonal 
span. 

Another Yank-written hit on the 
local hoards this past season was 
Michael Gazzo’s "A Hatful of 
Bain,” which .had successful runs 
in various Italo cities as staged by 
the Anna Prodemer-Giorgio Al- 
bertazzi Co. 

17-Nation Committee 
O.O.-ingOECE Operation 

Paris, June 25. 
Jacques Flaud, head of the 

French governmental film regula¬ 
tion body, the Centfe National De 
La Cinematographic, now heads the 
17 nation OECE (European Com¬ 
mon Market) committee of experts 
set up to study various steps and 
problems raised by the creation of 
the OECE. Committee has been 
studying the steps, involved in 
eventual free film setup between 
the member countries. Main as¬ 
pects are the so-called "invisible 
transactions” which will mean a 
gradual doing away of all restric¬ 
tions no'vV holding iip freb inter¬ 
change of films between countries 
involved. 

First looksees have involved free 
transmissions between countries* of 
short pir, feature films,- in both 
original and dubbed versions, co¬ 
production setups, and film aid to 
coproductions, by those involved, 
etc. 

Experts have already proposed 
invisible modifications' of existing 
regulations concerning subtitled 
films, short films, the subtle doing 
away of any discriminatory meas¬ 
ures on. playing time or quotas be¬ 
tween these countries. Also more 
liberty in contractual setups be¬ 
tween national producers and for¬ 
eign distributors. 

The committee in charge of these i 
invisible changes in film rulings 
will meet for further talks fate 
this month. IT. S. fa watching , all 
of this carefully. 

P&RIEff 

May Wind Shboting 
‘Arms’ Next Month 

Bottle, June 18. 
David O. Selznick production of 

"A Farewell to Arms” is now 
scheduled to wind up shooting 
"next month/’ according to a com¬ 
pany spokesman. Pic may pare ex¬ 
penses by not making the contem¬ 
plated junket north for location 
shots .in Milan and vicinity. 

"AFTA” fa set for a Christmas 
release by 20th-Fox.- 

Gemini Charts 
Exhib Problems 

For UIEC Meet 
Borne, June 18. 

The present and future problems; 
facing the exhibitor sector will be 
outlined by Italo Gemini, topper of 
the 12-nation UIEC (International 
Exhibitors Union), in a policy 
speech opening the annual UIEC 
convention at The Hague today 
(Tues.). Gemini, who-is also head 
of ACrIS, the Italo exhib group, 
will touch on five principal topics 
in his address: (1) relation! with 
TV; (2) relations with dlstribs; (3) 
relations with production; (4) ex¬ 
cessive government admission 
taxes; and (5) fflnfa for Children. 

In addition, and importantly, he 
fa expected to discuss the exhib 
position against the planned Euro¬ 
pean phn Community (Pool), with 
specific attention going to film ex-. 
change; tariff and .customs bar¬ 
riers, equalizing of product from 
various countries into one group, 
etc. Gemini plans to call for a 
'closer collaboration between ex¬ 
hibitors and planners of the Euro¬ 
pean Common Market system, with 
a view to insuring that the thea¬ 
tres' interests are also kept in mind 
during negotiations. 

Gemini feels it Of the Utmost im¬ 
portance that the planned Euro¬ 
pean pool should not "prejudice 
the availability of films of extra- 
European production,” meaning 
Yank-made films. (Eitel Monaco, 
Italo production boss, has repeat¬ 
edly asserted that the European 
Pool is not designed to interfere 
with the distribution of Yank pix 
in countries joining the Continen¬ 
tal .community.) 

Rydge Forecasts Great 
Film Biz Futnre on His 

20th Show Biz Ansi 
Sydney, June 18. ' 

The Aussie picture industry hon¬ 
ored Norman B. Bydge’s 20 years 
in show business with a luncheon 
here last week with the Premier 
of New South Wales, the Honors 
able J. J. Cahill, presiding. Rydge, 
chairman of directors of the Great¬ 
er Union Theatres film circuit, 
said that he saw a magnificent fu¬ 
ture ahead for the industry via a 
continuance of outstanding prod¬ 
uct from American and British 
producers. 

"The future will certainly bring 
changes, but changes are healthy 
indicatives of virility and progress 
and will keep our industry keen, 
fresh and alive. Our industry 
which gives such, outstanding en¬ 
tertainment in' theatrics' for ] 
less than the prige $£ apaciag* of 
cigarettes, fa * dfie ;(o d£ mighty’ 
proud of. We .^ririleged. td; 
entertain 4,O0OiOW) people every 
week in the years "What other in¬ 
dustry gives jsUeh value -fop such 
little cost? „ ■ •- ^ 

"Our potential is as' great as 
Australia’s. Today, there are over 
2,000,000 people under 10—what a 
potential audience for tomorrow. 
And in another 25 years, Australia 
will have a population .of 
19,000,000. - . 

Twenty years ago . Rydge stepped 
into the top seat at Greater Union 
when the organization’s finances 
were at a low ebb. Lack of product 
supply also had put GU in a tough 
spot. Plans had been set to merge 
the Loop with the opposition cir¬ 
cuit, Hoyts. Rydge was determined 
to keep Greater Union a solo Iden¬ 
tity and declined to merge. Within 
a few months he brought the Loop 
out of its financial, mire and the 
product vaults were filled again. A 
50% hookup with the Bank Or¬ 
ganization was completed by 
Bydge and blueprints set to either 
rebuild old houses or erect new’ 

INTERNATIONAL 

ACTT Strike Aimed at Halting 
Most Projected Pix Production By 

Yank Units in Britain Averted 

‘Lilas’ for Venice Fest 
Ont-of-Competisk Exhib 

Rome, June 18. 
This-year’s Venice Film Festi¬ 

val (Aug. 25-Sept. 8) will wind up 
with a special out-of-competition 
showing of Rene Clair’s latest pic¬ 
ture, "Porte de Lilas,” which fea¬ 
tures George Brassens, Pierre 
Brassuer and Dany Carrel. 

First pix submitted to the fall 
competition are currently being 
screened by the Fest here, now that 
the fete has the official nod from 
the FIAPF. Venice this year fa 
also featuring the third Exhibition 
of Film Books and Publications, 
with acceptances so far received 
from eight countries. 

Diary Tops For 
Athens’Season 

^ * Athens, June 18. 

Fiances Goodrich and Albert- 
Hacketts* adaptation of "Diary of 
Anne Frank1* was the top success 
for the winter season just ended 
at the Moussouri Theatre here. It 
starred Antigone Valakou and Kos- 
tas Moussouris. Unanimously ac¬ 
claimed by the crix and aided by 
a strong word-of-mouth, it emerged 
as the strongest b.o. hit in years. • 
Running 350 performances and: 
still having power to continue if 
the season had not wound up, per¬ 
formances were rated topnotch on 
all counts, , 

Moussourfa claims he presented 
It in a different way than in any 
other part of the world, and for 
•this reason he fa planning a tour of 
the U. S, However, if hfa plans 
fall through, he will open hfa thea¬ 
tre again next fall with this play. 

"Diary” fa the first American 
play to have such a success. The 
previous record was held hv "Peg 
O’ My Heart” at this same theatre. 
"Diary” kept the Moussouri Thea¬ 
tre busy for a Whole season. For 
the first time in legit history, it 
will be carried over a second 
season. 

Other plays presented here dur¬ 
ing the season just ended include 
"Quality Street” at the Kentrikon 
Theatre by Elli Lambetti and Di¬ 
mitri Horn Group. This group also 
presented "The Rainmaker” and 
“Gigi.” Katerina Andreadi’s pro¬ 
gram this year included "Witness 
for Prosecution,” "Anastasia” and 
‘The Theatre” by Somerset 
Maugham.- This last play is still, 
on at the outdoor theatre of this 
actress. 

Last season was the worst ever 
for the Kotopouli Theatre, operat¬ 
ing under the management of Di¬ 
mitri Myrat All local and for¬ 
eign plays presented there were, 
flops. "Requiem to a Nun” scored 
the shortest run there despite 
author’s William Faulkner's pres¬ 
ence here at the time. The Art 
.Theatre, o? Charles Kobn presented 
"The . Living- Boom,” "Bus Stop” 
"Rose Tattoo,”- ^Teahouse of Au¬ 
gust 'Moon”^and‘ "Chalk Circle.” 

All indoor theatres are closed 
now, and the various groups are 
housed in open air ones which 
started operating mostly with local 
plays. * 

Israeli Singer Pacted 
For. lex Musical Pix 

i Mexico City, June 18. 
Latest foreign name entertainer 

to be inked for Mexican pix fa i 

Hanna Ahroni, now at a top local; 
nitery where she is sock. She fa] 
hilled as “The Israeli Nightingale.” j 

[Gregorio Wallerstein, head of the 
Mexico Film Producers Assn, pact¬ 
ed Miss Ahroni to sing two songs, 

j "The March of Israel” (in Hebrew) 
and "The Jewish Mother” tin Yid¬ 
dish) in his forthcoming musiflim, 
“The United Songs.” This is ft pot- 
puni of top pop songs of the world. 
Hpr sequences will be lensed in Is¬ 
raeli when Miss Ahroni returns 
there in August. 

Pic will be directed by Alfonso 
Patino Gomes. 

” ' London, June 25. 

A week of crisis negotiations, 
which at one time threatened to 
halt most of the projected U. S. 
film production In Britain, ended 
with signS of peace. A move for 
strike action, skedded to take ef¬ 
fect from next Monday (1), has 
been called off and further talks 
are being set for Thursday of next 
week (4). 

The dispute stemmed from ac¬ 
tion inaugurated by the Assn, of 
Cinematograph and Television 
Technicians, which was determined 
to impose an agreed limitation on. 
the employment of foreign pro¬ 
ducers and directors in -British 
films. They have. * long-standing 
quota arrangment with the British 
Film. Producers Assn., but that 
pact doesn't take into account all 
the’ production outfits outside 
BFPA*. mefnbership. The union 
claimed it had been trying unsuc- 

| Cessfully for a number of years to 
[ extend the control to the British 
i subsidiaries of the American pro¬ 
duction companies. 

The Ministry of Labor inter¬ 
vened in the dispute last week and 
called a meeting between the 
American companies, on the one 

-hand, and the union pn the other, 
With « view to negotiating a settle¬ 
ment The producers, for their 
part, indicated-their readiness to 
talk, but not under the threat of 
duress. They insisted the union 
must withdraw its uj^imatum be¬ 
fore they’d agree to stt around the 
table. The executive of the ACTT 
met later the same evening and 
agreed to withdraw the, strike 
threat on the understanding that 
talks would resume on July 4. 

Many of the production compa¬ 
nies involved in the dfapnte, among 
them Warwick and 20th-Fox, are 
ineligible for membership in the 
BFPA and, therefore, were outside 
the BFPA-ACTT deal. Some of 
the companies concerned, however, 

i have now joined in membership of 
the recently constituted Federation 

] of British Film Makers, and on the 
] day following the Ministry of La- 
i bor meet, union toppers dis¬ 
cussed the situation with Federa- 

I tion execs. A final settlement be- 
! tween lhe two parties was deferred 
-until negotiations are concluded 
with MPA. 

I The two major companies, which 
| would have been hit by the dispute 
i were 20th-Fox and Columbia, both 
of whom have hefty British film 
schedules involving U. S. producers 
and directors. 

One of the persons to come un¬ 
der the union ban w;as John Ford, 
who is due to start a new Columbia 
picture. He was recently feted by 
ACTT and made an honorary mem* 

I ber of the union. Another pro¬ 
jected victim was Vincent Sher¬ 
man, who is to film "The Naked 
Heart” for 20th-Fox. It’s antici¬ 
pated, however, that work permits 
for both will be approved in the 
near future. 

40 Companies Actively 
Engaged in Pix Prod. 

Currently in Mexico 
Mexico City, June 18. 

Mexican film trade is strictly 
obeying the Mexican constitution 
w’hieh forbids any kind of a mon¬ 
opoly, indicated Eduardo Garduno, 
prexy of the industry’s own bank, 
the semi-offfaial Banco Nacional 
Cinematografico, in revealing that 
there are now 40 companies pro¬ 
ducing in Mexico. He declared 
there are really more producers 
down here today than there were 
during the 1948-52 period when 
there were 63 companies. Only 20 
of them were producing at that 
time, and all of them only turned 
out 14 pix. 

Garduno revealed that his bank 
earned net profit of around $100 - 
000 this year, up to fast May 31. 
The 1955 net approached $200,000. 

"It fa impossible to make pic¬ 
tures without money,” he added. 
"Estimates are that each producer 
invests a ‘minimum of $24,000 in a 
film. That’means he must have a 
capital of at least $240,000. You 
must have enough money if you 
want to make pictures in Mexico 
today.” 
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UNDER POINT-BLANK FIRE FROM 
ENEMY SHORE BATTERIES... 

OUR CASUALTIES HEAVY... 
WE ARE ATTACKING!’! 
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BB5SBh AKIM TAMIROFF- WILLIAM HARTNELL* KEYELLUKE 
KR.H AKU Directed by Michael Anderson • Produced by HERBERT .WILCOX 
1111111 Screenplay by Eric Ambler * A Wilcox-Neagle Production' TODD OCA 

BOOK IT NOW n e oru 
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CHI’S LAZARUS-STYLE RISE 
importance of “Word-0 f-inouth” is-being accented sharply by film 

company tubthUmpers these days. It ties in with their impression 
. that, with people “shopping” -for their entertainment more than 

ever, the opinions of the neighbors count almost as much, if not 
more, than the impact of the ads> 

Consequently, pix plugging often is as much concerned with 
“spreading” opinions as it is with the actual job of selling a film. 
Methods employed range , all" the way from deliberate “whisper” 
campaigns to mass advance screenings, previews, etc. 

Ad-pub specialists say the newspaper and magazine ads, partly 
due to the repetition of superlatives, have lost some of their im¬ 
pact. “People sometimes don’t seem to believe the standard cam¬ 
paigns we prepare,” admitted one company plugger. , 

Degree to which people tend to make up their minds about pic- 
tures, and to which this translates itself into a'“want-to-see” or. 
“don’t-want-ro-see” attitude, at times surprises even the experts. 

. They’ve noted that this tendency has Intensified in recent times, 
though the mass media ads obviously are still a strongly contrib- 
utive factor. 

The surprising failure of some recent important releases is, 
in part again, attributed to poor word-of-mduth. sometimes de¬ 
spite -good reviews. On the other side of the coin, some of the. 
big grossers—particularly. “Giant”—have plainly built, via the kind 
of “it’s a great movie” reaction that only personal recommenda¬ 
tion can bring, forth. 

It’s at this point that the public’s more discriminating taste in 
films has had its effects, and had tended to counteract the more 
fervent claims, for the films on the part of the distributors. 

Broadcasters Constant 'Storm' News 
Under Suspicion of Theatre Men 

St. Paul, June 25. 

Exhibitors her. and elsewhere | ‘INTERLUDE’ 
throughout the territory feel that 

many of the local radio and televi¬ 

sion stations, are overemphasizing 

and stressing too strongly weather i 

(bureau storm warnings—many of 

which prove to he false and un¬ 

necessary. 
. The theatreowpers suspect that 

the stations have the, ulterior mo¬ 
tive of trying to keep people at 
home and away from the drfvein 
and four-wall theatres. 

Stations air weather mreau re¬ 
ports and take the pos tion It’s a 
“public service.” However, the ex¬ 
hibitors remain suspicious that 
selfish motivations are present. 

During the past mouth there 
hardly has been, a day or night 
when there weren't broacast storm 
warnings. 

SET‘RAINTREE COUNTY’ 
GRAND STYLE SELL 

.Promotional meetings, to launch 

Metro’s campaign on “Baintree 

County” commenced in N.Y. on 

Monday (24). Series of meetings 

will discuss the final arrangements 

for the- world premiere planned for 

Louisville to be followed by two-a- 
day engagements in New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston, 
Philadelphia and San Prancisco. 

Arrived from, the Coast for the 
sessions are studio pub-ad direc¬ 
tor Howird Strickling and unit 
publicist. Jack Atlas. They will 
confer with bossman Howard Dietz, 
ad manager Si Seadler, publicity 
manager Dan Terrel^ exploitation 
Chief Emory Austin, .and Edward 
j. Churchill, president of Dona- 

. hue & Coe, Metro's ad agency. 

JOE J.EVINE HEADS WEST 

'Making Regional Franchise Deahr 
On Guinea-Made ‘Hefl’ 

Boston, June 25. 
Jot Levine, prexy Embassy Pic¬ 

tures Corp., is on a cross conti¬ 
nental trip to key cities lining up 
franchise holders for his New 
Guinea import '*Walk Into Hell,” 
He’ll terminus -at Hollywood after 
bitting Chicago, Cleveland*. St, 
Louis, Cincinnati and Dallas, 
. At the film colony, Levine has 
confabs pencilled in with' Jim 
Nicholson, the exploitation-type 
picture producer, whose releases 
he handles* in the New England 
territory. . - ; 

“Walk Into Help' opens in Bos¬ 
ton at the Paramount and Fenway 
combo July 31 with’lpcked-in dates 
in .200 houses. Hard-sell for the 
lilmr-includes 4QO 24-sheets, satur¬ 
ation radio and tv plus; newspaper 
campaign. 

FOR FEMME REACTION 
Seeking to overcome.,the decline] 

in motion picture theatre attend¬ 

ance by women. Universal is gear¬ 

ing its national pre-selhrig cam¬ 

paign for “Interlude,” June Ally- 

son-Rossano Brazil starrer, at the 
nation’s distaffers.- 

To -reach this vast "audience, U 
is contracting for Space in - 25 
magazines in the; women’s and fan 
fields, plus Sunday newspaper sup¬ 
plements. By U's calculation, ads 
will reach a combined readership 
of 100,000,000. Start late this 
month In 'order to “achieve maxi¬ 
mum penetration before the pic¬ 
ture is released. 

In support of the national effort, 
IP plans- to make special use of 
radio; and tv * spots at the local 
level. Material is being designed 
for;use on women's daytime pro¬ 
grams. 

Circuit Owner Ellis 
Acquires 4th Ozoner 

A. M. Ellis Theatres, Philadel¬ 
phia circuit operators, have taken 
a long-term lea^e on the Dix 
Drive-In* Theatre, located on Route 
206, Bordentown, N. J, 

The 1,250-car ozoner, built in 
J955 by Michael J, Zsizseri, is the 
fourth drive-in acquisition by the 
Ellis interests which operate a 
large circuit of conventional houses 
in the Philly area. ^ 

Berk and Krumgold,-.N. Y., thea¬ 
tre realty specialists, set the deal. 

PRESS FRONTS RIGlToint-of-Sale Vs. ‘Hollywood’ 

F 
By DAVE LEVAIH 

Chicago, June 25. 

Although Chicago ' is America’s 
second biggest city it has been 
quiet like* a graveyard for some 
months now as regards boxotfice 
results and point-of-sale pressures. 
But this week there is a break in 
the torpor. Big advertising and 
promotion campaigns are definite¬ 
ly to be noted. These shape as the 
first stand - up - and prove-y ou’re- 
still-alive local manifestation by 
the film ihdustry in a jong while. 

The present resurrection is not 
limited to any one distributor or 
circuit. Everybody seems to be 
getting into the Lazarus rising 
from the dead act. 

Publicists • and salesmen are. 
“Swarming”- through Film Row of¬ 
fices of almost every distributor 
and of the theatre.* Both down¬ 
town and nabe houses figured 
prominently in last. Friday’s (21) 
film directory, and the Film Row 
excitement has stirred a public re¬ 
sponse that has been lacking here 
for a long time. 

All Round the Town 

Prime mover in what looks like 
a chain reaction ballyhoo is Uni¬ 
versal, Following a serie of teas¬ 
ers for the nabe break of “Joe But¬ 
terfly” and “Kelly and Me ,”- there 
appeared in Friday’s papers quar¬ 
ter and -half page spreads supple¬ 
mented by smtller spaces in vari¬ 
ous. parts of the directories. Re¬ 
sponding in kind, Balaban & Katz 
and Paramount teamed up- on the- 
nabe release of “Funny Face” 
skedded for the same date as the 
Universal package and equally 
large spreads for that pic resulted,, 
although “Funny Face” shw six 
successful weeks downtown. 

-Par's Own Fays * 
Another punchy campaign was 

launched almost a week earlier for 
the preeming of AB-PT’c “Begin¬ 
ning of End” and “Unearthly” at 
the B&K Roosevelt here. The 
whole B&K publicity staff was in¬ 
volved on this one, which, accord¬ 
ing to Ed Seguin, B&K’s publicity 
chief, got more white space than 
any picture previously , released 
here (that hard to check record 
was previously attributed to “The 
Robe”). Even the rota section of 
the Chicago Daily News devoted 
space on June 15, and contests and 
comment were rampant in both 
daily and neighborhood sheets. 
Peter Graves and Peggy Castle 
made personal appearances that 
brought holdouts for last Wednes¬ 
day’s (10) .opening. Although 
roughed up a bit by pans by local 
film reviewers, the Initial impact 
sent the package soaring to what 
looked like a record for science- 
fiction stuff here. 

Evert the Monroe 
Heavy traffic at the Oriental for 

Darryl Zamuck’s- inter-racial opus, 
“Island in Sun” brought more ad 
mats into use for that one on Fri¬ 
day simultaneously a rush of 

(Coniduajed, on page 18) 

Stress Separates Industry Minds; 
Think Holidays Now Over-Vital 

While there now appears a good 

deal of common realization of the 

need for option to .“sell” the indus¬ 
try to the public, there have also 

developed some subtle differences 

between the exhibitors on one side 

and the producer-distributors on 
the other. 

What it comes down to is the 

exhibitors' desire to see the em¬ 
phasis in any campaign placed 
more on the theatres whereas pro¬ 
duction and distribution favor the 
broader outlook, pegged more to 
“glamorous” Hollywood. 

Ernest G. Stellings, prez of The¬ 
atres Owners of America, has nosv 
again revived his request for a na¬ 
tionwide newspaper campaign, in¬ 
volving fullpage ads of an institu¬ 
tional character. The inference is 
that this kind of “local” attention 
will persuade his theatre colleagues 
to agree to the .financing of the big 
promotional campaign. Production 
and distribution, which once before 
nixed this proposition, aren't so 
hot for it now either. 

At the other end, the exhibitors 
haven’t shp.wb much Interest in the 
Hollywood’ Golden Jubilee idea. 
Again, it comes back to their basic 
desire to make the pitch around 
the motion' picture theatre rather 
than the source; of product. 

There is . a good deal of feeling 
among industry executives right 
now that "something . must be 
done.” The feeling has been ac¬ 
centuated by the poor boxoffice 
showing during May t almost al¬ 
ways down) ’ and the fear. on the 
part of some that the film biz may 
be in for , a new kind of -pay¬ 
off graph concentrating business 
around a comparatively few sea¬ 
sonal highspots, i.e.. Christmas, 

CRITICS DR AGNET FOR 
‘PRIDE AND PASSION’ 

Stanley Kramer’s “Pride and 
Passion’’ film is to get a New York- 
Chicago-Los Angeles upbuild based 
on the premise of doing whatever 
seems desirable and letting the 
budget he -tailored after the event. 
After the metropolitan trio of pre¬ 
mieres United Artists and the pro¬ 
ducer will devise their subsequent 
strategy and spending. Touted as 
a big money picture, the Cary 

1 Grant-Sophia Loren-Frank Sinatra 
made-in-Spain production will get 
advance exposure with key city 
critics' brought to the ttnveilings. 

Only occasionally has UA’s ex-, 
ploitation chief Mori Krushen in-, 
vited this kind of’ an array Of 

critic^ for any release: 

Attending N. Y. Premiere 
Alta Maloney, Boston Traveler; Elinor 

Hughes. Boston Herald; Peggy Doyale, 
Boston American; Mary Sullivan. Boston 
Sunday Advertiser; Jack' Hamilton. Bos¬ 
ton Globe; Alan Frazier, Boston Ameri¬ 
can; Leo Gaffney, Boston Record; Har¬ 
ley Rudldn, Springfield Union AT NeWs; 
Louise Mace, Springfield Union.tc. News; 
Vlggio Anderson, Hartford Courant; Al¬ 
lan . Wffidem. Hartford Times; Priscilla 
Fortesque, Radio Station WEEI Boston; 
Jimmy Le?, Worcester Telegram Gazette; 
Fred Russell, Bridgeport Post Telegram; 
Hamilton Allen, Rochester Times Union;' 
Jean Wolrath, Rochester Democratic 
Chronicle; Bob Sokolsky, Syracuse Her¬ 
ald Journal; Nevart Aplrlan, Syracuse 
Post Standard; Eugene Lewis, Dallas 
Times Herald; Karl Krug, Pittsburgh' Sun- 
Telegram; Cap Monahan, Pittsburgh 

Press; Paul Hochuli, Houston ‘ Press; Sim 
Myers, New Orleans Times Picayaune; 
Maurice Glllenhan, New Orleans Item; 

Herb Kelly, Miami Herald: George 
Bourke. Miami Herald; Helen Bower. De- , 
troit Free. Press; W. Stevenson, Detroit j July 4, etc. 
News; ai Weitschat, Detroit Times: Ken i Only Providence knows what’U 
Johnson, Toronto Telegram; Ron Johnson. ! happen tO US if Once one or two 
Toronto Telegram: William Dryue. Toron- j 0f those annual highspots fail to 
to Star; Jacques La Roche, Montreal La j come through,” Commented one 
Presse; Serge Dusseault, Montreal Photo 
Journal; ' Harold Whitehead, Montreal 
Gazette; Leon Forcheimer,.Houstoh.Press. 

Attending at Chicago 
Herb’ Monk, St. Louis Democrat;. Bob 

Goddard, St. Louis Globe Democrat; Miles 
Standlsh, St. Louis Post Dispatch; E. B. 
Raddiff, Cincinnati Inquirer; Robt. A. 
Linn, Cincinnati Times; Henry Hum¬ 
phries, Cincinatti Times; Sam Wilson. Co¬ 
lumbus. Dispatch; Normal Nadel. Colum¬ 
bus Dispatch; Clyde Moore, Ohio State 
Journal; Grover Mitchell. Dayton News; 
Corbin Patrick. Indianapolis Star; Boyd 
Stevens, Indianapolis Times; Red Letter, 
Indianapolis News; Bill Diehl, St. Paul Dis¬ 
patch; Bob Murphy, Minneapolis Star; 
Will Jones, Minneapolis Tribune; Al Ete- 
wits, Milwaukee Sentinel; Rntb Elgutter, 
Toledo Times; Mitch Woodburry, Toledo 
Times. 

Attending at Los Angeles 
Frances- Melrose, Rocky Mountain News; 

Bob TwedelL Denver Post; Howard Per¬ 
son, Salt Lake City Deseret News; Arnold 
Marks, Portland Journal; Herb Larson. 
Portland Oregonian; Jack Jarvis, Seattle 
Post Intelligence; Jim England. Salt Lake 
City Tribune; Bob HaU, San Francisco 
CaU Bulletin; Paine Knickerbocker, San 

theatreman. He noted that, in¬ 
creasingly, during the summer, the 
tv networks are programming mo¬ 
tion pictures as replacements for 
the “live” sliovs. “That’s not go¬ 
ing to help us any,” he added. 

PAR CHAIN’S OWN FILMS 
INTO DALLAS JUNE 27 

Dallas, June 25. 

Hollywood’s newest producer, 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres Pictures, will introduce 
its first two films to Dallas at the 
Majestic Theatre here on June 27. 

The two pix. of the science-fic¬ 
tion category, are “The Unearthly,” 
and “Beginning of the End.” They 

__ „____hit 23 theatres throughout the 
■■*£5?alrt5!?jS£h I United States following their Chi- 

Francisco Examiner. 1 C3gO premiere. 

• This Is Summer of Greatest Contention! 
I {IF MORE RIVAL DISTRACTIONS THAN EVER] 

Will summertime, the bailout period of recent years, again save 
America's motion picture theatres? Most film showmen are optimistic. 
Others say that the Variety of counter-distractions was never greater 
and there-are more hot weather diversions available than at any time 
in the entertainment history of the United States, 

For many yeaft the air-conditioned theatre served as a welcome 
haven to a sweltering public. The local theatre was perhaps the best 
cooling off spot In town. However, the development of home air- 
conditioning and the installation of units in middle and lower middle 
income groups has weakened this source-of patronage. 

The tremendous boom m travel- is” another important competitor. 
Citizens of the^U.S.A. are themost travelling public in the world with 
the Germans possibly excepted. Festivals of- all sort, many marking 
historic occasions, afe luring the vacationing public, - 

This summer will see, too, the largest number of golf driving 
ranges, air-conditiohed bowling alleys, and free outdoor, events, many 
Of them community sponsored,, than ever before. Add the increase 
In children’s day camps and in kiddie playlands similar to Disneyland 
and they all represent new. and serious competition to the motion 
picture theatre. 

In New York dity theatres will'be faced, for example, by the lure 

of visiting the Mayflower and modern-day ocean liners which are 
opening, up for free inspection tours by the public. In addition, there 
will be in many cities the ‘usual competition of night baseball and 
other sports events. The only solace to the motion picture industry 
is the thought that its.main year-round competitor—-television—will 
be considerably downgraded during the summer months. 

To the credit of the picture business, however, is the fact that it 
does not intend to be left In the heat. The film companies are ready¬ 
ing the release of their strongest product during the summer period. 
While they may not. admit it openly, it’s a matter of record that the 
distributors save their best pictures for release during this key stanza, 
a period the film companies rate as the most film-minded of the year. 
The drive-ins. With many of their extra attractions in addition to 
pictures, represent-a strong bid for the family trade. 

It’s acknowledged that the “competition to be faced is formidable, 
but everything possible is being done to counteract it. There will be 
a tremendous - Increase in promotional • efforts not only among the 
film companies but also by exhibitors. Several of the big chains are 
organizing their own summer film festivals and are- staging special 
contests offering important prizes. The industry is well aware that 
.results must he obtained this summer and every effort is being placed 
in that direction. 
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Analysis of D.S. Newsreels' Content 
National Defense 8.4%—War* & Rebellions, 3.9%— 
-United Nations 1.5% of Footage, Highest Since *59. 

The five American newsreels in 

1956 put the accent on domestic 

rather than foreign news, produc¬ 

ing a total Of 3,220 clips, the low¬ 

est volume since 1945, a break¬ 
down provided by the Motion Pic¬ 
tures Assn, of American shows. 

. This is the last year that all five 
reels were active. As a matter of 
fact, only four were operating dur¬ 
ing the last four months of ’56. 
Since then. Paramount has joined 
Warner Bros, in discontinuing its 
newsreel. 

* The newsreel content analysis 
covers the past 15 years of news¬ 
reel activity and shows that, last 
year, foreign news accounted for 
27.9% of all items covered. By 
comparison, in the two preceding 
years—-1955 and 19^4—-f o r e i g n 
news accounted for 32.7% and 
33.2% respectively. 

There was an upswing in do¬ 
mestic political news last year, 
which made up 2.6% of the total 
against .8%. in the two prior years. 
That’s still way under another elec¬ 
tion year—1952—w hen political 
news made up 9.5% of the reels. 

National defense last year ac¬ 
counted for 8.4% of the clips, 
which compares with 'almost triple 
that number—23.3%—during the 
critical year of 1942, 15 years ago. 
That year, political news contrib-. 
uted only .1% of the news in the 
reels. 

The reels gave 3.9%. of their 
content last year to warS, revolu¬ 
tions or rebellions. The United Na¬ 
tions got 1;5%, highest since 1950. 
Fashions and styles alco captured 
their largest screen percentage 
since 1349—2,4%. 

Limit of 5% On 
Admissions Now 

i In Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania theatres are likely 

to get a tax break shortly. Before 
adjournment late last week, the 
State Legislature reduced to 5% 
the amount of admissions tax which 
city governments are empowered to 
levy. Heretofore, the State En- 

. abling Act had the levy at a 10% 
maximum and 300 towns in the 
state were collecting it. 

Bill with the 5% limit Is now in 
the hands of the Governor who, 
industry sources believe, will 
sign It. 

Ted Schlanger, Stanley Warner 
exec in the territory, spearheaded 
the industry campaign for the tax 
relief. 

Don Allen, ff. R. Fraught 
Co-General Managers 
Succeeding A. H. Blank 

Des Moines, June 25. 
The retirement of A. H, Blank, 

now 77, as president of Tri-States 
Theatre Corp. here on July 1, A. 
Don Allen and Woodrow R. 
Praught of Minneapolis will be¬ 
come co-general managers, per Ed¬ 
ward L. Hyman, vice president of 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres. 

Don Allen has been with Tri- 
States more than 30 years, includ¬ 
ing theatre management, district 
management and advertising man¬ 
agement. At present he is booker- 
buying and supervisor of opera¬ 
tions for the circuit. 

Praught has been with Minne¬ 
sota Amusement Co., for more 
than 25 years.* 

Tri-States operates theatres in 
Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Daven¬ 
port. Sioux City and Waterloo, in" 
la.; Fairbury, Grand Island, Hast-; 

Look the 5th; Note 
Los Angeles, June 5. 

Victor Gottlieb, Universal 
studio musician, has filed.an 
amended complaint in his 
breach of ..contract action 
against the .studio, alleging he 
was discharged solely for re¬ 
fusing to testify before the 
House Un-American Activities 
Committee at a session here 
last year. New complaint was 
filed through the law firm of 
Wirin, Rissman & Okrand, 
counsel for Local 47, Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Musicians. 

AFM position is that the 
discharge, solely for invoking 
the Fifth Amendment, did not 
come under, the terms of the 
"good and sufficient” cause 
condition, in the union’s con¬ 
tract with the studio? Gottlieb 
denied membership in the 
Communist Party but refused 
to answer questions concern¬ 
ing possible prior affiliation. 

Romes Film Biz 
Upset by Paris 

Rome, June 25. 
Revelation that France has “tem¬ 

porarily” suspended all considera¬ 

tion of measures freeing interna¬ 

tional exchange under the now¬ 

forming European OECE setup Is 

seriously worrying Italian film offi¬ 

cials. Move, reported in Variety 

of June 5, p. 4, has now been ofiL 
cially confirmed, and is directly as¬ 

cribed to current French economic 

difficulties. 

While the Italians feel that this 

measure, “temporary” though it 

may be, can prove a serious blow to 

European Film Pool hopes, they 

are even more worried over the 

possibility that it may directly af¬ 

fect the currently operating Fran- 

co-Italian co-production and pic 

exchange agreements, considered 

basic to the industries of both na¬ 
tions. _ 

How exactly, the Romans are ask¬ 

ing themselves, will this affect the 

twin setup legislation, where defi¬ 

nite and ratified pic exchange 
agreements exist? Though the 
French are said to have given as¬ 
surances that the restrictive meas¬ 
ures will be rescinded before the 
proposed Common Market pact 
goes into effect on Jan. 1, 1959, 
local film circles are worried that 
the current French edict may 
meanwhile have a far-reaching rep¬ 
ercussion on the already harassed 
pic economies of both nations. 

A communique expressing offi¬ 
cial Italian picture industry views 
on the serious matter is expected to 
be transmitted td Paris, and to 
other nations of the European com¬ 
munity in the near.future. 
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Boonyille’s Lyric Dates 
Back 100 Years; Went 

Cinema in’12, StUl Is 
Boonville, Mo., Jiine 25. 

The 100th' anni of a theatre 

building here, Thespian Hall, is 

sparking an all-out centennial and 

homecoming celebration July 2-3. 

Hall is now the Lyric Theatre op¬ 

erated by Fox Midwest turcuit, and 

is believed the oldest theatre still 

in use-west of the Alleghenies. 

Key evenHs to be a rededication 

of the theafee^p* July 2 by ex-Pres- 

ident Harry' SLrTruman, and the 
theatre circuit is setting the mid¬ 
west premier of “Bernaidine” for 
July 3. 

An intensive schedule of events 
is set for these two days, with pa¬ 
rades, home tours, pageantry de¬ 
picting the history of the hall, a 
coronation ball and selection of a* 
centennial belle, and others. 

Planning for some time has been 
under way py Jim Long, chief of 
Fox Midwest’s second district, and 
Clyde Patton, Lyric manager. Lo¬ 
cal chairman of events is John J. 
Bell. 

Building got its original name 
frcUn the Thespian Society, drama 
group which sparked the drive to 
raise funds foj- the hall, the goal 
finally being realized July 3, 1857 
with help from the city govern¬ 
ment, the Odd Fellows and others. 
It has since served as a Civil War 
hospital, home for a German sing¬ 
ing society, a legit house and pub¬ 
lic auditorium. It became a picture 
house in 1912. Then the Stephens 
Opera House, its name was 
changed to the Lyric Theatre. 

TOWN GIVES UP $14,500 
YIELD FROM B.0. TAX 
Martinsville, Va., June 25. 

Martinsville City Council has 
voted unanimously to repeal the 
5% amusement tax in effect as an 
emergency tax since World War II. 

The tax applied to theatres and 
other forms of entertainment, and 
earned municipality $14,500 annu¬ 
ally. 

Classed-Up, Geared-Up 
House Reps Minneapolis 

Minneapolis, June 25. 
As the only Twin Cities’ theatre 

equipped with American Optical 
(Todd) 65m. gear, modernized 
Academy, formerly the Alvin, is 
believed to be in line to obtain 
subsequent; Todd releases arid 
such roadshow pictures as Metro’s 
“Raintree County” and “Ben Hur” 
which will be available in the 
Todd-AO process. 

The one hitch, as far as, for ex¬ 
ample, “Raintree County” is con¬ 
cerned, will be the length of the 
Academy’s opening attraction run 
and any Metro desire to have 
‘Raintree” playdated here this 

year. 
“Around the World” launches 

the Academy July 12 and Michael 
Todd Jr., in town last week, and 
Ted Mann, who operates the .the¬ 
atre, both tell themselves it’ll run 
at least a year. * 

With the theatre's interior prac¬ 
tically re-built and the showhouse 
transformed at an estimated cost 
of $150,000 this development 
perks up the burg. The other 
such: house is the Century here 
where “Cinerama” holds forth. 

‘A Rig Black Cloud9 
Newington, N.H., 

June 2&. 

During storm on the after¬ 
noon Of June 19, the' screen 
was toppled to the ground at 
the Newington Outdoor The¬ 
atre. 

Mel Morrison, manager of; 
the ozoner, also reported that 
100 - speaker posts were torn 
from their concrete bases. 

“A big black cloud came out - 
of nowhere,” he said. 

Tree Trade Area’ 
A Sweet Dream 

To Holdsworth 
London, June 25. 

The formation of a “Free Trade 
Area” would give the .European 
motion picture industry a domestic 
market of about 240,000,000 peo¬ 
ple, which would be larger than' 
that of the United States; and if 
developed film was covered by 
such, an agreement, Britain would 
have an opportunity of competing 
with American picture production 
in a way which was denied it at 
present. 

Gerard Holdsworth, managing di¬ 
rector of Rank Screen Services 
Ltd., made these points -to dele¬ 
gates at the Annual Film Publicity 
Day of the Netherlands Advertising 
Assn. 

He added that in a year or two, 
Europe might be the scene of a 
trade struggle such as had never 
been experienced, before, with 
goods finding their way into mar¬ 
kets they had not previously at¬ 
tempted to enter. 

The international status of the¬ 
atre publicity was growing rapidly, 
mainly because of the International 
Screen Publicity Assn*, and tHe In¬ 
ternational Screen Advertising 
Services. Hqldsworth said the fig¬ 
ures for overseas business in his 
own company had already doubled 
the amount of international busi¬ 
ness they had .transacted in the 
whole, of last year. 

But although over $840,000,000 
was spent oh advertising each year 
in Britain, only about .$14,000,000 
of the total went to theatres, main¬ 
ly because of limitations of the 
number of picture houses available, 
and, in view of this overseas busi¬ 
ness offered almost the only field 
for expansion. 

HOME RULE ON FILMS 
NOW LAW IN TEXAS 

Austin, Tex., June 25. 

House Bill 524 which passed the 
Texas Senate late last month, was 
signed into law b^ Gov. Price Dan¬ 
iel. The bill was sponsored by Rep. 
Obie Jones' of this city and be¬ 
comes effective 90 days after the 
adjournment of the legislature, on 
Aug. 22. 

•The bill requires that all con¬ 
tracts pertaining to distribution 
and licensing of films to be ex¬ 
hibited in Texas theatres shall be 
construed in accordance with state 
laws and provides that venue of 
suits arising out of such license to 
be shown or in the county where 
the principal office of the- exhibitor 
under such license agreement is 
located. 

M~M~M 

Pulmotor Handbook For ‘Downtown’ 

Loew’s Theatres under the direc¬ 

tion of pub-ad chief Ernie Emer- 

ling Is sparking a campaign de¬ 

signed to boost business in down¬ 

town areas. The theatre chain has 
prepared d special “Shop Down¬ 

town Campaign Manual” which 

outlines the ways and means down¬ 

town theatres can combine with 
downtown retail merchants to com- 

_ . bat 'the shift of business to subur- 
ings and Omaha in Nebraska; Kan- \ ban areas. 
sas City, Mo. and Rock Island, III. J In the manual, Emerling points 

Blank will be hohored at a ban-! out tfiat dowpitown theatres, like all 
quet to be held at Hotel Savery in j other retail businesses, have ,been 
Des Moines on July 2. He’ll re- ■ suffering from the same maladies 
main chairman of the board of Tri-! —the mushrooming of suburban 
States and will continue as a mem- [ housing developments, the tre- 
ber of the board of American ? mendous increase in car ownership 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.: and inadequate and usually expen- 
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sive downtown facilities, the rise 
in fares on public conveyances, the 
lure of television, and" the non¬ 
availability or high cost of baby 
sitters. I 

Emerling’s manual suggests that' 
a local exhibitor or local Council 
of Motion Picture Organizations 
group be the sparkplug to., launch 
a “show downtown” campaign. It 
urges the organization of commit¬ 
tee consisting of representatives of 
the local Chamber of Commerce; 
Retail Merchants Assn., depart¬ 
ment stores, small retailers, .res¬ 
taurants, newspaper . advertising 
departments, - transportation .'facili¬ 
ties, Police, Department, electric 
company, theatres, banks and other 
activities which it’s felt should be 
involved in a general promotion. 

The manual warns that a one or 
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two-day . or one week campaign 
means nothing. It stresses .that the 
campaign .must run at least one 
month, with' reprises three or four 
times a year. 
- As to financing, the manual sug¬ 
gests that* the most painless method 
would-be for each industry to esti¬ 
mate its costs, .then pro-rate them 
ambng its- individual operations; de¬ 
pending on'tiie potential benefit to 
•be derived, y - . 

The manual gives a-,detailed-J 
breakdown a& tcr hOw. each* of the 
participants, 'pan help. It. offers 
specific ideas and promotions for 
each of.;the industries involved,. 
Sample, stories. and newspaper ads 
which : have ^ appeared in cities 
where'successful “shop downtown” 
drives have been conducted are in¬ 
cluded as partNOf the manual. 

65 More Features 

Atlanta, June 24. 
Indicating that * exhibitors Vare 

slowly winning the battle of the 
product shortage, Eldest G. Stel¬ 
lings, president of Theatre Owners 
of America/ reported that an ana¬ 
lysis of the release schedules re¬ 
veals that theatres will have about 
65 more pictures -in the 1956-57 
season than in the preceding 12 
months. •: - 

He noted that 20tfi-Fox has 
upped its slate from 30 to 56, 
Metro from 30 to 40, tJniversal 

■from 27 to 36 or 40, and Para¬ 
mount from 11. to 20jto 24. Colum¬ 
bia and United Artists, he said, 
fluctuate with the number of re¬ 
leases depending on the number 
of indie producers, .which release 
through them. ‘The TO A topper 
said he had no definite' figure on 
Warner Bros.-but'that he under¬ 
stood that it, ton, was planning to 
increase Its production efforts. 

- Details of* the- production plans 
of the- major ‘.companies were is¬ 
sued by Stellings in an address 
here yesterday (Mon.) to the joint 
annual convention of the Alabama 
Theatres Assn, and the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Theatre Owners and Opera¬ 
tors of Georgia. 

In projecting his analysis of the 
available product, Stellings point¬ 
ed out that because of the over¬ 
lapping seasons, “the coming 12 
months will give us approximately 
50 more pictures than we will have 
during the current year.” Accord¬ 
ing to the TOA’s topper’s interpre¬ 
tation, "this means that during the 
coming year scheduled, planned, 
and announced feature product will 
total more than 100 more pictures 
than we had last .year? That is an 
increase of approximately 30%.” 

Despite the current’ boxoffice lull 
and' general moaning throughout 
the country" among theatremen, 
Stellings presented a rosy picture 
of the future, terming it “just as 
bright and promising as it was in 
the past when we looked into the 
future at that time.”' He was lavish 
in patting T0A on the back for the 
many things it had accomplished 
for exhibitors during the past year. 
These, according to Stellings, in¬ 
cluded the improvement ' of the 
relationship between distribution 
and exhibition,1 the ea.sing of the 
product shortage, obtaining better 
terms for small town theatres, pav¬ 
ing the way for theatres to obtain 
loans from the Small Business Ad¬ 
ministration,- development. of an 
industry business building pro¬ 
gram, the attempts to develop a 
conciliation and -arbitration plan, 
and the campaign against toll tv. 

Relating to home-toll rtv; Stel¬ 
lings flatly stated that it Will al¬ 
most certainly be defeated. 

Loews Dog Days’ 
Come-On Contest 

As part of its “Summer Movie 
Festival,” a campaign designed to 
boost ticket-buying during July- 
August, Loew’s Theatres in the 
N.Y. metropolitan area is conduct¬ 
ing a special film quiz contest tied 
in with the pictures that will play 
the Loew’s. houses during the ‘fes¬ 
tival” period.. * . 

The chain is offering more than 
250, prizes, itfeltidifig five round 
trips to Miami and five one-week 
Miami vacations for two. The en¬ 
try blank, to. which , the ticket stub 
must be attached, lists 10 questions 
relating to_'pictures that Iviil play 
’Loew’s houses. /Typical of the 
questions is ; ther following; “In 
which film, does its principal char¬ 
acter begin life in a coal mine?” 
Ifi addition to answering the ques- 
!tions, .contestants are .'asked to 
write;a Ietter of 25 words or less 
on "Why I would like to win a free 
trip to' Miami?”- 

; Announcement of. the contest is 
ibeong mOde via" the distribution of 
thousands of heralds printed in 
the form hf a tabloid newspaper; 
In addition, Loew’s Theatres for the 
first time is embarking on a regu¬ 
lar radio campaign. 
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Was this the love 
she had dreamed of 
...these stolen kisses 

...this forbidden interlude 
...this secret shame! 

UNtVmAt-tNTERKATIONAL Present* 

JUNE ALLYSON - ROSSANO BJRAZZI 

MARIANNE COOK • FRANCOISE ROSAY • KEITH ANDES. 
• mas MEN «UNE WYATT ClHn^JcoH -technicolor,. 
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Cut Admissioiis 
As Nabe Pickets 

Into 28th Week 
Memphis, June 25. 

Pickets at 15 nabe theatres here 
are in the 20th consecutive week. 
Both management and the AFL- 
CIQ union say they are "willing 
to negotiate provided the other 
side makes the first move.” 

James West, prexy of the Mem¬ 
phis nabe theatre owners associa¬ 
tion and. owner of the Hollywood, 
one of affected situations declares, 
"the strike hasn’t hurt our busi¬ 
ness but we are still going ahead 
in hopes of some kind of a settle¬ 
ment.” He also pointed out that 
the theatre owners are operating 
their own projectors and others 
are using licensed operators who 
have other Jobs. 

Based on average earnings of 
$100 per week the 15 striking op¬ 
erators have lost about $31,000 in 
k'ages. However, some of the op¬ 
erators have found part time work 
in theatres having contracts with 
Local 144. 

"They threw us out,” A. G: Shel¬ 
ton, local 144 business agent told 
Variety in labeling the dispute a 
"lockout.” 

Picketing began on Feb. 4 when 
operators refused to accept a pa> 
cut proposal of theatre owners of 
28c an hour from $2.80 to $2,52. 
The 44-membdr union would accept 
a $5.60 weekly pay reduction but 
not $11.20 as proposed by the ex¬ 
hibitors. 

Some operators acknowledge biz 
down because of picketing. Signifi¬ 
cantly theatres have cut admis¬ 
sions as low ts 20c amfeven 10c 
for children, unknown since de¬ 
pression days. 

WISCONSIN’S ALLIED; . 
TROUBLES WE’VE GOT* 

- Chicago, June 25. 

Downgrade in the film industry 
was noted at Allied Theatres Of 
Wisconsin confab at Elkhart Lake, 
Wis., last week. A sharp drop in 
attendance was noted, accenting 
the .statistic that since 1948 some ' 
108 Wisconsin theatres have shut-i 
tered and many others have | 
switched to three-day working op- ■ 
orations, while 90%’of the mem¬ 
bership must hold day jobs to sup- I 
plement their theatre operations. | 

A resolution condemning Para¬ 
mount Pictures was passed because 
of reports of restricted bidding be- J 
ing allowed for “10 Command¬ 
ments.” The Philadelphia situa¬ 
tion was cited wherein only certain 
theatres were allowed to bid for 
that pic. 

Prexy Ben Marcus was reelected 
for the current term, 

Lutheran Film Associates’ ] 
New York Incorporation! 

Albany* June 25. 1 
Lutheran Film Associates, for-j 

merly unincorporated and serving ] 
as an advisory body having rela¬ 
tions with several Synods, some of 
which are located in the State of 
New York, has been incorporated 
under the Religious Corporation 
Law. 

The certificate set Torth that at 
a meeting in New York, March 19, 
1957, the members present unani¬ 
mously voted to Incorporate the 
group. Elected trustees were: Rev. 
Franklin Clark Fry and James Rey¬ 
nolds, New Rootle Rev. Thotsten 
Gustafson, West Orange, N,J.; Dr. 
Henry Endress, Staten Island; Rev. 
O. H. Hove, Minneapolis; Rev. Edin 
J. Comils, Columbus O.; Elmer 
Abrahamson, Chicago. 

Michael F. Markel, MunSey 
Building Washington was filing at¬ 
torney. 

Frisco ‘Lady* 
V-CCntinued from page 1 -- 

they’ll all be gone by tomorrow 
«Wed.> or the next day. The tix 
are scaled at $5.50-$5.90. 

Potential patrons, who joined 
the Sunday lineup after 3:30 p.ra., 
were told to Teturn the following 
day. Even so, the hoxoffices re¬ 
mained open until 7 p.m., with 
the sale averaging almost $10,000 
an hour. Purchasers were limited 
to three pairs of tickets each. 

Chi Comes Alive 
.a Continued from par* 1$ 

strong starters at the art houses' 
added to flurry via the Davis- 
owned Ziegfeld with "Sorceress,” 
and the H&E Balaban Surf start-, 
ing “Green Man.” ^ J 

Loop’s dead-centre Monroe 
which normally fares mildly be¬ 
cause of its off-path geography felt 
justified in doubling its usual ad 
space in that it had snagged some 
of 20th’s heavy load of releases 
when houses to play them in. are 
scarce. 

Although not all-time high for 
total linage deyoted to films was 
involved the Tribune’s amusement 
ad manager, Lambert H. Swatek, 
boasted the largest film directory 
that paper has ever printed, again 
on Friday (21). On the same day 
the Chicago Daily News carried 
a front page box to thunder-up the 
opening of "summer season” in 
Chicago film theatres. Believed to 
be, first fropt page break on film 
house publicity in News history. 

Still another intahce pf current 
sales-steamup is disk jockey stunt 
set for the Chi opening of "Ber- 

| nardlne” and Paramount’s decision 
to release "Loving You” in multi¬ 
ple nabe rim. Columnists are fill¬ 
ing their sheets With promotional 
material that the films haven’t 
rated since the heavy inroads of 
television. 

Chicago is one of the three open¬ 
ing shoot-the-bankroll situations 
for United Artists’ "Pride and Pas¬ 
sion” for which Stanley Kramer 
and an aviary Toad of flying film 
critics from the whole, midwest 
apea will gather. Picture will en¬ 
joy the biggest flash campaign by 
UA since "Trapeze” and wan the 
reason exploitation chief Mori 
Krushen was here personally fort¬ 
night back. , 

Other big local spreads are cur¬ 
rently backing Columbia’s “Fire 
Down Below.” Universal’s julced- 
up coupling of "Butterfly” and 
"Kelly” in 21 nabe situations, as 
previously reported in Variety 
will be further hypoed via "sneak 
previews,” unusual in residental 
zones, of “Tamm^ and the Bache- 

Closed-Circuit 
Continued ftc-m paje 1 ^ 

■ Quild panel discussion during 
; which it was suggested that tv 
previews of Broadway shows might < 
serve to recoup production costs'. : 

I A previous attempt to arrange 
; closed circuit telecasts of Broad¬ 
way shows fizzled out several years - 
ago because of various technical 

;and financial complications, after 
I the talent unions had setup a 
[schedule of tempdrary minimum 
[fees for performers. 

Touchy French 
Continued from, pace 3 Las 

Vidal from a book by Nicholas Hal- 
asz, presents the life story of Drey- 

• fus which, according to Ferrer, . 
j "has never been told before:” Paul 
[Muni’s "Zola,” Ferrer recalled, has 
| never been shown in France al¬ 
though a German picttri^dealing 
with the Dreyfus case hasr been ex- 
hibited there. He said he had no 
indication whether -or not* French 
theatres would play Accuse.” 

Interiors for the ''film, which : 
stars Ferrer and Ylve£a Lindfors s 
plus an all-British cast, were made4 
in London. The picture* .shot at 
Metro’s Elstree Studies,!* a Brit-: 
ish quota film. Ferrer worked on 
a straight salary as performer and 
director. Because of the recent 
films he has made, Ferrer said he 
has been inaccurately identified 
with long-hair product. "I have 
nothing : against entertainment 
films,” he said. "I just prefer 

r jobs.” 

! "I Accuse,” produced by Sam 
; Zimbalist, was shot in black and 
\ white CihemaScope. The C’Scope 
| proportions, Ferrer stated,* pre-' 
{sented something of a problem. 
| “This is a picture about people,” 
i he said, "and it required a Tot of 
[ closeups. I had to find \ way to 
get around what seemed an un¬ 
natural shape.” 

Ferrer heads for the CoSst this- 
week to aid in the editing of ‘T 
Accuse” At the moment he has 
no future film plans. He is pres¬ 
ently associated with A1 Morgan 

jin writing the book for “Captain’s 
: Paradise,” which is being readied 
[as a Broadway musical. 

Minot Declines 
Fast Time Nix 

Minot, N. D., June 25. 

Another effort in the city coun¬ 
cil here to rescind daylight sav¬ 
ing time failed and the aldermen, 
instead, voted to amend the resolu¬ 
tion to keep the fast time in effect 
until Labor Day. 

Tie council acted despite the 
fact that It had before it a petition 
with 500 names. Over 20 surround¬ 
ing towns have either returned to 
standard time or rejected the 
speedup during the past fortnight. 

Minot is located in the north¬ 
east corner of the state and dur¬ 
ing tne summer daylight is normal¬ 
ly of lengthy duration. 

The Minot. Drivein theatre and 
its manager, Earl Beck, are fight¬ 
ing the constitutionality of the 
council’s action in the courts. 
Broadcasters favor. 

Wilcox to Urge British 
Prods, to Set Up Own 

U.S. Public Relations 
London, June 25. 

Convinced that, there has never 

been a better chance for British 

films In the U. ‘S. than there is 

today, Herbert Wilcox is to urge 

the British Film Producers Assn: 

to set up a public relations organ¬ 

ization for' British producers In 

America. His sugggestion, which 

will be conveyed to. the BFPA this 

w.eek, Is that a special appoint¬ 
ment should .be made to serve 
British film-makers on an indus¬ 
try basis. 

Just back from a quickie to N.Y. 
and Hollywood for negotiations on 
the U. S. release of his wife’s 
(Anna Neagle’s) first solo produc¬ 
tion, "These Dangerous Years,” 
Wilcox referred < to the promo¬ 
tional campaign for his latest fea¬ 
ture, "Yangtse Incident,” which Is 
being released in America under 
the title, "Battle Hell.” 

The Rogers and Cowan office, 
which is undertaking the promos 
tional campaign, has assigned 
Sharman Douglas (daughter of tHe 
former. U. S. Ambassador to Brit¬ 
ain). The results had more than 
confirmed his conviction that Brit¬ 
ish pix were urgently in need of 
stout pre-selling in the U. S. 

The new. Anna Neagle pic was 
the instrument for the film debut 
of Frankie Vaughan, top local re¬ 
cording star. At part of a cam¬ 
paign to make him internationally 
known. It was possible* that he 
would alternately star in films to. 
be made in London and Holly¬ 
wood. The pic, which, had . its 
world preem in Liverpool . last 
night (Mon.), is due to start a West 
End pre-release run at the Rialto 
July 3. It is expected that it will’ 
be released in the U. S. by* WB. 

Wilcox denied that he intended 
to resign from the BFPA to join 
the breakaway Federation of 
British Film Makers, although he 
regretted that events had made it 
necessary to have two separate or¬ 
ganizations for the British pro¬ 
ducer. 

Show BizFilms 
SSS Continue g IrDm. j>age 3 ssa— 

which the heelTiero is an em¬ 
ployee, plus "The Great Sebas¬ 
tian’s” ajstory of a vaudeville mind 
reading team, now in preparation, 
done on Broadway by the Lunts. 

Parampunt__has two completed 
"show” yarns. "The Joker Is Wild,” 
biopic of Jbe E. Lewis>. "Loving 
You,” about a hillbilly singer who 
becomes a tv. sensation. 

Warners, 20th. $nd.RKO, latter- 
studio now not in active film pro¬ 
duction, each have one completed 
"show biz” films. WB, "Both Ends 
of the Candle,” the biopic of the 
late Helen Morgan; 20th, "Will 
Success Spoil Rode Hunter,” which 
is heavy with trade background; 
RKO, "Stage Struck,” stpry about 
aspiring y9qn& actresses. 

Three *shnw biz” story lines to 
he released .through United. Artists 
Include—Hepht - Hill -Rahcaster's 
"Sweet Smell of Success,” .Unflat¬ 
tering profiles of a press agent and 
columnist in N.Y. nite life; Russ- 
Field’s “Fuzzy Pink Nightgown,” is 
the kidnapping of a film star. 

Presley Pattern 
jmaa Continued from pace 5 s 

the effect of the campaign wore off 
and the picture did only "fair busi¬ 
ness. 

It’s estimated that Garment 
Jungle” did 20% percent better 
business for the local theatres dur¬ 
ing its first-run engagement in the 

nabes. 

Repeating In Chicago 
Chicago, June 25. - 

Another first-run break, in the 
nabes is in the offing. Hot on the 
heels of Universal’s release of six 
double bill packages to outlying 
theatres comes Paramount’s offer] 
to 55 local theatres to play "Lov¬ 
ing You ” July 12, with or without 
a concurrent downtown run. 

Explanation for the project of¬ 
fered by local exchange manager 
for Paramount, Harold Stevens; Is 
that downtown is booked solid 
through the summer and the pic 
must be played while high-school¬ 
ers are on vacation. 

While Film Row is waiting for 
eng! reports on the Universal cam¬ 
paign. before committing itself to 
outlying first-runs as a regular 
policy, Stevens states that the 
Paramount action is not part -of a 
trend, and there Is no more Para¬ 
mount product skedded for nabe 
breaks, as a follow up to the pic 
which, atars Elvis Presley. 

Another Presley pic, "Love Me. 
Tender,” made. a soft showing 
downtown last fall, and a re-, 
luctance on the part' of downtown 
theatres Is being felt with regard 
to similar results. "Bernardine” 
starring another, disk name, was 
put into the 3,900 seat Chicago 
Theatre, Friday (21), on a closed 
twd-week engagement. 

It’s expected that a distrib-exhib 
co-op ad campaign for "Loving 
You,” on the. order of that pro¬ 
moted by Universal, will be 
launched by Paramount, 

Scandal-Sqiarer 
= Continued from rase 5 

pieture he’ll he called Michael 
Rossi. Betty Fields plays Nellie 
Cross, Hope ,Lang i$ cast as Selena, 
Russ Tamblyn is Norman'Page, the 
mama’s boy who in’the-end gets 
Allison (in the' screen Version), 
Mildred Dunnock Is cast as Miss 
Thornton, and David Nelson is 
Garter. 

Terryf Moore portrays Betty An¬ 
derson, the town nymphomaniac 
of the Metalious tiovel. . 

While the black-and-white cover 
of "Peyton Place” has- blossomed 
out prominently, in the Camden 
bookstore, .Main St. opinions on 
the value, inithfulness- and artis¬ 
try of the book are sharply divid¬ 
ed. But, as always,~ the publicity 
hasn’t done any harm. In fact, 
“Peyton Place” ha^rjun-up a book 
Sales volume Tor Camden second 
only to "Gone With the Wind.” 

They tell the story Locally of tfce 
-Old lady .who came-into. the store 
and insisted that the book be sent 
to hei*r She returned a few days 
later, in blazing anger,' to berate 
the saleslady -for allowing heir to 
buy the novel. “I just burned it!” 
she announced dramatically, so 
there was no question of refund. 

Yet, as one enters. Camden, the 
archway,* freshly repainted (cour¬ 
tesy 20th-Fox), is emblazoned with: 
^Peyton Place,” which has had* 
some fiction-and-fact confusing: 
motorists asking for directions. . .. 

; The. company should: pack. Upj 
and head hade to Hollywood to- 
daylWedJ; that is—Tf the coconut 
shampoo‘bOt^stay* clear. 

PAR NAMES GRAHAM _~ 

Argentine - To - Australia For 
Veteran Par Sales Exec 

R. L. Graham, Paramount’* top. 
man* In Argentina since J950, has 
been appointed the'Company's man- 

hagihg director in Australia and 
New Zealand. Exec, who has been 
with Par since 1934, visits New 
York shortly for- homeoff ice coh- 

[ier^nces and then wings down un¬ 
der to take on the new job. 

Clay V* Hake* Aussie division 
manager, continues' in that capac¬ 
ity although nqw: on temporary 
leave (currently in Europe) as co¬ 
ordinator of overseas sales of "Ten 
C ommaMments.’ ’ 

Replacing Graham ' in Buenos 
Aires is Hugo Stramer who until 
recently was RKO’s general man¬ 
ager in Argentina. 

Universal Favors 

As Its Producers 
Universal' appears .to be deter¬ 

mined to hold the line" against 
granting, participations on a' whole¬ 
sale basis, to* producers. The film 
company, one of the originators of 
the " participation policy as evi¬ 
denced hy its successful • arrange¬ 
ment, with performer James Stew¬ 
art, plans for the present to con¬ 
tinue its studio operation with sal¬ 
aried staff producers. If it adheres 
to this, policy, Uwill be the only 
major film company following this 
arrangement. v 

Us adamant $tand resulted in 
the shift of Aaron Rosenberg and 
Albert Zugsmith to Metro where 
each will operate his own unit. The 
possibility that other of its staff 
producers may also seek greener 
participation pasture* does; not 
perturb the U high echelon. U 
feels that the type pictures on its 
schedule do not require the dy¬ 
namics. . ’Selection of properties 
and. decisions on the calibre and 
budget of pictures are made by 
Us top brass who after deciding 
what property to place into pro¬ 
duction turn It over to a staff pro¬ 
ducer for execution. 

In light of the general trend to 
indies working on major lots with 
tiie majors, financing, Industryites 
are wondering how..Tong U can 
cling to its no-particfpatioii' system 
which many consider, an out- 
iqoded method of operation. 

ALTERNATE VERSIONS 
, OF’RJUNTSK’DUE 

Hollywood,Juue25. 
“Raintree County,” most expen¬ 

sive. domestic .production in Met¬ 
ro’s histoty,-will be released in two 
-and possibly three. dHfferent pro¬ 
cesses. First ititn to be lensed in 
the Culver lotVqew^ «5m- process, 
the $5,400,b00 ittodudtion is slated 
to open late In September in seven 
cities. ' . . 

After these openings, ’^County” 
will revert 4o Cinemascope for 
roadshow ^engagements: beginning 
in November^ amd' December,.. 

Studio expects Jonty m few book¬ 
ings in~fi5m because of thq scarcity 
of houses- equipped to i&ndle it, 
but the big film will prevail where 
posible. Process is a filming Bather 
than projection te<3un.qv(fi but pix 
may be printed up f<m release in 
this size. : . . 

Third release of the film Is ex¬ 
pected to be wide screen fiofr houses 
not equipped to hanate^Cinema- 
Scope. 

W. Pakistan Bus‘Rock’ 
Karachi, June 18. 

4*Don’t Knock The Rock#' (Col) 
has heen.fouhd .unsuitable for gen¬ 
eral public exhibition hy the . West 
Pakistan Board of Film Censors 
and, banned,for exhibition ifa the 
provuu^ of West Pakistan. " 

Film was passed W thevKarachf 
Board of Film Qmaprs "and was 
shown in the Capital of 
Pakistan where ^enjoyed a 10- 
day run this year.. 

Rtvaawr* % Pafola 
Ocwiiai'Hl - - - 

Ize these expense^, showed 
part of the money grent to local 
disk jockeys-tfiere. • 

At present,’ it It understood. 
Unde Sam’s Philadelphia area tax 
collector baa wt or six cases ready 
ttr wrap up and submit to Washing¬ 
ton. These would then go to the 
Dept of Justice for prosecution. 
• £R& here refuses any pomment. 
However, anmex Treaftyy Dept 
OfiOiii In^c^tei-tliat th^Madel- 
phia formula. wlR he to 
othwr atyao-4|^ Yorife* Wcago, 

[-etc. This pretfnmtenr Inve^fation_ 
4s already underway In Now York 

fit Ja claimed, a 
. teri^Ep^ .xautie publishers and 
platiex^HnatefeUtora Is ejected to 

muse band leaders ■ 

An. Inknte^Dg aide angle, for 
Philadelphlii and oj^er cities, too, 
is that the proble may open a new 
facet in tiie ASCAP vs. BMI fight 
—whether either group’s music is 
being pushed harder via under-the- 
table payments. 
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Paris-Rome Cafe Capers 
—Continued from pace 1 ——— 

tack on Broadway for his “Beau 
James” premiere); Arthur Breed 
(Metro).- readying his second indie 
for Metro- “Gigi” (Leslie Car¬ 
on, Maurice Chevalier) (his first 
Was “Silk Stockings” as yet un¬ 
released >; Gary Cooper and Che¬ 
valier well satisfied with their 
“Love in the Afternoon” (Allied 
Artists); Sam Spiegel winding one 
and Otto Preminger commuting 
between London, Paris; New York 
and Biarritz readying his; Mike 
Todd all over the jpap attendant 
to “80 Days”; Jose Ferrer doing 
his “Dreyfus” film in London (with 
weekends in Paris); Mario Lanza 
kicking off “Seven Hills of Rome” 
In Rome for Metro; David O. Selz- 
nick polishing “Farewell to Arms” 
in Rome (Charles Vidor now di¬ 
recting); Joseph Mankiewiez’s 
“The Quiet American,” just com¬ 
pleted in Rome's Cinecitta await¬ 
ing November release, and others 
in the hopper. 

Darryl F. Zanuck is winding his 
“The Sun Also Rises” (Ernest 
Hemingway) on which he faced 
had weather. He’s unconcerned 
about U. S. sluts of his first indie, 
“Island in the Sun,” centering on 
cracks about Joan Fontaine “and 
her Negro lover, Harry Belafonte” 
(in the film). In fact, Zanuck 
shows this kind of blast handouts 
to Paris pals. V 

Incidentally, Zanuck’s new film 
protegee appears to be Juliette 
Greco, the Left Bank existentialist 
singer only recently at New York’s 
Waldorf-Astoria. 

Selznick’s Enthusiasm 
In Rome, David O. Selznick, com¬ 

pleting his remake of “A Farewell 
to Arms.” was very vocal on a 
number of Italo-American produc¬ 
tion ideas. For one thing, he can’t 
understand why Hollywood doesn’t 
maintain a fulltime production 
corps in Europe where the values, 
settings, labor relations, etc., are 
big advantages. 

Shooting this side can start at 
will. The French favor noon-to- 
7 p.m. because of that long lunch 
hour, so they get the midday eat¬ 
ing bit out of the way. The Ital¬ 
ians are even more elastic. 

A must, however, Selznick feels 
Is a skillful bilingual staff of as¬ 
sistants. He finds language ac¬ 
counts for much delay In trying 
to explain to the Ilalo technicians, 
as well as the players, just what 
a producer, who Is a rugged in¬ 
dividualist like himself, wants— 
and insists upon. 

Italian and French, and for that 
matter all western Europe, produc¬ 
tion facilities are excellent^ and 
the idea of Hollywood-European 
co-production strikes him as par¬ 
ticularly favorable and as part of 
our own political, economic and 
ideological rapport with the de¬ 
mocracies. 

This doesn’t take in the multi¬ 
productions in London pnd in the 
Germanic territories. 

Nor does it take Into account 
the multi-television productions 
now in work. No longer Is the 
George V Bar a focal point for 
“le film pilote”—they’re now be¬ 
yond il and many a pilot is shoot¬ 
ing. 

In and around Paris 10 pix re¬ 
portedly were production and 
Italy's in-work score totaled 23 at 
this writing. 

Chaplin’s ‘King of N.Y.’ 
Much curiosity, of course, as to 

Charles Chaplin’s newest, “The 
King of New York,” in which 
Geo. Loureau, French distrib. has 
a 130.000.000 francs (about $375,- 
000) stake but reportedly wants to 
bow out because of the Civil Liber¬ 
tarian barb’s in Chaplin’s satire. 
It's not anti-American per se hut 
meataxes Congressional probers. 
A character is called “Senator 
McGonigle” in the film, ‘ Loureau’s 
daughter is married to an Ameri¬ 
can government official and, apart 
from that, takes a dim view* of such 
humor. Understood that Chaplin’s 
former UA associates in Paris have 
counseled him to put the accent on 
“fantasy.” It’s still being cut and 
edited. 

A very happy kid is expatriate 
Broadway-Hollywood authqj*-play- 
wright - scripter - director Preston 
Sturges who writes as ficilely in 
French as English. He- is really 
repatriated, having teen raised in 
France. For another $50,000, or 
10rc on top of the 500G production 
cost, he talked the producers*into 
making an extra »English) version 
of “The French They Are a Funny 
Race,” which he authored. It’s cur¬ 
rent at the Baronet, N. Y. 

Another expatriate, Arthur Les¬ 
ser, manager for Pataehou, is get¬ 
ting the itch to return to the States. 

Bob Hope—Who He? 
Bob Hope had a curious experi¬ 

ence' coming over on the SS United 
States' with Francois Dupre, presi¬ 
dent of the Hotels George V and 
Plaza-Athenee. Hope cracked to Du¬ 
pre that'he’d “like to stay at your 
hotel if you gave me a rate; in fact 
I know I’m staying at the George 
Cinq In your once private pied-a- 
terre penthouse, but how about giv¬ 
ing me a rate,” etc. This was at 
the Captain’s cocktail party. Du¬ 
pre was affable, said OK, but event¬ 
ually circled the room and frankly 
asked Hope, "Please tell me, what 
is. your name?” Hope tells it on 
himself. Monte Brice, travelling 
with him, gave Dupre a big com¬ 
mercial on who Hope was. 

Dupre and Max’ Blouet, manag¬ 
ing director of the George V, con¬ 
fess that in recent • seasons they 
have been even more embarrassed 
because of the Frankie Laines, 
Jackie Gleasons and kindred, tele¬ 
vision and record names—the tv 
personalities particularly are a 
problem because they’re unknown 
in France, for obvious reasons. The 
disk impact makes It easier with 
the. platter stars. And as for the 
screen names, the globetrotting in¬ 
ternational names like Gary Cooper 
are nb problem. As for Hope, Du¬ 
pre admits he goofed. 

Incidentally,,Laine had been one- 
nighting from the Scandinavian 
countries down to Rome. In Rome, 
also, was Norman Granz trying to 
Collect for his Jazz at the Philhar¬ 
monic1 concert—one of the few 
times he got stuck on the guaran¬ 
tee with“a European promoter. 

(There’s plenty of disk record¬ 
ing abroad also, under divers 
names, but writh some of the top 
international m.aestros, for a num¬ 
ber of U.S. waxeries which like the 
fuller orchestras but couldn’t afford 
the tariffs for the 40 and 50-piece 
bands). 

Paris’ Top Attractions: 
Eiffel Tower & Le lido 

The French-English foreword to 
the new Lido show's program notes 
refers to a critic who observed that 
the three top Paris attractions for 
French provincials and the Ameri¬ 
cans (and other tourists) are the 
Eiffel Tower, Le Lido- and the 
Folies Bergeres—and not necessar¬ 
ily in the order named. It sounds 
like something in Variety on a 
previous occasion. It goes double- 
for “C’est Magnifique,” a truly 
magnificent , floorshow, which 
Pierre Louis-Guerin and Rene Fra- 
dav will have difficulty in topping. 

This one runs the gamut—a floor 
show, an aerial show, an iceshow 
and an aquabelle show, with a tank 
of Hippodrome proportions. Next, 
stratosphere? 

Guerin and Fraday, with stager 
Bonn Arden, have produced what 
remains—but now more so—the 
top cabaret revue in the world. The 
nudes, the lookers, the specialists, 
the ultra production, the $8 mini¬ 
mum tariff, its size, scope, flash, 
splash, dash and color combing into 
a floorshow none has tapped*: * • 

The specialists are boffo and re- 
auire no interpreter. Harrison & 
Fisher with their lampoon ball- 
roomology have developed It into 
an art form. Erich Brenn’s jug¬ 
gling is skill of highest order. Mar¬ 
vin Roy’s tungsten props fou-his. 
legerdermain is literally, electric-- 
a novelty that stands out like the 
Eiffel Tower. The Nitwits (IQ) are 
a socko interlude. Los Trianas 
(three couoles) are Spanish dancers 
of top calibre. Margie Lee and 
Michael Meehan continue to click 
on ice. Fichtner’s Tyroleans make 
wri*h the schuholatter and yodeling 
bits as Lee St Meehan double as the 
Alpine lovers. Ellen Sc Alice are 
a pair of twin lookers; so are the 
Bluebell Girls (London) and the 
four boys (look Yank mostly); Ed¬ 
ouard Fleming, Bryce Cartwright, 
Manola Perhlta and Rene Sartojds. 
Guy Severyns is a tiptop juvenile 
and number-leader. And the 
Dancing Waters (under license ! 
from the Resi Palace, Berlin, are! 
an added touch. But the .standout 
is the refrirn of the Roman , war¬ 
riors - segueing into the Roman 
hath (tank scene) with its favorites, 
courtesans, et al. 

SJk. VleS With Striptease' 
Last year’s striptease, snack-bar 

and the like has given way to 
“sexy” and “sex-appeal” as a new 
Franco-Yank hybridization in the 

nite life. There is also more ac¬ 
cent on the third-sex type of en¬ 
tertainment and, while Paris has 
always had female Impersonators, 
as it has had nudes, somehow Coc- 
cihelle, a fabulous looking shim at 
Le Carrousel, has made the nite 
owls more soprano-hipped-con¬ 
scious. About this more anon. 

One of the best niteries is Le 
Sexy on the rue Pierre-Charron, 
hard-by the Hotel^George V, where 
at ohe time Spfvy held forth. As 
the billing would indicate it’s a 
strip joint but one with class, 
Gerrad Sety, a quick-change im¬ 

personator, who has a French legit 
background, apparently knows 
enough Anglais for the internation¬ 
al market, and he would click any¬ 
where, but reportedly he prefers 
remaining on his native heath. 

Lucienne Herve has mounted an 
excellent show at Le Sexy includ¬ 
ing strippers Smyka, Loulou Gui- 
ness (who doubles from the Crazy 
Horse Saloon; some of the babes 
double five and .six spots a night), 
Roger Stefany Sc Rita Cadillac in 
a daring mixed sex strip; Stefany 
and Lily La Pudeur doing a cancan 
strip; Tilda Ellen’s Mephisto- 
Marguerite is one of those half¬ 
man, haljt-wpman routines, hut 
done with striD variations,, and 
making the devil as vis-a-vis Is an. 
audience-shocker; Mandford’s Pup¬ 
pets; Les Trois Men^-trels (rhythm 
trio). Gits Bops, rock ’n* rollers; 
Nadia Lara iff an Oriental strip, 

‘Rita Renoir, Valdes, Magda, Les 
Fokkers, Conte de Perrault in. a 
beauty-and-the-beaSt bit, round out 
an excellent show which Jimmy 
Walter .and his hand accomps and 
emcees. 

Coccinelle A Real Freak Draw 
Every so often a freak draw as¬ 

serts itself and it becomes the topic 
of the town. Coccinelle is such—-a 
female imperspnc’or who literally 
looks like "a young Marilyn Mon¬ 
roe.” It’s difficult to imagine Mrs. 
Arthur Miller as an old satchel but 
this guy is a super-looker, and the 
obvious wise-guv attitude by skep¬ 
tics like Bob Hope, Femandel, et 
al., has been to audition shim in 
Coccinelle’s birthday suit. The pre¬ 
possessing frontage ain’t no falsie 
job—reportedly a parrafin or horo- 
mone injection recounts for the 
ultra feminine outlook! 

A table-talk with Coccinelle,. in 
a “royal box” effect near the stage- 
door of Le Carrousel, was a first¬ 
hand closeup on shim’s ultra-pulch¬ 
ritude. He has beautiful blonde 
hair, below the shoulder, and when 
hsked if it was a Hepner he 
“Wished it were, with this weath¬ 
er,” He effects feminine attire off- 
and-ori, which is his prime problem 
for America when Lou Walters' is 
slated tor bring over songsmith-en- 
iertainer Charles Trehet to tjie 
Latin Quarter, on Broadway, next 
season. Coccinelle is Trenet’s par¬ 
ticular ami, and would like to 
make the trip, hut knows about the 
regulations of ze U.S. Immigration 
—and he won’t cut the coiff and 
revert to male attire.. 

Le Carrousel is doing SRQ busi¬ 
ness. It’s in a new site on the rue 
du Colisee, and not as lush and.at- 
tractive an interior As when the 
Carrousel shows-were the last word 
in Ziegfeldian—type- sartorial and 
production values. The show, how- 

. ever, has been carefully produced 
i. and is replete with talent. One 
; American third-sexer does his 
' song-and-dance in French but 
; makes no bones about his. U.S. an- 
[ tecedents—or accent. Coccinelle 
disks for President 'Records and 
vends the LPs on the premises.' 

' Crazy Horse Saloon Sc Co. 
While Allaim Beraardin’s Crazy 

Horse Saloon, neqr the Hotel 
George V, Jong veered from its 
boots ’n* saddles atmosphere to 
strips, -there i*vplen£y e£ peeler 
competition from Le Sexy, a class 
joint; the Sex Appeal, on the site 
of the old Carousel; Le Carroll’s, 
where (Miss) Freddy has a class 
show and is always a top draw for 
the moneyed tourists; the Grisbi, 
the Piano Club, the Night Club, the 
class show atLaNouveille Eve and 
at the ole Eve in Montmartre, the 
College Inn, the Indifferent (with 
its l.esbo motif, which also is part 
of the accent at Le Carroll’s); and 
a place just forthrightly just 
called the Strip Club. Even the 
legiters. now have peelers as part 
of the marquee lure. 

Crazy Horse Saloon Appears to 
be a miist-see for show.biz.tourists, 
such as Felicia and Boh Sarnqff 
"(who alse- took “Patate/’ the No* 1 
French legit hit-whlch Gilbert ME* 
ter has for America). Ditto tbp: 
Ben (Mary) Bodnes (he owns. New 
York’s Algonquin Hotel) and the 
Dore Scbarys, who sent over their 
stationwagon and motored up from 
Italy, after an Israel detour. The 
Sarnoffs also did the voiture bit. 

driving from Lisbon and Madrid 
through Loire. * 

Breakfast in Paris 
The tourist invasion appears 

heavier and sooner—and lasting 
longer;. These are the trying times 
for the hotel managers^ 

At least one airline,fmAris tak¬ 
ing a leaf out of the breakfast-in- 
N. Y.-dine-in-L.A/ libretto via its 
new Jetstreamer service. This is 
actually a de luxe tourist flight, in 
season, but equipment is a new de 
luxe plane, much quieter than the 
others. The prime showmanship 
is the idea of leaving N. Y. on 
3 p.m. and being in Paris 7 am., 
which means that a full day is 
ahead of one. It was a novelty.,to 
arrive so early of a Sabbath morn¬ 
ing, with plenty of time to. unpaek, 
lunch, etc., before the Longchamps 
races, always a Sunday event. The 
time differential alone defeats the 
idea of a breakfast departure and 
arriving the same day, which would 
be feasible with a 13-hour flying 
schedule, nonstop, but for that 
5-hour time differential would 
mean a midnight arrival, or 
thereabouts.. The three-in-the-aft- 
emoon and breakfast-in-Paris is 
about the fastest. • 

Toujours Maxim’s 
The enterprising Vaudables 

(Maggie and Louis), who own 
Maxim’s, know the value of inter¬ 
national exploitation, as was first 
evidenced in the “Mqplin Rouge’*' 
(John Huston—Jose Ferrer, film) 
and is keen on twd other projects 
which will exploit the famed, rut 
Royale restaurant’s trademark:, 

One is .CBS’ David' Schoenbnm’s 
“Meet Me In Maxim’s,” filmed tel¬ 
evision interview show, for the 
U. S. market, which has such kick-, 
off guesters as the Windsors, Aly 
Khan, Maurice Chevalier, Feman¬ 
del, Gary Cooper, The Onassis 
brfathers, and others. Arthur Freed 
proposes to shoot, during the Aug¬ 
ust slack season, a good portion or 
his upcoming “Gigi” in the actual 
restaurant. 

Liz Taylor** Penchant 
Elizabeth Taylor’s penchant for 

bauble-buying, an indulgence in 
which bridegroom Mike Todd has 
been most generous even in this 
lush environment, led to the Paris 
boulevard wheeze that his bride 
knows only two words in French; 
“Van Cleef & Afpels ” 

Sammy Calm, dancing Friday 
nije at Maxim’s with Shirley (Mrs. 
Archie) PreiSsman, wife of the 
BevHills realtor, observed “the 
Brown Derby was never like this,”; 
Calm’s collaborator, Jimmy Van 
Heusen, was bedded with a, sacro¬ 
iliac hut their tunes for Bob Hope’s 
“Holiday in Paris?. (UA) were al¬ 
ready in the can. Maxim’s co- 
owner -Maggie (and. Louis) Vaud- 
able wanted to know the identities 
of two top haut coutured guests— 
Mrs. Preismah and Mrs. Cecil Wolf* 
son,’ latter honeymooning with the. 
younger brother of industrialist 
Louis Wolfson. 

The Shah of Persia’s presence 
that night made news because of 
his tete-a-tete and/obviously ro¬ 
mantic dancings with his queen, de¬ 
spite just published rumors of di¬ 
vorce for reasons of state because 
she was ' still childless, Sinclair 
Robinson, ex-attorney-turned-indus¬ 
trialist, w.k, in show biz as long¬ 
time escort for Hope Hampton, was 
with Betty Davis at- the Maxim’s 
banquette adjacent to the Persian 
royalty. And the table-seating was 
ditto, later, at L’Elephont Blanc, 
Which Is the El Morocco-type wind- 
uppery. Columnist Leonard Lyons 
rug-cutted there with Ingrid Berg-. 
Trim). • 

Omnipetent Chevalier 
Maurice Chevalier hosted at his 

LaLouque retreat, outside of Paris 
(on. the road, to Versailles), and 
Gary Cooper and be were doing 
postmortems on. their Allied Art¬ 
ists (Billy Wilder) click pie, “Love 
to The Afternoon.” It’s dohig big 
biz in Paris under the title of 
“Ariaane,” toe role played by Au¬ 
drey Hepburn. Film hasn’t opened 
in the U. 5. as yet. Chevalier goes 
into "Gigli* and the Coopers, In- 
eluding 19-year-old daughter Mary, 
a looker who doesn’t want aHolly- 
.wood-career (toe .inefinei jo ad¬ 
vertising) off to Vienna, )6s, D$U 
Topping alto present. OteValSer, 
at 69, a sprightly gent, HU home Is 
a show biz museum. 

Mellowed and seasoned trouper 
that he is, and with a global fcack- 
ground.of-eaperhmce mid worM-ac- 
-daiim ChevahM remain* the zest- 
fuL eager4»e^m: trouper. Hfs ref¬ 
erence* to CoopeST, and/or yodr re- 
poitor .about "young at heart” Is 
essentially a reflection and an 
echo of his own constant enthu¬ 
siasms, 
. Chevalier disclosed still another 
facet—he has great respect for any 

showman “who can also be a suc¬ 
cess at something else.” He ad* 
mitted that “maybe if I had to do 
Something else I couldn’t” when he 
reprfred the quite phenomenal 
success story of Melville Jack For¬ 
rester,’a former Casino de Pari* 
dancing juvenile of the 1920s, 
whom he had helped so long ago 
that he (Chevalier) himself had 
forgotten, it gave him extra zest. 
Forrester’s alliance with oil ty¬ 
coon Paul Getty, and the mercurial 
rise of Getty Oil, has put that 
former song-and-dance man into 
the multimillion brackets. Jack 
Forrester continues president of 
World Commerce, "an. international 
development company in which in¬ 
dustrialists Frank and John Ryan 
are interested, but through the 
Getty alliance he has gone heavily 
into the oil tinker business, along 
with the Onassis brothers, in deals 
with Saudi-Arabia and allied Mid¬ 
dle East gusher tycoons. Forrester 
tells of visiting the-King of Saudi- 
Arabia, along with Getty, in his 
airconditioned palace, and on bis 
ditto yacht, and being struck by 
meeting 10’ or 12 sons, all of the 
same age, until fie realized that 
the polygamous kifig has 40 or 50 
offspring from his eight or 10 
wives. 

Von Stroheim’s Memoirs 
Denise Vernac, longtime friend 

of Erich Von Stroheim, polishing 
his memoirs for publication. Mean¬ 
time/occupies the Chateau Von 
Stroheim at Maurepas, outside of 
Parish and planning a film come¬ 
back. French actress was for three 
years'undor Metro contract in Hol¬ 
lywood, is fluent’in English as well 
as her native tongue. 

Cynda Glenn, longtime Paris res¬ 
ident, the first American come¬ 
dienne to star in a “Folies Ber- 
gere,” reminisced about their Hotel 
Touraine days-^the Touraine was 
the Somerset Hotel of Paris, chiefly 
for American acta aqd apparently 
the originator of *the hell rings at 
four and everybody goes back to 
their own rooms.” A Frenchman, 
once was heard protesting at the al 
fresco hoopla and the American 
vauders told' Jhe “foreigner” to 
“shut up . or we’ll throw you out.” 
Miss Glenn should write a personal 
memoir on the Touraine’ heyday 
shenanigans — probably make a 
funny and honest hook with its 
madcap cast that variously com¬ 
prised the' Duncan Sisters, Hal 
Sherman, Charles Abeam, Chaz 
Chase, Eddie White, Forrester, the 
constantly shifting troupes of Blue¬ 
bell and TiRer Girls: (toe French 
always Imported ‘their lines from 
London), et aL 

General Teleradio topper Tom 
O’Neil’s, buddying with John 
(Duke) Wayne gave rise to reports 
about a picture deal for RKO 
which is an O’Neil subsidiary enter¬ 
prise. 

The Gene Pleshettes (managing 
director of Brooldyn paramount on 
their first trip over. 

The Howard Ditties back from 
a Montecatini cure; that Italian spa 
seems to be getting the show flair 
a la Rad Gastefo (Austria) three or 
four Fears ago. The Nunnally 
Johnsons ditto, 

leoriddf ml the Prowl 
Leon Leonidoff scouting talent. 

Signed Antonio & Co. (26 people) 
for toe new* Havana Riviera, for 
four weeks. In November. Then 
Sol Hurok takes them on a Western 
Hemisphere ton*.' Incidentally, 
saving the fares on that troupe of 
26 people is quite an item for the 
impresario, since that’s the major 
nut. The $12,000 weekly salary is 
fclatiVely incidental; ft’s the fares, 
transportation, etc., which consti¬ 
tute the prkne hurdles Jn transport¬ 
ing large groups. .New Riviera in 
Jth* Cuban capital will he managed 
by Jack Entratter tor the Bands 
(Las Vegas) syndicate. 

Leonard Lyon* addressed the 
American Club, and in Rome 
Millie (Mrs, Bob) Gonsidine “has 
f*g)e.- recording machine, will 
travel” (also Interviewing ’ celebs 
arid VIPs ^or-her 'WOR^fcow). Joe 
DfM$ggiO''did a stint wl protocol 
rsdkfil behig presented to the Pope, 

£» weirr etc. 
Mean time,-Back cm Rome’s 

“Beach/ the Via Veneto 
Metro producer tester Welch 

gays ' Mirt* Laura. has "framed 
down miraculously” for ’’Seven 
ffiB* of Rome,” frlmnsical just 
starting. TfOe song is a post- v 
hUBtous by .’Victor Young— 
wbb wpn Td* tost Oscar post- 
•humouriy - wUb . "AroUnd ‘ the 
World/* tong for the Mike Todd 
“80 Days” picture. David Rose, 
passing through, also contributed 
an “Italian Calypso” for the film 
but Lanza will do chiefly stand- 

(Continued, on page 22) 
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‘CROWD’ FINE $13,000, 
TORONTO;‘EARTH’ 16G 

Toronto, Juno 25. 
Weekend heat wave has dented 

biz here. But newcomers, "Face 
in Crowd” is nice while "Twenty 
Million Miles to Earth” shapes big. 
"Wayward Bus” is rated good. Of 
the holdovers, "Doctor at Large” 
remains big in second stanza, 
while “Little Hut” shapes okay in 
third frame. Reissued "For Whom 
Bell Tolls.” in fifth frame, is do¬ 
ing excellent biz, . 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton, Colony, Falrlawn (Rank) 

(2,518; 859; 1,165; 60-$l)—‘“Twenty 
Million Miles to Earth” (Col). Big 
$16,000. Last week, "Ride Back” 
(UA) and "Big Caper” (UA), 
$8,000. 

Christie, Danforth, Humber, Hy¬ 
land (Rank) (877; 1,350; 1,205; 
1,357; $1)—"Doctor at Large” 
(Rank) (2d wk). Holding hep at 
$18,000. Last week, $22,000. 

Century, Downtown,. Glendale, 
Midtown, Oakland, Odeon, Scar- 
boro, State (Taylor) (1,558; 1,054; 
995; 1,039; 1393; 755; 694; 698; 50- 
751—"Bailout at 43,000” (UA) and 
"Ft. Laramie” (UA). Okay $15.- 
000. Last week, “Calypso Joe” 
(AA) and "Hot Rod Ramble” (AA), I 
$13,500. 

EgHnton, Towne (FP-Taylor) 
(1,080; 693; $1)—"March Hare” 
(IFD). So-so $8,500. Last week, 
"Yangtze Incident” (IFD) (3d wk), 
$8 000 

Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede 
(FP) (1,709; 1,486; 1385; 60-75)— 
"Face in Crowd” (WB). Fine 
$13,000 or over. Last week, 
"Desk Set” (20th) (2d wk), $8,500. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10>— 
"Wayward Bus” (20th). Good $12,- 
000. Last week, "Gunfight at O.K. 
Corral” (Par) (3d wk), $6,000 in 4 
days, 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$D— 
"Little Hut” (M-G) (3d wk). Oke 
$10,000. Last week, $12,500/ 

Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2>— 
"Oklahoma” (Magna) (61st. wk). 
Holding at $6,000. Last week, 
same. 

University (FP) (1,536; 60-$l>— 
'.‘For Whom Bell Tolls" (Par) ire- 
issuc) t'5th wk). Good $6,000. Last 
week, ditto. 

Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)— 
"Kettles on Old MacDonald’s 
Farm” <U). Light $5,000* Last 
week, "This Could Be Night” 
iM-G), $7,500, 

York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2)—"10 
Commandments” (Par) (31st. wk). 
So-so $4,000. Last week, same. 

‘D.L’ Brisk $11,000 In 
Seattle; ‘80 Days’ 13G, 10 

Seattle, June 25. 
Some strong new entrants are 

helping to improve the boxoffice 
picture here this stanza. "The 
D.I.” looms as best new film w»th 
a solid take at Music Hall. "Is¬ 
land in Sun” still is smash in sec¬ 
ond week at Fifth Avenue, 
"Around World in 80 Days” looks 
terrific in 10th round at the Blue 
Mouse. "Garment Jungle” • shapes 
okay at Coliseum. 

Estimates for This Week 
1 Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 
$1.50-$2.50)—"Around World in 

i80 Days” (UA) (10th wk). Terrific 
$13,000. Last week, $12,600. 

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- 
$1.25)—"Garment Jungle” iCol) 
and "Wicked As They Come” (CoK 
Okay $7,000. Last week, "Okla¬ 
homa” (20th) and "Revolt at Ft. 
Laramie” (UA), $9,000. 

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; 
$1-$1.50)—"Island in Sun” (20th) 
and "Two Grooms” (20th) (2d wk). 
Smash $12,000. Last week, $18,- 
200. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—“Tammy and Bachelor” 
(U) (2d wk). Good $4,000. Last 
week, $4,700, 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- 
$1.25)—"D.I.” (WB) and "Duel at 
Apache Well” (Rep). Solid $11,- 
000 or over. Last week, "Joe But¬ 
terfly” (U) and "Kelly and Me” sU) 
*2d wk-5 days), $4,700. 

Paramount (SW - Cinerama) 
(1,282; $1.20-$3.65) — "Cinerama 
Holiday” (Cinerama) (llth wk). 
Fine 9,000. - Last week, $8,900. % 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

(Tues.) was socko $9,500. Fourth 
was $10,500. 

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79- 
$1.80) — "Scandal in Sorrento” 
(DCA> (3d-final wk). Staying only- 
five days in third round, bringing 
in "Delicate Delinquent” (Par) on 
July 1. Second session ended last 
night (Tues.) was light $6,000. 
First week was $8,700. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—"Milleris Beautiful Daugh¬ 
ter” (DCA) (3d wk). First holdover 
round completed Monday (24) was 
fancy $7,500, Initial week, $10,200. 

Palace (RKO) <1,700; 50-$1.60)— 
“Dino” (AA) with vaudeville. 
Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 
looks to hit fine $18,000, personals 
by Sal Mineo, star of pic, Friday 
and .Saturday helping. Last week, 
"Tammy and Bachelor" (U) plus 
vaude, $16,500, 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—"The D.I.” (WB) <4th-final 
wk). Third session ended last night 
(Tues.) was okay $23,000 or near. 
Second was $27,000. Rock-n’-roll 
stageshow with "Beginning of 
End” (AB-PT) opens July 3. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
f$1.80) — "Julietta” (Kings) ,(2d- 
ilnal Wk). First stanza ended Sun¬ 
day (23) hit fair $6,000. Stays only 
through Friday, with "Femandel 
the Dresssmaker” (Indie) opening 
Saturday (29). 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85) — "Prince 
and Showgirl” (WB) with stage- 
show (2d wk). Looks to hold with 
great $145,000. First week, was 
$149,000. Stays on indefinitely. 
"Silk Stockings” (M-G) due in 
next hut no date set. 

Rivoli fUAT) <1,545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—"Around World” (UA) (37th wk). 
The 36th week completed last 
night (Tues.) was capacity $37,100 
for 10 shows. The 35th was the 
same. Stays on indef. 

Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)— 
"Happy Road” (M-G). First week 
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is head¬ 
ing for big $16,000 or close. House 
closed June 18-19 to prep for ben¬ 
efit preem on "Road” on June 20. 

Roxy (Nat’L The.) (5,717; $1.25- 
$2.50)—'Island in Sun” (20th) with 
stageshow (2d wk). First holdover 
round ending today (Wed.) looks 
to hold with great $100,000. First 
was $115,000. Stays on into July, 
with no change or pic definitely 
set thus far. 

State (Loejvl (3,450; 78-$1.75)— 
"Monkey on Back” (UA) (4th wk). 
Week ending today (Wed.), for 8 
days, looks to hit slight $6,000. 
Third was $7,000. "Sweet Smell 
of Success” (UA) is due in tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.). 

Sutton (R&B) (561: 95-$1.75)— 
"Third Key” (Rank) (4th wk). 
Third stanza ended Saturday (22). 
was good $11,700. Second week, 
$12300. ' 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
$1.50)—"La Strada” (T-L) (50th 
wk). The 49th week ended Sunday 
(23) was stout $4,500. The 48th 
week was $4,700. Stays cm. 

Victoria (City Inv,) (1,060; 50-$2) 
—"St. Joan” (UA). Opens today 
(Wed.). Last week, “Wayward 

i; Bus” (20th) (3d wk), moderate 
} $7,500 after $9,500 in second round. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; 
$1.20-$3.50) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (64th wk). The 63d 
session ended Saturday (22) was 
great $35,000 in 15 sho^s. The 62d 
week was $37,800 in 16 shows. 
Continues on. 

World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)— 
“Stella” (Burstyn) (3d wk). First 
holdover frame completed Sunday 
(23) was smash $8,800. Initial 
week, $10,300. 

‘Face’ Fat $15,000, D.C.; 
‘Sun’ Wham 25G, 2d 

Washington, June 25. 
Mainstem b.o. continues spotty. 

With a few standout situations, hut 
the general average is low. How¬ 
ever. two shape as winners. These 
are "Face in Crowd,” nice at Met¬ 
ropolitan and Ambassador, and 
"Miller’s Beautiful Wife” at the 
Trans-Lux arty Plaza. "Johnny 
Tremain” is above average at RKO 
Keith’s. "Island in Sim” continues 
sock in holdover stanza at Capitol 
after. biggest opening week since 
'King and L” 

. Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador <SW) (1,490; 85- 

$1.25) — "Face in Crowd” (WB). 
Fine $7,000., Last: week, "Gunfight 
at O.K. Corral” (Par) (3d wk), 
$4,500. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) 
—"Island in Sun” (20th) (2d wk). 
Hotsy $25,000 after $38,000 for 
opener. Stays, 

Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)— 
‘Ride Back” (UA). Very thin S5,- 

000. Last week, "Seventh Sin” 
(M-G), $5,000. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 70-90)— 
"Johnny Tremain” (BV). Brisk 
$10,000, crix’ pans hurt. Last week, 
'Lonely-Man” (Par), $6,000. 

Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- 
$1,25) — “Face in Crowd” (WB). 
Hep $8,000 hut not up to hopes. 
Last week, "Gunfight at O.K. Cor¬ 
ral” (Par) (3d wk), $7,500. 

Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)— 
'Something of Value” (M-G) (2d 

wk). Fine $14,000 after big $21,- 
000.; may stay. 

Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.25)— 
"Miller’s Beautiful Wife” (DCA). 
Socle $7,000; virtually capacity for 
this small-seater. Holds. Last week, 
"Young and Passionate” (Indie) (3d 
wk), $2,000. 

Uptown (SW) . (1,100; $1.25-$3)— 
‘Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 

(12 yk). Great $22,000. Last week, 
$22,500. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40)-—"Seven Wonders of 

[World” (Cinerama) (26th wk). 
Slowest to date, with $14,000 for 
second consecutive week. 

New York Theatre 
—R1B18 MIT MUSIC IIU—, 

Rociefelkr Center 

HIMHWE. UUKENCE OLMER 
IN 

“THE PRINCE AND THE SH0WGI1T 
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PITTSBURGH 
(Continued from page 9) 

thing here in some time.- Looks 
great $14,000 after $21,500 last 
week. 

Nixon (R u b i n) ($1.25-$3)— 
"Around World” (UA) (llth wk). 
Terrific heat not cutting in much. 
Still great $14,500. Last week, 
$15,000. 

Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25)— 
"Something of Value” (M-G). 
Looks to land big $13,000 or near. 
Last week, "Monkey on Back’’ 
(UA),. $4,000 In 6 days. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)— 
"Bachelor Party” (UA) (5th wk). 
Comes out for "Strange One” 
(Col). Has been slipping down 
stretch and-will finish at oke $2,< 
000. Last week, $2,200. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$1.25)— 
"I Was a Teenage Werewolf’ (In¬ 
die) and "Invasion of. the- Saucer- 
Men” (indie). Dismal $6,000. Last 
week,. "DX” (WB> $14,000. * 

Warner (SWj (1,500; $1.25-$2.40) 
—"10 Commandments” (Par) (15ih 
wk). Maintaining nice pace and 
should stick through summer. Neat 

[$11,000, Last week, $11,500. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

(DCA) (3d wk). -Good $5,000 in 5 
days. Last week, $8,000. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
"Beyond Mombasa” (Col) and 
"Hellcats of Navy” (Col). Okay 
$6,000. Last week, "Frontier 
Scout” (UA) and "Gun Bros.” (UA), 
$4,000. 

Loop (Telem*t) (606; 90-$1.50)— 
"Seventh Sin” (M-G)'(2d wk). Mild 
$5300. Last week, $6,100. 

McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—"10 Commandments” (Par) 
(31st wk). Excellent $16,500. Last 
week, $23,000, 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— 
'Two Grooms for a Bride” (20th) 

and "Badlands of Montana” (20th). 
Fairish $5,000. Last week, "River’s 
Edge” (20th) and "Women Pitcairn 
Island” (20th), $5,000. 

Oriental (IndieF (3,4d0; 90-$1.50) 
-"Island in Sun” (20th) (2d wk). 

Torrid $35,000. Last week, $52,500. 
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; 

$1.25-$3.40) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (27th wk). Hotsy $31,- 
900. Last week, $35,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— 
"Beginning of End” (Rep) and 
"Unearthly” (Rep). Boffo $23,000, 
tops for this year here. Last week, 
"Lonely Man” (Par)' and "Massacre 
at Dragon Wells” (AA) (2d wk), 
$11,000. , 

State-Lake (B&K> (2,400; 90- 
$1.50) “Dino” (AA) and “Untamed 
Youth” (WB) (24 wk). Light $11,- 
000 first frame, after $15,500 
which tops first round for three 
previous pix here. 

Surf (H&E BalabanI (685; $1.25) 
—"Green Man” (DCA). Beefy 
$5,000.. Last week, subsequent-run. 

Todd’s Clnestage (Todd) (1,036: 
$1.75-$3.50> —-‘"Around World’ 
(UA) (12th wk). Capacity at $25, 
500, with extra show. Last Week, 
$24,800. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90 
$1,50)—“Gunfight at O.K. Corral” 
(Par) (4th wk). Still good at 
$11,000. Last week, $15,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50) —"Little Hut” (M-G) (3d 
wk). Hearty $16,000. Last week, 
$20,000. 

Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Socceress” * (Davis). Nice 
$4,500. Last week, "Pantaloons” 
(Davis) (2d wk), $3,800. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 9) 

Rider” (20th). Oke $8,500. Last 
week, “Bailout at 43,000 .(UA) and 
"Big Caper” (UA), $5,500 for six 
days. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) 
—“Little Hut” (M-G) (4th wk). 
Dim $5,000. Last week, $5,300. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)— 
"Gunfight at O. K. Corral” (Par) 
(4th - wk). Good $11,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

LOS ANGELES . 
(Continued from page 11) 

tie Hut” (M-G) (3d wk), $3,300. 
Globe second-run. 

Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $2-$2.40) 
—"Island in Sun” (20th) (2d wk). 
Bright $26,000. Last week, $31,400 
plus $2,900 on preem. 

Four Star (UATC) (868; $1-$1.75) 
—"Loser Take All” (DCA) and "The 
WidOw” (DCA) (2d wk). Low $1,- 
700. Last week, with HillstrCet 
and Egyptian, $11,$00. 

State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)— 
“This Could Be Night” fM-G) and 
"Bailout 43,000 Feet” (UA) (2d wk). 
Slight $2,600. Last week, with 
Hawaii and Ritz, $8,900. 

. Paptages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10- 
$1.75)—"Something Value” (M-G) 
(2d wk). Hep $10,000. Last week, 
$10,800. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ 
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven 
Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 
third week on June 23 after fine 

[ $42,900 last week. 
I Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
[(1,468; 90-$1.80)—/Gunfight O. K. 
Corral” (Par) (4lh wk). Sock 

I $12,000. Last week, $13,200. 
! El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.25)— 
"Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (5th 
Wk). Okay $1,900. Last week, 
$2,300. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—“Around World 80 Days” 
(UA) (29th wk). Steady $26,700. 

.Last week, $26,400. 
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 

$1.50;$3.30)—*T0 Commandments” 
(Par) (32d wk). Big $14,500. Last 
week, $16,200. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
—“Fernandel Dressmaker” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Hot $3,700 after $3,500 
last TVcck 

Canon JRosener) (533; $1.50)-*- 
“Gold of Naples” (Indie) (9th wk). 
Big $3,400, after $2,400 last week. 

DENVER 
(Continued from page 11) 

—"Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 
(4th wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, 
$9,000. 

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90) — 
"Bernardine” (20th) and “Lure/of 
Swamp” (20th). Fine $14,000. Hold¬ 
ing. Last week, "Twenty Million 
Miles to Earth” (Col) and "27th 
Day” (Col), $12,000. 

Lakeshore Drive-In (Moharch) 
(1,000 cars; 75)—"Hot Rod Rum¬ 
ble” (AA) and "Calypso Joe” (AA). 
Good $6,500. Last week, on sub¬ 
sequents. 

North Drive-In (Wolfberg) (600 
cars; 75)—"Monster That Chal¬ 
lenged World” (UA) and "Vam¬ 
pire” (UA). Nice $5,000. Last 
week, on subsequents. 

Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— 
"Something of Value” (M-G) and 
“Last Man To Hang” (Col). Neat 
$11,000. Continues on. Last week, 
"Dra,gstrip Girl” (AIP) and "Rock 
All Night” (AIP), $8,000. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70- 
90)—"D.I.” (WB) and "Counterfeit 
Plan” (WB) (2d wk). Nifty $10,000 
or over. Last week. $17,000. 

South Drive-In (Wolfberg) (750- 
cars; 75)—"Monster That Chal¬ 
lenged World” (UA) and "Vam¬ 
pire” (UA). Hep $5,000. Last week, 
on subsequents." 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(6th wk). Lively $9,000. Continues. 
Last week, $12,500. 

Valley Drive-In (Wolfherg) (950 
cars;‘75)—."Battle Hell” (DCA) and 
"Bermuda Affair” (DCA). Okay. 
$5,500. Last week, on subsequents. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued from page 11) 

$8,000; Last week. "Beyond Mo- 
basa” (Col) and "The Burglar” 
(Col), $4,500. 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75*90)— 
"Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend” 
(WB) and "Counterfeit Plan” (WB). 
Mild $4,000. Last week, "Halliday 
Brand” (UA) and “Running Target” 
(UA), $3,500. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90). — 
“Oklahoman” (AA). Helped by 
Friday night "sneak preview.” 
Western well liked, but response 
is only moderate $6,500. Last week, 
"Garment Jungle” (Col), $6,000. 

World (Mann) (400; 85-90) — 
"Constant Husband” (Indie). Mild 
$3,500. Last week, "Desk Set” 
(20th> (2d wk), $3,500. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 9) 

(llth wk). Tenth week ended Fri¬ 
day (21) was great $25,5Q0 for 11 
shows- Last week, $28,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) <2,900; 90- 
$1.25) — "Something of Value” 
(M-G) and "Spring Reunion” (UA), 
Opened Saturday (22). Last week, 
"Tarzan and Lost Safari” (M-G) 
and "Seventh Sin” (M-G), mild 
$7 500. 

State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$1.25W- 
"Something of Value” (M-G) and 
"Spring Reunion” (UA). Opened 
Saturday (22). Last week, "Tarzan 
Lost Safari” (M-G) and "Seventh 

I Sin,” (M-), dull $5,000. 
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Paris-Home 
; Continued front page 20 SimLjl 

ards. Irving Aaronson, who com¬ 
posed "Loveliest Night of the 
Year” for a yesteryear Lanza- 
Metxo musical, is in Rome to as¬ 
sist and George Stoll is batoning 
the • score. Marissa Allasia is 
Lanza’s femme lead. Roy Row¬ 
land directing. 
Mike Stents Do An Elsa Maxw ell 

Prouder than the gala turnout 
foi^ Estelle and Mike Stern’s 
Stampa Estera (Foreign Press 
Club) super-cocktailery, at which 
the Ben (Algonquin Hotel, N. Y.) 
Bodnes and a Variety man and 
his wife were the guests-of-honor, 
was the photo credit in the Rome 
Daily American to Michael Stern 
Jr. Latter made like Flash Gordon 
with the show biz and press VIPs 
at the shindig that brought out 
300, and also a contingent of 
Rome’s finest cabinieri who held 
gatecrashers in check. Young 
Stern’s closeup of- Joe DiMaggio 
chatting with the italo film star, 
Giorgia Moll, soon due in "The 
Quiet American,” for Novem¬ 
ber release, based on the Graham 
Greene book, got the shindig 
photographically on the map. It 
made the wire services. 

David O. Selznick, Charles Vidor 
the latter’s wife, the former Doris 
Warner, BrtfCe Cabot, Rossano Po- 
desta apd her husband, Mercedes 
McCambridge, Eitel Monaco and 
others gave it the Hollywood & 
Vine touch. As did Italo film dis- 
trib toppers Pilade Levi (Para¬ 
mount) Michel (Mike) Luria (Co¬ 
lumbia), Leonore and Joseph Hum-, 
mel (Continental chief for War¬ 
ner Bros.), director Roy Rowland 
and producer Lester, Welch of the 
Mario Lanza picture. 

RCA Victor Records topper 
George R. Marek (and his Muriel) 
due to record an Italian opera but 
will also o.o. the Lanza, musical— 
Metro star is an exclusive Victor 
artist. 

Daphne Skouras* art shop in the 
hew Capriccio restaurant. , 

Bruce Cabot awaiting the arrival 
of John B. (Shipwreck) Kelly. 

The Charles Vidors (Doris War¬ 
ner) anchored in Rome until Sep¬ 
tember while David O. Selznick’s 
"Farewell to Arms” is being pol¬ 
ished. • 

DOS and Jennifer Jones have a 
Villa here. Scripter Art Cohn (on 
<he Mario Lanza picture) occupies 
Roberto Rosselini’s villa. 

Italy Gets Thereat’ 
Italy just waking up to rock ’n’ 

roll—wait till they hear of calypso 
—and the best whilled attraction 
is Elsa MartmeH^-who, on the drop 
of a downbeat, takes off in al 
fresco jam sessions, in public and 
private parties. 

The Xavier Cugats (Abbe Lane) 
just in for their Titanus filmusical, 
"Love, Bread and Cha-Cha.” Due 
back for NBC-TV in the fall. 

Esther Williams and her daugh¬ 
ter doing the Cook’s tour before 
starting on IPs ‘Raw Wind in 
Eden.” 

Top Rome Niteries 
„ Top eatery-nitery is the Hostaria 

Dell’Orso (Inn of the. Bear), which 
dates back to the 14th century, and 
was Dante’s residence at one time, 
and where Rabelais, Goethe and 
Montaigne guesfid in the past. In 
1940, Tony1 Prantera took it over 
and; postwar, it has become Rome’s 
No. -1 international dining spot, 
topped- by La Cabala, the nitery on 
the top floor. The 550-year inn is 
also a setting for Some splendid 
art works, but the dansapation and 
the atmosphere is as modem as 
the Stork Club. Prantera is a savvy 
host with a shrewd , eye to the in¬ 
ternational goodwill, especially 
from Yank VIPsv 

Thelma Carpenter and Stewart 
Hardy are at Bricktops, and Brick- 
top herself is just back after talk¬ 
ing an autobiog deal in America 
(Robert Ruark may do it). 

Grade Fields’ Capri Spot 
There are only two swimming 

pools on the Isle of Capri (from 
the song of the same name) and 
one of them is at Gracie Fields* 
ultra Canzone -del Marre (Sere¬ 
nade of the Sea), a posh club 
whose average tab starts at around 
$8—which is mucho liras, and 
also mu^ho.ln Yank dollars. Con¬ 
sidering1 Gnat freshwater has to be 
transports by'the shipload in re¬ 
lays from Naples to the island, 
the pool bit is quite a problem. A 
Milan industrialist .owns the other 
pool on the island. Capri, for all 
i£k tourism enterprise, still has a 
special charm of its own. Also 
many niteries and class hotels de¬ 
spite its 9-mile limited size." 
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OF SMELL 
Polly s Proud Tlaykouse’Parlay 
Polly Bergen's ‘‘Playhouse 90’' performance as. Helen Morgan 

May 16 explains why the CBS-TV showcaser is hot on the trail 
of-telebiogs—latest Nielsens, just In, gave the “Heleh^Morgan 
Story” the highest ‘‘Playhouse 90” score of the season, a 36.6 total 
audience and a 28.6 average. That’s a two-week average of “Play¬ 
house 90” with the “Morgan Storys- alone even higher but the 
average dropping due to the following week’s entry. 

Show has also worked some wonders on the recording front, 
apparently emerging as the first “television album” to move in 
the stores. Columbia’s LP of “Bergen Sings Morgan” has now hit 
the 100,000 mark in four weeks (34,000 the first two weeks) and is 
appearing on the Variety album bestseller lists. Beyond this. Miss 
Bergen has been swamped with bids for tv appearances, but these * 
will have to be oh CBS shows only—she’s under exclusive con¬ 
tract to the web. She’s also had offers for motion pictures, cafe 
dates and legit roles, all under consideration at the moment.. 

Jessel Levels New Blast at TV 
Ratings, Madison Ave. ‘Phonies/ Sponsors Subjected 

To a One-Two Punch 
—:- +-: '-:  - 

' Toronto, June 25. 
Here to raise money for an addi¬ 

tion to Temple Sinai, the Re¬ 
formed Jewish synagog in Toronto, 

v George Jessel levelled a blistering 
v attack on television, the rating sys¬ 

tem, Madison. Avenue “phonies” 
and sponsors in general; With a 

.monocle fixed in his left eye, Jessel 
was in a heat in the heat. 

He dismissed ratings as "com¬ 
pletely absurd” and said that tele¬ 
vision was on its way to “demise." 
He added “television standards are 
deteriorating and, unless some¬ 
thing is done about it, the shows 
will be reduced to gibberish. A 

=Madison Avenue guy comes up to 
me the other day and asks: ‘Was 
A1 .Jolson really as good as Ed 

. Sullivan?’ What can you do with a 
mentality like that?” 

On television ratings, he claimed 
that the “experts” make 400 tele¬ 
phone calls on a specified program 
and “try to tell yod.the likes and 
dislikes of 19,000,000 viewers.” 
He said “Why, when Bums & Al¬ 
len discontinued their tv program 
and went to Europe for a holiday, 
the team’s rating went up four 

-points, according to the pollsters, 
and the teanr wasn’t on the air.” 

Mint Goes Tint 
NBC is determined to plug 

color television in every man¬ 
ner and form and to every pos¬ 
sible consumer. 

So much so that it’s imprint- 
ied its color bar identification 
on employees’ pay checks. 

3-Sponsor ffrapup 
As TV Fairy Tales 

Fetch $4000,000 
Finishing touches are being put 

to the three-sponsor deal for spe¬ 
cial telecasts of 16 of the Henry 
Jaffe-Screen Gems hourlong fairy 
tales via NBC-TV. The $4,000,000 
time & taleUt deal, which includes 
tlie services of Shirley Temple as 

(Continued on page 40) 

Increasingly .competitive nature 
of the cosmetic industry Is proying 
a major boon to television, both 
network and spot but particularly 
the former, with an estimated $33,- 
000,000 In straight-cosmetics adver¬ 
tising committed to the medium for 
next season. 

A . major contributor will be 
Hazel Bishop, which this week 
pointed up the drastic upbeat with a 
$10,000,000 time & taleht. purchase 
on NBC-TV alone. Hazel Bishop, 
via the Raymond Spector agency 
(Spector is also HB’s board chair¬ 
man), purchased the NBC Sunday 
7 to 7:30 spot for a new half-hour 
edition of “Amateur Hour,” and 
bought alternate weeks in “Jane 
Wyman Theatre” with Quaker Oats 
and ‘Manhunt” with American To¬ 
bacco. * 

The Hazel Bishop network outlay 
looks sure to top $11,000,000, 
since it also sponsors alternate Fri¬ 
days of “Douglas Edwards With the 
News” on CBS-TV. Its summer 
stake (not included in the total 
figure) includes “Amateur Hour,” 
the CBS-TV Jimmy Dean show and 
alternate weeks of “Beat the 
Clock,” with the possibility that 
Dean may continue on into the 
fall. 

Revlon, the hot competitor of 
Hazel Bishop, looks to be even big¬ 
ger via an estimated $12,000,00(1 
outlay in the. fall. Revlon holds 
over with full sponsorship of “$64,- 
000 Question” and half of “$64,- 
000 Challenge,” and is set to spon¬ 
sor all of ABC’s Walter Wincheli 
show and half of the Guy Mitchell, 
show on the same web. It’s also 
considering purchasing another 
half-hour, possibly adjacent to 
“Question.” Helene Curtis is set 
with three alternate-week half- 
hours for an estimated $7,000,000 

(Continued on page 42) 
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Ted Mills, Ben Park Exiting NBC, 

‘Lancelot* Ain't Funny 
NBC-TV may have to come 

up with an alternate title for 
its “Comedy Time,” .the 5 to 
5:30 p.ni. strip which utilizes re¬ 
runs of various situation com¬ 
edy shows. 

Reason is that the web is con¬ 
sidering the use this summer 
of “Sir Lancelot” reruns dur¬ 
ing the period. Web had com¬ 
mitted for 52 weeks of “Lance¬ 
lot” but sponsors Lever Bros, 
and Whitehall Pharmacal de¬ 
cided they wanted “Charlie 
Farrell Show” reruns for the 
Monday at 8 summer period. 
Stuck with the “Lancelot” re¬ 
runs, NBC looked for a spot, 
and came Up with “Comedy 
Time” as a major possibility. 

Pharmaceuticals 

May Get Sat. at 10 
After rebuffing all comers in bids 

for the Saturday at 10 slot for next 
fall, NBC-TV may succumb to a 
52-week offer and slot “Truth or 
Consequences” in the period. Of¬ 
fer is from Pharmaceuticals Inc., 
which wants to spot the Ralph Ed¬ 
wards package in the time period 
on a 52-week deal for full sponsor¬ 
ship. 

Over the past several weeks, the; 
network has turned down several. 
program entries for the period on j 
the basis that they were not com-j 
patible to the Saturday night sched-1 

(Continued on page 38) I 

+ Two of the top creative crafts¬ 
men within the public affairs-docu- 
mentary orbit at NBC-TV are exit¬ 
ing file network to form their own 
production company. They are 
Ted Mills, an executive producer 
who functioned until recently in 
veepee Davidson Taylor’s public 
affairs bailiwick, and Ben Park, 
who had the title of Director of 
Public Affairs. They are going into 
partnership with Gene Milford, 
who as a film editor-associate direc¬ 
tor in theatrical films, has walked 
off with Academy Awards for his 
work on “Baby Doll” and “Water¬ 
front.” Mills and Park check out 
of NBC on July 31. 

As independent operators, Mills, 
Park and Milford will “play the 
field” and already are set with as¬ 
signments from both NBC-TV and 
CBS-TV. For the latter network 
they’ll do several installments on 
the ambitious “Seven Lively Arts” 
series. In addition, they’ve been 
commissioned by veepee Henry Sal¬ 
omon to turn in two documentaries 
for his “Project 20” series on NBC 
next fall. In addition to film tv 
and live tv, the new combo en¬ 
visions feature films in their future 
horizons. 

Park will also be represented on 
tv next season with his “Doctor B” 
hour documentary which probes 
into the American practitioner and 
which will be sponsored by Smith, 
Kline & French. This already has 
been completed as an NBC-owned 
entry. He’s also responsible for 
the network’s “Operation Deep 
Freeze” documentary. 

In his capacity as executive pro¬ 
ducer, Mills was responsible for 
both the Maurice Chevalier show 
filmed in Paris this post-season and 
“Assignment India.” A documen¬ 
tary-entertainment program on 
Japan along the same lines as the, 
Chevalier show has been ear¬ 
marked as an entry for the new 
firm, with negotiations nowr under 
way to star Marlon Brando. It 
may get a slotting on “Seven Live¬ 
ly Arts.” 

Be There When They Count The House 

There's a moving picture just beginning to play in the sprocket par¬ 

lors ol the country whose title# "The Sweet Smell of Success"# is so 

admirable that we're borrowing it to suggest that there will be about 

a certain future special issue of this publication just that—"The Sweet 

Smell of Success", i 

Be part of the lovely surroundings —* special text, useful charts# 

summaries of the immediate past and analyses of the immediate future. 

Identify you and yours with Success. Prove your pride and your for¬ 

ward-looking "confidence by advertising in 

The 12th Annual 
Radio aad Television 

Preview and Review Issue 

“The tv surveyors don’t reach 
anyone’ anyway. If you have an 
Unlisted phone, you don’t get 
called; if you live in a hotel or 
apartment, you don’t get called.: 

(Continued on page 42) 

Dean Martin For 
Sat. at 9 on NBC 

Hollywood, June 25. 
Chesterfield is negotiating for an. 

NBC-TV Saturday at 9 series star¬ 
ring Dead ‘Martin and it’s boiled, 
down to the matter of coin, with 
MCA asking for more than the 
ciggie company wants to part with..; 
Talks are progressing, however, 
and are expected to be finalized: 
When Martin returns in a week or’ 
so from Europe where he is on lo¬ 
cation starring In “The Young 
Lions” for 20th-Fox. 

Ciggie outfit wants Martin for 
a straight singing half-hour, and 
originally sought him for 13 shows. 
Fear of over-exposure caused Mar¬ 
tin to nix the 13,. but he may do 
9ix or eight. Martin is also starring 
in two specs for NBC next season. 

BRQXO’S $1,300,000 
SPLURGE ON NBC-TV 

Brillo Mfg. has swelled the NBC- 
TV daytime coffers for next season 
by some $4,300,000 gross with the 
purchase of one new' alternate- 
week quarter-hour and renewals of 
two more. Brillo has picked up an 
alternate Tuesday quarter-hour of 
“Bride <&c Groom,” starting Sept. 
10, and has renewed its alternate 
Tuesday quarter-hours on ‘It* Could 
Be You” and “Modern Romances.” 
The all-Tuesday lineup gives Brillo 
a contiguous discount. 

DealSr ail for 52 weeks, were set 
via J. Walter Thompson. 

NEW YORK 06# 
154 West 46th Street 

^CHICAGO 11, 
612 No. Michigan Ave* 

HOLLYWOOD 28# 
6404 Sunset Boulevard 

LONDON WC 2t 
8 St. Martin's Place 
Trafalgar Square - 

Looks Like Edsel 
Will Go for Specs 

Chicago, June 25. 
Edsel won’t have a two-network 

unveiling after all. Ford Motor 
Co. and Foote, Cone & Belding 
have abandoned original plans for 
an NBC-CBS spectacular next fall 
and instead will take over Ed Sul¬ 
livan’s time spot on CBS-TV for 
one night to introduce the new car. 

Specific date hasn’t been decided 
on yet but will probably be in Sep¬ 
tember or October. Sullivan will 
have the week off, of course, and 
the Edsel spec—probably a variety 
show*—will be staged in a manner 
entirely unlike the Lincoln Mer¬ 
cury presentations. Although head¬ 
liners are still unsigned, it’s known 
that the company is looking for a 
name that has not yet been exposed 
on tv. Latest talk has been cen¬ 
tering around Caiy Grant, Marlon 
Brando or Gene Kelly, with the 
idea of showcasing the star in a 
skit. 

FC&B is also in, the dark about a 
regular series for Edsel sponsor¬ 
ship next tferin and its’s considered 
likely that the new Ford-made car 
will Instead underwrite a number 
of 90-minute spectaculars during 
the year. 

‘Club 60V Sommer Trim 
Chicago, June 25. 

NBC-TV’s “Club 60” is dropping 
guest acts for the month of July, 
both for budgetary reasons and to 
test whether or not they’re needed. 

Show will, also test acceptance 
value of a series of- two and three- 
minute experimental color cartoons 
made by Norm McLaren of the 
Canadian Film Board. The non¬ 
sense cartoons will be telecast once 
a week during the month, begin- 

I ning today (Wed.). 
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Keating Bill Would Put TV’ing Of 
Hearings at Committees’ Discretion 

Washington, June 25. - 
A hot row between Speaker Sam 

Rayburn ID-Tex.) and Chairman 
Francis H. Walter (D-Pa.> of the 
House Un-American Activities 
Committee over the televising of 
committee hearings in San Fran¬ 
cisco would be resolved under a 
proposal offered in the house yes¬ 
terday (Mon.) by Rep. Kenneth B. 
Keating (R-N.Y.), ranking member 
of the Judiciary Committee. 

Keating introduced a resolution 
to amend house rules to* permit 
each committee to decide whether 
Its proceedings should be carried 
by radio, tv, motion pictures and 
other media. 

Resolution would also provide 
that if a witness is unwilling to 
testify before aural or visual media 
he will not be required to. 

Keating's measure would restore 
discretion given committees under 
former Speaker Joseph Martin (R- 
Mass.). Speaker Rayburn reversed 
this ruling when Democrats re¬ 
gained control of Congress. 

“I believe the time has come,” 
said Keating, ‘‘to bring uniformity 
and continuity to this situation. My 
own personal feeling is that the 
sovereignty of each committee 
should be preserved and each 
should make its own rulings as to 
the manner in which it is to carry 
out its proceedings.” 

The present house rules, Keat¬ 
ing pointed out, "state broad prin¬ 
ciples within which the committees 
are to operate. That concept would 
be cai’ried out by enactment of my 
resolution. Otherwise, we can be 
subjected to outright fiat by the 
Speaker, which I do not believe is 
the proper approach." 

Keating said that radio and tv 
have become well recognized 
means of public information and 
should not be excluded completely 
while allowing “free reign” to the 
press. 

“We must not pass up any legiti¬ 
mate and sound way to familiarize 
the American people with the leg- 

‘High-Low’in July 4 Bow 
‘‘High-Low,” the Barry & En¬ 

right quizzef, has been firmed up 
as the summer replacement for the 
Tennessee Ernie Ford show and 
starts in the Thursday 9:30 slot 
July 4. Jack Barry will hold forth 
over a three-man panel which will 
match Wits with contestants. 

Deal was set via J. Walter 
Thompson, 

CBS-TV Resolves 
Products Conflicts 

In'Duchess Sale 
CBS-TV has solved one of the 

more vexing .problems of this sales 
season, the final sponsorship of 
its “Dick & the Duchess” Saturday 
night entry. It’s worked out the 
complex reshuffling of product ex¬ 
posure and alternate week shifts to 
allow Helene Curtis to move in as 
the firm alternate-week sponsor 
with Mogen David for the 8:30-9 
stanza. 

Web's sales, department was able 
to firm up the Curtis sponsorship 
by: 

(11 Getting Revlon to agree to al¬ 
low Curtis to use a competitive 
hair-sDray product on “What’s My 
Line?”-on its alternate week while 
Revlon uses its own hair product 
on the * preceding “$64,000 Chal¬ 
lenge” on the other week. That 
is, when Revlon is on “Challenge, 
Remington Rand is on “Line,” and 
when Curtis is on “Line,” Kent is 
on “Challenge.” The relationship 
of Curtis’ “Dick” buy to its “Line” 
exposure lies in the fact that to 

(make the “Dick” buy possible. Cur- 
Jslative process,” he asserted. “But I tis would have to switch its “Line” 
any such move must, of course, be j deodorant ads to “Dick” and put 

Swing and Sway with 

SAMMY KAYE 
Now Mid-western tour 

June 26—DeWitt, Iowa; 27—Spill- 
ville, Iowa; 28—Spring Valley, I1L; 
29—Marion, Iowa; 30—Dubuque, 
Iowa; July 2—Carroll, Iowa, 

Radio: Sunday Serenade—ABC. 
Columbia Records Exclusively. 
Just released: CHARM BRACE¬ 

LET. b/w PAST MY PRIME. 
An Album of Beautiful Recitations 

“SUNDAY SERENADE OF 
POETRY” 

tempered by our concern to pro¬ 
tect, the constitutional rights of 
the people involved.” 

Frisco Fiasco 
San Francisco, June 25. 

The House UnAmerican Activi¬ 
ties Committee and Speaker Sam 
Rayburn clashed head-on here last 
week over televising the Red- 
hunters’ four-day hearing. 

The hearing itself, in the Frisco 
(Continued on page 42) 

Set New Staff On 
Phil Silvers TV’er 

With production on next sea¬ 
son’s output of the “Phil Silvers 
Show” set to roll in N. Y. the week 
of July 8* CBS-TV has finalized 
the show's new staff, a reshuffle 
necessitated by the decision of 
Nat Hiken to leave the stanza after 
two seasons. 

Ed Montagne, the CBS-TV exec 
producer of all filmed shows in 
N. Y. and also the exec producer 
on the Silvers stanza the past two 
seasons, becomes producer of the 
show. Aaron Rubin will direct, and 
Billy Friedberg becomes head 
writer. Scripting staff under 

• Continued on page 42) 

the hair-spray business into 
“Line.” 

(2) Getting Remington to agree 
to switch position on “Line” with 
Curtis so that Curtis would be on 
alternately to Revlon, a move that 
was necessary to secure Revlon’s 
agreement to the deal. 

(3) Getting Liggett & Myers to 
agree to switch position with Rem¬ 
ington on “Gunsmoke.” This was 
necessary because Remington’s 
“Line” switch, would have put it on 
twice in the same week, thereby 
forfeiting its station-hour discount. 

All this couldn’t have happened 
had not L&M decided to drop 
“Spike Jones” after the summer, 
s;nce any switch with Remington 
would have caused the ciggie firm 
to lose its station-hour discount by 
being on “Gunsmoke” and its 
“Jones” skip-week at the 
time. 

As Spector Spec 
Joel Spector, the Broadway-tele- 

vision producer who did last 
Christmas’ Alcoa spec, “The Sting¬ 
iest Man in Town” in association 
with Theatrical Enterprises, is now 
packaging a musical version of 
“Rip Van Winkle” and is dicker¬ 
ing with MacManiis, John & 
Adams over possible. sponsorship 
by one of the agency's clients. 

The musical “Rip” has two mem¬ 
bers of the “Stingiest” creative 
team as collaborators. Fred Spiel- 
man is repeating as composer, 
while Janice Torre, who did the 
“Stingiest” book and lyrics, is turn¬ 
ing out the hook for “Rip.” Kermit 
Gold will do the lyrics. Spector 
isn’t tied in with Theatrical Enter¬ 
prises on this one, but is being 
represented in the sale of the prop¬ 
erty by Hillard Elkins agency. Bill 
Seth, director of programming for 
MJ&A, is handling the negotiations 
for the agency. 

Spector’s is the second version of 
“Rip Van Winkle” to be mentioned 
as a possible spec entry for next 
fall. CBS-TV has been exploring 
the possibility of a spec based on 
the classic and has mentioned Art 
Carney as a possible lead. 

Cox Back to ABC-TV 
Henry W. Cox becomes ABC-TV 

national program sales manager in 
mid-July. 

A former ABC exec, he leaves the 
same ; managership of radio-tv for Gen- 

1 eral Mills to return to the network. 

Van Johnson as Lead 
In Tied Piper’ TV Spec; 

Perry Como Bows Outj 
Van Johnson is taking over the ; 

lead in the Nov. 12 NBC-TV “Pied ‘ 
Piper” spectacular, which will be \ 
produced on film for the web by 
Hal Stanley. Perry Como, initially 
scheduled to play the role as well 
as coproduce with Stanley, has 
bowed out because filming would 
necessarily take place in August, 
during Como's vacation, and the 
singer prefers to take it easy.. 

Spec will provide the showcase 
for Johnson’s videbut. He’ll play 
opposite Kay Starr in the musica- 
lized fairy tale. Liggett & Myers is 
pencilled in for half-sponsorship, 
with RCA and RCA-Whirlpool like¬ 
ly but not yet firm for the other 
half. 

TV 'Babied, Humored & Spoiled’ 
Minaki, Out., June 25. 

A top ranking automobile executive, whose own company spon¬ 
sors television programs, has taken a swipe at the value of adver¬ 
tising on tv and likened it “in some respects” to a “monster.” 

C. O. Huiiy, vice-president in charge of sales, Chrysler Corp. of 
Canada Limited, was speaking before 160 delegates, to the annual 
convention of the Canadian Federation of Advertising and Sales 
Clubs. 

Hurly said the “great home world of entertainment,” whh?h 
started a few years ago as a humble servant of advertising, now 

' seems to be “calling the tune.” 
“In our eagerness to use him and his abundant talents,” he said, 

“we as advertisers and advertising people have babied, humored 
and spoiled him to the extent that he has become, in some re¬ 
spects a monster.” 

Hurly did not believe advertising “should be the crutch upon^ 
which a vast segment of the world of entertainment, culture and 
enlightment, should lean.” 

It was most opportune for the business and. advertising man to 
take “a cold, searching look at the somewhat ludicrous spectacle 
that we both present today,” he said. 

Hurly likened the businessman to Sinbad, “blind as a bat, being 
led down to the sea by an eager, keen-eyed, clean limbed young 
fellow in an ivy-league suit.” He added, “You know what that is.” 

He said, however, the businessman ha^ begun to rebel. 
In recent weeks, he said, some 65 U.S. network tv shows had been 

cancelled or not renewed. 
“Industry and business simply cannot afford the luxury of any 

form of-advertising which does not deliver; a fair return for services 
rendered,” Hurly said. ’ 

Hurly said Canadian businesses are not diving into the television 
pool as swiftly as have American firms, and are proceeding with 
caution. 

Nevertheless, he said, “we in Canada are subject to the trends 
and pressures of the vast American market and our interest in 
what happens to big-time network tv is more -than an academic 
one.” 

GE Gets a Happy Flash From FCC, 
It Can Now Keep Its Schenectady V 

+ 

AmpexSale$Up84% 
San Francisco, June 25. 

Ampex sales rose 84%, from 
$10,197,000 to $18,737,000, in the 
fiscal year ending last April 30 
compared to the previous year. 

. Tape recording company’s presi¬ 
dent, George I. Long, reported 
that net profit increased from 58 
cents to $1.51 a share and that the 
order backlog last April 30 stood 
at about $11,400,000. 

$5,000,000 Kodak 
Coin as Co-Client 

On Ed Sullivan 
i 

Eastman Kodak Co. lost no time ] 
last week in becoming the alter¬ 
nate-week sponsor of the Ed Sulli¬ 
van “Toast of the Town” on CBS- 
TV, following the decision of Lin¬ 
coln division of Ford Motors to 
pull out of the show after some 
eight years. Eastman will pay 
some $5,000,000 a year for the priv¬ 
ilege of sponsoring the show on 
alternate Sundays, with Mercury 
remaining as the other sponsor. 

The Lincoln pullout came as a 
surprise to all hut the top level of 
CBS execs, who never even re¬ 
ferred the availability to the web’s 
sales department for exposure to 
agencies. No sooner had word of 
the opening gotten out t/ian East¬ 
man, along with at least two other 
sponsors, were perched at CBS’ 
door with bids for the show. Web 
tapped Eastman 24 hours later. 

Lincoln decision to pull out of 
the show was attributed to the 
mounting cost of the program. As 
recently as three years ago, the 
Sullivan show was budgeted at 
$40,000 per program; now it’s up 
around $80,000 to $90,000 per show, 
exclusive of time, which runs to 
around $100,000 a week. Lincoln’s 
comparative competition. Cadillac, 
isn’t in network television at all, 
restricting its tv activities to oc¬ 
casional local buys through deal¬ 
ers. Lincoln apparently felt it 
would do better concentrating its 
coin in the class print media in¬ 
stead of spreading it in the mass 
television market. 

SUMMER TV SHOW 
FOR GEORGIA GIBBS 

Georgia Gibbs has been tapped 
for an NBC-TV ‘summer stint in 
the Monday 7:30 spot, replacing 
Nat King Cole, whose format has 
been expanded t9 a half-hour and 
shifts for the summer into the 10 
p.m. Tuesday period. Miss Gibbs, 
backed by the Eddie Safranski 
orch, takes over the period July 
1 and runs through Sept. 2, after 
which a half-hour fall entry takes 
over the 7:30-8 period. 

Web’s 7:30 music lineup now has 
Mis§. Gibbs- Mondays, Andy Wil¬ 
liams & June Valli on Tuesdays, 
Helen O'Connell on Wednesdays 
and Fridays- and Dinah Shore on 
Thursdays, all to he dropped come, 
September to make way for the 
half-hour adventure formats. 

Milinaire Tapped As 
‘Duchess’ Exec Producer 

Nicole Milinaire, one of the few 
femmes in overseas tv production, 
who was associate producer for the 
Sheldon Reynolds series, “Foreign 
Intrigue” and “Sherlock Holmes,” 
was upped by Reynolds to exefcu- 
tive producer of his new CBS-TV 
comedy series, “Dick and the 
Duchess.” ! 

Reynolds has also signed Ray Al¬ 
len, former Robt. Q. Lewis comedy 
writer, and Harvey Bullock (ex- 
Dave Garroway, .Martha Raye and 
Walter Winchell Show scripter). 
Both collabed Qn Hie recent NBC 
Baseball'spec. Allen is already in 
London and will he joined by Bul¬ 
lock, who leaves this Friday. 
‘ Also leaving on Friday is Patrick 
O’Neal, “Dick” of the series. Com¬ 
edy series, to be produced and di¬ 
rected by Reynolds, starts rolling 
in London’s MGM Studios M&n., 
July 1. 

Washington, June 25 
Smack in the face of Senate and 

House Committee recommenda¬ 
tions for more deintermixtilre ac¬ 
tion, the Federal Communications 
Commission last week moved to 
"undeintermix” the Albany-Sche- 
nectady-Troy area in New York to 
make it aU-YHF insead of all-UHF. 
Only four months ago, the agency 
Issued a show-cause order to Gen¬ 
eral Electric to shift its Schenecta¬ 
dy station, WRGB-TV, from VHF 
to UHF. 

The Commission's surprise move 
was announced in a short state¬ 
ment in which the agency said it 

, has “reexamined” the allocation 
situation in the area with a view to¬ 
ward providing three VHF stations. 
This would be accomplished by 
keeping WRGB on channel 6, re¬ 
versing a previous action which de¬ 
nied a proposal to drop in channel 
10 in Vail Mills, and shifting chan- - 
nel 13 from Utica to Albany, giv¬ 
ing Utica channel 2 instead. 

The plan, if carried out, would 
mean that Lowell Thomas and as¬ 
sociates would get channel 10 for 
their WCDA-TV ultra high station 
in Albany and the Stanley Warner 
UHF outlet, WTRI-TV, in the state 
capital would be given channel 13. 
It was WTRI which vigorously 
fought the Thomas proposal for the 
Vail Mills allocation. 

The Commission set July 18 as^ 
the deadline for comments on the 
proposal. Meanwhile, the agency 
said it will withhold action on pe¬ 
titions for reconsideration of Its 
show-cause order to G-E to surren¬ 
der its VHF channel, Company has 
given indications it will fight the 
case through the courts. 

The new proceeding was decided 
on by a vote of 4-2, with Chairman 
George C. McConnaughey, whose 
term expires at end of the week, 
abstaining. Comrs. Robert Bart¬ 
ley and Robert E. Lee dissented to 
the proposal. In the original dein- 
termixture action* the Commission 
lined up 5-2, with Chairman Mc¬ 
Connaughey, Comrs. Rosel Hyde, 
T. A. M. Craven, Bartley and Lee 
favoring and Comrs. John C. Doer- 
fer and Richard Mack dissenting. 

Agency’s statement gave no ex¬ 
planation for the move to reverse 
the previous action, other than to 
say that its purpose is to provide 
multiple tv service in the area “at 
the earliest practicable time.” It 
was understood that a majority of 
the Commission have come to feel 
that too much time would elapse 
to help UHF in the area before the 
deintermixture action could be en¬ 
forced. 

The deintermixture move brought 
strong protests from Sens. Jacob 

(Continued on page 40) 

NBC-TV Agrees 
To Lux Cutback 

NBC-TV has agreed to Lever 
Bros, demands that “Lux Video 
Theatre” be cut back to a half-hour 
next season and has okayed the 
Lux occupancy of the Thursday 10 
to 10:30 period come the fall. Web 
is planning to continue program¬ 
ming through to 11 o’clock Thurs¬ 
day nights, and has tentatively set 
the Jane Wyman show for the 10;30 
period under sponsorship of 
Quaker Oats and Hazel Bishop. 

The network, however, may face 
a tough station clearance battle in 
the 10:30 to 11 time, with the af¬ 
filiates ill-disposed toward surren¬ 
dering the locally lucrative time 
period to two new advertisers. It's 
recalled that when “Lux” first 
shifted to NBC in hour form. Lever 
had to buy the 10:30 to 11 period 
on many NBC affiliates on a na¬ 
tional spot basis because they 
wouldn’t clear otherwise. 

Eventually, all of them swung 
into line, but at the most recent 
NBC-TV affiliate exee committee 
get together a few months hack, 
there was, plenty of grumbling 
over the web's planned invasion of 
the 10:30 time. Chief object of 
the affiliates* ire was the Monday 
night 10 to 11 “Crisis” show, but 
after -some grumbling the affils 
gave in on that one. Now, how¬ 
ever, they may Use their okay of 
"Crisis” as the bargaining point 
in refusing to clear the Thursday 
nightspot. 
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RCA Thesaurus on CBS Bandwagon 
An RCA subsidiary has been caught In the act of openly prais¬ 

ing a CBS-TV star and his show to the detriment of NBC by em- 
- phasizing that the Columbia entry is a “top-rated*' property that 
“immediately skyrocketed its ratings above all network competi- 
tion-*' ' 

The RCA subsidiary is RCA Thesaurus, which .on June 11 sent 
a letter to station managers pitching its “Town & Country Time” 
series of 26-half-hour hillbilly musicals starring Jimmy Dean, 
filmed over three years ago. Dean just took over the early morn¬ 
ing 7 to 7:45 period on CBS-TV and immediately began to clobber 

• NBC's “Today” in the Nielsen ratings. 
RCA Thesaurus, eager to climb aboard the Dean bandwagon 

now that he’s developed into a hot property, started circularizing 
stations again on its film Show, but made the miscalculation of 
sending such a letter to a competitive-minded CBS affiliate, which 
immediately forwarded it to CBS in N.Y. 

Letter is headlined: “Jimmy Dean . . . New Top-Rated CBS-TV 
Network Country Music Star Now Available For Local Or Regional 
Sponsorship.” Letter bears the regular RCA letterhead with the 
RCA Victor Record Division subtitle. First, paragraph, where the 
praise for CBS is heaped on, reads: 

“Here's a great opportunity to get CBS-TV’s new top-rated 
country music star, Jimmy Dean, to sell merchandise for your 
local sponsors! The sensational appeal of Jimmy Dean on his 
new daily CBS-TV network show Immediately skyrocketed its 
ratings above all network competition.” 

Remainder of the letter is descriptive of the “Town Sc Country" 
show, which RCA Thesaurus took over some three years ago after 
it had a brief distribution through Official Films.__ 

ffCBS (AM & TV) in 2-for-l Hug 
Arrangement 

WCBS and WCBS-TV, the New* 
York flagships of CBS Radio and 
CBS Television, have “become kiss¬ 
ing cousins again through an agree¬ 
ment whereby the two flags will 
crossplug each other on programs 
and participations. In the past, 
neither station has agreed to pro¬ 
mote the other, and last winter, 
WCBS went so far as to turn down 
paid commercials from WCBS-TV 
promoting its Metro feature li¬ 
brary. 

Under the new agreement, set 
between the two general managers, 
Sam Cook Digges (tv) and Sam 
Slate (AM), the stations will cross- 
plug each other on a general two- 
for-one basis, where radio will de¬ 
liver two plugs for eyery one that 
television makes. Promotion will 
be general in nature, relating main¬ 
ly to porgram titles but not to spe¬ 
cific upcoming attractions, and 
some will be phrased in the past 
tense to avoid the competitive 
facets of the situation. One brand- 
new element is a WCBS-TV sign- 
off promo (about 2:30 a.m.) advis¬ 
ing stay-ups to tune to WCBS' 
“Music Till Dawd” since WCBS-TV 
is going off the air. 

Until now, radio has refused to 
plug television, for obvious com¬ 
petitive reasons. In the paid-com¬ 
mercial incident last December, the 
radio outlet turned down WCBS- 
TV (as did all but three radio sta¬ 
tions in the N. Y. area) on the basis 
that it wouldn’t promote television 
features and if it made an excep¬ 
tion for WCBS-TV it would have to 
open its doors to other tv stations. 
WCBS-TV was advertising the start 
of its Metro and Warner features 
on the “Late Show” and “Early 
Show” at the, time. 

Texas Rangers | 
Lend-Lease Deal 

Sweets Co. of America has pur¬ 
chased Screen Gems’ “Tales of the 
Texas Rangers” oh a sub-license 
arrangement from General Mills 
and is negotiating with NBC-TV 
tor the Sunday at 5:30 time slot 
for the westem-In-modem-dress 
series. 

Property was sponsored during 
the. past season on CBS-TV by- 
General Mills, which renewed the 
show for another year but decided: 
it didn’t have, a suitable time slot 
for it. Subsequently,, it set the 
sub-license deal for the coming 
season with Sweets Co., which for 
a time had shared the show on 
CBS. 

. “Texas Rangers” will revert to 
General Mills in time for the 1958- 
1959 season, at which time the 
cereal outfit plans to substitute it 
for “The Lone Ranger.” Mean¬ 
while, Sweets Co. is going ahead 
.With -the .show for this, season. . , 

as Kissin Cousins 
NBC-TV 'PREVIEW' SHOWS 

May Utilize Steve Alien Hour To 
Intro Fall Entries 

NBC-TV may “preview” its en¬ 
tire fall schedule via the Steve Al¬ 
len show during the second two 
weeks in September. Web is con¬ 
sidering using the Sept. 8 and 15 
Sunday night Allen shows as the 
peg for the introduction of all its 
new fall stars and shows. 

Plan, still not finalized, is to have 
the talent on hand for live appear¬ 
ances on the Allen show, and to 
use film clips in addition to the live 
stars where the shows are on film. 
Web is sounding out talent and 
packagers to get an idea of the 
availability of the talent before 
committing itseif to the project. 

British Com’lTV 

London, June 25. 
A major industrial dispute be¬ 

tween the commercial tv program 
companies and the technicians’ 
union is looming. Industrial action 
Has been threatened unless an 
agreement is negotiated by next 
Monday (1). 

When commercial television be¬ 
gan in London in September, 1955, 
the Association of Cine and Tele¬ 
vision Technicians negotiated a 
temporary arrangement with the 
Program Contractors Assn., under 
which the latter agreed to operate, 
for the time being, the appropriate | 
clauses in the Union’s agreement 
with the British Film Producers’ 
Assp, Since then, however, both 
sides have been unable to conclude 
an agreement of a more permanent . 
character. • j 

The PCA has since made indi¬ 
vidual settlements Auth the electri-i 
dans, Equity and the various man¬ 
ual .grades, hut, have failed to come 
to terms with the technicians. 

It’s generally admitted that the 
temporary agreement with ACTT 
has been honored more in the 
breach than in the observance!' The 
Union agreement with* the BFPA 
covers five-day week, with spe¬ 
cific terms for overtime payment. 
It has been found virtually impos¬ 
sible to translate that pact in terms 
of a seven-day working wegfc 

The Union has nbw warned the 
program companies that theyTl 
move into action next week if a 
new deal has not been signed. It’s 
not anticipated, however, that 
-they31 launch, into strike action. 

TO SELL fl SHOW 
The few remaining program 

plums still to he plucked for the 
fall season from sponsors who’ve 
committed for time but haven’t 
yet made their program choices 
are beginning to turn sour. Some 
producer-packagers have reached 
the point where they’d, prefer not 
to sell a show this late for fear 
that the resultant production 
snarl may ruin a perfectly good 
property. 

As of the moment, even if any 
such sponsor made a program 
commitment this week, production 
couldn’t get underway until the 
second week in July, due, among 
other things, to the July 4th holi¬ 
day. At that point, the work 
would be largely preproduction in 
nature (scripts, casting, etc.), and 
the first film couldn’t roll until a 
couple of weeks later. All this 
means that if the show were:i to 
start in September, the likelihood 
is that the producer would work 
throiigh all of next season on a 
week-to-week basis, never more 
than two or three shows ahead. 

No producer wants that kind of 
scheduling, since the safest insur¬ 
ance margin is a minimum of six 
shows ahead of air date (anything 
can happen to destroy a timetable: 
illness of a star, production facili¬ 
ties jam-ups, etc.). Yet, the late¬ 
ness of sponsors in making their 
final choices is making this sort of 
scheduling inevitable. 

Producers, of course, want that 
extra sale badly (competitive bid¬ 
ding between „MGM-TV with 
“Thin Man” and CBS Television 
Film Sales with “Colonel Flack” 
for the Colgate Friday at 9:30 NBC 
spot is something fierce). It 
means money in the bank for an¬ 
other season plus the trade pres¬ 
tige of having exposure with a 
blue-chip bankroller. 

Bqt some packagers are wonder¬ 
ing whether there aren’t other 
things besides money. For one, 
the tough production schedule in¬ 
evitably means poorer quality in 
the series. For another, a poor- 
quality series has to hurt their 
selling chances the following year. 
Third, and most important, they 
risk the chance of killing off a 
.good potential property. With 
proper production scheduling and 
handling, their property might be 
good for several seasons. But on 
a last-minute basis like this, with 
the resultant risks of poorer qual¬ 
ity and production snarls, the 
risk of a mid-season cancellation 
and a kissoff forever. 

Kay Thompson Set As 
SO Spec Consultant 

Kay Thompson has been set as a 
consultant on the NBC-TV spec be¬ 
ing produced by Showcase Produc¬ 
tions marking the 75th anni of 
Standard Oil to. of N. Y., and 
scheduled for presentation in Oc¬ 
tober. Deal was set by Lester Lewis 
Associates. 

Lewis outfit has also negotiated 
the following: Jean Sullivan on 
commercial deal with Old Gold for 
summer work with Bob Williams; 
Bud Palmer for Florida Citrus 
starting in September; Judy Bub- 
lick as head researcher for Odyssey 
Productions on new Lowell Thom¬ 
as CBS-TV series; Kit Kinne and 
Bill Malone for Lennen Sc Newell 
commercials. 

French’s Mustard In 
CBS-TV Daytime Buys 

French’s Mustard has made its 
first major network buy with the 
purchase of four alternate-week 
quarter-hours in the CBS-TV day¬ 
time lineup. Two of the buys are 
in new shows which haven’t even 
preemed yet, “Hotel Cosmopolitan" 
and “You Are the Jury.” Others 
are “Edge of Night” and “Our Miss 
Brooks.” 

Deal was set via J. Walter 
Thompson. "* 

Mutual Dangles Variety of Price 
Tags for New Music & News Sags 

Oops, Wrong Client 
Fine example of how not-to 

win clients and influence agen¬ 
cies was provided by CBS- 
TV Saturday night (22) on the 
preem of the Hazel Bishop- 
sponsored “Jimmy Dean 
Show.” Closing promotional 
announcement before the sta¬ 
tion break was, “Be sure to 
watch ‘The $64,000 Challenge’ 
tomorrow night on the CBS 
Television Network.” 

“Challenge,” of course, is co¬ 
sponsored by Hazel Bishop’s 
arch-competitor, Revlon. 

TV Affiliates Balk 
So No ‘Comment’ 

Affiliate disapproval has caused 
NBC-TV to drop its plans to tele¬ 
cast “Comment,” the news analy¬ 
sis-commentary show, on a five-a- 
week basis at 11:15 to 11:30 p.m. 
Moreover, the network, which had 
originally turned the time period 
over to its news department for the 
development either of “Comment”! 
or a straight news treatment, has 
recaptured the time and decided to 
program “Tonight” starting at 
11:15 instead of 11.30 as planned. 

Gist of the affiliate argument 
against “Comment” or any other | 
news show was their feeling that j 
neither would provide a sufficient-! 
ly strong leadin to “Tonight.” Af- 
fils were afraid of “Comment” asj 
a leadin, and felt that since they 
aired news at 11 to 11:15 on a 
local basis, a "network news entry 
would be needless duplication that 
might hurt the ‘Tonight” audience. 

. Hence the network's decision to 
start “Tonight” at 11:15 instead oi 
11:30, as originally planned. “Com¬ 
ment” is still a Sunday afternoon 
possibility in a half-hour version. 
Meanwhile, the network has set 
A1 (Jazzbo) Collins (who won't use 
his nickname and is discarding his 
beard), out of the WRCA Gotham 
flagship deejay stable, as the tem¬ 
porary anchorman for “Tonight,” 
spanning the period from now until 
July 29 when Jack Paar takes over 
the show with a new format. Col¬ 
lins replaces Jack Lescoulie, who’s 
returned to the “Today” staff to 
spell Dave Garroway, off on his 
vacation. 

DOTTY MACK EXITS 
WCPO AFTER HASSLE 

Cincinnati, June 25. 
Flood of applications for WCPO-; 

TV “Pantomime Hit Parade” lead, j 
vacated last week by Dotty Mack, 
will he sifted to 10 finalists for 
separate auditioning nightly start¬ 
ing July 1. Miss Mack’s walkout 
followed several tiffs with general 
manager Mort Watters during her 
five years on show. 

A run-in Miss Mack bad with co-: 
starrer Paul Dixon a couple of 
years ago resulted in his leaving 
WCPO-TV for an eastern berth 
then back in Ciney to join WLW-T. 

NBC’s ‘Queen For Day’ 
Lures New TV Sponsors 

Chicago, June 25. 
H. W. Gossard Co., which makes 

hosiery and foundation garments, 
is going into tv for the first time; 
this fall with a buy on NBC-TV’sj 
“Queen for a Day.” Advertising; 
its line of corsets, girdles and such, j 
Gossard's trial run is in the, form ] 
of one 15-minute segment every ! 
two weeks on the day timer, oves a j 
span of. 26 weeks. Total is 13 quar- ] 
ter hours, j 

Purchase begins Aug. 16. Edward s 
Weiss agency set the deal* here;» j 

+ Mutual, with nearly 400 stations 
riding with its new affiliation con¬ 
tract, has announced a participa¬ 
tion fate schedule for national 
sponsors under its news and music 
format. 

Net, under programming struc¬ 
ture which went into effect with 
the new contracts on June 2, main¬ 
ly has five-minute news shows on 
the half-hour to sell, with 20-sec¬ 
ond and eight-second announce¬ 
ments surrounding the news 
shows. Rates for the five-minute 
news shows, other than those of 
Gabriel Heater,, vary from $500 to 
$750, with $750 set for “premium” 
periods,’ 9:30 a m., 5:30 p.m., et al., 
and $500 for-non-premium periods. 
On the same premium and non- 
premium basis, 20-second an¬ 
nouncements vary from $200 to 
$300, and eight-second announce¬ 
ments from $100 to $150. The 
news schedule open for national 
sponsorship runs from 3:30 a.m. to 
11:30 p.m., with 6:30 a.m., 7:36 
a.m., 8:30 a.m. and 12:30 a.m. avail¬ 
able on partial network at com¬ 
parable rates. 

The price tag on Gabriel Heater 
five-minute shows at 7:30 and 9:30 
p.m., available in combination of 
alternating time period sponsor¬ 
ship, is $1,000 per program, time 
and talent. The multi-message 
mystery strip, Monday through 
Friday from 8:05 to 8:30 p.m., is 

(Continued on page 40) 

‘Hotel Cosmo’ TV 
Soaper Hits Snag 
CBS-TV has run into severat 

snags on its new “Hotel Cosmo¬ 
politan” daytime soaper and won’t 
be able to preem the new property- 
on July 8, as originally planned. 
Web at this point doesn’t know 
whemthe show will be ready, and 
is keeping “Valiant Lady” on a 
tWo-week-notice basis until “Cos¬ 
mo” is whipped into final shape. 

Kinnie was cut on “Cosmo” a 
i couple of weeks back, but the 
CBS-TV brass hasn’t had a chance 
to see it. for one thing. For an¬ 
other, those execs who have 
screened the audition weren’t too 
happy with what they saw and 
want some evidence of improve¬ 
ment before they go ahead with 
the show'. Finally, the work on the 
show hasn’t proceeded as quickly 
as planned and the w eb wants to 
wait until a sufficient script back¬ 
log has accumulated. 

Meanwhile, the network has 
made a couple of sales on the show, 
latest to French’s Mustard tsee 
separate story), but all on a condi¬ 
tional basis. “Cosmo,” which is 
slated to go into the noontime spot 
as the “Valiant Lady” successor, 
is being packaged for the web by 
Roy Winsor and will star Chester 
Morris as the host-narrator. 

ABC-TVVBigBeat’To 
Make like ‘Big Record’ 

Bat U-I’s Also Got Title 
Hollywood, June 25. 

] Title clash seems inevitable be¬ 
tween ABC-TV and Universal-In¬ 
ternational, with disclosure by net 
of new musical program, “The Big 
Beat.” U-I is currently rolling 
musical theatrical feature with 
same tag. 

Television format, hosted by 
Alan Freed, is similar to CBS-TV 
"The Big Record” program, with 
seven disk stars slated to appear 
weekly, to present current record 
top-sellers. 

U-I's pic toplines Bill Reynolds 
and Andra Martin, with Will Co¬ 
wan producing-directing. Music 
personalities Gogi Grant, Rose 
Marie, Howard Miller. Alan Cope¬ 
land, The Mills Bros., Harry 
James, Freddy Martin. Russ Mor¬ 
gan, Buddy Bregman. George 
Shearing quintet and J-eri South¬ 
ern. appear in cast.- 
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Some Producers Lucky in Getting 
Off Hook on Backlog of Pilots 

With an estimated 100 pilots go-4- 
ing begging for a sale this season 
at an overall cost of nearly $4,000,- 
000, agencies, packages, producers 
and distributors are learning the 
hard way to get off the hook for all 
that coin. It can be done—and is 
being done—but some minimum re¬ 
quirements are needed. 

For one thing, the producer has 
to have distribution resources avail¬ 
able. For another, he has to have 
a backlog of product. Third, he 
has to have some financial re¬ 
sources left over after the pilot. 
And fourth, he’s got to have enough 
permanence to his organization to 
take advantage of a four-year tax 
writeoff on what he loses on the 
production of the pilot. 

Here’s how one major producer, 
stuck with over 10 pilots (produced 
for about $500,000), reduced the 
nut to about $50,000 a year as a 
dead loss. He put two of the 
shows in syndication, and ordered 
production on a third which he sold 
overseas and is consequently in a 
good bargaining position on in the 
U. S. for either network or syndi¬ 
cated sale. 

He then took two more pilots and 
put them into anthology series 
which have already run on the net¬ 
works but which are sold for rerun 
as summer replacements. Figur¬ 
ing two summer runs this year and 
next, plus subsequent syndication, 
he’ll have recovered his negative 
cost on those. In one other case, 
he sold the pilot to an agency for 
use in someone else’s regular an¬ 
thology series where production 
was snarled and the show was short 
one episode. 

So the producer was left with 
four pilots, two of which he’d like 
to forget about but two which he’s 
high on and intend to keep on 
the shelf for next season. Total 
loss: $200,000. But he’s got a tax 
writeoff over four years, so that 
his loss this year is only $50,000, 
or 10Co of his original pilot invest¬ 
ment. And if one of the two 
shelved pilots comes through in 
January or next spring, he’s com¬ 
pletely off the nut. 

This particular producer is cool¬ 
ing toward the use of pilots, but 
because he questions their sales ef¬ 
fectiveness, not because of the loss 
involved. Even having produced 
10 of ’em, he couldn’t make a na¬ 
tional sale, and he’s convinced that 
the potshot method doesn’t work. 
But he’s one of the lucky ones who 
had the resources to get off the 
hook; unfortunately, not everyone 
can do it. 

‘Premiere Performance’ 
Hits Trendex Jackpot 

NTA Film Network has come up 
with some rating figures showing 
the greater pull of '‘Premiere Per¬ 
formance” since its commercial de¬ 
but with 20th-Fox feature product 
last April. 

According to the latest 15-city 
Tr-endex report in June, ‘‘Pre¬ 
miere Performance”, has nearly 
doubled its share of audience as 
compared to April, receiving a.40.3 
share of the audience compared to 
a 22.1 share In April. The rating 
rise was from 10.1 in April, to 11.3 
in June, when the sets in use fi g¬ 
ure, reflective of the growing sum¬ 
mer situation, dropped to 28.1 as 
compared to 45.9 in April, 

'Premiere. Performance,” tele¬ 
cast by 134 stations, is sponsored 
by Warner Lambert, Old Gold, 
Sunbeam, arid Hazel Bishop. 

Storer 
Bundle of Fix To 
Five o&o Stations 

‘Gentlemen’s Agreement’ 
At Top of N.Y. Rating 

Heap in Sat Slotting 
NTA Film Network’s New York 

affiliate WPIX found itself on the 
top of the rating heap for Saturday 
night, beginning at 10 p.m., with 
its June 1 telecast of ‘‘Gentlemen’s 
Agreement.” 

For the two hour and 15 minutes 
"Premiere Performance” telecast, 
WPIX drew an ARB average rat¬ 
ing of 16.8, with a 37.5 share of 
audience, against an ARB average 
of 14.2 for WCBS and a 9.7 ARB 
average for the time span for 
WRGA. Top competing shows op¬ 
posing "Gentlemen’s Agreement” 
were "Hjt Parade” on WRCA from 
10:30 to 11 p.m., which beat the 
20th-Fox feature with a 21.6. For 
that time segment, "Agreement” 
had a 17.6. Shows beat by the 
New York Daily News indie in the 
seven station market included 
George Gobel, WRCA, with a 13.0; 
and "Two for the Money,” WCBS, 
With a 11.7. 

Storer Broadcasting has inked a 
deal with National Telefilm Asso¬ 
ciates foi; the "Rocket 86” and the 
"Big 50” packages, as well as five 
half-hour adventure series. Deal, 
said to involve about $1,000,000, 
takes in Storer’s five tv stations, 
WPFH, Wilmington - Philadelphia; 
WJW-TV, Cleveland; WAGA-TV, 
Atlanta; WJBK-TY, Detroit, and 
WSPD-TV, Toledo. 

Purchase schedule for the indi¬ 
vidual stations follows: WPFH, 
Wilmington - Philadelphia, "The 
Big 50,” “Rocket 86,” "Adventures 
of China Smith,” "New Adven¬ 
tures of China Smith,” "Police 
Call,” "Orient Express” and "Com¬ 
bat Sergeant.” 

WAGA-TV, Atlanta, "The Big 
50,” "Rocket 86,” "Adventures of 
China Smith,” "New Adventures 
of China Smith,” “Police Call,” 
"Orient Express” and "Combat 
Sergeant.” 

WJW-TV, Cleveland, "The Bfg 
50” and "Rocket 86”; WSPD-TV, 
Toledo, "Rocket 86,” and WJBK- 
TV. Detroit, “The Big Fifty.” 

Deal for the 20th-Fox product 
in the main marks the first time 
that the Storer group has made a 
simultaneous purchase of this kiftd 
for its tv outlets. 

KGUL-TV Hi PACT 
FOR UA RELEASES 

"Galveston, June 25. 
KGUL-TV here has signed a con¬ 

tract with United Artists that will 
make it the first station in the 
country to show a brand new crop 
of 65 features just released for tv. 

To get them, KGUL-TV reports 
that it "paid the highest price In 
its history for films.” 

Bud Johnson, KGUL-TV film 
manager, said the pix were pro¬ 
duced from 1950 to 1956, and some 
of them are so new they have not 
been converted from 35 to 16m. 
The pix will make their debut 
on “Award Theatre” at 9:30 p.m. 
on June 29 with “Night of the 
Hunter” with Shelley Winters and 
Robert Mitchum, as the opener. 

DuM to Join NTA 
Veteran broadcaster Ted Cott has 

Joined the executive staff of Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates, resign¬ 
ing his post with DuMont Broad¬ 
casting, where he served as v.p., 
general manager and board mem¬ 
ber. 

Cott will divide his time at NTA 
between- general exec duties and 
development of new programming 
properties. It also is held likely 
that he would be one of the key 
men in any possible tv station ac¬ 
quisitions by NTA, the film dis¬ 
tribution company already having 
gone on record as interested in. 
such possible buyouts. Cott’s po¬ 
sition at DuMont became hazy 
when Richard Buckley, WNEW 
prez, also moved into the DuMont 
picture as veepee in charge of sales 
and programming. 

Before joining DuMont, Cott had 
been associated with NBC, WNEW, 
and other activities. He is the sec¬ 
ond exec to move over to NTA 
within recent weeks, the other be¬ 
ing A1 Schwalberg, vet theatrical 
distribution official, now also a gen¬ 
eral exec at NTA* 

Trench Provincial’ As 
Bel Geddes Vidpix Series 

Hollywood, June 25. 
Deal *>for Revue Productions to 

telefilm pilot starring Barbara Bel 
Geddes, probably to he lensed in 
Paris this summer, was set last 
week Ingo Preminger agency, 
which owns the property. Pilot 
script, "French Provincial,” is by 
Andrew Solt and Gina Kaus, and 
revolves around adventures of 
Yank girl in Europe. 

Present plans are to air on CBS- 
TV "Schlitz Playhouse” series next 
fall. 

New Ziv Account Execs 
Ziv has added two account execs 

to its national sales force, Carl A. 
Russell, vet tv film salesman, and 
I. C. Bettiker, formerly v.p. at 
Beaumont and Hohman, Chicago, 

i B°th execs will work under super¬ 
vision of James Shaw, midwestern 
sales manager. 

Russell had been associated with 
WBKB, Chicago, and Vitapix, 
where he was midwestern sales 
manager. While at Beaumont and5 
Hohman, Bettiker handled sunh 
accounts as Greyhound, Whirlpool 
and TWA. ... 

John Fenton, Transfilm vice- 
president in production Is ankling 
to rejoin his former confrere 
there Robert Klaeger, who just 
started his own, commercial-indus¬ 
trial production company; Fenton 
becomes a veep of Robert Klaeger 
Films Productions . . . Reub Kauf¬ 
man, Guild prexy, planed from 
here to Mazatlan, Mexico, for five 
days for "Captain Grief’ produc¬ 
tion powwows with Duke Gold' 
stone, who moved series to that lo¬ 
cale . . . Former heavyweight 
champ Rocky Marciano is debuting 
asra telefilm thesp in the series, 
portraying a "villainous smuggler” 
opposite Doris Wlss. 

Leon S. Rhodes has been named 
v.p. of Loucks & Noriing Studios, 
industrial and special effects divi¬ 
sion of Robert Lawrence Produc¬ 
tions. He succeeds John A. Nor¬ 
iing:, a founder of the company, 
who passed away last month * , . 
Kurt Blumberg, assistant v.p. in 
charge of sales for Television Pro¬ 
grams of America, has returned 
after a two-week stint in Naval Re¬ 
serve training. 

Herman Rush, sales v.p. at Offi¬ 
cial Filins, and A. W. Schwalberg, 
National Telefilm Associates exec, 
were elected to board of directors 
of Gold Medal Studio. Others on 
the board include Martin H. Poll, 
Gold Medal Studio prez, E. Edwin 
Knill and Saint Suber . : . Ray 
Coleman of the Deborah Coleman 
Agency is supplying New York ad 
t' circles with Broadway talent. 
ATPPS those se£al^ {W^eek were: 

Choreographer Boris Runanin 
staged two Drene commercials for 
Compton; he also staged three 
Schlitz commercials for J. Walter 
Thompson and nine Post Cereals 
commercials for Benton Sc Bowles. 
Out of the cast of “Bells Are Ring¬ 
ing” Bernie West filmed a Comet 
commercial for Dancer Fitzgerald 
Sample, Dort Clark a Decaf spo£ 
for the sarfre agency and Paul Lip- 
son a Sylvania commercial for J. 
Walter Thompson. Also set were 
Jacques D’Amboise, Broadway 
dancer, for Drene via Compton; 
singer Peter Kelly for Mounds and. 
thrush Lois O’Brien for Kool . . . 
Jon Hall planning a round-the- 
world tour this summer to obtain 
background footage for “Malolo of 
the Seven Seas,” the teleseries 
project for. RKO Teleradio dis¬ 
tribution . by Jon HalL.Cowan En- j 
terprises . . . Shamrock Studios in 
Winter Park, Fla. has leased space 
to the photographic section of the 
Martin Co.# aircraft manufactur¬ 
ers . . . Charles V. Ryan has set 
Tina Louise and Julie Newmar, of 
“L’il Abner” cast, and EHsabeth 
Allen, Jaelde Gleason’s “Away We- 
Go” girl, for a series of Arrid 
commercials via Ted Bates. 

Rene Anselmo has been appoint¬ 
ed Mexico and Central America 
sales rep for ABC Film Syndica¬ 
tion. . Anselmo, who headquarters 
at Televicentro in Mexico City, 
was formerly with Freemantle and 
Television Pro"rrms of America 

< ; • .^Continued on page 43) 

Comedy’s ’Poor Relation Status 
h First-Run Syndication Field 

-:--:---f 

Chi Lops Tex & Jinx 
For Cartoon Series 

Chicago, June 25. 
WNBQ veep Jules Herbuveaux 

returned from NBC Gotham head¬ 
quarters last week with permission 
to drop the web’s “Tex and Jinx 
Show” in Chi. Reason is that the 
1 p.m, starting time for the inter¬ 
view strip in the east is noontime 
in the Windy City, when kiddie 
fare traditionally is the best rated. 

Accordingly, "’the NBC o&o is 
starting a new half-hour cartoon 
series for the tricycle set on July 
1, to he hosted by a local male 
emcee. WNBQ, which among the 
four stations here has the least 
available time for local live orig¬ 
inations will increase its live time 
with the new show to 18 hours per 
week. 

Three of the four local commer¬ 
cial stations will have kiddie shows 
this summer in the 12-12:30 period, j 

WBBM-TV continues to go with! 
news and a women’s service show.! 

Watkins Case In 
i FCC Data Hassle 

The recent U.S. Supreme Court 
decision in the .Watkins case limit¬ 
ing the probing powers of Con¬ 
gressional committees and Govern¬ 
mental agehcies was cited by 
Screen Gems yesterday (Tues.) in 
N, Y. Federal District Court in 
arguments against the Federal 
Communication Commission’s bid 
for enforcement of its subpoenas 
against four balking tv producer 
distributors. " 

Judge Frederick van Pelt Bryan, 
after hearing argument; reserved 
decision in the plea against the 
four ^respondents, -Screen Gems, 
Ziv, MCA, and Revue, the MCA 
subsid. Quartet has refused to 
turn over financial data to the 
FCC. 

FCC counsel Warren Baker con¬ 
tended that the financial data 
sought regarding program costs*, 
purchase' prices by networks and 
stations and related information, 
was necessary to the FCC’s Net¬ 
work Study Committee inquiry.] 
He also maintained that only with 
such information could the study 
group ascertain whether free com¬ 
petition exists -on the airways and 
how best to change network rules 
and regulations* He told the court 
that ,other tv- producers have co¬ 
operated with the study committee, 
as well as the networks. 

Screen Gems counsel Paul Por-i 
ter and Ziv counsel Sam J. Silver- 
man reiterated arguments against 
supplying the requested informa¬ 
tion, challenging the materiality 
of the data sought, the jurisdiction 
of the FCC in the matter, and 
scoring the failure of the FCC to 
give a blanket .guarantee that the 
information supplied would be! 
kept secret. Silverman said that 
Ziv may be injured if buyers or; 
programs learn exact costs. He 
volunteered to give.summary in¬ 
formation. «... ■• 

FCC took the Issue to the courts 
following a series of hearings and 
pleadings in. Which the four non- 
cooperating-tv producers and the 
governmental agency could not get 
together, forcing the FCC to seek 
court enforcement of its sub¬ 
poenas. 

‘Sailor of Fortune’ 
Put Into Syndication 

RKO Television now has put 
"Sailor of Fortune” into general 
syndication. Outdoor sea adventure 
series of 26*episodes, made in Brit¬ 
ain and already* aired on commer¬ 
cial tv-facilities in England, stars 
Canadian-American actor Lome 
Green. 

Previously, RKO Teleradio tv di¬ 
vision put "Aggie” series on the 
syndication market Screen Direc¬ 
tors Playhouse skein, which it now 
owns, is being pitched for national 
sale, either network or national 

i " ; u .s/ * 

Comedy is like a poor relation 
| in the .syndication field, seldom 
catered to, too expensive to sup¬ 
port, but occasionally popping up 
in a rich household, sometimes 
with embarrassing consequences 
and on few occasions with success. 

Of the some 12 odd first-run 
properties set for fall In syndica¬ 
tion, as well as other possibilities 
for later in the season, only two 
are in the comedy vein. Television 
Programs of America’s "Tugboat 
Annie” and CBS Film Sales "Col¬ 
onel Flack,” which may go the syn¬ 
dication route. The rest are a har¬ 
vest of action-adventures, melers, 
mysteries, and westerns. 

The reason for the poor relation 
status of comedies, the situation 
laugh provoking type, not the 
stand-up variety which hardly ever 
reaches film, is that ft’s too ex¬ 
pensive at this stage to make for 

[the syndication market. Scripts 
which pass in the action-adventure 

! category would hardly, meet the 
I exacting demands of comedies. Top 
[ comedy personalities also-' draw 
heavy sums^which eliminate them 
as possibilities for the market. 

There are and have been situa¬ 
tion comedies based upon well. 
known properties such as "The 
Goldbergs,” "Meet Corlis Archer,’? 
the upcoming "Tugboat Annie,” 
"The Great Gildersleeve” and 
others. Comedy, though, because 
of its demands always have bee4 
in the minority, with syndication 
dependent upon network cancella¬ 
tions of situation comedy shows for 
product in that category. Some ox 
the off-network shows put into syn¬ 
dication have done . extremely 
well in the reurn field, notably 
"Private Secretary,” "My Little 
Margie” and the ‘Stu Erwin Show,” 
filling a gap which is not adequate¬ 
ly supplied by first-run syndica¬ 
tion. 

John Beal’s WNHC-TV 
Deal as Host-Emcee 

On Daily Feature Grind 
Motion picture and legit actor* 

director John Beal has moved into 
television on a permanent basis in 
New Haven, where he’s stepped 
into a regular daily spot as host- 
emcee of WNHG-TV’s "Holly¬ 
wood’s Best” daily feature film 
showcase of Metro, Warner Bros, 
and RKO Films. 

Beal is integrating into the host 
format several features, including, 
interviews of top stars appearing in 
New Haven or nearby summer 
theatres (lineup indudes Dennis 
King, Franchot -Tone, Elliott Nu¬ 
gent, Kathleen Maguire, etc.),, ad 
lib tidbits about stars appearing in’ 
the features with whonf he’S\ 
worked, showing his own portrait 
sketches done on the Hollywood 
lots (about 20 sketch books of 
drawings) and conducting an in¬ 
formal “study group” discussing 
direction, scripting, camerawork 
and even musical scores of tht 
pictures shown. 

Beal’s deal with the station is 
non-exclusive, leaving him free foir • 
other work in television, pictures 
and, legit. Beal used the clause 
to plane to the Coast to make 
"Mark of the Vampire” for United 
Artists release and then to appear 
oq a couple of network drama 
stanzas before starting his WNHC- 
TV stint. Beal took the WNHC- 
TV spot and is cutting down on 
his other "work to spend more time 
with his family, at their nearby 
home. 

Keever, Cinader Named 
Teepees at Cal Nat 

California National Productions’ 
has gotten around to naming its 
first vice presidents since the for¬ 
mation of the company a year ago 
and the assumption by Bob Levitt 
of the presidency. Two veeps are 
H. Weller (Jake) Keever and Rob¬ 
ert A. Cinader, sales v. p. and pro¬ 
gramming veep, respefctively. 

Keever has been head of sales 
for the NBC subsid .and its prede¬ 
cessor companies (Kagran Corp. 
and NBC Film Division) for the 
past two years. Cinader, ex-Wil¬ 
liam Morris agency, joined Cal Nat 
last summer as Levitt’s exec as- ■> 
sistant find subsequently became 
$ir£9tot of programs. ^ b ii j 
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‘Policing Reruns on Residuals 
" Hollywood, June 25. 

New org, TV Policing Reports, is being set up by TY-Radio 
Branch of Writers Guild of America West to furnish monthly state* 
ments of all tv program rerun telecasts across the nation. Expense 
of establishing the system, to be known as TPR, will be borne by 
all guilds whose memberships derive earnings, in part, from resi¬ 
dual payments, according to present plans. Those guilds which., 
have been asked to bear this expense have mostly agreed to 
participate, according to WGAW spokesmen. 

New Unit, in effect, will be a national extension of a local resi¬ 
dual policing test pattern in which Erna Lazarus, chairman of 
WGAW residual policing committee, and local station KTTV . co¬ 
operated. Plan already has been approved by such orgs as MCA, 
acting for its clients, and exec board and membership of the 
Alliance of TV Film Producers. 

Screen Actors Guild over weekend revealed it has tied up dis- 
tribs for 80% of telefilm products for its own residual checking 
system. SAG spokesman Chet Migden emphasized that actor's 
residual checking system, which has resulted in distribution of 
$1,321^)00 in payments to date to membership, is now part of 
WGAW’s TPR setup. Also, SAG has never been approached by 
WGAW, contrary to the writer’s .assertions last week, to join in 
any common checking system, Migden declared. 

New agreements with SAG were made by CBS-TV film sales; 
California National, NBC-TV subsid; ABC-TV Film Syndication 
Inc.; MCA-TV Films Ltd.; and Columbia telefilm subsid, Screen 
Gems Inc. Firms agreed to supply info on start of each telefilm 
series being shown in syndication. * 

ARB Reframes Rating Methods On 
Features; Now Using ‘Secret Week’ 

In onjer to overcome hypoed ra¬ 
tings stemming from programming 
a station’s best features during a 
Tating week, as„well as boosting 
ratings via unusual promotion-ad¬ 
vertising diming a rating week, 
American Research Bureau has in¬ 
stituted two separate plans, already 
adopted in certain markets. 

One plan -is keyed to the “secret 
..week” concept, under which ARB 
selects a particular week to do its 
rating survey/Tor the market Cur¬ 
rent practice is to measure some 
150 markets throughout the coun¬ 
try, via the diary method, on prior 
announced weeks, with the key 
markets being surveyed the first 
Week of each month. The Second 
plan is a one-week four-w^e¥ sur¬ 
vey in which 2 full sample is placed 
during the* nOrmal survey week of 
the month andv a partial sample 
'during .the remaining three weeks. 
The printed report includes the 
regular one-week ratirfgs, but also 
includes the four-week average 
ratings for each time period. 

One week four-week survey re¬ 
ports are currently being prepared 

- (Continued on page 43) 

For Barter Deals 
Baltimore, June 25, 

Charles Antell, via Paul Venze 
Associates, has concluded a deal 
with Screencraft for “Judge Roy 
Bean,” under which Antell will get 
exclusive use of skein in 50 U. S. 
markets. Antell, which will utilize 
the “Bean” show for barter ar¬ 
rangements with stations, also is 
talking with Screencraft on a pos¬ 
sible deal for “The Mickey Rooney 
Show.” 

Paul Venze Associates, agency 
for Antell, now is using approxi¬ 
mately 40 properties, half-hours, 
features, cartoons, westerns, etc., 
nationally for trading Antell spots 
for programming with stations. 
This library of programming is a 
Composite of ABC Film Syndica¬ 
tion, Bagnall, Interstate, NBC Film 
Sales, Official Films, as well as 
from other sources, to which the 
Scrtfencraft shows will be added. 

In a plan aimed to fit almost any 
station’s programming need, Antell 
has racked up enough time to give 
them the 24th position among na¬ 
tional spot advertisers last year, 
hitting about the same position for 
the first quarter of .’57, also. Since 
February, 1956, when Antell began 
Its barter operation over 140 sta¬ 
tions, a good percentage in the top 
markets, have contracted for one 
to five shows. The station deals 
primarily are a direct tradfe, 
although several stations buy their 
shows if the agency guarantees to 
spend back all the money, plus 
commissions. , 

Singer and Cheyillat’s 
’Boys Hare All the Fun’ 

Hollywood, June 25. 
Second teleseries property was 

bought last week by Ray Singer 
and Dick Chevillat, for their Ray- 
dick Corp. . New buy is “Boys Have 
All the Fun,” Richard Wormser 
yarn published in Saturday Even¬ 
ing Post, and is slated for fall pro¬ 
duction. 

tack of Salesmen 
In TV Films Cues 

Problem of getting and holding 
competent film salesmen, with the 
growth of specialization in the tele¬ 
film field, is a sore one—and one 
company. Television. Programs of 
America, has instituted a training 
program to bring what it considers 
qualified men into the field. 

TPA. under the aegis of exec 
v.p. “Michael M. Sillerman, has a 
three-month program for trainees, 
repping an. Investment In time and 
money, which has paid off, the cas¬ 
ualties being few. After an inten¬ 
sive briefing on creative selling at 
home office, trainee is sent out in 
the field with a senior salesmen or 
under a sales v.p,, in a particular 
district, moving itfto- a junior ter¬ 
ritory later under close supervi¬ 
sion and at the end of three 
months, trainee is evaluated oh 

XContinued on page 43) 

VANDA’S BIGTfME BID 
IN COta’L TV FILMING 

Philadelphia, June 25. 
The creation of the WCAU Com¬ 

mercial Film Production Division 
was heralded by. Charles Vanda, 
veepee in charge of television, in 
a letter to the advertising trade. 
Vanda who will supervise the set¬ 
up declared “We are hastening the 
day when Philadelphia need no 
longer take a back seat in the pro¬ 
duction of commercial films.” 

“This move will answer a long 
felt need by local agencies who 
formerly had to depend on New 
York and Hollywood for adequate 
commercial film. With our tech¬ 
nical experience and facilities we 
can cast, set, film, record and pre¬ 
view both black and white and 
color pictures over closed circuit. 

Vanda will be assisted by 
Jerome B. Samuelsohn producer- 
director at WCATJ-TV and John J. 

'Burke/ a vet of 21 years. 

S|NTA Expands on Several Fronts; 
New Features, May Buy Stations 

Growing more evident daily in 
the syndication field are a multi¬ 
plicity of patterns, some new, some 
old, and others seen in the Offing, 
aimed at shoring up the risks in 
putting out a new series. The in¬ 
tent is to avoid “orphan” product, 
skeins put on the market without 
prior sales or commitments. 

One consequence of the mush-, 
rooming elasticity is the upbeat in 
the number of series set for fall 
airing. Another is the possibility 
of putting more dough into a skein 
and getting greater production val¬ 
ues on the screen. And still an¬ 
other result is* that the “wheeling 
and dealing” required in the main 
puts the established syndication 
outfits at a big advantage. . 

Screen Gems returned to the 
first-run syndication markej . with 
“Casey Jones” via a unique deal 
with six stations, four Westing- 
house outlets and two indies, 
WPIX, N. Y., and KTTV, Los An¬ 
geles, under which stations are 
putting up nearly $500,000 in re¬ 
turn for equity in the property, 
plus guaranteed exclusivity in their 
markets. Similar deals have been 
bandied around in the past by 
other syndicators, but for a variety 
of reasons, they never reached fru¬ 
ition. Now, all syndicators and 
many key stations, especially the 
heavy users of film, are watching 
the “Casey Jones” deal for har¬ 
bingers of what, may come tomor¬ 
row. 

Then, there is the growing im¬ 
portance of the foreign market, a 
factor which helps to kick off a 
syndicated series in the U. S. which 
otherwise, in many instances, 
might never have gotten that need¬ 
ed launching push. Latest example 
in this area is Official Fi> ms deci¬ 
sion to set “Sword of Freedom," 
the Edmund Ptirdum starrer, for 
syndication. Skein, to be produced 
by Hanna Weinstein’s Sapphire 
outfit, in England, was sold to Brit¬ 
ish commercial tv programmers. 
This prior foreign tie development 
is by no means new, but it’s crop¬ 
ping up more frequently lately. 

Back on the domestic front, cen¬ 
tralized film buying of station 

(Continued on page 42) 

National Telefilm Asociates is 
perking on a number of fronts, ex¬ 
ploring possible station acquisi¬ 
tions, expanding its NTA Film Net¬ 
work, negotiating for new feature 
product, and stepping more solidly 
into a foreign operation. 

On the NTA Film Network, NTA 
has obtained distribution rights to 
the “20th-Fox Hour” films, the pro¬ 
gram -which had been networked 
for the past two years and recently 
axed on CBS-TV. In addition to 
the 37 in the cAn, TFC-TV Produc¬ 
tions, 20th-Fox’s tv subsid, plans 
to produce 20 new shows for the 
NTA Film Network. Present plans 
call for a Monday through Friday 
stripping operation, in concept a 
filmed ‘Matinee Theatre” for NTA 
Film Network affiliates. The 20th- 
Fox deal comes on the heels of al¬ 
ready announced plans to expand 
the net for the 1957-'58 season with 
three half-hour telefiimed shows, 
which would be in addition to 
the fully-sponsored “Premiere Per¬ 
formance” of 20th-Fox features 
Tlie price tag for the three pro- 

■ jeeted series “How to Marry a Mil- 
| lionaire,” “This Is Alice," and “The 

_ • j Last Marshall” for the net is about 
Official Films, which pioneered I $60,000 weekly, time and talent for 

the Monday through Friday strip- Veaeh 
ping concert about two years ago j ^rding station acquisitions. 

Safari, Anyone? 
The African-locale appears 

to be getting a concentrated 
workout by telefilm producers. 

Gross-Krasne has “African 
Patrol” for syndication, with 
shooting on location around 
Nairobi. The Nairobi locale 
also is being utilized for 
“White Hunter” by Telestars 
Films. Guild will be offering 
“Michaels of Africa” for. syn¬ 
dication. : And then there's 
“Jungle Boy,” Gross-Krasne's 
pilot for national sale, also 
shot near the Hollywood of 
Africa—Nairobi. 

For Action With 
3 More Series 

with “My Little Margie” followed 
by “Trouble With Father,” is prep- 
ping three other -series for strip¬ 
ping sales. 

The new ones to come under that 
category include “Star Perform¬ 
ance,” which are reruns of “Four 
Star Playhouse,” with 153 episodes; 
“Foreign Intrigue” skein formerly 
broken down into three series by 
Official, which includes 156 epi- 

NTA hopes to acquire about four 
stations over a year’s span. It has 
held talks on a^ buyout of KMGM- 
TV,( Minneapolis, now* owned by a 
group headed by Sy Weintraub, tv 
packager and distributor. 

In the foreign field, Oliver A." 
Unger, exec v.p., is planing a trip 
to England, with the aim of selling 
top selected pix, numbering about 

sodes; and “The American Leg-1 2G<to commercial tv interests there 

Hub’s WBZ-TY Lops Off 
Tonight’* fob Features; 

’Audiences Prefer Pix’ 
^ Boston, June 25. 

WBZ-TV says “a considerable 
study determined that there is a 
decided preference on the part of 
viewers for a late evening film,” 
so starting last night, Monday (24), 
the .station cut the “Tonight” show 
and began showing films from their 
WB library. 

. Tfie films are skedded Monday 
through Saturday from 11:15 p.m. 
through completion, followed by a' 
five-minute filmed report of the 
daily New England-fhews events. 

WBZ-TV has ifi its library a num¬ 
ber of film packages exclusive of 
the WB lot. Among them are 
Fabulous Forty, Alexander -Korda, 
Million Dollar Movies, Flamingo, 
Cardinal and Selznick packages, 
and the station has deals going to 
buy more film packages. 

Change in programming in the 
11:15 p.m, spot ends “Tonight” 
and puts in “Hollywood’s Best.” Up¬ 
coming films for the show are: 
“Great Lie,” with Bette Davis and 
George Brent; “Sea Wolf,” with Ed¬ 
ward G. Robinson and Ida Lupino; 
“Dark Victory,” with Bette Davis 
and Humphrey Bogart; “Life of 
Louis Pasteur, starring Paul Muni; 
“Objective Burma/’ with Errol 
Flyn; “Little Caesar,” with Edward 
G. Robinson, “Affectionately 
Yours” with Merle Oberon, Rita 
Hayworth and Dennis Morgan; I 

Old Acquaintance.” with Bette 
Davis and Miriam Hopkins, etc. 

end,” reruns of “Cavalcade of 
America,” with 80 episodes. 

Impetus to hulk sale and pro¬ 
gramming of series stems partially 
from the track rating record 
of “Trouble With Father” and 
‘Margie.’ A rundown of April 

for telecasting during prime hours. 
The package will include the three 
post-48's purchased from Stanley 
Kramer, “The Men,” “High Noon,” 
and “Cyrano de Bergerac,” the 
Rainbow package which includes 
“Bells of St. Mary,” as well 

ARB ratings in various markets! “Trio” and “Encore,” originally 
shows “Father” (Stu Erwin Show) | produced in Britain. Three Kramer 
on WCBS-TV, N. Y., for its 9 a.m. l>ix. incidentally, are slated for the 
time slot drawing a 4.1 Monday I NTA Film Network next season, 
through Friday average; in Albanv- 
Schenectady area on WCDA, a “U” 
station, skein at 9:30 a.m. drew an 
ARB Monday through Friday aver¬ 
age of 6.3; in Phoenix on KPHO an 
ARB average of 8.8 at 5 p,m. j 

In Chicago, WGN strips the two i 
series in the morning hours as well ; 
as telecasting one episode weekly : 
of each series to good rating re-; 
suits. Both series have had wide, 
network exposure and vary from ! 
the second to sixth run in the; 
above markets. 

NTA also has started its first 
(Continued on page 43) 

Guilds $452,382 
6 Mos. Earnings 

RATHVON DICKERING 
MEX ‘GAUCH0’ SERIES 

Guild Films earnings totalled * 
$452,382 for the six months ending 
May 31, an increase of over 500% 
over those of the similar period in 
1956. Second quarter earnings 
alone were $297,033. 

In 1956 the two tallies were $87,- 
Ti„n™t,ir,a os '184 for six months and $16,528 for 

at tw. Ikh ‘the Quarter. Guild reported $10.- 
iSnrnK : 000,000 in gross sales for the first 

“The Gaucho”teIepixseriesPihMex-^fiv<? months of the year, covering 
ic? teZugias1d2S- i f‘‘I" 
tail- Corp. and Sol Lessor Produc-j ^ ™ “ earnings 
tions. partners in project. Ratlivon irepDrt by the dlstrlbutor- 
would make vidseries through his Ap, r» • • f « 1 a 
Mexican production outfit, quar (Jj< § (Jfl 
tered in capital city. j 

Exec left last week for Mexico j 
City to huddle with his Mexican « 
associates on both this deal and i Official Films, with a British 
outfit’s general operations. Com-1 sale of “Sword of Freedom” al- 
pany regularly dubs U.S. telefilms l ready inked and a Canadian deal 
into Spanish for Latin American | pending, is putting the Edmund 
market and also produces ani- j Purdom starrer into syndication, 
mated spots for South American j The skein, formerly titled 
theatres. Firm handles dubbing J “Marco, the Magnificent.” is being 
for such Hollywood companies as : produced by Hanna Weinstein’s 
Screen Gems and. Walt Disney. i Sapphire Productions. Location 

‘Sword of Freedom’ 

4 Canadian Stations To 
! shooting will be done in Florence, 
‘ the locale of the costume adven- 

m :ture laid in the renaissance 
Tee Off OR Golfing . period, with interiors shot in Eng- 

Chicago, June 25. jland- 
Sportlite here has sold Byron 1 British sale was made with ITP, 

Nelson’s “Let’s Go Golfing” series j another example of a foreign sale, 
to four new Canadian stations,; coupled with high U. S. interest, 
bringing the total number of mar- j serving to kick off a property Into 
kets to 60 and the Canadian out-) syndication! Similar situation oc- 

Oiher TV-Film News 

on Page 43 

lets to nine. 
New stations to purchase the 13 

quarter-hour how-to-do-it series 
were CKNX-TV, Wingham; CFRN: 
TV, Edmonton; CKGN-TV, North 
Bay; CFCLTV/Timmons.' 

curred with Television Programs of 
America’s "Tugboat Annie,” sold 
to Lever Bros, of Canada, and 
commercial tv interests in Britain, 

. now heading for U. S. syndication 
i sometimes this fall. 



Source: Nielsen Television Index, Second Report for 
May 1956 and 1957 (includes NBC sustaining ratings) 
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You don’t really have to bend over backwards to 

gauge rating developments in the daytime periods 

where NBC Television carries entertainment pro¬ 

grams. A glance at the graphs tells the story: during 

the past year the NBC trend has been up; on the 

other network it’s been down,... 

NBC 
DAYTIME PROGRAM 

NBC 
CHANGES OVER 

A YEAR AGO 

OTHER 
NETWORK'S CHANGES 

OVER A YEAR AGO 

THE PRICE IS RIGHT +283% —31% * 

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES +300% -29% 

TIC TAC- DOUGH + 87% -20% 

IT COULD BE YOU + 89% -10% 

AVO.il AM-1 PM NYT +154%. -22% 

TENNESSEE ERNIE (no service in *59) ^22% 

MATINEE THEATER + 13% — 12% 

.QUEEN' FOR A DAY + 37% + 8% 

MODERN ROMANCES - 35% +01% 

COMEDY TIME ’ + 31% (no service) 

AVBLfclO-UiOPMNYT * + 13% -1% 

Ail In all, NBC Television’s daytime line-up has won 

a 49% increase in the past year, while the compet¬ 
ing shows on the other network have dropped 11%. 

This*mass migration of audiences toward NBC (and 

advertisers-have joined In, too), is’part of the great¬ 

est growth story’in-the history of daytime television. 

NBC TELEVISION 
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%$RIETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of cily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬ 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports* 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and 

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may 

have a large share and an audience composed largely o f children, with cor¬ 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬ 
viations and symbols are as follows? (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s; 

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama;. (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS 
’ AND TYPE STATION DISTRIB. 

DAY AND 
TIME 

MAY 
RATING 

SHARE 
(%) 

SETS IN ) VOP COMPETING PROGRAM 
USE 1 PROGRAM STA. RATINQ 

BOSTON Approx. Set Count— -1,395,000 'stations—WBZ (4), WNAC (7) 

1. Waterfront (Adv) . . .WNAC. ....'.. Sun. 7:00-7:30 . . . .25.7.. , 69.9. .. 36.8 Judge Roy Bean... , ..WBZ ... .io.o 
2. Highway Patrol (Adv)...... ..WBZ.. .Wed. 10:30-11:00 .... ...20.1.. . 50.8. ., 39.6. U. S. Steel-Hour. ..WNAC .. ..,.16.3 
3. State Trooper (Adv).. . WNAC. ....MCA. .Sun. 10:30-11:00_ ...19.1.. . 54.0. .. 35.4 Star Performance. ..WBZ ... ....13.4 
4. Combat Sergeant (Adv). . .WNAC. .... NTA. .Sat. 8:30-9:00 .,. .. .18.8.. . 25.7. .. 73.0 Perry Como . ..WBZ ... ....53.9 
4. San Francisco Beat (Drk... ..WNAC. .... CBS. ...... Sat. 11:00-11:30 . ...18.8.. , 62.3. .. 30.2 11th Hour News; Weather. ..WBZ ... ....19.4 

Hollywood’s Best. ..WBZ ... .... 6.3 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (W). . .WNAC. _NTA.. .. .. .18.2.. . 54.4...... .. 33.4 ..WBZ . 14 3 

6. Frontier (W) . ..WNAC. ....NBC. .Fri. 10:30-11:00 . . ..17.4.. . 45.6. .. 38.2 Qevalcade of Sports....... ..WBZ ... ....21.0 
' Sports; Big Playback.... ...WBZ ... ....14,4 

6. I Led 3 Lives (Adv). ..WNAC..... _Ziv. .Wed. 7:30-8:00 . ...17.4.. . 68.7...... .. 25.3 Rudder & Reel. ..WBZ ... .... 4.4 
- News—Huntley-Brlnkley .WBZ ... ....11.0 

7. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W).. ..WBZ. .CBS. .Sat. 10:30-11:00 a.m. . ...15.6.. . 70.4. .. 22.2 Captain Kangaroo.... ..WNAC .. .... 6.0 

8. Search for Adventure (Adv). ..WNAC. _..Sun. 5:30-6:00 ...... ...15.2.. . 49,4...... .. 30.8 Pleasure Playhouse. ..WBZ ... ....14.7 
9. Superman (Adv).. ..WNAC..... .Fri. 6:30-7:00 . ...15.1,. .... . 62.2 .24.3 Boston Moviptime . .... . .WBZ .., 9 4 

_ Nightly Newsteller. >.WBZ !!!! i.2 
10, Secret Journal (Dr) .. . .WNAC. .MCA. .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... . ..14.9.. . 48,7. ... 30.6 Studio 57 .... ..WBZ ... ... .14.4 

[WASHINGTON Approx. Set Count—754,000 Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9) 

1. Star and the Story (Dr)- ..WRC. .... .Official. ...Wed/10:30-11:00 .. ...12.7. ... 31.4... .40.4] U. S. Steel Hour. ...WTOP .... . .13.2 
2. Sheriff of Cochise (W). ..WRC. ...Mon. 10:30-11:00 ... .. .11.2. ... 29.2... .38.3 Studio. One. ...WTOP_ ..13.8 
3. Silent Service (Adv). ..WTOP. .... NBC. ...Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. ... 9.3. ... 34.2... Lone Wolf... ...WRC . .. 7.9 
4. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). ..WTOP. ....MCA. .. Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... ... 9.7. ... 34.2... .28.3 Death Valley Days...... ...WTOP .... .. 9.7 

. .WTOP. .... NBC .... ...Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ... 9.1. ... 19.5... ..... 46,6 . WRC — 27 0 
6. Death Valley Days (W) - ..WRC. ...Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... ... 9.0..... ... 31.8... Soldiers of Fortune. ...WRC . .. 9.0 
7. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv) ., ,. .WTOP. _TPA ... . ..Wed. 7:00-7:30 . ... 8.8. ... 38.6... ..... 22.8 Last of the Mohicans... ... "#RC . .. 6.9 
8. Jungle Jim (Adv).. .. .WMAL-v ... ...... Screen Gems... ...Wed. 6:00-6:30 . ... 8.7..... ... 49.4... *7.6 Cisco Kid ...:__ ...WTOP .. 4.4 
9. Men of Annapolis (Adv)- ...WTOP..... .... Ziv. ...Tues. 7:00-7:30 . .... 8.6. ... 29.5... .29.1 Superman. ... ...WRC ..... .. 7.8 

News—John Daly .... .,.WMAL 9.1 
10. Annie Oakley (W). ....WTOP. .... CBS... ...Fri. 7:00-7:30 . .,.. 8.3. .... 34.3.... Your Hit Parade. ...WRC . .. BJ2 

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL Approx. Set Count- —515,000 Stations —WCCO (4) KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WTCN (11) 
_i__• 

1. O, Henry Playhouse (Dr).... . KSTP. Sun. 9:30-10:00 ... .,..16.6... . 50.9 What’s My Line. .WCCO . 
2. State Trooper (Adv).. . KSTP.. ........MCA . Tues. 9:30-10:00 .. ....15.7... .32.2. 48.8 Wrestling ... .WCCO . .21.3 

.WCCO. .NTA. Sat 9:30-10:00 ... .., .15.2 . __29.6. . 51.4 . KSTP , 103 

. WTCN Mon. 9:30-10:00 ... _14.4.. __32.1. . 44.9 WCCO 16 2 
5. Studio 57 (Dr).. .KSTP.. .Wed. 9:30-10:00 . . ....12,4... .26.4. . 47.0, Wednesday Night Fights... .WTCN . ..... 14.7 
6. Highway Patrol (Adv). KSTP.. Thurs. 10:30-11:00 . ....12.0... . 23.1 MGM Showcase....... -KMGM ..... 6.6 

.WCCO .Sun. 4:30-5:00 .... _10.8... .61.6. . 17.5 . KSTP . .5 4 

8. Code 3 (Adv) . .WTCN. ........ ABC.... Tues. 9:00-9:30 ... ....10.7... 54.9 $64,000 Question . .WCCO . 
WCCO .MCA. _9.3... .56.0. . 16.6 .KSTP H 3 

in Cmiaa KSTP .ABC.. .Sat. 10:30-11:00 . . . _9.1... .35.0. . 26.0 KMCM ft ft 

SEATTLE-TACOMA Approx. Set Count—500,000 Stations- -KOMO (4), KING (5), KTNT (11). KTVW (13) 

KING Wed, 7:00-7:30 ... _32.0.. ., 70.4........ . 45.5 .KOMO ft 3 
2. Whirlybirds (Adv) -.... KING. Thurs. 8:30-9:00 .. ....23.9.. . 61.9 Playhouse 90. .KTNT . , . .17.7 

KTNG ....... NBC .. .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .. :,. .23.0 .. .39.5.... . 58.3 Dragnet . .KOMO - .. . IRQ 
4. Highway Patrol (Adv) . .KOMO .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. ... .22.1.. .42.3... . 52.3 Bob Cummings... .KTNT . 

KING NBC.. .Wed. 7:30-8:00. _22.0.. .. 42.9. . 51.3 Father Knows Best... .KOMO . .22 3 

6. Sheriff of Cochise (W) .... .KING. .’nta. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... ....I5:i.. .. 33.4.... . 45.3 I Love Lucy. .KTNT . .24.7 
MPA . . .^ Fri 7-00-7'30 _ _14.7.. .. 39.8. . 36.9 KOMO 119. 

KTNG ., _ .NBC . .Sun. 9:30-10:00 ... .. ..13.7.. .28.3. . 48.4 What’s My Line. KTNT . .21.fi 

9. Wild Ball Ilickok (W). ..KING. .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .. .... 13.5 .. .50.4. . 26,8 Deadline ... .KOMO . .6.8 
10. Kingdom of the Sea /Doc) KOMO .Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... ... .13.1.. .25,1........ . 52.2 Congressional Hearing. .KING , .26.3 

COLUMBUS Approx. Set Count —357,000 Stations—WLW-C (4), WTVN (6) WBNS (10) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv) .. . ...WBNS..:.. ... Ziv... .Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... ...’,39.3.... ...v. 78.9... .49.9 Wrestling .. ..WTVN ... ... 6.8 
WBNS CBS _24.2_ .45.8... Amateur Hour.. . .WTVN ... ... 15.7 
(VBNS i _.. NTA .. ... . ..."..Sat. 10:00-10:30 _ _23.0..,. .56.2... ~ 41.0 9 O’CIock Theatre. ..WTVN ... ... 9,9 
WBNS T... ... TP A. ...... Sat. 9:30-10:00 .... ....19.9_ _ 38.7... Your Hit Parade'. ..WLW-C .. ...20.5 
WBNS . . MCA . .Fri. 10:15-10:45_ _17.6.... __54.5... Little Theatre. ..WLW-C ...12.1 

Life Qf Riley........ ..WLW-C .. ... 7.8 
Frontier Doctor (W) « • • WTVN .. /H-TV.. .Fri. 9 :30-10:00 . _16.5.... .31.5... Person to Person ..WBNS ... ...24.4 

7. Studio 57 (Dr)....*-- ...WLW-C.... ... MCA....... ...■.15.7-.... ..... 29.9... Studio One .. ..WBNS ... .. .21.4 
8. State Trooper (Adv) .... » ...WTVN. ...MCA.. .......Mon. 9:30-10:00 .... ....15.5_ ..... 29.5..„ Studio One.. ..WBNS ... ...21.4 
O ?VV*n a# Annannlic fArivI • WBNS t . . Ziv . ...... Fri. 8:30-9:00’. ....15.1_ .3Q.8... Chevy Show... ..WLW-C .. ...22.1 ^JACU UJL \flU» I • « • 

19. Martin Kane (Myst) ...... ...WBNS. ... Ziv.. .Wed. 10:15-10:45 ... ....13.5... .45.8... Little Theatre ... ..WLW-C .. ...12.4 
[ Father Knows Best..... ..WLW-C ... ...13.0 
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CHICAGO REPORT : 
With Fahey Flynn, others - 
Producer: Sts Atlas* ■< 

' Director: Phil BondeQi j 
'Writer: Ross Bensley i 
3ft Mins., Wed„ 6:3ft pjn. 1 
WBBM-TV, Chicago 

An ambitious public affairs un¬ 
dertaking for a local station, this 
topical series is nearly up to net- c 
work calibre for a documentary, c 
with a budget for film footage s 
that outclasses most above-ordi- s 
nary sustainers. Akin to the old s 
"March of Time/* but on a re- a 
gional level, the show makes some j 
important points in the public in- c 
terest and is skillfully narrated by t 
high-rated Chi newcaster Fahey. r 
Flynn. Principal defect is that it t 
inclines to get diffuse in the half- \ 
hour limits, the cameras repeatedly t 
digressing from the theme in the y 
interest of background, 1 

“Report’* last week examined a 
the overcrowdedness, of Cook 
County Hospital, the country's t 
largest, treating people who can’t r 
afford to pay. Point was made that c 
the hospital is violating the Illi- r 
nois Hospital Licensing Act by 1 
not providing 80 square feet of c 
floor space for each ward bed. To i 
do this County would have to give v 
up 700 beds, when it can better a 
use 700 more. This helped to un- * 
derscore the main points: that the \ 
hospital, which hasn’t been in- a 
creased since 1927, has to grow c 
and that it should have a south- i 
side branch. _ I 

Excellent film shots of the close c 
conditions, the unending arrivals, 1 

. the red tape and specific emer¬ 
gency cases dramatized the ur- j 
gency of the situation. Unneeded, y 
however, was the counterpoint \ 
footage of theboiler room, the lec- \ 
ture arena and the miscellaneous \ 
puff (with musical background) i 
that reduced it in spots to a hos- * 
pital travelog, Flynn’s' live tefe-a- 1 
tete with County’s superintendent, j 
Dr. Karl Meyer, to close the show, j 
was not only enlightening but ex- l 
emplary of fine television Inter- \ 
viewing. Flynn was objective, in- ? 
telligent, and informed. Russ Ben- x 
sley’s script was also of high or- j 
der. j 

Film editor should have deleted s 
the rather painful scene when the 
hospital’s "senior citizen,” bed- j 
ridden there for 15 years, was j 
broached by one of the adminis- s 
trators for a show of the good old ^ 
family spirit. Asked how he liked \ 
the hospital, the unhappy fellow’s \ 
voice cracked, "I’d like to get out.” i 

Les. i 

.-h -i- .f With The Texas Wildcats, Country 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 
X •* Gibbs guest 

■ » » Mttnuti m mm m m tn m mtttHtt t Exec Producer: Edwin S. Friendly, 

Jackie Gleason Show The fact that nothing in that direc- company and men looked so spick Producer: Robert Clarkson 
As per vacation schedule, Jackie tion happened to the Iandlubbing and span. All the dirt and grime Director: Clark Pangle 

Gleason kissed off his Saturday cast must have been extremely dis- of war was lacking, an Obvious 30 Mins., Sat., 10:30 pun. 
CBS-TV series last week (22)* by appointing to the audience, especl- fault attributable to director Os- HAZEL BISHOP 
staying away, allowing a few “out- ally since Sullivan himself has been car Rudolph, And coupled with CBS-TV, from Washington 
side” stars to carry the ball. Glea- frequently known to go along with the clean faced G.I.’s was the two- (Raymond Spector) 
son’s 60-minute skein evaporates a gag. dimensional characterizations of Jimmy Dean can’t miss, but it’s 
after /one season, as did his The show was loaded with plugs the men, who talked and kidded possible the nighttime - edition of 
half-hour filmed “Honeymooners” especially with the appearances of as if they were in some frat house his “Jimmy Dean Show” on CBS- 
of the previous semester. The one- jjurt Lancaster and Barbara Nich- instead of being in the midst of TV can. Dean is a potential piece 
time "hottest of the comics” was ^ t,usjiy engaged in plugging death and violence. With such a of entertainment TNT—he can ex- 
represented by a running gag "let- “Sweet Smell of Success” and Gene backdrop, the inner conflict of the plode into a top name at just about 
ter”—which became dull and. ob- Kelly likewise involved in the ex- company commander and the coup j any time. A handsome youngster 
vious after a while—in which he notation of “The Happy Road.” be executed was dissipated, to a who’s been toplining Connie Gay’s 
bombarded the. hostess five times , .. *»?*>*/ Cniiivan large extent. Horo. country music troupe out of Ar- 
with a plea ti> sing a certain piece. „hr/hltr? 5 water 7ldp?s from - lington, Va.. for several years now. 
To Pegs; Lee's credit, ste went fJorWa to givV a good eStbit. El- Sunday Night at The London Dean h?s developed a naturalness 
along mth the joke beantifnUy■ liott Murpgys A|uabeU« gave a Palladium. 

Miss'Lee, who never looked bet- nrecision demonstration A danc- Eddie Fisher, starring on the voice that can handle any kmd of 
ter, was also the hostess with the gf1chorus Boat” "Sunday Night At The London music, that should project him 
nrostest whether femceeing or which opens its second season at Palladium Show” il6>, over Asso- mto the top ranks of performers, 
chirping. :Her work on the.finale, jones Beach- tomorrow (Thurs.) dated Television, backed up his; He’s highly reminiscent of the 
relaxed and Charming and typically with David Atkinson and Gloria Palladium success by putting across ‘ early Bing Crosby, in singing style, 
low-key Lee, indicates that she Hamilton doing "You Are Love” one of the smoothest and well manner and appearance. Voice 
could have another future, a la indicated . it would be a colorful planned acts ever seen on this j is highly versatile, equally effec- 
Dinah Shore, as a regular in the proceedings. show. With a firstrate supporting j tive with pops and rhythm, and has 
video sweepstakes. When she fin- A th , d entertain- bill, featuring The Beverly Sisters, j that completely relaxed quality and 
ally got around to the Gleason re-i _ Coritino windiammed Estelle Sloan and Arthur Haynes, 1 sound very suggestive of Dor 
quest, at the finish, she whammed if.’h T>a>?<?ionate look but his eVen one of the hottest nights of * Bingle. As an emcee, Dean is 
with a segment from her Capitol X* A FSKSSJ1*wthe year so far could not have \ authoritative in an easy-going. 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

»♦♦♦♦»♦»+♦ I JIMMY DEAN SHOW 

with a segment from her Capitol stomach steinwav cave out a lot of ine year so iar C0U1Q not nave. autnoritative m an easy-going, 
album of “The Man I Love,” which jujj~ Wilson in a Cole thinned out home audiences a j manner, always poised and always 
could b6 a hot * seller on the p rt * medlev did onlv okav be* Sreat deal. It’s an established fact in command of the situation. In 
ground (1) that it’s a Peggy Lee . 0 handicanued bv being awav now that production and direction appearance, he looks like a youth- 
package plus (2) Trank Sinatra Sanmcappcd by being away ^ Val Parnell and Stephen Wade! ffil Cmsby. 

Holtz went into antiqiiity for a respectively, are of the highest! The show itself is another mat- 
Well, hes been everything else. trio 0£ gtorie®. The world isn’t yet standard. They were mAntaxned jter> however. It’s got the same cast 

Another highli ght in a ya- ready for a reincarnation of “Two during this show. j as Dean’s new early-morning strip 
riety outing overloaded, with slices Bread.” Jose. Fisher stuck to singing through-1for CBS (which for the first time 
with song was Miss Dee's capers - out most of his spot with only the sis .providing Columbia with an 
with guest Tony Bennett m Studio One shortest of breaks to put across his j edge over Dave Garroway and “To- 
which they traded off each other’s j the” hour live drama field "bello.” Well rehearsed camera {day”). It’s a pleasantly talented 
trademarked numbers for a win- Y.ve uxama neia, 

ft n other highlight in a va- ready for a reincarnation of “Two during this show, 
iety outing overloaded, with Slices Bread.” Jose. Fisher stuck to s riety outing overloaded, with 

with song was Miss Lee’s capers 
with guest Tony Bennett in 
which they traded off each other’s 
trademarked numbers for a win- trademarked numbers for a win- «studio 0ne»» continues on with its a«2las added to the impact of his} group, but somewhat too one-di- 
ning session. On his own, Bennett ..summer tteatc ™iTcBS-Tv /d delivery, and a well chosen reper-1 mensional for a Saturday night 
soloed with_*ev«-al tunes, Possi- Westingh0use. But^ judg&gfrSn toir.e of numbers he’s known for, spot. Emphasis is on country mu- 

“summer theatre,” via CBS-TV and 
Westinghouse. But judging from 

bly overaiTanged forthe most part, day (24) ’evening's show "The niade him a certain clic^ An Ail sic and the sum total of the show but the singer showed himself as a Ievenings snow _ ine | T„,„^ __I_u.wt..._* 

omp, tu«u uu* scriDt bv Jerome Ross was an Time," "if 1 Ever needed you, but not 3U minutes ot country mu- 
Tburis^echMtS^SSShSthcon?e Sificiahty,^ the peo^e uncorwinc- a.nd “Outside Of Heaven,” were sic for the general audience. Ap- 

£ m couDle of VeSI ing and the settog strictly ersatz, close, runners up. pearance of . Georgia Gibbs as 
as M^-nerson t^rMmer £nd wh£ Story concerned a young Ameri- Fresh back from the U.S:, the gueStstar doing some straight pops 

tta^ShSe eSS Ms Msk can agronomist who goes with his Beverly Sisters filled the main sup- was something of a relief, 
strength befoie!onjr"qUai wife to a South American country porting spot. Their coy, little girls- Also, CBS hasn’t been kind to 

T * T „ ^ u^ to help the primitive natives in spil lost routine, used for putting across the show itself jn terms of facili- 
■ Jack E, ^Leonard, a shadow of bis cuitivati6n. The big drawback to most of their songs, still achieves ties. The WTOP-TV setup in 
former self, did his standup sour- Work—and to the play—was his the desired response, but is begin- Washington may be alright for the 

1wife, portrayed by Lenka Peterson, ning to wear a little thin. A spe- morning show, but it looks kind 
+feen?o\1f,anS/ii3e She began her stay in the-country cialty number “It’s Illegal, It’s ! of shabby for a Saturday night en¬ ters (3) handled a feW SOngS in nice L,r V “ Hr Tt ItToVae- .rn hnida 

puss comedies and some singing 
shenanigans, the comely Jaye Sis¬ 
ters (3) handled a few songs in nice ier?J^ by breaking taboos, getting the Immoral, Or It Makes You Fat,” , try. Sets are poor, lighting crude 
fashion and um Treniers, ,a large | natjVes angry at her, switching the would have been better suited to l and the set looks crowded all the 

entire temper of the play into a cabaret, but their begoff song, time. Tendency to stage the show 
■ meller, baring a strong resem- “Bye, Bye Love/’ an upbeat num- around a central platform, a hang- 
w blance to those oldie films about ber they've recently waxed, made over from personal appearances by 

J the “wMte man’ burden.” Against amends. ^ the troupe, makes that prowded 
terpMg Mterlude"by ?mixed^hm tfae odds of the story, William Red- Estelle Sloan, was on the Palla- feeling all the stronger, 
as a reader of how under the fiel? ■** ^ husband torned in a dium vaude bill with Fisher, made As for specific performers. Miss 
longtime Gleason banner, they’ve ^atient, convincing^ perfonnance. a. strong impact with her tap danc- Gibbs was a definite plus with 
become the No/ 1 precision dance J“ano Hernandez, playing the role ing routine, and on-the-hall camera “Walkin' the Floor Over You” and 
afiETeeation in tv Ray Bloch’s of an. enlightened doctor m the WOrk brought across her skill, a funny duet with Dean, “Cuddle 
orch did a polished job throughout. area, also turned m a fine perform- Comedian Arthur Haynes, who’s Up a Little Closer/’ Country Lads 

Rprf Skeltrtn and hijttwn children an^f‘ . of cast /“F" also just*wound a Palladium vaude- did the routine version of the cur- 
cameon at flfe finish! nr i surSXe Port, ^ciuding Jane White, Mano j,iU stint, still registered the laughs rent “Bye, Bye Love” click, but 
ax \ut with time runnin^out^e ^aMe and Raymond Bramley. although he's used the same act on Jo Davis and Mary Klick perked 
S .uButJhF hog£e? tv before. His routine is based on up things, former with “I Love My 
ouickie F frnmfh fjImmS the scriptwMchscouted a number a take off of an Irish tenor singing Baby” and latter duetting with 
Du^Ste badSoff^riU fiR the 8^9 ?l go0d lde«' bu1t- ?e^er“Goodbye,” wMch has plenty of Dean In “If*n I Do” Jan Crockett 

nericSl durMK tte suinmlr them, accepting cliched situations gag material. Tommy Trinder, teamed with ventro Alec Houston 
p ’ P * Trau and stereotyped characterization who’s been emcee on the show in a cute number, and the Texaf 
r   as a substitute for more creative throughout the run, and steps Wildcat$.provided good instrumen- 

Steve Allen Show drama. Lenka Peterson playing the down from the spot when it trans- tal backing to the vocals in their 
Steve Allen got Pat Boone to dMn^hel^m^ra^sS^nbt fers.to Blackpool in a couple of limited hillbilly fashion. Chan. 

SSK “to* ‘b? WCekS' was bi topform. Bary. - 
; inf nr^hl tooking as if they’d been borrowed Alcoa Hour MAN OF DESTINY 
er/on the viewing end. The Boone from a production number for some David Driscoll is a good writer. SkaW> 

DOLLAR A SECOND 
-With Jan Murray 
Producer: Bud Granoff 
Director: Phil Levens 
3t Mina.: Sat,: 9:30 pan. 
NBC-TV, from N. Y. 

Jan Murray is -making a tv ca¬ 
reer out of "Dollar a Secqnd.” 
The comic ha* been emceeing the 
quiz-stunt show since its inception 
over DuMont in 1953 and subse¬ 
quent 1954-to-September. 1950, 
tenure on ABC-TV. He’s now back 
with the'Program on NBC-TV/ 
where it bowed last Saturday (22) 
in the 0:30-40 p.m. slot. 

The show is an okay lightweight 
entertainment, with Murray con¬ 
tinuing to do a commendable job. 
The program^* basic ingredients 
remain the same. Contestants fail- 
ing» to answer questions that also, 
involve silly visual wrinkles have 
to participate in slapstick stunts, a 
la “Truth and Consequences/* 

As a suspense element, guesters 
also have to complete their stints 
prior to the occurrence of - a desig¬ 
nated outside event in order to 

• cash in on - the payoff of $1 for 
every second they’re on. Jess. 

-Ju-ne GraW aubbad for Betfy — 
next season when he bows on FurP^f.s on commercials doing and| because of these qualities, he} Borah Bunnan 
ABC-TV \rtth his own show. a right good Job* Horo. offered a superior video portrait of j J5 n^^ Mon., 5 p.m. 

Unfortunately Allen didn’t leave *T—AA the commonplace. But “Awake WMAR-TV, Baltimore 
well enough alone. The’ boy is , ^la.yhause 90 ... With Fear,” his script for “Alcoa \ WMAR-TV has adopted a policy 
pleasant and amiable but Allen’s . The element of suspense in the Hour” on NBC-TV Sunday (23),; that should spur the local scene 
overlong advice on emceeing was framework of an-essentially good, was less than satisfactory as a and prove an aid to local talent 
pointless and a little embarrassing, interesting war yarn,^ earned the melodrama. wantrng to learn something about 
Boone’s big score came. with the The premise of “Fear” was to tv production and acting. 
chantingTof Ms disclicks “Love Let- w Thursday show jj0W ^ ordinary joe was af- The station has instituted a pol- 
ters In The Sand” and “Berna- a J[a. y enjoyable Mcne in fecte(i by an anonymous threat of icy wherein a series of programs is 
dine,” He also managed-a hefty entertamment. meter. Weak- ^eatb. The excitement was never being presented by the seven pro¬ 
plug for Ms pic “Bqrnadine,” hisses, some of which were pretty there, but as Driscoll spun Ms ducers at the station. Each is given 
(20th> via a film clip. obvious, prevented the show .from yarn be did convey the feeling of]time on a rotation basis and al- 

Rest of the show was routine and climbing to a really-good status. a lower-middle class home with lowed free license as to subject, 
’not up to a first anni celebration. Cast, led by Barry Sulhvan, Gene skli1. Eddie Bracken gave body'etc. 
More vocals were supplied by the Barry and John Barrymore^ Jr., and life to the traffic clerk, who. Latest in the series, George Ber- 
AmCS,- Bros, who worked over two tlIE?e.d m Ff^J^uMlces. Dn top of several minor frustra- nard Shaw’s “Man of Destiny,” 
of their current RCA Victor re- ±'n“/v "V1,61 • ^ j x % Rons that have dulled his senses, should justify faith execs have in 
leases, “Rocking * Shoes” and by Malvm Wald and Jack js threatened with death. Audra their personnel. The one-acter 
“Tammy” and by Negro thrush Jacobs, was based on the true-life Bindley was the perfect hausfrau was given an upbeat, smooth pro- 
Abbey Lincoln with a sultry blues war adventure of Major William and Henry Jones performed with duction, surprising in that, for the 
[number. E* Waters, wMch appeared as a bis usual skill jts Bracken’s friend, most part, it was almost profes- 
I Lou Costello and Gabriel Dell magazine story awhile back. It was Virginia gave such an accurate sional in acting, camera wTork and 
(ex-Dead End kid) were wasted in concerned with the plight of an portrayal as the old maid responsi- framing. 
a trivial sketch mid Jonathan Win- American company, charged with ble for the death note that she A tvoical Shaw niece “Destiny" 
[ters eked .out seme yocks in a the mission of dislodging a heav- might find it hard escaping a cast- £ a vo«al bySSay between a young 
standup patter routine. That ac- ily fortified and seeminglyjmpreg- ing stereotype. NanM^n SdVh^ who mS 
counted for, the comedy depart- mble gun position in Brittany, Reason why “Fear!*' didn’t come t0 ^ t packet M letters meant 
rnent. France. Barry Sullivan playing up to thriller standards was be- Jor him Ms HalSn c^S- 

Allen’s own bits, “Man In The the company’s commander, was cause Driscoll complicated the plot S5Jrm aunng 1115 11311911 cam 
Street”»and "Letters to the Edi- conscious-ridden by the men he with so much day-to-day trivia; p ___ „roe 
lor,”, missed their mark by a wide had already lost in the campaign, there was no development of the James Coyne was neatly cast as 
-rrurrgin, Gros, Right before the attack, in the last suspense element, though in it- a hghter-humored Napoleon, ar- 

* - act, under a truce flag, he makes self the frivia was most arresting fogant, annoyed and humorous by 
Ed £>nHiy*n Show a freak attempt in a face-to-face tv. Driscoll has a feel for move-} torn. He also looked the part. 

' Taking an hoiir-Iong-yideo show' meeting with the Nazi commander, ment, and he counterpoints one lit- .Karen fKavJ a. 1“P. 
to an outdoor spot such as the Ma- played by John Barrymore Jr., to tie plot against the other—as in A talented girl this Miss 
rlne Amphitheatre at Jones Beach, win a surrender. When words fail, the growing concern over the Skaw, an unusiiai item in amateur 
LX, N.Y^ is a hazardous undertak- a dumped U.S. water canteen does threat runrnng along beside the Sfclef11!ier®\ 
ing. However, Ed. Sullivan came the trick, for the embattled Nazi man-catching troubles of Miss Strapelh aim A1 Weiss, did weu 
out well in- this project With no position had been waterless for a Kaye. Of course, Driscoll brings finder Borah Burman s direc- 
more discordant note than wind number of days and without hope his parallel elements together m Ron* 
howling through the mikes. In the of getting fresh supplies.' order to justify the climax, but Altogether, “Destiny, was a 
aquatic setting, it looked like Sul- True, it was a gimmicked plot they are essentiaUy different sto- nicely turned product and should 
livan et al were perched precari- situation, but It was effective. What ries about the same kind of living, help insure the continuation of Lie 
ously at the brink of immersion.1 marred the drama was that the Art. series. Cearo. 

next season when he bows on 
ABC-TV with his own show. 

Unfortunately Allen didn’t leave 
well enough alone. The’ boy is 
pleasant and amiable but Allen’s 

He’s got a fine ear for dialog and Albert Strapelli, Al Weiss 

BANDSTAND 
Producer: Lee Manson 
AUt, Prod.: Patti Barrett 
H Mins., Mon-Fri., 3:34 pan. 
CO-OP 
WNHC-TV, from New Haven 

After » bit of a struggle to sup¬ 
ply program participants for tMs 
teenage dance session, show has 
caught on to such an extent that 
Mon-Fri. periods are lined up solid 
Into September. 

Although billed as “Bandstand,” 
actually show has a _pop record 
format, with Jim Gallant at the 
helm as m.c. Each 90-minute ses¬ 
sion involve* 16 kid couples 
selected through a process of 
screening and with such restric¬ 
tions as no sweaters or slacks for 
the girls and required jackets and 
ties for the lads. Moppets have 
been recruited from schools as far 
away fls Riverhead, N.Y., entailing- 
an 8:30 aun. to midnight trek for 
the youngsters. 

Program, includes a straight 
dance session, daily dance contest, 
and a roll-call which brings each, 
kid in for a doseup song dedica¬ 
tion bit involving a flock of family 
and friend names. Platter selec¬ 
tion* are handled Via Gallant, the 
^participants and viewers. 

It aR adds Up to a lively seg¬ 
ment - Bone. 
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MILLETTE ALEXANDER 
Leads: Major Dramatic Shotcs 

Commercials: 
Ivory Snow, Energine, Pard 

PAT HERNON 
Commercials: P&G Cheer, 

Herbert Tareyton, Chap Stick 

GLORIA CASE 
Television’s Newest Commercial 

Personality 

JUDY JOHNSON 
mC-TV “Tonight”; 

CBS Radio (iRobert Q. Lewis Show’9 

FREDRIC A. CARR 
Director: Live and Film; Dramatic, 

Panel and Qui%, Commercials 

JOANNE JORDAN 
Spokeswoman for Basel Bishop, 

Benrus, Nestle’s Chocolate 

GIL CH 
Canada’s Top Comn 
For Chrysler (Dodge 

Announcer-Personalia 

WALTER K 
NBC Mi 

MARY MARGARET 
McBRIDE 

ELOISE McELHONE BILL MALONE 
Commercials: Colgate AD; 

ABC-TV Washington, D.C.; Sports, D.J, 

CAROLINE C 
Spokeswoman For Sj 

BENN SQUIRES JEAN SULLIVAN MARY K. WELLS PATRICIA 
NBC Producer-Director Commercials: Schick, Blue Cross, 
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Commercials: Wish, Seven-Up, Phillip* Featured on Broadway 

Radio-TV Dran 
Contmerdekt RCA,) 
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Commercials t Tastykake 

MORT LINDSEY 
Conductor, Compose?, Arranger 
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Radio Reviews 
FAMILY LIVING ’57 
W?th Helen Hall; Rocky Graziano, 

Dr. Donald Stone,, guests; Guy 
Wallace, -announcer 

Producer: Edwin Lee ' 
25 Mins., Thurs., 10;05 p.m. 
NBC, from New York (transcribed) 

“Replacing fhe six-week-old 
“mhree Score and Five” on Thurs¬ 
day nights on NBC Radio is an¬ 
other public affairs program 
“Family Living ’57,” with Helen 

a web stalwart/ holding forth 
as moderator. Program itself less- ! 
ened its c^an^es the next 

weeks of its stand by premier¬ 
ing with a very worn topic and by 
treating it not differently enough, 
from dozens of other radio shows, j 

“Family” panelled ex-fighter- 
actor Rocky Graziano and Dr. Don¬ 
ald Stone, president of Springfield 
College, Mass., on a subject with 
r reasonably provocative title, 
“Delinquency—Juvenile or Paren¬ 
tal” but, perhaps because such sub¬ 
jects never have a clear and satis¬ 
factory answer, the 25-minutes led 
no place.* More than likely how- 
tver, the failure- was due to the 
way the program was presented— 
a hodgepodge of personal, impres¬ 
sions, not always .of sufficient au¬ 
thority or pertinence to grab and 
hold radio listener interest. 

Some credit should be given 
Graziano for injecting humor, 
though it was largely inadvertent 
Choice Grazianoisms On raising 
Junior:.“They should Usually get 
a bangupce in awhlie. Beat their 
brains in* or do something to ’em 
... If they learn to idolize these 
kind of guys—me, Rocky Marci¬ 
ano, Dr. Middlecoff (et al,)—I 
think they’ll be a little better.” 

Aft. . 

ROLLING HOME 
With Bruce Bradley 
155 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. 3:30 p.m.! 
Participating <? 
WROW, Albany 

Melody takes precedence over 
the big beat in a new three-hour 
program deejayed by Bruce Brad¬ 
ley as part of the Columbia outlet’s 
increased emphasis on a' more re¬ 
laxing type of music for afternoon 
and evening listening. The pol¬ 
icy, ah apparent counter to that 
which has proved a commercial suc¬ 
cess at WTRY, Troy, for the last 
18 months, and which seems to be 
gaining ground in a recent reshap¬ 
ing of format by^WPTR, Albany, is 
also an answer to criticism by older 
listeners of ‘rtfek. ’n’ roll and 
“noisy”, sound. In - the fiercely | 
competitive4 market of today’s ra¬ 
dio, dialers have their choice of 
music fare and do, or should, in¬ 
dicate to individual stations their 
preferences. 

Bradley, also heard on a short¬ 
ened “Night Beat,” followed by a 
taped “Segue,” features vocals and 
instrumentals seldom appearing on 
current “First Ten” or “First 30” 
lists. When caught opening' 
week, he chiefly tumtabled older, 
well-liked selections by Perry 
Como, Frank Sinatra, Jo Stafford 
and Peggy Lee among singers; Per¬ 
cy Faith and Neil Hefti, among or¬ 
chestras. In turning the spotlight- 
on Miss Stafford, Bradley appeared 
to veer somewhat from slow bal¬ 
lads, of which there perhaps had 
been too many—fbr extended lis¬ 
tening. A Calypso was heard one 
afternoon, hut no rock ’n’ rollers 
(Bradley had indicated they would 
he missing). Final 25 minutes— 
there are five-minute news spots 
every half-hour—are given to in¬ 
strumentals. j 

Possessed of a good knowledge 
in popular music field, Bradley; 
employs a quiet, even controlled 
tone. It is pleasant on the ears. 

. Jaco. ; 

Radio Followup 

Ave Maria Hour 
Embattled Hungary which last 

fall revolted against the tyranny of 
its-Communist oppressors was sa¬ 
luted Sunday night (23) by the 
Graymoor Friars’ “Ave Maria 
Hour” in a moving dramatization 
of the trial. Imprisonment and re¬ 
lease of Joseph Cardinal Minds- 
zenty. Tagged “Voice in the Wild- 
ernesSj” the half-hour program 
was aired via some 300 stations. 
WMCA was the outlet in the New 
York metropolitan area. 

Written by Joseph Cdchran, the 
script of necessity was forced to 
omit a number of incidents associ¬ 
ated with .Taffaire Mindszenty. 
But these omissions failed to dull 
the effectiveness of this compel¬ 
ling semi-documentary. For, as it 
was pointed out, the Communist 
rulers silenced the voice of Minds¬ 
zenty but not the echo which; 
“whispered its Way in the wild¬ 

erness that was Hungary.” 
Relentless hold that the security j 

police exercises over the Hun-; 
garian populace wr# graphically; 
shown when a leading Budapest 
attorney was forced through fear 
to reject-the appeal of the'Cardi¬ 
nal’s mother to defend her son. 
“One muist learn to endure,” he told 
his own Ison. This endurance paid 
off some eight years later when 
Hungarian workers rose up in re¬ 
volt to demand reforms. The Car¬ 
dinal, who had been sentenced to 
life on a charge Nof “treason,” was 
freed by the Hungarian people. 

The primate, who escaped to a 
haven outside Hungary, admon¬ 
ished listeners: “Do not forget this 
small, honest nation . . Like¬ 
wise, His Eminence Francis Cardi¬ 
nal Spellman at the conclusion of 
“Wilderness” recited his own op¬ 
position to Communism. “For I 
believe,” he said, “that rebellion to 
tyrants is obedience to God.” 

Withal, this stirring dramatiza-- 
tion demonstrated anew the dan¬ 
gers of Communism to the free 
world and again showed how. the 
Roman -Catholic church is opposed 
to the Red menace. Ably directed 
bv Carlo de Angelo, cast included 
Abby Lewis, John Brewster, Mar¬ 
tin Newman, William Griffith and 
Kenneth Murdock. Now in its 
23rd year of broadcasting, “The 
AVe Maria Hour” is produced by 
the Graymoor Friars in the inter¬ 
est of St. Christopher’s Inn near 
their monastery at Garrison, N.Y. 

Gilb. 

Nightline 
JNBC’s weeknight version of its 

weekend “Monitor” seems. to be 
getting down to cases, if last Tues¬ 
day’s (17) feature on Nathan Leo¬ 
pold was any indication.-^Leopold, 
of the famed Loeb-Leopold mur¬ 
der case, I? appearing before an 
Illinois parole board July 9 to ask 
for his freedom after 33 years in 
prison, and the “Nightline” staff 
and NBC Chi newsman Jim Hurl- 
but got out their research and 
tape machines for a topflight wrap- 
up on the story. 

The 15-minute feature included 
an interview with Leopold him¬ 
self, who made an eloquent plea 
for his release, claiming he’s com¬ 
pletely rehabilitated and knows he 
has no rights but is pleading for 
“mercy, not justice.” He wants to 
go to work as a lab technician at 
a church health center in Puerto, 
Rico. 

Also interviewed was Meyer 
Levin, author of the bestseller, 
“Compulsion,” the novel based on 
the Loeb-Leopold murder (which 
‘Leopold said in his interview was 
40% fact and 60% fiction). Levin 
didn’t take a stand on the parole 
plea, but insisted the novel has 
helped Leopold's case by getting 
sympathy for him from 80% of its 
readers. 

Hurlbut did a raan-in-the-street 
session in Chicago with the results 
about evenly split between those 
who thought Leopold should he 
paroled- imd those who opposed 
his release, and also interviewed 
two Chi newsmen who had covered 
the 1924 trial, and who both are 
opposed to his release. Hurlbut 
also spoke with the warden of Illi¬ 
nois State Prison, who though 
commending Leopold on his prison 
record, was cautious in equating 
his conduct with that of all other 
cooperative prisoners. 

In spelling out the background 
of . the case, “Nightline” used Ed. 
Begley of “Inherit the Wind” to 
read Clarence Darrow’s final de¬ 
fense plea, an effective means of 
introducing the feature. Walter 
O’Keefe, the “Nightline” host-em¬ 
cee, did an excellent narration- 
background job of the feature. If 
“Nightline” is to make a go of It, 
it’s this sort of informative, pro¬ 
vocative and'skillfully-handled ma¬ 
terial that Will attract and keep an 
audience. " Chan. 

Foreign Car Importer 
TestaTV Market in N. Y. 

A foreign car importer is trying 
television in.* move to get a fat¬ 
ter share of the auto market. Im¬ 
porter is Rootes Motors of New 
York,, which has the franchise on 
the British-made Hillman Minx. 
Bootes has ordered three 15-min- 
ute segments per week on the “Late 
Late Show" on WCBS-TV, N. Y. 

The deal, via the Erwin, Wasey 
agfency, is only a four-week cam- 
paign.lhaFs already underway. But 
if Its shortterm sponsorship, which 
is in the nature of an experiment, 
brings results, the auto firm Will 
move intp the medium on a regular 
basis, opening up a hew revenue 
source for stations. 

CeUer in Scathing Indictment Of 
FCC; Sez He’ll Tolerate No Nonsense’ 

In Pushing Network Probe Findings 

Framer’s ‘Lucky Lady* 
I Gets ABC-TV Aft Slot 
t Walt Framer’s “Lucky Lady” 
has been given the 4:30 to 5 cross- 
the-board slot on ABC-TV for fall. 
If the show is soldi It’ll become 
the first live daytime show on the 
network. 

The audience participationer, 
fronted by Keefe Brasselle and 
Virginia Graham, is slated to begin 
Sept. 30. Network has three other 
live daytime strips it’s pushing for 
fall sale: Dennis James-starrer, 
“What Makes You Tick?”; “Parlay” 
and “What's the Name of That 
Song?” with Robert^Alda. 

WBC Signs 3 Clients 
For Lateral Program 

Concept on Nile Radio 
Westinghou?e Broadcasting Co. 

has signed three national sponsors 
for its new nighttime "lateral pro¬ 
gramming” concept, with Texaco, 
American Tobacco and Time Inc. 
tossing in some heavy nighttime 
billings on four of the WBZ sta¬ 
tions. -The sponsor deals were 
made last week, before the new 
locally-programmed operation got 
underway on Monday night (24). 

Texaco, via Cunningham & 
Walsh (which only a couple of 
weeks ago reported nighttime lis¬ 
tening up in its Videotown Survey, 
and followed through with the 
Texaco coin), bought 20 to 28 par¬ 
ticipations per week on each of 
WBZ-WBZA, Boston; KYW, Cleve¬ 
land; and KDKA, Pittsburgh; all 
over an eight-week span. Ameri¬ 
can Tobacco bought 20 to 26 par¬ 
ticipations a week on four stations 
(above three plus WOWO, Ff. 
Wayne) starting the last week in 
July and running through Dec. 15, 
via BBD&O. Time bought a two- 
week saturation campaign using 
two to three one-hour segments 
per week on three stations (WBZ, 
KYW and WOWO), starting this 
.week. 

RnmrilTs New Slick 
3006 Rochester HQ 

Rochester, N. Y., June-25. 
Rumrill Co., billing itself as “the 

largest agency for advertising, mar¬ 
keting and public relations lo¬ 
cated between New York City and 
Cleveland,” opened a new $300,000 
office building here. Prexy Charles 
L, Rumrill said the edifice, claimed 
as first in area to be constructed 
by an advertising house for its own 
use, was bought largely on profits 
from stock purchased in client com¬ 
panies (“none of them has lost 
money”). 

Company operates at a $9,000,000 
annual billing rate, for clients in¬ 
cluding Bell Aircraft, Birge Co., 
DuPont, Eastman Kodak, Corning 
Glass, Endicott Johnson, Fanny 
Farmer Candy, Stromberg-Carlson. 

KTLA’s 2516 Telethon 
Los Angeles, June 25. 

A total of $251,227 was pledged 
at the windup Sunday (23) of the 
telethon staged by KTLA by the 
Greater Los Angeles Press Club 
and Friar’s Club for City of Hope 
Hospital. The .event began Satur¬ 
day (22) night. . 

The “Telorama” goal was $500,- 
000, but telethon execs said they 
expect the goal to be reached when 
the final pledges are in. Barry 
Gray emceed the parade of stars. 

Hub Raises 59G 
Boston, June 25. 

WNAC—TV’s United Cerebral 
Palsy telethon went off the air at 
4:30 Sunday (23) p.m. with more 
than $59,000 racked up for the 1916 
hour continuous videocast. 

In for the telethon were Randy 
Merriman, Betty Anti Grove, Cap-; 
tain Kangaroo, Buff Cobb, Charley j 

Applewhite, Betty Ancona, Astro: 
of the Space Cadets, Barbara Ash- ] 
ley and Tommy Mara, I 

Ekco'julOOG ABC Spread 
Ekeo Products of Chicago fed 

$100,000 net into the ABC Radio 
Network kitty this-week by making 

j its first use of network radio. The 
I past few days have been hot at the 
radio web, with $725,000 in net 
billings being signed all told. 

Ekco bought two segs of Don 
McNeill's “Breakfast Club” and 
one each of “My True Story,” 
“When a Girl Marries” and “Whis¬ 
pering Streets” beginning Sept. 30. 
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample signed 
the radio network pact. 

Yaska Frank, Herb Moss 
Set for Tinoccbio’ Spec 

Yasha Frank, radio-tv and legit 
writer-director, and Herb Moss, tv 
producer, have been engaged by 
David Susskind of Talent Asso¬ 
ciates to transfer Frank’s stage ver¬ 
sion of “Pinocchio" to tv as an 
NBC spectacular set for Oct. 13. 
Rexall Drugs will sponsor. Origi¬ 
nal legit version of “Pinocchio,” 
written and directed by Frank, was 
first performed at the Ritz Thea¬ 
tre in New York in 1939 and sub¬ 
sequently toured the country. 

Frank will stage the tv presen¬ 
tation and also write the television 
adaptation to fit Mickey Rooney 
and the other stars engaged for this 
presentation. Herb Moss will func¬ 
tion as producer of this special 
unit which will operate under Suss¬ 
kind in the preparation and produc¬ 
tion of large budget “specs" of 
children's material. 

SUMMER REPRIEVE 
FOR SPIKE JONES 

L&M Filters has come through 
with one of those last-minute pro¬ 
gram reprieves and has decided to 
continue “The Spike Jones” show 
through the summer in its Tuesday 
at 10:30 period. Show was to have 
gone off after last night’s telecast, 
but L&M last week ordered an¬ 
other nine weeks of the show, 
carrying it through Aug. 27. 

CBS-TV put through a fast call to 
stations to clear the time, after 
having first advised them that L&M 
was pulling out and it was relin¬ 
quishing the period to them over 
the summer. Renewal was set 
through Dancer-Fltzgerald-Sample 
agency. 

Norman New Prexy Of 
N-C-K; Kaufman Resigns 

. Norman B. Norman has moved 
up to the presidency of Norman, 
Craig & Kummel, following the 
resignation of Elkin Kaufman last 
week. Kaufman, who’H announce 
new plans soon, was the last of 
the'holdovers from the predeces¬ 
sor William H. Weintraub agency, 
where he had been exec v.p. for 
14 years before Norman, Walter 
Craig, Eugene H. Kummel and B, 
David Kaplan bought the con¬ 
trolling interest in the agency a 
couDle of years hack. 

With Norman moving up to the 
presidency, Kummel moves up 
from v.p. and secretary to become 
exec v.p., and Kaplan, until now 
v.p. and treasurer, likewise be¬ 
comes an exec v.p. Craig remains 
V.p. in charge of radio-television. 

! King-Size 
Pittsburgh, June 25. 

Sleep is something Ed King isn’t 
going to get very much of these 
nights. Veteran KDKA staffer has 
just added two more hours of 
radio time to his schedule with 
launching of station’s new lateral 

| programming idea, along with 
other WBC properties. King and' 
his wife, Wendy, currently are on 
from 8 to 10 p.m. on “PM” and 
continue from 10:05 to midnight 
on their “Party Line” show, which 
has been one of KDKA’s mo$t 
popular stanzas for years. 

King’s barely in bed before he’s 
up again to be at the KDKA-TV 
studio at 8 a.m. to prepare for his 
daily half-hour “On Location” 
teeveer at 9:30. 

Comberg Exits NBC 
Sol Comberg, jwho has been di¬ 

rector of studio and plant planning 
at NBC for the past six years, is 
checking out of the network July 1. 
He’s setting up his own consultancy 
organization, Comberg & Associ¬ 
ates effective Aug. 1. 

Comberg designed the studios 
for the “Today,” “Home” dud “To¬ 
night” shows as well as remodel¬ 
ing the N.Y. Ziegfeld theatre Into 
an NBC Color Television Theatre.; 
He also designed Television City 
for the Granada Television Net¬ 
work in England. I 

Washington, June 25. 
What’s frequently said privately 

by critics of the Federal Commun¬ 
ications Commission was said here 
publicly last week by Chairman 
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) of the 
House Judiciary Committee in one 
of the hottest blasts at the agency- 
hurled by'a person of such stature. 

In an address before the Federal 
Communications Bar Assn., Celler 
said, in effect, that the Commission 
needs a facelifting. He put it this 
way: “What is required is appoint¬ 
ment to the Commission of persons 
dedicated to serving the public in¬ 
terest. In my opinion, there has 
never been a greater need for 
qualified personnel* in the FCC, 
both at the staff and the Commis¬ 
sion level. For a number of years, 
the FCC has simply not measured 
up to the standard of public service 
required to inspire public confi¬ 
dence.” 

In the audience for the FCBA 
luncheon were two members of the 
Commission: Corar. John C. Doer- 
fer, who is expected to be the next 
chairman of the agency, and Comr. 
Rosel Hyde. A number of FCC 
staffers were also present. 

Celler’s speech brought an im¬ 
mediate protest from the three Re¬ 
publican members of the Antitrust 
Subcommittee whose recent report 
on monopoly in tv was the subject 
of Celler’s address. In a joint state¬ 
ment the Republican minority said 
they were “astonished” by Celler’s 
remarks. 

The Subcommittee report, they 
said, “furnishes no justification 
whatever for such an outburst. It 
is true that the Chairman wanted 
to criticize the members' of the 
FCC severely in our report but the * 
Committee rejected his extreme 
view. The Chairman has the perfect 
right to level any charges he wants 
to but he ought not to put words in 
the mouths of his colleagues. Poli¬ 
tics rather than the evidence must 
have been uppermost in his mind 
when he let loose with this blast.” 

The statement was issued by 
Rep. Kenneth B. Keating of New 
York, William M. McCulloch of 
Ohio and William E. Miller of New 
York. 

Celler served tfotice he intends 
to see that the Commission and the 
Department of Justice carry out 
the recommendations of the Sub- 
comittee report. He revealed that 
he has already requested detailed 
progress reports from these agen¬ 
cies as to steps undertaken to carry 
out the recommendations. 

Then, departing from his pre¬ 
pared address, he said: "I’m going 
to tolerate no nonsense, no pro¬ 
crastination. That’s a solemn warn¬ 
ing." 

With respect to recommenda¬ 
tions for legislation, he pointed out 
that he had just prior to his ad¬ 
dress Thursday (18) introduced a 
bill to amend the Robinson-Patman 
and Clayton Acts to plug loopholes 
which permit networks to grant 
special discounts to large adver¬ 
tisers. 

“I presume th^bill will be re¬ 
ferred to my own Subcommittee,” 
he interpolated, “and I can assure 
you you will get action on that 
bilL” 

Gillogly Tapped To 
Helm ABC-TV Chi Sales 

Chicago, June 25. 
■William C. Gillogly, eastern sales 

manager for ABC-TV the past two 
years, has been upped to director 
of sales for the network’s central 
division. Coincidental with his ap¬ 
pointment, the web’s central divi¬ 
sion sales manager, Harold R. -Wet- 
tersten, has been given a special 
assignment to W’ork exclusively 
with the major ABC-TV accounts 
in this division’s bailiwick. 

Both posts were newly created 
I by ABC-TV central division sales 
veep, Jim Beach, and both become 
activated on July 1. Beach said the 
new positions were conceived out of 
a need to augment the midwest sales 
department “in view of the in¬ 
creased volume of business activity 
the central division is experienc¬ 
ing.” 
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KANE WINS 

IN FIRST RATING SURVEY I 
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" Friday — 10:00-10:30 pm 

MARTIN KANE -55.6% share 
Station B —20.9% share 
Station C —20.0% share 
Other — 3.5% share 

J 
i\ 

y 
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Wednesday — 10:15-10:45 pm 

MARTIN KANE - 45.8% share 
Station B — 43.0% share 
Station C —11.2% share 

Monday — 10:30-11:00 pin 

MARTIN KANE -50.8%$hare 
Station B —41.4% share 
Station C - — 7.8% share 

TIME AFTER TIME. 
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KADIO-TELL VISION' PfiitiETr 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
EV NEW YORK CITY . . . 

Leda Carroll, daughter of ad agency exec, scripter-producer Carroll 
Carroll, of Beverly Hills, engaged to Gerald P- Goldsmith, of New 
York. Bride is doing fashion publicity, j after attending Sarah Law¬ 
rence College, and groom is with his father’s food brokerage firm 
while continuing law studies at NYU. A summer wedding is planned 
. . . Film-legit-tv actress Virginia Vincent has returned from the Coast 
where she just finished a feature role in Warner’s “Both Ends of the 
Candle” (the Helen Morgan story) and will play her original Broadway 
role of Ruthie in “Wedding Breakfast” at Philly’s Playhouse-in-the- 
Park week of July 15 . . Radio-tv producer Joan Sinclaire gathering 
material in England. 

June Taylor off to Buenos Aires to produce a revue for the Opera 
Theatre there, then back to N. Y. after two weeks to take over 
choreography on NRC-TV's “Arthur Murray Party” . . . Edward Kaylin, 
associate director of sales presentations for CBS Radio, also takes on 
the duties of administrative manager of the advertising and sales pro¬ 
motion department . . . Paul Levitan, director of special events for. 
CBS, named to the communications coordinating committee of the 4th 
National Boy Scout Jamboree at Valley Forge July 12-18 . . . The 
Rover Boys set for NBC's “Band.stand” tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Lanny 
Ross set for a nitery date in Altoona the second week in July . . . 
WCBS’ John Henry Faulk flying his family down to Jamaica for a 
two-month stay . . . S. E. (Doc) Frock, marketing specialist with 
BBD&O for the past four years, joins Kenyon Sc Eckhardt as a mer¬ 
chandising exec in the promotion department , . . Charles Oppenheim, 
CBS-TV director'of information services, back from a. week’s vacation 
in Williamsburg, Va. . . . NBC’s Chet Huntley and David Brinkley to 
narrate the National Education Assn.'s special centennial convention 
feature, “Education’s Outlook” in Philadelphia next Wednesday (3) . . . 
James B. Faichney, who’s due to produce four shows in CBS-TV’s “The 
Twentieth Century” next season, awarded the U. S. Air Force Excep¬ 
tional Service Award yesterday (Tues.i for his work as associate pro¬ 
ducer of “Air Power" . . . Claire Ordway and Priscilla Blackstone, 
production assistants on NBC’s “Monitor,” off for • a three-month 
tour of Europe on the Liberte, both for vacation purposes and to 
dig up features for the show . . .Kathleen O’Sullivan, 18-year-old 
daughter of Terry O'Sullivan and Jan Miner, serving as an apprentice 
at the Lake Regions Summer Playhouse at Laconia, N. H., this sum¬ 
mer . . . Bill Davidson, 'WRCA and WRCA-TV general manager, 
vacationing for two weeks in Connecticut . . Jean Ellyn of CBS 
Radio’s “Wendy Warren,” currently rehearsing for a summer theatre 
tour in “My Three Angels” . ■. . WRCA’s annual outing for admen 
and grocery manufacturers set for tomorrow (Thurs.), with director, 
of sales Max Buck as bossman . . . Whitfield Connor, featured on 
CBS’ “Right to Happiness,”, to costar with wife Haila Stoddard in 
the Carnegie Recital Hall production of “Ever Since^ Paradise” in 
July . . . Hugh Downs and June Lockhart subbing for Tex 8c Jinx 
McCrary’ on their NBC-TV'er while the McCrarys vacation July 8 

through Aug. 2, while Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald will take, over their 
WRCA Radio stanza during the same period - . , Barry Peterson, 
tyABC Radio night program manager, and Channaine Le Mothe, 
ABC press department, engaged . . . Mike Wallace due for six-part 
feature by Herb Kamrn in the World-Telegram Sc^Sun beginning 
July 8 . . . Lee Davis Productions assigned to produce the “Portrait” 
portion of next Sunday’s (30) “Sunday Schedule” on WRCA-TV. Host 
on “Portrait” will be Benjamin Wendkos, a newcomer to tv. 

A preview of the type of jazz exhibitions and competitions to 
mark this year’s annual Newport (R.I.) Jazz Festival has been set for 
Mutual’s “Bandstand. U.S.A.’.’ program Saturday (29) night . . . 
Alfred and Dora McCann, the WOR Radio team, were named to the 
Order of the Golden Chicken at the 10th Annual Delmarva Chicken 
Festival held at Laurel, Del. They were* referred tp as “the most 
distinguished couple in the food field” by the Delmarva Poultry In¬ 
dustry which sponsors the event . , . Over $100,000 in listener con¬ 
tributions has been received by Fulton Lewis Jr., the MBS commen¬ 
tator, for his broadcast campaign in behalf of the McCarthy Memo¬ 
rial Fund to honor the late Senator Joseph McCarthy . . . President 

Eisenhower’s address Monday (24) during the National Governors’ 
Conference meeting in Williamsburg, Va^ was aired by MBS start¬ 
ing at 11:30 p.m. 

Patti O’Neill back from Ottawa, where she did an educational film 
produced by Crawley Films Ltd. for McGraw-Hill ... Actress Jo 
Graham leaves today (Wed.) for Pawling, N. Y., where she opens as 
femme lead in “The Great Sebastians” July 2 at the Starlight Theatre 
NBC News assigned- Frank McGee to cover the court-martial of Col. 
John C. Nickerson Jr., the Army’s guided missile expert, with McGee 
providing daily blow-by-blow for “NBC News”.. .Allen Swift appearing 
Saturday (29) at Macy’s Roosevelt Field branch to promote his 
“Popeye” album; his Macy’s appearance in Manhattan broke all store 
records , . . Bourjois Inc. committed to its heaviest network and spot 
schedule yet via a three-week pre-Christmas buy in the new NBC-TV 
Arlene Francis show, plus 111-city spots featuring Natalie Core. Law¬ 
rence E. Gumbinner agency set tjie campaign . . . WLIB yesterday (25) 
began its broadcasts of the National Assn., for the Advancement of. 
Colored People convention, being held in Detroit, and which will run 
through Sunday (30 J. This is the sixth consecutive year that WLIB has 
covered NAACP conventions . . . Alan Dale .working on a format for 
his own half-hour tv fall package . . . Robert S. Wilson, former ex¬ 
ploitation chief for Mutual, has resigned as exploitation manager of 
United Cerebral Palsy. 

fiY HOLLYWOOD . . . 
■ Ruthrauff & Ryan agency merger with M. B. Scott went kaput after a 
few weeks. Too much of a variance in concepts and policies, said the 
pronouncement . . . Bill Phillipson of Coronet Productions in town 
looking for talent* So is CBS-TV’s Lester Gottlieb for his “Big Rec¬ 
ord” . . . ABC-TV's Jim Aubrey also around to keep ’em coming for 
next season’s programming . . . Tom Harmon has lined up the coun¬ 
try’s top-football coaches for a weekly panel discussion of the week’s 
games hut his home web, CBS-TV, won’t-warm up to it. So he’ll likely 
take it elsewhere . . . CBS veepee Howard Meighan splitting his waking 
hours between the new construction at Television .City and the net’s 
Ocean Park amusement center in partnership with Santa Anita Turf 
Club. What’s ji-building now, he believes will suffice through 1961 . . . 
Warner Shelley, prexy at the Ayer agency, browsed around for a day 
before shoving-off bn a Hawaiian holiday , . . John K. West's beauteous 
daughter, Peggie, is learning the banking biz , . . Mari Wilcox, ex-frau 
of announcer Harlow Wilcox, is public relations for the Beverly Hilton 
hotel . . /Metro plucked NBC’s Nat “King” Cole for the title song 
of the studio’s biggie, “Raintree County.” For which he banked a 
cool $25,000 . . ..The nations’ ty eds and columnists will be flying, 
around next fall on complimentary missions. Young & Rubicam is 
taking aloft to London the same 65 pillarists Who last year made the 
same junket to watch “Robin Hood” being filmed. They must like 
each other. NBC will, fly the same number to' Hollywood to observe 
the new shows and stock up interviews with the web’s stars. Casey 
Shawhan, head of the flackery,- will Pinkerton .the. visiting scribes. 

IN LONDON ... 
More than 1,250,000 viewers watched the program featuring Soviet 

boss Khrushchev Which was networked over the- commercial tv web on 
June 4 . . . Excerpts frbm the Olivier-Monroe picture “The Prince 
And The Showgirl” were aired in BBC-TV’s program “Picture 
Parade,” on: Monday'(24), the night before its London preem ... 
John Hilary Phillips has been appointed producer of agricultural pro¬ 
grams for BBC-TV . . . Guy Mitchell topped the bill of Associated- 
Television’s “Val Parnell’s Saturday Spectacular” show (22) . . . ABC- 
TV has made a telefilm of its panel game “State Your Case,” with a 
view to sending a copy to^the States for possible sale ... The BBC 
Television Theatre on Shepherds Bush Green, London, will reopen 
on July 2 after being closed for modernization. The theatre is now 
fitted with the latest tv studio equipment. 

IN CHICAGO ... 
- Don Wilson, Chi Variety manager, back from the Coast , . . Suri- 

Times city editor Karen Walsh inked for another year by WMAQ .. ; 
Carl Carlton set as writer for the new “Mary Hartline Show” on WBKB 
debuting next Monday (1) . . . Howard Miner’s vacated Friday'night 
slot on WBBM-TV being filled by feature films . Jim Troy, CM 

(Continued on page 40). 

, Pharmaceutical* 
simmmiASi- Continued from pace 23 n— 

ule. One such show was “Price Is 
Right,” which Speiti.el wanted to 
sponsor -on alternate-weeks in the 
Saturday' spot. Another liras the 
Jane Wyman dramatic stanza, 
wMch Quaker Oats wanted. NBC 
said no in both cases. 

‘ But now along eomes Pharmaceu¬ 
ticals with lotsa coin from its can¬ 
cellation of the full hour “Ama¬ 
teur Hour” on ABC and wants.to 
place “Truth” in the spot NBC 
is said to be favorably disposed 
toward the idea, Saturday sched¬ 
ule suitability or not. 

Interesting twist to the situation 
Is that the web itself has been* 
trying to peddle “Hi-Lo,” the neW 
“Twenty-One” companion show, 
for the Saturday spot, but without 
success. .Pharmaceuticals, Which 
wants “Truth,” is the “Twenty- 
One” sponsor. “Hi-Lo,” incidental¬ 
ly, has beenafirmed up for a sum¬ 
mer ride by Ford as its summer 
replacement for the Tennessee 
Ernie Ford show.- Jbck Barry will 
emcee, ^ ^ 

If the “Truth” deal goes through, 
that will become the third NBC-TV. 
daytimer to make the nighttime 
grade in the fall. Others are "Tic, 
Tac Dough” and “The Price Is 
Right,” both set for 7:30 to 8 p, m. 
spots, “TTD” on Thursdays and 
“Price” Mondays. “Truth hacT a 
nighttime tv run for several years 
on NBC-TV Friday nights for Old J 
Gold but folded-and was subse¬ 
quently revived as a daytimer. 

Greensboro, N. C.—John Ademy 
has been named program director 
of WBIG, assuming the duties 
which have been carried by Dan 
Griffin who also served, as assist¬ 
ant manager. Griffin will in the 
future devote his full time to the 
job of assistant manager. - 
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’ New'Ad Rating’System 
> Bared by Pulse’s Roslow; 
\ Print Impact Vs. TV-AM 
' Hollywood, June 25. 

s Pulse Inc. plans to expand its 

» comparative “ad rating” system, 

* which measures impact of ads in 

l both print and broadcast media, to 

T an annual affair in 23 major coun- 

- trywide markets. This was dis- 
' closed here last week by Dr. Syd- 
E ney Roslow, Pulse topper, to 150 
J ad, sponsor and broadcast execs. 

J New rating system is outgrowth 
of series of market surveys, includ- 

I ing one taken here last year by 
Pulse for Southern California 
Broadcasters Assn. Earlier statis¬ 
tical errors in the system, arising 
out of practice of using newspaper 
circulations figures, have been cor- 

| rected by using figures of total 
‘ homes in an area, Roslow dis- 
‘ closed. 

Results of measuring impact of 
; print media ads against that on 
. radio and tv conclusively show 
r that broadcast ads make a stronger 
r impression, Roslow comments, 
j Newspaper advertising for mo- 
E tion pictures hits just about the 
. lowest average of readersMp in the 
r field, Dr. Roslow later commented 
s at a press conference.. Despite 
i this, highest budget in a pic ad 
i campaign still goes to print media, 
; he added. However, certain exhibs, 
i notably the Century Theatres in 
l N. Y., have instituted heavy spot 
i radio campaigns, with accompapy- 
; ing upswing in the b.o.. Dr. Roslow 
i reports, terming this a case of “cre- 
s ating motivation, not just waiting 
r for someone to see an ad.” 

Pulse uses system of house-by¬ 
house interviews, and has largest 
sampling cross-section of the lot, 
reaching 7,000 to 8,000 *homes a 

' month In If. -A. alone. Dr. Roslow 
1 disclosed. This is especially nec- 
• essary in a market as large as L. A., 
! with seven tv stations, he declared. 

i Santangelo to WBC ' 
; To CoorEnate Publicity 
l Michael R. Santangelo has been 

’ named coordinator of publicity and: 

special events for Westinghopse 
Broadcasting Co. Santangelo, who’s' 
moving over/ from Benton & 

. Bowles’ General Public Relations 
■ Inc. subsid, will serve as resident 
\ publicist for the company. 

J, & G. WATERPROOFING CO. 
EXPERT BRICK POINTING 

MASONRY RESTORATION 

LICENSED? FULLY INSURED 

Mm Bokorich L0 2-B4BB 

BROOKS 
Costumes 
a Wm< tL, K-y‘c..T«». W- MM0 

70'*. EAST 

SHOWFLACE APARTMENT 
«'/* rumt, t telfct. TmultlMy- fw-nhhM 
within thl» rH iw ky tt» Mtw Y«rfc 
dittraftr. Mm Smh iHutimM hy mi¬ 
ni I mi. Air Mo4ttitm4. 1* mmIUn n**!n 
■■ Ihm. TtttpliMt RE 4-4922 ImmMIfttiiy. 
T«Mnt It ImvIm ilty Mfbuitty. 

: FOR RENT 
AIR CONDITIONED 

EAST SIDE OFFICES 

bautifwKy fvrnrifeoJ suit* of 2 or 3 
private oflkM m4 focoption room. 
Contact: JACK TA1AN, 45 I. 55th St. 
NYC, PL 3-2929. 
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[They say the nicest things, a. A.P. stations. "Certainly 

appreciate your help on national sales,” writes Robert 

M. Reusehle, General SaIes_Manager, WLAC-TVj. 

Nashville, Tenn, “I can confirm these spots to you 

.. ..thanks,” remarks Mike Shapiro, Managing 

Director, ktvx, Tulsa. "We certainly appreciate the 

efforts of your National Sales Department in signing 

.accounts for us.” adds Robert N. Ekstrum, Com- 

'jnercial Manager, wcco-tv, Minneapolis, Minn. 

'These', comments are typical'replies to our .letter 

announcing the latest sales made for stations by our. 

National Sales Department. Through its efforts, two 

prominent toy companies purchased two participa-* 

tions a week in a.a.p/s Popeye cartoons 

they’re shown, from coast to coast. 

To harness the pulling power of 'A.A.p. feature and’ 
cartoon programs with the extra strength of this 

unique selling 
team%write, W J f J f jinc. 
wire or phonei _ 

JHstnbutors for AuociaUd Artists | 
US Madison As#/, MUrray HiU 6-t3t3 I 

7$ B. Waeksr Dr.^DEarborn f-tOiO I 
ilSll Bryan St.', Rfterside 7-855$ J 

$iiO Sunset Blfd.j CRestnoic 5-588$ 

Productions Corpi 

NEW YORK. 
CHICAGO 
DALLAS 
J.OS.ANGELES 



RADIO-TELE VISIOX 

TV-Radio Production Centers 
; Continued from page 38 — 

NBC network program manager, back at desk after a hepatitis attack 
. . .“Uncle Win’s Farm” being delayed indefinitely on WBKB’s new 
summer lineup, the slot to be occupied by the “Bob and Kay Show,” 
switching from Saturdays to a 55-minute strip. Norm Ross' “7 to 11” 
has been dropped, and Richard Llewellyn is set for a new ladies 
participation and giveaway strip starting July 15 . . . Lon Nelles, 
erstwhile New York radio announcer and time salesman, added to 
WGN radio sales staff . . , Charles Johnson of the Weather Bureau 
subbing for Clint Youle ort WBNQ during week of July 8 while latter 
vacations . . . Joe Foss and Maury Magill spelling the vacationing John 
Harrington qp WBBM . . . Donald A. Getz now handling special serv¬ 
ice projects for WGN radio sales . . . Chubby Jackson rejoins “Laugh 
Time” on WBKB July 1 . . . WBBM-TV’s Lee Phillip judging Miss 
Indiana contest at the Indiana Fair on July 6 . . .Henry T. Sjogreij, 
assistant general manager of WMAQ and WNBQ, addressed national 
conclave of Pheta Sigma Phi last Friday (.21) on future of color tv. 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . . 
Joe Zimmerman upped to newly-created. post of director of station 

promotion for the Triangle Stations . . . WHYY-TV, Philly educational 
station, skedded to preem Sept. 16. Only sets adapted for UHF or 
those having a UHF converter attached will receive sessions ". . . 
Art Curley, WDEL, Wilmington, Del., deejay, joined WRCV as summer 
replacement . . . Max Solomon, WFIL-TV salesman, recuperating after 
operation . . . Half hour tribute to Jimmy Dorsey aired over WIP im¬ 
mediately upon news of musician’s death . . „ Organist Larry Ferrari 
returns to WFIL-TV after five month absence . . . Jack Valentine, 
former WCAU-TV cowboy star, to host at Pioneer Town, Wild West 
showplace on the Black Horse Pike, near Pleasantville, N. J. . . . Jack 
Pyle, WIP deejay, back after a week’s tour with the Phillies baseball 
team. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
New sales manager of 50,000-watt KCBS is Richard H» Schutte. He 

replaces Roland Kay, who resigned. Schutte’s been a CBS-Radio sales¬ 
man in Frisco two-and-a-half years, worked in sales for KING and 
KXA, Seattle, before that and broke into radio as a salesman for 
KSFO, Frisco . . . Sportscaster Bob Fonts has become office manager 
for the insurance firm owned by Y. A, Tittle, quarterback for the* 
•football 49ers . . . Thomas W. Judge, national sales manager for 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., visited KPIX last week . . . KCBS 
staff announcer Clancy Cassell took over the • suspended Jim Grady 
(Louis Hartman) spot on "This Is San Francisco,” temporarily. Clancy 
used his own name . . . Bill McPhillips, KSFO news boss, subbed for 
Don Sherwood after the start of Sherwood’s second drunk driving 
trial last week . . Byd Chatton, the ex-KFRC radio vet, moved onto 
KCBS for the summer. 

IN BOSTON ... 
WBZ-TV goes on a laugh kick on its “Dimensions” program Sunday 

(301 at 9:30 a.m. with “A Survey of What Makes People Laugh” using 
comedy scenes from films, cartoons and live gags with Prof. Jack 
Woodruff of Tufts U. and Prof. Joe Golden of Elmira College . . . 
Joseph Shortall, WNAC, WNAC-TV comptroller, named assn. dir. p. r. 
Boston Branch Nat. Assn. Cost Accountants . . . Ed Sullivan in for 
WNAC-TV Pops party at Symphony Hall . . .WBZ-TV began shedding 

VARIETY Wednesday, June 26,' 1957 

IN CLEVELAND . . 

outstanding feature films at 11:15 p.m. through completion on “Hoi- —■ ' ■ ■ ■■ - 
lywood’s Best” Monday through Saturday this frame after study showed « Cl 1 ” 
demand by viewers for late evening films . . . WNAC’s “Easy List- llOlli tlGGlNG 
enin’ ” music librarian Dorothy Kachadorian on vacash in Mexico 
City , . . WNAC-TV publicist Ruth Silvano back at her desk after ton? —— Continued from page 24 -a 
silitis bout ... WBZ launched its new “lateral programming,” night- r n Y1 and fipnrtrp r> 

I time radio concept of after dark listening, Monday (24), with emphasis ... ’* ’ . * g * 
[on "inside” story features and designated “Program PM.” John Bas- Alken vt*>. The city council 
j sett, former disk jock, becomes host and Gerald Spinn, new program of Schenectady, in urging reconsid- 
: director, is the producer . . . Response from the appearance of Tony eration of the plan, claimed that 
[ LaCamera, Boston American ty-radio critic, and Bill Buchanan, Daily 120f000 viewers in New York, Ver- 
i Record tv-radio critic on WGBH-TV's program “Critics Meet Disk . . ,, , ,, ’ . 
i Jockeys” has been big with heavy fan mail asking for repeat . . . *?° . Massachusetts would be 
j WEEI broadcasting “Beantown Matinee” from the Boston Arts Festi- ?i]£lved of servlce WRGB went 
! val in the Public Garden . . . WGBH-FM and WGBH-TV suffered 
power failure in the electric storm that hit the area Wednesday (19) One effect of the new plan would 
and lightning struck both radio and tv towers atop Great Blue Hill in be to kill off a recent proposal to 
Milton. provide a third VHF station for 

Providence, R. I. This proposal 
fjV f'T JPVWT JNTh was'based on shifting channel 8 
f/Y L,Ltt V HiLt/llV U ... from New Haven, Conn., to Provi- 

John Slade, WJMO disker, recuperating at University Hospital . . . dence, giving New Haven channel 
Earl Donaldson, WDAE, is WGAR summer replacement . . . Carl 6, and eliminating channel 6 from 
George, WGAR general manager, attended Rotary Club meeting in New Bedford, Mass. This plan, of 
Canada ... WDOK’s Wayne Mack and Fred Wolff, with Cleveland course, was predicated on G-E 
Press, feted Cleveland Orchestra on its return from triumphant Euro- evacuating channel 6. 
pean tour . . . Dick Klaus, WERE general manager, cited by Red Cfoss =======^=^=====^^====5 
for station’s activities . . . .Paul Bedford, KYW, elected AFTRA presi¬ 
dent; Warren Guthrie, freelance, vice president; Tom Carson, WJW, P.’ „ 
treasurer; Jimmy Dudley, Frank Jay,*Phil McLean, Maggie Wulff, Ken Iflll J 1 draS 
Armstrong, Hal Morgan, Neil Flanagan dnd Tom Fletcher, elected to _ _ „ . , _ 
tlie executive board members . . . Lawson Deming named KYW pro- Continued worn page 23 ssa 
duction supervisor . . . Roger Carter added to WGAR announcing staff host-narrator and parttime dra- 

'. ... Bob Miller added to WERE news staff. matic performer, involves a ca¬ 

l'JV HIM A Tl A 4 sponsorship setup among Sealtest, 
I1Y UMAtlA ... Breck shampoo and Hill Bros> 

John Q. Quigley, former operations manager at KAKE-TV, Wichita, Coffee, 
named program manager for KETV here. New station is expected to go Under the three-way setup, spon- 
on the air around Sept. 1. Quigley was film manager at WOW-TV 
here when it opened eight years ago . . . KHAS-TV, Hastings, Neb.. '™udd, ,be 
now featuring weather reporting with aid of new electronic weather split in half, with Breck taking 
board, designed and built by the staff. Bob Buckley does the reporting one-half of each show nationally 
at 6 and 10 p.m. weekdays ... Pianist -Al Lamm named iflusic direc- sealtest and Hill Bros, sharing 
tor of.WOW and WOW-TV here . . . John Alexander, manager ^X)f the other half on a split-network 
KODY, North Platte, Neb., the past 13 years, resigned to accept a sim- regional basis, with Sealtest in the 
ilar post at WFLA, Tampa, Fla. east and Hill Bros, in the west. En- 
__tire deal is being packaged for the 
IN PITTSBURGH • • » sponsorsby the N. W. Ayer agency. 

Wait McCoy, chief engineer at WJAS for 32 years, has resigned to snecMs^n * s'5 r^eemotive 
build WCNGln Canonsbnrg, Pa, which hopes to be on the air by the bSs <one annro^toa&fr 
end of August. . . Janet Ferrell, program director Cal Jones’ secre- “fis weeks > stortta? hTJaS? 
tary at Ch. 2, plays organ every night from 7 to midnight at Ankara ‘„deeran^g thro^“ the follS 
Lounge * . . Frank TomaseUo, former WEDO announcer, has joined januarv Davs ant?times will varv 
the weekend announcing staff at WJAS . . / Jean Connolly subbed for ^thSch o/the shows ^ 
Pat Kiely on KDKA-TV daffy “Woman’s Angle” during latter’s vaca- wun eacn or ine snows._ 
tion . . . John Boyle and Frank Smokolen are new WCAE announcers ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■»■■■■ — 
. . . Jim Westover, KQV deejay, signed to narrate the Pittsburgh C/NH C A I C 
Symphony’s children concerts again next season , Cal Mara, WJAS rwK bALt 
publicity gal, back from trip to Europe . . . Bill Delafield, student at rnk.urrr.rnT 
MIT, and Bill Carr, who studies at Carnegie Tech, are vacation re- NEA* Bridgeport, Connecticut 
placements on WCAE engineering staff. Radio Artist’s Home 

IN OMAHA 

Fairy Tales 
; Continued from page 23 ; 

Under the three-way setup, spon¬ 
sorship on the shows would be 

PIKE • NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Presents 
the 8th annual 

WHITE MOUNTAINS’ 
FESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS 

July 5th to 18th 

ONCE MORE—jor the 8th summer — THE 
FESTIVAL .. * festive, entertaining days 
for the enjoyment of Tarleton’s Guests, 

their friends . , . and Tarleton’s neighbors. It’s 
the annual interchange of views and reviews 
from those who’ve made a success of art and a?i 
art of success. Prominent men and women of the 
7 Arts — poets and playwrights, producers and 
painters, those of the theatre and radio and tele¬ 
vision, men of thought and men of letters—oil 
will be presented (at least one each day) at 
convenient hours, out-of-doors on the quadrangle 
or in the theatre of the Lake Tarleton Club. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . . 
KSTP-TV’s local “Treasure Chest” show snagged for guest appear¬ 

ances this week pianjst Carmen Cavallaro and film actress Inger 
Stevens who plays feminine lead opposite Bing Crosby in Man On 
Fire,” current Visitors here . . . Robert Sampson, formerly WSAI, Cin¬ 
cinnati, general manager and onetime KWK, St. Louis, sales man¬ 
ager, appointed general sales manager of Time’s WTCN Radio . . . 
Bill Daley, onetime U. of Minnesota All-American gridder, promoted 
from WTCN Radio sales manager to the same station’s tv post and 
Jack Cosgrove upped from radio salesman to radio local sales man¬ 
ager . . . Dave Brown, tv director-writer, in from New York to visit his - 
parents before taking over Jan Murray show ... No successor named 
yet for Stephen B. Lainski who resigned as radio WDGY vice pres¬ 

ident-general manager, to become an ABC network vice president in 
! New York and who departs from here June 30 .,. Bob Shafer, WCCO- 
| TV news director, off for second visit to Russia. 

PROF. CHAUNCEY ALLEN 
Psychologist. Dartmouth College 

JOHN ROY CARLSON 
Author, ‘'Undercover"; Commentator 

GERALD CLARK 
Foreign Correspondent, Montreal Star 

TED COTT 
Exec. VicePres., DnMont TV 

HON. LANE DWINELL 
Governor of New Hampshire 

HY GARDNER 
N Y. Herald-Tribune Columnist; Editor 

VIRGINIA GRAHAM 
TV’s "Strike It Rich" & "Lucky Lady" 

ART HENLEY 
3Joderator. WABC’s "Make Up 

Your Mind" 

Those of the 7 Arts 
ALLEN DR. HAROLD E. HYDE 

th College President. Plymouth College, N. H. 

I.SON JAMES G. MCDONALD 
Commentator Former U. S. Ambassador 

RK ARNOLD MOSS 
Montreal Star Actor, Director. Producer 

v. _v GABE PRESSMAN 
Wont TV WRCA News Manager 

ALLEN M. WIDEM 
Drama Editor, Hartford (Conn.) Times 

EARL WILSON 
. N. Y. Post Columnist and Humorist 

More of the Arts 
BARBARA WALCZAK—EUGENE TANNER 

Soloists. New York City Ballet 

TIIEO BRANDON, Soprano, “Most Happy Fella*’ 

STEPHAN HERO, International Violin Virtuoso 

THE OPERA PLAYERS in “CARMEN" 
In English~-Direction. EVE QUELLER 

AL WOOD and The CALYPSONIANS 

PAUL DRAPER, Tap-Ballet by America's Master 

THE YANKEE TROUPERS in the NO-NAME THEATRE 

JACK GOI.BERT, Director 
HERBERT W. HILL. ConferenclerT • HAL GRAHAM, Musical Director 

YOUR HOSTS: THE FAMILY JACOBS 

Information: FL 7-7632 

■■ - | and Quaker State Oil Refining II 
Mutual moving; over to the new setup, tak- 

_ ing about 84 of the 115 five-minute 
—= Continued from page 25 ■— newsacts available for national 

available at $748 per five-minute 
period. ■ 

As to afternoon availabilities, ’ . : r . 
April through September, the pe- If underneath that gray i 
™d when Mutuai br^dcasts . fceafS 0 heart which It 
“Game of the Da/’ to its affiliates 
outside the major league territory, £ g I 
news periods and announcements d C j 
at 2:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m. and 4:30 
p.m. will be available only In the ■ MM A1% A ATT A 
non-baseball area. This area com- 1 M| I# If 111# V If 
prises roughly New England, Mid- I Iff I ItVI Ik A 
die Atlantic and Midwest States, 
and goes at $251.40 per five-min- . , . O reVUB foi vidt 
ute sponsorship and corresponding 
reduction for announcements/Out- BmimIs • nM 
side of baseball, the above time Bi«nu* vllV 
periods revert to full network cov- I E1AI|C IflDlflV 
erage and full rate card. fcCIIiw IVIIllVfl 

The contract terms for five-min- Td»m HdUlii 
ute news are 13-weeks non-can- 1 ■wtiii 
cellable, 28-days notice of cancel- 1VDC fiflilllllll 
iation; 20 second spot announce- ' MIRfc- VVIllilll 
ments and eight-second announce- - , 
ments, minimum two-week spon- Sketches pita Lyrics by 
sorship, all costs subject to the ROBERT ALAN BERNSTEIN 
re#ilar 15% agency commission, , . . 
with no frequency all volume dis- Adatl. Sketch Material by 
counts. _ MARGE GREENE 

Rates were described in a ...... 
“Triple Advantage Plan” brochure Directed by JOHI 
keyed to cite MBS’ advantages In Productbn Designed by 
its new programming and affiliate . , ,7 m'm. 
contractual structure. Advantages Produced by ROBEI 
cited were flexibility, assurance of CUAWC IIIAUTIY Frr.n# ru_j 
pre-cleared stations, and network- 5MOW5 N,&MTLT 
tog ta fame with local program- Minimum Five Dollar* • 

As previously reported, net has BV)r RMArvaHAKt1 
about 30 news segments for na- ■fe*erV»WH*- 
tional sale, with Miles Labora- AIS-CONDITIONFR • HlAT P 
tones. Kraft Foods, American AIR-CONDITIONED • t 

/Home Products, Carter Products I _ 

FOR SALE 
NEAR BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT 

Radio Artist’s Home 
in a Glen by a Waterfall 

Custom-built by a well-Liown 
radio artist, this picturesque 

. Contemporary home, new in 
1951, faces IJar Mill River 
where a 20' waterfall cascades 
to a forest pool. Of cedar clap¬ 
board, with 6 rooms, 2 baths, 
wide Thermopane, windows, 
teiTaces, electric kitchen. First 

. level is natural rock cave con¬ 
verted to 30' game room with 
fireplace. Garage. Over Vi 
acre, landscaped. Offered at 
$66,000. For free illus. leaflet 
V-44754 ask your broker or 

PREVIEWS'Inc. 
The Nationwide Marketing 

.. Service . 

If underneath ihat gray flannel suit 
beats a heart which laughs at television . • • 

IMPROPER CHANNELS 
... a revue for videophobes starring 

Brenda Jim Edith 

LEWIS KIRKWOOD FELLOWS 
Tom Ronnlo John 

AYRE CUNRINGHAM HtAWOOD 
Sketches ahd Lyrics by 

ROBERT ALAN BERNSTEIN 

Addtl. Sketch Material by 
MARGE GREENE 

' Music by 
WARREN B. MEYERS 

AddtL Musk by 
LINDA R. MELNICK 

Directed by JOHN HEAWOOD 
Production Designod by RICHARD G. MASON 

Produced by ROBERT ELLIS MILLER 

SHOWS NIGHTLY Except Sundays at 9:15 and 12 Midnitn 

Minimum Five Dollar* • NO COVER CHARGE. 

For Reservations: OXford 7-4370 

AIR-CONDITIONED • ft|02 CdllO * 120 EAST 40th ST. 
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Thanks, Win, ^ for taking care of my boy... 

* and the rest of the nation’s TV critics, 

too, for having made this such a 

happy year. 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

Keating on TV’ing Hearings 
; Continued from page 24 ; 

City Hall, elicited little informa¬ 
tion from the 31 persons who testi¬ 
fied. Of the more than 50 sub¬ 
poenaed, only two were “singing" 
witnesses, and when* the hearing 
was abruptly cancelled late last 
Friday (21 >, some .two dozen per¬ 
sons who had expected to be 
called, still hadn't appeared, 
though many of their names had 
been bandied about abundantly. 

The tv clash between Rayburn 
and the Red-hunters’ subcommit¬ 
tee chairman, Democratic Con¬ 
gressman Francis Walter of Penn¬ 
sylvania r was a cross-country affair 
in which the Frisco NBC affiliate, 
KRON. found itself in the middle. 

It started in Washington, D. C., 
Wednesday (19) when Rayburn 
was asked about the Walter sub¬ 
committee’s practice of allowing 
filmed or live tv coverage of its 
out-of-town hearings. Rayburn 
said this practice was “a surprise" 
to him. 

Then he went on to explain that 
be’d made rulings In 1952, and 
again in 1955, against televising or i 

Hartman Dropped 
San Francisco, June 25. 

The House unAmerican Ac¬ 
tivities Committee bagged one 
major Frisco area radio per¬ 
sonality in its four-day hear- 
irig here last week and KCBS 
“suspended" him within a few 
hours after he’d taken refuge 
in the First Amendment. 

Louis Earl Hartman,, who’s 
conducted a daily “This Is San 
Francisco" show under the 
name of Jim Grady for eight 
years, was named among a group of professional people 

y a “singing” witness, psy¬ 
chologist Jack Patten. 

Hartman specifically dis¬ 
claimed use of the Fifth 
Amendment in refusing to an¬ 
swer committee questions. In¬ 
stead, he stood on the First 
Amendment, principally, in a 
long statement prepared by 
Lawrence Speiser, counsel for 
the American Civil Liberties 
Union here. All of Hartman’s 
objections were related to the 
new investigative ground rules 
laid down last week by Chief 
Justice Earl Warren when the 
Supreme Court reversed the 
contempt-of-Congress convic¬ 
tion of John T. Watkins, an 
Illinois labor leader. 

broadcasting House committees’ 
procedures and that those rulings 
still stand, in Washington and else¬ 
where in the country. 

Rayburn added that his atten¬ 
tion to the Red-hunters’ practice 
had been drawn just a day or so 
earlier by news stories of the sui¬ 
cide of Stanford scientist William 
K. Sherwood, who left a note say¬ 
ing he’d “be assassinated by pub¬ 
licity." Previously, Sherwood had 
written a colleague that “I have a 
fierce resentment of being tele¬ 
vised,” 

From the House chair on Jan, 
24, 1955, Rayburn said: 

“The chair does not think any¬ 
one would contend that the House 
of Representatives is authorized to 
televise its proceedings: or put 
them on the radio. The chair held 

fin 1951) that this was outside of 
the rules and also held in response 
to another inquiry that a comiriit- 
tee sitting outside of Washington 
was under the same rules as a 

' committee inside of Washington." 
There was never any challenge 

to this ruling and Rayburn, in re¬ 
sponse to a question, applied it to 
newsreel cameras; also. 

But when Walter was asked, he 
said he hadn’t heard from Ray¬ 
burn. Asked if the committee 
would permit telecasts to continue, 
Walter replied: 

“I don’t know any reason why 
we shouldn’t." 

He said, too, that he believed 
the previous rulings applied only 
to specific cases and were not to 
be taken as general .policy. 

That morning a K^tON producer 
asked Walter to deliy opening the 
hearing “until 9:31 and a half so I 
can set the stage.” Walter walked 
away muttering “9:31 and a half.” 

When asked if he was going toi 
rim the hearing to suit tv sched¬ 
ules, the crusty old congressman 
replied: i 

“Certainly not.” 
The hearing began, at 9:32 a.m. 
By Friday (21), the controversy 

had boiled into these develop¬ 
ments: 

1) The House parliamentarian, 
Congressman Clarence Cannon, 
said there was no doubt Rayburn’s 
ruling was binding unless reversed 
by the House itself; 

2) There was some discussion, 
probably idle, of either citing Wal¬ 
ter for contempt or voting to cen¬ 
sure him (a la the late Senator Joe 
McCarthy); 

3) Republican Hugh Scott intro¬ 
duced a resolution allowing tele¬ 
casts of committee hearings and 
from the House floor itself; 

4) Republican George Meader in¬ 
troduced a bill demanding that 
House rules be changed to allow 
radiocasts and telecasts at the dis¬ 
cretion of the committees, and his 
bill was promptly endorsed by Con¬ 
gressman Donald Jackson; 

5) A Democratic member of the 
unAmerican activities subcommit¬ 
tee, Clyde Doyle, said “we’re all 
familiar with the speaker’s ruling 
and we have no business permit¬ 
ting tv hearings.” 

The hassle over tv resulted In 
several witnesses bitterly criticiz¬ 
ing the presence of tv cameras and 
in three witnesses Thursday (20) 
and four Friday (21) demanding 
that they not be televised, Walter 
granted' their requests. 

Got a Pattern? 
Continued froin page 27 , 

groups, such as RKO Teleradio, 
Westinghouse Broadcasting, Storer, 
et al, also is helping the resilience 
in the field. It was when RKO 
Teleradia inked a deal for its five 
o&o’s that MCA TV made its de¬ 
cision to put “Mickey Spillane” 
into syndication. 

Attempting to shore up the risks 
In syndication Is an old story, hark¬ 
ing back to the dependency of 
some companies on large regionals 
before they will put a series into 
syndication, a policy by no means' 
dead for many firms. But new ave¬ 
nues are being opened and .ex-1 

_ PSmETi 
plored In today’s syndication ad¬ 
venture. 

Many of the above mentioned de¬ 
velopments parallel those in the 
motion-'picture business. In the 
old days, when exhibitors were 
hungry for product, they formed 
alliances leading to co-financing, 
co-production and finally full-scale 
production. The Warners, the Zu- 
kors, et al, came to Hollywood in 
search of product and over the 
years took command. Stations in 
search of nroduct, the Westing- 
house’s KTTV's and WPIX's, now 
are entering co-financing deals 
with producers, a la Screen Gems. 

In the motion picture business, 
the foreign market has continued 
to grow until today it approximates 
nearly 50% of the gross revenues 
of producing firms. There also is 
'a continued growth in the telefilm 
field of the foreign market, 
although the current ratio between 
domestic and foreign gross is far 
from 50%. Foreign income, ex¬ 
clusive of Canada, a market which 
also is excluded in the motion pic¬ 
ture ratio, for telefilms account for 
only about 10% of the gross. With 
Canada, foreign grosses for tele¬ 
films run from 20% to 30%. An¬ 
other parallel is the growing im¬ 
portance of the central buyer for 
o&o’s, but in tv the number of out¬ 
lets is restricted to five vhf sta¬ 
tions and two U’s, as contrasted to 
the big theatre chains that devel¬ 
oped, each having enormous buying 
power. 

Jessel 

__Wednesday, June 26, 1957 

Indde Stuff—Radio-TV 
First prizes in the Fund for the Republic’s annual $55,000 Robert 

E. Sherwood Awards competition went to two CBS-TV entiles, “See It 
Now’s” study of desegregation, “Clinton and the Law,” and to “Climax” 
for its play on the Puerto Rican problem in N.Y., “Island in thg-City.” 

The prizes of $20,000 each went to Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. 
Friendly of “See It,” with Friendly announcing that $5,000 of the 
money-would go to the Parent-Teachers Assn, in Clinton and another 
$5,000 to Rev. Paul W. Turner of Clinton's First Baptist Church; 
“Climax” money will go to producer Edgar Peterson, director Buzz 
Kulik and scripter Adrian Spies. 

The $15,000 prize for indie station production was not awarded due 
to lack of suitable entries, but three other $5,000 prizes were awarded 
instead to “Open Mind,” Richard Heffner, producer-moderator, WRCA- 
TV, N.Y.; “Camera Three,” • Lewis Freedman, producer, WCBS-TV, 
N.Y.; and 4‘Night Beat,” created by Mike Wallace, Ted Yates and Ted 
Cott on WABD, N.Y. Honorable mentions went to “See It Now” for 
“The Puerto Rican Story;” to “Armstrong Circle Theatre”- for “An 
Error in Judgment,” “Playhouse 90” for “The Family Nobody Wanted” 
and “Studio One” for “Portrait of a Citizen.” 

WABC-TV, New York key of the ABC network, was the recipient of 
an unusual bit of local video business this week, when Pfizer Labora¬ 
tories, a pharmaceutical house, inked to bankroll the Physicians Golf 
Championship of New Jersey today (Wed.) on the station. 

Station will be doing a remote from the Homestead Country Club 
in Spring Lake, N. J., from 1:30 to 3 p.m. One hundred and fifty 
medicos from that state are participating in the televised event. Way 
it shapes up, the telecast is strictly for goodwill among Jersey medicos. 
Les Keiter and John Derr, regular sportscasters will be on hand for 
a stroke-by-stroke account. 

NBC News will introduce the use of the new 16m striped magnetic 
film in its newsfilm via the current “man-in-the-street” tour of Eu¬ 
rope, the Middle East and Asia by newsman Joe Michaels and camera¬ 
man Sy Avnet. Michaels & Avnet are interviewing people in 10 coun¬ 
tries for special feeds to ‘Today,” several NBC Radio shows, and for 
a special half-hour wrapup on Aug. 4. 

- New'striped magnetic soundtrack rawstock, already in use by CBS 
News permits instantaneous'monitoring, reduces the number of takes, 
eases processing while bettering sound quality and is filmed in an 
easier-to-handle camera. 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

CHICAGO 

30.9 
W1BM-TY, ARB 
Sat., May 1Itk 

10:45 P.M. 

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr. 
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated 

701 7th Ave.,.New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000 
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They can’t even ask you If you 
liked the show.” 

Throw Mr. Jessel a line and then 
sit back and listen. He claims that 
Broadway and the Little Theatre 
“are the islands of enterprise In a 
slough of canned entertainment” 
and that many of the major cities 
in North America have never seen 
a live actor. He said “Madison 
Avenue suddenly makes up its 
mind what the United States and 
Canada is going to have—and 
ratings don’t sell anything. There 
are millions of viewers; so the 
ratings people ring up 400.” 

The answgr Is to make the cus¬ 
tomers return to the boxoffice and 
this means, pay-as-you-see televi¬ 
sion, which “is the only way to 
find but what people want,” he 
said. But he Could see no hope of 
this practice for the time being. 
He said, "right now, the' public 
doesn’t call the shot; the sponsor 
pays for the cake and the viewer 
has tb eat it and like it. Right 
now, if I see a pretty girl and like 
her, I have'to wait for those rat¬ 
ings to find out if she’s beautiful.” 

On censorship: “You can’t use a 
dialect on tv; if a guy’s a villain, 
he’s got to be .from some place 
you’ve never heard of. Books and 
theatres, seems to be the only ar¬ 
tistic outlets free of censorship; 
and there are 13 channels in the 
New York area.” 

Phil Silvers 
m Continued from pftge 24 

Friedberg will comprise Phil 
Sharp, Terry Ryan, Andy Russell 

:and Syd Zelinka. Montague and 
Friedberg will use outside writers 
occasionally; Vinnie Bogert, for' 
example, is doing the first script. 

In explaining the realignment, 
Montagne points out that he’s ac¬ 
tually .been functioning as pro¬ 
ducer all along, since Hiken in his 
triple-threat role as producer-di¬ 
rector-writer concentrated mainly 
on the staging and scripting as¬ 
pects of the show. 

On the directorial end, Mon¬ 
tagne and Silvers felt they w'anted 
either a performer or a writer to 
direct the show, rather than a vet 

Nielsen’s Nielsen 
Who says the rating services 

dont’ really believe their own 
figures? Take.the case of A. C. 
Nielsen, bossman of the com¬ 
pany that hears his name.. 
Nielsen is scheduled to appear 
Friday (28) as a guest on “Per¬ 
son to Person.” This week is 
one of the four annual ydark 
weeks” on the Nielsen sur¬ 
veys, during which the service 
doesn’t do television ratings. 

But Nielsen, gave a last- 
minute decision to his staff— 
he ordered them to take a 
special rating- on “Person to 
Person” Friday night. 

comedy director, for the reason 
that the performer or writer could 
approach the show with a fresh 
slant. They negotiated with Carl 
Reiner, but Reiner finally refused 
because he wants to concentrate on 
writing a book. They settled on 
Rubin, who has been with the top 
comedy shows as a writer (was one 
of this season’s Silvers scripters, in 
fact) and who’s also sat in on the 
staging of the top comedy entries. 
If they hadn’t come up with Rubin, 
Montagne confesses, they felt that 
Silvers himself might handle the 
staging. 

Series will roll at HI Brown’s 
studios on W. 26th St. in N. Y., 
where this season’s show was pro-, 
duced. Plans are to continue the 
same format and cast, with occa¬ 
sional guest stars utilized but only 
where they canTje fully integrated 
into the scripts. Montagne and Sil¬ 
vers also plan to shift the locale of 
some of the later shows to Europe, 
with the Sgt Bilko character as¬ 
signed there on temporary duty. 

Joe Zimmerman’s Slot 
Philadelphia, June 25. 

Joe Zimmerman has been ap¬ 
pointed to the newly-created post 
of director of sales promotion for 
the Triangle Publications stations. 
His appointment marks the inte¬ 
gration of all promotion depart¬ 
ments of all Triangle Outlets. 

Under the new setup, Kenneth 
Chemin continues as promotion 
supervisor of the stations, with 
Zimmerman and Cheriiin. report¬ 
ing to John D. Scheuer Jr., direc¬ 
tor of public .relations and pro¬ 
gramming. 

Boston—WHDH will carry a de¬ 
layed broadcast of “A Living His¬ 
tory of Jazz,” to be presented at 
the Boston Arts-Festival Thursday 
(27) on Saturday (29) at 7. John 
McLellan,JWHDH jazz record spin¬ 
ner, will trace the development of 
jazz and discusS and illustrate the 
African beat, syncopation, improvl- 
satton, .blues and ragtime, _ 

Sweat Ssccess 
^ Continued Irom page 23 —^ 

outlay, via .“What’s My Line,” 
“Gale Storm Show” and the new 
“Dick & the Duchess.” Max Factor 
is in for nearly- $3,000,000 via its 
stake in the NBC-TY Saturday 
night Dean Martin stanza. Factor 
will also do' some summertime 
business via “half of "SRQ Play¬ 
house” on CBS-TV. 

The $33,QOO,QOO coupt is an ex¬ 
tremely conservative - one, since 
it covers tiie cosmetic-only, busi¬ 
ness. If such accounts as Toni, 
Warner-Lambert (with the Richard 
Hudnut line), Bristol-Myers (with 
Its deodorants, etc.), Shulton (with 
its Desert Flower line of toilet 
water) are included, the total would 
go up to more than double that 
figure, or. around $70,000,000. 

The Hazel Bishop deal covers 
three- time periods, the Sunday at 
7 sp6t for “Amateur Hour” (which 
will swing over from ABC next 
week for summer exposure for 
Hazel Bishop on Mondays at 10 
for 12 weeks before assuming its 
Sunday post in the fall), the Thurs¬ 
day at 10:30 period for “Wyman” 
and Fridays at 0 for “Manhunt.” 
The placement of “Amateur Hour” 
in the summer sked will cue some 
NBC changes, with Nat King Cole 
moving to Tuesdays at 10, and the 
“Charlie Farrell Show” reruns, or¬ 
iginally slated for the Tuesday 
spot, swinging over tb Mondays at 
8 in place of “Sir Lancelot.” Berth 
for the latter hasn’t been found. 

Phil Berle’i Qoizzer 
i Hollywood, June 25. 

Phil Berio has set Charles 
(Buddy) Rogers to star in new tv 
quiz package, “What’s Playing?” 
which Berle Is producing for local 
airing. 

Package, being prepped by Elreb 
Productions, also utilizes panel, 
with Berle dickering with various 
music name personalities to sit in. 

20°» 
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50* 
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Inside Stuff—TV films 
MCA TV is capitalizing on some,4iewspaper research to promote tv 

and more especially "Soldiers of Fortune," reruns of which are now 
being put into general syndication. 

The Omaha World-Herald, in its annual consumer analysis for ’56**57, 
.found, that Seven Up increased its soft drink preference figures in the 
Qmaha-Nebraska-Council Bluffs trading area by over the previous 
year’s total. During the same period, MCA TV found ^hat the skein, 
sponsored by Seven Up, on WOW-TV, Increased its average ARB rating 
in the market by 10%. The correlation is obvious, MCA TV feels. 

Metro, expanding its commercial-industrial film division, is ■ going 
after government biz. 

It’s notified U. S. agencies, including the Armed Forces, that Metro 
will bid on training films, public information- films, or any special 
government projects. During the war, Metro did turn out a number 
of training films, as well as handling other filmed assignments. 

Victor Stoloff, U. S. topper for French Post-Parisien radio-tv pro¬ 
duction combine, planes to N.Y. this week from the Coast to confab 
on possible shooting on two telepix series in France, for U.S. market. 

Stoloff will meet with Mitchell Hamilburg in Gotham to discuss 
co-production deal, then huddles with Hal Roach Jr. on the same- topic, 
another series. 

The NTA Network, equally owned by 20th-Fox and National Telefilm 
Associates, has elected 20th-Fox prez Spyros P. Skouras and three other 
20th-Fox execs to its board of directors. 

The other 20th-Fox execs named as directors include: William C. 
Michel, exec v.p.; Donald Henderson, treasurer; and Otto Koegel, chief 
attorney. The four remaining members of the board are officials 
of NTA Film Network and NTA, including Ely A. Landau, prez; Oliver 
A. Unger, exec v.p.; Harold Goldman, v.p. and.sales director; and 
Edythe Rein, v.p. 

In the Vajuxty-ARB Syndicated Film Chart in the June ID issue, 
Ziv's "Men of Annapolis," which placed sixth among the top 10, inad¬ 
vertently was omitted from the New York market rundown. "Men of 
Annapolis” drew an ARB rating of 6.9 over WABC-TV, in its Tuesday 
at 10:30 pan, time slot. 

Oldtime Ohio River steam¬ 
boat whistles let passengers 
know it was time to get un¬ 
der way. The more forceful 
the whistle, the bigger the 
boat. .. the more passengers 
it could carry . , . the faster 
it took them further. 
Similarly, the latest Nielsen 
figures sound, a forceful blast 
for WSAZ-TV in today’s busy 
Ohio River market. With an 
audience of over half a mil¬ 
lion TV homes in 69 counties, 
WS&Z.-TV reaches (says 
Nielsen) 100,580 more homes 
on weekday nights than the 
next-best station. And it’s 
the consistent leader around 
the clock! ' ~ 
This is -"impressive traveling 
•—and to very prosperous 
ports of call'where income 
has never been so high. Get 
aboard this prime mover of 
goods and let WSAZ-TV 
blow your own whistle where 
it will be heard—and heeded 
—rinost. The gangway is 
down at any Katz office. 

I V.VA- 

xr.aia; 
Affiliated -with Radio Stations 

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston 

LAWRENCE KflOGERS, PRESIDENT 
Represented by Tbs Kate Agency 

Telepix Followup 

Sheriff ©f Cochise 
Although the title seems to 

promise cowboys end Indians, this 
NTA series is a Western only by 
the accident that it’s set in the 
modern Arizona county of^Cochise. 
Sheriff Morgan resembles Tom Mix 

[far less than he does Sgt. Joe 
Friday in a ULgallon hat, and the 
story, too is vaguely of the “Drag¬ 
net" formhla, but without the 
'Stylized presentation. 

Law enforcement in Cochise is 
unique, for television purposes, in 
that it’s not as mechanized as in 
the metropoli today nor as primi¬ 
tive as in the Old West, but some¬ 
where in between. Sheriff Morgan, 
like the oldtime U.S. Marshalls,-is 
incorruptible, deceptively clever, 
and handy with the six-shooter. 
Like Joe Friday, he takes his job 
quite seriously, and his successes 
are all in a day’s work. 

Chapter caught (15) found him 
tracking down a notorious killer 
who poses as a tourist in Morgan’s 
midst. • Much of the action takes 
place around a swimming pool, 
allowing the cameras to take In 
much of the incidental pulchritude 
as a bonus to the otherwise diver¬ 
ting script. Interviewing of wit¬ 
nesses, detection of the culprit, 
rescue of a bathing doll about to 
be,murdered, and finally the sub¬ 
duing and apprehension of the 
evildoer all follow in swift order. 
Story may not be memorable, but 
it’s well told. 

John Bromfield as the sheriff 
and Stan Jones as his sidekick are 
satisfactorily cast. NTA has lately 
tapped 39 new segments for lens- 
ing. Les. 

Hoppe’s live-Animation 
Device for Film Com’i 

John' 'Hoppe’s Mobilux live-ani¬ 
mation -device-, -which attracted na¬ 
tional attention-this season via its 
showcasing on an Ernie Kovacs 
show on NBC, is getting its. first 
application -in -filmed commercials 
via Robert Dayis Associates. 

Davis ’firm,’ which has licensed 
the animation-with-mirrors tech¬ 
nique from Hoppe for commercials 
and. has. rented, studio space at 
Metropolitan Sound Studios in 
N. Y., has four commercial series 
already In the works. They are for 
Kellogg, via Leo Burnett; Lux 
Liquid* Detergent, via J. Walter 
Thompson; .Olympia Beer for Bots- 
ford, Constantine & Gardner, and 
Wilson fiaim for Needham, Louis 
& Brorby, 

Mickey. Rooney Sales 
"The Mickey Rooney Show” has 

been sold' by Screencraft Pictures 
in seven- additional markets. In¬ 
cluding KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex.; 
KTTG7 Washington, and WILK, 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa-. 

Outfit also reports five additional 
markets’ for rtThe Judge Roy Bean 
Show,” including KARD, Wichita, 
Kans., and-KTAG, Lake Charles, 
La. 

ARB Reframes Ratings 
sssss=s53 Continued from pace 2T ■- * 

Abel’s manhunt’ Slot 
Hollywood, June 25. 

Michael Abel has checked into 
Revue Productions as producer of 
vidfilmery’s new "Manhunt" series 
starring Lee Marvin. Abel recent¬ 
ly exited production end at Screen 
Gems. 

Dick Lewis is exec producer on 
the show in which Marvin portrays 
a Chi cop. Production begins the 
first part of July. Series replaces 
"Big Story" and will be seen next 
season on NBC-TV at 9 p.m., Fri¬ 
days. 

TV Film Chatter 
5S5 Continued from pace 26 

. . , WOR-TV, N. Y.. Is running its 
"Match the Movie Contest" for the 
press again this year in conjunc¬ 
tion with summer’s Album Week 
for "Million Dollar Movie" . , , 
Lee Francis, ad-promotion man¬ 
ager of ABC Film Syndication, was 
the guest speaker at yesterday’s 
(25) installation dinner of the 
Philadelphia Club of Advertising 
Women. Her topic wras "The Per¬ 
fumed Approach to Promotion" 
. . . Typo gremlins take notice— 
the name of Lou Market, newly 
appointed MCA TV supervisor of 
sales promotion, was inadvertently 
misspelled in these columns last 
week. 

Don Morrow signed to narrate a ; 
series of Institutional films for 
General Motors . . . David Piel, 
N. Y. film producer, has started on 
a string of combined animation 
and live-action tv commercials for 
Dutch Masters Cigars, via Erwin, 
Wasey . . . Ike Kleinerman, asso¬ 
ciate producer of CBS-TV’s “The 
Twentieth . Century," off to the 
Coast for a two-week search for 
rare footage for the series and to 
interview composers for a score 
for the show -.. Actress Zel deCyr 
did the voices for a Proctor Toast¬ 
er ‘animated commercial produced 
by Robert Lawrence Productions 
and for a Vicks commercial via 
Morse International 

on station order for New York, 
Houston and Kansas City and will 
be distributed to ARB agency 
ftlents for those markets. In New 
York, a four-week report covering 
May 15 through June 15 is being 
surveyed on an experimental basis. 
The ‘secret week” plan was experi¬ 
mented with in Salt Lake City in 
February of this year with the 

[ agreement of all stations and will 
be repeated in June. Other markets 
■using this new technique includes 
Des Moines and Miami. 

Each of the new survey plans 
will be available on special order 
for tv markets throughout the 
country. If unanimous agreement 
of all stations is obtained, ARB will 
consider substituting either of the 
new plans for its presently issued 
one-week report. The new report 
may be ordered as “extra editions” 
by any one station as long as all 
other stations in the market are 
notified and given an equal chance 
to participate. To date, two mar- 

i kets have requested one-week/ 
four-week method to be used dur¬ 
ing the 1957-*58 season—Salt Lake 
City and Denver. The change will 
be made in November, 1957. 

ARB, whose clients are about 
evenly broken down between agen¬ 
cies and stations, feels that the 
unanimous consent rule for the 
four-week everage ’ plan will not 
stymie the plan. Client and agency 
pressure will force reluctant sta¬ 
tions to come in under the plan. 
The troublesome markets, for 
which the two plans are aimed, are 
a comparative handful in relation 
to the 150 markets surveyed, ac¬ 
cording to ARB exec Jack Gross. 
Big complaint of tlie . current 
method, according to Gross, came 
from stations in particular markets 
which have not bought the big 
major pix packages. Factors such 
as weather, as well as undue pro¬ 
motion of half-hour series during 

rating week, as well as other ex¬ 
traordinary conditions, will be ob¬ 
viated to a large degree under both 
methods. 

Lack of Salesmen 
Continued from page 27 —» 

whether he joins the senior sales¬ 
men ranks. 

In regards to the growing spe¬ 
cialization, Ziv, TPA, and other 
outfits have separate sales forces 
handling national, regionals, client 
and station sales. Qfficial Films is 
embarking on a policy to separate 
its sales force into station and ad * 
vertising,- client men. With the 
pool of specialists limited in this 
growing development, there are 
constant efforts by one company to 
wean top men of other companies 
into their fold, the practice com¬ 
monly called "raiding.” 

The specialist factor also is one 
reason why fewer syndication 
firms are being launched, with top 
sales specialists drawing hefty coin 
and a relative few In number 
around for picking. 

NTA 
—Continued from page 27 

dubbing operation of a syndicated 
show. "Sheriff of Cochise" is being 
dubbed In Spanish, with foreign 
sales manager Sam Gang due to 
make a tour of the Latin American 
market next month. 

On new product, NTA’s deal with 
20th-Fox gives NTA about another 
210 pix from the pre-’49 20th-Fox 
catalog to draw from, if all options 
are exercised. NTA also is holding 
talks with other producers and pro¬ 
duction-distribution companies for 
other product. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
I By MIKE GROSS i ■ ■■ .. ■ I 

Doris D ay: (Colu mbia'i.; que*> is fair ballad fodder for 
“THROUGH THE EYES OF Tommy Mara’s pleasant crooning 
LOVE” (Pickwick*) is a stickout way. “MY KINGDOM FOR A 
ballad blending of words, music KISS” (Bentley*) doesn’t lave ’ 
and performance that add up to a enough material to get it any 
payoff platter. "NOTHING IN THE place. 
WORLD” (Artists*) is a neatly Dean Allen: (Argo). “ROCK ME 
fashioned ballad entry nicely suit- XO SLEEP” (Arct) sets Dean 
ed to thrush’s warm and winning Allen’s Donald Duck voice in a 
way. * rocking groove. “OOH - OOH 

Eddie Cochran:. (Liberty). BABY, BABY” (Arc-AVinlynt) is a 
“DRIVE IN SHOW” (American! ) rocking number out of the Presley 
follows his "Sitting In The Bal- mold. 
cony” pattern for a hefty spinning AI Berry: (Prep). “KING OF 
potential. “AM I BLUE (Wit- THE BLUES” (Muradt), another 
mark*) gets a colorful and brisk offshoot of the‘,,Singin’ The Blues” 
updating. format but not so successful. 

Dean Martin: (Capitol). “WRITE “PLEASE DON’T CALL ME__• „ 
TO ME FROM NAPLES” (Broad- FOOL” (Beechwoodt), a rhythm LAWRENCE WELK 
castt) is a romantic ballad with an ballad that has some spinning an(j ^ CHAMPAGNE MUSIO 
Italian strain that Dean Martin chances because of Al Berry’s vo- coral—Thesaurus Transcriptions 
knows how to handle so well, cal verve. 105th Consecutive "Week 
“BEAU JAMES” (Famous*) is tied Dick Roman; '(ABC-Paramount). Dodge Dance Party 
in with the Bob Hope starrer. Its “FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH” (Har- ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T. 
catchy beat should help it get vard r), a strongly delivered ballad Sponsored by Dodge 
turntable time. with some rocking overtones that Dealers of America 

Richard Hayes: (Decca). “MIS- will appeal to juke-set tastes. “OH __Top Tunes and Talent ^ 
ERY’S CHILD” (Maple Leaft) is a BOY” IMontaukt), a light-hearted ABC-TX;*£on- 9:i0'10 E'S‘£ 
rousing folk-styled piece which Italian-styled melody which Dick Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth 
Richard Hayes builds into money- Roman delivers in an amiable Dealers of America 
making wax. “MISSING YOU” way. ^ 
(Coparv) is a fair ballad effort. Ziggy Lane: (Carousel). “A MAN “PLINK PLINKA PLANK 

Roy Hamilton: (Epic). “THAT HAS GOTTA SING” (Chappell*) PLUNK” (ABC*) gets a femme 

Goody’s Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goq&y\ leading New York disk retailer 

Whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally), 

Dealers of America 

Artist 
1.- Harry Belafonte 
Z. My Fair Lady 
3. Frank Sinatra 
4. Ella Fitxgerald 
5. Lena Horne 
6. Harry Belafonte 
7. Roger Williams 
8. Nat King Cole 
9. The Weavers 

10. My Fair Lady 
11. Tommy Sands 
12. Judy Garland 
13. Polly Bergen 
14. Ella Fitxgerald 
15. Around the World 
16. Edmundo Eos 
17. Sammy Davis Jr. 
18. E. Fitxgerald & L. 

Armstrong 
19. The Platters 
20. Mantovani 

Title 
Evening With Belafonte 
Original Cast * 
A Swingin’ Affair 
Sings Rodgers & Hart 
At the Waldorf 
Calypso 
Fabulous Fifties 
Love Is the Thing 
At Carnegie Hall 
Shelly Manne 
Tommy Sands Sings 
Alone 
Bergen Sings Morgan 
Sings Cole Porter 
Soundtrack 

Label 
RCA Victor 
Columbia 
Capitol 
Verve 
RCA Victor 
RCA Victor 
Kapp 
CapitoL 
Vanguard 
Contemporary 

• Capitol 
Capitol 
Columbia 

"Verve 
Decca 

Rhythms From The South London 
Sammy Davis Swings Decca 

Ella A Louis Verve 
The Flying Platters Mercury 
Film Encores London 

Album Reviews 
h-iiiarfpfTort i,.' ' n ..... • • ■ _ Jerry Lewis: "More Jerry Lewis” however, and-gets across the feel- 

(Coparr) is a fair ballad effort. Ziggy Lane; (Carousel). A MAN “PLINK PLINKA PLANK m-n..) Xh« “More” in the title of ing even for those who don’t dig 
Roy Hamilton: (Epic). “THAT HAS GOTTA SING” (Chappell*) PLUNK” (ABC*) gets a femme jDecca). The More In the title of f„|ncais In ^ repertoire are 

OLD FEELING" (Feist*), another is an exuberant, spiritual type combo In a peppy mood that’s suit- this new package serves notice that •‘Hernando’s Hideaway” “Wish 
oldie headed for a fresh push be- number which Ziggy Lane renders ed for the juke trade. “BRASS the comic is singing again a la You Were Here,” “Young At 

Best Bets 
BAND AT THE STATION” (Glo-Jhij ‘kickoff package of last year, Heart,” < “Cry Me River” 
harry*) is too busy in all depart* 
ments for any spinning impact. 

(*ASCAP, tBMI). 

“Jerry Lewis Just Sings.” And like “Memories Are Made of This,” 
» among - others. Freest translation 

DORIS DAY ....THROUGH THE EYES OF LOVE 
(Columbia).....Nothing in the World xj i • PC A AAA C h Lewis belts’em straight and simple. Soundtrack sets have been potent 

irnniv rnrnpiv nwnns- rw cwnw 11311104111 JdlMJUU iMIIt and though he’s no great shakes items for Capitol Records this past 
SDDIE CQOTR.ANT.... ■ • - DRIVE IN SHOW • ▼ J _ in the vocal department, he’s got year and the diskery is continuing 

(Libertyi. ..Am 1 Blue f)n <T||£X PnniiaV Tun A a fine feel for the rhythm tune as the splurge with entries from Elia 
DEAN MARTIN ....WRITE TO ME FROM NAPLES vu 1UI1 *iUWU5u 1 well as the ballad. Repertoire is Kazan’s "A FacS In The Crowd” 

(Capitol) .... ....... Beau James Los Angeles, June 25. strictly standard stuff and topnotch, and Otto Preminger’s “Saint Joan.” 
.^ Misappropriation of the tune as is Jack Plels’orch backing* In “Crowd,” Cap has the benefit) 

RKJHARD HAYES..MISERY S CHILD “Tuff Enough” is charged In a $50,- Dean Martin: “Pretty Baby” of some nifty items by Tom Glaxer 
(Decca) ...Missing You 000 suit brought in Superior Court (Capitol). Dean Martin has been in ^lth a sometime ljric assist from 

ROY HAMILTON ...THAT OLD FEELING against Johnny Otis, Morris Riden, the pop crodning department long gcS scripter' BOM Schulberr) ana 
(Epic) .......The Aisle Carter Wright and Dig Records, before his ex-pard Jerry Lewis *?• 1KS2JW5rf5 

SID FELLER ORCH.THE LADY KILLER jls^rown ^o coming they ' |ets a captivating mood thatrahges 
(ABC-Paramount) .... .My Baby’s Coining Home yT'Jo li e co^ g-*™* 

hl ' ' turned it over to Wnght, an agent, iortable style and IfsexeeUenUy Joan„ packlgB rests on 
cause of Roy Hamilton’s stimulat- .with zing. “A WOMAN WAS THE who Pltched to the other defend- Qrcj1 and The numbers are Spoliansky background music alone., 
lng treatment. “THE AISLE” ROOT OF MY TROUBLE” (Mari- ants* . „ „ culled from hits'of yesteryear and It needs the accompanying screen 
(Wemar!) a moderate ballad • ane*) is just an average blues , Complaint alleges that the de- Martin makes ’em all palatable to action to give it full impact. 

w’ D ; number. - Pendants published the tune and current tastes. Although the flow of calypso wax 
Which Hamilton sells m a lliodu- ... _ , lx the Irnnwlpriff* __v.ac phhprf in fhA sinfTlpc fiplrt +hp 

Name 4 in $50,000 Suit 
On Tuff Enough’ Tune 

its predecessor, this one should was given “Hernando's Hide- 
have no trouble taking hold of a away” which in French turned into 
bestseller berth. Sans tomfoolery, “Amour, Castagneites et Tango.” 

Los Angeles, June 25. strictly standard stuff and topnot 
Misappropriation of the tune as is Jack Plels’ orch backing. 

‘Tuff Enough” is charged In a $50,- Tteen ' Martin: “Pretty Bal 

Although the flow of calypso wax 

lated manner. 
The Merrill Jay Singers: (Cabot), recorded it without the knowledge Percy Faith Orch: “Adventure In has ebbed in Hie singles field, the 

!*‘IT’S THE TALK OF THE TOWN’’ or consent of the plaintiffs. They The Sun” (Columbia). On the packaged goods Quakers are still . , ___ ^ U O 1AJUA. VT XXJJCi XUTUl     — ; -- --* XliC OU11 VU bUC w Ti'1' 1_ M * m • u j 
Sid., Fe^TrTT, °Trc.hA„(AT?^'?^a.T fJoy*) gets the rocking treatment seek $50,000 , damages and an ac- and in the groove, the mood is hot on the trail of the Trinidad 

mount). THE LADY KILLER this time around which will prob- counting of profits. summery ana bright. Set is a tempo. Perhaps the truest of the 
(Janev) has the kind of catchy ably win some new fans for this Otis and Riden claim they wrote delightful spin, through the sunny Caribe concoctions is Calypso out 
melodic line that could pull this oldie. ‘tm THINKING TONIGHT the song. climes with Percy Faith as guide, of Elektra Records, Set Was re* 

OF RIY BLUE EYES” (Peert) is —--- His arrangements and orch treat- corded in Jamaica with Lord 
MY BABY S COMING HOME §et in a barbershop quartet vocal ment add up to a musical ride Foodoos and includes m ad^tion 

(Roxbury*), a neat instrumental frame, making it a choice item for KENTON IN SCHENECTADY that’ll attract plenty of buyers no recent popular stuff as 
out of the diskerys Music For the coin machines. Schenectady NY June 25. matter what the season,. Matilda and Jamaica FareweH_ 
Expectant Mothers” album. r*oe+i-. mr,A ocnenectauy, n.i., juuc c.,.r such typical-island items a§ “Back 

o.!.' ___v i.r mTTfr __ Nan Castle. JRCA Victor). IM cfan TCpritn-n’s nrph will aooear Suranne. American Songs Sung m -d._v 'RpIIv “Unn’i 

ment add* up to a musical ride Foodoos and includes in action 
(Roxbury*), a neat instrumental j frame. making it a choice item for KENTON IN SCHENECTADY that’ll attract plenty of buyers no recent popular stuff as 
out of the diskerys Music For i t]ie machines. Schenectady NY June 25. matter what the season,. Matilda and Jamaica FareweH_ 
Expectant Mothers” album. r*oe+i-. mr,A ocnenectapy, n.i., juuc c.,.r such typical-island items a§ “Back 

Ode Smith: (Cadence). “LIGHT- j N(^Di^HAMED”^^(Ross0rjimg^ Stan Kenton‘S orch wU1 appear T^Frach” ^MC-Parf Suzanne To Back' BeSy T? BeUyi’‘ 
HOUSE” (Empress*., an interest-1 nkke^ StrSes a new c^Sty at the new C.LO. Hall here tomor- Se^Sd) haslien ?n a flock of K ^Sie Ven'J 
S2ifhlueA';lyiediJf;«Ce ! st>'list wlth a potential that can row (Wed.) night for an hour of U.S. hit-paraders and Gallicized takes he? 
breakthrough side. “TOO MANY” concert and three hours of 

r^’rC,i^?.m,i?I: (Cadf°ce'- "LIGHT- | N0T ASHAMED” (Ross, Junger- 
clBrt cutir sucl1 typical-island items a? “Back 

t»S P?rf To Back' BeU^ To “Don’t 
i'Sle.KhS Touch Her Tomato” and “Lousy 

M ... . , , , ; Diui a uiat cau XU>V V YT CU. J lilgiu ±AJX 

breakthi-ough side. “TOO MANY” j LIGHT,^STAR BRIGHT”' (CedaS C°n^t aild thr®e hour 
(Acuff-Rosev) swings a country . woodv) gives her 3 chance to show at $1.80 admission. - 
beat for pop tastes, : off a good swinging style. Bob Snyder and ' 

3. BYE, BYE, LOVE (2) 

DARK MOON (9) 

THE FOUR WALLS (6) 

Tony Martin: (RCA Victor). “OH. Th Smith Twins* ( 
POLLY O” (Regentv) puts Tony ine Twins. ( 
Martin in an appealing folk groove , -^- 
that has a catch-on potential. “A i 
‘MISS YOU’ KISS” (Chappell*), a ; 1 A 
pretty ballad that displays Mar-t KJxKIETY III 
tin’s romantic styling. 

Don Cornell: (Coral). “NO MAT- ! I 
TER WHAT YOU DO TO ME” i- 
(BVC*) has a rockin’ refrain and;;; L LOVE LETTERS I 
an interesting vocal treatment that. 9 _ 
should win it a good deejay spread.' - > au 'i} • * 
“MAILMAN, BRING- ME NO ” 3. BYE. BYE. LOVE ( 
MORE BLUES” (Southern*) lets ’ ' 
Cornell loose on a blues binge and 4 DARK MOON (9) 
he turns it into a good juke item. * ’ 

Buddy Morrow Orch: (Mercury). WATt( 
“EASY DOES IT” (Pickwick*) gets 5* THE FOUR WALL! 
a slick danceable beat which the ^ __ 
kids should go for. “MIDNIGHT .. 6* LITTLE DARLIN 
MARCH” (Judy*) shows off Mor- * - « a r t cnnmr tti> i 
row’s flashy ffstrumental styling. - 7* ALL SHOOK up 1 

Ray Charles: (MGM). "AROUND '' 8- WHITE SPORT CO 
THE WORLD” (Young*) another ;; 9. j LIKE YOUR KIN 
m the rash of “World waxings 
but Rmt Charles’ choms gives it .> ia T’Ivt wat kiv* /T) 
additi^al values. “TAKE A TRIP * * XOr 1M WALKIN (I) 
TO MEMORY LANE” (Wendy*) ;; 
gets the light, oldfashioned bar- 
bershop quartet styling especially - ► 
good lor the juke trade. ;; SCHO0L DAY ....... 

Robic Lester: (Uberty). “WHIS- ^ 
PEKING GUITAR” (Lido*) sets up -* A TEENAGER’S ROMA 
a nice mood for okay spinning ‘ xvtttt att tvtv wit at?1 
chances. “MY LOVE AND I” :: TVITH ALL “ 
(Warnow*), a lilting ballad that’s * * IT’S NOT FOR ME TO 
enhanced by thrush's multi-track- ” 
ing. :: FREIGHT TRAIN .... 

Sammy Davis Jr.: (Dccca). * 
“’SPECIALLY FOR LITTLE ^ SEARCHING . 
GIRLS” (Pickwick*) is a charming .► 
little ballad which gets an effective * * TEDDY BEAR ... 

treatment. “DON’CHA GO f START MOVING . 
’WAY MAD” (Advance*) is out.,oi .. 
the diskery’s “S-'mmy Swings” al- ♦ COME, GO WITH ME 
bum and his u*-'.empo delivery ♦ -RU’RVATtTVK’ 
makes it a vc : le single offer- % BERNADINE 

to|'omm, (•• --al). "riyjj Ifuwea.up, 
CATEGORY io LOv?E” tVeroni- ++++++* 

ePon 7 & a treat for the francophiles even 
$1.80 admission. though some of the tunes don’t 

Bob Snyder and Ted Bayley J come off too well in the lingo 
(Verve), booked the hand for the date. switch. She retain* the mood, 

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines. 
LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND (5) v-.. 'Pat Boone ..Dot 
SO RARE" <7) .... Jimnly Dorsey .Fraternity 

6. LITTLE DARLIN* (12) ...... Diamonds ..... 

7. ALL SHOOK UP (12) .......... Elvis Presley ... 

8. WHITE SPORT COAT (3)   ... Marty Robbins 

9. I LIKE YOUR KIND OF LOVE (3)    .. Andy Williams. 

. Everly Bros. ........... Cadence 

'(Bonnie Guitar. *.♦♦........Dot 
’ ( Gale Storm ................Dot 

(Jim Reeves ....... Victor 
’ \ Jim Lowe ..Dot 

. Diamonds . Mercury 

. Elvis Presley.Victor 

, Marty Robbins ....... Columbia 

. Andy Williams......... Cadence 

IQ. I’M WALKIN’ «) 

Second Group 

(Eats Domino ....Imperial 
I Ricky Nelson    .• •Verve 

SCHOOL DAY 

A TEENAGER’S ROMANCE . 

WITH ALL MY HEART .... 

IT’S NOT FOR ME TO SAY 

FREIGHT TRAIN 

Chuck Berry .■*. < 

Ricky Nelson ... 
Jodi Sands .... • 

Johnny Mathis 

j Rusty Draper .. 
I Nancy Whiskey 

.. .Chancellor 

Columbia 

SEARCHING ....... Coasters....... 
TEDDY BEAR ........ Elvis Presley .. 

START MOVING ... <.......\ Sal Mineo. 

COME, GO WITH ME ....v.... Dell-Vikings ... 

BERNADINE ... Pat Boone .... 

.Victor ■ 
........Epic 

.........Dot 

....Dot 

(Figures tn P^r ; indicate number 0/ weeks song has been in the Top 101 

fling at the heat in a set tagged 
“Caribe.” She fools, around with 
the island material but seems to 
prefer to ‘transfer the tempo to 
such -unlikely material as "The 
Man I Love” and “Taking A 
Chance On Love.” It works out 
nicely, though. Another worth* 
while entry in the calypso caval¬ 
cade come* from ABC-Paramount 
with its “Calypso Dance Party” cut 
bv Candido (with The Twintonea 
and Claudia Swann). AIL pitch in 
to make it a topnotch example of 
the calypso idiom. Grqs. 

VICTOR POPPING WITH 
BOSTON POPS LP MIX 

In a major summer promotion 
framed around the Boston Pop* 
Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler, 
RCA Victor is offering disk buyer* 
a three-for-twd LP deal during 
July. For every two LPs pur* 
chased at the regular $3.98 price, 
a third platter Is being throw In 
cuffo. 

Victor hat pegged the promotion 
on four new Boston Pops packages 
for July. In addition, 27 other disk* 
from the'catalog wilk be available 
in the bargain deal, The company 
is spotlighting the deal on the re¬ 
tail level via giant three-dimen¬ 
sional displays. 

Included among the new Boston 
Pops disks is “Hi-Fi Fiedler,” th* 
first Victor LP release to be made 
with the new triple-track tape re¬ 
cording technique designed to giv» 
better overall balance to sym¬ 
phonic music on wax. Other new 
disks are “In the Latin Flavor,*1 
Tchaikovsky's “Nutcraker Suite,* 
and “Curtain Going Up,” a collee- 

r tion of Broadway showtunes. 
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Rift Widens at Local 47 Session; 
Seek Tull Power on Fund Talks 

4---r—-—-1- 

Negotiations Opening Today (Wed,) 
On New ASCAP-TV Licensing Pact 

-,--- Hollywood, June 25. 
A split between former col¬ 

leagues of Local 47 of the Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Musicians broke 
wide open at a membership meet¬ 
ing yesterday (Mon.) afternoon in 
a stormy session that produced an 
uproar over administration poli¬ 
cies and the question of whether 
the Local could “trust” AFM prexy 
James C. Petrillo. Meeting re¬ 
cessed to next Monday night. 

.Session was preceded the night 
before IV a meeting at the Palla¬ 
dium of the Musicians Defense 
Fund, which is financing, lawsuits 
against the Federation Trust Fund. 
Arguments and resolutions pro¬ 
pounded at Local 47 session par¬ 
alleled the tenor and verbiage of 
Sunday night meeting chaired by 
Cecil F. Bead, who was expelled 
from the Federation for leading a 
“revolt” of Coast musicians. 

Key point of attack was Petrillo's 
offer last month that Local 47 stu¬ 
dio committee could, participate in 
upcoming film studio negotiations. 
Members wanted some written 
guarantee that committee would 
have full power to discuss and ne¬ 
gotiate for trust fund as well as 
working conditions, and wouldn’t 
have decisions overturned under 
Article I Section L 

Meeting also degenerated into 
personal acrimony, with prexy 
Eliot. H. Daniel finally declaring 
that his administration Is not “on 
trial” but if the membership want¬ 
ed to change the leadership, “don’t 
make the mistake that was made 
once: before,” referring to Febru¬ 
ary, 1956* meeting which suspend¬ 
ed prexy John te Groen and pro- 

(Continued on page 50) 

New Alternation Setup 
For Diamond Needles 

To Cut Prices by 40% 
The first automatic process for 

the manufacture of diamond phono 
needles Is being put into the works 
by Walco Products Inc., of East 
Orange, N. Jv, with savings of 
around 40% due Tor consumers as 
a result. Robert Walcutt, Walco 
prexy, said that within the next 
12 months, his company will pro¬ 
duce 31000,009 diamond needles, 
more than the total sales of the 
entire industry last year. Last 
year’s total needle sales amounted 
to $50,000,000. 

The pushbutton method of 
needle manufacture, as against the 
current method of hand-polishing, 
is claimed to be 20 times faster 
with , rejects Virtually eliminated. 
Key to the new process is a tech¬ 
nique of bonding the diamond tip 
to a steel shank which is inserted 
into a grinding machine which 
shapes the point. 

Whereas life expectancy of a 
sapphire needle is rated at about 
50 hours, the' average diamond 
needle will remain in top condition 
for as long as'1,900 hours. Diamond 
needles are being increasingly used 
for higher-priced phonographs, but 
among the cheaper rets, of under 
$50, less than 5% use diamonds. 
Except for the cheapest lines of 
kiddle phonos, Walco expects a 
greatly expanded use of the dia¬ 
mond needles in -all units because 
of reduced cost factor. 

'Satcbmo Festival Week’ 
h Jdy, 57th Birthday 

Louis Armstrong, who was born, 
according to the records, bn July 
4, 1900, will hXve a major birth¬ 
day celebration this year. The 
jazzman** fan clubs have ret the' 
week starting July 1 as “Satchmo 
Festival Week” and plan to climax 
the hosannahs for their Iave 
trumpeter July 6 when Armstrong 
and hi* troupe will da a concert at 
Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., July 8. 

On July 4, Armstrong will be 
playing for the -Newport, R. I., 
Jazz Festival, For the Lewisohn 
Stadium, date, the hill will also 
include Enroll Gamer’s trio and 
George Shearing’s combo. 

Capitol kb Leinsdorf 
Erich Leinsdorf, vet maestro 

who has worked with most of the 
major symphony orchs in the U. S.t 
has joined the longhair roster of 
Capitol Records: He will record 
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic 

; and the Concert Arts orchestra in 
: Hollywood. 

! Leinsdorf’s signing by Capitol is 
in line with the company’s long¬ 
hair accent on American-based, art¬ 
ists since its takeover by British 
Electric & Musical Industries 
(EMI). 

Burton Lane 
New SPA Prez 

Burton Lane, Broadway and 
film score composer, was named 
president of the Songwriters Pro-: 
tective Assn, at a council meeting 
last week. Lane,. who wrote the 
score of* “Finian’s Rainbow,” is 
currently writing, with Dorothy 
Fields, the tunes for the musical 
version of “Junior Miss” as a tv 

1 spectacular. 

Other officers elected by SPA 
were Milton. Drake, viceprexy; Wal- 

; ter Bishop, second v.p.; Jack Law¬ 
rence, secretary; Leonard Whitcup, 

; treasurer* and Edgar Leslier, 
chairman of the council. All of 
the incumbent members of the 21- 

! member council up for election 
this year were renamed to their 

; posts. 

Lane becomes the sixth presi- 
| dent of SPA since its formation 26 
[years ago. Other prexies were 
j Billy Rose, Irving Caesar, the late 
Sigmund Romberg, Charlis Tobias 

1 and, for the past few years, Abel j 
: Baer. 1 

Jerry Lewis’ DJ Trek 
Jerry Lewis is taking his disk 

career as a “serious” pop singer 
seriously. Starting July 1, he’s 
going to make the disk jockey cir¬ 
cuit to plugs his Decca releases 

i while also exploiting his new Para- 
[ mount Picture, “The Delicate De¬ 
linquent,” his first film as a single 
j since his j split with Dean Martin, 

I ‘ Decca and Paramount are'-work-. 
| ing on the tour jointly, Lewis’ lat- 
j est single from Decca, “By My¬ 
self.” is featured in the film. 

TRBT BUT 'STUBS' 
VS. BING'S RHP 

The battle of the ASCAI* song- 
smiths. against Broadcast Music 
Inc. was turned Into a free-for-all 
slugfest this week involving a cou¬ 
ple,of dozen top show biz. names. 
Latest donnybrook was set off by 
Bing Crosby who, In a statement to 
the Senate Interstate Commerce 
Committee, charged that “a mo¬ 
nopolistic trend in music on the 
part of the broadcasters is certain¬ 
ly apparent.” 

Crosby’s blast, in turn, cued BMI 
to wheel up its big guns for a 
counter-barrage in the form of in¬ 
dividual statements by 21 .top per¬ 
forming and recording artists. The 
essence of the latter group’4 posi¬ 
tion was that they had never been 
subjected to. pressure to select 
either BMI or ASCAP songs while 
doing broadcast or recording as¬ 
signments. The roster of artists 
making statements in behalf of 
BMI included Dinah Shore, Law¬ 
rence Welk, Benny Goodman, 
Gene Autry, Patti Page, Nat King 
Cole, Rosemary Clooney, Rudy 
Vallee, Les Paul, Eddy Arnold, 
Kay Starr, Sammy Davis Jr., Ray 
Bloch, Ray Anthony, John Scott 
Trotter, Percy Faith, Lanqy Ross, 
Mindy . Carson, Jack Hope (for his i 
brother. Bob Hope), Fran Allison, 1 
Sammy Kaye and Stan Kenton, j 

Crosby’s complaint to the Senate ! 
committee; which was disclosed in 
a press release by the Songwriters 
Protective Assn., was that the cali¬ 
bre of current popular music on 
radio and tv is "the result of pres¬ 
sure exerted by BMI.” Crosby said 
that while he "had not been pres¬ 
sured” into singing any particular 
songs,” subtly and by inference my 
cooperation has certainly been so- 

(Continued on page 47) 

DICK PEIRCE NEW RCA 
. A&R EXEC ON COAST 
Dick Peirce, former chief of 

Music Corp. of America’s record-! 
ing department in Hollywood, has 

been named Coast artists & reper¬ 

toire manager for RCA Victor. He 

steps into the spot vacated by 

Henri Rene several ’months ago. 

Joe Carlton, Victor pop a&r top¬ 
per who made the appointment on 
his *trip to Hollywood last week, 
said Peirce will have “wide lati¬ 
tude” in picking songs for' Coast 
recording sessions. Peirce has a 
/musical background as s pro 
pianist. 

RCA’s ‘Perichole’ Album 
An original cast album version 

of the Metropolitan Opera produc¬ 

tion of Offenbach’s opera, “La Peri¬ 
chole,” is due to hit the counters 
shortly under the RCA Victor label. 
Patrice Munrel, Cyril Ritchard and 
Theodore Uppman are the lead per¬ 
formers. 

Disk will be priced at $4.98 as 
against Victor’s $3.98 tab for its 
regular Red Seal releases. 

Sales Off, RCA 
' Hikes 78’Price 

Reflecting the decline in sales 

for the old-style 78 rpm platters, 

RCA Victor is again boosting prices 

on its disks starting July 1. The 

price for a 78 single is going from 

98c to $1.15. Victor boosted the 

prices on 78s previously, from 89c 

to 98c a couple of years ago when 

the drop in sales for the old speed 

became very marked. Some of the 

other companies went along with 

the.price hike, while others main-[ 

tained the 89c price for both 78 and i 
45 rpm disks. 

John Y. (Jack) Burgess, chief 
of Victor’s single division, pointed 
out that the 'most of manufacturing 
78s has risen sharply because sales j 
in this speed have declined con- j 
sistently since 1949 when 45s were 
introduced. At the present time, j 
78s account for less than 10% of 
Victor’s single disk sales. I 

Simultaneously with the price j 
hike, Victor will start making its 
78s as a semi-flex product. The 
switch from shellac to a semi-flex 
compound will serve to reduce the 
breakage problem, always a head¬ 
ache in the distribution of the old- 
style speed. 

Metop McFerrin’* Set 
Robert McFerrin, Metopera bari¬ 

tone, has been inked by Riverside 
Records and will cut an album of 
Negro spirituals this week. 

MCFerrin has been set to ap¬ 
pear in one of the lead roles in the 
concert version of “Carmen” to 
be performed at Lewisohm Stad¬ 
ium, N.Y., July 22. 

Negotiations for a new licensing 

deal between the video industry 

and the American Society of Com¬ 

posers,. Authors & Publishers will 
open in New York City (Wed.), 
Powwow is expected to be only 
the first in a long series of bargain¬ 
ing talks between the tv broad¬ 
casters, who are currently paying 
over $10,000,009 a year to ASCAP, 
and the Society’s execs, who are 
expected to ask for a hike irt fees. 
The current four-year pact runs 
out at the end of this year. 

Although the tv broadcasters 
will likely resist any attempt by 
ASCAP to get more coin, there is 
little danger of a blackout of the 
Society’s music as occurred back 
in 1940 when ASCAP was unable 
to come to an agreement with the 
radio industry. The antitrust con¬ 
sent decree under which ASCAP 
has been operating since 1950 per¬ 
mits the N. Y. Federal Court to ar¬ 
bitrate -licensing fees at the re¬ 
quest of the broadcasters if tile 
latter do not find ASCAP’s pro¬ 
posals satisfactory. Another fac¬ 
tor is video’s dependence on 
ASCAP standards, both for live 
shows and for its film presenta¬ 
tions, to an extent far beyond that 
of radio in the 1940 period. 

Hanging over the negotiations 
this time is the lawsuit brought by 
the 33 ASCAP softgsmiths against 
the radio-tv webs and Broadcast 
Music Inc. While ASCAP is not 
itself a party to the legal action, 
the video, industry and the other 
plaintiffs’ in the suit have repeat¬ 
edly implied that this is only a 
fine distinction. 

It’s understood that the video 
industry has sent out feelers to 
ASCAP to get its writer-members 
to call off the suit as a prelim¬ 
inary to the wrap-up of an early 
licensing deal. ASCAP, however, 
has refused to recognize that it 
can play any sort or rol4 in the 
actiqn and refuses to advise its 
members one way or the”other. 

The ASCAP writer-plaintiffs in 
the suit, moreover, assert that the 
Society, as such, is incapable of 
taking part in the action against 
BMI. They point out that over 
80% of the ASCAP publishers also 
have firms - affiliated with BMI. 

Former Federal Judge Simon H. 
Rifkind, who represented the 
video industry in the last negotia¬ 
tions, will again be legal spokes¬ 
man for the broadcast industry. 
Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP’s gen¬ 
eral counsel, will handle the So¬ 
ciety’s end. 

Heliodor or Buchweitz 
Are Not Anti-Semitic; 

Correction By ‘Variety’ 
This correction is being pub¬ 

lished in conrfection with a story 
of Sept 5th, 1956 in Variety 

wherein certain allegations con¬ 
cerning the Heliodor Reconi Co. 
Ltd. and Horst W. Buchweitz, a 
member of Heliodor’s staff, were 
detailed. Heliodor is a subsidiary 
of the Deutsche Grammophon 

| Gesellschaft of Germany, which 
; manufactures records under the 
‘ Polydor label. 

Variety, in .its issue of Sept. 12, 
1956, printed a categorical denial 
issued by Heliodor, Mr. Buchweitz, 
and Deutsche Grammophon, but 
without expressing any views of its 
own. It has meanwhile been es¬ 
tablished in court proceedings in 
England against the English paper 
“Record Mirror,” which had re¬ 
printed the original Variety arti¬ 
cle, that the story which emanated 
from London, was completely false. 
It is untrue in particular that Mr. 
Buchweitz had come over from 
Germany to “head” the Heliodor 
Co., that he was a former SS offi¬ 

cer under the Hitler regime, that 
he or Heliodor imposed a ban on 
Jewish employees and artistes, that 
any members of the Jewish faith 
had been pick-slipped or that 
Heliodor or any member of its staff 
or Deutsche Grammophon are pur¬ 
suing an anti-Jewish policy. 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
-P&MEfr- 

Survey of retail sheet music- 
best sellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
13 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sates rating for this 
and last week. 

* ASCAP t BMI 

National 

This Last 
wk. wk. Title and-Publisher 

si 

1 1 !L»Te Letters Sand (Bourne). I 1 3 1 2 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 134 
2 2 IDark Moon (Dandelion).... 3 2 5 2 1 3 4' 3 4 ‘ 3 3 3“ 1 116 
3 2 tA Wktte Sport Coat (A.-R.). 6 5 8 3 9 5 5 2 5 2 4 4 2 90 
4 5 ♦S!o Rare (Robbins).. 5 7 3 2 3 5 2 2 8 65 
5 4 tike Fonr Walls (Sheldon).. 7 7 2 8 4 9 9 6 8 8 9 5 5 60 
6 8 ♦Arovnd Ike World (Young). 2 3 1 9 4 2 6 .. 50 

-7. 6 tRonad and Ronnd (RushL.. .. .. 6 7 7 5 2 34 
3 13 ♦Old Cape Cod (Pincus). 4 4 7 .. IQ 10 30 
9 8* tAll Shook Up (Presley-S.).. .. ~ 3 5 29 

10 11 tlittie Darlin’ (Excelloric).. .. - ~5 8 9 ~T~ 7 24 
11 14 ♦Golden Braids (JRoncom)... .. ... _5_ 6 7 10 .. ~ 9 23 
12 ■’ .. fWonderfnl W’ful (Marks).. 9 6 6 12 
12 —p tBje, Bye, Love (Acuff-R)... 8 .. ~i(T ~ 11 
14 ♦Teeners Romance (Aztec)... 9 ~8~ 6 10 
15 tAlmost Paradise (Peer)..... ~9~ 7r 10“ 8 10 7 
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ASCAP-BMI’s Name-Cuffing 
; Continued from pat* 45 j 

licited” by music publishing firms he was only releasing the state- 
belonging to BML 

"It just galls me exceedingly,’ 

he told the Committee, "to see so 

much trash on our airlanes and tv 

screens while the work of the tal¬ 

ented, dedicated songwriters is 
crowded out of the picture—peo¬ 

ple whose unquestionable musi¬ 

cianship has been long established 

and who take pride in writing 

something worthwhile.” 

He said he does not believe that 
the character of current music is 
"attributable to a radical change 
in public taste, nor due to a sud¬ 
den unanimous failure of talent 
among established songwriters. I 
think it is the result of pressure 
exerted by BML” 

Crosby said that while he' per¬ 
sonally liked all kinds of songs, "a 
much healthier balance should be 
maintained for the benefit of our 
young people who follow these 
trends so religiously.” 

"There is much to be said,” he 
added, "about the influence of pop¬ 
ular music on public tastes, morals 
and ideals, and what they are hear¬ 
ing these days hardly achieves a 
salutary result. It is just not too 
good. I honestly don’t feel that the 
choice of -the public, as reflected 
in the most-played list, represents 
the selection tin merit.” 

Considering the 4.000 ASCAP 
songwriters of proved ability, he 
said, "these fellows aren’t getting 
much of a shake.” 

Robert J. Burton, BMI v.p., said 1 

ments of the 21 artists "reluctant¬ 

ly” and as "a measure of self-de¬ 

fense” against quotes from Crosby 
and other artists who, he charged, 

were attempting "to prejudice the 

outcome of the trial of an impor¬ 

tant lawsuit broughj, by ASCAP 

members against BMI.” The $150,- 
000,000 antitrust suit brought by 
33 ASCAP writers against BMI 
and the broadcasters has been in 
pre-trial procedure for about 
three years. 

Burton stated that "even .Crosby, 
an ASCAP member, hai stated in 
writing that no one has ever ap¬ 
proached him with the idea of 
pressuring him to use BMI mate¬ 
rial, and that he does not know of 
any entertainer who has been pres¬ 
sured.” The BMI exec stated 
that "we intend to preserve our 
legal rights by calling Bing Crosby 
and others who have been quoted 
to examination under oath in the 
la.wsuit.” 

Sammy Davis Jr.'s statement to 
BMI was typical, of the rest He 
said: "In my tenure as a recording 
artist and performer, I have never 
performed any song because of its 
BMI or ASCAP affiliation. I have 
always gone strictly on the merits 
of the song itself and I'm happy to 
say I have always noticed this 
kind of attitude by the artist & rep¬ 
ertoire staff of Decca Records.” 
(Davis also sent a wire to a re¬ 
cent SPA press conference hail¬ 
ing the House Celler committee re¬ 
port, stating to Arthur Schwartz, i 

lead name defendant In the suit 
against BMI,- that "you know 
where I stand.”) 

SPA, when informed of the 
statements by the 21 artists, de¬ 
clared: "It should be noted that all 
but seven of the performing and 
recording artists who made.state¬ 
ments quoted by' BMI have finan¬ 
cial interests in music publishing 
firms subsidized by BMI.” The 
seven artists were Lawrence Welk, 
Eddy Arnold, Kay Starr, Sammy 
Davis Jr., Percy Faith, Mindy Car- 
son and Fran Allisoa. 

LAWYER TURNS LONGHAIR 

Leslie Jones Little London Symph 
May Tour U. S. 

London, June 25. 

A British lawyer has handed his 

practice over to his son so that he 

can concentrate on music. His 

“Little Orchestra Of London,” has 

recorded an LP for the MGM label 

and is in line to wax another In 

the near future. 

Conductor and founder of the 

orchestra is Leslie ‘Jones, himself 

an amateur organist, who’s put up 

all the money so far. In the past 

Jones, using other outfits has spon¬ 

sored concerts in some of London’s 

largest venues, often at consider¬ 
able personal .loss. Now he’s gone 
into the music business whole 
heartedly and will be managed by 
band agent Derek Boulton. At pres¬ 
ent a world tour is being negoti-| 
ated which will take in the States, j 
The orchestra is comprised of be¬ 
tween 25 and 40 musicians. 

Frisco’s Negro Local Sitting Out 
Force’ Play on Merger With Whites 

Duchess As Disker 
London, June 25. 

. Two of Britain’s top social¬ 
ites, the Duchess of Bedford 
and Mrs. Gerald Legge, have 
joined forces as a vocal duo 
and have waxed two numbers 
for the HMV label of the EMI 
records division. But they have 
no intention of turning pro. 
All the royalties from the disks 
will go to "Mrs. Gerald Legge’s 
Fund for Old People.” 

They’ve recorded "Luck’s In 
Love With You” and "I’m In 
Love,” two new numbers. The 
backing is by the Geoff Love 
orch, with additional support 

>from the Rita Williams Sing¬ 
ers. 

AFM’ers to ‘Skiffle’ For 
British Act’s Tour Here 

London, June 25. 
Charles McDevitt and Nancy 

Whiskey leave Londpn for a two- 
week concert and cabaret tour of 
America on Friday (28). But the 
rest of the McDevitt skiffle group 
will not be going with them be¬ 
cause of a ruling by the American 
Federation of Musicians. 

Their first date will be on Ed 
Sullivan’s CBS-TV show Sunday 
(30): They’ll also play a date at Car¬ 
negie Hall, N. Y., before return- [ t 

J ing home July 14 to commence an jIn December. 
1 extensive vaude tour. 

San Francisco, June 25. 
Frisco’s Jim Crow AFM local 

doesn’t want to "force” a merger 
with the 5,000-member Local 6, 
despite James C. Petrillo’s talk of 
force at tHe AFM convention in 
Denver. 

Local 669 is content to "sit and 
wait until the white local’s mem¬ 
bers want to take us in ” according 
to Samuel J. Simplon, G39's secre¬ 
tary-treasurer. 

Subject cropped up when Pe- 
trillo, during debate on local 47’s 
anti-segregation resolution, declar¬ 
ed; “There's one white local here 
Which doesn’t want to take in its 
colored local. Well, I’m telling you 
you’ll either do it or we'll force 
you.” 

^ Simpson, who attended conven¬ 
tion, said it was obvious Petrillo 

j was referring to local 6 and added: 
I "If the shoe fits . . . certain people 
were probably sitting there burn¬ 
ing.” 

Charles (Pop) Kennedy, long¬ 
time local 6 president, ihsisted bn 
his return from Denver that he had 
"nothing to say.” The local’s ex¬ 
ecutive. board met last week but 
Kennedy declined to sa.v if the 
merger order was discussed. 

The 350-member colored local 
was a non-voting Subsidiary of local 
6 until after World War II. Within' 
the last several years 669 has made 
several approaches to integration— 
the last was voted down, 786 to 554, 

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS 
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Survey of retail disk best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
21 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 
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1 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 

1 "Love Letters In the Sand”. 1 2 3 1 1 1 4- i 1 1 3 4 l n 5 3 1 3 1 5 167 

2 
JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) 

2 "So Rare”...'.. 4 3 2 5 8 2 3 7 5 3 2 5 5 2 5 2 1 123 

3 
" EVERLYBROS, (Cadence) 

5 * "Bye, Bye, Love”.. 3 8 4 4 3 10 6 8 10 9 1 3 9 1 4 82 

4 
. COASTERS (Atco) 

7 "Searching” ...., 1 x 1 8 10 3 2 2 5 2 65 

5 

——-j 

3 " 
DARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) 
A White Sport Coat”. 2 10 5 2 7 10 6 1 2 10 55 

6 
~TRICKT NELSON (Verve) 

'4' • "A Teenager# Romance”... 7 3 8 1 1 4 3 50 

7 
GALE STORM (Dot) 

8 "Dark Moon” __ 5 7 .9 3 4 10 2 6 4 49 

8 
. - JOHNNY .MATHIS (Columbia) 
15 "It’s Not Tor Me to Say”. 9 1 3 4 10 5 7 6 46 

9 
VICTOR TOUNG (Decca) 

Id "Around the World”.:. 5 2 2 5 7 8 _37 
-• ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 

10A - d "All Sheek Up”. . d '8 5 2 3 9 J3 
ELVIS 'PRESLEY (Victor) 

10B . "Teddy Bear”..... 8 9 9 10 ' 10 4. 6 .. 10 3 33 

12 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 

12 "Wenderfnl, Wonderful”.__ 6 8 4 9 i 7 25 

13 
PATTI PAGE (Mercury) 

19 "Old Cape Cod”. .. d 7 6 4 9 24 

14 
* *ANDY WILLIAMS (CadendeT 

11 "I Like T#«r Kind of Love”...... 10 8 4 3 8 _22 

15 
BILLY WILLIAMS (Coral) 

. "GenhaSit Right Down”.. 4 10 7 9 . 6 9 _2! 

16 
LAEB* WILLIAMS (Specialty) 

.. "Short, Tat Fanny”... 7 2 4 20; 

17 
RONNIE GUITAR (Dot) 

21, "Dark Moon”... 9 4 4 j* 9 18 

18 
. SAL MINEO (Epic) 

2d "Start Movin’”. 7 d 9 6 17 

19 
COASTERS (Atco) 

17 "Yopng Blood” ....... 
- 

- .5 1 16 
DIAMONDS (Mercury) 

20A 9 "Little UmUP”.. ... -f/ 8, 9_ 8 11 

20B 
TATS DOMINO'(Imperial). 

. > * "Valley of Tjars”.,ft .... -.,, JL 5 
~ 

11 

20.C 
DALE HAWKINS (Checker) 

.. "Susie Q” .f. 9 9 _4 . 
”~r” 

11 

23_ 
* DELL-VIKINGS (Dot) 

14 . “Come, Go-With Me”., 10 7 6 10 

2i_ 
JOHNNY A JOE (Chess) 
"Over the Mountain” .. 9 8 J. 7 . 9 

25 * 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 

i; e "Send. For Me”, «.*.*..... * A * •» 

V 
10 - .. . 4 . 8 

Simpson_ felt that “if the Local 
> 6 board had recommended merger 
it would have taken place.” But 
Kennedy last year pointed out: 
"This local’s official family won’t 
take part in the vote pro or con .. 
the officers are going to be fair as 

: always.” 

i Simpson noted, last week, that 
i “relationiships have improved 
j greatly between the two locals. 
■: since December . . . we’ve been in- 
’ vited on committees and have an 
; observer at their board meetings.” 
j Both locals work under the same 
! rules, get the same pay and 669 
; rents office space in the white 
j local’s building. Local 6 is the 
third biggest in the AFM, out¬ 
ranked only by the integrated New 
York and Los Angeles units. 

Simpson added: "Tampa, Florida, 
just went together—if Tampa can 
do it I guess San Francisco ought 
to be able to. But we’re not going 

;to force it. It's all up to Local 6” 

Mills Pitching 
Music Culture 

The advancement of music 
through films Is Irving Mills' new 
baby. The.veepe’e of Mills Mqsic 
has set up the Music Culture So¬ 
ciety of America, a non-profit org, 
to peddle 16m filmed concerts to 
schools, churches, community orgs, 
hospitals and museums. The MCS 
operation Is being handled apart 
frdm the Mills publishing interests. 

Mills has acquired a library'of 
24 filmed concerts which his outfit 
is offering in a package deal for 
$3,000. In addition to the films, 
which ruq about 30 minutes each, 
the package includes a complete 
set of study guides and special 
storage racks. 

Among the artists represented in 
the film library are Jascha Heifetz, 
Artfir Robinstein, Marian Ander¬ 
son,* Gregor Piatogorsky, Jan 
Peerce, Andres Segovia, Pablo 
Casals, Jose Iturbi and Dimitri 
MItropoulos. 

Mills is prexying the new so¬ 
ciety with Sol Hurok as chairman 
and Rudolph Polk as vice chair¬ 
man. 

SPARTON PACTS MARLIN 
Louisville, June 25. 

Wayne “Sleepy” Marlin, regular 
staffer on WHAS radio and tv 
here, who specializes in country fid¬ 
dling. last week signed a. now re¬ 
cording pact with Sparton of Can¬ 
ada Ltd. 

In ^addition to his WHAS airings, 
Marlin is heard on the CBS radio 
show, “CBS Saturday Night Coun¬ 
try Style.” 
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Victor s Bluebird 
On Kidisb Kick 

As Sales Build 
RCA Victor is getting back into 

the kidisk business via its Blue¬ 
bird label and its pop artists ros¬ 
ter. Via 49c 45 rpm platters, the 
diskery has been hitting a good 
sales pace on occasional special 
releases. An increasing number 
of such disks, packaged in'multi¬ 
colored jackets, are planned for 
the future. 

Perry Como is hitting this mar¬ 
ket via a coupling of “Tina Marie," 
a hit of last year, and “Round and 
Round," a recent click. The disk- 
ery is also latching onto video 
characters with Shorty Long doing 
“The Legend of Wyatt Earp.” A 
couple of months ago, Vaughn 
Monroe racked up good sales with 
a 49c disk of “Wringle Wrangle," 
taken from a Walt Disney film, 
“Westward Ho, the Wagons." 

Indicative of the potential In 
this field is that fact that a 49c 
disk by the Sons of the Pioneers 
with the tune, “Cheyenne,” title 
song of the Warner Bros, video 
series, in one week topped 45,000 
in sales. With a 49c price and 
special covers, the disks are get¬ 
ting wide play on the racks in the 
grocery and drug chains which are 
now selling disks in increasing 
quantities. 

Johnny Desmond Writes 
Own Tune for Prison Pic 

Hollywood, June 25. 
It isn't often that a disk name 

winds up as a triple-threat man on 
a film, but Johnny Desmond makes 
it in Sam Katzman’s “Escape from 
San Quentin" for Columbia release. 

Desmond originally was signed 
as the star of the film and, in keep¬ 
ing with his role as a convict, 
wasn’t go>ng to sing. Script, how¬ 
ever, pro.ided a logical spot in a 
prison honor camp scene where a 
song could gO; 

So Desmond wrote a song him-*1 
self and will sing it in the picture, 
as well as playing the dramatic 
role. He’ll also record the ditty, 
tagged “Lonely Lament,” for Coral. 

Brit. Jazz for Germany 
London, June 25. 

Two British traditional jgzz out¬ 
fits, Chris Barber’s and Alex 
Welsh’s, have been inked for con¬ 
cert tours of Germany ip Septem¬ 
ber. 

Barber will make a five-day tour 
for the German Jazz Federation 
with his band and songstress Ot- 
tilie Paterson. 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 

f--PQriety-— 

Survey of retail album best 
sellers bated on reports from lead¬ 
ing stores and showing comparative 
ratings for this week and last 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title 

1 1 Around the World (Decca) 
_Sound Track.. 

2 2 Frank Sinatra (Capitol) 
“Swinging Affair". 

3 3 Nat King Cole (Capitol) 
_“Love Is the Thing". 

4 4 My Fair Lady (Columbia) 
Original Cast. 

I £ | 
V 2 <U 

i T 
I i 4 

3 1111112 

692323 6 23 

26.. 59 
Mantovani (London) 

“Film Encores”... 

Polly Bergen (Columbia) 
“Polly Bergen Sings Morgan”.... 

Roger Williams (Kapp) 
“Fabplous Fifties”. 

Tommy Sands (Capitol) 
“Steady Date”. 

Tennessee Ernie (Capitol) 
“Hymns” . 

Lester Lanin Orch. (Epic) 
“Dance io Music of Lester Lanin” 

King and I (Capitol) 
Sound Track. . 

Harry Belafonte (Victor) 
“Calypso” ... 

Oklahoma (Capitol) 
Sound Track---- 

Rosemary Clooney and Hi-Lo’s (Columbia) 
“Ring Around Rosie”... 

Harry Belafonte (Victor) 
“An Evening with Belafonte”.,. 

Lena Home (Victor) 
'“Lena at the Waldorf”...... 

Tennessee Ernie Ford (Capitol) 
“Spirituals” ... 

Ella Fitzgerald (Verve) 
“Ella Sings Rodgers and Hart”.:... 

Eddy Duchiq, Story (Decca) 
Sound Track.. ..- 

Dick Hyman (MGM) 
“60 Great All Time .Songs”... 

Eydie Gorme (ABC-Paramount) 
“Eydie Gorme Sings”... 

Ella Fitzgerald (Verve) 
“Ella Sings Colt Porter”... 

Roger Wagner Chorale (Capitol) 
“House of the Lord”..■. • 

Norman Luboff Choir (Columbia) 
“Calypso Holiday”... .... 

Pat Boone (Dot) 
“Pat” .... 

7 6 4 3 5 9 

10 4 10 .... 10 

1600 
SQ.FT. 

LOBBY 

FLOOR 
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AMERICA . 
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Of Times Square” 
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Venice Int’l Song. Fete 
On This Week But 3 of 8 

Countries Take Powder 
Venice, June 25. 

Dates for the Venice Interna¬ 

tional Song Festival have finally 

been set for this week, June 26-29, 
after, a series of internal contro¬ 

versies regarding participation In 

the event by various European na¬ 

tions. 

While eight countries ^ere orig¬ 

inally expected to participate— 

Italy, Austria, Germany, Switzer¬ 

land,-Britain, France, Holland and* 
Belgium—only Italy, Germany;- 

Holland, Belgium-and Great Brit¬ 

ain will be competing this year.; 

No details over the controversy 

have been revealed, with announce¬ 

ment merely ascribing, cutdown.to 

“internal matters.” 
* Festival .will be held, in .the Dido 
Film Palace, except for the final 
evening, .when it moves into St. 
Marks Square, While radio nets, 
will parry the entire proceedings* 
tv hooks up with the songfestonly 
between ^1 and 12 p.m., again with 
the exception-of the final evening, 
when the entire show will be tele¬ 
cast In Eurovision.across thf en¬ 
tire continent* „ i 
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Harry James Set 
For O’Seas Tour, 

Hollywood, June 23.- I 

Oft-discussed Harry James tour 

of Europe becomes a reality . next, 

fall when the ■ trumpet-playing, 

maestro takes his band overseas • 
for a series of dates under the 

aegis of German promoter Hans! 

Shlote. James will take a total of 

17 people on the junket with him. 

Contract with Shlote calls for a.. 
minimum of 30 days, beginning; 

Oct. 1 in Munich. Other dates are f 

being lined up throughout Ger- i 

many, Italy and France with a pos- ‘ 

sibility that Scandinavian stands, 

will be added before the band re-i 

turns home. \ 

Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

1 Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated With data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
djsTis) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

TALENT 

DAVID 
ROSE 

ARIANE 
and 

UNA CASA 
PORTUGUESA 

12492 

45 & 78 RPM 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE 

fLove Letters in The Sand 
PAT BOONE (Dot) .]Bernadine 

[Why, Baby, Why 

JIMMY DORSEY (Fraternity) .So Rare 

EVERLYBROS. (Cadence) .. Bye, Bye, Love 
fAll Shook Up 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ...] Teddy Bear 
(When Your Heartaches Begin 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)..M’s ^ot/°r S^, 
' ..(Wonderful, Wonderful 

COASTERS (Atco) ..(Searching 
' ■ (Young Blood 

MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia).. A White Sport Coat 

GALE STORM (Dot) ..Dark Moon 

RICKY NELSON (Verve) ...I1.’™ WaUtin’, „ 
v 1 (A Teenager’s Romance 

BONNIE GUITAR (Dot).... >.‘..... Dark Moon 

ili 
Local 47 

Continued from page 43 

duced Federation action which 

lead to Read’s expulsion. “If you 

want to change this administration, 

do it properly. Bring charges, im¬ 
peach us,” Daniel declared. 

Meetings were preceded by new 
evidence of a split within the 
ranks of the Local 47 administra¬ 
tion, with three of the officers 
taking a stand opposed to the ad¬ 
ministration policy of seeking to 
negotiate a settlement of the tune 

i union’s problems within the 
j framework of the Federation. Trio 
| opposing the program being fol- 
j lowed by prexv Eliot H. Daniel 
! are financial secretary Warren 
I Barker and board members Virgil 
; Evans and Vince de Rosa. 
! Statement oi opposition was 
made public in a “letter to the 

' editor” published in Overture, 
* tune union’s monthly tabloid news- 
! paper. It contended that the local 
| must choose between the Daniel 
| policy and the “Cecil Read policy’* 
; (named for former the Local 47 
; veepee expelled last year for lead- 
j ing the revolt of the Coast local) 
■of a continued strong 'stand 
; against the Federation. 

RICKY NELSON i 

STYNS * C*HR*5 

"Saturday Night b tht s 
k loMlitst night «f tht wetkni 

! 4t 'om 
41.’ ' MR$Ki 

CO** 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

1 1 

TUNES 
(*ASCAP, fBMI) 

TUNE PUBLISHER 

*LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND ...... Bourne 

*SO RARE.,.....Robbins 

•{•DARK MOON...... Dandelion 

fA WHITE SPORT COAT ... ....Acuff-Kose 

fTHE FOUR WALLS ..........Sheldon 

f ALL SHOOK UP. Presley-Shaiimar 

*A TEENAGER’S ROMANCE .....Azteo 

•{•LITTLE DARLIN1 ........ Excelloric 

fBYE, BYE, LOVE... Acuff-Rose 

*IT’S NOT FOR ME TO SAY....... Korwin 

Fast climbing the charts . . . 

DON’T CRY 
MY LOVE 

A Great Vocal Rendition by 

VERA LYNN 
on London Records (#1729) 

THE I F. WOOD MUSIC CO., INC. 

ON FINE 
ROfeBiN' Vu 

# Foatured In the nation's 

TOP SELLING ALBUM 
"Love is the Thing" Capitol 

NAT COU SINGS * 

BEAU JAMES 
I by 'lif 

Par jmounf Picture 

BEAU JAMES 

recorded by 

DEAN MARTIN 
Capitol 

Famous Music Corporation 

5 Country Music DJ Assn. 
Sets K.C. as Nat’l Base, 
Shoots for 1,000 Members 

Kansas City, June 25. 

Following their recent national 

convention here, the Country Music 

Disk Jockey Assn, has voted to es¬ 

tablish its national headquarters in 

Kansas City. Nelson King, WCKY, 

Cincinnati, president, announced 

that Vernon Banks has been ap¬ 
pointed to head the office and han¬ 
dle promotion and publicity. 

The office for the time being is 

located at. 1306 Central St., across 

from thfe Municipal Auditorium j 
where many live country music 

shows play. Banks until recently] 

was p.r. man for the city-owned 

auditorium, and has been in pub¬ 

licity work in K. C. for some time. 

One of the first moves by the 

new association will be to protect 
the name, “Country Music Spec¬ 
tacular/’ which was originated and 
first used in promotion of the or¬ 
ganization’s annual country music 
show here at the close of the con¬ 
vention. 

The association now has a mem¬ 
bership of about 250, hut has sights 

set on about 1,000 members before 

convention time 1958. 

Officers of the organization, be¬ 

sides King, are Earl Davis, KTHS,- 

Little Rock, v.p.j Tommy Sutton, 

WHIO, Dayton, p.; Dal Stallard, 

KCKN, Kansas City, treasurer. Di¬ 

rectors:. Cracker Jim Brooker, 

WMIE, Miami; Smokey Smith, 

KRNT, Des Mqines; Don Ramsey, 

CJIC, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario; 
Bill Price, XERB, Rosa Rita Beach, 
-Mexico; John Banks, KRDU, Di- 
nuba, Calif,; Cliff Rodgers, WHKK, 
Akron, O.; Boh Ross, CHVC/Niag- 
ra Falls, Ont. 

WANT TO LEASE 
OLD er NEW RfeCOKDS or TAPES 
•f prealaMt peeple speakiof or 
ilRflif from oil walks of lift. 

Coatact: WILLIAM COOPER 
17 f. Uik'Stt M.Y. PLeaa 1-0725 

British Disk Bestsellers* 
London, June 25. 

1. .Tonight, Josephine... Ray 
(Philips) 

2. Puttin* on Style. .Donegan 
(Pye-Nixa) 

3. Fall In Love.........Cole 
(Capitol) 

4. Butterfly ...Williams 
(London) 

5. Around the World.Crosby 
(Brunswick) 

6. Around the World. .Hilton 
(HMV) 

7. Rock-A-Billy .. .Mitchell 
(Philips) 

8. Little Darlin* ..Diamonds 
(Mercury) 

9. Around the World. .Fields 
(Columbia) 

10, Mr. Wonderful ......Lee 
(Brunswick) 

“Naughty—But, OK So Nicef" 

TERRI Z O’MASON 
Currently GOLDEN NUGGET, Los Vegas, thru July 2 

•eldee Hefei, Rtae, My 3 Hire If; Wegee Wheel, Labe 

Tehee, Nevada, Jafy 19 tfcr* Aigie 15; Malieae Jasaaad, 

iakeraMd, lepfwwher I thra 11; Klag’s Sapper Clah, 

Saata Barbara, leptewhT 13 Hire 29. 

ASSOGiATEO BOOKING CORPORATION 
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AGVA Vs. Cafemens ‘Allied’ Projects; 
Lou Walters Hit on ‘Agency’ Function 

A test toxdetermin£ whether nit-- 
ery owners will he able to engage 
in any other form of show biz is 
being slated by the American 
Guild of Variety Artists. Union has 
informed Lou Walters Enterprises, 
headed by Cass Franklin, that it 
will move to revoke its club-date 
franchise on the ground that the 
organization acted illegally as an 
agent in the case of the Kings 
Jesters. 

The Guild explained that ordi¬ 
narily it would have considered 
sending the organization a notice 
to the effect that it would permit 
the company to operate until Dec. 
31. All dates booked after that 
deadline while the firm was in 
business could be carried out! 
However, because of the alleged 
infraction, it was moving to have 
them terminate activities imme¬ 
diately.. 

AGVA stated that it would not 
permit nitery owners to act as 
agents or bookers since it was a 
means of affecting a kickback and 
generally lowering salaries. The 

-Walters Enterprises has long been 
an object of study in the union be¬ 
cause .of its activities as bookers, 
club-date agents, personal man¬ 
agers and at times, as agents, 
AGVA said. It was never licensed 
to. conduct an agency business. 

The ease against Walters would 
enable the union to move against 
nitery owners who conduct other 
allied businesses. 

Walters, together with Cass 
Franklin, defended their business 
on the ground that they give addi¬ 
tional employment to a great num¬ 
ber of acts. They point out that in 
their activities they have reduced 
the percentage of profit involved 
in fair and club dates, so that they 
can outbid long established firms 
operating under ‘old-line ideas. 
They pointed out that AGVA is the 
only union that doesn’t permit a 
wide latitude' of operation to its 
members.- They .cite .the fact- that 
Screen Actors Guild,’ for example, 
permits a performer to be a pro¬ 
ducer, director, writer as well as 

- {Continued bn page 56) 

D. C. Solon Mocks Tours 
Of Yank Culture As A 

: ‘Global Vaudeville Skow’ 
- - Washington, June 25. 

U. S. State Dept/s financing of 
foreign tours of entertainment 
units and personalities constitutes 
a “global vaudeville show,” in the 
opinion of Hep. Lawrence H. 
Smith (R. Wise.). Under the terms 
of “cultural presentations,” Smith 

.declared here our Government is 
financing “international junkets” 

‘ of jazz bands, ballet groups and 
operatic .troupes. . „ .. 

, Calling this “a CuriOu? way of 
combatting world ’Cofflmdnism,” 
Smith,v a member of the ' House 
Foreign.’'Affairs'’'Coinmitiee, . said, 
“we are sending warblers of arias 
to Western Europe, .weight; lifters 
to the Hear East, and swing bands 
to the Far East. In 1956 and 1957 
American taxpayers were forced to 
pay nearly $5,000,000 to finance 
this international - vaudeville pro¬ 
gram. Now, they'are being asked 
to pay'oven- mofe^S.OOO.OOO—for 
fiscal 1958!” (See Variety’s edi¬ 
torial on Smith; page 2 of this is¬ 
sue.) 

The program attacked by Smith 
is now in its second year and has 
proven highly successful in good; 
will-winning in many areas of the 
globe. As Smith broke-down the11 

Tnoney requests for the 1958 fiscal 
year—which commences July 1, 
1957—State would spend $823,363 
for symphony’ orchestras; $161-,000 
for drama and- musical comedy; 
$533,566 for musical' groups; $531,- 
780 for dance groups; $447,000 for 
individual artists; $341,000 for 
sports activities; $94,500 for pro¬ 
motion, and $167,744 for adminis¬ 
tration. 

Ad. City’s Club Harlem 

Atlantic City, June 25. 
Club Harlem, taking advantage 

of the influx due to hot weather 
plus the 15,000 visiting Kiwanians, 
got underway last week '(20) with 
Lon Bibeau Fontaine presenting 
the Timmie Rogers Show, Included 
in the layout are Napoleon Reed, 
Kim Karter, Cook & Brown, Flash 
Gordon, the Three Riffs, Bill 
Graves Harlemettes with Johnny 
Lynch’s hand. 

Larry Steele, who produced 
shows there last year and for the 
past decade with the exception of 
one year, is not back, although 
several of the present cast ap- 
P2ared with him last season and 
previously. 

In Newark Upheld 
By Supreme Court 
The U. S. Supreme Court doused 

the hopes of Harold Minsky and 
the Hirst circuit to. restore bur¬ 
lesque to the "Adams and Emoire 
Theatres, Newark. In the- first 
case concerning burlesque ever to 
hit the high court, the hurley Op¬ 
erators sought to upset a Newark 
statute forbidding nudity, the il¬ 
lusion of nudity or suggestive ac¬ 
tions. The court in a 5-3 vote up¬ 
held the city ordinance. 

The appeal to the Supreme 
Court sought to hold’ the anti- 
strip ban unconstitutional because 
it imposed a restraint.on freedom 
of speech and expression. Jus¬ 
tices Douglas and Black dissented, 
while Chief Justice Warren said 
that he would have preferred to 
hear arguments on the* case. 

The court’s decision in the bur¬ 
lesque case came on Monday (24) 
when the jurists handed down sev¬ 
eral other decisions concerning the 
sex issue in literature. Problem 
of “obscene exhibitions” has come 
up before that body on the'issues 
of films, literature and various 
types of stage presentations, but 
it had never previously considered 

|-a case arising from a burlesque 
situation. 

The recent wave of legislation 
hit three houses in the northern 
New Jersey area. The Newark law 
closed - the Adams, operated by 
Minsky, and Hirst’s Empire, while 
a similar statute in Union City 
closed the Hudson Theatre. Latter 
house reopened under an agree¬ 
ment with the city whereby a 
group of businessmen would act 
as arbiters as to what constitutes 
obscenity. 

ROBERTS TO CHI AGVA 
San Francisco, June 25. ' 

Phil Roberts, field man of Amer¬ 
ican Guild of Variety Artists work¬ 
ing tmdef Frisco regional*director 
Phil Downing, has been -shifted to 
the union’s Chicago' office as* field 
Plan. 

He will work tinder regional di¬ 
rector Ernie Fast,. 

TONY MARTIN IN 500G 
5-YEAR MAKSIK PACT 

Hollywood, June 25. 

Tony Martin has been signed to 
a five-year contract by Ben Mak- 
sik’s Town & Country Club, Brook¬ 
lyn. He’ll appear at the club for 
four weeks annually, between mid- 
May and mid-June each year. 

Martin’s representatives Reported 
the contract called for $25,000 per 
week or $500,000 over the five- 
year period. 

Wilf Carter Can. Draw 
Regina, Sask., June 25. 

Cowboy Singer Wilf Carter drew 
1,470 for a gross of $1,550 in a 
two-performahee appearance in Ex¬ 
hibition Auditorium here. The next 
night he put on one show at the 
Arena in Saskatoon and drew 1,750 
for a gross of $1,830. Tickets were 
$1.60 at the door, $L. advance and 
50c. for children. 

.’ Unit included Carter’s daugh¬ 
ters, Carol and Sheila, aged 14 and 
•11; “Lazy Jim Day,” comic, and 
Joe Castle’s Trail Riders, a musical 
group, Western tour was handled 
by Jim WL Beth Arnott, of Wheel- 

: ingProdu$ioii2r, Sarasota, Fla. 

AC. Burlesque Opens 
Atlantic City., June 25. 

One of the last burlesque houses 
in the east opened here for the 
season Friday (21) night In the 
Globe, located on the uptown 
boardwalk. It will offer two 
shows nightly, at 9 p.m. and mid¬ 
night, until Labor Day. New shows 
start on Sunday with a matinee. 

Globe has been summer home, 
of burlesque here for the past 
quarter of a century. Heading the 
opening show is one of the old- 
timers who appeared in the early 
days of Globe burlesque. He is 
Billy “Chees’n Crackers” Hagan. 

Hamid Takes Over 
Aqua Site in L.I. 

The Flushing Meadows Amphi¬ 
theatre, Flushing, N. Y., for many 
years operated by Elliott Murphy, 
has been taken over by George A. 
Hamid,-head of GAC-Hamid, who 
will open the spot July 3 as Aqua 
Circus. Hamid plans to install 
names, if available, and a series 
of aquatic, circus, highwire, as well 
as regulation type acts in this spot. 

Murphy relinquished the location 
after 15 years of generally profit-¬ 
making seasons as result of dispute 
with N. Y. dity Park Commissioner 
Robert Moses on terms of 
operation. 

Hamid will use the same type of 
talent he has played for many 
years at the Steel Pier, Atlantic 
City, which he also operates. It's 
Hamid’s second recent operation 
in the N. Y. area. He installed a 
circus at the opening weeks pf 
Palisades Park, Palisade, N. J., in 
conjunction with the Rosenthal 
Bros., park operators, and Hunt 
Bros. Circus. 

It has been known for some 
time that Morphy would not be 
hack at his usual stand in Flushing 
this season because of inability to 
come to terms. Hamid thus be¬ 
comes the third, operator at this 
site, which was built for Billy Rose 
during the N. Y, World’s Fair pf 
1939-40. It was the major finan¬ 
cial success of the fair. Murphy 
took over with a variety show and 
water act format, and did very 
well, with it. His major- failure 
was registered during the period 
he Installed a book show. In re¬ 
cent years, Murphy added ice-show 
sequences to the proceedings. 

Gimmicks to Beat 20% Cafe Tax 
Knocked for a Loophole by Gov’t 

JUDY GARLAND 52G, 
SECOND DALLAS WEEK 

Dallas, June 25. 
Judy Garland revue closed its 

second week with Sunday’s (23) 
matinee, showing $52,000 for the 
last seven performances in State 
Fair Auditorium. First week’s 
take was $40,000 for six shows, 
since Saturday’s (15) big $11,000 
was refunded after Miss Garland, 
ill, bowed off after four songs. 

Revue, the State Fair Musicals’ 
first offering of its 16th season, in¬ 
cluded Alan King, Sid Krofft, 
Amin Bros, and the Szonys. 

Garland show drew the largest 
(2,451) season opening Monday 
(10) in Musicals’ history. Scale 
again is $1.50-$3.75. ' 

Pitt’s Hilton Hotel 
A $15,000,000' Project 

Pittsburgh, June 25. 

The new Hilton Hotel, being 
planned for the Gateway Center 
here will cost $15,000,000 with start 
of construction being planned for 
September. Architected by Wil¬ 
liam Tabler, inn will have a metal 
skin, color still to be determined, 
but will give the impression of be-’ 
ing built predominantly of glass 
since all rooms will have windows 
extending from floor to ceiling. 

Approximately 19V6 floors will 
be given over to guest rooms. 
Inn’s area will cover 70,000 feet at 
Barbeau & Liberty Sts. 

See ‘Model’ Route 
In Judy & Jerry’s 

Hypo of 2-a-Day 
Judy Garland and Jerry Lewis 

ere among those helping weld a 
circuit of two-a-dayers which 
talent agencies hope can be built 
into a permanent route of major 
vaude shows. 

Present indications are that New 
York (Palace), Detroit (Riviera), 
Dallas (State Fair Theatre), Los 
Angeles (Greek Theatre) ate in the 
market for name variety shows. 
Miss Garland has already lined up 
this route and Lewis has made the 
second leg of this journey with a 
booking at the Detroit house. He’s 
tentatively slated to return to the 
Palace around Christmas time. .. , - . 

Music Corp. of America is Ukeiy id» ta mdi ojTOMn°n» 
to route Lewis on other stops on jas Photographic o. hptchecking. In 

Washington, June 25. 

They keep coming up with new 
gimmicks to avoid payment of the 
20% cabaret tax—and the Internal 
Revenue Service keeps them down. 

Latest pair: 
1. Renting vending machines and 

placing them in a cabaret to dis¬ 
pense food, drink and eigarets, with 
the cabaret operator playing either 
a flat monthly rental or a percent¬ 
age of the take to the owner of 
the machines. 

2, Leasing out practically every¬ 
thing Under concession—serving 
food and drink, operating eigaret 
vending machines, photographing 
customers, maintaining checking 
facilities, etc. 

There are no loopholes, said In¬ 
ternal Revenue, explaining: “The 
statute imposes the tax upon all 
amounts paid for admission, »re- 
freshment, service, or merchan¬ 
dise, at a cabaret, and there is no 
qualification with respect to how 
the serving or selling of food, re¬ 
freshment, or merchandise must 
be accomplished. 

Only question, says Revenue, is 
who shall collect the bite and pay 
it over to Uncle Sam. 

“Under the circumstances de¬ 
scribed in (1) above,” says Rev¬ 
enue, "the cabaret owner who 
rents and operates the vending 
machines is the'person receiving 
the payment for the food, refresh¬ 
ment, or merchandise within the 
meaning of the Code. He is liable 
for the return and payment of the 
tax on the total receipts from the 
machines. The owner of the ma¬ 
chines is not liable for tax on 
amounts paid to him by the caba¬ 
ret owner or operator for rental 
of the machines, regardless of the 
basis upon which the rental pay¬ 
ments are made.” 

In the second instance, says IRS, 
the concessionaire takes in the 
money and is responsible for pay¬ 
ing the tax. And, adds the IRS, the 

stops 
this circuit. Many other theatres, 
it’s pointed out, would be willing 
to come into the fold. However, 
aside from the perennial shortage 
of topliners, the theatres cannot he 
guaranteed dates from many elig¬ 
ible headliners because film and 
television commitments may cause 
cancellations. Another factor that 
makes it improbable that the 
houses can be worked consecutive¬ 
ly is that it’s not known how long 
an individual house, such as the 
Palace, wll hold onto a specific 
show. 

Nontheless, the agency is using 

such an instance, the owner of the 
cabaret is not liable for the excise 
on amountsj?aid to him for conces¬ 
sions, regardless of the. basis on 
which the payments are made. 

Frankie Lame’s Answer 
To Barbs by Brit. Press: 
i Have Been Misquoted’ 

Manchester, Eng., June 25. 

Frankie Lane, who was accused 
, - , - . by newspaper scribes here and in 

this tour as a nucleus of houses to i other u.K. cities of being uncoop- 
entice other names. It would be a ) erative on his recent one-nighter 
route that would permit many to \ tour, has replied through columns 
play towns where a /sufficiently; of a fan weekly, New Musical Ex- 
large nitery doesn’t exist. For ex- j Dress 
ample, Alan Gale, who will play 
the Town & Country Club, Brook¬ 
lyn, in the fall, has stated that he’s 
seeking legit type show operations 

some cities because of the 
paucity of ^recognized niteries in 
some areas. 

Enlargement of the present 
roster of theatres seeking the hard- 
ticket policy, say the agencies, 
would fill the live entertainment 
void in towns that have no large 
cafes. 

press. 
Singer admits to the tag, and 

says: “The reason for this is that 
I have been misquoted so much, 
my words have been twisted to 
mean something entirely differ¬ 
ent. " By saying, ‘no com Bent/ 
the words can be twisted' only 
qner- other way, ’comment no.* 

“I have also learned that some 
British pressmen and women tell 
ypu something to your face and 
print something entirely differ¬ 
ent This: I don’t like much. 

“Constructive criticism I wel¬ 
come. Bqt .when. a critic gets, all 
pergonal , apd brings in -fh|ngs 

’ ' that have nothing M do 
‘ ;ing, then J get.n&d.’’ 

i Lalne sayS the scribes get $riad 
: with him when he refuses, to see 
j them. 
j4 “And when I say things about 
| them from the stage, they get 
i furious. All I can say is this: If 
j'tfcey dish out rudeness and cruel¬ 

ty, then they must be abfe to take 
it. Further than that, on my feud 
with the press, which they started 
in 1953, I say: ‘No comment.’” 

Washington, June 25. 
Several items, dealing with entertainment business, are included in 

a huge bill—to correct, “inequities” In the excise tax law—passed last 
week by the House. The measure, on which a Ways and Means Sub¬ 
committee worked nearly two years, is not designed to reduce taxes. 

Probable effect will be to reduce Federal excise income overall by 
about $15,000,000 annually; in contrast, inequity corrections in the 
entertainment items will bring in nearly $5,000,000 more yearly. 

A strong effort was made to have the bill reduce the 20% bite on 
nitery tabs to 10%. This was unsuccessful, but lie floor debate on 
the bill showed considerable sympathy for slashing that tax. 

The measure, which now goes to the Senate, would do these things:— 
Record Machines* , 

(1) Apply the 10% manufacturers’ excise tax to. independent phono- \ the’fatal shooting of two men and 
graph record players, since the tax already applies to such units when j the wounding of three others, 
they are included in a combination with a radio or television set. Williams was put in jail after he 

Tape on Par With Disk 1 allegedly emptied a nine-shot au- 
(2) Apply the 10% manufacturers’ excise tax to tape and wire rec-1 tomatic pistol In a frantic shooting 

ords and to tape and wire players since they are in direct competition ] spree. He said the two men were 

Tex. Op Free on Bail 
Bay City, Tex., June 25. 

Clyde Williams, operator of the 
Paradise Club, 18 miles west of 
here, was freed on $25,000 bond in 

with phonographs which pay the tax. 
U.S.-Sold Foreign Tickets Exempt 

(3) Clarify the confusion over whether the 10% admissions tax ap- 
(Continued on page 56) 

creating a disturbance in the club 
and were drunk. They threatened 
him with beer bottles after he or¬ 
dered them to leave, he said. 
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AGVA Inherits Burlesque Field; 
Phillips Contests Switch by 4A’s 

In an unusual action, the Asso> 
dated Actors and Artists of 
America last week passed a reso¬ 
lution which revoked the charter 
of the Burlesque Artists Assn, on 
the grounds of failure to organize 
its jurisdiction and failure to pro¬ 
tect the rights of Its membership. 

The burlesque jurisdiction Is 
being turned over to the American 
Guild of Variety Artists which is 
charged with picking up the or¬ 
ganization task under the super¬ 
vision of the 4A’s. The BAA, which 
has been chartered about 20 years, 
was set back organizationally when 
the late Mayor Fiorello H. La 
Guardia refused to renew the li¬ 
censes of the N.Y. burley parlors. 

Phillips' Letter to AAA A 
The 4A step is being contested 

by Tom Phillips who has been the 
BAA exec secretary since its in¬ 
ception. He has advised the parent 
Organization that he is contesting 
the move. 

In a letter to the 4A’s Phillips 
stated: “We have been advised by 
our attorneys that we have good 
cause of action against you for 
violation of your own resolution 
addressed to and accepted unani¬ 
mously by all branches of the 4A's 
(supporting a lockout of BAA by 
burlesque theatre operators) as of 
the date of Sept. 9, 1955. It has 
been determined that more than 
30Q persons consisting of both 

(Continued on page 56) 

MICHAEL CHIMES and 
HIS FAMILY 

Currently 
STEEL PIER, Atlantic City 

Saranac Lake 
By Happy Benway 

Saranac Lake, June 25. 
Marie LaHart, nurse who did 

relief wrork here, left to accept a 
position at the Raybrook (N. Y.) 
State Sanatorium, and just to show 
her interest in the welfare of her 
patients here she took a day off 
to take John Gurba, Louis Blanco, 
Alonzo Fisk, Herber Gladney, A1 
Losociuto on an all-day auto trip 
to Ausable Chasm and White Face 
Mt. It was a real mental tonic for 
the boys. 

Clifton (IATSE) Byrd, formerly 
of Melrose Theatre, Nashville, 
after a month’s observation period 
was shot into the general hospital 
for a major operation and follow¬ 
ing the ordeal there he's back at 
the Will Rogers recuperating. 

George LaPan, president of the 
Adirondack National Bank and 
Trust Co., back in the actor’s colony 
after a week’s fishing trip in Can¬ 
ada. So many trays at the Will 
Rogers Hospital were served with 
a nice Canadian speckled brook 
trout with the compliments of 
LaPan. 

Drane Walters, yesteryear black¬ 
face comedian who is now a col¬ 
umnist on Sports In Dallas, month¬ 
ly magazine, is skedded for a major 
operation. A cheerful note would 
be a mental tonic for the old vet¬ 
eran at 3017 Knight St., Dallas, 
Tex. 

Joseph (IATSE) Hays all agog 
over the surprise visit from his* 
wife who planed in from Culver 
City, Calif. His progress is a spe¬ 
cial item that made the trip a 
worthy one. 

Patricia Matthews back from a 
three-week furldugh spent in the 
Chicago loop with her husband 
Thor Matthews, staffer with Motio- 
graps Inc. 

Write to those who are ill. 

PAUSAfiES PARK DOING 
CIRCUS ENCORE IN AUG. 
Palisades Amusement Park, Pal¬ 

isades, NJ„ will repeat with a cir¬ 
cus starting Aug. 17 for 15 days. 
At its April Opening this year, the 
Rosenthal Bros., park operators, 
installed a circus presented in con¬ 
junction with Hunt Bros, and 
George A* Hamid for several 
weeks, partly concurrent with the 
Ringling Bros, and Barnum & 
Bailey Circus at Madisoh Square 
Garden, N.Y. The run was suc¬ 
cessful. , 

The second circus spread at the 
park will again have the Hunt Bros, 
show, with layout under canvas in 
three rings. Included in the act 
roster will be Baudy’s Leopards, 
Bob Johnson, A1 Hanel Troupe, 
Hoover's Lions, Miss Myriam, the 
Newmans and other turns. A 
wild west show and menagerie will 
also be operated in coqjunption 
with the circus. 

Rep. McCormack in On 
ling’ Act, 

N. E.’s ’58 Tourist Bait 
Boston, June 25. 

Yankee Homecoming '58, the 
tourist hypo for next summer, 
nabbed an assist in the U. S, House 
of Representatives when Cong. 
John W. McCormack of Massa¬ 
chusetts, majority leader, urged a 
national pilgrimage to N. E. during 
the celebration. 

Rep. McCormack, in an address 
placed in the Congressional Rec¬ 
ord, said Yankee Homecoming is 
working to bring 2,000,000 addi¬ 
tional visitors to N. E. next year. 
“Mr. Speaker, New England will 
have a great homecoming during 
the year of 1958. Its official des¬ 
ignation is Yankee Homecoming,” 
he said. “It will cover the entire 
year of 1958. This will afford a 
fine opportunity for 811 Americans 
to visit New England during the 
homecoming year, not only de¬ 
scendants of New Englanders in 
other parts of our country, but for 
all Americans to see New England.” 

Lone Ranger, Lassie Flop in Albany 
Area; Masked Man to Garden Rodeo? 

July 4 Uuu July 11 
PALACE, New York Albany, June 25. 

A trio of television stalwarts, 
the Lone Ranger (Clayton Moore), 
Silver and Lassie, making a 68-city 
tour of the country in a swing ex¬ 
tending to Sept. 28, failed to draw 
in a one-day stand in Saratoga 
Convention Hall, Wednesday (19) 
and a two-day stop at Hawkins 
Stadium (ball park) here Friday- 
Saturday (21-22). 

Bob Snyder, who with Ted Bay- 
ley of Troy booked the attraction 
for both cities, expressed disap¬ 
pointment over turnouts, at the 
conclusion of first two perfor¬ 
mance here. He doubted that the 
total for four . shows in ^ Albany 
would reach 4,000, which meant a 
substantial loss. Snyder and Bay- 
ley played Gene Autry at State 
Armory In Albany late in the win¬ 
ter, to more than 11,000 admis¬ 
sions. 

i In view of the heavy publicity 
\ campaign via press, radio and'tele¬ 
vision, and the area popularity of 
the Lone Ranger and Lassie video 

i shows, the" small audiences proved 
!.a puzzler. Belief is that scale 

might have been the cause. Tickets 
at door were $2.50 and $1.80; half- 
price, in advance, at a chain of 
stores. There was little advance 
sale, which meant general admis¬ 
sion for kids (predominating, 
naturally) was $1.80. That tab ap¬ 
parently was too stiff. 

The Lone Ranger may appear 
with New York’s Madison Square 
Garden rodeo in the fall, company 
manager Murray Nadler said here. 
Although the present tour by 
Ranger, his horse, and Lassie, the 
dog star, is scheduled to end in 
Memphis in late September, the 
Garden date is a possibility, Nad¬ 
ler stated. 

Present tour, which opened in 
April in Columbus, O., and xin 
which many midwestern engage-! 
ments are. being played, includes J 
six or seven fair dates, including 
the New York State exposition-at 
Syracuse in early September. 

! Troupe jumped from Albany to 
Pittsburgh. A one-day stand there 
was tohe followed by engagements 
in Ontario. "There are several lay¬ 
offs of a week during the long 
swing. “ - 

EdSafeani^ood Point 
Ed Sullivan’s column leadoff in the N. “Y. Daily News recently 

Speaks for itself: 
‘In defense of its allocation .of only $1,250 each to Episcopal 

Actors’ Guild, Catholic A-ctors Guild, Jewish Theatrical Guild and 
Negro Actors’ Guild, as-contrasted to allocations of $43,750 to 
AFTRA and AGVA,.and,$26,250 allocations to Equity, Screen Ac¬ 
tors’ Guild and Amerleah Guild of Musical Artists, the Theatre 
Authority points out that all guilds approved such shares in Oct. 
28, 1953 . . . The point is that four years later the Episcopal, 
Catholic, Jewish and Negro guilds are appealing fqr relief, because 
of the demands made upon them by sick and indigent performers. 

“These four guilds take care of ALL perfqrmers. Some of the 
other guilds, woh’t take care of performers UNLESS they have- been 
paid up members for three years! There is the catch, because if 
a performer has had tough sledding he can’t pay dues and so is 
disqualified. Then he goes to the four guilds which have no dis¬ 
qualifying clauses, and very -little money. This cries for cor¬ 
rection.” 

Boston Niteries in Hiatus, But Lotsa 
‘Frolics’ in Area; Philly Spots Fade 

Boston, June 25. 

Hub’s nitery life wanes with 
closing of Steuben’s Saturday (22). 
Blinstrub’s closes ,for the season 
this Saturday.(29). Russell Arms 
heads the show which opened last 
night (Mon.). Only one club, the 
Bradford Carousel Room, will be 
left running through the summer 
in downtown Hub. ! 

Steuben’s final layout, with Fred i 

Barber, Elkin Sisters, Don Dennis, j 

Carlos & Linda, was a one-weeker, | 
switch from the two-frame policy 
run all season. Across the harbor 
from the Hub in Revere, the 
Revere Frolic will run all summer 
as it has for the past couple of 
seasons. 

The big 1,200-seat Salisbury 
Beach Frolics, which has had a for¬ 
mat of big names for the past 
decade, will run only weekends 
this summer, an aftermath of the 
town’s going dry In the last elec¬ 
tion. 

Denny Mulcahy opens the Salis¬ 
bury Beach Frolics Saturday as a 
dancery cabaret style with a 14- 
piece orch and Tvilk book semi¬ 
names. Louis Cohen of the Bos¬ 
tonian’s Jewel Room, Hub mtimer, 
takes the resort nitery plunge 
with the York Beach, Me., Frolics 
in the Breakers Hotel at the Maine 
spot opening Friday (28) with a 
Buddy Thfimas line and four to 
five acts. 

In the Hub, the Bradford Hotel’s 
Carousel Room in the lower level 
of. the hostelry will stay on the 
calypso kick which it opened with. 
Current is Lady Sheree & Her 
Four Lords. 

| Celebrity, Other Closings 

Philadelphia, June 23, 

The Celebrity Room called It a 
season Saturday (22) with Meg 
Myles as the * closing attraction, 
Lerner family has made It a prac¬ 
tice to shutter showplace for sum¬ 
mer since taking oyer several sea¬ 
sons ago. 1 

Darkening of the Latin Casino 
will write finis to the city’s floor- 
show season next Saturday (29). 
Season of 1956-57 marked an inno¬ 
vation in the Casino’s policy. Flag¬ 
ship of local cafes bolted the doors 
the week before Christmas and re¬ 
mained out of action until March. 
Concentrating solely on names, 
house since went dark whenever 
there was a hiatus of several days 
between attractions. 

Fire cut down the ranks of the 
local late spots this year. The 
Blue Note was wiped out- in a 
blaze, ending the five-year tenure 

of one of the town’s progressive 
jazz showcases. An even bigger 
loss was the destruction of Chub¬ 
by’s, 600-seat musical name spot 
in W. Collingswood, N. J. 

One new club, the Bandstand, is 
playing jazz combos and head¬ 
liners in spot formerly occupied 
by the Little Rathskeller. Two 
large cabaret-restaurants, Sciolla’s 
(uptown) and Palumbo’s (S. Philly), 
are staying open for the hot 
weather trade. Also remaining in 
operation are the musical bars and 
exotic dance spots along the 
Locust St. midway. 

The New 

HOTEL 

AM ERIC Ai 
141 W. 47th Sf„ New YerV City| 

(New Owner* 

e all brand new 
FURNITURE 

• Rooms WITH 
PRIVATE BATH 

B PARKING ON 
SAME STREET 

’5?,! *72 
Single I heebie 

Air Cpfldltlwilni 
A 21"' TV 

AT*n«ti» 

jm: 

I43N 

JULY 7th 
ED SULLIVAN 

- SHOW 

JULY 11th Week. 
EDEN ROC 

' MIAMI BEACH ’ 

- JULY 24th 
VIC DAMONI 

SHOW 

BETTY 
MADIGAN 

ACCORDS 
WILLIAM MORE 

WANK YOU... 
MR. BEN MARSHALL 

DRAKE HOTEL 
CHICAGO 

HELD OVER 
6 

WEEKS 
ONLY AtTIST ArnMHQ 
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FRAN WARREN 
Makes Night Club History! 

The Boudon_ 

Slough?* 
Let Vegas Review-Journal 

By LES DEVOR 
“Fran Warren hasn’t been seen 

here in Vegas for some long time. 
She accounts for herself handsomely, 
having starred in the Broadway hit, 
‘Pajama Game,’ in the interim. 

From that .hit came mention of 
‘Steam Heat,* but it was ‘Hey, There’ 
that won home for her. In a belting 
sort of way, and with a lot of power 
for a petit Miss, she does a very com¬ 
mercial 'Just One of Those Things,’ 
and ‘Slaughter on Tenth Avenue.’ 
Words will never measure up to an 
eyeful and an earful of a gal like Fran 
Warren, she has to be seen to be ap¬ 
preciated,” 

jHE CtfYlUl© FU» 

Miss-‘Warren’s battlefield, 
until a week from Saturday, 
S be the State's Terra* 
Room and she is a lady for 

whom I would |gg 
have only the 
deepest admir¬ 
ation, even if 
she sang nurs¬ 
ery rhymes. 

On the con- 

SS Warren ' 

\ngly mature and reminiscent 

mood, looking a? crisp a* 
freshly scrubbed lettuce end 

SOImiter per/ectlrwoo*^ 

ms she worked her way 

through "f ’“fZuLT7' 
liintly contrived medleys* 

She always cohimm« to 
her .original point though, it 
is always a goodhne and, to 
he blunt about things, Hoved 
her. So' did the rest jf the 

.people sitting around the 
^crowded tables. - 

Opening JULY 22nd 

; ©^feofr© 
SAHARA HOTEL, LAS VEGAS 

La* Vegas, Feb. 20. 
c. Warren hasn’t visited the 
Strip in about three years, main¬ 
ly because of a successfully long 
marriage to ‘Pajama Game.-’ 
Her return is welcomed. 

20-minute sojourn is 
themed to surefire tunes en- 

groomed 
V1*1, her to J>ecome 

wticingly intimate with her au¬ 
dience, while also reserving 
gope for her big voice. She 
f£°re* w with her cruise 

* H‘™u*h ft* audience fo coo a 
gedley of laves to the male pa- 
gon». Her ^rUdng personality 
js evidenced throughout hfrfor- 

- of song Menqdes, reaching 
*?en she revives her 

- ftu^iiar interpi^totioii of *Hey 

‘PAJAMA GAME" Starlight Theatre, Kansas City 

Direction 

Sf» Mlu Stortttag Hhm 

NightClub 
History 
At Statler 

By TONY ZOPPI 
Fran Warren made night dub 

history' at the Statler. Hilton’s 
Empire Room Thursday night 
when she put a set of scorching 
lyrics to “daughter on Tenth Ave¬ 
nue” *thd belted the tune lor a 
home run. 

To our knowledge, It's the first 
time a set of word* have .been 
written lor Richard .Rodgers’ 
classic blues composition, and 

•Misa- Warren was the perfect 
choice to make the introduction. 

He $ert star of “Pajama 
Game” presented one of the sea¬ 
son’s most exciting shows, one 
which touched ever£ base. 
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'Rolling Along’ Tees Off at Ft. Dix 
In Click Show Girdling GI Globe 

The Army, with a long history of 

successful theatrical presentations, 

has come up with another that in¬ 
dicates an excellent potential on 
the GI circuit. "Rolling Along," 
which preemed at the new post 
theatre at Ft. Dix, N. J., Friday 
(21 >, is a topnotch blend of GI 
and civilian talents, with the per¬ 
formers being recruited via a 
worldwide contest. Following a 
Sunday (23) performance at the 
post, the retinue shoved off for 
Europe for a trek that will take 
them virtually around the world 
for shows wherever American 
troops are stationed. They return 
in time for a civilian airing over 
the Ed Sullivan CBS-TV show'in 
August. 

"Rolling Along of 1957" is the 
third edition of this show which is 
produced with the necessary end 
result of entertainment, and other 
attributes that make it desirable 
in the GI theatres throughout the 
world. It has easy maneuverabil- 

Genevieve 
"THE PIXIE FROM PARIS" 

Currently Appearing 
at BIMBO'S 3*5 CLUB 
San FrancKca, Calif. 

SUMMER SPECIAL! 
FUN-MASTER 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

35 gag fllas ONLY 515.00 
plus $1 for postasa 

COOP TILL AUG. 1st ONLY 

OUR MONTHLY SERVICE 
"THE COMEDIAN"—$15 per y*ar 

"Hew to Mister tho Caramoniat" 
A Million 5 lesson for 53 p»r copy 

Also available: Parody Books— 
Blackout Books—Mlnstral Budget— 

Plant Encyclopedias of Classified Gags 
No C.O.r*1 's . . . 

BILLY GLASON 
300 W. 54th at., N.Y.C., It Circle 7-1130 

lty, having only one set piece, and 
clean, brightly scrubbed lines that 
will meet chaplain approval any¬ 
where. Other requirements in¬ 
clude the necessity of having an all¬ 
male cast, and a minimal company 
so that every member can con¬ 
tribute his own weignt in enter¬ 
tainment. 

"Rolling Along” is also a blend 
of professional and amateur enter¬ 
tainers, and displays the ability of 
two virtual strangers to get to¬ 
gether and blueprint their own en¬ 
tertainment. For example, Sfc. 
Roman Ancho Jr. is a highly skilled 
bone crusher who has earned his 
brown belt in judo. An exhibit 
of that kind could be terribly dead¬ 
ly, but Pvt: Robert M. Dishy, who 
appears to be a chap with a natu¬ 
rally humorous bent, has made the 
muscle display not only palatable 
but entertaining. Ancho, incident¬ 
ally, would be a good guy to have 
on one’s side in a bad neighbor¬ 
hood. However, in the other cate¬ 
gories, the entertainment Is culled 
from the usual divisions of song & 
dance men with some homegrown 
efforts that come off excellently. 

Twins Make Good 

From obviously professional 
ranks are a pair of identical twins, 
Pvts. John E. and Edward J. Birk, 
who toured as the Birk Twins in 
the pro fleshpots. They were re¬ 
viewed in Variety’s New Act col¬ 
umn from the Taft, Cincinnati, as 

(Continued on page 56) 

PALACE THEATRE 
NEW YORK 

Don't FoH to Sot and Hear 

The Hew Sound 
Ten Harmonicas Flayed 

Simultaneously by 

Billy Frye 

Heat & Kiwanis 
Hike A. C.’s Gates 

Atlantic City, June 25. 

The hot, humid weather of the 
past week gave the season a head 
start as summer residents from the 
metropolitan areas headed for the 
shore two weeks earlier than usu¬ 
al to get away from the wave. One 
of the best .June weekends in.years 
was a. result, with hotels and mo¬ 
tels doing nearly capacity business 
all week. 

The 42d annual convention of 
Kiwanis International opened Sun¬ 
day (23) in Convention Hall bring¬ 
ing 15,000 delegates. Additional 
business due to the convention is 
giving the resort a big shot in the 
arm. 

Vice President Nixon is due in 
Thursday (27) morning as the con¬ 
vention’s top speaker. A musical 
extravaganza "Stairway to the 
Stars’’ with a cast of 200 is one at¬ 
traction scheduled. Concerts by 
the 96-piece Army band and a 35- 
voice soldier chorus are also 
planned. On tap, too, this week is 
the two-day appearance of the 
Dave Garroway NBC-TV show 
which aired nationally the profes¬ 
sional round-the-island swim. Show 
will again be on the air from the 
resort tomorrow (Wed.) morning as 
it makes its annual appearance 
here. 

Tony Bennett comes into Steel 
Pier vaudeville house Sunday (30) 
as the spot’s top Fourth of July of¬ 
fering. Stan Kenton orch will he 
in the Marine ballroom June 28 
through July 4. 

TW AawriBft Start of "WHAT’S ON YOU* MIND" 

Lucille & Eddie ROBERTS 
Currently Appearing 

PALMER HOUSE, Chicago 
M.C.A. Detroit STATLER. July 15tfc-2Mi 
-1 ■... ,.... -r.ii.L. ..., r, ; ,i,i i.. Ft I 

Marie McDonald’s NX Cafe 
Debut at Persian Room 

Marie McDonald will make her 
N. Y. hitery bow at the Persian 
Room of the Hotel Plaza. She’s set 
for Nov, 13 on a four-week stand. 
Prior to that, she’ll play the Eden 
Roc, Miami Beach, Aug. 8, and will 
do the Steve Allen NBC teleshow 
Aug. 4. 

Miss McDonald broke in her act 
recently in Reno. 

‘Cafe TV’ OK—If 
Acts Are Paid For 
Each Show: AGVA 

The American Guild of Variety 

Artists has revived a long-estab¬ 

lished rule that all performers 

Shall receive a week’s pay for each 

televised performance in e$ch cafe 

where a closed-circuit teleshow is 
used. Ruling serves as a reminder 
in connection with the announced 
plans by producer Jack Entratter 
of the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, to 
form a closed-circuit tele, opera¬ 
tion to various niteries, under 
which the Sands display' would 
be shown. • 

Under limitations set up by the 
union, it’s likely that the salary 
setup would hamper sUch opera¬ 
tions. It’s recalled that at one 
time the Roxy Theatre, N. Y., en¬ 
tertained. the idea to sell its ice 
shows via closed circuit to other 
theatres around the country. Rule 
was promulgated at that time that 
the performer would have to get 
a full week in each spot where the 
show was reproduced, as well as 
an original salary from the Roxy. I 

It's likely that the only Way 
that such a setup could get roll¬ 
ing would be a drastic reduction in 
original salary, so that spots with¬ 
out gambling casino adjuncts could 
come into the operation. Of course, 
an act could ultimately make more 
than a Vegas salary if a sufficient 
number of spots came in on the, 
venture. However, that would 
drastically reduce the number of 
niteries in which they , could play 
the rest of. the year. It would have 
the net effect, though, of reducing 
the scarcity of draws. j 

New York 
Jimmy Durante’* show at the 

Carter Barron Amphitheatre, 
/Washington, starting July 11 will 
comprise Piero Bros., Lob Gatoo, 
Bob Hamilton Trio, Sonny King 
and Johnny Puleo . . . Peggy King 
to hit the Copacabana Sept. 5 on 
show topped by Joe E, Lewis . , . 
Allan Drake to Eddys, Kansas City, 
Aug. 23 ... Dorothy Shay has been 
inked for the Ambassador, Los 
Angeles, in November, 

Chicago 
Miriam Sage Dancers pacted for 

fortnight at Lake Club, Spring- 
field, Ill., during Springfield Cen¬ 
tennial. They started Sunday (23) 
. . . Bill-Kenny into Roberts Show 
Lounge' July 17 for one frame , . 

Nicky Sc Noel and Billy Falbo 
set for Italian Festival here July 
24-29. Sntton Dancers pacted for 
second half of Festival, July 30- 
Aug. 4 . , . Escorts into Elmwood 
Casino, Windsor, Ont, June 28 for 
four weeks » , . Johnny Conrad 
Dancers into Empire Room of 
Palmer House Sept. 5 for four 
weeks ... Allan Sc De Wood mart 
into Tradewinds, Milwaukee, June 
21 for 10 days .. . Martha Schlam,- 
me into Gate of Horn, Chi, July 10 
for two weeks, followed by Marilyn 
Child July 30 ... . Anthony Roma 
into SRO Club here July. 1 for 10 
days. 

Hollywood 
Roberta Linn set for four weeks 

at the Roosevelt’s Hotel’s Blue 
Room in New Orleans . . * Mills 
Bros, making a three-week stand 
at the Crescendo . . , Patricia 
Morison and John Haiti headline 
at the Lions Club convention in 
Frisco’s Cow Palace Friday (28) 
. . . Harry James returns to the 
Palladium on weekends beginning 
Friday (28) .. . Holly Twins mak¬ 
ing an 11-week stand at Harrah’s 
Qli&iLAMtTahoeb;,! « n.si .1 . 

Galveston Bonifaces Go Ga-Ga As 
Atty. Genl Intensifies Cleanup 

Galveston, June 25. 

Past 10 days for owners of Gal¬ 
veston niteries, where liquor-by- 
the-drink and gamblifig used to be 
the order of the day, have been 
harrowing enough to put them on 
a diet of tranquilizers for life. 
Bonifaces’ coldsweat willies stem 
from shotgun blast of civil injunc¬ 
tions to halt all illegal activities, 
filed by "I-mean-business” Attor¬ 
ney General Will Wilson June 6, 
and subsequent raids by Texas 
Rangers to ferret out caches of il¬ 
legal slot machines. 

Raids took on cloak & dagger 
aspects on June 16 when Rangers 
and special deputies unearthed 
more than 550 electric horseracing 
consoles, odd-balls and pinballs 
deep in the abandoned tunnels and 
underground vaults of Fort Travis, 
a former Coast Artillery installa¬ 
tion. The fort is located on Boli¬ 
var Peninsula, a 30-minute ferry 
ride from downtown Galveston. 

Wednesday (19) night, Rangers 
foqnd an even bigger haul of new¬ 
er machines (1,500 to 2,000) stored 
in the long-closed Hollywood Club 
inside the city itself. Ranger 
Capt. Johnny Klevenhagen esti¬ 
mated their value at close to $1,- 
000,000. 

Ownership of the hardware has 
hot been determined, and attor¬ 
ney general’s men don’t much 
care. However, diligent search of 
titles and records finally unearthed 
the names of men who had pur¬ 
chased the storage sections of Fort 
Travis from the Government, a 
necessary step from viewpoint of 
drawing up search warrants and 
seizure documents. From their 
dusty and partially stripped ap¬ 
pearance, the machines in the fort 
had obviously been there a long 
time. Capt. Klevenhagen ordered 
the sledgehammers passed around, 
and all the machinery was smashed. 

Dumped into Gulf 

Raiders hit paydirt at the Holly¬ 
wood thanks to an anonymous let¬ 
ter. The machines they found 
were brand-new and so many in 
number that Rangers theorized 
syndicates had moved them recent¬ 
ly from Dallas, Waco and Fort 
Worth for safekeeping. Wilson said 
all of them will be loaded aboard a 

■‘ferry and dumped into thr Gulf of 
Mexico. 

Injunction proceedings so far In¬ 
dicate club owners have thrown in 
the sponge and will not try to 
fight. Balinese and Western Room 
toppers have agreed to refrain 
from illegal activities. But Wilson 
is reportedly holding out for heavy 
bond* to be posted by bonifaces as 
assurance of good faith. 
. One public official obviously 
miffed, but not talking, is Galves¬ 
ton Mayor George Roy Clough 
whose slogan has-been "an open 
hut clean city.” On the very eve 
of Wilson’s crackdown he report¬ 
edly met with club owners and told 
them "things are well in hand now. 
There’ll be no more payoffs for 
protection.”' The mayor said 
everything from bawdy houses to 
roulette would meet his approval so 
long, as dope, lewd films, unescort¬ 
ed women In bars, selling of liq¬ 
uor to persons already drunk, and 
fights were eliminated. Wilson’s 
program knocked Clough’s into the 
wastebasket, however. Clough’s 
comment: "I’m still sitting hack 
and watching.” 

Isle promoters are definitely in 

the dumps about events, and are 
privately talking of grass growing 
in the streets, etc. Church groups 
are. crowing, however, and one 
minister declared the general com¬ 
munity was grateful to be trans¬ 
formed frpm a "little Reno* to a 
family type resort.” Same man 
pointed out only 15% of Galves¬ 
ton’s income actually came from 
tourist trade when gambling, pros- 
stitution and liquor-by-the-drink 
were rampant. 

Ina Ray Hutton’s L V. Bow 
Ina Ray Hutton and her all¬ 

femme hand will preem .at the 

Royal Nevada Hotel, Las Vegas, 

July 3, following the run of the 

Cotton Club Revue. It’s Miss Hut¬ 

ton's first Las Vegas showcasing. 

Show will include De Marco Sis¬ 

ters, Ruth Costello, Marilyn Or¬ 

lando and Dee Dee Ball. 

BOSTON 
SMASH HIT 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW 

HOTEL 

Show folks are raving about the |p 

all new Hotel Avery. All new, large, || 

beautifully furnished deluxe rooms m 
with private bath and television. || 

^ Many Air Conditioned. || 

AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. T 

NICK LUCAS 
Opening 
Juno 27-30 

CALIFORNIA 
STATE FAIR 
Sacramento, Calif, 

FOR RENT 
AIR CONDITIONED 

EAST SIDE OFFICES 
l«autifuKy furaishej twite of 2 ar 3 
private afflctt anJ rtctptian roam. 
Contact: JACK TALAN, 45 E, 55th St., 
NYC, PL 3-2929, 

WILL OSBORNE 
AND ORCHESTRA 

Harrah’s Club 
Lake Tahoe 

Mft.i MILTON DEUTSCH 

GAB CALLOWAY 
“COTTOH 0LUBIEVUE” 

INSASIMINT EXTENDED 

NOW Tenth Week 

ROYAL NEVADA, las Vegas 
Mft. BILL MITTLER, Hit Broadway, Naw York 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLAS 

ffh International Tour 
““Currently 

Tlyoll. STOCKHOLM 

Dir«cfi.m WILLIAM MOtMt AGENCY 
r«». M,u EO KlRKEtY 

pmurmn in n iintfn n iiiiimnni wimuinmnn 
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Chez Carlo, Jf. IT. 
“Improper Channels,H with Bren¬ 

da Leuns, Edith Fellows, Jim Kirk- 
ijoood, Tom Ayre, Ronnie Cunning¬ 
ham, John Heawood. Produced by 
Robert Ellis Miller; directed by 
Heawood; production designed by 
Richard G. Mason; sketches & 
lyrics, Robert Alan Bernstein; mu¬ 
sic, Warren B. Meyers, additional 
lyrics & music. Marge Greene, 
Linda R. Melnick; musical direc¬ 
tion, Meyers; $5 minimum. 

The little theatre movement 
continues to encroach upon the ni¬ 
tery domain. The off-Broadway 
apostles who believe that ear¬ 
nest bands of thesps are giving 
new virility to the offbeat houses, 
have now taken on the task of put¬ 
ting a fresh tone into niteries. The 
initial try was at the Downstairs 
Room, and now the Chez Carlo, an 
established eastside nitery, has in¬ 
stalled a miniature revue labeled 
"Improper Channels,’* which will 
seek out the Madison Ave. set for 
the bulk of its patronage. 

Specifically, the entire series is 
a fairly smart lampoon of video. 
There’s some hep trade material 
as well as lines for .laymen, and 
with considerable tightening of the 
show, plus improvements in the 
service section of the cafe room, 
the spot should be around for a 
while. 

It’s one of the first revue type 
little cafe shows that has enlisted 
names. Brenda Lewis, with a 
background that includes five sea¬ 
sons at the Met plus a stay in the 
difficult singing role of "Regina,” 
is one of the six principals. Edith 
Fellows, also with a sizable sum¬ 
mary, is another. John Heawoqd, 
who directed the two highly suc¬ 
cessful editions of "Four Below” 
at the Downstairs Room, plus Ron¬ 
nie ' Cunningham, Tom Ayre and 
Jim Kirkwood (ex-& Goodman), 
round out a capable cast 

Author Robert Alan Bernstein 
shows a knack for mild satire. It’s 
not biting, but a serviceable sum¬ 
mer grade of vitriol palatable for 
the hot weather. Warren B, Meyers 
has contributed the music, with 
additional sketch material and 
notes by Marge Greene and Linda 
R. Melnick. 

The first half needs some drastic 
slicing and a couple of numbers 
could be eliminated. However, 
bits such as "And Now a Word” 
and "Omnibust” hit5 a jackpot in 
audience response. There are some 
individual arias that show off the 
talents. Edith Fellows has a sur¬ 
plus of them, and Miss Lewis shows 
up best in the comedy department 
in “Ceiling Zero,” a rib of “Peter 
Pan.” • Kirkwood also has a 
chance to register in a spoof of 
child geniuses, and Miss Cunning¬ 
ham, Miss Fellows and Kirkwdod 
do well In a Mike Wallace satire. 
Of a high level are the kidding of 
tele critics and the satire on the 
spacemen' shows. 

Once the tightening up process 
takes place, "Improper Channels” 
could be a very tasty show which 
could go welt with the aircondi¬ 
tioning. With such tightening, the 
flock of potential custom' •" could 
forgive the ’opening nigh 4ux-pas 
which found them seated in a room 
where electricians were working 
frantically. Perhaps it could even 
be good enough to warrant the 
steep ,$5 minimum bounce in a 
room where it isn't too easy to ' 
serve during the show. 

Heawood, in his dual capacity 
of director and emcee, sometimes 
flies a little too' high. Subsequent 
shows will tone him down. The 
Meyers music has its melodic mo¬ 
ments, and It serves the need? of 
the occasion, Jose. 

Troplcana, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, June 19. 

Jacqueline Francois, Johnny Pu- 
leo <5r His Harmonica. Gang (5), 
Elaine Dunn, Jack Constanzo, Ty- 
bee Afra, Bill Norvas Singers <4), 
Dante DePaolo, Betty Jean Hansen, 
Nat Brandwynne Orch (17); pro¬ 
duced by Monte proser; $3 mini¬ 
mum. 

Jacqueline Francois, stage and 
recording star of France, gives 
Monte Proser’s Tropicana Revue 
added foreign flavor with a tasteful 
presentation of English and French 
songs. Miss Francois exhibits a. 
polished style in a 35-minute ap¬ 
pearance that includes 10 Songs. 
Two pf the 10 selections—"Autumn 

Leaves” and "Tenderly”—are sung 
in English weighted with accent. 
She is at her best in the sparkling 
French language "Lullaby of "pird- 
land” and the rhythmatic "Samba 
Fantastique.” Other songs include 
*'Le Ciel,” "September Song,” 
"Mademoiselle de Paris” and “Let 
It Happen,” 

The French winner of several 
Grands Prize du Disc, or gold 
records, is accompanied by pianist 
Jack Elliott-and* 4m'tarist^J»W^ 

Tilkay. Miss Francpis intersperses 
each selection with-a short "thank 
you” (she speaks no English), but 
takes up the -riiack of this disad¬ 
vantage with trim stage manner¬ 
isms. 

Miss Francois will play a three- 
week engagement before returning 
to Europe. Her Las Vegas debut 
marks her fartherest western ven¬ 
ture in the U* S. 

.Newcomers to the Tropicana 
Revde, but old hands at funmaking, 
are Johnny Puleo & His Harmonica 
Gang (5). Puleo & Gang add comic 
relief with musical buffoonery and 
slapstick featuring the group’s 
undersized funster. 

Proser’s revue continues to gain 
stature with increasingly above- 
average performances of Elaine 
Dunn, Jack Constanzo, Tybee Afra 
and Dante DePaolo. “I Feel Like 
a New Man,” sung by Miss Dunn 
and danced by her and DePaolo, 
remains a zestful show-stopper. 
Miss Afra gyrates temptingly as 
the Bad Girl in “Tybee’s Theme,” 
with Kenny Davis and Fred Curt. 
Jack (Mr. Bongo) Constanzo pro¬ 
vides provocative bongos for the 
dance number and then offers an 
imaginative solo. 

The Tropicana Girls (18), now 
abetted by a “recently graduated 
local high school girl (Joy Wyman), 
tantalize in the "Market Place” 
and “Casa Tropicana” production 
numbers. Show-opening “Highway 
91,” a screened cartoon-strip run¬ 
down of Strip niteries, remains 
intact even with name changes on 
marquee. The Bill Norvas Singers 
(4) take the vocalizing for the 
number. 

Nat Brandwynne orch (17) gives 
Gordon Jenkins’ original words 
and music a distinctive cast. Stag¬ 
ing is by Barton with Glenn Holse’s 
settings and costumes by Billy 
Livingstone. Digl. 

Lie Cupidon, N. Y. 
Tina Louise, (with Dean Shel¬ 

don) Othella Dallas, Cutun Ofch, 
Herman Kassimir; King Flast Trio, 
$3.50 minimum. 

Tina Louise, one of the town’s 
more publicized glamour girls, has 
been in the singing marts for some 
time. Of late, she’s been in "Li’l 
Abner” playing the role of the bril¬ 
liantly named Apassionata Von 
Climax. Currently, she’s doubling 
from that show to Le Cupidon, 
where’s she doing the midnight 
session only. For the early and 
very late song seminars, Othella 
Dallas occupies the chair. 

Miss Louise has minimal sing¬ 
ing ability, hut she makes a fa¬ 
vorable impression by smouldering 
out her tunes. With a choice chas¬ 
sis encased in a shealthlike gown 
that permits maximum exposure of 
upstairs cheesecake, this redhead 
is excellent ogling material. Her 
songs have been around and cover 
material within the range of "Oc¬ 
casional Man,” "Good little Girls” | 
and other tunes that suggest she’s 
avid for 1’amour. It’s a johnny- 
one-note recital, but the customers 
seem to like it. 

Miss Louise has her own bongo 
accomper. Dean Sheldon, who oc¬ 
casionally comes in with a bit of 
a vocal, for a stronger finish. Her¬ 
man Kassimir does a strong guitar 
backgrounding, and/the Cuton Trio 
fills in the bulk of the musical 
chores. 

With the engagement of Miss 
Louise, Le Cupidon is exiting its 
calypso- policy. The holdover from 
that era is the decor which is serv¬ 
iceable under most policies, plus- 
the King Flash Trio which make 
like the Trinidaddies. Jose. 

Beverly Hills, Newport 
Newport, Ky., June 21. 

Myron Cohen, Charlivel Trio, 
Bonn Arden Dancers (10), John 
Juliayo, Gardner Benedict Orch 
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry 
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Sat. 

A nifty cabaret show over a fast 
60 minutes is on tap this two- 
framer at Greater Cincy’s ace ni- 
iery. Back to swell their rooting 
sections are . Myron Cohen, the 
highly polished monologlst, With 
pate to match* and the sensational 
Charlivel Trio, versatile top- 
notchers. 

Cohen, retaining "America's 
foremost storyteller” billing, sprin¬ 
kles fresh material with hi* stock 
of surefire oldies, rich in Yiddish 
dialect, shoulder-shrugging and eye 
blinking. - Many of bis gags are 
highly seasoned and some might 
well be reserved for stag affairs. 
His. artistry is Insurance for any 
distance, even with simon pure 
patter. 

Charlivel. Trio, Parisian males, 
are in no danger of being imitated 
either in point of talent or va- 

-j-riety. Opening with acrobatics 
while taxed and wearing stiff 
strawhats, they build with vocals, 
piano, sax, fiddle and clarinet play¬ 
ing, and tap and ballet turns. A 

Savoy Hotel, London 
• London, June 19. 

Olga James, Alan, Kemble & 
Christine, George Carden Dancers 
(10), Sydney Simone and Francisco 
Cavez Orchs; $6 minimum. 

After a short run at the London 
Palladium in the final vaude bill 
of the season, Olga James is head¬ 
lining the* layout in the Savoy’s 
main restaurant for three weeks. 
Since it’s noted as a tough room 
for most performers, it’s some¬ 
thing to the star’s credit that she 
manages to evoke a warm audi¬ 
ence response. 

Miss James is a vital performer 
with a distinctive and enthusiastic 
style. Her personality projects as¬ 
suredly, giving a professional 
sheen to her routine. Easily the 
best thing in her songalog is a 
fast-talking synopsis of "Carmen 
Jones,” interspersed with two or 
three of the hit tunes. “Mr. Won¬ 
derful” is another stout entry and 
the. Cs a neat contrast in a French 
ballad sung with unusual warmth. 

Alan Kemble & Christine have 
conjured up to something new in 
ballroomology. The male member 
accompanies his partner on a uni¬ 
cycle, with a grace and flourish. 
That part of the act is fine, but 
unsophisticated comedy biz intro¬ 
duced fn the second half, via a 
ladder and a seven-foot-high uni¬ 
cycle. is out Of key. 

The George Carden dancing 
line, comprising eight attractive 
gals and two males, offer colorful 
opening and closing routines. Syd¬ 
ney Simone’s resident combo show¬ 
case the cabaret presentation in 
neat style, while the Francisco 
Cavez rhythm group shares the 
dansapation sessions with them. 

Myro. 

Birdland, N, Y. 
Woody Herman Orch (16), Mit¬ 

chell-Rough Duo; $1.80 admission, 
$2.50 minimum. 

Woody Herman, one of the few 
top swing maestroes of the golden 
age of the band biz back in the 
1930s who is still working regular¬ 
ly, has returned to New York with 
his “Fourth Herd,” or is it his 
40th? It doesn’t matter, because 
like his previous bands, Herman’s 
latest organization formed around 
a half-year ago, dishes up topflight 
music in a pattern that's never 
stereotyped. 

While Herman's crew can obvi¬ 
ously play solid straight dance beat 
when the occasion arises, it can 
also be somewhat "modern” in a 
hep spot like Birdland. The band, 
however, doesn’t go overboard on 
the experimentalism, always re¬ 
maining in a recognizable swinging 
groove that characterizes the best 
in big band jazz. 

■\Vith Herman, as usual, on clar¬ 
inet, the present organization com¬ 
prises four saxes, three trombones, 
five trumpets and threejon rhythm. 
The trombone section includes Bill 
Harris, a great slidehom artist who 
has been with several of Herman’s 
previous bands. 

In Herman, moreover, the band 
has one of the best blues singers 
in the business. Like many of 
other top jazz men, who also sing 
the quality of Herman’s .voice may 
not be the greatest, but the phras¬ 
ing, the intonations and the savvy 
overall projection give an Impact 
few pop singers can equal, at least 
for the jazz aficionados. Herman is 
doing at least one vocal per set 

jjmd it’s a highlight 
Alternating with Herman’s band 

in Birdland’s continuous round of 
music is the Mitchell-Rough duo, a 
polished piano-bass- team giving 
out with very musically literate 
ideas. Herrtu 

Fairmont Hotel, S. F« 
San Francisco, June 21. 

Edith Piaf (with Robert Chau- 
vinler, choir), Ernie Heckscher 
Orch (11); $2.25 cotier. 

Edith Piaf, “the Sparrow,” flies 
with wings of an eagle in. the 
most memorable Venetian Room 
show in years. It is a show which 
figures to do tremendous business 
in the next three weeks, a show 
whose word-of-mouth potential is 
incalculable. 

This tiny, plain-looking woman 
in her simple black dress trans¬ 
forms herself into one of the 
world’s greatest chanteuses with 
her very first French ballad. The 
strong, husky voice ranges through 
the emotions In a 35-minute series 
of songs. Between each song there 
are a few words of strongly ac¬ 
cented English explanation, a wispy 
smile and she sings again—and 
acts. 

Miss Piaf's acting is the perfect 
accompaniment to the exciting 
voice. Each movement of the 
hands, of a finger, is deliberate, 
each facial expression, the natural 
feeling-of the song. This artist, in 
a barnlike room which has the 
reputation of being extremely 

ficult to work, completely enthralls 
her audience. 

High spots of her shows include 
"Poor People of" Paris,” "Padam,” 
"If You Love Me” (in English) and 
her own "La Vie en Rose. "Bravo 
le Clown,” with her ludicrous, 
touching action of the insane 
clown, wins a huge ovation and 
her version of a sailor’s song 
sounds like the gorgeous, neglected 
music Paul Dessau wrote for 
“Mother Courage.” 

Robert Chauvinier’s backing, 
with a four-member choir, from be¬ 
hind a curtain is inspired.' Ernie 
Heckscher’s orch does a nice sup¬ 
porting job and opens show with a 
pleasant 15-minute “South Pacific” 
medley. Stef. 

Sahara, Las Vegas 
- Las Vegas, June 19. 

Martha Raye, Condos & Bran- 
dow, Wazzan Troupe (8), Saharem 
Dancers (11), Cee Davidson orch 
(1 A); produced by Stan Irwin; $2 
minimum. 

Martha Raye conks the Congo 
Room with her bawdy brand of 
clowning that is as raucous and 
funny as ever. In her return to 
the Strip, she tosses- some new 
numbers in with the w.k. bits of 
biz and chirps with which she’s 
identified, and the session adds up 
to socko yock magnetism. 

Not particularly designed for the 

Flamingo, Las Vegas 
LaJ Vegas, June 22. 

Jack Benny with Beverly Hill¬ 
billies (7), Gisele MacKenzie, Chi- 
quita & Johnson (3), Flamingoettes 
(8), Don Kirk, Mary Menzies, Louis 
Basil Orch (15); $3 minimum. 

With the growing number of 
Strip hotels, it stands to reason 
that they will more and more have 
to stray afield In search of talent 
to attract the galloping domino 
addicts. In most instances the 
Vegas hostelries have no alterna¬ 
tive but to draw on the compara¬ 

tively new faces, such as this casa, 
where the Flamingo came up with 
a brand “new face” for the bistro 
beat—Jack Benny—who, probably 
to his own great consternation, will 
find himself more fully reviewed in 
this issue under New Acts. 

Benny has been around for “39 
years,” which measures longer than 
it sounds. However, he has never 
before played a cabaret. Yet, In his 
favor, is the fact that he has man¬ 
aged to gain a wide acquaintance¬ 
ship with the public in other fields. 
For instance, he bills himself as 
“star of stage, radio, television, 
motion pictures — and concerts.’* 
It’s assumed he will now add "night 
clubs,” the business here lending 
valid claim to the billing. In a 
room that normally seats around 

kiddie trade the act is one which r550 the FiamingoTs bosses have 
is sure to attract the customers 
the Sahara is interested m- -play- 
ers. In her uninhibited way, Miss 
Raye, with excellent assists from 
pianist Ray Barr and drummer 
Sol Gubin, offers an earthy calypso 
turn called "Feet Too Big,” plus 
“Good Day,” and the standbys, 
"Old Black Magic” and "Mr. Pag¬ 
anini.” Latter is kidded through¬ 
out, punctuated with slapstick and 
ad libs. Entrance Is impressive as 
she’s clad in a full length white 
mink cape. Recent illness has ap¬ 
parently had no effect on the 
comedienne’s" animated. energy. 

Steve Condos & Jerry Brandow 
present their lively mixture of 
terps, pipery, impreshes and in¬ 
strumental tunes for which first- 
nighters rewarded them with 
heavy salvos and audible requests 
for more. Topper is “Ace in the 
Hole,” with Brandow at the key¬ 
board and Condos at the taps. 

An agile group of acrobats 
known as the Wazzan Troupe <8) 
churn the stage with outstanding 

|«feats of cartwheeling and pyramid¬ 
ing. Biggest applause goes to 
stunt where one tumbler holds 
other seven in air by himself. In 
final production number, group re¬ 
appears and pyramids the falter¬ 
ing Miss Raye with ease. 

Sonia Shaw & Bill Hitchcock 
should receive special mitting for 
the choreography’s imagination, 
verve and craftsmanship, grace¬ 
fully executed by the Saharem 
Dancers (11). Stan Irwin produc¬ 
tion, backed competently by the 
Cee Davidson orch <14), is booked 
for four weeks. 

Duke. 

Hotel Radision, Mpli. 
Minneapolis, June 22. 

Carmen Cavallaro (4), Dan Me- 
Grane Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 mini¬ 
mum. 

Pianist Carmen Cavallaro is a 
regular in this plush room and al¬ 
ways one of its top performers. His 
“Eddy Duchin Story” film stint 
that propelled him and his albums 
into even greater prominence un¬ 
doubtedly has given him added 
nitery boxoffice -stature, but he al¬ 
ways was a big draw here. It 
seems a safe wager that during his 
current fortnight there’ll be plen¬ 
ty of occasion to put up the ropes. 
Hit? opening dinner show brought 
out a full and enthusiastic house. 

On this sixth Minneapolis ap¬ 
pearance Cavallaro has brought 
along for the first time three mu¬ 
sicians, instead of only a guitarist. 
These are “Bubby” Dee on the 
drums, guitarist Irving Young and 
bass Sheldon Yates. 

With Cavallaro on a jazz kick 
this time, the group, supplemented 
by Don McGrane’s eight-piece orch, 
gives out arrestingly in almost 
symphonic volume, imparting pro¬ 
duction values to the numbers. 
Cavallaro, of course, is top-drawer 
as a flashy ivory tickler in a man¬ 
ner productive of the utmost pleas¬ 
ure for the non-longhair crowd. 
His distinctive and spectacularly 
embellished arrangements spell 
thrills. 

Most of the opening show’s num¬ 
bers are swing versions of those 
with which Cavallaro’s name has 
been associated and-which the cus¬ 
tomers demanded. Annual repeti¬ 
tion doesn’t dull them. With his 
didoes, drummer Dee almost steals 
the spotlight away from Cavallaro 
and the pair are responsible for 
some comedy, too. 

McGrane and his musicians are 
_.on the ball, as usual. Cavallaror-- 

difr.Jremains' until. Ju|y.3*--Rera.--Aexpertly-- — — Scuq. 

streehed the capacity to 625 for 
dinner and 725 for the second, or 
“drinking,” show, and still had 
holdouts the second night t21i. 

Benny is getting around $25,000 
a week for his three-week run, an 
engagement he undertook as a 
favor and in fulfillment of a prom¬ 
ise he made to Abe Schiller, th* 
Famingo’s promotion head, some 
years ago—perhaps when he was 
25 or thereabouts—that as, when 
and if he ever decided to play 
Vegas he would play the Flarajoyo. 
There’s no doubt that he could 
have commanded a much higher 
salary elsewhere, or even at the 
Flamingo, but what’s money to 
Benny? 

That the big business here is 
mostly Benny’s due can hardly be 
questioned, but the Hal Belfer- 
produced and directed show also 
contains some other excellent en¬ 
tertainment factors. Not the least 
is Gisele MacKenzie, a stunning, 
stately brunet who shows enormous 
promise , of filling a great need in 
"live” show business — that of a. 
star femme single. Miss MacKenzie 
has poise and personality, looks 
and good talking ability. She has 
established a reputation as a pop 
singer, but, more important, she 
can deliver special song material. 
At a time when it appeared that 
Sophie Tucker might be the last, 
along comes this looker, evidencing 
the ability to maintain the breed. 

Most , of her initial 20 minutes it 
based on a Ray Charles—written 
delineation of "Alice Blue Gown”, 
in various rhythms—calypso, tango, 
rock ’n’ roll, etc. In this- she’s 
Grade-A. Her only lapse is early in 
her appearance, when she does a 
straight version of "Love Letters 
in the Sand.” At best it's a cornball 
number and with it Miss Mac¬ 
Kenzie sounds like sundry incon¬ 
sequential band singers. She’s now 
far above songs of this type. In 
fact, she may find it best to side¬ 
step all numbers in that idiom and 
do a pop song only when it's an 
important showtime with story 
overtones. 

‘Alice Blue Gown" takes up 
nearly all of her act up to her 
closing "Are You Having Any 
Fun,” with which she gets close 
to the audience via a walk-around 
the apron. By this time she’s won 
them completely. At this catching 
she had to beg off with the promise 
that she’d back—and back she came 
to do "La Fracie” in French, fol- . 
lowed by a violin-challenge with 
Benny, a routine she’s done with 
him before and in which she 
further proves her adeptness with 
comedy. 

Another sock act on the hill is 
Chiquita and Johnson, as fine an 
adagio act as is around today and 
one which would have held its own 
with any similar dancing act in 
recent memory. Not only are the 
lifts and spins exciting and grace¬ 
ful, but Chiquita is a petite, shape¬ 
ly brunet looker who would attract 
attention even if she couldn’t dance 
a step. Her husky male partner 
handles her with extreme ease and 
Chiquita’s sister, who has a Sophia 
Loren build that doesn’t rate being 
hidden by a console, lends them 
effective accompaniment on a 
Wurlitzer. 

Opening the 79-minute show is 
a waltz to "I Hear Music” by the 
Flamingoettes, six chorines and 
two showgirls, with Don Kirk doing 
a nice baritone vocal and Mary 
Menzies essaying a ballet solo that 
indicates a good college try if not 
the ultimate in grace. Louis Basil’s 
14-piece orch plays the production 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF JUNE 26 

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show 

Whether full or split week 

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: <I) Independent; (L) Leew; (M) Moss; 
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (5) Stoll; m Tivoli; (W) Warner 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall <R> 27 

Melissa Hayden 
Ronnie Ronalds 
Molidor 3 
Rockettes 
Raymond Paice Ore 
Corps De Ballet 
Glee Club 

Palace (K) 2S 
Noveliis 
Robertos 
Church. St Kilmer 

Roberto Sc Alicia 
Eddie White 
Forman Sis 
Colleano Bros. 

Roxy (27) 
Nancy Le Parker 
Manuel Del Toro 
Mickey Powers 
Leslie $an£ 
Skating Squires 
Roxyettes 
Roxy Orclt 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 
Tivoli (T> 1 

Johnny Lockwood 
Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Les Thaika 
Medlock Sc Marlowe 
Balladinis 
Billy Rayr s 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O’Connor 
Edit Juhasz 
Alwyn Lecki* 
Continentals 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Godsa 
Olivia Dale 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli (T) 1 

Peter Brough 

Ronald Chesncy 
Boys of Mexico 
2 Earls 
Christine St Moll 
Lebrac St Bernice 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicados 
Williams St Shand 
Buster Fiddess 
Nina Cooke 
Brenda Rowe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

SINGAPORE 
Odeon (T) 1 

Katherine Diinham 
Co. 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hlppedreme (D 24 
S St M Harrison 
Ronnie Harris 
Teddy St Renee La 

Stair 
Hope St Keen 
Fred Arkins 
Terry James 
Judy Moxom 

BLACKPOOL 
Palace (I) 24 

Hylda Baker 
Tanner Sis. 
Odette Crystal 
Sonny Roy 
Mitchell Singers 
Impero Bros. 
Janet Gray 
M Granger St Co. 
Ivanko 4 
Joan Davis Co. 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hlppedrome (M) 24 
Tommy Steele 
3 Martinis 
M St B Winters 
Camilleri 
Iledley Ward 3 
Peter Quinton 
P St P Page 
Falcons 

BRADFORD 
Alhambra <M) 24 

Albert Modley 
Flack St Mills 
Walthon St Dorraine 
Rusty 
Roy Stevens 
Allen Bros. St J. 
I.ynda Ross 
Matanzas 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome (M) 24 
Max Miller 
Rita JMartell 
Penny Nicholls 
Elizabeth St Collins 
Billy Burden 
Overbury Sc Suzette 
Sbane St Lamar 

COVENTRY 
Hippodrome II; 24 

Guv Mitchell 
Smoothy St Layton 
J Sc P Barbour 
Recklin Sc Inga 
Skylons 
Jack Beckett 
Emerson St Jayne 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire <M) 24 
Beverly Sis 
Roy Sc Ray 
Joan Rhodes 
Archie Glen 
Mandos Sis 
Georgette 
Roxy Sc Glenda 
Cooper 2 

GLASGOW 
Empire (M> 24 

Harry Secombe 
Billie Anthony 
Rudy Horn 
Dior Dancers 
Glmma Boys 

HANLEY 
Royal iM) 24 

Jimmy Young 
Rochelle 3 
A Sc B Black 
Donald B. Stuart 
Jelfrey Lenner 

Allen Modley. , 
Shipway 2 
Zodias 

LEEDS 
Empire <M) 24 

Tesxie O’Shea 
A St L Ward 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire <M) 24 

4 Lads 
Horler 2 
Tattersall Me Jerry 
Duncan's Collies 
Mongadors St Ann 
Clifford Stanton 
Mistin Junior 
Lionel King 

LONDON 
Hippodrome (M) 24 
Lonnie Donegan Co. 
Alma Cogan 
Canfield Smith 
Estelle Sloan 
Vic Hyde 
George Holmes 
Des O'Connor 
Evers Sc Toni 
Alan Kemble £ C. 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (M> 24 

Eddie Calvert 
Miles 2 
Gerry Brereton 
Roy Rivers 
Jean Kennedy 
Jim Couton 
Dany’s Dogs 
Barbara Law 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire (M) 24 

Bill Waddington 
Lupino Lane 

NORTHAMPTON 
New (II 24 

Peaches Page 
Eno Sc Gray 

NORWICH 
Hippodrome (I) 24 
Blondie Haigh 
Billie ROche 
Sadie Carrie 
Liz Raye 
Gabrielle 
Mandy & Sandy 
Cynthia Elliott 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire (Ml 24 

Ronnie Hilton 
Renee Dymott 
Mary Naylor 
Renee Strange 
Alan Clive 
Kodell 
Fied Lovelle 
Les Mallinis 
Goid St Cordell 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand (I) 24 

Johnny Silver 
Mink Devine 
2 Palmers 
Noble & Denester 
Bery Catlln 
2 Morelands 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire (M) 24 

Colin Grainger 
McAndrews St Mills 
Betty Driver 
Joan Hinde 
Bobby Thompson 
Gaby Gr os sett o 
Len Young 
Sharpe & Iris 

NEW YORK CITY 
Ben Setr 

Jimmy Komack 
C indy Jc Lindy 
Sylvia Syms 
Three Flames 
Bruce Kirby 

Blue Angel 
Splvy 
Carol Burnett 
Will Holt 
Chavcla 
Jimmy Lyon 3 
Bart Howard 

Casanova 
Helene Darcel 
Jacques Zarow 
Alex Alstone 

Chateau Madrid 
Tongolele 
Gilda Casanova 
Raul Moca 
Ralph Font Ore 
Candi Cortez 
Canay Ore 

Cepacabana 
Sue Carson 
Sportsmen 
Landre (fc Verna 
Buddy Hackett 
Tom Rockford 
Marilyn Cooper 
Tony Starman 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 

No 1 Fifth Ave 
Joey Carter 
Rosemary O’Reilly 
Bob Downey 

Harold FonvUle 
Hotel Ambassador 

Chauncey Gray Ore 
Jani Sarkozl 

Gypsies 
Quintero Rhumbas 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Alan Logan Ore 
Joseph Sudy 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Eddie Lane Ore 

Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Milt Shaw Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

Hotel Statler 
J, Dorsey Ore 
Lee Castle 

Latin Quarter 
Vagabonds 
George Matson 
Isabel St Miguel. 
Trio Cottas 
Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore . 
B Harlowe Ore . 

Old Roumanian 
Jan Bart 

; Danny Carroll 
Sadie Banks 

■ Joe La Porte Ore 
Park Sheraton 

iJan August 
Spark Tburmarf 

| Two Guitars 
I Kostya Poliansky 

Dolores Dauphlno 
Leonid Lugovsky 
Eugene St Sonya 
Andrei Ham shay 

Viennese Lantern 
Rita Dimitri - 
Yasuko 
Ernest Schoen Ore 
Harold Sandler 
Paul Mann 

Village Barn 
Sophie Parker 

Zeb Carver 
Ed Smith 
Ralph Michelle 
Billy Kelly 
Irving Harris 
Village. Vanguard 

Irwin Corey 
Chico Hamilton 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Sarah Vaughan 
Count Basie Ore 
Haitian Dancers 

CHICAGO 
Black Orchid 

Jack E. Leonard 
Pat Morissey 

Blue Angel 
"Calypso Craze” 
Jamaica Slim 
Lady. Venita 
Rudolph King 
Lady Janet 
Shovon Trio 
Roger McCall 
A1 D’Lacy Ore 

Blue Note 
Mort Sahl 

‘s Chosen Six. 
Chez Pare# 

Steve Lawrence 
Will Jordan 
Ted Boyer 
Ted Flo Rito Ore 
Chez Paree Ador- 

ables 
Cloister Inn 

Jean Hoffman Trio 
Ruth Olay 

Conrad Hilton 
"Skating Memories” 
flyers (21 
Clifford Guest 
Colstons (2) 
Karen 

Jo Ann McGowan 
Bill Christopher 
Paul Gibben 
Naomi Wold 
"China” Clark 
Ann Cucksey 
Encores (4) 
Frankie Masters Ore 
Bouleyardears Sc 

Dons (12) 
Drake Hotel . 

Joanne Gilbert 
Gate of Horn 

Bob Gibson 
Jo Mapes 
Frank Hamilton 

London House 
Barbara Carroll (3) 
Eddie Higgins (3) 

Mister Kelly's 
Buddy Greco Trio - 
Teddi King 
Harry Slottag (3) 
Marx Sc Frigo 
Frank D’Rone 

Palmer House 
Eydle Gorme 
Lucille fc Eddie 

Roberta 
Hoctor Sc Byrd 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

° LOS ANGELES 
Bar of Music 

Emaline Henry 
Vogues (3) 
Felix De Cola 
Jerry Linden Ore 

Cocoanut Grove 
Lena Horne 
F. Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
Mills Bros. 
Lenny Bruce 
Dave Pell Octet 

Interlude 
Jerl Southern 
Shorty Rogers Ore 

Mecambo 
Caprice Chantal 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert JDrc 

Moulin Rouge 
Louis Armstrong 

Statler Hotel 
Gogl Grant 
Bobby Brant' 
Eddie Bergman Or« 

Zardi's Jazzlaml 
Slim Gallard 
Jen Jackson 
Johnny Scat’ Davis 6 
Mike Riley Ore 6 

IAS VEGAS 
Desert Inn 

Patrice Munsel 
Jackie Miles 
Art Johnson 
Donn Arden Dncrs 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 
’Havana Mardi Gras’ 
Cesar Romero 
Eve Flores 
Milo Velarde 
.Tony Sc Francella 
Marquez Sis 
Garwood Van Ore 

El Cortez 
“Rhythm on Ice” 
George Arnold 
Paul Desmond 
Buster Hallett Ore 

El Rancho Vegas 
Sophie Tucker 
John Carroll 
Kay Brown 
Molnar Dancers 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Jack Benny 
Gisele MacKenzIe 
Chiquita Sc Johnson 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Fremont Hotel 
Ish Kabibble Sc 

Shy Guys 
The Make Believes 
Gayle Walton 

Golden Nugget 
Pepper Pots 
Teri O’Mason 
Giro Rimac 
Lee Maynard 
Faye Ellen 

Hacienda 
Kings IV 
Shirley Scott 

Riviera 
"Pajama Game” 
Larry Douglas 
Betty O-’Neil 
Buster West- 
Barbara Bostock 

Novelites 
Mickey Katz 
Ray Sinatra Orch 

Royal Nevada 
Cab Calloway 
Cotton Club Re\ uc 
Diane Lefti 
Lonnie Sattin 
George Kirby 
Norma Miller Dncrs 

Sahara 
Martha Raye 
Condos & Brandov. 
The Wazzans 
Cee Davidson Ore 
Mary Kaye Tr:o 

Sane; 
Peter Lind Hayes 
Mary Healy 
Four Voices 
Copa Girls; 
Antonio Morelli Orr 

Showboat 
Tony Milo 
Doleeta 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girls 
Mike Werner Orch 

Silver slipper 
Hank Henry 
Peop-etts 
Candy Ban- 
Pat Yankee 
Bob Darch 
Barbary Coast Boys 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Slipperettes 
Geo. Redman Orcb 

Thunderbird 
China Doll Revue 
Thunderbird Dncrs 
A1 Jahns Orch 

Troplcana 
Jacqueline . Francois 
Johnny Puleo & 

Harmonica Gang 
Elaine Dunn 
Tybee Afra 
Judy Logan 
Nat Brandywynne 

MIAMl-MIAMl BEACH 
Americana 

Jackie Heller 
Crew Cuts 

Jimmy Edmundson 
Elisa Jane 
Lee Martin Oro 

? Balmoral 
Billy Mitchell 
Sonny Kendls Ore 
Tana Lenn 

Club Calyps* 
Tropical Holiday 
Carlos VareBa's 

Cubanaires 
DI Lido 

Mandy Campo Ore 
Marilyn Davies 
Maria ft Toni 
Caney Ore 

Eden Rot 
Bobby Van 
Li»o 
Paul Kohler 
Kasse Quintet 
Henry Tobias 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Count Bernardino 
Palmetto Boys 

Fontainebleau 
Four Aces 
Frank Fontaine 
Mario Sc Floria 
Murray Sc hi ammo 
Pupi Campo Ore 
Sacasas Ore 

London Town* 
Arthur Blake 
Weela Gallez 
Jeafi Tourigny 

Malayan 
The Riveros 
Mighty Panther 
Bahama Mama 
Conrad Hodges’ 

Calypsonians 
Murray Franklin’s 

Jimmy Ames 
Pepe Miller 
Nat Poolgate 
Dick Hariland 
Mtftray Franklin 
Jerry Lewis 
Eddie Bernard 

Nautilus 
Leon Fields 
Phyllis Arnold 
Mario Sc Tonia 
Syd Stanley Ore 

Place Plgalle 
B. S. Fully 
Jennie Lee 
French Follies 

Seville 
Gus Van 
Tommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers Ore 
Rey Mambo Ore 

Saxony 
Al Stuart Archette 
Ruth Wallis 
Tommy Angel 

Roney Plaza 
Goombay Kings 
Richard 
Serge Valdez Ora 

Vagabonds 
Calypso Revue 
Lord Elea St Co. 
Frank Linale Ore 

HAVANA 
Troptcana 

Pedro Vargas * 
Llopiz Quartet 

| Mltsouko Sc Roberto 
: Carthcn Lastra 
tAlberto Rochi 
, S Suarea Orq 
* A Romeo Orq 

Sans Souci 
Alverez Mera 
Gloria -It Rolando 
Sonia Calero 
Victor Alvarez 
Ortega Ore. 

Montmartre 
Raquel Bardisa “ 
Fajardo Ore 

1C Playa Ore 
Naclonal 

Leny Eversong 
i Eddie Garson 

Ed Darby 
Sherman’s Models 
Dancing Waters 
W, Reyes Ore 

RENO 
Harolds 

Jodimars 
Betty Reilly 

Mapes Skyreem 
Marie McDonald 
Dick Bemie 
Skylets 
Ed. Fitzpatrick Ore 

New Golden 
Jack Teagarden . 

Harry Ranch 
Morgan Bros. 

Riverside 
Jimmy Durante 
Eddie Jackson 
Sonny King 
Jackie Barnes 
Ben Wrigley 
Monohans 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Ore 

LAKE TAHOE 
Bal-Tabarln 

Happy Jesters 
Beverly Marshall 

Sc Make Believes 
Pat Moran 4 

Cal-Neva 
Gordon MacRae 
Cai-Nevettes 
Matty Malneck Ore 

Harrah's 
Johnny Desmond 
King Sisters 
Reggie Rymal 
Dei Courtney Ore 

Cal Neva 
Stateline Country 

Club 
Three Suns 
Ray Bauduc 
Nappy Lamar 

, Holly Twins 
Jimmy Jett. 

Tahoe Palace 
Daryl Harpa 
Slianna 
Ja..kie Burns 

Wagon Wheel 
Hank Penny > dh 

Mormon Church 
Continued from page 2 —^ 

see “that a proper standard of con¬ 

duct Is set and held to in all phases 

of the dance program. Any of the 

crouching styles,” the handbook 

adds, “or the wild, acrobatic antics 

of ‘jitterbug’ or *bop’ are entirely 
out of place in a Church program. 
On the other hand, a smoothly- 
styled. interpretation of ‘swing’ 
combinations can be most fascinat¬ 
ing.” 

Approved today are fox trot, 
waltz, tango, samba and rhumba. 
For entertainment during intermis¬ 
sion, there are exhibitions by spe¬ 
cially coached performers of 
square, round, folk and fun dances. 
Tap and ballet are banned. 

Mormon Church, which owns con¬ 
trolling interest in KSL, KSL-TV 
and KSL-FM here, also arranged 
for a European tour in 1955 for its 
Salt Lake Tabernacle Choir. At¬ 
tendance was SRO and the singers 
were generously kudosed by the 
critics. 

In line with the Church’s cultural 
interests was an exhibition by as 
many aS 122,000 terpers in the 
Dance Festival at the U. of Utah 
Stadium. For years this fest was 
a highlight of the annual MIA Con- 
fqpence hut'last year it was voted 
to hold it only on alternate years. 
Thus the next one won’t be until 
1958. In the past the terp show 
invariably drew some 25,000 spec¬ 
tators. 

Aside from dancing, the MIA 
trains some 7,000 women’s, men’s 
and mixed choruses in addition to 
scores of orchestras. A key event 
of last week’s conclave was a Mu¬ 
sic Festival in which a chorus of 

“2,000 voices from 168 stakes (com¬ 
parable to dioceses) participated at 
the Salt Lake Tabernacle. 

Last year, according to the newly 
organized information service’ of 
the Mormon Church, the various 
wards (parishes) of MIA gave some 
3,000 performances of one-act and 
three-act plays. About a third of 
these were performances of plays 
written by various Mormon play¬ 
wrights. Many of the rest were 
such royalty plays as “Life With 
Father,” among dthers. 

Florence Fest 
Continued from page 2 

i forced as occasionally the case dur¬ 
ing the Met season. This time he 
exhibited all the highlights and 
none of the bad habits of his great 
talent. Boris Christoff was impos¬ 
ing as Silva and Ettore Bastianini 
satisfying as Carlo. 

Added social Importance was at¬ 
tached, to the performance by the 

I presence of the Greek ambassador, 
former Queen Helen of Roumania 
and other notables. They were 
the cheering section for the Greek 
artists Andreas Nominkas, who 
built and dressed this mounting of 
Verdi. He’s due to show, his flair 
at the N. Y. City Centre opera this 
fall, Florence, got an intimation of 
magnificence iii style and color. 
The question arises as to his work¬ 
ing equal wonders in Manhattan 
with the limited funds available on 
West 55 St. for production. 

Musically sensitive stage direc¬ 
tion was provided by Rafaello de 
Banfield. Better known as com¬ 
poser to the Tenesee Williams li- 
breto, “Lord Byron's Love Letter,” 
and the ballet “The Duel,” Ban- 
field, revealing himself in this new 
assignment as the musician who 
loves, knows and understands 
Verdi. 

No Tax in Milk Bars 
Continued from page 51 

plies on tickets purchased outside the U. S. for events inside this 
country, or purchased inside this country for events taking place out¬ 
side our boundaries. The tax would apply to all events taking place 
inside the U. S. no matter where the tickets are sold. The law would 
exempt tickets sold here for events in foreign countries. 

Owner’s Concession Liability 

(4) Make the operator of a nitery responsible for collection and pay¬ 
ment to the U. S. of the 20% cabaret tax, even though the taxable 
item was sold by a concessionaire. Under this change, it was ex¬ 
plained, the proprietor will not be personally liable for the tax, just 
for its collection and return. The concessionaire will remain re¬ 
sponsible for the tax until paid to the government. 

Teenagers Privileged 

(5) IVJilk bars, catering to teenagers, become exempt from the caba¬ 
ret tax, even if they have dancing. This follows a practice of the In¬ 
ternal Revenue Service. 

If It’s Healthy, No Tax 

(6) Privately-owned and operated swimming pools, beaches, skating 
rinks and other places “providing facilities for physical exercise” 
would be exempted from the 10% admissions tax, the same as those 
owned by states and local governmental units. However, dance halls 
and dancing could not be exempted from the tax. 

Premium Payoff Gadgets 

(7) Non-coin-operated machines for gambling and delivering 
premiums and tokens “as prizes would be subject to the same occupa¬ 
tional tax as are coin-operated machines for amusement and gambling. 

Bowling Gets A Break 
(8) All bowling alleys and billiard and pool tables would be exempt 

from the $20 yearly license tax (per alley and per table). Now, only 
some non-profit groups are exempt. 

--- -- 

‘Rolling. Along’ 
Continued from page 54 

J six-year-olds. They were caught at 
a confab of the American Guild 
of Banjoists, Mandolists and Gui¬ 
tarists, where they did aero tempos, 
which even then indicated prom¬ 
ise. They have been around the 
circuits as an adult act for some 
time. It’s one of the highlights 
of the session. 

Another obvious pro is Pfc. Carl 
C. Wright, a Negro tapster who was 
a member of the Three Leggers. 
He knocks off a bit of cleat work 
with clean competence. 

Also of pro calibre are juggler 
Pvt. Charles D. Robertson, who 
provides some good manipulation 
patterns skillfully, and Pvt. Floyde 
D. Huffstettler, a personable hill¬ 
billy singer, yodeler and guitarish, 
both of whom scored in their spots. 

A special case seems to be Pvt. 
Robert M. Dishy, who appears to 
be able to dig material. With lines 
written for him by Pvt. Alan Kohn, 
who accompanies him at the piano, 
Dishy indicates that he can do well 
by himself in standup routines, 
While Kohan seems to have a feel 
for writing both words and lyrics. 
Both of these could probably make, 
a go of show biz in their-post-mQi- 
tary careers. Dishy was in ‘iDamn 
Yankees” prior to induction. 

Sp-3 Carl Mannikin has well-de*. 
veloped pipes with a flair for blues, 
and Pvt. Clarence Gilliam knows 
his way around calypso but needs 
to carry deeper into the audito¬ 
rium. Pfc. Rodney Carroll, Pvt. 
Earl J. Davis, Pvt James Mosby 
together with Mannikin form a 
well-disciplined vocal group which 
does well in a spot of its own. 

The music is by Pvt Joseph DI- 
Fliuri beading what seems to be a 
thoroughly professional group who 
do the showbacking. 

Civilians Participate 
Civilians had at lot to do with 

the shaping of “Rolling Along.” j 
Production supervisor and director! 
is Leonard Kobrick, who was at the 
Latin Quarter, N. Y., as a band¬ 
leader. He has dene an excellent 
bit of work in getting this show 
on the road, Choreography is by 
Ernestine Mercer, also a long-term¬ 
er at the Latin Quarter as a singer 
and dancer. Choral direction is by 
Donald C. Pfost; costumes.,. Harold ■ 
Oberon; Cyril P. Herman is the 
civilian adviser, and the Special 
Services Officer in charge in the 
area of production is Lt. Col. Ree-i 
ter C. Wilson. 

There are a cpuple of specially 
penned tunes in this show by Ko¬ 
brick and Kohan. Most of the oth-! 
ers* though, are culled from the 
commercial marts. 

The troupe will total 225 per¬ 
formances in all the service areas 
and will tour until Feb. 15. Jose. 

AGVA Vs. Walters 
Continued from page 51 

an actor. Equity similarly permits 
its members a wider latitude. 

Franklin also pointed out that 
American. Federation of Musicians 
members have become both book¬ 
ers of bands and acts while work- 

; ing as bandleaders or sidemen. He 

said that the union forced him to 
give up a profitable singing career 
in order to go into his present 
business. 

It was also pointed out that, 
many operators have other show 
business . interests. George A. 
Hamid, as a booker, was cited as 
an example, owning theatres as 
well as producing fair dates. Frank 
Sennes, operator of the Moulin 
Rouge on the Coast, was cited as 
a producer of a California fair. 

Walters> declared that the old- 
line vaude field was permitted to 
deteriorate because those who 
could provide employment failed 
to look into other avenues of oper¬ 
ation. He said the -AGVA policy 
was “shortsighted.” 

Present AGVA regulations per¬ 
mit an ag’int to own a nitery, pro¬ 
vided he doesn’t take commissions 
from acts which he books into the 
Latin, his own spot. AGVA says 
this regulation was not observed 
in this instance. Franklin denied 

I any kickbacks or illegal commis¬ 
sions in connection with Walters’ 

| Latin Quarter, N. Y. 

Burlesque Field 
Continued from page 52 

members of the- BAA and non- 
members of the BAA, but pre¬ 
sumed to be members of sister or¬ 
ganizations of the 4A’s, accepted 
engagements and did appear in un¬ 
fair theatres, contrary to the res¬ 
olution. At least 109 of these per¬ 
formers were registered members 
of the BAA. As a result of the fail¬ 
ure by the international board to 
enforce the terms of its own reso¬ 
lution, these members became de¬ 
linquent because of nonpayment 
of dues. 

“The resulting loss representing 
initiation fees and dues, despite re¬ 
peated protests to the 4A’s by the 
BAA, resulted in complete collapse 
of all organizational activities. We 
intended to take proper legal steps 
to protect the rights guaranteed 
to the BAA under Its charter and 
the constitution of the 4A’s.” 

AGVA has stated that it will 
send out organization teams to the 
burlesque theatres and'circuits in 
order to fully organize the juris¬ 
diction. 

Phillips, during periods when the 
BAA received no income, worked 
outside the organization field, do¬ 
ing manual labor in an effort to 
keep himself and the organization 
going/ 

Berlin's Sarrasani Circus 
Berlin, June 25. 

After the appearance of Circus 
Collien, another big. top is due to 
arrive in Berlin. Coming into the 
city for an unlimited engagement 
is the Circus Sarrasani, an enter¬ 
prise whose reputation dates back 
for many decades. Premiere is 
skedded for Thursday (27) on the 
Funkturm. 

Two special trains are needed 
to carry this rolling circus city 
which has 100 wagons, a modern 
four-pole tent to house 3,500 per- 

! sons, mid artists and animals from 
' several countries. 
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House Reviews 
Palace, N. Y. 

Martez, Lucia & Linda, Billy 
Frye, Sid & Paul Kaye, Frank 
Evers & Dolores. Joey Carter, Al¬ 
phonse Berge, Flourney Miller & 
Manton Moreland, Maurice & Min- 
ette, Nick Francis House Orch; 
**.Dino’l (AA), reviewed in Variety 

June 12, ’57. 

The Palace this week is offering 
a well-balanced session of comedy 
and novelty acts. The comedy por¬ 
tion this time out appears above 
the usual Palace level and perhaps 
indicates that the diehard vaude 
audiences are ready for better 
things. 

A surprise booking is that of 
Joey Carter, heretofore solely a 
chichi supper club performer. 
Carter employs a great deal of his 
after-dark material and it scores 
with the theatre patrons as it has 
previously with the cafe clientele. 
Carter is a low-key performer with! 

‘ an ingratiating manner. He has no 
trouble establishing an immediate 
rapport and he has pewholders. 
with him all the way. 

Another fine comedy stint is j 
provided by Sid & Paul Kaye, an 
English brother team making their j 
first outing in the U.S. Although 
billed as comedy acrobats, the 
Kayes are more than that. They 
have a pleasant way of presenting 
their bits of nonsense. They’re 
goodlooking lads with pleasing 
personalities. As their act is pres¬ 
ently constituted, they reveal con¬ 
siderable potential and can con¬ 
ceivably go on to bigger and better 
things id niteries and on tv if 
given the right material. 

Negro team of Flourney Miller & 
Manton Moreland is the third com¬ 
edy act on the bill. They’re a 
throwback to the old days of vaude 
and burlesque With their back and 
forth banter and verbal cut-ins. 
They do it well* however, and gar¬ 
ner a nice mitting. 

For. the remainder of the ses¬ 
sion, the Palace is offering the 
usual potpourri. Martez, Lucia 
and Linda, in the opening spot, are 
an okay hand-to-hand balancing 
act which spices its stint with a 
Latin beat. Billy Frye handles the 
harmonica like a pro, but drowns 
himself out with a novelty bit in¬ 
volving a hi-fi recorded accompni- 
ment. FFank Evers &- Dolores are 
tops as tight-wire specialists. 
Femme is a sexy-looking dish to 
boot which, of course, adds inter¬ 
est to her barefooted tight-rope 
walking. Alphonse Berge, a Palace 
perennial, continues to whip up 
dress creations witt^. bolts of silk 
and a couple of pins in no «eccr»as 
flat. Maurice & Minette are ex¬ 
pert bouncers — the trampoline 
kind, that is. 

Layout Is solidly backed by the 
Nick Francis house orch. Holl. 

E'Olympia. Paris 
Paris, June 18. 

Freddie Bell & Bellboys (6), 
Oleg Popov, Marco, Malagon Sis¬ 
ters (3), Eric Brenn, Ben Ali (9) 
Chalchaleros (41, Rodolfo, Nayana 
Jhaveri (41, Sokolova,& Pomazkov, 
Edwards (31, Damian Luca, Nadine 
Tallier; $2 top. 

It was not the fault* of Freddie 
Bell & Bellboys (6) that.they did 
not ring the bell in the top spot 
of this wide-ranged international 
program which runs a month be¬ 
fore the house closes for renova¬ 
tion to reopen in late September. 
There were other reasons why 
these U.S. rock *n’ rollers did not 
make it. 

Bell is a solid purveyor of rock 
’n* roll, but this form of music 
never caught on here in spite of 
a heavy publicity attempt. As 
stated in Variety some months 
ago, there is no youthful need for 
this type of release and' jazz is 
still the lead. Bell was bucking 
some rowdy jazz jDuffs-as well as 
the usually older crowds that make 
up the majority of vaude auds 
here. 

Point Jjo. 2 is that this inter¬ 
national roster of acts played more 
in the traditional musichall vogue; 
even if acts were farflung and new 
they were familiar in content, and 
Bell Was somewhat out of kilter 
with it. It is evident that with a 
program geared for youthful tastes 
r&r could build some interest and 
hysteria here for a while. A cou¬ 
ple of shows with the younger 
element around got some sympa¬ 
thetic handclap support, but on the , 
whole, there was wholesale ankling 
or whistling at Bell and his boys. 

However, the group gave out 
with its rolling, raucous, repeti-1 
tive music which got some of the 
aud but did not set off the neces¬ 
sary chain reaction. So r&r still 

plays the weak sister here in the 
music field. 

Russia was. repped by Oleg 
Popov, the qlown who made a 
splash here with the Moscow; 
State Circus last year. Popov 
closes the first .half of the show; 
and" indicates that he can get an 
aud without a circus around him. 
Like any outstanding clown his! 
forte is being tops in all the things j 
he kids. Here he goes in for hi-; 
jinks on a slack wire. Use of aj 
cane, outsized cap and other im¬ 
aginative gimmicks make this; 
robust comedy once his mastery 
is declared, and he goes in for un¬ 
canny safety devices to keep from 
falling. 

He gets yocks as well as inter¬ 
est on his know-how. Work with 
a rooster who finally gets him with 
a well aimed egg,* and his short 
stature, ingratiating mien and 
clever comedies, make him in for 
mighty mitts. Ed Sullivan • has 
tired to get Popov, and if there is 
no political hocus-pocus in show 
biz exchanges and ho fingerprint 
issue, he is sure to make an im¬ 
print oh tv in the U.S. 

Russia also has a dance duo In 
Sokolova & Pomazkov with bal- 
letics toned up for aero content 
as they enact a hupter and hunted 
in an okay interlude, India sends 
in a terp entry with Nayana Jha¬ 
veri (4), and a dusky beauty adds 
some exotic contortioning to the 
show, but it is her two dervish- 
ing drummers who get the most 
applause and interest. 

Songs come via Argentina’s 
Chalchaleros (4) who give out with 
a well regulated battery of folk¬ 
songs. Enticing rhythms, colorful 
costumes and fine chqral work 
make Jthis a neat filler." Malagon 
Sisters (3), * from the Dominican 
Republic, come on with a torrid 
Latino ensemble of songs aided 
by solid pipes, frenetic terp ac- 
comp and pleasing appeal to make 
this in for solid returns. They 
look a natural for Continental 
bookings. 

Damian Luca is a Rumanian who 
plays the pipes of pan for an ac¬ 
ceptable change of pace, Ben Ali 
(9) are a fast Moroccan aero group 
with one man holding up eight 
or pyramiding and doing individ¬ 
ual bits of prowess for good opener 
possibilities. Edwards (3) all play 
a piano standing, up and then go 
into a fine hand-lo- hand bit with 
expert balancing and running 
jumps into handstands for good 
response. 

Rodolfo is a Hungarian magico 
with aplomb and deft hands who 
runs familiar material and gim¬ 
mick tricks into a first-rate act. 
Eric Brenn, though billed as an 
East German refugee at the Lido 
nitery, doubles here as the Aus¬ 
trian entry: In any nationality this 
is a top act as he keeps five bowls 
spinning on thin sticks, puts plates 
into spin action and performs 
other things at the same time to 
make this a rousing aud-provoking 
act in for top results and ready 
for stateside spotting. 

Marco is from West Germany 
and is also a unique number. He 
ups a trayful of drinks on a cue 
stick and then balances this on 
another and handles all on his 
chin. He tops this with a knife put 
into his mouth on the tip of which 
is balanced a. sword holding ''the 
tray of drinks. He scampers up a 
ladder this Way, does contortions 
on it, then comes down, unloads, 
and leaves-the sword dug into the 
stage front. It is a solid act per¬ 
fect for the U.S. 

So Bruno Coquatrix, with two 
impresarios, has brought off a 
nifty idea in digging up acts all 
over the world. They are fresh 
and unusual and the crowds are 
flocking in, in spite of some dis¬ 
agreements on some of the acts. 
This International Musichall Fes¬ 
tival, as it is monickered, will be¬ 
come an annual thing. 

House shutters for a complete 
facelifting next mdhth. Now is 
the time for all U.S. agents, and 
especially the vaude-talent video 
specialists in house programs, to 
ogle this show. It will show them 
where their future offbeaters are 
coming from. Nadine Tallier, a 
looker who recently- did a role in 
Darryl Zanuck’s “The Sun Also 
Rises” (20th), comes hack to her 
old haunts to femcee this solid 
show; She acquits herself well with 
enough changes of attire to make 
it Interesting.' Mosk. 

Roy Hamilton, In his^ first con- 
1 cert date since his recent illness. 
Co-headlining with LaVern Baker, 
drew $6,400 into the City Audito¬ 
rium, Atlanta, last week (19), with 
others on the bill including Willie 
John, Nappy Brown .and the Bemie 
Peackock band. 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, June 20. 

Four Lads (with Joe Mele), Pen¬ 
ny Nicholls (with Billy Merrin), 
Duncan's Collies, Jean Kennedy, 2 j 
Marcies, Les Mallini (2), Juggling 
Brauns (2>, Emerson & Jayne, 
Bobby Dowds Orch. 

Making their British vaude bow, 
the Four Lads are an immediate 
success at this Auld Lang Syne 
vaudery, scoring, with happy and 
friendly informal approach and 
obvious relish to please. Group, in 
from N.Y. prior to stints at Las 
Vegas and on the Coast, are here 
minus any prelim ballyhoo, and 
with little British marquee value, 
added to which a current heatwave 
has hit at b.o. prospects. But their 
prestige emerges all the higher 
following their stint here. 

JACK BENNY 
Comedy, Violin 
42 Mins, 
Flamingo, Las Vegas 

Jack Benny, a talking fiddle- 

TONGOLELE (4) 
Dance 
12 Mins. 
Chateau Madrid, N. Y. 

Tongolele is regarded as a quasi 
player, has been around for some ‘ “name” in the Latin-speaking sec- 
years, but this is his first time, by> tion of the New World. She’s been 
his own claim and to anybody’s U& many Latin films and has toured 
knowledge, as an entertainer in a! theatres and niteries south of the 
so-called night club. To nobody’s i border. She is known to Latin- 
surprise, except possibly his own, {American expatriates in New York 
he’s as glove-fit for the bistro me- and is likely to draw trade into the 
diiim as he has been everywhere! Angel Lopez hospice, 
else in show business, discounting | This dark-haired dancer, wearing 
“The Horn Blows At Midnight.” minimal costuming, is accomped by 

The past-master of the long take j » trio of bongo player* Her 

In 35-minute act the* Canadian! and the milked laugh, Benny is a thTSuSne? oLLittie Egypt ^ew 
ix-choirboys please outfronters ‘smash ,n this snnner ronm. Ithe manner of Little Egypt, lftei 

with their breezy style, bounce and 
obviously well-rehearsed act. They 
have advantage of being in sans 
any gimmick but that of talent. 

Open with a rhyming intro to 

not an easy place for a comedian 
in view of the fact that there are 
more people sitting to the sides 
of the stage than there are in 
front. Just why Benny elected to 

tliSF* ni^tcUib amis‘pop in 

into .their click of "Bain, H&. &>!“5“LS2iS.fe'S 
Rain,” Segue with a serious 
“Getting to Know You,” then they 
have customers clapping for “Down 
by the Riverside.” Next comes their 
hit tune “Istanbul,” three of the 
act donning Farouk-style red 
fezzes. 

It surely must have been the chal¬ 
lenge rather than the money, as 
he himself sums it up in a gag— 

attains a frenzied atmosphere. 
Tongolele is good for specialized 

situations. Jose. 

RAUL MOCA 
Songs 
14 Mins. 
Chateau Madrid, N.Y. 

Raul Moca is an import from 
“If it’s good enough for Eddie Pea- < PortH*al who’accomps himself on 
body and Noel Coward, it’s good i * 
enough for me»” easy Soing chap who makes the 
en ut,h for me. i most 0j a comparatively small 

Benny relies almost entirely on ! voice. Moca makes an extremely 
A standout of the songspot is the i h*s tried and true bits here and ; likeable impression with tunes 
Jii__ tt_ ° , - ..._I thpv all nav off vprv hiP For . r_it._ t _a.:*- tt:_ 

oldtime “When You and I Were 
Young, Maggie," given rare zip as 
they harmonize. Grod|> give pre¬ 
view of “Most Happy Fella” in the 
song “Standing on the Corner,” 
which gains, strong palming. Also 
descend into auditorium to warmup 
customers in the “Gillie, Gillie” 
*tune, and wind act, for local pa¬ 
triotic effect, with a hastily-mem¬ 
orized “I Belong to Glasgow.” Joe 
Mele tinkles ivories and conducts 
orch for the Lads, who merit their 
reported rehooking next spring for 
London Palladium. 

Support layout, of average 
strength, has too great emphasis 
c-n specialties, hut,is brightened by 
comedy talents of Penny Nicholls, 
personality songstress with flair for 
mimicry who scores as a rock ’n’ 
roll cowgirl despite longish act. 
Emerson & Jayne, mixed twosome, 
are offbeat dance openers, perform¬ 
ing one routine with candles in 
hands and another with luminous 
scarves. 

Another mixed duo, the Juggling 
Brauns, are nimble manipulators, 
and also return in. second segment 
under name of Two Marcies in 
graceful balancing. Les Mallini, 
two males, are fast knockabout pair 
With aero skilL Jean Kennedy has 
a modicum of local appeal in old- 
fashioned femme comedy patter, 
none of at new, and slows down the 
program. Duncan’s Collies are 
group of five sleepy pooches doing 
tricks to order and repeating their 
longtime ambulance-auto accident 
routine; one collie makes brave 
attempt to balance on back of a 
chair and wins customer sympathy. 

Showbacking, apart from acts of 
Four Lads and Penny Nicholls, is 
by the resident Bobby Dowds orch. 

Gord. 

they all pay off very big For j from the Latin orbits. His openers 
Vegas, he’s somewhat of a depar- j are from Portugal, but he drifts 
ture in the comedy line by being ■ jnt0 Mexican and Brazilian songs, 
almost meticulously clean. The t pius an occasional tune in th«t n5n- 
word almost is used because m; Latin idiom. His English is readily 
one gag Benny makes his only ap- j understood. 
proach to the blue—“It takes a j MoCa with m0re seasoning in the 
certain talent to go over in a small,! nitery circuit, should get along 
intimate room .. . Dean Martin''handsomely. He has an easily 
has it; Danny Thomas has it; Ros- j assimilated sound and he gives his 
ell ini has it”—but for Vegas that1 songs a tuneful workover. His 
kind of a'joke is almost like a:guitarfng provides a fairly full 
church sermon. | background ip itself, and he can 

On his own, Benny has been ' make good in most cafe situations, 
given excellent material and he Jose. 
plays it to the hilt. Plus his mono- j 
log, he reprises his old stage rou-! 
tine as the leader of a hillbilly; 
orchestra of five men and a little i 
girl doing “You Are My Sun-: 
shine.” Benny as a rUbe is funny 
by itself; his'intro of the 11-year-] 
old girl, deadpan Valerie Scott, j 
real-life daughter of his secretary, 
as his wife and mother of two of j 
the grown musicians, is a tremen¬ 
dous laugh. 
. Another excellent routine is the j ducted by Gordon Robinson. With 
challenge-fiddle playing with tal- j Liberace, George Liberace, Jean 

1 tie Liberace Show 
(STARLIGHT THEATRE, K.C.) 

Kansas City, June 18. 
Variety show, in two acts, pro¬ 

duced by Liberace; music con- 

Metropole, Glasgow 
Glasgow, June 19. 

Edna Savage, Bill McGuffie, 
Johnny Kildare Quartet, Billy Liv¬ 
ingstone, Ann & Scott Savage, Jim¬ 
my Benson, J. P. Masterton Orch. 

The Frutin brothers continue 
their bold policy of presenting disk 
names as headliners for stumper 
vaude at this intimate Scot house. 
Edna Savage is co-topper with pi¬ 
anist Bill McGuffie, and scores 
with homely warbling In the girl- 
next-door style. Chirper, small 
and pretty, chirps brightly, and 
surprises outfronters with some 
snappy rock *n* roll. McGuffie, 
leading radio and disk name, offers 
soothing nostalgia in down-mem¬ 
ory-lane act at the ivories, which 
he tinkles with a light and sure 
touch. 

In support layout, Billy Living¬ 
stone uses some Well-worn gags to 
put over a fairly breezy act, but 
would benefit from new format. 
Jimmy Benson offers some crude 
local comedy. Ann & Scott Savage 
are mixed singing duo. The John¬ 
ny Kildare Quartet liven up the 
night musically. Showhacking 
by Jack Masterton house orch. 

Gord. 

ented Gisele MacKenzie, then his 
own solo on “Blue Lagoon,” hack- 
grounded by a recorded monolog 
supposedly representing his day¬ 
dreams while playing the fiddle. 
It draws steady; well-deserved 
laughs. 

Benny also utilizes the fine ada¬ 
gio act of Chiquita &4Johnson for 
a good comedy “interruption” bit 
half-through his opening mono¬ 
logue. If he ever gets inclined to 
cut his act during his run here, 
this would be the place to cut. 
However, he’s on for a total of 42 
minutes, and for Vegas, where 

Fenn, Francis Braun, Augie' & 
Margo, Darias. Presented at Star¬ 
light Theatre, Swope Park, Kansas 
City, June 17-23, ’57; $3.50 top. 

The Starlight Theatre, Kansas 
City’s summer outdoor legit musi¬ 
cal organization, threw out all pre¬ 
cedent when it bought the Liberace 
packaged stageshow for its opening 
week. A severe setback was suf¬ 
fered when the season’s opening 
performance (June 17) was rained 
out just after the curtain went up, 
but the unit showed staying power 

_ . to come back to reap a $60,000 
hour-long acts are commonplace,; week from the remaining six per- 
he’s practically cheating. j formances, one of the strongest 
' At the show caught here, the; opening weeks on record, 
second night (21) of his three-week ] Theory is that both detractors 
run, Benny was a solid-showstop- : and boosters came for their respec- 
per. After introing everybody in - tive purposes resultung in the 
the show, he still had to beg off. ! healthy trade. They saw a show 

Should he elect to play them, ■ of sterling performers with mate- 
even on a rare occasional basis.; rial that would have been tight m 
Benny would be a lifesaver for j an hour and a half loosened to two 
several of the larger niteries ’ hours with resultant sags here and 
around the country. Scho. j there. . . 

1 From the opening moment with 
spry, vervy Francis Brunn juggling, 
through spirited dancing by Augie 
& Margo and fine soprano arias by 
Jean Fenn, the show is hangup, 
including Liberace’s own session* 
at the keyboard and some fiddling 
by brother George and nongos by 
Darias. What breaks it up are some 
sessions of informal chatter by 
Liberace who lets them get over- 
lqng and over-schmaltzy, the clos¬ 
ing one almost to the point of 
boredom. 

Few dancers have as much pep 

FIVE SPEEDACS 
Acrobatic 
6 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Here’s a busy combo of Arab 
tumblers who will liven up any 
vaude layout. Comprising two 
males and three femmes, group 
works rapidly both in individual 
movements and as a combo. Rou¬ 
tine follows normal pattern of 
agile ensembles, speedy tumbling 
and rapid cartwheels. High spot __ ____ 
comes when one male links with a j anu ingenuity as Augie & Margo, 
femme in intertwining tumbling. 

Main lack is of any standout 
gimmick, quintet being merely a 
workmanlike act doipg a solid job 
in any situation. Okay for general 
run of vauderies. ' Gord. 

Belafonle Big 78G, Det 
Detroit, June 25. 

Harry Belafonte grossed a ter¬ 
rific $78,000 in a week’s stay at the 
2,700-seat Riviera. Potential ca¬ 
pacity was $82,000. House was 
scaled at $6 weekends and $5 
other nights. 

Riviera now goes dark, until 
Aug. 24 when Jerry Lewis begins 
a week’s engagement. 

GILDA CASANOVA 
Showbacking is i Songs, Dance 

} 9 Mins. 
Chateau Madrid, N. Y. 

Gilda Casanova is a cute Cuban 
youngster who works the song and 
dance route in the niteries. She’s 
not too proficient at either, but 
she does seem to have a flair for 
comedy which, if -developed, will 
serve her purposes to better ad¬ 
vantage than the other media. 

Her dissertation on the evolution 
of the hump and grind (cleaned up 
from the original) Is an amusing 
bit and goes over well. She has the 
figure to go with such instruction. 

few jugglers can make the most 
difficult balancing look as easy as 
does Brunn, and few sopranos sing 
with top quality with the ease man¬ 
aged bv Miss Fenn. Few shows 
have the knockout wardrobe of this 
one, few’ have the instrumental 
music of Lee and George. They 
could leave it at that, for the 
Liberace singing and dancing are 
mostly for variety, and beyond a 
gag or two the chatter is super¬ 
fluous. Quin. 

Mont’l Newie Pages Guy 
New Queen-Elizabeth Hotel in 

Montreal, now under construction, 
is dickering with Guy Lombardo 
for a five-day date to open plush 
hostelry next year. 

The property of the govern- 
ment-pwned Canadian National 
Railways will he managed by Hil- 

Jose.‘ {ton Hotels. 
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Cleve. Set for Big Stock Season; i 
"Witness’ 18^G, Philly; Other Bams 

Cleveland, June 25. 

A banner season is in prospect 

for the three Greater Cleveland 

Strawhat theatres, Muslcarnival, 

Chagrin Falls Valley Playhouse 

and Canal Fulton Summer The¬ 

atre, 

Muslcarnival was first to open 

the season with a three-week run 

of “Pajama Game/* It is now in 

a one-week run of “Tosca” with 
fceverly Sills, William Olvis and 
William Chapman. Producer at 
the spot is John L. Price. 

At Chagrin, producer Harvey 
Epstein has scored with “Janus” 
for a two-week run with Neil 
Hamilton and Geraldine Hanning, 
while at Canal Fulton the same 
comedy takes over tonight (Tues.) 
following successful runs of “An¬ 
niversary Waltz” and “Dark Set.” 

This season marks the first year 
that the three theatres have fea¬ 
tured all-Equity casts, although 
Musicarnival has always been 
Equity, The spot's big tent will 
feature lS1^ weeks of shows, two 
weeks more than the '56 season. 

Given a new 10-year-lease, 
Musicarnival has paved a huge 
parking area that, along with the 
neighboring Thistledown Track, 
area, will hold 1,000 cars. The" 
house is scaled from $1.50 through 
$3.50. “Tosca” is being staged by 
Michael Pollock. Rounding out 
the season will be “South Pacific,” 
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” 
“Can-Can,” “Song of Norway,” 
“Silk Stockings” and “Damn 
Yankees.” 

♦Witness’ $18,5Q0 in Philly 
Philadelphia, June 25. 

As indicated by the heavy ad¬ 
vance, the second week of "Wit¬ 
ness for the Prosecution,” opening 
show of the summer season of the 
Playhouse in the Park grossed 
$18,500. That was not a new Play-' 
house record, as it was for nine 
performances, the added one be¬ 
ing a Sunday night (16) benefit for 
a local Jewish charity. 

Sale for the current offering, 
“Reluctant Debutante,” starring 
Dennis King, is at a comfortable 
level. A boost is indicated for 
Kim Hunter in “Hatful of Rain” 
next week. 

“Teahouse of the August Moon,” 
starring Jeffrey Lynn, July 2-7; 
“Holiday for Lovers,” with Donald 
Woods, July 9-14; “Bus Stop/’ with 
Neil Hamilton and Sherry Britton, 
July 16-21; “Great Sebastians,” 
starring Claire Luce and Fred 
Keating, July 23-28; “Will Success 
Spoil Rock Hunter/’ with Sam 
Levene and Roxanne, July 30-Aug. 
4; “Show Time,” with George Jes¬ 
se!, Aug. 6-11; “Anniversary Waltz.” 
with Richard Arlen, Aug. 13-18; 
"Reluctant Debutante,” starring 
Edward Everett Horton, Aug. 20- 
25, and “Boy Friend,” Aug. 27- 
Sept. I. 

He Slept There, Too? 

Springfield, Ill., June 25. 
“George Washington Slept Here” 

has been chosen as the first pro¬ 
duction to be staged in the re¬ 
stored Abraham Lincoln village of 
New Salem by the Southern Play¬ 
ers of Southern Illinois U. The 
college workshop drama crew Will 
open its summer season July 3 at 
Kelso Hollow Theatre at New 
Salem State Park, 17 miles north¬ 
west of Springfield. 

Other productions include “Our 
American Cousin,” “Shepherd of 
the Hills,” “Skin of Our Teeth,” 
“Midsummer Night’s Dream” and, 
oh yes, “Abraham Lincoln,” 

Cherry County Bows 

Traverse City, Mich., June 25. 
Cherry County Playhouse opens 

its third season here next Tuesday 
(2) with a big advance sale. As the 
theatre is located in a summer re¬ 
sort area, it depends heavily on 
individual performance purchases. 

Resident company this season is 
comprised of Patricia O’Connell, 

; Michael Fuorry, Joanne Allaband, 
'Michael Quinlivan, David Jones, 
Adelaide Bean, Murray Girard and 
Jacques Margot, with Ruth Bailey 
as producer. 

‘Pajama’ 53G for 16, Oakdale 
Wallingford, Conn., June 25. 

Oakdale Musical Theatre got off 
to a terrific start with a 16-per¬ 
formance stand of the Prager- 
AUen package of “Pajama Game.” 
Stanley Prager, an alumnus of the 
original Broadway production, 
staged the strawliat carbon, which 
opened June 7 and played through 
last Saturday (22). At a weekend 
top of $4.20, it grossed a solid 
$53,000. 

Current is two-week session of 
“Oklahoma,” opening last night 
(Mon.» and playing through July 6. 
Following that come Sam Levene 
in “Three Men on a Horse,” July 
8-13; Constance Bennett in “Silk 
Stockings,” July 15-20, and Olsen 
and Johnson in “Hellzapoppin,” 
July 22-27. 

New Bam at Bushklll, Pa. 

Bushkill, Pa., June 25. 
A new summer theatre will open 

here July 4. It will be known as 
the Heather Hill Theatre and plans 
to operate through Labor Day. 

Mannert Huhern is the producer- 
director. Other members of the 
company include Gladys Luxor, 
Allen Brown, Carol Young, Robert 
Cutler and Chet Fulmer. 

Plays selected include “Murder 
Without Crime,” “Springtime for 
Henry,” “Burlesque” and “Harvey” 
in the first weeks. Children’s mari¬ 
onette shows will be staged Satur¬ 
day afternoons. 

New Tent At Valley Forge 
Devon, Pa., June 25. 

The Vailev Forge Music Fair, 
Which had its canvas tent ripped 
down 'by a freak electric storm 
June 14, was unable to make re¬ 
pairs and the management had to 
import a new tent from the mid¬ 
west. Result was that the Music 
Fair was closed a lull week, re¬ 
opening last Friday t2D. 

“Silk Stockings,” coming over 
from a fortnight at the Camden 

Avondale at Same Site 
Indianapolis, June 25. 

The Avondale Playhouse opens 
tonight (Tues.) for a 10-week sea¬ 
son with Vicki Cummings in 
“Janus.” The tent is again in 
the picturesque rural setting by 
a covered bridge over the White 
River, where it operated last year. 
This is the first time in its four 
seasons that it hasn’t opened in a 
new location. 

Jo Rosner is manager of the spot, 
! with William Tregoe returning as 
‘ director and doubling as leading 
man occasionally. The schedule in¬ 
cludes Frank McHugh In “Ah Wil¬ 
derness,” July 2; Buddy Rogers 
and Mary Brian in "Philadelphia 
Story,” July 9; Marguerite Chap¬ 
man in “Here Today,” July 23; 
Charlie Ruggles in “Jenny Kissed 
Me,” July 30; Ann Corio in “Will 
Success Spoil Rock Hunter,” Aug. 
6; Jeffrey Lynn in “Season in the 
Sun,” Aug. 13, and Edward Everett 
Horton in “Reluctant Debutante,” 
Aug. 27. Week of Aug. 20 is still 
open. 

Resident company includes Ann 
rrnmtv Mu?§ Flir run hv tS - Stanwell, Dan Stapteton. Anita 
Count} Music ran. run bv the >Bayless and Henry Biedinger. 
same outfit, is playing only a sin¬ 
gle week instead of two at Valley 
Forge. 

Harvey Stewart on the Cape 
Hyannis, Mass., June 25. 

Harvey Stewart will head Cross 
Right Stage. Inc., at the Highfield 
Theatre, Falmouth, Mass., this sea- 

Atlantic City Opens 
Atlantic City, June ____, 

Summer legit season opens here :■ son. The Cape Cod operation goes 
tonight i Tues.) at the Gateway . into its fourth summer July 2 and 
Playhouse in suburban Somers j will run through Sept. 3. 
Point with “Pajama Game” as the } Stewart’s staff will include Bill 
initial offering. Jonathan Dwignt, Francisco Jr., assistant director; J. 
returns as producer after an ab- Newton White, designer; Jane Lee, 
CftnAa of « war tvhjan fho Qrmf <4aciffnai« on/1 Gir Crno sence of a year, when the spot was 
changed into theatre-in-the-round. 
“Game” will play for a week, with 
two performances Saturday night. 
Dwight is asking $3 and $2.40 for 
reserved seats, w itli general ad¬ 
mission $1.50. 

lighting designer, and Sy Syna, 
business manager. 

Williamstown Now-Equity 
Williamstown, Mass., June .25. 

The third season of the WUliams- 
town Summer Theatre opens July 

Scheduled for the season are 5 with “Teahouse of the August 

Moon.'* The balance of the eight- 
week series will include “Anasta¬ 
sia,” “Reluctant Debutante,” “View 
from the Bridge,” “The Enchant¬ 
ed,” “Orpheus Descending/’; “Cae¬ 
sar and Cleopatra” and a comedy 
yet to be selected. 

Four of the productions will be 
staged by Nikos Psacharopoulos, di¬ 
rector, The remaining four will be 
handled by Curtis Canfield, dean 
of the Yale Drama School, Tom 
Brennan arid William Martin. 
Shows will again he presented in 
the Adams Memorial Theatre. 

This will be the first season that 
the company will operate as an 
Equity group. Other changes are a 
reduction of the season by two 
weeks, possibilities of two guest 
stars and no tryouts. This spot 
went into the red, $6,000 in its first 
year of operation and broke even 
last year. 

Montreal Starts Early 
Montreal, June 25. 

The Mountain Playhouse has 
been enlarged from 200 to 245 
seats. Producer Uorma Springfield 
has also added a backstage exten- 
tion. 

The current show is “Design, 
for Living,”, with “Janus” as the 
third bill. A musical will be pro¬ 
duced in mid-August and a week of 
French theatre will close the sea¬ 
son Sept. 7. 

Off-B’way Show 

School for Wives 
Thom Hltchell. Cassie Meer Sc Nicholas 

Wanamaker revival of two-act comedy by 
Mollere, adapted by Hltchell and J. Rob¬ 
ert Dietz. Stars Dietz. Staged by Hit- 
cheU; setting, David Rounds; lighting, 
James Cronin; costumes, Hugh Sherrer. 
At Theatre Marquee, N. Y., June 19, '57; 
$3.90 top. 

Cast: J. Robert Dietz. Albert Corbin. 
Butterfly McQueen, Herb Harper, Su¬ 
zanne D'Albert, Paul Giovanni, Louis 
CamutL Keith Kirby, Frank Lander, Jill 
Kearns, Brennan_.Gilbert. 

During the opening performance 
of “Schoool For Wives” at Theatre 
Marquee, a young lady in the audi¬ 
ence turned to friends and, with a 
whoop-it-up gesture, adjured them 
to “laugh -louder.” It was an un¬ 
intentionally pungent criticism of 
the show. ♦ 

Most of the clowning in the Hit- 
chell-Meer-Wanamaker production 
of Moliere’s romp is clowning for 
clowning’s sake rather than for the 
play’s sake. Some of it is good 
for the banana-peel kind of yock, 
but it doesn’t make much sense 
if the. author hasn't written the 
banana peel into the script. 

J. Robert Dietz leads the cavort¬ 
ing, by size of part, and also ap¬ 
parently by intent. As an aging 
guardian Who designs to marry his 
comely young ward, Dietz sputters, 
fumes, rages, grimaces and hops 
about in a frenzy of activity, but 
inevitably invites the question, 
“Was this what Moliere had in 
mind?” 

Although the production doesn’t 
‘pull together, there are amiable 
aspects. Hugh Sherrer has cos¬ 
tumed nicely, David Rounds* set 
has witty lightness and, with its 
blindfolded cupid, neatly sums up 
the play, while Louis Camuti pro¬ 
vides a few genuinely risible mo¬ 
ments as a rubber-kneed notary. 

As the pretty ward, Suzanne 
D’Albert has the requisite attrac¬ 
tions, although she’s seriously 
handicapped by a stiff vocal deliv¬ 
ery evidently induced by unfamil¬ 
iarity With' English. The program 

, notes that Mile. D’Albert, formerly 
a member of Louis Jouvet’s com¬ 
pany, was coached by Jouvet in 
this particular role. She’d proba¬ 
bly give quite a performance if |he 
would relax and whip off into 
French some evening. Geor, 

Irene Manning Expands 
As Mgr., Coach & Author 
Besides continuing her career as 

an actress-singer, Irene Manning is 
now branching out as a personal 
manager, vocal-dramatic coach and 
composer-author. Her clients thus 
far include Renato Cibelli, with 
whom she’s making several costar¬ 
ring strawhat appearances this 
summer, and dancer-singer-actress 
Barbara Lee Smith. She’s also been 
writing cabaret material and 
hymns. 

Miss Manning’s silo engagements 
Include appearances opposite Vic¬ 
tor Jory in “Holiday for Lovers” 
next week at the Falmouth Play¬ 
house, Coonamessett, Mass., and 
successive weeks at the Long Beach 
(N. Y.) Playhouse; Strand Thea¬ 
tre, Loni Branch, N. J., and Hyde 
Park (N. Y.) Playhouse; as well 
as tryout stands opposite Cibelli in 
a new musical “Anyone for Love,” 
by Burton Crane and Jane Doug¬ 
lass, for two weeks beginning Aug. 
19 at the Ivy Tower Playhouse, 
Spring Lake, N. J. 

Inside Stuff-Legit 
“Very Special Baby,’* the Robert Alan Aurthur drama which had a 

five-performance run on Broadway last season, has been selected by 
Louis Kronenberger for inclusion In the 40th volume of the “Best 
Plays” series due for publication by Dodd, Mead in mid-October. It’s 
believed to be the first time a play with such a short run has been 
included afiiong the 10 best. 

The other nine selections by Kronenberger, who's regularly the 
drama critic for Time mag, include “Clearing in the Woods,” by 
Arthur Laurents; “Moon for the Misbegotten,” by Eugene O’Neill; 
"Candide,” the musical by Leonard Bernstein, Lillian Heilman, Rich¬ 
ard Wilbur, John Latouche and Dorothy Parker, based on Voltaire; 
“Long Day's Journey Into Night,” O’Neill’s Pulitzer and Critics Circle 
prize-winner; “Orpheus Descending,” by Tennessee Williams; Sep¬ 
arate Tables,” by Terence Rattigan; “Potting Shed,” by Graham 
Greene; “Waltz of the Toreadors,” Lucienne Hill’s adaptation of Jean 
Anouilh, and “Visit to a Small Planet,” by Gore VidaL - 

Before last Tuesday night's (18) performance of “Auntie Mame,” it 
wasn't quite as hot in the Broadhurst Theatre, N. Y., as it was Outside. 
It was uncomfortable enough for most of the male patrons to shed 
their coats, however. Many playgoers were using their Playbills as 
fans. By the end of the show, the theatre was almost unbearable. 

With the Rosalind Russell starrer grossing a steady capacity-plus 
$43,500 per week (of which a straight 30% presumably goes to the 
Shuberts, who operate the house), there’s possibly not enough margin 
to pay for sufficient ice to cool the premises with the antiquated 
blower-fan system. Or possibly the fans were turned off by some 
economy-minded attendant. 

As a couple of patrons were overheard observing after the inter* 
mission, a marquee sign and newspaper ads for “Auntie Mame” state 
that the theatre is “air conditioned.” 

Ole Olsen and Chick Johnson,-playing a strawhat tour in “Hellza- 
poppiT\” are hilling it as a new show intended for Broadway .next 
fall. On the basis of a breakin stand last week at the Brandywine 
Music Box, Concordville, Pa., however, the show is in much the same 
stylo as the original “Hellzapoppin” revue in which O & J had thejr 
smash success on Broadway in 1938-39. 

“My Fur'Lady,” McGill U. revue which ends a commercial run next 
Saturday (29) in Montreal after a week’s extension, will be presented 
at the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festival for two weeks starting 
July. 29. The show was incorrectly referred to in last week’s Issue 
as “My Fair Lady,” hut it is in no way a parody of the latter-titled 
Broadway musical. _ ._ 

Stock Reviews 
Half in Earnest 

New Hope, Pa., June 18. 
Michael Ellis presentation of musical 

version of Oscar Wilde's “Importance of 
Being Earnest." Music and adaptation by 
Vivian Ellis. • Staged by Ezra Stone; 
settings, W. Broderick Hackett; musical 
direction, George Bauer; lighting, David 
Hale Hand. At Bucks County Playhouse, 
New Hope, Pa., June 17, '57. 

Cast: Anna Russell, Jack Cassidy, Sara 
Seegar, Rita Morley, Mlmi Strongln, 
Emory Bass, Wallace Acton, William 
Conn, Russell Carter, Ken Fensten. 

Give satirist Ann* Russell a ve¬ 
hicle with irony, some good songs 
and a capable supporting cast and 

there’s the makings of a good mu¬ 
sical comedy. 

That's what the Ellises, Vivian 
and Michael (no relation) have of 
“Half in Earnest,” a musical ver¬ 
sion of Oscar Wilde's “The Impor¬ 
tance of Being Earnest” proves 
that the humorous, commentary on 
Victorian England is laughter- 
provoking evfl.n in 1957, 

The show needs Considerable 
work before its ready for Broad¬ 
way. But Vivian. Ellis, English 
composer who wrote the music and 
lyrics and did the adaptation, is- on 
hand to rewrite where necessary. 

At first viewing, there appear 
to be too many songs. -Also, the 
third act could stand cutting and 
a general revitalization. All three 
acts could be 'tightened. Some 
dance scenes might be in order. 

The show's biggest asset, exclud¬ 
ing Miss Russell, is the skillful 
blending of music and dialogue. In 
addition to being Welded into the 
plot in the right places, the Ellis 
songs carry much of the original 
Wilde Wit;* 

Best of the songs, in terms of 
possible commercial success, is “So 
Romantic.” Other catchy tunes in¬ 
clude “One Lump Or Two,” which 
features Miss Russell at her sau¬ 
ciest; “Where Is My Prince 
Charming;” “A Sensible Man” and 
“Foolish Love.” There are 13 songs 
In all, including a new set of ly¬ 
rics for “Chopsticks.” 

Miss Russell is at her rollicking 
best as Lady Bracknell, as snobbish 
as she is sharp-tongued. She 
doesn’t like • “anyone who tampers 
with jiatural ignorance.” Chief 
fault here is that the comedienne, 
making her debut in a book role, 
could have been given a few more 
songs. 

Costarring with Miss- Russell Is 
Jack Cassidy, in good voice as ro¬ 
mantic Jack Worthy, He pretends 
his name is Ernest and then wishes 
it were. Rita Morley, TV's Coty 
Girl, is attractive, if somewhat stiff 
as Gwendolen, Lady Bracknell’s 
daughter. 

Mlmi Strongin is pretty as 
Worthy’s youthful ward, Cecily. 
The big-eyed youngster is teamed 
up romantically with Worthy's gay 
friend, Algernon, played-a trifle 
too bumptiously by Emory Bass. 
Sara Seegar (Mrs. Ezra Stone) 
scores as Cecily's light-headed gov¬ 
erness, Miss Prism, Her dove ih- 

f terest, Dr. Chasuble, Is well-played 
by veteran* Wallace Acton. 

Stone’s direction generally keeps 
! things moving briskly. Pianist 
George Bauer's “orchestra” is com¬ 
posed of himself, A1 Schackman on 
guitar and Julian Euell on bass. 
They somehow provide adequate 
hacking. W. Broderick Hackett’s 

i settings are authentically Victorian. 
■ There will be plenty of time to 
revise and tighten ‘Half in Earn¬ 
est” before any attempt is made to 
interest a Broadway producer. Af¬ 
ter the two weeks at* New Hope, 
it hits *the road and strawliat trail, 
with dates at OIney, Md.; Spring 
Lake, N. J., and Binghamton, N. Y.f 
among other points. All major cast 
members except Cassidy and Miss 
Seegar are scheduled to make the 
tour. " Britti 

Mam In the Bog Suit 

Chicago, June 18. 
Hume Cronyn presentation of three-act 

(five scenes) comedy by William U. 
Wright and Albert Belch. Stars Jessica 
Tandy, .Cronyn. Staged by Melvyn Doug¬ 
las; setting, RobertBenedetti. At Hina- 
dale Oil.) Summer Theatre, June 17, '57; - 
*3 JO top. 
Martha Walling ..Jessica Tandy 
OUver Walling ........... Hume Cronyn 
George Stoddard ........... John Griggg 
Eileen Stoddard .Mary Cooper 
Kn. Louisa Stoddard.Isobel Zlsom 
Stewart Stoddard ..Elliott Reid 
Henry Gaxton .......... John McGovern 
Letty Gaxton........... Betty Garda 
Anthony Robert! *. Tom Carlin 
Mr. Beal.... Arthur Hughes 

' This delectable comedy, making 
its trial run on the summer thea¬ 
tre circuit, is practically a cinch for 
the Broadway calendar this fall. 
In its present form, as would be 
expected, it needs some retouching 
and a lot of cutting, but the next 
time “Dog Suit” plays the straw- 
hats it should have the status of a 
perennial. 

i The story, told often enough, but 
seldom as brightly, involves a 
polite bank teller who suddenly 
discovers how much fun it is to 
be stripped of his inhibitions. Here 
his escape vehicle is a dog costume, 
which accidentally became^ his for 
a masquerade party and in which' 
he repeatedly gets a sense of fulfill¬ 
ment. «= 

In it he becomes a wolf, a fox, 
a lion. But to his wife’s family, he 
becomes an eccentric, a threat to 
their standing; and, eventually, to 
their standards. The situation gives 
the script leave to spoof the snob, 
the climber, and the whole scheme 
of country club values, 

Hume Cronyn is brilliant in the 
tickling Jekyll-Hyde changes of the 
bank teller, and his scenes with 
Jessica Tandy, his offstage as well 
as onstage wife, Whose role is 
mostly that of a fulcrum, vibrate 
with two-part comedy skill. 

Outstanding in supporting parts 
are Arthur Hughes as a. hilarious 
crackpot and Elliott Reid as 
the priggish, emotionally dyspeptic 
brother-in-law. Isobel Elsom fash¬ 
ions a fine caricature of the 
dowager, and John, Griggs, John 

(Continued on page 60) 
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Only 34% for Isobef Backers 
Producers to Get 2% of Gross, 51% of Net—Show 

Budgeted at 120G (and 10% Overcall) 
4-;- 

“Miss Isobelthe scheduled pro¬ 
duction by Leonard Sillman & John 
A. Roberts of a play by Michael* 
Plant and Denis Webb, represents* 
an unusual setup for propective- 
backers. The venture is budgeted 
at $120,000, with provision for 30% 
overcall, and the investors are due* 
to receive only 34% of the poten- j 
tial profits. 

According to a prospectus is-! 
sued by the producers, Shirley 
Booth is to get 10% of the gross 
receipts (with a guarantee of $2,- 
500 a week) as star. In addition, 
she is to receive 15% of the profits, 
to be taken before the split. The 
remaining 85% of the profits are 
to be shared on a 60-40 basis by 
the management and -backers 
(which figures to 34% for the lat¬ 
ter). 

Sillman arid Roberts are to get 
2% of the gross during the run of 
of the play (apparently on losing 
as well- as profitable weeks, and 
this is to be an outright payment, 
not an advance against the man¬ 
agement share of profits. There 
will also be a $300-a-\veek office 
charge, beginning three weeks be¬ 
fore start of rehearsals and con¬ 
tinuing two weeks after the final 
closing. 

The authors’royalty is to be the 
standard minimum as provided by 
the Dramatists Guild. That is,. 5% 
of the first $5,000 weekly gross, 
plus 7V&% of the next $2,000 gross 
arid 40% of the balance. 

The prospectus lists the follow¬ 
ing estimated production and out- 
of-town tryout expenses: scenery, 
$19,500; props, $3,500; lighting, $1,- 
000; costumes, $3,000; electric and 
sound equipment, $1,500; director 

(Continued on page 60) 

-Package Tour Agencies 
Wm Right to Licensing; 

Sylvia Siegler Loses 
In a ruling that has apparently 

beaten the threatened N.Y. License- 
Dept, rap against package tour 
agencies. Theatre Trains A Planes 
has been, given a go-ahead to con¬ 
tinue business with a ticket broker 
license. Previously, License Com¬ 
missioner Bernard J. O’Connell 
had refused to issue broker licenses 
to tour agencies, at the same time 
issuing orders forbidding theatres' 
4rom selling more than nine thea- 
.trje tickets to an unlicensed pur¬ 
chaser. 

The Issue of a tour agency’s 
right to a ticket broker’s license 
was decided last -week at a hear¬ 
ing in-N.Y. Supreme Court. In 
order to obtain a broker's license, 
a tour agency must set up a sep¬ 
arate office to handle the theatre 
.ticket phase of Its operation. 

Previously, O’Connell had re¬ 
fused to license the tour outfits on 
the ground that the law forbids a 
ticket broker from engaging in any 
other"business. For seyeral week 
prior to last week’s court ruling, 

*TTF had been operating under a 
temporary order restraining the 
License Commissioner from carry¬ 
ing out his lO-or-more-tickets ban. 

Meanwhile, In another Supreme 
Court decision, the Commissioner’s 
ban was upheld-in relation to New 
Jersey brokers and other out-of- 
town buyers. The verdict was 
handed down against Sylvia 
Siegler, who sought to test the 
validity of the License Dept, action. 
Miss Siegler, whose license as a 
ticket broker was permanently 
revoked last October by O’Connell, 
now operates Ticket Clubs of New 

''Jersey, Inc., with offices in Jersey 
City. 

Despite the ruling in Miss 
Siegler’s case, the Commissioner 
is not enforcing the ban as far as 
other New Jersey brokers are con-; 
cerned. He’s Still waiting the deci¬ 
sion in another action brought by 
JIarry P. Chetkin, who operates the 
brokerage concession In the Bam* 
berger department store in New¬ 
ark. According to Herman Scheck- 
ner, counsel to the License Dept, 
it’s conceivable, that a different 
decision could be reached in the 
latter case. 

The ticket ban, however, ‘ still 
. applies to out-of-town package tour 

operations over which, the commis-' 
sioner has no licensing jurisdiction. 

No Refunds 
^ Atlanta, June 25. 

The Third U. S. Army Dis¬ 
trict has drafted “The Most 
Happy Fella” as a recruiting 
slogan. • „ 

The GI tieup, the latest of 
the nufrferous exploitation an¬ 
gles hinged on the Broadway 
musical’s title, was Initiated by 
Master Sergeant Bill Fitzger¬ 
ald. He’s former theatre edi¬ 
tor of the Youngstown (O.)) 
Vindicator and now Special 
projects non-commissioned offi¬ 
cer for» Headquarters of the 
Third Army Recruiting Dis¬ 
trict at Fort McPherson here. 

The art work used to pub¬ 
licize the tuner is being dupli¬ 
cated in the recruiting posters 
with a switch in that the show’s 
title character now has his arm 
linked with a younger counter¬ 
part wearing the aiiny’s new 
green. uniform. In this case 
“The Most Happy Fella” is the 
one who “goes army and stays 
army.” j 

The Menu Raps 

Although there’s been a lull re¬ 
cently in the perennial performer 
agitation against the drama critics, 
Ethel Merman tossed a pebble In 
legit millpond last week with a 
blast against Broadway first-night ! 
audiences. The star of “Happy 
Hunting” told Tom Donnelly, ot 
the N.Y, World-Telegram & Sun, 
that the preem audience at the 
musical had been as “dead as a 
fish,” 

“You know what you can do with 
those first-night audiences,” the 
singer-actress cracked. “All those 
cafe society people who come to be 
seen' themselves and not see the 
show, jabbering about who’s got 
whose husband, all coming in late, 
full of martinis, and all those 
dames paying Tve got three brace¬ 
lets, how many have you got?’ Huh. 
It’s t)ad for the critics, too.” 

^ Elaborating on her reference to 
the .critics, Miss Merman said, “It 
stands to reason. Critics don’t .live 
on another planet. If the audience 
is having a good time, how can you 
help but notice it? But if the aud¬ 
ience is sitting there with egg all 
over its.-face, not moving a muscle,! 
why naturally you get it into the 
hack of your mind that something 
[or other isn’t going so good. 

“Of course, this is just my per¬ 
gonal opinion. Maybe critics arefi’t 
influenced. I’m telling you what I 

| think. If you ask me, I think the 
critics should come on another 

[ night. Let those cafe society people 
have a night all to themselves, so 

[ they can come iivlate arid step all 
over each other’s toes, and bang 
their jewelry around. 

“But the critics ought to come 
some night when you’ve got real 
honest-to-God theatregoers who 
send in. through the mail *r buy 
their tickets at the boxoffice in¬ 
stead of calling up and saying T 
want four for tonight’” Miss 
Merman then pegged Thursday as 
“the best night in the theatre. 
That’s the night people are at a 
show because they’ve gone out of 
their way to see a show. Saturday 
night is just a night out /for the 
sake of 'being out On a Saturday 
night th£ people could be any 
place, just so long as they’re not 
home/* !. * 

May Install Balcony 
In Miami’s Coconut Grove 
With the idea of getting enough 

capacity to be able to- play touring 
Broadway shows, owner-producer 
George; Engel may add a balcony 
to his Coconut Grove Playhouse, 
just ovttside Miami. If the con¬ 
struction work is done, the bouse 
will open its new season at Christ¬ 
mas thrie. ‘ Otherwise, the spot will 
relight early in November, 

Engel was "in New York last 
week to see about booking shows. 
He also huddled with Peter Davis, 
his managing director. The latter 
is also business manager for the 
Theatre Guild. 

_P'fotiEfr 

Dressing Room’s Same; 
| Theatre Name’s Changed 

San Francisco, June 25. 
! Ruth Gordon apparently doesn't 
think the Geary Theatre here has 

j progressed much in 37 years. The 
actress, currently costarring at the 
house in “The Matchmaker,” is 
using the same dressing room she 
had when she toured as the inge¬ 
nue lead in "Clarence” in 1920. 

She says the, only thing that has 
| changed is the name of the house. 
It used to be the Columbia. 

Phillys Season: 
$1,889,916 Gross, 

77 Show Weeks 
Philadelphia, June 25. 

The 1956-57 legit season in Phil¬ 
adelphia was somewhat less im¬ 
pressive 'than the so-so previous 
semester. Although the town had 
37 show bookings’, an increase of 
three over 1955-56, the total num¬ 
ber of playing weeks was the same, 
77, and the total gross for the sea¬ 
son down about 10% to $1,889,916. 
The previous season’s total take 
was $2,108,100. 

The'reduced gross receipts, cou¬ 
pled with the same number of 
playlrig weeks and the slightly 
higher number of shows, reflects a 
deteriorating situation, since box- 
office prices have risen slightly 
during the last year, indicating a 
substantially decreased number of 
paying patrons. Also, with operat¬ 
ing costs higher than a year ago, 
the lower gross represented de¬ 
creased profit—or increased loss. 

As always, musicals were the 
biggest boxoffice dratvs, grossing 
$779,460 on seven shows. Of the 
local bookings, 27 were pre-Broad¬ 
way tryouts, including several that 
folded here after the first week of 
scheduled two-week engagements. 

Some of the top tuner draws 
were “Happy Hunting," tryout, at 
the Shubert, $171,409 in three 
weeks; “Li’l Abner,” tryout, at the 
Erlanger, $142,000»in three weeks; 
“Bells Are Ringing,” tryoqjt, Shu¬ 
bert, $107,067 in two weeks; “Paja¬ 
ma Game,” tourer, Forrest, $128,- 
622 in four weelb, and “Damn 
Yankees,” tourer*, Shubert, $118,- 
494 in three weeks. 

Among the hefty straight - play 
grossers were “Auntie Marne,” try¬ 
out, Forrest, $90,215 in two weeks; 
“Happiest Millionaire,” tryout 
(with Philly characters and locale), 
Shubert, $94,225 in two-and-a-half 
weks, and "Sleeping Prince,” try¬ 
out, Walnut, $60,896 in two weeks. 

Other tryouts included “Loud 
Red Patrick,” “Reluctant Debu¬ 
tante,” “Very Special Baby,” “Best 
House In Naples,” “Girls of Sum¬ 
mer,” “Build with One Hand” 
(which folded elsewhere before 
reaching Broadway), 

Also, “Protective C u s t o d y,” 
“Uncle Willie,” “Everybody Loves 
Me” (folded here), “Clearing in 
the Woods” (which hit a season 
low of $4,326 for one of its two 
weeks), “Eugenia,” “Hidden Riv¬ 
er,” “Holiday for Lovers,” “Tunnel 
of Love,” “The Joker” (folded 
here), “Hole in the Head,” “Maiden 
Voyage” (which folded after a 
week-and-a-half of a scheduled two- 
and-a-half weeks), “Joker” (folded 
here), “First Gentleman" and 
“Greatest Man Alive.” 

Stratford (Conn.) Paper 
Raps Festival Grides 

Stratford, Conn., June 25. 
Airing the resistance of some 

local groups and individuals to the 
American Shakespeare Festival 
Theatre, the Stratford News front¬ 
paged' an appeal for better com¬ 
munity understanding of the value 
of the project to the town. 

.The administration of the ASFT 
has encountered trouble from 
localities who look- on the theatre 
as competitive, as well as from 
some who have been trying to 
promote their own angles. One of 
the major deficiencies of the Fes4 
rival layout, the lack of a'repre¬ 
sentative restaurant, is due to lo¬ 
cal opposition. 

“People of Stratford must start 
reassessing the vast value of the 
theatre to the’town and must be¬ 
gin acting accordingly,” the Strat¬ 
ford News wrote. Incidentally, the 
paper is putting out a weekly sup¬ 
plement which is being distributed 
in the theatre lobby.. 

B way Has Impressive Star Lineup, 
Says ‘Variety’s’ Rep from London; 

Dislikes No-Smoking, Misses Bars 
By HAROLD MYERS 

Why Not Violet Ward? 
Ottawa, June 25. 

Joy Lafleur, who will play 
the Queen in “Hamlet” this 
summer at the Stratford 
(O'nt.) Shakespeare Festival, 
is U.S. tv and film actress Vic- . 
toria Ward. She uses the 
former name, her real one, 
when appearing in her native 
Canada. 

When the actress went to 
the U.S. several years ago and 
was auditioned by tele pro¬ 
ducer Worthington Miner, he 
suggested the moniker change, 
pointing out that Joy Lafleur 
sounded like a stripteaser. She 
has since remarked that Vic¬ 
toria Ward sounds like a Brit¬ 
ish hospital. 

Seek New Coin 
To Tour Tollies 

Plans to tour “The Ziegfeld Fol¬ 

lies” next fall depend on a refi¬ 

nancing setup including provision 

for repayment of the estimated 

$300,000-$350,000 deficit on the re¬ 
cently-closed Broadway production. 

Mark H. Kroll, co-producer with 
Charles Conoway of the Broadway 
presentation, says that a new lim¬ 
ited partnership is being formed 
to finance the hinterlancPhike. The 
new venture will be capitalized at 
$360,000, with provision for 10% 
overcall. Most of the coin will be 
used to repay the deficit of the 
Broadway offering, Kroll declares. 

The new partnership will retain 
the physical setup of the Broadway 
production, plus the U. S. and for¬ 
eign rights to the “Follies” title 
and material. The road edition, 
however, will be almost completely 
new in material and cast. The pro¬ 
ducers have already earmarked 
Aug. 26 as the starting date of the 
tour at the Royal Alexandra The¬ 
atre, Toronto. Thus far, featured 
singer Mieki Mario is the only 
member of the Broadway cast con* 
tracted for trie road. 

Kroll, a Cincinnati businessman 
and top backer of the Broadway 
production, also covered all ex¬ 
penses over the initial $250,000 in¬ 
vestment. He says that no overcall 
was made and that Beatrice Lillie, 
star'of the show, was only in for 
her basic $5,000 investment and 
John Philip, a singer-actor in the 
revue, had a $2,500 stake in the 
venture. Kroll’s own initial invest¬ 
ment was $220,000. 

If the “Follies” tour materializes 
it will ffiark the third successive 
season that a new production has 
been mounted under that title. 
The first, at the tail end of the 
1955-56 semester, was produced by 
Richard Kollmar and James W. 
Gardiner, it was capitalized at 
$360,000, with provision for 10% 
overcall, and folded during its out- 
of-town tryout at an estimated 
$400,000 loss. Kroll and Conoway 
purchased the physical assets of 
that production for use in their 
ensuing Broadway presentation. 

As of late last Monday (24), the 
bond on the recent Broadway pro¬ 
duction was being held by Actors 
Equity pending settlement of a sal¬ 
ary claim by Beatrice Lillie. 

Pitt Pair Ready Tuner 
For Tryout in Strawhat 

Pittsburgh, June 25. 

Lee Adams and Charles Strouse, 
co-authors of the last two Pitts¬ 
burgh Playhouse revues, are put¬ 
ting the finishing touches on a 
musical version of “The Small Ser¬ 
vant” fqr strawhat tryout this sum¬ 
mer. It was presented on lelevi¬ 
sion a couple of years ago by “The 
Alcoa Hour.” 

Their “Off the Top” closed last 
Saturday (22) after a six-week 
run at the Playhouse, as the season 
windup. Last year Adams and 
Strouse turned out “What’s the 
[Rush?” for the locals. This was 
; later packaged by Robert Q. Lewis 
I for a citronella tour. 

London, June 25. 
A first, concentrated look at the 

Broadway legit scene makes one 
deep impression on a visitor from 
London. Broadway is very largely 
a tour-de-force theatre in which 
single personalities often stand 
head and shoulders, not only above 
the other performers, but also over 
the show itself. 

The London theatre can very 
rarely offer such an array of po¬ 
tent marquee names as Judy Hol¬ 
liday, Rosalind Russell, Ethel Mer¬ 
man, Edward G. Robinson or Paul 
Muni, to cite a few outstanding ex¬ 
amples. But West End productions 
are noted for their defense in 
■depth—the quality of the feature 
performers. Visiting Broadway 
managers and directors have often 
remarked that Britain’s support¬ 
ing players rank among the best 
in the world. A study of the 
Broadway scene makes that obser¬ 
vation seem logical. 

Some features of the New York 
theatre also provide-surprise for 
the trans-Atlantic visitor. The 
signs in many theatres and the an¬ 
nouncements in some playbills ad-- 
vising members of the audience to 
sit tight in the event of an air 
raid are likely to come as some¬ 
thing of a shock, particularly in 
view of the fact that Manhattan 
escaped the Luftwaffe blitz of 
World War IL In London, where 
theatres kept open throughout the 
height of the bombing, such an¬ 
nouncements would be treated 
with derision. 

The strict enforcement of the 
no-smoking rule may also give 
pause to a visiting British tobacco 
addict. Even in London theatres 
which, have the no-smoklrig rule, 
it is a regular practice to “light up” 
during intermission while enroute 
to the theatre bars. And that 
raises another feature worth com- 

(Continued on page 60) 

Legiters of Many Lands 
Converge on Venice 

For 16th Drama Fest 
Venice, June 25. 

The 16th International Drama 
Festival organized by the Venice 
Biennale will run from July 5 to 
Aug. 13 under the general man¬ 
agement of Adolfo Zajotti. Eleven 
companies are set to appear, using 
the Teatro Verde on St. George 
island, the Fenice opera house, the 
Grassi and Ridotto theatres. 

Companies include the Leeds 
(England) University Theatre; the 
German Sehuspielhaus of Bochum; 
the Polish Popular Theatre; the 
Experimental Theatre of Oporto, 
Portugal, directed by Antonio 
Pedro; the Jugoslav National The¬ 
atre of Zagreb; the .Spanish Uni¬ 
versity Theatre of Barcelona; 
the Rumanian National Theatre; 
France’s “Le Grenier de Tou¬ 
louse”; a Jugoslav Students The¬ 
atre and a group from Italy which 
will present three plays by Gol¬ 
doni, one of which, “The Impre¬ 
sario From Smirne” will be 
mounted by cinema director 
Luchino Visconti. 

Drive Ob to Get Back 
Fro Theatre in Ottawa 

Ottawa, June 25. 
A move is on to revive profes¬ 

sional theatre here. A $400,000 
fund-raising campaign is under¬ 
way to finance a new 800-seat the¬ 
atre, The town previously had a 
pro winter stock operation in the 
Canadian Repertory Theatre, 
which folded last year after eight 
seasons. 

Spearheading ” the professional 
theatre kick is the Theatre Foun¬ 
dation of Ottawa. Harry R. Low, 
a local businessman, is president 
of the organization, with Ian Fel¬ 
lows. former CRT managing direc¬ 
tor as first Teepee, and Ronald 

| Grantham, Ottawa Citizen edi¬ 
torial writer as secretary. 

“A Land Beyond the River,” 
which was scheduled to close at 
the Greenwich Mews »Theatre, 
N. Y.. last Sunday i23i night, has 
through next Sunday <30>. 
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Man In the Bog Suit 
McGovern and Betty Garde are 
likeable but laughable members of 
the stuffy family. Mary Cooper 
makes the best of her stilted- role 
as the wisecracking sister-in-law, 
but this, of aL the parts, needs 
considerable rewriting to be -con¬ 
vincing. It holds some of the best 
lines. 

Melvyn Douglas’ staging is whim¬ 
sical and deft. The show sags 
occasionally from verbosity and the 
re-chewing of the theme. Since it!s 
a predictable story, the writing 
needs to be tightened for swifter 
progress. Les. 

Othello 
Stratford, Conn., June 22. 

American Shakespeare Festival Theatre 
revive! of drama in two acts hy William 
Shakespeare. Features Alfred Drake, 
Earle Hyman, Jacqueline Brookes. Staged 
by John Hoaseman; scenery and cos¬ 
tumes. Houben Ter-Axutunian; production 
and lighting. Jean Rosenthal; music, Vir¬ 
gil Thomson. At American Shakespeare 
Festival Theatre, Stratford, Conn., June 
1. '57; $4.00 top. 
Roderlgo .Richard Easton 
lago ..  Alfred Drake 
Brabanlio . Larry Gates 
Othello .. Earle Hyman 
Cassio .  Richard Waring 
Gratlano ... 1. Kendall Clark 
Duke of Venice ......... Stanley Bell 
1st Senator .  William CottreU. 
Lodovico ... John Collcos 
Desdemona .Jacqueline Brookes 
Montano .Jack Bltner 
Cypriot Sergeant...John Frid 
Cypriot Officer .......... Richard. Lupino 
Cypriot Servant.Mitchell Agruss 
Emilia .. Sada Thompson 
Herald .  Dino Narizzano 
Blanca ... Olive Deerlng 

Soldiers, Senators, Servants, Cypriots: 
David Adnopoz, Conrad Bromberg, James 
Cahill, Harley Clements, Tamara. Daniel, 
Michele La Bombarda, Slmra Landres, 
Michael Lindsay-Hogg. Michael KaBdan. 
Michael Kennedy. William Long. Jr.. Mi¬ 
chael Miller, David Milton, Joseph Myers, 
Ira Rubin, D. J. Sullivan, Gall Warner. 

"With its third season opener, 
"Othello" the American Shake¬ 
speare Festival Theatre makes ah 
important advance. John House¬ 
man, who put the Connecticut 
project on the track last summer 
as director, again demonstrates his 
Understanding of the job to do and 
the right company to do it. 

This "Othello" will amply re¬ 
ward the traveler’s journey and 
send him away wanting to come 
back to Stratford. Here are the 
emotional sock and physical vio- 

f lence to excite. even the seldom 
> theatregoer, performances stirring 
to see and hear, and one of the 

‘ mo^t breathtaking stages any- 
\ where used to extraordinary ad- 
; vantage. 
| The familiarity of the much- 
\ played tragedy necessarily puts 

■! added attention on Alfred Drake’s 
(lago antj. Earle Hyman’s Othello. 
; By play’s end both have made their 
'mark among the superior inter- 
’ preters of the roles. For Drake, 
; wjho has made his rep in less dra¬ 
matic avenues, the challenge is the 
greater. Although the complete 
Villain, his lago seems to enjoy the 
game of duplicity more than the 
attainment of his objectives, and 
the audience is sometimes more*f 
inclined to laugh at than loathe 
his double-crossing. 

Hyman, as the Moor, fulfills his 
ideal physical qualifications with 
his talent as a dramatic actor. His 
natural vocal equipment mars his 
Othello, however, and there was 
some criticism from back-of-the- 
house first-nighters about his audi¬ 
bility. 

Jacqueline Brookes is a aural 
pleasure and a picture of purity 
as Desdemona. Richard Waring's 
Cassio is stalwart but could have 
more drive. Richard Easton por¬ 
trays Roderigo as foolish enough. 
Sada Thompson makes the most 
of her high moments as Emilia. 

Olive Deering makes fire as the 
strumpet Bianca, Larry Gates is 
effective as the distraught father, 
and Kendall Clark, John Colicos, 
Jack Bittner and Stanley Bell con¬ 
tribute valuably among the other 
principals. 

Against the versatile backdrop 
of Rouben Ter-Artunian’s lattices 
and blessed by Jean Rosenthal 
lighting that surpasses the best 
this fine designer has done before, 
the Houseman staging gives 
"Othello" a vitality and movement 
that keep the audience unmindful 
of the over-length (three hotirs. In¬ 
cluding a 10-minute intermission). 

"Othello” will be joined: July 10 
by "Merchant of Venice,” with 
Katharine Hepburn, after which 
the plays will alternate until the 
opening Aug. 30 of "Much Ado 
About Nothing,” after which the 
three will rotate. Elem. 
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Londoner 0.0,’s IPway 
Continued from page 59 s 

ment, as London theatres do quite 
a side trade in hard liquor, which 
can be a valuable adjunct to the 
receipts of the house. 

But full marks go to the Broad¬ 
way theatre for" the size, quality 
and useful reading matter con¬ 
tained in the playbill—and handed 
to each patron free. The London 
policy of charging anything from 
7c to 14c for a four-page program 
which does little more than list the 
cast and the scenes, looks niggard¬ 
ly in comparison. It must also 
make an unfavorable impression 
on visitors from overseas. 

On the other hand, there is no 
comparison between prices of ad¬ 
mission, and tlie opening night top 
of $13.80 for "New Gii*l In Town” 
seemed quite staggering. That’s 
roughly five times The price of the 
average West End admission. 

In the quality of dramatic plays 
and the standard of presentation, 
there may be little to choose be¬ 
tween London and Broadway. But 
New York walks off with all the 
honors when it comes to staging a 
musical. The U.S. song-and-dance 
show has a striking vitality, which 
is invariably lacking in a London 
original. Even some of the pro¬ 
ductions transplanted from Broad¬ 
way to London don’t quite make 
the same vivid and exciting im¬ 
pression. 

Of six musicals seen, only one 
made anything of a lasting impres¬ 
sion and that, natch, was "My 
Fair Lady,” which is currently as 
much talked about In London as it 
is in New York. The disk edition, 
which cannot be released here un¬ 
til the show opens in April next, 
has a black market value of be¬ 
tween $12 and $15. It doesn't need 
much of a concentrated look into 
the crystal glass to predict that the 
musical version of the Shavian clas¬ 
sic will bfe every bit as great a 
smash in Drury Lane as it has been 
on Broadway. 

"Happy Hunting” and "Bells Are 
Ringing” depend on the virtuoso 
performances of Ethel Merman and 
Judy Holliday respectively. Miss 
Merman’s outstandingly virile per¬ 
formance has a standout quality. 
But then. there’s only one Ethel 
Merman. It is questionable 
whether the musical would repeat 
its impact in Londoq unless the 
star could be arm-twisted to head 
tiie West End company, The same 
is not necessarily true of Judy Hol¬ 
liday in "Bells Are Ringing,” al¬ 
though her performance is easily 
the dominating factor in the cur¬ 
rent b.o. smash. 

The realistic American approach 
to the book of a musical is best 
illustrated to the visitor by the 
production of "New Girl in Town.” 
This represents a complete switch 

["from the conventional boy-meets- 
girl romance. Eugene O’Neill’s 
sordid character, the prostitute 
Anna Christie, has been trans¬ 
formed into a realistic and believ¬ 
able principal heroine, and the 
smash performances by Gwen Ver- 
don and Thelma Ritter have me¬ 
morable quality. “Most Happy 
Fella” impressed mainly with the: 
high quality of the score and "L’il 
Abner” is a slice of Americana ; 
which an English visitor may find j 
hard to take. i 

Dramatically, "Long Day’s Jour¬ 
ney Into Night” provides both a 
stimulant, and an endurance test. 
The O’Neill four-acter offers a 
magnificent histrionic vehicle for 
Fredric March and Florence El- 
dridge, but tends to fray the nerves 
and to irritate. Yet always there 
is compulsion to listen and, de¬ 
spite the repetitious nature of the 
final act, it has an overall reward¬ 
ing quality. 

It was a particular surprise to 
find that such a demanding slice 
of drama had not only captured 
all the top theatrical lion ors of the 
seson, but was consistently playing 
to capacity audiences. It’s doubt¬ 
ful whether the London public 
would respond with such enthusi¬ 
asm. 

Muni’s star portrayal in "Inherit 
the Wind” Is-also thought-provok¬ 
ing. This intellectual witch hunt 
of the ’20’s seemed strangely un¬ 
real to a visiting Britisher; In a 
more commonplach category was 
the Edward G. Robinson • study in 
"The Middle of the Night” and for 
laughs there was Cyril Ritchard- 
and Eddie Mayehoff' in "Visit to a 
Small Planet.” What price Her- 
mione Gingold playing the Ritch¬ 
ard role in London? 

The prize for the tour-de-force 
performance undoubtedly goes to 
Rosalind Russell In "Auntie 
Mame.” 

Crtical Toughness—1956-57 
In th# individual records shown below, the keys to abbrevia¬ 

tions are as follows: SR (shows reviewed), F (favorahle notices), U 
(unfavorable notices), N (no opinion -clearly expressed), Pet. (per¬ 
centage of favorable reviews). 

Walter F. Kerr (Her. Trib.) 
Tom. Donnelly (World-Tel.).... 47 
Brooks Atkinson (Times) ...... 48 
Richard Watts Jr. (Post) 
Robert Coleman (Mirror) ..... 47 
John McClain (Journ.-Amer.) 
John Chapman (News) .. 
Public reception .. 49 
Variety (combined).v.... 49 

SR F U N Pet, 
*55- 
'56 

’54- 
'55 

48 10 36 2 .229 .394 .354 
47 11 32 4 .234 
48 14 32 2 .291 .490 .607 
47 19 23 5 .404 .541 .426 
47 21 24 2 .446 .454 .566 
49 23 23 3 .469 .535 .532 
48 26 18 4 .541 .527 .580 
49 14 35 .285 .303 .435 
49 14 35 .285 .500 .467 

K. 0. Kid Kerr 
SSJiimm Continued from page 1 

earlier this season as World Tele¬ 
gram & Sun appraiser. Hawkins, 
coincidentally, held the deuce spot 
in the hard-to-please category last 
season. Kerr and Donnelly were 
the only two of the seven,daily re¬ 
viewers to thumb down a bigger 
percentage of shows than the pub¬ 
lic. 

' Brooks Atkinson, of the: N. Y. 
Times, was the third hardest hitter, 
with Richard Watts Jr., of the Post, 
trailing behind him. John Chap¬ 
man,. of the Daily News, was top 
praiser, followed by John McClain, 
of the Jouraal-American, and Rob¬ 
ert Coleman, of the Daily Mirror, 
in that order. 

The public and Variety each 
gave the nod to 14 of the 49 en¬ 
tries, ' although, their selections 
weren’t entirely the same. Actually, 
only five of the; 14 shows credited 
with getting- public approval have 
already hit pay dirt. One other is 
a smash sellout and a natural pay¬ 
off prospect and another was doing 
okay at the b.Oi, but closed when 
its star had to withdraw because 
of illness. 

Of the seven other productions, 
six are still current and in an un¬ 
determined status. The other closed 
on Broadway at a deficit, which it 
may recoup on tour next fall. Only 
four of the 49 entries were unani¬ 
mously accoladed by the crix. 

34% for ‘Isobel’ 
= Continued from page 59 aas 

Cedric Hardwicke, $5,000; rehear¬ 
sal expense and salaries, $5,500; 
production assistant, $600; prelim¬ 
inary expenses, $3,000; preliminary 
and legal advertising, $5,000* com¬ 
pany manager, $1,700; office ex^ 
pense (seven weeks), $2,100. 

Also, legal fees, $3,000; auditing 
fees, $350; payroll taxes, $600; ad¬ 
vance royalties, $2,000; carting, $1,- 
500; insurance, $500; union, bonds 
and deposits, $11,650; theatre guar¬ 
antee, $4,000; tryout loss, $12,000; 
out-of-town hotel expense, $3,000; 
authors’ expenses and fares, $5,000; 
dress rehearsal, $2,000; 4 taking in 
and hanging (out-of-town) $1,000; 
reserve fund, $22,000. ; 

An unusual angle of the setup, I 
the prospectus explains, provides 
for the Shuberts to guarantee Ac¬ 
tors Equity as to Miss Booth's con¬ 
tract, hi return for which the pro¬ 
ducers are to provide collateral in l 
the form of 100 shares of Chrysler 
Corp. stock (currently selling at 
about "$75 a share). The producers 
are to be reimbursed for this to the 
amount of $5,000, plus-other pre¬ 
liminary expense items of $700 
for advance royalties to the au¬ 
thors, $139 for typing of scripts 
and $36 miscellaneous. 

The prospectus does not specify, 
but presumably the 100 sharps of 
Chrysler stock are to become the 
property of the "Miss Isobel” com¬ 
pany, probably to be sold back to 
Sillman and Roberts at vthe same 
$50-per-share valuation When the 
yenture is liquidated-, 

"Miss Isobel” is scheduled to be¬ 
gin rehearsals Oct. 15, to start a 
tryout tour Nov. 20 in New Haven 
and play -tuneup engagements in 
Philadelphia and Washington be¬ 
fore opening Dec. 26 at an unspeci¬ 
fied Shubert theatre on Broadway. 
Other productions on the Sillman 
& Roberts slate include a return; 
stand of his last “New Faces,”, 
a limited engagement of “An Eve- : 
ning with T. C..Jones” (the female! 
impersonator); a revival of "Ham-. 
let,” starring Judith Anderson in 
the title role; "Serena,” the pro¬ 
posed musical version of the S. N. 
Behrman play, "Serena Blandish, 
and a musical edition of the old 
tear-jerker, "Mrs. Wiggs of the 
Cabbage Patch.” 

USSR Ballet for Latins 
* Washington, June 25. 

Bolshoi Theatre of Moscow will 
tour a small ballet troupe in South 
America this summer, according to 
reports here. Dancers'will leave 
Moscow in the latter part of Au¬ 
gust ior a six weeks’ trip. 

Schedule includes Argentina, - 
Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. 

ROBERT CALDWELL 
resident director at Coconut Grove 
Playhouse. Miami, world'*, most beauti¬ 
ful theatre. 

BANISHES 
TELL¬ 
TALE 

j^UjrUiorw 
Star* of the entertainment world, like 
leaders In business and social circles, 
leek to Dignitone to hide the march of 
time. YOU can Nde it, too. 

No drastic overnight change to 
shock your friends, because DIGNt- 
TONE is NOT « dye-stuff. Instead, 
In ten to twenty dsys your hair 
acquires; its younger, natural look¬ 
ing color", . , gradually, but surely, 

DIGN1TONE is a scientific liquid 
formula, easy to use. Simply ru.b 
into Jiair and scalp, like any hair 
dressing. ' 

DIGNICREME 
A non-grsaiy, water soluble hah 
grooming aid.* Enhances the resulfs'ef 
Dignitone; kOeps hair groomed all day. 

DIGNITONE‘DIGNICREME A 
PACKA9I jC $*Taic Inal. 
Pe.tp.id VMfc(Ui ^ 

DIGNITONE, INC. 
3S1E ENGLE BLDG. 
MIAMI 33, FLORIDA 

ri.oM sand, no WGNLTONE-WGNKIREMI 
package- at postpaid, tax included: 

NAME......*.. 

ADDRESS....... 

CITY,..^...STATf...,,..,,...’ 

FOR INVESTMENT 

PALATIAL LIVING 
$50, Mf cash buys a MILLIONAIRE'S, 
estato—one of North Shore's last* avail¬ 
able to properties/ located In Lecuit 
Valley, Long Island. 
13 Acres of beautiful landscaping; 
which cost S3H/SM, on IS roemhausa 
with a replacement Value of S35MM, 
Including modern kitchens, S master 
bedrooms A baths, servants' quarters 
—S hole golf course. Ford -tractor. 
Taxes on£ HIM year. Total price 
$7MW. Irekers protected. 

pRIOLE t-2(3f 

Guthrie McClintic will direct 
“Four Winds.” 

Clear, Concise "Bek Office Records l 
That's what you will got when you 
use an ALTS BOX OFFICE REPORT 

form. Sond for free sample form 
American Legitimate Theatre Service 

_ MM SUNSET ELVD., Suite 3*tV 
Hollywood 3f, California 
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Legit Bits 
Edith Adams resumed as fea¬ 

tured femme lead in the Broadway 
production on*- “Li’l Abner” last 
Monday (24) following a two-week 
vacation. Joyce Gladmond subbed 
during her absence. 

John Craig has exited the cast 
of the Broadway production of 
“Happy Hunting” to understudy 
Peter Palmer in the title role of 
“Li’l Abner.” 

Lynn Bari has been signed by 
Les Abbott for the lead in “A 
Clearing in the Woods,” opening 
July 6 at his Encore Theatre, San 
Francisco. 

Patricia Peardon, who succeeded 
Kathleen Murray in “Purple Dust” 
at the “Cherry Lane Theatre, N. Y„ 
is also scheduled for July appear¬ 
ances at the Kennebunkport (Me.) 
Playhouse in “The Reluctant Deb¬ 
utant,” “Hanrey” and “Dark of the 
Moon.” 

Mary John, managing director of 
the Fred Miller Theatre, Milwau¬ 
kee, left for Europe last Thursday 
(21) for a month’s stay. 

Cy Feuer and Ernest EL Martin 
have acquired the production rights 
to the recent French click,, “La 
Plume,” by Pierre Barillet and 
Jean-Pierre Gredy. The comedy is 
being adapted by F. Hugh Herbert 
for Broadway presentation in the 
fall of 1958. It’ll mark the produc¬ 
ing team’s first straight play ven¬ 
ture. 

Karl Krug, of the Pittsburgh Sun 
Telegraph, is in New York this 
week for a gander at the Broadway 
shows. 

Richard Skinner, who winds up 
a cross-country tour as company 
manager with “The Apple Cart” 
next Saturday (29), is planning an 
island-hopping trip through the 
Caribbean in July. 

Literary agent Claire Leonard 
was in Pocatello, Idaho, last week 
to confer with author John Lynn 
on a new play. 

With “Auntie Marne” taking a, 
five-week layoff starting next Sat¬ 
urday (29), featured actress Peggy 
Cass sails Sunday (30) for a West 
Indies cruise with. her husband, 
Carl Fisher, general manager of 
“New Girl in Town,” “Damn Yan¬ 
kees” and the upcoming “Gang 
Way.” They’ll be gone two weeks. 

Theatrical attorney Edward Col¬ 
ton is due back.next week from a 
business-vacation trip to London 
and Paris. 

- An Equity call for Negro dancers 
to audition for “Jamaica” will bfe 
held next Monday (1) at the. Win¬ 
ter Garden Theatre, N. Y., at 11 
a.m. for 'girls and 2:30 p.m. for 
boys. An opep_ call will be held 
the following day at the same place 
and hours. 

“Trelawny,-” a musical version of 
the old Arthur Wing Pinero com¬ 
edy, “Trelawny of the Wells,” with 
hook (by Guy Bolton and John Mit¬ 
chell and score by-Eric Coates, is 
announced for Broadway produc¬ 
tion this fall by Jerry Lynn. 

Gail Hillson, former strawhat 
•producer at the Triple Cities Play¬ 
house, Binghamton, N. Y., has gone 
to the Coast to visit a brother in 
Pasadena and to resume her career: 
as actress via Hollywood tv. 

The American National Theatre 
8? Academy will handle the theatri¬ 
cal events for West Berlin’s ,1,200- 
seat Congress Hall, being erected 
under U.S. and German auspicies 
at a $5,000,000 cost. 

David Steinberg, who resigned 
last February as amusements, edi¬ 
tor of the Newark News to become 
senior associate .in'the New York 
public relations firm of Daniel E. 
Lewitt Associates, has opened his 
own publicity office in Newark, 
N. J. 

. “Candles in the Wind,” a new 
drama by Jean Araaldi, is planned 
for fall presentation by the newly 
formed production firm of-Charles 
Preston, Silas Rieger, Felice Or- 
landi and Jason Wingreen. 

The off-Broadway production of 
“Career” moved yesterday (Tues.) 
from its berth at the Seventh Ave¬ 
nue South Theatre in Greenwich 
Village to the nearby Actors Play¬ 
house. 

A program of four plays has 
been announced for the Booker T. 
Washington Auditorium, N. Y.r by 
a new outfit, Theatre Fund of 
America. “Horns of Dilemma,” by 
Forbes Dawson, is slated as 'the 
initial entry; beginning Aug, 1% 
The followup shows are Romeo 
Mueller's “The Great Git-Away ” 
Losis Swan’s “A Multitude of 
Sins” and Jo MasterofTs “Millions 
of George.” A-minimum three- 
week run is planned for each play. 

Legit pressagent Karl Bernstein 
took off yesterday (Tues.) on a 
European trek and is.due back in 
his New York office Aug. 31. 

“The- Cave Dwellers,” a new 
comedy by William Saroyan, has 
been acquired by Canafen Capalbo 
Sc Stanley Chase for Broadway 
production at the Bijou Theatre, 
N. Y., which they have under 
lease. The duo plan to open the 
production the week of Sept. 23 

as the third offering in .their play 
series at the house.. Capalbo will 
again double as director. 
, Kermit Bloomgarden and Roger 
L. Stevens will co-produce Horton 
Foote’s “The Indian Fighters,” 
which they’ve scheduled for Broad¬ 
way production in the fall. 

Laurence Olivier will direct his 
wife, Vivien Leigh, in “So Like 
Luerece,” which H. M. Tennent 
Ltd. is scheduled to present in 
London next December prior to a 
Broadway production by the Play¬ 
wrights Co. 

Bruce Sevan, formerly with the 
William Morris agency legit de¬ 
partment, will co-produce “Salt 
Air” with Yvette Schnmer. 

Christopher Sergei, head of the 
Chicago Dramatic Publishing Co., 

I has formed the Saba Company for 
the purpose of presenting his own 
dramatization of the late Sherwood 
Anderson’s “Winesburg, Ohio” on 
Broadway next February. 

"The Minotaur,” by Robert 
Thom, is planned for Broadway 
production by Michael Myerberg 
and Sidney Lumet, with .Leonard 
Gruenbferg as associate producer. 
Lumet will double as director of 
the comedy, which the producers 
plan to present Sept. 9 at the 
Westport (Conn.)' Country Play¬ 
house. 

Legit pressagent Abner Klip- 
stein and souvenir program pub¬ 
lishing associate Mabel Kirsch, 
who were married last Sunday (23) 
in New York-, sail next Friday (28) 
for a two-month European honey¬ 
moon. 

Margaret Phillips, Frank Silvera, 
Michael Wager and George Math¬ 
ews will be in the cast of James S. 
Elliott's production of “Prometheus 
Bound,” which will be presented in 
Athens the last week in July, un¬ 
der the joint sponsorship of the 
U. S. and Greek governments. 
Blanche Yurka, Clarence Derwent 
and George Bourlos will play the 
leads. Elliott leaves Saturday (29) 
by plane for Athens. 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57). 
Boy Friend. Wyndbam's <12-1-53). 
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56). 
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56). 
Damn, Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57). 
Dead Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57). 
Dear DetliHUMfit, Westminster (6-5-57). 
Dry Ret, Whitehall <8-31-54). 
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56). 
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56). 
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
Grab Me « Gondola, -Lyric (12-26-56). 
House by Lake, York's <5-9-56). 
It's the Geography, St. James's (6-12-57). 
Janus, Aldwych (4-24-57). 
Kismet, Princes (6-7-57). 
Lovebirds, Adelphi <4-20-57). 
Month of Sundays, Cambridge (5-28-57). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52) 
Now Crazy Bane, Vic. Pal. 02-18-56), 
No Time Spts., Her Maj. (8-23-56). 
Nude With Violin, Globe 01-7-56). . 
Plaintiff In Mat, St. Mart. (10-11-56). 
Plalsii* Do Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
Plume, do mi Tanto,. Garrick (11-3-55). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55). 
Saner Beware, Strand (2-16-55). 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Six Months' Grace, Phoenix (6-4-57). 
summer of 17th, New (4-30-57). 
Tie A Sympathy, Cotaedy (4-25-sp. 
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-57). 
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56) 
Xulotka, Seville (4-11-57). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Less Than Kind, Arts <6-27-57). 

CLOSED LAST WEEK 
German Rep., Sadler's Wells (6-17-57). 
Time to Kill, Arts (6-11-57). 

ON TOUR 
Born Yesterday 

’ Doctor in the House 
Glamour Girl 
Importance of Being Ernest 
Meet Mo by Moonlight 
Odd Man In 
JUde » Cock Horse 
Show Girls 
Towards lord 

Stock Tryout* 
(June 24-July 61 

Carnival King,, by Harry Treeefe-^-The- 
atre-on-the-Green. Wellesley, Mass. (24-29) 
(Reviewed in. Vaziity this week). . 

Half in Earnest, musical by Vivian. El¬ 
lis, based on. Wilde's "Importance' of 
Being in Earnest" (Anna Ruaaell)—Bucks 
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. (24-29) 
(Reviewed in Yamkxt Ibis week). 

Lease on Leva, by'Aide de Benedettl— 
Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. 

tlan In the Dog Suit, by William 
Wright and Albert. Belch (Jessica 
Tandy, Hume Cronyn>—Lake* Region 
Playhouse, Laconia-Gilford, N. H. (1-6). 
(Reviewed in Viimr this week). 

Roger the Sixth, by Joseph Carole 
(Dorothy Lamer, Robert-Alda)—Ogunquit 

'(1-6). (Me,) ] 

SCHEDULED. N.Y. OPENINGS 
(Theatres indicated if set) 

Csmpulrien (9-4-57). 
T. C. Jones Kvenlng, Golden (9-10-57). 
Time Remembered, Morosco (9-18-57). 
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (9-23-57). 
Gong Way, Winter Garden (9-26-57), 

Four wmds ao-io-57). 

Copper end Brass, Book 0.0-17-57).-. 
Yeung Strangers <wh. 10-20-57). 
Jamaica (wk. 10-20-577. 
Sg. Root of Wonderful, NaiT (10431-57) 
Dr. In Spite Himself,; ANTA (11-7-57). 
Rope Bancors 01-05-57). 
Miss Isabel 02-94-5?). 
Music Man (wk, 12-23-57). 
Rivalry, Plymouth (1-27-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Country Wife, Renata (0-2657). 
Ever SMce Paradise, Carnegie (7-11-57). 

[STRATFORD (ONT.) FEST 
TO PRESENT TOURING CO. 

Stratford, Out., June 25. 
! The Stratford Shakespearian 
Festival Foundation is planning to 
send out its first touring company 
next winter. The cast.for the 
project will be recruited from the 
summer company. However, mod¬ 
ern plays rather than classics will 
be presented by the touring group. 

The tour would cover eastern 
Canada and the U.S., with the 
grfiup comprising 18 members. 

Xady’ 80G Asain. 
‘Cart’Up $17JO, 
‘Sgts.’$14,50, LA. 

Los Angeles, June 25. 
Only “My Fair Ladv” continued 

at its previous pace J?st week as 
the town’s three offerings weath¬ 
ered a heat wave. Two of the trio, 
“Apple Cart” and “No Time for 
Sergeants” will end their stands 
this week. 

Estimates for Last Week 
' Apple Cart, Huntington Hartford 

fC) (2d wk) $4-95; 1,024; $30,000) 
(Maurice Evans). Up slightly for 
the second frame with r^ost $17 - 
200. Previous week $16,200. Tour 
folds Saturday (29). 

My Fair Lady, Philharmonic Aud 
(MC) (8th wk) ($5.95; 2,670; $80,- 
000) (Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers). 
Capacity $80,000 again; moves out 
July 6 for Frisco. 

No Time for Sergeants, Biltmore 
(5th wk) ($4.95; 1,636; $36,000). 
Skidded again, this time to $14,900. 
Previous week $20,900, exits Satur¬ 
day (29) for San Francisco. " 

Show Abroad 

. Odd Sian la 
Edinburgh, June 19. 

Henry Sherek presentation of three-act 
comedy by Claude Magnler, adapted 
from French by Robin Maueham.“ Staged 
by Harold French; decor, Michael Trang- 
mar. Stars Donald Sinden, Muriel Pav- 
low, Derek Farr. At Lyceum Theatre, 
Edinburgh. June 19, '57; at $1.20 top. 
Jane Maxwell.. Muriel Pavlow 
Mervyn Browne .. Donald Sinden 
George MaxweU.Derek Farr 

Adapted from the French hit, 
“Monsieur Masure,” now into sec¬ 
ond year in Paris, this English 
adaptation shapes as witty sum¬ 
mer fodder, with prospects for a 
boxoffice Click when it reaches 
London. Despite the transfer 
from a Gallic setting to the con¬ 
ventional rural area outside Lon¬ 
don, It retains light and witty. 

Improbable story of a non-atteh- 
tive husband being forced on the 
defensive after finding his attrac¬ 
tive young *vife and asleep in bed 
with -another man (after each has 
drunk of a sleeping potion, the 
male intruder unwittingly) is a suf¬ 
ficiently - believable to get big 
laughs. 
• British film actor Donald Sin¬ 
den, making a rare excursion in 
legit is excellent as the motorist 
who has a breakdown and takes re¬ 
fuge in a seemingly empty cottage 
to take a nap, while the femme 
owner is snatching some garden 
air after taking a sleeping potion 

Derek Farr at first overacts as 
thq outraged husband home, unex¬ 
pectedly from the city, but get? 
better as the play progresses* Mur 
riel Pavlow,'prettily garbed in sum¬ 
mer frocks, is good as the wife. 

The Robin Maugham adaptation 
is neat and catches much of the 
Gallic flavoring, and Harold 
French’s direction is sure. The 
Michael Trangmar decor of a small 
modern English cottage achieves 
a brightness to suit the frothy 
mood, and the set is especially 
well lit. Cord. 

He Tim* fgi* Sergeants: Donald Hylan 
(succeeded Jack Collins)* 

Doctor In Spite, £f Himself: George S. 
Irvins. 

Gang Way: David Winters. 
Egghead: BUE McGuire, Marlon Sweet 
Hotel Paradise: Paulk Laurence (suc¬ 

ceeded Cynthia Latham). 
Time Remembered: Susan. Strasberg. 
Copper and Brass: Dick Williams, Alice 

Pearce. 
Damn Yankees: Devra Korwin (suc¬ 

ceeded Gretcheu WylerJ. 
Balls Are Ringing: Buzz Miller (suc¬ 

ceeded Peter Gennaro), Heywood Hale 
Broun (succeeded Jack Weston). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Threepenny Opera: Georgia Brown 

(succeeds Jean. Arnold). 
Simply Heavenly; Duke Williams (suc¬ 

ceeded Lawson Bates). 
Purple Dush Patricia Peardon (succeed¬ 

ed Kathleen Murray). 
Ever since Paradise: Edna Sac, Lynn 

Williams, 
L'ONDOM 

Roar Like a Dove: Evelyn Vardeo, Anne 
Kimbell. 

B’wayBlah;Te0a’371/2G,Ewe01fiG> 
Douglas $17,Pidgeon $16,MW, 

Tables’ $15,100, Taradiso' $13,600 
The seasonal b.o. decline on 

Broadway became more severe 
last week. Receipts shrunk sub¬ 
stantially for all but the smash en¬ 
tries. It was a continuation of the 
previous frame’s downbeat pattern 
and is expected to hold through 
the summer months. 

As usual, the crop of shows is 
also diminishing. Two closings 
last Saturday (22) reduced the cur¬ 
rent lineup to 17, while another 
closing and two layoffs next Sat¬ 
urday (29) will cut the count to 14. 
Capacity entries last week were 
“Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are Ring¬ 
ing,” “My Fair Lady” and “New 
Girl in Town.” 

Estimates for Last Week J 

$35,000) (Joseph Schildkraut). Pre¬ 
vious week, -$16,300 on twofers; 
last week, almost $15,500 on two¬ 
fers. Closed last Saturday (22), 
prior to going on tour July 29, at 
an approximate $150,000 profit on 
a $75,000 investment. 

Inherit the Wind, National <D) 
(101st wk; 806; $5.75-$4.60; 1.162; 
$32,003) (Ed Begley). Previous 
week, $11,900 on twofers; last 
week, nearly $10,400 on twofers. 
Closed last Saturday (22) at an 
approximate $200,000 profit on a 
$92,000 investment. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
(Opening dates in parentheses) 
Career, Actors Playhouse (4-30- 

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Retme), 
MC (MusicaUSomedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Qp- 
erettar). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top pricest number 
of seats, capacity gross- and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
1. e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) 
(33d wk; 261; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; 
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As 
usual, about $43,500, Lays off next 
Saturday (29) and will reopen 
Aug. 5. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(30th Wk; 236; $8.05; 1,453; $58,101) 
(Judy Holliday). As always, 
$58,700. 

Damn. Yankees, Adelphi (MC) 
(112th wk; 891; $7.50; 1,434; $50,- 
000). Previous week, $30,700 on 
twofersplast week, nearly $26,700 
on twofers. 

Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum 
(C) (31st wk; 247; $5.75; 995; $26,- 
000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous 
week, $20,500, last week, nearly 
$16,000. 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 
(29th wk; 228; $8.05; 1,625; $69,- 
989) (Ethel Merman). Previous 
week, $61,700; last week, over 
$48,300. 

Hole in the Head, Plymouth (CD) 
(17th wk; 132; $6.25-$5.75; 1.070; 
$86,625) (Paul Douglas). Previous 
week, $22,400; last week, almost 
$17,600. > 
- Hotel Paradis©, Miller (C) tilth 

wk; 84; $6.90; 546; $34,000) 
(Bert Lahr, Angela Lansbury, 
John Emery, Douglas Byn'g, Carle- 
ton Carpenter). Previous * week, 
$19,100; last week, nearly $13,600. 

Li’l Abner, *Sf. James (MC) (32d 
wk; 252; $8.05; 4,028; $58,100). Pre¬ 
vious week, $58,300; last week, 
nearly $57,500. 

Long Day’s* Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D) (33d wk*198; $6.90; 1,- 
039; $30,000) (Fredric March, Flor¬ 
ence Eldridge). Lays off June 29, 
plays the Paris Festival July 2-6, 
and resumes here Aug. 19. Previ¬ 
ous week, $28,800; last week, over 
$27,700. * 

Moon for the Misbegotten, Bijou 
(D) (8th Wk; 60; $5.75-$5.25; 603; 
$20,400) fWendy Hiller, Franchot 
Tone, Cyril * Cusack). Previous 
week, $11,500; last week, almost 
$10,200; closes next Saturday (291. 

Most Happy'Fella, Imperial (MD) 
(60th wk; 476; $7.50; 1,427; $57,- 
875). Previous week, $45,800; last 
week, nearly $37,500. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger- (MC) 
(67th wk; 531;.$8.05; 1,551; $67,696) 
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrew's). As 
usual, $68,700. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(6th wk; 47; $9*20-$8.60; 1,297; 
$59,084) (Gwen“ Verdon. Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $60,200; 
last week, over $59,800. 

No Tiine for Sergeants, Alvin 
■(C) (88th wk; 700; $5.75-$4.60; 
1,331; $38,500). Closes Aug. 17, to 
tour. Previous week, $26,300 on 
discount tickets; last week, almost 
$24,000 on discount tickets. 

Separate Tables, Music Box (D) 
(35th wk; 276; $5.75; 1,010; $31,- 
0211 (Eric Portman, Margaret 
Leighton). Lays off July 13 in or¬ 
der to play Aug. 3-31 at Central 
City, Col., but resumes here Sept. 
2. Geraldine Page succeeds Miss 
Leighton next Monday (IV Pre¬ 
vious week, $20,100; last week, 
nearly $15,100. 

Tunnel of Dove, Royale (C) (18th 
wk; 149; $5.75; 944; $34,000) (Tom 
Ewell). Previous week, $26,700; 
last week, over $16,000. 

Visit to a Small Planfet. Booth ■ 
(C) <20tH wk; 156; $6.90-$5.75; 766; 1 
$27,300). (Cyril Ritchard).. Previous i 
week, $25,900; last week, nearly; 
$23,900. 

Closed Las^Weak 
Diary of Anne Frank, Ambassa-j 

dor (D) (90th wk; 717; $5.75; 1,155;1 

57). 
Commedia dell Arte, Bleecker 

St. (6-25-57). 
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56); closes Sept. 8. 
In Good King Charles’ Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57); closes 
next Sunday (30). 

Kaleidoscope, Province- 
town Playhouse (6-13-57). 

Land Beyond the River, Green¬ 
wich Mews (3-28-57); closes next 
Sunday (30). 

Purple Dost, Cherry Lane (12- 
27-56). 

School for Wives, Theatre Mar¬ 
quee (6-19-57). 

Simply Heavenly, 85th St. *5- 
21-57). 

Synge Trilogy, Theatre East *3- 
6-57). 

Threepenny Opera, de Lys <9- 
20-55). 

‘SP’ Huge $55,900, 
‘Match’ 21G, Sf. 

San Francisco, June 25. 
“South Pacific” keeps rolling 

along at capacity at the Curran. 
It’s now advertised as completely 
sold out for the run, ending July 6. 

“No Time for Sergeants” opens 
July 2 at the Geary and is aimed 
for a long run, anywhere up to 16 
weeks. “Reluctant Debutante,” 
with Reginald Gardiner and Bren¬ 
da Forbes, arrives July 10 at the 
Alcazar, with “Diary of Anne 
Frank” following it there Ang. 26. 

-Civic Light Opera’s “Fanny” 
opens July 15 at the Curran for 
five weeks and “My Fair Lady,” on 
CLO subscription, arrives July 8 
at the Opera House for five weeks 
and possibly six. 

Estimates for Last Week 
South Pacific, Curran (3d wk) 

($5.50-$5.90; 1758; $58,000) (Mary 
Martin, Giorgio Tozzii. Record $55,- 
900 on subscription, a sellout be¬ 
cause CLO offers about a 10r}> re¬ 
duction; previous week, $55,616; 
continues through July 6. 

Matchmaker, Geary »3d wk) 
<$4.40-$4.95; 1550; $36,000) (Ruth 
Gordon, Loring Smith, Patricia 
Cutts). About $21,000; previous 
week, $24,000; exits Saturday (29) 
for Los Angeles. 

Fallen Angels, Alcazar (2d wk) 
($4.40; 1147; $31,000) <Herminoe 
Gingold, Mary McCarty). Just over 
$13,000; previous week, $12,000; 
folds Saturday (29>. 

‘CAT’ PASSABLE $14,700 
ON 8TH WEEK IN CHI 

Chicago, June 25. 
June Furniture Market .here lac.t 

week helped the eighth frame of 
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” to perk 
slightly to over $14,700 at the 1,335- 
seat Erianger, at a $5 top. Previous 
week of •■the Thomas Goraez-Mar- 
jorie Steele-Alex Nicol starrer 
registered $14,400. 

When R. G. Armstrong and Jack 
Betts take over the male leads 
around July 1, there will have 
been nine changes in the cast of 
16 that opened here., Marjorie 
Steele will then be the sole star. 
Seats, as of now, are on sale 
through July. 

Touring Shows 
(June 24-Jtity 7) 

Apple Cart (Maurice Eransfc—Hartford, 
L. A. (24-29). 

Cat on a' Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez, 
Marjorie Steale, Alex Nicol)—Erianger, 
Chi (24-6). 

Fallen Angefc (Hensione Gingold, 
Mary McCarty)—Alcazar, S. F. (24-29). „ 

Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Loring 
Smith, Patricia Cutts)—Geary, S. F. (24- 
29), Hartford, L. A. <2-G). 

My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne, 
Anno Rogers)—Philharmonic. I,. A. «24-6). 

No Tine for Sergeants <2d Co.)—Bilt¬ 
more, L. A. (24-29); Geary, S. F. (1-6). 
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Broadway 
Nat and Irving Dorfman are 

again press agents for the summer 
State Music Festival at Ellenville, 
N.Y. 

Jennie Tourel Swissaired into 
town after continental and Israel 
concerts for Katonah, N. Y., date 
last Sat. (22). 

Mrs. Pat Leonard, formerly 
Gladys Loftus of the "Ziegfeld Fol¬ 
lies," in Presbyterian Hospital for 
checkup on an undetermined blood 
ailment. 

Virginia Copeland had been 
signed for the title role of “Elek- 
tra” in the Ellenville production 
of the Richard Staruss opera July 
11, 13 and 19. 

A carioca flight to nowhere this 
past Monday was Varig (Brazilian) 
Airlines' press stunt, from Idlewild 
to the Cape Cod country, with 
"luncheon in the clouds" as part of 
the ballyhoo. 

Because he blew his nose at the 
airport when he arrived to sing in 
Singapore Met tenor Richard 
Tucker drew a page one headline 
in the Straits Times "Not afraid of 
the Asiatic flu." 

Harmonica soloist John Sebas¬ 
tian in from European tour that 
included Germany and Switzer¬ 
land. Set to appear this summer 
with various al fresco symphonies, 
among them N, Y.’s Lewishohn: 
Stadium. 

Empire State Music Festival at 
Ellenville, N. Y., has added "Mad¬ 
ame Butterfly" with Elaine Malbin 
in the title role and David Poleri 
as the naval officer July 25 and 27. 
Fausto Cleva will direct. Staging 
will be by Desiree Defrere. 

Florence Anglin, actress-wife of 
S. Jay Kaufman, who died last 
week, requests that the late colum- 
nist-pressagent’s friends w*ho wish 
to honor his memory do so by 
sending contributions in his name 
to the Actors Fund of America. 

N.Y. Journal American colum* 
nist Louis Sobol taping several of 
his ABC shows in advance in light 
of his 10-day quickie to Hollywood, 
an annual summer trip for jour¬ 
nalistic enterprise and also to see 
his parents and his two grand¬ 
children. 

The Robert M. Macraes (Dottie 
Folsom) made the chairman of the 
RCA executive committee, Frank 
M. Folsom, a 23d and Z4th time 
grandpop, with the birth of twin 
boys last week in Toronto, where 
the father is an RCA Victor dis¬ 
tribution executive. 

Gaby Smart, widow of Alfred 
Smart, founder of the Esquire- 
Coronet dynasty, back into St. 
Mary’s Hospital (Mayo Clinic), 
Rochester, Minn., for another 
brain tumor operation. She had 
been discharged some weeks ago 
and had been back at her 5tli Ave. 
apartment in N. Y. 

Milton Pickman, now winding 
up as Screen Gems’ v.p. in chafge 
of programming, off to London to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.i to start rolling 
with a new company he’s forming 
with actor Richard Todd. Outfit 
to produce theatrical features, and 
a subsidiary will engage in tv pro¬ 
duction, all in England. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944) 
Robert Sarnoff and' wife in see¬ 

ing the sights. Ditto Dore Schary 
and family. 

Ed Gruskin making a pilot for 
CBS for a new vidpic series, "Meet 
Me At Maxim’s.” 

Jose Ferrer in after winding *‘I 
Accuse" (M-G). He states he will 
try to break the Gallic taboo on 
the Dreyfus Case with this pic. 

Reports here maintain that film¬ 
going in East Germany went up to 
352.000,000 patrons annually last 
year as against 272,000,000 in 1954. 

La Kermesse Aux Etoiles, the j 
three day benefit for the Le Clere 
Battallion, racked up record attend¬ 
ance in its open air showing this 
week. Show biz turned out en 
masse. 

With Bob Hope’s production, 
"Paris Holiday” (UA), running 10 
days behind schedule ibad weather) 
co-star Fernandel has been balk¬ 
ing, for he has many pix commit¬ 
ments. However,, he will finish 
‘‘Holiday." 

Producer Paul Graetz showed a 
rough cut of Nicholas Ray’s "Bitter 
Victory” fCol> to the Russo delega¬ 
tion of the recent Cannes Film Fest. 
Graetz would like Russian com¬ 
poser Shcstokovitch to do the 
musical score. 

Cape Cod 
By Earl J. Dias 

George Moses is pressagent at 
Falmouth Playhouse. 

Gordon Argo’s Orleans Arena 
Theatre opened Tuesday (18) with 
"Picnic.” 

Nantucket’s Straight Wharf The¬ 
atre began its season yesterday 
(Tues.v with "Blithe Spirit." 

The Oberlin College Gilbert & 
Sullivan Players return July 23 

PERtETi “Wednesday, June 26, 1957 

their fifth season at the Memorial 
Auditorium, Falmouth. 

John McAvoy’s Somerset Play¬ 
house is shuttered this season be¬ 
cause of rising production costs 
and a lean summer last year. 

A new strawhat enterprise, Buz¬ 
zards Bay Summer Theatre, staffed 
by students and faculty of Boston 
U., gets underway June 39 with 
“Summer and Smoke." 

Falmouth Playhouse producer, 
Mrs. George A. Gordon, gave 
champagne party for entire audi¬ 
ence after the season opening 
Monday night (17) of Nancy Walk¬ 
er in "The Desk Set." ' 

Charles Mooney, managing di¬ 
rector at Cape Playhouse, Dennis, 
signed Ed Begley and the Broad¬ 
way cast to do "Inherit the Wind" 
the week of July 15. Joan Bennett 
and Donald Cook open the season 
July 1 in "Janus.” 

By Florence S. Lowe 
ZaSu Pitts in town visiting 

friends before going out on straw- 
hat, circuit. 

Stanley Kramer hosted town’s 
crix on behalf of his "Pride and 
the Passion." 

Burt Lancaser due in Thursday 
(27) to highlight MPAA screening 
of "Sweet Smell of Success.’’ 

Frank La Falce, Warner flack, 
being feted by Film Row friends 
before trekking to Europe on trip 
which he won in company’s ex¬ 
ploitation contest. 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) 
Joey Adams in for benefit. 
Kitty Kallen in for Surf ball¬ 

room date at Nantasket. 
Russell Arms current for Blin- 

strub’s closing week. 
George Wein’s Storyville dark 

through July 7 while Newport Jazz 
Festival is on. 

Remodeling started on Plymouth 
legiter, being turned into a cinema, 
the Gary, by Ben Sack. 

, Hub film crix trained to Man¬ 
hattan for special screening of 
"Pride and the Passion” in tow of 
Joe Mansfield. UA flack. 

Freddie Hall got formal opening 
On his return to Show Bar Tuesday 
(25), where he holds the longrun 
of nine years as comic emsee. 

York Beach Frolics opens at 
Breakers Hotel, York Beach, Me., 
Friday (28) with Buddy Thomas 
line and Marty Brill, Mercury 
piper. 

Chicago 
(Delaware*!-4983). 

Bonnie Baker shooting for come-' 
back at Club Hollywood. 

Marge Abrams out of Alan Edel- 
son flackery to free lance. 

Steve Lawrence opens five-day 
stand at the Chez Paree today 
(Wed.) as topper. 

University of Chicago’s Court 
Theatre festival of dramatic 
classics begins July 1. 

Henry Doney, prez of Tiffany 
Records, recuperating from heart 
attack at Lake Forest Hospital. 

Jack Russell, named musical 
chairman for Chicagoland Fair, 
has Leo Henning’s 35-piece band, 
organist Adelle Scott and pianist 
Barney Spear. 

Sarah Siddons Society lists 33 
actresses on this year’s ballot for 
Sarah Siddons award, the princi¬ 
pals in last season’s Loop and 
strawhat productions. 

Australia 
By Eric Garrick 

{Film. House, Sydney} 
Indian summer Is giving out¬ 

door operators added playing 
time. 

J. C. Williamson opened *‘Pa- 
jama Game” at the Empire, Syd¬ 
ney, June 12. 

Leontyne Price, Negro soprano, 
a click in Sydney for the Aus¬ 
tralian Broadcasting Commission. 

Julia clicked at Romano’s key 
j nightclub in Sydney; she’s the first 
imported star to play here in 
years. 

David N. Martin brought in his 
new revue, “Calypso Capers” at 
Tivoli, Sydney. Move was made 
to cash in on the current calypso 
rage here. 

British Empire Films is preem- 
ing the full-length Olympic Games 
pic in Melbourne and Adelaide. 
Pie was filmed by Atlas Produc¬ 
tions, headquartered in Paris. 

David Martin will shoot his 
"Olympic Follies” across to New 

: Zealand for run bid prior to set- 
. ting dates in Far East. Revue is 
i headed by Richard Heame and 
! Julia. 

Some crix were unkind to "The 
i Diary of Anne Frank,” current at 
i Royal, Sydney* for J. C. William- 
! son Ltd., with Noel Madison and 
{Elizabeth Waterhouse. Neverthe- 
(less, “Anne” stands a good chance 
rof success via word-of-mouth. 

Hollywood 
Howard Hughes back in town. 
Alan Livingston bedded by flu. 
Screen Actors Guild publicist 

Buck Harris recuping from a heart 
attack. 

Ul traffic manager Nap Elandy 
on mend after an appendectomy. 

Jerome ’Lawrence and Robert E. 
Lee guest speakers on "Lawyers 
and Entertainment” at a meeting 
of Bevhills Bar Assn. 

Yul Brynner working in "The 
Brothers Karamazov" heavily taped 
as a result of fracturing a verterbra 
while rehearsing a trick -ridinf 
sequence. ‘ 

Filmites dining at the Gourmet, 
Bevhills, get a new measure of pri¬ 
vacy; eatery installed one-way 
windows so diners can look out but 
can’t be seen from the street. 

Gene Raymond, recalled for his 
annual tour of duty with the Air 
Force, wangled weekend pass to fly 
to Las Vegas and celebrate his 
20th Wedding anni with Jeanette 
MacDonald. 

Legal notice that it would seek 
an order cancelling, in toto, the 
1957 assessed tax of $105,064.46 on 
the negative of “Around the World 
in 80 Days,” has been filed with 
the Los Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors by the Michael Todd 
Co. 

London 
(Temple Bar 5041/9952) 

Donald Wolfit tossed a party at 
his country cottage to celebrate 
•his knighthood. 

Merle Oberon vacationing in 
London for a fortnight before 
heading for the Contineht. . 

Peggy Cummins; who has just 
finished her starring role in “Hell 
Drivers,” sailed for N.Y. last, week¬ 
end. 

Maureen Goldner, widow of the 
late Charles Goldner, joined the 
Joan Rees agency in executive ca¬ 
pacity. 

Sir John Barbirolli, conductor of 
the Halle Orch, to Italy to baton 
a concert at the Wagner Festival 
in Ravello. 

Joe Levine, prexy Embassy Pic¬ 
tures Corp., off for key spots to 
ink franchise holders for his New 
Guinea import, "Walk Into Hell.” 

Frank Hill, long-time general 
secretary of Kinematograph Ren¬ 
ters Society, retiring in November 
when he will be 70. He’s been with 
the Society since 1919. 

Big contingent out of London 
attending the Berlin Film Fest in¬ 
cludes producer Ivan Foxwell, 

..Trevor Howard, Elsa Martinelli, 
Michael Bromhead and Errol 
Flynn. 

Herbert Wilcox planed back 
from Hollywood via the North 
Pole to attend first press screening 
in Liverpool of "These Dangerous 
Years,” which was Anna Neagle’s 
first solo production. 

Vivien Leigh and Laurence Oliv¬ 
ier back from Warsaw, where 
they’ve been appearing in “Titus 
Andronicus”; they - attended last 
night’s (Tues.) charity jpreem of 
“The Prince and the Showgirl,” in 
which he is the male star. 

Tokyo 
By David M. Jampel 

(Press Club) 
Nippon Television Network 

(NTV) has a modern 500-seat stu¬ 
dio for audience participation 
shows in the newly-opened Yo- 
mouri Hall in downtown Tokyo; 

A Shoehiku festival, which will 
feature’1 'five of that companyte 
films; t6‘ be' held until-July 2 at 
Honolulu. A personal by actress 
Hiroko Sugita, who leaves June 14, 
will tie-in. 
• TTh'e. Zurich State Theatre of 
Switzerland asked the Japan For¬ 
eign Office for a subsidy to stage 
a Japanese composed opera. The 
plan calls for two performances of 
the opera “Yuzuru” late in June 
starring Michiko Sunahara, a Jap¬ 
anese soprano now in Europe. The 
opera’s composer, Ikuma Dan; went 
to Zurich late last year to as'sist in 
the program. Foreign Office re¬ 
portedly reacted favorable on the 
project. 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawk’ns 

(Archimede 145; Tel 800211; 
Carl Foreman back to London 

after local confabs with producer 
Carlo Ponti about upcoming pro- 

Rossana Podesta back from 
Paris, where she’s completed "La 
Bigorne.” Now goes into "Raw 
Wind in Eden” (U) here. 

Mercedes McCambridge and hus¬ 
band Fletcher Markles vacationing 
in Paris following her film stint in 
"A Farewell to Arms”; then, re¬ 
turns to U.S. for her TV series. 

Rene Clair accepted the Venice 
Film Festival invitation to head 
'this year’s feature festival jury. 

His pic, "Porte de Lilas," 'enters 
fest out-of-competition. * 

Rossano Brazzi heads for the 
U.S. soon for his “South Pacific” 
stint. He takes along a copy of 
the "Column of Hospitality” for 
presentation to New York’s Mayor 
Robert Wagner. 

Large Italian delegation to Ber¬ 
lin Film Festival, headed by Ni¬ 
cola dePirro, Eitel Monaco, and 
Lidio Bozzini .will also include 
stars Giulia Rubini, Marisa Merlini, 
Antonella Lualdi, Fiorella Mari 
and Franco Interlenghi as well as 
a group of producers and directors. 

Mike Stern’s party for the Abel 
Greens and Ben Bodnes (Hotel Al¬ 
gonquin) included a large slice of 
Rome’s VIP in press, diplomatic 
and official circles as well as a 
good show biz turnout that in¬ 
cluded Esther Williams, Rossana 
Podesta, David O. Selznick, 
Charles Vidor, GiOrgia Moll, 
Keripia, Joe DiMaggio, Roy Row¬ 
land, Lester Welch, Bruce Cabot 
and Marco Vicario. 

Westport, Conn. 
By Humphrey Doulens . 

Fritz and Cariotta (Irwin) Reiner 
summering here. 

Gene Tierney, a radiant sight on 
Westport’s June landscape. 

The Lawrence Langners cock¬ 
tailed the county press Sunday (23). 

Madame Iberia couples tremen¬ 
dous enthusiasm with energy and 
better than average information 
about her art. 

* Tom Kirby, veteran Pat Casey 
associate, and booker of the un¬ 
forgettable Gorman Brothers’ Cir¬ 
cus,. visiting here. 

Katharine Hepburn, a native of 
'this state, occupying a boathouse 
on the Housatonic River while per¬ 
forming at Shakespeare Theatre. 

Faye Emerson ran up opening 
week of Westport Country Play¬ 
house season to an approximate 
$12,500 in "Witness for the Prose¬ 
cution,” fortified by one of the 
best opening night grosses in 27- 
year history of theatre. Advance 
Saturday preem (17) was unusual, 
arranged so star could make her 
regular Wednesday video perform¬ 
ance (19) oh "I've Got a Secret.” 

For the two otherwise dark Wed¬ 
nesdays in Miss Eiders on's tandem 
engagement here (it's first two- 
week booking ledger since Tyrone 
Power and Annabella did “Liliom” 
in 1941), house has arranged eve¬ 
nings, of dance. Sirida Iberia and 
her Spanish dance company* per¬ 
formed Wednesday (19) in colorful 
and uninhibited “Spanish Fiesta.” 
Nina Novak of the Ballet Russe de 
Monte Carlo and scrub company 
performs tonight (26). 

San Francisco 
By Bill Steif 

Frisco basso Carl Palangi turned 
down a $l,0Q0-a-week Metro acting 
contract; prefers to concentrate on 
singing. 

Burt Lancaster up from Holly¬ 
wood to plug "Sweet Smell of Suc¬ 
cess,” visited Frisco city rooms and 
tried out columnists’ typewriters 
for size. 

Al Levitt and. Dick Kepner, part¬ 
ners in San Francisco Record 
Corp., took off for N.Y. to kick off 
the . company’s first stereophonic 
tape package. 

By Jerry Gaghan 
Romeo Celia, head of Local 77, 

James P. Perri, secretary and Louis 
R. Schvom, treasurer; reps to 
American Federation of Musicians 
confab in Denver. 

Jacob >Berg, Philly flutist, as¬ 
signed first cjhair with Kansas City 
Symphony; replaces another local, 
Don Peck, who becomes assistant 
first flutist with'Chicago Symph. 

Tossy Spivakovsky replaced 
Issac Stem as soloist at Robin 
Hood Dell concert last week. 
Stern, now in Europe, was unable 
to arrange passage in time for per¬ 
formance. A- . 

By Les Rees 
Pianist Carmen Cavallaro into 

Hotel Radisson Flame Room. 
Minnesota U. Theatre opened 

summer season with "Finian’s 
Rainbow.” 

Because of Phil Fein’s- death- in 
N.Y., the St. Paul Civic Opera Co. 
must find a hew director. 

Augie’s nitery has exotic dancers 
Kandy Kane and Tonny Summers 
plus Blackie & Red instrumental 
due. 

George Jessel here to act as 
toastmaster at Bonds for Israel 
dinners in. Minneapolis and St. 
Paul. 

“Doc" Evans local Dixieland 
Band set for series of summer out¬ 
door concerts at Walker Art Gal¬ 
lery center. 

Annual rodeo at local baseball 
stadium June 28-30 brings Smiley 
Burnett and Ted Warhol as toppers. 

Literati 

Harry Shaw to Holt 

New editor-in-chief of Henry 
Holt & Co. effective July 15 is 
Harry Shaw, author and authority 
on creative writing. His books on 
English and American literature 
have become texts in schools and 
his "Complete Course in English,” 
first published in 1940, is now iti 
its fourth edition and has sold 

■ over 500,000 Copies. It’s one of the 
most widely used college text¬ 
books. 

Since 1953 Shaw was v.p. ahd 
an editor at E. P. Dutton Co.; 
before that exec veepee and man¬ 
aging editor of the Atlanta (Ga.) 
publishing house of Tupper & 
Love. He has also been an editor 
with Harpers and Look. 

Shaw succeeds Howard Cady 
who resigned to. join G. P. Put- 
nam’s as a v.t>. and manager of the 
trade book department. 

Leonard Robinson, recently 
joined Holt as executive editor. 

Aiastair MacLean, Scot novelist, 
author of the bestselling “H.M.S. 
Ulysses,” is quitting Scotland to 
reside permanently in Switzerland. 
The 33-year-old scribe says it is 
for personal reasons, and would 
not comment dir heavy burden of 
taxation hitting successful authors 
m the U. K. 

MacLean’s third war novel, 
South of Java Head,” is due for 

publication next spring. TTiq first 
"H.M.S. Ulysses,” which had a first 

1 printing of 300,000 in Britain, was 
a success in the U.S.- His second 
novel, "The Guns of Navarone,” 
also met with a big reading pub¬ 
lic, and, like "Ulysses,” has been 
filmed. 

. UV..B 1VC1IUIL 
Gomg into its annual stockhold¬ 

ers powwow on June 25, Esquire 
Inc. reports a net operating rev¬ 
enue for the year ending March 31 

I of $16,598,185, slightly over $500,-; 
000 better than the previous semes¬ 
ter. 

Current assets Were $4,877,444 
and liabilities $2,225,134. Re¬ 
tained earnings amounted to 
$3,355,914. Report is for all Es¬ 
quire divisions, but the gross ad 
revenue of the men’s mag was 
$5,455,443 against $5,270,468 the 
previous year. 

CHATTER 
Kenneth S. Giniger, g.m. and 

v.p. of Hawthorn Books, off to the 
Coast, visiting the L.A. "and Frisco 
trade for three weeks. 

Pat * Guinanr editor Bride & 
Home, guest speaker at luncheon 
meeting Sponsored by Home Fash¬ 
ions League and Los Angeles Fur¬ 
niture Market July 17. 

Len Slater, McCall’s coast edi¬ 
tor, touring Arizona on story as¬ 
signment. He will attend South¬ 
west Writers’ Conference in Flag¬ 
staff, which opens .July 1. 

Lillian Roth, whose autobiogra¬ 
phy, "I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” was a 
bestseller and also a picture, is 
working on a sequel, "Beyond 
Worth,” about her experiences 
since recovering from alcoholism. 
The actress-singer is playing a 
number of strawhat engagements 
this summer. 

• Brooklyn Times-Leaders Inc. au¬ 
thorized to conduct a business as 
printers and publishers in Brook¬ 
lyn. Capital stock is 200 shares, 
nd par value. Directors are: 
Ralph BongiofnQ, Florence Bon- 
giomo, William Bongiorno. Philip 
E. Lagapa, 188 Montague Street, 
Was filing attorney at Albany. 

Bandwagon, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation, filed a statement and 
designation with the Secretary of 
State that its New York State office 
for the conduct of a publishing 
business is e/o Paul, Weiss, Rif-, 
.kind, Wharton &; Garrison, 575 ■ 
Fifth Avenue, New York City. Al¬ 
lan B. Eqker is attorney-in-fact. 

Royd -E. Beamish, assistant to 
president Floyd Chalmers of Mac- • 
lean-Hunter Ltd,, Toronto mag. 
house; has an added chore. He 
now. edits "Freelance,” a monthly,, 
sheet jof news and requirement?. 
sent to trade-mag stringers. Firm 
has trades, besides slick Mac¬ 
lean’s, Chatelaine, Canadian Homes 
& Gardens and-weekly newspaper 
Financial Post. 

Among staffers hosting Sateve- 
post party at Beverly Hilton, Bev 
Hills, June 24, were Peter Martin, 
E. C. Von Tress, Robert S. Hills, 
Thomas Bright, William J.' Huff, 
John R. • Higgins, Jr., James W. 
Hunt, (George Peck, Ken Salk,. 
Clark Graves, Lem Hall, Sandy 
Heeklnger, and Dick Thompson. 
Seven hundred guests were in¬ 
vited for cocktails and buffet < 
supper. 
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Kansas City 
June 26th, 1957 

Mr . Boh Crosby 
Television City 
Las Angeles, California 

Lear Bob, : 

’•Here we are in Kansas Oity 
j^d note that this opening date 
at Eddy's coincides with the 
tenth- anniversary of our very 
happy association with you. 

'We want to take this opportunity 
to express our sincere thanxs 
everything you have done for us. 

See you July 29th hach on the 

BCS at CBS...TV. 

Warm regards y 

.Paula, Hal, Bran, 
Johnny and Bic. 

P.S. Our Best to Gil. 
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